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PREFACE.

The present volume is the second part of a work descriptive of the

fishes of North and Middle America, including all species known to occur

in American waters north of the equator and of the Isthmus of Panama.

The lirst part was published on October 3, 1896, the present part, continu-

ous with the first in pagination and numbering, appears on October 3, 1898,

and the third and final part will soon follow. In this last will appear the

general index, an artificial key to the families, a glossary of scientific

terms, and an addendum containing all species overlooked or described

subsequent to the publication of the part to which they belong. A fourth

volume, or atlas, is composed entirely of plates.

David Starr Jordan.

Barton Warren Evermann.
Leland Stanfobd Junior Universitt,

Palo Alto, Santa Clara County, California.

March 15, 1S9S.

(Ill)
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SPARIFORM PERCOIDS

(With sheathing maxillary aud developed axillary ventral scales.)

Family CXLIX. LUTIANID.E.

(The Snappers.)

Body oblong or more or less elevated, covered with moderate-sized

adherent scales, which are more or less strongly ctenoid or almost cycloid.*

Lateral line well developed, concurrent with the back, not extending on

the caudal fin. Head large, the crests on the skull usually largely devel-

oped. No suborbital stay; mouth moderate or large, usually terminal,

low and horizontal. Premaxillaries moderately protractile, their spines

not extending to the occiput ; maxillary long, withoiit supplemental bone,

for most of its length slipping under the edge of the preorbital, which forms

a more or less distinct sheath, its form essentially as In the Serranidce;

teeth various, unequal and sharp, never incisor-like, some of them some-

times molar; vomer and palatines usually with villiform teeth, these

* This account of tliis family and the other allies of the Sparidce is based on a prelimi-
nary review of the Sparidce by Jordan & Fesler, in Report TJ. S. Fish Commission 1889 to

1891, published in 1893, 421 to 544, plates 28-62.
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sometimes molar, sometimes very small, sometimes wanting; lower phar-

yngeals separate; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; pseuclobranchiie large;

gill rakers moderate or long, slender
;
gill membranes separate, free from

the isthmus. Preopercle serrate or entire ; opercles without spines; sides

of head usually scaly. Dorsal fin single, continuous, or deeply notched,

sometimes divided into two fins, the spines usually strong, depressible in

a groove, the spines heteracautlious, that is, alternating, the one stronger

on the right side, the other on the left, the spines 10 to 12 in number.

Anal fin similar to soft dorsal and with three spines ; ventral fins thoracic,

the rays I, 5, with a more or less distinct scalelike ajipeudage at base;

caudal fin usually more or less concave behind. Air-bladder present,

usually simple. Intestinal canal short. Pyloric coeca few. Vertebrje

usually 10 4 14= 21. No distinct tubercles from the cranium for the

articulation of the epipharyngeal bones ; enlarged apophyses for the articu-

lation of palatine and preorbital bones; anterior 4 vertebrte without

l)araj)ophyses. The family comprises about 20 genera and some 250 spe-

cies, chiefly inhabiting the shores of warm regions. All of them are

valued as food, and all are active, carnivorous, and voracious. The

group is closely related to the Serranid(e on the one hand, and to the

Sa'vmlidw on the other. {Percida', part, genera Mesoprion, Etelis, etc.,

Giinther, Cat., i; Roplopagrince, Lutianince, Dentidncv, and Xenichthyinw,

Jordan &. Fesler, /. c, 431-459.)

HorLOPAGRIN>«:

:

a. Vomer -witli teeth.

b. Nostrils remote from each other, the anterior tubular, near the end of the snout;

vomerine teeth coarse, molar; teeth in jaws large, the lateral teeth molar;

(skiiU as in Lutianince).

c. Tomer with about 3 coarse molar teeth; dorsal spines 10; scales large;

gillrakers few; no teeth on palatines or on tongue; lower pharyngeals

narrow, with small, conical teeth. Hoplopagkus, 523.

bb. Nostrils near together, placedjust before eye, the anterior not tubular; vomer-

ine teeth villiform, the patch A, A- "r 0-&liaped; teeth in jaws all acute

j

no incisors or molars.

d. Palatines with teeth: teeth in jaws strong, more or less unequal.

LUTIANIN^

:

e. Interorbital area not flat nor separated from the occipital region, the

median and lateral crests procurrent on it, and the frontal nar-

rowed forward ; dorsal fin continuous, the spines not separated by
a notch from the soft rays.

/. Prefrontals with the articular facets arising from diverging

V-shaped ridges; basi-sphenoid with an anterior lobiform

extension; soft dorsal, and anal scaly; dorsal spines 10 or 11

(in American species) ; tongue with teeth (at least in adult

examples).

g. Fronto-occipital crest ceasing anteriorily far from front of

frontal
;
prefrontal with posterior areas impressed, long,

and cribriform; no pterygoid teeth; caudal fin lunate;

gill rakers rather few, shortish.

h. Top of head scaled; parietal crest confluent anteriorly

with the fronto-occipital crest; preopercle with a

deep notch, into which a projection from theintero-

percle fits, this character most marked in the adult.

EVOPLITES, 524.
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h-h.. Top of head naked ; an oblique band of scales on each

aide of nape; parietal crest not confluent with the

fronto-occipital crest, either fading away ante-

riorly or running into the ocular rim; preopercle

with a shallow notch or eiuargination only.

Nkoivlenis, 525.

gg. Fronto-occipital crest continued forward along top of head

to nearly opposite nostrils
;
prefrontals with the pos-

terior area short, excavated above and in front.

i. Gill rakers short and few, about 12; anal fin long and

low, its rays III, 10 or 11. Rabieubia, 526.

ii. Gill rakers long and numerous, about 25 ; anal rather

high, its rays III, 9; pterygoid teeth present (in

the adult) in a narrow band ; caudal fin very deeply

forked. OCYURUS, 527.

//. Prefrontals with the articular facets developed from simple

tubercles and not V-shaped; basisphenoid not lobigerous;

canines small; soft rays of dorsal 10 or 11.

j. Prefrontals with the posterior areas cribriform
;
pterygoids

with a broad patch of teeth (in adult) ; hyoid bones and

tongue with teeth; canines very small or obsolete; dorsal

spines 12 (or 13); soft dorsal and anal somewhat scaled;

top of head scaled to before middli- of eye
;

gill rakera

numerous. Rhomboplites, 528.

yj. Prefrontals with the posterior areas solid and somewhat

tumid
;
pterygoids, hyoid bone, and tongue toothless ; dor-

sal spines 10 ; soft dorsal and anal scaleless

.

Apsilus, 529.

Etelin^ :

ee. Interorbital area flat, separated by a transverse line of demarcation

from the occipital, by which the median as well as the lateral

crests are limited; frontals wide in front; tongue and pterygoids

toothless ; soft rays of dorsal 10 or 11.

k. Dorsal fln continuous; frontals not cavernous; supraorbital

margin crenate; periotic region much swollen outward and

with the bones thin and polished; preorbital moderate;

frontals behind with funnel-shaped foraminae ; soft dorsal

and anal scaleless; last rays of dorsal and anal produced.

Apeion, 530.

Ick. Dorsal nearly or quite divided into two fins by a deep notch

;

eyes very large
;
preorbital very narrow.

I. Frontals not cavernous, simply normally perforate ; supra-

orbital margins crenate ;
periotic region little convex

and with the bones thick, unpolished; prefrontals

behind with funnel-shaped foramina; body compara-

tively elongate ; head naked above and on snout; soft

dorsal and anal naked
;
peritoneum and lining of gill

cavity pale; caudal deeply forked ; color crimson.

Etelis, 531.

II. Frontals cavernous (like those of iScicenoids), with longi-

tudinal, osseous bars, leaving interspaces in front of

transverse ridge and on each side near the front;

supraorbital margins smooth
;
prefrontals behind with

simple foramina for olfactory nerves ; body compara-

tively short and deep; head scaly above and on jaws

and snout; soft dorsal and anal scaly at base; peri-

toneum and lining of gill cavity black ; caudal lunate.

Deep-water species, blackish-purple in color.

Vebilus, 532.
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XeNICHTHYIX.E:

dd. Palatines without teeth; vomor with iiiinuto teeth in a O-shaped patch;

teeth in jaws very small, equal. Body compressed, covered with

small, thin, ctenoid, silvery scales ; top of head, cheeks, opercles, part

of preorbital and crown scaly; mouth small, oldicxue, with small

recurved teeth in jaws; preorbital narrow, a rhomboid patch of small

teeth on vomer ; few teeth or none on the tongue
;
gill rakers long

and slender; dorsal fins nearly separate, the anterior of slender

spines, the soft rays scaly. Intestinal canal short (the pyloric coeoa

not examined). Skull with the crests conspicuous, the temporal
running forward to join the supraoccipital.

in. Dorsal rays X or XI-I, 12 to 14, the spinous part of the tin at

least half longer than soft part; anal rays III, 10 or 11.

n. Dorsal fins entirely separated, interval between them % diam-

eter of eye; spinous dorsal half longer than soft; nostrils

small, close together. Xenocys, 533.

nn. Dorsal fins connected at base, the spinous part about
double length of soft part. Xenistius, 534.

mm. Dorsal rays XI-I, 18 or 19, the soft i)art longer than the spinous

part; anal rays about HI, 18. Xenichthys, 535.
Denticin^ :

aa. Vomer and palatines toothless; one or both jaws with strong canines; no molars;
preopercle entire; dorsal continuous.

0. Dorsal spines 10; scales large, 50 in lateral line, those on cheeks in 3 rows;
mouth moderate, the jaws subequal; fins usually with filaments.

Nemipteeus, 536.

523. HOPLOPAGRUS, Gill.

Hoplopagrvs, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 253 {guntheri).

Anterior nostril remote from the other, close to the premaxillary, in the
end of the barbel or tube; vomer with about 3 coarse molar teeth; teeth
ofjaws coarse and blunt, the lateral teeth molar; scales large; gill-rakers

few; dorsal spines continuous with the soft rays which are scaly at the
base; lower pharyngeals narrow, with small conical teeth; skull and
general anatomy essentially as in Lutianus and Ncomamis.
Only one species of this remarkable generic type is known. With a

close resemblance in nearly all respects to Neomamis apodiis and other typi-

cal species, it differs strikingly from all other fishes of this type in the
structure of the nostrils and m the dentition. {oytAoi^, armor; Ttdypoc,,

porgy.)

1628. HOPLOPAGRUS GUMHEUI, Gill.

(Pakgo.)

Head 2|; depth 2i to 2i; eye 4^ (in young); snout 2?. D. X, 14; A.
Ill, 9. Scales (5-47-16. Pectoral 1^ in head, reaching to first anal spine;
anal 1^ ; longest soft dorsal ray equals longest anal ray. Body oblong-
ovate, short, deep, and compressed, the back arched, the body abruptly
contracted to the base of the short caudal peduncle; anterior profile

slightly and evenly convex. Snout rather long and pointed ; mouth small,
the maxillary scarcely reaching to front of orbit, its length 2f to 3 in head

;

teeth in jaws arranged as in Lutianus, but coarse and blunt, the lateral

teeth of both jaws rounded and molarlike, more blunt in large examples;
upper jaw with about 2 coarse, rather long canines; vomer with about 3
to 5 coarse molar teeth; palatines and tongue toothless; lower jaw rather
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weak, included; anterior nostril at the extreme front of the snout, close

to the premaxillary, in the extremity of a barbel-like tube which hano-g

down iibove the mouth and is nearly as long as the eye
;
posterior nostril

a rather long and narrow oblicjue slit, near the front of the eye; eye small,

near the middle of the length of the head; interorbital space rather broad
and convex, its width 4^ in head; preorbital broad, its least width %\ to

4^ in head; vertical limb of preopercle oblir|ue, sharply serrate, the teeth
rather tine above, coarse at the angle ; emargination of preopercle sharp
and deep, more conspicuous than in most species of Lutianns, the knob of
interopercle conspicuous. Gill rakers few and short, about 7 deveh)ped on
lower part of anterior arch, besides several rudiments; opercle without
sjiinous projections; scapular scale serrate. Temporal crest of skull very
short, coalescing with the orbi-tal rim. Scales rather small, regularly
arranged, those above lateral line in series which are throughout parallel

with the lateral line, those below in horizontal series; temporal region
with a band, of one or two series of large scales; cheeks with about 7 rows
of scales; top of head naked. Dorsal spines rather low and strong, the
fin somewhat deeply emarginate; soft dorsal and anal high, angular,
and pointed in outline, the middle rays elevated, the last ray not f the
height of the middle ones, which are 2 in head; pectoral long and fal-

cate; caudal short, feebly lunate, the upi)er lolie If in head; anal high
and pointed, the middle rays reaching base of caudal, a little more than
half length of head; anal spines strong, the second longer and stronger
than third, 2f in head

;
pectoral long, 3 in body ; ventral 1^, Color green-

ish above, belly coppery pink; head olive, sides with 8 cross-bands of
warm brown, unequally placed; fins dusky olive, shaded with ])inkish

and brown ; a round dusky blotch near base of last rays of soft dorsal

;

the pectorals pale, a dark crescent at base; ventrals black-tipped; top of

head with some small dark spots. Adult nearly plain olivaceous, coppery
below. Pacific coast of tropical America, from Guaymas to Panama.
This remarkable species is a common food-fish at Mazatlan, where it is

known as the "pargo." The specimens examined by us are from Mazatlan
and Guaymas. (Named for Dr. Albert Giinther "in token of apprecia-

tion.")

Hoplopagrus gvntJieri, Gill, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 253, Cape San Lucas (Coll.

Xantus); Steindachnek, lohth. Beitrage, vi, 1, 1878; Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus. 1884, 429; Jordan & Fe.sler, I. c, 432; Evermann & Jenkins, Proc. TJ. S.

Nat. Miis. 1891, 145; Jordan, Fishes Slnaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., Ser.2, v, 1895, 454.

524. EVOPLITES, Gill.

Evoplites, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 236 (pomaca7)tJms=rjo-a-Dg of kasmira).

This genus is very close to Lutianns and Geni/orof/c, two sections and gen-

era not represented in American waters. It agrees with Lutianns in having
the whole top of the head from the eyes backward covered with scales.

This region is naked in Geiiijorof/e, which, like EvojiUtes, has the preopercle

marked by a deep gash or incision in which a knob from the interopercle

finds place. The latter character is subject to considerable variation in

Gcnyoroge and may not be of generic value. In Evoplites the parietal crest
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is confluent anterierly with the supiaoccipital crest, a character not seen

in any species of Neomainis. Lutianus and Gewyorojrehave not been exam-

ined in this res])ect. Species brightly colored, chiefly of the western

Pacific; one within our limits, {ev , well; 6nXirr]<i, armed.)

1629. EVOPLITES VIUIDIS (Valenciennes).

Head 2f ; depth 3; eye large, 4 in head. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8. Scales

9-54-17. Body rather elongate, profile to nape nearly straight; snout

pointed, 3^ in head; snpraoccipital crest low; preorbital moderate, 6| in

head; mouth moderate, the jaws subequal, the maxillary reaching front of

pupil, 2 J in head ; each jaw with a narrow band of villiform teeth, outside

of which are moderate canines ; tongue toothless ; vomer Avith a A-shaped

band of teeth and with no backward prolongation on median line. Gill-

rakers short and slender, 10 developed ; nostrils small, well separated, the

posterior oblong. Preopercle with a sharp, deep notch, into which fits a

knob from the interopercle ; temporal crest not confluent Avith orbital rim,

but uearly or quite confluent with snpraoccipital crest in front ; lower limb

of preopercle coarsely serrate
;
preopercle strongly serrate above the notch.

Scales rather small, the rows above lateral line very oblique, nowhere

parallel with the lateral line, 7 or 8 rows on cheeks, anterior largest, one

row on interopercle ; top of bead scaled as far forward as front of pupil

;

10 rows of scales between eye and suprascapula ; soft dorsal aad anal scaly.

Dorsal spines low and strong, the iburth spine lougest, 3 in head ; soft

dorsal rounded, the lougest ray ^ in head ; anal moderate, its free edge

straight, the second sxiiue longest, 2| in head; pectorals long, li in head.

Color golden-brown with 5 sky-blue longitudinal stripes, each broadly and

sharply margined with dark blue ; the whole band as broad anteriorly as

tbe interspaces, growing narrower behind tbe dark-blue border, nearly as

wide on each side as the median pale-blue band; a faint median blue

streak from occiput to front of dorsal, then a band of 3 blue streaks,

as above stated, from occiput above eye to ninth dorsal spine; second from

upper edge of eye to middle of soft dorsal ; third from middle of eye to last

ray of dorsal; fourth from upper jaw along lower edge of eye to middle of

base of caudal peduncle, where it ends abruptly ; fifth from end of maxil-

lary to above last ray of anal; fins all pale, the dorsal partly edged with

black; no black lateral spot. Rocky islands of tbe eastern Pacific; known
from the Galapagos (Valenciennes), Tres Marias (Forrer), and the Revilla-

gigedos Islands (Gilbert); here described from a specimen* taken by

Alfonse Forrer at the Tres Marias, {viridis, green, a very inappropriate

name, as the species is olive with blue stripes.)

Diacope viridis, Valenciennes, Voyage de la V6nus, 303, pi. 1, fig. 2 (very bad), 1845,

Galapagos Islands. •

Genyoroge viridis, Gunther, Cat., i, 180, 1859.

Lutjanus viridis, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.1888, 330; Jordan & Pesler, I. c, 439.

' I':r„i,Iit,:<: l-.i^-nnni MVnin Svviitovv, China) differs fnini i:r„,,lilrn rirlilln in tlic following
Tcs]u,\^ l'.(.(l\ i|. ,|„r (ilrjiili -J:-;) : .scales smallt-v (Si \-2 H-j '::.

i h.- l,;irk nmr,' rlr\ ated and
llic ipii.lil( ^,lll |)ii

; .^uiMii ;; in' head; preorbital f,- niaxilhii \ -j;: >, cuml .hkiI spine 3i;
lovvtir latia-al Wand waiitiii.ii; a vauue dark lateral bloti^h pii-siiit, larj;cr lliau cvu; bands
less shavi)ly defined than in E. virUKs, the pale-blue median streak in each band twice as
wide as tlie dark border, the whole band narrower, its width one-third to one-fourth that
of the j;olden-brown interspaces ; no median dorsal streak.
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525. NEOM^NIS, Girard.

(Snappers.)

Xeomcenis, GiRAED, U. S. Mex. Bound. Survey, Zool., Fishes, 18, 1859 (emarginatug=
griseus)

.

liaizero, Jordan & Feslkr, Rept. TJ. S. Fish Comm. 1889 (1893), 438 (aratus).

Body oblong, compressed, the back somewhat elevated; head long,

naked above, except for a broad oblique band of scales at the nape; nos-

trils normally close together, neither with a tnbe; mouth large, the jaws
with bands of villiform teeth, besides which is usually an outer series of

larger teeth in each jaw, and 2 to 4 stronger teeth or canines in front of

upper jaw; vomer with villiform teeth; villiform teeth on the palatines;

usually one or more patches of teeth on the tongue in the adult; no molar

teeth ; no teeth on pterygoids
;
preopercle without notch or with a shallow

emargination
;

posterior limb of preopercle finely serrate; gill rakers

rather few, shortish; soft rays of dorsal and anal scaly at base; dorsal

spines 10 (rarely 11), continuous with the soft rays; caudal lunate or

forked ; anal rays 7 to 9. Interorbital area not flat nor separated from the

occipital region, the median and lateral crests procurrent on it, and the

frontal narrowed forward; fronto-occipital crest ceasing anteriorly far

from front of frontal, usually behind eye; prefrontal with posterior areas

impressed, long and cribriform
;
parietal crest not confluent with orbital

rim, but nearly or quite joined anteriorly to fronto-occipital crest (in

species examined)
;

prefrontals with the articular facets arising from

diverging V-shaped ridges; basi.sphenoid with an anterior lobiform

extension. Vertebrte 10 -|- 14= 24. We venture to separate the American

Pargos or Snappers from the Old World genus Lutianus on the following-

characters, distinctive so far as known : Parietal crest usually confluent

anteriorly with the orbital rim, never joined anteriorly to the fronto-

occipital crest; top of head naked; a more or less isolated band of scales

extending obliquely on each side of nape; notch on preopercle for the

reception of knob of interopercle shallow and broad, sometimes obsolete,

otherwise essentially as in Lutianus.* Species very niimerous, chiefly

* The true relations of Neomcenit, Lutianus, Oenyoroge, Evoplites. and Proamblys are
yet to be determined. It seems to us that none of our speiies is congeneric with Lutianus
lutianus, the type of Lutianus, while Evoplites differs materially from the type of Gcnyo-
roge. A full study of the skeletons must, however, be made before these genera can be
placed on a sound basis. The following is the synonymy of the Asiatic groups

:

LUTIANUS, Bloch.

Lutianus, Bloch, Tchthyologia, iv, 107. 1790 {lutianus) ; the name first spelled Lutianus,
but later changed, on the plates and el.sewhere, to Lutjanus. It is from Jkan luijang,

the Malayan name of Lutianus lutianus.
Mesoprion, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., n, 441, 1828 {lutianus, etc.).

^ Ilypoplites, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 236 (retrospinis)

.

GENYOROGE, Cantor.

Diacope, CcrvTEK & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 410, 1828 {sebce) ; name preoccupied
in Lepidoptera.

Genyoroge, Cantor, Malayan Fishes, 12, 1850 (sebce) ; substitute for Diacope.

PROAMBLYS, Gill.

Proamblys, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 236 {nigra= macolor).
Macular, Blkekkr, Poiss. Amboina, Nederl. Tidskr. Dierk., 277, 1867 {macolor).
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American and African; active, predatory fishes highly valued as food.

(v£o?, new; Mainis, a genus remotely related and not resembling the

present one.)

NEOMjENIS :

I. Dorsal spinoa 10 in American species ; rows of scales above lateral line 5 to 10 in

nnmber.

A. Vomerine patch of teeth diamond-shaped; scales large, those above the lateral

line fully parallel with it; dorsal rays X, 14; canines small; gill rakers

about 7. Color dark purplish-olive, scales with silvery spots.

JORDANI, 1630.

AA. Vomerine patch of teeth /1\-shaped, or A-sbaped, not diamond-shaped.

«. Soft dorsal normally with 14 rays, rarely with 13.

b. Anal fin rounded, its middle rays less than half length of head; no

black lateral spot.

c. Developed gill rakers 7 to 9, usually with few rudiments, if

any; preorbit;il deep; caudal lunate. Shallow-water spe-

cies, olivaceous in color, more or less marked by cross-bands

when young, often with a blue streak along the preorbital.

d. Vomerine teeth forming a /\- or /\-shaped patch, the, back-

ward prolongation on median line very short or want-

ing ; scales above lateral line in oblique series, which

are not throughout parallel with it; body compara-

tively elongate, the depth 3 to 3^ in length ; upper and

lower canines very strong, lower considerably stronger

than in other species; mouth very large; vertical fins

dusky ; size very large.

e. Maxillary 2p in head; preorbital 5J in head ; maxillary

reaching nearly or quite to middle of eye, 2^- to 2g

in head; base of pectoral dusky; head 2| in

length; depth 3|. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales

6^8-13. NOVEMFASCIATUS, 1631.

ee. Maxillary 2f in head
;
preorbital 4J in head ; maxil-

lary reaching past middle of eye, about 2J in

head ; usually a black spot or shade at base of

pectoral; head 2J; depth 3; D.X, 14; A. Ill, 8;

scales 7-50-12. cvangpterus, 1632.

dd. Vomerine teeth forming an anchor-shaped patch, with a

distinct backward prolongation on the median lino;

second anal spine little, if any, shorter than third;

upper canines strong, lower moderate or small.

/. Scales above lateral line arranged in series which are

not throughout parallel with lateral line, being

oblique and irregular, at least below the second

dorsal.

g. Body comparatively elongate, the depth 2J to 3

in length; snout rather pointed; mouth
large, maxillary 24 in head; scales 7 in an

oblique series l)etween dorsal and lateral

line; pectoral short, not J length of head;

soft dorsal, anal, and caudal blackish, tinged

with wine color, always becoming dusky in

spirits; body dark greenish, more or less

reddish below; blue streak on preorbital dis-

appearing early; specimens from deep water

with more or less red. Head 2J ; depth 2J.

D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales 7-50-12.

GEISEUS, 1633.
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(/;/. Body comparatively deep, depth about 2^ in

lengtli; snout long and pointed; mouth
rather small, maxillary about 3 in hoad;

pectorals long, more than f length of head

;

soft dorsal, anal, iind caudal orange or yel-

low, becoming pale in spirits.

h. Scales moderate, about nine in an oblique

series from first dorsal to lateral line,

about 55 vertical series above lateral

line between gill opening and base of

caudal; lateral line with more than 45

pores ; a whitish area below eye ; blue

streak along suborbital region usually

not disappearing with age; head 2i;

depth 2f. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales

8-56-15. .locu, 1634.

hh,. Scales unusually large, 5 or 6 in an oblique

series from first dorsal to lateral line,

about 45 vertical series above lateral

line between gill opening and base of

caudal; lateral line with less than 40

pores : blue streak on suborbital region

not permanent; head 2i; dejith 2J. U.

X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales 6-44-13.

APODUS, 1635.

ff. Scales above lateral line in horizontal series which

are throughout more or less distinctly parallel

with the lateral line; snovit long and pointed, 3

in head; pectoral fin long, \\ in head; color

brownish-red with faint silvery streaks along

rows of scales on sides, a pale-blue streak along

suborbital and preorbital : fins yellow. Head 2J

;

depth 11; D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales 5-45-12.

AEGENTIVENTRIS, 1636.

ec. Developful gill rakers more numerous, about 10, with several

rudiments before them (in K. huccanella; not examined in

N. hitjanoides).

t. Caudal deeply forked; mouth small, maxillary reaching

posterior nostril; preopercle slightly notched, little

serrate ; canines strong ; tongue with teeth ; soft dor-

sal and anal rounded; pectoral pointed, 4J in total

length. Color brownish-green, with 6 brown cross-

bands; a broad greenish stripe from opercle to base of

caudal. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8. (Hybrid, probably of

chry.iunis->rjocu.) lutjanoides, 1637.

a. Caudal moderately forked ; mouth large, maxillary reach-

ing anterior edge of eye, 23 in head; preopercle ser-

rate, the serraj strong on angle; canines medium;

vomerine teeth in an anchor shaped patch; eye

large ; the base and axil of pectoral with a jet-black

blotch ; scales moderate, about 8 oblique aeries from

the lateral line to the first dor-sal spine, about 63 ver-

tical rows above lateral line; second anal spine long,

about 2| in head. Color crimson; caudal peduncle

and caudal fin largely yellow ; iris orange-red; no lat.

eral blotch. Head 2i; depth 2^; D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8;

scales 8-63-15. BUCCANBLLA, 1638,
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66. Anal fln angnlated, its median rays produced, the longest in adult

at least half head ; hody rather robust ; upper canines rather

long ; lower small. Color more or less red. the young with a

black lateral blotch.

). Scales above the lateral line arranged in series which are not

throughout parallel with it; side with a black blotch,

which tisually disappears with age; anal fin bright red.

k. Teeth on vomer in an anchor-shaped patch, with a median

backward prolongation ; lingual teeth well developed

;

snout rather pointed; maxillary reaching edge of

pupil, 2\ in head ; caudal edged with black,

i. Iris golden-yellow in life. Scales rather small,

9-52-10, about 50 pores in the lateral line ; body

rather slender, the depth 2J in length ; second

anal spine about 3^ in head; gill rakers 9 below

angle; eye largo, 4J in head in adult; preovbital

5| in head. Head 2f in length; D. X, U; A, III, 9.

Color bright rose-red, with golden streaks.

VIVANUS, 1639.

II. Iris rose-red. Scales rather large, 8-46-14 ; body

robust, the depth 2| in length ; second anal spine

about 4 in head; gill rakers about 8 below angle;

eye moderate, 5J to 6 in head in adult
;
preorbital

5. Head 2i; D. X, 14 ; A. Ill, 9. Color rose-red,

nearly uniform ; size large. aya, 1640.

kk. Teeth in vomer in a / -shaped patch, without distinct

prolongation on the median line; lingual teeth very

few or none ; snout rather pointed ; maxillary reach-

ing edge of eye, 2# in head; scales rather small,

about 50 pores in lateral line. Color, greenish above,

rosy below ; a small but distinct lateral blotch
;
young

with oblique blue streaks above; flns mostly brick-

red, especially the anal; a pearly streak below

eye. Head 2j; depth 2s; D. X, 14; A, III, 8; scales

10-67-17. ANALis, 1641.

jj. Scales above the lateral line arranged in series which are

more or less distinctly parallel throughout with the lat-

eral line ; no black lateral blotch ; scales rather large, 5 or 6

between first dorsal spine and lateral line; lateral line

with 47 pores; vomerine teeth in a A-shaped patch; lin-

gual teeth well developed ; maxillary reaching front of

pupil, 2J in head. Color red, dusky above ; a blue streak

on suborbital; anal and ventral fins dusky. Head 2J;

depths; D. X, 14; A. Ill, 7; scales 5-47-11.

COLORADO. 1642.

aa . Soft dorsal with 12 rays (rarely 13) ; body oblong, the back not greatly

elevated ; upper canines moderate, lower small or obsolete ; scales

above lateral line in very oblique series ; anal fln low, its outline

rounded.

m. Mouth moderate ; maxillary 2§ to 2| in head.

n. Caudal not deeply forked; gill rakers rather few (8 or 9 be-

sides rudiments),

o. Pectoral short, 1§ in head ; teeth on vomer in an anchor-

shaped patch. Color olivaceous, no black lateral

blotch; lower Jaw included. Head 2J: depth 3; D.

X, 12 : A. Ill, 8 ; scales 8-51- X. (Hybrid, griseus -\-

synagris?) brachypterus, 1643.
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00. Pectoral long, more than two-thirds length of head;

color chiefly red ; a large black lateral blotch; lower

jaw slightly projecting.

p. Vomerine teeth in an anchor-shaped patch, with a

distinct backward prolongation on median line.

Color red ; back and sides with rows of dark

bluish-gray spots following tlie series of scales

;

similar spots on sides of head; fins reddish.

Head 2J; depth 2|; D. X, 12; A. in, 8; scales

7-53-15. GUTTATUS, 1644.

j)p. Vomerine teeth in a A- or /K-sbaped patch, the

prolongation on median line very short or

wanting. Color rosy greenish above, sides of

head and body with numerous longitudinal

stripes of golden yellow; soft dorsal and

caudal red; lower fins yellow. Head 2J;

depth 2|; D. X, 12; A.ni, 8; scales 8-60-15.

SYNAQEIS, 1645.

nn. Candal deeply forked; the gill rakers rather numerous,

about 10 on lower part of the anterior arch ;
teeth on

vomer in an anchor-shaped patch ; body rather elongate,

compressed; lower jaw projecting or not; eyes smijjl;

scales small; the lateral line with about 50 pores
;
anal

spines graduated. Color reddish, with horizontal yellow

streaks ; no black lateral blotch. Head 3 ; depth 3 ;
D.

X, 13; A. Ill, 9; scales 9-53-15. (Hybrid, synagris^

ehrysurus ?)
ambiguus, 1646.

mm. ilouth large; maxillary 2i in head; teeth on vomer in an anchor-

shaped patch; lower jaw strongly projecting; body rather

elongate, strongly compressed : eye very large, red
;
scales

rather small, the lateral line with about 50 pores ;
caudal

little forked ; second and third anal spines subequal. Color

dark brown ; pale below, flushed with red ; fins mostly red

;

a large black lateral blotch. Head2|; depth 2|: D.X, 12;

A. Ill, 8; scales 9-62-14. mahogoni, 1647.

RaIZERO:* .

II. Dorsal spines 11; scales large, those above lateral line in 4 or 5 series, fully paraUel

with lateral line.

q Soft dorsal and anal low ; vomerine teeth in a A-shaped patch; teeth on tongue; gill

rakers few. Color dark, olive-reddish below; distinct silvery streaks along

rows of scales; young with silvery bars; lower fins dusky. Head 3; depth 3i;

D. XI, 12; A. in, 7 ; scales 4i-45-12. ab.a.tus, 1648.

Subgenus NE0M.«;NIS.

1630. NEOM.EXIS JORD.VXI, Gilbert.

Head 2| to 3 in length ; depth 2^ to 2f ; eye U in head. D. X, 14 ;
A. Ill,

9: scales 5A above lateral line, 43 to 47 oblique series running downward

and backward. Body deep, with regular curves, the two profiles nearly

• equal. Snout short, with rapidly rising upper profile, 3i to 3+ in head.

Eye large, innch greater than the width of the preorbital at the middle of

its leng'th, where it is \ length of head. Maxillary reaching slightly

beyond front of pupil, its length equaling that of snout and half eye, 2i

* Spanish name of Neo7ncenis aratus, from raiz, root; "place of roots," the species

living among the roots of the mangroves.
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in head. Mandibular teeth in a villiform band which is of moderate width

anteriorly and tapers rapidly on sides ; an outer series of distantly placed

moderate canines; teeth in iiremaxillaries similar to those below, the

canines small, a pair on each side enlarged, but small for this genus ; vomer-
ine teeth in a diamond-shaped patch, the sides subequal, concave; pre-

ocular margin with a rather deej) emargiuatiou above the angle ; above the

emargination the edgt> is very minutely and finely serrulate, at the angle

provided with a few short slender rather distant spines. Gill rakers strong,

those above angle all short, the one at angle al)ruptly lengthened, about

half diameter of eye; seven developed on horizontal limb of arch. Pos-

terior nostril elliptical. Five or six series of scales on cheeks, the band
running upward to level of upper margin of orbit; a single narrow band
of scales on occiput, separated by a naked space from those on nape; top

of head, snout, mandible, preopercle, maxillarj', and anterior half of inter-

opercle naked; scales above lateral line in series parallel with the lateral

line ; scales on the breast not much reduced, as large as those on opercle

;

basal portions of dorsal and anal densely scaled, the scales forming a sheath

at base; basal f of caudal densely scaled. Dorsal spines heavy, not flex-

il)le, the longest 2Hn head; second and third anal spines about equal, half

the length of snout and eye ; soft dorsal and anal low, rounded, the longest

ray (measured from free edge of sheath) about \ head; caudal lunate, the

middle rays | the outer, 1* in head; pectorals very long, nearly reaching

vertical from vent, \\ in head; ventrals 1* in head. Color, back and top

of head deep olive; lower half of sides and l)elow dark reddish-purple;

many of the scales on sides with a silvery spot near the margin, producing
faint lengthwise stripes; tins reddish-purple, the basal portion of soft

dorsal and caudal tinged with olive; iris silvery, with inner and outer

orange circle ; no blue lines on the head ; inner lining of gill membranes
and the shoulder girdle largely orange-red

;
pectoral lins orange-brown. Of

rare occurrence at Panama, but occasionally taken in considerable num-
bers. It is a small species, reaching a length of about 17 inches. A strongly

marked species, quite unlike any other. (Named for David Starr Jordan.)

Neomcenis jordani, Gilbert, Fishes of Panama, in Troc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1897, Panama.
(Coll. Gilbert. Type, No. 11988, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

1631. NEOM^AIS NOVEMPASCIATUS (Gill).

(Pargo PRIETO; Pargo MARENO; Pargo Neoro.)

Head 2| ; depth 3 ; eye 5^ to 4f in head. D. X, 14 ; A. Ill, 8, rarely III, 7

;

maxillary 2*; preorbital 5i; scales 6-48-13. Body comparatively elon-

gate, the back little elevated; i>rofile very gently curved ; snout long and
pointed, i length of head; eye small, less than breadth of the wide pre-

orbital; maxillary barely reaching to opposite front of orbit, its length

21 in head; each jaw with a very narrow band of villiform teeth, outside

of which is a single series of larger teeth, those in sides of upper jaw
small, 2 in front, however, developed as large fanglike canines, larger

than usual in this genus, their length about equal to the diameter of the

pupil ; a pair of smaller canines near the middle of the upper jaw, between
the large ones; conical teeth of lower jaw distant, cauinelike, 6 to 8 in.
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number on each side, lai-gcr than iu any of our other species oi Neomonnis,

much larger than those on sides of upper jaw; teeth ou tongue in a large

oval patch, iu frout of which are two smaller patches ; teeth ou vomer
forming a crescent-shaped patch, without backward prolongation on the

median line. Gill rakers few, not very large, distaut, about 1 + 7. Preop-

ercle with its posterior margin extending very obliquely forward, the angle

therefore very obtusely rounded; a broad shallow notch above the angle,

the margin above the notch convex, its edge minutely serrulate ; a few
coarser teeth at the augle; lower border mostly smooth. In the adult the

whole margin of the preopercle is without serrations; suprascapular ser-

rate. Posterior nostril nearly round; a single narrow band of scales

extending downward and backward from occijiut. Dorsal spines rather

long, with sharp flexible tips, the fourth the longest, but shorter than the

snout, 3i in head; anal spines short and strong, much stronger than dorsal

spines, the second and third of nearlj'^ equal length, the second somewhat
strongest, not much longer than diameter of the orbit, 4| in head ; soft rays

of anal low, 3;^ in head; caudal fin emarginate, 1? in head; pectorals much
longer than ventrals, extending slightly beyond them, their length 1| in

head. Scales moderate, firm, present on cheek, opercle, subopercle, and in a

single series on interopercle ; scales above lateral line forming very oblique

series running upward and backward, not parallel with the lateral line;

scales on breast not very small, smaller than those on opercle ; basal por-

tions of vertical fins scaly. Coloration : Back and sides very dark olive-

brown, the back with a slaty tinge, the sides often with some faint ])\\v-

plish; sides paler below; the belly and lower parts of head white; very

old specimens largely coppery red, nearly uniform, darker above; each

scale on the dorsal region with the basal half dark; head colored like the

body; maxillary brownish, no bluish streak on preorbital; vertical fins

dark brownish; the spinous dorsal olive-brown with a narrow dark streak

at base and tip ; anal with the margin of its first three rays white
;
pectorals

olivaceous brown; ventrals dark brownish, becoming reddish at base;

inside of mouth reddish-yellow. Young with the margin of spinous dorsal

and most of anal black; young with 9 dark crossbands; varies much
with age. Generally common; known from Pacific coast of trojiical

America; Cape San Lucas; Guaymas; Mazatlan; Punta Arenas; San Bias;

Panama. A large species, valued as food; closely allied to N. cyanopterHs;

reaching a weight of 20 pounds, (novem, nine; fasciatus, banded, a char-

acter seen only in the very young.)

LiUjanus novemfasciatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 251, Cape San Lucas (very

young) ; J ORDAN & Swain, I.e., 443 ; Evermann & Jenkins, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1891,

146; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 440.

Mesoprion paeificus, BocoURT, Ann. Sci. Nat. Paris 1868, 223, Tauesco, Pacific coast of

Guatemala.
Lutjanus prieto, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 353, Mazatlan. (Type,

No. 28196.)

Lutjanus pacijicus, Vaillant & Bocourt, Mission Scientifique auMexiiiue, 123, pi. in, flg.

2, 1881.

Lutiamis novemfasciatus, Jordan, Fishes Sinaloa, 454.

Note.—Tiie following description is fioni an adult example, 30 inches long, the so-called

Pargo mareiio or Maroon snapper, from Mazatlan: Head 3; depth 3 (3^ in young). U. X,
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14; A. Ill, 18; scales 6 (4)-50-13; eye 6i in head; snout 2J; maxillary 2|; pectoral IJ;

ventral 2; anal 3; third anal spine 5J; caudal IJ; preorbital 3| (4i in smaller specimens 20

inches long; 5 in those of 1 foot long). Body very robust, not much compressed, the

back not sharp. Head very large ; tbe mouth very large, reaching middle of eye. Canines

very strong, in front of jaw and on sides of lower; vomerine teeth in a V-shaped patch,

not prolonged behind. Gill rakers 7, very small, the longest less than pupil. Posterior

nostril oblong, much longer than anterior. Preopercle slightly notched; 7 or 8 rows of

scales on cheek. Dorsal deeply notched, rather low; soft dorsal low and rounded; anal

low and rounded; pectoral long and pointed ; caudal short, scarcely concave ; anal spines

short, graduated. Scales above lateral line not in a parallel series. Maroon color above,

copper-red below, becoming salmon color anteriorly; tins blackish, tinged -with maroon;

pectoral dull yellow olive, blackish at tip ; a blackish cross spot on base of pectoral, growing

faint with age. Inside of the mouth salmon ; ventral quite dark, the tips black ; iris salmon

color; no blue spots or line below ej^e. Young with spinous dorsal edged with black; anal

and caudal black; ventrals black tipped ; a blackcrescent on upper part ofbase of pectoral.

Toung 1 fiMit liiiii:. black with progressively less red and narrow preorbital ; color largely

blacUisli liim. il A\itli copper on belly and lowerparts. The young are called Pargonegro;

the halt j^row II, I'.iigo prieto; the adult, Pargo marefio, or Maroon snapper. This species

reaches a much larger size thau any other member of the genus on the Pacific coast, those

specimens obtained by us with dynamite among the Venados Islands having a weight of

about 25 pounds. It is a food-fish of some importance. It undergoes very considerable

changes with age, as thi' notes above show. The yoiing are dark in color, the bodies

banded, and the amount of nd very slight. The adult becomes imiformly colored with

much red, and with iucroased iige there is a progressive lengthening of the snout and

widening of the preorbital.

1632. NEOM.EMS CYANOPTERUS * (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(CUBEEA.)

Head2f; depth 3; eye rather small, 5| in head. D.X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales

(6) 7-50-12; 50 pores. Body elonj^ate, rather robust, the back little ele-

vated
;
profile from snout to uape nearly straight ; snout long, thick, rather

acute in profile, 3 in head; interorbital space fiattish or gently convex, 6^

in head ; occipital keel low ;
preorbital broad, 4f in head ; mouth very large

;

maxillary reaching middle of eye, 2\ in head. Canine teeth larger than in

any other species, especially those in lower jaw; upper jaw with a narrow

baud of villiform teeth, outside of which is a series of strong sharp teeth;

4 canines in front, 2 of them very long and strong, their lengths | diam-

eter of eye; lower jaw with 5 or 6 very strong caninelike teeth on each

side, the largest little smaller than the canines of upper jaw; a few

villiform teeth in front ofjaw; tongue with a large oblanceolate patch of

teeth, pointed behind, its length about twice its greatest width; vomer

* This species is common in the markets of Havana, where it is known as Cubera. It
grows to a very considerable size, and specimens of less than 5 pounds weiglit are very
rare in the markets. A sijecimen from Carthagena, United States of Colombia, is in the
museum at Cambridge. Tbe species seems to have an iuditferent reputation as a food-
fish, being often unsvholesome. It has always a ragged appearance in the market, its

scales being less firmly attached than those ofother species. This species is very closely
related to jV. yriseus, but so far as we have seen the two iiiny always be distinguished by
the dificrence in form of the vomerine patih of tii ih and liy the development of the
canines of the lowerjaw. These are largeriu X. (•//(////'' "•' than in any other American
species. This species is almost identical with .\'. inn'mifusciiitiis of the Pacific coast, the
somewhat larger mouth being the most mai l\<il |ioiiil of dittercnce. The dusky area or
s])ot at base of ]>ectoral is more distinct in thr Atianiii' lorm. L. dentatus of DnrndrJl and
M.rjianoptfriis of Cuvicr and Valcncii-nnr-, arc iilmlical with X. oi/bera, Poey. Tliis is

shown by the examination of the oiigiuul types. U.partjm, Cuvier and Yalenciennes, is

probably the same.
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witli a A-shaped patch of teeth, usually without backward prolongation

on median line, hut sometimes with a short median prolongation (^'\-
shaped), its length always less than the width of the patch in front;

pterygoid and hyoid boues without teeth. Gill rakers rather short and
thick, about \ length of diameter of eye, about 8 ou lower arch; no rudi-

ments. Preopercle with posterior margin nearly vertical, the emargiua-

tion broad and sballow; preopercle finely serrate above the teeth, coarser

just above the angle; lower limb almost entire. Scales rather large,

loosely attached; cheeks with about 8 rows, 1 row on interopercle, 1 row
on subopercle, and about 7 ou opercle ; temporal region with about two
rows of large scales; tubes of lateral line simple; base of soft dorsal

and aual scaly. Dorsal spines rather strong, the outline of the fin geutly

convex, the fourth spine longest, 3^ in head; the tenth spine, 6 in head;

anal spines strong, the second spine strouger, slightly shorter than third,

which is -5 in head; caudal little forked; pectorals about If in head. Color

dusky-gray, paler below, the belly sometimes tinged with reddish; mem-
branes of dorsal, anal, and caudal grayish-black, the anal and soft dorsal

especially blacki.sh ; ventrals blackish at tip
;
pectorals jilain olivaceous,

the base and inner margin dusky; head dusky above, without markings.

Length 2 to 4 feet; length of specimen described (from Cuba) 17^ inches.

West Indies to Brazil, rather common; a large coarse fish regarded as

unwholesome by fishermen. (?cu«F£of, blue; ^rrepoF, fin.)

Mesoprion cyanopterus, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 472, 1828, Brazil.

?Mesoprion pargus, Cuviee & Talenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., n, 473, 1828, Puerto Rico.

Lutjanus cubera,FoEY, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. 1871, 75, Cuba; Poey, Enumeratio, 27,

1875; Jordan & Swain, I. c.,U2.

Lutjanus dentatus, A. DUMiiEiL in Vaillant & BocouRT, Miss. Sci. au Mex., 125, 1881,

Brazil.

Lutjanus cynodon, Poet, Synopsis, 294, 1868.

Mesopnon cynodon, Poey, Repertorio, ii, 268, 1868 ; not of Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Lutjanus cyanopterus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 534 (examination of tjpe) ; Jor-

dan & Fesler, I. c, 440.

1633. XEOM.EXIS GUISEUS (Linnjeus).

(Gray Snapper; Mangrove Snapper; Cabelleeote; Lawyer.)

Head 2f ; depth 2^ to SJ. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales (6) 7-50-12; 47

pores. Body comparatively elongate, the back not strongly compressed,

little elevated; profile almost straight from suout to nape, thence gently

convex. Suout rather pointed, 3 in head. Eye rather small, 4| in head.

Interorbital space geutly convex, 6 in head; occipital keel little promi-
nent; preorbital rather broad, 5| to 6^ in head. Mouth large; jaws sub-

equal; maxillary reaching front of pupil, 2? in head; upper jaw with a

narrow band of villiform teeth, outside of Avhioh is a siugle series of

enlarged teeth; 4 canines in front of upjier jaw, 2 of them quite large—

|

diameter of eye; lower jaw with a very narrow band of villiform teeth in

front of jaw only; outside of these a single row of teeth larger than outer

teeth of upper jaw, becoming caniuelike in adult; tongue with an oval

patch of teeth, its width about | its length; vomer with an arrow-shaped
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patch of teeth, with backward prolongation on the median line, its length

about twice its width in front. Gill rakers rather short and thick, their

length about i^ diameter of eye, about 8 on lower arch, with no rudimen-

tary ones before tliem. I*reopercle with its posterior margin nearly verti-

cal, with a rather broad aud deep emargination. Preopercle finely serrate

above, the teeth coarser at the angle. Scales comparatively large, the

rows in horizontal series below the lateral line, those above running par-

allel with the lateral line until below the soft dorsal, where they become

slightly irregular and oblique; 7 rows of scales on cheek; an embedded
row on interopercle; 1 row on subopercle, and 7 on opercle; temporal

region Avith about 3 rows of large scales; top of head, snout, aud jaws
naked ; base of soft dorsal and anal scaly ; tubes of lateral line branched.

Dorsal spines rather strong, the outline of the fin gently convex, the fourth

spine longest, 2\ in head, the tenth spine 4 in head ; margin of soft dorsal

rounded, the ninth and tenth rays longest, 1^ length of first, and 12 last

ray, 2A in head; caudal emarginate, the uj^per lobe longest, 1^ length of

middle rays, which are If in head ; anal fin high, its margin slightly angu-

late, the middle rays longest, 2 times length of last ray, 2^- iu head, first

ray reaching almost to tip of last ray, when the fin is depressed; second

anal spine as long or slightly longer and stronger than third, 3^ to 4 iu

bead; ventrals If in head; pectorals shgrtish, scarcely reaching vent, 1^ in

head. Color in life, very dark green above, the middle part of each scale

brassy-black, its edge broadly pearly whitish ; below lateral line the duski-

ness of the middle of the scale passes into brassy, and below into bright

coppery, the belly and lower parts of head being more or less distinctly

bright coppery-red; the lower jaw grayish; no blue stripe below eye,

except in the very young; top of head blapkish-olive; dorsal blackish, its

margin darker and tiuged with maroon-red; soft dorsal dusky, anteriorly

slightly edged with whitish; caudal violaceous or maroon black; anal

wine-color, edged with whitish; pectorals pale flesh-color; ventrals whit-

ish, faintly marked with reddish. Young with a blackish band from snout

through eye to nape, very distinct in life; a blue streak below eye; spi-

nous dorsal with a dark maroon-colored band along edge. Described from

a specimen from Key West, 11 inches in length. Fishes from deep water
are much redder than those taken near the shore. In no case is the caudal

yellowish or of any pale shade. West Indies; ranging from New Jersey

to Brazil. This species is very common along our South Atlantic and Gulf
coasts and occasionally strays northward as far as Woods Hole, being the

northernmost in its range of any member of the genus in the Atlantic. It

is everywhere generally known as gray snapper. In Florida aud the

Bahamas, where the coasts are lined by mangrove bushes among which
the young of this species abound, the name mangrove snapper comes into

use. It inhabits water of varying depths, large specimens being often

found very near the shore, while others may be taken in waters of consid-

erable depth in company with Neommms aya. These latter individuals are

much redder than those found in shoal water; their general color is paler

aud the body is a trifle less elongate. Such correspond to the form named
Lutianus stearnsi. {griseus, gray.)
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Turdug pinnis branchialibus carent (Mangrove snapper), Catesby, Hist. CaroUna pi 9
, 1743, Bahamas.

' '

Oaballerote, Paera, Descr. Dif. Piezas, Hist. Nat., pi. 25, fig. 1, 1787, Havana.
Labrus grisem, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., x, 283, 1758; after Catesby.
Sparus tetracanmis, Bloch, Ichth., pi. 279, 1791, Martinique; on a drawing bv

Anthiat caballerote, Bloch & Schneidee, Syst. Icbth., 310, 1801, Cuba; after Paeea.
Bodianus vivanet, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, pi. 4, fig. 3, 1803, Martinique ; on a

drawing by Plumiee.
Mesoprion griseus, Cuviee & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 469, 1828, San Domingo

;

not after Linn^us.
Lobotes emarginatus, Baied & GlEAED, 9th Smith. Kept., 332, 1855, Beesley Point, New

Jersey.

Lutjanus stearnsi, GOODE & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1878, 179, Pensacola, Florida.
(Type, No. 21337, U. S. N. M. Coll. Silas Stearns.)

Mesoprion caballerote, Poey, Kepertorio, ii, 157, 1868.

Lutjanus caballerote, Poey, Synopsis, 293, 1868; Poey, Enumeratio, 26, 1875; Joedan &
Gilbeet, Synopsis, 921, 1883.

Lutjanus griseus, Jubdan & Swain, I.e., 439; Joedan & Fesleb, I. c, 441.

1634. XE0MJ:XIS JOCU (Bloch & Schneider).

(Dog Snapper ; Joct.)

Head 2A; depth 2i. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales (7) 8-56-15, 45 pores.
Body comparatively deep and compressed, the back elevated

;
profile steep

and almost straight from snout to nape, thence little convex ; snoiit rather
long and pointed, 2J in head ; eye moderate, 4^ in head ; interorbital space
narrow, gently convex, 5f in head; occipital keel moderate; preorbital
broad, 4J in head; mouth rather large; jaws subequal; maxillary reach-
ing front of orbit, 2| in head; upper jaw with a narrow band of villiform
teeth, outside of which is a single series of larger teeth; 4 canines in
front of upper jaw, 2 of them very large, almost equaling in length the
diameter of pupil; lower jaw with a narrow villiform band in front only,
and a series of larger teeth outside, the largest on the side of the jaw
almost caninelike; tongue with a single large oval patch of teeth, its

length more than twice its width; teeth on vomer forming a broadly
arrow-shaped patch with a backward prolongation on median line twice
the length of width of anterior part. Gill rakers rather short and thick,

the longest about i diameter of eye, about 9 on lower part of arch, with
no rudiments in front of them. Preopercle with its posterior margin
slanting obliquely downward and forward, the emargination very broad
and shallow; preopercle finely serrate above, the teeth coarser at the
angle, which is not salient. Scales moderate, smaller than in N. griseus

or X. apodus, in nearly horizontal series below, and obliquely upward and
backward above the lateral line; about 7 or 8 rows of scales on the cheek;
1 row on interopercle, 1 on subopercle, and 7 on opercle; about 3 rows of
large scales on the temporal region; top of head, snout, and jaws naked;
tubes of lateral line branched; bases of soft dorsal and anal scaly; dorsal
spines rather strong, the outline of the tin evenly curved, the fourth and
fifth spines longest, 2f in head; the tenth spine 4 in head; margin of soft

dorsal convex, the middle rays longest, 2g in head; caudal little forked,

3030 2
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upper lobe the longer, 1| length of middle rays, If in head; margin of

anal well rounded, the middle rays about twice length of last ray ; the

first ray reaching nearly to tiji of last ray when the fin is depressed
;
pec-

torals slightly falcate, reaching almost to front of anal, 1^ in head; anal

spines strong, the second rather longest and strongest, not always reach-

ing past tip of third, 3j in head. Color of adult in life, olivaceous above,

paler below, much flushed, so that the general hue is everywhere coppery-

red ; sides of body with numerous narrow crossbars, rather faint, the liglit

and dark of about equal width, or the pale narrower; scales of upper

parts mesially bronzed; head coppery, especially above; a broad whitish

area from eye to angle of mouth, becoming rosy in spirits; an irregular

line of small round or oblong spots below eye, from snout to angle of

opercle; soft fins all plain light brick-red, the anal somewhat orange, the

caudal more or less yellowish ; spinous dorsal with a light orange band at

base and edge, the middle pearly; the blue stripe below eye persists

longer than in any of the other species which possess it. Young, in life,

greenish-olive, the head and breast flushed with bright coppery-red; base

of each scale bright orange-yellow, this color more extensive than the dark

ground color, so that the general hue of the body, especially below and
posteriorly, is a rich golden-yellow; a dusky spot on top of head; tempo-

ral region with a dusky shade; an undulating blue stripe below eye from

snout to angle of opercle; a similar fainter streak below it; pectorals pale

red or light orange; ventrals orange; other fins rich golden yellow, the

front ofthe anal and the edge of the spinous dorsal rich, clear, bright orange.

Described from a specimen 12 inches in length. West Indies, north to

Florida Keys, south to Bahia; occasionally north to Woods Hole, Mass.

This species is about equally abundant with N. apodiis about Florida Keys
and Cuba. (From Cuban name^ocw.)

Jocii., Parea, Descr. Dif. Piezas, Hist. Nat., i, pi. 25, flg. 2, 1787, Cuba.
Anthiasjocu, Bloch & SCHNEmER, Syst. Ichtli., 310, 1801, Cuba; after Pabra.
Mesoprion litura, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., n, 467, 1828, Cayenne; St.

Thomas.
Mesoprionjam, Cuvier & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 466, 1828.

Lutjanusjocu, Poey, Synopsis, 2'92, 1868; Jordan & Swain, I. c, 437; Jordan & Fesler,
I. c, 443.

1636. XEOM.ENIS APODUS (Walbaum).

(SCHOOLMASTER; CAJI.)

Head 2i; depth 2^. D. X, 14; A. HI, 8; scales (.5) 6-42 to 45-13, 36

pores in lateral line. Body comparatively deep, moderately compressed,
the back considerably elevated; profile almost straight from snout to

nape, the nuchal region rather convex; snout unusually long and pointed,

its outline before eye a little depressed, its length 24 in head; eye moder-
ate, 4i^ in head; interorbital space flattish or gently convex, al in head;
mouth large, maxillary reaching front of orbit, 2| in head; upper jaw
with a narrow band of villiform teeth, outside of which is a single series

of larger teeth; 4 canines iu front of upper jaw; 1 of them on each
side very large, almost as loug as pupil; lower jaw with a narrow villi-

form band in front only, and an enlarged series outside, these largest on
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side of jaw, where some of them are somewhat caniuelike; tongue with

a single large oval patch of teeth, its length more than twice its width

;

teeth on vomer forming an arrow-shaped patch with backward prolonga-

tion on median line, the length of which is twice the width of the arrow-

patch in front. Gill-rakers rather short and thick, the longest about

\ diameter of eye, about 9 on lower part of arch. Preopercle with

its posterior margin directed somewhat obliquely forward, usually very

weakly emarginate, finely serrate above, almost entire at the angle.

Scales large, decidedly larger than in N. jocu ; the series below the lateral

line almost horizontal, those above in rows parallel with the lateral

line, these becoming more or less irregular posteriorly and extending

upward and backward below soft dorsal; about 7 rows of scales on

the cheeks, 1 row on interopercle, 1 on subopercle, and 7 on opercle;

temporal region with a few large scales in about 2 rows; base of soft

dorsal and anal scaly; tubes of lateral line each with 4 or 5 branches.

Dorsal spines strong, the outline of the fin not greatly convex, the fourth

spine longest, 2f in head, the tenth spine 4 in head; margin of soft dorsal

well rounded, the middle rays longest, twice length of last, 2| in head;

caudal not deeply forked, the upper lobe longest, li length of middle rays,

which are 2 in head ; margin of anal well rounded, its middle rays twice

length of last, 2} iu head, the first ray reaching about to middle of last

when the fin is depressed; anal spines strong, the second longer than

third, 3^ in head; ventrals 2 in head; pectorals reaching to front of anal,

1^ in head. Color of young in life, greenish, with about 8 very nar-

row vertical paler bars on body; scales of lower part of sides with cen-

tral orange spots, forming faint streaks along the rows of scales; belly

pearly; head greenish; a blackish streak from snout through eye to nape;

a narrow, sharply defined blue stripe below eye from snout to angle of

opercle; no lateral spot; spinous dorsal edged with orange; ventrals,

anal, and caudal pale orange -yellow; pectorals paler. The adult exam-

ples differ from the young in the vertical bars being fainter or obsolete,

and in the absence, usually, of the blue stripe below eye and the dark

stripe on temporal region; the soft dorsal, anal, and caudal are always

yellow, of varying intensity, and the edge of thespinous dorsal is orange,

not dusky; the whitish area below the eye, very constant in N.jocu, is

wanting in N. apodus. Length of si)ecimen described from Key West, 9

inches. West Indies; north to Key West, south to Bahia. Straying

north rarely to Woods Hole, (a, privative; ttou?, foot; Catesby having

neglected to add pectoral fins to his rough drawing; caxis is the plural

of the Cuban name caji, formerly spelled caxi.)

?l'erca marina pinnis branchialibus carens (Schoolmaster), Catesby, Hist. Carolina, etc.,

tab. 41, 1743, Bahamas; figure very poor, the ]>ectoral fins omitted.

Caxis, Paera, Descr. Dif. Piezas, Hist. Nat., pi. 8, fig. 2, 1787, Havana.
?Percaapoda ("Forster, Catal. of Anlm., MS., 21," 1774; printed 1844), TValbaum, Artedi

Piscium, 351, 1792; based on the Schoolmaster of Catesby.

Sparus caxis, Block & Schneider, Ichth., 284, 1801, Havana; after Parra.
Bodiamis striatus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 335, pi. 65, 1801, West Indies; mis-

printed albostriatus, p. 237; called B. fasciatus on plate.

Lutjanus acutirostris, Desmarest, Prem. Dec. Ichth., 12, pi. 3, 1823, Cuba.
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Mesoprion cynodon, Cuvikr & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poisa., ii, 465, 1828, Martinique;

San Domingo.
Mesoprion linea. Cuviek &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poisa., ii, 468, 1828, Cuba; San

Domingo.
Mesoprion Jlavesccns, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poisa., ii, 472, 1828, Martinique.

Metoprion eaxis, Poey, Repertorio, ll, 269, 1868.

Lutjanus caxis, Poey, Synopsis, 293, 1868; Poey, Enumeratio, 25, 1875; Jordan & Swain,

I. c, 435; Jordan & Peslee, i.e., 443.

1086. NEOM.EXIS AUGENTIVENTRIS (Peters).

(Pakgo Amaeillo.)

Head 2|; depth 2^. D. X, 14; A. Ill, S; scales 5-45-12; 45 pores. Body

formed as in X. apodus, moderately compressed, the back cousiderably ele-

vated; profile straight or slightly concave from snout to nape; the nuchal

region rather convex; snout long and pointed, anteriorly somewhat de-

pressed, its length 3 in head; eye moderate, 4^ in head; interorbital space

very gently convex, its width HI in head; mouth large, maxillary reach-

ing a little past front of orbit, its length 3 in head; upper jaw with two

strong canines in front, rather weaker than in N. apodiis; lower jaw with

the teeth in the outer series enlarged, some of the lateral teeth largest,

but scarcely caninelike; teeth on tongue in a single lurge, oblong patch;

teeth on vomer forming an arrow-shaped patch, with a long backward

prolongation on the median line. Gill rakers rather few and short, about

7 on lower part of anterior arch, these not preceded by rudiments. Preo-

percle with its posterior margin extending downward and forward, very

weakly emargiu.te, finely serrate above, almost entire at the angle.

Scales large, much as in N. apodus, the series above the lateral line almost

horizontal, and throughout parallel with the lateral line; scales below

lateral line anteriorly in series running somewhat upward and backward;
posteriorly in horizontal series; 6 rows of scales on the cheek; a band of

about 3 series of rather large scales on the temporal region; soft dorsal

and anal scaly ; tubes of lateral line each with 4 or 5 branches. Dorsal

spines strong, the longest 2§ in head; margin of soft dorsal well rounded,

the middle rays 3 in head; caudal not deeply forked, the upper lobe 1*

111 head; anal fin rather high, somewhat rounded, the longest rays 2^ in

head; anal spines strong, the second stronger and larger than third, 3^ in

head; ventrals 2 in head; pectorals reaching about to front of anal, l^

m head. Color in spirits, brownish above, paler below ; each scale of sides

somewhat silvery near its middle, these forming narrow and rather dis-

tinct dull silvery streaks which follow the direction of the rows of scales;

a bluish horizontal streak below eye, most distinct in young examples;
fins pale; back olivaceous, anterior parts washed with maroon-red, bright

on sides of head, becoming more orange posteriorly
;
posterior half of body

bright yellow; some pale streaks on scales; pectorals light orange-red;

other fins mostly bright yellow; a row of round blue spots below eye;

belly silvery, slightly washed with red; inside of mouth white; iris wiiite.

The above description is from a specimen from Mazatlan 11 inches in

length. Length 2 feet. Pacific coast of tropical America, generally com-
mon on the Pacific coast of Mexico and Central America. It bears consid-
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erable reaemblance to .V. apodus, jocu, and (/riseus, but is distinct from all
these, {argentum, silver; renter, belly.)

Mesoprion argentiventris, Peters, Berlin. Monatsber., 704, 1869, Mazatlan.
Lutjamis argentiventris, Jordan & Swain, I. c, 434; Evermann & Jenkins, Proc. U S

Nat. Mus. 1891, 146; Jordan & Fesler, i. c, 444.

Lutianus argentiventris, Jordan, Fishes Sinaloa, 455.

1637. NEOM.EMS LUTJAXOIDES (Poey).

This species is known only from Poey's description. Its describer has
suggested the possibility of its being a hybrid between Ocyurus chrysurns
and Neomunis apodus. The following is Poey's original descri])tion :

The fish, if uot undoubtedly belonging to the genus Ocyurus of Professor Gill of which
the Mesojmon chrysurus is the type, conies nearer to it than to any other genus, by the bifur-
cation of its caudal deeper than in Lutjanus jocu, caxis, caballcrote, etc. The pointed
snout and the long canines would bring it among these last. From its colors the tishermen
are led to consider it a hybrid between the M. chrysurui and the iV. caxis. They often thus
dispose of a new fish, as in the case of the Ocyurus ambiguus and aurovittatus. But as
such hybrids are rare among flsh, and especially so among these genera, it is, I believe,
right to consider the present species as a good one. The total length 290 millimeters or
11.45 inches. The height of the body, equal to the length of the head, is contained 3f
times in the total length. The eye is rather high up, and half way from snout. to tip of
opercle. The nostrils are on the middle of the snout, rather wide apart, the posterior one
oblong. The mouth is small, for the ends of the maxillaries are under the posterior nos-
tril. The preopercle is only slightly notched, finely denticulated

; the opercle without a
spinous point. The teeth are in one row, the canines rather long, and behind them there
are asperities; the palatine arch has teeth and the tongue is rough. The lateral line
has about 55 scales, 6 rows above and 15 below it; there are scales on the opercles and
temples, the rest of the head naked. The scapular bones show outside. There are very
small scales on the interstitial base of the soft rays of the vertical fin. D. 10, 14;
A. 3, 8. The posterior borders of the dorsal and anal are rounded. The caudal lobes are
elongated, but less so than in the M. chrysurus. The pectoral is pointed, contained 4Jtimes in the total length. The three first spiny rays of the dorsal gradually increase in
length, the last, or tenth one, not longer than the preceding ones. The soft rays of the
dorsal and anal are all branched and flattened. The color is a brownish-green, the abdo-
men paler, 6 brown bands fall vertically from back over the sides ; a broad and inter-
rupted stripe of a greenish color extends from the upper part of the opercle to the base of
the caudal, resembling Ocyurus chrysurus and aurovittaus. I Lave seen this fish but
once, and I sent the specimen to the United States, either to Professor Agassiz or to Mr.
Brevoort. It bears my No. 163.

Cuba; one specimen known. (Lutjanus; £/'(5o?, likeness.)

Ocyurus lutjanoides,'Po&Y, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., ix, 1871, 319, Cuba.
Lutjanus lutjanoides, Poey, Enumeratio, 30, 1875; Jordan & Swain, ;. c, 458; Jordan &
Fesler, I. c, 445.

1638. \E0M.1;NIS BUCCANELLA (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Sesi de lo Alto; Oreille Noire ; Bodcanelle; Black-fin Snapper.)

Head 2A
; depth 2|. D. X, 14 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 8-63-15, 50 pores. Body

rather slender, subelliptical, the back moderately elevated
; profile almost

straight from snout to nape, thence convex; snout rather long and pointed,
3i in head; eye large, 3^ in head. Interorbital space slightly convex,
of in head, the occipital ridge low; preorbital rather narrow, 7^ in head;
mouth rather small, the jaws subequal ; maxillary reaching almost to front
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of pupil, 2| in head; upper jaw with a narrow band of villiform teeth,

outside of which is a series of moderately enlarged teeth ; 4 rather strong

canines, 2 of them longer, about \ diameter of pupil; lower jaw with

a single series of unequal teeth as strong as upper; inside of these is

a narrowband of villiform teeth in front of jaw only; tongue with a

single long oval patch of teeth, its length more than twice its width;

vomer with a broadly arrow-shajied patch of teeth with a backward

prolongation on median line, its length scarcely greater than width

of patch in front; no teeth on pterygoid or hyoid bones. Gill rakers

numerous, about 12 developed on lower part of arch, besides 5 or 6 very

small or rudimentary ones, those near the angle larger, their length 2;^

in eye. Preopercle with its posterior margin oblique and nearly straight,

a broad and rather shallow notch above its angle, its edge strongly ser-

rate, the teeth coarser at angle and on lower limb. Scales rather small,

the rows above the lateral line running upward and backward, the rows

below nearly horizontal; about 6 rows of scales on the cheeks, 1 or 2

rows on interopercle, 1 row on subopercle, 7 or 8 rows on opercle ; bases

of soft dorsal and anal scaly, the outline of the fins rather stronglj^

convex; temporal region with a band of large scales, behind which are

small scales; top of head, snout, and jaws naked. Dorsal spines mod-

erately strong, the fifth spine 2f in head, the tenth spine 3i in head;

margin of soft dorsal nearly straight, its rays almost of equal length,

3f in head ; caudal moderately forked, the upper lobe slightly the longer.

If length of middle rays, which are 2\ in head; margin of anal gently

convex, the middle rays slightly longer than last, 2^ in head, the tip of

first soft ray almost reaching tip of last ray when the fin is depressed;

anal spines strong, the second longer and stronger than third spine, 2J in

head; ventrals 1* in head; pectorals reaching opposite first soft ray of

anal, \\ in head. Color in life crimson, silvery below, flashed with crimson

;

axil and base of pectorals jet-black; eye orange; dorsal crimson, its edge

scarlet; caudal orange-yellow, as also part of caudal peduncle; last rays

of soft dorsal, most of anal and ventrals, yellow
;
i^ectorals, base of anal,

and ventral sjiines pinkish. In spirits the bright colors fade, leaving the

body pale reddish, the base of the pectoral within and without jet-black.

West Indies; a small and strongly marked species, common in the deeper

waters about Havana, and known in the markets as sest or seu de lo alto,

{boucanelle, a name used in Martinique.)

Metoprion buccanella, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 455, 1828, Marti-

nique; GiJNTHEE, Cat., I, 198.

Mesoprion caudanotatus, Poey, Memorias, i, pi. 3, fig. 2, 440, 1851, Cuba.

Lutjanus buccanella, Poey, Synopsis, 295, 1868; Jordan & Swain, i.e., 445; Jordan, Proc.

U. S.Nat.Mus. 1889, 648; Jordan & Fesler, l.c.,U5.

1630. \KO.>LENIS VIVANUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(PaRGO DE LO AlTO; SiLK SNAPPER.)

Head 2f ; depth 3, U. X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales (7) 8-72-17, 50 pores.

Body rather slender, subelliptical, the back not greatly elevated; profile

very slightly convex from snout to nape, thence more arched ; snout rather
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long and pointed, 3 in head ; eye rather large, 4 in head ; interorbital space

slightly convex, 4* in head, the occipital keel not very prominent; preor-

bital rather broad, 5* in head; month rather small; jaws snbeqnal; max-

illary reaching front of pnpil, 21 in head; npper jaw with a narrow band

of villiform teeth, outside of -which is a single series of well-developed

teeth; 4 moderate canines in front of jaw, the 2 longest about i diame-

ter of pnpil; lower jaw with a single series of rather large, unequal

teeth, inside of which is a very narrow band of villiform teeth in front of

jaw only; tongue with an oval patch of teeth, about twice as long as

broad, in front of which is a roundish patch; no teeth on hyoid bone;

ptreygoids toothless; vomer with a broadly arrow-shaped patch of teeth,

with a backward prolongation on median line somewhat longer than width

of the patch in front. Gill rakers slender, their length almost equal to

\ diameter of eye, about 11 developed below the angle, in front of these

about 5 rudiments. Preopercle with posterior limb slanting slightly

downward and forward, with a broad and rather shallow emargination,

its margin tinely serrate above ; coarser teeth at the angle and on lower

limb
;
posterior nostril oval. Scales very small, the rows running obliquely

upward and backward above the lateral line, the rows being almost hori-

zontal; 7 rows of scales on cheek, 2 rows on interopercle, 1^ rows on sub-

opercle, and about 8 on opercle ; temporal region with 1 row of large

scales behind which are smaller ones; top of head, snout, and jaws naked;

bases of soft dorsal and anal scaly. Dorsal spines rather strong, the outline

of fin rather strongly convex and without deep emargination, fourth spine

longest, 2:i in head; the tenth, 3;| in head ;
margin of soft dorsal straight-

ish, rounded behind, the ninth ray longest, \\ length of first and two times

last ray, 21 in head; caudal lunate, the upper lobe slightly longer than

lower, its length 1* times middle rays, which are 2 in head; margin of

anal angulate, the middle rays longest, 2 times length of last ray, 1*

in head, the first ray reaching almost to tip of last ray, when the fin is

depressed; ventrals If in head; pectorals not quite reaching front of anal,

li in head; second anal spine slightly longer than third. Si in head.

Color in life, bright rose-color, paler below, some narrow, undulating,

light golden streaks following the rows of scales above the lateral line;

iris always bright yellow (an important color mark); mouth reddish

within; traces of dark lateral spot in most specimens; dorsal rosy, its

base pale, its edge yellow ; caudal rosy, dusky behind, sometimes blood-

red at tip
;
pectorals very pale yellow, ventrals and anal pale rosy, the

latter yellowish behind. The bright colors all fade and disappear in

spirits. The scales of the upper parts, in spirits, are marked with dark

dots, which form streaks along the rows of scales. Described from a spec-

imen from Cuba, 10 inches in length. West Indies. A handsome species,

rather common in the markets of Havana, where it is known as the jMrfifo

de lo alto. When fresh it may always be known by the bright yellow color

of the eye, a color which does not entirely fade in spirits. (From the

French name vivanet, used at Martinique, probably allied to vivax, "lively.")

Mesoprion vivanus, Cdvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., n, 454, 1828, Martinique.

Mesoprimi profu7idus, POEY, Memoria.s, n, 150,1860, Cuba; Jordan & Swain, l.c.,iU.
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Lutjanus torridus, Cope, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc. 1869, 468, St. Kitts.

Lutjanus purpureus, Poey, Enumeratio, 29, 1875 (name taken from Mesoprion purpureus,

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 471, 1828 ; the name purpureut evidently

a slip of the pen for aya).

Mesoprion aya, Cuvieb <fe Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 457, 1828; Gunther, Cat.,

I, 198, 1859.

Lutjanus pro/iindus, Poey, Enumeratio, 28, 1875.

Lutjanua vivamis, Jordan, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 648 ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 445.

1640. NE05LEXIS AYA* (Bloch).

(Red Snapper; Pargo Colorado; Pargo Gdachinanqo; Acaea Aya.)

Head 23; depth 2|. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 9; scales (7) 8-60-15, pores 46.

Body rather deep, moderately compressed, the back well elevated, pro-

file steep, and almost straight from suout to nape. Snout rather pointed,

2} in head; eye moderate, 5i in head (larger in young). Interorbital

space angulate or strongly convex, 5 in head ; occipital keel strong
;
pre-

orbital rather broad, 5 in head; mouth rather large, maxillary reaching
front of orbit, 2+ in head; upper jaw with a narrow band of villiform

teeth, outside of which is a row of larger but comparatively small teeth;

4 caniues iu front, 2 (sometimes duplicate) of them larger, their length

about 1^ diameter of eye; lower jaw with a single row of rather small

teeth, usually largest on side of jaw, where some of them are almost
caninelike; within these is a very narrow band of villiform teeth in front

of jaw only; tongue with a broad oval patch of teeth, scarcely twice as

broad as long; iu front of this patch is a small irregular patch ; vomer
with a broadly arrow-shaped patch, with a rather short backward pro-

longation on median line, its length about equaling width of patch in

front. Gill rakers moderate, their length about i diameter of eye, 8 on
lower arch. Preopercle with its posterior margin about vertical, its

emargiuation deep, its edge rather finely serrate above, coarser at the
angle, dentate on the lower border. Scales rather large, the rows hori-

zontal below lateral line, the rows above running backward and upward ; 6

rows of scales on cheek, 1 on the interopercle, 1 on subopercle, and 7 on
opercle ; bases of soft dorsal and anal scaly

;
pores of lateral line branched

;

temporal region with a broad band of scales, with a few scattering ones

below it; top of head, snout, and jaws naked. Dorsal spines rather

strong, the outline of the fin moderately convex, the fourth and fifth

spines longest, 2*1" head; the tenth spine about 4 in head; margin of

soft dorsal nearly straight, the fin pointed behind; the middle rays little

longer than first ray, 1| length of last, 3 iu head ; caudal lunate, the upper
lobe scarcely longer than lower, its length If times length of middle rays,

* The type of Mesoprion campechanus examined by us at Havana is a stufled skin of a
young fish, apparently belonging to this species. In this specimen the eye is larger than
it should be in a red snapper of that size, it being, as Poey has correctly stated, 4 iu head.
This large size is, however, probably due to the shrinkage of the orbit in drying. Poey
also counts "65 scales above the lateral line and 53 below," a larger number than others
count in this species. This difference is doubtless dependent on the method of counting.
The type of Lutjanus blackfordi is of course the present species, and the first good
description of the species is that published by Goode & Bean under this name. We are
forced, however, to adhere to our original view, that the name campechanvs certainly
belongs to the same fish, and the still older name aya is as well authenticated as the
names given by Bloch are likely to be. We can not' therefore make use of the name
blackfordi as the specific name of the red snapper.
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which are 1^ in head ; margin of anal strongly angulate, the middle rays

reaching nearly to base of caudal, 2i length of last ray, 1* in head ; the

first ray reaches about to middle of last ray when the fin is depressed;

anal spines strong, the second scarcely as long as third, 4 in head;

ventrals 1* in head; pectorals reaching to front of anal fin, 1^ in head.

Color in life, deep rose-red, paler on throat; bluish streaks along rows of

scales, above becoming fainter and disappearing with age; fins brick-red;

dorsal bordered with orange, with a narrow blackish edge; caudal nar-

rowly edged with blackish ; eye red ; a large blackish blotch above lateral

line and below front rays of soft dorsal in young specimens, this spot dis-

appearing with age; axil of pectoral dusky. Length 2 to 2* feet. De-

scribed from a specimen from off Key West, 16 inches in length. Loug

Island to Brazil, on rocky banks in rather deep water; especially abund-

ant in the Gulf of Mexico off Cape San Bias and about Yucatan. The

most valuable food-fish of the genus in the waters of the United States;

taken in great numbers off Pensacola and Key West. On the American

coast it is known everywhere as "red snapper" or to the Spaniards as

imrgo Colorado. In Havana it bears the name pargo (juach'mango, "Mex-

ican Snapper," because it is brought to that city from the Mexican coast.

According to Poey it is comparatively rare in Cuban waters, although

daily seen in the markets. Specimens from Rio Janeiro examined by us

seem to be identical with the common red snapper. Occasionally straying

north to Woods Hole. (From the Portuguese name, Acara aya.)

Acara aya, Mahcgrave, Hist. Brasil., 167, 168, 1648, Brazil.

Bodianus aya, Bloch, Ichth., 227, 1790, Brazil; after Mahcgrave.

Bodianus ruber, Bloch & Schneu)EB, Syst. Ichth., 330, 1801, Brazil; based on Maec-

GKAVE.

Mesoprion campechanus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 149, 1860, Campeche.

Lutjanus blackfordi, Goode & Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mua. 1878, 176, Pensacola (Type,

No. 21330. Coll. Silas Steams) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 549.

Lutjanus campechianus, Poey, Synopsis, 294, 1868; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 921.

Lutjamit aya, Goode, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 55, 1876 ; Jordan & Feslee, I. c, 447.

Lutjanus vivanus, Jordan & Swain, I. c, 453; not type.

1641. ?fEOM.E]VIS AlVALIS (Cuvier & Valenotennes).

(MUTTONFISH ; PARGO; PARGO CRIOLLO.)

Head 2|; depth 2|. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales (7) 10-67-17, pores 51.

Body rather deep and compressed, the back rather strongly elevated, pro-

file steep and nearly straight from snout to nape ; snout rather long and

pointed, 2| in head ; eye rather small, 5f in head in specimens a foot in

length; interorbital space gently convex, 5| in head; occipital keel mod-

erate; preorbital very broad, its least width 4 in head; mouth moderate;

maxillary scarcely reaching front of orbit, 2f in head; upper jaw with a

narrow band of villiforni teeth, outside of which is a single series of larger

but small teeth; 6 rather strong canines in front, 4 of them larger, about

equaling in length I diameter of pupil; lower jaw with a narrow viUi-

form band in front only and a series of larger teeth outside ; these unequal,

largest on side of jaw, some of them almost caninelike; tongue with

a single very small patch of teeth on its middle, this wanting in young
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examples; teeth on vomer forming a broadly A-shaped patch, without

backward prolongation on median line. Gill rakers moderate, \ length

of diameter of eye, about 8 on lower arch, with no rudiments before

them. Preopercle with its posterior margin almost straight, slanting

gentlj^ downward and forward, the notch broad and very shallow; edge

of preopercle rather coarsely serrate, most so at the angle ; scales small,

the rows almost horizontal below the lateral line, running backward and
upward above; tubes of lateral line branched; about 7 rows of scales

on the cheeks ; 1 row on interojierclc, 1 on subopercle, and about 9 on oner-

cle; temporal region with about 8 rows of scales, which become smaller

posteriorly; l)ases of soft dorsal and anal scaly. Dorsal spines weak and
slender, the outline of the fin not greatly curved, the fourth spine longest,

2| in head, the tenth spine 3^^ in head; margin of soft dorsal angulate,

the ninth ray longest, twice last and 1^ times first ray, 2 in head; caudal

well forked, upper lobe the longer, If length of middle rays, which are

about
2,'i

in head; anal angular, similar to soft dorsal, the middle rays

more elevated than in any other species, longest 2J length of last, 2 in

head; first ray nearly reaching tip of last when the fin is depressed; the

second and third anal spines rather strong, of equal length, 3f in head;
ventrals If in head; pectorals reaching slightly past origin of anal, \-^ in

head. Color in life, dark olive-green above ; many of the scales with pale-

blue spots, these forming irregular oblique streaks upward and backward;
similar stripes more regular and numerous on caudal peduncle and above
anal. In old fishes these blue spots and streaks disappear; belly white,

strongly tinged with brick-red; about 6 narrow, dusky, vertical bars, a

little broader than the interspaces and not well defined, between gill

opening and anal; head bronze-olive, darker above; a broad, undulating,

pearly streak from snout below eye to upper edge of gill opening; a nar-

row blue streak from eye to nostrils; iris fiery red
;
pectorals, caudal, anal,

and ventrals brick-red, the caudal narrowly margined with black and little

bronzed above ; dorsal reddish along the rays and tips of meml)ranes, other-

wise yellowish; distinct lateral blotch just above the lateral line and
below the first soft ray on dorsal, about as large as pupil, smaller than
in other species similarly marked, and seldom disappearing with age; axil

and bar across base of pectoral above, pale or dusky olive. In spirits the
markings become fainter, the lateral Idotch and the bluish streaks on head
usually persisting. Described from a specimen from Key West, 11 inches

in length. West Indies ; Pensacola to Brazil ; rather common at Key West

;

straying north to Woods Hole ; the most important food-fish of the Havana
markets, being always abundant and its flesh always healthful. It reaches
a large size and its flesh is fairly flavored, although not very delicate.

(analis, from the elevated anal fin.)

Anthias qitartus rondeleti (Mutton-flsh), Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolina, 1743, Bahamas.
Mesoprion analis, Cuviee & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 452, 1828, San Domingo;

POEY, Memorias, ll, 146, pi. 13, fig. 9, 1860.

MesopHon sobra..* Cuvier & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., il, 453, 1828, Martinique;

GUNTHER, Cat., I, 209.

* The names analis and sobra of Cuvier & Valenciennes seem to belong to tbis species
without question. Mesoprion isodon is identified by Vaillant with .V. analis on compari-
son of typical examples. Mesoprion rosaceus w;n described as a distinct species from a
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Mesoprion isodon, Cuvieb &, Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 443, 1833, San Domingo

;

GiJNTHBR, Cat., I, 206.

Mesoprion rosaeeus, Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. T., ix, 1870, 317, Cuba.

Lutjanus analis, Poey, Enumeratio, 29, 1875; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 125;

Jordan & Swain, I. c, 455; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 448.

Lutjanus rosaeeus, Poey, Eiiumeratio, 30, 1875.

1642. NE0MJ:NIS COLORADO (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Pabgo Colorado.)

Head 2|; depth 3. D. X, 14; A. Ill, 7; scales 5-47-11; tubes in lateral

line 47. Body comparatively deep, highest at front of spinous dorsal, and
with an angle at origin of soft dorsal; profile of back evenly arched to

origin of dorsal fin; ventral outline rectilinear to origin of anal tin, the

base of which fin is very oblique in the young, less so in the adult. Snout

rather short, less acute than in N. iiovemfasciatiis, less than ^ length of head

;

maxillary reaching nearly or quite to vertical from front pnpil, 2f in head.

Width of cheek from orbit to angle of preopercle less than snout. Eye, in

adult, half the iuterorbital width and f length of snout, proportionately

larger in the young. Vertical margin of preopercle with minute, even

serrations for its entire length ; a shallow emargination above the angle,

which is provided with coarser, but still inconspicuous, serrations; lower

limb of preopercle smooth on its anterior half; upper jaw with a very

narrow band of villiform teeth behind the conical teeth, which are not

very large; a single pair, or more usually two unequal pairs, of canines in

front of upper jaw, between which is a pair of small teeth; conical teeth

in lower jaw larger than those of upper, close-set, largest in the middle of

the jaw, becoming smaller in front and behind, about 8 on each side;

vomerine teeth arranged in a crescent-shaped patch, without backward
extension on the median line; teeth on tongue in 2 patches, a roundish

1 anteriorly, usually formed by the junction of 3 smaller ones, and an

oblong patch on the median line behind this. Gill rakers distant, few,

the longest i length of orbit, their number about 1+7. Dorsal spines

strong, the fourth the longest, the last more than i its length, the fourth

spine 2f in head, as long as the snout in the adult, a little longer in young;

soft dorsal and anal similar to each other, some of the posterior rays of

each being considerably elevated, the fin thus being iiointed instead of

rounded in outline; in the young these rays are much longer than the

dorsal spines and slightly longer than the caudal peduncle; in the adult

they are lower but still longer than the dorsal spines ; longest rays of anal

about 1 head; caudal not deeply emarginate; pectorals long, acute, reach-

ing to or beyond vent, li i" head; ventrals not nearly reaching vent, as

long as snout and orbit ; anal spines strong, the second rather longer than

third and a little stronger, 3^ In head. Scales rather small, the series

forming an angle at the lateral line, those below it running the more
obliquely, those above forming nearly horizontal series parallel with

large specimen 27i inches in length. The only tangible distinction which we find in the
long description is that the eye is one-sixth the length of the head, while in N. analis of
the same size the eye is 8i in the head. We hesitate to admit 2i. rosaeeus a,a distinct from
^. analis. The larger eye and redder coloration perhaps indicate a specimen from deeper
water than usual. Specimens of this species are in the museum at Cambridge from Nas-
sau, Rio Janeiro, and Kio Grande do Norte.
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the lateral line; scales on cheeks in about 7 rows, 1 row on subopercle

and about 7 on opercle ; scales on breast very small, much smaller than

those on opercle; soft rays of vertical tins with accompanying series of

scales. Coloration in life: Above dark olivaceous, each scale with the

basal half dark olive-brown; sides with or without some silvery luster

at bases of scales, forming, when present, faint longitudinal streaks; head

and lower parts of body bright red, especially bright on lower parts of

head, the color extending up on the sides for a varying distance; upper

jaw and maxillary reddish; upper parts of head dark olivaceous; scales

on sides of head without dark spots; a much-interrupted light blue line

from middle of preorbital along suborbital, rarely extending behind the

orbit, nuich less distinct than in N, ur(ientiven1ris, and disappearing in

alcohol; cheeks sometimes Avith bluish spots or lines; inside of month

red; vertical fins very dark, with more or less reddish; spinous dorsal

with a broad median streak of very light slaty blue
;
pectorals and ven-

trals reddish, the latter with dusky. Length 2^ feet. Guaymasto Panama;

a common food-fish; here described from the original type from Mazatlan.

(Spanish, Colorado, red (colored), in allusion to the common name, Pargo

Colorado.)

Lutjanus Colorado, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 338, 351, 355, Mazatlan

(Types, Xos. 28386, 28305, 28261, and 28383, U. S. N. M. Coll. Dr. Gilbert); Jordan &
Gilbert, Bull. U.S. Fish Comm. 1882, 107, 110; Jordan & Swain, 2. c, 457; Evermann
& Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 147 ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 449.

Lutianus Colorado, Jordan, Fishes Sinaloa, 456.

1643. >EOMiE\IS BBACHYPTEBUS (Cope).

Head 2|; depth 3. D. X, 12; A. Ill, 8; scales 8-51-X, 47 pores. Form
of N. griseiis. Maxillary 2^ in head, reaching to past front of eye.

Canines very small, developed in upper jaw only; tongue with an

oval patch of teeth; vomer with a A-shaped patch of teeth, there being a

short backward projection on the median line; eye rather small, 4f in

head. Gill rakers few, arranged as in N. griseus. Scales above lateral

line arranged in very oblique series; 2 bands of small scales on temporal

region. Anal fin low, its longest rays 23 in head; second anal spine about

as long as third, 3| in head ; caudal little forked, its longest rays 1^ in

head; pectoral fin short, If in head. Color in spirits, olivaceous, with

silvery luster below; rows of obscure dusky spots along the scales on

sides and yellowish oblique streaks above the lateral line; fins rather

dark, the caudal not pale; no black lateral spot. The above account is

taken from Professor Cope's original type in the museum of the Philadel-

phia Academy of Sciences. The species is allied to N. griseuti, although

apparently distinct from that species and from all others known to us. In

its technical characters it approaches most closely to N. synagris, near

which species it is convenient to place it in our analytical key. If we
suppose the type of N. ambiguus to be a hybrid, 8g)iagriS'\-chrjisnrus, we may
suspect N. brachypterus to represent a hybrid of griseus and synagris. The
evidence in the latter case is less striking than iu the former. Bahama
Islands; only the type known, (/ipa^t'5, short; TttEpov, fin.)

Lutjanus brachypterus, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1871, 470, New Providence; Jordan &
Swain, I. c, 447, description from type ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 449.
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1644. NEOMJENIS GUTTATUS (Steindachner).

(Flamenco.)

Head2i; depth 2f. D. X, 12 (rarely XI, 11); A. Ill, 8; scales (6) 7-53-15,

53 pores. Body oblong, compressed, the back rather more elevated than
in 'M. synagris, the anterior profile nearly straight from snout to al)ove eye,

thence rather strongly convex; snout pointed, rather long, 3^ in head;
eye large, 4^ in head; interorbital space gently convex, its width 5| in

head; occipital keel rather prominent; preorbital narrow, its least width
7 in head; maxillary extending to somewhat beyond front of orbit,

2-i-|[ in

head. Teeth as in N. synagris, the canines in upper jaw small, those of

lower jaw inconspicuous; tongue with a single large oblong patch of teeth

;

vomer with an A-sliaped patch of teeth, the i^rolongation on the median
line rather short. Gill rakers rather long, about 9 on lower part of arch,

with a few rudiments in front of them. Posteriorlimb of preopercleextenil-

ingdownward and forward, the emargination broad and rather shallow;

teeth at angle of preopercle rather coarse, those above emargination much
finer. Scales rather large, those below lateral line in series which are

almost horizontal, those above in series which are very oblique and for the

most part regular and nearly straight; cheek with 6 rows of scales, inter-

opercle with 1; temporal region with a series of large scales, before and
behind which is a broad band of small ones; bases of soft dorsal and anal

scaly. Dorsal spines rather slender and weak, the outline of the fin gently
convex, the longest spine 2| in head; soft dorsal short and moderately
high, its margin angulated, the eighth ray about ^ longer than last

ray, and 2| in head; caudal lunate, the upper lobe li in head; anal
moderate, rounded in outline, its longest ray 2? in head; first soft ray
reaching tip of last ray when the fin is depressed; second anal spine

stronger than the third and of about equal length, 4i in head; ventrals

1| in head; pectorals long, nearly reaching front of anal, lA in head.
Color in spirits brown above, the sides bright silvery; a large round,

Idack, lateral blotch, as large as eye, on lateral line below front of soft

dorsal; each scale above lateral line with a faint darker grayish median
spot, these forming oblique streaks ; sides of head often with similar spots

;

two or three similar streaks often present below lateral line, these straight

and horizontal; each series of scales below lateral line with a narrow yel-

low stripe; snout and preorbital with dark vermiculations; fins all pale.

In life, light olivaceous above, the markings bronze-olive; sides pale

crimson, the marks more yellow; belly golden-yellow; scarlet on iris,

yellow about eye; first dorsal reddish, second with reddish-brown mark-
ings; caudal deep rich red; lower fins golden; pectoral nearly colorless;

sides of head pink with golden stripes. Described from a specimen from
Mazatlan lOi inches in length. West coast of Mexico from Guaymas to

Panama. It is a common food-fish at Guaymas, Mazatlan, and Panama; a
small species rarely more than a foot in length, representing Xcomwnis
synagris in the Pacific, {guttatus, spotted.)

Mesoprion gtUtattii, Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen, IX, 18, pi. 8, 18G9, Mazatlan.
Lutjanui guttatus, Jordan &. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 351 ; J ordan & Gilbert,

Bull. U. S. Fish Conim. 1882, 107, 110 ; Jordan & Swain, I. c, 447 ; Evermann & Jenkins,
Proc.U. S. Nat. Mua. 1891, U7; Jordan, I. c, 181, 1889; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, H&.

Lutianus guttatus, Jordan, Fishes Sinaloa, 456.
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1645. jVEOM^NIS STNAGRIS (Linnajus).

(Lane Snappee; Biajaiba; Red-tail Snapper.)

Head 2|; depth 2^. D. X, 12; A. Ill, 8; scales (7) 8-60-15, 50 pores.

Body oblong, compressed, the back moderately elevated, profile almost

straight from suout to iiape ; suout rather poiuted, 3 in head ; eye moderate,

5 in head ; interorbital space gently convex, 5| in head ; occipital keel little

prominent; preorbital rather broad, 4f in head; maxillary reaching front

of orbit, 2| in head; npper jaw with a narrow baud of villiform teeth,

outside of which is a single series of enlarged teeth ;
-1 rather small canines

in front, 2 of them larger; lower jaw with villiform band in front only,

the single row of larger teeth nearly equal in size, none of them canines;

tongue with a single oval patch, its length more than twice its width;

vomer with a A or A-shaped patch of teeth, without backward prolonga-

tion on median line, or with only a very slight one. Gill rakers rather

long, their length slightly more than + diameter of eye, about 5 + 9, and

no rudiments before them. Preopercle with its posterior margin slant-

ing downward and forward, the emargination broad and moderately deep;

preopercle rather finely serrate above,.with coarser teeth at the angle.

Scales rather small, the rows almost horizontal below the lateral line,

above somewhat undulate, running upward and backward; tubes of

lateral line simple; 6 rows of scales on the cheek, 1 row on the interoper-

cle, 1 on the subopercle, and 6 on the opercle; temporal region with a

broad band of scales, arranged in several series ; base of soft dorsal and

anal scaly ; dorsal spines rather weak and slender, the outline of the fin

gently convex, the fourth spine longest, 2f in head, the tenth spine 3* in

head; soft dorsal short, its margin somewhat angulated, the eighth ray

longest, twice the length of last ray and 1| first, 2f in head; caudal mod-
erately forked, the npper lobe the longer, 1^ length of middle rays, which

are 2 in head; anal rather high, rounded in outline, its middle rays

longest, 1| length of last ray, 2f in head, first ray reaching middle of

last ray when the fin is depressed; second anal spine stronger than third

and of equal length, 3| in head; ventrals If in head; pectorals reaching

front of anal, 1|^ in head. Color in life, rose-colored, silvery tinged below,

slightly olivaceous but not dark above; a large, round, maroon blotch,

larger than eye, j ust above lateral line and below front of soft dorsal,

always present; series of stripes of deep golden-yellow along sides; 3 on

head, the upper from suout through eye; about 10 on body, the lower

nearly straight and horizontal, the upper undulating and irregular, extend-

ing upward and backward; belly white, its sides largely yellowish; lips

red; maxillary partly yellow; tongue yellowish; iris fiery red; caudal

deep blood-red; spinous dorsal nearly transparent, with a marginal and

basal band of golden; soft dorsal light red, edged with golden; ventrals

aud anal golden; pectorals pinkish. Young quite green above. Simi-

larly striped Cuban specimens are generally duller, with the yellow stripes

decidedly coppery. In spirits the bright colors fade, only the lateral

blotch and the streaks on the head being persistent. West Indies;

Floritla Keys to Colon and Brazil; very common almost everywhere from
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Tampa to Brazil. It reaches but a small size, rarely exceeding a foot, and
it inhabits chiefly shallow waters. In Havana it is one of the most
common food-fishes, in abundance not exceeded by any other species. Its

strongly marked coloration renders its recognition easy. {6vvaypii, an

old name of Dentex dentex, a species which this one was thought to resemble.

)

Salpa purptirescens variegata (Lane Snapper), Catesby, Hist. Nat. Carolina, pi. 17, 1743,

Bahamas.
Simrus stjnagris, LiNNJtus, Syst. Nat., x, 280, 1758; after Catesby.
Sparus vermicidarig, Bloch & SCHNEmER, Syat. Ichth., 275, 1801, Martinique ; on a draw-

ing by Plumier.
Lutjanus aubrieti, Desmarest, Prem. Dec. Ichth., 17, pi. 2, 1823, Cuba.

2Iesoprio7i uninotatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois-s., ii, 449, 1828, San
Domingo; Martinique; GCnther, Cat., I, 202.

Lutjanus uninotatus, Poey, Synopsis, 294, 1868.

Lutjanus synagris, PoEY, Enumeratio, 27, 1875; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 922; Jor-

dan & Swain, I. c, 448; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 648; Jordan, I. c, 1890,

319; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 450.

1640. \EOM.ENIS AMBIGUUS* (Poey).

Head 2i\,; depth 3. D. X, 13; A. Ill, 9; scales (6) 9-53-15, 50 pores.

Body oblong, comjjressed, formed much as in N. synagris, but more slender,

the anterior profile nearly straight from tip of snout to nape, thence con-

vex; snout rather long and jiointed, 3 in head; eye small, 4| in head;

interorbital space narrow, carinate, its width 5i in head ; occipital keel

rather prominent; preorbital moderate, its least width 6 in head; mouth
moderate, slightly oblique, the lower jaw a little projecting, the maxillary

extending to ojjposite front of pupil, its length 2f in head. Teeth essen-

tially as in X. syiiagris; canines of upper jaw small; enlarged teeth of

lower jaw scarcely caninelike; tongue with a single, large, oblong patch
of teeth ; vomer with an /1\-shaped patch of teeth, the prolongation on the

median line moderate;' no pterygoid teeth. Gill rakers longer than in

most species of Neomwnis, about 15 developed on lower part of anterior

arch. Preopercle nearly vertical, its emargination very slight, its serr*

distinct. Scales rather small, those below lateral line in horizontal series,

those above lateral line in regular and very oblique series, which are not
parallel with the lateral line; cheek with 5 rows of scales; temporal
region scaled from the eye backward, posteriorly with a band of rather

large scales followed by smaller ones; bases of soft dorsal and anal scaly;

dorsal fin little emargiuate, the spines rather slender and low, the longest

2^ in head; longest ray of soft dorsal 2| in head; caudal rather deeply

forked, the longest rays 1:^ in head, the median rays 3f ; anal spines slender,

regularly graduated, the second spine 4i in head; soft anal rounded, rather

low, the longest rays 2f in head
;
pectorals long and falcate, 1^ in head

;

ventrals If. In spirits, nearly uniform brownish above, paler below, with

* This species is very -well distinguished from Neoincenis synagris and from Oeyiirus
chrvsurus, but it presents such a singular blending of the characters of the two as to lend
much probability to Poey's conjecture that it is a hybrid ot Xeomceyiis synagris with
Ocyurus chrysurus. Two specimens are known, the one sent by Poey to the U. S. National
Museum and described in the paper of Jordan &. Swain; the'other sent by Poey to the
museum at Cambridge, is very similar, with well-forked caudal and numerous gill" rakers.
The lower jaw is, however, scarcely projecting, and the pectoral short, 1* in head.
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pale streaks along the rows of scales. In life, according to Poey's figure,

it had much the coloration of Neomanis aynagris. Described from a speci-

men from Havana 10 inches in length. Cuba; 2 specimens known, {am-

biguus, uncertain.)

Mesoprionambiguus, Poey, Memoriaa, n, 152, pi. 12, fig. 4, pi. 13, flg. 8, 1860, Cuba (Type, Ko.

13036, U. S. N. M.) ; Poet, Synopsis, 295.

Lutjanus ambiguut, Poey, Enumeratio, 30, 1875; Jordan & Swain, I. c.,450; Jordan &
Fesleb, I. c, 450.

1647. NEOMiEIVIS MAHOGONI (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(OjANct); Mahogany Snapper.)

Head 2^; depth 2i. D. X, 12; A. Ill, 8; scales (6) 9-62-14, 50 pores.

Body rather elongate, strongly compressed, the back well elevated, pro-

file almost straight or slightly concave from tip of snout to nape, thence

moderately convex; snout rather slender and pointed, 3 in head; eye

large, 3| in head; interorbital area fiattish, with a median keel, 6 in head;

preorbital rather broad, its least width 6i in head ; mouth large, maxillary

reaching front of pupil, 2| in head; lower jaw strongly projecting; upper

jaw with a narrow baud of villiform teeth, outside of which is a single

series of enlarged but comparatively small teeth ; 4 moderate caniues in

front of jaw, 2 of them larger, about 2 in diameter of pupil; lower

jaw with a single series of rather small teeth, none of them at all canine-

like; tongue with an oblanceolate patch of teeth, tapering behind, its

length more than twice its width ; vomer with a broadly arrow-tshaped

patch of teeth, with backward prolongation on median line, its length

about equaling width of patch in front; pterygoid and hyoid bones

without teeth. Gill rakers numerous, about 10 developed on lower part

of arch, besides 4 or 5 rudimentary ones, those near angle largest,

their length almost + diameter of eye. Preopercle with its posterior

margin almost vertical, broadly and rather deeply emarginate, very

weakly or scarcely serrate above, the angle projecting liackward and
armed with several rather coarse teeth, the lower limb smooth. Scales

rather small, those below lateral line somewhat larger-, the rows above the

lateral line running obliquely upward and backward, those below in

almost straight horizontal series; cheeks with 6 rows of scales, 1 row on
interopercle, 1 on subopercle, and Ton opercle; temporal region with a

band of small scales, before and behind which is a series of larger ones;

top of head, snout, and jaws naked; bases of soft dorsal and anal scaly.

Dorsal spines rather weak and slender, the outline of the fin rather

strongly convex, the fourth spine longest, 2f in head; the tenth spine 4 in

head; margin of soft dorsal very gently convex, the first and last rays

slightly shorter than rest of fin, median rays 3^ in head; caudal not

deeply forked, the upper lobe little longer than lower, its length 1| in

middle rays, which are 2^ in head, margin of anal little rounded, the

middle rays If length of last ray, 3 in head, the first ray reaching almost

to tip of last ray when the fin is depressed ; anal spines small, the second as

long as third and stronger, 4} in head ; ventrals2i in head
;
pectorals scarcely

reaching front of anal, li in head. Color in life, deep brown, silvery
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below, everywhere shaded with red, especially on head; eye scarlet; a
large blackish blotch on side, chiefly above lateral line and below first

rays of soft dorsal; maxillary yellow on covered parts; narrow bronze
streaks following the rows of scales, these streaks distinct chiefly above
the lateral line; dorsal fln pale, edged with blood-red; caudal deep red;

anal, ventrals, and pectorals scarlet; the bright colors fade and disappear
in spirits, leaving the back dark gray, the lower parts silvery, more or

less flushed with red. Described from a Culian specimen 10 inches long.

West Indies; a small species, rather common in the markets of Havana,
where it is known as ojanco, in allusion to the large eye. It does not reach

a large size, {maliogoni, the English mahogany, from the brown coloration
.

)

Mesoprion mahogoni, Cdvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss-.U, 447, 1828, Martinique;

GiJNTHER, Cat., I, 203

Menoprion ricardi, Cuvieb & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 447, 1828, Martinique.

Mesoprion ojanco, Poey, Memorias, ii, 150, pi. 13, fig. 10, 1860, Cuba.

Lutjanus ojanco, Poey, Enumeratio, 28, 1875.

Lutjanus mahogoni, Jordan &- Swain, I. c, 451 ; uOrdan & Fesler, I. c.,451.

Subgenus RAIZERO, Jordan & Fesler.

1648. >"EOM.EXIS ARATUS (Giinther).

(Paego de Eaizero.)

Head 3; depth 3\. D. XI, 12; A. Ill, 7; scales 4i-45-12. Body oblong-

elliptical, slenderer and less compressed than in other species of ^Yeomonis,

the back broad and little elevated; profile a little dejjressed above the

snout, then convex above the eyes, thence nearly straight to front of

dorsal; snout not very long, 3 in head; mouth moderate, somewhat ob-

lique, the jaws subequal; maxillary extending to beyond front of eye, its

length 2^ in head. Teeth moderate; canines of upper jaw not very large;

the enlarged teeth of lower jaw scarcely caninelike; teeth on tongue in

a large patch, developed in adult examples, but not evident in the young;
teeth on vomer in a V-shaped patch, without backward prolongation on the

median line; palatine teeth in a broad patch; no teeth on pterygoids.

Eye large, 5 in head; interorbital area broad and convex, its width 4 in

head; preorbital moderate, its least breadth 6 in head. Nostrils small,

well separated, oblong, the anterior but little the larger. Preopercle

with its posterior limb slanting downwards and forwards, with a mod-
erate emargination, sharply and finely serrate above, the teeth at the

angle coarser and directed somewhat forwards. Gill rakers few and
rather small, about 7 on lower part of anterior arch, not preceded by rudi-

ments. Scales large, arranged very regularly in horizontal series parallel

with the lateral line, both above and below; cheeks with 6 rows of scales;

nape with a band of about 3 series of moderate scales ; soft dorsal and

anal well scaled; tubes of lateral line well branched. Dorsal spines mod-

erate, the longest 2| in head; soft dorsal rather low and short; caudal

rather deeply lunate, the upper lobe 1^ in head; anal low, its longest rays

2y in head ; anal spines graduated, the second spine shorter and stouter

3030 3
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than third, about 5i in head
;
pectoral long and falcate, 1^ in head ; ven-

trals 1%. Color, in spirits, dark brown; somewhat paler below; center of

each scale yellowish-silvery, these forming conspicuous continuous silvery

streaks along the back and sides, most distinct near the middle of the

body; fins grayish, rather pale; membrane of soft dorsal dusky; ventrals

dusky at tips; young with pale crossbands formed by enlargement of the

silvery spots in certain regions. In life, dark green, the dark stripes on

sides dark brown, the interspaces yellowish-white; belly coppery-red,

some bluish on cheeks; pectoral maroon red ; ventrals salmon-red, the first

ray white; anal creamy-red; caudal dark red, blackish towards tip; dorsal

dusky; throat silvery. Described from a specimen from Mazatlan 16

inches in length. Length 2 feet. Pacific coast of tropical America, gen-

erally common ; a handsome fish looking quite unlike the others. There

is, however, no diiference of importance in the structure of the skull.

The squamation is very similar to that of Orthostcechus. {aratus, plowed,

for its striped coloration.)

Mesoprion aratus, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 145, Panama ; Chiapas.

Lutjanus aratus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 355; Jordan & Swain,

I. c, 460 ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 451 ; Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc. Gal. Ac.

Sci. 1895, 457.

526. RABIRUBIA, Jordan & Fesler.

Rabirubia, Jordan & Fesler, Kept. IT. S. Fish Corem.1889 (1893), 438 (inermis).

This genus is closely allied to Ocytirus, having, as in the latter genus,

the long fron to-occipital crest continued forward along the top of the head

to the nostrils. Parietal crest extending to above eye, coalescing with

the orbital rim. The body is rather elongate, the anal fin long and low,

and the gill rakers are few and short. One species kuown. (Bahiruhia,

Spanish name of Ocyurus chrysnrus.)

1649. RABIRUBIA IXERMIS (Peters).

Head 3 in length; depth 3.1; lateral line with 50 tubes; scales 53. D. X,

13; A. 111,11. Body slender and fusiform, not strongly compressed, the

back not elevated ; snout very pointed ; mouth unusually small, the maxil-

lary 2^ in head, reaching to front of pujiil; eye very large, about 4 in

head. Band of vomerine teeth slightly produced backward on the median
line; teeth on tongue well developed ; canine teeth unusually small and
slender, 2 in upper jaw and 3 or 4 on each side of lower. Nostrils well

separated, subequal, the posterior oblong, the anterior round. Preorbital

I depth of eye; preopercle not serrate, scarcely notched behind; temporal

region with a band of large scales, on each side of which are small scales;

scales above lateral line arranged in very oblique series, which are not
parallel with the lateral line. Pectoral fins very short, reaching little past

tips of ventrals, If in head; dorsal spines very slender; second anal spine

longer than third, very small, 7 in head; soft dorsal and anal low, scaly;

caudal fin rather deeply forked, the middle rays not half the length of the

outer, which are li in head. Color in spirits, dusky brown above, pale

below, with distinct dark stripes, those below parallel Avith the lateral
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line, those above very oblique; these stripes extend along the edges of
the rows of scales, the middle of each scale being whitish or silvery, its

base dusky, a brown blotch about base of pectoral. Mazatlan to Panama

:

only 2 specimens known; 1 is in the museum at Berlin from Mazatlan,
from which specimen the above description was taken; the other was
taken by the Albatross at Panama. It is quite unlike any other American
species, (inermis, unarmed.)

Megoprion inermis, Peters, Berliner Monatsber. 1869, 705, Mazatlan.
Lutjanus inermis, Joedan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1883, 285; Jordan cfc Swain, I. c, 459;

Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 181 ; Jordan & Pesler, I. c, 451.

Rabirubia inermis, Jordan, Fishes Sinaloa, 457, pi. 39.

527. OCYURUS, Gill.

(Rabirubias.)

Ocyurus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. f?ci. Phila. 1862, 236 (chrysurus).

This genus is allied to Neomcenis, from which it differs notably in the
structure of the skull, especially in the forward extension of the fronto-

occipital crest to the ethmoidal projection; the prefrontals with posterior

areas short and excavated above and in front. The single species shows
numerous minor peculiarities, as' the peculiar form of the body, the large,

well-forked caudal fin, the small head, as well as an increased number of
gill rakers, and the presence (in the adult) of pterygoid teeth. {(OKV<i,

swift; ovpd, tail.

)

1B50. OCYURUS CHRYSURUS (Bloch).

(Yellow-tail
; Rabirubia.)

Head 3; depth 3. D. X, 13; A. Ill, 9; scales 7-65-15, 51 pores. Body
elliptical, comparatively elongate, the back little elevated, the profile

straight from the tip of the snout to the nape, thence rather strongly
arched; caudal peduncle long and slender; snout pointed, of moderate
length, 3 in head; eye small, 5 in head; interorbital space very convex,
with a sharp median keel, 4 in head; preorbital narrow, its least width
6| in head. Mouth small, oblique, the lower jaw projecting; maxillary
reachiug very slightly beyond front of orbit, 2^ in head; upper jaw with
a narrow band of villiform teeth, outside of which is a single series of
larger teeth, 5 or 6 of those in front being somewhat caninelike, but small;
lower jaw with a single series of moderately strong teeth, none of them
large enough to be called canines ; tongue with a large, oval patch of teeth,

in front of which is a smaller but similar patch ; teeth on vomer forming a
broadly arrow-shaped patch, with a backward prolongation on the median
line, which is nearly twice the width of the patch; a narrow band of
pterygoid teeth behind the jjatcli on the vomer, this not evident in young
examples. Gill rakers rather long and slender, the longest about i diam-
eter of eye, about 8+21, none of them rudimentary. Preopeicle with its

posterior margin almost vertical, with a slight, but distinct emargination
above the angle; serrations of preopercle very feeble, the teeth at the
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angle scarcely enlarged; nostrils well separated, the posterior slitlike;

scales small, those above lateral line arranged in very oblique series, those

V»elow in rows nearly horizontal; cheeks with 5 or 6 rows of scales, about

two rows on interopercle ; temporal region with 2 or 3 series of large

scales before and behind which are many small scales; top of head,

snout, and jaws naked; bases of soft dorsal and anal scaly. Dorsal spines

rather long and slender, the tin not deeply emarginate, fifth spine longest,

2| in head; tenth spine 3|; soft dorsal and anal similar, their margins

nearly straight, the last rays slightly shortened, median rays about 3 in

head; caudal fin long, very deeply forked, the upper lobe longest, 3

times as long as middle rays, which are 1\ in head; pectorals long and

slender, reaching vent, li in head; ventrals If in head; anal spines rather

weak, the third \ longer than second, 4 in head. Color in life olivaceous

above, rather pale, and somewhat violet tinged ; a number of large, irregu-

lar deep yellow blotches on sides of back ; a deep yellow stripe from tip

of snout straight through eye to caudal peduncle, there broadening and

including all of tail above lateral line and behind dorsal fin ; above this a

pearly-purplish area; below it a flesh-colored or rosy area or band, 2 scales

broad, then a succession of about 16 narrow streaks alternating flesh-

color and yellow, growing fainter jirogressively below; the yellow on

the edges of the scales, the reddish on their middles; iris fiery red; lower

parts of head flesh color with some yellow spots ; maxillary mostly yellow

;

caudal deep yellow, its edges reddish; dorsal chiefly yellow; anal faintly

yellow; ventrals and pectorals translucent. In spirits, all the markings

fade, leaving the fins yellowish, the upper parts grayish, the lower rosy-

silvery. Length 2 feet. West Indies, and from southern Florida to Brazil

;

very abundant at Key West where it is known as "yellow-tail." In Cuba,

next to N. analis and N. synagris, the commonest of the snappers. One of

the handsomest of the snappers ; here described from a Key West specimen.

{Xpvdo';, gold; ovpd, tail.)

Acarapitamba, Marcgrave, Hist. Brasil., 155, 1648, Brazil.

Rabirubia, Parra, Uescr. Dif. Piezas, Hist. Nat., pi. 20, fig. 1, 1787, Cuba.

Sparus chrysurus, Block, Iclith., pi. 262, 1790, Brazil ; after Makcgrave.

Anthias rabirubia, Block & ScKNEmER, Syst. Iclith., 309, 1801, Cuba; after Parka.

Sparus semiluna, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 141, 1803, Martinique; on a copy of a

drawing by Plumier.

Mesoprionaurovittatus, Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil., pi. 66. 1829, Brazil.

Ocyurus rijgersmoei, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1871, 468, fig. 4, St. Kitts.

Mesoprion chrysurut, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., n, 459, 1828; Gijnther,

Cat., 1, 186.

Ocyurus chrymirus, PoEY, Synopsis, 295, 1868; Jordan & Swain, I.e., 461; Jordan. I.e.,

319; Jordan &, Fesler, I.e., 452.

Ocyurui aurovittatus, Poey, Synopsis, 295, 1868.

Lutjamts chrysurus, Vaillant, Miss. Sci. an Mexique, 133, pi. 5, 1875.

Lutjanus melanurut, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 548, 1883; not type.

528. RHOMBOPLITES, Gill.

RhombopUtes, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 237 (aururubens)

.

This genus differs from Neommnis chiefly in the character of the cranium.

Prefrontals with the articular facets developed from simple tubercles and

not V-shaped, the posterior areas cribriform ; basi-sphenoid not lobiger-
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ous; pteryigoid with a broad patch of teeth (in adult); hyoid bones and
tongue with teeth ; canines very small or obsolete ; dorsal spines 12, the

soft rays 10 or 11; gill rakers slender and numerous.

This genus is closely allied to Neoma'uis, but the cranial peculiarities and
extension of the villiform teeth over the pterygoid and hyoid bones well

warrant generic separation. The form of the vomerine patch of teeth is

also somewhat peculiar. But one species is known. (/5d///3oc, rhomb;
oitXtTTji, armed; from the form of the vomerine patch of teeth.)

1661. RHOMBOPLITES AUROBUBEXS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Cagon de lo Alto.)

Head 3^; depth 3^ D. XII, 11; A. Ill, 8; scales (7) 10-72-19, 50 pores.

Body elongate, irregularly elliptical, the back not greatly elevated, high-

est at the nape
;
profile regularly and strongly convex from above eye to

spinous dorsal ; snout rather short and bluntish,3| in head, its upper pro-

file straight and steep; eye very large, 3f in head; interorbital space very

convex, 3+ in head; }>reorbital narrow, its least width 7A in head; mouth
small, oblique, the lower jaw somewhat projecting; maxillary scaleless,

reaching front of orbit, 2f in head. Upper jaw with a broad band of villi-

form teeth, outside of which is a row of enlarged but comparatively small

teeth ; no canines ; lowerjaw with one series somewhat stronger than outer

teeth of upper jaw; inside of these is a rather broad villiform band of

teeth in front of jaw only ; tongue with a very broad irregularly ovate

patch of teeth, its width almost as great as width of tongue, 1| in its

length ;
in front of this patch is a large roundish patch of teeth ; an oblong

patch of teeth on the hyoid bone; vomer with a rhomboid (C -shaped)

patch of teeth, forming almost a right angle in front, with a broadly
wedge-shaped backward prolongation on the median line, its length about
twice its width; palatine band of teeth very wide; pterygoids with a

large patch of teeth, these teeth undeveloped and covered by skin in young
examples. Gill rakers numerous, the longest about ^ diameter of eye,

about 6-|-21. Preopercle with posterior margin almost straight and
vertical, slightly emarginate, weakly serrate above, the teeth coarser at

the angle and on lower border. Posterior nostril larger, nearly round.

Scales very small, the rows above the lateral line running upward and
backward, the rows below rather wavy, almost horizontal ; temporal region

covered with small partially embedded scales, in 4 or 5 rows; cheeks Avith

7 rows of scales; 4 rows on interopercle, 3 rows on subopercle, and 7 on

opercle; snout, preorbital and jaws naked; top of head scaly to near mid-

dle of eye ; soft dorsal and anal with but few scales at l)ase. Dorsal spines

long and slender, the fourth spine longest, 2^^ in head, the length of the

spines thence gradually decreasing to twelfth spine, which is Zl in head;

margin of soft dorsal truncate, itsraysof subequallcngth, 4in head, lastray

slightly shorter ; caudal deeply forked, the upper lobe longer than lower,

its length If times middle rays, which are 2 in head ; upper lobe of caudal

scarcely shorter than head; anal similar to soft dorsal, its rays 3 in head
;

second anal spine shorter than third, 4 in head; ventrals li in head; pec-

torals somewhat falcate, reaching opposite vent, 1^ in head. Color in life,
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vermiliou
;
paler below ; faint brown lines rnuninp; obliquely forward and

downward from dorsal along the rows of scales ; sides witb narrow sinuous

streaks of golden yellow, some of them longitudinal, others obliqut^ ; dor-

sal rosy, its margin chielly orange; aual pale at base, rosy at extremity;

pectorals yellowish, ventrals rosy, caudal vernjilion; iris vermilion-red;

inside of mouth dusky. The bright colors grow faint or disappear in

spirits. Length about a foot; here described from a specimen from

Havana. West Indies, north to Charleston, south to Rio Janeiro; not

uncommon in deep waters as far north as Charleston and Pensacola.

Specimens from the coast of Carolina are somewhat deeper than those from

Cuba, and with the yellow streaks more pronounced, becoming dark brown

in spirits. One of these, in the U. S. National Museum, has 13 dorsal

spines. It is not, however, otherwise essentially difterent. (aitre«s,

golden; ruhens, reddish.)

Oentropristis aurorubens, Cuvieb & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 45, 1829, Brazil,

Martinique, San Domingo.
Megoprion elegant, Poey, Meiuorias, ii, 153, 1860, Cuba.

Aprion ariom?/i?ts, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat, Mua. 1883, 142, Pensacola; young
with pterygoid teeth undeveloped.

Mesoprioii aurorubens, Guntheb, Cat., i, 207.

Rhombopliles aurorubens, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.Phila. 1862, 236; Jordan & Feslee,

Z.c.,454.

RhombopUtes elegans, Poey, Kepertorio, ii, 158, 1868.

Lutjanus aurorubens, Vaillant & BocouBX, Miss. Sci. au Mexique, 117, 1877; Jordan &
Gn.BERT, Synopsis, 549.

529. APSILUS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(Arnillo.s.)

Apnlus, Cuvier &, Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 548, 1830 (fuscus, an East Indian

Tropidinius (Gill, MS.) Poey, Synopsis, 296, 1868 {arnillo — dentatus)

.

This very distinct genus has essentially the cranial structure of Rhom-
hopUies, with the scaleless tins, jieculiar squamation, and dentition of

Aprion. The prefrontals have the posterior areas solid aud somewhat
tumid; there are no teeth on the pterygoids, tongue, or hyoid bones. The
dorsal tin is short and scaleless. {a, privative; xpiXoi, bare or bald; the

meaning not evident. Our species representing the subgenus Tropidiniiiii,

ditiers from Apsihis fuscus chielly in the deeper body and larger head.)

Subgenus TROPIDINIUS, Gill.*

1052. APSILUS DENTATUS, Guichenot.

(Arnillo.)

Head 3; depth 2f. D. X, 10; A. Ill, 8. Scales 7-60-16, 60 pores. Body
rather deep, oblong, elliptical, compressed, the back somewhat elevated

;

protile from snout to nape little convex, the nape strongly keeled and
considerably convex ; snout rather short and blunt, 3^ in head ; eye large,

rpojTcs keel; U'lov, nape.
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3^ in head; iuterorbital space convex, 3* in head, its median line becom-
ing on the occiput a sharp keel; preorbital very narrow, 7f in head; mouth
small; maxillary broad, almost reaching pupil, 2i^ in head; upper jaw with
a narrow band of villiform teeth, outside of which is a series of larger,

which are scarcely large enough to be called canines; lower jaw with a
single series of small teeth, about 6 of those in front larger, scarcely

caninelike, similar to the larger teeth of upper jaw; inside of this series

is a comparatively wide band of villiform teeth in front of jaw only;
tongue without teeth ; vomer with a A-shaped patch of teeth, without back-
ward prolongation on median line. Gill rakers numerous, the longest

1 diameter of eye, about 17 on lower half of arch. Preopercle with its

posterior margin nearly vertical, very slightly emarginate, scarcely ser-

rate except at angle, where the teeth are quite small. Scales rather small,

very regularly arranged, the rows running parallel with the lateral line both
above and below ; 7 rows on cheek, the scales of upjjer row little enlarged

;

2 rows on interopercle, 1+ on subopercle, 6 on opercle; temporal region
with four rows of moderate scales; top of head, snout, and jaws naked;
bases of soft dorsal and anal scaleless. Dorsal hn not strongly emarginate,
the spines rather slender, the outline of the fin rather strongly convex,
fourth spine longest, 2^ in head, tenth spine 3^ in head ; margin of soft

dorsal gently rounded, the middle rays little longer than first rays, 2* in

head; last ray not shorter than middle rays; caudal deeply forked, the
upper lobe slightly longer than lower, 2^ length of middle rays, which
aie 2^ in head; upper lobe about as long as head; margin of anal nearly
straight, the rays about of equal length, except the last, which is some-
what produced, 2| in head ; first ray reaching about to base of last ray,

when the tin is depressed ; anal spines rather Aveak, the third rather longest,

3 in head; ventrals \l in head; pectorals somewhat falcate, reaching first

soft ray of anal, about as long as head. Color in life, dusky violet, paler

below ; mouth within and fins all similar in hue, the anal and ventrals with
blackish tips ; soft dorsal with some olive shades, the edge grayish. In
spirits, nearly uniform dusky gray, paler below. Length 1 foot. West
Indies. This beautiful little fish is rather common in the markets of
Havana, from which locality came the specimen here described, {dentatus,

toothed, the name not characteristic.)

Apsilus dentatus, GvicaENor, in Eamoii de la Sagra, Hist. Cuba, Poisa., 29, pi. 1, fig. 2,

1845, Havana; Jordan li: Fesler, I.e., 455.

Mesuprton arnillo, Poey, Memorias, ll, 154, 1860, Cuba.
Mesoprion dentatus, Gunther, Cat., I, 188, 1859.

Tropidinius arnillo, Poey, Synopsis, 296, 1868.

Lutjanus arnillus. Cope, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc. 1869, 470.

Tropidinius dentatus, J ORDAi^ &, Swain, I. c, 466.

530. APRION, Cvivier & Valenciennes.

Aprion, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 543, 1830 (virescens).

I Chcetopterus, Temminck &. Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poise., 78, 1850 {dubius).

Pristipomoides, Bleekek, Natuurk. Tijdschr. Nederl. Ind., in, 1852, 574 (typzis).

Platyinius, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1863, 237 {voraz= macrophthalmus).
? Sparopsis, Knkk, Fiscbe Mus. Godefl'roy, 303, 1868 (elongatus).
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Body oblong or rather elongate, compressed ; scales large ; mouth rather

small, the canines inconspicuous; no teeth on tongue; dorsal fin rather

short, the soft part not scaly, the fin not notched ; skull essentially as in

Eielis, the interorbital area flat, separated by a tranverse line of demarca-

tion from the occipital, by which the median as well as the lateral crests

are limited; frontals wide in front, and not cavernous; supraorbital mar-

gin crenate
;
periotic region much swollen outward and with the bones

tbin and polished; preorbital moderate; frontals behind with fuuncl-

shaped foramina. Aprion has essentially the form of Xeonuvnis, with the

skull of Etel'is. The American species is the type of the subgenus

Platyinius, which agrees with Aprion viresccns in the form of the skull,

differing chiefly in the specific characters of deeper body, weaker teeth,

and narrower preorbital. (a, without; Ttpicov, saw.)

Subgenus PLATYINIUS,* Gill.

1653. APBION MACROPHTHALMUS (Miilhr & Tioscbel).

(VORAZ.)

Head 3; depth 3. D. X, 11; A. Ill, 8, scales 7-60-15, 52 pores. Body
oblong-elliptical, moderately compressed; the back hot greatly elevated;

profile convex anteriorly, almost straight above eye ; the nape again con-

vex, its keel low and placed well back; snout rather blunt, 3f in head;

eye large, 3| in head; interorbital space broad and flat, 4 in head; pre-

orbital narrow, 7^ in head; mouth small, oblique; lower jaw slightly

projecting; maxillary about reaching middle of eye, 2^ in head. Upper
jaw with a narrow band of villiform teeth, outside of which is a row of

larger teeth, the canines in front little dift'erentiated; lower jaw with a

single series of rather large teeth, scarcely large enough to be called

canines ; inside of this series is a comparatively wide band of villiform

teeth in front of jaw only ; a few larger teeth among the villiform teeth

;

tongue without teeth; Aomer with a rather narrow A-shaped patch of

teeth, without backward prolongation on median line. Gill rakers

numerous, the longest about f diameter of eye, about 5 + 15. Preopercle

with posterior margin almost straight and vertical, without emargination,

very finely serrate above, the teeth coarser on angle and lower limb.

Scales rather small, regularly arranged, the rows running parallel with
the lateral line both above and below it; 7 rows of scales on the cheek,

the scales of upper row not greatly enlarged, two rows on interopercle

and 8 on opercle; temporal region with about 4 rows of large scales; top

of head, snout, and jaws naked; base of soft dorsal and anal scaleless.

Dorsal little emarginate, the spines rather slender, the outline of the fin

moderately convex, third spine longest, 2f in head, tenth spine 3 in head;
margin of soft dorsal nearly straight, the first soft ray 3 in head, last ray

exserted, 2 in head; caudal well forked, the upper lobe slightly longer

than lower, 2| length of middle rays, which are 3 in head; margin of anal

similar to spinous dorsal, the last ray filamentous, 2| in head; anal spines

* jrAarus, flat ; 'ii'i'oi', nape.
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rather slender, the third slightly longer than second, 3J in head; ventrals

1^ in head; pectorals long and pointed, reaching to first soft ray of anal,

1 1^0- in head. Color in life, rosy red with silvery luster, quite silvery below

;

faint pearly markings on scales of upper parts, these forming a decided

stripe along base of dorsal; head all rosy, darker above; iris silvery;

mouth white within; sides with pearly spots, faint and diftuse, irregu-

larly scattered, each about as large as a scale ; base of dorsal yellowish-

olive, its edge scarlet, the fin otherwise rosy; caudal rosy, becoming

scarlet behind
;
pectorals, ventrals, and anal slightly rosy. In spirits the

bright colors all fade, leaving irregular pearly markings on a silvery

ground. West Indies, generally common; the specimens here described

from Havana, where it is rather common iu the markets, (juaxpoi, large;

oqhaXjJ.o'i, eye.)

* Centropristis macrophthalmus, Muller & Troschel in Schomburgk, Hist. Barbados,

666, 1848, Barbados
;
young.

Mesoprion vorax, Poey, Memorias, ii, 151, 1860, Cuba.

Platyinius vorax, Gill, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 237.

Elastoma macrophthalmus, Cope, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc. 1869, 468.

Aprion macrophthalmus, Jordan & Swain, I. c, 467; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 456.

531. ETELIS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Etelis, CuviBR & Valbnciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 11, 127, 1828 {earhunculu$, a Japanese

species).

Elaitoma, Swainson, Kat. Hist. Fishes, 11, 168, 202, 1839 (oculatm).

Hesperanthias, Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, 14, 1843 {oculatus).

Macrops, Dum^ril, Ichth. Analy tique, 279, 1856 (oculatus).

Body elongate, covered with large scales; eye very large; preorbital

very narrow ; mouth moderate, the lower jaw projecting ; canines in upper

jaw only ; no teeth on tongue or pterygoids; gill rakers long and slender.

Dorsal tin deeply notched, rather short, its spines 10 in number, its soft

rays not scaly ; caudal very deeply forked ; head naked above, skull with

the interorbital area flat, separated from the occipital area by a transverse

line, limiting the median and lateral crests, also; frontals wide in front,

not cavernous, simply normally perforate; supraorbital margins crenate;

periotic region little convex and with the bones thick, unpolished; pre-

frontals behind, with funnel-shaped foramina. The relationships of this

genus have been repeatedly misunderstood, hut, as Gill has shown, it

belongs in the Lutianidce and has no special affinity with Anthias, Perca,

or Serranus t The synonymy and relations of this interesting genus have

been well discussed by Dr. Gill in the paper above cited. In spite of

the difference iu the form of its dorsal, the relations of Etelis with Aprion

* According to Poey the Centropristis maerophthalmus of Miiller & Troschel was based
on the young of this species ; if so, the latter name has the right of priority. This species
agrees closely -with the descriptions oi Aprion filamentoius {CuYiex &, Valenciennes) from
tlie islands east of Africa, but it would be premature to unite 2 species from such
widely separated localities without an actual comparison of specimens. Dr. Klunzinger
regards the 2 species as identical. According to his account, however, A. filamentosus
is a slenderer fish, the depth 4^ in the total length (3J in A. macrophthalmus), and the scales
are 7-55-14, the caudal more deeply forked, the lobes 3 times the middle rays (2§ times in
ours).

t See Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 447, for a discussion of the aflinities of Etelis.
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are very close. The skulls in the two are almost identical, as has already

been noticed by Poey and Gill, (f rfAz?, etelis, a name used by Aristotle

for some fish not now recognized.)

a. Maxillary scaly ; depth 3^ iu length. ocdlatus, 1654.

aa. Maxillary naked ; depth 2g in length. aquilionaris, 1655.

1654. ETELIS OCULATCS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Cachucho.)

Head 3i; depth 3A. D. X, 11 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 5-53-12, 50 pores. Body

elongate, somewhat fusiform, moderately compressed; the back moderately

elevated; caudal peduncle long and very slender; profile convex on snout,

thence straighti.sh to occiput; the nape low, not keeled; snout short,

rather pointed, 3g in head; eye very large, 3 in head; preorbital very

narrow, its least width 14 iu head. Mouth moderate, oblique, the lower

jaw projecting; maxillary reaching middle of eye, 2^ iu head, its surface

scaly; interorbital space slightly concave, 4 in head, the supraorbital

ridges prominent. Upper jaw with a narrow band of villiform teeth,

outside of which is a row of moderate teeth, the two canines (sometimes

duplicated) in front very sharp and projecting forward and downward,

their length about 3 iu diameter of pupil; lower jaw with villiform teeth

in front of jaw only, the larger teeth of the outer row smaller and more

numerous than in the upper jaw; canines of lower jaw not differentiated;

tongue without teeth; vomer with a narrow A-shaped patch of teeth,

bluntish in front and without backward jirolongation on median line; no

teeth on hyoid or pterygoid bones. Gill rakers long and slender, their

length about f diameter of eye, about 12+ 15. Posterior margin of pre-

opercle almost straight and vertical, scarcely emargiuate, very finely ser-

rate; the teeth a little coarser at the angle. Scales rather large, the rows

all running parallel with the lateral line; maxillary with about 12 scales;

region behind eye well scaled ; 7 rows of scales on cheek ; 4 rows on inter-

opercle, 2 on subopercle, and 8 on opercle; temporal region with about 4

rows of large scales; top of head and snout naked; lower jaw with a few
embedded scales ; bases of soft dorsal and anal scaleless. Spinous and soft

dorsals connected; dorsal spiues rather high and strong, the first spine

short, J length of second or longest spine, which is 2 in head, the spiues

thence becoming almost regularly and gradually shorter to last spine,

which is little longer than first spine; margin of soft dorsal straight, the

rays 3 in head, the last ray slightly elongate, its length 21 iu head ; anal

similar to soft dorsal, its last ray considerably produced, its first soft rays

when depressed reaching little beyond base of last ray; anal spines

slender and regularly graduated, the third 3| in head; caudal very deeply

forked, the upper lobe the longer, its length 4 times length of middle

rays, which are 3^ in head ; upper lobe almost filamentous, longer than
head; ventrals If in head; pectorals falciform, reaching almost to anal,

li in head. Color in life, brilliant rose-red; bases of the scales deeper;

sides and belly abruptly paler, rosy; mouth reddish within; lining of

gill cavity reddish; tins all rosy; sjjinous dorsal and caudal bright red,
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the other fins paler. In spirits these colors fade, the fish becoming rosy

white. Length 2 to 3 feet. West Indies to Madeira, not yet known from

Florida; in rather deep water; generally common on rocky bottoms. The
specimens here described from Havana. One of the most beautiful of

fishes. A very similar species, E. cai-huncitlus Cuvier & Valenciennes,

occurs in the East Indies and north to Japan. As noticed by Temminck
& Schlegel and by Steindachuer, the published descriptions show no

characteristic by which E. oculatus can be sei)arated from E. carbiin-

ciilus. It is, however, not safe to unite the two until actual comparison

of examples can be made, {oculatus, "eyed," referring to the large eye.)

? Etelis earhunculus, Cuvieb & Valenciennes, Hiat. Nat. Pois8., ii, 127, 1828, Seychelles

Archipelago.

Serranus oculatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.. ii, 206, 1828, Martinique.

Hesperanthias oculatus, Lowe, Fishes Madeira, 14, 1843.

Centropristis oculatus, MOllee & Troschel in Schombuh«k, Hist. Barbados, 666, 1848.

Macrops oculatus, Dumekil, Ichth. Analytique, 279, 1856.

Anthias oculatus, GOnther, Cat., i, 92, 1859.

Dtelis oculatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 447; Jordan & Swain, I. c, 469;

JOBDAN & Fesler, I. c, 4.'J7.

1«55. ETELIS AQUILONABIS (Goode cV Bean).

A second American species of this genus has been indicated in the fol-

lowing words

:

A specimen (Cat. No. 37346, U. S. N. M.) obtained by the Fish Hawk has
been misplaced and can not now be fully described.

A note indicates that the length of its head was equal to the height of

its body, which is contained 2^ times in the total length (without caudal).

The diameter of the orbit is contained 3^ times in the head. The maxil-
lary bone was naked, rather than scaled as in Etelis oculatus; and the
scales numbered 53 in the lateral line, 7 above and 14 below. The radial

formula was D. X, 11; A. Ill, 8. A small specimen, po,ssibly of the same
species, was obtained by the Blake, off Dominica, at Station CVI, in 524

fathoms; but since this is less than 2 inches long, and the subject of the
above note was 9, it is impossible to confirm the identification in the
absence of the larger specimen. (Goode & Bean.) The larger number of

scales above the lateral line would indicate that this species is allied to

Etelis rather than to Anthias, with which it has not much in common.
{aquilonaris, of the north wind; northern.)

Anthias aquilonaris, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 238, 1896, Gulf of Mexico, Lat.

28° 36' N., Long. 85° 33' 30" W.

532. VERILUS, Poey.

Verilus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 125, 1860 (sordidus).

Body oblong, compressed, the caudal peduncle short and thick ; head
large, the skull largely cavernous and spongy in substance; eye very
large; preorbital very narrow; mouth large, the chin projecting; canines
moderate; tongue and pterygoids toothless; preopercle with a nearly

entire membranous edge. Scales large. Dorsal deeply divided, the spines
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9, the soft rays scaly at base; caudal short, forked. Color dusky pur-

plish without, membranes black within. Interorbital space flat, formed

as in Etelis. Froutals cavernous, with longitudinal osseus bars, leaving

interspaces in front of transverse ridge and on each side near the front;

supraorbital margins smooth
;
prefrontals behind with simple foramina for

olfactory nerves. The genus is technically close to Etelis, although the

single known species is very dift'erent from Etelis ociilatus. The cavernous

character of the skull is the most striking feature of the genus Ferilus.

One species, in very deep water. (" Veril, a Spanish word, meaning ' haut
de fond coup6 a pic/ apparently an allusion to the form of the teeth.

'Ne vous mettez pas en peine sur I'origine du nom, les meilleurs, ue sont

pas les plus etymologiques, par cela memequ'ils ont une signification rare-

ment exclusive.'"—Poey.)

1656. VEBILUS SOBDIDUS, Poey.

(ESCOLAK CHINO.)

Head 2f ; depth 3. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 7; scales 4-43-9, 41 pores. Body
oblong, compressed, rather robust ; caudal peduncle short and thick ; head
large; profile almost straight from snout to origin of spinous dorsal, and
not at all steep ; snout very short and blunt, 4 in head; eye very large, 2|
in head; interorbital space flat, its width 4?^ in head; occipital keel very
loAv

;
preorbital very narrow, 7 in eye, nearly 20 in head; maxillary reach-

ing middle of eye, 2 in head; mouth large, oblique, the lower .iaw pro-

jecting; upper jaw with a rather broad band of villiform teeth, the outer

row scarcely enlarged; 2 moderate canines in front of jaw, curved
inward; lower jaw Avith a single series of teeth on sides, this series

giving place to a very narrow villiform band in front, with 2 (some-
times duplicated) small canines directed nearly horizontally backward;
vomer with a narrowly V-shaped patch of teeth, without backward pro-
longation on median line; tongue and pterygoids without teeth. Gill

rakers numerous, their length almost half diameter of eye, 17 on the
lower part of the arch, all developed. Preopercle with posterior margin
weak and flexible, almost entire, becoming somewhat serrate at the angle
and on lower limb; no distinct emargination, but the angle salient, mem-
branaceous. Scales large, the rows horizontal below the lateral line;

those above rather irregular, the series running upward and backward;
head scaly everywhere, the scales generally smaller than on body ; opercle
with 3 rows of scales, very large, 1 row on subopercle ; cheeks with many
rows of scales, those in the middle very small; 1 or 2 rows on inter-

opercle; bases of soft dorsal and anal somewhat scaly. Pseudobranchiie
large. Branchiostegals 7. Spinous and soft dorsals entirely separate;
first spine 4^^ in second, which is 2^ in head, the spines thence becoming
gradually shorter to ninth spine, which about equals length of first spine;

last rays of dorsal and anal not produced ; margin of soft dorsal slightly

concave, the anterior rays longest, 2^ in head; anal similar to soft dorsal,

its margin rather more concave, first soft rays extending beyond tips of
last rays, when 4he fin is depressed; anal spines moderate, the third
slightly longer than second, 2| in head; caudal fin short, broad, moder-
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ately forked, the upper lobe longer, its length scarcely twice that of
middle rays, which are 2* iu head; pectorals long, reaching to origin of
anal, li in head; ventrals If in head. Color dusky gray, slightly paler
below; tips of spinous dorsal and ventrals jet black, the fins otherwise
colored as the body; posterior edge of caudal dusky; lining of gill cavity,
peritoneum, and posterior part of mouth jet black. West Indies, very
rarely taken in deep water oif the coast of Cuba. It has never beeu seen
elsewhere. The specimen above described was obtained in Havana, {sor-

didus, sordid, from the dull color, in contrast with the brightness of Etelia
oculatiis.)

rerilvs sordidus, POEY, Memorias, n, 125, pi. 12, fig. 6, 1860, Cuba; POEY, Eepertorio, n,
157, 1867; PoEY, Synopsis, 291, 1868; Poey, Enumeratio, 32, 1875; Jordan & Fesl'ee'
I. c, 458.

533. XENOCYS, Jordan & Bollman.

Xenocys, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 160 (jessice).

This genus is closely related to XenisHus, from which it differs chiefly in
having the dorsal fins entirely separated, the spinous part of 9 spines,
its base containing that of soft dorsal li times ; nostrils smaller and closer
together than in Xenistius ; teeth smaller; the fins more densely scaled
and the occipital crest lower. The single species inhabits rocky shores in
the eastern Pacific and is a fish of remarkably graceful form, {^evo?,
strange; (bxv?, swift.)

1667. XENOCYS JESSI.E, Jordan & Bollman.

Head 3*; depth 3f. D. X-I, 13 or 14; A. Ill, 10 or 11; scales 8-51-15.

Body narrowly but regularly elliptical, compressed; back little elevated;
mouth rather large, somewhat oblique; lower jaw somewhat projecting;
maxillary rather broad, reaching nearly to middle of pupil, 2f in head-
eye large, its diameter greatest obliquely downward and backward, equal
to snout, 3f in head; longitudinal diameter shorter than snout, 3* in head;
preorbital rather narrow, its narrowest place 2| in eye, its edge entire,

sheathing the edge of the maxillary for its whole length. Teeth very
small, bands wider than in XenisliKS californiensis, those on vomer in a
A-shaped patch, but very small. Nostrils minute, close together, the
anterior round, the posterior oblong. Serrse of preopercle at angle blunt,
rather flat, none below, those on ascending limb smaller and sharper.
Gill rakers long and slender, about 23 below angle. Opercle without
spines. Cheeks and top of head with small scales; lower jaw and snout
with rudimentary scales; maxillary naked; scales small, firm, ctenoid.

Dorsal fins entirely separate, the interval between them about * diameter
of eye; dorsal spines rather high, slender, and pungent; the first short,

the third and fourth of equal length, 2 in head, reaching when depressed
to the tip of eighth; the second f in third; soft dorsal longer than anal,

its base about i of an eye's diameter shorter than that of spinous dorsal;

second anal spine noticeably shorter than third, which is almost i in head;
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longest soft ray 2f in head ; soft dorsal, anal and base of ventrals closely

covered with small scales ; caudal deeply forked, its peduncle slender, its

upper lobe li in head; pectorals long, pointed, 1* in head; ventrals reach-

ing slightly more than I distance to vent, 1? in head; axillary scale of

ventrals well developed. Color grayish-black above, silvery below, with

about 7 distinct black, straight, parallel stripes ou back and sides, which

extend across opercles and cheeks, those above lateral line indistinct in

old specimens; the upper stripes about as wide as the interspaces, the

lower narrower; top of head with distinct stripes; fins dusky, except the

ventrals. Length about a foot. Galapagos Islands; locally common;

a remarkably graceful and active fish. (Named for Mrs. Jessie Knight

Jordan.)

Xenocys jessiw, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. IJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 160, Charles Island,

Galapagos Archipelago (Type, No. 41166, U. S. N. M. Coll. Albatross); JORDAN, Proc.

Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 220, pi. 24.

534. XENISTIUS, Jordan & Gilbert.

Xenigtius, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 920, 1883 (californiensis)

.

This genus is closely related to Xeniehthys, but it is remarkably dis-

tinguished by the relative development of the vertical fins, the soft dorsal

and anal being similar to each other and shorter than the spinous dorsal.

One species known, {^evoi, strange; Idtiov, .sail, dorsal fin.)

1658. XENISTIUS CALIFORNIEINSIS (Steindachner).

Head 3 to H; depth 3 to 3i. D. Xl-1, 12; A. Ill, 10; scales, 7-52-13.

Body oblong-elliptical, the back a little elevated; head compressed;

mouth moderate, terminal, very oblique, the lower jaw strongly protrud-

ing; maxillary narrow, reaching front of pupil, 2i in head; eye large, 3^

to 3^ in head, the eye smaller and the bones of the liead firmer than in

Xeniclithjis xanti; teeth small, sharp, in very narrow bauds, those on vomer

in a A-shape<l patch, but so small as to be scarcely appreciable; preoper-

cle with fine sharp serra- ; nostrils small, round. Gill rakers long and

slender, 1 1 -f 15 to 20 ; scales small, firm ; dorsal fins almost separate ; spines

slender but pungent; third and fourth dorsal spines longest, If in head,

the others gradually shortened; soft dorsal and anal similar to each other,

short, shorter than spinous dorsal, the anterior rays much higher than in

the species of Xeniehthys; first soft ray of anal 3 in head; soft dorsal and

anal scaly; pectoral fins rather long, li in head, not reaching vent; color

bluish above, silvery below; continuous dark orange brown stripes on

upper part of body, 3 above lateral line, 3 or 4 below ; upper fins dusky,

lower mostly pale. Length about a foot. Pacific coast of America from

San Diego southward to La Paz and Guayraas ; rather common southward

;

a pretty and interesting fish.

Xeniehthys californiensis, Stkindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, in, 3, 1875, San Diego; Jor-

dan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 547.

Xenistius californiensis, Jordan & Fesler, Review Sparold Fishes, 460, 1893.
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535. XENICHTHYS, Gill.
"

Xenichthys, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Soi. Phila. 1863, 82 (xanti).

Body elongate, subfusiform, compressed; bead conic, little compressed;

eyes large, anterior; preorbital narrow, oblique; preopercle serrate;

moiitb small, very oblique; cbiu mucb projecting, a pore on each side of

the symphysis; teeth very small, recurved, in narrow bands in each jaw;

vomer with a rhomboid patch of very minute teeth; palatines and tongue

nearly or quite toothless; branchiostegals 7. Scales small, firm, ctenoid.

Dorsal fins nearly separate, the spines, 10 in number, slender but rigid,

received in a groove; anal with 3 graduated spines; soft dorsal and anal

long, low, each with about 18 soft rays, longer than the spinous dorsal

;

caudal emarginate; axillary scale present. Two species. Eastern Pacific.

{^€vos, strange; z;<;Ov?, fish.)

a. Pectoral fin falcate, about as long as head and reaching to front of anal fln ; color

nearly plain silvery. AGAssizn, 1659.

aa. Pectoral fin short, li in head, and not reaching nearly to vent; color silvery with

faint longitudinal streaks. xanti, 1660.

1659. XEMCHTHYS AGASSIZII, Steindachner.

Head 3; depth 3. D. XI-I, 17 or 18; A. Ill, 17; scales 56. Pectoral fin

falcate, about as long as the head, and reaching to front of anal fin; eye

very large, 2^ in head; snout broad and flat; mouth oblique, the maxil-

lary 2^ in head; teeth quite small, those on vomer scarcely developed;

none on palatines or tongue; lower jaw much projecting; preopercle very

finely serrulate. Gill rakers slender and rather long, X + 17; nostrils

small, oblong, the longest f pupil ; body compressed, the back somewhat

elevated; longest dorsal spine not i length of head; soft dorsal and

anal low, covered with small scales; caudal forked; anal spines short,

graduated, the second stouter; first soft ray of anal less than j^ head.

Color steel-blue above, silvery below. Galapagos Islands; not common;

the above description from one of the original types. (Named for Louis

Agassiz.)

Xenichthyt agassizii, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, in, 6, 1875, Galapagos Islands;

Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 461.

16(50. XENKHTHYS XAXTI, Gill.

Head 3 ; depth 3. D. XI-I, 18 ; A. Ill, 17 ; scales 10-54-14. Form ellipti-

cal, the body comparatively deep, compressed, the back somewhat ele-

vated
;
profile nearly straight from snout to base of dorsal ; head subconic,

flattish above, not strongly compressed; the temporal region prominent;

post-temporal, interorbital, and suborbital regions somewhat cavernous,

yielding to the touch; nuchal region slightly carinate; mouth terminal,

very oblique, the lower jaw strongly projecting, its tip entering the upper

profile of head; preorbital rather narrow, its least width less than |

the diameter of the pupil. Teeth small and feeble, in narrow bands in

both jaws, a few on vomer, none on palatines or tongue. Nostrils similar,
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near together, oblong, more than twice as long as broad (nearly round iu

X coliforniensis). Preorbital region, upper jaw, and tip of lower jaw
naked; rest of head seal}'. Edge of preorbital entire. Eye extremely

large, | longer than snout, which is somewhat longer than the width

of the iiat interorbital space; diameter of head 3 in length of head. Pre-

opercle produced and membranaceous at its angle, its vertical limb with

weak, sharp teeth. Gill rakers moderate, al)out i diameter of pupil,

64- 14. Scales moderate, thin, somewhat ctenoid, those of the breast like

the others; scales on breast and back somewhat reduced. Dorsal spines

high, flexible, the third highest, as long as snout and eye, or 11 in head,

5i in length of body; tenth dorsal spine very low; eleventh and twelfth

a little higher; soft dorsal lorg and low, its highest rays less than diame-

ter of orbit, its base f length of head, slightly longer than base of soft

dorsal, equal to base of anal; anal spines small, graduated, the third f

height of the soft rays; caudal moderately and equally forked, the mid-

dle rays f length of outer ; length of the fin more than length of snout and
eye; pectoral short, not reaching nearly to vent, a little longer than snout

and eye, or 1^ in head; ventrals not nearly reaching vent. If in head,

their accessory scale well developed; vertical fins with well-developed

sheaths of scales ; anal entirely scaly ; soft dorsal, pectorals, and ventrals

mostly covered with scales; caudal partly scaled. Coloration in life:

Back blnish-gray, below silvery; upper part of sides with 7 or 8 longitu-

dinal, narrow, yellowish-brown streaks, some of which are continued very

faintly on the head; snout blackish above, yellowish on sides; mouth
light yellow within, with tip of tongue and membrane of lowerjaw black-

ish anteriorly; eye with a dusky yellowish streak surrounding the iris;

spinous dorsal yellowish below, dusky toward the margin ; other vertical

fins yellowish, with some scattered black points and with narrow black

margins; pectorals yellowish, the membrane with series of dark points

between the rays; ventrals white, with a dusky yellow blotch on the

outer + of outer rays. Young with two dark longitudinal stripes and a

faint dusky spot at base of caudal. Here described from the types of

Xenichthijs xenops, 10 inches long, from Panama. Pacific coast of trojiical

America; from Cape San Lucas to Panama; common southward. (Named
for John Xantus de Vasey, who made a remarkably valuable collection of

fishes at Cape San Lucas.)

Xenichthys xanti, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 82, Cape San Lucas; yoiinjr; Jor-
dan & Fesler, I. c, 461.

Xenichthys xenops, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Com. 1881, 325, Panama; adult.

(Type.s, No8. 29173 and 29513. Coll. Gilbert.)

536. NEMIPTERUS, Swainson.

Nemipterus, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., 11, 223, 1839 (filamentosus).

Synagris, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., i, 373, 1859 (furcosui) ; not Synagris, Bleeker.

Dentex, Bleeker, Systema Percarum Revisuni, 278, 1875 (filamentosus) ; not of CuviER,
who.se type is Dentex dentex.

This genus contains some 20 species, very closely allied to thi- European
genus Dentex, from which they are distinguished by the larger scales.
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smaller mouth, and fewer dorsal spines, all characters of minor importance.

All are Asiatic, except the one very imperfectly described species said to

have been taken in our waters, {vfj/ua, thread; itzspov, fin.)

1661. XEJIIPTERUS MACUONEMUS (Gunther).

Head 4; depth 3| (with caudal). D. X, 9; A. Ill, 7. First dorsal spine,

upper lobe of caudal, and first ray of ventral, produced in long filaments.

Color red (Cuvier & Valenciennes). This species is known only from the

original type, a young specimen said to have been sent by Diepering from

Surinam, but Avhich may be really from the East Indies. Nemipterus

macionemus agrees very closely with Xemipterus nematophonis, Giinther,

from Sumatra. According to Bleeker the chief difierences are these, that

in macronemua but 1 dorsal spine is filamentous, in nemutopliorus 2; in

macronemus the fins are more pointed. All these are doubtful characters,

and it may well be that Nemipierua macronemus came from Sumatra rather

than from Surinam. Collections from the Dutch East Indian and West
Indian colonies have been repeatedly mixed in European museums.

(uaxpoi, long; v7}/.ux, thread.)

Dentex filamentosus, Cuvikr & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 254, pi. 155, 1830,

Surinam; not Cantharus filamentosus, Kiippell, a\%o & Kemixitems.

Synagris macronemus, Gunther, Cat., i, 380, 1859, Surinam; after Cuvier.

Nemipterus macronemus, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 505.

Family CL. H^MULID^.

(The Grunters.)

Body oblong, or more or less elevated, covered with moderate-sized,

adherent scales, which are more or less strongly ctenoid or almost cycloid;

lateral line well developed, concurrent with the back, usually not extending

on the caudal fin ; head large, the crests on the skull usually largely devel-

oped; DO suborbital stay; mouth large or small, usually terminal, low,

and horizontal
;
premaxillaries protractile, their spines not greatly pro-

duced backward; maxillary without supplemental bone, for most of its

length slipping under the edge of the jireorbital, which forms a more or

less distinct sheath; preorbital usually broad, no barbels; teeth all

pointed, none of them forming marked canines ; no teeth on the vomer,

palatines, and tongue; lower pharyngeals separate, with pointed teeth

;

gills 4, a large slit behind the fourth
;
pseudobranchiic large

;
gill rakers

moderate; gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus; preopercle

serrate or entire; operele without spines; sides of head usually scaly;

dorsal fiu single, continuous or deeply notched, sometimes divided into

2 fins, the spines usually strong, depressible in a groove; the spines heter-

acanthous, that is, alternating, the one stronger on the right side, the

other on the left, the spines usually 10 to 12 in number; anal fin similar

to the soft dorsal, and with 3 spines; ventral fins thoracic, the rays I,

5, with a more or less distinct scalelike appendage at base; caudal fin

usually more or less concave behind ; air bladder present, usually simple;

stomach ca-<al; i)yloric ca^cafew; vertebrie usually 10 + 14^24. Branch-

iostegals usually 6 or 7. Cranium with its muciferous system moderately

developed or rudimentary. Intestinal canal short. Carnivorous fishes of

3030 4
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the warm seas, most of them valued as food. Genera about 15 ; species

nearly 150. The group is very close to the Lutianidw on the one hand and

to the Sparidw on the other, while some of its members show affinities with

some Scicenidw and Serranida;. (Pristipomaiidce, Giinther, Cat., i, 272-337.)

a. Chin with a central groove behind the symphysis of the lower jaw.

b. Mouth more or less wide, the jaws scarlet posteriorly in life; soft parts of verti-

cal fins densely scaly to their margins.

c. Scales above lateral line arranged in very oblique series, not parallel with

the lateral line.

d. Jaws subequal, or the lower included; mouth little oblique
;
gill rakers

comparatively few and short.

e. Dorsal spines 12, rarely 11; scales large; gill r.akers few and

small (10 to 14 on lower part of anterior arch) ; frontal fora-

men a single or divided slit at the base of the high supra-

occipital crest in front.

/. Mouth moderate or large, its cleft more than J length of head

;

back more or less elevated ; second anal spine strong, nota-

bly longer than third. H^emulon, 537.

ff. Mouth small, its cleft less than J length of head ; body rather

elongate; second anal spine small; back and sides with

longitudinal yellow stripes; teeth weak; gill rakers

rather few and small; snout very short, 2§ in head;

frontal foramina separate and placed some distance in

front of the very low supraoccipital crest
;
premaxillary

spine very short, 4J in head. Beachygenys, 538.

ee. Dorsal spines 13; analflnlow; preorbital low
;
gill rakers in mod-

erate or rather large numbers, 12 to 18 on lower part of arch

;

lower jaw not projecting; mouth little oblique; body com-

paratively elongate, the depth 2J to 3J- in length ; body with

longitudinal yellowish stripes; scales rather .small ; frontal

foramina long divided slits in front of supraoccipital crest

;

size small. Bathvstoma, 539.

dd. Lower jaw projecting beyond upper; snout very short ;
gill rakers

comparatively long and slender, about 22 on lower part of anterior

arch; frontal foramina 2 short slits close together just in front of

the high supraoccipital crest; dorsal spines 12 or 13.

Lythrulon, 540.

cc. Scales above lateral line arranged in longitudinal series, which are through-

out parallel with the lateral line; dorsal spines 13 or 14; frontal

foramina narrowly oval, wholly separate, some distance m front of the

low supraoccipital crest; premaxillary spine short, 3^ in head; lower

jaw projecting. Orthostcechus, 541.

66. Mouth more or less narrow, not scarlet within; soft tins naked or with scales

on their basal parts.

g. Anal fin short, its rays III, 7 to III, 10 ; dorsal flu more or less emargiuate,

its spines rather robust.

h. Body ovate, the back elevated; depth greater than length of the

head; outer teeth of upper jaw enlarged; lips thick; second anal

spine strong ; soft rays of dorsal and anal scaly at base.

Anisoteemus, 542.

hh. Body oblong, the depth usually less than length of head; lips not

very thick ; scales large, those above lateral line in series mostly

parallel with lateral line.

i. Preopercle very sharply serrate, the serrre at angle much en-

larged, those below angle turned forward; outer teeth in

both jaws considerably enlarged; soft r.iys of dorsal and

anal more or less scaly ; second anal spine enlarged.

CONODON, 543.
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XX. Preopercle finely serrate, the serrse at the angle scarcely
enlarged, those belo-w not antrorse ; teeth subequal, or the
outer in upper jaw somewhat enlarged; gill rakers very
short and weak.

j. Soft part of dorsal and anal with series of small scales on
the membranes behind each lav; anal spines small or
moderate, the second little, if any, longer or stronger
than third; anal lower than the soft rays ; body oblong,
not elevated

; scales above lateral line parallel with the
back

;
dorsal spines 12, the soft rays 15 or 16 ; outerteeth

ofupperjaw slightly enlarged. Brachydeuterus, 544.
jj. Soft parts of dorsal and anal scaleless, except a low sheath

at base; anal spines strong, the second much longer
and stronger than third ; dorsal spines 12 or 13, the

, ,, ,

'^°" '''»JS 12 to 14. POMADASIS,'545.
gg. Anal fin long and low, its rays III, 10 to III, 13; dorsal fin low, usuaUy

not deeply emarginate; anal spines small; preopercle finely serrate
or entire

;
outer teeth ofjaws slightly enlarged

;
gill rakers moderate,

rather slender.

A". Dorsal si)ines 12 or 13.

I. Scales of body without series of small accessorv scales at base-
soft dorsal and anal naked or somewhat scaly; mouth small;
temporal crest, which rises from behind the eye, very low
and inconspicuous, the upper edge below base of the high
supraoccipital crest, which originates over the pupil.

„ c! 1 ^ 1 , ,
Orthopristis, 546.

II. Scales of body each with a cluster of small accessory scales at
base; soft dorsal and anal with series of small scales on the
membranes.

Isaciella, 547.
kk. Dorsal spines 14; scales very smaU; soft dorsal and anal naked-

skull very broad and rounded, interorbital area wider than
length of snout; preorbital very narrow; the temporal crest
which rises above the pupil, rather high, its top above middle
of height of supraoccipital crest, which originates over front of

„, . .^, ^
pupil. MiCROLEPIDOTCS, 548.

aa. Chm with pores, but with no central groove at the symphysis
; preopercle finely serrate

m. Anterior profile concave above the eye; snout gibbous; outer teeth in both
jaws enlarged and blunt (appearance oi Anuotremus)

; gill rakers small
and slender; anal fin rather long, soft dorsal and anal scaleless.

Genyatremu.s, 549.

537- HiEMULON,* Cuvier.

(RoNccs OR Grunts.)

Diaha.i, Desmarest, Premiere Decade Ichthologique, 34, 1823 ^mrr^^flavolineatus) , not
niabasis of Hoffmansegg, a genus of Coleoptera 1819

Ucemulon. Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed. 2, ii, 175, 1829 (elegans, etc.; restricted later toelegans= seiurns)

.

Anannostus (Scuddeb KS.) Putnam, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, 12, 1863 (name only
;
jlavo-

hneatum, etc.)
;
name preoccupied in insects, ^nannostus, Lobw, 1860.

f^ZL^f. ^?L"} ^^L^f^'k^""^.^ 'la'-k spot at the base of caudal, xliese mari
one or more

youl," o{ nearlv'Xt^*, " •'" "V^T" ''"^ ^'^'^' "^ *»»''«> ^' least mav be fou¥d in the

iCfengs peSt duringiT' °^ ^^""''"^ and PomadaHs. In a few species these
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Body oblong, usually more or less elevated; moutli wide, the maxillary

long and curved, reaching to below the eye, its tip extending to the poste-

rior end of the preorbital ; chin with a central groove behind the sym-

physis; lower jaw included; gill rakers moderate; no teeth on vomer or

palatines; teeth of the jaw conical, the outer series stronger, curved; lips

and inside of mouth posteriorly commonly bright rod or scarlet in life;

preopercle serrate, with no recurved hooks below ; soft parts of the ver-

tical fins completely covered with scales; scales about lateral line in series

not parallel with lateral liue; a marked angle formed at the junction of

the spinous and soft parts of the dorsal; dorsal spines 12 or 11; second

anal spine enlarged, generally large and longer than the third; caudal

forked, {al/iux, blood; ovXov, the singular of ovXa, the gums.)

a. Scales below lateral line anteriorly not especially enlarged.

b. Scales above lateral line anteriorly not much enlarged.

c. Maxillary 2^ to 2J in head, not reaching center of eye (in adult).

d. Back and sides without yellow or blue stripes; each scale above witli

a median blackish spot, these forming undulating lines (spots rarely

obsolete in adult, obscure or wanting in young) ; maxillary 2h to 25

in head.

e. Scales in a vertical row from hrst dorsal spine to lateral liue, 7 or

8 (9 in oblique series).

/. Mouth rather small, maxillary scarcely reaching to front of

eye; back elevated; preorbital very deep, its least breadth

greater than length of eye in adult, 4^ to 4| in head in

young; second anal spine not reaching to tip of last ray
;

snout long and pointed, 24 to 2J in head.

g. Sides with about 6 dark vertical bars ; sides of head with

blackish spots like those of body; dorsal spines not

graduated; second anal spine when depressed not

reaching tip of last spine. Head 3; depth 2=; scales

7-51-14; D.XII, 17; A. Ill, 9. sexfasciatum, 1662

gg. Sides without dark bars ; head unspotted ; dorsal spines

graduated; second anal spine, when depressed,

reaching beyond tip of last spine. Head 3; depth

2i; D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 7; scales 7 (or8)-46 to 48-16.

ALBUM, 1663.

//. Mouth rather large, maxillary reaching front of pupil; back

little elevated
;
preorbital rather narrow, its least width

5 in head; second anal spine reaching tip of last ray;

snout rather long and pointed, 2^ in head ; back and sides

with 4 or 5 black longitudinal streaks, which disappear

only in very old examples. Depth 2J.

MACROSTOMUM, 1664.

ee. Scales in a vertical row from first dorsal spine to the lateral line,

5 or 6.

h. Series of scales from scapular scale extending backward to

front of soft dorsal; snout rather long and pointed;

mouth small; the maxillary 2J to 3 in head; pectoral tins

long, I length of head; black spots on sides coalescing in

continuous stripes. bonariense, 1665.

hh. Series of scales from scapular scale not extending farther

backward than the middle of spinous dorsal; snout

shorter, not very acute; mouth larger, the maxillary

about 2i in head; premaxillary processes about 3 in

head ; dark spots on scales not coalescent.
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i. Deptli of body about 2j iu length
;
pectoral fins short,

• less than
J-
length of head ; scales above lateral line

scarcely enlarged. Head 3; depth 2f; scales 6-50-

14; D. XII, U; A. Ill, 7. PARRA, 1666.

ii. Depth of body 2J in length
;
pectoral fins long, more

than J length of liead ; scales above lateral line

somewhat enlarged (in adult). Head 3 J ; depth 2 J

;

scales 5-49-13; D. XI or XII-16 or 15; A. Ill, 7.

SCODDERI, 1667.

(Zd. Back and sides with distinct horizontal yellow stripes, fading but

not disappearing in spirits; no black spots anywhere; vertical fins

usually dusky yellow ; scales of sides slightly enlarged ; maxillary

1\ in head, reaching front of pupil; body not very deep; snout

short, not ^ length of head; second anal spine when depressed

reaching tip of last ray, its length about \ head.

CARBONARIUM, 1668.

cc. Maxillary nearly or quite \ length of head, reaching center of eye in

adult; no black spots or stripes anywhere in the adult (except under

angle of preopercle).

). Back and sides with rows of round silvery spot.a, one on each scale,

these forming streaks which follow the direction of the rows of

scales; ground color light olive-brown ; anal high; a black blotch

at base of caudal; fins all yellow; body rather elongate; the

snout pointed ; maxillary about 2^ in head ; second anal spine 2^

in head. Head 3; depth 2g; scales 7-50-14; D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 8.

STEINDACHNERF, 1669.

jj. Back and sides with continuous yellow stripes, which are horizontal

and do not everywhere follow the direction of tlie rows of scales;

ground color bluish-gray; back with a well-defiued blackish area

from first dorsal spine to base of caudal, this color covering most
of soft dorsal and middle of caudal lobes; body rather elongate;

snout moderate ; second anal spine 2| in head. Head 3; depth 3;

scales 7-56-17; D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 8. welanurum, 1670.

jjTj. Back and sides of head and body with continuous blue stripes, hori-

zontal, and not everywhere following the rows of scales; ground
color bright yellow; fins yellow, the caudal dusky at base; snout

moderate; teeth strong, the anterior caninelike; second anal

spine 1\ in head. Head 22; depth 2|; scales 7-53-14; D. XII, 16;

A. Ill, 8. SCIURUS, 1671.

66. Scales above lateral line anteriorly much larger than the other scales ; sides of

head with bright blue stripes, which extend for a short distance only on

body; body without distinct markings; mouth very large, its cleft more
than J head (in adult); premaxillary processes 2J in head; anterior pro-

file somewhat concave, the snout sharp, projecting; anal ratlier high, its

second spine 1\ in head. plu.mieri, 1672.

aa. Scales below lateral line anteriorly much enlarged; head, back, and sides with con-

tinuous bright yellow stripes, those below following the direction of the scales,

and therefore extremely undulating for the most part; body with 2 longi-

tudinal black lines, the lower running from snout to base of caudal, ending in a

l)lack spot, the upper commencing in front of nostrils and separated from lue-

ceding by a pale band, extending backward to posterior end of soft dorsal;

region in front of dorsal with black median line; other short black lines on

head; black spot at angle of preopercle purplish-silvery in spirits; (ins yellow;

posterior teeth caninelike; body rather deep; snout short; mouth not large,

the maxillary 2* in head ; anal high, its second spine 2 in head.

FLAVOLINEATUM, 1673.
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1662. H^MULON SEXFASCIATUM, GUI.

(MOJAEEA ALME.IEEO.)

Head 3; depth 2f. D. XII, 17; A. Ill, 9; scales* 6-51-14. Form of

H. album. Body comparatively deep, the back elevated and compressed,

the anterior profile steep and nearly straight from tip of snout to above

eye, where a slight angle is formed, thence rising more steeply and form-

ing a somewhat steep curve before the dorsal; snout pointed, of moderate

length, 2f in head (in specimen 8 inches in length)
;
proportionately

longer in the adult. Mouth not very large, the maxillary reaching front

of eye in young (8 iuches), not nearly reaching eye in adult, its length 2|

to 2| in head; lower jaw included. Teeth rather slender, the antrorse

teeth of posterior part of lower jaw inconspicuous. Eye small (4i in head

in young of 8 inches). Interorbital space convex, about 4 in head; preor-

bital deep, its least depth greater than length of eye in adult, 4| in head

in young (8 inches)
;
preopercle finely and rather sharply serrate. Gill

rakers small, about 8+ 12. Scales moderate, those above lateral line not

enlarged, arranged in very oblique series; those below lateral line also

not enlarged, their series more nearly horizontal; soft fins scaled, as usual.

Dorsal spines rather slender, the fourth highest, 2 in head ; longest soft

rays 3 in head; caudal lobes subequal, li in head; longest anal rays high,

2\ in head; second anal spine longer and a little stronger than third, its

tip when depressed about reaching middle of last anal ray, its length 2^

in head; free margin of anal somewhat concave, the tips of the first

rays when depressed reaching tips of last rays; ventral fins 1| in head:

pectorals IJ. Frontal foramen a single divided slit in front of the high

siipraoccipital crest as in other species of the subgenus Uamnlon. Color

pearly grayish, with 6 or 7 sharply defined dusky cross-bands from back

to lower part of sides, fading below, these of nearly equal width, and,

except the sixth and seventh, of about equal distinctness, and extend

slightly backward below ; they are rather wider than eye and about equal

to the paler interspaces ; the first is at the nape, extending to base of pec-

toral; the second under front of spinous dorsal; the third near middle

of spinous dorsal; the fourth under last spines; the fifth and sixth under

soft dorsal; the seventh, when evident, on caudal peduncle; cheeks, oper-

cles, and anterior part of sides with distinct roundish spots of brownish-

black, these largest and best defined on the opercle; tins nearly plsBii

dusky grayish. Here described from No. 30997, U. S. Nat. Mus., from

Colima, 8 inches in length. Pacific coast of tropical America, Guaymas
to Panama; not very abundant, but widely distributed. This species is

the Pacific coast representative of H. alhum, from which it differs strik-

ingly in its coloration. It reaches a similar very large size, specimen.

*In this genus the scales above the lateral line are counted vertically from the first dor-
sal spine to the lateral line ; those below the lateral line from the first anal spine obliquely
upward and f(irwar<l to the lateral line. The scales in a longitudinal series are, as here
given, the number of \ crtical rows above the lateral line from head to base of caudal.
This number is jirac ti( :illy the same in all species of the genus, the variations above or
bolnw 50 being sliglit. The number of obliciue series of scales or of pores in the lateral
line IS in all cases about 10 fewer, or about 40.
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of over 2 feet in length having been obtained at Mazatlan by Gilbert and
by Jordan, {sex, six; fasciatus, banded.)

Hcemulon gexfasciatus. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 254, Cape San Lucas (Coll.

Xantns).

Bcemulon maculosum, PETERS, Berliner Monatsberichte, 705, 1869, Mazatlan.

Hamidon sexfasciatum, Jordan & Swain, it. c. 288, 1884; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 469.

1663. H.EMULON ALBUM, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(MaRUATE-PISH; JALI.AO ; MARGARET GRUNT.)

Head 3 ; depth 2|. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 7 ; scales 7 or 8-46 to 48-16. Body
comparatively deep, the back more elevated and more sharply compressed

than in any other of onr species, the anterior profile steep and nearly

straight from tip of suont to above eye, where a slight angle is formed,

the profile thence rising more steeply and forming a somewhat steep curve

before the dorsal. In most specimens, especially the larger ones, the con-

cavity above the eye is well marked, not, however, in all. Snout long,

pointed, its length 2^ to 2| in head ; ventral outline nearly straight ; caudal

peduncle rather long. Mouth large, the maxillary extending to front of

eye, its length 2i to 2| in head, lower jaw included. Teeth not very large,

in narrow bands, the autrorse teeth of the posterior part of lower jaw
leas developed than in some other species; eye small, 5 to 7 in head; inter-

orbital space strongly convex, its width 3f in head; preorbital deep, its

least breadth 4^ in head; preopercle finely but sharply serrate, the teeth

coarser above. In most of the specimens these serrations are distinct, but
in one, not otherwise peculiar, they are scarcely distinguishable. Gill

rakers rather small, about 12 below the angle. Scales moderate, those

above lateral line not enlarged, arranged in very oblique series; tbose

below more nearly horizontal; soft parts of dorsal and anal covered with
thin translucent scales. Dorsal spines rather slender, the fourth highest

about 2
!v
in head ; longest soft rays 5 in head ; caudal lobes subequal, 1^ in

head; anal moderate, its longest rays 4 in head; second anal spine stronger

and longer than third, 3i in head, reaching past base of the last ray when
depressed; first soft rays when depressed not reaching tips of last rays;

ventrals 1| in head; pectorals 1|. Bones of head usually cavernous;

mucous canal around preopercle and lower jaw very large; supraoccipital

ridge high, extending forward to middh^ of pupil; temporal crests very

low and thin, not extending forward quite to end of supraoccipital crest.

Color in life of adult fishes (H to 2 feet in length) pearly white, some-
what olivaceous above, where a few of the scales have very faint dark
spots at their bases ; still fainter spots visible along the scales of lower

part of sides; mouth orange within; lips and a faint blotch on each side

of snout light yellow; a dusky shade under edge of preopercle (much
more distinct in young); fins all light olive; the soft dorsal somewhat
dusky ; head without stripes or spots. Young more distinctly spotted, the

spots small, round, blackish, each with a pearly edge; one under each scale

of back and sides very distinct when the fish is alive, or after its scales are

removed, but disappearing almost entirely with death. In life a broad,
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dusky, lateral band is also distinct, but all traces of this disappear with

death. The Cuban specimens are more dusky in color and less distinctly

spotted; the coloration abovejather brassy than pearly. West Indies;

Florida Keys to Brazil ; reaches a length of 2 feet or more, and is an impor-

tant food-fish at Key West, Havana, Nassau, St. Thomas, and Jamaica.

(albus, white.)

Perccj marina gibhosa (Margate-fish), Catesby, Nat. Hist. Car., 2, pi. 2, 1742, Bahamas.
Percaglbbosa, Walbaum, Artedi Pise, 348, 1792; after Catesby ; not Perca gibbosa, Lin-

yMVS, which is Uupomotis gibbosus.

Calliodon gibbosiis, Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 312, 1801; after Catesby.

Hcemulon album, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 241, 1830, St. Thomas;
Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 469, 1893.

Hcemulon microphthahmim, Gunther, Cat., I, 306, 1859, America.

Hcemulon gibbosuin, Jordan & Swain, I. c, 290, 1884.

1064. H.EMCLON MACROSTOMDM, Giinther.

(Gray Grunt; Striped Grunt.)

Head 2f ; depth 2|. D. XH, 16; A. Ill, 8; scales 7-51-13 (9 above in an

oblique series). Body oblong, moderately compressed, the anterior protile

almost straight; snout rather long and pointed, its length 2^ in head; eye

large, 3* in head ; mouth rather large, the maxillary reaching front of pupil,

2^ in head; least width of preorbital about 5 in head. Teeth moderate,

the outer row in the upper jaw and the posterior teeth in both jaws con-

siderably enlarged. Preopercle moderately serrate. Gill rakers small.

Scales moderate, those above lateral line not enlarged ; those below very

slightly enlarged ; scales above arranged in very oblique series, the series

below oblique anteriorly, becoming horizontal posteriorly. Dorsal spines

strong, the longest 2^ in head; soft dorsal rather high; caudal lobes sub-

equal, If in head; anal spines strong, the second longest and strongest, 2f
in head, its tip reaching, when depressed, beyond tip of last ray ; soft anal

very high, its free margin concave, its longest ray 2f in head, reaching

much beyond tip of last ray; pectorals 1| in head; ventrals 1|. Color

in spirits, pearly graj", with conspicuous narrow dark streaks, arranged

essentially as in the young of all the other species of HamuJon, but in

this species persistent through life; a median streak from tip of snout to

dorsal, 1 from snout above eye, along sides of back to last ray of soft

dorsal, 2 below this from eye above to last ray of soft dorsal, the ui)per

one more or less interrupted behind; a fourth streak from eye nearly

straight to base of caudal; traces below this of a fifth streak; a short

streak fom eye to gill opening, between the third and fourth streaks; thi

is continued on the body in a series of irregular marks and dots ; a large

black blotch on opercle under angle of preopercle; tins all dusty olive, the

pectorals palest; ventrals darkest.* Here described from No. 26555, U. S.

N. M., from Key West. West Indies, north to Florida Keys and Clearwater

Harbor. Not very common. {/uaHpos, long; drojiia, mouth.)

* We have examined specimens of this species from Clearwater Harbor, Key West,
Jamaica, and St. Thomas. Tlie hirge specimen from St. Thomas, a foot in Icnglh, is per-
fectly unicolor, only some of I he iiiTper scales having darker centers. After rarefiil cmi-
sideration we have decided that //. niacrostoininn. Gimther, and H./rfiiirbinnhnii. tUnnU: &
Bean, must be identical, although tliere are one or two slight discrepancies in Giintlier's
description.
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Hcemulon macrostoma, Gunther, Cat., I, 308, 1859, Jamaica (Coll. Dr. Parnell) ; Joedan
& Swain, I. c, 289; Jordan & Feslkr, I. c, 470.

Hcemulonfremebundum, GooDE & Bean, Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus. 1879, 340, Clearwater

Harbor, Florida (Type, No. 23628, TJ.S.N.M. Coll. Dr. J. W. Velie) ; Jordan &
Swain, I. c, 297.

IHabasis fremebnndus, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsi.s, 553.

ices. H.EMULOJf BOXARIENSE, Cuvier & Valenoiennea.

(Black Grunt ; Ronco Pkieto.)

Head 2i; depth 2f; scales 5-44-10. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 8. Body oblong,

compressed, the back considerably elevated; head rather long; the snout

pointed, rather longer and sharper than in H.parra, the anterior profile

straight, or a very little concave before the eyes. Snout 2f in head (in

young of 9 inches). Mouth rather small, smaller than in U.parra, the

maxillary barely reaching front of eye, its length 3 in head. Teeth of

moderate size, the outer and posterior somewhat enlarged. Eye moderate,

41 in head; interorbital space flattish, its width 4J in head; preorbital

moderate, its least width 4* in head; preopercle moderately serrate. Gill

rakers i&w and small, about 12 on lower ])art of arch. Scales larger than

in H. parra or any other of the species; those above and below lateral

line about ecjual in size; those above arranged in series which are less

oblique and more undulating than in related species, the series from the

scapular scale following the direction of the lateral line for about 10

scales, then turning abruptly reaching the base of the last dorsal spine,

or sometimes the anterior part of soft dorsal; soft fins scaly, as usual.

Dorsal spines of moderate strength, the fourth 2* in head; longest ray

of soft dorsal 4 in head; caudal 1| in head; anal high, the second spine

and the longest rays extending, when depressed, well beyond tip of last

ray; longest soft ray 2f in head; second spine longer and stronger than

third, 2| in head
;
pectorals long, H in head ; ventrals If. Color in spirits,

pearly graJ-; center of each scale brownish-black, these coalescing and
forming very sharply defined continuous undulating stripes; about 16 of

these between front of dorsal and front of anal; the sixth extending from

the scapular scale to last dorsal spine; base of caudal blackish; fins

dusky. West Indies, south to Buenos Ayres; not very common, {bona-

riense, from Buenos Ayres.) v

Hcemulon bonarieme, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, *&4» 1830, Buenos
Ayres.

Hcemulon eanna, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 233, 1830, Martinique

;

GiJNTHER, Cat., I, 311, 1859; PoET, Eepertorio, i, 309, 1867; not of Agassiz, 1829.

Hcemulon notatuvi, Poey, Memorias, II, 179, 1868, Cuba; Poey, Synopsis, 317; Poey, Enu-
meratio, 46.

Hcemulon retrocurrens, Poey, Repertorio, ll, 236, 461, 1868, Cuba.

Hcemulon contin'uum, Poey, Enumeralio, 46, 1875, Cuba.
Hcemulon parrce,ionv>kti & Swain, Z. c, 292, 1884.

1666. H.EMULON PARRA (Desniarest).

(Sailor's Choice; Eonco Blanco ; Ronco Prieto; Bastard Margaret.)

Head 3; depth 21; eye large, 4 in head. D. XII, 17; A. 111,7; scales

.'>-50-14. Body comparatively deep, the back compressed and arched ; ante-
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rior profile rather steep and convex, steep and nearly straight from tip of

snout to opposite front of eye; here an obtuse angle is formed, and to the

base of dorsal there is a rather even curve. In other specimens there is

little or no prominence before eye. Snout comparatively high and obtuse,

its length in specimens of moderate size 3 in head ; snout shorter in young

specimens than in the adult, the maxillary in the young extending farther

back although proportionately shorter; mouth rather small for the genus,

the maxillary usually extending a little beyond vertical from front of eye,

in young nearly to middle of eye, its length 23 in head ; maxillary in adult

barely reaching front of eye; jaws subequal, the lower slightly included.

Teeth rather strong, in moderate bands, the outer large, the autrorse teeth

of the posterior part of lower jaw well developed. Interorbital space

convex, its width H in head; preorbital rather deep, its least breadth 5|

in head; preopercle finely, but sharply serrate, the teeth near the angle

farther apart than the others but scarcely larger. In regard to the serra-

tion of the preopercle we find much variation among our specimens, some of

those from Cuba, corresponding more or less perfectlj^ to H. serrattim, Poey,

have the preopercle always strongly serrate, while others, certainly cor-

responding to H. acntum, Poey, have the serrations very inconspicuous.

The Key West specimens are in this respect mostly intermediate, and none

of them show any other distinctive character correlated with the difter-

ences in the preopercle. Gill rakers small, about 15 on lower part of arch.

Scales rather large, those al)Ove lateral line not especially enlarged, ar-

ranged in very oblique series; those below more nearly horizontal; soft

fins well scaled ; series of scales from scapular scale reaching fourth to

sixth dorsal spine. Dorsal spines stout, the fourth highest, 2i in head

;

longest soft rays 3| in head; upper caudal lobe rather longer. If in head;

longest anal rays 2J in head, reaching when depressed beyond the tips of

the last rays; second anal spine stronger and longer than third, 2| in

head, reaching when depressed nearly to the tip of the last ray; ventrals

If in head; pectorals short. If. Color in life, dull pearly-grayish; belly

plain grayish, each scale on body above with a conspicuous spot of dull

olive-brown, these forming interrupted, oblique, and wavy streaks; head

not spotted; mouth not much red, usually faintly orange near the angle

in Young specimens, a black spot on opercle under angle of preopercle;

iris gilt; fins all dull, blackish-gray, the ventrals more or less tipped with

blackish. Younger specimens have dark lateral stripes arranged pre-

cisely as in H. macrostomum and H. rhnator, and also a dark blotch at base

of caudal. In the very young the spots on the scales are indistinct. Cuban
specimens are mostly more dusky in color, the vertical fins mostly black,

and the spots on the scales larger and almost black. In sonu; these spots

coalesce into stripes, but more usually they remain distinct. Other Cuban
specimens (albidinn) are very pale, the dark spots light brown, and speci-

mens of every intermediate shade are in the collection. There are never

any shades of blue or yellow on body or fins. Here described from Key
West specimens lOi inches in length. West Indies; .southern Florida to

Brazil; very common at Key West and Havana. (Named for Don Antonio

Parra, who first wrote, in 1780, on tiie natural history of Cuba.)
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Diabasis parra, Desmabest, Prem. Decade Ichtli., 30, pi. 2, fig. 2, 1823, Havana.
Heemulon caudimacula, Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed. 2, ll, 17G, 1829, Brazil ; Havana;

on JJrihaco, Marcgrave, and .Diabase de Parra, Desmarest ; Cua'ier & Valenci-
ennes, Hist. Nat. Poi8s.,v, *e«.1830; Gunther, Cat., i, 313; Poet, Ptepertorio, i. 310,

1867; Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1881, 322 (redescription of original

type).

Heemulon chromis, Broussonet, MS., in Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hi.st. Nat. Poiss., v, 242,

1830,Jamaica ; Gunther, Cat., i, 310.

Heemulon acutum, Poey, Memorias, ii, 180, 1860, Cuba; Jordan & Swain, I. c, 294.

Heemulon serratum, Poey, Memorias, ii, 181, 1860, Cuba.
Hcenndon albidum, Poey, Memorias, ri, 181, 1860, Cuba.

Heemulon canna, Agassiz, Spix, Pisc. Brasil., 130, pi. 69, 1829; not of Cuvier & Valen-
ciennes.

Diabasis chromis, Jordan &l Gilbert, Synopsis, 924.

Heemulon parra, JOVLHAS & Fesleb, I.e., 471.

1667. HJ;MUL0\ SCUDDERI,* Gill.

(MOJARRA PRIETA.)

Head 3i; depth 2\. D. XI, 16 (sometimes XII, 15) ; A. Ill, 7; scales 5f-
49-13 ; eye large, 4 in bead. Body short and deep, deeper than in H. parra,

the back compressed and arched; anterior profile very steep and nearly

straight from the tip of the snout to the nape, then evenly convex; snout

low and short but not obtuse, its length in specimens of moderate size, 3

in head; mouth comparatively small, the maxillary extending in adult

barely to front of pupil, its length 2| in head ; lower jaw slightly included.

Teeth moderate, the posterior teeth of lower jaw largest. Interorbital

space convex, its width 3|^ in head; preorbital rather deep, its least

breadth 5 in head
;
preopercle rather strongly serrate; the teeth near the

angle larger and farther apart than the others. Gill rakers rather small,

about 7+ 12. Scales rather large; those above lateral ^llne somewhat
enlarged, notably larger than those below, and arranged in very oblique

series; series of scales from scapular scale reaching fifth dorsal spine;

soft fins well scaled. Dorsal spines stout, the fourth highest, 2 in head;

longest soft rays 3^ in head ; upper caudal lobe If; longest anal rays 2i in

head, reaching, when depressed, beyond the tip of the last rays, the free

margin of the fin straight; second anal spine longer and stronger than

third, 2i'o in head, reaching, when depressed, nearly to the tip of the last

ray; ventrals 1^ in head; pectorals long, 1,^, in head. Coloration pre-

cisely as in Heemulon parra and undergoing the same changes with age.

Adult, in spirits, dull pearly grayish, light or dark, with a roundish dusky
blotch at base of each scale of back and sides, these not coalescent, but

forming dark interrupted lines in the direction of the rows of scales;

bead unspotted, a black blotch under angle of preopercle; fins dusky
grayish, the pectorals palest. In life, adult with the back bright yellow-

olive to opposite front of dorsal, the posterior half of body more or less

* This species is the Pacific representative of Heemulon parra. It reaches a similar
size, is equally abundant, and passes through a similar range of variations and coloration.
The raa.iority of the specimens known from Mazatlan and Panama have 11 dorsal spines
and correspond to Heemulon undt'cinialr of Steindachner. Still others of them have, how-
ever, 12 dorsal spines, as in the oi'ii;iiial types of H. scudderi and H. brevirostrum. We
are unable to detect any other difteiinci' oi' importance among these specimens, and refer
all to H. scudderi, regarding it as a sjmiie.s uitli the nuinber of spines indifl'erently U or
12. No other species of Heemulon eviu- lias fewer spines than 12.
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abruptly steel-blue black ; vertical fins all blackisb ; in some the whole
body is greenish, in others only the anterior half; lower parts all gray

;

most of these large ones show no traces of spots on scales; some show a

few spots; fins silvery, with gold above and below; mouth red within.

There is very great variation among individuals as in Hwmulon parra,

some having small, sharply defined spots, some large spots, and others of

the same size none at all. Length I foot or less. Pacific coast of tropical

America, Guaymas to Panama; everywhere common, especially about

rocks. Here described from No. 29282, U.S.N.M., from Panama. (Named
for Samuel H. Scudder, the well-known entomologist, who made a

very careful study of these fishes while a student under Professor

Agassiz.)

Hcemulon scudderi, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 253, Cape San Lucas (Coll

Xantu.s) ; Stkindachner, Ichth. Beitr., iii, 18, 1875.

Hoemulon breuirostnnn, Gunther, Fishes Ceutr. Amer., 418, 1869, Panama.
Hcemulon undecimale, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., ni, 11, 187.5, Acapulco; Panama.
Diahasisscvdden. Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 361, 626.

Hcemulon scudderi, Jordan & Swain, I. c, 296; Jordan &. Feslee, I. c, 472.

1668. HJEMULOX CABBONARIUM, Poey.

(RoNCo Carbonero.)

Head 3; depth 2*; eye large, 3f in head. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 8; scales

7-55-14. Body oblong; the back not greatly elevated, the profile nearly

straight or slightly convex from tip of snout to above eye, thence gibbous

to front of dorsal ; suout short, moderately pointed, its length 3^!^ in head

;

mouth not very large; the gape somewhat curved; the maxillary extend-

ing nearly or quite to front of pupil, its length 2| in head; lower jaw
rather included. Teeth strong, much as in H. sciuriis, but a little shorter.

Interorbital space flattish, 4 in head
;
preorbital moderate, its least breadth

6 in head
;
preorbital finely but rather sharply serrate

;
gill rakers small,

9-|-14. Scales moderate, those below lateral line anteriorly moderately

enlarged, their series nearly horizontal; .series above lateral line very

oblique. Dorsal spines slender and high, the fourth 1| in head; longest

soft rays 3^ ; upper caudal lobe a little longer than lower, 1\ in head ; long-

est anal rays 21^ in head, their tips when depressed reaching beyond tip

of last ray ; second anal spine strong, 2 in head, its tip reaching when
depressed about to tip of last soft ray; ventrals li in head; pectorals If-.

Color in life, light bluish-gray, much as in H. plumieri; body with 7 or 8

deep brassy-yellow stripes which are horizontal above, those below the

lateral line a little curved, following the rows of scales; stripes narrower

than interspaces of ground color; 3 stripes above lateral line, 3 or 4 below,

the latter paler; little black under angle of preopercle; caudal blackish-

yellowish at tip; soft dorsal, anal, and ventrals yellowish-gray, the distal

portion blackish; spinous dorsal bluish, deep yellow at base and edge: a
yellowish stripe along middle of fin

;
pectoral plain, a yellowish bar across

its base; mouth deep red, its angle dusky. In spirits, grayish, more or

less shaded with dusky, the stripes rather faint orange-brown. A iew
specimens of this species that we have examiued have the ground color
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much paler, the yellow stripes lighter, and the fins all bright yellow with-

out dusky shades. They probably represent a variation due to the char-

acter of the bottom, and are apparently analogous to the form of H. 8cin-

ri(s, which has been called JS. multiUneatum. Length about 10 inches.

Here described from Havana specimens, 9 inches in length. West Indies

and the Bermudas, south to Brazil; very common at Havana, (carbona-

ri us, coaly, in allusion to the common name.)

Hcemulon carbonariiim, Poey, Memorias, ll, 176, 1860, Cuba; Poey, Synopsis, 318, 3868;

Jordan &. Swain, I. c,, 298; Johdan & Feslek, I.e., 472.

1669. H.EMULOX STEIXDA<JHNERI(Jordan & Gilbert).

(RONCADOR RaIADO.)

Head 3; depth 2^. D. XII, Ifi; A. Ill, 8; scales 7-.50-14 Body oblong,

moderately compressed, the back somewhat elevated; the profile from the

snout to the l»ase of the dorsal rather steep and straight, or slightly

convex; snout pointed, of moderate length, a little more than ^ length

of head; ventral outline little curved ; caudal peduncle nearly twice as

long as deep, f length of head; head rather long and pointed; mouth
large, little oblique, the preraaxillary l)el()W lower border of eye; the

lower jaw included; the maxillary 2 in head, reaching to opposite mid-

dle of pupil, its posterior portion extending behind the preorbital

sheath. Teeth strong, in moderate bands, the outer series enlarged,

especially in the upper jaw and on the sides of the lower jaw. Chin with

a large pit and 2 pores. Eye rather large, 4 in head, shorter than snout,

which is more than width of the flatfish interorbital space, about |
wider than the moderate preorbital

;
preoiiercie sharply serrate, its up-

right limb nearly sti'aight. Gill rakers short and weak, about 15 on lower
part of arch. Scales moderate, those above lateral line in very oblique

series, becoming horizontal on the caudal peduncle, those below it in

horizontal series; vertical fins well-scaled, the scaly sheaths of dorsal and
anal well developed; scales on breast small. Dorsal fin rather high, the

spines strong, the fourth or longest 2J in head, about ^ longer than the

soft rays; caudal short, moderately forked, the upper lobe slightly

the longer, f head; second anal spine strong, 2 J in head; much longer

than the third spine, which is shorter than the soft rays; soft rays

of anal high, the first soft ray when depressed reaching almost to tip of

last ray much beyond the base of the last ray; ventral fins * length

of head, not reaching tips of pectorals, which are about f length of

head. Color in life, olive or golden-brown, golden below, the edges

of the scales of back with brilliant bluish luster; each scale on back

and sides with a median pearly-bluish spot (much larger than the spots

in Lythruloii Jiavi(iuttatum), these forming very distinct streaks, having

the direction of the rows of scales; head brownish, unspotted; a large,

distinct, round blackish blotch on end of caudal peduncle and base of

caudal fin, more distinct than in other species known tons; a distinct

liluish-black vertical bar on lower anterior part of opercle, partly concealed

by angle of preopercle; fins all bright golden-yellow; ventrals and anal
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not dark; peritoueum dusky. Here described from No. 29387, U. S.

N. M. lioth coasts of tropical America; Giiaymas to Panama; St.

Lucia to Rio Janeiro; especially abuudaut about Mazatlan. A species

of small size, geuerally common on the Pacific coast of tropical America

and on the southeast roast of Brazil, and a specimen before us was

taken by the Albatross at St. Lucia. We have exauiiued numerous

specimens from Brazil in the Museum of Comparative Zoology (from Rio

.Taueiro, RioGraudedo Sul, Para, audMarauhao) andothersfrom Acapulco.

On comparing these with Pacific coast examples we find no diflerence.

This is probably not the original of the poorly figured H. schranki of

Agassiz, which on the whole seems most likely to have been a faded

example of H. vielavnriim. (Named for Dr. Franz Steindachner, director

of the museum at Vienna, one of the most accurate and sagacious of

ichthyologists.)

Diabasis uteindachnei-i, Jokdan &, Gilbeet, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1881 (1882), 322, Pan-

ama and Mazatlan (Types Nos. 29305 and 29387 (Panama), and 28172, etc. (Mazat-

lan). Coll. Gilbert.)

Rcemidon rmidimaruJa. Steindachner, Ichth. Beitriige, Ui, 15, 1875; not of Cuvieb \-

Vai.km IK\M--

Hcemvlon st.'iiiddclnirri. JORDAN & SwAlN, i. c, 299, 1884.

Hteinulon schranki, EvEEMANN & JENKINS, Proc. V. 8. Nat. Mus. 1891, 153; Jordan \

Feslee, I. c, 473, 1893 ; not of Agassiz.

1670. H.EMULOX MELAJiURUM (Linnaeus).

(JeNIGUANA.;

Head 3; depth 3. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 8; scales 7-50-15. Eye moderate,

5 in head; interorbital width 4; preorbital low, itsleast breadth 7 in head.

Gill rakers small, 8+ 13. Body comparatively elongate, the back not

much elevated, the profile slightly convex from tip of snout to front of

eye, thence more convex to front of dorsal; snout of moderate length,

rather jiointed, 2f in head; mouth rather large, the gape a little curved,

the maxillary reaching past front of pupil, its length 2 in head; teeth

moderate, those in front somewhat enlarged; antrorse teeth of posterior

part of jaws not very large. Scales moderate, those above lateral line not

enlarged, their arrangement about as in H. sciurus. Dorsal spines rather

slender, the fourth 2^ in head; upper caudal lobe the longer, 11 in head;

longest anal rays 3 in head, their tips, when depressed, not extending

beyond last ray; second anal spine 2^ to 2f in head, reaching, when
depressed, rather beyond middle of last ray; ventrals If in head; pec-

torals 11, not reaching past ventrals. Color in life, pearly gray ; back and
sides with about 10 horizontal stripes of golden yellow, narrower than,

the interspaces of the ground color; snout above bluish-dusky; a dusky

stripe through eye from tip of snout to behind gill opening ; a well-defined

black area on back and caudal fin, bounded below by an almost straight

line from first dorsal spine to tip of lower caudal lobe ; middle part of both

caudal lobes black, the edges gray ; a black spot under angle of preo-

percle; mouth within very red; pectorals, ventrals, and anal gray, not

yellow; soft dorsal duskv along the base. West Indies; rather commo)i
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at Havana and soutliward. It reaches a length of about a foot. Here
described from Havana specimens. Others examined from St. Thomas,
Nassau, and Sombrero Key. (//e'Ao:?, black; oi3pd, tail.)

Perca marina cauda nigra (Black tail),. Catesbt, Hist. Car., pi. 7, fig. 2, 1743, Bahamas.
Perca melanura, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., x, 292, 1758; xii, 486, 1766, Bahamas; babed on

Catesby. /^ t

Rcemulon schranki, Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil., lil, pi. 69, 1829, Brazil.

Hcemulon dorsale, Poey, Memorias, u, 179, I860, Cuba.

Hcemnlon melanurum. Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1871, 471 ; Jordan & Swain, . c, 300,

1884 ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 473.

1671. H.EMULOX SCIURIS (Shaw).

(Yellow Grunt ; Ronco AmaeillO; Boar Grunt.)

Head2f; depth 2?. D. XII, 16; A. 111,8; scales 7-53-U. Eye moderate,

4 in head ; interorbital space convex, 3f in head
;
preorbital moderate, its

least breadth 6| in head; preopercle finely serrate
;
gill rakers small, aliout

13+17. Body oblong; the back not specially elevated; the profile nearly

straight or slightly concave from tip of snout to before ej'^e, thence a little

gibbous to base of dorsal; snout moderately acute, 2^ in head. Mouth
large, the gape curved, the maxillary reaching a little past front of pupil,

its length 2 in head; lower jaw slightly included; teeth strong; upper
jaw in front with about 3 strong canines on each side, these stronger

than any of the other teeth; front teeth of lower jaw rather strong, as

also the antrorse teeth of the back part of both jaws. Scales moderate,

those above lateral line not at all enlarged, arranged in oblique series,

those below in nearly horizontal ones. Dorsal spines rather slender, the

fourth longest, 2? in head; longest soft rays 4; upper caudal lobe longer

than lower, 1^ in head; longest anal rays 2^ in head, their tips, when
depressed, extending beyond the tips of the last rays; second anal spine

stronger and longer than third, 2^ in head, its tip, when depressed, reach-

ing past the middle of the last ray; veutrals If in head; pectorals 1%
Color in life, deep brassy yellow, scarcely paler below or darker above

;

head and body with about 12 conspicuous slightly wavy, longitudinal

stripes of sky-blue, deepest on the snout, each with a very narrow edge
of dusky olive; these stripes on the head curving upward below eye, the

first stripe below eye forking near the posterior margin of preopercle and
inclosing an oblong area of the ground color; iris gilt, a dark spot under

the angle of preopercle; spinous dorsal edged and shaded with yellowish,

its membrane mostly bluish; soft dorsal yellowish; caudal yellowish,

broadly dusky at base, the degree of this duskiness being variable; mouth
deep orange within; pectorals pale yellowish; anal and ventrals deeper

yellowish; the young have more yellow on fins and less on body, with
traces of a dark caudal spot. The coloration becomes fainter in spirits,

the blue lines becoming gray. Here described from examples from Key
West, 10 inches in length. Specimens from Cuba are slightly darker,

but not otherwise different. Among them are 2 which evidently corre-

spond to H. muliilineatum of Poey. These, in life, showed the following

coloration: Clear bright yellow, with brassy tinge, the stripes clear

sky-blue, without darker edge; iris yellow, no black at base of caudal;
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mouth deep red, no black under angle of preopercle; tins yellow; pec-

torals and veutrals little yellow. Color in life notably different from

that of H. sciurns, but the difference consists really in the absence of

dusky shading and disappears entirely in spirits, these specimens being

now scarcely distinguishable from the ordinary H. scinrus. West Indies;

Florida Keys to Brazil ; everywhere common in the West Indies j a hand-

some species, reaching a length of 18 inches, (scim-us, squirrel, from the

grunting noise of Diplectrnm formosum, with which species it was early

confounded).

Anthias fonnosits, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 323, 1790, Antilles; not ['erca foryno.ia, Linn^US,

with wldch it is icleutitied; the latter i.s Diplectiumfoi-monnn.

Sparus sciurus, Shaw, General Zoology, iv, \A. 64, 1803, Antilles; based ou the descrip-

tion and figure of Bloch.

Hmmulon elegans, Civier, R^gne Animal, Ed. 2, ii, 175, 1829; no description; based on

the figure by Block ;
Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 227, 1830; Gun-

THER, Cat.,L306-.

?Diahasi.i ohliqtiatus* Bennett, Zoological Journal London, v, 1835, _ 90, Jamaica. Blue

stripes on body .said to be oblique, the description not corresponding fully to this or

any other known species.

? Hcemulon sirnilis, Castelnau, Auim. Nom. Rares, ii, 1855, Bahia; description very imper-

feet.

Hcemulon luteum, Poey, Memorias, ii, 174, 1860, Cuba. /
•'

Hcemulon imiUilineatum, Poey, Memorias, u, 178, 1860, Cuba. ^i^*^
'''''•"^

^

Hcemulon hiaim, Haly, Ann. Nat. Hist., xv, 1875, 268, specimen from AsjiiiwraH.

Diabasis elegans, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 923.

Hcemvlon scinrus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus 1884, 126; Jordan & Swain, I. c, 301.

Hcemulon sciurug, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 474, 1893.

1672. H.EMULON PLUMIERI (LacepMe).

(Common Grunt ; Ronco Ronco; Ronco ArarA.)

Head 2|; depth 2t; eye small, 5 to 6 in head. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 8;

scales 5-50-17. Body moderately elongate, the back elevated and some-

what compressed ; head long, the snout sharp and projecting, its length 2!

in head; anterior profile more or less S-shaped, nearly straight from tiji of

snout to before eye, there concave, and thence gibbous to the front of

dorsal, old specimens having the nape more gibbous than young ones.

* The following is Bennett's description of—
"Diabasis obliijuatus.—Diabasis jfavet,cens, capite vittis coeruleis duodecim, corpore

lineis coeruleis obliquis nuuierosis. Dorsal Jj; pectoral 16; ventral },-, anal f, ; caudal
16. On a yellowish, somewhat fuscous, ground (pciliaps altend b\ tlie spirit, in wliich

the specimen has been immersed for about tlirce iiioni lis) ;
the iiiavkiiii^s an- jialc blue, in

numerous vittSB; thoseon the head and opercula, wliirh an- snincwlial liio.iilcr and more
deeply coloured than those of the body, are nearly lon;;ituilinal. aliout t\v(h(< in number;
those of the body are oblique, directed upward and backward. The latter are formed
bylines passing across the middle of each scale, and are consequently numerous, not less

than sixteen or seventeen being crossed by a line drawn from the.i unction of the spinous
and soft portions of the dorsal fin to the bellv in front of the anus. On the tail, behind
the dorsal and anal fins, the markings become longitudinal, in about nine rows. The fins,

especially their scaly, soft portions, are move fuscous tlian the body; into these the mark-
ings do not extend.' The lateral line, deflected ojiposite to tlie extremity of the dorsal
tin, is yellow, ana is aeconipanied below liv a blue line; a similar line, but more distinct,

passes along its upper edite. The caudal iin is forked; the spines of the dorsal are fila-

mentous. The front iiiul.xtreme teeth in each Jaw, especially in the upper, are longer
and stronger than tlui others, and are somewhat hooked, a variance from the generic
mark ' dents en velours' indicated by M. Cuvior."
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Mouth very large, the gape curved; maxillary reaching to a little beyond
front of eye, its length 1| in head; lower jaw slightly included. Teeth
strong, in rather broad bands, those of the outer series enlarged ; antrorse

teeth of posterior part of both jaws strong. luterorbital space convex,

4 in head; preorbital rather deep, its least breadth Gin head; preojiercle

finely serrate. Gill rakers small, about 12-|-15. Scales rather large, those

above lateral line anteriorly very much enlarged, arranged in irregular and
very oblique series, those below also oblique.

Dorsal spines stout, the fourth longest, 2| in head; longest soft rays 3|
in head; caudal lobes subequal, 2 in head; longest anal rays 2j! in head,

their tips, when depressed, about reaching tips of the last rays; second
anal spine longer and stronger than third, 2^ in head, its tip, when
depressed, at least reaching middle of last ray; ventrals 1| in head; pec-

torals 1^. Color in life bluish-gray, the base of the scales above bright

bronze, tinged with olive; bases of scales below lateral line also bronze,

this color forming very oblique stripes, running upward and l)ackward;

anterior region above lateral line with 3 or 4 sky-blue stripes, ill-delined,

apparently continuations of stripes of head ; head golden-bronze, with
many narrow stripes of deep clear blue, as if painted on, these nearly
horizontal, except before eye, where a few curved ones cross the forehead

;

also these lines curve slightly upward below eye. Lips dusky; inside of
mouth deep orange, bordered anteriorly on the jaws by yellow ; a greenish
bar on opercle partly concealed by the preopercle; dorsal grayish, with a
narrow yellowedge on spinous portion ; caudal plain gray ; anal gray, tinged
with yellow ; ventrals gray, with a clear blue luster which disapjiears after

death
;
pectorals gray, a dusky bar at base. There is considerable varia.

tiou in the depth of color in this species. The young is similar to the
adult in color, but has traces of two lateral bands and a dusky caudal
spot. The color in spirits differs only in the blue becoming dusky. West
Indies; abundant from Cape Hatteras to Eio Janeiro on sandy shores; here
described from Key West specimens. This species is the "Grunt" par
excellence of our South Atlantic coast. It is not rare in West Florida and
on the Carolina coast, while at Key West it is the most abundant food-lish,

the amount taken during the year exceeding that of all other shore species

combined. At Havana it is proportionally much less common, though still

the most abundant of its genus. It does not usually exceed a foot in

length, although individuals 18 inches long are sometimes taken. These
largo grunts have the back and nape more elevated, and correspond to

Cuvier's Hamtdun arcuatnin. (Named for Father Plumier, an early natural-

ist who sent drawings ofthe fishes of Martinique to the museums of Europe.

)

Guabi coara brasiliensihus, Marcghavb, Hist. Brasil., 163, 1648, Brazil.

Perca marina capite striata (the Grunt), Catesby, Hist. Carolina, pi. 6, 1743, Bahamas,
etc.

Lahrus plumieri, LACfiPEDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ni, 480, pi. 2, fig. 2, 1802, Martinique ; on a
copy of a drawing by Plumier.

Hmmulon formosum, Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed. 2, n, 175, 1829, Martinique ; GOnther,
Cat., 1, 305, 1859 ; not Perca formosa of Linn.eus.

Hcemulon arcuatum, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hiat. Nat. Poiss., ix, 481, 1833, Charleston,
South Carolina.

3030^5
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Bcemulon arara, Poey, Meraorias, ii, 177, 1860, Cuba.

Hcemulon subarcuatum, Poet, Memorias, ii, 419, 1860, Cuba; a specimen with blue bands

on anterior half of head only.

Biabasia plumieri, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. s. Nat. Mus. 1882, 603; Jordan & Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 971.

Hcemulon plumieri, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 12C; Jordan &
Swain, I. c, 303; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 475.

1673. H^MULON FLAVOLINEATUM (Be.smarest).

(French Grunt ; Open-mouthed Grunt ; Kongo Condenado.)

Head 3; depth 2|. D.XII, 14; A. Ill, 8; scales 6-50-11. Eye large, 31

in head; iiiterorbital width 3^; preorbital low, its least width 7i in head.

Preopeicle rather evenly and sharply serrate
;
gill rakers very small, about

8 + 13. Body obloug-ovate, comparatively deep and compressed; back

somewhat elevated; anterior profile nearly straight from the tip of the

snout to the nape, thence gently convex; snout rather short, acute, its

length 3 in head. Mouth not very large, the gape curved ; maxillary reach-

ing about to opposite front of the pupil, its length 2J in head. Teeth of

moderate size, the outer enlarged; antrorse teeth in the posterior part of

each jaw considerably enlarged; those of the upper jaw caninelike, larger

than any of the other teeth. Scales large; those of the anterior and mid-

dle parts of the body, down to the level of the lower part of pectoral,

much enlarged, having nearly double the depth of the scales above lateral

line ; rows above lateral line running very obliquely upward and back-

ward; those below somewhat wavy, most of them forming a curve with

the convexity downward and backward. Dorsal spines moderate, the

fourth 2 in head ; upper caudal lobe It ; longest anal rays 2^ in head, their

tips extending, when depressed, beyond the tip of the last ray ; second anal

spine much longer and stronger than third, 2 in head, its tip, when
depressed, reaching nearly to tip of last ray; ventrals If in head; pec-

torals narrow and long reaching to vent, 1^. Color in life, light bluish-gray

as ground color. A bronze-yellow spot on the upper part of each scale,

these forming continuous undulating stripes on the whole body and head,

wider than the interspaces of the ground color; on caudal peduncle they

are nearly straight; on anterior part of the body below lateral line they

are broader and very oblique. A horizontal stripe, crossing the others,

runs along the side of back from occiput to last rays of soft dorsal, of the

same golden-yellow; yellow around eye; yellow shades and streaks on

cheeks, not strongly marked as in H. sciurus and R. plumieri; yellow stripes

on top of head ; angle of month black, inside brick-red ; a large black blotch

under angle of preopercle; fins bright golden-yellow, the pectoral and

spinous dorsal paler. In spirits the ground color becomes grayish and the

stripes brownish or dusky. Length afoot. West Indies; Florida Keys

and Bermudas to Brazil; rare in Florida, common in the West Indies; one

of the most strongly marked species. Here described from Havana speci-

mens, (flams, yellow; Uneatns, marked with lines.)

Diabasis Jiavolineatus, Desmarest, Prem. Decade Ichth., 35, pi. 2, fig. 1, 1823, Cuba.

Hcemulon heierodon, Cuvier, Kegne Animal, Ed. 2, ll, 176, 1829, Cuba ; based on

rayee of Desmarest ; Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 255, 1830,
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Hcemtilon xanthopteron, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 254, 1830,

Martinique.

HcBmulcn xanthopterum, Gunther, Cat., I, 312,1859.

Rcemulon JtavolineaMim, Poey, Kepertorio, i, 309, 1867; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 476;

Jordan & Swain, I.e., 305.

538. BRACHYGENYS, Scndder.

Braehygenys (Scudder MS.) PoEY, Synopsis Piscium Cubensium, 310, 1868 (tmniatum)

.

This genus differs from Hamulon in the small mouth and slender body,
the cleft of the mouth being less than ^ head, the snout very short, the

frontal foramina separate, placed some distance before the very short

supraoccipital crest. Jaws red within. One species known. (/Jpor^y?,

short; ysvv^, chin.)

1674. BRACHYGENYS CHRYSARGYREUS (Giinther).

Head 3i
; depth 3i to 3? ; eye very large, 3. D. XII, 14; A. Ill, 9; scales

7-52-13. Body more elongate than in any of the other species, except B.

aurolhieatiivi, moderately compressed, the back little elevated, the profile

forming a weak but nearly regular curve from in front of eyes to dorsal;

before the eyes is a slight angle and the profile of the snout is rather

more steep; snout very short and obtuse, its length 3| in head; mouth
very small for the genus, smaller than in any other species, its gape but
little curved; maxillary reaching a little past front of eye, its length 3^

in head; teeth weaker than in any other of our species, the posterior

teeth scarcely enlarged; interorbital space broad, convex, its breadth 4

in head; preorbital very low, its least breadth 7^ in head. Preopercle

evenly and rather sharply serrate. Gill rakers small, 8 + 15. Scales small,

very regularly arranged, those above lateral line in Aery oblique series,

those below in horizontal series. Dorsal spines slender and high, the

fourth 1| in head; upper caudal lobe 1; posterior of anal concave, longest

rays 2 in head, their tips not nearly reaching, when depressed, to the tips

of the last rays; second anal si)ine short and weak, 2f in head, not longer

than third, and but little stronger, its tiji, when depressed, reaching to

base of the median soft rays and not to the tip of the third spine ; ventrals

1| in head; pectorals 1.= ; frontal foramina separate, some distance before

the very low supraoccipital crest. Color in life, bluish al)OYe, white below,

sides with 5 stripes of clear bronze-orange, 4 most distinct, all of equal

width, about half pupil ; a median stripe from middle of interorbital space

to dorsal; the next pair from tip of snout above to last rays of dorsab

becoming median on caudal peduncle; 1 from nostril above eye to below
last rays of soft dorsal; 1 through snout and eye, straight to base of

caudal; 1 below eye to lower part of caudal; a very faint one from angle

of mouth and along lower part of sides; axil slightly dusky; fins all light

orange-yellow, unmarked; dorsal and anal with very narrow dusky edge;

no trace of dark caudal spot; mouth pale reddish within in young, light

orange in adults. In spirits the body and head are bluish-silvery. This

little iish, tte smallest of the group, is abundant both at Key West and
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Havana. None of the specimens seen exceeds 6 inches in length. It

dift'ers from the others in the less development of the cavernous structure

of the skull, the foramina on the frontal region being inconspicuous.

{xpvdoi, gold; dpyvpEoi, silver.)

Hoemulon chrysargyreum, Gunther, Cat., i, 314, 1859, Trinidad.

Hcemulon tceniatum, Poet, Memorias, n, 182, 1860, Cuba
;
young.

Brachygenyg tceniata, Poey, Enumeratio, 47, 1875.

Hcemulon chrysargyretim, Jordan &. Pesler, I. c, 476.

539. BATHYSTOMA, Scudder.

(Tom Tates.)

Bathystoma (Scuddeh MS.) Pdtnam, Bull. Mils. Coiup. Zool., l, 12, 1863 (jeniguano, etc.)

;

110 definition.

This genus differs frouj JJamiilon in the presence of 13 dorsal spines;

body rather elongate
;
gill rakers rather numerous, 12 to 18 on lower part

of anterior arch; mouth moderate; scales small; frontal foramina long,

divided slits in front of the supraoccipital crest. Jaws red within.

{l5aBvi, low ; 6zbixa, mouth.

)

a. Mouth large, the maxillary reaching middle of eye, its length about \ head; gill

rakers rather short and few; scales moderate, 50 to 55 in the lateral line; second

anal spine scarcely larger or longer than third, 2J or more in head.

6. Body oblong, the back moderately elevated, the depth 2J to 3 in length.

RIMATOR, 1675.

hh. Body siibfusiform, the back little elevated, the' depth 3^ to 3^ in length.

AUEOLINEATUM, 1676.

aa. Mouth rather small, the maxillar.y not reaching to opposite middle of eye, its

length not quite \ head; gill rakers numerous, rather long; scales small,

about 70 in lateral line; second anal spine notably longer and larger than third;

body more elongate than in other species, depth about 3A in length.

STRIATUM, 1677.

1675. BATIIYSTOM.V UIMATOU (Jordan & Swain).

(Tom Tate; Red-mouth Grunt ; C^satv.)

Head 2f ; depth 2^; eye rather large, 4^ in head; interorbital space con-

vex, 3f in head; preorbital low, its least breadth 8 in head. Gill rakers

small, about 11+16. D. XIII, 15; A. HI, 8; scales 8-51-13. Body rather

elongate but not fusiform, the back somewhat elevated, the profile straight

or slightly convex from tijt of snout to behind eye, where it becomes grad-

ually more convex; snout short, rather pointed, about 3 in head. Mouth
large, the maxillary reaching middle of jiupil, its length 2 in bead. Teeth

not very strong, those of the outer series a little enlarged, the antrores

posterior teeth rather large. Scales rather small, those above lateral line

regularly arranged in oblique series, the series below nearly horizontal.

Dorsal spines slender and high, the fourth 2 to 2^ in head; upper caudal

lobe li in head; longest anal rays 3 in head, their tips not reaching tips of
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last rays when depressed; second anal spine but little longer than third,

20 in head, the two more nearly equal than usual in this genus, their tips,

when depressed, reaching middle of last ray ; ventrals If in head; pectorals

\\, their tips not reaching past tips of ventrals. Frontal foramina as in

other species of the subgenus Bathystoma, long divided slits in front of the

supraoccipital crest. Color in life, silvery Avhite, slightly bhiish above,

with iridescent reflections; edges of scales of body light yellow, these

forming continuous light yellow lines, those below lateral line horizontal,

those .above very oblique; besides these, a narrow continuous streak of

light yellow above lateral line, from head to end of soft dorsal, and another

from eye to middle of caudal; head silvery-yellowish above; inside of

mouth red; no black under preopercle; traces of black blotch at base of

caudal ; fins colorless, the lower slightly yellowish. Young are light oliva-

ceous, grayisli-silvery below ; a dark bronze band, narrower than pupil,

darkest in the younger specimen from snout through eye straight to base

of caudal; above this, 2 or 3 dark streaks, the middle one most dis-

tinct, from eye to above gill opening; another, beginning on top of snout

on each side, passing above eye, and extending parallel with the first-men-

tioned stripe straight to last ray of dorsal, where it meets its fellow of the

opposite side; a dark streak from tip of snout along median line to front

of dorsal ; a large rounded black blotch at base of caudal, somewhat
obscure dusky shading below soft dorsal and at base of pectoral; fins all

plain, upper slightly dusky; anal nearly white; pectorals, caudal, and

ventrals light yellow; lining of opercle j^lain orange; inside of mouth

scarlet. In the large specimen (5i inches long) the dark stripes are fainter,

paler, and more yellowish ; several fainter bands occur between the broader

ones, and faint oblique streaks of light bronze follow the rows of scales,

those above lateral line oltlique. In spirits the adult is plain silvery. West
Indies; Cape Hatteras to Trinidad; apparently more abundant on our

South Atlantic coast than southward; not seen at Havana. Abundant

about Charleston, South Carolina, where it is one of the most abundant

food-fishes. About Pensacola and Key West the adult are less numerous,

but at the latter place the young swarm everywhere about the wharves

and shores, (rimator, inquirer, in allusion to the inquisitive hal)it8 of the

young, which swarm about the wharves, nibbling bait intended for larger

•)

Hoemulon rimator, Jordan & Swain, Troc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 308, Charleston; Key
West; Pensacola; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, ill.

Hcemulon chrysopteron, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 240, 1830, brought

by Milbert from New York; erroueously identified witb Pfrcft cArysoptem, LiiiDwus,

which ia an Orthopristis.

Hcemulon ehrysopterum, Gunther, Cat., i, 313, 1859.

Hcemulon (/MadriJtncafMW, HoLBROOK, Ichth. S. Car., 195, I860; not of CnviER & Valen-

ciennes.

Hcemulon '? caudimacula, Poet, Synopsis, 47, 1875; not of Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Hcemulon parrce, Poey, Enumeratio, 47, 1875; not Hiabasis parra,'DESilAUKS'l.

Hiahasin aurolineatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 276,307; Jordan Jc

Gilbert, Synopsis, 973 ; not Tlcemulon aurolineaHiin, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Hiabasis chrysopterzis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 553.
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1676. BATHISTOMA AUBOLIXEATCM * (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Jeni'guano.)

Head 3; depth 3^; eye large, 3| in head; interorbital space convex, its

width 4 in head; preoibital very low, its least breadth about 7 in head.

Gill rakers small, about 12 on lower part of arch. D. XIII, 15; A. Ill, 8;

scales 8-51-13. Body compressed, fusiform, the back not elevated; the

profile forming a weak but nearly reguhir curve from the tip of the snout

to the front of the dorsal ; snout short, moderately pointed, 3 in head

;

mouth large, curved, the maxillary reaching to slightly beyond middle of

pupil, its length 1% in head. Teeth not very strong, about as in B. rimator.

Scales rather small, arranged about as in B. rimator. Dorsal spines

slender, rather high, the fourth 2^ in head; upper caudal lobe lA in

head; longest anal rays 2* in head, their tips not reaching nearly to tips

of last rays; second anal spine not very much longer than third, about 3

iu head, reaching, when depressed, little past the base of the last ray;

ventrals 1* in head; pectorals 1^, their tips reaching slightly beyond

tips of ventrals. Color in life, dusky gray, with 7 or 8 yellow lon-

gitudinal streaks, the one through eye widest; mouth very red; no

dusky spot under the angle of preopercle; fins gray; dorsal scarcely yel-

lowish. Inspirits the vertical fins and snout are somewhat dusky; the

paired fins are grayish, the golden stripes faint. Length 6 to 8 inches.

Here described from Havana specimens. West Indies; Florida Keys to

Brazil; very abundant at Havana, where it is often brougjht into the

market. It is smaller in size than any other of this or related genera

except Brachyt/enys clirysargyremn. It has been taken at Garden Key, Fla.,

but was not observed at Key West. (a«ri(m, gold; Zi«ea<MS, striped.)

Hcemulon aurolineatum, Cuviek & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 237, 1830, Brazil;

San Domingo; Jordan & Pesler, I. c, 478.

Hcemulon jeniguano, Poey, Memorias.n , 183, 1860, Cuba; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis.

925.

Hcemulon aurolineatum, Gunther, Cat., i, 318, 1859.

1677. BATHYSTOMA STRIATUM (Linnajus).

(White Grunt.)

Head U; depth 3^; eye large, 3i in head. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 7; scales

7-70-18. Body elongate, fusiform, more slender than in any other uf the

species, the back little elevated, not much compressed, the anterior pro-

file gently convex, not steej). Head small, the snout short and not very

acute, its length 3^ in head; mouth comparatively small, smaller than iu

B. aurolineatum, the maxillary extending to beyond front of pupil, its

* We Lave adopted the name aurolineatum for this species, and not for B. rimator, on
the strength of the tcillowiny; account of the typical specimen of Bathystoma aurolinea-
tum received lidm l>r. HE. Sauvage, of the museum at Paris.
Hcemulon aai«li n.atuiu, Brazil, TOelalande, type. Length of the body, 0.220 m. ; height

of body, 0.055 m , kugih of the bend, 0.60 m. Height of the body contained nearly 4

times in the total length, and 34 without the caudal.
As the description of Cuvier & Valenciennes agrees in other respects equally well with

either species, the above measurements leave no doubt of the identity of their type with
B.jeniguano. BatUyxtoma riinatur, young or old, is never so slender as the above meas-
urements would indicate.
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length 2\ iu head. Teeth rather small, the outer and posterior a little

enlarged; lower jaw slightly included. Preorbital narrow, its least

breadth 9 iu head; interorliital s]»ace broad, convex, its width 2f iu head;
preoperclc moderatelj' serrate. Gill rakers much longer and more numer-
ous than in B. auroliueatiim and other species, about 18 on lower part of

anterior arch, the longest f least depth of preorbital. Scales notably

smaller than iu any other species of the genus, those above lateral line iu

very oblique series,' those below more nearly horizontal, and none of

them specially enlarged; soft fins scaly, as usual. Dorsal spines slen-

der, rather low, the fourth or longest S-ri, in head; soft dorsal long and
low, the longest ray 3* in head ; caudal deeply forked, the upper lobe 1 ,\f iu

head ; anal rather low and small, its longest rays 3^^ in head, not reaching,

wlien depressed, to the tip of the last rays; second anal spine notably
longer and stronger than third, 2| in head, reaching, when depressed, a

little past base of last ray; ventrals If in head; pectorals If. Color iu

spirits pearly gray, with continuous brown streaks (golden in life), 1 on

the median line above from tip of snout to dorsal, 4 ou each side of top

of head above eye, 3 of these extending ou the body, but only the second
continuous, this very distinct and reaching last ray of dorsal; below
these, 2 extending backward from eye, the uppermost distinct anteriorly,

fading behind, the lowest fading anteriorly; below this traces of another
dusky stripe; there are thus 3 or 4 distinct longitudinal streaks on body,

with 2 or 3 fainter ones; fins pale, probably yellowish in life. This is

one of the smaller species, probably never exceeding a foot in length. It

is allied to B. aurolineatum and B. rimator, but deviates from the ordinary
Bathystoma type more than either of these. Here described from No. 9839,

U. S. N. M., sent by Poey from Cuba. West Indies; Bermudas to Brazil;

not common, {striatus, striped.)

Capettna brasiliensibus, Marcgrave, Hist. Brasil., 155,1648, Brazil.

Perca striata, Linnjeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. X, 233, 1758, North America.
Orammistes trivittatus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Iclith., 188, 1801, Brazil; on the descrip-

tion of Marcgrave.
Serramis capenna, Lichtenstedj, Abhandl. Berlin Akad. 1821, 288, Brazil; on the descrip-

tion of Marcgrave.
Hcemulon quadrilinealum, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 238, pi. 120,

1830, San Domingo; GOnther, Cat., I, 316; PoEY, Eepertorio, I, 310, 1867; ii, 161

;

Jordan & Swain, I.e., 311.

Hcemulon quinqnelineatum, PoET, Memorias, ii, 419, 1860, Cuba.
Hcemulon capeuna, Cuvier, R^gne Animal, Ed. 2, n, 176, 1829; no description; after

Marcgrave.
Hcemylum capeuna, Goode, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mua., v, 53, 1876.

Diabasis trivittatus, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 554; erroneously ascribed, after Hol-
BROOK, to the Carolina fauna.

Hcemulon striatum, Jordan ^^ Fesler, I. c, 479.

540. LYTHRULON, Jordan & Swain.

Lythrulon, Jordan i; Swain, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 287 (flaviguttatum).

This genus is closely allied to Hwrmdon, differing in the short snout,

high supraoccipital crest, oblique mouth, and increased number of gill

rakers. The form of the body is peculiar, the dorsal and anal long and
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low, and the caudal widely forked. Two species kuowu. (XvOpov, gore;

ov\ov, gum.)

a. Gill rakers about. 10 + 22= 32; body oblong, tbo depth 3 in length.

FLAVIGUTTATUM, 1678.

Ort. Gill rakers 8+ 15= 23; body deep, the depth 25 in length. opalescens, 1679.

1G78. LVTHRULON FLAVIGUTTATUM (Gill).

(Peixe-Fonda.)

Head SJ; deptli 3. D. XII, 15, rarely XIII, 15; A. Ill, 8; snout 4 in

head ; maxillary reaching a little past front of pupil, 2i ; orbit 3 ; inter-

orbital 4i ; longest dorsal spine 2
',

; longest dorsal ray 3* ; second anal

spine 3 ;
pectoral 1} ; ventral 1? ; scales 6-49-14. Form elongate oval, com-

pressed, the curve of ventral and dorsal outlines about equal and uniform.

Head small and short, with short pointed snout ; anterior proiile very slightly

concave before eye, thence slightly convex to dorsal ; mouth small and

oblique with the lower jaws jirojecting; teeth all small, the outer scarcely

enlarged
;
preopercle finely and sharply serrate, its posterior edge shal-

lowly concave, its angle broadly rounded. Gill rakers slender and numer-
ous, the longest nearly equal to the diameter of pupil, about 10-f 22.

Scales of moderate size, those above lateral line arranged in very oblique

series; tip of snout, chin, and maxillary naked; scales on top of head and

cheeks small and crowded; soft iins with scales. Pectoral 1^ in head,

reaching nearly to vent; ventrals 1|, reaching halfway to anal rays; sec-

ond anal spine a little longer and stronger than third, its tip when
depressed not reaching base of last rays; caudal lin forked, its upper lobe

the longer. Frontal foramina 2 short slits close togetlier, just in front

of the high supraorbital crest. Color in spirits, dark steel-gray; a small

A'ery distinct pale spot on each scale of back and sides, surrounded by
darker; this spot in spirits light yellowish; in life of a pearly blue; head

plain ; a small dusky blotch under angle of preopercle ; fins plain, bright

yellow in life. Young with a large black blotch at base of caudal, .as in

Hcv/mulon stcindachneri and Ortliostachus maculicauda, and without the

dusky horizontal streaks seen in most of the other species. Length 1 foot.

Here described from a specimen 9 inches long from Guaymas, Mexico. Pa-

cific coast of tropical America, Guaymas to Panama; generally common
along the Pacific coast of tropical America, (flavus, yellow; guUatus,

spotted.)

Hcemulon Jtaviguttafns,GlVL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 18G2, 254, Cape San Lucas (Coll.

Xantiis).

Hcemulon margaritiferum, Gunther, Proo. Zool. Soc. London 1864, 147, Panama.
llwmulon JlaviguUatiim; Steindachnee, Ichth. Bcit.,iii, 14, 1875; Jordan & Swain, I.e.,

314; EVERMANN & JENKINS, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus. 1891, 152 ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 479.

1(579. LTTHRULON OPALESCEIVS, Jordan & Starks.

Head 3^; depth 2|. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 9; snout 3| in head; maxillary

reaching slightly past front of pupil, 2i in head; orbit 2^; interorbital

3|; longest dorsal spine 2; longest dorsal ray 4; second anal spine 2A;

pectoral 1^\;', ventrals li; scales 7-54-13. Body deep, compressed, the
back well elevated, the dorsal outline nearly uniformly curved from tip
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of snout to caudal peduncle ; ventral outline curved from chin to breast,

thence straight to anal spine, and slanting obliquely upward to caudal

peduncle. Snout small and pointed; mouth small and oblique, the lower

jaw slightly projecting; teeth all small, the outer scarcely enlarged; pre-

opercle finely serrate, the posterior limb somewhat concave, the angle

broadly rounded. Gill rakers short and slender, about i the diameter of

pupil, 8+ 15; scales above lateral line arranged in oblique series; tip of

snout, chin, and maxillary naked; scales on head small and crowded; soft

fins scaled. Pectoral reaching to vent; ventrals reaching halfway to

second anal ray ; second anal spine a little longer and stronger than third

;

upper lobe of caudal the longer, about equal to head. Color as in Lythrii-

lon JJaviguttatum, in spirits, dark steel gray; a small very distinct pale

8i)ot on each scale of back and sides, surrounded by darker, this spot, in

spirits, light yellowish; in life of a pearly blue; head plain; a small

dusky blotch under angle of preopercle; fins plain bright yellow in life.

Young with a large black blotch at base of caudal, as in Jlwmulon stein-

dachneri and Orthostcechus macuUcauda, and without the dusky horizon-

tal streaks seen in most of the other species. This species differs from

L. flai'iguttahim in having fewer gill rakers, the depth and arch of the

back greater. Rather common in the estuary at Mazatlan, not yet noticed

elsewhere; all the specimens of Lytlirulon from other localities examined
I)y us being referable to L. flangnttatum. Described from a specimen

9 inches long from Mazatlan. The species is probably not rare, but has

been confounded with the preceding, {opalenccns, opal-like, referring to

the pearly spots.)

Lythrulon opalescens, Jordan & Staeks, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895,

459, pi. 40, Mazatlan (Typo, No. 290,'!, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Hopkins Expert, to

Sinaloa).

541. ORTHOSTCECHUS, Gill.

(Sti;ii'ei> Ghunts.)

Orthostcechus, Gill, Proc. Ac. N,at. Sci. Phila. 1862, 2.'):) (macuUcauda).

This genus is closely allied to Ilamulon, differing most obviously in the

arrangement of the large scales, which are throughout in series parallel

with the lateral line; the fins are long and low, the gill rakers rather

numerous, the chin projecting; the skull not essentially different from that

o{ H(vviulon. One species. (o/aOo?, straight; (Jro?^o?, row.)

1G80. ORTHOSTCECHUS MACULICAUDA, Gill.

(RONCADOK IvAIADO.
)

Head 3^ ; depth 25 ; eye large, 3| in head in adult. D. XIII (rarely XIV),

15; A. Ill, 10; scales 5i-51-ll. Body oblong-elliptical, not much com-
pressed; the back little elevated. Head rather large, moderately pointed

anteriorly; the profile nearly straight from the snout to the nape; snout

short, low, rather pointed, its length 3i in head; mouth small, a little

oblique, the maxillary extending to front of pui)il, its length 2J in head;
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lower jaw slightly included.. Teeth small, the outer aud posterior little

enlarged. Preorbital narrow, its least breadth 7| in head ; interorbital

space moderate, convex, 3* in head; preopercle moderately serrate. Gill

rakers slightly longer and more numerous than in most species of Hcemitlon,

about 16 on lower part of arch, the longest about ^ depth of jjreorbital.

Scales large, very uniform in size over the body, arranged above as well

as below lateral line, in longitudinal series, those above lateral line being

everywhere parallel with the lateral line; soft tins scaly, as usual. Dor-

sal spines usuiilly 13, but sometimes 14, rather slender and low, the longest

2i^, in head; soft dorsal low, the longest rays 3^ in head ; caudal moderate,

the upper lobe l.f in head; anal rather low, the longest rays not reaching,

when depressed, to middle of last rays, their length about 3 in head; sec-

ond anal spine stronger and longer than third, 2| in head, its tip about

reaching base of last ray; ventrals If in head; pectorals 1^. Frontal

foramina narrowly oval, wholly separate, some distance in front of the low

supraoccipital crest. Color dark brown; each scale of back and sides with

a light pearly-gray spot on its middle, these coalescing into continuous

light stripes which are sharply defined, one for each row of scales; head

plain; fins plain grayish ; a large dusky area on base of caudal. Its pecu-

liar squamation, rendered more noticeable by the corresponding features

of coloration, gives it an appearance quite distinct in this genus. The

snout is shorter than usual and the number of dorsal spines is increased.

In other respects it departs less from the usual type than does Lythrulon

fiaviguttatum or oven Bathystoma striatum. The cranium is of the usual

Haimulon tyipe. Pacific coast of tropical America, Guaymaa to Panama;

rather common; here described from No. 29256, U. S. N. M., 8' inches long,

from Panama. Length about a foot, (macula, spot; caw da, tail.)

Orthostoechus macuUcauda, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1862, 255, Cape San Lucas

(Coll. Xantua).

Rcem,ulon mazatlanum, Steindachnee, Iclith. Notlzen, viii, 12, pi. vi, 1869, Mazatlan.

Scemulon macuHcaiida, Steindachnee, Iclith. Beitrage, ni, 14, 1875; Joedan & Swain.

I. c, 315; EvEEMANN & JENKINS, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 152; Joedan & Fesleb,

I. c, 480.

Diabasis macuUcauda, Joedan &, Gilbeet, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns. 1882, 362, 372, 626.

542. ANISOTREMUS, Gill.

Anuotremus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 107 (virginicus).

Oenytremus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 256 (hilineatns).

Paraeonodon, Bleeker, Archiv Neerl. xi, 272, 1876 (pacifici).

Body ovate, short, deep, and compressed; mouth rather small, with

thick lips, the maxillary rather short; inside of mouth not red; teeth in

jaws only, all pointed, those of the outer series in upper jaw enlarged;

chin with a median groove, besides smaller pores. Dorsal spines stroug;

soft rays of dorsal and anal scaly at base; anal spines strong; caudal

mostly lunate. Scales large. Lower pharyngeals broad, with coarse,

blunt teeth. This genus, like Hamulon, to which it is closely related,

contains numerous species, all of them living on the shores of tropical

America. All the species undergo considerable change in form with age,
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and all of them are valued as food- fishes. The young are marked with
2 or 3 blackish lengthwise stripes. These disappear with age, quickest in

the brightly colored species, and persist for a long time in species like

bilineatKs and interi'uptua, which agree in coloration with Hcvmulon parra

and related species. (dvidoS, unequal; zpfjfxa, aperture, from the pores

at the cliin).

Paraconodon. Bleeker (napa, near; Conodon)

:

a. Scales above lateral liue in series parallel with the lateral line.

b. Dorsal spines rather low, the longest not more than J length of lie.ad ; second

anal spine about J head.

c. Pectorals ranch shorter than head, not reaching tips of ventrals ; dorsal

rays XI, 1.3, the spines comparatively slender, the longest J head; eye

more than twice as wide as the narrow preorbital. pacipici, 1681.

cc. Pectorals a little longer than head, about reaching anal flu ; dor.sal rays

XII, 16, the spines short and stout, the longest 2J in head; eye 3, about

J wider than the broad preorbital. Cesius, 1682.

bb. Dorsal spines very high, the longest If in head; second anal spine very long,

about 1| in head: pectorals much shorter than head; interorbital area

much less than width of orbit; snout obtuse, not much longer than eye;

cleft of mouth small, the maxillary extending to front of eye; dorsiii and

anal spines exceedingly strong, the third dorsal spine the longest; snout

naked, the remainder of the head being scaly; each ray of the soft fins

accompanied by a series of minute scales, covering the caudal; caudal fin

slightly emarginate. Dovii, 1683.

ANISOTKEMUS :

aa. Scales above lateral line arranged in oblique series which are not parallel with it.

d. Scales comparatively large, less than nine in a vertical series between first

dorsal spine and the lateralline; coloration olivaceous, the adult nearly

plain, the young with 2 or more dusky lateral stripes which disappear

with age; fins blackish.

e. Scales 5 or 6-52-15 (lateral line with 49 pores) ; scales above lateral line on

anterior part of body more or less enlarged, especially in the adult.

/. Scales above lateral line not much enlarged, about 9 in an oblique

series from first dorsal spine to lateral line; pi'ofile of head
anteriorly rounded. surinamensis, 1684.

ff. Scales above lateral line very much enlarged, especially in the adult,

about 7 rows from first dorsal spine obliquely backward to lateral

line; profile steeper and less curved. interrdptus, 1685.

ee. Scales 7 or 8-46-15 (lateral line with 54 pores), scales above lateral line

anteriorly not especially enlarged. bicolor, 1686.

dd. Scales rather small, more than 9 in a vertical series between the first dorsal

spine and the lateral line.

g. Body not striped longitudinally with yellow or blue; preorbital narrow;

gill rakers a;+13.

h. Anterior part of body without jet-black vertical bar; axil jet-black,

the spot encroaching on base of pectoral ; a round black si)ot on

base of last rays of dorsal and anal ; body dark gray, with

obscure darker streaks; fins pale, edge of opercle dusky;

pectoral long, l^'^ in head, reaching front of anal.

SCAPULARIS, 1687.

hh. Anterior part of body with a black vertical bar.

i. Body without lengthwise stripes; dark humeral bar jet-black,

-extending from between the fifth and seventh dorsal s])ines

to opposite the lower edge of the pectoral; edge of opercle

and base of pectoral black ;
pectoral long, davidsonii, 1688.
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a. Body with 2 lengthwise bands; humeral bar brownish; a

dark caudal spot, and a spot on back of caudal peduncle.

SPLENIATUS, 1689.

gg. Body with longitudinal stripes of blue or yellow or both; young with a

black blotch at base of caudal; preorbital broad: gill rakers x+16.

j. Anterior part of body witli 2 broad, dark crossbars, the one from

the nape obliquely forward through eye, the other from front of

dorsal downward; behind these a series of horizontal stripes

alternately yellow and blue; pectoral longer than head ; second

anal and fourth dorsal .=pines nearly equal.

k. Blue stripes on side about 6 in number, very distinct, not

nearly as wide as a .scale; shai'plj- edged with darker bine,

their width about J that of the olive interspaces ; additional

blue stripes in the interspaces faint and few ; vertical bands

of head and shoulder brown. tjeniatus, 1C90.

kk. Blue stripes on side as broad as a scale, each more than | the

width of the golden -yellow interspaces, and each very

faintly edged with darker; vertical bands on head and
shoulder jet-black. vieginicds, 1691.

jj. Anterior part of body without dark crossbars, the body sometimes

plain yellowish, the back usually violet, with 4 or 5 yellow

lines ; silvery below ; snout short, not longer than width of eye

;

dorsal flu very deeply notched, with feeble spines; second and

third anal spines equal in length; body a little more oblong

than in surinamensis. SERRULA, 1692.

Subgenus PARACONODON, Bleeker.

1681. ANISOTREMUS PACIFICI (Giinther).

Head 3i; depth 2? to 2f. D. XI, 13; A. Ill, 10; scales 7-47-13; second

anal spiue 2 in head; fifth dorsal spine 2; pectoral 4i. Scales above lat"

eral line in series parallel with it. Dorsal spines rather low, the longest

not more than i length of head; second anal spine about i head; pectorals

much shorter than head, not reaching to tips of ventrals; eye more than

twice as wide as the narrow preorbital. Body compressed, considerably

elevated, the greatest height below the fifth dorsal spine
;
profile rounded

from base of first dorsal spine to the nape, concave over the eye, descend-

ing abruptly down the snout; interorbital area twice orbit ; snout thick

and obtuse; teeth in a villiform band in both jaws, with an outer series

of conical teeth; prcopercle serrate strongly on angle; a posterior notch

in opercle between 2 obtuse and feeble points; soft dorsal about as high

as spinous; second anal spine long and strong; caudal emarginate. Color

dusky-grayish, with four irregular crossbands, which grow faint with

age; scales silvery with purple reflections; membrane between the scales

brown; fins blackish. Pacific coast of Central America; a small, plaiu-

colored species, rather common about Panama. (Named for Pacific Ocean.)

Conodon pacifici, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1864, 147, Chiapas.

Pomadasis pacifiei, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881,385.

Aniiotremug parifici, aaRV>kT<( & Fesler, 2. c.,484.

1«S2. ANISOTREMUS CiESIUS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3i; depth 2^; eye Si; snout about 3; maxillary 3^. D. XII, 16;

A. Ill, 9 ; scales 6-52-13. Body ovate, compressed, the back rather strongly

arched ; anterior profile rather steep and straightish, gibbous between eyes
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and also behind them, slightly depressed above eyes and at nape; ven-

tral outline considerably arched; caudal peduncle moderate, about | as

long as head, and somewhat longer than deep. Head short and deep,

deeper than long; snout very short, blunt, and thick; mouth very small,

the maxillary not quite reaching to front of eye. Teeth cardiform, in

broad bauds, the outer series enlarged, but smaller than in A. paciftci.

Eye large, shorter than snout, about :^ wider than the broad preorbital;

lips thick; chin with a median furrow and 2 pores; lower jaw included;

anterior nostril much larger than posterior; preopercle rather weakly
serrate, its upright limb somewhat concave. Gill rakers short and weak,
about 10 on lower limb of arch. Scales rather large, arranged as in

related species, those above the lateral line forming series parallel with

the back, but placed so that the crossrows are very oblique ; soft parts

of vertical fins almost entirely covered with small scales; series of scales

also on membrane of pectorals and vtntrals; scaly sheath of vertical

fins well developed. Dorsal fin low, rather deeply emarginate, its spines

very strong, the second spine slightly longer than the eye and | the height

of the third, which is but little shorter than the fourth or longest, and
about f length of head; soft rays more than | height of longest spines;

caudal rather large, moderately forked, the upper lobe somewhat the

longer, about * length of head; anal rather low, itsdistal margin perfectly

straight, vertical ; second anal spine very robust, .^ length of head, I longer

than the third spine, which is much lower than the soft rays; ventral fins

1^ in head, about reaching vent; ]»ectoral fins long, subfalcate, a little

longer than head, nearly or quite reaching anal. Color in life, grayish,

silvery above, with yellowish tinge; lower part of sides with indistinct

darker streaks, formed by clusters of dark points on the margins of the

scales; a faint dark bar, most distinct in the youngest specimens, extend-

ing from the region in front of the dorsal to, or a little below, the base of

pectorals. In young specimens this bar is as wide as the eye, glowing
narrower below, but in the adult it is scarcely wider than the pupil; no
trace of the black crossbars seen in A. dovii and in A.pacifici, nor of the

dark sjiots seen in A. surinamensis, nor of the blue stripes of J. tamiatns;

vertical tins and pectorals dusky-yellowish; distal half of ventrals and
base of anal blackish; upjier part of head dusky, esi^ecially between eyes;

lining of opercle pale, with yellow patches in life; peritoneum white.

Pacific coast of Mexico; known from 3 specimens from the harbor of

Mazatlan and 1 from Acapulco. The type 9* inches long, {ca'sius, silver

gray.)

romadasys ccesius, Jobdan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 383. (Ty{)e, Nos. 28158,

28333, and 29632, U. S. N". M. Coll. C. H. Gilbert.)

Anisotremui ccesius, Jordan & Fesler, i. c, 484, 1893.

1683. ANISOTREMUS DOVII (Giinther).

Head 3; depth 2. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 9; scales 8-48-15. Second anal

spine If; third dorsal spine 1*. Body rather deep and compressed. Dor-

sal spines very high, the longest 1* in head ; second anal spine very long,
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about If in head; pectorals much shorter than head; interorbital area

much less than width of orbit; snout obtuse, not much longer than eye;

cleft of mouth small, the maxillary extending to front of eye; dorsal and

anal spines exceedingly strong, the third dorsal spine the longest; snout

naked, the remainder of the head being scaly ; each ray of the soft fins

accompanied by a series of minute scales, covering the caudal; caudal tin

slightly emarginate. Color grayish-silvery, with 5 jet-black crossbands

in the adult; fins Idackisb. A strongly marked and handsome species.

Length 1 foot. Pacific coast of tropical America; not rare at Mazatlan

and Panama. (Named for Capt. John M. Dow, its discoverer.)

Pristipoma dovii, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1864, 23, Panama.

Pomadasis dovii, Jordan .<c Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 386.

Anisotremus dovii, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 484, 1893.

Subgenus ANISOTREMUS, Gill.

1684. AMSOTREMUS SUIlUfAMENSlS (Bloch).

(Pompon.)

Head 3; depth 2i; eye 4 in head; snout 2f. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 8 or 9;

scales 6-(9 in oblique series)-52-14 or 15, lateral line with 49 pores. Second

anal spine 1| ; fourth dorsal spine 2; pectoral as long as head. Body

oblong-elliptical, the back elevated, the profile strongly convex at nape,

becoming straighter anteriorly; interorbital area a little more than eye;

snout rather sharp; mouth short, lips very thick, the maxillary extending

to anterior edge of eye; outside teeth of .jaws conical, notably longer

and stronger than the others
;
preopercle evenly serrate on vertical edge,

weaker at angle; dorsal and anal spines strong, second anal stronger and

a little longer than the highest dorsal spine, about 4 head; soft dorsal

lower, about i head; pectoral falcate, as long as head; caudal forked.

Scales above lateral line arranged in obli([ue series which are not par-

allel with it; scales above lateral line on anterior part of body more or

less enlarged, especially in the adult, fewer than 6 to 8 rows in a vertical

series between first dorsal spine and lateral line. Adult gray, with a dark

spot at the base of each scale on anterior part of back ; fins all dark, no

distinct opercular spot. Young with 2 black horizontal stripes, one of

these from eye to a point just before the base of caudal, where it is inter-

rupted, a round black spot following at base of caudal ; another stripe

above this and parallel with it; scales of anterior part of back more or

less distinctly marked with black spots, one on each scale, these spots not

confluent. Length 2 to 3 feet. Tropical America, from Florida to Brazil,

recently taken by Evermann &. Bean in Indian Kiver; perhaps also occur-

ring on the Pacific coast, as specimens from the Galapagos are very similar

to those from Cuba, and perhaps referable rather to siirinamensis than to

hiterriiptus. The species probably passes by degrees into Anisotremus

interruptKS, from the Galapagos northward. This species is the most

widely distributed of any of the genus. It reaches a larger size than the
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others and is subject to considerable variation in form.* {surinamensis
from Surinam.)

'

Lutjanus surinamensis, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 253, 1791, Surinam.
Holocentrus gibboms, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 344, 1803, Surinam; after Bloch
Pristipoma bilineatum, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss., v, 271, 1830 Mar-

tinique. '
'

'

Pristipoma melanopterum, Cuvter & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 273, 1830, Brazil
Hcemulon obtusum, Poey, Memorias, II, 182, 1860, Havana.
Hcemulun labridxim. Poet, Memorias, li, 419, 1861, Cuba.
Pristipoma mrinamense, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 273, 1830.
Anisotremus bilineatm, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 319.

Anisotremus surinamensis, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 484, 1893 ; Evermann & Bean, Report
on tbe Fisheries of Indian River, Florida, Senate Doc. 4C, 54th Cong., 2d 8es.,'22, 1897.

16S5. AMSOTRE.>IlS 1>TERRUPTIS (Gill).

(MOJARRON.)

Head 3 ;
depth 2^. D. XII, 16 ; A. Ill, 8 or 9 ; scales 5- (7 or 8 in oblique

series) -52-12; pores 48. Form of Amaotremns surinamensis, the profile
rather steeper and less curved; scales above lateral line considerably more
enlarged

;
in other characters entirely similar to A. surinamensis. Adult in

life, grayish anteriorly, yellow on posterior half; the back tinged with
brassy olive, which grows darker behind, the posterior parts pretty dis-
tinctly yellow

;
lin spines gray, the soft tins olive, the fins growing dusky

at tip; scales on back and sides each with a distinct black spot; iris
yellow. Young specimens with 2 black horizontal stripes, one of these
from the eye to a point just before base of caudal, where it is interrupted,
a round black spot following at base of caudal; another stripe above this
and parallel with it; scales of anterior parts with round brown spots, not
confluent. Length 2 to 3 feet. Pacific coast about rocky islands from
Magdalena Bay to Panama and the Galapagos; probably varying into the
preceding, from which the Galapagos specimens are hardly separable. A
common food fish, {interruptus, broken, from the lateral stripe in the
young.)

Genytremus interruptus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 256, voung, Cape San
Lucas (Coll. J. Xantus).

Pristipoma fiLrthi, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., v, 4, 187G, Panama (Coll. Ignatius Fiirth)

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 385.

Anisotremus surinamensis interruptus, Jordan & Fesler, I. c., 484, 1893.

1686. AMSOTREMUS BICOLOR (Castelnau).

(MariaPrieta.)

Head 3; depth 21. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 8; scales 7 or 8-46-15; lateral line
with 54 pores; eye 2|; snout 4*; preorbital 4; pectoral 1. Scales above

Anisotremus interruptus, Gill. Pacific coast examples usually have the scales abo\e
tiie lateralline a little larger than usual in Atlantic specimens, but this diflerence seemsw be variable. We have compared specimens from Havana, Bahia, and Rio Janeiro
^J.!.

'»<w"^«w« from Mazatlan, Magdalena Bay, Panama, and the Galapagos. Specimens
T^n / Galapagos are darker in color and with the snout rather sharper than others seen,
iliose trom Galapagos and from Rio Janeiro have the scales above the lateral lin a little
less en.argert, 9 in an oblique .series, downward and backward from first dorsal spine (7in Panama specimen, 8 in specimen from Magdalena Bay).
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lateral line anteriorly not specially enlarged; all specimens examined
with 3 or 4 black lateral stripes, one from eye to near base of caudal,

where it ceases abruptly, giving jilace to a round caudal spot as in the

young of A. surinamenais, also a stripe from scapular scale to last dorsal

ray forming 2 spots on back of caudal peduncle (this stripe wanting in

A. siirinamensis) ; above this 1 or 2 other stripes parallel with it; oper-

cular membrane black. Anterior profile considerably steeper than in A.

surinamoisis. In all other respects, in specimens of the same age, this

species seems to agree with A. surinamensis. Coast of Brazil. Specimeus

examined by us from Kio Grande do Norte, liahia, * and Ceara. Also found

in Cuba if Anisotremus irUineatns is really the same species, {bicolor, two-
colored.)

Priitipoma hicolor, Castelnau, Auhii. Nouv. ou Rares Amer. du Sud, 8, pi. 2, flg. 2, 1850,

Bahia.

?Pristipoma trilineatum,\ Poey, Memorias, n, 34:i, 1861, Havana.
Pristipoma hraxiliense, Steindachnek, SitzuuKsb. k. Akad. Wiss. Wien.1863, 1013, Bahia.
Anisotremus hicolor, Jokdan, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus. 1800, 319; Joedan & Feslek, I. c, 485.

1687. ANISOTREMUS SCAPULARIS (Tschudi).

Head 3; depth 2J; eye 4; snout 4. D. XI, 14; A. Ill, 13; scales 9 or

10-51-10; prcorbital equal pupil; maxillary 3i; jiectoral Ij^,
;
gill rakers

10 + 13. Body ovate, the back elevated, the profile from tip of the short,

blunt snout to last dorsal ray evenly rounded ; lower profile straighter,

angulated at end of base of anal; mouth moderate; teeth in broad bands,

the outer in each jaAV longer, close set, slender, and sharp; preopercle

rather finely, but not sharply, serrate. Scales rather small, more than 9

in a vertical series between first dorsal spine and lateral line. Dorsal fin

divided almost to base, the tenth spine no longer than first; second anal

spine stronger and a little longer than third, lower than soft rays ; caudal

forked. Anterior part of body without jet-black vertical bars; axil jet-

black, the spot encroaching on base of pectoral; a round, black spot on

base of last rays of dorsal and anal; body dark gray, with obscure, darker

* A specimen from Baliia shows the following characters : Pectorals sharp, Ij'g in head,
not quite to anal; second anal spino Tery strong, 2,'^ in head, equal to longest dorsal spine.
Eye large, Sin head; snout short, rather blunt; profile steep. Dorsal XII, 10; anal III,
8. Scales 53. Gray; a black median line on back; 5 equidistant black stripes as wide
as interspaces on side, straight and horizontal, the lir.st tiidint; uniUi ninth dorsal spine,
the second under middle of soft dorsal, tlie third niiinin.i; Ironi ujijjrr edge of gill opening
to last dorsal ray, with 2 black spots behind it on l)a(k of tail, tliu fourth on axis of
body, ceasing on caudal peduncle, with a round black spot behind it at base of caudal as
large as pupil ; fifth stripe very obscure, with a trace of a sixth one ; a black blotch at
base of anal, not on the fin; a large black blotch nearly as large as pupil on opercular
flap; 2 silvery horizontal stripes on the dusky shade of cheeks; fins plain grayish, the
ventrals black, the anal dusky, axil dusky. Scales above lateral line in series not par
allel with it; 6 or 7 scales in a vertical series below lateral line.

Uinis<itreiiius trilineatus (Poey). Head 3| in total with caudal; depth 3J; D. XII, 18;
A. Ill, 8. Eye in second third of head. Preopercle well serrate; maxillary reaching
front of pupil. Teeth in villiform bands, the outer enlarged above; snout scaleless.
Dorsal notched, the membrane of spinous part long; second anal spine longer than third,
not robust. Color golden gray, with somewhat oblique streaks along the rows of scales;
2 diirk bands along body; 1 from snout through eye to a dark spot at base of caudal;
1 on the back to tip of snout, not joined to its fellow; a narrower dark streak along
lateral line, vanishing behind, extending forward to the eye; fins pale yellow; sides of
head with silvery reflections. Length.70 m. Havana (Poey) ; uot seen by ua. Probably
young of Anisotremus bicolor. (trilintatus, threo-lined.)
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streaks; fins pale; edge of opercle dusky. Coast of Peru; not rare; said

to have once been taken at Mazatlan. We have examined several sjieci-

mens liom Callao. It has the central pore at the chin, the failure to find

which led Kner to place the species in Diagramma. It seems to be identical

with Peters' type of I', notatum, preserved in tlie museum at Berlin, though
it disagrees with Peters' description, the dorsal rays being XII, 15, not

XVIII-I, 15, as stated by Peters. This species is probably the one poorly

described by Tschudi under the name of Fristipoma scapulare. It is well

distinguished by the color mark, which has suggested the names scapiiJaris,

melanospilus, and notatns. {scap>iJa, shoulder, from the shoulder spot.)

Pristipoma scapulare, Tschudi, Fauna Peruana, 12, 1844, Huacho.
Diagramma melanospUum, Knee, Sitzungsb. k. Akad. Wissenclialt 1867, 4, west coast

of South America.

Pristipoma notatum, Peters, Berl. Monatsb. 1869, 706, " angeblich aus Mazatlan."

Pomadasys m,odestus, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Jfat. Sci. Phila. 1883, 286; not of Tschudi.

Aniiotrcinus scapularis, Joed.\n & Fesler, I. c, 485, 1893.

1688. ANISOTREMUS DAVIDSONII (Steindaclmer).

(Sargo Kaiado.)

Head 3^; depth 2^ to 2|. D. XII, 16 or 15; A. Ill, 11; scales 11-62-21.

Eye 4^ in head; snout 3; preorbital 5.}; maxillary 85 ; second anal spine

21 to 24 ; fourth dorsal 2 f',,
;
pectoral ^ or equal to head

;
gill rakers 9+ 13.

Body elongate-ovate, the back elevated, the anterior profile straightish to

nape, thence regularly convex; lower ])rofile straight, augulated at anal;

mouth small; teeth setiform, arranged in broad bands, becoming shorter

behind, longer and stronger in front; dorsal fin deeply notched, the tenth

spine twice as long as first; second anal spine much stronger aucT almost

twice aa long as third, higher than soft rays; caudal forked; pectoral as

long or longer than head. Scales rather small, more than 9 in a vertical

series between the first dorsal spine and the lateral line. Grayish-silvery,

dark above, with many dark points; a very distinct jet-black cross-band

on back and sides, this extending from between the fifth and seventh dorsal

spines to opposite the lower edge of the pectoral ; edge of opercle and base

of pectoral black; fins otherwise dull yellowish. Coast of southern Cali-

fornia, not rare about San Diego and the Santa Barbara Islands. It has

not been taken elsewhere. (Named for Prof. George Davidson, ofSan Fran-

cisco, the well-known astronomer.")

Pristipoma davidsonii, Steindachnek, Ichth. Beitrage, iii, 6, 1875, San Diego, California;

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 385.

Pomadasys davidsoni, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 551, 1883.

Anisotremus davidsoni, Jordan & Fesler, I. c.,486, 1893.

1689. ANISOTREMUS SPLENIATUS (Poey).

Head 4 in total with caudal; depth 2f. D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 10. Maxil-

lary not reaching front of eye; 2 pores and a groove at the chin; pre-

opercle with small spines well separated; no scales on snout; teeth in

* " Benannt zu Ehren meines hochverehrten Freundes, Prof. George Davidson, Priiai-

denten der California Academy of Natural Sciences, welcher um die naturhistorische
Erforscluiug Califoruiens so bedeutende Verdienste sich erworben hat." (Steiudachner.

3030 6
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villiform "bauds. Fourth dorsal spine 3 in depth of body; soft dorsal

low; caudal forked. Cceca 4. Snout rose-colored; rest of head, nape, and

back golden-yellow, as are the Ijelly and base of anal; rest of body lead-

color, with 2 brown bands, first midway between lateral line and back,

the other from eye to tail, ending in a black spot as large as eye at base

of caudal ; a gilt streak along lateral line, another along belly, the two

marking edge of caudal peduncle; a broad blackish vertical band from

lirst ray of dorsal to base of pectoral; fins bright orange, especially cau-

dal and anal; spinous dorsal and ventral with membranes blackish; a

dark spot on median line of tail behind dorsal. Iris brown. Length 4

inches. Havana (Poey) ; not seen by us. A species of uncertain relation-

ship, {spleniatus, bearing patches.)

Pristipoma splcniatum, PoEY, Memorias, ii, 187, 1860, Havana.

1690. ANISOTREMUS T.KNIATUS, Gill.

(Catalina.)

Head 3i; depth 2,1,,. D- XII, 16; A. HI, 10; scales 10-56-17 ; eye U in

head ; snout 2| ;
preorbital 4 ; maxillary 3^ ; second anal spine If ; fourth

dorsal spine 11 ;
pectoral | ;

gill rakers 8 + 16. Body ovate, the back

much elevated, the anterior profile steep, convex on snout, straightish

over eye, nape very convex to base of third dorsal spine; mouth moder-

ate, the maxillary extending to anterior edge of eye
;
jaws subequal ; teeth

arranged in bauds, the outer much enlarged; about 10 gill rakers, besides

rudiments, below angle; dorsal fin high, slightly emarginate; spines slen-

der, the highest slightly shorter and weaker than the second anal spine,

which ffe more than I head; caudal emarginate, the upper lobe the

longer. Body with about 6 longitudinal stripes of brilliant blue on a bright

golden ground, those on side very distinct, not nearly as wide as a scale,

sharply edged with darker blue, their width about \ that of the olive

iuterspaces; additional blue strijies in the interspaces faint and few;

and oblique brown band from nape through eye, broad vertical bauds at

shoulder, these much less distinct than in A. virginicus; fins goldeu yel-

low. Yoting with a black blotch at base of caudal. Pacific coast of trop-

ical America, Magdalena Bay to Panama. The most brilliantly colored of

the genus, common on the Pacific coast of Mexico aud Panama, where it

replaces the closely allied Ainsotremus virginicus. The difi'erences between

the two species, though slight, seem to be constant, {rairia, a ribbon;

twniatuit, striped.)

Anisotreimis tceniatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 107, Panama (Coll. Captain

Dow) ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 486.

1691. AMSOTREMUS VlRtilMClS (Linnaiis).

(PORKFISH; CATALINETA.)

Head 3i; depth 2,\. D. XII, 17; A. Ill, 10 or 11; scales 11-56-17; eye

4^; snout 2i to 3; preorbital 4; maxillary 3^; second anal spine 2 n,; third

dorsal spine 2-1^7,
;
pectoral J ;

gill rakers 7 -f 16. Body ovate, the back
very much elevated, the anterior profile steep, slightly couvex along snout
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and over eye, very much arched at nape; mouth small, the maxillary

extendingto anterior nostril
;
jaws subequal ; outer row of teeth enlarged

;

about 6 gill rakers, besides rudiments, below angle; dorsal fin low,

eniarginate, spines slender, the highest about equal iu lengtli to second
anal spine, whicli is less than I head; caudal forked. Oblique bar

from nape through eye, and vertical bar downward from dorsal, jet-black;

space before anterior bar deep yellow ; interspace between bars pearly

gray, with yellow spots, the spots confluent above into a yellow area;

ground color of body plain ])early gray, with about 7 deep-yellow lon-

gitntlinal stripes; the pearly interspace not edged with darker and not

distinctly Itlue; all the fins deep yellow; iris gilt gray. A very young
specimen showed the following coloration in life; pale anterior region,

from lower jaw and temporal region to spinous dorsal bright yellow;

spinous dorsal, ventrals, and front of anal deep golden; other fins pale; a

large round jet-black spot at base of caudal; a dark baud from front of

spinous dorsal downward, and 2 black stripes along sides, one from nape
to last ray of dorsal and one from the eye nearly' to the caudal spot. Flor-

ida to Brazil ; the commonest of the genus in the West Indies, and the

only one except ^(. sur'niameHftis which extends its range to the coast of

Florida. (Name from Virginia, but the species does not reach thus far to

the northward.)

Ovatucupajuha, Marcgrave, Hist. Brasil., 1-18, 1648. Brazil.

Acara pinima, Marcgrave, Hist. Brasil., 152, 1648, Brazil.

Spams virginiciis, Linn.kds, Syst. Nat., x, 281, 1758, South America.
Sparus vittatus, Bloch, lobthyol., taf. 263, flg. 2, 1791, Brazil; after Marcgrave's Acara

pinima.

Percajuba, Bloch, I.e., taf. 308, fig. 2, 1791, Brazil; after Marcgrave's Guatucupa juba.

Oramviistes mauritii, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichthyol., 185, 1801 ; after Sparus vittatus

of Bloch.

? Pristipoma eathariiut; Cdvier «&. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 269, 1830, St. Cath-

arine Island, Brazil.

Pfistipoina rojo, Cuvier &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 274, 1830, Martinique,
Brazil, Puerto Rico, and San Domingo.

Pristipoma acara pinima, Castelnau, Anim. Nouv. ou Rares, 8, 1856, Brazil.

Pristipoma virginicum, Gunther, Cat., I, 288.

Anisotremus mr^inicws, OtILL, Proc, Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 107; Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat.

Mus. 1890, 319; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 486.

Pomadasys virginicus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. IMiis. 1881, 385.

I6a2, A>'1S0TUK.>U'S SERUULA (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(TeTEDE-RoCHE; PeTITE-Scie.)

Dorsal XII, 13; A. Ill, 9. Body a little more oblong than in Anisotre-

mus surinamensix. Snout short, not longer than width of eye; dorsal fin

very deeply notched, with feeble spines; second and third anal spines

equal in length. Anterior part of body without dark crossbars, the body
sometimes plain yellowish, the back usually violet, with 4 or 5 yellowish

lines; silvery below.* .Martinique (Cuvier & Valenciennes); not seen by

Except for the presence of tlie groove at the chin, aa implied iu the description of
Cuvier & Valenciennes, we might suppose Anisotremus serrula to be identical with
Oenyatremus iuteus.
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us. {serruJa, a little saw, a translation of the French name " Petite-Scie,"

used at Martinique.)

Pristipoma serrula, CnviER & Valenciennes, Hiat. Nat. Poiss., v, 272, 1830, Martinique.

Pristipoma auratum, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hi.st. Nat. Poi.ss., v, 272, Martinique.

Anisotremus serrula, Jordan & Feslee, I. c, 487.

543. CONODON, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Gonodon, Citvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 156, 1830 {antillaims —nohilis).

This genus is close to Pomadasis, from which it is sejiarated by the

enlarged outer teeth and by the peculiar armature of the preopercle, which

is very sharply serrate, the serriB at the angle enlarged, those before the

angle turned forward. Body oblong; soft rays of dorsal and anal more

or less scaly ; second anal spine large. American. (k(Sj'o?, cone; oScbv,

tooth.)

o. B.ick distinctly elevated and compressed, the depth 3^ in body; dorsal fins low,

fourth spiue the longest, 1J in head ; longest dorsal ray 2J in head; outer teeth

much enlarged. NOBILIS, 1693.

aa. Back not elevated, the depth 3| in body; dorsal tin higher than in nobilis, fourth

spine the longest, 2| in head ; longest dorsal ray 3 in head ; outer teeth little

enlarged. serrifer, 1694.

ima. tOXODOX XOBILIS (Linnaus).

Head 3^ ; depth 3^. D. XI—I, 13; A. Ill, 7; scales 6-55-13. Back dis-

tinctly elevated and compressed, the depth about equal to length of head;

dorsal tins low, fourth and longest spine If in head, longest dorsal ray 2^

in head; second anal spine very long and strong, higher than the soft

rays, more than I length of head; second dorsal spine about I length of

third; pectorals narrow, about reaching vent; teeth of outer series en-

larged, stout; preorbital at its least width more than i diameter of eye.

Air bladder with 2 short horns in front. Color silvery, darker above,

with 8 dark bars, which extend on sides below level of pectoral; sides

with light yellowish streaks in life; dorsal spines silvery. West Indies;

coast of Texas to Brazil; on sandy shores. Length about a foot. This

species is not rare in the West Indies, and is more common on the coast

of Brazil. {7iobilts, noble.)

Perca nohilis, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. X, 191, 1758, North America.

Scicvnaplumieri, Bloch, Ichthyol., Vl, 66, taf. 306, 1791, Martinique.

Scicena coro, Bloch, I. c, pi. 307, fig. 2, 1791, Brazil ; after Coro coro, Maecwrave.
Gheilodipterus chrysopterus, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 542, pi. 33, fig. 1, 1802.

Gonodon antillanus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hi.st. Niit. Poiss., v, 156, 1830, Jamaica.

Pristipoma coro, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 266, 1830.

Gonodon plumieri, Gunther, Cat., I, 304, 1859.

Gonodon nobilis, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 488.

1G94. COXODO.\ SERRIFER, Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 3.| in length to base of candal; depth 3i. D. XI—I, 12; A. HI, 7;

scales 6-53-15. Body comparatively elongate, elliptical, little compressed,

the dorsal and ventral outlines regularly and nearly equally curved, the

back not much elevated and not specially compressed. Head rather short,
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broad, not very acute anteriorly, the profile nearly straight from snout to

base of dorsal ; snout short, about equal in length to the large eye, 3| in

head. Interorbital area broad and quite flat, its width 4i in head. Mouth
moderate, terminal, obli(|ue, the li^is moderately developed; maxillary

extending to opposite front of eye, 2f in head; prenuixillaries in front on

level of middle of eye. Teeth iu moderate bands, those in the outer series

enlarged, but much less so than in Conodon vohilis, the teeth slenderer

than in the latter; 2 teeth in front of lower jaw somewhat caninelike.

Preorbital narrow, its leaht width about § diameter of eye; jaws equal

iu front; preopercle with its posterior margin somewhat concave, armed
with strong teeth, which are directed backward and somewhat upward;
angle of preopercle with a strong spine directed backward, its length

about i length of eye; lower limb of preopercle with strong spinons

teeth (as in the species of Plectropoma), directed forward and downward,
becoming gradually smaller anteriorly; nostrils small, roundish, the ante-

rior larger. Gill rakers rather slender, of moderate lengtli. Scales rather

irregularly arranged, those above lateral line forming series parallel with
it, which are somewhat broken opposite the angulation of the lateral

line; small scales on soft parts of dorsal and anal; dorsal fin low, divided

almost to base, the spines rather strong; first and second spines short

and slender, the second little more than | the height of the third; the

fourtli or longest 2^ iu head; soft dorsal low, its longest rays 3 in head;
caudal subtruncate, the upper rays longest, If iu head; anal rather low,

the second spine 2 in head, much longer and stronger than the third, which
is little lower than the soft rays; pectoral pointed, li\|- iu head; ventrals
1 '. Color dusky bluish above, silvery below ; sides of back with about 7

short black bars, each much narrower than the interspaces, the last under
last rays of dorsal, all terminating below at the lower edge of the dark hue
of the back; fins all pale. Length 8 inches. Lower California; known
only from the original types, 3 specimens taken by Dr. Streets at Boca
Soledad. It is close to Conodon iioMUs, but slenderer and somewhat dif-

ferent in armature, (serra, saw; fero, I bear.)

Conodon plumieri, STREETS, Bull. IT. S. Ifat. Mus., vn, 50, 1877, Boca Soledad, west coast
Lower California; not of Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Conodon serrifer, Jordan & Gilbert, Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 351, Boca Soledad, Lower
California (Type, 1754C, U. S. N. M. Coll. Dr. Streets) ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 488.

544. BRACHYDEUTERUS, Gill.

(BURKITOS.)

Brachijdeuterus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 17 (auritus, an African species).

Hcemtdopsis, Steindachnek, Iclith Noti/.eu, vill, 9, 1809 (corvincefonnis, a Brazilian

.species).

Body oblong; scales large, those above in series parallel with the lat-

eral line; mouth small, outer teeth in jaws somewhat enlarged; inside of
jaws not red. Anal spines small or moderate, the second little, if any,

louger or stronger than third, and lower than the soft rays; soft dorsal

and anal largely covered with small scales; dorsal spines 12; soft dorsal

comparatively long, of 15 or 16 rays; otherwise essentially as in Pomadasis,
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the fins smaller and more scaly, {ftpaxv^, short; SevrepoZ, second; the

typical species iamitus) was placed by Cuvier & Valenciennes in the

Sviamoid genns Larimus, from which it was supposed to differ in the shorter

second dorsal. The name would better apply to the short second anal spine.)

a. Pectoral fins short, much shorter than head; anal spines very .small.

h. Preorbital narrow, not as bread as eye.

c. Second anal spine shorter than the tliird ; body rather elongate, the mouth

small, the maxillary not quite reaching front of eye. A large blackish

rounded blotch nearly as large as eye, behind the supraacapula, at the

origin of the lateral line. NITIdu.S, 1695.

cc. Second anal spine about equal to third in length, but stouter, 3 to ^ in

head, relatively larger in smaller specimens; a diffuse dark blotch on

scapular region, very faint in the larger specimens.

CORVIN^FORMIS, 1696.

hh. Preorbital broad, wider than eye, 3| to 4 in head; anal spines not graduated;

maxillary not reaching the eye; sides with indistinct dark streaks or none

;

no dark scapular blotch. leuciscus, 1697.

aa. Pectoral fins long, nearly equal to head; preorbital broad, about as wide as eye.

Body rather robust, the back elevated, the profile even. Axillary blotch large,

black, encroaching upon the rays of the pectoral tin. axillakis, 1698.

16i)5. BR.\l'HYI)EL'TERUS XITIDIIS (Steindachiier).

Head 3i; depth 3; eye 3|; snout ;5. D. XII, 15; A. Ill, 8; fourth dorsal

spine 2; second iinal spine nearly 4; pectoral If; scales 6 or 7-52-10.

Body moderately elongate, compressed, the back evenly arched; head

pointed, the mouth small, maxillary not reaching to eye; preorbital nar-

row, not so wide as eye; posterior edge of preopercle finely and evenly

serrate; gill rakers short and slender, about 7+10. Dorsal not deeply

notched, longest ray 1} in longest spine; anal spines very smnll, the sec-

ond sliorter than third; pectoral much shorter than head, not reaching

much past tips of ventrals, which reach halfway to base of first anal

ray ; caudal lunate. Silvery, darker above, with darlc streaks along the

rows of scales, especially distinct below lateral line; a large round blotch

at beginning of lateral lino, about as large as eye; fins plain. Length 10

inches. Pacific coast of tropical America ; known from Mazatlan, Panama,

and the Gulf of California. {niUdun, shining.)

VrisHpoma (Hmmdopsis ) nitidum, Steindachner, Ichth. Notizcn, vni, 5, pi. 3, 1869,

Mazatlan, Mexico.

Pomadasis nitidxis, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 494 ; Jordan, Fishes of Siualoa, 462, 1H95.

16!)C. BRACHYDEUTERUS I'OKVINjEFORMIS (Steindaclintr).

Head 3 to 3|; depth 3i; eye 3i to 4 in head; snont 21 to 3. D. XII, 15;

A. Ill, 7 ; scales G-51-10. Upper profile regularly arched from snout to tail,

the highest point at origin of dorsal; lower profile nearly straight to base

of anal; preorbital slightly less than eye; maxillary not reaching eye, 3^

to3f in head; anterior nostril oval, twice the size of po.sterior; iireopercle

finely toothed, about 20 teeth on upper limb, increasing slightly in size

toward angle; dorsal notched almost to base, fourth spine longest, 2^ to 2i

in head; longest soft ray (second) equal to or slightly less than longest

spine; pectoral pointed, 1^ to 1;^ in head; ventral broad, the margin
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nearly straight, inner ray 1^ in second, which is 2 in head; first ray

branched once, slightly filamentous, other rays branched mnch; second

and third anal spines about equal, 3 to 3f in head, relatively larger in

smaller specimens, the second stouter; first soft ray 2^ in head; margin

of anal slightly concave, the last ray shorter than second spine; upper

lobe of caudal longer, the ditference more noticeable in the smaller speci-

mens, \\ to \\ in head, middle rays 1;' in upper; pectoral scaly at base

only, other fins, except spinous dorsal, more or less completely scaled, a

narrow sheath of scales on sides of dorsal and anal, supplementary scales

slightly developed in axil of ventrals; least depth of caudal peduncle \\

to If in the length from below end of dorsal, its length being equal to

middle caudal rays; lateral line and rows of scales above it concentric

with back, scales below lateral lino in horizontal rows. Color in alcohol:

Dark olive above, lower sides more or less silvery, the larger specimens

much the lighter; a dark line along each row of scales below lateral line,

these rather indistinct in larger specimens; scales above lateral line with

dark centers, these not forming distinct lines; a diffuse dark blotch on

scapular region, very faint in the larger specimens; pectorals colorless,

other fins punctate, the margins very dark. There is considerable varia-

tion in the ground color, the larger specimens being distinctly silvery,

some of the suuiller heavily washed with olive and having the scapular

blotch more developed. Our specimens differ from Steiudachner's descrip-

tion in having a rather shorter maxillary, not reaching eye, narrower pre-

orbital, and a blotch on scapular region. They are, however, probably

not specifically distinct. West Indies to Brazil ; here described from 5

specimens 5| to 7^ inches long, collected at Kingston, Jamaica, by Mr.

Joseph Seed Roberts. (Corvina, a synonym of Sokena; forma, form.)

3(Bmulon corvinceforme, Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen, VII, 16, 1868, Santos, Brazil.

Pomadasis corvinceformis, Jordan & Fesler, Sparoid Fishes, 495, 1893.

Brachi/deuterus corvinonformis, JORDAN & RoTTER, Fishes of Jamaica iu Proo. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila. 1897, 110.

1697. BRAtHYDElITERUS LEUCISCUS (Guuther).

(lU'RRITO.)

Head 3; depth 3 to 3,i,. D. XII, 14 to 16; A. HI, 7 or 8; scales 6-52-12;

preorbital 34 to 4 iu head; orbit 4; snout 3; maxillary 3i; fourth dorsal

spine 1| in head; second anal spine variable, from 3 to 4; pectoral H;
upper caudal lobe l^. Body moderately elongate, deepest at shoulders

;

profile steep, but not greatly curved, slightly concave above eyes; mouth
small, lower jaw slightly included, maxillary not reaching front of eye;

preorbital wider than eye, interorbital tlattish, 2| orbit
;
preopercle sharply

serrated; gill-rakers about half pupil, 5-|-12. Dorsal deeply notched, the

last spine about twice as long as next to last; fourth spine longest, 4

longer than longest ray; second anal spine stouter, not much, if any,

shorter than third, its tip, when depressed, reaching base of last ray;

pectoral short, reaching past tips of ventrals, but not to vent; upper

lobe (if caudal the longer. Color grayish-silvery; a light lateral band,
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about one scale in width, beginuing at posterior margin of operele and

extending backward in a direct line, meeting the lateral line under pos-

terior fourth of soft dorsal, thence continuing to base of caudal chiefly

below lateral line; ceuter of each scale in the band with a faint dark

1)lotch, these forming a rather distinct darker line through the mid-

dle of the light one; 3 other faint dark bands along side, 1 above and 2

below the light band; operele with a yellowish tinge, a dark spot at

angle; fins all light yellowish, soft dorsal mottled with blackish; a

faint blotch on axil of pectoral. Pacific coast of tropical America; very

common at Mazatlan and Panama, south to northern Peru; quite variable

in depth of body, width of preorbital, and length of spines. Here described

from a specimen 9 inches in length, from Eio Mulege, Lower California.

(leuciscits, a chnb or shiner, from AsvMoi, white.)

Pristipoma leucisms, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. LoDdon 1864, 147, San Jose de Nicaragua,

Chiapas.

PruUpoma leuciscus, var. elongatxis, Steindachner, Neue nnd seltene Fische aus dem k. k.

Museum, 30, 52, pi. 9, flg. 2, 1879, Tumbez, west coast of South America; an elongate

.specimen, probably of the same species.

Pomadasys leuciscus, Jordan- \- Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 387.

Pomadaxis elongatus* Jordan & (jILBEkt, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1882, 352; specimens with

slender body and narrow preorbital ; EvERMANN & JENKINS, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891,

150 ; Jordan & Fesleb, I. c, 495.

Pomadaiis leueiscxis, Jordan & Fesleb, I. c, 495 ; Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, 462, 1895.

1698. BRAiHTDEUTEBUS AXILLARIS (Steindachner).

(Burro Blanco.)

HeadSf; depth 31; D. XII, 16; A. Ill, 9; scales 6-50-10. Body rather

robust, compressed, the back moderately arched ; dorsal fin deeply notched

;

preoijcrcle with small serrje ; suprascapula finely serrate
;
preorbital broad,

about as wide as eye; anal spines small or moderate, the second little, if

any, longer or stronger than third, 3i to 4 in head ; anal lower than the soft

dorsal; soft dorsal and anal largely covered with small scales; pectoral

fin long, nearly equal to head. Color grayish-silvery, with light and dark

stripes aloug rows of scales, these sometimes obscure; fins unspotted;

body with faint dark crossbauds; back and sides with dark stripes

formed by dark spots along the rows of scales ; a large inky-black axillary

blotch, encroaching on the rays of the pectoral fin, a color mark by which
the species may be known at once. Length nearly a foot. Pacific coast

of Mexico; not rare, but known only from about Mazatlan and Guaymas.
{axillaris, from the black axillary spot.)

Pristipoma axiUare, Steindachner, Ichtli. Notizen, viii, 7, 1869, Mazatlan.

Pomadasis axillaris, Evebmann & Jenkins, Pi-oc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 151; Jordan &
Fesleb, I. c, 494; Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, 462, 1895.

* The specimens called elongatus by Jordan & Gilbert diifer somewhat from the elongatus
of Steindachner. Kenewed comparison of many examples leads us to the conclusion that
the specimens named leuciicus and elongatus are simply rather extreme forms of one
species.
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545. POMADASIS, Lacepede.

(Burros.)

Pomadasis, Lacepkde, Hist. Nat. Poias., iv, 516, 1803 (argenteus).

Let pristipomes, Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed. 1, 279, 1817 (Iiasta, etc.).

Pristipoma, Oken, Isis, 1817 (hasta).

Pristipoina, Cu\'iEK, Eegne Animal, Ed. 2, ii, 176, 1829 {hasta, etc.).

Phencus, Jordan & Evermann, Clieck-List, 387, 1896 (2)anamemis).

Phonciscus, Jordan & Evermann, Check-Li.st, 387, 1890 (crocro).

Body oblong, somewhat compressed, the back not mnch elevated ; mouth
rather small, terminal, low, the lips thin ; maxillary usually not extendino-

to opposite the eye, its tip not reaching the posterior edge of the broad

preorbital; premaxillaries protractile; teeth on jaws only, in villiform

bands, subequal, or the outer series in upper jaw more or less enlarged;

no red on the jaws; a central groove behind the symphysis of the lower

jaw; cheeks and opercles scaly; preopercle rather distinctly serrate, the

serra? below not turned forward; suprascapula serrate; scales large, those

above lateral line in series parallel with it; no small scales at base of

the others; soft dorsal and anal fins naked, or with a very few scales

at base; dorsal tin emarginate, the spines strong, 11 to 13 in number, the

soft rays 11 to 14; anal fin of 7 or 8 soft rays, short, with the second spine

always verj- strong; gill rakers feeble, few in number; caudal lunate,

forked. This genus is composed of small shore fishes, some of its repre-

sentatives being found iu most tropical seas. Several of the species enter

fresh waters, and perhaps belong to the bracki.sh- water fauna. Numerous
species are found on the west coast of Africa and about the Cape Verde

Islands, but so far as known none enters Euroiiean waters. {Tr&jiia, oper-

culum; da6vs, rough, hence more correctly written Pomadasys.)

Rhenchus CpeyKoq, or 'poyKo^, snoring, lience Ponchiis, Ponco, Poncadnr):

a. Teeth in both jaws in villiform bands, the outer series not at all enlarged; preo-

percle with weak serrature.s ; dorsal spines 12.

b. Third dorsal spine produced, much longer than the others, about halflength of

head; second anal spine somewhat shorter
;
profile con-vex ; scales nearly

smooth
;
pectoral fin very long, as long as head. Color silvery, lower flna

white; a distinct dark blotcli on opercle and a fainter one on sides below
spinous dorsal. Body rather robust. panamensis, 1699.

aa. Teeth in both jaws in villiform bands, those in the outer series in the upper jaw
more or less enlarged

;
preopercle sharply serrate ; caudal fin lunate or trun-

cate, the lobes short.

PRISTIPOMA (TrpiVrlJ?, saw; Tri/ua, operculum):

c. Dorsal spines XII; preorbital broad.

d. Mouth large, maxillary reaching to anterior third of eye, about 2j in

head.

e. Scales rather small, 8-56-20. Body elongate-elliptical, compressed,

somewhat elevated at nape; anterior profile straight from nape

to end of snout; snout produced, blunt, rounded; dorsal spines

low, the longest 2| in head ; second anal spine very long, Ij in

head; pectoral short, not reaching vent. Coloration uniform.

bayanus, 1700.

ee. Scales still smaller, 65 in a longitudinal series; body elongate; maxil-

lary extending a little beyond front of eye; anal spines strong,

the second three-fourths the depth of body. Color nearly plain
;

silvery below. PEODUCTUS, 1701.
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dd. Mouth small, the maxillary not reaching beyond anterior edge of orbit,

about 3J in head; pectorals long, IJ in head; scales large, 45 to 48.

Body ovate-elongate, compressed, considerably elevated at nape;

anterior profile straight or slightly concave from nape to point of

snout; snout sharp and pointed.

/. Eye 4i in head; dorsal fin very deeply notclied, the spines long

and strong, the longest about 2 in head ; second anal spine very

long and strong, about 2 in head; pectoral long, reaching a

little beyond the vent, about 3^ in body. Coloration dusky,

with a metallic luster above, lighter below ; back with about 4

dusky transverse bands extending to level of pectoral.

MACRACANTHUS, 1702.

/. Eye 3i in head; second anal spine more than half liead, longer

than fourth dorsal spine. Andrei, 1703.

Rhonciscus (diminutive of poyKO';, grunter)

:

cc. Dorsal spines XTII; preorbital narrow.

(/. Body nioderatel}- elongate, the depth 25 to 3 in length.

h. Snout pointed, 3-5 in head. Body elongate, compressed, the back

elevated, liigh at the nape, the anterior profile rather irregular

varying with age; a more or less distinct frontal depression

above eye in old specimens; mouth small, the maxillary

barely extending to the anterior edge of orbit; lower jaw
included; scales rather large, 6-54-16, those above the lateral

line parallel; dorsalfin moderately notched; second anal spine

very strong and long, reaching past tips of all tlie rays; pec-

toral short. Color rather plain, about 3 or 4 ill-defined longi-

tudinal dark stripes along f^ides, one from point of snout to

iiiiildlt' of l)asc of caudal. CROCRO, 1704.

Iih. Suiiut longer, moderately pointed, about 3 in head ; body elongate,

ovate, comjiressed, the back elevated, depth about 3 in lengtli

;

pectorals rather long, 1| in head; anterior profile steep and

convex over snout, depressed above eye, becoming slightly

convex at nape ; top of head with a slight dei)ressiou ; mouth
small, the maxillary barely reaching to the anterior edge

of eye; preorbital very narrow; eye very large, about 3 in

head; soft dorsal and anal sliglitly scaly at base; dorsalfin

only moderately notched, the soft part much shorter and

lower than the spinous portion; dorsal spines very high and

stout, fourth IJ in head; second anal spine very long and
strong, IJ in head; pectoral long; caudal slightly lunate.

Color uniformly silver-gray, the base of each scale slightly

darker. branicki, 1705.

g(j. P.ody very long and low, compressed, the back little elevated, the

depth about 3| in length
;
pectorals shortish, IJ in head. Second

anal spine very lung, IJ in head ; anterior profile irregular,

straightish over snout, slightly convex above eye, occiput con-

cave, convex at napo; mouth moderate; maxillary reaching to

front of pupil; teeth at angle of preopercle almost spiny; eye

largo ; base of soft dorsal and anal naked or .slightly scaly ; dorsal

fin only slightly notched, the soft part about half as long as spiny

portion; dorsal si)ines very strong ; .second anal spine very long,

reaching beyond tips of last rays. Color of body metallic grayish-

golden, with indistinct streaks ;iiid bands; belly lighter; fins

dusky. KAMOSUS, 1706.
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Subgenus RHENCUS, Jordan & Evermann.

1699. POMADASIS PANAMENSI.S* (Steindachner).

Head 2^ to 2^; depth 2f to 2i. D. XII, 13. A. Ill, 8; scales 7-48-12;
eye 4 in head; preorbital deep, about as broad as eye; interorbital 4f

;

maxillary 3. Body robust, somewhat compressed, the back elevated, the
anterior profile convex

; mouth ratlier large, oblique. Teeth in upper jaw
in broad villilorni bauds, the outer teeth not enlarged; lower jaw project-
ing; preopercle very weakly serrate; suprascapula nearly entire. Third
dorsal spine strong, considerably produced, much longer than the fourth,
and more than twice length of second, about i length of head; second
anal spine somewhat shorter, but strong, much larger and longer than
third, not reacliing tips of last ray when depressed; caudal lunate. Gill
rakers short and slender, 6+12; scales nearly smooth; pectoral lin very
long, falcate, as long as head. Color grayish silvery; young with 6 very
faint cross shades, one of these below spinous dorsal appearing as a round-
ish dark spot; lower fins white; a distinct dark blotch on opercle and a
fainter one on sides below spinous dorsal. Length 14 inches. Pacific
coast of tropical America; a well-marked species, common at both I'anama
and Mazatlan. (Name from Panama).

Pristipoma paname7ise, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, in, H, 1875, Panama.
Pomadasin panawensig, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 494.

Subgenus PRISTIPOMA, C'uvier.

1700. POMADASIS BAYAM'S, Jordan >i: Evermann, new species.

Head2J-; depth 3^ ;
scales 8-56-20 ; D. XII, 12; A. Ill, 7; eye 5 in head;

preorbital 6^ ; snout 3^ ; maxillary 2f ;
pectoral 5 in body ; 4th dorsal spine

2|; second anal spine 1|; soft dorsal 2^ in spinous. Body elongate-ellip-
tical, compressed, somewhat elevated at nape ; anteriorprofile straightfrom
nape to end of snout; snout pix>duced, blunt, rounded; preorbital broad,
not (iuite so wide as eye

;
preopercle and suprascapula coarsely serrated.

Mouth rather large, the maxillary reaching to anterior third of eye; teeth
ill upper jaw in villiform bands, those iu front of upper jaw more or less
enlarged, acute; dorsal fin deeply notched; dorsal spines low, the longest
about 2f in head; soft dorsal short, its base contained about 2^ times in
base of spinous portion; second anal spine very long and strong, about If
in head; soft dorsal an<l anal slightly scaly at base; pectoral short, not
reaching vent. Coloration uniform olivaceous above, silvery below; fins

plain. Pacific coast of Panama, probably always in fresli waters, the
known specimens all taken from the Kio Bayaiio, near Panama. Our type
and cotype, 30957, U. S. N. M., two specimens from Rio Bayauo, collected
by Captain John M. Dow.
PrisHpovia humile, Kner &• Steindachner, Sitsgber. Akad. Wiss. Miincb. 1SC3, 222,

Rio Bayano, near Panama ; name preoccupied by Pristipoiita hiimilis, BowDicn,
Fisbes of Madeira, 236, 1825.

Poviadasis humilis, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 492.

Tbis species is erroneously referred by Jordan & Fesler to the subgenus Pseudopris-
tipoma, Sauvage (Bull. Soc. Pbilom., IV, 220, 1880), of whicb tbe type is Pristipoma leu-
curiim, Cuvier & Valenciennes, from the Seychelles. Pseudopriitipoma seems to be a
vahd genus, closely allied to Amsvtremus, with which it agrees in form, but witli tlie
teeth all small and slender, the outer not at all enlarged.
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1701. POMADASIS PRODUCTUS (Poey).

Head 4 in total length with caudal; depth 4J; eye 4. D. XII, 12; A. Ill,

7; scales 65. Body elongate, maxillary extending a little beyond front of

eye; anal spines strong, the second f depth of body. Color nearly plain,

silvery below. (Poey.) Cuba; not seen by us; apparently closely allied

to P. hayamia. From P. ramosus it dift'ers, if the descriptions can be trusted,

in having but 12 dorsal spines, {prodtictus, produced, from the long snout.

)

Prislipoma productum, PoEY, Memorias, ll, 186, 1860, Havana.

Pomadasis productvs, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 493.

1702. POMADASIS MACRACANTHUS (Giiutlier).

(Bdrro.)

Head 2|; depth 2J; scales 6 or 7-48-14; D. XII, 13; A. Ill, 7; eye 4^ in

head; preorbital 4|; snout 2|; maxillary 3^^; pectoral 3^ in body; fourth

dorsal spine 2 in head ; second anal spine 2 ; longest dorsal ray 1^ in long-

est dorsal spine Body ovate-elongate, compressed, considerably elevated

at nape; anterior profile straight or slightly concave from nape to point of

snout; snout sharp and pointed; mouth small, the maxillary not reaching

to anterior edge of orbit, about 3*^ in h»'ad; anterior nostril with a Hap

which extends over posterior nostril; gill rakers about 7-f-15; scales large;

preopercle and suprascapula coarsely serrate; dorsal fin very deeply

notched; dorsal spines long and strong, the longest about 2 in head; soft

dorsal short, its base contained about 2,^, times in base of spinous portion
;

second aniil spine very long and strong, about 2 in head; soft dorsal and

anal each with a single row of a few scales behind each ray near the base;

pectoral long, reaching a little beyond the vent, about 3^ in body, 1^ in

head. Coloration dusky, with a metallic luster above, silvery below;

about 4 broad dusky transverse bands extending downward to level of

pectoral. Length 15 inches. Pacific coast of tropical America; very com-

mon; specimens examined by us from Panama, Mazatlan, Chiapas, and
Punta Arenas. It makes a loud snorelike noise when caught, very much
like the noise of the "burro" or donkey, (uaxpoi, long; anavQa, spine.)

Pristipoma macracanthum, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 146, Chiapas, Mexico.

Pomadasis inacracanthus, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 493 ; Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, 461.

1703. POMADASIS ANDREI (Sauvage).

Head 3; depth 3. I). XII, 12; A. Ill, 7; scales 45; eye equal to snout, 3i

in head; maxillary reaching to opposite front of eye; preopercle with

oblique margin. Second anal spine strong, longer than fourth dorsal

spine, more than i length of head; caudal truncate. Coloration uni-

form. Near to P. macracanlhus, but differing in having the eye larger, the

snout shorter, in the length of the maxillary and the second anal spine,

and in the absence of scales between the rays of the vertical fins. (Sau-

vage.) Not seen by us; a rather doubtful species. Rio Guayas, Ecuador,

near Guayaquil. (Named for its discoverer, M. Andre.)

PrisHpoma andrei, Sauvage, Bull. Sci. Philom. Paris, 7th sev., ni, 1879, 204, Rio Guayas,
Ecuador (Coll. Andre).
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Subgenus RHONCISCUS, Jordan & Evermann.

1704. POMADASIS CROCRO (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

Head 3; depth 2;} to 3^; eye 3^ to 5 in lie.ad. D. XIII, 11 or 12; A. Ill, 6

or 7; scales 6-54-lG
;
iireorhital 4 to 8; snout 2^ to 3j; maxillary 3 to 4;

pectoral 1/, to li; fourth dorsal spino 1* to 2:^; second anal spine li to 2;

soft dorsal 2 in spinous. Body elongate, compressed, the back elevated,

high at the nape, the anterior profile rather irregular, varying with age;

a more or less distinct frontal depression above eye in old specimens;
mouth small, the maxillary barely extending to the anterior edge of orbit;

lower jaw included; preopercle coarsely serrate, the teeth wide apart;

teeth small, the outer scarcely enlarged; scales rather large, those above
the lateral lino in parallel series; dorsal lin moderately notched; second
anal spine very strong and long, reaching past tips of all the rays; pecto-

ral short, caudal slightly lunate. Color rather plain, olivaceous, silvery

below, about 3 or 4 ill-detined longitudinal dark stripes along sides, one
from point of snout to middle of base of caudal. West Indies, Cuba to

Brazil; generally common on sandy coasts. The specimens examined by
us are from Cuba (type of Pristipoma ciiltriferum Poey, in the museum at

Cambridge), and from Sao Matheos, Itabapuana, and Cauuariveras, in

Brazil, {crocro, the vernacular name at Martinique.)

Pristipoma crocro, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 264, 1830, Martinique.
Pristiiwma cultnferum, Poey, Memorias, n, 185, 18G0, Havana. (Type in M. C. Z.)

Pomadasys approximans, Bean & Deesel, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 160, Jamaica.
(Type, No. 30062. Coll. Public Mus. Inst. Jamaica.)

Pomadasis crocro, Jordan &. Feslek, I. c, 493.

1705. POMADASIS BRAMCKI (Steindachner).

(BURKITO.)

Head 3; depth 3. D. XIII or XIV, 12; A. Ill, 7; scales 7-49-12; eye 3^

in head
;
preorbital 5i ; snout 3 ; maxillary 3f ;

pectoral 1^ ; fourth dorsal

spine li; second anal spine It; soft dorsal 2f in spinous. Body elongate-

ovate, compressed, the back elevated; pectorals rather long, 1^ in head;
anterior profile steep and convex over snout, depressed above eye, becom-
ing slightly convex at nape; snout long, moderately jjointed; top of head
with a slight depression; mouth small, the maxillary barely reaching to

the anterior edge of eye; preorbital very narrow; teeth arranged in nar-

row, thickly set bands, those in front a little broader; preopercle and
scapula strongly serrate, the serrie wide apart at angle; gill rakers short

and slender, about 6+11; soft dorsal and anal slightly scaly at base; dor-

sal fin only moderately notched, the soft part much shorter and lower

than the spinous portion ; dorsal spines very high and stout, the last spine

i longer than the next to the last; second anal spine very long and strong,

reaching past the longest rays, ^ longer than third spine; pectoral long,

not reaching past ventrals; caudal slightly lunate. Color uniformly sil-

ver-gray, the base of each scale slightly darker. Length 7 inches. Pacific

coast of tropical America, Mazatlau to Peru; generallj^ common on the

sandy coasts of tropical America on the Pacific side ; specimens seen by
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us from Mazatlan, Panama, Rio Zanatenco, and Chiapas. (A personal

name.

)

Pristipoma branicki, Steindachneu, Benkschr. kaiserl. Akad. Wiss. AVien, xil, 28, 1879,

Tumbez, Peru.

romadasis branicH, Jordan & J'eslkk, I. c, 49:! ; Johdan, Fishes of Sinaloa, 462, 1895.

1706. POMADASIS KAMOSUS (Poey).

Head 3 to 3A; depth 3^ to 3i. D. XIII, 11 or 12; A. Ill, fi or 7; scales

6-54-14; eye 3* in head; preorbital 5^ to 8; snout 3J; maxillary 3; pec-

toral li; fourth dorsal spine V^ to 2; second anal spine 1^; soft dorsal 2 in

spinous. Body very long and low, compressed, the back little elevated

;

anterior profile irregular, straigbtish over snout, slightly convex above

eye, occiput concave, convex at nape; mouth moderate, the maxillary

reaching to front of pupil; preopercle and scapula very coarsely serrated,

those at angle of preopercle almost spiny ; eye large ; base of soft dorsal

and anal naked or slightly scaly; dorsal fin only slightly notched, the

soft part about half as long as spiny iiortion; dorsal spines very strong;

second anal spine very long, reaching beyond tips of last rays; pectoral

short; caudal truncate. Color metallic griiyish-golden, silvery below,

with indistinct lengthwise streaks and bands; fins dusky. * Length one

foot. West Indies, south to Brazil ; not very common. (»-amos».s, branched,

the soft rays of the ventrals being much branched.)

Fristipoma ramosum, Poey, Memoriaa^ n, 186, 1860, Havana.

Pristipoma boncardi, Steindachnee, Ichth. Notizen, ix, 1, 1869, Gulf of Mexico.

Pomadasis ramosu.'f, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 494.

546. ORTHOPRISTIS, Giraid.

(PiGl'ISHES.)

Ort.hoprixtis, Gieard, TJ. S. Mex. Bouud. Survey, Zool., Fishes, 15, 1859 {dvpli'X- chryxop-

terus).

Pristocantharus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci.Phila. 1862, 256 (cantharhws).

Evapristis, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List, 388, 1896 (lethoprutis).

Body moderately elongate, compressed, the back arched ; head com-

pressed, the snout usually long; mouth rather small, ]daced low; teeth

in jaws in villiform bands, the outer teeth above somewhat enlarged; eye

moderate; i)reoi)ercle with its vertical limb straight, finely serrate or

entire
;

gill rakers rather long and slender; dorsal spines rather slender, 12

or 13 in number, the fin usually not much notched ; soft dorsal long and low,

usually with 15 or 16 rays, the membranes usually naked ; anal spines small

;

caudal lunate. Scales rather small, those above lateral line arranged in

series not parallel with it; usually no smaller accessory scales at base of

the larger ones. This genus contains a considerable number of species

differing from Pomadasis in the long anal fin, the smaller scales, and in the

less development of the dorsal spines. Nearly all the species are Ameri-

* Of this species we have examined a specimen 6 inches long (418, M. C. Z.) from Haiti.
A number of specimens in the Museum of Comparative Zoology agree with this one,
except that the anal spine is shorter, 2 in head ; they are 10615, M. C. Z., Sao Matheos, the
largest a foot in length, and 2421, M. C. Z., from Kio Una. Pristipoma bovcardi. Steiu-
dachner seems to us identical with the specimen from Haiti. It is probable that thi» ia

the same as P. ramosus Poey, but the description of Poey is not very full.
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can. {opOoi, straight; Ttpi(5ri%, used for itpidzrii, a saw, iu reference to
the straight, evenly serrated preopercle.)

Ohthopeistis :

a. Soft dorsal and anal scaleless
;
preopercle more or less serrate behind ; mouth small

temporal crest, which ari.ses from behind the eye, very low and 'inconspicuous'
the upper edge below base of the higli supraoccipifal crest, which originates over
the pupil.

h. Lcales small, in 80 to 95 series; color plain, depth 3 in length; pectorals IJ in
head; preorbital rather broad, 3t in head; second anal spine as lon<>- as third

„ ^
3J in head.

forbesi, ITOt'.
lb. Scales larger, m 55 to 65 oblique series; preorbital broad, k-ss than 5 in head;

second anal spine about as stout as third, more than 3 in head, not as long
as first ray

; scales small; anterior profile not concave.
c. Anal III, 10 or 11 ; snout short and sharp, more than 3 in head ; eye large,

about 4 in head. Form and general appearance of O. chrysoptcnJ;
body oblong, compressed, the back elevated, the profile steep and
nearly straight, convex at the nape; preopercle finely and sharply
serrate

;
teeth small, outer above a little enlarged.

d. Jaws unequal, the lower included; soft dorsal with 15 rays; .scales
8-52-15; pectoral short, If in head; eacli scale with a bronze spot.

, , ^ KEDDINGI, 1708.
dd. Jaws subequal

;
soft dor8all5 or 16 ; scales small, 9-58-18; gill rakers

very short and small, x+\2; pectoral falcate, long, equal to
head; maxillary scarcely reaching eye. Outline of dorsal
straight; spines low and slender; anal spines graduated; caudal
moderately forked, upper lobe the longer. Color pale gray

; pale
chalky-bluish streaks along the edges of the rows of scales; a
pale streak below base of dorsal; fins rather pale, the soft dorsal
mottled with darker. chalceus, 1709

cc. Anal UI, 12 or 13; snout long and sharp, less than 3 in head; jaws
equal; maxillary not reaching to eye; preopercle very slightly serrate
above, the serr* blunt, obsolete below; gill rakers short and slender
.r-Fl2; scales small; the crown, cheeks and pieces of the gill cover
covered with small scales

; snout in advance of the nostrils ; suborbitals
and lower jaw naked

; dorsal and anal spines inclosed in a deep scaly
sheath. Outline of dorsal slightly notched; anal rather high; pec-
toral shortish ; caudal well forked.

e. Second anal .spine shorter than third, more than 5 times in head.
/. Body ovateelliptical, much elevated at shoulders, depth less

than 3 in body; scales comparatively small, 10-60-19; rays of
soft dorsal 16. Color metallic brownish-olive above, changing
to yellowish on belly; indistinct golden streaks along "ows
of scales; yellowish and bluish blotches on fin membranes.

CHRYSOPTERU.S, 1710.
ff. Body elongat* elliptical, slightly elevated at shoulders; depth

^ in body; scales comparatively large, 8-00-16; dorsal rays
15. Color metallic grayish-blue above, yellowish below;
faint lighter .streaks following the rows of .scales; blotches
on the fin membranes. poeyi 1711

cc. Second anal spine about as long as third, less thai 5 times in head;
mouth small, maxillary 4 in head; snout short, 2J in head';
spinous dorsal high, 2i in head. Body oblong, the back elevated

\

the profile convex at the nape, depressed above eye, thence per-
fectly straight to the tip of snout. Color brownish-gray above,
soiled silvery below; upper parts with 8 diflfuso cross bands as
wide as the interspaces, extending to below middle of sides;
membrane of opercle daik, some dark streaks following rows of
scales; dorsal with some dull orange and some pale round
^P°*^- CANTHAEINUS, 1712.
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EVAPRISTIS (eu, well; tt, without, jrpt'o-Tijs, saw)

:

aa. Soft dorsal and anal with a row of small scales on the membrane behind each ray.

Preopercle entire; preorbital broad, 4J in head; mouth rathtr hirge.

g. Body rather elongate, in form intermediate between brevipinnis and chalceut;

back elevated and compressed, especially anteriorly; profile regularly

rounded; maxillary not reaching to opposite front of eye; gill rakers

moderate, x+li; snout long, moderately sharp; jaws subequal; scales

large ; some series of scales on soft dorsal and anal, a row close behind each

ray. Dorsal fin rather deeply notched; spines low and slender; anal

spines graduated; pectoral falcate, rather long; caudal deeply forked

Color dark gray, not silvery ; center of each scale dark, these spots form-

ing continuous streaks along the rows of scales; those below the lateral

line rather less distinct; fins rather dark; opercular membrane and axil

dusky. LETHOPRISTIS, 1713.

Subgenus ORTHOPRISTIS, Girard.

1707. ORTHOPKISTIS FOBBESI, Jordan & Starks.

Head 3^; depth 3. D. XII or XIII, 15; A. Ill, 11; scales 9-80 to 85-20;

snout 2^
;
maxillary 3A; orbit 4^; longest dorsal spine 2^; second anal

spine 'Si; pectoral 1^; veutrals 1^^; upper caudal lobe 1^. Body oblong,

compressed, the prolile gently curved to dorsal. Head moderate, the jaws

subequal; teeth small, the outer a little enlarged; maxillary extending to

the vertical from posterior nostril; chin with median pit; interorbital

convex, its width about ecinal to orbit ; vertical limb of preopercle slightly

convex, tiiiely serrated; gill ralcers short, about 8
-f- 14;= 22; preorbital

moderate, 3| in head, 3 in its least width. Snout, maxillary, and lower

jaw naked; scales on head small and crowded. Dorsal low, the longest

ray about 1^ in the longest spine ; second anal spine not longer than third,

but slightly stouter, about half as long as longest ray
;
pectorals moder-

ate, reaching past tips of ventrals, but not to vent; upper lobe of caudal

the longer; second anal spine moderate, about as long as third. Color in

si^irits, dark brown above with bluish redectious; all fins dusky except

pectorals; caudal edged with light; membrane of opercle dark; jireoper-

cle with some dark spots. Described from two specimens, each about a

foot long, from Albemarle Island, one of the Galapagos. (Named for Dr.

Stephen Alfred Forbes, of the University of Illinois, in recognition of his

work on the Percidw.

)

Orthopristisforbesi, Joeuan &, Starks, in Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus. 1896 (1897), 443,

Albemarle Island, Galapagos Archipelago. (Type, No. 47574, TT. S. N. M. Coll.

Albatrosg.)

170S. OUTHOPUISTIS BEDDIXGI, Jordan .t Kichardson.

Head 3J^
; depth 3. D. XII, 15 ; A. Ill, 10 ; scales 8-52-15, 53 pores. Eye

il in head; maxillary 3^; preorbital 4^ in snout; pectoral 1^ in head;

longest dorsal spine 2^; longest soft ray 3? ; second anal spine 4|; ven-

tral If; upper caudal lobe 1^; base of soft dorsal in spinous If. Body
oblong, the back not much elevated; the anterior protile straightish,

slightly depressed above the eye; mouth small, low, the maxillary reach-

ing to opposite the nostril; teeth subequal, in broad bands; lower jaw
included; nostrils both oblong, the anterior the larger; eye rather large,
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about as wide as the broad preorbital
;
preopercle very finely serrated on

its posterior margin only, the serrations very wealc; gill rakers short and
small, about 12 ; scales moderate, the rows above lateral line very oblique,

those below nearly horizontal, the series from the scapular scale reaching

middle of spinous dorsal. Spinous dorsal moderate, not deeply notched,

the median spines injured in youth in the type specimen; soft dorsal low,

free from scales; anal spines low, the second a little longer than third;

soft rays scaleless; caudal lunate, tlie lobes unequal, the upper longer

than lower, which is more obtnse; ventrals rather long, inserted jnst

behind axil of pectoral; pectoral rather short, not quite reaching tips of

ventrals. Color pearl j^ grf^Y) darker above; each scale of back and sides

with a bright bronze spot behind its center, these forming nearly contin-

uous streaks along the rows of scales, running upward and backward
anteriorly and nearly horizontally on sides, where they are more or less

interrupted or transposed; head plain giay ; dorsal with some streaks and
clouds; outer fins plain; ventrals somewhat dusky. Gulf of California;

one specimen 8f inches long from La Paz. This species is very closely

allied to tlie Brazilian species, Orthopristis ruber (Cuvier & Valenciennes),

bnt has the body a little more slender and the head larger. (Named in

honor of Hon. Benjamin B. Redding, first fish commissioner of California,

a man deeply interested in scientific research, to whom Mr. Richardson

has been indebted for many favors in his former capacity of superin-

tendent of the California Fish Hatching Station at Sisson.)

Orthopristis reddingi, Jordan & Richardson in Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc.

Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 509, pi. 41, La Paz, California. (Type, No. 3458, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.
Coll. Hopkina expedition to Mazatlan.)

1709. OBTHOPBISTIS ( HAl.CEUS (Giiutlier).

Head 3i; depth 2|. D. XII or XIII, 15 or 16; A. Ill, 10 or 11; scales

9-58-18 ; maxillary 3^ ; eye 4| in head
;
preorbital 4^ ;

pectoral 1J ; snout 2|

;

spinous dorsal 2^; second anal spine 4 ; longest anal ray 2|; base soft dorsal

in spinous IJ. Body oblong, compressed, the profile steep and straight, con-

vex at nape. .laws subequal ; teeth small, the outer above a little enlarged
;

preopercle finely and sharply serrate; gill rakers very short and small,

7-|-12; pectoral falcate, shorter than head; maxillary scarcely reaching to

eye. Outline of dorsal straight, no notch; spines low and slender; soft

dorsal low and equal; anal rather higher and shorter, the spines gradu-
ated, edge of fin convex; caudal moderately forked, the upper lobe

longer. Color paler than in related species; pale chalky bluish streaks

along the edges of the rows of scales; a pale streak below base of dorsal;

fins rather pale, the soft dorsal mottled with darker; young specimens

with the body crossed by broad dift'use dusk5^ cross bands. Length 18

inches. Pacific coast of tropical America, not uncommon, from Cape San
Lucas to the Galapagos; specimens examined by us from Mazatlan, Pan-
ama, the Gulf of California, and Chatham, Charles, and Albermarle islands,

in the Galapagos, {chalceus, brassy.)

3030 7
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Pristipoma chalceum, Gunthee, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 146, Panama.

Pristipoma kjieri, Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen, viii, 3, 1869, Mazatlan.

Orthopristis chalceus, Evermann & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 149; Jordan &.

Fesler, t. c.,499; Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, 463, 1895.

1710. ORTHOPRISTIS CHRYSOPTEUUS (Linuspus).

(PiGFisH; Sailor's Choice; Hogfish.)

Head 3i ; depth 2|. D. XII or XIII, 16 ; A. Ill, 12 or 13 ; scales 10-60-19

;

maxillary 3^; eye.5 iu head; preorbital 3^ ;
jiectorall^; snout 2;J; highest

dorsal spine 2|; second anal spine ^)i; longest anal ray 3; base soft dorsal

in spinous IJ. Body ovate-elliptical, somewhat elevated at shoulders, con-

siderably compressed. Snout long and sharp, jaws equal, each with a

narrow band of slender teeth, the outer above a little larger; maxillary

not reaching to eye; preopercle very slightly serrate above, the serrte

blunt, obsolete below; gill rakers short and slender, 7 + 12. The crown,

cheeks, and pieces of the gill cover covered with small scales; snout in

advance of the nostrils, suborbitals, and lower jaw naked; dorsal and

anal spines inclosed in a deep scaly sheath, the soft rays naked. Outline

of dorsal very slightly notched; anal rather high, second anal spine

shorter than third; Electoral shortish, reaching past tips of ventrals;

caudal well forked, the upper lobe the longer. Pyloric coeca 6. Color in

life, light blue above, shading gradually into silvery below; preorbital

and snout of a clear sky-blue; a dash of blue on each side of upper lip;

each scale on body with a blue center, the edge with a bronze spot, these

forming on back and sides very distinct orange-brown stripes along the

rows of scales, those above the lateral line extending obliquely upward
and backward, those below being nearly horizontal; snout with bronze

spots; 1 or 2 cross lines connecting front of orbits; 2 or 3 oblique lines on

preorbital, besides numerous bronze spots larger than those on the body;

preorbital also with dusky shades, one of which extends on upper lip

;

cheeks and opercles with distinct bronze spots, larger than those on
body; inside of mouth pale; inside of gill cavity tinged with golden;

dorsal translucent, with about 3 bronze longitudinal shades, composed of

spots, those of soft dorsal most distinctly spot-like; edge of fin dusky;
caudal plain, yellowish at base, dusky toward the tip ; anal whitish, its

edge dusky, its base shaded with bronze; pectorals and ventrals yellow-

ish, the latter darker at tip. Fresh specimens show no trace of vertical

bands. In examples preserved in alcohol the yellowish and blue mark-
ings gradually disappear and dark cross shades become apparent. A
specimen ,5 years in alcohol shows the following coloration: Silver-gray,

with faint streaks along the rows of scales; a distinct narrow dusky band
from front of spinous dorsal through base of pectorals; behind this 7 or 8

cloudy, obscure bands, alternately broad and narrow; a horizontal dusky
shade behind eye; spinous dorsal with a faint medium pale shade; soft

dorsal with 3 rows of faint spots ; other fins nearly plain. Length 12 to 15

inches. South Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States; a common
and valued food-fish, abundant along the sandy shores of the eastern
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United States from Lonj^ Isliiud to the moutli of the Rio Grande. (jpucJo?,

gold; TtTspov, fin.)

Perca chrysoptera, Linn^us, Sj'st. Nat., Ed. xii, 485, 1766, Charleston.

Labrus fulvomaculatus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. T. 1814, 406, New York.
Pfistipoma fasciatum, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Toiss., v, 285, 1830, New

York; young.

Oithopristis duplex, Giraed, IT. 3. Mex. Bound. Survey, Zool., Fishes, 15, pi. D, figs. 1 1o 4,

1859, Indianola and Brazos Santiago, Texas. (Coll. Clark and Wiirdemann.)
PHstipoma fulvomaculatuiii, GC'NTHER, Cat., I, 301.

Orthopristis chrysoptervs, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 499.

1711. OUTHOPRISTIS POEYI, Scudder.

Head 3^; depth 3f. D. XII, 15; A. Ill, 12; scales 8-60-16; maxillary

3i in head; eye 5; preorbital 3|; pectoral 1:^; snout 21; si)inous dorsal 3;

second anal spine 5j; longest anal I'ay 3; base soft dorsal in spinous l].

Body elongate-elliptical, slightly elevated at shoulders, rather more
slender than in O. chrysopterus; scales comparatively large. Color metallic-

grayish blue above, yellowish below ; faint lighter streaks following the

rows of scales; blotches on fin membranes. West Indies; not rare at

Havana; not seen elsewhere. The sjiecies is very close to Orthopristis

chrysopterns, but the body is more slender and the scales are rather larger.

(Named for Professor Felipe Poey, for many years the naturalist of the

University of Havana.)

Orthopristis poeyi (Scudder MS.) Poet, Synopsis, 312, 1868, Havana.
Orthopristis poeyi, Jordan & Feslek, I. c.,500.

1712. OKTHOPUISTIS (AXTHAKIXUS (Jenyns).

Head 3i; depth 2f. D. XII or XIII, 15 or 16; A. Ill, 12; scales 9-60-18

;

maxillary 4 in head; eye 4|; preorbital 4; pectoral 1; snout 29; spinous
dorsal 2i; second anal spine 4; longest anal ray 2*; base soft dorsal in

spinous li. Body oblong, the back elevated, less so than in O. chalceiis,

the profile convex at the nape, depressed above eye, thence perfectly

straight to tip of snout. Jaws equal, each Avith a narrow band of slender

teeth, the outer above slightly enlarged; snout rather short, sharp; eye
small; preorbital broad; maxillary not reaching to eye; preopercle very
slightly serrate above, the serr.-e blunt, obsolete below; gill rakers short

and slender, j--(-12. Scales sm,ill; the crown, cheeks, and pieces of the
gill cover covered with small scales; snout in advance of the nostrils;

suborbitals and lower jaw naked; dorsal and anal spines inclosed in a
deep scaly sheath. Outline of dorsal slightly notched ; anal rather high

;

pectoral shortish; caudal well forked; second anal spine about as long as

third. Color brownish-grayish above, soiled silvery below; upper parts
with eight diffuse crossbands, as wide as the inter spaces, extending to

below middle of sides; membrane of opercle dark, some dark streaks fol-

lowing rows of scales; dorsal with some dull orange and some pale round
spots, as in Orthopristis chrysopterns. Length, a foot. Galapagos Islands.

The above description from two examples, each about a foot long (4648,

M. C. Z. ), from the Galapagos Islands. The scanty descrii^tion of Hccmulon
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modestum, said to be rare on the whole coast of Peru, seems to belong to

this species. (From Cantharus {= Spondylisoma) , a genus of sparoid fishes,

which this species remotely resembles.)

Pristipoma cantharimim, Jentns, Voyage Beagle, Fishes, 49, 1842, Galapagos Islands.

(Coll. Charles Darwin.)
* Hcemulon modestum, TscHCDi. Fauna Peruana, 11, 1844, Peru.

OrthoprisHs cantharinus, Jordan & Fesleb, I. c, 500.

Subgenus EVAPRISTIS, Jordan & Everniann.

1713. ORTHOPRISTIS LETHOPRISTIS, Jordan & Fesler.

Head 3i ; depth .S. D. XII, 14 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 8-65-15 ; maxillary 3 in

head; eye 4|; preorbital 3| ; pectoral l{i„ ; snout 2i; spinous dorsal 2*

;

second anal spine 6^; longest anal ray 3^; base soft dorsal in spinous 1|.

Body rather elongate, in form intermediate between Isaviella hrevlpinniH

and O. chalceus; back elevated and compressed, especially anteriorly,

profile regularly rounded; mouth larger than in any other species of

Orthopi'istis; maxillarj^ shorter than snout; jaws subequal; teeth small,

the outer above longer, slender and close set; maxillary not reaching to

opposite front of eye; gill rakers of moderate length, a little shorter than

pujiil, X-f-l-l; snout long, moderately sharp; eye moderate; preorbital

broad; preopercle strictly entire; series of scales on soft dorsal and anal,

a row close behind each ray, as in Jsaciella; scales of body without acces-

sory scales. Dorsal fin rather deeply notched, spines low and slender;

soft dorsal low, highest toward the front; anal long and rather low, with

straight free border; anal spines graduated, the third scarcely half height

of first ray; pectoral falcate, rather long; caudal deeply forked. Color

dark gray, not silvery; center of each scale dark, these spots forming con-

tinuous streaks along the rows of scales, those below the lateral line rather

less distinct; fins rather dark; opercular membrane and axil dusky. Gala-

jiagos Archipelago; known only from the original type (26917, M. C. Z.),

15 inches long, from the Galapagos Islands. {Xrf)of.iai, to forget ; 7rpidri<;,

used for Ttpi6tr]<;, a saw; iu reference to the entire preopercle.)

Orthoprigtis lethopristis, Jordan & Fesler, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1889, 36, Galapagos
Islands ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 500.

547. ISACIELLA, Jordan & Fesler.

Imciella, Jordan &, Fesler, Review of the Sparoid Fishes of America and Europe, 497,

1893 (brevipinnis).

This genus is close to Orthopristis, from which it difi'ers chiefly in the

presence of small accessory scales at the base of the scales of the body.
The form is somewhat peculiar, approaching that of Microlepidotiis; the

fins are very low and the soft dorsal and anal are scaly. One species

known. (Diminutive of Tsacia, a related genus which has no groove at

the chin; Isacia is froifl+he Japanese name Isaki.)

* Head 3| in total ; depth 4. D. XIII, 10; A. Ill, 13 ; maxillary not quite reaching eye

;

second anal spine longer and thicker than third. Klackish gray, paler below. Entire
coast ot Peru. Scarce. Length 11 inches. (Tschudi.)
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1714, ISACIELLA BREVIPINNIS (Steindachner).

Head 3| ;
depth 3. D. XIII, 16 ; A. Ill, 12 or 13 ; .scales 10-65-20 ; maxillary

3i in head; eye 4^; preorbital 6^ ;
pectoral 1; snout 3,i: spinous dorsal

2^ ;
second anal spine o\

;
longest anal ray 3| ; base of soft dorsal in base of

spinous dorsal \\. Preopercle weakly serrate
;
preorbital very narrow, &\

in head
; mouth small, maxillary longer than snout. Body rather fusiform,

somewhat compressed, the back elevated, anterior profile steep, convex-
mouth with narrow l>and8 of brush-like teeth, the outer above slender'
close set and a little enlarged; maxillary reaching to anterior edge of eye;
gill rakers short and slender, j- + 16 ; snout short, blunt ; eye large ; lower
jaw included. Scales small, extending from preorbital to fork of caudal,
covering bases of pectorals, ventrals, soft dorsal, and anal; base of each
scale at base of trunk and posterior part of head covered with minute
accessory scales ; a series of small scales on the membrane behind each
ray; dorsal and anal tins in a low scaly sheath; dorsal fin slightly
notched, last spine \\ in first soft ray; spinous dorsal low, spines slender;
soft dorsal and anal very low, third anal spine longest; pectoral sharp,
falcate, as long as head; caudal long, deeply forked. Color light bluish-
gray, with brownish-gray stripes following the rows of scales. Pacific
coast of Mexico ; rather rare. This species and the preceding form a transi-

tion from Microlepidotiis to typical Orthoprisiis. {brevis, short; jMwna, fin,

from the low dorsal and anal.)

Pristipoma hrevipinne, Steindacfineb, Ichth. Notizeii, vni, 10, 1869,MazatIan.
Orthopristis hrevipinnis, Joudan & Fesler, I. c, 500; Joedan, Fishes of Siualoa, 463, 1895.

548. MICROLEPIDOTUS, Gill.

Microlepidotus, (Jill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sti. Pliila. 1862, 256 (inornatus).

This genus is near Orthopristis, diftering chiefiy in the elongate form,
very small scales, increased number (14) of dorsal spines, and deeply
notched tins, the dorsal aud anal being scaleless. The skull is very broad
and rounded, the interorbital width greater than length of snout; the
temporal crest rises above the pupil and is high, more than half the
height of the supraoccipital crest, which rises above front of pupil. One
species known. (/«Kpo5, small; AeTT/Scoro?, scaled).

1715. MICROLEPIDOTUS INORXATl'S, Gill.

(JOPATOK.)

Head 3* ; depth 3J. D. XIV, 15 ; A. Ill, 12 ; scales 9-80-20 ; maxillary 3^
in head ; eye 4f ;

preorbital 7| ;
pectoral 1 ^ ; snout 3^ ; spinous dorsal 2^

;

second anal spine 6; longest anal ray 3|; base soft dorsal in spinous 1+.

Body elliptical elongate, slightly compressed, the back moderately elevated,

profile convex from najje to snout; mouth hu-ge, with numerous bristly

teeth, curved inward, larger in front; maxillary reaching to anterior edge
of eye; interorbital space very broad

;
preorbital very narrow; jaws sube-

qual
;
preopercle sharply serrate

;
gill rakers short, 8 -f 17 ; snout bluntish,

equal to maxillary; eye very large. Scales very small, extending from
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nostril to fork of caudal, covering base of pectoral and Aentrals; dorsal

and anal fins included in a deep, scaly sheath which runs out to the tips

of last rays; scales on dorsal and anal rays only visible by the aid of a

lens; scales of body without accessory scales. Dorsal fin deeply notched,

last spine 1^ in first ray; spinous dorsal high, spines slender; soft dorsal

very low and long; anal slightly higher than soft dorsal, secoud spine

longest; pectoral sharp, falcate; caudal sharp. Color bluish-gray, with

lighter longitudinal streaks of bright bronze; upper fins with golden;

caudal partly dusky; preorbital with vertically oblong spots. Length 18

inches. Gulf of California, rather rare, about rocky islands; specimens

examined by us from Cape San Lucas, Guaymas, La Paz, and Mazatlan.

{inornatus, not adorned.)

Microlepidotus inornatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1862, 256, Cape San Lucas
(Coll. Xautus) ; Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, 463, 1805.

Orthopristis inornatus, EVERMANN & Jenkins, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus. 1891, 148; Jordan &.

Fesler, I. c, 501.

549. GENYATREMUS, Gill.

Genyatrernus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1862, 256 (cavifrons).

This genus resembles Anisotremus in most external respects, but there is

no central pore or groove at the chin. In this respect it agrees with

Plectorhynchus, Parapristipoma, and Isacia, groups not represented within

our limits; the species without this groove belonging chiefly to the Old

World. One species known, a robust fish with strong spines and a convex

profile; soft dorsal and anal scaleless. (;K£'''f?, chin; d, privative; rp)Jua,

aperture.

)

1716. GENYATREMUS LIJTEUS (Blocli).

Head 3j ; depth 2^. D. XIII, 12 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 11-52-19. Body ovate,

compressed, the back much elevated, the depth a little less than half body
;

anterior profile evenly convex at nape, gradually becoming concave to

frout of eye, where it rapidly descends straightish to point of snout;

interorbital area flat, about equal to eye; occipital crest arising opposite

middle of pupil, its base rising on the highly arched frontals considerably

above toj) of the low temporal crest. Head small ; snout blunt and short;

mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching past anterior edge of orbit ; ante-

rior nostril oblong, much larger than posterior; preorbital very narrow,

about i as wide as eye; eye large, 3 in head; preopercle strongly serrate

on angle, the serriu gradually becoming weaker on both limbs; gill rakers

weak, about 7 below angle, besides rudiments. Dorsal fin high, the fifth

spine longest, the last spine slightly longer than the preceding one and
about I as long as the first ray ; anal fin lower than soft dorsal, the second

spine longer and stronger than third
;
pectorals short; caudal subtruncate.

Scales small, not paralh^l with lateral line, arranged obliqui-ly above and
horizontally below, largest below th(^ lateral line; vertical fins scaleless;

scapular scale very evident, about three times as long as broad; lateral

line not following outline of back, wavy below the soft dorsal. Color in

spirits uniform golden, with numerous longitudinal stripes of a brighter
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color following the rows of scales below the lateral line. Lesser Antilles

to Brazil; not rare on sandy coasts. It has not been found in Cuba.

(Jiiteiis, yellow.)

Lutiamis luteus. Block, Ichthyologia, pi. 247, 1793, Martinique; on a drawing by

Plumiee.

Grammistes hepatus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 187, 1801; after Block.

Diagramma cavifrons, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hisr. Nat. Poiss., v, 290, pi. 123, 1830,

Rio Janeiro.

rPristipoma serrula, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hi.st. Nat. Poiss., v, 272, Martinique.

? Pristipoma auraUim, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss.,v, 272, Martinique.

Qenyatremiis luteua, Jordan & Fesleb, I. c, 504.

Family CLI. SPARID^.

(The Pokgies.)

Body oblong, or more or less elevated, covered with rather large, adher-

ent scales, which are never truly ctenoid. Lateral line Avell developed,

concurrent with the back, not extending on caudal fin. Head large, the

crests on the skull usually largely developed. No suborbital stay. Mouth
small, terminal, low, and horizontal. Premaxillaries little protractile;

maxillary short, peculiar in form and in articulation, without supple-

mental bone, for most of its length slipping under the edge of the preor-

bital, which forms a more or less distinct sheath
;
preorbital usually broad

;

teeth strong, those in front of jaws conical, incisior-like or molar; lateral

teeth of jaws always blunt and molar; no teeth on vomer or palatines;

posterior nostril largest, usually more or less oblong or slit-like; lower

pharyngeals separate; gills 4, a large slit behind the fourth; pseudo-

branchiiB large; gill rakers moderate; gill membranes separate, free from

the isthmus; pieopercle entire or serrulate ; opercle without spines; sides

of head usually scaly; dorsal fin single, continuous, or deeply notched,

the spines usually strong, dopressible in a groove; spines heteracanthous,

that is, alternating, the one stronger on the right side, the other on the

left, the spines 10 to 13 in number; anal fin rather short, similar to the

soft dorsal, and with 3 spines; ventral fins thoracic, the rays I, 5, with a

more or less distinct scale-like appendage at base ; caudal fin usually more

or less concave behind ; air bladder present, usually simple
;
pyloric ctcca

few; vertebne usually 10+ 14= 24; intestinal canal short. Carnivorous

shore fishes of the tropical seas, especially abundant in the Mediterranean,

Red Sea, and West Indies. Genera about 12, species about 90, most of

them much valued as food. {Sjmridw, Sanjina, and I'ayrina, Giinther,

Cat. Fishes, i, 437-483.)

Sparin,*: :

a. Teeth in front of jaws conical or incisior-like, not molar; dorsal tin continuous; pos-

terior nostril oblong; preopercle entire.

h. Second interliajmal bono enlarged, hollowed anteriorly, or pen-shaped, receiving

the posterior end of the air bladder in its anterior groove; posterior nostril

slit-like ; cheeks scaly.

c. Front teeth narrow, compressed, forming lanceolate incisors; the first spine

bearing interneural with an antrorso spine; temporal crest ob.solete;
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lateral crest nowhere coalescing with the supraoccipital crest; inter-

orbital area flattiah, with two low ridges ; a small foramen in each of

these above front of pupil ; interorbital area much contracted anteri-

orly; a strongly projecting prefrontal process, which makes an acute

angle with the supraorbital.

d. Frontal bones partly porous and gibbous; antrorse dorsal spine at-

tached directly to the interneural; (third dorsal spine very long,

longer than head). Otrynter, 550.

dd. Frontal bones not gibbous nor porous; antrorse dorsal spine attached

to the interneural by a long process or spur; (third dorsal spine

about half head). Stenotomus, 551.

cc. Front teeth conical or canine-like ; first spine-bearing interneural without

antrorse spine; temporal crest very thin and high, joining the lateral

crest which forms part of the margin of orbit above middle of eye,

both crests coalescing with the supraoccipital in the cavernous anterior

part of the interorbital area; interorbital area somewhat contracted

anteriorly; prefrontal process very strong, making an obtuse angle

with the sujjraorbital, this process forming a conspicuous knob above

tlie long posterior nostril. Calamtts, 552.

66. Second interbsemal spine normal, not "pen-shaped;" cheeks scaly.

e. Front teeth conic, not compressed ; no incisors ; occipital crest coalescent

with the temporal crests; no antrorse spine on first interneural; dorsal

spines usually 11 to 13.

/. Anterior teeth in both jaws strong, decidedly canine-like; body more
or less deep and compressed. Sparus, 553.

ee. Front teeth incisor-like ; no canines.

(/. Incisors broad ; molars in 2 to 4 series in each jaw.

h. First spine-bearing interneural witli an antrorse spine in front.

i. Supraoccipital and temporal crests nowhere coalescent, the
interorbital area not swollen; frontal bone in the inter-

orbital area thin, concave in transverse section; tem-
poral crest low, separated from supraoccipital crest by
a flattish area which extends forward on each side of

supraoccipital crest and to groove of premaxillary

spines. (Incisors conspicuously notched.)

Lagodon, 554.

a. Supraoccipital and temporal crests coalescent anteriorly,

both disappearing in the gibbous interorbital area;

frontal bone between eyes transversely convex and
more or less honeycombed; temporal crest separated

from occipital crest by an excavated area bounded
anteriorly by the lateral crest, which merges into the

supraoccipital above the eye. (Incisors entire or with
a shallow notch.) Archosargus, 555.

hh. First spine-bearing interneural without antrorse spine above

;

skull essentially as in Archosargus, the frontal bone more
cavernous. Diplodus, 556.

550. OTRYNTER, Jordan & Evermann.

(Dekp-Watku Pokgies.)

Otrynter, Jordan &, Evermann, Check-List, 388, 1396 (caprhivs).

This genus is allied to Calamus and Stenotomus, differing from the former
in its incisor-like front teeth, and from the latter in the structure of the
skull. Temporal crest rudimentary, persisting in a swelling of the hasal
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portion of the supraoccipital. Supraoccipital crest making a sharp angle
over the eye, with a porous, gibbous portion of the frontal boues. Inter-

hiL'uial spiue having the peculiar structure seen in Calamus. Antrorse
spine before dorsal attached directly to the fourth interneural, no down-
ward process being evident. One species, found in rather deep water.

(6rpvvri}p,one who stirs up or whips, from orpvvoo, to stir; from the long
spine.)

1717. OTRTNTER CAPRINUS (Bean).

Head 3J;
; depth 2. D. XII, 12 ; A. Ill, 12 ; scales 5-50-15. Body subovato,

the back anteriorly much elevated, the depth about half the length to base
of caudal ; anterior profile steep and straightish, convex on nape and above
eye; temporal crest rudi'mentaiy, jiersisting in a swelling on the basal por-

tion of tlie supraoccipital bone; supraoccipital crest making a sharp angle

over eye with a porous, gibbons portion of the frontiil bones; snout short,

about 2 in head ; eye large, a little less than width of preorbital, about 3^

in head; anterior teeth of jaws small, in close-set band, the outer series a
little enlarged, compressed, and lanceolate, much as in Sfe)totomus chrysops;

molars in two rows; dorsal spines very broad and flat; scales on the ante-

rior part of body much enlarged; anterior row of scales on cheek much
enlarged, extending to level of pupil, about 12 scales in the first series;

scaly sheath at base of soft dorsal and anal very conspicuous; pectoral a

little longer than head, 2f in body; caudal fin little forked, the middle ray
about 1| in longest ray. First and second dorsal spines very short, their

length about 3 in eye; third, fourth, and fifth more or less filamentous, the

third longer than head. Frontal bones gibbous and porous ; antrorse spine

attached directly to the interneural, no downward projecting part evident.

Color light olive ; silvery below ; the young with faint, very narrow darker
bars. Deep waters off the west coast of Florida; as yet known only from
numerous examples taken from the stomachs of snappers (Neomamis) and
groupers {Epinephelus) on the Florida snapper banks, (caprinus, like a
goat, the species having been sent in under the name "goat-head porgy,"

which was a misunderstanding of the name "jolt-head porgy," which is

Calamus bajonado. )

Stenotomua ca2)rinus, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns. 1882, 426, Snapper Banks off Pensacola
(Type, No. 30795. Coll. Silas Stearns) ; Joudan & Fesleu, I. c, 507.

Argyrops caprinus, Jordan &, Gilbert, Synopsis, 929.

551. STENOTOMUS, Gill.

Stenotomus, Gill, Canadian Naturalist, AuguBt, 1865 {argyrops).

This genus is close to Calamus, having the same quill-like interhjiemal

bones, the flattened incisors and antrorse dorsal spine mainly distinguish-

ing it; temporal crest obsolete; frontal bones not gibbous nor porous;

antrorse spine attached to the fourth interneural by a downward-project-

ing spine about thrice as long as the spine; lateral crest nowhere coalescing

with the supraoccipital crest; interorbital area Hattish, with two low
ridges, a small foramen in each of these above front of pupil; iuterorbital

area much contracted anteriorly ; a strongly projecting prefrontal process,
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which makes an acute angle with the supraorbital. American shore fishes.

{6tsv6<i, narrow; TOfioz, cutting; from the narrow incisors.)

a. Body ovate, elliptical, the depth about the same from the first dorsal spine to the

eleventh; anterior profile steep ;
pectoral shorter than head, 3J in body; snout

short, 2i in head. chrysops, 1718.

aa. Body elongate, ovate, the depth decreasing backward from the first dorsal spine;

anterior profile not steep; pectoral about as long as head, SJ in body; snout

long, half head. aculeatus, 1719.

1718. STENOTOMUS CHRYSOPS (Linnaeus).

(Common Scup; Porgy; Scuppaug.)

HeadSi; depth 2 .V. D. XII, 12; A. Ill, 11; scales 8-50-16 ; snout short,

2it in head ; eye small, narrower than the preorbital, 4 to 4:^ in head ; fourth

dorsal spine 2, third anal spine the longest, 3. Body ovate-elliptical, the

depth about the same from the first dorsal spine to the eleventh; anterior

profile steep, nape convex, a strong depression above and in front of eye,

straightish over snout; pectoral less than head, about 3i in bodj^, extend-

ing to first anal spine; a scaly sheath very couspicnous at base of soft

dorsal and anal fins; temporal crest obsolete; supraoccipital crest con-

tinuous with the frontal bones; incisor teeth very narrow, almost conical

in appearauce; molars in 2 rows above; gill rakers small, about 6-|-10;

top of head, snout, orbitals, and chin naked; scales on cheek extending

from upper margin of eye, the anterior row composed of from 15 to 20

scales; caudal fiu forked, the middle ray about 2| in longest ray. Color

brownish, somewhat silvery below, everywhere with bright reflections, but

without distinct markings in the adult; soft parts of vertical fins mottled

with dark in adult; young faintly barred ; axil dusky. Length about a

foot. Atlantic coast of the United States from Cape Cod to South Caro-

lina; one of the commonest food-fishes of our Atlantic coast, especially

abundant northward, (^pfdog, gold; to^, eye.)

iSpanis chrysops, Linn^ats, Syst. Nat., Ed. xtl, 471, 1766, Charleston.

Spams urtjyrops, Linn.kus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xn, 471, 176C, Charleston; young.

Uparus xanthurus, LACi;pfil>E, Hist. N.at. Poiss., iv, 120, 1803, Charleston; a.{ier argijrops_

Labrus versicolor, MrrcHii.i., Trans. Lit. & Phil. Soc, I, 1815,464, New York.

Sargus ambansis, Ci n iiier, Cat., l, 44!), 1859, New York.

Stenotomiis c/i///.sny,.v, .Iokda.n & Gilbert, Synopsis, 556; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 507.

1719. STENOTOMUS ACULEATUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Southern Porcjy.)

Head 3 ; depth 2^. D. XII, 12 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 8-54-15. Body elongate-

ovate, the depth gradually decreasing from first dorsal spine to caudal

peduncle; anterior profile not steep, nape slightly convex, a slight

depression above and behind eye, convex over snout; pectoral about as

long as head, 31 in body ; scaly sheath at base of soft dorsal and anal

inconspicuous; snout long and pointed, 2 in head; eye large, less than
width of preorbital, about 3| in head; interorbital area very convex; 6

strong conical teeth in front of upper jaw and 8 in lower; molar teeth

coarser and larger than in *'. chrysops; scales on cheek reaching to top of
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eye, the upper rows less distinct than the lower, the anterior row of about

20 scales ; caudal fin moderately forked, the middle ray about 2\ iu longest

ray. First dorsal spine as long as eye, the second about as long as third,

which is about 2 in head; temporal crest obsolete; frontal bones not

gibbous or porous; antrorse spine attached to the fourth interneural by a

downward projecting spur about twice as long as the spine. Color nearly

plain dull silvery, with golden longitudinal streaks, following the rows of

scales ; axil dusky ; ventrals dark. South Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the

United States, from Cape Hatteras to Texas, common. It closely resembles

the northern scup, which it more or less replaces southward. The speci-

mens here described from Charleston, (aculeaius, spined.)

Ghn/sophrys aculeatiis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 137, 1830, Charles-

ton.

Stenotomus acideatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 557; Jordan & Feslee, I. c, 507.

552. CALAMUS, Swainson.

(Pez pe Pluma.)

Calamus, SwAlNSON, Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., 11, 222, 1833 (calamus).

Orammateus, POEY, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. 1872, 182 {mierops).

Body oblong, compressed, the back elevated; head large, the preorbital

deep ; mouth small, the teeth strong, those in front conical or pointed, those

on sides molar; preopercle entire, posterior nostril slit-like; dorsal fin

rather low, not much notched, the soft rays low, not scaly; caudal well

forked ; anal spines small
;
pectoral rather long. Second interh:emal bone

enlarged, hollowed anteriorly, or pen-shaped, receiving the posterior end

of the air bladder in its anterior groove; first spine-bearing interneural

without antrorse spine; temporal crest very thin and high, joining the

lateral crest which forms part of the margin of orbit above middle of eye,

both crests coalescing with the supraoccii)ital in the cavernous anterior

part of the interorbital area; interorbital area somewhat contracted ante-

riorly
;
prefrontal process very strong, making an obtuse angle with the

supraorbital, this process forming a conspicuous knob above the long

posterior nostril. Shore fishes, remarkably distinguished by the structure

of the interhicmal. This genus contains numerous species, all American,

and all very closely related. All are valued as food-fishes, {calamus, a

quill or reed, from the quill-like interha^mal.)

Calamus:
a. Scales comparatively small, 8 or 9-54 to 58-18 or 19;* about 6 vertical rows of scales

on base of preopercle, with about 12 scales entering into the formation of the

lower margin ; species of large size, with the preorbital deep, the pectoral fin

long, and the outer teeth strong.

b. Body very deep, the back elevated, the depth in adult half the length to base of

caudal ; outer t.eth about ^^yg in number, the outer one on each side iu one

or both jaws sometimes enlarged, canine-like, sometimes directed forwards,

especially in the adult.

* Scales above the lateral line are counted from the base of the first dorsal spine, those

below the lateral line from the base of the first aual spine.
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c. Preorbital with reticulations of the bluish groTxnd color around bronze spots

;

canines of upper javr usually vertical, but sometimes, especially in old

examples, directed more or less horizontally forward; body deeper

than in otlier species, depth IJ";, to 24 in length; anterior profile not very

steep, slightly curved; depth of preorbital less than half head; eye

large, dorsal spines strong, the longest 2J to 2i in head
;
pectorals a

little more than ^ body. Color silvery, the base and center of each scale

golden, the edge bluish, these colors forming distinct streaks ; a deep

violet streak below eye, not extending on eye or opercle
;
preorbital dull

violet, this color forming reticulations around brassy spots.

CALAMUS, 1720.

CO. Preorbital region, snout, cheek, and opercles braasy, crossed by horizontal,

wavy, nonreticulating lines of violet blue, brightest on preorbital and

snout ; a sky-blue blotch behind eye over the opercle, extending a short

distance on body ; outer canines of upper jaw directed horizontally for-

ward, except in the very young, these teeth longer than in C. calamus;

anterior profile nearly straight and very steep to the nape, then

strongly convex. Color silvery, each scale with a violet spot above

and orange spots below; sides with dark crossbands in life, which

disappear at death. proeidens, 1721.

6b. Body more elongate, the depth 2J to 2J in length.

d. Upper jaw with a strong antrorse canine on each side, as in O. proridens;

preorbital with blue, wavy stripes
;
preorbital deep ; dorsal high

;
pec-

toral reaching front of anal; cheeks with blue flexuous lines, anasto-

mosing and forming rivulations; spinous dorsal edged with black.

PENNATULA, 1722.

4-6
dd. Upper jaw without antrorse canines, the anterior teeth strong, g^g, one

on each side of upper jaw more or less enlarged; body rather oblong,

tlie snout long and pointed, the anterior profile forming a nearly

even curve to front of dorsal. Color dull brassy with little blue; a

faint blue stripe below eye; preorbital dull coppery, usually plain,

sometimes faintly veined with bluish. Young as in other species,

with dark crossbands. bajonado, 1723.

Grammateus {ypaixfxaTev^, a quill pen or instrument for writing)

:

aa. Scales comparatively large, 6 or 7-45 to 52-13 or 14; about 5 vertical rows of scales

on base of preopergle with about 9 scales entering into the formation of the

lower margin ; no antrorse canines.

e. Pectoral fins long, about 3 in body.

/. Scales of moderate size, 50 to 52 in the lateral line. Body very deep, the

back elevated, depth about 2 J to base of caudal; longest dorsal spine

about half head.

6-8
f/. Canines short and strong, about ^-x; preorbital narrow, its least

width 2§ to 2| in head ; snout short. Body much compressed, the

back considerably elevated, the anterior profile steep and regu-

larly convex from base of first dorsal spine to point of snout.

Color brassy olive, with darker crossbands and few violet marks;

preorbital plain brownish; an inky axillary spot.

BRACHYSOMUS, 1724.

, , .,.„„ , its least width about
10

2i in head. Body moderately compressed, rather elongate, the

back only moderately elevated, the anterior profile convex to

eye, thence straight to point of snout. Color smutty silvery,

with daik crossbands ; blotches on fins ; no black axillary spot.

LEUCOSTBUS, 1725.
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Jf. Scales large, about 46 (45 to 48) in lateral line ; body rather elongate, the
depth about 2J in body; longest dorsal spine about 1\ in head.

A. Canines small, about j^; ey® large, 3 in head; dorsal spines XI;

preorbital narrow, about equal to eye. Dorsal outline forming
a comparatively regular arch, the back being elevated, the
anterior profile steep and nearly straight. Color plumbeous
gray, with a blue spot on each scale, preorbital with blue
streaks ; a blue streak below eye ; a blue point in the axil.

MACROPS, 1726.

hh. Canines moderate, y^, the outer on each side sometimes enlarged;

eye rather small, about 4^ in head in adult; preorbital very
deep; dorsal spines XII. Body rather oblong, the back not
strongly arched, the anterior profile rather evenly curved.
Color dull silvery, faintly banded; preorbital plain; axil

dusky. TAUEiNus, 1727.

ee. Pectoral fin short, about 3J in body.

i. Dorsal outline forming a comparatively regular arch, the anterior profile

from the snout to base of the spinous dorsal evenly convex ; the back
elevated, the depth in the adult about 2\ in length; canines subequal,

=-;
;
preorbital not very deep

;
pectoral shortish. Color dull silvery,

with pearly spots on scales of back; preorbital bluish, plain or with
pearly markings, without blue stripes; a faint pale streak below eye;

axil with a small inky black spot; crossbars on body usually per-

sistent. PENNA, 1728.

it. Dorsal outline not forming a regular arch, the anterior profile straight

from base of spinous dorsal to nape, where a rather sharp angle is

formed, thence straightish above eye, the snout convex ; body rather
elongate, the depth about 2J in length.

?. Preorbital deep, nearly twice diameter of eye ; canine teeth .

Body oblong, the back little elevated, the anterior profile un-
evenly curved, very convex before eye. Color olivaceous, with
dark bars or spots, the centers of many scales pearly; 6 yellow-

ish spots along the lateral line; preorbital brownish, usually
with dashes of golden yellow; membrane of opercle orange;
fins mostly barred or spotted. ARCtifrons, 1729.

jy. Preorbital not deep, pectoral short, 1^ in head; dorsal fins low, the

g
longest spine about 3 in head; canines ^, moderate, equal.

Body little elevated, the anterior profile rather strongly convex,

the curve continuous from snout to middle of dorsal. Color

olivaceous, with darker crossbands
;
preorbital plain ; a dark

axillary spot; a blue subocular band. medius, 1730.

Subgenus CALAMUS.

1720. CALAMUS CALAMUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Saucer-eye Porgy; Pez de Pluma.)

Head 3|; depth l-i^^ to 2J (2f in total). Eye large, 3f in head in adults

(12 inches long). D. XII, 12 (XIII, 11) ; A. Ill, 10, or III, 11. Scales 9-54-16,

cheeks with 5 or 6 series of scales. Body elevated more than in any other

known species of this genus, the depth in adult being slighty more than

\ length of body. Anterior protile less steep than in C. proridena, the
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outline of snout being slightly curved; in adults the antedorsal region is

very sharply compressed and somewhat gibbous, forming above eye an

angle with rest of profile. Greatest depth of preorbital more than \ head

in adult. Mouth small, the maxillary scarcely reaching vertical from

front of eye, 2| in head. Outer teeth strong, about 10 to VI in number,

the outer one on each side in one or both jaws sometimes enlarged, canine-

lilie, but sometimes, especially in old examples, directed more or less hori-

zontally forAvard. Gill rakers small, about 4 + (>. Dorsal spines stronger

and lower than in C.pror'ulenfi, the longest 2;^ in head; pectorals reaching

slightly beyond vertical from front of anal, rather more than i^ length of

body; ventrals 4i in length; anal spines robust. Color in life, silvery

with bluish rellections; the base and central portions of each scale

golden, formiug distinct longitudinal stripes, the stripes between these

pearly or bluish; rows of scales on cheeks and opercles with the pearly

stripe median, the golden marginal ; a deep violet streak below orbit, not

extending forward on snout nor backward on opercles; preorbital deep

dull violet like the snout, the ground color formiug reticulations around

conspicuous round brassy spots which cover half the surface; naked part

of the preopercle sometimes similarly marked, more often colored like the

body; edge of opercle gilt; lower jaw dusky violet; axil golden; base of

pectoral above with a violet bar; fins all pale, vaguely blotched with dull

orange; ventrals more or less dusky on inner rays; commissure of lips

yellow; iris golden. Length 15 inches. West Indies, north to Florida

Keys; generally common about Key West and Havana, less abundant than

proridens or hajonado.* (calamus, a reed, the equivalent of jje~ dc j'luma.)

Pagclhis calamus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 206, pi. 152, 1830, Martini

que; San Domingo.
Calamus megacephalus, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fish., ii, 222, 1839; after Cuvier & Valen-

ciennes.

Pagellus orbitaritis, Poey, Memorias, ii, 201, 1860, Havana.

Calamui macrops, Jordan & Gilbert, Synojjsis, 927, 1883, Garden Key, Florida.

Chrysophrys calamus, GtiNTHER, Cat., i, 487, 1859; aeveral species confounded.

Spams orbitarius, Poey, Synopsis, 308, 1868.

Calamus calamus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 17 ; Jordan & Fesler,

I. c, 511.

1721. CALAMUS PBORIDENS, Jordan & Gilbert.

(Little-head Pokgy; Pez de Pluma.)

Head 3i to 34 in length (4^ in total) ; depth 2 to 2^ (2| to 3") ; eye mod-
erate, 4 in head in adult (11 inches long), 3 in head in young of 6 inches. T>.

XII, 12; A. Ill, 10. Scales 9-58-16. Body much elevated, more so than in

any other known species except in C. calam us. In adults the anterior prolilo

rises in a straight line very steeply to the nape, thence in a gentle curve to

front of dorsal. In the young the profile rises less rapidly and is convex;

* Among the specimens in tlie musenm at Cambridge are some of the type.s of Calamus
orbitarius. In some of thi-se none of the canines is turned forward, and none of the speci-
mens collected by Dr. Jordan at K(>v "West and Havana sliows this character. In others,
however, the outermost of the 7 or 8 canines in tin- upjicrjaw is turned directly forward,
as in C. proridens. Some of tlitse also sliow an aii]ir(i\iiiKiti<iu to the litad coloration of
C. proridens. The dorsal spines and the depth of the preorbital show that all these
belong to C, calamus.
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greatest depth of preorbital slightly more than \ length of head in adult.

Mouth not large, the maxillary scarcely reaching vertical from front of

orbit, ? length of head. Anterior teeth of outer series slightly louger and

more robust than those of the cardiform band; in the upper jaw on each

side 1 of these outer teeth becomes miich enlarged, canine-like, directed

obliquely forward and downward, and strongly curved, the upper surface

concave; there are usually 7 teeth of the outer series between these two
canines; no evident accessory series of molars. Gill lakers short and

blunt, about 4 -f 6. Scales on top of head ending abruptly above eye ; snout,

interorbital, preorbital, suborbital, chin, and edge of preopercle, naked;

a triangular patch of scales on cheek, arranged in 7 or 8 series. Dorsal

spines slender and high, the longest \ head; pectorals reaching vertical

from origin of anal fin, \ length of body; veutrals 5 in length ; upper lobe

of caudal as long as head, slightly longer than lower lobe. Color in life,

silvery, with bright reflections above, much more brightly colored than in

other species; eacli scale above middle of sides with a spot of rich violet-

blue on its basal portion, these forming distinct longitudinal streaks along

the rows of scales ; on lower part of body these blue spots are replaced by

pale orange spots, laint in the young, very distinct in adults. In life

the sides have dark bands, which disappear after death; a diffuse, ill-

defined horizontal violet-blue area above opercle extending back on to the

shoulder; a well-defined horizontal deep-blue stripe below eye; another,

somewhat less distinct, above orbit; preorbital region, snout, cheeks, and
opercles brassy or bronze, crossed with horizontal, wavy, nonreticulating

lines of violet blue, these colors more marked on preorbital and snout;

the streak crossing snout above nostrils wider and rather more conspicu-

ous than the others; dorsal marked with orange and very bright violet,

its margin always orange, more or less bright in life; caudal banded with

dull orange; anal distinctly blue shaded; veutrals not dark, with more or

less light yellow; axil slightly dusky; iris dark, with gilt ring. West
Indies, north to Florida Keys; the most brightly colored of the genus,

very abundant about the Florida Keys. It is not quite so common either

at Key West or at Havana as Calamus hajonado, but in lioth places either

species far outnumbers ail the remaining species combined, (prora, prow;

dens, tooth, from the projecting canines.)

Calamus megacephaluK, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 926, 1883; not of Swainson.

Calanms pennatula, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.1884, 15; not of Guichenot.

Calamus proridenn, Jordan &. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1884, 150, Key West ; Jor-

dan & Fesler, I. c, 511.

1722. CALAMUS FENXATIILA, Guichenot.

Body much more elongate than in Calamus proridens, with which it

seems otherwise to agree; the depth 2f in length. Upper jaw with a

strong antrorse canine on each side, as in C.proridens; eye small
;
preorbital

deep; cheeks with 6 rows of scales; dorsal high, pectoral reaching front

of anal; preorbital with blue wavy stripes; cheeks with blue flexuous

lines, anastomosed and forming rivulations; spinous dorsal edged with

black (Guichenot). West Indies; known only from Guichenot's descrip-
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tion, which has been verified for us on the original type by Mr. Alexander

Thominot. (pennatula, diminutive ofpenna, a quill.)

Calamus pennatula, Guichenot, Kevision des Pagels, 116, Martinique ; Jordan & Tes-

LER, i.e., 512.

1723. CALAMUS BAJONADO (Bloch & Schneider).

(Jolt-head Porgy; Bajonado.)

Head 3 in length (4 in total); depth 2| (3 in total) j eye large, 2^ (in

young) to 5 (in adults) in length of head. I). XII, 12; A. Ill, 10. Scales

7-54-17. Body less elevated than in the two species preceding, the snout

long and pointed, the anterior profile rising slowly in an even course to

front of dorsal; in the young the anterior profile is more bluntly rounded,

the supraorbital region more prominent, and the jirofile of snout steeper.

Greatest depth of preorbital rather more than one-half length of head in

adults 2 feet long, 2i in head in young of 6 inches. Mouth moderate,

maxillary not reaching vertical from orbit except in young, nearly half

length of head in adults, 2} in head in specimens of 8 inches. Anterior

teeth of outer series much enlarged and stronger than the cardiform baud,

even in the young; in adults these become very strongly developed, and

are then nearly as robust as the molars; their number sooms to be nor-

mally 2 or 3 on each side in the upper jaw and 3 or 4 on each side in the

lower, but this is subject to niucli variation; the upper jaw has frequently

one of these more enlarged than the others, and canine like. The molars,

as usual in this genus, in 3 series in the upper jaw and 2 in the lower;

besides these there is (luite constantly toward the front of the jaw an

interior sui^plemental series of molars, both above and below. Dorsal

spines slender, the highest 2f in head, the soft rays low ; anal spines ro-

bust; pectorals long, reaching past origin of anal, 2f to 3 in length; ven-

trals nearly reaching vent, 1^ in head. Color in life, brassy, rather dull,

and with little blue marking, the middle of each scale shining, but scarcely

bluish ; a blue stripe below eye, narrower and duller than in the preceding

species, and extending well forward on jireorbital ; a second duller streak

above this, the two meeting on forehead; preorbital dull coppery, often

with irregular and obscure blue lines, these sometimes forming obscure

veiniug, and. always growing duller with age; lower jaw dull purplish;

angle of mouth purplish and orange yellow; axil yellowish; no violet

band on base of i)ectoral; fins plain, the ventrals sometimes slightly

dusky, the caudal obscurely barred. A young specimen had 4 or 5 faint

orange blotches along back. Length 2 feet. West Indies, north to Florida

Keys; most abundant of the genus, and reaching a larger size than any of

the others. The largest seen by us were 22 inches long. It is the dullest

in color of the large species, (hajonado, the Cuban name, equivalent to

bayonet, and probably alluding to the interhtemal.

)

Bajonado, Parha, Dif. Piezaa Hist. Nat. Cuba, 13, lam. 8, 1787, Havana.
Sparus bajonado, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 284, 1801 ; after Parra.
Pagellus caninus. POEV, Meniorias, ll, 199, 1860, Havana.
Calamus plumatula,GviCHEtiOT, Rev. Pagels, 119, Martinique; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus. 1886,537; reexamination of type.

Pagellus bajonado, Poey, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. I'liila. 1863, 177.
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Calamus bajonado, Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., x, 1872, 176, pi. vi, fig. 1 ; Poey,
Eniimeratio, 55, 1875; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. IT. S.Nat. Mua. 1884,20; Jordan &.

Fesler, i. c.,512.

Subgenus GRAMMATEUS, Poey.

1724. CALAMUS BRACHTSOMUS (Lockington).

(MOJARRA GaRABATA.)

Head 3^; depth 2^; eye moderate, about ih iu liead in adult; scales

6-50-13. D. XII, 11 ; A. Ill, 10. Body much compressed, short and deep,

the back considerably elevated, the anterior profile steep and regularly

convex from base of first dorsal spine to point of snout; snout short, If to

2 in head; moxith small, maxillary about 2§ in head. Canines short and

strong, about j]rl; no antrorse canines; preorbital narrow, its least width 2i

to 3| in head; gill rakers very small, about 4 + 6. Pectoral narrow and
long, reaching to the vertical from the origin of first anal i-ay, about 2i in

body; second and third anal spines about equal, 3 in head; fifth dorsal

spine 2 in bead. Snout, interorbital, preorbitals, suborbitals, and chin,

naked; scales on cheek in about 5 series. Color brassy olive with darker

crossbands and few violet marks; preorbital plain brownish, an inky

axillary spot; ventrals dusky. Length 15 inches. Gulf of California and
neighboring waters; locally abundant from Magdalena Bay to Mazatlan;

a food-fish of some importance, {fipcxxvi, short; 6(bjiia, body.)

Sparus brachysomus, Lockington, Proc. D. S. Nat. Mns. 1880, 284, Magdalena Bay, Lower
California.

Calamus brachysomus, Evermann & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 153; Jordan &
Teslbr, I. c, 512.

172.5. CALAMUS LEUCOSTEUS, Jordan & Gilbert.

(White-bone Porgy.)

Head 3^; depth 2i; eye rather large, 3 J in head in adults; scales 7 or

8-51-14. D. XII, 12; A. Ill, 10. Body formed much as in Calamus penna,
short and deep, with steep anterior profile and high, arched back, the pro-

file nearly straight from snout to above eyes, thence convex. Head deeper
than long, the preorbital region very deep, its least depth 2f in head,

half greater than interorbital width. A strong blunt prominence before

eye. Mouth rather large, the maxillary 2? in head. Outer teeth in both
jaws moderately enlarged, canine-like, about 10 in each jaw, none of

them directed forward
;
gill rakers very short and wide apart, about 3-f 6.

Highest dorsal spine 2i in head; pectorals very long, reaching to the ver-

tical from base of third anal spine, 2* in length of body; Aeutrals Vi, in

head. Scales large, those on cheeks in 5 rows. Smutty silvery; sides with
vague crossbars ; dorsal and anal fins with dark blotches; ventrals dusky

;

no black axillary spot. South Atlantic coast of United States, in rather

deep water, known only from the markets of Charleston, South Carolina.

Length about a foot. {Xevkoc,, white; Sdrsov, bone, from the common
name, the application of which is unknown to us.)

Calamus bajonado, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 920, 1883; not bajonado, Block <fc

Schneider.

Calamus leucosteus, Jordan & Gilbert, in Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. A., 91, 1885, Charleston

fColl. Charles C. Leslie); Jordan & Fesler, i.e., 513.

3030 8
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1726. CALAMUS MACROPS, Pooy.

Head 3^; depth 24 ; eye large, about 3 in head. D. XI, 12; A. Ill, 10.

Body rather elongate; scales large; dorsal outline forming a compara-

tively regular arch, the back being elevated, the anterior profile steep and

nearly straight. Canines small, about 10 to 12; preorbital narrow, about

equal to eye; mouth small, the maxillary about 2^ in head. Color plum-

beous gray, with a blue spot on each scale; preorbital with blue streaks;

a blue streak below eye ; a blue point in the axil ; fins pale ( Poey ). Cuba

;

known only from Poey's description and figure.
,

(yUa?i:po5, large; g5^, eye.)

Calamus macrops, Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, N. T. 1872, 181, fig. 3, Havana ; Jord.vn &
Feslek, I.e., 513.

1727. CALAMUS TAURIIVUS <Jcnyns).

Head 3 to 3i; depth 2i; eye 4^; scales 6-46-14. D. XII, 12; A. Ill, 10.

Body rather elevated, deeper than in Calamus arctifrons, the anterior pro-

file rather evenly curved, but not very strongly convex. Head narrowed

above, but broad through the supraorbital region
;
profile rising from nape

to front of dorsal, the occipital crest as high as eye
;
preorbital very deep,

its least depth= maxillary, 2^ in head. Mouth large, not reaching verti-

cal from front of orbit. Outer teeth moderately enlarged, normally

placed, the large teeth ,^u. Eye moderate, 1^ in iuterorbital, 2 in pre-

orbital. Longest dorsal spine 2*
;
pectoral very long, 2|^ in body, reaching

second anal spine, which is 4 in head. Color dull sihery, with faint dark

crossbands; preorbital plain ; anal dusky; ventrals pale ; edge of opercle

dusky. Galapagos Islands to Peru. We have examined many specimens

in the museum at Cambridge, from Charles Island, one of the Galapagos.

The above description from a specimen from Payta, Peru. (From taurus,

bull; bullheaded.)

Chrysophrys tavrina, Jenyns, ZooT. Beagle, Fishes, 56, pi. vn, 12, 1842, Galapagos Islands

(Coll. Ch.arles Darwiu) ; Valenciennes, "Voyage Venus, v, 330, 1846.

Chrysophrys cyanoptera, VALENCIENNES, Voyage Venus, v, pi. 4, fig. 2, 1846, Charles Island,

Galapagos Group.

Calamus taurinus, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 181 ; .Jordan & Fesleu,

J.c, 513.

1728. CALAMUS PENNA (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Little-mouth Porgy; Sheepshead Porgy.)

Head 3 to 3^; depth 2^ (2f in total) ; eye rather small, 3i to 4|^ in head

in specimens from 6 to 11 inches long. D. XII, 12 ; A. Ill, 10 ; scales 6-48-13.

Body somewhat higher than in C. bajonado. Anterior profile evenly con-

vex to front of dorsal, rising slowly and not strongly arched. Preorbital

low, 2f to 3 in head, about equaling interorbital width. Mouth moderate,

the maxillary scarcely reaching vertical from front of orbit, 2i to 2^ in

head. Outer series of teeth anteriorly in both jaws somewhat enlarged,

small and uniform in size, 8 to 10 in each jaw; no acees.sory row of molars

in either jaw. Dorsal low, the highest dorsal spine about 2^ in head;

pectorals about reaching vertical from front of anal, 3J in length ; ven-
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trals 1| to 2 in head. Scales large, in about 5 vertical series on cheeks.
Color dull silveiy with pearly markings, without blue stripes; a faint

pale streak below eye; axil with a small inky black spot; ventrals black-
ish; dark crossbars on body usually persistent. A small specimen in the
museum at Cambridge, which may be the type of Poey's rar/ellus huiniUs,

belongs to this species. This exami>le is 6 inches long, the eye nearly 4 in

head, the depth 21 in length, and the pectoral as long as head. The type
of Calamus microps Guichenot, is in the museum at Paris. It agrees with
Calamus innna in all respects except the size of the eye, which is 4i in

head. Southern Florida to Pu-azil, common ; known from Charlotte Harbor,
Key West, Rio Janeiro, St. Thomas, Havana, Camaru, and Rio Grande do
Sul. {peuna, a (|uill or pen.)

I'agcUus i^enna, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., vi, 209, 1830, Brazil.

Pa(jeUus microps, Guiohenot, iu Eamou de la Sagra, Hist. Cuba, 188, pi. 3, tig. 1, 1845,

Havana.
Pngcllus humilis, Poey, Synopsis, 308, 1868, Havana.
Pagellus milneri, Goode ic P.ean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 134, Charlotte Harbor,

Florida. (Type, No. 6134. Coll. C. B. Baker.)

Orammateus humilix, Poey, Ennmeratio, 56, 1875.

Sparxis milneri, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 556.

Calamus penna, Jordan &, Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 21 ; Jordan & Fesler,
i.e., 514.

1729. CALAMUS ARCTIFROXS, Goode & Bean.

(Grass Porgy; Shad Poroy.)

Head 3i ; depth 2?
; scales 6-48-13. D. XII, 12 ; A. Ill, 10. P.ody oblong,

the back little elevated, not nearly so much as in C. penna, the anterior

profile unevenly curved, very convex before eye; head narrow above;

dorsal outline not forming a regular arch, the anterior profile straight

from l)ase of spinous dorsal to nape, where a rather sharp angle is formed,

thence straightish above eye, the snout convex; neai'ly straight along

base of spinous dorsal ; scales on cheek in 4 or ti series ; the orbitals, snout,

chin, and edge of preopercle, naked. Preorbital deep, its depth 2^ in head,

and nearly twice diameter of eye, which is 4 to 5 in head; pectoral Sf iu

body, reaching past tips of ventrals; longest dorsal spine 2A iu head;
third anal spine the longest, 5; canine teeth 8-10; gill rakers small and
blunt, about 4 + 6. Color olivaceous with dark bars or spots, the centers

of many scales pearly; 6 yellowish spots along the lateral line; pre-

orbital brownish, usually with dashes of golden yellow; membrane of

opercle orange; fins mostly barred or spotted; ventrals pale, faintly

l>arred. Gulf of Mexico, from Pensacola to Key West; a small porgy
common in the eelgrass about Key West, and ranging northward at least

to Pensacola; not known from the West Indies, (arctus, contracted;

frons, forehead.)

Calamus arclifrons, GooDE & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 425, Pensacola (Type,

No. 30163. Coll. Silas Stearns); Jordan <fc Gilbert, Synopsis, 928: Jordan cV

Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 23 ; Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884,

232; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 514.
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1730. CALAMUS MEDIUS (Poey).

Head 3^; depth 2i ; scales ?-46-?. D. XII, 12; A. Ill, 10. Body sub-

eliptical, rather elongate, deepest at front of dorsal, the anterior profile

rather strongly convex, the curve continuous from snout to middle of

dorsal. Preorbital not deep, its depth 24^ in head; pectoral short, li in

head; canines 5^, moderate, equal. Color olivaceous, with darker cross

bands; preorbital plain; ventrals dark; a dark axillary spot; a blue

subocular band. West Indies, here descri))ed from a specimen from Havana
(21838, M. Z. C), 15 inches long. The species is allied to C. penna, differ-

ing in the more elongate form, (medins, medium.)

Grammatevs medius, Poet, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. 1872, 183, pi. 7, fig. 4, Havana;
PoEY, Enumeratio, 56, 1875.

Calamus medius, Jordan & Feslee, I. c, 514.

553. PAGRUS, Cuvier.

(European Porgies.)

Pagrus, Cuvier, Kegiie Animal, Ed. i, 272, 1817 (argeiiteus = paf/rus)

.

Body oblong, compressed, covered with large scales. Head large; pre-

oj^ercle entire; opercle not armed. Mouth rather small, terminal, low, the

anterior teeth in the jaws card i form, the outer series of teeth generally

enlarged, canine-lilce, not compressed, the teeth behind the canines slender

and acute. Both jaws with 2 or 3 series of rounded molar teeth, which
are sometimes irregularly mixed with slender teeth ; no teeth on vomer or

palatines. Posterior nostril oblong, not slit-like, much larger than ante-

rior. Dorsal rather low, the spines about 12 in number, depressible in a

groove; anal spines moderate, the second not greatly develojied; second

interha-mal spine not pen-shaped ; no antrorse dorsal spine ; supraoccipital

crest coaleseent with temporal crests. Caudal fin forked; air bladder

simple; gill rakers short ; brunchiostegals6; intestinal canal short; pyloric

ccecafew. Carnivorous fishes, mostly of Europe and Africa. This genus
is close to the Euro])ean genus S2}anis (Sparus aurata L.^^Aurata Eisso=
Chrysohlephus Cuvier), with wliich it agrees in the skeletal characters,

differing chiefly in the larger scales, slenderer body, and narrower bands
of teeth. The genera are probably distinct, butthe characters of division

have not yet been fully indicated.* {Ttdypoz, porgy, the ancient name.

)

1731. PAGRUS PAGRUS (Linna;u8).

(Red Porgy ; Besugo; Pargo Colorado.)

D. XI, 12, or XII, 11 or 10; A. Ill, 8; scales 6 (9) -53 to 56-13. Body
oblong, the back moderately elevated, the profile parabolic; preorbital

* Cuvier recognized 2 genera: Pagrus with the molar teeth in 2 series, and Sparus
(Chrysophrys) with the molars in 3 or more. This character has not much importance,
and Steindachner lias proposed to substitute for it the following:
Sparus: Teeth behind the canines with the apex rounded, granulated, or globose;

molars in 2 or more series.
Pagrus : Teeth behind the canines acute, suhulate, or setaceous ; molars in 2 or more

series.

Although in general appearance /•iparus aurata and Pagrus pagrus difler considerably,
and also considerably from other aberrant species, as Chrysohlephus gibbiceps and Argt/rops
sinnifer, there is no important difference in the skull or skeleton, and all may perhaps be
referable to a single genus, Sparus.
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deep, much wider than the small eye. Molar teeth in two series ; teeth

hehind the canines slender; scales large. Dorsal spines not elongate, the

front longest, aboiit 1\ in head; soft dorsal and anal pointed behind;

caudal well forked; second anal spine stronger but not longer than third,

about 4.in head; jiectoral fin elongate, longer than head, reaching about

to fourth soft ray of anal. American specimens show in life the following

coloration : C(dor golden-olive, the middle of each scale largely pinkish-

red, giving a general reddish hue to the fish; sides and below silvery,

ilushed with red ; many scales of back and sides each with a small round

spot of deep purplish-blue, those forming distinct longitudinal streaks on

the sides below lateral line, the series somewhat irregular, running along

the margins of the scales; above the lateral line these spots are somewhat
scattered, forming very irregular obli(iu(' series, running upward and back-

ward; a i^\f of these spots on nape and upper part of opercle; a dark

spot on upper part of orbital rim ; snout tinged with purplish, occiput

with olive ; edge of opercle dusky ; vertical fins largely orange, their edges

translucent; spinous dorsal somewhat dusky; ventrals pale, with a pink-

ish blotch at base; pectorals yellowish, especially at base, the axil some-

what dusky. Length 2 feet. Southern Europe and South Atlantic and
Gulf coasts of the United States, south to Uruguay, in rather deep water.

(Eu.) This species, common in southern Europe, has been several times

taken on the snapi)er banks off Pensacida and at Charleston. Dr. Berg
says that it is also common in various localities along the coasts of Argen-

tina and Uruguay. There seems to be no difference between American
and European specimens, except that in European descriptions we find no
allusions to the blue spots characteristic of the American fish. {itcLypoc,,

pagrus, the old name, which bas becomej>ar^o aiid2}07-gy in modern tongues.)

Spams pagrus, Linn,55US, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 279, 1758, Southern Europe ; Jordan, Proc.

tr. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 278; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 516; Berg, Ann. Mus. Nat. de

Buenos Aires 1895, 49.

Pagrus vulgaris. Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., vi, 142, 1830, Southern
Europe; Gunther, Cat. Fishes, I, 466.

Sparus argenteus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichtli., 271, 1801.

Pagrus argenteus, CrviER, E<'-gne Animal, Ed. i, 272, 1817; Gcode «fc Bean, Proc. IT. S.

Nat. Mus. 1879, 133.

554. LAGODON, Holbiook.

(Chopa Spina.)

Lagodon, Holbrook, lohth. South Carolina, 59, I860 (rhvmhoides).

The essential character of this genus is in the form of the skull. Supra-

occipital and temporal crests nowhere coalescent, the iiiterorbital area not

swollen; frontal bone in the interorbital area thin, concave in transverse

section; temporal crest low, separated from supraoccipital crest by a

flatfish area which extends forward on each side of supraoccipital crest

and to groove ofpremaxillary spines. Otherwise essentially as in Arcliosar-

gufi, the antrorse dorsal spine present, the second interlmemal not modified.

One species, the incisors deeply notched. {Xaycb?, hare; odcov, tooth.)
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1732. LAGODON BHOMBOIDES (Linnaius).

(PiNFISH; BEEAM; SAILOR's CHOICE; CHOPA SpINA.)

Head 2,\\ depth 2 to 2|; eye 4. D. XII, 11; A. Ill, 11; scales 10-65 to

70-17. Body elongate, elliptical; head flattened, nuizzle pointed, profile

not very steep; eye moderate, 1^^ to 1^ in snout, 1 in interorbital; month
moderate, maxillary not reaching front of orbit, 3iin head; incisors |, all

deeply notched; molars in two series in each.jaw; gill rakers 6
-f- 13; dorsal

spines all rather high, the highest about 2 in hea<l ; caudal deeply forked
;

second anal spine not longer than third ; ventrals short and broad, pec-

torals moderate, upper rays reaching ]>ast origin of anal. Color, in life,

olivaceous, the sides bluish-silvery; a humeral spot and traces of 6 ver-

tical bars; gilt strijies much less intense than in Archosai-j/us uriimacxlatiis,

much broader than the interspaces; about 7 stripes below the lateral

line, those above it more or less confluent; dorsal fin pale bluish, with a

submedian gilt band and a gilt edging; caudal yellow, faintly barred;

anal bluish, with a medium yellowish band; ventrals mesially yellowish;

pectorals plain. Length 6 inches. Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United

States, Cape Cod to Cuba; excessively common all al(mgtlie eastern coast

of the United States south of New York, and on the Gulf coast as far west

as Pensacola; too small to be much used as food, (/jo///jo?, rhomb; £?(5of,

appearance.)

Spams rhomboides, Linnjeus, Sysl. Nat., Ed. xn, 470, 1766, Charleston. (Coll. Dr. Garden.)

Sarcfus rJwmhditle.i, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hi.st. Nat. Poiss., vi, 68, pi. 143, 1830;

Gi NTiii :i;. (at. Fishes, I, 447,1859.

Diphiilm: )/,..//,/ mm/.j,-, Eigenmann &l Uughes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1887, 00; Jordan &
Fesi.i:i!, I. <., .^.18.

555. ARCHOSARGUS, Gill.

(SlIEEPSHEADS.)

Archosargus, Gill, Canadian Naturalist, August, 1805 {probatocephalus).

Halema, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List, 390, 1896 (unimaculatus)

.

Body robust, short and deep, compressed, covered with large scales.

Head deep, mouth moderate, the jaws with broad incisors in front and
coarse molars on the sides; incisors entire or with a shallow notch; pos-

terior nostril slit-like ; opercles entire. Dorsal and anal spines strong, the

soft parts of the fin short and rounded; a procumbent spine before the

dorsal; caudal forked. Gill rakers small. Supraoccipital and temporal
crests coalescent anteriorly, both disappearing in the gibbous interor-

bital area; frontal bone between eyes transv(!rsely convex and more or

less honeycombed; temporal crest separated from occipital crest by an
excavated area, bounded anteriorly by the lateral crest, which merges into

the supraocciitital above eye. This genus, like Lanodon, Steuotomus, and
Otrynter, which show the same character of the procumbent dorsal spine,

is confined to American waters. There are two color types in the genus,

one group being made up of the species with broad black crossbands, the

other of species with golden streaks and inconspicuous crossbands, re-

sembling the species of Lagodoti. {dpx'^?^ chief; ddpyoi;, Sargits, an old

name of Diplodus.)
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Salexia (Spanish name)

:

a. Occipital crest rather thin, its honeycomb structure not exposed. Species with

streaks of steel-blue and golden, the dark cross bands narrow, disappearing with

age, about one-third the interspaces ; a black humeral spot.

h. Dorsal spines 13 ; incisors J on each side; side of back with 8 or 9 golden streaks,

which are narrower than the metallic blue interspaces.

c. Scales 9-48-15
;
pectoral fin not quite reaching second anal spine ; bodj- ratlier

deep and compressed. Incisors J on each side, entire, or with a shallow

notch. Fifth dorsal spine highest, 2 to 2§ in head ; second anai spine

strong, recurved, 2§ in head. Olivaceous, silvery below, the upper parts

with golden longitudinal stripes alternating with bluish interspaces;

humeral spot larger than eye. unimaculatus, 1733.

cc. Scales 7 or 8-48-15
;
pectoral fin reaching second anal spine; body rather

less deep, the snout a little longer; venirals shorter, 5 to 5j in head;

otherwise essentially as in the preceding, of which it is the Pacific

coast representative. pourtai.esii, 1734.

hh. Dorsal spines 12 ; incisors § on each side. Profile with a slight depression above

theeye; second anal spinemuch longer than the third. Color grayish, belly

white; 8 golden longitudinal bands; a black shoulder spot, tridens, 1735.

ARCHOSARGCS :

aa. Occipital crest broad, its honeycomb structure plainly exposed at its upper margin;

dorsal spines 12 ; species without blue or golden markings, but with about seven

broad black cross bands crossing the body; no distinct shoulder spot. Body
much compressed; dorsal outline strongly arched; ventral outline almost

straight. Profile straight and steep anteriorlj-. Incisors J, entire or sliglitly

emarginate, serrate in the young; molars in 3 series above, in 2 below, those

of the inner series larger, those behind the incisors very small. Highest dorsal

spine \\ in head; second anal spine about twice in head, much longer than
third.

d. Incisors broad, their breadth about half their length. Scales 8-48-15.

PROBATOCEPHALUS, 1736.

drf. Incisors narrower, their breadth 2,^ in their length. Scales 7-44-14.

AEIE.S, 1737.

Subgenus SALEMA, Jordan & Evermann.

1733. ABCHOSAUWUS UXI3IACULATUS (Bloch).

(Salema.)

Head 3|; depth 2 to 2|; eye large, 3| to 4 =preorbital, or 1^ to 1^ in

interorbital width. D. XIII, 10; A. Ill, 10 or 11; scales 8 or 9-45 to 50-14

to 16. Body rather deep and compressed, profile rounded, steep; mouth
moderate, maxillary not reaching front of orbit, 3 to '6\ in head ; occipital

crest rather thin, its honeycomb structure not exposed. Incisors f on
each side, entire, or with a shallow notch; molars 3-rowed above, 2-rowed
below; gill rakers small, about 6-|-8; cheeks with 5 rows of scales. Fifth

dorsal spine highest, 2 to 2^ in head; second anal spine strong, recurved,

2 to 2\ iu head; pectorals long, reaching to anal spines, about 2tV in body,
ventrals moderate, 4^ to 4* in length of body, not nearly reaching vent.

Olivaceous, silvery below, the upper parts with golden longitudinal stripes

alternating with bluish interspaces; a black humeral spot larger than
eye. West Indies; north to Key West, south to Rio Janeiro, very common
about Key West and Havana; recorded by Gronow from South Carolina,

but not seen by us from localities north of the Florida Keys, {itnimaoi-

latus, having 1 spot.)
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Salema, Mabcgkave, Hist.Pisc, 153, 1648, Brazil.

Bream, Browne, Jamaica, 446, No. 1, 1756, Jamaica.

Perea unimaculata, Bloch, Ichthyologia, pi. 308, 1792, Brazil ; on a figure by Prince

Maurice.
Sparus salin, LACfiPfeDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 136, 1803; based on imimamlatus of Bloch.

Sargus humeri-maculatus, Quoy & Gaimard, Voyage Freycinet, Zool., 297, 1825, Rio

Janeiro.

Sargvs flavolineatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 60, 1830, Cuba
;
GiJN-

THER, Cat. Fisbes, I, 446, 1859.

Gyncedus hrama, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 56, 1854, South Carolina.

Sargus caribceus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 197, 1860, Cuba.

Qrammistes unimaculatus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Icbtli., 184, 1801 ; after Bloch.

Sargus unimaculatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 62, 1830; Gunthee,

Cat. Fisbes, i, 446, 1859; Eigenmann & Hughes,* Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus. 1887, 69.

Diplodus caribcpus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 930, 1883.

Diplodus flavolineatus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 42.

Archosargtis unimamlatus, Jordan &, Fesler, I. c, 520.

1734. ARCH08ARGUS POURTALESII (Steindacbner).

Head Sh; depth 2|. D. XIII, 10; A. Ill, 10; scales 7 or 8-48-15. Pec-

toral fin reaching second anal spine; body rather less deep, the snout a

little longer; ventrals shorter, 5 to 5| in head; otherwise essentially as

in Archosargiis unimacidatus, of which it is the Pacific coast representa-

tive. Galapagos Islands, rather scarce, one specimen obtained by the

Albatross on Chatham Island. The dift'ereuces between t\\Q jyourtaJesii and

unimaculatus are very slight, and might be ignored were it not for the

remote and restricted habitat of the Pacific form. (To Louis F. de Pour-

tales, a friend and associate of Agassiz, who was with him on the Hassler

expedition, by which this fish was discovered.)

Sargus pourtalesii, Steindachner, Fisebe Afrikas, 39, 1881, Galapagos Islands.

Archosargus pourtalesii, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 186; Jordan &

Fesler, I. c, 521, 1893.

1735. ARCHOSAROUS TRIDENS (Poey).

Head more than 4; depth 2,% in total length with caudal; eye 3^ in

head, 1 in snout. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 9; maxillary extending to a poin^

between the pupil and the anterior border of the eye. Incisors f on each

side. Profile with a slight depression above the eye; second anal spine

much longer than the third. Color grayish, belly white ; 8 golden longi-

* Tbe specimens examined by Eigenmann and Hugbes, now before us, differ decidedly
in the proportions, the color, and the size of the teeth; but while tbe differences of the
extremes are very marked, the iutergradation is so perfect that no tangible specific dis-

tinctions can be made out. We have only the deeper fomi (flavolineatus) from liey West,
while we have both extremes from Havana. So far as we are able to judge from the
figures and the descriptions, the viiiitiiicidatus of Bloch & Schneider, Cuvier & Valen-
ciennes, and Jordan &. Gilbert. iIm ivm ;/.<ri/.v of Poey, and the humeri-maculatus Quoy &
Gaimard, represent the more .^li mlci Imm, while the flavolineatus Cuvier & Valenciennes
represents tbe deeper form. The dilicreiices of the extreme forms seem to be these:

The deeperform (flavolineatus):
|

The more slender form (unimacrilatus):
Greatest depth, 2 in length. Greatest depth, 2^ in length.
Ventral outline very much rounded. I Ventral outline almost straight.
Distance from insertion of first dorsal

I
Distance from insertion of first dorsal

spine, obliquely to snout, IJ in depth. spine, obliquely to snout, 1 in depth.
Teeth about ^ narrower than in the more
slender form.

Body more compressed.
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tudinal bands ; a black shoulder spot. (Poey.) Cuba; known only from

the description of Poey. Its distinctive characters need verification, it

being possibly an abnormal specimen of Archosargua unimaculatus. {ires,

three; dens, tooth.)

Sargus fridens, Poey, Ennumei-atio, 57, 1875, Cuba.

Archosargvs tridens, Eigenmann & Huuhes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1887, 70; Jordan &
FeslER, I. c, 521, 1893.

Subgenus ARCHOSARGUS.

173G. ARCHOSAKGUS PROBATOCEPHALUS (Walbauiu).

(Sheepshead; Sargo Raiado.)

Head 3 to 3^; depth 2 to 2^; eye placed high, 4 in head, 11 in interor-

bital, li in suborbital. D. XII, 10 or 12; A. Ill, 10 or 11; scales 8-48-15;

mouth large, nearly horizontal; maxillary 2| in head; incisors f, entire

or slightly emarginate, serrate in the young, broad, their breadth about

i their length; molars in 3 series above, in 2 below; those of the inner

series larger, those behind the incisors very small, gill rakers about

3-|-6. Highest dorsal spine IJ in head; dorsal and anal spines notably

heteracanthous. Caudal not deeply forked; second anal spine about 2 in

head, much longer than the third; ventrals not nearly reaching vent;

pectorals reaching past beginning of anal, slightly longer than head.

Occipital crest broad, its honeycomb structure plainly exposed at its

upper margin. Color grayish, with about 7 broad black cross l)ands

crossing the body, these most distinct in young; no distinct shoulder

spot; spines silvery. Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States; Cape

Cod to Florida Keys and Texas ; one of the most common and most valu-

able of the food-fishes of our Atlantic coast, its flesh being especially

excellent in flavor. {Ttpofiavov, sheep; TiEq>aXi), head.)

Sparus (Sheepshead), Schopf, Schrlften der Gesellsch. Naturf. Freunde, vni, 152, 1788,

New York.

Spams probatocephalus, Walbaum, Artedi Pise, 295, 1792, New York; based on Schopf.

Spams ovieephahts, Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 280, 1801, New York ; based on

Schopf.

Sargus ovis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc.N. T., I, 1814, 392, pi. 2, fig. 5, New Yo'rk
;

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 58, 1830; Gi'NTHER, Cat., i, 447, 1859.

Archosargvs j^robatncephalus, GiLL, Cat. Fish. East Coast North America, 27, 1873; Jor-

dan & Fesleb, I. c, 522, 1893.

Diplodus probatocephalus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. F. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 278; Jordan
&. Gilbert, Synopsis, 558, 1883.

1737. ARCHOSARGUS ARIES (Cvivier & Valenciennes).

Head 3^ ; depth 2^. D. XII, 11 ; A. Ill, 10 ; scales 7-44-14. Incisors nar-

rower than in A. proiatocephalus, their breadth 2 J in their length. Gray-

ish with about 6 dark crossbars. Otherwise as in J. jyrohatocephalus.

Honduras to Brazil, rather rare; known from Rio Janeiro, Maracaibo, and
Belize; only the original type seen by us. It would appear to be closely

allied to A. prohatoeephalus, distinguishable only by tlie slightly narrower

teeth and possibly larger scales. It is probably to ))e regarded as a geo-
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graphical variety or southern representative of the common sheepshead.

{Aries, the ram.)

Sargus arles, Cuvier cfe Valenciennes, Hist. ISTat. Poiss., vi, 58, 1830, Rio Janeiro; Mara-

caibo; Gunther, Cat. Fishes, I, 449; Gunthee, Fishes Cent. America, 386, 1804.

Arehosargxts prohatocephalus aries, Eigenmann & Hughes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1887, 69.

Archosargus aries, Jordan & Fesleh, I. c. 522, 1893.

556. DIPLODUS, Ra(iiiesf|ue.

Diplodus, Rapinesque, Indice (I'lttiologia Siciliana, 54, 1810 (annularis).

Sargus, Cuvier, Regne Auimal, Ed. 1, 272, 1817 (sargus) ; name preoccupied in Insects.

Body ohlong or ovate, more or less compressed, the back elevated;

mouth rather small, terminal, low. Incisors broad, truncate, entire; a

series of smaller teeth behind them. Molar teeth mostly in 2 or 3 rows.

No teeth on vomer or palatines. Scales moderate. Dorsal spines usually

12, strong, depressible in a groove; anal spines rather strong. Caudal fin

forked; interha-mals unmodified; first spine-bearing interneural without

antrorse spine above; sknll essentially as in Archosari/ns, the frontal bone

more cavernous. Gill rakers short and slender. Bianchiostegals 6.

Intestinal canal short; pyloric coeca few. Coloration usually silvery, with

a black blotch on the back of the tail; young with black crossbars. Car-

nivorous species, chiefly European; valued as food. The genus Diplodus

differs from Archosnrdus chiefly in the absence of a iirocumbent dorsal

spine. The skull in DiploiJns resembles that of Arcliosargns, but the

cavernous or honeycombed structure of the interorbital area is still more
prominent. {8i7ti\-6o<^, double; o5oi's, tooth, from the two formsof teeth.)

a. Scales liirge, about .'56 in lateral line. holbrookii, 1738.

aa. Scales smaller, 62 to 65 iu lateral line.

6. Eye large, 3A in head, 1 in snout. aroenteus, 1739.

bh. Eye smaller, 4J in head, U in snout. sargus, 1740.

1738. DIPLODUS HOLBROOKII (Bean).

Head3|; depth in adult 2^; eye 4| in head, li iu snout, or If in pre-

orbital. D. XII, 14 or 15 ; A. Ill, 13 ; scales 7-56-14. Body regularly ellip-

tical, moderately compressed
;
profile regularly rounded, not as steep as in

Diplodus arr/entetis; mouth large, almost horizontal; maxillary not reach-

ing front of eye, 3]^ in head; incisors }, inserted obliquely; molars in

3 series above and 2 below; gill rakers i diameter of pupil, about 7+14;
longest dorsal spine 2^ to 2| in head; caudnl deeply forked ; second anal

spine little larger than third, 3A in head; ventrals reaching half way to

anal fin; pectorals not reaching to first anal spine, 3;V in body; cheeks

with 4 rows of scales; steel-blue above, paler below, a broad black l)order

on the operculum; a black spot on the upper part of base of pectoral; a

broad black bar extending across caudal peduncle above. South Atlantic

and Gulf coasts of the United States; Cape Hatteras to Cedar Keys;

rather common as far north as Beaufort, where the young swarm about
the wharves. (Named for .lohn Edwards Ho I brook, the distinguished

author of the Ichthyology of South Carolina.)
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tSargus holbrookii, Bean, Forest and Stream, June 13, 1878, Charleston ; Bean, Proc. TJ. S.

]Srat.Mus. 1878, 198; Jordan &, Gilbekt, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus. 1878, 379.

Diplodus holbrookii, Jordan i^ Gilbert, Synopsis, 559 ; Eigenmann & Hughes, Proc. TJ. S.

Nat. Mus. 1887, 72 ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 534, 1893.

Diplodus caudimacula, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 559, 1883; young; lioicavMmacvla

of POEY.

1739. DIPLODUS ARGENTEUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Sargo.)

Head 3i; depth 1|; eye 3^; snont 34. D. XII, 14; A. Ill, 13; scales

8-62-16. Body much compressed; dorsal outline notably elevated; profile

almost straight, very steep ; mouth moderate, almost horizontal ; maxillary

3^ in head ; incisors ^, placed as in I>. holhrooJcii ; molars in 3 or 4 series above,

2 or 3 below. Longest dorsal spine 2i in head; caudal long, forked;

second anal spine much stouter and i longer than third, 2f in head;

ventrals reaching half way to second anal ray; i>ectorals reaching to first

anal spine. Steel-blue above, silvery below ; a blackish border on the oper-

culum; a black spot on the upper part of the base of pectornls; five or

six very narrow, oblique blackish crossbars; black bar not extending

entirely across caudal jjeduncle. West Indies; Florida and the Bermudas
south to Argentina; here described from a specimen from New Smyrna,
Florida, obtained by Mr. William P. Shannon, the only record for the

United States. The types of Sar(/us argenteus in the Museum at Paris are

identified as belonging to the same species as the types of Sargus caudi-

macula which are in the National Museum, (argenteus, silvery.)

Sarf/i(s argenteus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vr, 60, 1830, Brazil; ( UInther,

Cat. Fishes, i, 444; Gunther, Shore Fishes, 5, 7, 1880.

Sargus caudimacula. Poet, Meniorias, ii, 198, 1860, Cuba; Poey, Synopsis, 310, 1868.

Diplodus argenteus, Eigenmann & Hughes, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1887, 73; Jordan &
Fesler, I. c, 524, 1893; Berg, Ann. Mus. Buenos Aires 1895, 50.

1740. DIPLODUS SARfiUS (Linnaus).

(Sargo.)

Head about 3i; depth about 2; eye 4J in head, 1^ in snout, 1^ in inter-

orbital. D. XI or XII, 12 to 15; A. Ill, 13 or 14; scales 8-65-16; pectoral

2^ in body; ventrals 4; npper caudal lobe 3t; second anal spine 3.} in

head; incisors rather broad, implanted obliquely; 3 or 4 series of molars

above, 2 or 3 below; crown of head convex, a protuberance above the

anterior angle of the orbit; preorbital not entirely covering maxillary;

gill rakers short and thick, about 6-f- 11; pectoral fin extending to origin

of anal, ventrals nearly to vent. Color silvery or shining golden, with
many narrow longitudinal dusky stripes (8 or 9 abov^e lateral line, 15 or

16 below), and with 4 or 5 narrow blackish crossbands, the first between
the origin of the dorsal and the axil. Coast of southern Europe; once

recorded from the Bermudas (Goode); known to us only from descrip-

tions in the American fauna on the record of Dr. Goode. 'Here described

from a specimen from the Canary Islands. (Eu.) (ddpyoi, sargus, the
ancient name of a species of this genus.)
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Sparm sargus, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 278, 1758, Mediterranean.

Sargus variegatus, Lac^pkdh, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 207, 1803, Mediterranean ; Goode,

Cat. Fish. Beriuuda, in Am. Jour. Science and Arts 1877, 292.

Sargus raucus, Geoffroy St. Hilaiee, Descr. de I'Egypto, Poiss., pi. xviii, fis- i, 1813,

Coast of Egypt.

Sargus rondrlctii, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 14, pi. 141, 1830, Mediter-

ranean.

Sargus vitula, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 48, 1830, Mediterranean.

Diplodus sargus, Jordan & Tesler, I. c, 525, 1893.

Family CLII. M^ENIDiE.

(Thk Picauels.)

Body oblong or elongate, covered witli moderate or small ciliated scales;

mouth moderate or small, extremely protractile, the spines of the premax-

illaries extending backward to the occiput; teeth small or wanting, all

pointed; no incisors or molars; dorsal continuous or divided, the spines

very slender; preopercle entire; intestine short, with few pyloric cojca.

Carnivorous shore fishes, chiefly of the Old World. In the form of the

mouth they present analogies to the Gerridw, in other regards they closely

resemble the H(vmulid(v. Genera 4 or 5 ; species about 25. ( Pristipomalidw,

b, in part, GUnther, Cat. Fishes, i, 38G-396).

M^NIN^

:

a. Jaws with small teeth; dorsal fin nearly continuous, its rays XI, 11; hody com
pressed; scales moder.ate. Spicara, 557.

EmMELICHTHYIN^ :

aa. Jaws toothless; dorsal fius 2, the spines very slender, 12 to 14 in numher, some

of them free; hody elongate; lower ]>harynireals with cardiforiu teeth.

EMiMELICHTHYS, 558.

557. SPICARA, Rafinesque,

Spicara, Kafinesque, Caratteri, etc., 51, 1810 (flexuoaa=*maris).

Sniaris, Cuvier, Eegne Animal, Ed. I, 269, 1817 (smaris).

Body oblong, compressed, covered with moderate or small ciliated scales;

mouth small, extremely protractile, the spines of the maxillaries extending

backward to the occiput; vomer without teeth. Dorsal continuous or

nearly so, its rays XI, 11, the spines very slender; preopercle entire; intes-

tine short, with few pyloric Cfeca; scales 60 to 70. .Shore fishes of the Old

World; one of them on doubtful authority ascribed to the West Indies.

This genus is chiefly confined to the Mediterranean and neighboring

waters. {Spicara, a local name in Sicily, probably from sjnca, a spike.)

1741. SPIOAIU MARTIXICA (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

Closely allied to the European species, Spicara smaris, but with the

body rounded, compressed, the suborbital narrower and more notched.

Color apparently plain, a small black spot on the side. D. XII, 11 ; A. Ill,

9. (Cuvier & Valenciennes.) West Indies. The type of this species, 4

inches long, is reputed to have been sent to Paris by Plee, from Martini(iue.
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Very likely it is the common European picarel, Spicara smaris (L.), and it

may have come from the coasts of France. Errors of locality are common
in museums, and the "Cabinet du Eoi" has not been exempt from them.

(Name from Martinique.

)

Smaris martinieug, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 424, 1830, Martinique.

Spicara martinica, Jordan & Feslee, I. c, 527, 1893.

558. EMMELICHTHYS, Kichardsou.

Emmelichthys, Richardson, Voyage Erebus ami Tenor, Fishes, 47, 184G (nitidus).

Erythrichthys, Tejimixck & Schlegel, Fauua Japonica, Poiss., 117, 1847 (schlegcli).

Boxaodon, Guichenot, in Gay, Hi,st. Chili, 11, 208, 1847 (eyanescens).

Dipterygonotu^, Bleekeb, Contr. Ichth. Celebes, 1848 (leucogrammicus).

Inermia, Poey, Memorias, 11, 193, 1860 (viltata).

Body elongate, not much compressed, covered with moderate scales;

head long; mouth moderate, oblique, premaxillaries excessively protrac-

tile; teeth 'obsolete ; maxillary broad, scaly; lower jaw projecting; axil-

lary scale large, jireoperc lo entire or serrulate; opercle ending in n point.

Dorsal fins separate, tlie first with slender spines, 1 or 2 of them free

from membrane; soft dorsal short and low, naked, with a sheath of scales

at base; both fins ])oiuted behind; anal spines obscure; caudal widely

forked. Pyloric ccpca few. This genus contains about 5 species, bright

colored fishes, inhabiting rather deep water or going in schools in the open
seas. The species are not well known, and each one of them has been

made the type of a distinct genus by authors not acquainted with related

forms. We are not quite certain that Hmmelichthys is prior to Eriithrich-

thys, nor are we sure that but one genus of JCmmelichthyhuv should be

recognized. Our species, called Inermia {inermis, unarmed), agrees with

Emmelichthys in having a rounded preopercle, that of Erythrichthys being

nearly a right angle. Erythrichthys has larger scah>s and a very broad,

scaly maxillary. Emmelichthys has the maxillary moderate, while in

Inermia it is figured as narrow. (£/', within
;
jiieXag, black ; /^duj, fish.

)

Subgenus INERMIA, Poey.

1742. EMJIELRHTHYS VITTATUS (Poey).

(B0<iA.
)

Head 4; depth 4f ; eye 3^ in head; snout 3. D. XI, III-I, 10; A. Ill, 9;

scales 100. Vertebra' 12+14. Body slender, fusiform, back rounded, the

section of the body forming an oval of which the small diameter is f the

large. Maxillary narrow, not wider than pupil, extending beyond front

of eye, about 2^ in head; jaws subequal; premaxillary processes very

long; jaws without teeth; pharyngeal teeth present; jireorbital moderate,

i diameter of eye; preopercle with its vertical limb entire, the angle

with flat, thin serr*, the outline rounded, the bone cavernous anteriorly;

lower jaw not cavernous; opercle with a rough point; nostrils small,

placed high ; lower jaw without ]>ores; lateral line with a slight keel pos-

teriorly. Body everywhere with small scales except on tip of snout;
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dorsal fins slender; pectoral short, 1^^ in head; ventrals moderate, with

axillary scales: vertical fins without scales except the sheath at base;

caudal deeply forked, nearly as long as head, the angles pointed. Color

greenish, bluish-white below; snout yellowish; a broad band of green

tinged with yellow from eye to tail ; three similar bauds on back, the

median one most distiuct and most regular; dorsals pale yellow; caudal

dusky violet, the borders jiale; pectoral rosy; ventrals and anal white.

C(L'ca 5; air bladder very small. Length 8 inches. Havana (Poey.)

Very rare, but occasionally visiting the coast of Cuba in great schools in

December. (iHttatus, striped.)

Incnnia vUtata,'POEY, Meiuorias, ll, 193, 1860, Havana.

Eiiimelichthys vittatus, PoEY, Synopsis, 320, 1868.

Erythrichthys vittatus, Poey, Enumeratio, 49, 1875 ; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 528, 1893.

Family CLIII. GERRID.E.

(The Mojakras.)

Body oblong or elevated, comiiressed, covered with large, smooth scales;

lateral line continuous, concurrent with the back; mouth moderate,

extremely i)rotractile, descending when protruded, the spines of the pre-

maxillary extending to above eye, closing a deep groove in the top of head

;

maxillary without supplemental bone, not slipping under the very narrow

preorbital, its surface silvery, like the rest of the head; base of mandible

scaly, a slit between it and the preorbital to jiermit its free motion ; both

jaws with slender, villiform teeth; no incisors, canines, nor molars; no

teeth on vomer or palatines; preopercle entire or serrate; sides of head

scaly ; nostrils double, round; pseudobranchia' concealed; gill rakers short,

broad; gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus; dorsal fin single,

continuous or deeply notched, the spinous and soft portions about t'(|iuilly

developed, with a scaly sheath along the base; dorsal spines usually 9 or

10; anal usually with 3 spines, the soft portion of the fin similar to the

soft dorsal but shorter; ventral fins thoracic, I, 5, rather close together,

slightly behind pectorals: branchiostegals6; lower pharyngeal bones close

together, often appearing to be united, the teeth blunt; air bladder pres-

ent; pyloric ca»ca rudimentary ; vertebne 10-|-14=24. Oviparous. Genera

6 or S; species about 40. Carnivorous fishes of moderate or small size

inhabiting the tropical seas. They difi"er considerably in form and in

development of spines, but the intergradations are very perfect, so that

but for the osteological peculiarities of certain species all might be placed

in one genus.* The larger species are used as food and are of excellent

fiavor. {Gerr'uUv, Giinther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 252-264, 1862.)

a. Dorsal fin continuous, deeply notched.

h. Second interhiPuial spine singvilaily developed, as a liollow cylinder, conipara.

lively short and much expanded, the pcsterior end of the air bladder enter,

ingits cavity; preopercle and preorbital entire; anal spines 3, the second

not nnicb enlarged. ErciNOSTOMUS, 559.

*ror descriptions and complete synonymy of the species of this family see paper
Evertuann & Meek in Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1886, 256-272.
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6&. Second interhaemal spine normally developed, not hollow, the air bladder not
entering it.

e. Second interhsemal spine very short, bluntish; anal spines 2, both small;

preopercle and preorbital entire. XJl^ma, 5C0.

cc. Second interhaemal spine long, spear-shaped; anal spines 2 or 3, the second
enlarged.

A. Preopercle entire ; second anal spine moderate. Xyst;ema, 561.

dd. Preopercle serrate; second anal spine much enlarged. Gerres, 562.

559. EUCINOSTOMUS, Baird & Girard.

(MOJAKRITAS.)

Eucinostomus, Baird & Girard, Ninth Smith. Report 1855, 20 (aiyenteus).

Interluemiil bone of the second anal sx)iue greatly modified, expanded

into a hollow cylinder, into which the posterior end of the air bladder

enters. Preopercle and preorbital entire; body comparatively elongate,

8nbellij)tical in form; anal spines 3; the second anal spine and fourth

dorsal spine not greatly enlarged. Species numerous in warm seas, re-

markable for the structure of the second iuterha-mal, which is fonued

somewhat as in Calamus, but much more modified than in the latter genus.

(sv, well; Hivsoi), to move; droua, mouth.)

a. Premaxillary groove wholly naked, linear or scmioval, sometimes constricted at

base, but never scaled ; anal rays III, 7.

h. Eye very large, its diameter much greater than length of snout, 2| in length of

head. Exposed portion of maxillary small, triangular
;
premaxillary groove

linear. dowi, 1743.

hb. Eye moderate, usually more than 3 in head, its diameter about equal to length

of snout. Exposed portion of maxillarj' triangular in front, oblong behind.

e. Body elongate, the back little elevated; greatest depth 3i to 3i in length.

Anal spines small, the second 4J in length of head, pseudogula, 1744.

cc. Body more compressed, deeper, the back more elevated; greatest depth

2j in length.

d. Snout blunt; eye large, scarcely 3 in head; second anal spine large,

2j to 31 in head
;
premaxillary groove linear, harengultjs, 1745.

dd. Snout less blunt; eye not so large, more than 3 in head; second anal

spine shorter, 3J to 4J iu head ; the premaxillary groove becom-

ing broader with age, linear in the young ; spinous dorsal black

at tip, especially in the young. californiensis, 1746.

aa. Premaxillary groove scaled in front, the scales leaving a naked pit behind. Depth

2g in length; head 3 to 3J in length of body. Second anal spine about 3J in

head. gula, 1747.

1743. EUCINOSTOMUS DOWI (Gill).

Head 3*; depth 3; eye large, 2f in head; snout 3i, and interorbital 3^;

in head; scales 5-45-10. Body rather slender, compressed, elliptical, back

little elevated, head flat, with a slight depression above front of orbit.

Maxillary triangular and small, the width at the posterior end being ^ the

length, which is about i diameter of eye, also | length of second dorsal

spine. Preorbital and preopercle entire. Second and third dorsal sjiines

about equal, the third, perhap,s, slightly longer, If in head, all weak and

flexible. Second anal spine relatively strong, third weaker, but slightly

longer, 2f ; base of anal 1^ to 2^ in length of head; least depth of caudal
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peduncle 2f in head
;
pectorals about | length of head, their tips reaching

vent; ventrals If in head, reaching about i, distance to vent. Premaxillary

groove narrow, usually linear and naked, and not extending quite to the

vertical of center of pupil. Color silvery, with bluish refltctions, darker

above lateral lino ; tips of spinous dorsal black; ventrals dusky; a black

supraorbital spot; caudal dusky; body covered with very iiue dark punc-

tulations. Length 3 to 6 inches. The specimens here described from

Panama. Pacific coast of tropical America; Galapagos Islands; Pauama.

Specimens very similar have been taken at Key West and Havana, but

these may be referable to Eucinostomus harengulus. (Named for Capt.

John M. Dow.)

Diapterus dowi, Gill, Troc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 162, Panama. (Coll. Dow.)

Gerres dowi, Evermann &. Mekk, in part, I. c, 259.

1744. EUCINOSTOMUS PSEID001L.\, Poey.

Head3i:to3^; depth 3i; eye 3^ in head; snout 3^; interorbital width

31. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 7; scales 5-49-9. Body elongate, elliptical, not

much compressed; back little elevated; profile evenly convex ; top of head

little convex; mouth rather small, end of maxillary reaching slightly

past vertical from front of orbit ; length of maxillary 3:^ in length of head,

its exposed portion nearly triangular and about ^ length of head, its

greatest width i its greatest length; preorbital and iireopercle entire;

snout not much pointed, conical; cheeks each with 3 rows of scales; 7 gill

rakers below the angle. Dorsal spines all weak and flexible; second and

third subequal, li in length of head; base of anal 2 in length of head,

spines small, the second the stronger, its length 4A in length of head, about

equal in length to third spine or slightly shorter ; least depth of caudal

peduncles in length of head; tips of pectoral fins reaching vent, their

length about 3^ in length of body ; ventrals 11 in head, their tips reaching

f distance to vent; premaxillary groove long, linear and free from scales.

Color greenish above, with bluish reflections, silvery below; snout black-

ish; tips of spinous doi'sal black
;
pectorals pale; dusky in axil ; ventrals

and anal pale; caudal reddish. Length 2f to 7 inches. Here described

from specimens from Havana. West Indies to Brazil, not rare ; Bermudas

;

Cuba; St. Lucia; Bahia. {^EvSrji, false; gula.)

Eucinostomus pseudogula, Poey, Emimeratio, 53, pi. 1, 1875, Havana.
Gerres jonesi, Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ui, 1879, 150 and 389, Bermudas.
Gerres pseudogula, Evermann & Meek, I. c, 260.

174.5, EDIINOSTOMUS HAKEAGl'LUS, Goode & P,ean.

Head 3i to 3^; depth 3 to 31. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 7; P. 15; V. I, 5; C.

-f 17-f-. Scales 5-44-10 ; diameter of eye exceeding length of snout, 3 times

in the length of the head, and equaling width of interorbital space; the

groove for the processes of the iutermaxillaries naked; gill rakers small,

about 44-7; free portion of tail longer than high; least height of tail

equaling length of sixth dorsal spine; third dorsal spine longest, its

length twice in height of body and equaling length of head without post-
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orbital portion ; last dorsal spine equaling length of second anal, about
equaling length of snout, and about |- as long as the third ; first dorsal ray
fully 1^ times as long as first dorsal spine; second anal spine stronger and
shorter than third, its length 3| in length of head ; third anal spine con-

tained 3J times in length of head ; caudal forked, its length slightly less

than length of head, and very little greater than length of pectoral; the
pectoral reaching to the perpendicular through origin of soft dorsal; ven-

tral half as long as head; vent under the second ray of the soft dorsal.

The back with a slight tawny hue, interrupted as it blends with the white
of the sides by 5 or 6 iiulistiuct scollopy incursions of the body color, giv-

ing the upper part of the side of tlic fish a marbled appearance. (Goode
& Bean.) Atlantic coast of tropical America, common; known from
western Florida, Key West, .Jamaica, Santo Domingo and Bahia. (dimin-

utive of liarengiis, herring.)

JEucinostomus harengulus, Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus. 1879, 132, West Florida.

(Type, No. 5145, U. S. N. M. Coll. Kaiser & Martin.)

Gerres harengulus* Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 584.

1746. EDCIXOSTOMUS CALIFORXIEXSIS (Gill).

(MojAKEA Cantilena.)

Head 3^; depth 2^ to 2*; eye not very large, its diameter 3i in head;
snout Si in head. Dorsal IX, 10; A. Ill, 7. Scales 5-4.5-9. Body ellip-

tical, compressed, back moderately elevated ; anterior profile little convex,
not very steep ; snout rather pointed, mouth moderate, maxillary reaching
almost to vertical from front of orbit, its length 3 in length of head; ex-

posed portion of maxillary triangular in front, oblong behind, its width
2 in its length, which is 41 in length of head; preorbital and preopercle

entire; premaxillary groove long, linear and naked in young specimens
(firacilin), becoming in older examples {callfornienHis) more or less oval

and sometimes forming a rounded pit. In the cranium the groove is

always linear, this variation being due to changes in the flesh and skin.

Gill rakers small and weak, 7 below the angle. Dorsal spines weak and
flexible, the longest 4f to 2/,r in head; ventral fins short, their tips reach-

ing about halfway to anal, tlieir length 1|^ in head
; pectorals slender, their

tips reaching beyond vent; length of pectorals about equal to head; ven-

trals and caudal mostly covered with small scales; other fins naked.
Color in life silvery, greenish above; snout and upper part of caudal
dusky; spinous dorsal punctate at base, usually abruptly black at tip,

especially in the young; the dark areas separated by a transparent hori-

zontal bar, these markings wanting in some specimens, perhaps females;

soft dorsal punctate; caudal with a faint dusky margin; ventrals pale.

* In the paper ou this genus by Evermann & Meek (Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1886, 261),
Gurres harengulus, as represented by spcciiucii.s I'nim Floi-icbi and (;ul)a, wms referred to
the synonymy of the Tvest coast Eu'ciinistimniti ,/r,irilis (r(tliniinl> nsii;). I'lio two species
are very closely related. A comparison of simcuu.'Iis sliin\ s tliat hmeiKjulus li:isa blunter
anout, somewhat larMr eye, and lar;;er aua'l spines tlian cali/onii'iisis. Eye 2i in head;
snout 3J; second aniU spine 2| to 3i in head in harengulut from Key West (3|, 3i, 4§ in
califurniensis from Guaymas). It is, however, not always possible to distinguish haren-
gulus, pseudogula, gracilis, californientis and dowi, and perhaps all may prove to be
varieties of one, E. californiensi.i.

3030 9
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Length 3 to 8 inches. Pacific coast of Mexico; excessively common in

shallow bays, and entering streams; known from Guaymas and Cape San

Lucas to Panama ; once taken at San Diego.

Biapterus califomiensis* Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. rhil.a. 1862, 245, Cape San Lucas.

(CoU. Xantu.s.

)

Biapterus gracilis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1862,246, Cape San Lucas. (Coll.

Xantus.)

Gerres cinereus,\ var. nov., EiGENMANN & Eigenmann, Amer. Naturalist, Feb., 1891, 155,

San Diego. (Coll. Eigenmann.)

Gerres gracilis, Evebmann &. Meek, I. c, 261.

Gerres califomiensis, Evermann & Meek, I. c, 263.

Hucinostomus californiensis, J Jokdan, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 469.

1747. EUCIN'OSTOMUS GULA (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Silver Jenny; Mojarra de Ley; Petite Gueule.)

HeadSJ^; de*pth2|; eye 3 in head; snout 3|; interorbital width 3. D.

IX, 10; A. Ill, 8; scales 5-42-9. Body elliptical, compressed, back moder-

ately elevated, month small; end of maxillary reaching slightly past

vertical Irom front margin of orbit; exposed portion of maxillary nearly

oblong, its width al)Out 2 in its length, which is from 4 to 5 in the length

of the head; preorbital and preopercle entire. C4ill rakers small and weak,

7 below the angle; premaxillary groove scaled in front, the posterior part

naked, forming a sort of pit; longest dorsal spine li in head; second anal

spine shorter and .stronger than third, its length abont 3^ in head ; ventrals

reaching nearly to vent, their length 1| in length of head; pectorals

reaching front of anal, their length about 3 in length of body. Second

interhjemal hollow and enlarged. Color silvery, greenish, darker above;

no distinct longitudinal lines except in very young; upper margin of

spinous dorsal more or less black ; dorsal and anal fins dusky, other tins

* The following is the substance of Dr. Gill's description of E. californiensis :

HeadSJ; depth 2i in young. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 8. Scales 6-44-13. Caudal peduncle
slender and attenuated at middle. The diameter of eye 2j times (.09) in bead ; snout 3^.

Interorbital area flattened, groove for the posterior processes of premaxillarios broad,

scaleless, semioval, and reaching vertical of ends of masillaries, exposed portions of niax-

illaries convex above, semicordate, twice as long as broad. Lateral line signioidally

curved. Second and third dorsal spines nearly equal, 5J in body, IJ in head, nearly twice

as long as last spine. Third anal spine larger than second, shortti tlinii last doi-sal one,

and 4 in head. Caudal 4 longer than head, equaling pectorals, :ni(l twiic as long as

ventrals. Color silvery, with steel-blue reflections above; the tins iinmaciilatc. (Gill.)

t A specimen taken at SanDiegoand recorded by Dr. Eigenmann a.s ' (icnis riucrcvs, var.

nov.," seematohelongtoUucinostomus califoriiiensis. HeadSi; depth 2X; sialfs C-45-10;

eye equal to interorbital space, 5 in head ; maxillary just reaching front ot eye : jiredursal

distance 2i in length; caudal tin slightly longer than head, second anal spine slmrt, about

3J in headl ventral tins 1 i in head. Dark punctulations everywhere, except on ventral
.surface; no dark lateral Imrs; upper portion of spinous dorsal tin blackish; all the tins

finely punctate, the pcctdrals least so; a dark-blue axillary spot. Length about 7 inches.

San Diego. (Kigt'imiaim.)
l"i:ucinostiiuu's calinirniensis is generally common along the west coast of Mexico,

from Guaymas to raiia'iun. It is probably, however, not found in the "West Indies, .he

closely related Euclnonfinnus harengulus being apparently a dirt'erent .species. The speci-

mens called cai(/o»-«(e«*f« by Gill, having the premaxillaiy groove semioval or U-shaped,
seem to represent the adult of tliis species. Those called nnu-ilix. ^vit h the premaxillary
groove linear, are the young or half grown. Still otlu is, csinMially adults, have the
jireraaxillary groove round, forming a pit, iind every intermediate ( liaraeter may be found.

At first we thought it ]iossible to separate califomiensis and gracilis as distinct species.

The careful reexamination of some 200 specimens leaves us wholly unable to separate
them, as all grades of variation occur. Apparently the premaxillary groove is linear in

the young, growing Ijroailer with age, but the changes very irregular. The name Eucino-
stomus californiensishas priority over E. gracilis". (Jordan.)
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pale. The form of this species resembles that of Eucinostomus californi-

ensis, but the body is always less elongate than in the latter. The form of

its premaxillary groove, differing from that of any other species, affords

the best character for distinction. Carolina to Brazil, the young ranging

nortli to Woods Hole; excessively common everywhere in shallow water

and on sandy shores, as is its congener californiensis in the Pacific. It

reaches a length of 4 or 5 inches, and is used only for bait. The only spe-

cies ranging far northward, {gula, throat; from the common name Petite

guenle at Martiui(|ue.)

Gerresgula, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. N.it. Poiss., vi, 4G4, 1830, Martinique; Gunthee,
Cat. Fishes, I, 346, 1859, and iv, 255, 1862; Evkrmann & Meek, I. c, 264.

Eucinostomus arffenteus, Baird & (Iirard, Ninth Smith. Report 1855, 345, Beesley Point,

New Jersey. (Coll. Baird.)

Eucinostomus gulula, Poey, Enumeratio, 54, pi. 2, 1875, Havana.
Diapterus homonymuB, GooDE & BEAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 340, Clearwater Har-

bor, Florida. (Type, No. 23639. Coll. Dr. Velie.)

Oerres argenteus and homonijmu», Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 584.

560. ULiEMA, .Jordan «fc Evermaun.

Ulcenia, Jordan & Evermann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 471 (lefroyi).

This genus is close to Eucinostomus, from which it differs in the form of

the second interha-mal, which is short, bluntish, and not hollowed out.

The single known species is slender in form, with weak spines, the anal

fin having but 2. (ouAos; entire; al'/ua, blood, for iiiteih;emal, the

interhaimal being entire and not cup-shaped at its upper end.)

1748. UL.EMA LEFROYI (Goode).

Head 3A to 31; depth .3f; eye large, 2| in head; snout 3i; interorbital

width 3; scales 5-47-9. D. IX, 10. A. II, 8. Body elongate, elliptical, not

very strongly compressed ; back little elevated; snout conical, not much
pointed; mouth small, end of maxillary reaching scarcely beyond vertical

from anterior margin of orbit, its length 3 in length of head, exposed por-

tion nearly triangular, its greatest width 2 in its length, which is 5 in

length of head; top of head flattish; premaxillary groove long, linear and
naked; gill rakers weak, small, 7 or 8 below the angle; dorsal spines all

weak and flexible, second and third subequal, | in length of head, upper
margin of the tin concave; second anal spine moderate, its length 4 in

head; least depth of caudal peduncle 3f in length of head. Color silvery,

darker above, everywhere with line dusky punctulations and traces of

cross bars; top of spinous dorsal black; dorsal, anal, and caudal dusky;
ventrals and pectorals paler, but with dusky punctulations; axil dusky;
a dark spot on supraorbital; snout dusky; no distinct stripes along rows
of scales. Length 2 to 8 inches. Well distinguished from Eucinostomus

pseudof/ula and other related species by the presence of but 2 anal spines,

a character which reappears in the very different species, Gerres rhombeus.

A much more marked character, however, is found in the small, solid in-

terhajmal, which is wholly unlike that of Eucinostomus. West Indies, on
sand^ shores, north to Cedar Keys; known from the Bermudas, Cuba, Key
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"West, and Cedar Keys. (Named for "Maj. Gen. J. H. Lefroy, F. R. S., gov-

ernor of the Bermudas, a gentleman of well-known scientific attainments

and reputation, who while doing so much for the social and political wel-

fare of the islands is also taking an active part in the development of the

Natural History." Goode.)

Diapterus lefroyi, Goodk, Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts 1874, 123, Bermudas ; Eveemann &
Meek, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1886, 259.

Eucinostomus productiis, Poey, Enumeratio, 55, 1875; and Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.

1876, Havana.
Eucinostomus lefroyi, Goode, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mu-s.. v, 39, 1876.

561. XYSTiEMA, .Jordan ».V Evermaun.

(Mo.iARR.vs Blancas.)

Xystcema, Jordan & Evermann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 471 {cinereus).

This genus differs from Gerres in having the preopercle entire. The
body is compressed, but not greatly elevated, and the second anal and

fourth dorsal spines are less enlarged than in (itTves. The second inter-

hjemal is long and si)ear-shaped, not hollow, and not receiving the air

bladder, its structure as in Gcrren. One species, widely distributed.

{^vdrov, shaft of a spear; ania, blood, for iuterhicmal.)

1749. XYSTiE.nA CIXEREUM (Walbaum).

(MOJARRA DE CASTA; MOJARRA BlANCA ; BrOAD SHAD.)

HeadSi; depth 2^ to 2? ; eye about 3t in head; snout 3-]; interorbital

width Si ; scales 6-45-10. Body compressed, elongate, back moderately

elevated, the dorsal profile being evenly convex; mouth moderate, tbe

maxillary extending but slightly beyond the vertical at anterior margin

of orbit, its exposed portion triangular in form and twice as long as wide,

its length being contained five times in that of the head; ]ireorbital and
preopercle entire; premaxill.ary groove broad and free from scales; gill

rakers weak, 7 below the angle; distance from end of snout to dorsal fin

2s in length of body; second dorsal spine longest, about 11 in head and

not much stronger than the others; all the dorsal spines are weak and
flexible

;
general outline of the upper margin of the spinous dorsal falcate

;

second and third anal spines subequal, second 2| to 2| in length of head,

the pectorals scarcely reaching anal, their length being contained 3 times in

that of body; ventrals contained 1* times in head, and scarcely reaching

the vent. Color silvery, with bluish reflections above; sides with 7 or 8

broken, bluish vertical bars, about ecjualiug pupil in width, most distinct

in life, and present at all ages; no dark stripes along scales; dorsal and
caudal fins dusky; other fins pale; ventrals with a few dark punctula-

tions; axil dark; eye white; spinous dorsal and ventrals golden in life.

Length 12 to 15 inches. Both coasts of tropical America, and the West
Indies, north to southern Florida and Lower California; generally com-
mon in waters of moderate depth; entering rivers; a good fish of con-

siderable importance, being much larger in size than species of Gerres.
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Known from Havana ; Jamaica ; Martinique ; Bahamas ; Barbados ; Flor-
ida Keys; Mazatlan; Rio Presidio; Guatemala; Panama; Chiapas, (cine-

rena, ashy gray.)

Titrdus cineretts peliatus (the Shad), Catksby, Nat. Hist. Carolinas, etc., 1731, Bahamas.
Mugilcinereus,WALBA\JM, Artedi Piscium, 228, 1792, Bahamas; after Catesby.
Gerres aprion, Cuvieb, Eegne Animal, Ed. 2, n, 104, 1829; based on Catesby

; Ouvier &
Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 461, 1830.

Gerres zebra, Mi'iller & Troschel, Schomburgk, Hist. Barbados, 668, 1848, Barbados;
GUNTHER, Cat. Fishes, iv, 254, 1862.

Gerres squamipinnis, Gunther, Cat. Fishes, l, 349, 1859, Jamaica; Guatemala. (Coll. Dr.
Parnell and Mr. Frank.)

562. GERRES, Cnvier.

(MOJAHKAS.)

Gerres* CnviER, R^gne Anim., Ed. 2, 11, 104, 1829 (Uneatus, etc.).

Diapterus, Ranzani, Nov. Comment. Bonon., v, 1841, 340 (auratus).

Oatoch(£nnm, Cantor, Cat. Malayan Fishes, 55, 1850 (Uneatus, etc.) ; substitute for Gerres,

CnviER, regarded by Cantor as preoccupied by Gerris, Fabricius, 1794, a genus of
insects.

Moharra, Poey, Enumeratio, 50, 1875 (rhombea).

Second interhiPmal long and spear-shaped, not excavated and not receiv-
ing the end of the air bladder

;
prcopercle serrate ; body elevated and

more or less rhomboid in form, the third or fourth dorsal spine and the
second anal spine more or less elevated. Species numerous. (Gerres, an
old name used by Pliny for some fi.sh, perhaps a Spicara. "Fuisse Gerres
aut inutiles Mu'uas. Odor impudicus urcei satebatur.")

a. Preorbital entire ; no distinct dark streaks along the rows of scales.

MoHAERA (Mojarra, Spanish name, from imtger, Latin vmlier, woman).
h. Anal spines 2 only, the soft rays 9; second dorsal spine about 3 in head; second

anal spine 1|; premaxiUary groove broad, scaleless ; body deep.

T^ ,.,,..,, RHOMBEUS, 1750.
Diapterus (&16., divided, nTipov, fin)

:

lb. Anal spines 3, soft rays 8.

c. Premaxillary groove broad, triangular or oval, and free from scales.

(I. Body ovate, the outline somewhat regularly elliptical, depth 2Jin length.
Dorsal spines slender, but little flexible, the second scarcely stronger
than the third, 2 in length of head. Second and third anal spines
subequal, 2g in length of head, second stronger than third.

AUREOLUS, 1751.

* The genus Gerres was established by Cuvior in the second edition of the Regne Animal,
the name being based on 7 species as enumerated by him, rhombeus, oyena, aprion, poieti,
hneatus, argyreus, and filamentosus. One of these speciesmust, therefore, be chosen as the
type of Gerres. In 1842 Ranzani established the genus Diapterus on auratus, a species
closely related to rhombeus, or rather to tlio allied olisthostoma. In 1850 the name Gat-
ochcenum was proposed by Cantor as a substitute for Gerres, reg.arded as preoccupied by
the earlier name Gerris, applied by raliri( ins to a genus of insects. .The name Catoch-
cenum can only be used if Gerres is re^ardt-d as ineligible. By the rules followed by us
Gerres must be retained, being spelled diffeiiiitlv from Gerris. In diflerent publications
ot Voey, plumien is made the type of Gerres, although it is not one of Cuvicr's oii-iiial
species. Bleeker substitutes ZKap^ez-Ms for Gerres and Catochcenum., specil'viiii; />Iiimirri
as its type, while Gill and Poey have used the name Diapterus for the allies of (i"^", t"
which the name Eucinostomus has been applied in 1855 by Baird and Giiard. Ahliough
plumieri c^n not be made the type of Gerres, it seems" to us that the cognate species
Uneatus can be so regarded. If this view is adopted, the restricted Gerres of the present
work would correspond exactly with the restricted Gerres of Poey and Gill. This fact
certainly j ustiiies us in choosing Uneatus as the tyue of the genus.
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del. Body rhomboidal, short and deep, with angular outlines, the depth

usually more than J length ; spines long and slender ; second dorsal

spine I or more length of head ; second anal spine more than J

length of head. peruvianus, 1752.

cc. Premaxillary groove broad, oval, and covered with scales (these some-

times deciduous in poorly preserved specimens). Anal rays III, 8;

second dor.sal spine IJ in head; second anal spine Ig in head; teeth

rather long and slender. olisthostomus, 1753.

GeRBES :

aa. Preorbital serrate ; a distinct dark streak along each row of scales on back and

sides; body rhomboidal, with angular outlines; spines very strong; anal rays

III, 8 or 9-

e. Scales moderate or large, 34 to 39 in lateral line.

/. Spines moderate, the second dorsal spine | to J length of head.

g. Pectorals short, barely reaching vent ; second dorsal spine If in head

;

caudal shorter than head; lateral stripes few; depth about 2| in

lengtli ;
'19 sc.iles in lateral line. brevimanus, 1754.

gg. Pectorals long, nbout as long as head; caudal longer than head ; sides

with iiuiueidus dark streaks along the rows of scales; body deep,

the back elevated, the depth 2 to 2J in length; dorsal and ventrals

more or less dusky.

h. Pectorals as long as head, not reaching front of anal, 3 to 3J in

body; scales 38; longest dorsal spine IJ in head.

i. Third dorsal spine rather longer than second; 10 rows of

scales between lateral line and vent; opercle with few if

any small scales at base. lineatus, 1755.

a. Third dorsal .spine not longer than second ; 11 rows of

scales between lateral line and vent; opercle with

numerous small scales at base. brasilianus, 1756.

hh. Pectorals very long, J longer than head, 2 J to 2J in body; sec-

ond dorsal spine longest, 1J in head ; scales 35.

EMBEYX, 1757.

//. Spines very high, the second dorsal spine longer than head ; second anal

spine about equal to length of head ; lateral stripes very distinct, about

12 in number; depth of body 2^ in length; pectorals very long, 2| in

body; scales 37. plumieri, 1758.

ee. Scales small, 44 in lateral line. Second dorsal spine about as long as head

;

depth of body 2* in length; lateral stripes faint. MEXicanus, 1759.

Subgenus MOHARRA, Poey.

1750. GERRES RHOMBEUS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Head 3J; depth 1^; eye 3J in bead; snout 4; interorbital width 3};

scales 5-38-10. D. IX, 10; A. II, 9. Body much compressed, rhomboidal

iu form, the back much elevated; profile evenly convex to supraorbital,

where there is a slight depression ; snout somewhat pointed ; month rather

large; end of maxillary reaching to vertical from center of pupil, its

length 3 in head; exposed portion of maxillary oblong, its width about

2| in its length, which is 4^ in head; gill rakers stronger than iu guJa

or olisthosfomiis, 18 below angle; premaxillary groove broad, oval, and

free from scales; pectoral fins reaching to front of anal, their length 3 in

length of body; ventral tins reaching beyond vent, their length 4J in

length of body; second dorsal spine stronger, but shorter than third

and fourth, its length about 4J in length of body; margin of fin falcate;

suborbital entire; preopercle entire; caudal peduncle 2| in length of
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head
J
anal spines constantly 2 in number, the second If in length of

head. Color silvery, with bluish reflections, darker above ; margin of dor-

sal fin black; fins rather pale; ventrals and anal with dusky punctula-

tions; snout dusky; no distinct dark lines along the rows of scales.

Length 8 to 10 inches. West Indies and Atlantic coast of tropical Amer-
ica; generally common; known from Jamaica, San Domingo, Martinique,

Puerto Cabello, Havana, Aspiuwall, Eio Magdalena, Santa Lucia and
Bahia. Easily known by the presence of but 2 anal spines, (rhomhens,

rhombic.)

Qerres rhombeus, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., vi, 459, 1830, Martinique;

San Domingo; Gunthee, Cat. Fishes, I, 341, and iv, 253 ; Eveemann & Meek, i!. c, 2(56.

Subgenus DIAPTERUS,* Eanzani.

1751. (iERBES AUREOLl'S, Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 3 ; depth 2J ; eye 3^ in head. D. IX, 10 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 35. Body
ovate, much compressed, the back elevated, the outlines nearly regular;

outline along base of anal very oblique; caudal peduncle very short and
deep, tapering regularly to base of tail ; snout rather pointed, projecting,

the interorbital area strongly depressed; maxillary long, reaching to a

point midway between front and middle of pupil, the exi^osed portion

narrowly oblong, its width about t its length ; teeth slender, in narrow
bauds; groove on top of head for premaxillaiies scaleless, triangular,

reaching a point opposite middle of eye, its width in front | its length.

Eye very large, its diameter greater than snout or than interorbital

width. Preopercle with angle produced, the margin sharply and finely

serrated. Gill rakers very short, not i diameter of pupil. Scales moder-

ate, in about 4 rows on the cheek; lateral line running high, but little

arched much above axis of body, even on caudal peduncle. Dorsal spines

slender, but little flexible, the second scarcely stronger than the others,

about as long as the third, | as long as head; dorsal fins separate,

notched to the base, the upper outline of spinous portion very oblique;

caudal deeply forked; anal low, the second spine a little longer and
noticeably stronger than the third, 2^^ in head; soft rays posteriorly not

rising above their basal sheath of scales ; ventrals reaching well past vent,

their length more than A head
;
pectorals long, as long as head, reaching

slightly beyond origin of anal. Color in life, light olivaceous above,

silvery below ; sides with distinct tinge of pale yellow; fins all yellowish;

vertical fins margined with black, the spinous dorsal with a jet-black

blotch on tip of membrane of anterior spines; membrane of each spine

and ray of the dorsal with a distinct jet-black spot at its base; ventrals

yellow on terminal portion of outer rays only, the very tip of these white;

tip of snout dark ; opercular membrane yellowish above; lips with some

* Diaptertts is thus defined by Eanzani

:

"Caput breve frons basiconcava, rostrum attenuatum. Denies maxillares niiiiutissinii,

atque confertiasimi ; Meuibraua branihiostesia sex>tem radiis fulcita. Corpus \;ilde com-
pressum et elevatuni. Secunda pinna dors.alis, nee aualis in pionulas divisa.
Hujus generis una tantum species adhuc niihi innotuit, iiuam appelavi Diai)tcru)a aura-

turn, ejusque imaginem verbis nunc exprimere conabor."
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yellow. Panama; only the original type, 5J inches long, known, (aureo-

lu8, gilded.)

Gerres aureolus, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull, i, IT. S. Fish Conim. 1881 (1882), 328, Panama
(Coll. C. H. Gilbert) ; Evermann & Meek, I. c, 266.

1762. GERRES PERUVIAXUS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(MOJARRA DE LAS AlETAS AmARILLAS.)

Head 3; depth 2^. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 8; eye 3 in head, snout slightly

shorter
;
pectoral equaling head ; ventrals 1^ ; second dorsal spine 1 ,'j ; second

anal spine li. Body rhomboidal, short and deep, with angular outlines.

the depth usually about half length; preopercle finely serrate; edge of

preorbital entire; spines long and slender; second dorsal spine, when
depressed, reaching to the base of the third or fourth dorsal ray

;
posterior

outline of spinous dorsal deeply concave; i)ectoral long and falcate, reach-

ing past front of anal ; second and third anal spines about equal in length,

longer than the soft rays, and when depressed, reaching past tip of last

ray; ventral spine reaching vent, the rays reaching midway between vent

and anal spines. Premaxillary groove broad, triangular or oval, and free

from scales. Color silvery, without dark streaks or bars ; fins pale ; caudal

and anal yellow. Pacilic coast of tropical America ; very common ; knoAvn

from Mazatlau, Salina Cruz, Chiapas, Panama, Payta, and Guayaquil.

Length 5 to 8 inches.

Gerres peruviamis, Cdvier & Valenciennes, Hist. N.at. Poiss., vi, 467, 1830, Payta,

Northern Peru; Evermann & MEEK, I. c, 266.

Gerres hrevirostris* Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philom. P.aris, in, 1879, 208, Rio Guayas, Equador.

(Coll. Andre.)

1763. GERRES OLlSTHOSTOMUS,t Goode & Bean.

(Irish PoMPANO; Mutton Fish.)

Head 3 ; depth 2. D. IX, 10 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 5-37-9. Body rhomboid, short

and deep, the back elevated, tlie anterior profile short and very steep ; mouth
rather large; teeth slender, brush-like; preorbital entire

;
preopercle and

interopercle serrate
;
groove on top of head, for reception of premaxilla-

ries broad, rounded behind, with a median linear depression, its surface

* Gerres hrevirostris is thus described:
"D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 8; L. lat. 40; L. trans. ^\. Hauteur du corps contenue deux fois

dans la longueur, caudale non comprise; longueur de la tf^tetrois fois etdemi dans la nienie

dimension. Ligue rostro-dorsale tres-incliuce, conime dans la (irrri's plii inivri. Museau
obtus, plus court que I'feil, dont le diamctre est compris troi.s luis (bins la longueur deia
tete; espace intororbitairemoius large que Twil. Processus t\v 1 intfrmaxillMircdcpourvu
d'ecailles ct sc iinilnni^iaiit iirc'sfiue ius(iu':iu niveau ilii bm-d posterieur de I'reil. Deuxi-
emeet truisicinr i jiincs ilor.salcs dr nicii!c liaiiti ur, aussi liauti-s (|uela distance qui.separe
rextreniitc dii iiiiisraii dii liord du iircci|ifr<iili', a\ ant la iixii tit- de la hauteur du corps.
Deuxicmc ef troisirinc cpiiicH anales prcsquo dc uiciiic hauteur, plus courtes que la se.conde

6pine dorsale. Caudale fortcment ccliancree. Pectorales arrivant presque h I'anale.

Coloration tinifovme. Voisinedu Gerres rhombetis, cetteespece s'en distingue par le profll

rostro-dorsal encore plus incline et par la po.sition de I'oeil, entamant cette ligue rostrale.

liio Guayas (Equateur) : Andre." (Sauvage.)
t Very close to Gerres olisthostomus is the species described from Brazil under the name

of Diapterus auratus. Eanzani's figure shows a long-pointed snout, longer than eye;
back elevated ; headSJ; depth2; eyeinheadSg; second dorsal spine ]i; second anal spine
2i, shorter than third; pectoral reaching second anal spine, slightly longer than head;
caudal slightly shorter thaa head; scales 41. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 8.
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completely covered with small deciduous scales which extend forward to

just behind nostrils. Eye moderate. Gill rakers small, about 14 on lower

part of arch. Dorsal spines high and strong, the second nearly or quite

as long as head ; second anal spine very strong, A or more length of head;

third spine slightly louger than second and very slender; caudal lobes long

and slender, a little louger than head; pectoral long, nearly as long as

head, reaching front of anal. Color silvery olivaceous; scales with faint

silvery streaks, but no dark ones; hns mostly pale or yellowish, the ven-

trals somewhat dusky. Length 12 inches. West Indies, north to southern

Florida, south to Brazil ; rather common ; much resembling Gerres rhomheiis,

with which it has been confounded, but that species has always 2 anal

spines and the premaxillary groove entirely naked. (oXidOoi, slipperiness;

dro/iia, mouth, from the protractile jaws.)

Gerres olinthostoma, Goodb & Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 423, Indian River,

Florida (Type, No. 25118. Coll. R. E. Earll) ; Evermann & Meek, I. c., 267
;
Eveh-

MANN &, Bean, Fishes of Indian River, in Senate Doc. 46, 54tli Congress, 2d session,

23, 1897.

Subgenus GERRES.

1754. (JEURKS BREVIMAXUS, Giinther.

Head 31; depth 2^; eye 3^ in head. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 8. Scales 6-39-11.

Back much lower than in G. lineatm, and the pectoral fins very much

shorter, their leugth H in head; caudal 3 in body: frontal groove broad

and naked; preorbital very little serrate, almost entire; preopercle weakly

serrate; second dorsal spine 1| in head; second anal spine 1|; teeth small

and short. Coloration of G. lineatus, the dark streaks fainter; no black

on base of pectoral, or on lower fins; spinous dorsal dusky above. (Giin-

ther.) Pacific coast of Mexico; only the original type from Chiapas

known, (ftreris, short; mawHS, hand.)

Gerres hrevimanus, Gunthee, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1864, 152, Chiapas ;
Evermann &

Meek, I. c, 270.

176.5. GERRES LINEATDS (Humboldt).

(Mo.iarra china.)

Head 3i; depth 2i. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 8; scales 5-34-10; eye 3^ in head;

snout 3|; pectoral i^o
longer than head; ventralsH; second dorsal spine

li; second anal spine IJ. Preorbital finely serrated; snout scarcely as

long as the eye; groove for the premaxillary processes very broad, scale-

less, extending backward to the vertical from the center of the eye; oper-

cle with 3 or 4 rows of large scales, few or no small scales along its anterior

edge; dorsal tin notched, the last spine being not much hmger than the

eye; dorsal spines strong, the second as long as the head without snout,

third spine usually a little louger than the second of the dorsal fin ;
second

and third anal spines about equal in length, longer than the soft rays and

reaching to the end of last ray when depressed; the pectoral extending to

the vertical from the first anal spine ; caudal deeply forked, with the lobes

equal in length to each other and to the pectoral. A blackish streak along
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each series of scales; the hinder side of the axil, and sometimes the inte-

rior, hlackish; veutrals more or less dusky. Length 8 to 12 inches.

(lineatus, streaked.) West Coast of Mexico; a food-fish of some impor-

tance; generally common; known from Mazatlan, Acapulco, San Bias,

and Chiapas.

Smaris lineatus, Humboldt, Observ. Zool., ii, 185, pi. 40, 1807-1834, Acapulco. (Coll.

Alex, von Humboldt.)

Gerres axillaris, Gunthee, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loudon 18C4, 102, Chiapas.

Gerres lineatus, Evermann & Meek, I. c, 209.

1756. GERRES BBASILIAMJS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(Patao.)

Head 3^; depth 21 ; eye small, 3g in head; snontSi. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 7

or 8; scales 5-38-11. Body compressed, rhomboidal, back very much
elevated; profile nearly straight from spinous dorsal to jiremaxiliary

groove, where there is a slight depression; snout conical, bluntish; less

acute than in G. Uneatus ; mouth rather large; maxillary reaching slightly

beyond the A'ertical from anterior margin of pupil, its length 2A in

length of head; exposed portion of maxillary oblong, its width 2k in

its length, its length 4A in length of head; preorbital and preopercle

serrate; prenjaxillary groove broad, narrowed posteriorly, entirely free

from scales; opercle with 4 or 5 rows of scales besides numerous small

ones at its anterior edge; gill rakers short and weak, 11 below the angle;

dorsal spines rather strong and stiff, second and third subequal in length,

the second much the stronger, at least not longer than third, its length If

in length of head; upper margin of dorsal fin falcate; second and third

anal spines subequal, the second much the stronger, its length Ij in length

of head; least depth of caudal peduncle 2i in length of head; jiectoral

as long as head, not nearly reaching front of anal, 3 to 3J^ in body. Color

silvery gray, with bluish reflections, darker above, a dark streak along

each row of scales, most conspicuous on upper part of body ; fins all dusky
except pectorals, which are pale; dorsal and anal blackish on their

margins; a dark supraorbital spot; axil dusky; ventrals more or less

dusky. Length a foot. Cuba to Bahia, generally common ; here described

from a specimen from Havana. The species is extremely close to G.

lineatus and is doubtfully distinct. On comparison of specimens we note

no difference except those mentioned in the analysis of species, and these

are probably not constant.

Gerres brasiliamis,* Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 458, 1830, Brazil

;

Porto Rico; Evermann & Meek, I. c, 208 ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 321.

Gerres patao, Poey, Memorias, ii, 320, 1808, Havana.

* A specimen from Brazil, typical of Gerres brasilianus, shows the following characters

:

EyeSJ in head; second dorsal spine about If in head. Ventral not black, but dusky
shaded ; soft rays of dorsal and anal also peppered with dark points

;
pectoral a little more

than head, not quite to vent, 3 in body; second anal IJ in liead. equals 3 in length but
shorter, 4^ in body; second anal spine a little longer and ventral paler than in Cuban
specimens (patao.)
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1757. GEBRES EMBRYX, Jordan & Starks, new species.

Head 3 ; depth 2^. D. IX, 10 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 5-35-10 ; snout 3i in head

;

maxillary 2*; eye 4; second dorsal spine li; second anal spine If; pec-

toral \ longer than head ; ventrals \\ ; caudal lobe l^-. Body compressed

and angular, the back elevated; profile slightly concave over eye, thence

strongly convex to dorsal; snout pointed ; mouth moderate, the maxillary

reaching slightly past anterior nuirgiu of pupil, width of its exposed por-

tion 2\ in its length; jaws about equal; teeth in the upper jaw minute,

very slender, and movable; teeth in lower jaw obsolete; preorbital and
preopercle serrate

;
gill rakers short, about 7 -f 14 ;

pharyngeals with short

blunt, pebble-like teeth on the middle, and small sharp conical teeth on

the outer edge. Cheeks with 4 or 5 rows of scales; snout from al)Out

middle of eye, jtreorbital ring, suborbital, maxillary, and lower jaw scale-

less; basal sheath of dorsal composed of 1 row of scales; lateral liue run-

ning high. Dorsal spines high, the second, which is much the strongest

and longest, when depressed, reaching to the base of the last.; longest

dorsal ray about \ second spine; third anal spine the longest but not

so strong as second, its tij) reaching well past end of last ray, when lin is

depressed; pectoral very long and falcate, reaching to the vertical from

the front of anal, \; longer than head, 2\ in body; ventrals reaching past

vent, but not to anal; caudal deeply forked. Color in spirits, silvery,

darker above; sides with about 11 longitudinal dark streaks following the

rows of scales, 1 following the lateral line, those above parallel to it, those

below more longitudinal; tip of snout black above; dorsal, caudal, and
ventrals, dusky; other lins colorless; axil dusky. Length about a foot.

Coast of South Carolina, in rather deep water, in company with Calamus

leucosteus, Centropristcs philadeJphicus, Larimiis fasciatus, and StelUfer lan-

ceolatua. Here described from a specimen (No. 449, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

12 inches long, taken at Charleston, by Mr. Charles C. Leslie, (ev, in;

/ipvS, the ocean depths.

)

1768. GERRES PLITMIERI, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(MOJAERA.)

Head 3; depth 2^; eye rather large, 3 in head; snout 4 in head; scales

5-37-11. D. IX, 10; A. HI, 8. Body compressed, rhomboidal in form,

back very much elevated. Mouth rather large, maxillary extending

slightly beyond vertical from anterior mai'gin of pupil, its length 2| in

head ; exposed portion of maxillary oblong, its width 2i in length, which
is 4f in length of head

;
preorbital and preopercle serrate

;
preniaxillary

groove broad and entirely free from scales; gill rakers small, weak, 13

below the angle ; distance from tip of snout to dorsal fin equal to the

greatest depth of lish ; upper margin of dorsal fin much concave; second

dorsal spine very strong and long, its length equaling length of head;

second anal spine stronger and slightly shorter than the second dorsal

spine, its tip reaching to the vertical from base of caudal rays ; third spine

shorter and much weaker than second; pectoral fins reaching beyond

the front of anal, their length 2J in length of body; ventral fins reaching
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past vent, almost to front of anal, their length 3| in length of body.

Color bluish-silvery above, silvery below ; very distinct dark longitudinal

lines along each row of scales; dorsal, caudal, and aual fins dusky;

margin of dorsal fin black; a dark supraorbital spot; pectoral and ventral

fins pale. Length 10 inches. Atlantic coast of trojiical America, and

West Indies; rather common; north to eastern Florida; known from

Havana; Porto Kico; San Domingo; Jamaica; Martinique; Indian River,

Florida ; Pernambuco ; Babia ; Aspinwall ; and Guatemala. Here described

from a specimen from Havana. (Named for Charles Plumier, who early

made paintings of the fishes of Martinique.)

Gerrei plumieri, Cuviek & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 452, 1830, Antilles

;

Porto Rico ; GiJNTHER, Cat. Fishes, I, 340, andiv, 253; JoEDAN &, Gilbert, Synopsis,

583 ; EVEEMANN & MEEK, I. C, 270.

1759. GEBBE8 MEXIOANUS, Steindachner.

Head 4; depth 2^; scales (6-43 to 45*-12). Closely allied to G. plu-

mieri, the body longer, the scales smaller, the second anal spine shorter, f

length of second dorsal spine and 1^ in head; second dorsal spine nearly

as long as head (much* stronger than third but not much higher, 3 in

body); pectoral short, as long as head, 3| in body, not reaching anal (4i

scales * in a series from fourth dorsal spine to lateral line, 6 series between *

first dorsal spine and lateral line)
;

preorbital and preopercle serrate.

Color much as in G. lAnmieri, but paler. Rio Teapa, Mexico. 1 specimen

known (Steindachner); not seen by us; apparently distinguished by the

small scales.

Gerres mexicanus, Steindachner, Uebei- eine neiie Gerres-Art, aua Mexico, Verb. K. K.

Geo. Wien, xni, 1863, 383, Rio Teapa, Mexico.

Family CLIV. KYPHOSID^.

(The Rudder Fishes.)

Herbivorous fishes, with incisor teeth only in the front of the jaws.

Body oblong or elevated, with moderate or small scales, ctenoid or not.

Mouth moderate, with incisor-like teeth in the front of each jaw; no
molars; teeth on vomer and palatines present or absent; premaxillaries

moderately protractile; preorbital rather narrow, sheathing the maxillary.

Gill rakers moderate; pseudobranchiie well developed; opercles entire.

Gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; gill membranes separate, free from the

isthmus ; dorsal fin continuous or divided, with 10 to 15 rather strong siiinea,

the soft dorsal naked or scaly; anal with 3 spines; ventrals thoracic, the

rays I, 5, an accessory scale at base; caudal lunate or forked; i)ectoral fin

with all its rays branched. Intestinal canal elongate, with few or many
pyloric cteca. Air bladder usually with 2 posterior horns. Vertebrje in

ordinary or slightlj' increased number, 24 to 28. Post-temporal of normal
percoid form, the stout forks not adnate to the cranium. Herbivorous

* These characters in parentheses, not in the original description, are given in a letter

from Dr. Steindachner, date August 3, 1895.
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shore fishes, feeding largely on green or olive alga? ; chiefly of the Medi-

terranean Sea and the Pacific Ocean ; most of them valued as food. Gen-

era 20, species about 70. (Sparidw, groups Cantharina and Pimelepterina,

Gunther, Cat. Fishes, i, 413-432; 497-499, 1859.)

GlRELLIN^:

a. Soft part of dorsal and anal fins naked or partly scaled ; head more or less naked

;

teeth in broad bands, all freely movable, none on vomer
;
pyloric ca;ca very numer-

ous ; vertebroB in somewhat increased number. Pacific Ocean.

6. Incisors all tricuspid.

c. Dorsal spines 14 or 15 ; each jaw with a series of flat, movable, tricuspid

incisors, behind which is a broad band of similar smaller ones ; dorsal

continuous, its spines low. Girella, 563.

cc. Dorsal spines 12 or 13; "in both jaws series of flat, tricuspid teeth, behind

which is a band of similar teeth, less developed and replacing the

former;" soft dorsal and anal elevated. Doydixodon, 564.

Kyphosin^ :

aa. Soft parts of vertical fins closely scaly; teeth more or less fixed, usually present

on vomer; pj'loric caeca numerous.

d. Top of head as far back as posterior margin of eyes, naked; incisor teeth nar-

row, equal, rounded; spinous dorsal much longer than soft dorsal; soft

anal higher and shorter than soft dorsal. Heemosilla, 565.

dd. Top of head as well as sides and jaws closely scaled; broad bands of teeth

behind the incisors ; villiform teeth on vomer, palatines and tongue ; dor-

sal spines low ; incisor teeth lanceolate.

c. Incisor teeth strong, with horizontal, backward projecting roots; soft

dorsal and anal not much elevated.

/. Incisor teeth well developed, each with a conspicuous horizontal proc-

ess or root; caudal fin moderate, about as long as the head, the

outer rays not 3 times as long as the middle rays; junction of gill

membranes forming an angle. Kyphosus, 566.

ff.
Incisor teeth small, -with inconspicuous roots; caudal much longer

than head, the lobes falcate, the outer 5 times length of middle

rays; gill mombtanes not forming an angle at junction.

Sectatoe, 567.

ee. Incisor teeth very narrow, without evident roots.

g. Anal fin short, 3J in length of body, its rays III, 19; dorsal spines

gradually increasing in height to the sixth, then decreasing

backward ; soft dorsal and anal not falcate
;
preopercle slightly

serrate ; teeth narrow but evidently compressed.

Medialuna, 568.

563. GIRELLA, Gray.

Girella, Geay, Illustrations of Indian Zoology, about 1840 (punctata).

Melaniehthys, Temminck & Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poissons, 75, 1850 (punctatvs).

Camarina, Ayees, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1860, 81 (nigricans).

Body oblong-ovate, compressed, covered with rather large scales.

Mouth small, with a scries of tricuspid, movable incisors, behind which is

a broad band of similar smaller ones; no molar teeth; no teeth on vomer

or tongue ; lower pharyngeal teeth slender. Cheeks with very small scales

;

opercles and top of head chiefly naked. Gill rakers slender. Dorsal fin

rather low, with about 14 spines, on the bases of which the scales extend,

forming an imperfect sheath ; no groove at base of dorsal ; no procumbent

dorsal spine; anal spines small, graduated; caudal lunate. Air bladder

divided into 2 posterior horns. Pyloric cieca numerous ; intestinal canal
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elongate; peritoneum black. Vertebne 11+16 or 17=27 or 28. Her-

bivorous. Pacific Ocean. This geuus contains several species found

on the east coast of Asia and one characteristic of the rocky shores of

California. They are herbivorous fishes, feeding on seaweeds. (From the

French "Girelle," which is a derivative of Julis, and is applied to smaller

Labroids.)

1760. GIRELLA NIGRICANS (Ayres).

(Green-fish.)

Head 4; depth 2^. D. XIV, 14; A. Ill, 12; scales 50; vertebriP

11+16 = 27. Body oval, compressed, with very deep caudal peduncle;

snout thick, its profile evenly rounded; mouth small, subinferior, the

maxillary reaching nearly to front of orbit; a minute patch of palatine

teeth; each jaw with a series of flat, tricuspid, movable incisors, behind

which is a broad band of smaller ones; no teeth on vomer or tongue;

cheeks with very small scales ; opercles and top of head naked
;
preopercle

minutely serrnlate at its angle; preorbital as broad as eye; gill rakers

numerous, rather long; scales firm, weekly ctenoid, those on thorax and

front of back smaller; dorsal spines lower than soft rays, with an imper-

fect sheath of scales at their base ; anal spines small, graduated, the soft

rays higher than those of the dorsal; caudal lunate; pectorals short and

broad, not reaching vent; ventrals short; air bladder with 2 posterior

horns; intestinal canal very long; pyloric ceca numerous; peritoneum

black. Color dusky green, paler below; fins dusky greenish
;
young with

a large yellowish blotch on the back on each side of dorsal. Length about

a foot. Coast of southern California from Monterey to Cape San Lucas;

abundant in rocky places, the young a common and active inhabitant of

rock pools; a food-fish of fair finality, {nigricans, blackish.)

Camarina nigricans, Ayees, Proo. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1861, 81, lig. 22, California.

Girella dorsomactda, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 244, Cape San Lucas
;
young.

(Coll. Xantus.)

Girella nigricans, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 560, 1883 ; Jordan & Fesleb, I. c, .531 , 1893.

564. DOYDIXODON, V.alcncienues.

Doydixodon, Valenciennes, Voyage de la Venus, v, 318, 1855 (freminvillei).

Dorsal spines 12 or 13. "In each jaw a series of flat tricuspid teeth,

behind which is a band of similar teeth, less developed and replacing the

former;" soft dorsal and anal elevated, otherwise as in Girella, from which
it is doubtfully separated. Species all American; not well known. {5vo,

two; 5l'|oo5, forked; oSovi;, tooth.)

1761. DOYDIXODON FREMINVILLEI, Valenciennes.

D. Ill, 15; A. Ill, 12; scales about 60. Color uniform dark green, or

banded with darker. Form, sqnamation, and dentition as in Girella nic/ri-

cans (Valenciennes). Galapagos Islands and coast of Peru; known to us

from the figure of Valenciennes, which closely resembles Girella nigricans,
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but the number of dorsal spines is fewer. (Named for Chretien Paulin

de Freminville, an early Freucb naturalist and explorer.)

Doydixodon freminvillei, Valenciennes, Voyage V6nus, V, 32.3, pi. 5, 1855, Galapagos
Islands.

Doydixodon /asciatum, Kner &, Steindachner, Sitzb. Akad. Wien, uv, 358, fig. 2,

Iquique, Peru.

Doydixodon freminvillei, Jordan & Peslek, I. c, 532, 1893.

565. HERMOSILLA, .Jenkin.s & Evermann.

Hermosilla, Jenkins & Eveemann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1888, 144 (azurea).

This genus is allied to Eyphosus, from which it differs in the weaker gill

rakers; in having the margin of the prcopercle entire ; in having no teeth

on the tongue; in the squamation, the scales on the body being larger;

head not so completely scaled ; top of head, snout, preorlntals, space below

the eye, chin, and preopercles, naked. It also differs in the relative sizes

and forms of the vertical tins; the si)inous dorsal is much longer than the

soft dorsal, and the soft anal is higher and shorter than the soft dorsal.

One species, from the Pacific Coast of Mexico. (Hermosilla, name of the

capital city of Sonora, along the coast of which State the typical species

was taken, the name derived from Spanish hermoso, beautiful; Latin,

foi'mosus.)

1762. HERMOSILLA AZUREA, Jenkins ct Evermann.

Head 3 ; depth 2 ; eye 3^ in head. D. XI, 11 ; A. Ill, 10 ; scales 11-55-17.

Body ovate, compressed, head short, snout 3 in head, blunt; maxillary

barely reaching front margin of eye, 3| in head. Each jaw with a single

series of close-sot, equal, narrow, rounded incisors, the A'illiform teeth

behind them small or obsolete, not evident in the type; teeth on vomer
not evident in the type; gill rakers slender, the longest about the diam-

eter of the eye, 3-|-12; preopercle entire; preorbital f diameter of eye,

nearly covering the maxillary. Top of head as far back as the pos-

terior margin of the eyes, snout, preorbitals, a narrow space below eye,

chin and preopercles, naked; top of head covered with pores; pre-

opercles with a network of grooves: remaining parts of head and body
scaled; 5 rows of scales on cheek below eye, about 6 rows on the oper-

cle; subopercle with 1 row; fins, with the exception of the spinous dor-

sal, covered more or less with fine scales; scales moderate, ctenoid, not

crowded anteriorly; lateral line complete, traceable but a short distance

on the caudal. Dorsal fin with 11 spines, the seventh, which is the

longest, H in head; the alternate ones very strong, the spinous part con-

tinuous with the soft portion, the last spine not much lower than the soft

dorsal, thus leaving but a slight depression between the two; the spinous

])art depressible into a groove; base of spinous part about ^ longer than
the base of the soft portion; soft anal shorter and higher than soft

dorsal; anal with 3 spines, .short but strong, the second the longest, 1^

times diameter of eye; caudal forked, upper fork the longer; pectoral

IJ^ in head, not quite equaling the ventrals which begin behind them.

Depth of caudal peduncle 7 in body; interorbital space 2f in head;
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peritoneum black. Color dark steel-blue, paler below ; body witli about

12 nearly vertical blackish cross bands about as wide as the eye ; below

eye silvery, with a dark streak from maxillary to angle of opercle; oper-

cular blotch black; a black blotch in the axil; fins mostly dark. Two
larger specimens 11 and 13 inches long collected by the J /ftaiross at San

Bartholome Bay, Lower California, differ notably in form, and may possibly

belongto a distinct species. Head 31; deiith2^. D. XI, 11; A. Ill, 10; scales

9-55-17; snout 3 in head; eye 5; interorbital 2f ; maxillary 3i; longest

dorsal spine 2|; second anal spine 3^; longest dorsal ray 3; longest anal ray

3|; pectoral 1?; ventral 1;!; caudal lobe \\. Body oblong-ovate, com-

pressed ; head short ; maxillary bandy reaching front of eyo ; each jaw with

a single series of equal rounded incisors with small villiform teeth behind

them; villiform teeth on vomer; gill rakers as long as the diameter of

pupil, about 3 -f 12. Top of head as far back as posterior margin of eye,

snout, maxillary, lower jaw, preorbital, suborbital ring, and edge of pre-

opercle, naked; cheeks with G series of scales, 6 rows on the opercle; the

fins covered with fine scales; dorsal with a well-developed sheath of

scales. Spinous dorsal the higher; second and third anal spines about

equal, the first rays the longest, fin sharply angulated in front; ventrals

placed well behind pectorals, their tips not reaching the vent; caudal

emarginate, the lobes aboiit equal. Color in spirits, slaty above with 12

or 13 dark cross bars which fade out below pectoral; a streak across max-

illary and preopercle belovr eye, and one across snout through eye; belly

silvery, fins all dusky, ventrals tipped with black, a black blotch on axil;

edge of opercle black, a conspicuous black blotch above angle. Known
onlj' from these 2 specimens and the types, 2 specimens 8 and 9 inches long

respectively, from the Bay of Guaymas. Length afoot, {azureiis, sky-blue.)

Hennosilla azurea, Jenkins & Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1888, 144, Guaymas
(Type, No. 36269. Coll. Jenkins & Evermann) ; Evermann & Jenkins, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mu8. 1891, 156, pi. 1, fig. 3; Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 533, 1803.

566. KYPHOSUS, Lacopi'de.

(Choi'as.)

Eyphosus, LACiEPtoE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ni, 114, 1802 (bi(jibbuii =fuscus)

.

Pimck'pteriis, LAcfipfcDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 429, 1803 {bosqui— seciatrix).

Dorsuarius, LACEPfeDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 482, 1803 {nigre,icens=fuscus).

Xyster, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 484. 1803 (fuficus).

Saleima, Bowdich, Excursion Madeira, 238, 1825 (aurata).

1 OpistMstiug, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1862, 245 (tahinel).

Body elong.ate-ovate, regularly elliptical, moderately compressed; head

.short, with blunt snout; eye large; mouth small, horizontal; maxillarv

barely reaching front of eye; each jaw with a single series of rather nar-

row obtusely lanceolate incisors, implanted with compressed conspicuous

roots posteriorly ; behind these a narrow band of villiform teeth ; fine teeth

on vomer, palatines, and tongue. Branchlostegals 7; gill rakers long.

Preopercle obsoletely serrate
;
preorbital narrow, covering but little of the

maxillary. Sciuaniation very complete, the space between and about the

eyes being the only naked part ; scales smallish, thick, ctenoid, 60 to 70 in
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the lateral line, which is continuous; similar scales entirely covering the
soft parts of the vertical fins, and extending up on the paired fins. Dorsal
tin lo\v, with about 11 spines, which are depressible in a groove of scales

the tin continuous, but the last spines low, so that a depression occurs
between the two parts of the tin, the bases of the spinous and soft parts
about equal; soft dorsal rather low in front, not falcate, pointed behind;
anal similar to soft dorsal, with 3 spines; caudal fin moderately forked;

pectoral fins small, ventrals well behind them. Intestinal canal lono-.

Pyloric cieca verj' numerous. Vertebne 9 or 10 + 15 or 16^2.5. This
genus contains some 10 species, chiefly confined to the Pacific Ocean, and
most of them found in the East Indies. {Hvii>oc,, a hum)), the word more
correctiy written cii2ihiis, and referring to a deformed specimen with a
hump back.)

a. Soft part of anal vepy long and low, its longest rays 3J to 4 in head, and 3 in soft part
of the tin. 1). XI, 14; A. Ill, 12; scales small, about 85 in lateral line, those on
cheek in 17 .series; teeth about 30 in each jaw, narrow, the jaw short. Color
bright gray, the sides steel blue, with paler lengthwise stripes of bright bronze.
Depth more than i length. analogus, 176;:i.

aa. Anal fin moderately elevated in front and rather short, its rays III, 11, the longest
ray 1? to 2 in the base of the soft part of the tin. I). XI, U or 12. Teeth 35 to 40

in each jaw.

b. Teeth rather narrow and subacute ; maxillary short, barely reaching eye, about
^ in head.

c. Scales moderate, 10-65-20
; anal rays III, 13. Coloration bright plumbeous,

with many bright yellow streaks on a plumbeous ground. Mouth and
teeth not fully de.-icribed. incisor, 1764.

ec. Scales smaller, about 12-67-20; anal moderate, its longest ray 2i in head
and i base of soft part of fin ; body deep, the depth 2 in length

;

snout blunt; scales on cheek in 10 series. Coloration dull pale gray,
the dark streaks broader than in E. analorjvs. A. Ill, 11.

ELEGANS, 1765.

cce. Scales rather large, 10-55-16; depth 2i in length; head 3J. Coloration
dusky gray, with about 25 gray streaks following the rows of scales,

those near middle of body broadest ; a silvery streak along preor-
bital. D. XI, 12

;
A. Ill, 11. SECTATRIX, 1766.

bh. Teeth broad and rounded ; maxillary rather long, reaching opposite pupil, 3J
in head; scales small, 12-72-24; depth of body 24- in length; head 3}; pec-
toral li in head. D. XT, 11; A. Ill, 11. Color dark steel blue, the pale
stripes obscure; sometimes varying to entirely bright lemon yellow;
sometimes with the head yellow or with yellow blotches.

LUTESCENS, 1767.

1763. KYPHOSIS AXALOGUS (Gill).

Head 4; depth 2^. I). XI, 11; A. Ill, 12 or 13; eye 4i in licad; snout 3;
maxillary 3i; pectoral 1^^ e(iual to ventrals; longest ray of soft dorsal 3^;
longest dorsal spine 2^; upper lobe of caudal as long as head; scales

13-76-20; gill rakers 8 -\- 16. Body compressed, elliptical; profile in some
specimens evenly curved from tip of snout to dorsal, in others slightly
produced before eyes and concave over snout. Mouth small, horizontal;
jaws equal; teeth in a single series, from 22 to 28 in each jaw; maxillary
extending to the vertical from the front of eye. Snout, lower jaw, and
preorltital naked, head elsewhere with scales: 12 to 15 rows of scales on

3030 10
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opercle; scales ou body much crowded anteriorly; all the fins, with the

exception of spinous dorsal, entirely scaled. Tip of pectoral sharply

rounded ; front of anal not greatly elevated, its longest ray 3 in base of

fin, which is about equal to head ; spinous dorsal higher than soft dorsal

;

upper lobe of caudal the longer. (Jolor in life, steel blue, brighter than

in elegans; with bronze streaks along the edges or rows of scales, much
brighter than in eJegans; a broader gray streak bordered with bronze at

base of soft dorsal; a large brassy spot in the axil, extending along

shoulder girdle, a deep bronze stripe through eye, another back from

angle of mouth, the two separated by steel blue; fins all blue black, with

some bronze, especially on pectorsil. Body more elongate than in elcgam;

the form more elliptical; the mouth less blunt, with fewer teeth; the

scales smaller and more crowded anteriorly; the fins lower, especially the

anal. Largest specimen 18 inches long. Pacific coast of tropical America,

Gulf of California to Panama. Here described from Mazatlan specimens.

A beautiful species rather common about Mazatlan, botli in the estuary

and in deep water in the neighborhood of the islands. Its range along

the coast is not definitely distinguished from that of 7i. elegans, the two

having been recorded as identical by authois who had seen Ijut one.

They were first properly distinguished by Everuiann & .Jenkins, who ob-

tained both at Guaymas. The marked difference in color, however, does

not appear in the descriptions of Evermanu & .Jenkins, Avhich were drawn

from specimens preserved in alcohol. Specimens examined by us from

Guaymas, Cape San Lucas, Porto Escondido, and Mazatlan. (analogns,

analogous,—to Kyphosus scctatrix, but its relations are rather with

Kyphosus incisor.)

PimcZeptcrM* anaipf/its, Gill, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. I'hila. 1862, 245, Cape San Lucas. (Coll.

Xantns.)

Kyphosus analogus, Eveemann & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 154; Jokdan & Fes-

lee, I. c, 5;J4, 1893 ; Jordan, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 465.

1704. KYPHOSUS INCISOB (Cuvier & Valeiicienue.s).

(Chopa Amaeilla.)

Head .5 in total Avith caudal; depth 3. D. XI, 14; A. Ill, 13; scales

10-6.5: pores 20; anal a third higher than soft dorsal; caudal lunate;

teeth as in K. sectatrix; preopercle scarcely serrate; scales of back much
smaller than those of sides, as are also those of head, throat, and belly.

Plumbeous, with yellow lines marking edges of the scales; besides the

yellow streak across cheek to axil, another below eye ending on opercle;

yellow streak before nostrils emphasized by black edgings; fins blue,

deeper on the soft part ; base of pectoral with yellow scales. Cuba (Poey)

to Brazil and the Canary Islands; not seen by us; a large species reach-

ing 2i to 3 feet in length, a larger size than is attained by E. sectatrix.

Evidently distinct from Kyphosus sectatrix, with which it is confounded

by Jordan & Fesler, its relations being with A', analogns. (incisor, one

that cuts; from the teeth.)

.'Saleima aurata, Bowdich, Excursion Madeira, 238, 1825, Bona Vista Island; description

and figure very bad. D. X, 17 ; A. Ill, 14 ; body witli light orange .stripes.

VimelcpteruB incisor, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., vn, 266, 1831, Brazil.

(Coll. Delalande.) (Ghmtodon incisor, Parkinson MS., about 1765.)

Fimelepterus JlavoUneatus, Poey, Repertorio, 319, 1866, Havana. (Coll. Poey.)
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1765. KYPHOSUS ELEGANS (Peters).

(Chopa.)

Head 3f ; depth 2. D. XI, 12 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 11-63-17 ; eye 4 in head

;

snont 3i ; maxillary 3i
;
pectoral If, equals ventral ; longest ray of soft

dorsal 2A ; longest dorsal spine 2\ ; longest anal ray 2 ; upper lobe of caudal

equals bead. Gill rakers 6 -f- 15. Body ovate, compressed
;
pntdle rounded,

slightly produced before eyes, concave over snout in some specimens,

straight in others ; a gentle curve from eyes to dorsal ; mouth small, hori-

zontal, the jaws equal; teeth in a single series, about 36 in each jaw;
maxillary extending to the vertical from anterior edge of orbit; snout,

lower jaw, and preorbital naked, head everywhere else scaled; opercles

with 8 or 9 rows of scales; scales on body large, somewhat crowded ante-

riorly; all the tins, except spinous dorsal, with scales to their edges, those

on caudal exceedingly small. Tip of pectoral sharply rounded, not reach-

ing to tipsof ventrals; ventral spine half as long as soft rays; anal spines

short and stout, graduated; anal elevated in front and higher than soft

dorsal; middle spines of dorsal the longest, about equal to highest rajs

of soft dorsal; upper lobe of caudal the longer. Vertebra- 9+ 16 or

lOH-15. Color grayish black, with paler centers to the scales; about 16

streaks below lateral line; sides with large faint dittuse yellowish white

spots; a little bluish and yellowish on sides of head; a yellow streak

below lower part of eye; no steel blue or bronze in life, the cohu-ation

much duller than in K. analogus. Pacific Coast of tropical America from
Guaymas to Mazatlan. Here described from Mazatlan specimens. This
species is rather common about Mazatlan, especially in the sluggish waters

of the Astillero. It reaches a length of about 15 inches, (elef/ans, ele-

gant, but its colors are less bright than usual in this genus, and the body
deeper.

)

Pimelepterus elegans, Peters, Berliner Monatsberichte, 707, 1869, Mazatlan.

Kyphosus elecians, Evermann & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1891, 155; Jordan & Fes.
LER, I. c, 535, 1893 ; Jordan, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 466.

17«(i. KYPHOSUS SECTATRIX (Linnuu.s).

(RUDDER-FISII; BERMUDA ChUB ; ChUB; CHOPA BLANCA.)

Head 3f; depth 2^. D. XI, 12; A. Ill, 11; scales 10-55-16. Vertebra-

9-^-16. Body ovate, somewhat compressed; longest dorsal spine i the

height tif body, rather higher than soft dorsal and nearly equal to longest
ray of anal; teeth 35 to 40 on each side; horizontal process of the teeth

not much longer than the vertical ; interorbital space 2^ in head ; top and
sides of head finely scaled ; interorbital region gibbous, below which point
the snout is truncate; preopercle weakly serrulate; gill rakers long; soft

dorsal aiul anal very low ; the longest ray of anal 2^ in head, longest spine

2i; median dorsal spines highest; second anal spine highest; caudal well

forked, the lower lobe longer. Color in life steel gray, very slightly

bluish, not much paler below; the edges of each row of scales on back
and sides slightly brassy, so that very faint yellowish stripes alternate

with bluish ones of about equal width; a diffuse i)ale stripe below ej'e, a

yellowish one above and below this; tins all dull grayish; ventrals and
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anal somewhat blackish ; edge of opercle slightly darker. Here described

from Key West specimens. West Indies, ranging from Cape Cod to the

West Indies, crossing the ocean to the Canary Islands; accidental in the

Mediterranean, once taken at Palermo by Professor Pietro Doderlein. Not

rare oif our Atlantic coasts, becoming rather common southward, espe-

cially at Key West. It has lung been noted for its habit of following

vessels, sui)posably for the waste food thrown from them, hence called

Rudder-fish. A fish of considerable game qualities. Length 18 inches,

(feminine of sectator, one who follows.)

Perca marina sectatrix (the Rudder-fish), Catesby, Kat. Hist. Car. 1738, Carolina.

Perca saltarix, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 293, 1758 (uiiapriut, incorrectly copied from

Catesby, who called it seclitrix), Carolina.

Chcvtodon cyprinaceng (Broussouet), Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1269, 1788, name only; on a

specimen from the tropical Atlantic. (Coll. Parkinson, in Voyage Capt. Cook:

described hy Cuvier & Valenciennes, I.e., vni, 263.)

Pimelepterus bosqtdi, Lackpicde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 429, 1803, South Carolina. (Coll.

Bosc.)

Pimelepterus oblongior, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vn, 264, 1831, locality

unknown ; depth 3 in total length; 14 longitudinal streaks.

Pimeleptervs bosci var. sic«ia, Doderlein, Nat. Sicil.,Ann. 11, fasc. 2, 1883, Palermo.

Pimelepterus bosci, Cuvier ifc Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois., vii, 258, pi. 187, 1831 ; Jordan

& Gilbert, Synopsis, 561, 1883.

Perca sectatrix, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 486, 1766.

Cyphosus bosqvi, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis. 1884, 128.

Kyphosus sectatrix, Jordan & Fesler, I. c, 525, 1893.

17G7. KYPHOSUS LUTESCENS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3j ; depth 2i. D. XI, 11 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 12-67-22. Body oblong-

elliptical, robust; the dorsal and ventral outlines moderately and nearly

equally arched; head bhmtish; the profile evenly curved, without depres-

sion in front of the eye ; the preorlntal region less gibbons than in 7v. seda-

irix; mouth terminal, the lower Jaw slightly the shorter, the broad maxillary

reaching to opposite the front of the eye, its width about equal to that of

the preorbital; teeth in both jaws broad, rounded or subtruncate, in

single rows, the horizontal roots longer than the crown, but not twice as

long; about 36 teeth in each jaw; behind the large teeth in each jaw is a

band of rasp-like asperities; gill rakers short, about 6 + 16; i)reopercle

with its angle rounded and membranaceous, the vertical limb straight and
minutely serrulate; cheeks with 10 or 11 rows of scales, including smaller

ones; preorbital, jaws, snout, rim of eye, and rounded part of preopercle

naked, the head otherwise closely scaly ; scales on body rather small, firm,

suioothish, those on breast smaller; fins, as usual, with the soft parts

covered with small scales; dorsal spines rather high and strong, the

middle ones highest, higher than the soft rays, nearly twice the height of

the last spine, and 2J in head, 3^^ in greatest depth of body; soft dorsal

rather high, not at all falcate, the first rays i the length of the head ; anal

fin similar, shorter and higher, the spines graduated, the longest rays

more than I length of head; caudal wide, moderately forked, the lobes

equal, the longer as long or a little longer than head, the depth of the
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fin, from tip to tip, about equal to greatest depth of body. Pectorals

short, slightly longer than veutrals, as long as from snout to edge of pre-

opercle. Veutrals placed well behind pectorals, not reaching vent. Color-

ation in spirits, nearly uniform light grayish, without distinct markings;

golden yellow in life, according to Lieutenant Nichols; very faint darker

streaks present along the rows of scales; preorbital, suborbital, and pre-

opcrcle bright silvery ; low<!r jaw silverj^; both jaws dusky at tip; fins all

pale; very obscure darker blotch in front of base of pectoral. Numerous
specimens collected by Robert C. McGregor at Clarion and Socorro islands

show surprising variations in color. Some are wholly dark steel bhie, the

pale streaks faint, some are bright lemon yellow as the original type,

while others have yellow blotches variously placed, sometimes tln^ head
only bright yellow.

The species resembles K. elcgans, but is very distinct, the depth less 2i
to 2V (2 in elegans), the scales smaller, almost as small as in K. analogus,

the streaks narrow and obscure. The anal is higher and shorter than in

elet/ans, its longest ray li in base of soft part, 2^ in head. Pectoral longer,

1^ in head ( I'f in elegans). Teeth broader and more compressed than in any
other of our species, the maxillary longer, reaching to opposite pnidl, 31

in head m in elegans and analogus), the premaxillary processes extend-

ing farther back. Longest ray of anal is 3 in base^ of soft part of fin in

analogus, 2 in elegans, 14 in luteacenx. Length 16 inches, llevillagigedo

Archipelago; known only from Socorro and Clarion islands, (lutescens

growing yellow.)

Pimelepteriis lutescens, JORDAN & Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 229, Braithwaite
Bay, Socorro Island (Coll. Lieut. Nichols) ; J okdan. Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1881, 328.

Kyphosus lutescens, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 380; Jordan & Fesler, I. c.,53G.

567. SECTATOR, Jordan & Fesler.

Sectatoi; Jordan & Fesler, Eevie^^' Sparoid Fishes, 534, 1893 (ocyurus).

This genus is very close to Kypliosns, from which it differs in its smaller

incisor teeth, which have very inconspicuous roots, and by the deeply
forked caudal, (scctator, one that follows, a name early applied to the

rudder-fish from its custom of following ships.)

1768. SECTATOR OCTUKUS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3^; depth 2^. D. XI, 13; A. Ill, 14; scales 12-78-20 (rows). Body
oblong-elliptical, much less compressed and elevated th;in in related spe-

cies
; both dorsal and ventral outlines regularly and nearly e([ually curved

;

frontal region little gibbous, the depression below it little marked and
the snout scarcely blunt; mouth small, terminal, the lower jaw slightly

included; maxillary not reaching front of eye; incisor teeth very small,

about 30 in the upper jaw lanceolate, each with a very small horizontal

process, shorter than the tooth; behind them a band of scarcely evident

asperities; patches of similar asperities on vomer and palatines; eye very

large, nearly as long as snout, its diameter nearly I interorbital width and

i length of head
;
preopercle produced and rounded at angle, its margin
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weakly serrulate
;
gill membranes united straight across breast, free from

the isthmus, their free border under posterior part of eye; gill rakers

small and short; pseudobrauchije present; head more completely scaled

than in K. sectafru; the naked areas similar, but more restricted; scales

striated and rngose, butscarcely ctenoid, much smootherthan in K. sectdirix,

those on middle of sides largest, those on breast not much reduced in size;

soft dorsal and anal completely covered wilh scales, the pectorals and

caudal nearly so ; dorsal spines low, the longest ^i^ in head, the base of the

fin nearly ecjual to that of the soft dorsal or the anal ; soft dorsal very

low, its last ray longest, its middle rays not so long as the eye; caudal

extremely long, deeply forked, the lobes falcate, the upjier rays more than

4 times the length of the middle rays and equal to the greatest depth

of the body; anal long and low, its base greater than length of head, its

last ray longest, its middh^ rays shorter than eye ; anal spines small, gradu-

ated; ventrals short, well behind pectorals, nearly i length of head, and

reaching halfway to front of anal; j)eetorals short, a little more than

J head. Color in life: Back and sides above light olive-brown, becoming

yellowish-olive below; belly and lower part of sides white; each side

of back with a very distinct dark-blue stripe, commencing a little in front

of origin of dorsnl and running to upper lobe of caudal tin, gradually

increasing in width backward to caudal peduncle, along which it is sud-

denly niirrowed; a small blue spot on median line between the orbits, a

broad blue stripe from snout through eye to suprascapula; a second from

snout through lower margin of orbit to opercle, where it is abruptly

expanded; lores golden, abroad golden stripe Itehind angle of mouth, no)

reaching preopcrcular margin; a broad dark-blue stripe from above base

of pectorals straight to base of median caudal rays; below this is a nar-

rower golden stripe; lower part of sides with indistinct longitudinal

brownish streaks along the margins of the series of scales; vertical fins

golden yellow, caudal narrowly mai-gined with black; pectorals brown
within, the outer side silvery with yellow tinge; ventrals yellow on inner

margins, silvery on the outer; roof of month and tongue bright white.

Panama; known only from the original types, {cohvi;, swift; ovpd, tail.)

Pimeliytenis oeyurus, JoRitAN &, Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fisli Conim. 1881, 327, 328, Bay of

Panama. (Type, No. 29395, U. S. N. M. Coll. C. H. Gilbert.)

Kyphosus ocyurvg, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis. 1885; 380; Jordan & Fesler, I.e., 536.

568. MEDIALUNA, Jordan A Fesler.

(Medialunas.)

Medialuna, Jordan & Fesler, Review Sparoid Fislies, .536, 1893 (califoniiensis)

.

Body ovate-elliptical, covered with small, firm, ctenoid scales, which
also cover the membranes of the soft parts of the vertical fins; mouth
small, terminal, horizontal; the ma.xillary narrow, slipping under the

edge of the rather narrow preorbital ; sides, toi> of head, and jaws closely

scaled; preopercle minutely crenulate at angle; jaws with broad bands

of slender teeth, those in the outer series incisor-like, compressed, nar-

row, and lanceohito in form, the outer surface transversely convex, the
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iuuer concave; the other teeth of the jaws similar, but grow progress-

ively smaller backward toward the iiiside of the mouth ; incisors without
conspicuous roots behind; all the teeth somewhat movable, as in (i'xrella;

no molar teeth; vomer, palatines, and tongue with patches of minute
viiliform teeth; gill rakers slender, rather long; dorsal spines low, in a

slight groove, about 10 in number, gradually increasing in height to the

sixth, then decreasing; soft iiart of the fin elongate, much longer than the

spinous part, not falcate, the longest ray | base of the soft-rayed part of

lin, the fin pointed behind; anal comparatively short, its base 3J in body,

its rays III, 19; anal spines small, graduated, the soft rays numerous;
caudal lunate; scales thinnish, adhei'cnt, with smaller ones intermixed;

pyloric c;pca extremely numerous; air bladder small ; branchiostegals 7.

This genus contains a single species which belongs to the C'alifornian

fauna. Its nearest relative seems to be the Australian genus Afyjnchihjis,

Giinther, which has a different tin formula (D. XI, 15; A. Ill, 15), and the

middle dorsal spines much longer, about i of head. These fishes siiow

Home analogies to the Chalodoiitidfr in form and dentition and in the

scaling of the fins. The osteology is, however, much as in Kyjjhosiis and
(iirella, and is essentially Percoid. The post-temporal is short and thick,

not anchylosed in the skull. (Spanish medialnna—half moon, the vernacu-

lar name of the typical species in California.)

17«9. MKDIALUXA C'ALIFORIVIENSIS (Steindacliner).

(^SIkdialuna; Half Moon.)

Head 83 ; depth 2J; eye small, 5 in head, Ij. in snout. D. IX-I, 22; A.

111,19; scales 9-58-12. Body ovate- elliptical, its outlines regular; head
bluntish, rounded, the profile strongly convex; maxillary narrow, not

reaching front of eye; preorbital narrow; mouth small, terminal, hori-

zontal; jaws with broad l)ands of slender teeth, the outer compressed,

narrowly lanceolate, without evident roots behind; outer teeth similar,

growing smaller backward, all somewhat movable; vomer, palatines, and
tongue with patches of minute teeth; gill rakers slender, rather long,

about 6-(-17; preopercle entire. Dorsal spines low, the middle spines

highest, scarcely longer than eye ; soft dorsal low, not elevated in front,

little higher than spines ; anal low ; caudal Innate, the upper lobe slightly

longer; pectorals s'hort and narrow; ventrals rather small; scales thin-

nish, adherent, with smaller ones intermixed; sides, top of head, and jaws
closely scaled. Color blackish, with steely luster

;
paler, and often mottled

below; sides with faint oblique vertical lines of spots; fins blackish.

Coast of southern California, from Point Conception southward to Cerros

Island. This handsome fish is abundant on the rocky coasts of southern

California. It reaches a length of about a foot, and is a food-fish of good
quality.

Scorpis californiensis , Steindachner, Iclitli. Beitr., in, 19, 1875, San Diego; Jokda.n &.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 562, 1883, and elsewhere.

Ccesiosoma cnlifornieyise, Jordan, Cat. Fisb. K. A., 92, 1885.

Medialuna californiensis, Jordan & Fesler, I. c. 537. 1893.
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Family CLV. SCI^NID^.

(The Croakers.)

Body compressed, more or less elongate, covered with rather thin scales

which are r;snally more or less ctenoid. Lateral line continnous, iisnally

more or less concurrent with the back, extending on candal fin. Head

prominent, covered with scales; bones of the skull cavernous, the mncif-

erous system highly developed, the surface of the skull, when the flesh is

removed, very uneven. Suborbital bones without a backward projecting

"stay." Chin usually with pores, sometimes with barbels. Month small

or large, the teeth in one or more series, the outer of which are sometimes

enlarged; canines often present. No incisor nor molar teeth ; no teeth on

vomer, palatines, pterygoids, nor tongue. Maxillary without supplemental

bone, slipping under the free edge of the preorbital, which is usually

broad. Premaxillaries protractile, but not very freely movable. Nostrils

double. Pseudobranchiic usually large, present in most of the genera.

Gills 4, a slit behind fourth. Gill rakers pi-esent. Branchostegals 7.

Gill membranes separate, free from the isthmus. Lower pharyngeals

separate or united, often enlarged, the teeth conic or molar. Preopercle

serrate or not. Opercle usually ending in 2 flat points. Dorsal fin

deeply notched or divided into 2 fins, the soft dorsal being the longer,

the spines depressible into a more or less perfect groove. Anal fin with

1 or 2 spines, never more than 2. Ventral fins thoracic, I, 5, below or

behind pectorals. Pectoral fins normal. Candal fin usually not forked.

Ear 1)ones or otoliths very large. Pyloric ca^ca usually rather few. Air

bladder usually large and complicated (wanting in Menticirrhus). Most

of the species make a peculiar noise, called variously croaking, grunting,

drumming, and snoring; this sound is supposed to be caused by forcing

the air from the air bladder into one of the lateral horns. An important

family of 30 genera and 150 species, found on sandy shores in all warm

seas, a few species being confined to fresh waters. None occurs in deep

water and none among rocks. Many of them reach a large size, and

nearly all are valued for food. All are carnivorous and some are of inter-

est as game fishes.* (Scuvnida', Giinther, Cat. Fishes, 11, 265-318.)

We begin our series of Sciamida; with the genus Seripliua, which is per-

haps most primitive of the existing genera, and Ave close it with Eqnes,

which stands at the opposite extreme from Seriplnis. ' In passing down the

series from Xebris and Odontoacion, the most Otolithus-li\<.e of the Scia'nina',

to Sckv»a, MenUcirrliHs, Eques, and the other extreme forms, we find no

very shai'p line of division. The middle line, if we may so speak, lies

between Bairdiella chrysolcuca and Ophioscion scicrns, two species really

closely allied to each other.

The ScicenirHc constitute an irregularly graduated series, the characters

changing by small and often scarcely perceptible gradations from the

forms allied to Cynoscion on the one hand to those approaching Eques on

the other.

* A review of tho Seianida' of America and Europe lias been published b3' Jordan &
Eigenmann, Keport U. S. Pish Comin. for 1886 (1889). :!'t:i-l-16, pis. 1-4.
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Nothing could be more unnatural or more ineffective than the subdivision

adopted by Cuvier, whereby the Sciceniiue without barbels are divided into

3 groups, Corviva, Johnius, and Sciwna, solely on the strength of the second

anal spine. This is large in Corvina, very feeble in ScUvna, and inter-

mediate in Johnius. Giinther's arrangement, by which the species referred

to Johnius, are divided between Corvina and Seiwna, is no better, as very

many of the species have this spine neither large nor small, and could as

well be placed in the one group as the other. Bleeker divides this group
into Pseudosciwua, species with the month oblique and the.jaws subequal,

the lower jaw with the teeth of the inner row enlarged, and Johnius with
the month horizontal and the lower Jaw included, the teeth ofthe lowerjaw
being in villiforin bands. This arrangement is better than the other only
in theory. The characters chosen are of more value as indicating relation-

ship, but they can not be applied in practice, as there are intermediate

gradations of all sorts. The ty])e of Pi^eudoscia'na {Svia'tia aquila) is in fact

much more nearly related to the type of Johnius than to nmst of the

species associated with in in Pseudosciivnn.

As we proceed along the series of Sda'nitKV from Larimus toward Menti-

cirrhus, the following changes are notable: In the Larimus type the pores

on the snout are small and few, and there are no distinct slits or lobes on
the snout above the upper jaw; in the other type the pores become large

and conspicuous, 4 to 6 in number, and the thickened snout above the

upper jaw has two slits on each side, bounding two dermal lobes. The
mouth becomes smaller, narrower, more horizontal as we proceed toward
Meniicirrhus, the lower jaw shorter, and the bands of teeth in both jaws
more and more broad, those in the lower more decidedly villiform ; the

pores on the chin become larger and more numerous, the number rising

from 2 to 5; the lower pharyngeals become larger, and their teeth larger

and less acute; the preorbital becomes wider and more gibbous, the gill

rakers, shorter, fewer, and more like tubercles; the anal fin is placed far-

ther forward, and the spines of the fins generally are less slender; the

scales, as a rule, become rougher and the rows of scales less regular in

their direction. The llesh, as a rule, becomes firmer, coarser, less agree-

able in flavor, and of less value as food; but this, like some other charac-

tei's mentioned above, is subject to much variation. It may be noted that

in some Sciwnidw the middle rays of the caudal are more produced in

young specimens. In some, also, the serrations on the preopercle become
weaker or even obsolete with age. {Sciwnida', Giinther, Cat., ii, 265-318.)

OtOLITHIN^ :

I. Vertebrfc 14 or 15 f 10 or 11, the abdomin.il portion of the spinal column liaving always
more vertebra; than tlic, caiulal portion, the anal tin being posterior in its inser-

tion ; body more or less elongate, the mouth large, the lower jaw projecting, the
preopercle with a crenulate, membranaceous border; snout without distinct pores
or slits; no barbels; preorbital narrow; gill rakers slender, moderate, or rather
long; anal tin with ] or 2 very weak spines, the second closely connected with the
first soft ray; scales small, smoothish.

a. Aual flu long, of 15 to 21 soft rays, its length more than half tluat of soft dorsal ; dorsal

fins more or less separated ; soft dorsal .and anal fins closely scaled.

b. Teeth small, shiirp, subequal, uuisorial below, in a narrow baud .above; no
canines; anal .and solt dorsal with 20 to 22 rays each, the former but little
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shorter than the latter; dorsal fins well separated ; body compressed ; scales

large, ctenoid ; lateral line straight ; gill rakers long and slender ; caudal

fin lunate. Seeiphus, 569.

bb. Teeth larger, very unequal ; tip of upper jaw with one or two strong canines

;

enlarged teeth or canines on sides of lower Jaw ; anal fin J shorter than soft

dorsal, with 15 to 18 soft rays ; dorsal fins well separated, the interspace

about equal to eye ; soft dorsal of 24 rays ; body compressed ; scales rather

small, cycloid. Tsopisthus, 570.

ua. Aual flu moderate, or short, of 7 to 13 soft rays, its length less tbau J that of second

dorsal ; dorsal fins contiguous; lateral line arched in front.

e. Canine teeth, if ]>rcsen1, imt lance-shaped, tapering from base to tip.

d. Lower .jaw wifhont canines at its tip, some of its lateral teeth sometimes

enlarged ; tip of upper jaw usually with canines.

e. Mouth very oblique, the lower jaw little projecting, the angle at base

of mandible very prominent; body compressed. Buccone, 571.

ee. Mouth little oblique, the lower jaw projecting at tip; angle at base

of mandible little prominent; body snbfusiform. Cynoscion, 572.

cc. Canine teeth lance-shaped, widened toward the tip, then abruptly pointed

;

(•auines of front of premaxillary largest; about 2 canines on front of lower

jaw on each side; outer teeth of upper jaw enlarged, somewhat lance-

shaped ; outer teeth of lower jaw compressed ; air bladder with 2 horn-like

processes; gill rakers moderate, slender; soft dorsal and anal fin scaly.

SAdENICHTHYS, 57:!.

II. \'crtebrai 9 to 12+ 13 to 20, typically 10+14, tbe number in the abdominal part of tli(-

body being always less than in the caudal part; dorsal flns contiguous, tbe soft

dorsal being long, much longer than the anal.

/. Dorsal spines well separated, the first dorsal spine attached to the third or fourth inter-

neural, not more than 2 of the spine-bearing interneurals being placed between the

same pair of vertebrse ; soft rays of dorsal fin usually 17 to 32 (37 to 40 in Lonchmrus,

45 to 50 in Scicenoides) ; occipital crest not greatly elevated.

(J.
Lower pharyngeals separate.

h. Lower jaw without barbels.

1. Caudal fin moderately scaly, its distal portion usually more or less naked,

the scales not numerous enough to give a thickened appearance to the fin.

j. Teeth well developed, permanent in both jaws.

k: Lower pharyngeals rather narrow, their teeth conic and mostly

sharp, none of them molar; outer teeth of upjicr Jaw lunre or

less enlarged.

I.' Gill rakers comparatively long and slender; mouth more or

less oblique; anal fin usually (but not always) inserted

po.steriorly
;
preorbital usually narrow, fiat ; edge of snout

above upper jaw with tbe pores and slits little conspicuous

or obsolete.

m. Skull excessively cavernous, soft and spongy to the

touch, tbe interorbital space very broad; eye very

small; mouth large, oblique; preoperclc with a broad

membranaceous bordtr, which is striated and fringed

;

scales small; spinous dorsal short and weak; anal

spines weak ; caudal fin pointed.

n. Pseudobranchia? present; teeth subequal, all villi

form, in narrow bands; soft dorsal long, of ;!0

to 35 rays ; anal fin rather long ; soft dorsal and

anal scaly; lower jaw projecting; vertebra'

10 + 14; gill rakers long and slender ; air bladder

with two horns. Nebbis, .574.

-This character like many others jiasses away bv degrees, leaving no sharp divisinn

between I and II.
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m-m. Skull firm, not excessively cavernous, interorbital

space less broad
;
preorbital not turgid ; soft dorsal

of less tban 30 rays.

o. Scales of the lateral line considerably enlarged,

almost entirely concealed by smaller ones;

anal tin small, inserted well forward its first

spine usaally as near ventrals as caudal; cau-

dal fin pointed, its peduncle long and slender;

soft dorsal and anal scaly ; scales small
;
pre-

opercle without bony serrw; pseudobranchise

small, often obsolete on one side. (Fluviatilo

species.) Plagio.scion, 57;').

00. Scales of the lateral line similar to the others, luit

concealed by smaller ones ; anal fin inserted

more or less posteriorly, first spine usually

nearer caudal than ventrals ; caudal peduncle
rather short

; pseudobranchiae well developed

.

p. Head not very broad, the interorbital space

not notably spongy nor deeply cavernous.

q. Preopercle with its membranaceous
edge entire, crenulate or ciliate,

with no bony teeth ; teeth in lower
jaw in few series.

). Teeth very small, equal, uniserial

or very nearly so; snout very

short; cleftof mouth obliqueor

oven vertical, the lower jaw
projecting. Larimus, 576.

rr. Teeth larger, more or less un-

equal, those of the lower jaw
in one or two series or in

bauds ; cleft of mouth not ver-

tical,

s. Upper jaw with some of tlie

teeth enlarged, forming

canines ; some canines in

lower jaw; lower jaw-

projecting.

Odontoscion, 577.

.Si-. Up]ier jaw witli a narrow
band of teeth, those of

the outer row more or

less enlarged; no distinct

canines. Corvula, 578.

qq. Preopercle with its bony margin arm-
ed with sharp teeth or serrsc.

t. Preopercle with its lowermost
spino directed abruptly down-
ward ; soft dorsal and anal fin

moderately scaly.

M. Lower jaw with a few slen-

der canines ; second anal

spine very small.

Elattarchus, 579.

\ni. Lowerjaw without canines;

second anal spine mod-

erate or large.

Bairdiella, 5Sn.
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pp. Head very broad above, the interorbital

space flattish, excessively cavernous,

the septa reduced to tliin partitions;

soft dorsal and anal fin usually densely

scaly: second spine of dorsal usually

thickened. Stellifer. 581.

II. ( i ill rakers coni])nratively short and thick, visually not longer

than posterior nostril; anal fin inserted farther forward

;

snout above lower jaw with large pores, and with two
more or less distinct slits on its edge, these .sometimes

obsolete; preorbital more or less broad; mouth mori' or

li\ss inferior.

V. Preopercle with its bony margin armed with stioiig per-

sistent spines which do not disappear wirti age; cau-

dal fin not lunate, the middle rays longer than the

lower. Ophioscion, 582.

vv. Preopercle with its bony margin serrate in the young,

becoming entire with age; caudal fin truncate or lu-

nate, the middle rays not longest ; .slits and pores of

upper jaws well developed. Scli^nops, 583.

vvv. Preopercle without bony serratures, its membranaceous
edge entire or crenate, or fringed; slits and pores ot

upper jaw well developed. Sci.kna, 584.

Ik. Lower ])haryngeals very broad, with coarse blunt molar teeth

;

teeth in both jaws subequal, in broad l)ands; preopercle with its

bony margin coarsely serrate; lower jaw included; snout with
pores and slits as in Scicvna

;
gill rakers rather short and .slender.

EoxcADOit, 585.

jj. Teetli very small, subequal, those in the lower jaw wanting or decidu-

<ms : lower pharyngeals rather broad, with paved teeth ; mouth
small, inferior; snout as in Scicena; preopercle entire; anal tin

long, with about 12 soft rays; gill rakers shortish, rather slender.

Leiostomus, 580.

,ower jaw with one or more barbels, either at the symphysis or on the rami;

snout with slits and pores as in Scicena ; lower jaw included; preorbital

broad ; lower teeth in villiform bands
;
gill rakers more or less short.

w. PseudobranchiiP well developed ; pectoral flu not elongate.

X. Lower jaw with slender barbels, usually several in number.
y. Barbels mostly in a tuft at the symphysis of lower jaw; mouth

very small, inferior; gill rakers minute, thicki.sh; dorsal

spines XorXI; preopercle sharply but finely serrate; pre-

orbital turgid and cavernous, more or less translucent;

caudal fin rhombic. (Fluviatile species.) Pachtpops, 587.

yil. I'.arbels chiefiy lateral, along the rami of the b)wer jaw, usually

none at the symphysis; lower pharyngeals narrow, with
sharp teeth.

z. Preopercle without bony serra? ; dorsal spines XLV; gill

rakers short, but rather slender. Genyonemus, 588.

7Z. Preopercle with its bony margin armed with strong teeth

;

dorsal spines X or XI; gill rakers short, thickish.

MiCROPOGON, 589.

XX. Low er jaw with a single thickish barbel at its tip.

a'. Air bladder large; anal spines 2; back more or less elevated;

preopercle with its bony margin crenate or serrate; pec-

torals short, shorter than ventrals. (Free swimming
species.) Fmbrina, 590.
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aa'. Air bladder none ; anal spine single, weak : back not elevated

;

preopercle with its membranaceous edge crenulate; pec-

toral fins long, longer than ventrals. (Bottom fishes.)

Menticirrhus, 591.

WW. PsendobranchiiB obsolete ; body long and low ; caudal pointed
; pectoral

fin elongate; preopercle without bony serratures.

h'. Mandible with a row of slender barbels along its inner edge ; chin with-

out large barbels. Paralonchurus, 592.

fcb'. Mandible without barbels along the inner edge. Chin with two short

barbels ; soft dorsa 1 with 30 to 40 rays. Lonchiukus, 593.

ApLODINOTIN.'E :

gg. Lower pharyngeals very large, completely united, covered with coarse blunt paved

teeth ; lower jaw included ; snout with slits and pores, as in Scicena; gill rakers

rather short.

c'. Lower jaw with numerous barbels along the inner edge of the

rami; preopercle nearly entire. (Marine species.)

POGONIAS, 594.

cc'. Lowerjaw without barbels; preopercle slightly serrate. (Fresh-

water species.) Aplodinotus. 595.

Equitin^ :

ff. Dorsal spines close together, the first spine attached to tlie first interneural, and

from 5 to 12 of the spine-bearing interneurals wedged in between the high

occipital crest and the neural spine of the second vertebra on tlie one hand, and

that of the third vertebra on the other ; occipital crest mucl^ elevated. Month
small, low, included ; the teeth subequal, in villiform bauds ; air bladder sim-

ple; preopercle with its membranaceous edge serrulate; gill rakers short; snout

above premaxillary with slit and pores essentially as in Scicena,- anal fin small;

soft dorsal very long, of 36 to 55 rays ; vertebrae 10 + 15= 25. Eques, 596.

569. SERIPHUS, Ayres.

Serii)hxis, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 11, 1861, 80 (politus).

Body olilong, compressed, covered with rather Large, deciduous, ctenoid

scales. Head deep, compressed, carinated behind, depressed above the

eye; snout bluntish, lower jaw projecting; month large, oblique. Teeth

small, sharp, separated, in narrow bands. Gill rakers long; pseudo-

branehi;e present; preopercle with its membranaceous edge denticulated.

Fins fragile, the soft parts scaly; dorsal tins well apart, the second

unusually small, shorter than the anal, which is unusually large; anal

spines 2, feeble; caudal tin lunate. Vertebne 14 + 10, as in OtolUhus and

Ci/iioscion. Size small. One species in the eastern Pacific. ((j£Vj/<poc, an

is'aud in the Grecian Archipelago; a small winged insect; also a kind of

wormwood; the allusion in any case not evident.)

1770. SKRIPHUS POLITUS, Ayres.

(Qleenfish; White Croaker.)

HeadSJ; depth 4; eye large, 4^ in head; snout projecting, 3^ in head.

D. VIII-I, 20; A. II, 21 or 22; scales 8-65-9. Body moderately elongate,

compressed; profile slightly depressed over the eyes; mouth large and
narrow, the lowerjaw more or less projecting in the adult; premaxillary

anteriorly about on the level of the lower margin of the pupil ; maxillary
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2 in head, reaching to below posterior margin of eye; lower jaw with a

knob at its symphysis which tits in a notch in the upper jaw; teeth all

small, subequal, those of the lower jaw in a single series, except at the

symphysis, where there are two or three series; teeth of the upper jaw
in two series, the inner ones much recurved; gill rakers long and slender,

f length of eye, 7 + lb; lower pharyngeals narrow, linear, fragile; scales

moderate, weakly ctenoid, those about the head cycloid; lateral line

straight; dorsal spines weak, the highest 23 to 3 in head; soft dorsal

falcate, the anterior rays much the longer; anal similar, its base at least

as hmg as that of the soft dorsal; interspace between dorsals 2\ in head;

ventrals 2 in liead; pectorals If; caudal lunate. Color bluish above, sides

and belly bright silvery, tinely punctate; vertical fins all bright yellow;

in life, base, of pectorals blackish. Coast of southern California, from

Point Conception to Cerros Island; common on sandy shores, about San

Diego in shallow waters. It reaches the length of about a foot, and is

an excellent pan fish, {politiis, polished.)

Seriph.us polUus, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci., n, 1861, 80, no locality; Jordan &
Gilbert, Troc. U.S.Nat. Mua. 1880, 456; Johdan &. Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus.

1881, 48 ; Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 582, 1883 ; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 352, 1889.

570. ISOPISTHUS, Gill.

Isoijisthvs, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.Phila. 1862, 18 {jiarvipinnis).

This genus is intermediate between Seriphus and Cynosvion. It has the

canine teeth of the latter, with the long anal and short second dorsal of

the former. The second dorsal has 24 rays; it is well separated from the

spinous dorsal, and its base is only i longer than that of the anal. Another

genus {Archoscion Gill) is intermediate between Isopisthiis and Cijnoscion,

having the anal shorter and the dorsals closer together than in laopisthus,

but less so than in Cynoscion. Canines strong, the lateral teeth of lower

jaw more or less canine-like. The separation of these groups as genera is

perhaps hardly ju.stitied. Species few, in tropical America. (i'6oi, equal;

oTtidBE behind, the soft dorsal and anal equal.)

a. Anal rays II, 19; pectorals rather long, 1^ in head; axil brownish. remifer, 1771.

art. Anal rays II, 16 or 17; pectorals shortish, 1* in head; axil pale, parvipinnis, 1772.

1771. ISOPISTHUS REMIFER, Jord.an .'^ Gilbert.

Head Si (3f in total); depth 4i (4f )
; eye U. D. VIII-1, 20; A. II, It);

scales 15-73-16, about 55 pores. Body elongate, compressed, the back not

elevated; head compressed; snout rather shoi't, not prominent; anterior

profile slowly rising from snout to front; of dorsal; premaxillaries extend-

ing beyond front of snout, anteriorly on the level of the upper part of the

pupil; mouth large, very oblique, the maxillary extending to below the

middle of eye, its length 2i in head. Lower jaw strongly projecting at tip

;

chin without pores. Front of premaxillaries with a long, sharp, curved

canine on each side (1 of these often smaller or absent) ; sides of upper jaw
with smaller teeth, wide-set, mostly in 1 row; lower jaw with about 2

series of small, slender teeth in front, laterally with a single series of small

teeth, besides 3 to 6 large canines, much smaller than the canines of the
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upper jaw. Preorbital narrow, not wider than the pupil. Eye large,

slightly shorter thau snout, which is about equal to interorbital width.

Preupercle with a membranaceous flap at its angle, which is striate and
slightly fringed at its edge. Gill rakers rather strong and slender, few in

number; pseudobrauchiie well developed; nostrils small, the posterior

vertically oblong. Scales small, nearly smooth, deciduous ; dorsal and anal

lins closely covered with small scales; lateral line little arched, becom-

ing straight behind vent; first dorsal small, its spines slender, the highest

'1\ in length of head, first spine minute or obsolete, the second not much
.shorter than third; space between dorsal fins about equal to diameter of

eye, 3} in head; soft dorsal moderate, its longest ray a little less than \

length of head; caudal shortish, slightly double-concave, its middle rays

about ^ length of head; base of anal | length of head, its spines rudimen-

tary; ventrals \ lenjjth of head, reaching halfway to vent, which is close

in front of anal
;
pectorals reaching considerably beyond tips of ventrals,

their length 1^ to 1^ in head, 4'; to \\ in body. Flesh comparatively soft.

Color in life: Bluish-gray above
;
grayish-silvery below; top of snout and

tip of lower jaw blackish; inside of mouth yellow, with black on lower

lip within; linings of opercles black, bordered with pale orange; dorsals,

caudal, and pectorals with fine black punctulations, the ground color in

all except the spinous dorsal faintly yellowish; anal white, the anterior

part and the tips of most of the rays yellowish, punctate with black ; ven-

trals white, immaculate; a dark blotch behind orbit and another on upper

rays of pectoral within. This species is extremely close to I. parvi2nnnis,

differing only in the characters above mentioned. Panama; on sandy
shores; rather common, {remus, oar; fero, I bear, from the long pec-

torals.)

Isnpisthiis remifrr. Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. V. S. Fish. Coinm. 1881, 320, Panama.
(Typ.^ No. 29169, V. S. N. M. Coll. Gilbert.)

Archosion rcrnifer, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 353, 1889.

1772. ISOPISTHIIS PARVIPIiNNIS (Ciivier .V Valenciennes).

Head 3i; depth 3^ D. VIII-I, 21; A. II, 16 or 17; scales about 100, -.52

to 54 pores. Body much compressed; pectorals shortish, the upper rays

longest, 1^ in head; upper canines very long, recurved; three canines on

the sides of the lower jaw; base of soft dorsal 1^ times length of base of

anal; distance between dorsals about equal to diameter of eye; caudal fin

subtruneate; color dark plumbeous above, rest of body yellowish-white;

no axillary spot; an indistinct elongate dark blotch from behind the eye

to middle of opercle. Coast of Brazil, north to Cayenne. Only the orig-

inal type of this sjiecies in the ]\Iuseum of Paris has been examined by us.

This seems to be identical with the species well figured by 8teindachner

under the name Isopisfhiis affiiiis, and from Steindachner's description and

figure our account has been chiefly drawn, {parvus, small; jyinna, fin.)

Anci/lodon parvipinni.i, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Xat. Poisa., v, 84, 1830, Cayenne;
Gunther, Cat., II, 312, 1860.

Iso2JistJius affinis, Steindachner, Deulssch. Mat. Nat. Kais. Acad. Wiss. 1879, 43, pi. 2,

fig. 2, Porto Alegre.

Isopisthus parvipinnig, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1883, 289 ; reexamination of type.

Archoscron parvipinnis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I.e., 353, 1889.
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571. BUCCONE, Jordan & Evermann,

Buccone, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List, 394, 189G (prcedatorius).

This geuus is close to Ciinoscion, diftering from it chietiy in the form of

the mouth, which is hirge, oblique, the lower Jaw less projecting and less

produced at symphysis; it is also very deep at hase, the articulation of

the mandible making a marked angle with the ^eutral outline; body much
more compressed than in Cynoscion, the lateral line more strongly arched.

Pseudobranchia' small, sometimes obsolete on one side. One species.

(Bocone, the Spanish name, from ioca, mouth; Latin bucco, bucconis, wide-

mouthed.)

1773. BUCCOXK PU.EDATORl.V (Jimlan & Gilbert).

(I50C0NE.)

Head 3^ ; depth 4 ; eye 7A in head ; snout 43 . D. IX-1, 19 ; A. I, 9 ; scales

about 65. Month large, extremely oldique, the maxillary reaching con-

siderably beyond eye, its length 2J in head; body robust, deejier, heavier,

and with the back more elevated than in any species of Cynoscion; anterior

profile depressed above the eye, so that the snout projects; snout short,

not very acute, head thicker than in other species, the interorbital space

equal to length of snout; maxillary very broad, its tip 6 in head; canines

2, short and stout; lateral teeth of lowcu- jaw moderate; gill rakers

x-\-\0, rather long and slender, the bmgest 4 eye; pseudobranchia- often

obsolete on one side; dorsal spines high, the longest 2,\ in head; soft dor-

sal moderately scaly, the distal half of its rays largely naked; middle

rays of caudal produced; jiectorals 1^ in head; ventrals a trifle shorter.

Color pale, bluish above, silvery below; axil and inside of opercle a little

dusky. Coast of Panama. The types and cotypes, three specimens, the

largest nearly 2 feet in length, at Cambridge. Numerous others have been

since taken by Dr. Gilbert, {pra'datorius, predatory.)

Cestreus prcedatorius, Jordan & Gilbert, in Jordan & Eigenmanx, Keview of the Sciieui-

dfB, 363, 1889, Panama. (Type, Ko. 10901, M. C. '/,. Coll. Agassiz.)

572. CYNOSCION, Gill.

(Weak-Fishes.)

Cestreus, Geonow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 49, 1854 {carolinetisi8--nehtd(isus) ;
preoccupied by

Cestreiis, McClelland, Joiirn. Nat. Hist., 11, 1851, 1842, an East Indian genus of gobies —
Prionobutis, Bleeker.

Cynoscion, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 18G2, 18 {regalis).

Apscvdohranchvs, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 18ti2, 18 (toeroe— aeoiqm).

Atractoscion, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila, 1862, 18 {(vjuidens)

.

Body elongate, little compressed, the back not elevated. Head conical,

rather pointed; mouth very large, terminal, not very oblique, the lower

jaw jirojecting, the symphysis produced, the angle at base of maxillary

not prominent. Maxillary very broad. Teeth sharp, not closely set, in

rather narrow bands; tij) of the lower jiiw without canines; upper jaw
with 2 long canines, 1 of which is sometimes obsolete; canines tapering
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from base to tip; lateral teeth of lower jaw larger than anterior. Tre-

opercle with its menibranaceous edge serrulate, the lione entire. Lower
pharyngeal bones separate, their teeth all pointed. Gill raiiers strong,

rather long. Vertebra; al)out 14 + 10 (instead of 10 + 14 as in Scia'uoids

generally). Pseudobranchia' well developed; dorsal sj)ines slender, the

fins closely contiguous; anal spines 1 or 2, very feel)le, the soft rays 7 to

13; second dorsal long and low, more than twice length of anal; ventrals

inserted below pectorals, the pubic bone long and strong; caudal lin sub-

truncate or lunate. Large iishes chiefly of the waters of America, closely

related to the Old World genus Otolithus, from which they are distinguished

by the absence of canines in the lower jaw. All of them rank high as food

fishes; the flesh is rich, but in some species tender and easily torn; hence

the popular name Weak-fishes. {Kvcoy, tlog; dxiov, Sciwna; the modern
Greek name of Umbrina cirrhosa.)

Cynoscion :

a. Scales not very .small, the lateral lino having 55 to 75 pores, tlio number of transverse

series ranging from 55 to 85, being not much in excess of tho number of pores;

head compressed, not truly conical; upper jaw with distinct canines, the band of

teeth in the upper Jaw rather narrow, the lower teeth small and in few series in

front, larger and uniserial on the sides.

6. Soft rays of the dorsal and anal more or less closely scaled
; gill rakers com-

paratively long and slender, 9 to 12 on the lower part of the arch, the longest

at least J the diameter of the eye.

c. Soft dorsal of 20 to 23 rays.

d. Caudal fin rhombic, the middle rays considerably produced.

e. Snout short, bluutish, 4| in head; mouth small, little oblique, the

canines quite small; color pale, with faint darker streaks ; axil

pale, psoudobranchiiB sometimes wanting. D. IX-I, 20; A. I,

8. ACOUPA, 1774.

ee. Snout long, about 3| in head; maxillary reaching bej^ond eye;

pectoral shortish, 1| in head; color uniformly silvery; axil

brown. D. VIII-I, 21 or 22 ; A. II, 10. squamipinnis, 1775.

(id. Caudal fin deeply lunate; the middle rays shorter than the upper
ones ; coloration plain ; maxillary reaching beyond eye. D. IX-I,

23 ; A. II, 10. OTHONOPTERU.S, 1776.

cc. Soft dorsal of 26 to 29 rays ; caudal fin subtruncate oi- double-truncate, the

middle rays but slightly produced.

/. Coloratu)n nearly uniform silvery.

g. Caudal truncate; body slender, the depth more than 4 in length;

snout short ; maxillary not reaching beyond eye. D. X-I, 27

;

A. I, 11. OBLIQUATUS, 1777.

gg. Caudal weakly double-concave; body deep, the depth 3^ to 3J in

length.

/(. Snout long, 3| in head, longer than eye. .jamaicensi.s, 1778.

hh. Snout short, 4 J iu head, shorter than eye. D. X-I, 27 to 29,

A. II, 9 or 10. NOTHUS, 1779.

ff. Coloration brownish silvery above, with many dark brown spots,

arranged in undulating streaks; body more or less compressed;
eye moderate, 5 to 7 in head ; maxillary extending to below pos-

terior margin of eye, 2J in head ; canines large ; color brownish
silvery, with iridescent reflections, and marked with many small,

rather irregular dark-brown spots, some of which form undulat-

ing lines running upward and backward ; upper tins dusky, lower

yellowish.

3030 -11
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i. Snout not very sharp, about 4i (4 to 4' ) in liead
;
gill rakers long

and slender, iisu.ally 5 | 10 to 12 in ii umber; membranes of

soft dorsal and anal more or less elosely scaly, tlie scales

readily deciduous. regalis, 1780.

ii. Snout very sharp, aj to 3| in length of head ; gill rakers shorter,

rather slender, 4 -!-8 or 9 in number; membrane of soft dorsal

and anal with very few scales, these readily deciduous.

THALAS.SINUS, 1781.

hh. Soft rays of the dorsal and anal scaleless
;
gill rakers comparatively short and

thickish, usually not longer than pupil, and but 6 to 8 on lower limb of the

arch,

j. Coloration not uniform, grayish and silvery, the back with distinct darker

spots, lines, or reticulations; caudal tin truncate, or sliglitly double-

concave.

k. Soft dorsal immaculate; back and sides covered with dark-brown

streaks and reticulaticms which obscure the ground color, espe-

cially above the lateral line; lateral line in a pale streak, bordered

above and below by a darker one; lower parts silvery; fins

unspotted; body deep; snout not sharp, pectorals Ij in head. D.

X-I, 28; A. II, 9. RETICUI.ATUS, 1782.

kk. Soft dorsal fin with conspicuous round black spots ; b.ack and sides

covered with similar spots smaller than the pupil, larger than

those on the flns; snout acute, much longer than eye; pectoi-al

2i in head. D. X-I, 25 to 27 ; A. II, 10. NEBUI.OSUS, 1783.

jj. Coloration nearly uniform, bluish gray above, silvery below; no distinct

spots, on body or fins.

I. Caudal fin somewhat lunate in the adult, the middle rays shortest,

although more or less produced in the young; pectoral fin short,

not reaching tips of ventrals. D. X-I, 22 or 23 ; A. II, 10.

PARVIPINNIS, 1784.

U. Caudal fin always double-truncate or double-concave, the middle

rays somewhat produced.

tn. Pectoral fins reaching nearly or quite to the tijts of ventrals,

their length more than J head.

n. Second dorsal of 20 or 21 rays.

o. Scales small (12-86-a;), the number of pores in the

lateral line about 70; head rather long, com-

pressed and pointed; body slender; eye large;

pectorals Ij in head. D. IX-1, 20 ; A. II, 8.

XANTHULUS, 178.').

on. Scales moderate (8-C6-18), the pores in the lateral

line about G3 ;' head large, bluntish ; bodj' robust

;

snout short, 4 to 4* in head. I). X-I. 21 ; A. II, 9.

ALBUS, 1786.

nn. Second dorsal of 24 rays; scales rather large, in 8") series,

the number of pores about 55; .snout sliarp, 4§ in

head; maxillary 2^ in head; body robust; gill rakers

2+9; caudal double-truncate; pectorals \\ in head;

color gray, unmarked. macdonaldi, 1787

mm. Pectoral fins short, reaching little past middle of ventrals,

their length not more than A head; body elongate; snout

sharp, 4 in head. I). X-I, 21 ; A. II, 9. stolzmanni, 1788.

AtRACTOSCION (arpaKTOs, spindle; aKiov. Scicena)

:

aa. Scales comparatively small; the nuinlier of pores in the lateral line 70 to 90, and
very much less than the number of transverse rows, which is from 85 to 150;

teeth of upper jaw in a rather broad band, 1 to 4 of them usually more or less

canine-like, the canines generally small, and sometimes wholly disappearing

with age; lateral teeth of lower jaw not much enlarged; gill rakers usually

small and short.
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p. Caudal fin lunate or subtruncate ; scales not very small ; head more or less dis-

tinctly conical, not flattened above ; soft dorsal with 21 to 23 rays.

q. Soft dorsal wholly scaleless.

r. Pectoral fin rather long, more than J head ; flesh firm ; scales of sides

of head not silvery ; head pointed ; snout long, sharp, 3g in head

;

caudal lunate; color pale, young with dark cross bands; a dusky

spot in axil. D. X, 21 or 22 ; A. II, 9. NOBlLls, 1789.

rr. Pectoral fins short, not more than h length of head; flesh rather

soft; aides of head bright silvery; head Tery regularly conical,

pointed, tapering, scarcely compressed ; snout very acute ; 3;! in

head; canines quite small, usually but 1 present, and this dis-

appearing with age; eye small, 7J in head; body slender, subfu-

siform, moderately compressed. Scales small, all cycloid, those

on liead embedded and bright silvery; pectorals and ventral

s

about e(iual 2 in head; caudal lunate. Color grayish above,

with bright reflections; inside of mouth deep orange yellow;

lining of opercle black ; axil brownish, phoxocephalds, 1790.

qq. Soft dorsal fin with its lower portion covered with small, caducous scales.

Body <-ompressed; head compound-conic ; canines small, both pres-

ent; pectorals 2 in head; caudal weakly double truncate. D. IX, I,

21 to 23; A. II, 10. LEIARCHDS, 1791.

lH). Caudal flu rhon)bic or S-shaped, the middle rays produced, the upper lobe

usually pointed; soft dorsal with 23 to 28 rays.

«. Soft dorsal entirely naked ; anal with a few scales ; body long and low,

spindle-shaped; head depressed above; mouth large; canines present,

short and thick; eye small, caudal S-shaped, the middle rays longest;

pectorals If in head ; scales very small. D. X-I, 28 ; A. I, 8.

VIRESCENS, 1792.

ss. Soft dorsal and anal fins densely scaly throughout; teeth all small, the

canines moderate; scales very small; pectoral IJ in head; caudal

S-shaped ; color greenish, silvery below. D. XI-I, 23 ; A. II, 9.

MICROLEPIDOTUS, 1793.

Subgenus CYNOSCION.

1774. CYXOSCIOX ACOUPA* (Lacepede).

(ACOUPA; TOEROE.)

Head 3.1; depth 4; eye 5^ ; snout 4|. 1). X-I, 20; A. I, 8; scales 66.

Mouth moderate, not very oblique; tht^ maxillary reaching little bcyoud

eye, its length about 2f in head. Snout short, bluutish ; mouth smaller

and less oblique than iu most of the sjiecies, the canines quite small; the

lateral teeth of lower jaw smaller and more nearly equal than in others;

lower jaw a little protruding; maxillary extending to posterior margin of

eye, 2^ in head; gill rakers 3-|- 10, loug and slender, those near the angle

rather long, | eye, the others rapidly shortened; eye large; soft dorsal

and anal scantily scaled, the distal half largely naked, the fins rather

high, the longest soft rays 2^ iu head; caudal pointed; pectorals H iu

head, not reaching tips of ventrals; color pale, with faint darker streaks

along sides of back; axil pale; opercle dusky within. Atlantic coast of

- The statement is made by Dr. Giinther that this species lacks pseudobranchioe, and on
this assertion Dr. Gill has" proposed for it the generic name Apseudobranchin. It is

true in this as in other species of Ciinoscion tliat the pseudobranchia^ become smaller with
age. Usually they become (in old specimens) obsolete on one side while they are per-

fectly evident on the other This is the case with all the old specimens of this species
which we have examined, and it is true also in several others of the larger species. The
genus Apieudobranchus is strictly synonymous with Cynoscion.
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South America, Brazil north to Venezuela; generally common; the speci-

mens here described (10892 M. C.Z.) from Cachiura. {Acoiqja, a Portu-

guese name in Guiana.

)

Gheilodipterus acoupa, Lacepkde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ni, 546, 1802, Cayenne.

Lutjanus cayennensis, Lacepicde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 196 and 245, 1802, Cayenne.

Otolithus rhomboidalis, Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed. 2, n, 173, 1829, Cayenne ; based on

Lutjan de. Cayenne, LAC^Pii:DE.

Otolithus toeroe, Cu\aER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 72, pi. 103, 1830, Cayenne;

same type as Lvtjan ilr Cai/i'iuic, Lacepede, Surinam; Brazil; Lake Maracaibo-,

CuviEE & Valenciknm-s. Hist. Xal. Poiss., ix, 478, 1833.

Otolithus caycnnensis, (iiNXHER, Cat., ii, 309, 1800.

Cynoseion acoupa, Jordan, Proc. XT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 588.

Cestreus acoupa, Jobdan & Eigenmann, I. c, 363, 1889.

1775. CYNOSCION SQUAMIPINNIS (Gunther).

Head 3i ; depth 4 ; eye about 6 ; snout 34. D. VIII-I, 21 or 22 ; A. II, 10

;

scales 10-70-23. Mouth moderate, not very oblique; snout long; maxil-

lary reaching a little beyond eye, its length about 2+ in head; pectoral

shortish, 1| in head; lower jaw very prominent; lateral line becoming

straight opposite front of anal; caudal rhombic, its middle rays produced,

longer than the outer rays; soft dorsal and anal scaly
;
gill rakers long

and slender about jr-}-ll; dorsal spines weak, the longest 2^ in head.

Color, uniform sihery; sides minutely punctulate; axil brown; ventrals

yellowish. Pacific coast of tropical America; known from a few speci-

mens taken at La Union and Panama ; those here described in the Museum
at Cambridge, (squama, scale; irinna, fin.)

Otolithus squamipxnnis, Gunther, Eishes Central America, 387 and 429, 1869, Panama.

Cynoseion squamipinne, Jordan <fc Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 232.

Cestreus squamipinnis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 364, 1889.

177G. CYNOSCIOX OTHOXOFTERUS, Jordan .t Gilbert.

Head 3,V; ^lepth 1; eye 6| in head. D. IX-I, 23; A. II, 10; scales C6, 60

pores. Body rather elongate, the back somewhat elevated, the profile

from tip of snout to dorsal nearly straight ; caudal peduncle rather long

and slender, its depth 4 in head. Head long and jiointed, compressed, not

regularly conical; mouth large, the lower jaw projecting; maxillary

broad, reaching to or a little beyond jiosterior margin of orbit; premax-

illaries in front on the level of lower part of pui)il; length of gape 2^ in

head. Teeth in upper jaw in a moderate band which becomes narrower

laterally; upper jaw with 2 small canines, their length scarcely i diam-

eter of pupil; some of the other anterior teeth enlarged and larger than

the lateral teeth; teeth in lower jaw in a narrow band in front, in a

single series laterally, the lateral teeth much larger than the anterior.

Eye moderate, broader than iireorbital, narrower than maxillary, its

diameter a little greater than i interorbital space; preopercle with its

membranaceous border broad and covered with small scales. Gill rakers

long and strong, nearly as long as eye. Scales small, all with conspicuous

membranaceous edges ; all the tins excepting spinous dorsal comitletely cov-

ered with small scales, the bases of the fins thickened by them ; a few scales
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ou front of spinous dorsal; lateral line considerably curved anteriorly,
becoming straight at a point in front of the vent, near the origin of the
soft dorsal; dorsal spines comparatively long and strong, little flexible,
the third spine slightly longer than the second, 2f in length of head; first
spine short and slender, about \ length of second; dorsals not connected;
second dorsal rather high, its longest rays 3^ in head; caudal fin large'
lunate, the outer rays about \ longer than the middle rays,- which areVm head; anal large, as long as high, its distal margin perfectly straight^
its longest rays about i length of head; anal spines small, enveloped in
th.! scaly skin, the second about I height of first soft ray; anal fin termi-
nating considerably in front of dorsal; ventrals long, not reaching quite
halfway to vent, their length about 1 that of head; pectorals 1)r..ad,
rather long, reaching a little beyond tips of ventrals, and contained 1| in
length of head. Slaty-bluish above, silvery below, with bright reflec-
tions; body and fins everywhere with dark punctulations; tip of chin
dark; fins yellowish, the upper all with dark edging; pectorals blackish
on the posterior side, the axil and the large axillary scale dusky; lower
jaw bright silvery; lining of opercle dark; peritoneum pale. Length 2
teet. Gulf of California

; known from 2 large specimens taken in the°Gulf
of California. {dBdvrf, veil; n-Ep6v, fin, from its scaly dorsal.)

Cynotcion sqtiamipinnis. Streets, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mns., vn, 49, 1877, off San Ygnacio
River, Gulf of California

; not OtoUthus squamipinnii, Gunther.
Cynoscion othonopterum, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 274 Punta San

Felipe, Mexico. (Type, No. 29385. Coll. Lieut. Nichols.)
Ge$treus othonopterus, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 364, 1889.

1V77. CYNOSCION OBLIQUATUS (Valenciennes).

Head 3| ;
depth 5J; eye 5 in head; snout about 5. D. X-I, 27; A. I, 11-

scales 60: Caudal truncate; body rather slender; maxill'ary' reachiu.^
posterior third of eye; pectoral as long as ventral; coloration uniform
silvery; scales of tins undescribed. (Sauvage.) Martinique. This species
18 nnknown to us. * The increased number of dorsal rays leads us to place
it in the neighborhood of C. nothiis, with which species the scanty de-
scription agrees in most respects. C. nothus has, however, not 'been
recorded from the West Indies, {obliquatus, rendered oblique.)

OtoUthus obliquatus (Valenciennes MS.) Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Plnlom. Pari.s iii 1879
209, Martinique.

Oestreus obliquatus, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 365, 1889.

*
'I^^*' follo'W'ing is the account published by Dr. Sauvage •

Voii;,^;!
t-tiquette dans la collection du Museum OtoUthus obliquatus de la main deValenoienne.s, n'est pas decrit dans I'Histoire des Poissous. Voisine (Ve r O*o f</ ^r^Lia

9

f.„!„
P ^^- ?'J"','.^^"™®'^*'^acaudalela8eparederOto?j:«A(fS7 "

Dlus fortes Tano-l,^ Oo ' \ •""'''
.
•iTit're; aentelures da preopereule bien visibles,

LisneTat^rale a^fe^iT,?^,-'*''*
tronquee

;
pectorales de meme longueur que les ventrales

gulu? du corps 0-^0 " ^ '"'^"'" '^^ "'^ l"°Sieur. Coloration uniforme. Lon-
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1778. CYNOSCIOIV JAMAICENSIS (Vaillant & Bocourt).

(MoNGOLAR Drummer.)

Head 3 ; depth 3* (4f with caudal) ; eye 41 in head. D. X-I, 26 or 27 ; A.

1, 9 ; scales 63 ; snout 3| in head, longer than eye ; maxillary to below middle

of pupil, 2\ in head; lower jaw projecting; depth of head over hinder mar-

gin of eye, If in its length. A single large canine in front of upper jaw,

4 or 5 small teeth on side of lower jaw, other teeth few and small;

tongue free at end and sides, with a broad median groove; slit of ])Oste-

rior nostril nearly vertical. Gill rakers 3+7, the longest \ eye. Opercu-

lar flap extending beyond upper base of pectoral; preopercle with a

membranous margin. Dorsals contiguous; membrane of anal scaled

almost to tii>, that of dorsal about halfway. Scales weakly ctenoid,

those on top of head irregular in size. Pectorals about e(]ual in length

to ventrals, 1^ in head; caudal doubly concave, middle rays longest.

Curve of lateral line gradual, becoming straight behind the fourth dorsal

ray. Color in alcohol, very dark olive above, the entire sides with golden

luster, paler below; dorsals, pectorals, and caudal lightly punctate,

lower fins colorless. This species is closely related to Cynoscion ohliquatus,

differing in having the caudal doubly concave, and the anal with but 9

rays, and especially in its much more robust form. Jamaica. Here
described from 4 specimens 8 to 10 inches long, sent us by Rev. Joseph

Seed Roberts, of Kingston, Jamaica.

OtoKthus jamaicensis,* Vaillant & Bocoubt, Miss. Sci. au Mexique, Poissons, 156, 1874,

Jamaica. (Type, No. A, 557, Mus. Pari.s. Coll. F. Bocourt.)

Cynoscion jamaicensis, Jordan & Rutter, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 114.

1779. CY\OS(iO\' >'OTHi;S (Holbrook).

(Bastard Weakfish.)

Head 3A; depth 3f ; eye 4; snout 4^. D. X-I, 27 to 29; A. II, 9 or 10;

scales 6-5S to 62-7. Caudal weakly double concave ; body rather deep

;

eye very large, equal to interorbital width; body more compressed than

in other species, the back somewhat elevated; snout rather short, not very

acute, mouth snuiller than in related species; maxillary 2i in head, reach-

ing to below posterior margin of pupil; gill rakers long and slender, 4-|-9,

the longest ieye; lower pharyngeals very slender; doisal fins contigu-

ous; membrane of soft dorsal scaled to its tips; scales weakly ctenoid

;

lateral line much curved anteriorly, becoming straight under seventh

dorsal si^ine. Color grayish silvery, thickly punctulate above and on

sides to level of pectorals, then abruptly silvery, a row of dark points

*The following is the substance of the oristinal account of Cynoscionjamaicensis :

Head 4;(lei)th 4i. D. X-I. 25: A. TI, 9. "Sc^Mles 6-59-18. Body moderately elevated,
lower.jiiw |in>icctin<:; sTimii mariy :t in licad : iriiixilliuy I'c-aching nearly t(Kip]iosit(^ mid-
dle of t'v: !> 1' ii| iial lo mill oiliiial ^pai ,, i; in li. ad : jn't-opercle rounded : .sralcn inodin-

ate; Litcial line ri.^iiiii, and iii>ii\ almost to iijipi-r Jbiiilh of depth of body, bccdmins
median un<lt'i- foiulh sort luy of dorsal; Moit <lor«.il .scaly. Vent at end of third lilth of
total hiiKtli. Dorsal spines feeble, tlie fourth longest, nearly ^ head; anal spines very
weak, the siMOTid li in eye; pectoral IJ in head, reaching' tips of ventrals. Caudal
shortish, the middle rays longest. No pseudobranchia' (in type). Color plain silvery in

spirits, without markings. '

Jamaica; onespecimen m. 240 in length. (Vaillant >! Bocourt.)
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marking the line of division; snout and tip of lower jaw blackish; mouth
white within; lower fins white, upper dusky. South Atlantic and (iulf

coasts of United States; rather rare at Charleston; a very well marked
species, differius'' in numerous respects from the others, ri'galis, thalasahiKs,

nebulosus, found in the same waters. The specimens here described are

from Charleston. {voSo^, bastard.)

OtolUlms nothus, Holbrook, IchtU. iS. Carolina, 134, pi. 19, fig. 1, 1860, South Carolina;

GuNTHEB, Cat., n, 308, 1860.

Vynoseion nothus, GooDE & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis. 1879, 131 ; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 580, 1883.

Cestieus nothHS, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 366, 1889.

1780. CTIVOSCIOX REOALIS (Bloch & Schneider).

(COM.MON WEAKFISH; SyUETEAGUE ;
" SEA TROUT.")

Head 3^; depth i^; eye about 1^ in snout, 5 to 7 in head; snout 4 to 4^.

D. X-I, 26 to 29; A. II, 11 to 13; scales 6-56-11. Maxillary reaching to

beyond pupil, 2^ in head; teeth sharp, in narrow bands; canines large.

Pectorals short, scarcely reaching tips of ventrals, a little more than I

length of head ; longest dorsal spine as long as maxillary, not i length

of head; soft dorsal and anal scaly, the scales caducous. Gill rakers long

and sharp, 5 + 11 in number. Color silvery, darker above and marked
with many small, irregular dark blotches, some of which form undulating
lines running downward and forward; back and head with bright reflec-

tions; dorsal and caudal fins dusky; ventrals, anal, and lower edge of

caudal yellowish, sometimes speckled. Atlantic and Gulf coast of the

United States from Cape Cod southward to Mobile; very abundant on

sandy shores, not found about rocks. It is highly valued as a food-fish,

the flesh being rich and delicate. Its flesh, like that of most species

of the genus, is very tender and easily torn, hence the common name
Weakfish. On the Carolina coast it has received the very inappropriate

name "Sea Trout." The bluefish (Pomatomm) is especially destructive

to individuals of this species, the two inhabiting the same waters and
often taken together, {regalis, royal ; suggested bj^ the name '•'Kingfish,"

which belongs, however, to Men ticirrhiis. )

Johinus regalis, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 75, 1801, New York.
Roccus comes, Mitchill, Report, in part. Pishes New York, 26, 1814, New York.
Labrus squeteague, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. New York 1815, 396, pi. 2, fig. 1,

New York.

Otolithxis regalis, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 67, 1830.

Cynoscion regale, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862,18; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

581, 1883.

Cestreus regalis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 366, pi. 1, 1889.

17S1. CYNOSCION THALASSINUS (Holbrook).

The form called OtoJithus thalassinus by Holbrook has not been recog-

nized by later collectors, and it has usually been considered identical

with C. regalis. A specimen taken by Mr. Silas Stearns at Pensaeola seems
to answer to Holbrook's description, and we have found 2 similar speci-

mens in the museum at Cambridge, one (No. 438, M. C. Z.) from Pass
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Christian, Mississippi, the other from Hampton Eoads, Virginia. The
only differential characters which we have noted are given above in the

analysis of species. Cynoscion ihalassiuus may, perhaps, be found to

inhabit a different depth of water than that which the common Weakfish

frequents. For the present we may treat the 2 as distiuct species.

Depth 4j; head 31; D. X-I, 24; A. II, 11; scales 56. Body compressed,

not especially elevated, of about the same depth everywhere between the

ventrals and the vent; caudal peduncle rather long and stout. Head
pointed, subconical; profile straight, scarcely descending; eye rather

large, If in snout, 5^ in head ; mouth large, oblique, premaxillary ante-

riorly on a level with the upper margin of the pupil; maxillary ex-

tending beyond the pupil; lower jaw strongly projecting, its tip entering

the profile. Teeth of the lower jaw in 2 .series, anteriorly in a single

series, those in front small and sube(|ual, the inner ones recurved, those

of the side much larger; teeth of upper jaw in 2 series, those of the

outer series scarcely decreasing in size toward the angle, those of the

inner series becoming minute on the sides; canines moderate, J the diam-

eter of the eye. Pi-eopercle with a striated and dentated dermal margin;

gill rakers slender; those near the angle 4 the length of the eye; lower

])haryngeals weak and long, grooved below; teeth at the angle several

times as large as the rest, all nuire or less recurved, the anterior ones

specially so; teeth of the upper pharyngeals unequal. First dorsal spine

inserted above the end of the first fourth of the ventrals, the spines

slender, the third highest, reaching to the ninth spine, 2;^ in head ; second

anal spine about twice as large as the first, 2| in length of eye; anal rays

2f in head; pectorals broken; ventrals slightly less than 2 in head; soft

dorsal ap2)arently not scaly, but so mutilated in our specimen that we can

not be certain of this; scales very weakly ctenoid; lateral line somewhat
wavy anteriorly, becoming straight under the fourth or fifth dorsal ray.

Color brownish above, lighter below ;. middle of sides with many dark
dots; a dark blotch on upper corners of opercle and cheek; axil and inner

margin of pectoral black; spinous dorsal black; soft dorsal and caudal

dusky ; the rest of the fins pale. The specimen from Pass Christian has no
scales on dorsal or anal at present, but the marks showing their former

presence on the basal parts of the fin are evident. Gill rakers x-|-8, the

longest f eye; snout 3| in head. D. X-I, 25; A. I, 10. In the specimen
from Hampton Roads the gill rakers are x-\-d; snout 3i in head. D. X-I,

25. The coloration is essentially as in rcgalis, but in all these specimens
it is more silvery, the dark markings less distinct. Length 12 inches.

{thalassiniis, pertaining to BdAadda, the sea.)

OloUthus thalassiniis, HoLnROOK, Icbtb. Soutli C.-iroliua, 132, pi. 18, fig. 2, 1859, Charles-
ton, South Carolina; Gunthek, Cat., ll, 308.

Cynoscion thalassiniis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, nsi.

Cestretm regalis thalassiniis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c. 366.

1782. t'Y\OSCIO\ RETICDLATUS (Gimtlier).

(CORVINA.

)

Head 3|; depth 4|. D. X-I, 28; A. II, 9; scales 9-60-15. Body com-
paratively deep and compressed; head somewhat conical, the snout not
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very sharp, 3| in head; maxillary extending to below posterior margin of

pupil, 2f in head; eye 7 in head; gill rakers shortish, 3-f-7; ventrals 11 in

pectorals; soft rays of dorsal and anal scaleless; pectorals about 1% in

length of head; highest dorsal spine about 2\ in head; caudal double

truncate. Color grayish silvery ; back and sides covered with dark-brown

streaks and reticulations, which obscure the ground color, especially above

the lateral line; lateral line in a pale streak, bordered above and below

by a darker one; lower parts silvery; fins unspotted; caudal yellowisli

orange; inside of mouth deep orange yellow. Length 3 feet. Pacific coast

of tropical America, Mazatlan to Panama; a common food-fish on the west

coast of Mexico, {reticulafus, netted.)

Otolithus reticulatus, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1864, 149, San Jose de Guatemala,

Chiapas ; Gunther, Fishes Central America, 387, 388, ami 430, 1869.

Cynoscion reticulatum, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 232; Jobd.\n &.

Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Coram. 1881, 319.

Cestreus reticulatus, JORDAN & Eigenmann, I. c, 368, 1889.

1783. CTXOSCION NEBULOSUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Spotted Weakfish; Spotted "Sea Trout.")

Head 3i; depth U; eye small, fi to 7 in head. D. X-I, 2.5 to 27; A. 11,

10; scales 10-70 to 75-11. Body rather elongate, compressed; snout long,

acute, 3J in head; lower pharyngeals narrow, each with 7 or 8 series of

short teeth, the inner enlarged. Gill rakers short and thick, not longer

than pupil, about 4+7 in number; maxillary reaching to posterior edgt^ of

eye; canines strong; maxillary, preorbital, and lower jaw naked; longest

dorsal spine not quite | the length of the head; pectorals short, not

reaching tips of ventrals, 2;^ in head; caudal lunate; soft rays of dorsal

and anal scaleless. Bright silvery, darker above; back posteriorly with

numerous round black spots as large as the pupil; both caudal and dorsal

fins marked with similar, somewhat smaller spots, much as in a trout;

anal dusky. South Atlantic and Gulf Coast of the United States, New
York to Texas; a most excellent food-fish, everywhere common on our

Southern coast; rare north of Virginia. The northernmost locality from

which we have examined specimens is Beesley Point, New Jersey, {nebu-

losus, clouded.)

Lahrus squeteague var. maculatus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. 1815, 390, New
York ; not Lahrus maculatus, Block.

Otolithus nebulosus, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 79, 1830, locality

unknown.
Otolithus caroUnensis. CuviER &. VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 47.5, 1833, South

Carolina; Gunther, Cat., u, 300, 1800.

Otolithus di-ummondi, Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Am., Fish., 70, 1836, New Orleans

;

Girard, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Survey, Zool., 12, pi. 6, 1859; Gunther, Cat., ii, 307, 18CU.

Cestreus caroUnensis, Gronow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 49, 1854.

Cynoscion caroUnensis, Jordan &. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1878, 377.

Cynoscion maculatum, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 285; Jordan Sz.

Gilbert, Synopsis, 581, 1883 ; Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 233.

Cestreus nebulosus, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 368, 1889.
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1784. CTNOSCION PARTIPINNIS, Ayres.

(California "Bluefish.'')

Head 3i; depth ih D. X-I, 22 or 23; A. II, 10: scales 13-75 (pores)-14,

about 95 in a longitudinal series; eye 6 in head; highest dorsal spine 2J;
pectoral 2^; ventrals 2. Body elongate, shaped much as in the weakfish;
maxillary extending lieyond pupil, 2i in head; canine large, usually but
a single one present; snout rather sharp, 4 in head; gill rakers shortish,

4+ 7; pharyngeals narrow, their teeth small, cardiform, the inner ones
somewhat enlarged; soft rays of dorsal and anal scaleless; caudal fin

somewhat lunate in the adult, the middle rays shortest, although more
or less produced in the young; pectoral fin short, not reaching tips of

ventrals. Color clear steel blue above, without stripes or spots; silvery

below; a narrow dusky shade along the sides below the lateral line; axil

dusky; lower fins yellowish, with dusky shading; upper iins dark; second
dorsal dark edged. Pacific coast of North America from Saufa Barbara
Islands to Guaymas and Mazatlan; common along the coasts of southern
California as far north as San Pedro. It is an excellent food-fish, not infe-

rior to its relative, the weakfish of tie Atlantic coast. As in the case of

the latter species, the rtesh of Cynoscion liarviplnnis is soft, and the fish

does not bear transportation well, {parvus, small; pinna, fin.)

Gynoscion parvipinnis, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1861, 156. coast of Lower California.

Otolithns riiagdaUniK* Steindachner, Ichth. Beit., in, 34, 1875, Magdalena Bay, Lower
California.

Cynoscion parviinnne, JOTIDAS & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 456; Jordan &
Gilbert, Synopsis, 580, 1883.

Cestreus parvipinnis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 369, 1889.

17Sr,, CYNOSCION XAXTHULrS, Jordan & Gilbert.

(Corvina de las Aletas Amarillas.)

Head 3^ ; depth 4^. D. IX-I, 20 ; A. II, 8. Scales 12-66 (pores) -x, 86 rows
of scales. Head rather long, compressed and pointed ; maxillary a little

less than | head, reaching just past eye; lateral line becoming straight

opposite the vent; body rather slender, compressed; eye large, 6 in head;

premaxillaries in front entirely below eye; canines small, 2 usually pi-es-

ent; gill rakers short and thick, not longer than pupil, 6 to 8 on lower

limb of arch ; longest dorsal spine 2i in head; longest soft ray 2| ; middle

rays of caudal considerably produced, 1^ in head; anal .spine rather small

and stout; ventrals little more than 2 in head; pectoral fins reaching

nearly or quite to the tips of ventrals, their length If in head. Scales

smaller than in related sjjecies. Color bluish above, silvery below ; upper

parts and especially the middle of the sides punctate with dark points;

upper fins dark, their margins dusky, lining of opercle black ; inside of

mouth bright yellow in life. Caudal yellow. Length 3 feet. Pacific coast

* The types of Otolithns magdalence, from Magdalena Bay, are preserved in the museum
at Cambridge.
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of Mexico, not rare about Mazatlau; a food-fisli of some importance.

(|a7^9o'g, yellow; ovXov, singular of ov^.a, the gums.)

Gynoscion xanthulum, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. ISTat. Mus. 1881, 460, Mazatlan
(Type, No. 28109. Coll. Gilbert) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comui. 1882, 107.

Ceitreus xanthulum, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 369, 1889.

1786. f'YNOSCION ALBUS (Giinther).

Head 3i; depth 4 to 4^. D. X-I, 21; A. II, 9; scales 8-63 (pores)-18, 66

series of scales. Head large, hlnntish, the snout shorter th;in in C.

stolzmanni, 4 to i\ in head; eye 6^; maxillary nearly h head, reach-

ing well past eye; gill rakers I eye, about 4+ 8. Body rather robust;

lateral line becoming straight at a point well in advance of vent; dorsal

spines slender, the longest 24 in head; soft rays of dorsal and anal scale-

less ; caudal double truncate, the middle rays longer than the head without
snout; pectorals nearly reaching tips of veutrals, more than I length of
head; second anal spine evident. Color white, somewhat bluish above,
without markings. Pacific coast of tropical America, not rare at Panama.
Like the others of the genus, it is a food-fish of importance. This species

is close to Cynoscion xanthnlus, but the scales are larger, {albus, white.)

Otolithm alius, GOnther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend. 1864, 149, Chiapas; Panama; GiJNTHER,
Fiahea Central America, 387 and 429, 1869; Steindachner, Neueu. SelteneFischek.k.
Zool. Mus. Wien, 36, 1879.

Otolithus cayennensis, Vaillant & Bocourt, Miss. Sci. Mexlque, Poiss., 156, 1874;

specimen from La Union ; not cayennensis, Lacep15de.

Cynoscion album, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. IT. S. Fish. Comm. 1881, 319.

Gestreus albus, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 370, 1889.

1787. CYNOSCION MACDONALDI, Gilbert.

(Totuava.)

Head 3| ; depth 4; eye 5i in head (in young), 12 (in adult); snout 4f.
D. IX-I, 24; A. II, 7; scales 13-85 to 90-22, 50 to 55 pores. Snout sharp;
lower jaw protruding, mouth moderate, somewhat oblique, the maxillary
reaching vei'tical from middle of orbit, 2f to 2? in head. No enlarged
canines on either jaw; teeth in front of premaxillaries mainlv in 2

distinct rows, uniting laterally to form a narrow band, the inner row
composed of smaller teeth directed downward an<l backward, the outer
series of stronger conical teeth, a few scattering teeth between the 2

rows; teeth in the lower jaw in a narrow, irregular double series. Eye
small. Both vertical and horizontal limbs of preopercle minutely serru-

late, entire in the adult; opercle ending in a flattened process showing
2 short spinous points, emarginate behind in the adult, without evident
spinous points; gill rakers about diameter of pupil, strong, toothed, 1 or

2 above angle, 9 or 10 below. Scales very strongly ctenoid, becoming
greatly reduced on nape, about 25 to 40 transverse series between occiput
and front of dorsal ; a narrow, definite, scaly sheath at base of dorsal and
anal, these fins otherwise naked; caudal scaled for a short distance on
basai portion; scales above lateral line rapidly increasing in size back-
wards, 13 in a transverse series between lateral line and front of dorsal;
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dorsal spines low and weak, the rays not high, the longest Skinhead;
second anal spine slender but not flcxiVile, its length 1^ in soft rays;

caudal double truncate, the median rays much produced, equaling length

of head behind snout in the adult as usual, shorter, gently rounded;

ventrals 1* in head
;
pectorals in the young short, scarcely reaching tips

of ventrals, \\ in head, in the adult long and falcate, reaching much
beyond ventrals. Color, young: Dusky silvery, with coarse black specks

along lower part of head and sides ; upper half of sides with many irreg-

ular blackish spots or blotches, showing little or no tendency to form

streaks; dorsals dusky, the basal portion with small black spots; other

fins blackish; the caudal lighter at base; mouth white within; lining of

gill cavity black, becoming yellow on lining of branchiostegal membranes.

In adult, bluish above, dusky silvery on sides and below ; no evident black

spots or blotches on body or fins ; vertical fins blackish, paired fins dusky.

Gulf of California; largest of its genus; a huge food-fish, very abundant

along the entire eastern shore of the gulf and congregating in great

numbers near the mouth of the Colorado River. It enters the river

and is found feeding in shallow water near the shore, where it is easily

approached and speared. It does not seem to be known at La Paz, and

was not seen by us on the western side of the gulf. Many specimens were

taken by hand lines at the head of the gulf, the largest weighing 172

pounds. Large specimens were also seen at Guaymas and at the mouth
of the Eio del Fuerte. At Guaymas it is said to be a winter visitant,

unknown during the summer months. (Gilbert.) (Named for Hon. Mar-

shall McDonald, then U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.)

Cyno&cion macdunaldi, Gilbert, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mua. 1890, 64, head of Gulf of California.

(Coll. Gilbert.)

1788. CTNOSnON STOLZMANM (Steindachner).

Head 3^; depth 4*. D. IX-I, 21; A. II, 9; scales 10-73-10,-60 pores.

Pectoral fins short, reaching little past middle of ventrals, their length not

more than I head; body elongate, somewhat compressed; mouth oblique;

maxillary 2,'; in head, extending to posterior margin of pupil ; snout rather

sharp, 4 in head; canines rather small; gill rakers shortish, 4 -}- 7 ; body
comparatively slender and elongate; scales rather large, all strongly

ctenoid; dorsal and anal scaleless; lateral line beconung straight just

before front of second dorsal ; longest dorsal spines 2,'; in head ; soft dorsal

slightly falcate, the first rays about 2 in head; caudal large and broad,

double truncate; ventrals Ij in head. Color steel bluish above, lower

parts silvery; no distinct markings. Pacific coast of tropical America;

Panama to Peru, not rare about Panama. (Named for its discoverer,

Stolzmaun.)

Otolithus itolzmanni, Steindachner, Keue u. Selteiie Fiscbe k. k. Zool. Mus. Wien 1879,

35, pi. 2, fig. 1, Tumbez, Peru.

Gynoscion stolzmanni, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Coium. 18S1, 320.

Oestreus stolzmanni, Jordan cfc Eigenmann, I. c, 370, 1889.
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Subgenus ATRACTOSCION, Gill.

1789. CTNOSCION NOBILIS (Ayres).

r' White Sea Bass" of California.)

Head 3.3 ; deptli 4. I). X-I, 21 to 23; A. II, 9; scales 12-88-14, pores 70

to 80. Head pointed, subconical, little compressed; profile rather steep;

snout sharp, rather long, 3;-^ in head; maxillary extending beyond pupil,

anteriorly on a level with the lower margin of the pupil, 1\ in head;

canines small, becoming obsolete with age; lateral teeth of lower jaw not

much enlarged; pharyngeals long and slender, with 4 series of teeth, the

inner series several times larger than the rest; gill rakers short, 2 + 7;

scales very small, those on head little embedded and less silvery than in

related species; maxillary with a few embedded scales; scales on snout

running to its tip; caudal lunate, its middle rays less than \ length of

head; both anal spines evident, the second about \ length of the rays;

pectoral fins rather long, more than \ head; soft dorsal and anal scaleless.

Color bluish, little silvery; everywhere punctulate; young with 3 or 4

distinct dusky cross bars; axil and fins dusky; a dusky blotch at base of

pectoral, extending on whole inner face of the fin; scales of side of head

not silver}-. Coast of California, north to San Francisco, occasionally

straying farther; a specimen once taken near Victoria by Mr, Ashdown
Green. A most valuable food-fish, reaching a weight of 80 pounds or

more, its flesh firm and rich. The banded young {californiensis) are quite

different in appearance and are taken for a distinct species by fishermen

as they have been by Steindachner. {nohilis, noble.)

Johinus nobilis, Ayees, Proc. Cat. Ac. Sci. 1860, 78, San Francisco. (Coll. Ayres.)

Otolithus californiensis, Steindachner, Ichth. I?eitr., iii, 31, 1875, San Diego, Cali-

fornia, and Magdalena Bay, Lower California
; young with dark bands.

Ci/noscion iwbiUs, Jordan Sc Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis. 1880, 456.

Atractoseion nobilis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 579 and 933, 1883.

Gestreut nobilis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 370, 1889.

1790. CYNOSCIOX PHOXOCEPHALUS, Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 3^; depth 4^ to 4,|; eye 7i in head. D. IX-I, 21; A. Ill, 10; scales

17-90-15, pores about 80. Body not very elongate, fusiform, little com-
pressed, the greatest thickness nearly | the greatest depth ; back scarcely

elevated nor compressed, the profile from the snout to the front of the dor-

sal nearly straight ; head conical, little compressed, iiointed in profile, taper-

ing with much regularity toward the tip of the projecting lower jaw;
length of ^landibl(^ more than i that of head; mouth large, very oblique,

the premaxillary in front on the level of the upper part of the orbit, the

broad maxillary extending to below the posterior margin of the eye, 2 in

head. Teeth in narrow, cardiform bands in each jaw, the bands composed
of about 2 series in front, growing narrow laterally, and finally forming

a single series; teeth subequal, with the excej^tion of about 2 pairs in the

front of the upper jaw. the posterior pair being developed as small

canines directed inward and backward; canines proportionately larger
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in the smaller specimens than in the adnlt, but in all they are smaller than

is usual in Cynoscion. Eye rather small, a little less than ^ the length of

the snout, a little move than l the breadth of the evenly convex inter-

orbital space, which is 3| in head. Gill rakers 3 + 6, thickish, and very

short, shorter than the pupil; pseudobranchiic quite small. Scales of

lower part of cheeks enlarged, embedded, covered with a silvery skin;

scales above eyes, on nape and on border of preopercle much reduced in

size; preopercle, as in all species of this genus, entire, with a broad mem-

branaceous border; scales on body small and smooth; lateral line scarcely

arched in front, becoming straight opjiosite front of anal. Dorsal fins

entirely separate, the spines of the first dorsal slender; second spiue

shorter than third or fourth, which are considerably elevated. If in

length of head in young, 2^ in the adnlt; soft dorsal wholly scaleless;

second dorsal of moderate height, enveloped in lax, scaleless skin, which

is thickened at the base of the fin; longest rays a little more than }

length of liead; anal rather long and low, its longest rays about equal to

the length of the base, and a little more than ^ length of head ; anal spines

very small and weak, wholly enveloped in the skin and not visible; anal

fin nearly coterminous with the dorsal, its rays similarly enveloped in

loose skin ; caudal fin moderate, thickish and scaly at base, lunate, its lobes

equal, the middle rays 1| in length of head; ventrals short, about l length

of head, reaching about i the distance to the vent; pectorals short, not

reaching tips of ventrals, 2 in head; distance from vent to base of caudal

about t its distance from snout. Color in life, dark above with strong bright

reflections of purplish-brown ; silvery below, the lower part of the caudal

peduncle golden yellow ; middle of sides noticeably punctnlate with brown

dots; inside of mouth deep orange yellow; lining of opercle black; dorsal

and caudal fins dusky whitish, with more or less of dark edging; lower

rays of caudal yellowish; fins otherwise translucent, unmarked; axil of

pectoral light yellowish above; the silvery color of the sides of the head

aud the bright reflections on its upper surface very conspicuous, more so

than in any other species of the genus. Length 2 feet; a neat aud well-

marked species. Pacific coast of Central America; not rare at Panama.

(00^0?, tapering; Hsil>aXrf, head.)

Cynoscion phoxocejihalurn, Jordan & Gilbert, "Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1881, 318, Panama.
(Type, No. 29296, 16J inches long. Coll. C. H. Gilbert.)

C'extreus phoxocephalus, Jordan <fc Eigenmann, I. c. 'Ml, 1889.

1791. CYNOSCION LEIARCHUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

Head 3J ; depth 4^. D. IX-I, 21 to 23; A. II, 10; scales 13-90-13, about

80 distinct pores. Soft dorsal fin with its lower portion covered with small

caducous scales. Body compressed; head conic, more compressed than

in C. phoxocephalus : eye moderate, 5 to 6 in head; maxillary reaching

nearly to posterior margin of orbit, 2^ in head; lower jaw much ])roject-

iug; upper teeth mostly biserial; canines small, both of them present;

lateral teeth of lower jaw small; gill rakers short and slender, 2+7;
scales small, chiefly cycloid, those on sides of head bright silvery; lateral

line becoming straight above front of anal ; soft dorsal and anal scaleless

;
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caudal fin subtruncate
;
pectoral fius niodtrate, 2 in head ; caudal weakly

double truncate. Coast of Brazil and Guiaua, probably not rare. Here

described from specimens from Rio .Janeiro, Porto Alegre, Bahia, and
Santos. {Xaloi, smooth;* apx6<i, anus.)

OtoUthusleiarchun, Cuvieb & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 78, 1830, Brazil; Cayenne;

GiJNTHEE, Cat., u, 308, 1800; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 540; note on type of

CuviER & Valenciennes.
Centrcus leiarcMis, Jordan & Kiuenmann, I. c, 371, 188'J.

1792. (^YXOSCION V1RES0E>'S (Cuvier A: Viileiuiennes).

Head 3i; depth 5 to 5*. D. X-I, 28; A. II, 8; scales 80 (pores), 12.5 to

130 cross series. Body long and low, spindle-shaped, the head slender,

subtruncate, depressed above, formed much as in Bach i/centra ii canadnm;

profile from snout to dorsal Aveakly concave; snout lung, rather pointed,

4 in head; mouth large, little oblique, the lower jaw strongly projecting

the maxillary 2| in head; canine teeth 2, short and thick; lateral teeth

moderate, close-set; eye small, 8^ in head; iuterorbital space flatfish, 4f
in head; gill rakers short and thickish, 8 below angle of arch, the longest

i eye; scales on head very small and silvery; soft dorsal wholly naked,

a few scales on anal; caudal S-shaped, the middle rayshmgest; pectoral

rather long, It in head. Color plain greenish, silvery below; gill cavity

dusky within. Coasts of (iuiana and Brazil, rather scarce. Here described

from a specimen 18 inches long from Victoria, Brazil, (vircscens, growing
green.)

Otolithus virescens, Ouvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 72, 1830, Surinam.
Otolithtig microps, Steindachner, Neiie Fisch-Arten k. k. Museen Wien, Stuttgart und

Warscliau, 38, pi. 8, fig. 2, 1879, Porto Alegre, Brazil.

1793. CYXOSCIOX MICKOLKPIDOTUS (Cuvier i Valenciennes).

Heads?; depth i^; snout 4 in head; eye large, 4f; interorbital space

5^ in head. D. XI-I, 2.3; A, II, 9; scales 70 (pores), 1.55 to 160 in a longi-

tudinal series. Body moderately elongate, covered with very small scales;

soft doi'sal and anal closely scaly throughout; maxillary extending be-

yond eye; lower jaw projecting; teeth moderate; canines rather strong;

lateral teeth of lower jaw not caTiine-like
;
gill rakers not described, prob-

ably as in virescens. Dorsal spine slender, the longest 2i in head
; iiecto-

ral slightly longer than ventral, which is slightly more than I heatl

;

caudal fin S-shaped; lateral line becoming straight above anal. Colora-

tion plain greenish, silvery below. Coast of Brazil and Guiana, not com-
mon. (Steindachner.) (/nixpoi, small; AeTtidooroi, scaled.)

Otolithus microlepidotvs, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 79, 18:10, Suri-

nam; GiJNTHER, Cat., II, 311; STEINDACHNER, Neuo und Seltene Fische k. k. Zool.

Mus. Wien, 39, 1879.

Oestreus mierolepidotus, Jordan &l Eigenmann, I. c, 371.

*In the dried skin of the type, a young example in the museum at Paris, the absence of
the anal sjtine ("leiarchus") is due to its being covered by varnish.
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573. SAGENICHTHYS, Berg.

Aneijlodon (Cdvier) Oken, Isis, 1182, 1817 (jaeuliden.i -= ancylodon) -, not A^icylodon lUiger,

1811, a gemis of mammals.
Sageniehthys, Berg, Ann. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires 1895, 52 (ancylodon).

This genus is close to Cynoscion, diftering mainly in the form of its

canines, which ;irc lance-shaped, widened toward the tip, then abruptly

narrowed; lateral teeth larger than in Cynoscion. South American; 2

species known. {6ay]'ivij, seine or net; Ix^^^'ii fmh, from the Spani.sh

name Pcscadillo del Red, the most valuable fish netted in Uruguay.)

1794. SAtJENICHTHYS ANCYLODON (Blocli & Schneider).

(Pescadillo del Red.)

Head 3i; depth 4; ej^e 6^ in head. D. IX-I, 27 or 28; A. II, 10; scales

75 (pores), 85 rows. Body oblong, moderately compressed, the general

form of species o{ Cynoscion ; mouth oblique, the lower jaw projecting;

maxillary moderate, 2^ in head ; snout rather pointed, 4^ in head
;
preor-

bital narrow; large canine of upper jaw very long, lance-shaped, i. e.,

widened toward the tip and then abruptly pointed ; about 2 canines in

front of lower jaw on each side, also lance-shaped, but much smaller;

outer teeth of upper jaw enlarged and showing something of the same
form; enlarged lateral teeth of lower jaw compressed; gill rakers mod-
erate, slender, 3+8, the longest | eye; caudal fin rhombic; spinous dorsal

very weak ; soft dorsal and anal scaly
;
pectoral If in head ; lateral line

becoming straight before vent. Color bluish above, silvery below, some-

times with dark streaks along the rows of scales; caudal lobe darker,

sometimes black. Length 15 inches. Sandy coast of tropical America,

both Pacific and Atlantic; common from Guiana southward to Uruguay
and Argentine; also common about Panama; a most excellent food-fish.

Here described from a specimen from Rio Grande do Sul. Specimens from

Panama agree in every respect. If any difi'erence exists it must be sought

in companion of specimens in good condition. {dyHvAo<;, hooked; oSoug

tooth.)

Lonchurus ancylodon. Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 102, pi. 25, 1801, Surinam.
Ancylodon jaculidens, Cuvier &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 81, 1830, Cayenne;

GuNTHER, Cat. rish., 11, 311, I860; Jordan' & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fiali Comni.

1882, 111.

Ancylodon ancylodon. Jordan & Eigen.mann, I. c, 373, 1889.

Sageniehthys ancylodon, Berg, Ann. Mus. Buen. Aires 1895, ,52.

574. NEBRIS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Xebris, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 149, 1830 (microps).

Body rather elongate, tapering backward ; skull excessively cavernous,

soft and spongy to the touch, the interorbital space A^ery broad ; mouth
large, the lower jaw projecting; teeth subequal, in narrow bands; eye
very small

;
preopercle with a broad membranaceous border, which is stri-

ated and fringed; preorbital narrow and fiat; slits and pores of upper jaw
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little conspicuous; vertebric 10+14; gill rakers long and slender, scales

small; pseudobranchiie present. Air bladder with 2 horns. Soft dorsal

and anal long and scaly ; spines of tins weak. Lower pharyngeals narrow,

separate. Two species; singular-looking fishes allied to Cynoscion, but
weakly armed. (Nebris, an old name of some fish.)

a. Soalea above lateral line 80, pores 50. miceops, 1795.

na. Scales above lateral line 110, pores 55. zestus, 1796.

1795. \EBRIS MU'ROPS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Head 3; depth i^; eye minute, 9i in head, 2i in snout, 4 in interorbital

area, 1+ iu width of maxillary, which is very broad. D. VIII-I, 31; A. II,

13 ; scales 18-85-18, 50 pores.

Body plump, anteriorly tapering to the slender caudal peduncle; iirofile

straight, head broad, heavy, extremely spongy above; mouth very large,

oblique ; lower jaw projecting, premaxillary anteriorly on a level with the

middle of theeye; maxillary extending to belowposteriormargin of orbit,

2^ in head; teeth all minute, those of the lower jaw in a single series,

those in the upper jaw in a band which widens backward; tongue large

and thick; head entirely scaly; margin of the preopercle indistinct, with
a very wide membranaceous edge, which is nearly covered with scales

; gill

rakers long and slender, 5 + 15 ; scales small, cycloid ; lateral line little

arched; the bases, at least of all the soft fins, densely covered with small

scales; dorsal spines feeble, shorter than the dorsal rays; caudal lanceo-

late; pectorals l.l in head; ventrals V^. Color silvery, darker above; pec-

torals dusky on their inner margin. Atlantic coast of northern South
America, Guiana and Brazil, on sandy shores, {/.iiupoz, small; ca^, eye.)

Nehris microjJS, CuviER &, Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 149, pi. 112, 1830, Surinam
;

GuNTHEE, Cat.,n, 316,1860; Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., iv, 10, 1875; Jordan & Gil-

beet, Bull. TJ. S. Fish. Comm. 1882, 111 ; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 374.

1796. NEBBIS ZESTUS, Jordan & Starks, new species.

Head Si; depth 4*. D. VI to VIII, 28 to 31; A. II, 12; eye 10 in head;
snout 4; maxillary 2i^; highest dorsal spine 3 ;

pectoral at least 1^; ven-
tral 2; scales 20-110-20; lateral line with about 55 pores. Body scarcely

compressed, the dorsal and ventral outlines about equal and uniform.
Head large; anterior profile more or less decurved over snout, thence
gently curved to dorsal; snout blunt, the nostrils close together and close

to eye; mouth large, very oblique, the jaws about eciual; maxillary very
broad, truncate behind, reaching to posterior margin of eye; teeth villi-

form in sev^eral series in upper jaw, in 1 in lower, all pointed and curved
inward; tongue large and thick; gill rakers slender, the longest a little

longer than eye, 6 -f 12 in number; a short slit behind last gill arch;

pseudobranchiie very small. Head entirely scaled; scales on head larger

than on body ; margin of preopercle indistinct, with a wide membranaceous
edge ; scales along lateral line running to end of caudal rays, nearly twice

as large as those on the rest of body. Spines of dorsal very feeble and
covered with small scales, the third spine highest, slightly higher than

3030 12
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soft rays; anal and dorsal closely scaled; anal spines scarcely distin-

guishable. Pectorals long, 1^ in head, reaching much beyond ventrals;

ventrals inserted below base of pectorals, 1? in head; caudal double trun-

cate, the middle rays \\ in head. Coloration pale. Length 1 foot or a

little more. Sandy shores about Panama, rather common. Here described

from numerous specimens brought by Dr. Gilbert from Panama. Vciy

close to Nebris microps, the scales apparently smaller. (Ceordg, soft-boiled,

referring to the soft, very spongy head.) (Types, No. 433, and others,

L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Gilbert.

)

575. PLAGIOSCION, Gill.

Plagioscion, Gill, Proc. Ac. N.it. Sci. rhila. 1861, 82 (a generic description only ; no species

or type being indicated.)

Diploh'pift, Steindachner, Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Scia^noiden Brasiliens, 2, 1863,

{Xijvamosismmt(s) ; name preoccupied in Hymenoptera.

Flaijioacion, Jordan & Eigenmann, Review Scisenidw, 380, 1889 {squamosigsimus)

.

This genus consists of fresh water Sciienoids, inhabiting the rivers of

South America, probably occasionally descending to the sea. It is closely

allied to CorvuJa and Pseudotolitkus, from both of which it is well dis-

tinguished by the peculiar squamation of the lateral line, a character

which suggested to Dr. Steindachner the name Diplolepis, the scales of the

lateral line being covered with smaller ones. Like most fresh-water

fishes, the species of Plagioscion are subject to many variations, especially

in regard to the size of the second anal spine. But 3 or 4 of the many
nominal species seem to be valid. We attach to this genus, with doubt, a

species {heterolepis) which we have not seen and which may belong to

OpMoscion. {nXayio';, oblique; duiov, Scia'/tia.)

a. Second anal spine small, scarcely longer than eye, 4 to 5J times in length of head,

?>. Dorsal rays X-I, 31 or 32. squamosissimus, 1797.

bb. Dorsal rays X-I, 28 or 29. heterolepis, 1798.

aa. Second anal spine very large'and strong, 2 to 3 in head; dorsal rays X-I, 32 or 33.

SURINAMENSIS, 1799.

1797. PLAGIOSIIOX SQUAMOSISSIMUS (Heckel).

Head 3^; depth 3^. D. X-I, 31 or 32; A. II, 7; scales (large ones or

pores) 49 to 53. Second anal spine small, scarcely longer than eye, its

length 4 to 5^ in head; teeth of lower jaw with the inner series consider-

ably enlarged; snout of moderate length, 5 in head; eye 5i; maxillary 2i^

in head; gill rakers rather long, j-(-12; pseudobranchiic usually small on
one side and obsolete on the other; upper part of the preopercle crenulate

on its bony margin
;
pectoral fin short, If in head; anal spine 4.} to 5i, its

length subject to much variation; caudal convex; ventrals filamentous at

tip. Lower pharyngeals narrow, armed with villiform teeth. Color sil-

very, darker above, the axil with a large black spot. Rivers of Guiana
and Brazil, generally common southward; no Guiana specimens seen by
us, the specimens here described from Obidos and Coary.

Hcicena squamosissima, Heckel, Annaleu des "Wiener Museum, ii, 438, 1840, Amazon;
Steindachner, Beitr. zur Kenntniss der Fisch-Fauna Sud-Americas, 3, 1879.

?Scioena rubella, Schombdrgk, Naturalists' Library, Fishes of Guiana, ii, 133, 1843,

Rivers of Guiana. (D. IX, 34 ; A. II, 6 ; anal spines presumably small.)
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Johnius crouvina, Castelnau, Anim. Nouv. ou Kares de TAni^r. dii Sud, Poissons, 11,

pi. V, flg. 1, about 1855, Rio Crixas, Rio Araguay.

Johni-us amazonicus, Castelnau, Anim. Noiiv. ou Rares de 1'Amer. du Sud, Poiss., 12, pi. 4,

flg. 1, 1855, Amazon.
Corvina nionacantha, Cope,* Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1866, 402, near Paramaribo, Dutch

Guiana.

Scicena amazonica, Gunther, Cat., ii, 284, 1860.

Scicena crouvina, Gunther, Cat., ii, 287, 1860.

Pachyurui squamosissimug, Gunther, Cat., ii, 526, 1860.

DiploUpis squamosissimiis, Steindachner, Sci.iun. Bra.sil., 2, 1863.

Plagioscion gquamosissimtts, Jordan iz. Eigenmann, I. c, 383.

1798. PLAGIOSCIOX HETEROLEPISi (Bleeker).

Head 3i to 3*; depth 31 to 3». D. X-I, 28 or 29; A. II, 7; scales 4.5.

Caudal rhombic, ita length f that of head; body rather elongated, the

form much as iu Ophioscion tyjnciis but the head less depressed; profile

depi'essed above eye ; eye 4 in head, as loug as the snout, which is rather

long, bluntish at tip; preorbital t length of eye; mouth moderate, hori-

zontal; maxillary extending to below middle of eye, 2^ in head; teeth in

many series, outer series of the upper jaw somewhat longer, those of the

lower jaw all subequal; preopercle entire (ia the figure); scales of tlie

cheek cycloid, those of the opercle and body ctenoid; 46 series of scales

above the lateral line, 40 below it; spinous dorsal little longer than high,

the spines slender, scarcely flexible, the third longest, 2 in head; soft dor-

sal densely scaly, the longest ray 2| in head; second anal spine small,

little longer than the eye, 3^ in head; pectorals 1| iu head. Color green-

ish or bluish-gray above, silvery below; fiua yellowish. Surinam; not

seen by us, perhaps not belonging to this genus, (erepog, difterent;

Xetclc,, scale.)

Johnius heterolepis, Bleeker, Archives Neerlandai.ses, vni, 1873, 458, with plate, Surinam.

Scicena heterolepis, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 405.

1799. PLACaOSClON SUIUNAMEXSIS (Bleeker).

Head 3t; depth 33. D. X-I, 31 to 33; A. II, 6; enlarged scales in lateral

line about 50, about 100 in a longitudinal .series above it. Second anal

spine large and strong, its length 2 to 3 in head; teeth of lower jaw with

the inner series considerably enlarged; snout very short, blunt, 5.^^ in head;

head depres,sed above the eyes; mouth large, rather oblique, subinferior,

the maxillary 2^ in head, reaching past eye; back elevated; ventral out-

line nearly straight; caudal peduncle slender; preorbital broad, a little

narrower than eye, which is 5i in head
;
preopercle rounded, nearly or

quite entire; teeth of outer series in upper jaw and inner series of lower

^ The following is the substance of Professoj' Cope's description of Corvina monacantha:
First ventral ray i)rodnfed as a filament which readies past the vent; pseudobranchia'

none; eyes 5 in head; dcptli iMjual to lenntli of licad ; preopercle sharp, serrate ou its

vertical margin; pharyiii;i':il i)atrhes of tcetli small, tlie teeth bristly; caudal fln sub-
lanceolate; pectorals as long as xentials witliout filaments; anal spines short, single in

typical specimens; color, silvery, grayish above; no spots. D. X-I, 33: A. 1,5. Scales
10-49-16.

t Bleeker's figure represents the species as having the preopercle entire as in Johnius
and Plagioscion. In other regards it resembles Ophioscion.
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notably enlarged; dorsal spines slender, the highest 2f in head; pectoral

If in head; ventrals If; scales all ctenoid. Color grayish above, silvery

below; upper vertical fins punctate; lower fins yellowish; axil dark.

(Steiudachner.) Kivers of Guiana, Venezuela, and Colombia; not seen

by us.

Pseudoscicvna surinainemig, Bleeker, Arch. Neeil. Sci. Exact, et Nat., vni, 1873, 458,

Surinam.

Scuv7ia tiiagdalena; Steindaciiner, Zur FischFauna de.s MagdalencnStromes, 6, ]878,

Magdalena Bay,Venezuela.

Scimna survnaiiiensis, Steind.\chneh, Fiacli-rauna ties Cauca, 4, 1880.

576. LARIMUS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Larimns, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poias., v, 145, 1830 (hrevieeps).

Amblyscion, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 165 (argenteus).

Monosira, Poey, Analea do Hist. Nat. Esp. 1881, 326 (stahli).

Body rather elongate, compressed; skull firm, not greatly cavernous;

interorbital space rather narrow; preorbital flattish, not turgid; upper

jaw with the usual slits and pores little developed; no barbels; no canines;

snout very short, mouth large, terminal, very oblique or even vertical, the

lower jaw projecting; teeth minute, equal, uniserial or partly biserial

above; preopercle entire or nearly so, without bony teeth. Scales mod-

erate, subequal. r8eudol)ranchi;e well developed. Fins essentially as in

Bairdiella, the second dorsal long, the anal short, its spines moderate or

small; fins not thickened by accessory scales. Gill rakers long and slen-

der. Vertebne 10-|-14. Silvery fishes, all American. (Larimus, a name
used by Oppien for some fish, "sans signification precise.")

(Amblyscion dfi(3Aus, blunt; trKiov, Scicuna.):

a. Moutli large, the cleft «iuite vertical
;
profile slightly convex, nearly horizontal ; no

traces of dark stripes along the rows of scales ; maxillary not extending beyond

anterior margin of pupil, 2 in head; snout very short, 5J in head; ventrals a

little shorter than pectorals which are as long as head. D. X-I, 27; A. II, 6.

ARGENTEUS, 1800.

LaRIMUS :

aa. Mouth more or less oblique, not quite vertical ; upper part.s with dark streaks along

the rows of scales
;
profile slightly convex, a little oblique ; maxillary extending

to below front of orbit, 2 in head.

b. Dorsal rays 27 to 30; mouth notably oblique.

c. Upper parts silvery, without dark streaks or cross bands; pectorals long

and narrow, jV longer than head. D. X-I, 28 to 30.

EFFULGENS, 1801.

cc. Upper parts with distinct dark streaks alonj; the rows of scales.

d. Second anal spine 1| to 2J in head, not reaching tips of soft rays;

dark streaks very distinct ; mouth less oblique
;
gill cavity largely

black. ACCLivis, 1802.

dd. Second anal spine If in head, reaching tips of soft rays ; dark streaks

on sides not very distinct; mouth very oblique
;
gill cavity pale.

BKEVICEPS, 1803.

66. Dorsal rays 24 to 27; mouth still less oblique, the snout more convex, the pro-

file descending forward.

e. Color silvery, with more or less distinct streaks along the rows of scales

;

no dark cross bars.

/. Second anal spine rather short, 3 in head; stripes very distinct; pec-

torals IJ in head, reaching vent. D. X-I, 27; A. II, 6.

PACIFICUS, 1804.
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ee. Color grayish, silvery, with about 7 dark vertical cross bars ; second anal

spine short, 3J in head. Body heavy forward, much compressed,

the snout very short and blunt, 5| in head; mouth large, less

oblique than in otlier species; tip of premaxillary on level of mid-

dle of pupil; maxillary 2 in head; gill rakers extremely elongate,

as long as eye, 12 + 24; second anal spine short, J shorter than the

first soft ray. D. X-I, 24 to 26; A. II, 5 or 6. fasciatus, 1805.

Subgenus AMBLYSCION, Gill.

1800. LARIMUS ARGENTEUS (Gill).

Head 3^; depth 3; suout very short, 5^ in head; eye large, 4f. D. X-I,

27; A. II, 6; scales 6-49-10. Body rohust, strongly compressed. Mouth
large, the cleft vertical ; anterior profile slightly convex, nearly horizontal

;

maxillary not extending beyond anterior margin of pupil, its end wide
and truncate, 2 in head; teeth all minute, in a single row in each jaw;
preopercle with a striated and cilliated membranaceous border

;
gill rakers

I length of eye, 7+16; scales on head all cycloid; lateral line running out

to end of caudal rays ; highest dorsal spine 2\ in head ; second anal spine

strong, nearly as long as rays, its tip reaching to tip of last ray, its length

2|; ventrals a little shorter than pectorals, which are about as long as

head. Color plumbeous above, golden below and on sides ; a black axil-

lary spot ; a large steel-blue opercular spot ; no traces of dark stripes along

the rows of scales. Of all known 'species of Sciwnidw, this one has the

mouth most nearly vertical. There is, however, in its structure nothing
to warrant its separation as a distinct genus, Amhlyscion. Mazatlan to

Panama; locally common; a most singtilar fish, (arf/enteus, silvery.)

Amhlyscion argentetis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 165, West coast of Central

America. (Coll. Capt. J. M. Dow.)
Larimus argenleus, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. F. S. Fish. Coium. 1882, 110; .Toruan &

ElGENMANN, I. C, 375.

Subgenus LARIMUS.

1801. LARIMBS EFFULGEXS, Gilbert.

Head3ito3rV; depth 2* to 3. D. XI, 28 to 30; A. II, 6; P. 16. Eye
large, 3i to 4i in head; interorbital space 4^ to 4.^; pores of lateral line

49 or 50. Mouth slightly more oblique than in L. acclivis, much less

so than in L. argenteus. Premaxillaries anteriorly on a level with middle
of pupil (lower part of pupil in L. acclivis). Maxillary reaching about
vertical from front of pupil, 2i to 2f in head. Teeth minute, close-set,

even, in a single series in each jaw, none of them enlarged. Preopercular
margin membranous, with flexible ribs ending in minute spinules. Gill

rakers very long, j diameter of orbit, 19 or 20 on horizontal limb of arch.

Dorsal spines high and flexible, the first 2 not noticeably thickened;
tenth spine shortest; soft dorsal very long, its base 2^ to 21 in length;

third dorsal spine longest, 2 to 2^ in head; the longest dorsal ray equals

length of snout and eye; second anal spine very strong, 2i in head; pec-

toral very long and narrow, I'n longer than head, injured in most speci-

mens; ventrals reaching to or slightly beyond vent, 1^ in head; caudal
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lanceolate, the middle rays much produced, as long as head; tubes of

lateral line much branched; definite scaly sheaths along bases of dorsal

and anal ; basal portions of membranes of vertical fins with series of scales.

Bright silvery, the back grayish ; lining of cheeks black, a small black

l)lotch on upper third of axil ; ventrals, anal, and lower caudal rays bright

orange yellow ;.fins otherwise dusky translucent. Length 8 inches. Pan-

ama, rather common ; numerous specimens were secured. (Gilbert.) Very
close to L. aecliris, with which it agrees in almost all details of struc-

ture. The color is, however, bright silvery without trace of stripes,

as in L. argenteus. The pectoral fin is also much longer, (effiilgens,

shining.)

Larimus effulgens, Gilbert MS., Fishea of Panama 1898, Panama. (Coll. Gilbert.)

1802. L.iRIMUS ACCLIVIS, Jordan & Bristol.

Head 3i to 3J; depth 2 ,9t to 3,^. D. X-I, 27 to 29; A. II, 5 or 6 ; scales 6

or 7 (counting from third dorsal spine obliquely backward)—47 to 49-10 or

11. Body robust, compressed; the back somewhat elevated
;
profile con-

vex. Head narrow, its width 2\ to 2t in its length. Snout short, 5J to 5|

in head. Eye large, ^-^q to 3* in head. Mouth large, the cleft oblique,

less steep than in L. hrericcps ; lower jaw curved, considerably pro-

jecting; maxillary extending about to middle of pupil, 2^ to 2\ in head.

Teeth minute, firm, uniserial in each. jaw. Interorbltal region convex,

1^ to l^t in eye. Gill rakers 11 or 12 -f 20 or 21, long and slender. Preoper-

cle with a finely serrated membranaceous margin. Least depth of caudal

peduncle 2| to 3 in head. Scales rather large, mostly ctenoid, cycloid on

head excepting those on posterior jjortion of the top, the rows above lat-

eral line abruptly oblique, a character subject to great variation; the

scales in the lateral line with about 5 or 6 tubules; anal and dorsal with a

sheath at base, the scales of which are cycloid; the sheath beneath the

spinous dorsal not very distinct; the fins excepting spinous dorsal, scaled

for a short distance above base with cycloid scales, those on caudal extend-

ing halfway to its tip. Origin of spinous dorsal 2,^ to 2j in origin of soft

dorsal; third dorsal spine If to 1| in head; soft dorsal about 1| times as

long as head ; origin of anal 3^ to 3J in head ; second spine moderate, If

to 2^ in head, not reaching tips of soft rays; ventrals reaching slightly

past vent, 1^ in head; pectorals reaching slightly past tip of ventrals

equaling, or 1\ in, head. Color grayish silvery, darker above, clear silvery

white below; conspicuous dark brown or black stripes on back and sides

following the rows of scales, formed of more or less coalescent dark spots;

lower part of head bright silvery; a large steel-blue axillary spot; region

about pseudobranchia- largely black ; region in lower part of mouth bright

orange, and traces of orange in upper part; lower mandible blackish;

tongue dusky at tij); a somewhat indistinct narrow streak of plain dark

brown extending from a point in the median line, f the distance from the

first dorsal spine to tip of premaxillary, obliquely backward and downward
to or nearly to the lateral line, this streak more clearly seen in dry speci.

mens ; fins dusky ; spinous dorsal dark brown ; ventrals yellowish, dusky at

tip; both ventrals and ]iect()rals darker on their inner than on their outer

surfaces. This species difiers from L. hrericcps chiefiy in the shorter
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anal spine, the much more distinct dark lines, the less nearly vertical

mouth, the hack more steeply arched, the darker color of the gill cavity.

In some cases the direction of the rows of scales on the hack is more

nearly vertical, but in this there are great variations. West coast of Mex-

ico and Central America, from Sonora to Panama ; not rare on sandy shores.

Length 4| to 6| inches. Described from numerous specimens from San

Juan Lagoon, Sonora, and from Panama. (accUvis, steeply ascending,

referring to the direction of the rows of scales above lateral line.)

Laniiius acclivis, Jordan & Bristol, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1897, San Juan Lagoon,

Sonora. (Coll. Albatrois. Type, No. 45, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

1803. LARIMUS BREVICEPS, Cuvler & Valenciennes.

(Cabezon.)

Head 3|; depth 3; eye 4 in head. D. X-I, 28; A. II, 6; scales 7 (count-

ing from third dorsal spine obliquely backward) 48-9. Body robust; the

profile less convex than in L. acclivis. Width of head 2 in its length;

snout short, 5 in head. Cleft of mouth approaching a perpendicular much

more nearly than in L. accUvis; the lower jaw less convex; maxillary

2 in head. Teeth minute, firm, uniserial in each jaw. Interorbital

region convex, 4 in head and 1 in eye. Gill rakers about 10+ 20, long and

slender, the longest li in head; least depth of caudal pedunch' 3 in

head. Scales as in L. acclivis, excepting that in our specimens the rows

above the lateral line are rather more horizontal and therefore fewer in

number than in some specimens of L. acclivis. Origin of spinous dorsal 2

in origin of soft dorsal and If in head ; third dorsal spine If in head

;

second anal spine 1|- in head, reaching to tip of longest soft ray; ventrals

If in head; iiectoral as long as head. Color silvery, brown above, clear

white silvery below; the rows of scales above with dark streaks, these

much less distinct than in L. acclivis; a brownish axillary spot ; region

about pseudobranchia? but little dusky; lower part of mouth, and

sides of mouth on upper jaw orange; tip of tongue and end of lower

mandible dusky ; fins dusky; spinous dorsal darker; ventrals yellowish;

upper part of pectoral dusky. Length 10 inches. West Indies, south to

Brazil. Here described from a specimen collected by the Albatross from

St. Lucia and from a speciuieu in the U. S. National Museum from Kings-

ton, .Jamaica, {brevis, short; -ceps, head.)

Larimus breviceps, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 146, pi. 140, 1830,

Brazil ; San Domingo ; GUNTHER, Cat., ll, 268, 1860 ; Gunther, Fishes Central America,

387 and 425, 1869 ; Bean & Dressel, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 158 ; Jordan & Eigen-

MANN, I. c, 375, 1889, in part, Atlantic specimens.

?Monosira stahli,' Poey, Fauna Puerto Riquena, 326, pi. 6, 1881, Puerto Rico.

Larimus stahli, Joeuan & Eigenmann, I. c, 376, 1889.

*Mono8ira stahli, Poey, seems identical with L. breviceps. The following is tlio sub-

stance of Poey's description

:

Head 3J; depth 3; ey^ 3A; snout 5. D. X-I, 25: A. 11, 5. Body deep, snout short, the

profile descending forward; mouth large, maxillary 2 in head, lower mandible produced
and curved, a pore on each side of the symphysis ;

gill rakers long and slender
;
teeth

uniserial. numerous and very small, those of the lower jaw slightly larger; pectorals

lanceolate, reaching beyond vent, slightlv longer than head; second anal spine long,

nearly 2 in head. Color white, with faint streaks, but without vertical dark bars. Porto

Rico.' (Named for Dr. Agustin Stahl, of Puerto Rico, of whose collection of fishes this

species formed a part.)
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1804, LARIMUS PACIFICUS, Jordan & Bollman.

Head 3 (3f )
; depth same. D. X-I, 27; A. II, 6; scales 6-50-11. Body

compressed, formed as in other species; hack elevated, refjnlarly rounded

from snout to last dorsal ray; ventral outline most arched anteriorly, base

of anal oblique. Distance from veutrals to anal more than depth of body,

so that the veutrals do not reach vent. Profile of head depressed very

slightly before dorsal and above eyes. Snout short, 4| in head. Eye
moderate, equal to width of interorbital, 4 in head. Mouth rather large;

maxillary reaching posterior border of eye, 2\ in head. Premaxillary

opposite middle of pupil. Width of preorbital ^ eye. Pores of snout

and chin as in other species of Larimiis. Preopercle with a narrow, cren-

ulate, membranous border; scapular scale with well-developed mem-
branous teeth ; opercle with 3 graduated, stiff, membranous spines

above and another below. Gill rakers, long and slender, longest equal to

length of eye, about 10+ 20. Scales on head and anterior part of breast

cycloid; bases of membranes of fins scaly. First dorsal spine inserted

over base of pectorals; fourth spine longest, 2^ in head. Anterior and

posterior soft rays of dorsal subequal, 3 in head. Second anal spine short,

not much over i as long as first rays, its tip not nearly reaching end of

last ray, 3 in head; second anal ray 2i in head; distance between origin

of veutrals and anal i- more than depth of body; pectorals IJ in head,

reaching anus; ventrals not reaching vent by almost i eye, 1* in head.

Coloration essentially similar to that of L. acclivis; silvery, with confiu-

ent dusky sjjots forming dark streaks along the rows of scales; numerous

black dots from snout to caudal below lateral line; opercle appearing

dusky externally, because the skin lining the region around pseudo-

branchi;e is inky black; dorsal, caudal, anal, and pectorals somewhat
dusky; soft dorsal pale at base, then with a dusky and ])ale longitu-

dinal streak, the distal half dusky
;
general coloration less yellow than in

breviceps and the streaks along scales more prominent. Here described

from the type, a specimen 5i inches long. Off coast of Colombia.

Larimus pacificus, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 161, Pacific Ocean,

off coast of Colombia, at Albatross station 2802, 8° 38' N., 79° 31' 30" W., between
Galapagos Island and Panama. (Type, No. 41168. Coll. Albatross.)

1805. LARIMDS FASCIATUS, Holbrook.

Head 31; depth 3; eye 4 in head. D. X-I, 24 to 26; A. II, 5 or 6; scales

5-49-9 to 11. Body heavy forward, much compressed, the back somewhat
elevated; profile convex; snout very short and blunt, 5^ in head; eye

about equal to flattish interorbital area; mouth large, less oblique than
in other species; tip of premaxillary on level of middle of pupil; maxil-

lary 2 in head, reaching to below posterior third of eye; lower mandible
with a slight knob at its symphysis, a small pore on each side of it; teeth

minute, firm, in a single series in each jaw; pharyngeal teeth all long and
slender; the pharyngeal bones small and narrow, subtriangnlar; gill

rakers extremely elongate, as long as eye, 12-|-24
;
preopercle with minute

ciha; third and fourth dorsal spines about 2^^ in head; preopercle with
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minute cilia; third and fourth dorsal spines about 1\ in head ; second anal

spine short, \ shorter than the tirst anal ray, its tip scarcely reaching

end of last ray when spine is depressed, 3 in head; scales large, ctenoid;

anal and soft dorsal with a scaly sheath at base. Color in life, grayish

olive above, with some silvery ; below, clear silver white ; back with 7 to

9 rather conspicuous darker vertical bars extending to below middle of

sides ; fins dusky olive ; an.il fin and lower rays of caudal yellow ; ventrals

orange yellow, dusky towards tip ; lower side of head very bright silvery

;

inside of month and lining of gill cavity, cheeks and opercles with some

light yellow. South Atlantic coast of the United States, from Chesapeake

Bay to Galveston, Texas; occasionally straying north to Woods Hole,

not common, found in rather deep water, {fasciatus, banded.)

Larimus fasciatus, Holbkook, Ichth. South Carolina, 153, pi. 22, fig. 1, 1860, Charleston;

GiJNTHER, Cat., n, 269, I860; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 578, 1883 ; Jordan &. Eigen-

MANN, I. c, 376, 1889.

577. ODONTOSCION, Gill.

Odontoscion, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila., 1862, 18 (dentex).

This genus differs from Larimus mainly in the presence of canines and

may be described as a Larimus armed with canine teeth. It also approaches

closely to Bairdiella, from which it dift'ers in lacking the plectroid spine on

the preopercle, and in the dentition, the group Elattarchus lying between
the two, as does also the closely related group Cornila. (odovi;, tooth;

dniov, a modern Greek name, corresponding to Scia'.na.)

a. Dorsal rays XI-I, 23; canines rather strong; color soiled silvery. dentex, 1806.

aa. Dorsal rays XI-I, 26 ; canines smaller ; color dark gray with darker streaks.

XANTHOPS, 1807.

1806. ODONTOSCIOX DENTEX (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(COEVINA.)

Head 3 to 3i; depth 3i; eye 3f to 4 in head; snout 4. D. XI or XII-I,

23; A. II, 8; scales 7-49 to 52-10. Teeth in each jaw in a single series,

the 2 front teeth in lower jaw large canines, some of the teeth on the

side of the lower jaw also enlarged, canine-like; teeth of the upper jaw
largest forward, smaller than those in the lower jaw; body oblong, com-
pressed, the jirofile straight and rather steep ; snout short, blunt; eye large;

preopercle rounded without any distinct spines, with crenulated mem-
branaceous margin ; highest dorsal spine 2 in head; distance from first anal

spine to middle of base of caudal 37; in length ; distance from vent to first

anal spine 1^ in base of anal; second anal spine much shorter than rays,

its tip when depressed not reaching to tip of last ray, its length 3 in head

;

mouth large, oblique, maxillary reaching beyond middle of orbit, 2 in

head; preorbital very narrow, about 4 in eye; gill rakers long and stifl",

5-fl4; lower pharyngeals small, with conical teeth; scales thin, ctenoid;

soft dorsal and anal scaly; scales below lateral line in nearly horizontal

series ; dorsal spines long and sleuder, separated from soft dorsal ; tlie spine

of soft dorsal short and stout; caudal subtruncate, upper lobe longer; anal
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short and high, second anal spine 2^ in head ; ventrals halfway to anal,

pectorals If in head. Color dusky silvery, everywhere soiled with dark

points, which form faint streaks along the series of scales ; snout and ante-

rior part of the chin black; upper part of base of pectoral and axil

black. Length 1 foot. West Indies
;
generally common ; a food-tish of some

importance, {denicx, toothed.)

dorvina dentex, CuviEH & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 139, j)!. 109, 1830, San

Domingo.
Larimus dentex, Gunther, Cat., ii, 269, 1800.

Odontoscion dentex, Poey, Synopsis, 325, 1868; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, .377, 1889.

1807. ODOXTOSt'ION XANTHOPS, Gilbert.

Head .3 ; depth 3? ; eye 3| in head ; snout 4^. D. XII, 27 ; A. II, 8 ; P. 17

;

pores in lateral line 50. Head and body elongate, compressed, narrow.

Dorsal and ventral outlines nearly equally curved; profile slightly de-

pressed over front of orbits, the snout bluntish, not protruding
;
jaws equal,

.the lower wholly included, the symphysis prominent, slightly passing the

premaxillaries ; mouth very oblique, the maxillary reaching slightly behind

middle of eye, 2+ in head; tip of maxillary broad; mental and rostral

pores of moderate size, not conspicuous ; a series of slender canines in lower

jaw, preceded by an irregular outer villiform row, most evident toward

symphysis; the series of canines turns inward and backward on the sym-

physeal protuberance, the innermost pair enlarged, directed backward;

upper jaw with a series of conical teeth, similar to those on sides of man-
dible, separated by a considerable interspace from an inner series of very

small, close-set teeth, directed backward. Eye very large, subcircular; a

definite supraorbital ridge; interorbital width 4f; suborbitals narrow; pre-

opercular margin without definite siiines, with minute crenulatious, which
end in spinous points. Gill rakers long and slender,16 on horizontal limb of

arch, the longest | diameter of orbit. Spinous dorsal very high, of weak,

flexible spines, none of which is thickened; third spine highest, as long

as snout and eye; eleventh spine shortest; second anal spine strong,

equaling length of snout and | of eye; pectorals short, not reaching

tips of ventrals. In; in head; ventrals not I'eaching vent, extending half-

way from their base to front of anal; caudal apparently short and
rounded, somewhat mutilated in the type, as are the soft dorsal and anal.

Scales large, weakly ctenoid except on head, where they are cycloid;

maxillary, tip of mandible, and extreme tip of snout naked ; head other-

wise completely invested ; a definite sheath of scales at base of soft dorsal

;

soft portions of all the vertical fins with membranes scaled. Dark steel

gray, Avith olive tinge above, silvery below, the lower parts coarsely punc-

tate with brown ; blackish streaks follow the row of scales, those below
the lateral line broail, horizontal, conspicuous, those above lateral line

narrower, less intense, the anterior ones directed obliquely upward, those

under soft dorsal nearly horizontal ; fins dusky, the anal, lower caudal

lobe, and tlie terminal pcntion of ventrals black ; iris bright yellow. Roof
of mouth and sides of mandible within orange yellow, the membrane within

mandibular teeth black ; tongue faintly yellow ; a dusky yellow bar above
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and 1 below pseudobrancliia*, tlie gill cavity otherwise silvery. Panama;
a single specimen 1\ inches long. (Gilbert.) {i,av^6<i, yellow; ootp, eye.)

Odontoscim. xanthops, Gilbert, MS., Fishes of Panama, 1898, Panama. (Coll. Gilbert.)

578. CORVULA, Jordan & Eigenmann.

Vorvula, Jordan & Eigenmann, Review of the Sciflenid.-v of Europe and America, in

Report U. S. Fish Comm. 1886 (1889), 377 (batabana).

This genus is closely allied to Bairdiella in nearly all respects, but with
the preopercle entire and unarmed as in Larimus. The species difler

considerabljr among themselves, and they form with Larimus and. Odoiiios-

cion an almost continuous series. American. (Diminutive of Corvus,

crow, as is also the name Corrina, applied by the Latin races to fishes of
this group, perhaps in allusion to their croaking noise produced by the
complicated air bladder.)

a. Body rather short and deep, depth 2| to 3J in lengtli ; distanc^e from insertion of

ventrals to first anal spine about equal to depth of body ; color silvery, usually

with dusky streaks along the rows of scales.

b. Dorsal rays XI-I, 25 ;
posterior dorsal rays much shorter than the anterior ones

;

eye very large, 3J in head; dorsal outline strongly convex, somewhat ele-

vated anteriorly ; color dark brown, paler below ; upper § of body with very
distinct dark streaks along the rows of scales; pectoral and especially anal
with dark points; base of spinous dorsal light yellow; numerous dark dots
on belly, lower part of sides, and under side of head. macrops, 1808.

66. Dorsal rays X-I, 28; posterior rays of soft dorsal higher than the anterior

ones; dorsal outline strongly and regularly convex and elevated. Color,

silvery white, darker above ; sides and back with rather di.stinct dark lines

along the scales ; spinous dorsal, tips of ventrals and anal dusky ; upper
part of head brownish ; lower part of head, cheek, and breast with numer-
ous rusty dots, base of soft dorsal and anal rusty. sialis, 1809.

666. Dorsal rays X to XII-I, 23 to 25; jaws equal; outer teeth above enlarged,

lower teeth nearly uniserial; preopercle with flexible serra;; second anal
spine, 35 in head; caudal fin subtruncate.

c. Maxillary reaching middle of pupil, 2i in head
;
pectorals rather long.

SUB^QUALIS, 1810.

cc. Maxillary reaching beyond middle of pupil, 2i in head; pectorals very short

;

D. XI-I, 23; A. 11, 8; color silvery, with very distinct dark longitudinal
stripes. SANCT.E-LUCl.^i, 1811.

aa. I'.ody rather elongate and compressed, the depth 34 in length ; distance from inser-

tion of ventrals to first anal spine J greater than depth of body; coloration
dusky, with conspicuous dark .streaks along the rows of scales.

BATABANA, 1812.

1808. (JORYULA MACROPS (Steindaehner).

(VAC'OOCUA.)

Head 3^; depth 3. D. XI-I, 25; A. II, 9; scales 8-56-11; eye 34^ in head;
snout 4f ; maxillary 2^; longest dorsal spiue If; longest dorsal ray 2i;
second anal spine 2i; ventrals 1^; pectoral If ; caudal fin 1^. Body oblong,
moderately compressed, not much elevated ; dorsal outline uniform from
tip of snout to caudal peduncle; ventral outliue rounded from chin to
breast, then straight to anal spine, then slanting obliquely upward to
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caudal peduncle. Snout blunt, shorter than large eye ; upper jaw slightly

projecting, teeth small and sharp, in 1 or 2 irregular series in lower jaw,

in several series in upper jaw, the outer row slightly enlarged; maxillary

extending to posterior edge of pupil; chin with 4 large pores; edge of

preopercle covered with skin, which is serrated on the edge. Gill rakers

slender, 9 + 13; scales ctenoid on the hody, cycloid on the head. Spinous

dorsal a little higher than soft dorsal; hrst dorsal spine very short, second

about 5 times longer, third twice as long as second, third, fourth, fifth,

and sixth subequal, tlie others rapidly shorter; first anal spine very small,

the second many times longer and stouter, but shorter than soft rays;

ventrals inserted behind pectorals and reaching beyond them; caudal

truncate. Ground color silvery, but so closely set Avith small dark brown
points as to almost obscure the silver; sides with about 4 faint dark cross

bands and with conspicuous black stripes following the rows of scales,

about 11 horizontal stripes below lateral line, those above slanting

obliquely upward anteriorly, but becoming horizontal posteriorly ; tips

of ventrals and anal black, other fins dusky. Here described from a fine

specimen from the Astillero at Mazatlau, 8 inches in length. Pacific Coast

of tropical America; recorded only from Mazatlan and Panama; appar-

ently rare; our specimens from Mazatlan and l\'inama much darker than

Steindachner's type, which was deeper, the depth 2\ in length, {^^laxpoc,,

large; oS^, eye.)

Corvina maerops, Steindachner, Ichtli. Beitr., in, 24, fig. 2, 1875, Panama.
Scicena macroiM, Jordan & Gh^bert, Bull. U. S. Fish. Comm. 1881, 316.

Corvula maerops, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 379, 1889; Jordan, Fislien of Siualoa, in

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 468.

1809. CORA'CLA SI.4LIS, Jordan & Eigenmann.

Head .Si; depth 2f; eye 5 in head. D. X-I, 28; A. II, 8. Body com-

pressed; the back elevated, regularly rounded from snout to posterior

margin of soft dorsal ; ventral outline almost straight from cliiu to first

anal spine; base of anal oblique ; caudal i^eduncle short and thick. Pro-

file slightly convex posteriorly, somewhat depressed over the eyes; snout

rather acute, slightly longer than eye; eye 1* in interorbital area; preor-

bital tV as wide as eye; mouth moderate; maxillary extending past pupil,

its length 2i in head; premaxillary anteriorly on level with the lower

border of the orbit; lower jaw included; maxillary broad, not entirely

concealed by the preorbital when the month is shut. Teeth of the lower

jaw blunt; conical, in 2 series, those of the inner series much larger than

those of the outer; upper jaw with a narrow band of villiform teeth and
an outer series of larger teeth, which are remote from each other and
decrease in size toward the angle of the mouth. Chin with 5 small pores;

snout with 6 pores, arranged in a -> shaped figure. Preopercle with
a narrow, crenulate, membranous border; opercle with 2 scarcely distin-

guishable spines; scapular scale entire. Gill rakers moderately devel-

oped, about i as long as the eye, 5 + 12; pseudobranchia^ large. Scales

about the head in front of dorsal and on anterior part of breast cycloid,

marked with concentric stria-; those on top of the head embedded, indis-
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tinct; scales of the body all ctenoid; membranes of caudal, anal, and soft

dorsal densely covered with minute scales nearly to their tips. First

dorsal si)ine short, inserted over the base of the pectoral; fourth dorsal

spine highest, reaching to soft dorsal, li in head; anterior dorsal rays

shorter than the middle and posterior ones, the eleventh longer than

the fourth by an eye's diameter, little more than \ the length of the

head; soft dorsal very broadly rounded posteriorly; caudal short, broad,

rounded behind; anal inserted posteriorly, the tips of the anal extending

nearly as far as the tips of the dorsal ; second anal spine moderate, scarcely

more that f length of the rays, little less than 3 in head ; veutrals lanceo-

late, slightly longer than the rounded pectorals, 1^ in head. Color light

brownish above, silvery on sides and below, the centers of the scales with

many dark dots, these forming horizontal lines along the series of scales

below the lateral line, and oblique, irregular, often interrupted, lines

above the lateral line; all the lins with dark dots; spinous dorsal dusky;

soft dorsal brownish for % of its height; the other \ pale; anal and tips

of ventrals dusky; pectoral pale; head with many minute rusty dots,

these aggregated, and forming brownish spots on the maxillary and lower

part of the head. Length %\ inches." Florida Keys; known from 1 speci-

men. {6iaX6<;, plump.)

Corvula sialis, Jordan & Eigenmann, Report U. S. Fish Comm. for 1886 (1889), 379, Key
West. (Type, No. 26575. Coll. Silas Stearns.)

1810. i:ORVULA SUB.EQIJALIS (Poey).

Head 3i; depth about 3i; eye 4^- in head; snout 4^. D. XIl-I, 22 to 24;

A. II, 9; scales about 46. Form of Corvula sialis, but the body more elon-

gate; jaws equal; outer teeth above enlarged, lower teeth nearly unise-

rial; eye large; snout bluntish; maxillary 2^ in head, extending to middle

of pupil; preopercle with flexible serrae ; second anal spine 3| in head;

caudal tin subtruncate. (!olor silvery, with faint streaks along the rows
of scales above. West Indies; scarce. We refer 2 specimens from St.

Thomas to this species, although they differ in some respects from Poey's

description of Corrina suhwqualis. The more elongate body and the

smaller number of dorsal rays distinguish suboeqtiaUs readily from sialis.

{subaqualis, nearly equal.)

Corvina suhcequalis, Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. Kcw York 1875, 58 Cuba.*

Corvula subcequalig, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 380, 1889.

1811. COKVULA SAM'T.E-LUCI.E, Jordan

Head 3i; depth 3^; eye 31 in head; snout 4i. D. XI-I, 23; A. II, 8; scales

6-46-10. Body oblong, moderately compressed, the back moderately ele-

vated. Head rather short and blunt, the anterior profile uniform and

* The following is the substance of Poey's account of his Corvina svhaqualis : Body-
rather elongate; eye 3^ in head; snout short, rounded; mouth moderate; maxillary
extending to below anterior margin of pupil, the.jaws subequal; teeth in line bands, the
outer series longer, and larger above than below; symphisis with 4 pores; preopercle
finely dentate; dorsal fins separated; second dorsal spine stout; caudal with a salient
angle; base of anal scaly; anal spine rather strong, its insertion rather posterior; color
silvery ; depth Bg (with caudal) ; head 3g. D. X-1, 25 ; A. II, 7.
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slightly arched. Snout short, shorter than eye; eye large, a little greater

than interorbital space; month considerably obli(|ne, the jaws ec^ual, the

premaxillary in front on th(i level of lower part of pupil, the maxillary

extending to beyond line of middle of pupil, 2^ in head; teeth of upper

jaw in a narrow band, the outer moderately enlarged; teeth of lower jaw

moderate, not quite equal, almost in one series; pi'eopercle with its mem-

branous edge finely dentate; gill rakers long and slender, about x^f 15.

Scales large and firm, those above lateral line anteriorly in series parallel

with it; at a point below last dorsal rays each series is suddenly bent

upward, and then again becomes horizontal; rows of scales below lateral

line horizontal and nearly straight. Dorsal spines slender; soft dorsal and

anal scaly at base; caudal (broken) apparently subtruncate; pectoral very

short, reaching about to eighth dorsal spine; anal small, inserted back-

ward, its second spine moderate. Distance from insertion of ventral to

first anal spine 1^ times depth of body. Coloration silvery, with about 14

horizontal dark stripes, these strii^es continuous, and those above bend

ujiward underneath last dorsal spines; fins pale yellowish, all more or less

soiled with dark points; a faint dark axillary spot; lining of gill cavity

pale. West Indies ; 1 specimen known, 5| inches long, from Port Castries,

Island of St. Lucia. {Sanctw-luciw, St. Lucia.)

Corvula sanctce-lncice, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas. 188!i, 649, Port Castries, St. Lucia.

(Type, No. 41732. Coll. A Ibatross

.

)

1812. CORVULA BATABAXA (Poey).

Head 3* ; depth 3+ ; eye 4^ ; snout 3^. D. XI-I, 26 ; A. II, 8 ; scales 6-50-7.

Body oblong, compressed, the depth nearly uniform from ventrals to vent;

belly very long, the distance from ventrals to anal I greater than depth

of body
;
profile nearly straight and horizontal; mouth rather wide; max-

illary 2^ in head, reaching middle of eye; upper jaw with several series

of minute teeth and an outer somewhat enlarged series; lower jaw with a

single series of rather strong teeth, a pair of minute canine-like teeth at

the symphysis; snout short, without pores; chin with 5 large pores; pre-

opercle with a crennlate, dermal border; gill rakers slightly longer thau

pupil, 5 -|- 13 ; lower pharyngeals with many small teeth, some of the inner

ones much elongate; eye slightly shorter than snout, about equal to the

interorbital area; scales large, their exposed edges much striated, the

stria) ending in cilia; scales below lateral line in undulate, subhorizontal

series; lateral line slightly curved, becoming straight above anal; soft

portions of vertical fins densely covered with scales; soft dorsal and anal

with a scaly sheath at their bases ; dorsal, caudal and anal rounded behind

;

ventrals slightly longer than pectorals, 1^ in head. Color coppery-grayish,

with many minute brown x>oints; scales of back and sides each with a

dark si^ot, these forming very distinct dusky stripes along the series of

scales; stripes below the lateral line mostly of continuous spots, those

above broken and irregular; upper part of head and fins uniform brown-
ish, with many minute points. Cuba and Porto Eico; not rare, but not

seen elsewhere ; our specimen from Havana. Its strongly marked colora-

tion is a very unusual trait in this family. {Batabano, the type locality.)
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Johnius batabanm, Poey, Memorias, ii, 184, 1860, Batabano, South coast of Cuba- Poey
Fauna Puerto-RiqueSa, 327, 1881.

Larinmsbatabanus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus. 188G, 43.

Corvula hatabana. Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 380, 1889.

579. ELATTARCHUS, Jordau & Evermann.

Elattarchus, Jordan & Evermann, Check-Li.st, 397, 1896 (archidium).

This genus is very close to Bairdiella from which it differs in the presence
of slender canines, much as in Odontoscion. From the latter genus it differs
mainly in the serrate preopercle, which has a downward directed spine at
the angle. Second anal spine very small. One species known. {sXdrroov,
reduced; dfjxoi, anus, from the small anal tin.)

1813. ELATTARl'HUS AlU HIDIUM (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3 ; depth 3^. D. XI, 24 ; A. II, 8 ; scales 9-50-7, 52 pores. Diameter
of eye about equal to length of snout, or to iuterorbital width, and U
times in length of head. Length of maxillary 2^^ in head. Gilli-akers low
and slender, 6 + 13 in number. Pseudobranchia- well developed; poste-
rior nostril a, narrow oblong vertical slit. Head and body rather elon-
gate, considerably compressed, back not elevated, the snout somewhat
gibbous, the profile depressed above the eyes. IMouth very large, terminal
oblique, the nutxillary reaching vertical from posterior margin of pupil;
jaws subequal, premaxillaries in front on the level of lower edge of pupil;
symphysis of lower jaw with an oblong knob, which projects inward and
upward, on this are 2 series of teeth, 3 in each .series, the inner pair
being canines of moderate size, larger than any of the other teeth, but
much smaller and slenderer than the canines in Cynoscion. Both jaws
without villiform teeth, upper jaw with 2 series of slender-pointed
teeth, the outer series enlarged ; lower jaw laterally with a single series
of teeth similar to those of the outer series of upper jaw, but larger; those
in the middle of the jaw largest. Posterior margin of preopercle inclined
downward and backward, both margins convex and with the angle broadly
rounded. Both margins with weak, distinct serrations; posterior border
with 2 or 3 stronger teeth next the angle directed backward, the angle
with 1 robust flattish spine directed more or less vertically downward.
Spinous dorsal with very Aveak, flexible spines, the third the longest and
about i length of head ; soft dorsal moderate, the longest ray shorter
than the dorsal spines but more than ^ length of head; caudal fin sub-
truncate or slightly emarginate; anal fin very small, posteriorly inserted,
its base but little oblique; length of base about equal to length of snout;
second anal spine moderate, shorter than the first soft ray, much stronger
than the dorsal spines, and inflexible, its length about equal to snout and
^ of eye, 3 in head; distance from front of anal to middle of base of
caudal slightly more than i the length of the body ; distance from vent to
front of anal about equal to length of base of anal; pectoral short, not
reaching tips of ventrals, its length If in head; ventrals reaching half-
way to front of anal, not nearly to vent; meml)ranes of soft parts of ver-
tical fins with series of scales extending more than halfway to the tips.
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Lateral line scarcely arched, becoming straight opposite front of soft dor-

sal. Color lustrous bluish gray above, silvery below; middle of sides

with indistinct lengthwise streaks formed by clusters of dark dots in the

centers of the scales ; snout and tips of lower jaw blackish ; a dark blotch

on opercle above; sides of head bright silvery; tins light straw-color;

upper half of pectorals dusky; spinous dorsal finely speckled with black;

upper half of axil brown; peritoneum pale; lining of opercle black above.

Iris bright yellow, dusky above. Length 7 inches. Panama; not uncom-

mon. The species has the very small anal of Odontoscion and the sjiur-like

preopercular spine of BairdieUa, while in its dentition it is intermediate.

(apxiSiov, diminutive of dpxoi, anus or anal.)

Odontoscion archidium, JORDAN & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1881, 317, Panama
(Coll. C. H. Gilbert) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. T. S. Fish Coram. 1882, 111.

BairdieUa archidium, Jordan & Eigexmann, I. c, 386, 1889.

580. BAIRDIELLA, Gill.

(Mademoiselles.)

BairdieUa, Gi\.\., Cat. Fish. East Coast North America, 33, 18G1 (arc/yroleuca^chrysura)

Nector, Jordan & Evbemann, new subgenus {chrysoleuca).

This genus is characterized by the oblique mouth, little cavernous

skull, few rows of small teeth, slender gill rakers, and the preopercle

armed with a plectroid spine. It is certainly a very natural group, and

worthy of recognition as a distinct genus, although its relationships with

Ophioscion and especially with StelUfer are very close. The numerous

species are all American, all small in size and silvery in coloration, and

some of them are remarkable for the great size of the second anal spine.

In others this spine is quite small. These variations among species

unquestionably closely allied show how slight is the systematic value to

be attached to the size of this spine. (Named for Prof. Spencer Fullerton

Baird, for many years United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries,

and one of the most broad-minded and successful workers in systematic

zoology.)

BaIRDIELLA :

a. Teeth of the lower J-a^v unequal, chietiy biseria! ; the inner teeth more or less enlarged

;

preorbital narrow.

b. Second anal spine moderate, 2^ in head, not so long as soft rays, not reaching tip

of last ray when depressed. Color silvery, punctate ; fins yellow ; depth 3

in length. D. X-I, 22; A. II, 10. CHRVSUHA, 1814.

bb. Second anal spine very long, § length of head, reaching beyond tip of last ray ,-

base of anal oblique, forming an angle with ventral outline.

c. Mouth terminal, very oblique; second anal spine excessively large, If in

head, longer than any soft ray. Color silvery; depth 3J. D. X-I, 23.

ENSIFERA, 1815.

cc. Mouth not quite terminal
;
preorbital narrow, but broader than in ensifera.

d. Dorsal rays X-I, 28; dorsal spines very slender, the highest IJ in

head; pectorals IJ-in head; second anal spine very long, silvery,

punctate, a dark axillary spot; dejtth 3^ in length. icistl\, 1816.

d(l. Dorsal rays X-I, 23 ; dorsal spines stiff, lower, the highest 2 iu

head; second anal spine If ; pectorals If. Color soiled silvery

;

depth 3}. RONCHUS, 1817.
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Nectoe ynector^ oue that connects; Bairdella with Ophioscion)

:

aa. Teeth of lower jaw in a narrow villiform band as in Ophioscion: month subinferior,

little oblique, preorbital broader, gill rakers shorter; pores and slits on snout

more conspicuous.

e. Snout sharp; head slender, narrow above; second anal spine very large, 1| in

head; pectoral short, U in head. Color soiled silvery. D. X-I, 21; heads
in length. armata, 1818.

ee. Snout bluntish, the head stout and broad above; second anal spine shortish,

2 in head. Color dusky ; depth about 3 in length.

/. Dorsal rays X-I, 18; scales large, 44 in lateral line; pectoral IJ in head.

Color dark brownish, dotted. aluta, 1819.

ff. Dorsal rays X-I, 21 or 22; scales moderate, 50 to 55; pectoral IJin head;

caudal It
;
preorbital broad. Color soiled brassy, with dark streaks

and mottlings. cheysoleuca, 1820.

Subgenus BAIRDIELLA.

1814. BAIKDIELL.4 CHKYSDR.\ (Lacepide).

(Mademoiselle ; Yellow-tail.)

Head 3 to 3i; depth 3 to 3^; eye 4^ in head ; snout 4^. D. XI-I, 22; A.

II, 10; scales 8-52-12. Body oblong, compressed, the back a little elevated,

the profile dejiressed over the eyes; snout prominent, blnntish, as long as

eye; lower jaw with a single series of close-set teeth, in front of which are

a few smaller teeth not forming a definite series; npper jaw with an outer

series of small curved canities, behind which is a moderate band of villi-

form teeth, becoming wider laterally. Preopercle serrate, the teeth near

the angle larger, the lowest and largest directed downward; gill rakers

slender, rather long, 8+16; scales on head cycloid; base of anal little

oblique; ventral outline rather regularly rounded ; dorsal spines slender,

the highest 2^- in head; caudal long, double truncate; pectorals about as

long as the ventrals, 1* in head; soft dorsal and anal scaled at least I

their height. Second anal spine moderate, 2^ in head, not as long as the

soft rays, not reaching to tip of last ray when depressed; mouth large,

somewhat oblique, the premaxillary on the level of lower part of the eye;

maxillary reaching middle of eye, 2f in head. Color greenish above,

silvery below ; back and sides more or less densely punctate with dark
dots (especially in northern specimens), these forming narrow, somewhat
irregular streaks along the sides; fins plain, mostly yellow in life. South
Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, north to New York; very
abundant on our sandy shores from Long Island to Texas. It reaches but
a small size, hence, although an excellent pan fish, it has no great eco-

nomic value. Unlike most of the other species of the genus, its second
anal spine is little enlarged. (^/aucJd?, gold; ovpd, tail.)

Perca punctata, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. XII, 482, 1766, in part, South Carolina (not Perca
punetalus of Ed. x, which is Bodianus fulvus pimetatus)

.

Dipterodon chrysiirus, LacIcpede. Hist. Nat. Poiss., Ill, 64, 1802, South Carolina; niter

LlNN^CS.
Bodianus argyroleucus et exiguus, MlTCHlLL, Trans. Lit. & Phil. Soc. New York 1815,

417 and 419, pi. 6, fig. 3, New York.
Bodianus pallidus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. & Phil. Soc, l, 1815, 420, New York.

3030 13
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Homoprion xanthurus, Holbrook, Icb. S. Car., Ed. 1, 170, i>l. 24, 1856 (uot LHostomxis xan-

thunis, LACEPi:DE)

.

Homoprion mihtruncaHi.i, Gli.L, Cat. Fisli. E. Coast IT. S.,33, 1861, South Carolina; after

HoLBKOOK.
Gorvina argyroleuca, Cuviek & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, loo, 1830; (JOnther,

Cat., II, 2!)9, 1860.

I}aircliella punctata, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1878, 377.

liairdiella argyroleuca, GoODE, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 113.

Scicena 2)unctata, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1882,280; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 570, 1883.

Scimna chrygura, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Muh. 1882, 60G ; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 933, 1883.

Bairdiellachrymra, Goode, Hist. Aquat. Aiiim., 375, pi. 126, 1884 ; Jordan & Eioenmann,

I. c, 386, 1889.

1815. BAIRDIELLA ENSIFEBA (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3^ to 3^; depth 3i to 3^; eye 3f in liead; snout 5. D. X-I 22; A.

II, 8; scales 8-49-9. Body compressed, moderately elongate, the back

little elevated; snout short, bluntish, not protruding, the profile nearly

straight and not very steep to base of first dorsal, along the base of which

it is nearly horizontal, thence again declining along base of soft dorsal

;

ventral outline nearly straight to front of anal, then very sharply angu-

lated, the base of the anal very oblique ; caudal peduncle long and slender.

Profile depressed above head; head moderate, compressed with vertical

cheeks; preorbital very narrow, narrower thanpuj)il; snout not projecting

so far as premaxillaries; premaxillaries in front on the level of lower part

of pupil; maxillary extending to opposite middle of pupil ; mouth very

oblique; the jaws nearly even in front, the lower very slightly included,

the gap 2^ in head. Teeth slender, small, those in upper jaw in 2 or 3

series, the outer series enlarged; most of the teeth depressible; lower

teeth une([ual, chiefiy biserial, the inner enlarged; symphysis of lower

jaw with a slight inwardly projecting knob, bearing teeth a little larger

than the others. Chin with 4 distinct pores, the outer pair round. Inter-

orbital space moderate, slightly convex, a little broader than length of

snout, 4 in head. Eye very large, considerably longer than snout. Pre-

opercle with strong teeth, which grow stronger toward the angle, the

lowest tooth very strong and directed downward and forward; opercu-

lar spines blunt and iiattish; gill rakers numerous, long and slender,^

length of eye, 8-f 16 in number; scales roughish, extending up on soft

portions of vertical fins, covering about i of the soft dorsal and more
of the anal. Lateral line not strongly curved, becoming straight in

front of anal. First dorsal high, its spines slenderer than in B. armata,

stouter than in 7i. icistla, the second spine short, slender, very stout, I-

the length of the third, which is If in length of head. Soft dorsal rather

high, its longest rays a little less than i head. Caudal subtruucate, the

middle and upper rays slightly produced, its length 1^ in head. Distance

from front of anal to caudal 3f in length of body; abdomen extremely

long, its length ^ greater than length of head; posterior outline of anal

fin concave, its second spine very long and strong, scarcely shorter

than soft rays, its length 1^ in head, its distance from the vent | its
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length ; ventrals long, 1* in length of head, reaching beyond tips of pec-

torals, but not quite to vent; pectorals rather short, 1? in head. Color

bluish gray above and on sides, silvery below ; a dark, ill-defined bluish-

gray blotch on upper anterior angle of opercle; mouth yellow within,

blackish toward tip of lower jaw; spinous dorsal translucent, with dark

punctulations and a narrow black margin, or sometimes largely blackisli

;

soft dorsal dusky yellow; caudal and anterior 3 rays of anal brighter yel-

low; caudal and membrane between spine and first soft ray of anal with

black punctulations; posterior anal rays white; ventrals immaculate;

pectorals with upper half of axil and membrane of upper rays internally

brownish, the upper rays with a slight yellowish tint externally. Length

a foot. Panama; rather common. Of all the American Scia-noids this

species has the largest anal spine in proportion to the size of the body.

(cnsis, sword; fero, I bear.)

Scicena emifera, Jobdan &. Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Coiiiin.1881, ;ii:!, Panama; Punta

Arenas. (Coll. C. U. Gilbert.)

Oorvinafulgens, Vaillant, Miss. Sci. au Mexique, 164. 1883, Pacific Coast of Mexico.

Bairdiella enslfcra, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 387, 1889.

1816. BAIRDIELLA ICISTIA (Jordan & Gilbert).

(COBBINETA.)

Head 31 to 3A; depth 3^ to 3^. D. X-I, '28; A. II, 8; scales 8-51-10.

Body elongate, compressed, the back a little elevated; snout very short,

compressed, and rather blunt, 4 in head; mouth moderately wide, oblique;

lower jaw somewhat included; maxillary reaching vertical from posterior

margin of pupil, 2;^ in head; upper jaw with a narrow band of villiform

teeth and an external series of somewhat larger teeth; lower jaw with

1 or 2 series of teeth smaller than the enlarged teeth of upper jaw and
more close-set; in front this series broadens into a narrow band. Chin

with 4 pores; premaxillaries on the level of lower part of pupil, project-

ing beyond snout. Interorbital region slightly depressed. Gill rakers

long and strong, about 6 + 17 in number. Preopercle with its lower edge

smooth, the posterior edge armed with distinct spines, the 3 spines nearest

the angle much the longest, the lowest directed vertically downward and

somewhat forward. Eye large, its diameter slightly less than length of

snout or than iterorbital width, 4f in length of head. Scales rather

small; series of small scales on membrane of dorsal and anal; lateral line

little arched, becoming straight opposite interval between vent and anal.

Spinous dorsal high, the spines all very slender, weak, and fiexible, more
slender than in other species of this subgenus, the third and fourth about

equal, much longer than the others, the upper margin of the fin very

oblique; the longest spine about n, length of head, much longer than

the soft rays, which are about 3^ in head; second anal spine exceed-

ingly strong. If in head, about ^ length of fourth dorsal spine, and
about as long as first soft ray of anal; middle rays of caudal .slightly

produced, 1^ in head, the fin subtruucate; ventrals long, their length

more than i the distance from their base to origin of anal; pectorals not

reaching vertical from tips of ventrals, about equal to them in length, li
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in head. Color grayish silvery above, silvery on sides and below; dorsal

region with faint streaks produced by darker centers of the scales; spi-

nous dorsal blackish, darker on membrane of first spine, the soft portion as

well as the caudal yellowish dusky ; ventrals and pectorals pale, each with

a faint yellowish blotch; axil of pectoral black above ; aualpale. Pacific

coast of Mexico; rather common about Mazatlan; readily distinguished

from other 8}>ecies by the weakness of its dorsal spines, as well as by the

large number of the soft rays. {EiHch to yield; idrtov, sail, from the slen-

derness of its species.)

fieicena icutici, Jordan & Gilbekt, Proc. TT. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 356, Mazatlan. (Types,

Nos. 28182, 28228, 28275, 28368, 29566, 29613, 29615, 29775, 29790. Coll. Gilbert.)

Bairdiella icistia, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 387, 1889.

1817. BAIKDIELLA KO\(JHUS (Cuvier & Valencionues).

(RoNco; Ground Drummer.)

Head 3|; depth 3f ; eye 4J in head. D. X-I, 23; A. II, 8; scales 7-50-8.

Body oblong, compressed, scarcely angular in outline; profile straight,

rather steep, the snout short and rather acute ; eye as long as snout ; mouth
moderate, nearly horizontal; premaxillary on level of lower part of orbit;

maxillary reaching beyond middle of eye, 2f in head ; teeth as in Bairdiella

icistia
;
preoi)ercle strongly serrate

;
gill-rakers 9-fl8. Dorsal spines rather

stifle, the highest 2 in head; second anal spine rather strong, curved, 1* in

head, as long as first soft ray, and reaching beyond tips of other rays. Ven-

trals slightly longer than pectorals, which are If in head ; caudal truncate.

Color soiled grayish above, silvery below; faint, dark streaks along the

rows of scales ; spinous dorsal and anterior part of anal densely covered

with dark dots. Length 6 inches. Atlantic coasts of tropical America,

generally common in the West Indies and along the coast of Brazil ;
* a

food-fish of sojne importance, but small in size; our specimens from

Havana. {Ilonco, gruuter or croaker, the Spanish name of various species

of Hcenmlon, Pomadasis, Bairdiella, etc., from roncar, to snore, or to make a

rough or raucous noise.)

Oorvina ronchus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v. 107, 1830, Maracaibo;

Surinam; GuNTHER, Cat. Tiab. Brit. Mus., ii, 299, 1860; Gunther, Fisbes Central

America, 387, 1869.

ISairdiella ronchtis, Poey, Synopsis, 324, 1868.

Scicena ronchus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 44.

Bairdiella ronchus, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 388, 1889.

Subgenus NECTOR, Jordan & Evermann.

1818. BAIBDIKLLA AKMATA, Gill.

Head 3 to 3i ; dejith 3 ; eye 4| in head ; snout 4. D. XI-I, 21 ; A. II, 8 ; scales

7-51-9. Snout sharp, the head slender, narrow above, the iuterorbital

*Many specimens from Rio Janeiro and from Havana are in the museum at Cambridge.
Tliere is considerable individual variation, but tbero seems to be no specific difl'erence
between Cuban and Brazilian examples. A number of specimens in poor condition are
also in tbe museum, 8Hii])(iscd to liiive been obtained by Captain Perry at Vera Cruz.
Tliese bave the snout lonj;ir, tlic lyc smaller, and tbe fins higher than usual in ronchus,
and they may rejiresent a dillen iit sjiecies. In these the snout is 4 in head, the eye 4J,
the longest dorsal spines II, the second anal spiue If. D, X-I, 24.
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space not broader than eye ; anal spine very long and strong, If in head

;

pectoral fin short, \l in head ; form of body irregularly rhomboidal, the

base of the anal fin being oblique; profile almost straight anteriorly; eye

moderate, slightly shorter than snout; mouth large, inferior, almost hori-

zontal, maxillary reaching beyond pupil, 2* in head. Mouth inferior or

subinferior, little oblique; preorbital broader, gill rakers shorter, and

pores and slits on snout more conspicuous than in other species. Upper

jaw with a band of villiform teeth and an outer series of enlarged teeth;

lower teeth in a moderate baud, the inner series slightly enlarged, espe-

cially in young examples; gill rakers comparatively short, 8+ 15; dorsal

spines short and stout, slightly more than 2 in head; caudal rounded; anal

spine If in head ; basal half of the soft dorsal and anal covered with scales.

Color, bluish above, silvery below, a rather broad area from snout to caudal

covered with brownish dots; upper fins and anterior half of anal with

many dots. * Both coasts of tropical America ; not uncommon on the Pacific

coast about Panama, and equally abundant on the Atlantic coast, where

it seems to ascend the rivers, {armafus, armed.)

Bairdiella armata, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 164, west coast Central America;

Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 388, 1889.

Corvina acutirostrig, Steindachnee, Ichth. Beitr., ni, 28, pi. 4, 1875, Panama.
Corvina armata, Gunther, Fishes Central America, 387 and 428, 1869.

Corvina {Uomoprion) acutirostris. Steixdachnek, Zur Fisch-Fauna des Magdaleiien-

Stromes, 9, 1878.

1819. B.\IRDIELIiA ALUT.4, Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 3f ; depth 3^; D. X-I, 18; A. II, 8; scales 44, 5 in a vertical series

from front of dorsal to lateral line. Form rather elongate, the back

a little elevated and compressed; caudal peduncle especially long and

slender ; head rather broad above the eyes, somewhat depressed, so that

the anterior profile is a little concave, in front of which the snout is rather

abruptly truncate; interorbital space a little broader than the large eye,

the diameter of which is about equal to the length of the snout, and con-

tained about 4 times in the length of the head. Width of preorbital

I diameter of eye. Preoperclo strongly serrated, the 3 lowest serrae

radiating, the lowest and largest one turned downward and forward;

lower jaw included, considerably shorter than up])er; snout scarcely pro-

jecting beyond premaxillaries; mouth nearly horizontal
;
premaxillaries

much below the level of the eye; maxillary extending to just beyond

middle of eye. Teeth in both jaws in narrow villiform bauds, the outer

teeth in the upper jaw somewhat enlarged, those in the lower jaw all

small. Sides and top of head somewhat cavernous, the surface yielding

to the touch. Gill rakers shortish, rather slender, about as long as pupil;

pseudobranchiae large. Dorsal fin divided nearly to base, the spines

not very high, rather flexible, the longest little more than i length of

'Bairdiella armata is close to Bairdiella roitehvs, and the character of the dentition of
thelower jaw, which we have used to divide Hnirdiella into minor groiijjs, liecoiues here of
slight importance. We have examiiiidsiicciinciisof this species from Panama, Kio Maj;da-
lena, San Matheo, Camaru, Cannarivitras, Cinuca, Baliia, Pernambuco, Maraiihao, and
Itabapnana. The specimen from the latter loiality (10837, M. C. Z.) is nearly a tout long,
and has the spines a little shorter and stouter than in Panama examples.
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head, second spine a little shorter than third and nearly as high ; second

dorsal rather low; second anal spine strong, ahout \ length of head,

I height of the soft rays ; distance from front of anal to caudal If in

length of body; distance from vent to anal a little more than \ length of

second anal spine; candal lin long, double truncate, the middle rays pro-

duced, as long as from snout to edge of preopercle; caudal jieduncle (from

end of anal) 11^ in head; anal ending in advance of end of dorsal, its first

spine in advance of middle of soft dorsal; ventrals long, the second ray

filamentous, reaching vent; pectorals rather short, as long as caudal.

Scales large, those on breast not much smaller; soft parts of vertical fins

scaly toward the base. Lower pharyngeals narrow, witli small, slender,

pointed teeth, those of the series on the inner edge of the bone much
enlarged, also very slender. Color light reddish brown, dingy with dark

punctulatious; ground color a light coppery shade, little silvery; each

scale with many dark points and a smutty edging; the general hue the

same above and below ; no distinct markings
;
preorbital of a soiled silvery

;

fins similarly dusky, the caudal yellowish, the anal almost black; inside

of opercle dusky.

This species strongly resembles BairdieUa clirysoleuca, apparently dif-

fering only in the larger scales, fewer dorsal rays, longer caudal fin, and
larger eyes. The 2 characters last mentioned maybe due to youth, the

type of aJuta being smaller than any clirysoleuca examined by us. The
other characters are possibly results of extreme variation, and the 2

nominal species may prove to be identical. Pacific coast of Central

America; known only from the original type, 7^ inches long. (dAovzog,

unwashed.)

Sciana aluta, Jordan & Gilbkrt, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 232, La Union, San Sal-

vador. (Type, No. 28129. Coll. Capt. Henry E. Nichols.)

BairdieUa alvta, Jokdan & Eigenmann, I. c, 389, 1889.

1820. B.4IRDIELLA CHRYSOLECtA (Giinther).

Head 3^; depth 3; eye 5 in head; snout 4. D. X-I, 21 or 22; A. II, 9;

scales 6-50 to 55-13. Back somewhat elevated, the form of the body
much as in Opliioscion scierus and related species; preorbital broader than
in other species of BairdieUa, f width of eye; pores on snout more con-

spicuous than in other species; snout bluntish; interorbital space 3j;

head thick, 'somewhat more cavernous than in iclated forms; mouth
subinferior, little oblicpie; premaxillary entirely below level of eye; max-
illary 2? in head; teeth of outer series of upper jaw enlarged, teeth of

lower jaw in a narrow, villiform band; lowest serne on preopercle

smaller and less turned forward than in the other species; dorsal spines

rather stout, tlie second strong, the third longest. If in head; second
anal spine shorter than the soft rays, 2ir in head, the form and size of
these spines very variable; gill rakers short and slender, i" -f 15, the

longest not as long as pupil; caudal fin double truncate; pectoral 1^ in

head; caudal It} in head. Color soiled brassy, irregularly mottled with
largo patches of shining golden brown; faint dark stripes along the rows
of scales above, those below lateral line nearly horizontal, those above
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ol>]ique. * Panama, apparently rare
;
quite variable, especially in the arma-

ture of its preopercle. (xpvdo?, gold; XevHoi;, white.)

Corvina chrysoleuca, Gunthee, Pish. Central America, 387 and 427, pi. 67, flg. 1, 1869,
Panama.

Scia'na chrysoleuca, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull.U. S. Fish Comm. 1881, 316.
Bairdiclla chrysoleuca, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 389, 1889.

581. STELLIFER (Cuvier) Oken.

Leg Stellifcres, Cuvier, R^gne Animal, Ed. i, 283, 1817 (stdUfer).
S'tellifer (CuviER) Oken, Isis, 1182, 1817 (stellifer).

Stellifervs, Stark, Elements Nat. Hist., i, 459, \«2% (stellifer).

Hovioprion,\ Holbrook, Ichth. S. Carol., 1st ed., 168, 1856 (lanceolata)

.

Zestis, Gilbert, new subgenus (oscitans).

Zestidium, Gilbert, new subgenus (illecebrosus).

Stellicarens, Gilbert, new subgenus (zestocarus)

.

This genus is composed of small species, all Americau, allied to Bairdi-
ella and Ophioscton, but di.stinguished by the remarkably spongy and
cavernous construction of the bones of the skull. The septa are recluced
to the thinness of the walls of honeycomb. The skull is also very broad
and much depressed between the eyes. The species vary considerably
among themselves in these and other respects, and may be thrown into
4 subgenera, distinguished by the armature of the preopercle. (stella,

star; fero, I bear, from the radiated appearance of the spongy suborbi-
tals; ''L'etoile que ce poisson porte a rceil, m'a engage a le denommer"
(Bloch).

Zesti.s (ietTToi, soft-boiled)

:

I. Preopercle with two strong spines only, the uppermost directed backward, the lower
downward.

a. Jaws snbeqnal, the mouth very oblique, large; teeth of lower .jaw unequal, the inner
series enlarged. OSCITans, 1821.

aa. Jaws unequal, the lower short and included; mouth less oblique; teeth of lower
jaw in a villiform band, subequal.

6. Mouth moderate, tlie maxillary 2J in head; lower spine of preopercle directed
downward and forward. fdrthi 1822.

II. Preopercle serrate, its spinules 6 to 20.

Zestidium (diminutive of Zestis)

:

c. Lowermost spiuule of preopercle directed downwards; body robust.

d. Dorsal rays XIV, 20 or 21 ; pectorals short, Ij in head
; gill rakers 5+10; col-

oration dark. illecebrosus, 1823.

Stellifer :

cc. Lowermost spinule of preopercle not directed downwards; caudal fln pointed.
e. Mouth large, oblique, the maxillary 2 to 2^ in length of head; snout very

short, little projecting.

/. Preopercle with 3 or 4 spines next the angle, divergent, considerably
larger than the others.

*This species, altliough technically a Tiairdiella, shows numerous atiinitios with Ophio-
scton seierus and other species of that geiuis. It marks the transition from one group of
Sciienoids to the other, from those related to Larimus to those allied to Scicena.
tThe generic name Homoprion w.as based on a species each of Stellifer .and Bairdiella.

It was restricted by Gill to the former group, and should therefore be regarded as a synonym
of Stellifer^
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(J.
Pectoral fin long, 1,\ iu Lead ; body deep, compressed ; head short,

deep, more compressed tban in related species, tlie interor-

bital space Jess depressed, its width SJ in head, the supra-

ocular ridges less prominent. D. XI-I, 19. STELLIFER, 1824.

gg. Pectoral fiu short, about Ig in head ; interorbital space 3 in

head ; second anal spine 2^ ; body rather slender ; snout as

long as eye, 4^ in head; mouth moderate, oblique, the max-

illary not quite ^ lengtli of head, extending just past pupil.

D. XI-I, 20 to 23. LANCEOLATUS, 1825.

/. Preopercle with numerous short, straight spinules, which decrease

in size regularly from angle upward ; moutli terminal, the max-

illary 2§ in head; head extremely spongy, pectorals IJ in head.

D. XII-I, 23 or 24. eeicymba, 1826.

ee. Mouth small, inferior, nearly horizontal, the maxillary 3 to 3J in head;

snout thick, blunt, and protuberent; eye small, 5 to 6 in head ; teeth

on preopercle suhequal; preorbital thick and swollen, much broader

than eye; body moderately elongate. D. X-I, 19. microps, 1827.

Stellicarens (Stella, star; earens, lacking):

III. Preopercle without bony serra;, or with a single somewhat flexible point.

D. X 11-19; mouth large, oblique; head narrow, very spongy; pec-

torals lA in head. zestocarus, 1828.

Subgenus ZESTIS, Gilbert.

1821. STELLIFEU OSCITAXS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3^; depth 3; eye 4f in head; snout 4|. D. XI-I, 22; A. II, 8;

scales 6-53-9, 47 pores. Body oblong, the back somewhat elevated ; head

very wide and heavy, almost quadrate, flat above; cheeks nearly vertical;

cranium above, as well as preorbital and preopercle, cavernous, yielding

to the touch; snout heavy, projecting a little beyond premaxillaries,

much broader than long, its length 4 in head; interorbital space very

broad and flat, its breadth 2| times iu length of head; greatest width of

head f its greatest height; eye moderate, its diameter equal to A the

interorbital space; supraorbital rim slightly elevated.

Mouth very wide and oblique, the lower jaw included; length of gape

twice in length of head; premaxillaries anteriorly on the level of the

lower part of pupil; maxillary reaching well beyond the posterior margin

of the orbit; chin with a small but distinct knob, the pores around it

not well marked. Teeth small, not forming villiform bands, in 2 rather

irregular series in each jaw, the outer teeth in ujjper jaw somewhat
enlarg(>d, the large teeth fewer in number and larger than in S. furthi.

Gill rakers numerous, very fine and slender, the largest about f diameter

of orbit, 21 -f- 27. Pseudobranchi* quite small. Preopercle with its angle

evenly rounded, the upper and lower limbs nearly equal, the membrana-
ceous margin minutely serrulate; above the augle is a short, very strong

spine directed backwards, and at the augle is a similar one directed

obliquely downward and backward ; no other stiff spines on the preopercle.

First and second spines of the dorsal strong and inflexible, second spine

about i length of head; third spine longest, about i as long as head,

and like the succeeding spines very slender and flexible; eleventh and
twelfth spines longer and stronger than the tenth; soft dorsal anteriorly
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about as high as tlie third spine; anal short, its second spine long and
very strong, much stronger than second dorsal spine and longer than
the third, its length rather more than | the length of the head ; shorter

than soft rays, its ti]) not reaching when depressed to end of soft rays;

distance from vent to second anal spine considerably less than length of

second anal spine; caudal rounded, the middle rays produced, its length

a little less than \ that of head; pectorals broad, reaching almost to

vent, about equal to length of head; ventrals not reaching nearly to

vent; soft dorsal, anal, and caudal fins thickly scaled to their tips; the

spinous dorsal with a thick scaly sheath at base, each spine with a series

of scales; other fins move or less scaly.

Scales large; lateral line with a wide low curve anteriorly, becoming
straiglit in front of origin of aual; tubes of lateral line branched ante-

riorly. Coloration dusky above, pale below, with some silvery luster ; middle

of sides conspicuously ])unctulate; upper fins all brownish, punctulate

with darker; ventrals, anal, and pectoral pale; the anal and pectoral

dusted with dark points; opercle blackish within; peritoneum dusky
silvery. Panama ; not uncommon. In the dentition and form of its mouth
it difl'ers from the other species, approaching the genus Bairdiella. {oscitana,

yawning.)

Seicena vscitans, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1881, 312, Bay of Panama
(Coll. C. H. Gilbert) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 376.

Sti'lli/erus oscitans, JORDAN & ElGENMANN, I. c, 393, 1889.

1822. STELLIFER FURTHI* (Steindacliner).

Head 3|; depth 2f to 3; eye 4f in head. D.XI-I, 23; A. II, 9; scales

6-46-10. Body rather short and deep, the back elevated, and the profile

steep. Mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching to behind pupil, 2i in

head; lower spine of preopercle directed downward and forward; bones

of side of head little cavernous; interorbital width more than ^head;
mouth low, little oblique, the maxillary reaching to behind pupil, 2^ in

head; lower jaw included; teeth of lower jaw subequal, in a narrow villi-

form band
;
gill rakers rather short, few ; snout short, thick, and blunt, pro-

truding beyond the premaxillaries which are on the level of the eye;

highest dorsal spine If in head ; second anal spine small, 2^ in head, shorter

than soft rays; ventrals 21 in head; pectorals scarcely shorter than head.

Color dull silvery, darlcer above; lower fins pale. Panama; not rare.

(Named for Ignatius Fiirth, Austrian consul at Panama, who sent a valu-

able collection of fishes to Dr. Steindachner at Vienna.)

Oorvina {Romoprion) furthi, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., Ill, 26, fig. 3, 187,5, Panama.
(Coll. iKnatiua Fiirth.)

Scioena furthi, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U.S., Fish Coinm. 1881,315.

Stillifems furthi, .Jordan & Eiqenmann, I. c, 393, 1889.

* A closely allied species, with larger mouth, Stellifer rastri/er, Jordan, is coniuion on
the coast of Brazil, and may be found iu Guiana.
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Subgenus ZESTIDIUM, Gilbert.

1823. STELLIFER ILLECEBROSUS*, Gilljert.

Head 3; depth 2f',i; eye 5| to 5| in head; snout 4 to 4f. D. XIV,

20 or 21 ; A. II, 11 ;
pectoral 19 or 20. Body compressed, rather deep, both

outlines curved, the dorsal more than the ventral; head broad and de-

pressed, but less so than in the other species of StelUfer, the interorbital

width equaliug distance from tip of snout to front of pu])il, 3'! in head;

greatest width of head li-', to 2,^, in its length. Upper profih; de-

pressed above the orbits, the snout rather bluntly rounded, overlapping

the premaxillaries but little; mouth large, moderately obli(iue, the gajie

curved; maxillary reaching vertical from middle of pupil, or slightly

behind this point, its length, measured from front of premaxillaries, 2f

to 2| in head. Teeth in lower jaw uniform in size, in a villiform band
of moderate width, which does not conspicuously increase toward sym-

physis; premaxillary teeth in a similar villiform baud, with an outer row
of enlarged canines, which decrease in size toward the angle of the mouth.

Lips thin, but somewhat thicker than in other species of the genus; 5

large pores in mandible, and 5 in snout immediately behind premaxilla-

ries, the inner pair concealed by overhanging lobes. Back of these are

three minute pores. Least width of preorbital + the diameter of orbit.

Vertical limb of preopercle with 8 or 9 rather slender spines, increasing in

size toward the angle, usually 3 of those at the angle enlarged and

radiating regularly, or the lowermost may be directed abruptly down-
ward; the horizontal limb entire or provided with small flexible spines,

loosely attached and projecting but little beyond the integument. Gill

rakers short, slender, the longest nearly J the longitudinal diameter of

eye, 5 or G above angle of arch, 10 or 11 below. Spinous dorsal high, the

first two spines strong and rigid, the third to the eleventh weak and flexi-

ble, the twelfth to the fourteenth again stronger and rigid ; second spine

nearly | the third, which is the longest, 1^ in head; the fin diminishing

slowly in height to the sixth spine, then more rapidly to the eleventh,

which is the shortest ; twelfth to fourteenth progressively lengthen and

belonging to the second dorsal, the last being more than h the length of

the longest ray; second anal spine long and slender, about | the height

of the longest ray, equaling distance from tip of snout to front of pupil;

caudal convex, the lower lobe slightly longer than the upper; pectorals

short and broad. If to If in head, the iipper angle rounded, not reaching

as far back as the ventrals, which equal them in length ; axillary scales of

ventrals and pectorals very little developed. Color varying from uniform

deep bronze puri)le on body and fins to brownish gray with silvery reflec-

tions; lower parts of head and body somewhat lighter; tip of mandible

white. Eight specimens, the longest 8 inches, were taken around San

.Jose Rock, in the Bay of Panama. This species is related most nearly

to StelH/er minor, in some respects intermediate between StelUfer and

Bairdiella. In this species, 3 slender inteineurals not connected with dor-

^ StelUfer minor (Tscliiuli), a related species witli similar opercular armature, is a com-
mon food fish of Peru. It reaches a larger size than any of the others.
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sal spiues lie In advance of the neural spine of the second vertebra; 4

internenrals giving attachment to dorsal spines lie crowded between the

neural spines of the second and third vertebru', the anterior one being

very broad; 3 internenrals follow interposed between the third and fourth

neurals, and 3 more between the fourth and iifth. (Gilbert.) {illecebra,

a spur.

)

Stelli/er illecebrosun, Gilbert M8., Fishes of Panama, 1898, Panama. (Coll. Gilbert.)

Subgenus STELLIFER.

1824. STELLIFER STELLIFER (Blocli).

Head 3i; depth 3i; eye rather large, 4*^ in head; snout very short and
blunt, i^; D. XI-I, 19; A. II, 8; scales 48. Mouth large, oblique, the max-
illary 2 to 2^ in length of head; reaching posterior border of eye; snout

very shiu't, little projecting; preopercle with 3 or 4 spines next the angle,

divergent, considerably larger than the others; lowermost spinule of pre-

opercle not directed downward; pectoral fin long, Ij', in head; body deep,

compressed; head short, deep, more compressed than in related species,

the interorbital space less depressed, its width 3J in head, the supraocular

ridges less prominent; anterior profile evenly convex; the premaxillary

on the level of lower part of <'ye; preopercle very convex, forming an arc

of a circle; gill rakers long and slender, j+18, the longest f eye; dorsal

spines slender, rather low, the longest If in head; second anal spine long

and rather stout, Ij in head; caudal fin pointed. Color dull silvery, the

fins not very dark. Coasts of Guiana and Brazil, rather common; the

specimens above described from Bahia. {stelUfer, star-bearing, from the

radiated suborbital.

)

Bodianus StelUfer, Block, Iclithyologia, pi. 231, 1790, Cape of Good Hope.

Corvina trispinosa, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss., v, 109, 1830, Brazil;

Cayenne ; Steindachner, Sciienoiden Brasiliens, 14, 1863.

Scicena (Stelli/erus) gtellifera, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 540 (notes ou type of

tritpinosa).

Stelli/erus stelUfer, Jordan & Eiqenmann, I. c, 394.

1825. STELLIFER LANCEOLATUS (Holbrook).

Head 3^; depth 3.^; eye 4i; snout 4^. D. XI-I, 20 to 23; A. II, 7 or 8;

scales 5-47 to 50-8. Interorbital width 3 in head; gill rakers 13 + 22,

about f length of eye; pectoral short, about 1| in head, about as long as

ventral; second anal spine 2^. Body rather slender; mouth moderate,

oblique, the maxillary not quite half length of head, extending just past

pupil; premaxillary in front ou level of lower margin of pupil. Teeth
above in broad bands, the outer row enlarged. Scales on head cycloid.

Dorsal spines slender, the first two somewhat stronger, the highest about 2

in head ; caudal long, lanceolate, li in head ; second anal spine little shorter

than highest dorsal spine; first ventral ray filiform. Color grayish olive

above, silvery beh)w; fins all nearly uniform dusky, the veutrals margined
with white; many black dots along the sides; base of anal fin and inner

lining of opercle dusky. South Atlantic and Gulf Coast of the United
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States, Charleston to Texas; a small fish, rather rare on our coast, and

from rather deep water; the specimen here described obtained at Charles-

ton, (lanceolatus, lanceolate, from the form of the caudal.)

Homoprion lanceolatus, Holbkook, Icbthyol. S. Carolina, Ed. 1, 168, pi. 23, 1856, Port

Royal Sound, Beaufort, S. C; Girard, IT. S. and Mex. Bound. Survey, 11, 1859.

Scicena lanceolata, Gunther, Cat., ii, 289, I860; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis. 931, 1883.

Slelliferus lanceolatus, GooDE, Proc. U, S. Nat. Mua. 1881,113; Jordan & Eigenmann, I.e.,

394, ]889.

Hciaina stellifera, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 569, 1883.

1826. STELLIPER ERICTMBA (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3i; depth 3i; eye 5 in head; snout 5; D. XII-I, 23 or 24; A. II, 7

or 8; scales 5-48-8, Body short and stout, little compressed, the back

somewhat elevated, the caudal peduncle slender
;
profile nearly straight

and not steep, from the scarcely truncate snout to the occiput, where
an angle is formed, the rise thence to the base of the dorsal being more
steep ; head very broad, with very cavernous preopercle, preorbital, and
cranium; interorbital space broad, flat, its least width equal to snout

and ^ of eye, about twice diameter of small eye, 2| in length of head.

Snout very short, not piojecting beyond premaxillaries; supraocular

ridges prominent ; a cross ridge on forehead connecting nostrils ; mouth
terminal, oblique, smaller, and more oblique than in S. furthi, its gape

2| in length of head; premaxillaries in front on the level of the lower

part of the eye; maxillary reaching to opposite posterior border of

pupil ; front of premaxillaries extending farther forward than tip of snout.

Teeth much as in S. furthi; upper jaw with an external series of small,

slender teeth, behind which are 2 or 3 rows ofsmaller teeth ; lower jaw Avith

a narrow villiform band; pores of chin obscure; symphyseal knob small.

Edge of preopercle with several (about 7) rather strong, slender, radiating

teeth, the 3 near the angle largest, none of them directed downward
or forward. Gill rakers long and slender, 11+18, much more than |
diameter of eye; pseudobranchiie small. Suprascapula prominent, with
slender teeth. Scales large, rather strongly ctenoid; lateral line very

strongly arched, becoming straight just in front of insertion of anal.

Vertical fins covered with small scales. Spinous dorsal low, the second

spine much stouter than those succeeding, stifi'; other spines very slender

and flexible; second spine as long as snout and ^ of eye; third spine |

length of head ; soft dorsal low, rather lower than the spines. Caudal tin

rhombic, the middle rays longest, f length of head ; least depth of caudal

peduncle | length of head; anal fin small, not very far back, its last rays

well in front of last of dorsal; distance from its first ray to front of caudal

3|- iu total length of fish (to base of caudal) ; its distance behind the vent

about equal to the length of its second spine which is 2^* in head, stout,

but shortish, lower than the soft rays; ventrals moderate, not reachiug
vent, coterminous with the pectorals, which are rather loug, | length of

head. Coloration dark brownish above, white below; everywhere with

dark points; upper part with bright-bluish reflections; lower parts with

'Misprinted 4 in the original description.
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silvery luster; a dark temporal blotch; lower jaw black within, behind
the front teeth; fins all dark-brownish, the pectoral, anal, and ventrals

quite black, with minute dark points; tip of spinous dorsal black; lining

of opercle dusky; peritoneum silvery. Bay of Panama, rather common.
Types from 6 to 7 inches in length, and as they are evidently mature, this

species is probably one of the smallest of the Sciieuoid fishes. The caver-

nous structure of the bones of the head reaches in this species an ex-

treme. {Ericymba, a genus of minnows with similar cavernous head;

ipL, very; Kvi.ijh), cavity.)

Scicena ericymba, Jordan & Gilbekt, Bull. TJ. S. Fish Coiuiu. 1881, 311, Bay of Panama.
(Coll. C. H. Gilbert.)

Stelli/erus ericymba, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 394, 1889.

1827. STELLIFER MICROPS* (Steiiulachner).

Head 3^; depth 3^; eye 5 to 6; snout 4. D. X-I, 19; A. II, S; scales 51.

Body moderately elongate; snout thick, blunt, convex, and protuberant;

head above less cavernous than usual in the genus, more so below; pre-

opercle (as usual in this genus) forming the arc of a circle; mouth rather

small, inferior, nearly liorizontal; the maxillary 3 in head; premaxillaries

entirely below level of eye ; lower jaw cavernous
;
gill rakers about x + 16,

about i diameter of eye; no pores or slits at end of snout; interorbital

space 2f in head ; dorsal spines low, the longest If in head ; soft dorsal

high, the longest ray 2^ in head; second anal spine rather large. If in

head; pectoral 1^; teeth on preopercle subequal; preorbital thick and
swollen, much broader than eye. Color pale, nearly plain; faint obliiiue

streaks along the rows of scales, those below lateral line running obliquely

upward and backward
; scales of sides with many brown dots. Length

3i inches. Coast of Brazil and Guiana. The specimens here described

(4581, M. C. Z.) collected at Paraby Dr. Steindachner. {f-iinpoc, small; ooip,

eye.)

Corvina stelUfera, Gunther, Cat., li, 299, 1860, West Indies (uot liocUanxis utellifer,

Bloch).

Corvina microps, Steindachner, Ichth. Not., i, 6, pi. 2, fig. 1, 1864, Guiana.
Stelli/erus microps, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 395, 1889.

Subgenus STELLICARENS, Gilbert.

1828. STELLIFEK ZESTOCARUS, Gilbert.

Head Si to 3^ ; depth 2'i to 2iyr; eye 3j to 3* in head; snout 4 A. Pores in

lateral line 47 to 50. D. XII, 19 ; A. II, 10. Body comparatively deep and
compressed, with narrow head, large oblique mouth, the greatest width
of head If to 1* in its length. Anterior profile rising in an even convex
curve to front of dorsal, depressed very little if at all above the orbits;

greatest depth under front of spinous dorsal; length of caudal peduncle
measured from base of last anal ray If in head; from last dorsal ray If;

least depth of caudal peduncle 2f in head ; head extremely soft, the bones

*A related species, .Sieiii/e/- »iaso, Jordan, having the eye large, and the lower teeth on
preorbital enlarged, occurs in Brazil.
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cavernous ; snout bluntish, not projecting beyond the premaxillaries, its

lengtli \.\ iu head; lower jaw included, the tip produced into a short hut

distinct symphyseal knob; mouth large, very oblique, the maxillary

(measured from front of snout) equaling length of snout and eye, 2^ in

head. Teeth in narrow villiform bands in both jaws, widest in sides of

premaxillaries; none of the teeth enlarged; lips thin; mental and rostral

pores nunute; interorbital space transversely convex, 2| to 2i'V in head;

supraorbital ridges prominent; preopercle with a wide membranous bor-

der which is strengthened near the angle with diverging ribs; a single,

rather stiff spine directed backward, immediately above the angle. Gill

rakers numerous, long and slender, about 20 on horizontal limb of arch,

the longest \ the diami^ter of orbit. Eye large, elliptical, the long axis

oblique, equaling distance from tip of snout to front of pupil. Fins

high, densely scaled, including the spinous dorsal; first and second dorsal

spines rather strong and stiff, the third and succeeding spines flexible

;

third spine longest, 1| in head; the ninth spine is shortest, the tenth and

eleventh longer, belonging to the soft dorsal; last 3 spines stronger

and rigid; second anal spine long and rather slender, 2+ to 2? in length

of head ; longest anal ray Ij to If in head ; anal basis long, equaling length

of snout and eye; caudal double truncate, almost lanceolate, the middle

rays much produced, \\ or \\ in head; pectorals long, reaching beyond

vent, \\ in head; ventrals not nearly reaching vent, li to If iu head.

Scales thin, deciduous, weakly ctenoid ; head completely scaled. Color

nearly uniform grayish silvery above, bright silvery below; fins slightly

dusky ; mouth and gill cavities silvery white, a blackish blotch iu the

region of the pseudobranchia-. Seven specimens known, all from Panama
Bay, the longest about 6 inches long. (Gilbert.) (C^c^rtic, soft-boiled;

Kapa, head.)

StelUfer zestocarus, Gilbert MS., Fishes of Panama, 1898, Panama. (Coll. C. H. Gilbert.)

582. OPHIOSCION, (iill.

Ophioscion, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 164 (typicut).

Sigmurus, Gilbert, new subsenus (vennicularis).

This genus is composed of small species, nearly all American, allied to

Sciwna {Sciama umbra L.), but difl'eriug in the armature of the preopercle,

its bony margin being at all ages armed with strong persistent serra',

the lowermost teeth not directed forward. The caudal fin in this group is

never lunate; the soft dorsal and anal are scaly; teeth in bands; gill

rakers rather short. (o0i5, snake; dxiov, Scitvna.)

OpHIOSCION :

I. Caudal fin convex or double truncate, the middle rays longest; teeth in the lower

jaweiiual, in a villiforiu band.

a. Caudal lanceolate, as long as head in adult; soft dorsal rays 21 to 23.

6. Anterior profile of head not concave; caudal moderate, shorter than head.

D. X-I, 22 or 23 ; head low, subconic ; maxillary 3J in head. Colorsoiled

brassy, with dark streaks along the rows of scales. adustus, 1829.

bb. Anterior profile of head more or less concave, especially in old examples

;

caudal lanceolate, as long as head. Color grayish ; the fins largely black.
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c. Eye large, 3J iu head; snout projecting beyond the small mouth, the
maxillary 2i in head : preopercle with numerous spines. D. X-I, 22.

TYPICUS, 1830.

cc. Eye small, 4 to 4| in head; snout little projecting; mouth wider, the

maxillary 3^ in head, preopercle with 4 to 6 spines.

STRABO, 1831.

act. Caudal fin irregularly double truncate, much shorter thau the head ; soft dorsal

with 24 to 20 rays.

e. Snout much projecting beyond the premasillaries; head blunt, somewhat
spongy ; body rather deep, compressed ; the back considerably ele-

vated. Color uniform dull brownish without dark streaks.

/. Pectorals \\ in head; maxillary 3i iu head; head less depressed,

everywhere rounded. simulus, 1832.

/. Pectorals almost as long as head ; maxillary 3 in head ; head low and
small. IMICEPS, 1833.

ec. Snout scarcely projecting beyond the premaxillaries ; head not very slen-

der; body robust; profile steep ; back and sides with conspicuous
blackish streaks along the rows of scales; maxillary 3 in head; cau-

dal IJ in head; pectorals IJ; fins dusky. SCIERUS, 1834.

SiGMURUS (aly^a., sigma; ovpa, tail):

II. Caudal f-shaped, the acute upper angle much produced, longer than median rays.

Teeth in lower jaw unequal, a series of larger ones being present besides those

of the villiform band; body with distinct dark streaks; fins dusky. Second
anal spine strong, 2 in head. D. X-I, 25. veemiculabis, 1835.

Subgenus OPHIOSCION.

1829. OPHIOSCIOX ADIJSTIIS (Agassiz).

Head 3f; depth 3^. D. XI-I, 22; A. II, 7; scales 51 (pores); eye 3J in

bead ; snout 44 ; maxillary 3:'
;
preorbital about as broad as eye. Body

compressed, of moderate depth, the head low, .subconic, acutish, but
blunted at tip of snout. Snout rather long, projecting, its usual pores
and slits well developed; eye rather small; mouth small, inferior, hori-

zontal, the maxillary reaching to oi>posite posterior edge of pupil. Lower
teeth equal, in a broadish band; upper teeth with the outer row a little

enlarged; iuterorbital width 3^ in head. Preopercle with vertical limb
and rounded angle with about 8 rather strong teeth. Gill rakers very
short, thicker thau high. Scales regularly placed, those below lateral

line iu horizontal series; lateral line becoming straight before anal. Dor
sal spines stout, the longest 1* in head; longest soft rays 3; second
anal spine short and very stout, 2 in head. Pectoral long, 1^ in bead.
Color soiled brassy, a faint small dark spot on each scale of back and
sides, these forming dusky streaks along each row of scales; fins all

dark, with dark points, the pectorals, veutrals, and anal darkest. West
Indies to coast of Brazil. Here described from No. 22417, M. C. Z.,

7 inches long, collected at Pernambuco by Rev. J. C. Fletcher. Two other
specimens examined by us, one from Jerdmie, Hayti (D. X-I, 23), and
another (1031, M. C. Z.) from Fonteboa, Brazil. This specimen, with its

co-types from Jeremie and FonteV>oa, was referred by Jordan A- Eigen-
maun (Rev. Scia^n., 403, 1889) to Sciana adiista, Agassiz. This determi-

nation is apparently correct. It is, however, not the species called Sciana
adusta by Eigenmann, Ann, N. Y. Ac. 1894, 631, which is the young of
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the fresh-water Lepipterus bonariensis. Agassiz'a figure of Seiwna adusta

shows 19 or 20 soft dorsal rays. This is apparently an error of the artist,

while the descriiition which gives 28 soft dorsal rays is a sli)) or misprint

of the author. Dr. (Jarlos Berg (Ann. Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires 1895, 53)

observes: "The number of rays of the vertical fins is somewhat variable,

as is also the intensity of the oblique dusky streaks. I observe the follow-

ing formula : D. X-I, 23 to X-I, 26 ; A. II, 7 or 8. Scales 51 to 60."
(
adiisttis,

scorched brown.)

Scicena (Corvina) adusta, Agassiz, Spix. Brasil., 12G, pi. 70, 1829, Montevideo.

Scicena adusta, .Jordan & Eigenmann, Keview Sciasnidse, 403, 1889; Beko, Ann. Mus.
Nac. Buenos Aires 1895, 53.

1830. OPHIOSCION TYPICUS, Gill.

Head3i; depth 3^; eye 3| in head; snout 3i. D. X-I, 22; A. II. 7;

scales 5-50-7. Anterior profile more or less concave, especially in old

examples, the head being very low and slender; caudal fin lanceolate,

almost as long as head ; snout short and bluutish, projecting a little beyond
the premaxillaries, about as long as eye; mouth small, low, maxillary

extending to below middle of eye, 2A in head; teeth in both jaws in mod-
erate bands, the outer series of the upper jaw enlarged; highest dorsal

spine 1* in head; anal spine ver^^ thick, strong, as long as the rays, If in

head
;
pectorals about as long as ventrals ; first ventral ray filiform. Color,

grayish; anal and ventral tins largely black. Panama, not uncommon.

In its slender head and lanceolate caudal fin it would seem to difl'er widely

from most of the related forms. Its relations with 0. scierus are, however,

close, and 0. imiceps is evidently intermediate, {typieus, typical.)

Ojihioscion fyjncus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 165, west coast Central

America.
Corvina ophioscion, Gunther, Fish. Central America, 387 and 428, 1806, Panama,
Scimna ophio.icion , Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Coium. 1881, 315.

Scicena typica*, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 404, 1889.

1S31. OPHIOSCIO>' STRABO, Gilbert.

Head3|; depth 3^. D. X-I, 22 or 23; A. 11,6; eye4 tol* inhead; snout

3i; maxillary 3^ to 3*; highest dorsal spine Ij to If; dorsal ray 2^ ; anal

ray U; caudal 3* in length; pectorals 4f ; ventrals 5; scales 5 or 6-49-10.

Closely allied to O. tj/piciii^, having the same general shape and the elon-

gated caudal, which is longer than head. Ic differs conspicuously in its

much smaller eye, its heavier, shorter snout, which barely protrudes

beyond the mouth, and its longer, less numerous, preopercular spines.

Snout bluntly rounded, little projecting, the mouth short and broad com-

pared with 0. typicna. Anterior upper profile very concave, rising rapidly

from occiput to dorsal, growing sharply compressed. Mouth moderately

oblique, subterminal, the snout protruding beyond the i)remaxillarie8 for

a distance (measured axially) equaling ^ diameter of pupil; maxillary

*The undesirability of such words as ''typieus" as specific names is very evident in

this case. In following the law of priority in referring the species to Scicena, the species
has possessed a name which is selfcontradictory, as this is one of the species most unlike
the real type of Scicena. If Ophioscion i.s recognized, this solecism is not evident.
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reachiug slij^htly behind front of orbit. Mandibular teeth of equal size,

in a wide villiform band
;
ijremaxillary band similar, preceded by an outer

row of short slender canines
;
preorbital rather narrow, half interorbital

width; eyes small, obliquely set; interorbital space transversely convex,

its width 3f in head; a low superciliary ridge; preopercular margin with
a few (4 to 6) slender needle-like spines, the 3 longer ones wide sjiaced,

evenly radiating about the angle; margin of lower limb furnished with

5 or 6 minute spinous teeth, compressed, triangular, and flexible; gill

rakers short, slender, and about \ diameter of pupil, 6 or 7 above angle,

12 below ; first 2 and last 2 dorsal spines rather strong and rigid, the

others exceedingly slender and flexible; third spine the longest, reaching

beyond base of tenth spine when depressed, 1§ to If in length of head;

tenth spine shortest, the eleventh longer, representing the flrst ray of second

dorsal; distance from last dorsal ray to base of middle caudal ray equals

length of snout and I of eye; second anal spine long and slender, \

or slightly more than \ length of head, f or i the longest anal ray; anal

basis but little more obli(|ue than the rest of the abdominal profile ; distance

from base of last anal ray to base of middle caudal ray slightly exceeds

distance from tip of snout to preopercular margin; caudal lanceolate, the

middle rays much produced, equaling distance from tip of snout to axil of

pectorals; pectorals short, scarcely reaching tips of ventrals, the latter

not to vent; outer ventral ray slightlj- produced beyond the rest. Scales

smaller than in 0. typicus, 5 or 6 in the vertical series between lateral line

and back; arch of lateral line ending over the anterior portion of anal

fin; head almost entirely scaled, including mandible, branchiostegal rays,

preorbital, and top of head forward to near extreme tip of snout ; on snout,

preorbital, and mandibles, the scales are cycloid. Color in spirits, nearly

uniform light brown, lighter below and with some silvery luster; fins all

dusky, the anal and ventrals black, the outer ventral ray white; opercular

lining dusky. Six specimens, the longest 5 inches long, from San .Juan

Lagoon, south of Guaymas, Mexico. (Gilbert. ) (strabo, a blinkard, from

the small oblique eyes.

)

Ophioscion strabo, Gilbert, Proc. D". S. Nat. Mus. 1896 (1897), 444, San Juan Lagoon,
south of Guaymas, Mexico. (Type, No. 47742, U. S. N. M. Coll. C. H. Gilbert.)

1832. OPHIOSC'IOX SIMULUS, Gilbert.

Head 33; depth 3;?; eye 4? in head. D. XI, 26; A. II, 7; P. 18 or 19;

pores in lateral line 50; and smaller scales covering base of caudal fin.

Body more elongate and less compressed than in other species, the head
especially characterized by rounded outlines; jireorbitals turgid; snout

blunt, scarcely at all compressed, evenly rounded in all directions; top of

head everywhere transversely convex, not at all depressed over the orbits;

a scarcely noticeable depression at occiput, with the exception of which
the profile rises slowly and evenly to the front of the dorsal fin

;
predorsal

region transversely evenly convex, not compressed to a ridge except iunne-

diately in front of first dorsal spine ; dorsal and ventral outlines about
equally curved, the base of anal fin but littlo more oblique than the normal
contour at that point. Mouth wide, broadly U-shaped as seen from below,

3030 14
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overpassed by tlie bluntly rounded snout for a distance (taken axially)

equal to \ diameter of pupil; cleft of the moutb moderately oblique, the

maxillary reaching vertical from middle of pupil; length of maxillary

(measured from front of premaxillaries) 3^ in head ; mandible with a broad

band of villiform teeth of uniform size; premaxillaries with a similar

broad villiform band, preceded by an outer series of small canines, close-

set, smaller in size than iu related species; preorbital of moderate width,

swollen and turgid as in Pachyurus, its width 6J in head; posterior nostril

large, circular, without trace of raised membranous edge; anterior nos-

tril vertically elliptical, small, and with raised margin; preopereular

margin with 14 to 16 spinous teeth (iu the type specimen), the upper ones

minute, increasing in size toward preopereular augle, around which they

evenly radiate, none conspicuously enlarged, and the lowermost not

directed abrujitly downward. Gill rakeis short, the lougest about equal-

ing diameter of posteiior nostril, 7 movable ones on upper limb of arch,

13 below. First dorsal high, of very slender flexible spines, except the

first two; second spine strong and rigid, as long as the fourth, contained

If times in the head; third spine the longest, reachiug when declined to

base of first ray of second dorsal, its lengtli If in head ; from the third,

the spines decrease rapidly, so that the distal margin of the fin is sub-

vertical; the tenth spiue shortest, its membrane reaching base only of the

eleventh, which belongs to second dorsal and is f diameter of the eye; sec-

ond dorsal high, the longest ray equaling length of snout audeye; caudal

sublanceolate, mutilated so that its exact shape can not be ascertained

;

middle rays considerablj' longer than the outer, and at least f leugth of

head; second anal spine long and strong, its length 1|^ in head, slightly

greater than that of first soft ray Avhich, however, projects beyond it;

outer ventral ray produced iu a very short filament, about i diameter

of eye; ventral spine 2= in head, the longest ray, exclusive of filament,

li iu head, reaching j distance from their base to vent; pectorals 1^

in head, reaching a vertical from tips of ventrals. Lips, brauchioste-

gals, gular membranes, and under side of snout naked, head and body
otherwise scaled; scales on mandible and those iu advance of nostrils

cycloid or those on top of snout very weakly ctenoid, scales otherwise

strongly ctenoid; second dorsal ami aual with a definite low scaly sheath

at base consisting of ai single series of small scales, and, iu addition, series

of scales on the membraues extending g distance to tip. Caudal scaled to

tip ; lateral line with a long low curve, the height of which equals ^ diame-

ter of orbit. Color steel gray above, without dark streaks, white below,

the cheeks and lower portion of sides with much brown specking, some-

times confined to the margins of the scales; mouth white within; lining

of opercles blackish
;
fins dusky, the distal part of ventrals black, the outer

ray white; anal with the anterior rays tipped with black. A single speci-

men, about 8 inches long. Panama. This species is closely related to

O. sciei-us, but differs in the longer, less compressed body, the jilain colora-

tion, the turgid preorbitals, less arched lateral line, and smaller teeth.

(Gilbert.) (A diminutive of simus, snub-nosed.)

Ophiosciou siniulus, Gilbert MS., Fishes of Panama 1898, Panama (Coll. C. II. Gilbert.)
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1883. OPHIOSCIOJf IMICEPS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3f ; depth 3. D. XI-I, 25; A. II, 8; scales 5-51-9; eye longer than

snout, 4^ in head. Body deep and compressed, the back considerably ele-

vated, the caudal peduncle short and deep; head very small, narrow, and

low; the snout bluntly pointed, the profile from the nostrils to the inter-

orbital region 7iot steep, thence rising steeply with a considerable curve

to the base of the dorsal; depth of the head at the middle of the eye

equal to the length of the snout and eye, and about equal to the greatest

thickness of the head; interorbital space narrow, little convex, little

wider than eye, 4 in head, about equal to length of snout; preorbital

wide, gibbous; preopercle somewhat cavernous; mouth small, inferior,

horizontal, the lower jaw much overlapped by the snout, its tip extend-

ing little forward of the nostrils; maxillary extending to opposite middle

of eye; premaxillary in front, far below level of lower edge of eye;

length of gape Sj in head; teeth very small, in narrow villiform bands
in both jaws, the outer row in the upper jaw enlarged. Preopercle armed
with strong radiating teeth, about 3 near the angle larger than the

others, none of them directed downward. Chin with 2 large pores,

preceded by 2 smaller ones, and without symphyseal knob. Pseudo-

branchiae small. Gill rakers (as in Ophioscion ty2)icus) minute, slender,

not longer than nostril. Scales roughish; lateral line strongly curved,

becoming straight opposite middle of anal fin. Spinous dorsal rather

high, the spines not very slender, the second spine a little stronger than

the others, 24 in head, the highest spine If in head, considerably higher

than the soft rays; soft dorsal and anal fins scaled a little more than half-

way up. Caudal double truncate, the middle rays moderately produced, the

upper angle acute, the lower rounded; middle rays of caudal Ij in head;

anal inserted nearly under the middle of the soft dorsal, the distance from
the first ray to base of caudal 3,'^ in length of body; second anal spine

shortish, but rather strong, somewhat shorter than the first soft ray, its

length considerably greater than its distance from the vent and equal to

i the length of the head; ventrals small, reaching about halfway to

anal, not to tip of pectorals, which are long, scarcely shorter than head.

Color dull brown above ; belly white, but not silvery ; upper fins Itrown,

the spinous dorsal dusky at tip ; anal dusky, thickly studded with dark
points; ventrals and pectorals dusky; a faint band of dark points from
base of pectoral straight to caudal, bounding the dark color of the upper
parts; peritoneum white; lining of opercles partly black. Three speci-

mens of this species, each 6f inches in length, were taken in the Bay of

Panama. It resembles the species of StelUfer, and it has real afiinities

with that group. The head is, however, different, being low and narrow,

and little cavernous, while the gill rakers are very short, as in the other
species referred to Ophioscion. {imns, lowest; cejys, head.)

Scicena imiceps, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comni. 1881, 309, Bay of Panama
(Types, Noa. 29432, 29481, 29489. Coll. C. H. Gilbert) ; Joedan & Eigenmann, I. c, 404.
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1834. OPHIOSCION SCIERUS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3f (4 iu total) ; depth 3 to 3^; eye 5^ in head. D. X-I, 24 ; A. II

7 ; scales 6-50 to 55-12. liody oblong, the caudal peduncle slender, thi^

l)ack moderately elevated; snout rather acutf, projecting moderately

beyond the premaxillaries, its length 3|; in head ; anterior prolilc slightly

concave above eye, thence from nape to dorsal steep and rather strongly

convex; mouth of moderate size, little oblique, subiuferior, the maxillary

extending to rather beyond the posterior margin of pupil, its length 3:V

iu head. Teeth in the lower jaw in a rather broad villi form l)and, the

outer teeth not enlarged, similar to the inner teeth; outer teeth of upper

jaw moderately eularged. Interorbital space rather narrow, gently con-

vex, its width 5i in head. Cranium not spongy to the touch; preopercle

rather coarsely serrate, the teeth near the angle largest, none of them

directed forward. Gill rakers thickish, extremely short and small, the

longest not longer than nostril. Scales rather small, the soft dorsal and

anal well scaled. Dorsal spines rather slender and low, the second mucli

stouter than the third, which is longest, 2 in head; longest soft ray of

dorsal 2* in head; caudal flu irregularly double truncate, the median

rays longest, 1^ in head, the upper angle not produced; longest soft

rays of anal about i head; second anal spine robust, rather long. If in

head; pectorals reaching past tips of ventrals, li iu head; Aentrals IJ.

Color steel gray above, dull silvery below, everywhere much soiled with

darlc brown points; center of each scale dark brown; these dark spots

confluent in narrow but distinct dark stripes, which follow the direction

of the rows of scales; streaks above lateral line anteriorly running ob-

liquely upward and backward; below lateral line horizontal posteriorly

and somewhat undulating; fins plain; the edge of the spinous dorsal and

the whole of the anal and ventrals blackish ; other fins paler. Pacific coast

of tropical America from Mazatlan to Panama ; one of the most abundant

of tlie Scitenoid fishes on the west coast of Mexico. Here described from

No. 29490, 9 inches long, from Panama, {dxiepoi^, dusky.)

Scicena vermicularis, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Uoram. 1881, 315 (uot Corviiia

vermieularis, Gunther) .

Scicena sclera, Jordan &. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1884, 480, Mazatlan; Panama

(Types, Kos. 28385, 29229, 29269, 29275, 29337, 29638, 29490, 29499. Coll. C. H. Gilbert)

:

Jordan & Eigenjiann, I. c 404, 1889.

Subgenus SIGMURUS, Gilbert.

183.5. OPHIOSCIOX VERJIIOULARIS (Giinthci).

Head 3^ ; depth 3. D. X-I, 27; A. II, 8; orbit 5 iu head; snout 3:3 ; max-

illary 3; highest dorsal spine 1^; dorsal ray 4; second anal spine 2^;

length of caudal fin 1|; ventrals 1?
;
pectorals 1^. Body robust, deep; the

back considerably elevated; ventral outline rounded. Head somewhat

compressed; profile steep, a little concave over the head; mouth oblique;

premaxillaries below level of the eye; maxillary reaching to the vertical

from middle of pupil; lower jaw included; teeth on jaws unequal, an

outside series of larger ones being present, besides those of the villiform
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band; suont obtuse, longer than the eye, projecting a little beyond the

premaxillaries; slits and pores on snout large; anterior nostril with a

dermal flap; interorbital space about 4 in head; preorbital broad, about 7

in head; preopercle with wide-set spinous teeth on posterior margin; gill

rakers 6 + H, short, some of them rudimentary; pseudobranchia) well

developed. Dorsal spines not very strong, the third longest, reaching,

when depressed, beyond tip of the eighth; soft dorsal lower than spinous,

the fin with a scalj'^ sheath at its base, its membranes covered with small

scales; base of anal 3 in head, the third spine very strong, not reaching

tip of the longest rays; upper lobe of caudal produced, acute, the lower

lobe rounded ; ventrals filiform at tip, almost the same length as pectorals.

Lateral line arched anteriorly, becoming straight over middle of the

base of anal fin ; about 59 scales in the lateral line ; 6 scales in the vertical

series between lateral line and back, 15 in the vertical series below lateral

line. Panama; known from the original type and from live specimens

lately taken by Dr. Gilbert, from which the present description is taken.

(rermiciilaris, marked with worm tracks.)

Corvina vermieidaris, Guntheu, Fish. Central America, 387 and 427, pi. 67, fig. 2, 1869,

Panama. (Coll. Capt. Dow.)

Scicena vermicularis, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 381 ; Jordan & Eigenmann,
I. c, 404, 1889.

583. SCI^NOPS, Gill.

(Red Drums.)

Seia>nops, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 30 (ocellata).

This genus is close to OpMoscioit, from which it difters in the loss of its

preopercular armature with age, the serrate edge of the bone becoming
entire. The caudal fin is truncate or concave, the soft dorsal scaleless ; the

slits and pores of the upper jaw are well developed and the single species

reaches a very large size. The group is not well separated from Opkioscion

on the one hand, or from Soia-na on the other, but its retention seems to

be convenient. {6Hiaiva, Sc'uvna, the ancient name of the European species

ScUvna umbra and Pseudosciwna aquila, from 6Hid, shade; oaip, appearence.)

1836. SCLEXOPS OOELLATUS (Linnajus).

(Red Drum; Channel Bass; "Red-fish;" Pescado Colorado; Bull Red-fish.)

Head 3J^; depth 3^; eye 7 in head; snout 4. D. X-I, 24; A. II, 8; scales

4-45 to 50-12. Body elongate, rather robust, not much compressed ; back
somewhat arched; profile rather steep, somewhat convex; head long,

rather low; eye small; snout bluntish, rather long. Preopercle with its

bony margin sharply serrate in young examples, becoming entire with
age, the serne entirely disapi)eiiring in specimens of 20 to 30 pounds
weight; in these the even edge of the bone is wholly covered by skin;

mouth large, nearly horizontal; maxillary not quite reaching posterior

border of orbit, 2h in head; teeth in both jaws in villiform bands, the

outer series of the upper jaw much enlarged; lower teeth subequal; gill
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rakers 5 + 7, shorter than the diameter of the pupil; longest dorsal spine

2J in head; second anal spine If in the longest ray, 3? in head; pectorals

as long as ventrals, 2 in head; scales of the breast embedded, cycloid;

soft dorsal scaleless; caudal fin slightly concave, about A as long as

head. Color grayish silvery, iridescent; often washed with coppery red;

each scale with a center of dark points, these forming rather obscure,

irregular, undulating brown stripes along the rows of scales; a jet-black

ocellated spot about as large as eye at base of caudal above, this some-

times duplicated ; the body occasionally covered with ocelli. Length 2

to 5 feet 5 the weight 10 to 75 pounds. South Atlantic and Gulf coasts of

the United States, New York to Texas; very common along our coast,

especially southward, where it is one of the largest and most important

food-fishes. On the Texas coast it exceeds in economic value all other

fishes found there, (ocellatus, having eye-like spots.)

Perca ocellata, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. XII, 483, ITCG, South Carolina.

Lutjanus triangulum, Lac6pede, Hist. Nat. Toiss., IV, 181 and 216, pi. 24, fig. 3, 1802,

Sumatra.

Scicena imberbis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. & Phil. Soc. New York 1815, 411, New York.

Corvma ocellata, Uuvier &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 134, pi. 108, 1830.

Johnius ocellatus, Girard, TJ. S. &. Mex. Bound. Survey, 14, pi. 8, figs. 1^, 1859.

Sciceiia ocellata, GDnther, Cat., ii, 289, 1860 ; Johdan & Eigenmann, I. c, 405, pi. 4, 1889.

584. SCIiENA* (Artedi) Linua-us.

(Black Drums.)

Scicena, part, Artedi, Genera Piscinm 1738.

Scioena, Linn^us, Systema Naturfe, Ed. x, 289, 1758 {umbra,- cirrosa).

"It is v(M'y (lirticult to d^a^^ gen(>ric distinctions in tlii.s p.irt of tlio growp of Seicenidce

It is likewise uiisatislactdry not to attcin]it Id draw tlicni. as iai-go nroui)S scarcely admit
of dctiiiition. Wi- liavc ilpcid<Ml to admit jirdv isioi;all\ as i^encra tlie minor groups of
iSciiriiiilir with Ion- -ill rakt-rs, allied to ,S7i'»(/"c auA J!(iinli,ll((. Among those with
short gill lakcfs, we have clidseii to recognize Opldoscion, Sciceiwps, and Pseudosclcena,
retelling tla n >t to diic ^ellus Scicena, a heterogeneous group which runs close to
OpJiinsi-hni (jii the diie hand, and diverges far from itonthe other. Jordan and Eigenmann
observe; We are eompelled to place in a single genus the great hulk of those Scicenidce
whicli liave short gill rakers, inferior mouth, and no barbels on the lower jaw. In spite
of the marked ditferences between the extremes of the series, the inlergradation in char-
acters IS so perfect that we are unable to draw any sharp distinctive lines among them.
This is especially true when the Asiatic species, forming the groups called J5oZa and
Johnius. AW taken into arcount. It is also tine 111.at one of the species oi Bairdiella
[chryxoleuca) is very clcise to souk; dftlie ineiiibers of the present group. In this case,
however, there is feallv oih' diliereiice— the length of the gill rakers, which, though small,
is constant, and holds ^duil in all the know 11 species.
With a view to the di-i(.vei\ di a basis for generic subdivision, we have especially

compared the follow ini; s|M(ies; .sck/zk* (Scicenops) ocellata, Scia-na (Pseudogcicena)
U'luila. Scicena {Bidu) liiacantliu, and Sciana (Callaus) deUcioiia. If these species could
be satisfactorily arranged in ditiereut genera, it would be comparatively easy to find
characters on which to detach the rather more aberrant types of Scicena (umbra),
Che'dutrema (saturna and faaciat a), Ophioxcion. nni Johnius.
The 4 species first meutidiied agree in (he position of the anal flu. Its second spine is

very weak in aquila, and adnatc id ilie liist r.ay. It is somewhat ,so in the others, and
it is not large in any. In .Inlmin^ I'lmxn mini) it is also small, hutin Scicena, Clieilotrema,
and Ophioscion it is consideralily <'iilarged.

The scales are smallest in aquila, largest in ocellata, but the dilfereiiee is not sharp
enough to warrant generic division. In all 4 of the species Ilist mentioned the pre-
orbital is flat and rather broad, broadest in deliciosa (7 in head) :ind narrowest in aquila
(lOJ). In the other forms it is generally still broader and more gibbons.
The silts and pores abcmt the sodni are distinct in ocellata and deliciosa, little marked

in diacantha and nearly or i| niii diisolcte in aquila. In Johnius, Sciceiia, Cheilotrema and
Opliiiixcion these are more or l,>s disiinet.

In all the 4 species the unmth is ui moderate size, slightly oblique, with the lower .jaw
included, the maxillary reaching to opposite the posterior border of the eye. The mouth
is largest in ocellata, smallest in aquila. In all the others {Ophioscion,cic.) the mouth is
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Johnius," Bloch, Iclithyologia, x, 107, 1793 {carutta, etc., restricted by Dr. Gill to

earutta.)

Scioena, Cuvier, Kegne Animal, Ed. i, 297, 1817 (restricted to Scioena umbra, a Linnfeaii

apecies, and to Scicena aquila, a non-Linnsean one) (not of Regne Animal, Ed. ii, which

ia Pseudoscicena, Bloch; type, aquila).

Bola, Francis Hamilton, Fi.shes of the Ganges 1822 (coitor, etc.).

Gorvina. Cuvier, R^gne Animal, Ed. ll, Vol. 2, 1829 {nigra=umbra).

Cheilotrema, TscnuDi, Fauna Peruana, Fische, 13, 1845 (fasciatum).

Ithinoscion, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861,85 (satitmus).

Callaus, Jordan, Review Sciajnidre, 395, 1889 (deliciosiis).

Body oblong, the back more or less elevated aud compressed ; raoutb low,

rather small; the snout with couspicnons slits aud pores, the lower jaw

included; teeth in bands iu both jaws, the outer enlarged above; pre-

opercle with a crenulate membranaceous edge, but without bony serrte in

young or old; gill rakers short and thick, rather few; lower pharyngeals

moderate, separate, with bluntish teeth; soft dorsal long, anal short;

caudal fiu various; second anal spine various. Species very numerous,

varying greatly among themselves, mostly belonging to the Old AVorld.

(Sciwna, the ancient name of Sciana umbra; from dnid, shade.)

Callaus (Callao, Peru)

:

a. Second anal spine small and alender, 4^ in head; body compressed; teeth of lower

jaw unequal; gill ralfera slender; dorsal and anal scaled at base only; depth 3.

D. X-I, 23. Color silvery. deliciosa, 1837.

aa. Second anal spine long aud stout, 2 to 3 in head; back elevated ; mouth small. Color

dusky.

Cheilotrema (xetAo-s, lip; rprifxa, pore)

:

b. Vertical tins low, the membranes of dors.il and anal closely scaled ; caudal fin Innate,

the upper lobe the longer.

c. Dorsal rays X-I, 27 or 28; snout n;oderately blunt. satuena, 1838.

Subgenus CALLAUS, Jordan.

1837. SCLENA DELICIOSA (Tschudi).

Head 3; depth 3-,^r; eyeSiinhcad; snout 4i. D. X-I, 23; A. II, 9; scales

50. Head and body compressed, the back arched, the outline oblong-ellip-

tical; profile straightish, rather steep; snout bluntish ; eye rather large,

as wide as the broad preorbital ; slits and pores on snout anteriorly well

still smaller. The upper teeth are nearly alike in all of these; of the 4 mentioned they
are largest in diacantha, smallest in deliciosa. In some East Indian species (referable to
Bola?) these teeth are still larger, some of them almost canine like.

The lower teeth are rather large, ami ( hictly uniserial in diufantha and other species of
Bola, in 2 or 3 rows, the inner enlar^iiMl in ilfficinsa iiml ai/iiiln in a broad band, some of
the inner enlarged in oceHrttrt. Lu Jnhiuiin, ('Itiilutiniiui. Siionn^ m\A most of the species
of Ophioscion, the lower teeth are in a broad band and L(iual.

The preopercle is sharply serrate in youth, becoming entire with age in ocellata. In
aquila it is vaguely crenulate in youth, becoming iinally entire. In diacantha it remains
more or less crenulate. In dcliciona the preopercle is edged by tine flexible serrse. In
Ophioscion the preopercle is always sharply serrate. In Scimna, Cheilotrema, and Johnius
it is always entire, or at least without bony serratures.
Among the 4 species first mentioned, the gill rakers are smallest in iiacani/ia (X + 7),

when they are short and thick, the longest not 4 the pupil. They are longest in deli-

ciosa.- whfTi tht^v arc alinder (x +12), as long as pupil. In aquila and ocellata they are
X + 8or!». latliii- slcmlcr :ind short, about f length of pupil. In most of the species of
the otlit'v groups {Oiiliiiiscinii, etc.) they are very few, short and thickish, usually not
more than \ the length of the puv>il. The form of the body offers nothing which can be
used for generic distinction, as the intergradations are very perfect. The same can be
said of the form and the squamation of the tins.

In the present paper we have withdrawn Ophioscion, Scicenops, and Pteitdoscicena,

referring the other forms to Scicena.
* Named for John, an early missionary in Tranquebar.
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developed; maxillary extendiug to middle of pupil, 3^ in head; mouth

rather large, a little oblique, the lower jaw slightly included; preopercle

finely and evenly serrate, the serr;e flexible and not bony; gill rakers

slender and very short, scarcely as long as pupil, x + 12 in number; teeth

in moderate bands, some of the outer moderately enlarged above, some of

the inner ones below, these smaller than those of the upper j aw ; soft dorsal

and anal scaled at base only; dorsal spines moderate; second anal spine

small, 4i- in head. Caudal lunate, its upper lobe tbe longer; pectoral

long, Itt in head; color bluish above with faiut dark horizontal streaks,

followiug the rows of scales; axil dark; fins pale. Pacific coast of South

America, from Panama to Peru. Said to be one of the most abundant food-

fishes on the coast of Pern. Most of the specimens examined are from

Callao, but a few from Panama (deliciosus, delicious.)

Gorvma deliciosa, TscHUDi, Fauiia Peruana Ichth., 8, 1845, Peru.

ScicBtia deliciosa, Gunther, Cat., n, 295, I860; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 406, 1889.

Subgenus CHEILOTREMA, Tschudi.

1838. SCIJINA SATURXA* (Girard).

(Red Eoncador; Black Croaker.)

Head 3n ; depth 2| ; eye 4 to 5 in head. D. X-I, 27 ; A, II, 7 ; scales 10-55

to 60-17. Vertical fins low, much lower than in Sciana umbra, the mc^m-

branes of the dorsal and anal closely scaled; caudal fin lunate, the upper

lobe the longer ; snout moderately blunt, much less obtuse than the related

Peruvian species Sciana fasciata, 3.V in head; body oblong, tbe back con-

siderably elevated
;
profile steep, the nape convex

;
preorbital broad, nearly

as wide as eye; teeth as in Sci(ena umhra, the bands broader; pharyngeal

teeth all conic, the inner series more or less enlargeil
;
gill rakers short,

thick, 6 + 9; dorsal spines gradually shortened behind the third, which is

2 to 2^ in head ; ventrals short, 11 in head ; middle rays of soft dorsal longest,

2| in head; second anal spine long and stout, 2 to 2^ in head, not quite

reaching to tip of last ray ; first anal rays scarcely elongate, about 2 in

head
;
pectorals broad, 1^ to 1^ in head ; all scales of head strongly ctenoid

;

a scaly sheath at base of anal and soft dorsal; caudal slightly convex, its

middle rays longest. Color blacki.sh, with coppery luster, each scale with

a cluster of dark points ; an obscure, broad, pale cross band extending down-

ward from front of soft dorsal to tii>s of ventrals, this often fading with

age; fins rather dark, belly silvery, dusted with dark specks; suborbital

region coppery, with round, dark dots ; membrane about angle of opercle

jet black; tips of ventral and anal black. Coast of Southern California,

from Santa Barbara to Cerros Island. A food-fish of some imi^ortance,

reaching a length of 15 inches, (saturnus, dusky, saturnine.)

Amblodo7i saturnus, Girard, U. S. Pac. U. E. Survey, x, 98, 1858, San Diego, California.

(Coll. A. Cassidy.)

* Allied to this species is Scicena fasciata {TachvAi), a largo species of the coast of Pern,
with a very lieavy head. The European Scicena umbra, Linnasus, is also closely related,

the vertical lius much higher.
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Cin-vina (Johniun)- jacobi, Steindachnee, Ichth. Beitr., viii, 3, 1879, San Diego (based
on young specimens).

Corvina saturna, Gunthee, Cat. Fish., ii, 288, 1860.

Rhinoseion saUirnus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 17.

Scicena saturna, Joedan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 572, 1883; Jordan &. Eigenmann, I. c, 406.

Scicena jacobi, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 571, 1883.

585. RONCADOR, Jordan & Gilbert.

Jtoncador, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 28 (stearnsi).

This genus contains a single species^ a large Scijenoid of the California

coast, much resembling Aplodinotus f/runniens and having similar teeth,

except that the lower pharyngeals are separate, {roncador, gruuter, the

Spanish name, one of general application to these fishes, but on the Cali-

fornia coast used most particularly for the present genus.)

1839. ROXCADOU STEAK\SI (Steindacliner).

(Roncador.)

Head 3i to 3|; depth 3 to 3i; eye 6 in head; snout 3^. D. X-I, 24; A. II,

8; scales 7-60-12. Body oblong, heavy forward; the back elevated anil

compressed; profile long, steep, and convex, abruptly rounded at the

snout; snout very blunt, al»ont equal to the interorbital space; mouth
moderate, low, subiuferior, the lower jaw included; maxillary 24, m head,

reaching at least to below middle of eye; preorbital nearly as broad as

eye; teeth in both jaws in broad villiform bands, none of them enlarged;

lower pharyngeals large, with many rounded molars, the outer series and
a patch at the outer corner, composed of villiform teeth; gill rakers

slender, rather short, lO-flG; posterior margin of preopercle with short,

stout teeth; dorsal spines strong, the longest 2 in head; caudal lunate,

the upper lobe the longer; second anal spine stout, 3^ in head; pectorals

much longer than veutrals, about as long as head; scales below lateral

line in slightly oblique series. Color grayish silvery, with bluish luster,

some streaks of dark points along the rows of scales; breast and belly

with two dusky longitudinal streaks; a very conspicuous jet-black spot

as large as eye at base of pectoral; axil and lining of gill cavity black.

* The. nominal species, called Corvina jacobi, described from yoting specimens taken at
San Diego, is doubtless identical with Corvina saturna. The' only diti'erence indicated
by Steindacliiirr wliicli cnuld have any serious importance is in the coloration, in the
species oi Hcfniuhin. A iilsotremus, and other analogous groups the young often have
exactly the coloration assigned to Corvinajacobi, while the adult may be very differently
marked. We have not seen the very young of saturna, but have no doubt tiiat it passes
through the ''jacobi" coloration in the course of its development.
The following is the sub.stance of Dr. Steindachner .s description :

Head 3; depth 3. D. X-I, 27: A. II, 8; scales 11-56-16. Body moderately elevated;
mouth moderate, rather inferior; maxillary reaching middle of eye; outer rows of teetli

in each jaw slender, somewhat enlarged, those in the upper jaw much larger than in
lower; preopeicle finely serrate. Dorsal sjiines very slender, the fourth

J-
length of

bead, higher llnni tlie si^ff r:i\s: seinnd anal sjiine more than twice as strong as dorsal
spine.s, as lung as IV ini.ldle ,,i"i \ c lo , ilge of oiicrcle, lower than the soft rays. Caudal
truncate oi- sliulitly ii>ii<a\'e: iiecioials slmrlir Ihaii ventrals, the first ray of the latter
being lilamentdiis.' Scales (in liody and liead ctenoid. Silvery gray, darker above; 3
dark l)r(i\v]i l(ni.i:itudinal stiipos along .sides, the lower broadest, extending from eye to
middle of eaiulal, the middle one running to up])er ed-e i.f tail, the ni)]ier to soft dorsal;
below these Btri|ies are sunietiiues feebler ones, besides hrownish lines iollowing the rows
of seales; tins plain, nu)re or less punctulate; markings probalily les.s di.stinct in theadult.
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Coast of southern California, north to Santa Barbara, generally common

;

a food-iish of some importance, reaching a weight of 5 or 6 pounds. The
black ocellus on the base of the pectoral fin in this species is as character-

istic as that at the base of the caudal in Sci(i'noi)s ocellatus. (Named* for

Robert E. C. Stearns, the well-known conchologist, then of San Francisco.)

Corvina stearnti, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., in, 22, 1875, San Diego.

lioncador stearnsi, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 28 ; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 572, 1883; Jordan &. Eigenmann, I. c, 408, pi. 5, 1889.

586. LEIOSTOMUS, Laccp.de.

(Goodies.)

Leiostomus, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 439, 1802 (xanihurus).

Liostomus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Set. 1863, 63 (corrected orthography).

Body oblong, ovate, the back compressed; head obtuse; mouth small,

horizontal, the upper jaw with a baud of feeble teeth, the lower nearly or

quite toothless; slits and pores of upper jaw well developed; lower phar-

yngeals separate, the teeth paved
;
preopercle with a membranaceous bor-

der; dorsal si)ines 10, slender, rather high, the last connected with the

soft rays; soft dorsal and anal long; anal spines 2, the second not large;

caudal fin emargiuatc; gill membranes slightly connected; gill rakers

slender. This genus is distinguished from Scicvna chiefly by the ob.soles-

cence of the teeth in the lower jaw, and by the more paved teeth of the

pharyngeals. The soft rays of the dorsal fin and especially of the anal

are more numerous than in related groups. One species. (Xs/og, smooth

;

dro^ia, mouth—the mouth having been originally described as toothless.)

1S40. LEIOSTOMUS XANTHURUS.t Lacepede.

(SPOT; GoODY; POWT-CROAKEK ; Ol.DWIFE; LAFAYETTE.)

Head 3^^ to 3i; depth 3; snout 3i to 3h I). X-I, 31; A. II, 12; scales

9-60 to 70-12. Body short, deep, much compressed; back in front of dor-

sal compressed to a sharp edge; profile steep, convex, depressed over the

eyes; dorsal outline convex, highest at front of dorsal; snout very blunt,

as long as eye, 3^ to 3i in head; mouth small, inferior, horizontal; maxil-

lary 3 in head, extending to below pupil ; no teeth in lower jaw, in the adult;

upper jaw with a series of narrow minute teeth
;
gill rakers short, slender,

8-f-22; lower pharyngeals small, with three series of molars posteriorly

and many villiform teeth anteriorly; preopercle entire; preorbital broad,

lA in eye; third dorsal spine highest, 1^ in head; soft dorsal with the

sheath at its base formed by a single series of scales; caudal long and

forked, as long as head; anal long and slightly falcate; second anal spine

2^ In the longest ray, 4 in head; ventrals ^ shorter than pectorals, which
are as long as the head; scales small, strongly ctenoid, extending on cau-

'' "Ich erlaube mir, diese so charakter isch gezeichnete Art meinem verehrten Frennde,
Herrn K. C. Stearns, oinera der thatigsten iind hervorragendsten Mitglieder der californi-
sohen Akadcmie der Natiirwissen.<schaften als Zeichen nieiner Hochachten zu widmen."
(Steindachner.)
tTlie name xanthurus is an nnfortnnate one, as in tins species the caudal fin is never

yellow. This name came about through confusion with Bairdiella chrysura, in which
species the caudal tin is bright yellow.
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ilal and base of pectorals but not on other fins; lateral line little curved

anteriorly ;
scales below lateral line in oblique series. Color bluish above,

silvery below; about 15 narrow dark wavy bands extending from the dor-

sal downward and forward to below lateral line; a round black humeral

spot rather smaller thau eye; fins plain olivaceous, the caudal not yellow.

This species is one of the most common food-fishes of our Southern coast,

being an excellent pan fish. Notwithstandiug the numerous nominal spe-

cies which authors have recognized, there is no evidence whatever of the

existence of more thau one species of Leiosiomiis on our coasts. South

Atlantic and Gulf coasts of United States; Capo Cod to Texas; once

doubtfully recorded from Martinique.* ic,ay06i, yellow ; 6upd, tail.)

Ltiostomiis xanthmus, Lac£pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 439, pi. 10, fig. 1, 1802, Carolina;

CuviEK & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 142, 1830; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop.

sis, 574, 1883; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 409, pi. 6, 1889.

Mugil obliquus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. aud Phil. Soc. New York 1815, 405, New York.

Scicena muUifasciata, Lesueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., n, 1821, 255, east Florida

(Coll. McClure, Ord, Say & Peale).

Leiostomus humeralis, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss. v, 141, pi 110, 1830.

New York.

Homoprion xanthurus, HOLBROOK, Ichthyol. S. Carolina, Ed. I, 170, 1856; Gikakd, U S.

and Mex. Bound. Survey, 11, 1859.

Seicena xanthurus, GuNxmiK, Cat., u, 288, 1860.

Leiostomus obliquus, DeKat, New York Fauna: Fishes, 69, pi. 60, tig. 195, 1842.

lieicena oUiqua, Gunthkr, Cat., ii, 288, 1860.

587. PACHYPOPS, Gill.

Pachypops, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861,87 (trifilis).

Fresh-water Sciaenoids of Guiana and Brazil, closely allied to Ophioscion,

but with small barbels in a tuft at the symphysis of lower jaw; teeth

feeble; preorbital serrate; mouth very small, inferior; preorbital turgid

and caveruous, more or less translucent; first dorsal rather short, the

.spines feeble ; anal short, with weak spines; soft dorsal long; caudal fin

rhombic ; soft parts of vertical fins closely scaled. Very close to PachyurHS,

Agassiz, another South American fresh-water genus, from which Pacluipops

difters only in the presence of barbels. (Traji;?, thick; utTo, below; aj'j^',

eye.)

1841. PACHYPOPS FURCR.EUS (Lacepede).

Head 3^ ; depth 4. D. X-I, 25 to 27; A. II, 6; scales 58. Maxillary

scarcely reaching front of eye, its length 1 to 4^ in head ; barbels 3, miuute

(sometimes obsolete); .snout prominent, blunt, 2* in head; eye very large,

3 in head; mouth very small, overlapped by the turgid preorbital; teeth

small, equal; gill rakers very small; soft dorsal aud anal completely

scaled; pectorals lA in head; caudal rhombic, li in heail ; second anal

spine 2}- in head; longest dorsal spine \l. Color uniform dusky, paler

below ; dorsals punctate with black. Rivers aud estuaries from Guiana to

Uruguay; common in brackish or fresh waters. According to Dr. Berg it

is found in Uruguay in brackish, never in fresh waters. The specimen here

* Cette espeee n'est pas bornee h rAmeriquo septentrionale ; nous lavons re9uede Mar-
tinique, par M. Plee. (Cuvier & Valenciennes.)
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described from Rio Negro (Coll. J. C. Fletcher.) (Named in honor of a

French naturalist, Fourcroi, who traveled in Brazil.)

Percafurcrma, Lac^pkoe, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 398, 424, 1802, Surinam.

Gorvina biloba, Cuvier &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 112, 1830, habitat not known.

Corvma furcrcea, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 111, 1830.

Pachypops furcrceus, Steindachxer, Beitr. zur Kenntniss Sciaenoiden Brasiliens, 7, pi. 1,

1863; Jordan & Eiqenmann, I. c, 413; Berg, Ann. Mns. Buenos Aires 1895, 53.

Pachyurus furcrceus, Steindachner, Iclith. Beitr., viii, 12, 1879.

Pachypops biloba, Steindachner, Ichth. Motiz., 206, 1864.

588. GENYONEMUS, Gill.

Genyonemus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 87 {Uneatus).

Body elongate, moderately compressed, the back little elevated; head

oblong, the snout abruptly decurved; eyes moderate, anterior; preopeicle

with a creuulated membranaceous edge; mouth rather large, subterminaJ,

somewhat oblique; lower jaw with several very small barbels and with a

few large pores, the barbels so very small as to be readily overlooked, espe-

cially in fresh specimens ; teeth equal, in villifonn bands, the anterior series

scarcely enlarged; first dorsal unusually long, with about 13 spines; anal

with 2 spines, the second short and feeble ; caudal emarginate
;
pharyngeal

bones and teeth as in Micropogon; air bladder simple
;
gill rakers slender,

rather long. Size small, (yevvg, lower ja-w; vijua, ha.v\>e\.)

1842. GENYONEMUS LINEATIIS (Ayres).

(Little Eoncador; Kingfish; Croaker.)

Head 3^ to 3i; depth 3i to 3|; eye 5^; snout 4. D. XIII-I, 21 or 22; A.

II, 11 ; scales 7-54-10. Body oblong, somewhat compressed, the back little

elevated; profile little convex, rather abruptly decurved at the snout;

mouth subinferior, somewhat oblique; maxillary 3 in head, reaching pos-

terior margin of pupil, lower ,jaw included; teeth in villiforiu bands, the

outer series above slightly enlarged; chin with 5 small pores and 2 series

of minute barbels
;
preorbital ^ Avidth of eye

;
preopercle with a crenulate

membranous border; opercle with radiating stri;e; gill rakers short and

slender, 9+ 20; third dorsal spine highest, 1^ to 2 in head; first soft rays

of dorsal highest, decreasing in height to the last; caudal lunate; first

ventral ray produced as a filament, l.V in head; pectoral slightly longer

than ventrals; scales large, strongly ctenoid, those below lateral line in

horizontal series. Color silvery with brassy luster and black piinctulations,

these forming faint, oblique dark lines along the rows of scales; fins yel-

lowish; a black axillary spot, usually conspicuous. Coast of sonthern

California; San Francisco to Cerros Island; generally common along the

coast of southern California. A food-fish of some importance, of good

quality, but soft and not keeping well. {Uneatus, striped.)

Leiontomus Uneatus, Ayres, Proo. Cal. Ac. Sci. 185.'), 25, San Francisco; Girard, P. R. R.

Survey, x, 99, pi. 22 B, flg.s. 1-4, 1858.

Scicena lineata, GOnther, Cat., 11, 288, 1860.

Genyonemus Uneatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 574, 1S83; Jordan .<l- Eigenmann, I. c,

416, 1889.
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589. MICROPOGON, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(Croakers.)

Micropogon, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 21o, 1830 (Hneatus--un(hdatus).

Body moderately elongate, compressed, somewhat elevated; preopercle

strouglj' serrate; teetli in villiforui bands, the outer row in the upperJaw
enlarged ; lowerjaw with a row of minute barbels on each side

;
gill rakers

short, thickish; spinous dorsal rather short of 10 or 11 stoutish spines;

second anal spine moderate; caudal fin double truncate; lower pharyn-

geals narrow, distinct, with sharp conical teeth ; air bladder with long

horns. A well-marked genus, the species all American, allied to Ophioscion

and Sciwnops, hni distinguished by the presence of barbels; species all

closely related, similar in form, size, and color, {/.unpo^, small; TtcbycDi',

beard.)

Micropogon:
a. Dor.sal rays X-I, 28 to 30.

6. Scales comparatively small, about 9 in a vertical series between front of dorsal

and lateral line, 12 in an obliiiue series; outer teeth of upper jaw evidently

enlarged ; dark spots on scales above lateral line not forming continuous

stripes; scales 54. undulatus, 1843.

66. Scales larger. 7 in a vertical series from front of dorsal to lateral line, 9 or 10

in an oblique series: teeth of outer series in upper jaw scarcely enlarged;

dark spots above lateral line forming continuous streaks nearly as wide as

interspaces ; short vertical bars extending across lateral lino ; many obli(iue

lines above these; markings more regular, though less sharply defined

than in M. undulatus.

c. Second anal spine moderate, 5 in head; eye small, 6 in head ; scales 54.

FURNIERI, 1844.

ec. Second anal spine very strong, 2| to 3 in head ; eye very large, 4 to 4^ in

head; no distinct oblique streaks above lateral line; axil blackish.

Head 4; depth 4?. D. X-I, 28; A. II, 7; scales 7-50-14.

MEGALOPS, 1845.

aa. Dorsal rays X-I, 24 to 26; snout little projecting; outer teeth above scarcely

enlarged; depth 3i in length; back with dark oblique streaks; gill cavity

dusky within; scales 48, 5^ pores. ectenes, 1846.

aaa. Dorsal rays X-I, 20 to 22; tfuter teeth above scarcely enlarged; snout somewhat
projecting ; body deeper, depth 3| in length ; scales 42, 40 pores.

ALTIPINNIS, 1847.

1843. MICROPOGOMINDULATUS* (Linuajus).

(Croaker ; Eoncadina; Corvina.)

Head 3 ; depth 3^. D. X-I, 28 or 29 ; A. II, 7 ; scales 9-54. Body rather

robust, the back somewhat elevated and compressed, the profile rounded,

*Dr. Berg speaks of Micropogon undulatus as the most common shore fish of Uruguav,
being caught each year in millions. He counts : D. X-I, 26 to 29; scales 8 or 9-55-16 or 17.
This Uruguayan fish is, therefore, probably not the same a-s Micropogon furnieri, its rays
and scales agreeing rather with M. undulatus. But the true undulatus has not been
recorded from the West Indies. It may not unlikely be found that the Brazil-Uruguayan
form, Micropogon opercularis (Quoy & Gaimard), is a distinct species which has not yet
been properly distinguished from M. undulatus. The following is the synonymy of Micro-
pogon opercularis

:

Micropogon opercularis (Quot & Gaimard).
Scicena opercularis, Quoy &, Gaimaeu, Vov. Uran., Zool., 347, 1824, Rio Janeiro.
Micropogon lineatus, CuviEE & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 215, 1830, Brazil,

Porto Rico, Havana (in part, not types, which were from New York.)
Micropogon undulatus, Berg, A.nn. Mus. Buenos Ayres 1895, 54.
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not depressed above eyes ; head long, the snout prominent, convex. Mouth
rather large, nearly horizontal, the maxillary reaching to front of eye, 3

in head; outer teeth above enlarged; eye 2 in snout, 5 in head, rather

less than interorbital width. Preopercle strongly serrate along its whole

posterior margin, the spines near angle diverging; dorsals nearly sepa-

rate, the first high, the third spine 3 in head ; pectorals moderate, nearly

reaching tips of ventrals; ventrals lilamentous; anal inserted nearly

under middle of second dorsal, the second spine rather weak, shorter than

snout, \ length of head; caudal double truncate, 1;| in head; 16 scales

in an oblique series from vent to lateral line, 12 in au oblique series from

dorsal to lateral line. Gill rakers slender, very short, T-flG; co'ca 8.

Color brassy, paler below; middle part of the body with short, ii'regular

dusky A ertical bars crossing the lateral line ; many dark brown spots on

side of back, irregularly placed, and not forming continuous streaks along

the rows of scales ; usually some of these coalesce to form 2 dark streaks

X^rocurreut with the back. Length 12 inches. South Atlantic and Gulf

coasts of the United States; Cape Cod to Texas; generally common along

our Atlantic coast, becoming very abundant southward, but not known
to extend into the West Indies ; a food-fish of some importance. This or

a similar species {Micropofiou opercidaris, Cuvier & Valenciennes) is very

common on the sand shores of Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentina, (nnditlatus,

waved.)

Perca undulata, Linn^us, Syst.Nat., Ed. xn, 483, 1766, South Carolina.

Scicena crokcr, Lac^ipede. Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 309, 314, 316, 18lC, Carolina.

Bodianus coitatiis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. See. Kew, York 1815, 417, New York.

Micropogon Kneatus, Cuvier i: Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 215, pi. 119, 1830, New
York. (Coll. Milbert.)

Micro^mgon undidatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 219, 1830; Gihard,

U.S. and Mex. Bound. Survey, 13, pi. 12, 1859; Gt'NTHER, Cat., li, 271, 1800 (in part);

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 575, 1883 ; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 418, pi. 7.

Micropogon costatus, DeKay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 83, pi. 72, fig. 230, 1842.

1844. MICROPOGON FURXIERI (Desmare.st).

(Verrugato; White-mouth Drummer.)

Head 3|; depth Si to Sf. D. X-I, 30; A. II, 7; eye 6 in head; snout 3;

icales 54, Tina vertical series from front of dorsal to lateral line, 9 or 10

in an oblique series; teeth of outer series in upper jaw scarcely enlarged;

dark spots on back forming continuous dark streaks nearly as wide as the

pale interspaces; body a little more slender than in Micropofjon undulatns;

profile almost straight, a little depressed above the eye; snout long; eye

small, 1^ in interobital area; preorbital wider than eye; maxillary 3 in

head, reaching front of pupil; teeth in broad, villiform bands; preopercle

less strongly serrate than in M. nndulaius; third dorsal spine highest, IJ

in head ; dorsals connected by a low membrane ; spinous dorsal with a

sheath at its base formed by a single series of scales; soft dorsal naked;

second anal spine 5 in head ; scales of the breast and head cycloid. Gray-

ish silvery, with bright reflections; a dark spot on opercle; axil dusky;
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short vertical bars extending across lateral line ; many oblique lines above
these; the markings more regular, though less sharply delined than in M.
midulatiis, the general hue more silvery. AVest Indies; abundant on the

coast of Cuba; its southward distribution uncertain, from its confusion

with If. undulatus and its analogue, JJ.opercuJaris. The specimens here
described from Havana. (Named for its discoverer, Marcellin Fournier,

who collected in Cuba.)

JJmbrinafurnieri, Desjiarest, Premiere Decade Icbthyol., 22, pi. 2, fig. 3, 1822, Havana.
(Coll. Fournier.)

.? Micropogon argenteus, Uuvier &, Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 218, 1830, Surinam
;

may be M. opercularis or M. vndiilatus.

Micropogon furnieri, Jordan, Proc. U.S.Nat. Mil's. 1884,37; Jordan & Eigenmann, I.e.,

418,1889.

Micropogon undulatits, Poey, Synopsis, 325 (not of Linn.ku.s).

1845. MICROPO(JO> MEGALOPS, Gilbert.

Head 4; depth 4.?; eye 4 to 4^ in head; snout 33. D. X-I, 27 to 29; A.

II, 7; scales 7-50-14; maxillary reaching vertical from middle of pupil, 2|
inhead; snout equaling iutcrorbital width; width of preorbital l^iu snout.

Eye very large, a trifle less than snout; outer series of teeth in upi»er jaw
little enlarged; preopercnlar spines very strong, arranged as usual in this

genus; gill rakers all short, 9 above the angle, 16 below. Dorsal spines

stronger than in M. ectenes, the third the longest, barely reaching origin

of soft dorsal when depressed, equaling length of snout and eye; caudal
double truncate; second anal spine strong 2i to 3 in head; outer ventral

ray slightly produced. If m head; pectorals extending beyond ventrals, 1%

in head; scales of moderate size. Color as usual in this genus; no con-

spicuous oblique streaks following rows of scales above the lateral line

;

axil and base of pectorals blackish; lining of gill cavity more extensively

black than in other species, the branchiostegal membrane and opercular

flap abruptly silvery white within. Gulf of California. Known only from
4 specimens, the longest 10 inches in length. {/.lEydXoi;, large; o3^, eye.)

Micropogon megalops, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 64, Gulf of California in 14
fathoms

; Albatross station No. 3021. (Type, No. not assigned. Coll. Albatross.)

18-ie. MICROPOGOX ECTEXES, Jordan & Gilbert.

(Verrugato.)

Head 3^ (3f with caudal) ; depth 3* (4.|) ; eye rather large, 6 in head, 1^
in interorbital width, IJ in snout, a little less than preorbital width. D.
X-I, 25, or X-I, 24; A. II, 7, or II, 8; scales 7-53-13; pores 54. Body
rather elongate, moderately compressed, the back little elevated ; anterior

profile straightish or slightly undulate. Head long, rather low, the snout
long and abruptly truncate at the tip, which projects but little beyoud the

premaxillaries. Mouth nearly horizontal, the lower jaw included, the
maxillary barely reaching to opposite front of eye, its length 3^ in head.
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Teeth in rather broad bands, the anterior in upper jaw little enlarged.

Snout with the usual lobes and pores at tip, its length 3/; in head; chin

with 5 large pores ; about 4 small barbels on the inner edge of each dentary

bone anteriorly, these rather shorter than the posterior nostril, which is

oblong and much longer than the anterior nostril. Preopercle with

numerous rather strong teeth above the angle, which has 2 large, strongly

divergent teeth, the lower directed obliquely downward. Gill rakers

short, 7 + 12. Pseudobranchiie well developed. .Scales of moderate size,

those on the breast little reduced; no scales on the dorsal or anal, except

a basal series; caudal largely scaly; about 20 scales in an oblique aeries

from front of anal upward to spinous dorsal, 18 from ^ent upward to soft

dorsal. Lateral line V)ecoming straight well in advance of anal. Spinous

dorsal high, higher than in M. miditlatus, its third spine not very much
shorter than the fourth ; third spine varying in length, about 2 in head

(If to 2^); all the spines freely flexible; longest soft ray 3^ in head;

caudal slightly double concave, the upper, middle, and lower rays about

equal, If in head; lower rays shorter in young individuals; anal small,

ending well in advance of posterior ray of dorsal ; second anal spine rather

small, its length 35; in head ; longest soft ray 2i in head. Pectoral fin very

long and pointed, reaching past ventrals, lint not to vent, its length Ij in

head; ventrals with the first ray filamentous, 1;!^ in head without filament.

Color grayish silvery, without brassy tinge ; dorsal region and sides above

lower edge of pectorals marked with dark streaks extending obliquely

upward and backward along the series of scales. Besides these, about 10

short, oblique, dark bars extending downward and forward, crossing the

arched portion of the lateral line, the longest of these about as long as

snout; liuiugof gill cavitj^ blackish; peritoneum pale; fins all yellowish,

the tips of spinous dorsal blackish; ujjper edge of pectoral and border of

soft dorsal dusky; region above and below base of pectoral with dark

punctulations. Length 2 feet or less. Pacific coast of Mexico; abundant

at Mazatlan, where it is an important food-fish; not seen at Panama.
{tHTEvl/i, stretched.)

Micropo'jon ectenes, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. j^rus. 1881, 355, Mazatlan (Types,

K"os. 28295, 29538, 28336, 28361. Coll. Gilbert) : Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 419, 1889.

1S4V. MICROPOGOX ALTIPINMS, Giinther.

Head3i; depth 3f. D. X-I, 20 to 22; A. II, 7; scales 7-48-15. Outer

teeth of upper jaw scarcely enlarged; snout somewhat projecting; scales

still larger; lateral line 42 (49 pores) ; scales above the lateral line, verti-

cally, 5 or 6; obliquely, 8; 12 in an oblique series from vent; maxillary

extending scarcely beyond the vertical from the anterior margin of the

eye; body less elongate than in Micropogoyi ectenes ; highest dorsal spines

1^ in head; anal spine about 4 in head. Coloration essentially as in Micro-

pofjon ictenex, which it closely resembles, differing in the sliorter second

dorsal. Panama; not rare. (a/^Ms, high; jnji«a, fin.)

Micropogon altipinnis, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 149, San Jose, Panama,
Chiapas; GtiNTHER, Fish. Central America, 387 and 425, 1869; Jordan & Gilbekt,

Bull. U. S. Fish Couim. 1882, 111; Jordan & Eigenmann. I. c, 419, 1889.
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590. UMBRINA, Cuvier.

JJmbrina, Cuvier, Kegne Animal, Ed. i, 297, 1817 (eirrosa; Scicena L. being restricted to

Scicena umbra, a Linna?an, and to Scicena aqxiila, a non-Linnsean species).

Scicena, Bleeker,* Poissons de la Goto de Guinue, 66, 1862 (eirrosa; not the earliest re-

striction to a Linnsean type).

Body moderately elongate; back somewhat arched. Head oblong, with

the snout thick and protuberant; mouth almost horizontal, of moderate

size; preoperculum with its l)ony margin finely serrate; lower jaw with a

single thickish barbel. Teeth in villiform bands, the outermost in the

upper jaw somewhat enlarged. Anterior dorsal with about 10 spines; anal

fin with 2 spines, the second not very small. Caudal lunate or truncate.

Gill rakers normal, but short. Air bladder well developed. This genus

contains a considerable number of species, most of them being American.

It agrees with Sciana in nearly all respects, excepting the presence at the

chin of a short, thick barbel. A similar barbel is found in the genus Men-

ticirrhus, but notwithstanding the fact that all European writers have
confounded jl/eH<Ui)T/iHS with Umh-iua, the two genera are not really very

closely related, (n)iihra, shade; the name umbra was used for the typical

species by early Avriters, being equivalent to Sviwna.)

TJsrBRINA

:

a. Dorsal rays only X-I, 25? no cross bands? broussonetii, 1848.

aa. Dorsal rays X-I, 26 to 29; serrte of preoperclo slender, not notably flattened.

b. Body with about 9 dark vertical cross bands, besides narrow undulating

streaks along the rows of scales ; second anal spine 2J in head
; pectorals If.

COROIDES, 1849.

66. Body without dark cross bands, the rows of scales above with distinct undu-
lating streaks,

c. Snout bluntish, short, 3 J in head; serra; of preopercle comparatively

numerous and strong, siibterete; body rather slender; the dark
streaks strongly marked ; fins largely yellow. roncador, 1850.

cc. Snout longer than eye, 3 to 3h in head; preopercle distinctly serrate.

d. Second anal spine large, 2 in head; profile straight, moderately
steep; snout rather acute; eye 4J in head; mouth small, in-

ferior, the maxillary reaching middle of orbit, its length 2i in

head; dark streaks on scales strongly marked.

e. Gill cavity pale; scales 5-48; second anal spine 2 in head.

XANTI, 1851.

ee. Gill cavity dark; scales 7-51; second anal spine 2J in head.

SINALO^, 1852.

d(l. Second anal spino short and thickish, 3 in head. Back elevated,

the anterior iirofile steep and rather convex ; snout blunt, much
protruding; mouth small, horizontal; the maxillary reaching

just past pupil, 8 in head; eye 5 in head; streaks on scales

obscure. galapagorum, 1853.

aaa. Dorsal rays X-I, 30 to 33
;
preopercle with its edge weakly crenulate; mouth rather

large, subterminal; maxillary reaebing posterior border of pupil, 2^ iu head;
second dorsal spine highest, 2 in head ; soft rays high ; second anal spine 2 in

head; pectorals slightly shorter than ventrals, which are 1| in head; dark
streaks faint. dorsalis, 1854.

* " Je note ici que I'esp^ce typique du genre Scicena Art. etant I'Vinbriiia eirrosa CV.,
le nom de Scicena devra etre applique aux especes dont Cuvier a fait des Umbrina, et ne
pourra plus etre employe dans le sens de Cuvier. Ni M. Giinther ni M. Gill, dans leurs
travaux sur les Scienoides, paraisseut avoir fait attention a ce que le nom gentrique d'Ar-

No. 47, pt. 2 15
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1848. UMBBINA BROUSSOXETII, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

This species is described <as follows :
" We find in the collections of Brous-

sonet an JJmhrina announced at once (which is little probable), as from

the South Sea and from Jamaica. Its height is 4 times in its length ; its

barbel is short and pointed ; all its teeth are in fine velvet ; the lobes be-

fore its upper jaw are little marked, the preopercular deuticulations are

pronounced; though much altered, we do not see that it has spots, and it

certainly seems a distinct species. Its dorsal spines are slender; the sec-

ond anal is rather strong. Its ventrals are \ longer than the pectorals.

There is reason to believe that the caudal was truncate. Its numbers ap-

proach those of the 2 preceeding species. D. X-I, 25; A. II, 6." (Cuvier

& Valenciennes; translation.) A doubtful species. If it really came from

Jamaica, it may be the same as Umbrina coroides, but the fin rays are said

to be fewer. Cuvier & Valenciennes counted 29 in coroides. The name
broiissonefii has priority over coroides if the 2 are the same. (Named for

P. M. Auguste Broussonet, doctor of medicine at Montpelier in the last cen-

tury; an accurate and conscientious naturalist.)

Umbrina hroussonetii, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., v, 187, 1830. (Type, a

specimen in Broussonet's collection supposed to be from Jamaica.)

1849. UMBRIXA (OROIDES,* Cuvier & Valenciennes.

HeadSi; depth 3; eye 3i| in head. D. X-I, 27 or 28; A. II, 6 or 7; scales

5-^8-10. Body rather stout, the back somewhat elevated ; mouth moder-

ate, maxillary extending to middle of pupil; teeth villiform, subequal,

in broad bands; preopercle finely denticulate on its bony edge; barbel

short; second dorsal spine highest, If in head; pectoral fins short and
small, If in head, not reaching to tips of ventrals nor halfway to vent;

caudal truncate; second anal spine thick, 2^ in head; gill rakers 5+ 9,

slender and small. Color silvery, darker above; body with about 9 dark

tedi est mal employr ]iar Its antcurs modernes, et M. Gill citte meme le Scicena aguila
conune le tyiu- du ui'iirc." ( HIi-rkiT, I. <•.)

Inquotiiiii riiiliriiiii i-i ii-osii as tlic type of Artedi's genus /Scioe/iaiBleeker means merely
that it is the mic i)la(' il liist li\ Aittdi in the list of species.
'Jordan iV Kutiii- :;i\i tin' liillnwiiisx description of specimens of TJmhrina coroides in

their Fislirs ..t .lainair;i: ll,;i,i :;,V; drptbSJ; eye 4g in head. D. X-I, 27; A. 11,6; scales
6-r)0-9. Iliiilh >t ii.Hiit i>r il<>i\-.al . Ml t line at anterior third of .spinous dorsal, tlie anterior
outline ni(ii( SI I (iiiuly (iii\c.l. Mulnli inferior, horizontal or nearly so; teeth equal, in

bands; barli.l ^lioi i . Miint , widlli >>\ |ir.M.vl)ital equal to length of eye; nostrils close
together, til. |m,^i, imi ni,l,,nu hm.i. ili:in i w ice as large as anterior, situated immediately
in front olcyr; pii (|»r. le liii< ly andixcnly serrate above angle; opercle with 2 dull
points, not exleiuliiig U< rdf^i' III iii;iiL;iii;il lutinbraiie, tlie lower somewhat moreacute, both
evenly prujcetiiig; the loins and jions in Irimt. of the mouth well developed. Pectorals
as loiigas ventr;ils, IJ in liciid. iiisrrlcd nndrr opricnlar im-nilirane; ventrals inserted
behind peetorals, llie dutci' ray \\itli a vri'y line tilaniciit. Third dorsal sjiine longest, 21,

in head; caudal sli;;litly oniaruiiialr. the lower angle sli.nlitly rounded, ujiju'r and longest
rays IJ in li<'a<l, or ((jnal to lir;i(l in front of opercle. Ground ((dor steel urav, soniewluit,
silvery (slightly golden in one specimen); 9 dusky b.ars on side, the anterior and posterior
less distinct, L' in front of dorsal, '2 under spinous dorsal, the fifth in front of second dorsal,

the last at end of (kirs;il; em li row of scales above belly with a dark line, these oblique
above later;il line, irreuuhir below; tip of spinous dorsal black, edge of soft dorsal dusky,
ventral and tij) of caudal faintly dusky, underside of opercle black. This description is

based on 3 perfect .specimens lU inches long. They are not so deep as the figure given by
Cuvier (117), the caudal is shorter, and there are 2 fewer rays in the dorsal. It seems best
not to use the name Umbrina broiissonetii for this species, as the sliort account given by
Cuvier & Valenciennes does notagree with the species, and Broussonet's specimens may
not have come from Jamaica.
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cross bands, besides undulating dark streaks along the rows of scales;

spinous dorsal blackish. West Indies; Florida to Brazil; common on

sandy coasts. Here described from 2 specimens taken by Dr. J. A. Hen-

shall in the Indian River, Florida, the only ones yet recorded from the

United States. Our specimens from Jamaica are rather more elongate but

are probably the same, (coro, a local name of Conodon noiilis; eidoi;,

resemblance, from the dark cross bauds.)

Umbriiia coroides, Cuviee & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 187, 1830, Brazil; Poey,

Ennnieratio, 48, 1875.

TJmbrina broussonnetii, GOnther, Cat., n, 277, 18C0 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 576, 1883,

spocimens described from Indian River, Florida; Jordan &. Eigenjiann, I. c, 422.

1850. UMBRIXA ROXCADOR, Jordan & Gilbert.

(Yellow-finned Roncadoe; Yellow-tailed Ckoakee.)

Head 3;*; depth 3J^; eye moderate, lA in snout, 5i in head, 1^ in inter-

orbital width. D. X-I, 27; A. II, 7; scales 58. Body elliptical-elougate,

the back somewhat elevated, the curve from snout to dorsal regular.

Head conical, bluutish. Mouth horizontal, the maxillary extending to

beyond front of pupil. Caudal lunate, the upi)er lobe the longer. Second
anal spine strong, 21 in head, a little shorter than thiixl dorsal spine. Pec-

toral short and small, not reaching tips of ventrals and not halfway to

vent, its length 1^ in head. Bright silvery, bluish above, with brassy

reflections; sides with narrow, distinct, undulating streaks of deep olive,

running from the head and pectoral region upward and backward, with
some abrupt curvatures, to the base of the dorsal fin, sometimes alternat-

ing with lines of spots; no vertical bars; cheeks pure white; lins mostly

yellow; peritoneum black. Length 15 inches. Coast of southern Cali-

fornia, Point Conception to Guaymas; rather common about San Diego
and southward on shallow sandy shores ; a handsome species, brightly col-

ored in life, and of some value as food, {roncador, grunter, the Spanish
name.)

TJmbrina viuhdaUi, Steindachner, Ichlb. Beitr., Ill, 21, 1875; notof Giraed.
TJmbrina roncador, Jordan & Gilbert, Pioc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 277, Pequena Bay,

west coast Lower California (Type, No. 29371. Coll. Lieut. Nichols) ; JoEDAN & GlL-

BEET, Synopsis, 57(5, 1883; Jordan & Eigenmann, I.e., 422, 1889.

1851. UMBRIXA XAXTI, Gill.

Head 35
; depth S^; eye U in head; snout 3 to 3i. D. X-I, 26; A- II, 6;

scales 5-48-8. Snout longer than eye; preopercle distinctly serrate; pro-

tile straiglit, moderately steep; snout rather acute; mouth small, inferior,

the maxillary nearly reaching middle of orbit, its length 2^ in head; teeth

subequal; gill rakers scarcely developed, 4 -|-9; third dorsal spine highest,

1| in head; anterior dorsal rays much longer than posterior ones; anal fln

pointed, the second soft ray longest, the second spine very strong, 2 in

head; ventrals slightly longer than pectorals, 1^ in head; lateral line

moderately arched anteriorly. Color bluish, silvery below; conspicuous
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dark lines following the rows of scales, those below lateral line oblique as

well as those above; spinous doisal dusky; caudal, anal, and ventrals

bright yellow; opercles dark within. Pacific coast of tropical America,

Cape San Lucas to Pauania; a very common and well-known food-fish;

taken by Dr. Gilbert, at Mazatlan, Puuta Arenas, and Panama. (Named
for John Xantus de Vasey.)

Umbrina xanti, Gu.l, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 256, Cape San Lucas (Coll. Xantus)

;

Jordan & Eigenmann, i.e., 423, 1889; Evebmann & Jenkins, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus.
1891,159.

Uinhrina analis, Gunther, Fishes Central America, 387 and 426, 1869, Panama.

1852. UMI5RIXA SIXALO.E, Scofield.

Head Si^,,; depth 3f ; eye 3i; snout 3^; interorbital space 4^; tip of

snout to end of maxillary 2+. D. X-I, 28; A. II, 6; .scales 7-51-10 (scales

7 between front of dorsal and lateral line, 10 between line and vent; 51

pores in lateral lino to base of caudal). Pectoral 1;? in head; ventral If;

second anal spine 2^; third dorsal si>ine lougest, 1| in head; gill rakers

6 -f- 9, rather slender, about i as long as pupil ; distauce from snout to anal

1^ in length of body (1^ in xanti) ; barbel slender ; caudal slightly lunate,

the upper lobe the longer. Color dark above, greenish in life, silvery

below; a dark blotch on opercle; conspicuous dark-olive stripes follow

the center of the scale rows upward and backward on the sides and back,

stripes about ^ as wide as pupil; spinous dorsal dusky; ventrals and

anal pale, without punctulations; lining of gill cavity quite dark; gill

membranes of opercle pale; peritoneum pale. Eesembles U. xanti very

closely; but is distinguished by the dark gill cavity, the small scales,

small second anal spine, and more anterior position of anal. The strijies

on the body are slightly darker, not so undulating, and there are a few

more of them, due to the smaller and more regular scales. Length 8

inches. Mazatlan, Mexico. Several specimens obtained in company with

U. xanti, and equally abundant.

Umbrina .iinalo(f, Scofield, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 220, pi. 25, Mazatlan. (Coll. Uop-

kius Exp. to Sinaloa. Typo, No. 1632, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

18.53. UMBRINA GALAPAGOBUM, Steindachner.

Head 33 to 'S^; depth 3i to 31; eye 5 in head ; snout longer than eye, 3 to

31^ in head. D. X-I, 28 or 29; A. II, 6; scales 50 to 53. "Second anal spine

short and thickish, 3 in head. Back elevated, the anterior profile steei:)

and rather convex; snout blunt, much protruding; mouth small, horizon-

tal, the maxillary reaching just past pupil, 3 in head; i)reopercle finely

and sharply serrate
;
gill rakers very small

;
jiectoral short, 1^ in head

;

longest dorsal sjtine 2 ; caudal fin slightly lunate, the upper lobe the longer

;

scales above lateral line in very oblique series, in oblique series below

lateral line anteriorly. Color, grayish, yellow below; faint dark lines

along the scales on the upper half of the body, golden lines on scales below

;

dorsals finely i)unctulate; fins pale; gill cavity pale within. Galapagos

Archipelago. Here described from 1 of Dr. Steindachner's original types.

Umbrina galapagorum, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., VII, 20, 1878, James Island,

Galapagos; JORDAN & ElGENMANN, I. c, 423, 1889.
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1854. UMBKINA DORSALIS, Gill.

Head U; depth 3. D. X-I, 29 to 31. A. II, 7; orbit 4+ in head; suout

3|; maxillary 2* ; highest dorsal spine If; second anal spine 2,1; caudal

fin 1\] pectorals 1*; ventrals 1^. Body moderately elongate; hack some-

what arched; profile evenly convex from snout to dorsal lin ; ventral out-

line curved, the base of the anal fin but little more oblique than the

general ventral contour; caudal peduncle at the narrowest place about 2i

in head. Mouth oblicjue, rather large, lower jaw included; snout pro-

jecting .a little beyond premaxillaries; maxillary reaching vertical from

the posterior border of pupil; teeth in villiform bauds, those of outer row
in upper jaw enlarged, stronger in front; interorbital space convex, about

4 in head; preorliital a little narrower than Avidth of orbit; anterior nos-

tril with a raised margin, the posterior part of which forms a low flap

;

anterior and posterior margins of the other nostril with similar flaps;

barbel of lower jaw thick, blunt; edge of preopercle finely serrate; gill

rakers short, 5 -f 9 or 10. Lateral line becoming straight at a point dorsal

to the posterior part of the base of anal fin ; scales in lateral line 53 ; in the

series from lateral line to first dorsal spine, 9 ; to vent, 14 or 15. Dorsal

spines moderately strong, the third highest; first dorsal rays highest, the

others gradually becoming lower, the last less than + the height of first;

second anal spine very strong, not reaching tips of last rays of depressed

fin; upper lobe of caudal produced, acute, the lower lobe rounded; ven-

trals slightly filiform at the tips. Color bluish, silvery below, dark streaks

along the rows of scales; dorsals rather dusky, growing darker on edges;

lower fins creamy reddish. Pacific coast, Cape San Lucas to Panama;
rare; recorded from Cape San Lucas, Mazatlan, and Panama. Here
described from 2 large specimens (260 and 305 mm. long), taken by Dr.

Gilbert at Panama. The original types, from Cape San Lucas, are but 4

inches long, (dorsalis, pertaining to the back, from the many dorsal

rays.)

Vmbrina dorsalis, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 257, Cape San Lucas; very yonng;

(Coll. Xantus) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc.TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 363; Jordan Jc Gil-

bert, Bull. U. S.Fisli Comm. 1882, 107; Jordan & Eiqenmann, I. c, 423, 1889.

591. MENTICIRRHUS, Gill.

(KiNGFISH.)

Menticirrhus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 86 (albnrnus).

? Cirrimens, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862,17 {opMocephalli g)

.

Umhnila, Jordan & Eigenmann, Review Sciiisnida?, 424, 1889 (UttoraUs).

Body comparatively elongate, little compressed; head long, subconic,

the bluutish snout considerably projecting beyond the mouth; mouth
small, horizontal, both jaws with bands of villiform teeth, the outer teeth

in the upper jaw more or less enlarged; chin with a single stoutish bar-

bel; preopercle with its membranaceous edge serrulate; gill rakers short

and tubercular or obsolete ; dorsal spines high, slender, 10 or 11 in number
(13 in Cirrimens); second dorsal long and low; caudal fin with the lower

angle rounded, the upper sharp; anal fin with a single weak spine; no air
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bladder. Lower pharynge.als separate, the teeth, varying from sharp to

very obtuse. This genus is one of the most strongly marked in the family.

It has been confounded by all European writers with Unihrina, with which

it has not very much in common except the presence of the barbel at the

chin. All the species are American, and all bottom fishes. The low,

elongate body, the large pectorals, and the obsolete air bladder are all

characters related to this peculiarity of habit. The genus or subgenus

Cirrimens {o2)hioeephalus) from Chile differs in the larger number (13) of

dorsal spines (men<w?)i, chin ; cirrAws, barbel).

MeNTICIURHUS :

a. Dorsal spines usually 11 ; head not terete, depressed, with low snout.

b. Gill rakers obsolete, reduced to tubercular prominences, covered with teeth

similar to those on the other gill arches, more developed in the young; lower

pharyngeals narrow ; the teeth villiform or cardiform, all of them acute or

conical, none with rounded heads (molar) ; teeth iu the outer series of upper

jaw more or less enlarged ; scales on breast large.

c. Soft dorsal rather short, its rays I, 18 to I, 22; snout prominent.

d. Snout very prominent, 3^ in head, its tip projecting beyond the pre-

masillaries lor a distance about j diameter of eye ; spinous dor-

sal elevated, its longest spines IJ in head, reaching beyond front of

soft dorsal; eye large, but much smaller than in If. nasus, 5J in

head; pectorals 1 J in head. siMUS, 1855.

dd. Snout less prominent, about 4 in head, its tip not recurved.

e. Dorsal rays X-I, 22, the spines rather high ; eye very large, 4J in

head, snout much projecting; pectoral IJ in head.

NASUS, 1856.

ee. Dorsal rays X-I, 19 or 20; dorsal spines lower, the longest barely

reaching soft dorsal.

/. Snout rather short and blunt, 3j in head, projecting beyond

premaxillaries nearly J a diameter of the eye; eye

small, 7 iu head; maxillary reaching to posterior margin

of pupil, 3 in head; outer teeth of upper jaw much
enlarged; pectoral long, IJ in head; ventral 2J in head;

longest dorsal spine as long as ])ectoral ; upper lobe of

caudal acute, lower lobe rounded, brownish above,

lighter below; lower fins with considerable black.

PANA.MENSIS, 1857.

cc. Soft dorsal longer, its rays I, 23 to I, 25.

(/. Mouth comparatively large, the maxillary reaching to below middle of

eye, 2| to SJ in head ; teeth on lower pharyngeals acute ; back and

sides usually with obli(jue dusky bars ; lower lobe of caudal the

longer.

h. Outer teeth of upper jaw decidedly enlarged; dorsal spines not

much elevated, the longest usually not reaching front of soft

dorsal, IJ to If in head. Coloration, grayish silvery, the dark

markings not pronounced and often obsolete.

i. Dorsal rays X-I, 22 or 23; snout rather shorter and less

pointed than in M. americanus, 3J in head ; mouth smaller,

the maxillary 3 in head. Coloration usually plain, some-

times very dark, otherwise as in Menticirrhus americanus.

MARTINICENSIS, 1858.

a. Dorsal rays X-I, 24 or 25; snout longer, 3J in head; maxil-

lary reaching nearly to middle of eye, 2 J to 3 in head

;

eye small, 2 in snout; teeth villiform, in broad bands,

the outer series of the upper jaw very much enlarged,

larger than in the other species; ventrals short, IJ in
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pectorals; pectorals \\ in head; caudal /-shaped, the
broad rounded lower lobe longer than the acute upper;
scales all ctenoid, those of the breast larger and regu-
larly placed. Color grayish silvery, with obscvire darker
clouds along the back and sides, these marks forming
dusky bars, running obliquely forward and downward to

considerably below the lateral line, these often obsolete;

the bar at the nape saddle-like; lining of gill cavity
dusky; pectoral yellowish, dusky at tip; an obscure
dusky streak along the lower parts of sides running into

lower lobe of caudal. ajiericanus, 1859.

hh. Outer teeth of upper jaw less enlarged; spinous dorsal elevated,

the longest spine reaching past front of soft dorsal, its length
l\ in head; coloration strongly marked, body scarcely sil-

very; eyes small, 2^ in snout, 2 in interorbital area, about 7

in head; snout long, bluntish, 3i in head; mouth large; max-
illary reaching middle of eye, 2| in head

;
pectorals \\ in

head. Colordusky gray above, sometimes blackish, the back
and sides with distinct dark oblique cross bands running
downward and forward, the anterior 1 at the nape extend-
ing downward, meeting the second and thus forming a
V-shaped blotch on each side; a dark lateral streak bound-
ing the pale color of the belly, most distinct posteriorly, and
extending on lower lobe of caudal; inside of gill cavity
scarcely dusky

;
pectorals dark. saxatilis, 1860.

gg. :Mouth smaller, the maxillary reaching scarcely to front of eye,

3i in head; teetli on lower pharyngeals bluntish; coloration

grayish, with dark streaks along the rows of scales. Snout long,

little projecting, Z\ in head; eye small, 7 in liead, 2^ in snout, \%
in interorbital area ; outer teeth in upper jaw moderately enlarged

;

lower pharyngeals a little broader than in Jf. amerieanus, the
teeth coarser, and many of them bluntish, none of them really

molar; pectorals 1^ in head; scales all ctenoid. Color sooty gray-
ish, with bright retiections ; the back, all the fins, and under side

of head dusky
; undulating lines along sides running upward and

backward, made of dark points in center of each scale; back often

with very faint dark cross bars; edge of opercle dusky; lining of
gill cavity slightly dusty. undulatus, 1861.

TJmbrula (umbra, shade)

:

bh. Gill rakers present, very short and rather slender; lower pharyngeals rather broad;
some or most of the teeth molar, that is, enlarged, with thickened rounded
heads, the molar teeth covering at least the anterior portion of the bone ; teetli

in the outer series of upper jaw scarcely larger than the others : scales on breast
small.

j. Upper lobe of caudal longer than lower; scales rather small, about 25 in an
oblique series from vent forward to lateral line ; axillary scale ^ length of

pectoral; snout very little projecting; gill rakers very short, 3 + 5, the

longest about J diameter of pupil ; lower pharyngeal bones narrower than
in littoralig; body more elongate than in other species ; eye small, 7 in head

;

snout long. 3 in head ; mouth small, the maxillary scarcely reaching front of

eye
;
anterior soft rays of dorsal almost twice as long as the posterior ones.

Color bluish on sides and back, silvery below, without stripes or bauds.

elongatus, 1862.

jj. Upper lobe of caudal not longer than lower; scales rather large, 15 to 18 in an
oblique series from vent upward and forward to lateral line; axillary scale

not i length of pectoral; snout distinctly jirojecting beyond mouth, 3,V in

head; gill rakers larger than in other species, the longest about J length of
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pupil, the immber a- |
7; lower pharyngeal bones broad. Color silvery

gray above, with bluish and bronze reflections, immaculate; a dark bronze

shade along sides on level of pectorals, extending to tail and along cheeks;

belly below this abruptly white; dorsals light brown, spinous dorsal black

at tip, the base narrowly white; caudal pale, its tip usually black ; inner

lining of pectoral and ventrals blackish
;
gill cavity pale, littoealis, 1863.

1855. MEXTICIRUHUS SIMUS, Jordan & Eigcnmann.

HeadSi; dcptb 4; eye 5f in head; snout 3^. D.X-I, 22; A. I, 8; scales

6-52-10. Body robust; back somewhat compressed and regularly arched;

depth about uniform between the first dorsal spine and the first soft ray;

caudal peduncle rather heavy ; distance from last dorsal ray to beginning

of middle caudal ray slightly more tban 2 in head. Head subconical;

profile steep, slightly depressed over the posterior part of eyes; snout

abruptly blunted, turned up anteriorly, suggesting tlie form of snout in

the serpent Beicrodon; 5 large incisions in the upper lip, 3 large oval and

3 small round pores above them, as in other species of Menticirrhns; mouth

horizontal, inferior, the snout extending i of its length beyond the pre-

maxillary; maxillary extending past middle of eye, slightly more than 3

in head. Teeth in lower jaw villiform in rather broad bands; upper jaw

with a band of small teeth and an outer series of enlarged ones ; largest teeth

of the outer series slightly longer than the anterior nostril; preopercle with

fine widely placed teeth on its membranous border; gill rakers obsolete;

pseudobrauchia> very large; lower pharyngeal teeth villiform, those of

the inner series much enlarged; first dorsal beginning behind base of

pectoral, the first spine minute, the second spine highest, reaching to

third dorsal ray, li in head; posterior margin of spinous dorsal deeply

concave; dorsal soft rays low, subequal; caudal unequally lunate, the

upper lobe much the longer, 1^ in head; anal inserted under fifth dorsal

ray, its spine weak, 5 in head; the anterior anal rays much the longer,

but not extending to tip of last rays; ventrals If in pectorals; pectorals

1^ in head. Scales large, all strongly ctenoid, those in the lateral line

and those above it more or less covered with smaller ones; soft dorsal

with a very narrow scaly sheath ; bases of pectorals and caudal densely

scaly, the rest of the fins naked. Color grayish above, lighter below;

lower parts of sides with numerous dark points; faint lines following the

rows of scales above; spinous dorsal dusky, anal with dark specks; axil

and inner margin of pectoral dusky ; other fins plain ; lining of gill cavity

dusky. This species seems to ditfer from Menticirrhns vasus in the size of

the eye, the sizeof theteetb, and the size and shape ofthe snout. Dr. .Jordan

has examined the type of ^1/. nasus and verified the description of Giinther.

The large size of the eye in M. nas)(s is not due to tlie immaturity of tlie

typical example. Pacific coast of tropical America ; Mazatlan to Panama,

rather common in the surf. Here described from the type, (simus, pug-

nosed.)

MenficirrhuK nasus, Jordan \- Gilbert, Bull. V. S. Fish Coniiu. 1882. 107 and 111: not

Umhrina nasus, GOntuer.

Menticirrhus siinvs, Jordan i.^- P^igenmann, Keviovv Sciionida:, 427, 1889, Mazatlan. (Type,

No. 28292. Coll. Gilbert.)
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1856. MEJfTICIBRHUS NASUS (Gunther).

HeadSi; depth 4; eye 4.^ in head. D.X-I, 22; A. 1,8; scales 6-54-14.

Eye very large; siiont projecting beyond lower jaw for a distance aliont

equal to h, the diameter of the eye; month small, inferior, tlie maxillary

reaching to below middle of eye, 3 in head; pectoral 1^ in head, caudal fin

/-shaped, the upper lobe pointed, the lower rounded. Color, silvery; fins

blackish. Panama; rare. Here described from the typo and from a small

specimen, the second known, taken by Dr. Gilbert at Panama. It is close

to Menticirrhus simus, but the eye is larger, the snout longer. (»asus, long-

nosed.)

TTmbrina nasus, Gunther, ri.slies Central America, 387 aud 426, 1869, Panama; Jordan,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1883, 289.

Menticirrhiig nasus, Jordan & Eiqenmann, I. c, 429, 1889.

1857. MEXTIC'IRRHUS PAXAMEXSIS (Steindachner).

Head 3i; depth 4. D. X-I, 19 to 21; A. I, 9; orbit 7 in head; snout 3f

;

maxillary 3|^; highest dorsal spine 1*; anal spine 5; caudal 1|; ventrals

2| ;
pectorals 1^. Body elongate, not much compressed ; back elevated,

the outline but little curved from snout to first dorsal spine; from the

latter point it descends in a straight line to the caudal peduncle; ventral

outline rounded; caudal peduncle 3^ in head. Head long, somewhat con-

ical; niontli a little oblique; maxillary extending to the vertical from
posterior part of pupil, 3 in head ; outer teeth of upper jaw much enlarged

;

those of lower jaw subequal; snout blunt, projecting beyond the pre-

maxillaries nearly I the diameter of eye; interorbital space flattish 4f in

head
;
preorbital 7 in head ; barbel narrow, with a conical base

;
gill rakers

tubercular. Shape of lateral line like that of dorsal contour; scales m
lateral line .50 or 51, in the series from lateral line to iirst dorsal spine 8,

to vent 17 or 18. First dorsal spine minute, the third longest; first dorsal

rays highest, the fin becoming gradually lower posteriorly; anal spine

weak, i- as long as the rays ; upper lobe of caudal acute, a little shorter

than the rounded lower lobe
;
pectorals large and strong. Color brownish

above, lighter below, the lower parts more or less thickly speckled with
brownish dots, these disappearing almost entirely on the breast ; dorsal

and caudal fins dusky, with darker margins; lower fins with considerable

black. Pacific coast of tropical America, Mazatlan to Panama; rather

common at Panama.

TJmhrina panamensin," Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., iv, 9, 1875, Panama.
Menticirrhus panamcnsis, Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Com. 1882, 107; Jordan &.

EiaENMANN, I. c, 429, 1889.

1858. JIENTK'IRRHI S MARTIXICEXSIS (Cuviei & Valenciennes).

(Jewsharp Dkummee.)

Head 3* ; depth 44 ; snout 3^ in head. D. X-I, 22 to 24 ; A. I, 7 ; scales

6-52 to 55-10, 54 pores. Mouth comparatively large, the maxillary reach-

ing to below middle of eye, 2f to 3i in head; teeth on lower pharyngeals

* Steindaebner's remark, "Die Hiihe des liingsten 3. Dorsalstacliela gleiclit der Lange
der Caudale oder der Pectorale," is far from correct in adult .specimens. The young have
the dorsal higher and the pectorals shorter, but agree otherwise fairly with "his descrip-
tion. The coloration is much daiker tlian stated by him.
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acute; outer teeth of upper jaw decidedly enlarged. Dorsal spines not

much elevated, the longest usually not reaching front of soft dorsal, 1|

to If in head. Lower lobe of caudal longest. Snout rather shorter and

less pointed than in M. americanus; mouth smaller, the maxillary 3 in

head. Coloration usually plain, sometimes very dark; back and sides

usually with oblique dusky bars. West Indies to Patagonia; very com-

mon on the coast of Brazil, where it replaces the closely related M. ameri-

canus, from which it is not well separated. Our sjiecimeus are from

Jamaica. (Named for Martinique, the type locality.)

Umbrina martinicensis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 186, 1830, Mar-

tinique ;
GiiNTHEK, Cat., n, 277, 1860 ; Jordan, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 5;i9.

TJmhrina gracilis, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 189, 1830, Brazil; Gi'iN-

THER, Cat., II, 277, 1860 ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 539.

Umbri7ia arenata, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 190, 1830, Brazil

;

GuNTHER, Cat., II, 276, 1860.

Umbrinajanuaria, Steindachnbe, Ichtli. Beitr., V, 122, 1876, Rio Janeiro.

Menticirrhus martinicensis* Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 429, 1889; Berg., Ann. Mus.
Buen. Aires 1895, 56.

1859. MENTICIRRHUS AMERICANUS (Linnseus).

(Carolina Whiting; Sand Whiting.)

Head 3^; depth 4 to 5; eye B| in head; snout 3^. D. X-I, 24 or 25; A.

I, 7; scales 6-55, 12 pores. Maxillary reaching nearly to middle of eye, 2*

to 3 in head; eye small; teeth villiform, in broad bands, the outer series

of the upper jaw very much enlarged, larger than in the other species;

ventrals short, li in pectorals; pectorals li in head; caudal /-shaped, the

broad rounded lower lobe longer than the acute upper; scales all ctenoid,

those of the breast larger and regularly placed. Color, grayish silvery,

with obscure darker clouds along the back and sides, these marks form-

ing dusky bars, running obliquely forward and downward to considerably

below the lateral line, these often obsolete; the bar at the nape saddle-

like; lining of gill cavity dusky; pectoral yellowish, dusky at tip; an

obscure dusky streak along lower part of sides running into lower lobe

of caudal. South Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, Chesa-

peake Bay to Texas; very common on the sandy coasts of our Southern

States, where it is a food-fish of some importance.

* We have examined the types of Umbrina inartinicensis and U. gracilis in the museum
at Paris; also numerous specimens in the museum at Cambridge, apparently identical
with these, from Rio Janeiro, Kio Grande do Sul, Victoria, Bahia, and Montevideo. The
species seems to be as common in South America as its analogue, 2i. americanus, is in
North America. The two are exceedingly alike, and martinicensis is probably a geo-
graphical variety of the other, distinguished perhaps by a slightly smaller number of
rays in the dorsal tin. Were it not that the Sciienoid fauna of South America is chiefly
ditferent from that of North America, we should scarcely hesitate to place martinicensis
ill the synonymy ot americanus. Uinbrina januaria is apparently based upon the speci-
mens from Rio Janeiro examined by us. Umbrina gracilis was based on the dried skin
of a young example, distorted and varnished. Umbrina arenata, as described by Cuvier
& Valenciennes, does not differ at all from M. martinicenids. As described by Dr. Giin-

ther, the scales are 72 to 78 in arenata. It is evident, however, that Giinther has counted
not the pores, but the number of vertical series of scales, and these range from 70 to 80 in
nearly all of our species, the number exceeding the number of pores by about 20, and
similarly exceeding the number of oblique series. We see no reason, therefore, for not
placing arenata in the synonomy of martinicentis. (Jordan &, Eigenmann.)
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Alhurnus americanus (the Whiting), Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolinas, etc., pi. 12, f. 2, 1736,

Carolina.

Cypnnus americanus, Linnjeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 321, 1758, Carolina; based on the Whiting

of Catesby ; not Cyprinus americaniu of the twelfth edition of the Syatema Naturse,

which is a Cyprinoid.

rerca alhurnus, LiNfJ^OS, Syst. Nat., Ed. xil, 482, 1876, Charleston. (Coll. Dr. Garden.)

Vmhnna phalcena, Girakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1858, 167, Indianola, Brazos San-

tiago; GiEARD, XT. S. and Mex. Bound. Survey, 13, 1859.

Centropomus alhurnus, Lac£pkde, Hist. Nat., Poias., iv, 249, 257, 264, 1802.

Vmhrina alhurnus, CuviER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 180, 1830; GCnther, Cat.,

II, 275, 1860.

Menticirrhus alhurnus, Joedan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 577, 1883.

Menticirrhus americanus, Jordan &. Eigenmann, I. c, 430, 1889.

1860. MEXTICIRRHI'S SAXATILIS (Bloch & Schneider).

(KiNGFISH; SEA MiNK ; NORTHERN WHITING.)

Head 3| to 4 ; depth 4* to 4| ; eye 7 in head ; snout 3f . D. X-I, 26 or 27 ; A. I,

8 ; scales 7-53, 14 pores. Outer teeth ofupperjaw less enlarged ; spinous dor-

sal elevated, the longest spine reaching past I'rout of soft dorsal, its length

1^ in head; coloration strongly marked, body scarcely silvery. Profile

slightly depressed above the eyes; eye small, 2i in snout, 2 in interorbi-

tal area; snout long, bluntish; mouth large; maxillary reaching middle

of eye, 2* in head; ventrals 1^ in pectorals, which are 1| in head; scales

all ctenoid. Color dusky gray above, somt^tinies blackish, the back and

sides with distinct dark oblique cross bands running downward and for-

ward, th(^ anterior one at the nape extending downward, meeting the

second and thus forming a V-shaped blotch on each side; a dark lateral

streak bounding the pale color of the belly, most distinct posteriorly, and

extending on lower lobe of caudal; inside of gill cavity scarcely dusky;

pectoralsdark. Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States, Cape Ann

to Key West and Pensacola ; most common northward on sandy bottoms.

An excellent food fish. This species is generally common along the coasts

of our Northern States, its greatest abundance being north of the limit

of iljr. aviericantis, a species which it very closely resembles, the differences

being of minor importance. Southward its distribution seems to be pecu-

liar. A large specimen was obtained by Dr. Jordan at Pensacola and

several small ones at Key West. All these are very dark in color, but

not otherwise evidently different from the common northern form, (^sax-

attUs, pertaining to rocks.)

Johnius saxatilis," Bloch & SCHNEIDER, Syst. Ichth., 75, 1801, New York.

JfeniiCTrrAMSsaojaiiiM, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1883,288 (note on type of Bloch

& Schneider.)

Umhrina nehulosa, GiJNTHER, Cat., ii, 275, 1860.

Menticirrhus nehitlosus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 577, 1883.

Menticirrhus saxatilis,J0B.DA.fl & Eigenmann, «. c, 431, 1889.

* The original type of Johnius saxatilis, sent by Schiipf to Bloch, is still in the museum
at Berlin, where it has been examined by us. The name saxatihs lor the ^V hitnig, like

that of regalis for the Weakfish, came about through a confusion ot the vernacular

names, the supposed 'Kingfish" being named ''Johnius regalis by Bloch, and the .sup-

posed "Kocktish," ''Johnius saxatilis.
'
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1861. MEXTICIRRHUS UNDULATUS (Girard).

(California "Whiting ; Sand Sucker.)

Head 4 ; depth 4 to 5 ; eye 7 in head ; snout 3^. D. X-I, 25 or 26 ; A. I, 8

;

8cah>8 7-60-11. Mouth smaller, the maxillary reachin<i scarcely to front of

eye, 3J in head; teeth on lower pharyngeals bluntish. Snout long, little

projecting; eye small, 2:^ in snout, 1* in interorhital area; outer teeth in

upper jaw moderately enlarged, about as in M. saxatilis; lower pharyn-

geals a little broader than in M. amcricanus, the teeth coarser, and many
of them bluntish, none of them really molar, those of the inner posterior

corner of the bone much enlarged ; highest dorsal spines li in head, their

tips reaching to soft rays; ventrals li in pectorals, which are 1', in head;

scales all ctenoid. Color sooty grayish, with bright reflections ; the back,

all the fins, and under side of head dusky; undulating lines along sides

running upward and backward, made of dark points in center of each

scale; back often with very faint dark cross bars; edge of opercle dusky;

lining of gill cavity slightly dusky. Southern California, north to Santa

Barbara ; rather common along the sandy coasts ; a food-fish of moderate

importance, (undulatus, waved.)

Umhrina undulata, Girabd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 148, San Diego, California

(Coll. A Cassidy) ;
young individual; Gibard, TJ. S. P. R. R. Survfy, x, lUl, 1^58.

Menticirrhus mididatui, Jordan &l Gilbert, Synopsia, 578 and 933, 1883 ; Jordan & Eigen-

MANN, I. c, 432, 1889.

Subgenus UMBRULA, Jordan & Eigenmann.

1862. MENTICIRRHUS ELO\GATUS (Giintlier).

(Verbugata.)

Head 3|; depth 4J; eye small, 2J in snout, 7 in head; snout long, 3 in

head. D. X-I, 22 to 24; A. 1,7; scales 5-53-13. Upper lobe of caudal longer

than lower; scales rather small, about 25 in an oblique series from vent

forw ard to lateral line ; axillary scale | length of ])ectoral ; snout very little

projecting; gill rakers very short, 3-f 5, the longest about ^ diameter of

pupil ; lower pharyngeal bones narrower than in Uttoralis, the molar teeth

smaller, covering the whole anterior part of the bone; conical teeth on

posterior part of the bone, the outermost row enlarged ; body more elon-

gate than in other species; profile low, little convex; mouth small, the

tnax'llary scarcely reaching front of pupil, 3 in head; second dorsal spine

If in head, anterior soft rays of dorsal almost twice as long as the poste-

rior ones; caudal with an /-shaped margin; ventrals If in pectorals; pec-

torals If in head. Color bluish on sides and back, silvery below, without

stripes or bands. Pacific coast of tropical America, Mazatlan to Panama;

very common in the surf in shallow water. Its relations are evidently

with M, Uttoralis, but in several respects it represents a transition toward

Menticirrhus undulatus, its nearest relative among the typical Menticirrhi.

This relation prevents us from regarding Vmhrnla as a genus distinct from

Menticirrhus, as its characters would seem to indicate. {elon(jatus, elongate.

)

TJmhrina elongata, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.1864, 148, Chiapas; Gunther, Fiabes

Central America, 387 and 425, pi. 64, fig. 2, 1869.

Menticirrhug elongattis, Jordan &. Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1882, 107; Jordan &,

Eigenmann, I. c, 432, 1889.
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1863. MENTICIRBHUS LITTORALIS (Holbiook).

(Surf Whiting; Silver Whiting.)

Head 34 ; depth 4?
; eye 6^ in head; snout 3*. D. X-I, 23 to 25 ; A. I, 7

;

scales 6-53, 12 pores. Upper lobe of caudal not longer than lower; scales

rather largo, 15 to 18 in an oblique series from vent upward and forward

to lateral line; axillary scale not \ length of pectoral ; snout distinctly

projecting beyond mouth; gill rakers larger than in other species, the

longest about \ length of pupil, the unmber x -\-l\ lower pharyngeal bones

broad, most of the teeth developed as coarse molars, only those along the

posterior margin conical; maxillary reaching past front of orbit, %\ in

head; outer teeth of upper jaw scarcely enlarged; longest dorsal spines

reaching past front of soft dorsal, the free mai-gin of the fin concave; cau-

dal rather deeply Innate, the lower lobe rounded, the upper pointed; A'eu-

trals If in pectorals, which are 1^ in head. Color silvery gray above, with

bluish and bronze reliections, immaculate ; a dark-bronze shade along sides

on level of pectorals, extending to tail and along cheeks ; belly below this

abruptly white; dorsals light brown, spinous dorsal black at tip, the base

narrowly white; caudal pale, its tip usually black ; inner lining of pectoral

and Aentrals blackish; gill cavity pale. South Atlantic and Gulf coasts

of the United States, North Carolina to Texas; generally common in the

surf along the sandy shores of the Southern States. It resembles Menti-

cir7-hus americauHS somewhat in external characters so that it has often

been confounded with it 1>y careless observers. Its technical distinctions

are, however, numerous, and in the form of its pharyngeal teeth it differs

in a marked degree from the true Ifenticirrhus. {Uttoralis, pertaining to

the shores.)

Umbrina liUoralis, Holbrook, Iclitliyol. S. Carolina, 1st ed., 142, pi. 20, tig. 1, 185fi, South

Carolina; GiJNTHER, Cat., li, 276, 1860.

Menticirrhus littoralis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 933, 1883; Jordan & Eigenmann,

I.e., 432,1889.

592. PARALONCHURUS, Bocourt.

(CORVALOS.)

Paralonchttnis, Bocourt, Nouv. Archiv jMus. Pari.s, iv, 21, 1SC9 {prUrsi).

Pobjcirrhus, Bocourt, Kouv. Archiv Mus. Paris, iv, 22, 1869 (dunieriU)
-,
not Polycirrlm.^,

Geube, 1850, a genus of worm.s.

PoiyciejHMS, Berg, Aim. Mus. Ifac. Buenos A ires 1895, 54 {dumerili) ; substitute for Poly-

cirrhus, preoccupied.

Zonoscion, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List, 401, 1896 (rathhuni).

Zaclonus, Gilbert, in Jordan >fc Evermann, Check List, 401, 1896 {goodci).

Body more or less elongate, the head rather slender
;
preopercle without

l)ony serratures; a row of slender barbels along the inner edge of the

dentary bones, and a small tuft at the chin; no pseudobranchia- : gill

rakers obsolete, or nearly so ; teeth in bands, the outer above enlarged or

not; soft dorsal usually rather long; spinous dorsal and anal moderate;

scales moderate or rather small; caudal long. Species rather numerous;

South American; closely agreeing in technical characters but divisible

into 4 strongly marked groujDS which may be genera. (
itapd, near ; to Lon-

chiiirus, with which genus they agree in the absence of jiseudobranchia}).
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a. Body rather deep, the back somewhat elevated, the depth about 3J in length ; body

with black cross bars; barbels slender.

POLYCLEMUS (woAus, many; KAe>os, twig, from the many barbels)

:

6. Dorsal rays about IX-1, 22; caudal tin double truncate, the middle raj-s longest,

c. Pectoral 1^ in head; color grayish, with 6 broad black cross bars on body;

outer teeth of upper jaws scarcely enlarged. dumerili, 1864.

ZONOSCION (^oi'o;, zone; ctkloi', Scicena)

:

bb. Dorsal rays X-I, 26 to 32; caudal tin obliquely truncate, lunate or/-shaped.

d. Dorsal rays X-I, 29, caudal /-shaped, the middle rays longest; pectoral

Ij in bead ; outer teeth above somewhat enlarged ; black bars on body

faint. EATHBUNI, 1805.

aa. Body comparatively elongate, the depth about 4 in length; the back not elevated:

color dusky, the dark cross bars faint.

Zaclemus (^a, an intensive particle; KAe>os, twig, from the large barbels)

:

d. Upper jaw without enlarged teeth in its outer series; barbels conspicuous;

pectoral moderate; caudal/-shaped, the lower lobe longest.

e. Pectoral IJ in head; color dusky with faint cross bars. D. XI-25 to 27;

scales 45 to 48. GOODEI, 1866.

PARALONCHURUS :

dd. Tipper jaw with the outer series of teeth enlarged; barbels very

slender; pectoral very long ; caudal long, pointed.

/. Pectoral very long, somewhat longer than head ; caudal pointed, as

long as head ; color dusky, scarcely barred. D. X-I, 30 ; scales

50. PETERSI, 1867.

Subgenus POLYCLEMUS, Berg.

1864. PARALONCHUKUS DUMERILI (Bocourt).

Head 3i; depth 2?. D. IX-I, 25; A. II, 7; orbit-.5i in head; snout 3?

;

maxillary 2j; highest dorsal spine 2i; dorsal ray 2?
; second anal spine 4;

length of caudal 11; pectorals li; veutrals 1*. Body rather elongate, the

back somewhat elevated, ventral outline a little curved. Head low and
small; profile steep, somewhat concave; snout somewhat acute, with

large slits and pores; preorbital broad; interorbital area broad, convex,

3 in head; mouth small, entirely inferior; maxillary extending to the ver-

tical from the posterior jiart of pupil; teeth on jaws small, villiform, the

outer scarcely larger; preopercle rounded, its edge with soft cilia Avhich

grow larger from above downward
;
gill rakers 3 or 4 -f 7 or 8, minute, thick,

ish; pseudobranchiiB none. Head and body covered with weakly ctenoid

scales, 52 in the lateral line. Lateral line much arched anteriorly, becom-

ing straight over the anal fin. A tuft of barbels at the symphysis of the

lower jaw, a single row of 8 or 10 barbels running backward along the

lower edge of each ramus. Dorsal spines rather stout, the first minute,

the third longest, the others gradually growing shorter to the ninth, which

is about ^ the length of the third spine ; soft dorsal lower than spinous,

the fin with a scaly sheath at the base, its membranes covered with small

gcales; ventrals filiform at tip; anal inserted Avell forward, its first sjjine

about as large as the first dorsal, the second strong; caudal double trun-

cate. Color bluish gray above, silvery below ; 6 rather broad, distinct

cross bars of dark brown extending from the back down the sides. Mem-
branes of dorsal fins dusky, growing darker in the region of the body

bands and on the edges of the fins; caudal dusky, lighter near the base;
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ventrals and anal pale, with dusky edges
;
pectorals a little dusky, darker

on the inner side. Length 8 to 12 inches. Panama; abundant on sandy

shores ; a very strongly marked species. It has been wrongly described as

possessing pseudobranchite. Our specimens obtained by Dr. Gilbert at

Panama. (Named for Auguste Dumoril, ichthyologist of the museum at

Paris, author of 2 volumes of an unfinished Histoire Natural des Poissons

;

son of A. M. Constant Dumeril, author of Ichthyologie Analytique.)

Polydrrhug dwmerili, Bocouet, Nouv. Arch. Miis. d'Hist. Natur., iv, 22, 18(i8, La Union

(Coll. P. Bocourt);..Jordan, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Phila. 1883, 288; note on Bocourt'a

type.

Genyonemus fasciatus, Steixdacunee, Iclith. Beitr., ii, 31, 1875, Panama ; Jokdan & Gu.-

BEET, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1882, 111.

rolycirrhus dumerili, Joedan & Eigenmann, I. c, 415, 1889.

Subgenus ZONOSCION, .Ionian & Evermann.

18G5. FARALOXCHIIRUS RATHBUM (Jordan &Bollman).

Head 3^ (4? in total) ; depth Sf (4^) ; eye 4^ ia head; snout 3|. D. X-I,

29 or 30 ; A. II, 9. I^ateral line 53 to 55. Body elongate, compressed ; back

elevated, i^rotile from snout to dorsal straight or slightly S-shaped; ven-

tral outline gently arched, base of anal oblique ; caudal peduncle short

and compressed. Head low, little compressed. Snout short and blunt, 3|

in head. Mouth small ; maxillary slightly longer than in F. penianus, reach-

ing pupil, 3 in head. Teeth small, villiform, outer enlarged, those of upper

jaw largest. Preopercle with a crenulate membranaceous border; least

width of preorbital 6 in head. Gill rakers short and rather thick, 5 -f 10,

lower much smaller. Scales on snout, below eyes, and on anterior

part of breast, cycloid; caudal scaly; dorsal and anal nearly scale-

less, with a scaly sheath at base. First dorsal spine very short, inserted

over base of pectorals; third and fourth equal, 2^ in head; anterior dor-

sal rays 3 in head, posterior 2^ ; second anal spine 3 in head, longest ray

2; distance between bases of ventrals and anal 3 in body. Pectorals not

extending beyond ventrals, If to 1| in head; ventrals not reaching vent,

If to If in head, outer ray filamentous; longest caudal ray 11 in head,

the median rays longest, the upper lobe slightly truncate and slightly

concave, the lower cut otF still more obliquely. Color bluish silvery, more

yellow beneath; scales from base of pectorals to caudal with larger dots;

back with 4 or 5 very faint broad dusky cross bands, the 1 at end of

spinous dorsal largest ; a black spot larger than eye near origin of lateral

line; membrane of spinous dorsal thickly dusted; soft dorsal with a pale

streak through its middle; anal, outer ^ of ventrals, and nearly all of pec-

torals dusky ; caudal rusty at base, followed by a pale area and then a

dnsliy oue; a large black humeral spot. Length 7 inches. Related to

Paralonchurus peruanus (Steindachner), from which it is separated by its

shorter pectoral, shorter dorsal spines, longer snout, and more dorsal rays.

Panama; rather rare. (Named for Mr. Richard Rathbun.)

PoJj/(rfrr?(Msra?/!J/«7u, Joedan &BOLLMAN, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mua. 1889, 162, Panama. (Type,

No. 41170. Coll. Albatross.)
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Subgenus ZACLEMUS, Gilbert.

1866. PARALOXCHUIUIS (JOODKI, Cxilbert.

Head 3* to 4; depth 4 to 4i; eye very large, 2^- iu interorbital width, 4

in postocuhir part of head; snout 3^ to 3|. D. XI, 25 to 27; A. II, 7; 45 to

48 rows of scales riuming obliquely upward and forward from lateral line.

Elongate, with broad, heavy head, the temporal region swollen, protul^er-

ant, this not the case in P. petcrsi; snout very high and blunt, its anterior

profile vertically rounded, little protruding beyond the premaxillaries;

rostral and mental pores very large, arranged as usual; symphyseal pore

bounded laterally by 2 membranaceous rings continued forward from the

mandibular margins, bearing many barbels; this condition also in P.

pefersi and in rohjclemus fasciatus, no " multifid barbel " being present;

barbels much stronger than in P. petersi, widely spaced, forming a con-

spicuous series along the inner margin of the mandible, becoming crowded

into a dense fringe along anterior ^ of margin of intcropercle. Mouth
obli{|ue, very protractile, maxillary I'eaching vertical from posterior edge

of pupil, a tritle less than i head. Teeth slender, villiform, none of them
enlarged, those in lower jaw in a narrow band or irregular series, in upper

jaw in a moderate band; teeth all brown in color. Preopercle with a

membranaceous edge minutely crenate, spinulescent ; branchiostegal mem-
brane very wide; pseudobranchite obsolete; gill rakers undeveloped, rep-

resented l)y soft tubercles, of which there are 6 to 8 on the horizontal liml»

of arch, 2 or 3 next the angle sometimes slightly longer and movable.

Dorsal spines slender and flexible, the third the longest, equal to length

of snout and | eye ; tenth spine shortest ; soft dorsal and caudal densely

covered with scales to their tips; no differentiated sheath at base of soft

dorsal; first anal spine minute, the second slender but not flexible, i to f

length of longest ray; caudal fin with the lower lobe longer, convex, the

upper lobe concave; longest caudal rays IS in head; pectorals broad, reach-

ing vertical from tips of ventrals, liut not nearly to vent, l-r in head; outer

ventral ray produced into a filament about J total length of fin, the longest

non filamentous ray 1| in head. Lateral line with a low wide curve, becom-

ing straight over posterior part of anal fin. Color dark brownish above

and on sides, with greenisli and bluish reflections, white below; back and
sides with 4 broad inconspicuous cross bars ; the first from predorsal region

to base of pectorals; the second from end of spinous dorsal; the third

from base of eighth to twelfth; the fourth from twentieth to twenty-

fifth rays of soft dorsal, downward and slightly liackward ; basal portion

of anal and outer ventral rays yellow, the outer portions dusky ; other

fins blackish; lining of o]iercle dusky. Panama; rare. Longest specimen

about a foot. (Gilbert. ) This species difters from P. petersi conspicuously

in the shorter pectoral and caudal, the heavier, blunter snout, the larger

eye, the much larger and more numerous barbels, and in the absence of any
series of enlarged teeth in front of the premaxillaries. (Named for Dr.

George Brown Goode.)

Paralonchurus (joodei, Gilbert, Fishes of ranama MS. 1898, Panama. (Coll. C. H. Gil-

bert. Typo, in L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)
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Subgenus PARALONCHURUS.

1867. PARALONCHURUS PETERSI, Boconrt.

Head 3i; depth 4; eye 8i in bead; snout Sf. D. X-I, 30; A. II, 9; scales

8-50-16. Body long and low; head slender, flattish, somewhat spongy

above, with protuberant snout; interorbital area 3J; mouth horizontal;

maxillary 2| in head; teeth in villiform bands; upper jaw with a conspic-

uous outer row of larger ones; chin with 5 pores, a multlfid barbel at the

symphysis; rami with a row of slender barbels along inner edge; dorsal

low, highest behind ; soft dorsal scaled at base only ; caudal pointed, as long

as head; anal spines small ; second spine as long as snout; pectorals very

large, 2* in body ; scales rather large, cycloid. Color light olive with faint

stripes on rows of scales; pectoral dusky; other fins plain. Coast of Cen-

tral America, rare at Panama. Here described from the type. (Named for

Dr. Wilhelm Peters, late ichthyologist at the museum of Berlin, a versatile

writer on systematic zoology.)

Paralonchuriis petersi, Bocourt, Noav. Archives du Museum, iv, 1869, 22, La Union, San
Salvador (Coll. F. Bocourt); Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 433, 1889.

593. LONCHIURUS, Bloch.

Lovchiurus, Bloch, Ichtbyologia, 3793 {barbatus=lanceolatus).

Lonchurus, Bloch & Schneider, corrected spelling.

Body long and low, the second dorsal with 35 to 40 rays. No pseudo-

branchitB ; chin with two short barbels, none on sides of mandible. Air

bladder peculiar in form,* a short heart-shaped body with 5 horns. Verte-

hrm 10-1-19 =29. Otherwise essentially as in Paralonclmriia, from which
the long dorsal and the absence of barbels distinguish it. A singular

genus, with 1 known species. (Ao;^;j;7/, lance; oupa, tail.)

1808. LONCHIURUS LANCEOLATUS (Bloch).

Depth 4 in length. D. X or XI-I, 38 to 40 ; A. II, 7 or 8 ; lateral line 60 to

70. Body long and low, the prolile straightish, depressed over the eyes

;

* The air bladder is thus described by Dr. Giinther (Cat. Eishes, II, 317)

:

" The form of the air bladder is very peculiar. We m.ay distinguish in it a body and 5
liorns. The body is short, heart-shaped, and occupies a place beneath the third and fourth
vertebrPB only; its point is continued into the middle horn, which in a fish 9 inches long
has a diameter of only ^ a line near its origin. It runs along the vertebral line of the
abdominal cavity, and, tapering to a fine point, terminates at the posterior extremity of
the abdomen. Each of the anterior parts of the heart-shaped body is divided into 2 horns,
the posterior of which is turned backward, long, and forms a tube similar to the median,
but with the lumen only | as wide. It runs along the side of the latter, in a parallel
direction, and terminates in a fine point before reaching the extremity of the abdomen.
The anterior horn is very short, directed forward and outward, and nearly as thick as the
median.

" The body of the air bladder is attached to the fourth vertebra and the nearest parts
of the abdomen by such a firm and dense cellular tissue, of a white color, that it can
scarcely be distinguished from the membi-ane of the air bladder. At some distance from
the vertebra it becomes gradually thinner, and is lost in the parietal part of the peritoneum.
The membrane of the air bladder itself is firm, thick, and of a shining white color, except
in the anterior notch of the heart-shaped body, opposite a process arising from the third
vertebra. This process forms an arched plate, open at its posterior side, which is directed
toward the notch of the air bladder; at the side which is directed toward the belly it is
covered with a thick white membrane, forming a sort of cupola, but with the hinder side
open. This cupola fits exactly into the notch of the air bladder, which is here closed by
a very thin membrane only. There is a string round the cupola from one anterior horn to
the other to fasten the air bladder to the cupola."

3030 16
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interorbital area as broad as eye, which is as long as snout ; snout small, 10

in head; snout soft, depressed, with conspicuous pore at tip ; mouth obli(iue,

subinferior; maxillary reaching a little beyond eye; teeth in fine bands;

barbels 2, not longer than eye; preopercle with crenulate, membranaceous

margin ; upper ray of pectoral much elongate, 2i in body ; caudal elongate

lanceolate, 4 in body ; lirst ray of ventral reaching front of anal ; anal short

and high, its spines weak, inserted before middle of soft dorsal; scales

mostly cycloid ; lateral line becoming straight above anal. Color brownish

;

pectoral and caudal fins black, other fins dusky. (Cuvier «fc Valenciennes.)

West Indies to Guiana; rare; not seen by us. (lanceolatus, lance shaped.)

Perca lanceolata, Bloch, Nov. Act. Sc. Copeuh., ni, 383, 1788, India.

Lonchurus barhatus, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 3G0, 1793, Surinam; Cuviee & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 193, 1830 ; described from Bloch's type.

Lonchurus depresstis, Bluiii ,v Si iineider, Syst. Ichth., 102, 1801, Surinam; Cuvier &
Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. INiis-.v, 195, 1830; Gunther, Cat., ii, 317, 1860.

Lonchurus lanceolatus, GiMiiKK. ('at., ii, 317, I860; Jordan &. Eigenmann, «. c, 434, 1889.

594. POGONIAS, Lac^pede.

(Sea Drums.)

Pogoniat, LACfepfiCE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 138, 1802 i/asdatua= crom:it).

Pogonathus, Lac^pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 121, 1808 (courhina).

Body short and deep, the dorsal outline much elevated, the ventral

nearly straight. Mouth moderate, the upper jaw longest; teeth small, in

villiform bands, the outer not enlarged; lower pharyngeal bones large,

fully united, armed with strong paved teeth; lower jaw with numerous
barbels, each about I as long as the eye; preoperculum entire, with a

membranaceous edge. Dorsal fins slightly connected, the spines high and
strong; caudal fin subtruncate; first anal spine short, the second exceed-

ingly large, nearly as long as the soft rays; pectorals and ventrals long;

gill rakers short and bluntish. Pseudobranchiie large. Marine species,

reaching a very large size, among the largest of the Scicvnidcv, 2 species

known. {Tfooycoviai, bearded.)

a. Body deep, the depth about 2i in length ; snout blunt, 33 in head. D. X-I, 21 ; scales

47 ; back usually without distinct oblique strealvs. cromis, 1869.

aa. Body more elongate, the depth about 3 in length ; the snout more acute, 3g in head.
D. X-I, 19 ; scales 50 ; color more silvery, with oblique faint dark streaks along
the rows of scales above. courbina, 1870.

1869. POGOXIAS CROMIS (Linnwus).

(DruiM.)

Head 31; depth 2^; snout 3f in head. D. X^I, 21; A. II, 5 or 6; scales

5-47-9. Body oblong, the back much elevated, ventral outline almost
straight, the depth rapidly diminishing from the first dorsal spine back-
ward; profile rather steep and slightly convex; mouth moderate, inferior,

the maxillary not reaching middle of eye, 3|- in head; teeth in broad
bauds, the outer series above scarcely enlarged; snout blunt, longer than
3ye; lower pharyngeals large, completely united, covered with many blunt
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molars and a small patch of conical teeth at the outer posterior corner;
gill rakers 4-f-12, Tery short, slender; dorsal spines high but slender, the
fourth highest, 2 in head; caudal subtruucate; second aual spine very
large, about 2 in head

;
pectorals about as long as head ; scales large, those

on breast small. Color grayish silvery, with 4 or 5 broad dark vertical bars,
these disappearing with age, usually no obliiiue dark streaks along rows
of scales above; fins blackish. Atlantic coasts of America, Long Island
to mouth oftheKio Grande; common on the sandy coasts of the United
States, where it reaches a very large size, probably the largest of all the
Sciwnidw. The largest specimen recorded was taken ;it St. Augustine,
Florida, and weighed 146 pounds. It is rather a coarse tish, of no great
value as food, (chroynis, xpojia?, an old name of some fish of this type,
from xps'Moo, to grunt or croak.)

Labrus cromis, Linnjeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 479, 1766, Carolina.
I'ogonias fasciatus, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss., ni, 137, 1802; Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 210, pi. 118, 1830; Gikaru, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Survey, 11, 1859;
GiJNTHER, Cat. Fisli., n, 270, 1860.

Midjil grvnniens, Mitchill, Eeport, in part. Fishes New York, 16, 18U, New York.
Scicena fusca, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Pliil. Soc. 1815, 409, New York.
Scicena gigas, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. 1815, 413, New York.
Labrus chro7nis, SchOpf, Sclirift. Naturforsch. Freunde, Berlin, viii, 158, 1788.
Pogonias chromis, Cuvier i- Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 20*6, 1830; DeKay, New

York Fauna
:
Fishes, 80, 1842 ; Gunther, Cat., ii, 270, 1860 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop-

sis, 568, 1883 ; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 435, pi. 4, figs. 10 and 11, 1889.
Labrus grttnniens, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. 1815, 405.

Mugil gigas, Mitchill, Eeport, in part, Fishes New York, 16, 1814.

1870. POGONIAS COURBINA (Lacep6de).

Head 3i; depth 3. D. X-I, 19; scales 50. Scarcely distinct from Pogo-
nias cromis, the scales a little smaller, the body a little more elongate, the
dorsal rays fewer; coloration more silvery, with faint dark streaks
obliquely along the rows of scales above. Guiana to Uruguay; rather
common in Brazil, (courhina, Portuguese name, equivalent to the Spanish
and Latin, Corvina, croaker, from Corrus, crow.)

Pogonathus courbina, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poi8s.,v, 121, 1S03, Rio de la Plata.
Pogonias cromis courbina, Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 436.

595. APLODINOTUS, Rahuesque.

(River Drums.)

Aplodinotus, Rafinesque, Jour, de Phys. 1819, 418 (grunniens).
Amblodon, Eafinksque, Jour, de Phys. 1819, 418 (hased on the pharyngeal teeth of A.

grunniens, supposed to belong to a species of buffalo-lish).

Haploidonotus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 102 (amended orthography).
EiUijchelithtis, Jordan, Man. Vert., Ed. i, 242, 1876 (richardsoni^ grunniens).

'

Body oblong, the snout blunt, the back elevated and compressed; mouth
rather small, low, horizontal, the low^er jaw included; teeth in villilbrm
bauds, the outer above scarcely enlarged; no barbels; pseudobranchia-
rather small; gill rakers short and blunt; lower pharyngeals very large.
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fully united, with coarse, bliint, paved teeth, as in Fogonias; preopercle

slightly serrate ; dorsal spines strong and high, with a close-fitting scaly

sheath at base, the 2 dorsals somewhat connected; second anal spine

very strong; caudal double truncate; air bladder very large, simple, with

no appendages. Pyloric cseca 7 ; vertebrje 10 + 14= 24. Fresh waters of

the United States; large, coarse fishes, feeding chiefly on Crustacea and

moUusks. The genus is apparently allied to Fogonias, and both may be

descended from allies of Ronciidor, which is intermediate between them

and Scuma. {anXov;, simple or single; vcoro<i, back.)

1871. APLODINOTUS GRIINMENS, Rafinesque.

(Fbesh-watek Drum; Gaspergou; Thcnder-pdmper ; Lake SHEEPSHEAD; CUOAKEK;

BUBBLER; WHITE PeRCH.)
'

Head 3i; depth 2|; snout 4^ in head. D. X, 30; A. II, 7; scales 9-55-13.

Body oblong; back much elevated and compressed
;
profile long and steep,

straightish; head slightly compressed; mouth moderate, subinferior, low

;

the maxillary reaching past middle of eye, 3 in head; eye moderate; teeth

in villiform bands, the outer above scarcely enlarged ; lower pharyngeals

completely united, tbe teeth less blunt than in Fogonias ; gill rakers short,

thickish, 6+14; preopercle obscurely serrated; snout bluutisb, longer

than eye ; dorsal spines strong and high ; second spine highest, 2^ in head,

a scaly sheath at the base of spines; the 2 dorsals connected; second anal

spine very large, more than I the length of the head; caudal double trun-

cate ; scales rather thin and deep, the series somewhat oblique ; scales on

breast rather large. Color grayish silvery, dusky above, sometimes very

dark; back sometimes with oblique dusky streaks along the rows of scales.

Great Lakes to Texas; abundant in all lakes and large streams west of

the Alleghanies and east of the plains, reaching a Aveight of 50 to 60

pounds. Its flesh is not of high quality, and is often tough and ill-

flavored and with a rank odor, especially in the Lakes, where it is not

often eaten. In Texas and Louisiana it holds a high rank as a food-fish,

the quality improving southward, (grunniens, grunting.)

Aplodinotus grunniens, Kafinesque, Joiirn. de Phys. 1819, 88, Ohio River.

Scicena oscula, Lesueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1822, 252, pi. 13, Lake Ontario.

Scicena grisea, Lesueur, Journ. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1822, 254, Ohio Eiver at Pittsburg, Pa.

(Coll. Le Sueur).

Gorvinarichardsoni, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 100, 1830, Lake Huron;

based on an abnormal specimen with but 18 developed rays in the second dorsal ; GiJN-

THER, Cat. Fish., Il, 298, 1860.

Amblodon concinnus, Agassiz, Amer. Jour. Sci. Arts, xvii, 1851, 307, Tennessee River.

Amblodon lineatus, Agassiz, Amer. Jour. Sci. Arts, xvii, 1854, 307, Osage River.

Amblodon negleetus, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1858, 167, Rio Grande; Gibard,

TJ. S. and Mex. Bound. Survey, 12. pi. 5, figs. 6-10, 1859.

Amblodon gninniens, Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohieusis, 24, 1820; Girard, TJ. S. Pac. R. R.

Survey, 96, pi. 23, 1858.

Haploidonotus grunniens, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 18G1, 104 ; Joudan & Gilber r.

Synopsis, 567, 1883.

Corvina oscula, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 98, 1830.

Corvina oscula, GiJNTHER, Cat. Fish., ii, 297, 1860.

Corvina {Amblodon) neglccta, Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen, vi, 38, 1867.
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596. EQUES, Block.

(KiBBON-FISHES.)

Eques, Bloch, Ichthyologia, 1793 (americanus^laneeolatus).

Eqidetus, Rafinesque, Analyse de la Nature 1815, 86 (americanui) ; substitute for Eques,

the latter name Iteing considered too short.

I'areques (Gill MS.) Goode, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 50, 1875 {acuminatum).

Body oblong, compressed, the back much elevated anteriorly, rapidly

tapering' to the narrow caudal peduncle; mouth small, the lower jaw
included; preorbital wide; snout with slits and pores well developed;

teeth all villiform, in l)road bands, the outer scarcely enlaroed
;
preopercle

with a fringed border and no bony serra-; scales small, irregular, with

smaller ones intermixed, extending on soft fins; gill rakers few, short and

slender; dorsal fm very long, of 9 to 15 close-set spines and 36 to 55 soft

rays; anterior interneurals closely wedged in behind the occiput; anal

small, its spine small; caudal rhombic; pyloric cteca few; vertebne.

i0-fl5:=25. This genus is one of the most remarkable in the family in

respect to form as well as to the coloration of its species, {eqmis, horse;

eques, horseman, the long dorsal spines suggesting the rider.)

Paeaques (n-apa, near ; Eques) :

a. Dorsal rays X to XII-I, 36 to 46, first 4 to 6 of the interneurals wedged in between

neurals of second and third vertebrse.

6. Profile steep, but not vertical ; distance from snout to first dorsal spine about

equal to depth of body,

c. Dorsal spines little elevated, not nearly as long as head; back arched; dor-

sal with 38 to 41 soft rays.

d. Color deep violet, bronze or gray, without distinct lengthwise streaks

;

depth 25 to 3 in length. viola, 1872.

dd. Color variously du.sky or gray, with at least traces of about 7 length-

wise streaks; depth 2§ to 2J in length. acuminatus, 1873.

ee. Dorsal spines elevated, the longest 2J iu length of body; soft parts of ver-

tical fins witli white spots; body robust, the back much compressed,

the general form much as in Eques acuminatus, but tlie caudal pedun-

cle deeper and more compressed
;
pectorals and ventrals short and

equal, li in head. Color, dark brown, a light bar in front of eye ex-

tending around the chin, a second pale bar extending around the head

immediately behind the eyes, a third extending from in front of dorsal

over base of pectorals; alight bar along base of soft dorsal: a light

bar extending from behind the elevated portion of the spinou.s dorsal

downward, dividing into two, the branches running straight back,

tlie upper branch to beginning of last fourth of soft dorsal, the lower

branch to base of caudal; 2 or Slight, undulating longitudinal bars

below these; fins all dark brown, vertical fins with many whitish stel-

late spots. Head 3| in length ; depth 3. D. XI or XII-I, 46.

punctatus, 1874.

66. Profile very steep. Body deepest below first dorsal spine, thence rapidly

tapering to the narrow caudal peduncle. Color olivaceous, 3 dark brown
longitudinal bands along the sides, the middle one from eye backward
reaching tips of the middle caudal rays. D. X-I,3 7. pulchee,1875.

Eques :

aa. Dorsal rays XIV or XV-I, 53; about 9 interneurals wedged in between nenrals of

second and third vertebra'; profile almost vertical; body highly variegated.

with ribbon-like oblique bands. lanceolatus, 1876.
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Subgenus PAREQUES, Gill.

1872. EQUES VIOLA, Gilbert-

Head 2 a, to 3!,; depth 2\ to 3/, ; eye 4 in head. D. IX or X, 38 to 41

;

A. II, 7 or 8 ; P. 17 to 19 ; scales 50 to 54 in oblique series. Body narrowly

wedge-shaped in section, sharply compressed towards dorsal outline, wid-

ening below; lower outline of head horizontal, straiglit; ventral outline

a gentle convex curve to base of anal which is moderately oblique; lower

outline of caudal peduncle slightly concave; anterior upper profile rising

steeply in a very gentle curve to front of dorsal, thence more obliquely to

front of soft dorsal where the depth of body is greatest. Snout compressed,

Avith rather prominent blunt tip, which slightly overhangs the mouth;

tip of snout and mandible swollen, provided with large mucous pores, a

series of 5 in the mandible, 2 transverse series of 5 each in the snout, of

which the posterior lateral pair is minute; mouth horizontal or very

slightly oblique, the maxillary reaching about to vertical from hinder mar-

gin of pupil, its length measured from tip of snout 2f or 2| in head. Teeth

in lower jaw in a wide villiform band, a few of the outer series anteriorly

.slightly enlarged; premaxillavy teeth in a wide villiform band, the outer

series enlarged, forming moderate cauines, larger than those in front of

mandilnilar band. Interorbital space narrow, its width contained 5 to 5^

times in head. Preo])ercle entire, the membranous border sometimes

minutely crenulate; opercle ending posteriorly in 2 concealed points,

the included opercular membrane covered with fine scales; gill rakers

shoi't and weak, 5 above the angle, 9 to 11 movable ones below, the long-

est about
;'f
eye. Mandible, gular, and branchiostegal membranes and more

or less of the snout naked, the scales extending forward in some specimens

to bej^ond the nostrils, in others scarcely beyond the front of orbits; head

otherwise scaled; lateral line following outline of back, strongly curved

anteriorly
;
pores of lateral line minute, placed on small scales, irregularly

wedged in between the larger ones; above the lateral line are very oblique

series running downward and backward, and also vertical series, about

50 of the former and 90 to 95 of the latter; scales all ctenoid, except those

on anterior part of breast, on lower anterior part of cheeks and on inter-

opercle; vertical fins densely covered to near their tips with small ctenoid

scales; pectorals and ventrals Avith series of scales on the membranes;

spinous dorsal short, usually nearly triangular in outline, the second spine

the longest, the others rapidly decreasing to the last; longest spine

usually as long as snout and eye, sometimes shorter; soft dorsal long and
low, increasing in height backward, the longest ray about 3A in head;

depth of caudal peduncle equaling its length behind dorsal fin; anterior

insertion of anal fin about under middle of soft dorsal, the length of caudal

peduncle behind anal 1| to li in head ; second anal sjjiue strong, its length

equaling distance from tip of snout to front or middle of pupil, not nearly

reaching anal under the third before the last of the dorsal; pectorals

reaching to or nearly to the vertical from the vent, IJ in the head; ven-

trals short, the outer ray filamentous, 1? in head; caudal double trunciite,

sublanceolate, the middle rays projecting much beyond the outer, \\ in
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head. Scales cycloid ou top and sides of head, elsewhere ctenoid; lateral

line more arched than the back, becoming straight slightly behind front

of anal fin ; soft parts of all the vertical fins scaled to their tips
;
pectorals

and ventrals with series of scales along the membranes. Color in life,

plain silvery gray above, silvery below ; dorsals and upper portion of caudal

dusky translucent; pectorals light-straw color; ventrals mesially orange

yellow, the inner ray, the outer ray, and the tips of all the rays bright

white ; anal deep yellow, the rays margined with black ; lower caudal

rays yellow; gill cavity dusky, without yellow. Bay of Panama; 3 speci-

mens known, the largest 10 inches long. (Gilbert.) {f'iola, the violet,

from the coloration, which Las violet shades.)

Eques viola, Gilbert MS., Fishes of Panama, 1898, Panama. (Coll. C. H. Gilbert. Type,

in L. S. Jr. IJniv. Mus.)

1873. EiJl'ES ACUMINATUS (Bloch & Schneider).

Head 3; depth 2f ; eye 4 in head; snout Sf. D. X-I, 38 to 40; A. II, 7;

scales 50. Body elongate, compressed
;
profile rather steep, but not nearly

vertical. Distance from snout to first dorsal spine about equal to dejith

of body. Dorsal spines little elevated, the longest about .5^ in length of

body; first 5 or G interneurals wedged in between the neurals of the

second and third vertebra-, the rest between the third and fourth; inter-

orbital area not quite as broad as eye; second anal spine 2i!,- in head;

longest dorsal If; pectorals 1}; mouth larger than in Eques punctatiis, the

maxillary reaching past middle of orbit 3 in head; teeth of upper jaw

slightly enlarged
;
gill rakers short, rather slender, 6 -f 9; caudal peduncle

and fin less deep than in Eques punctaius ; second anal spine slightly shorter

than soft rays, 2^ in head; soft dorsal scaly ; scales large, the series below

lateral line slightly oblique. Color of the typical West Indian form (var.

aeiiminatiis) nearly black, with longitudinal whitish stripes on the body,

not on the fins ; 1 stripe from upper edge of eye straight to upper edge of

caudal peduncle, 1 just above this to last rays of soft dorsal, 2 confluent

behind from nape to middle of soft dorsal, 2 below the first from pectoral

to base of caudal, the lowest to edge of caudal peduncle; fins dusky.

South Carolina to Brazil ; not uncommon in the West Indies, (acmninatiis,

acuminate.)

Orammistes acuminatus, Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 184, 1801, no locality given;

after Seba.

Eques lineatus, CuviEE & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 169, 1830, Brazil.

Eques acuminatus, Castelnau, Anim. Nouv. ou Eares del'Am^r. du Sud, 10, 1855; GiJN-

thee. Cat., II, 280, 18C0 ; Poey, Memorias, ii, 370, 1861 ; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 440.

Pareques acuminatus, Goode, Bull. TJ. S. ISTiit. Mus., v, 50, 1876.

Kepresented on the South Atlantic coast of the United f^tates by

—

18;.3a. EQUES ACUMINATUS UMBROSUS, Jordan & Eigenmann.

Essentially similar in form to the typical acut)iinatus, but the color marks

obscure. Head 3i ; depth 2t. D. X-I, 40 ; A. II, 7 ; scales G-51-10 ; second

anal spine 2^ ; eye 4 ; snout 4 ; maxillary 2^. Coloration dark smutty brown,
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with traces only of 7 pale streaks ; region at base of soft dorsal darker

;

spinous dorsal, tips of ventrals, and inside of gill cavity black
;
fins other-

wise smutty.* Southeast coast of the United States, Charleston to Peu-

sacola. (umhrosus, shady.)

Seicena acuminata, Joedan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 573, 1883.

Eques acuminatus umhrosus, Jordan & Eigenmann, Review ScioenidsB, 440, 1889, Charles-

ton and Pensacola.

1S74. EQUES PUXCTATUS. Blocli & Schneider.

(Serrana Hispana.)

Head .Sf ; depth 3. D. XI or XII-I, 46 ; A. II, 6 or 7 ; scales 8-55 to 59-11

or 12. Dorsal spines elongate, the longest 2f in length of body ; soft parts

of vertical fins with white spots; body robust, the back much compressed,

the general form much as in Eques acuminatus, but the caudal peduncle

deeper and more compressed
;
profile rather steep, depressed over the eye

;

snout slightly longer than eye, 31 in head; eye as wide as iuterorbital

region; ]ireorbital broad, as wide as eye; mouth small, subiuferior; Max-
illary almost extirely concealed below the preorbital, 2^ in head, reaching

to below middle of eye ; teeth in both jaws in broad bands, the outer series

of the upper jaw enlarged; preopercle entire, the membrane with slight

cilia; gill rakers small, slender, 6-f-ll; lower pharyngeals small; the

teeth all conical, those of the posterior angle and inner series somewhat
enlarged ; anterior dorsal spines as high as body ; membranes of the soft

portions of the vertical fins closely scaled to the tip; caudal broadly

rounded; anal short and high; second spine about f; of longest ray, 3 in

head ; anal spine placed midway between base of pectoral and base

of caudal; pectorals and ventrals short and equal, 1' in head. Color

dark brown, a light bar in front of eye extending around the chin, a second

pale bar extending around the head immediately behind the eyes, a third

extending from in front of dorsal over base of pectorals ; a light bar along

base of soft dorsal; a light bar extending from behind the elevated por-

tion of the spinous dorsal downward, dividing into 2, the branches

running straight back, the upper branch to beginning of last fourth of

soft dorsal, the lower brauch to base of caudal; 2 or 3 light, undulating

longitudinal bars below these; fins all dark brown, the soft portions of

the vertical fins with many whitish stellate spots. AVest Indies; a hand-
somely colored fish not uncommon about Cuba and Hayti. The specimen
here described from Havana, (punctatus, spotted.)

* The above account is taken from a specimen from Charleston. Another from Pensa-
cola (Silas Stearns' collection) shows the following characters:
Head 3 J ; depth 3. D. IX-1, 36 ; A. II, 7 ; Lat. 1. 53. Back somewhat elevated, the

profile steep .and nearly straight from the tip of the conical and rather pointed snout to
the base of the dorsal. Mouth not large, the maxillary extending to below the middle of
the eye. Lower jaw included; both jaws with broad "bauds of villiform teeth, the ante-
rior series in the upper jaw considerably enlarged. Scales on the head scarcely ctenoid
above, cycloid on the cheeks. Gill r.akers short rather stout. Pectorals very short, not
reaching halfway to the tips of the ventrals, and but halfway to the anal ; as long as
from the snout to the ed<;e of the preopercle; anal fin small, its tip not reaching to the
last ray of the second dorsal, its spine robust, iie:irly as high as the fin, J the" length
of the head; first dorsal small, with slender .s]>iiit s; scmnd dorsal very long, its tip nearly
reaching caudal. Eye rather large. Colomti.-n ( v.iyw hi roblackish,"with traces of about
10 narrow horizontal pale streaks along the siiU-s; spinous dorsal and tips of ventrals
quite black; other fins smutty

;
gill cover black within.
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Serrana hispanis, Pabba, Piezas Hist. Nat. Cuba, 2, pi. 2, lower figure, 1787, Cuba.
Hques punctalus, Bloch & Schneidee. Syat. Ichth., 106, 1801, Cuba (based on Parra, 2,

pi. 2, fig. 2); CnviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poias., v, pi. 167, 116, 1830; GiiN-
THEB, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., ii, 281, I860; Poet, Synopsis, 325, 1868; Poey, Enume-
ratio, 49, 1875; Jordan & Eigenmann, I. c, 441, 1889.

1875. EQUES PULCHER, Steindachner.

Head 3| to 3^ in total length; depth the same. D. X-I, 37 or 38; A.
II, 7; scales 50. Profile very steep, " steeper than in IJqiiea lanccolatiis."

Body deepest below first dorsal spine, thence rapidly tapering to the nar-
row caudal peduncle ; eye 3 in head ; snout U in eye ; mouth subinferior,
the thick convex snout projecting beyond it; first ventral ray filiform, 3^
in body ; longest dorsal spines If to 2f in length of body, their height
nearly twice that of the body below them. Color olivaceous, 3 dark-
brown longitudinal bauds along the sides, the middle one from eye back-
ward reaching tips of middle caudal rays; the upper from occiput
backward to end of soft dorsal ; the lower from lower corner of eye to behind
anal

; 2 very faint broad cross bars, the anterior from base of first dor-
sal to ventrals, the next from middle of soft dorsal to anal; tip of snout
and chin black; an oblique bar below eye; spinous dorsal, pectoral, and
ventral black, edged with white; edges of caudal yellowish; anal with
lirown points anteriorly. (Steindachner.) Barbados; not seen by us.
{pulcher, pretty.)

Eques pulcher, Steindachner, Icbtli. Notizen, vi, 43, 1867, Barbados; Joedan & Eigen-
mann, I. c, 441, 1889.

Subgenus EQUES.

187G. EQUES LA>X'EOLATUS (Linnajus).

(Ribbon Fish; Guapena; Seeeana.)

Head 4 ; depth 2} ; eye 4. D. XIV to XVI-I, 53 ; A. II, 5 ; scales irregular,
with smaller ones intermixed ; about 12 of the anterior interneurals Avedged
in between the occiput and the neural spiue of the third vertebra ; distance
from tip of snout to first dorsal spine much less than depth of body. Body
deepest below first dorsal spine, rapidly tapering to the narrow caudal
peduncle; profile very steep, little convex; eye little longer than snout;
preorbital broad, nearly as wide as eye; mouth small, slightly oblique;
maxillary reaching to below anterior fourth of eye; teeth all villiform in
broad bands, the outer scarcely enlarged; preoperele with a fringed mem-
branous border; gill rakers very short and slender, 6-f 9; anterior dorsal
spines much elongate, 1| in body; soft rays low, the membranes scaled to
the tips; anal small, its second spine 3 in head; ventrals 1^ in head; pec-
torals scarcely shorter. Color, light yellowish ; a narrow brownish band
from the corner of the mouth up across the middle of the eye and meeting
its fellow on top of head; another broader band edged with a narrow
white line on each side from the nape down and back over opercle, meet-
ing its fellow between the ventral fins and extending to the tips of their
outer rays

;
a third and still broader baud, also bordered by white, extend-

ing from the tips of the dorsal spines to their base, then downward and
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backward to the tips of the middle caudal rays ; body below this band sil-

very white, iibove it somewhat darker. West Indies, ranging northward

to Pensucola ; rather common southward ; an interesting fish of a beautiful

and singular coloration, resembling that of a chaitodont. The specimen

described by us was taken near Pensacola. {lanceolatus, lance-shaped.)

Ribband Fish, Edwards, "Gleanings, pi. 210," Guadeloupe; Carolina.

Chcetodon lanceolatus, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 277, 17,'58, Caraibes Islands; based on

Edwards, pi. 210.

Serrana, Parra, Piezas de Hist. Nat. de Cuba, pi. 2, upper figure, 1787, Cuba.

Eques americamis. Block, Icbthyol., pi. 347, 1793, West Indies.

Eques balteatna, Cu\^ER, Regue Animal, Ed. 2, ii, pi. 29, fig. 2, 1829, Martinique; after

EDWARDS; CUVIER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., V, 165, 1830.

Scicena edivardi, GRONOW, Cat. Fisb., Ed. Gray, 53, 1854, Indian Seas ; after EDWARDS.

Eques lanceolatus, Gunther, Cat., ii, 279, I860; Poey, Enumeratio, 49, 1875; Jordan &
Gilbert, Synopsis, 932, 1883; Jokd.4.n & Eigenm.a.nn, I. c, 442, 1889.

Group CIREHITOIDEI.

(The Cirrhitoid Fishes.)

This grouj) agrees with the Fercoidea in most respects, the chief exter-

nal ditference lying in the form of the pectorals, which have broad pro-

current Inxses as in the Scoiya'nida; the lower rays being uubranched and

more or less thickened. One family " is represented in our waters.

P^imily CLVI. CIRKHITID.E.

(The Ciuhiiitoid.s.)

Body compressed, oblong, covered with moderate scales which are

cycloid or ctenoid; lateral line continuous, concurrent with the back, not

extending on caudal ; mouth low, terminal, with lateral cleft ; eye lateral, of

moderate size; preiiiaxillaries protractile; maxillary narrow, not sheathed

by i>reorbital; teeth small, pointed, occasionally with canines sometimes

present on vomer or palatines; cheeks without bony suborbital stay;

branchiostegals 3 to 6, usually 6; gill membranes separate, free from the

isthmus; preopercle serrate or entire; opercle unarmed; no spines or ser-

rations on bones of cranium; dorsal fin continuous, long, the spinous and

soft jiarts subequal, the spines not depressible in a groove; soft dorsal

low; spines nither low and strong; jiectoral liu short and broad as in the

Coltidw; lower half of fin with its rays simple and generally stout; the

membranes deeply incised; ventral fius thoracic, but considerably behind

root of pectorals, the rays I, 5 ; air bladder large and complicated or want-

ing; pyloric cieca few; vertebne lO-f-16^26; skull very compact and

solid. t Carnivorous fishes of the warm seas; genera 10; species 40; appar-

* This family should apparently be placed among the Percoidea near the Serranidce.
t Dr. Giinther gives in substance the following description of the skeleton of Parracir-

rhites forsteri (Bloch & Schneider)

:

"Skull compressed, all the bones well ossified, and very solid. Intermaxillary much
shorter than maxillary, and having posterior processes of moderate length. Maxillary
slightly bent, swordshaiied, broadest at extremity. Mandibulary having some small
pores along lower side. Head of vomer thick, swollen, and armed with teeth on anterior
margin only. Preoiierculum crescent-shaped, without angle, and with posterior part of
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ently really allied on the one hand to the Serranidce, with which group

Dr. Boulenger finds that the skeleton has much in common ; on the other

hand, they show affinities with the Scorpaniida'. Through such forms as

these the great group of Loricati or Mail-Cheek fishes may be connected

with their perch-like ancestors. (CirrMUda; Giinther, Cat., ii, 71-86, 1860.)

a. Teeth on vomer and palatines; jaws with canines; scales on cheeks very small;

dorsal spines 11 or 12. Cirrhites, 597.

597. CIRRHITES, Lac^pede.

Cirrhites, LACEPf:DE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 3, 1803 (maeulatus).

Cirrhitichthyt, GUNTH5R, Cat. Fishes, 11, 73, I860; not of Bleekee.

Body oblong, compressed, formed much as in Sciccna, covered with large

cycloid scales; head rather obtuse; scales on cheeks very small; pre-

maxillaries not produced; teeth' on vomer and usually on palatines also

;

jaws with small canine teeth; anterior nostrils fringed; preopercle evenly

curved, its edge finely serrate. Soft parts of vertical fins scaled at base.

Dorsal rays 11 or 12 ; caudal truncate, (cirrhus, a lock of hair or a barbel

;

referring to the simple pectoral rays. *)

a. Color green witli irregular spots and curved bands of dark brown, edged with

pale blue. hivulatus, 1877.

aa. Color yellowish with 4 complete oblique bands of black not edged with blue,

besides black spots; caudal with a B-shaped black spot. betaurus, 1878.

1877. CIRRHITES BIVULATUS, Valenciennes.

Head2|; depth 3. U. X, 11; A. 111,6; scales 6-47-14. Eye 6 in head,

with opercular flap. Snout moderate, compressed, and rather elevated

;

maxillary extending to middle of eye; small bauds of villiform teeth in

jaws, an outer row of strong caniue-like teeth on the sides of jaws, with

strong canines towards the front, canines about ^; interorbital space

deeply concave, + in eye; a lov/ longitudinal median crest on crown of

head
;
preopercle finely serrate behind in the young, entire in adult

;
gill

rakers very short and thick, about 5-}- 10. The fourth, fifth, and sixth

dorsal spines longest, 4 in head, of moderate strength. Pectoral very

broad, rather short, not reaching tips of veotrals, its lower rays much
swollen. Second anal spine longer than third. Color brownish green,

with transverse dark-brown spots and short bands, all of which are edged

margin minutely serrated ; interior ridge very low. Outlines of operculum very irregular

;

posterior margin notched, but tlierc are no spines; interior margin waved. Interoper-
culum bent, with side, joining suboperculuiu emarginate. Suboperculum elongated, with
posterior extremity produced beyond operculum. Preorbital broad, rhomboid. Space
between orbits rather narrow aiid'tiat. Occipital crest well developed, triangular; lateral
crests scarcely visible. Bones of liunieral arch rather strong, and both the coracoid
bones joined together by a long horizontal suture. Lower extremity of radius provided
with several peculiar processes. Pubic bonts rather elongate and narrow, each of them
formed by three lamella} of nearly ((lual devilniiment. Ten abdominal and 16 caudal
vertebra", length of former portion ot vcitclnal column being to that of caudal as 1 :1.5.

Neural and haemal spines of moderate length and strength, each of tlie interiieurals
dilated. The lirst interh<emal very strong, and evidently formed by 2 ; it has 2 ridges on
each side, and a low one anteriorly'."

* Described by Lacepede as, " lies barbillons reunis par une membrane, et places aupres
de la pectorale, de maui^re U representer une nageoire"semblable ii cette derniere."
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with light blue ; these bands and spots singularly arranged ; 2 of these

bands on the head, crossing preopercle ; 2 others on preorbital ; 5 on body
and caudal peduncle, composed of large, more or less confluent, roundish

spots, the 2 below the spinous portion of the dorsal terminating above in

a pair of large spots; caudal with similar oceilated spots, the pale color

appearing as reticulations around them; 2 large ocelli on anal; a brown
band across the inner side of base of pectoral. Length 14 inches. Cape
San Lucas to the Galapagos Islands; not rare about rocky islands; an in-

teresting and curiously colored hsh. Here described from specimens from

the Revillagigedos; the young unknown, unless C. hetairriis should be the

young as has been supposed, {rivulattts, marked by rill-like streaks.)

Cirrhites rivulatus, Valenciennes, Voyage Venus, Poiss., 309, pi. 3, flg. 1, 1855, Galapagos

Islands.

Cirrhitichthys rivulatus, GOnther, Fish Centr. Am., 421, pi. 86, fig. 4, 1868.

1878. CIRRHITES BETAURUS, Gill.

Head2|; depths. D. X, 11; A. Ill, 5. Prcoperculum serrated behind.

Eye (in young) 3^ in head, equal to snout. Fourth dorsal spine longest

and equals ^ of the total length; second anal spine largest, equaling the

fourth dorsal one; longest soft ray 6| in total length; caudal fin slightly

emarginate and nearly -}, of the length; produced pectoral ray rather ex-

ceeding i of the length, and the ventral fin enters 5A^ times in the same.

Color pale yellowish on the body, blackish on the shoulders and from

the dorsal fin to the eyes, and with 4 complete, oblique, blackish bauds;

the first under the middle of the spinous dorsal, the second under the last

spine, the third under the middle of the softMorsal, and the fourth encir-

cling the caudal peduncle; head with 3 lateral bands, 1 on the ])reorbital

region, a second on the cheek, and third on the posterior margin of the

prcoperculum; operculum with a buigitudinal oblong spot; chin with 4

spots forming the angles of a rhomb, and there is another one behind, on

the branchiostegal membrane near the margin; spinous dorsal margined

with blackish, and the 2 bands beneath more or less ascend on it; anal

blackish; caudal with a blackish B-shaped mark and a band at its base

divided by the lateral line; pectoral dusky, with a black spot at its base

nearly surrounded by a clear area, and separated from a spot in front of

the base; ventrals blackish, with nearly transparent sides and margin.

Rock pools between tide maiks about Cape San Lucas and Mazatlan;

abundant; a very active and strikingly colored little fish. The largest

specimens known are 2\ inches long. The adult is unknown unless

Cirrhites rivulatus should prove to be such. There is no important differ-

ence in form or structure, but the coloration of the two is very diftevent,

and suggests that the two are distinct species. {(5fjTcx, the letter B ; ovpd,

tail.)

Cirrhites hetarus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 259, Cape San Lucas (Coll. John

Xaulus) ; yoimg, of IJ inches.
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Suborder HOLCONOTI.

(The Surf-fishes.)

We recognize the singular family of Emiiotocidw as constituting a dis-

tinct group or suborder allied to the Percoidea on the one hand and to the

Pharyngognathi on the other, but without very close atitinities with either.

The structures connected with the viviparous habit, the united pharyn-

geals, increased nuralier of vertebra', double nostrils, perfect gills, and
many rays in the soft dorsal and anal, together with the unarmed bones of

the head, constitute the chief characters of the Uolconoti. (oAkoj, groove;

v&iroi, back.)

Family CLVII. EMBIOTOCID^,*

(The Surf-Fishes.)

Body ovate or oblong, compressed, covered with cycloid scales of mod-
erate size. Cheeks, operculum, and interoperculum scaly; lateral line

continuous, running high, without abrupt flexure, not extending on the

caudal fin; head rather short; mouth small, terminal; jaws with conical

or compressed teeth of moderate or small size, in 1 or 2 series; teeth

wanting in 1 genus (Neoditrema) ; no teeth on vomer or palatines ; no

canines; lower pharyngeals united, without suture, their teeth conical or

paved; upper jaw freely protractile; lips full, the lower either forming a

free border to the jaw or else attached by a freuum at the symphysis;

maxillary short, without supplemental bone, slipjiing for most or all of its

length under the preorbital; opercular bones entire; branchiostegals 6

(or 5) ;
gill rakers usually slender

;
gill openings wide, the membranes free

from the isthmus or very slightly connected; pseudobranchifc present;

gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; nostrils round; the ojjeniugs 2 on each

side ; dorsal fin single, long, with 8 to 18 usually slender spines, which
are depressible in a groove; a sheath of scales along the base of the ante-

rior })art of soft dorsal and posterior part of spinous dorsal; this sheath

separated by a furrow from the scales of the body; anal fin elongate

with 3 moderate or small sj)ines and 15 to 35 slender soft rays, its form and
structure differing in the two sexes ; ventral fins thoracic, I, 5 ; pectorals

moderate; caudal forked; oviduct opening behind the vent, the two
apertures always distinctly separated; air bladder large, simple; no
pyloric cjeca; vertebrne 13 to 194-19 to 23= 32 to 42. Viviparous. The
young are hatched within the body, where they remain closely packed in

a sac-like enlargement of the oviduct analogous to the uterus until born.

These foetal fishes bear at first little resemblance to the parent, being

closely compressed and having the vertical fins exceedingly elevated. At
birth they are from 11 to 2} inches in length, and similar to the adult

in appearance, but more compressed and red in color. Since the announce-
ment of their viviparous nature by Prof. Louis Agassiz, in 1853 and by

* For an account of the genera and species of Embiotocidce and a detailed description of
tlie development of Gymatogaster nggregatus, see Eigenmaiin, on the Viviparous T'

'

of the Pacific Coast of North America, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1892 (189i), 381-478
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Dr. William P. Gibbons in 1854, these fishes have been objects of special

interest to zoologists. Fishes of the Pacific coast of North America inhab-

iting bays and the surfon sandy beaches. Onespecies (
Hysterocarpus traski)

inhabits fresh waters; 3 others (JJitrema temmincM, Ditrcma smiitii, and

Neoditrema ransonneii) are found in Japan. These species reach a length of

from 6 to 18 inches, and are very abundant where found. They are much
used for food, but the flesh is comparatively poor, tasteless, and bony.

Most of them feed on crustacca, but 1 genus {Aheona) is partly or wholly

herbivorous. Genera 17 ; species about 20.

HYSTEROCARPIN^ :

I. Spinous dorsal longer than the soft part, of 16 to 18 spines; second anal spine the

largest. Vertebraj 14 + 20= 34.

a. Scales large; teeih moderate, conical, in 1 series; lower lip without frennm;

about 12 of the medium posterior teeth of pharyngeals large, all but the

median 3 of these obliquely truncate molars, the rest small; gill rakers

short, slender, 6 + 12. Hysterocarpus, 598.

EMBIOTOCINiE

:

II. Spinous dorsal shorter than the soft part. 8 to 11 spines; anal spines graduated.

h. Teeth incisor-like, most of them obtusely 3-lobed: lower lip with a narrow

frenum; outer series of pharyngeal teeth small, conic; the rest (about 32)

large molars closely appressed ; anal basis below 7 caudal vertebrie ; scales

large
;
gill rakers long, slender, 6 + 14 ; sixth dorsal spine highest ; male

with a deep depression at the base of anterior anal rays ; a gland below

middle of the depression; vertebrte 14 + 20=34; herbivorous, feeding

largely on Viva. Abeona, 599.

6&. Teeth entire, usually bluntly conic.

c. Scales large, 36 to 50 in lateral line : soft dorsal and anal shortish ; size

small.

d. Lower lip thin, without frenum ; vertebrae 14 + 20= 34; gill rakers

long, slender, 10 + 21 ; base of anal below 12 caudal vertebrae

;

central and posterior pharyngeal teeth blunt molars.

Cymatogaster, 600.

dd. Lower lip thin, with a narrow frennm ; vertebra; 34.

e. Head slender and pointed; gill rakers rather slender; body

rather elongate, not greatly compressed ; dorsal rays VIIT,

15. Brachyistids, 601.

ee. Head rather deep and not pointed; gill rakers thickish ; body

deep compressed; dorsal rays X, 18. Zalembius, 602.

ce. Scales comparatively sm.all, 60 to 75 in lateral line.

/. Teeth in each jaw in 2 series; male with 1 of the anterior rays of

the anal transformed into a triangular plate, the anal base form-

ing a decided angle at this point, the rays in front of it with a

thick covering of skin
;
pharyngeal teeth mostly small, conic,

only a few in the last 2 series enlarged, some of these sometimes

truncate molars.

g. Lower lip without a frenum ; vertebra? 32 to 35.

h. Gill rakers very long, slender and tapering, 23 to 29; anal

basis below 12 to 14 caudal vertebrae; body much com-

pressed.

i. Anal comparatively short, its rays III, 23.

Hypocritichthys, 603.

U. Anal long, its rays III, 29 to 32; eye very large
;
pro-

tile depressed above nape. Hyperprosopon, 604

hh. Gill rakers moderate, blunt and stout, 6 + 11; anal basis

below 11 caudal vertebrae; body less compressed.

HOLCONOTUS, 605.
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gij. Lower lip attached by a broad frenum; vertebra} 13 -f 16
;
gill

rakers short, stout, blunt, 5 + 11 ; anal basis below 10 cau-

dal vertebrsE. Amphistichus, 606.

Sf. Teeth in a single series in each jaw.

j. Dentigerous surface of lower ])haryngeal flat or concave.

Ic. Abdominal vertebras 13 to 15 only, the abdomen much
shorter than the base of the long anal fin ; anterior and

lateral pharyngeal teeth small, conic, the median and

posterior ones large, truncate molars; males with a

gland on some of the anterior anal ray.s, the anal basis

without angle, none of the rays modified to form a defi-

nite plate.

I. Lower lip thin, normal, entire, with a frenum.

m. Vertebra^ 14-f 18 or 19; anal basis below 9 caudal

vertebrae ; first hiemal spine small, applied to

the second. Embiotoca, 607.

mm. Vertebrae 14 or 15+ 21 to 24; anal basis below

11 or more caudal vertebrae ; first haemal

spine as long as second, sometimes approxi-

mated to the second,

n. Caudal peduncle short and deep; caudal not

deeply forked. T^niotoca, 608.

nn. Caudal peduncle long and slender, little com-

pressed; caudal deeply forked.

Phanerodon, 609.

II. Lower lip without afrenum, very thick, lobed or incised

behind ; gill rakers long ; vertebrae 14 -|- 22= 36.

Ehacochilus, 610.

kk. Abdominal vertebrw 17, caudal 19; abdomen very long,

much longer than the base of the short anal fin; lips

large, entire, the lower with a frenum
;
gill rakers slen-

der, short, 7 + 13; anterior and lateral teeth of pharyn-

geals -small, bluntly conic ; a triangular posterior patch

of larger teeth, all but the posterior row truncate, the

posterior row conic. Hypsurus, 611.

j). Dentigerous surface of lower pharyngeals arched, the anterior

teeth much worn, the posterior not at all ; cutting surface of

anterior teeth flattened, that of the posterior teeth not faced

;

teeth of the upper pharyngeals similar to those of the lower

pharyngeals, but the posterior teeth of the upper pharyn-

geal applied to the anterior of the lower pharyngeal (the

posterior teeth above resembling the anterior teeth below;

the anterior above, the posterior below) ; lips thin, noi-mal,

with a frenum
;
gill rakers slender. Damalichthys, 612.

598. HYSTEROCARPUS, Gibbons.

Hytterocarpus, Gibbons, Daily Placer Times and Transcript, May 18, 1854, and in Proc. Ac.

Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 124 (traski).

Sargosomus (Agassiz MS.) Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Boat. Soc. Nat. Hist. 1861, 128

{fluviatilu).

Dacentrus, Jordan, Bull.TJ. S. Geol. Surv., iv, 667, 1878 (lucens).

Body ovate, tlieback strongly elevated and convex; head small, the snout

projecting; mouth small, with 1 series of rather large, bluntly conical

teeth; the jaws about eqital; lips not much enlarged, the lower forming

a free border, without frenum
;
gill rakers moderate, widely set ; branch!-
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ostegals 5 ; scales rather large, silvery ; spinous dorsal very long, of about

16 spines, highest at the iifth or sixth, thence gradually shortened each

way, the last spines being shorter than the soft rays; anal spines stronger

than in the other genera, curved, the second spine being longer and

stronger than the first and third, which are nearly equal ; soft rays of anal

20 to 23 in number, the auterior simply articulated. Fresh waters of Cal-

ifornia; a most remarkable genus, with a single known species, (vdrepa,

womb; xapitdi, fruit.)

1879. HTSTEBOCARPIIS TBASKI, Gibbons.

Head 3i ; depth 2. D. XVI to XVIII, 11 : A. Ill, 22 ; lateral line 40. Body
oval, compressed ; doral outline strongly convex ; ventral curve less than

that of the back; head small; snout bluntly conic; profile from snout to

occiput concave; mouth small, oblique; maxillary not reaching orbit;

lower jaw included; lateral line following the curve of the back; dorsal

spines rather high, the fourth to seventh highest, the others gradually

lower each way, the last spine shorter than the soft rays ; anal spines

strongly curved; cheeks with 3 rows of large scales. Males above dark

brown, sides yellowish or olivaceous, with fine black dots; throat and

belly golden yellow ; females olivaceous darker above, with black blotches

on sides in irregular transverse bars. Rivers of Central California, chiefly

in the .Sacramento Valley, from Lake County to Santa Clara County ; locally

abundant. (Named for Dr. J. B. Trask, of San Francisco, who sent

specimens to Dr. Gibbons.)

Hysterocarpus traski, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 105, lagoons of the lower

Sacramento River (Coll. Dr. J. B. Trask) ; Girard, U. S. Pacific R. R. Survey, x, 190,

pi. 26, fig. 14, 1858; GiJNTHER, Cat., iv, 251,- 1862; Jordan & Gilbert, Syiiopsi.s, 587,

1883; ElGENMANN & Ulrey, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1892, 399.

Sargosomus Jluviatilis (AoASSiz MS.) Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.,

VIII, 1861, 130, Sacramento River.

Dacentruslueens, Jordan, Bull. V. S. Geol. Surv., iv, 667, 1878, Sacramento River; errone-

ously ascribed to the Rio Graude.

599. ABEONA, Girard.

Micrometrus*^, Gibbox.s, Daily Placer Times and Transcript, May 30, I85i (agsrregatiis

and minimus)

.

Abeona, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1855,322 (trowhridgii— inimui).

Body ovate or oblong, compressed ; head moderate ; mouth small ; the

jaws about equal; lips rather thin, the lower with a narrow frenuin;

teeth in one principal series, besides which are often 1 or 2 other teeth,

stout, somewhat compressed, and incisor-like; all or most of the teeth 3-

lobed; gill rakers very slender, of moderate leugth; lower pharyngeals

scarcely concave behind ; the outer teeth small, conic, the rest large molars

closely appressed; scales large. Dorsal fin short and high; the spines

* MiKpds, small; fiirpov, measure.
t Equivalent to Ci/matoganter, Gibbons, May 18, 1854, including the same species ; re-

stricted to minimus by Alexander Agassiz, 1861; a restriction perhaps not allowable, as

Micrometrus was an exact synonym of Cymatogaster.
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robust ; the middle ones highest and rather higher than the soft rays ; anal

fin short and deep, below 7 caudal vertebne, with strong spines ; male with

a deep depression at base of anterior anal rays, a gland below middle of

the depression; vertebne {A. minima) 14-|- 20= 34. Species of small size;

partly or wholly herbivorous, living in rock pools and feeding on sea-

weeds Coloration variegated. (A coined name without meaning.)

a Dorsal rays IX, 14; anal III, 10; sides with a dusky band, besides dark cross bars

and spots. minima, 1880.

aa Dorsal rays IX, 17; anal III, 20; a difluse lateral sliado of orange besides dark dots

and shades; a dark axillary blotch. ADEOEA, 1881.

1880. ABEONA MINIMA (Gibbons).

Head 3^; depth 2. D. IX, 14; A. Ill, 16; scales 4-45-12. Body oval,

compressed, with thick short caudal peduncle and very short head. Pro-

tile moderately depressed above the eyes. Spinous dorsal rapidly rising

to the fifth or sixth spine, thence gradually descending ; spinous dorsal

higher than soft part, the last spine as high as first soft ray; pectorals

not reaching as far as ventrals, which reach about to the front of anal;

third anal spine not much longer than second ; highest dorsal spine equals

snout and eye; third anal spine 3 in head; pectoral 1-};; origin of ventral

spine about the width of a scale l)ehiud the vertical from pectoral base.

Cheeks with scales in 2i series. Color greenish above with bluish reflec-

tions, thickly dusted with black dots; aii irregular longitudinal black

band along axis of body, and 2 vertical dark bars downward from base of

dorsal fin on which they appear as blotches; sides often with much light

yellow; axil of pectoral black; ventrals and anal tipped with black.

Length 6 inches. San Francisco to San Diego; rather common; the

smallest of the family, (minimus, smallest.)

Cymatogaster minimus, Gibbons, Proc. Ac.Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854,125, San Francisco Bay.
Holconotus trowbridgii, Gieard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 152, no locality given.

Abeona trowbridgii, GiRARD, IT. S. P. R. E. Surv., X, Fishes, 186, pi. 34, flgs. 6-10, 18.58.

Abeona minima, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 587, 1883 ; Eigenmann & Ulrey, I. c, 398.

1881. ABEONA AURORA, Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 4 ; depth 2f , D. IX, 17 ; A. Ill, 20 ; lateral line 45. Body elongate,

with a very long and rather thick caudal peduncle. Head transversely

very convex above, and with a blunt snout. Mouth small, oblique; max-
illary reaching but | the distance to front of orbit. Spinous dorsal with
the lifth to the ninth .spines highest, and about equal to the longest soft

ray. Caudal forked for nearly | its length. Scales on cheeks in 3 dis-

tinct series. Color bluish Idack above, becoming lighter on sides and
silvery below. Opercles and lower ^ of sides punctate with black dots

and shaded with light orange, the latter more intense on the centers of

the scales and forming a diffuse lateral band ; a broad grayish streak back-

ward from pectorals to opposite origin of anal, this streak without orange

tint and with the margins of the scales dark by aggregation of black

points; young specimens with the bright lateral shade more distinct, and
3030-= 17
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rosy instead of orange; fius marked with more or less blackish, the anal

with some yellowish; a conspicuous black triangular blotch in the axil of

the iiectoral. Length 7 inches. Monterey Bay, California; locally abun-

dant in rock pools ; not seen elsewhere ; feeds upon TJlra. (aurora, sunrise.

)

Abeona aurora, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 299, Monterey Bay (Coll.

Jordan & Gilbert) , Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 588, 1883.

6oo. CYMATOGASTER, Gibbons.

d/matogaster,* Gibbons, Daily Placer Times and Transcript, May 18, 1854 (arjgreiyatus

and minimus)

.

Micrometriis, Gibbons, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., in Daily Placer Times and Transcript, May
30, 1854 (aggregatus and minimus).

Metrogastcr (Agassiz MS.) Alexander Aoassiz, Proc. P.oston Soc. Nat. Hist., viii, 1861,

128, and (aggregatus),

Sema, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., iv, 399, 1878 (signifer,- tonvf with very liiijli ver-

tical fins and closely compressed body).

Body elliptical, oblong, compressed; head conic; mouth small, oblique,

the lower jaw sliglitly shorter; lips thiu, the lower without frenum; teeth

small, conical, rather numerous, in 1 series. Gill rakers moderate, slender;

scales comparatively large; dorsal spines rather high, some of the middle

ones highest, the posterior not so high as the soft rays; the soft dorsal

shortened; anal moderate, with weak spines; caudal forked; pharyngeals

normal, the teeth mostly conic, the central and posterior teeth molar;

vertebrte 14-f-20=34. Carnivorous species of small size, abounding on

sandy or muddy shores, (nujiia, foetus; yadnjp, belly.)

1882. CYMATOGASTER AGGREGATUS, Gibbons.

(Sparada; Viviparous Perch.)

Head 3i; depth 2|. D. IX, 20; A. Ill, 23; scales 3-38-11. Body elon-

gate-oval, compressed, heaviest at the front of the dorsal ; caudal pedun-

cle short aud slender; head short; teeth A^ery small, conical, -g- ; dorsal

spines high and rather feeble, rising rapidly to the fifth, thence slowly

descending, the last lower thau the soft rays; pectorals reaching past tips

of vcntrals, which do not reach nearly to vent; third anal spine the long-

est, shorter than soft rays; ventral spine situated about 2 scales behind

the vertical from the base of the pectoral. Cheeks with 3 rows of scales^

Gill rakers short and slender, about 18 below angle. Silvery, back dusky

;

middle of sides anteriorly with the scales each with a cluster of dark

points, these forming a series of longitudinal stripes, which extend to

opposite the base of the anal; these stripes are interrupted by 3 vertical

light-yellow bars, on which are no black specks in the adult, t Adult

*The name Oymatogaster wa.s first applied by Dr. Gibbons to 2 species, aggregate
and minimus. Shortly afterwards Dr. Gibbons transferred the name Oymatogaster to
Holconot^ls, giving a new name Micrometriis to aggregatus and minimus. Still later,
Girard gave the name Abeona to minimus and Agassiz gave the name Metrogaster to
aggregatus. In 1862 Gill restored the name Oymatogaster to aggregatus, an arrangement
which should probably stand.
tFor an excellent detailed account of the development of this species see Eigenmann,

Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. for 1892, 412-478.
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males in spring almost entirely black. Length 6 inches. Pacific Coast,

from Fort Wrangel, Alaska to Todos Santos Bay, Lower California; every-

where exceedingly abundant in sandy or muddj^ shallows, and about the

wharves, {aggregatus, crowded together.)

Cymatogaster aggregatus. Gibbons, Daily Placer Times and Transcript, May 18, 1854, San
Francisco; Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Pliila. 1854,106; Eigenmann & Ulrey, I. c,

397; Eigenmann, Bull. U. S. Fisli Comm. 1892 (1894), 401.

Micrometrus aggregatus, Gibbons, Daily Placer Times and Transcript, May 30, 1854; Gib.

bons, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 125; Jordan & Gilbert, Syuop.sis, 590.

Sema signifer, Jordan, Bull. Hayden's Geol. Surv., iv, 399, 1878, Rio Grande, Browns-
ville, Texas; an error, the types liiiving really come from San Francisco.

Metrogastcr lineolatus (Agassiz ms.), Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Best. Soc. Kat. Hist.,

VIII, 1861, 129, San Francisco.

Ditrema aggregatum, GCnther, Cat., iv, 248.

6oi. BRACHYISTIUS, Gill.

Brachyistius, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 275 ijrenatut).

Body elongate, compressed, with long caudal peduncle and slender

pointed snout; mouth very small, with one row of bluntish teeth; lower

lip thin, entire, with a frenum; gill rakers rather slender. Pharyngeals

essentially as in Cymatogaster. Scales large. Vertical tins very short.

Small carnivorous species, living on sandy shores, {fipaxvi, short ; idtiov,

sail, or dorsal fin.)

1883. BRACHYISTIUS FREXATUS, Gill.

Head 3f ; depth 3. D. VIII, 15; A. Ill, 22; lateral line 40. Body elon-

gate, compressed, regularly elliptical, with a slender pointed head and a

long caudal peduncle; profile much depressed over the eyes, the snout

projecting. Mouth very small, oblique, maxillary not reaching orbit.

Cheeks with 2 rows of scales. Dorsal spines very long and rather

strong, the sixth and seventh the longest and a little longer than the soft

rays. Caudal rather deeply forked. Gill rakers slender, rather long.

Color dark olive brown above, each scale with a dark spot at base, followed

by a light mark; below bright light coppery red; each scale with a blue

spot and dark puuctulations; liead colored like the body; fins all light

reddish. Length 8 inches. Vancouver Island to Gaudalupe ; locally very

abundant, especially northward in shallow water, (frenatiis, bridled.)

Brachyistiusfrenatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 275, California coast.

Ditrema brevipinne, Gunther, Cat., IV, 248, 1862, Esquimault Harbor, Vancouver Island.

Micrometrus frenatua, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 589, 1883.

6o2. ZALEMBIUS, Jordan & Evermann.

Zalemhius, Jordan & Evermann, CheckLi.st, 403, 1890 (rosaceua).

This genus agrees in most respects with Brachyistius, but the body and
head are deep and compressed, the caudal peduncle short, and the vertical

fins are longer than in Brachyistius. The single species inhabits waters of

considerable depth, 50 fathoms or more, being the only member of the

family not confined to the shores, most of them living in the surf in very

shallow watcBS. {ZdAij, surges of the^ea; E/u/3ioi, life within, the root

word of Embiotoca.)
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1884. ZALEMBIUS BOSACECS (Jordan & Gilbert)

Head 3^; deptli 2^. D. X, 18; A. Ill, 20; scales 6-50-16. Body oblong-

ovate, deepest at the shoulders, the profile thence to the occiput convex,

the occipital and iuterorbital region considerably depressed; body taper-

ing backward from the shoulders into ii short and slender caudal jieduncle.

Head small, thick, the snout blunt. Mouth comparatively large, little

oblique, the lower jaw included; maxillary slightly jiassing the vertical

from the front of the orbit
;
premaxillary anteriorly on a level Avith the

inferior margin of the pupil. Eye very large, its diameter about J

the length of the head; interorbital region very broad. Teeth large,

conical, truncate at tip, about \', none on the sides of the lower jaw;

gill rakers very short aud slender, about 12 below angle. Scales on the

cheek in 3 series. Spinous dorsal high, the first spine about I the

length of the highest, the sixth to tenth of nearly equal height, and

higher than the soft rays; pectorals reaching past tips of ventrals,

which reach about to front of anal; origin of ventral spine nearly below

the vertical from the posterior end of pectoral base; anal fin with the base

oblique, the spines rather strong, and more or less curved. Caudal fin

narrow, forked for more than i its length, the lobes rather pointed;

pectoral fins small, not reaching to the tips of the ventrals. Color rose-

red with silvery luster, darker al)0ve; top of head orange; a very distinct

chocolate-colored spot above the lateral line at the origin of the soft

dorsal fin ; another smaller one just below the end of the soft dorsal. Fins

immaculate, tinged with reddish. Length 8 inches. Coast of California-

the types from deep water outside the Golden Gate; occasionally taken

by fishermen with sweep nets, also dredged in deep waters in different

places by the Albatross. A beautiful aud interesting fish, {rosaceus, rosy.

)

Gymatogaster rosaceus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 303, off San
Francisco. (Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Micromctrus rosaceus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsi.s, 589, 1883.

603. HYPOCRITICHTHYS, Gill.

Hypocritichthys, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 14, 27.") (analis).

This genus is very close to Ryperprosopon, difl'ering chiefly in the short

anal fin which has but 23 rays. (vTtoMpiri'f;, hypocrite; I'xSv?, fish, in

form and size resembling Cymatogaster, thus belying its affinities which
are entirely with Hyperprosopon.)

1885. HYPOCRITR'HTHY.S ANALIS (Alexander Agassiz)

Head 3^ ; depth 2^. D. IX, 22 ; A. Ill, 23 ; lateral line 63. Body compara-

tively elongate, formed much as in Brachyistius frenatus; upper anterior

profile nearly straight, depressed above the eyes; snout sharp; mouth
large, very oblique, tip of the lower jaw on a line with the upper profile

of the snout; maxillary reaching front of orbit; gill rakers long, numerous;

lower lip without frenum; dorsal spines high and slender, longer than soft

rays, the middle longest; anal spines small; caudal fin short, not widely

forked
;
pectorals short and broad, j the length of head ; eye f length of
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snout. Color silvery; an inky blotch on the middle of the anal fin, and a

fainter blotch on the spinous dorsal; front of anal yellow; fins otherwise

plain; axil black. Length 6 inches. San Francisco to Point Conception

;

rather rare; locally abundant at Santa Cruz. (anaZis, pertaining to the

anal.)

Hyperprosopon analis, Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Boat. Soc. Kat. Hi8t.,viii, 1861, 133,

San Francisco.

Hypocritichthtjs analis, Gnx, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 276.

Ditrema anale, Gunther, Cat., iv, 250.

Holconotus analis, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsl.s, 996.

Hyperprosopon analis, Eioenmann & Ulrey, I. c, 387.

604. HYPERPROSOPON, Gibbons.

(Wall-eyed Surf-fishes.)

Hyperprosopon, Gibbons, Daily Placer Times and Transcript, May 18, 1854 (argenteus).

Enniththys, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Pliila. 1855, 322 (meyalops).

Bramopsis (Agassiz MS.) Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hiat., viii, 1861, 132

(')nento=:argenteus).

Body ovate, strongly compressed ; eyes large; month small, very oblique,

with 2 rows of teeth in each jaw; lower lip without fiouum; gill rakers

very long, slender and tapei'ing. Pharyngeal teeth mostly small, conic, a

few in the last series enlarged or molar; scales small, silvery; male with
1 of the anterior rays of anal transformed into a triangular plate, the

fin forming a decided angle at this point, the rays in front of it with a

thick covering of skin. Vertebrae 33 to 35, 12 to 14 of them above base

of anal. Species of moderate size, living in the surf, {vnep, above;

TtpodGOTtov, face, the forehead facing upward.)

a. Ventral fins broadly tipped with black ; anal rays III, 33, the fin nearly plain ; sides

silvery; anterior profile of head concave. argenteus, 1886.

00. Ventral fins plain silvery ; anal rays III, 30, the fin blackisli anteriorly ; sides with

faint dark cross bands. agassizii, 1887.

1886. HYPERPROSOPON ARGEXTEUS, Gibbons.
'

(Wall-eyed Surf-fish ; "White Perch.)

Head Si; depth 2i. D. IX, 27; A. Ill, 32; scales 72. Body ovate,

strongly compressed. Interorbital space rather wide, abruptly depressed

at the nape, the profile of the snout extending forward at a less angle than

that of the back. Snout very short, much shorter than the eye. Maxil-

lary scarcely reaching front of pupil. Mouth extremely obli(jue. Eye 2^

in head, larger than in any other species. Gill rakers as long as diameter

of pupil and very slender, about 21 below the angle. Middle dorsal spines

a little higher than the last, or than the soft rays; anal low; pectorals

scarcely reaching to the tips of ventrals, which reach past the front of the

anal ; origin of ventral .spine 5 or 6 scales behind the vertical from poste-

rior end of pectoral base. Color, bluish black above; sides bright silvery,

sometimes faintly barred; ventrals with a broad terminal bar of black;
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caudal and anal edged witli blackish. Length 10 inches. Coast of Cali-

fornia, Cape Disappointment to Todos Santos Bay ; on sandy shores in the

surf, everywhere common. (rH-^yfenfcHS, silvery.)

JJ-yper-prosopon argenteum, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1854, 10i>, San Francisco.

IIyperproso2ion argenteum punctaUim, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 106, San

Francisco.

IIrjperprosopo7i arcuattim, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 125, San Francisco.

Holconotus megalops, Gibakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 152, Presidio ; Humboldt
Bay ; Astoria.

Ennichthj/s megalops, GiBARD, U. S. Pacific E. E. Surv., X, Fish., 197, 1858.

lirainopsis mento (Agassiz MS.) Alexander Aoassiz, Proc. Boat. Soc. Nat. Hist., viii.

1861, 133, no locality given.

Hyperpfosopon argenteus and arcuatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 276.

Ditrema arcuatum and Bitrema megalops, Gunther, Cat., iv, 249.

1887, HYPEUPROSOPON AGASSIZII, Gill.

Head 3i; depth 2. D. IX, 25; A. Ill, 29; lateral line GO. Body elliptic-

ovate, the profile nearly straight from the snout to above the occiput,

there forming a slight angle, thence straightish to the base of dorsal

;

ventral outline variable, sometimes strongly arched ; mouth small, very

oblique, the premaxillary on a level of the middle of the pupil, the max-
illary scarcely reaching front of pupil; eye i longer than the snout; gill

rakers not quite as long as the diameter of the pupil, about 17 on the lower

part of arch; 3 rows of scales on cheek; sixth dorsal spine highest,

higher than the soft rays; third anal spine much the longest, altout 4 as

long as first rays; pectorals falcate, reaching the vertical from tip of ven-

trals, which about reach to vent ; origin of ventral spine about 2 scales

behind the vertical from posterior end of pectoral base. Length 8 inches.

Coast of California, San Francisco to Santa Barbara; not generally

abundant; most common along San Luis Obispo County. (Named for

Alexander Agassiz, who pul)]ished in 1861 an excellent review of the

species of this family.)

Hyperprosopon arcuatus, Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Boat. Soc. Nat. Hist. 1861, 125; not

of Gibbons.

Hyperprosopon agassizii, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 276, California.

Amphysticus agassizi, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 592.

Hyperprosopon agassizi, Eigenmann & Ulrey, I. c, 387.

605. HOLCONOTUS, Agassiz.

Holconotus, Agassiz, Amer.Journ. Sci. Arts, xvii, May, 1854, 367 (rhodotervs).

Oymatogaster, Gibbons, Daily Placer Times and Transcript, Juno 21, 1854 (not May 18, 1854)

(pxdchellus)

.

This genus diifers from Amphisiichns chiefly in the absence of a frenum

to the lower lij). Vertebr;e 14-|- 18= 32; gill rakers stout and l)Junt.

Body subelliptical, moderately compressed; anal tin as in Aiiqihistichns;

its basis below 11 vertebne. One species. (oAkoj, groove; 7'&jro?, back.)

1888. HOLCONOTUS RHODOTERUS, Agassiz.

Head 3|; depth 2. D. IX or X, 26; A. Ill, 29; lateral line 69. Body
deeper, more elevated, and less compressed than in Iljiperprosopon, form

ovate, dorsal and ventral outlines equally curved; profile uearly straight
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fromsuout to dorsal, little depressed above eye; snout a little longer than
eye ; mouth oblique, forming an angle of about 45 degrees

;
premaxillary on

the level of the lower edge of pupil; maxillary not included under preor-

bital, reaching just past front of pupil; fifth dorsal spine highest, consid-

erably higher than the soft rays; gill rakers 6+11, stout and blunt, fewer

and stouter than in iTi/jjfrjjrosojwH. Color greenish above; sides silvery,

profusely covered with spots and blotches of light orange brown or cop-

pery red, these mostly in the form of iuterrupted vertical bars; caudal,

anal, and ventral fins bright reddish, without black spots or markings.

Length a foot. Coast of California, San Francisco to San Diego; not

V)ry abundant. {poSovspoi, rosy.)

Holconoius rhodoterus, AoASSiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, May, 1854,368, San Francisco;

Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Boat. Soc. Nat. Hist, vui, 1861, 131; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 592; Eigenmann & Ulrey, I. c, 388.

Cymatogaster pulchellus, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., July, 1854, 123, San Francisco.

Gymatogaster larkinsit, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1854, 123, San Francisco.

Cymatogaster ellipticus. Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1854, 124, San Francisco.

Ditrema rhodoterum, Guntheb, Cat., iv, 250.

6o6. AMPHISTICHUS, Agassiz.

Amphistiehtis, Agassiz, Amer. Joarn. Sci. Arts, May, 1854, 367 (argenteus).

Mytilophagus, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., July, 1854, 125 {fasciatus=argenteus).

Body ovate or oblong, compressed; mouth moderate, oblique, with slen-

der conical teeth in 2 series in each jaAv, the outer series longer; lips

thin, the lower with a broad freuum; gill rakers few, stout and blunt;

pharyngeals normal, their teeth small, conic, a few of the last 2 series

larger and molar; fins not very high, the spines slender; scales small;

vertebrte 13 -[-16=29; the anal basis below 10 vertebra^. Anal in male
with 1 of its anterior rays transformed into a triangular plate ; a decided

angle at this point, some of the rays before it with the skin thickened.

One species. (a7<0z, double; (jr/^o?, series.)

1889. AMPHISTICHUS ARGENTEUS, Agassiz.

(Surf-fish.)

Head 3i ; depth 2^. D. X, 24 ; A. Ill, 26 ; lateral line 65 to 67 ; vertebra

134-16=29. Body ovate, the dorsal profile much more curved than ven-

tral; interorbital region scarcely depressed; mouth comparatively large,

little oblique, the maxillary being below the level of the rather small eye,

lower jaw included. Head bluut and deep; snout longer than the eye;

maxillary reaching front of pupil, not included under preorbital; lips

rather thin, the lower with a freuum. Gill rakers few, rather short, stift",

S-fll; lower pharyngeals normal. Caudal peduncle short and stout;

pectorals reaching slightly jiast tips of ventrals, which reach to vent;

origin of ventral spine almost under posterior end of pectoral base; third

anal spine the longest, scarcely | as long as first rays; dorsal spines

strong, the fifth or sixth longest, shorter than soft rays
;
pectorals slightly

falcate, nearly reaching tips of ventrals. Silvery; sides with narrow

vertical bars of a brassy olive color, alternating with vertical series of
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spots of similar color; iins plain; vertical fins somewhat edged with

dusky; specimens occasionally uniform brassy, witliout bars. Length 1

foot. Pacijfic coast, from Cape Flattery to San Diego ; very abundant ou

sandy shores, {argenteua, silvery.)

Amphistichus argentcus, Agassiz, Amer. Journ. Bci. Arts., May, 1854, 367, San Francisco;

GiBARD, U. S. Pac. R. K. Surv., x, Fishes, 201.

Mytilophagui fasciatus, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., July, 1854, 125, San Francisco.

Amphistichus /leerwawni, GlKAED, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 135, Cape Flattery; San

Francisco.

Amphistichus similis, Gikard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 153, San Francisco.

Ditrema argenteum, Gunther, Cat., iv, 251.

Amphiitichus argentcus, Jordan & Gu^beet, Synopsis, 593 ; Eigknsiann & Ulrey, I. c, 389.

607. EMBIOTOCA, Agassiz.

Embiotoca, Agassiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts, xvi, November, 1853, 386 (jacksoni).

Body oblong, more or less elevated, somewhat compressed, the caudal

peduncle robust. Head moderate, the lower jaw included. Lips moderate,

the lower with a frenum. Maxillary short, its whole length slipping under

the preorbital. Teeth few, conical, blunt ish, in 1 series. Gill rakers

weak, rather short and slender. Pharyngeals normal, the anterior and

lateral teeth small, conic, the median and posterior large, truncate molars;

males with a gland on some of the anterior anal rays, but none of them

modified to form a definite plate; vertebrie 14-f 18 or 19, the base of anal

below 9 caudal vertebra- ; first haemal spine small, applied to the second.

Caudal fin lunate; anal fin rather long, much longer than abdomen, its

spines small. Scales small, about 60 iu the lateral line. One species. This

genus is very close to the Japanese genus, Ditrema, Temminok & Schlegel,

1847, the longest known member of the family. Ditrema temnmiclii is in

form, color, and appearance between Embiotoca and I'harierodon. Its scales

are very small (70 to 75) and the lower pharyngeals are quite small, the

teeth all conic and rather slender. (tV/^'og, living within; toho?, off-

spring; an euphonious and appropriate name which is fortunately to be

retained.

)

1890. EMBIOTOCA JACKSONI, Agassiz.

(Common Surf-fish ; Black Perch.)

Head 3Jr ; depth 2. D. IX or X, 20 ; A. Ill, 25 ; scales 10-58-18. Form ovate,

rather thick, the outline convex. Mouth rather small. Gill rakers short

and stout, about 15 below angle. Dorsal spines low, much lower than the

soft rays; pectoral triangular in outline, not reaching past tips of ven-

trals, which reach nearly to front of anal ; origin of ventral spine about

2 scales behind the vertical from posterior end of base of pectoral

;

third anal spine less than i as long as first rays; caudal peduncle thick-

ish, the fin not widely forked. Scales on cheeks in 4 series. Brownish,

tinged with green, blue, red, or yellowish ; sides with about 10 faint, ver-

tical, dusky bars ; belly usually yellowish ; head with blue spots ; fins

dusky, tinged with blue or red; anal in males sometimes red with a black

patch, and the ventrals orange. Colors extremely variable, the pattern
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of color not definite. Length 1 foot. Vancouver Island to Todos Santos

Bay, generally common ; the most abundant of the larger species south-

ward. (Named for A. C. Jackson, of Ban Francisco, who first noticed the

viviparity of Emhiotoca and first brought tbe fact to the attention of

Professor Agassiz.*)

Emhiotoca jacksoni, Agassiz, Amer. Joi.ni. Sci. Arts 1853, 387, and 1854, 366, San Fran-

cisco; GiRARD, U. S.Pac. R. R. Surv., x. Fishes, 168.

Holconotus fuliguiosus, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 123, San Francisco.

Emhiotoca cassidyi, Gieard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 151, San Diego.

Emhiotoca webhi, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1855, 320, San Diego.

Ditrema jacksoni, GtJNTHER, Cat., iv, 245; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 595.

Emhiotoca jacksoni, Eigenmann & Ulkey, I.e., 392.

6o8. T^NIOTOCA, Alexander Agassiz.

Holconotus, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., July, 1854, 122 (agassizii=lateralis).

Tceniotoca, Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist., viii, 1861, 133 (lateralis).

This genus is very close to Phancrodon, differing only in the short, deep

caudal peduncle. The single species is highly variegated in color.

{raivia, band; rona, iov Emhiotoca).

1891. T.EMOTOCA LATERALIS (Agassiz).

(Blue Perch ; Striped Surf-fish.)

D. X or XI, 23 ; A. Ill, 31 ; scales 7-63-15 ; vertel)r<T 35 to 37. Body oblong,

compressed, with a short and very high caudal peduncle, the body taper-

ing back less than usual, the dorsal and ventral outlines nearly equally

curved. Mouth but little oblique, the maxillary scarcely reaching orbit.

Teeth strong; gill rakers short and stout, about 14 below angle. Spinous

dorsal very low, the last spine highest, but much shorter than the soft

rays; soft dorsal and anal high; pectoral fins triangular in outline to tips

of ventrals, which reach to vent ; origin of ventral spine about 2 scales

behind the vertical from posterior end of pectoral base; third anal spin©

less than ^ as long as first rays. Color reddish olive above, becoming
bright orange red below, everywhere thickly dusted with black points;

a continuous bright blue streak along the edges of each row of scales;

streaks of thoracic region formed by isolated blue spots on the middle of

the scales ; head with several series of blue spots and streaks ; fins all

olivaceous dusky ; ventrals witli some light orange. Vancouver Island to

San Diego ; very abundant northward, scarce south of Point Conception

;

a very handsome fish, {lateralis, pertaining to the side.)

'The date of Dr. Jackson's discovery is June 7, 1852. Dr. Thomas H. Webh, of the
Mexican Boundary Survey, soon after sent a similar notice to Agassiz, an extract from
his diary at San Diego, May 3, 1852. Dr. J. K. Lord, of Vancouver Island, and Dr. Wil-
liam Peters Gibbons, of Alameda, made similar observations at about the same time, as
did also Prof. George Davidson and Prof. John L. LeConte, the latter apparently in 1851.

The earliest published account is that of Agassiz, after notes of Jackson, in November,
1853. After him came Gibbons, in May and June, 1854 ; Girard, in August, 1854, and
others still later. See Eigenmann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1892, 405, for a full historical
account of these discoveries.
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Embiotoea lateralis, Agassiz, Anaer. Journ. Sci. Arts, May, 1854, 356, San Francisco.

Holeonottii* agasgizii, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., July, 1854, 122, San Francisco.

Embiotoea lineata, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., August, 1854, 134, San Francisco;

Tomales Bay ; Presidio.

Embiotoea j)erspicabilis, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1855, 321, Paget Sound.

Embiotoea ornata, Girard, Free. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., April, 1855, 321, San Diego; South

Farallones.

Tce7iiotoea lateralis, Ale.xander Agassiz, Proc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist., viii, 1861, 133.

Ditrema laterale, GiJNTHER, Cat., iv, 245; Jordan & Gilbert, Synoiisis, 594.

Phanerodon lateralis, Eigenmann & Uleey, I. c, 394.

609. PHANERODON, fJiraid.

Phanerodon, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 153 (furcatus).

This genus is very close to Emhiotoca, Ditrema, and Ta'niotoca. From
Enibiotoca, Phanerodon differs chiefly in the long and slender caudal pedun-

cle, and in the larger number of Tertebrte, 14 or 15+ 23 or 24^37 to 39;

the base of the anal is below 11 or more vertebrre, and the first ha?mal

spine is as large as the second ; dorsal spines slender and high, the last

ones as high as the soft rays. Species plainly colored, of moderate size;

the caudal deeply forked. (0n:7^e/3(3?, evident; 65 oi)?, tooth ; but the teeth

are no larger than in related genera.)

a. Ventral tins plain whitish; scales of hody without orange shades; caudal edged

with dusky; head short, 32 in length. furcatus, 1892.

aa. Ventral fins hroadly tipped with blackish; scales of hody above each with an

orange shade at base ; caudal not dusky-edged ; head longer, 3J in length.

ATRIPES, 1893.

1892. PHANERODON FURCATUS, Girard.

(White Surf-fish.)

Head 3f ; depth 21. D. X, 24 to XI, 22 ; A. Ill, 30 to 32 ; lateral line 6(5 to 69.

Body oblong-elliptical, compressed, tapering backward into the long and

slender caudal peduncle ; dorsal and ventral outlines about equally curved

;

occipital region little depressed ; mouth small; lower jaw included; teeth

rather large, conical; gill rakers very short and slender; last dorsal spine

highest, sometimes higher than the soft rays, the fin higher than in rha)ie-

rodon airipes; pectorals reaching a little beyond tips of ventrals; caudal

fin strongly forked, the upper lobe usually the longer. Light olivaceous,

silvery below, sometimes yellowish ; scales with bright reflections but no

red markings; usually a round dusky spot on the anal; ventrals plain;

caudal fin edged behind with dusky; fins usually yellowish tinged. Length

1 foot. Pacific coast, from Vancouver Island to San Diego; extremely

abundant from Cape Mendocino southward, (fiircatm, forked.)

Phanerodon,fureatus, Giraed, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 163, Presidio ; Tomales Bay

;

and in U. S. Pac. R. E. Surv., x. Pish., 184.

Ditrema furcatum, Gijnther, Cat., iv, 247; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 596.

Phanerodon furcatus, Eigenmann & Ulrey, I. e., 394.

* The name Holconotus was invented by Gibbons independently, and is not synonymous
with Holconotus of Agassiz.
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1893. PHANEEODON ATBIPES (Jordan & Gilbert).

HeadSi; depth 2^. D. X, 23; A. Ill, 29; lateral line 70. Body elongate,

tapering into a long and slender caudal peduncle. Snout rather jiroject-

ing. Head small. Mouth small, the maxillary not extending to opposite

the eye. Teeth few and small. Eye as long as snout, 3^ in head. Cheeks

with 3 rows of scales. Gill rakers longer than in related species, and

jiharyngeals stronger, with the teeth more nearly paved. Highest dorsal

spine shorter than the soft rays. Pectorals long, reaching tip of ventrals.

Caudal lobes equal. Light olivaceous above, pearly below ; scales above

the axis of body each with an orange spot at base, its outer margin tinged

with blue, these forming faint reddish streaks along the rows of scales;

anal with a dusky spot; ventrals broadly tipped with blackish; caudal

not dark-edged. Length 10 inches. Monterey Bay and banks off San

Diego in deeper water than related species; not yet recorded from inter-

vening localities; locally abundant off Monterey, (afer, black; jjes, foot.)

Ditrema atripes, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 320, Monterey Bay

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 595.

Ditrema orthonotus, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, West American Scientist, October, 1889,

127, Cortes Banks, off San Diego.

Phanerodon atripes, Eigenmann & Ulbey, I. c, 395.

6io. RHACOCHILUS, Agassiz.

Rhacochilui, Agassiz, Am. Journ. Sci. Arts, May, 1854, 367 (toxotes).

Pachylabrut. Gibbons, Proc. Gal. Ac. Sci., in Daily Placer Times and Transcript, June 21,

1854 (variegatus=toxotes).

Body ovate, compressed, tapering abruptly into a long.and robust caudal

peduncle; mouth comparatively large, the lower jaw included; lips

extremely thick, the lower without frenum, its posterior edge free, coarsely

lobed; teeth few, small, conical, in 1 series; gill rakers rather long;

pharyngeals normal ; scales small ; dorsal spines low, posteriorly subequal,

much shorter than the soft rays; caudal deeply forked; anal basis elon-

gate, the spines small. Vertebra; 14+22, One species. Males with a

gland on some of the anterior rays; the anal basis without angle ; none of

the rays modified to form a plate, {pduoi, rag; x^'^o?, lip.)

1894. RHACOCHILUS TOXOTES, Agassiz.

(Alfione.)

Head 3|; depth 2|. D. X, 23; A. Ill, 30; scales 11-76-20. Body ovate,

with elevated back and long, thick caudal peduncle; head deep, with

prominent snout; mouth wide, oblique, the lower jaw included; maxil-

lary reaching front of orbit, slipping under the preorbital ; lips extremely

large, with uneven surface, slashed behind and without frenum; teeth

strong, wide-set, those in mandible little developed ; eye large
;
gill rakers

stout, about 20 below the arch ; about 6 series of scales on cheek, 8 on

opercle; soft dorsal considerably elevated, much higher than spinous por-

tion
j
pectorals and ventrals long; pectoral triangular in outline, about
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reaching to tips of veutrals, wliich reach past vent ; ci-igin of ventral spine

about 6 scales behind the vertical from posterior edge of pectoral bas»^.

Caudal short, deeply forked, the upper lobe the longer. Olivaceous, with

brassy reflections and dusky points ; fins plain. Length 18 inches. The
largest and least handsome of the family, and the one of most value as

food. Coast of California, from San Francisco to San Diego, rather com-

mon. {To^6rrj<;, the East Indian archer fish; from some obscure resem-

blance.)

Bhacochilus toxotes, Agassiz, Am. Journ. Sci. Arts, May, 1854, 367, San Francisco ; GiEARD,

U. S. Pac. R. R. Surv., x. Fishes, 188, 1858.

Pachylabrus variegatvs, Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., vn, July, 1854, 126, San
Francisco.

Ditrema toxotes, GOnther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 247.

Bhacochilus toxotes, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 596; Eigenmann & Ulret, I. c, 390.

6ii. HYPSURUS, Alexander Agassiz.

Hypsurus, Alexander Agassiz, Proc. Bost. See. Nat. Hist., viii, 1861, 133 (caryl).

Body oblong, compressed, moderately elevated, tapering abruptly to a

very slender and short peduncle. Head moderate, rather acute, lower jaw
included. Lips rather large, entire, the lower with a frenum. Teeth few,

conical, blunt, in 1 series, those of the upper jaw sometimes partly in 2

series. Gill rakers slender, rather short. Pharyngeals normal; anterior

and lateral teeth of lower pharyngeals small, bluntly conic ; a triangular

posterior patch of larger teeth, all but the posterior row truncate, the pos-

terior row conic. Dorsal fin rather low, the spines all lower than the soft

rays. Caudal broad and short, widely forked. Anal fin extremely short,

although many-rayed, beginning far back, the length of its base being
less than | the distance between its first spine and the root of the ven-

trals, the abdomen being therefore extremely long. Scales rather small.

Vertebraj 17 + 20. This genus is distinguished from Embiotoca chiefly by
the gi^eat length of the abdominal region which is caused by the increased

number of abdominal vertebrae One species, of small size and brilliant

coloration, {vipi, high; ovpd, tail.)

1895. HYPSURUS CARYI (Agassiz).

(Bugara.)

Head 3i; depth 2^. D. X or XI, 23; A. Ill, 24; lateral line 71. Body
elliptical, compressed, the ventral outline comparatively straight; head
depressed above eye; snout sharp; premaxillaiies on the level of the

lower margin of pupil, lower jaw included; maxillary nearly reaching
front of eye, included under preorbital; fourth to sixth dorsal spines

highest, lower than the soft rays; gill rakers slender, short, 7-fl3. Pec-

toral long, reaching past tips of ventrals, which reach | way from their

base to front of anal ; origin of ventral spine about 8 scales behind the

vertical from the posterior end of pectoral base. Anal very short, the

third spine longest, about i as long as the first rays, far back, its rays

slender and crowded close together, its origin opposite posterior third of
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dorsal. Coloration extremely variegated, olivaceous, with stripes of

orange between the rows of scales; about 13 dusky orange cross bars,

irregular in form; eyes reddish, surrounded by a sky-blue band; mem-
branes of opercles chiefly orange; oi)ercle bluish, spotted with orange;

sides of head with sky-blue spots ; lower jaw with orange and blue stripes

;

breast and belly with longitudinal stripes of bright orange, alternating

with steel blue ; abdominal furrow orange, edged with blue
;
pectoral with

an orange crescent at )>ase bordered Avith light blue; soft dorsal with a

black blotch near the front ; caudal of a peculiar rich orange brown, with

cross bars formed of round grayish spots; anal chiefly orange tipped with

blue, and with a large blackish blotch; other flns orange brown, mottled.

Length 10 inches. Coast of California ; very common from Cape Mendocino
to San Diego; a beautiful fish, largely used for bait; very rare south of

Point Conception, common off San Francisco. (Named for its discoverer,

Mr. Thomas G. Cary, brother of Mrs. Agassiz.)

Embiot.oca canji, Agassiz, Amer. Journ. Sci. Arts 1853, 389, and 1854, 366, San Francisco.

Uolconotus gibbonsii (Gibbons MS., Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 3854), Gibbons, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.

Phila. 1854, 12, San Francisco.

Hypsurus caryi, Alexander Agassiz, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., viii, 1861, 133; Jordan &
Gilbert, Synopsis, 593; Eioenmann & ITlrey, I.e., 384.

Ditrema caryi, Gunther, Cat., iv, 247, 1862.

6i2. DAMALICHTHYS, Girard.

Damalichthys, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1855,321 (vacca= aiyyrosoim(s).

Body ovate, compressed, with long caudal peduncle; head rather large;

month moderate, the lower jaw included; lips full, the lower with a
frenum ; teeth very few, short, conical, bluntish, in I series

;
gill rakers

short and slender; lower pharyngeal very large, convex behind in out-
line, with the lateral horns very short and thick; anterior tooth-bear-

ing area on the plaue of the bone; posterior area inclined backward,
forming a steep angle with the anterior part; teeth on anterior part low,
truncate, hexagonal, tessellated; on posterior part ovate, flattened, imbri-

cated, and turned forward so that the posterior side forms the grinding
edge; posterior teeth of upper pharyngeals applied to anterior of the
lower pharyngeal; the posterior teeth above similar to the anterior below,
and vice versa; scales rather small; dorsal spines low, much shorter

than the soft rays; anal fin long, with small spines. Vertebrae 13 -f 21.

Species of large size, plainly colored, externally resembling Ditrema and
Phanerodon, but singularly distinguished from all the other members of
the family by the peculiar pharyngeals. {ddjuaXis, calf; ix^v?, fish; in

allusion to its viviparity.)

1896. DAMALICHTHYS ARGTROSOMUS (Girard).

(White Perch; Pokqee.)

Head 3i; depth 2i. D.X, 23; A. 111,29; scales 8-63-17. Form broadly
elliptical, the dorsal curve regular, similar to the ventral curve; caudal
peduncle rather slender; head rather large, not blunt; occipital region
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little depressed; premaxillary just below the level of the pupil; the max-

illary scarcely reachiug front of the eye, lower jaw included; lips thick-

ish, even; eye large, a little longer than snout; cheeks with 3 or 4 rows

of scales. Gill rakers 7 + 13, not i so long as the large eye, which is

longer than snout. Teeth very few, short and blunt. Dorsal spines

stoutish, the last one highest, \ the height of the soft rays. Caudal

deeply forked, the upper lobe the longer; pectoral long, reaching beyond

front of anal; ventrals reaching nearly to anal; origin of ventral spine

about 4 scales behind the vertical from posterior part of pectoral base;

third anal spine nearly \ as long as first rays. Color soiled white, with

silvery luster; 3 or 4 obscure dusky bars, most distinct in the young;

fins nearly plain, dusky. Length 15 inches. Pacific coast, Vancouver

Island to San Uiego; everywhere common, especially northward; the most

abundant species on the coast of British Columbia, entering the inlets in

thousands; the fiesh rather poor and tasteless, {apyvpo?, silver; dcojiia,

body; but this species lacks the silvery sheen of Hyperprosopon.)

Emhiotoca arf/yrosoma, Gieakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1855, 136, San Francisco (young

individual in bad condition) ; and in IT. S. Pac. E. R. Surv., x, Fishes, 180, 1858.

Damaliclithys vacca, (iIBAED, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1855, 321, Puget Sound ; and in TJ. .S.

P.ac. R. R. Surv., x. Fishes, 182, 1858.

Bitrcma vacca, Gi'NTiiEK, Cat. Fishes, iv, 246, 1862.

Damalichthys argyrosoma, SowDAft &L Gilbert, Sj-nopsis, 597 ; Eigenmann & Uleey, J. c,

Note.—For the sake of completeness, we add the two remaining known
species and genera of Emhiotocida;, from Jaj)an.

DiTiiEMA, Temminck «fe Schlegel.

Ditrema, Temminck & Schlegel, Fauna Japanica, Poiss., 77, pi. 40, fig. 2, 1847 (tern-

mincMi)

.

This genus is very close to Emhiotoca, diflering in its smaller scales and

in its pharyngeal teeth, which are all conic and slender, the bones quite

small. Coloration oi Fhanerodon. (5/?, two; rpfjucx, ayiextvire, the gen-

erative organs having a distinct opening from the intestines.)

DiTKEMA TEMMiNCKii, Bleeker.

Head 3| ; depth 2^. U. X, 21 ; A. Ill, 25 ; scales 8-70-14 ; eye U in head

;

pectoral Vus', ventral 2; last dorsal spine 3^; second dorsal ray 24^; longest

anal ray 34 ; caudal 1;^. Body ovate compressed, the nape somewhat pro-

duced, upper profile of head about straight; ventral outline more strongly

curved than dorsal; mouth small, the maxillary reaching to nostrils;

lower jaw slightly included; teeth conical, blunt, in a single series, on

the front of lower jaw only ; length of snout equals diameter of eye; nos-

trils small, close together; gill rakers short and slender; about 4 rows

of scales on cheek; top of head from posterior margin of eye, snout, ven-

trals, mandibles, and edge of preopercle naked; scales below lateral line

on middle of body the largest, their depth greater than their length; fins

naked; dorsal with a, scaly sheath. Pectorals reaching about to vent, fin

pointed behind, the upper rays the longest; ventrals nearly their length
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behind base of pectorals, tlieir ends not reaching to tip of pectorals; dor-

sal spines much shorter than the soft rays, the last the longest; soft dorsal

highest in front; anal spines very small, the third the longest, much

shorter than the soft rays; caudal widely forked. Color silvery, steel

blue on back; angle of preopercle with a dark spot; a dark blotch on

upper end of opercle ; dorsals dusky, darker at ends of rays ; anal dusky

;

tips of veutrals black ; axil of pectoral dusky, the fin white ; caudal black-

ish at base, tips black. Described from a specimen 8 inches in length,

collected in Japan by Mr. Keiuosuke Otaki. (Named for C. J. Temmiuck,

one of the authors of the splendid Fauna Japanica.

)

Ditrema temminckii, Bleeker, Verh. 15at. Genootsch., xxv, Japan, 33 ; Gunther, Cat.,

IV, 246, 1862.

Ditrema Iceve, Gunther, Cat., n, 392, 1860, Japan.

Neoditrema, Steindachner.

Neoditrema, Steindachner, Beitr. Kenntn. 'Fisclie Japans, ll, 32, 1883 (ravsonnetii).

This genus is allied to Diirema, but lacks tpeth in the jaws, and the lower

lip is without frennm. Scales very small, deciduous, 70 in lateral line.

Japan, (z'eos, new; Ditrema.)

Neoditrema kansonnetii, Steindachner.

Head 3| to 31; depth 3i. D. YI to VIII-21 or 22; A. Ill, 26 or 27; eye

3f in head; interobital 4; snout 4. Body strongly compressed, especially

the belly under the pectorals ; anterior profile more or less concave ; under

lip projecting, thin, not interrupted in the middle; maxillary reaching to

below anterior edge of orbit. Anal spines short; caudal forked, as long

as head; ventrals equal head without snout. Scales cycloid, 3 or 4 roAvs

on cheek; top of head, maxillary, lips, and orbitals naked; a few scales

on soft dorsal and anal; pharyngeals as in Ditrema. Back to lateral line

dark golden brown, under parts golden yellow ; the middle of caudal fin

is light yellow, at its base and end of fin dark brownish violet. Two
specimens in the museum at Vienna, from Yokohama; a larger specimen

collected by Dr. Doderlein, 170 mm. long. (Steindachner.)

Neoditrema rangunnctii, Steindachner, Bcitriige zur Kenntniss derFische Japans, n, 32,

1883, Yokohama. (Coll. Baron Ransounet and Dr. Doderlein.)

Suborder OHROMIDES.

Lower pharyngeals fully united ; nostril single on each side ; in other

respects similar to the I'ercoidea on the one hand, and to the PliaryngoijnatH

on the other, showing characters of both, with the uniiiue feature of the

simple nostrils. Species very numerous, referable to 2 large families—the

one marine, living about coral reefs, the other fluviatile, swarming in the

rivers of the troj)ics, especially in those of South America.

a. Anal spines 3 to 10 ;
gills 4, a slit behind the fourth

;
paeudobranchi* obsolete ; verte-

bra- in increased number; fresh water species. Cichlid.k, CLVIEI.

aa. Anal spines 2 only; gills 3J, slit behind fourth small or none; pseudobranchiaj

well developed ; vertebrse 24 or 25 ; marine species. Pomacentru)^, CLIX.
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Family CLVIII. CICHLID^E.

(The Cichlids.)

Body elevated, obloug or elongate, covered with moderate-sized scales,

-which are usually ctenoid; lateral line iuterrnpted, usually ceasing oppo-

site the posterior part of the dorsal, and then recommencing lower down

on the caudal peduncle; mouth varying in size, terminal, the jaws with

rather small teeth, which are usually conical, but sometimes lobate or

incisor-like; no teeth on vomer or palatines; nostril single on each side;

premaxillaries freely protractile; maxillary slipping under the broad pre-

orbital
;
gill rakers various

;
gill membranes often connected ; dorsal fin

single, with the spinous portion well developed, usually but not always

longer than the soft portion; anal fin with 3 or more spines, the soft part

similar to the soft dorsal ; ventral fins thoracic, I, 5 ; lower pharyngeal

bones united into a triangular piece, with a median suture; branchioste-

gals 5 or 6; no pseudobranchiip
;
gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; verte-

bra''. in more or less increased number, about 28 to 40; air bladder present.

A large family of fresh-water fishes of moderate or small size, representing,

as to form, size, appearance, and habits, and even as to many details of

structure, in the waters of South America, the Centrarchida' of the United

States. Genera about 40 ; species about 150, inhabiting the rivers of Africa

and tropical America, the genus Heros extending into the limits of the

United States. Those with lobate teeth are herbivorous, the rest carniv-

orous. The species here enumerated are but the overflow of the vast river

fauna of South America. (Chromides, Giinther, Cat., iv, 264-316.)

a. Outer gill arch normal, without additional lobe above; spinous portion of dorsal fin

not shorter than soft portion
;
gill rakers short and few ; vertical limb of pre-

opercle entire ; scales of lateral line not enlarged.

b. Teeth all conic.

c. Premaxillary very greatly protractile; anal spines 6; .snout not longer than

postorbital part of head
;
preorbital narrow. Petenia, 613.

cc. Premaxillary moderately protractile; ventrals inserted behind origin of

dorsal.

d. Jaws subequal.

e. Anal spines 3.

/. Soft portion of dorsal and anal naked or scaled at base only;

caudal scaled on basal half; lower jaw without distinct

canines ; lower lip with a frenum. J^quidens, 614.

ee. Anal spines more than 3 (4 to 11), some of the teeth usually

enlarged, often canine-like.

g. Lower lip with a frenum, its fold interrupted mesially.

CiCHLASOJIA, ei,").

gg. Lower lip without frenum, forming a free fold for its whole

extent. Herds, 616.

ad. Jaws unequal, the lower jaw included; anal spines 4 or 5; cleft of

mouth short ; scales on cheeks small. Theeaps, 617.

bh. Teeth not all conic, a series of incisors in front, with a band of villiform teeth

behind tlioin; anal spines 8. Neeteoplus, 618.

aa. Outer gill arch with a compressed lamelliform lobe above.

h. Eye beliind middle of head; soft dorsal entirely scaleless; fold of lower lip

interrupted in front; dorsal spines 13 to 15 ; anal spines 3; scales on cheeks

small. Satanopekca, 619.
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613. PETENIA, Giiutber.

Petenia, GOnthkb, Cat. Fishes, iv, 301, 1862 (^idcndida).

Premaxillaiy extremely protractile; snout loug, 1)ut not longer than
postorbital part of head; preorbital narrow ; mouth oblique, the j)remaxil-

lary on the level of lower third of eye; maxillary reaching front margin of

eye; teeth all conical; gill rakers short and few
;
preopercle entire ; scales

large, those of the lateral line not enlarged. Ventral inserted below front

of dorsal. Anal spines 6, Species 3, of Central America, Colombia, and
northern Brazil. (Name from Lake Peten, Guatemala, the original locality

of Petenia splendida.)

1897. PETENIA SPLEXDIDA, Gunther.

Head 2| ; depth 3. B. 5 ; D. X V, 12 ; A. V, 10 ; scales G-41-17. Head longer

than high ; snout compressed, triangular ; lower jaw very promineut
;
jaws

extremely protractile, so that the snout is not much shorter than head
when jaws are protracted; processes of iutermaxillaries extending back-
ward to nape of neck; length of mandibles f that of head. The greater

portion of maxillary not covered by preorbital, and extending beyond ver-

tical from center of orbit; each jaw armed with a band of villiform teeth,

the outer series containing rather larger conical teeth
;
preorbital narrower

than orbit, the diameter of which is ^ or f length of head; iuterorbital

space very convex, as wide as, or wider than, orbit. Gill membranes
united below throat, and not attached to isthmus ; first branchial arch with
13 anterior pi'omineuces. Dorsal fin commencing at vertical from root of

liectoral, its spines of moderate length and strength, increasing in length

to the seventh which is § that of head ; ijosterior spines a little longer than
middle ones; soft dorsal aud anal rather elevated, extending to, or nearly

to, root of caudal ; anal spines strong, f length of head ; caudal rounded,
its length ratli^- more than ^ of total ; free portion of tail longer than high

;

pectoral extending to first anal spine, the ventral to vent; distance of
vent from ventral nearly i- length of head. Scales on cheek in about 7

series. Greenish, shining golden ; head, body, and vertical fins with black
dots; a series of 6 or 7 large round black spots along middle of side, the

last spot edged with white and situated on upper half of root of caudal.

Length 16 inches. Lake Peten, Guatemala. (GUnther.) {splendidus,

shining.)

Petenia splendida, Gunther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 301, 1862, Lake Peten, Guatemala (Coll.

Salvin) ; Gunther, Fish. Centr. Am., 469, pi. 79, fig. 2, 1869.

614. iEQUIDENS, Eigenmann & Bray.

JEqiddens, Eigenjiann & Bray, Aun. Ac. Sci. N. T. 1894, 616 (tetramerm)

.

This genus includes those species allied to Astronotiis, which have 3 anal
spines, the soft dorsal and anal naked or scaled at base only, no canine

teeth, and the lower lip without frenum. Elvers of South America; the

species rather numerous, (wquus, equal; dens, tooth).

3030 18
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1898. iE(^UIDEN(S CffiRULEOPL'XCTATUS (Kner & Steindachner).

Head rather more than 3 ; depth 2^. D. XV, 10; A. Ill, 8; scales 2^-27-9.

Greatest breadth of head | its length. Nape curved, profile of snout
straight. Width of interorbital space ? length of head, and more than
that of snout. Snout broad, moderately elevated; width of preorbital

scarcely more than diameter of eye. Cleft of mouth slightly obli(iue, not
reaching vertical from orl)it. Fold of lower lip interrupted in middle.

Lower limb of preoperculum more than A length of jiosterior limb. Only
8 Series of scales between throat and root of ventral. Dor.sal sjiines of

moderate strength, gradually increasing in length posteriorly, length of

ninth more than ^ that of head; middle of soft dorsal and anal i)roduced

and extending beyond middle of caudal, Avhich is rounded
;
pectoral as

long as head, reaching only to origin of anal; ventral filament rather long.

Three series of scales on cheek. Body with 4 or 5 indistinct cross bands;

a large black blotch on middle of sides, and traces of a second on root of

caudal; each scale on side of head and chest with a bluish spot. Length
5 inches. Eio Chagres, Atlantic slope of the Isthmus of Panama. (Kner
6 Steindachner.) {cceriileus, blue; punctatus, dotted.)

Acara coeruleopunctata, Knek & Steindachneb, Sitz. bayer. Akad., 222, 1863, Rio Chagres,
Isthmus of Panama (Ooll. Salvin) ; Kner <fc Steindachner, A bhandl. bayer. Akad.
Wi8s.,x, tab. 2, fig. 3, 1864; GOnther, Fisb. Centr. Am.,449, 1869.

615. CICHLASOMA, Swainson.

Cichlasoma, Swain.son, Nat. Hist. Class'nriahea.etc, n, 230, 1839 (punctatus=himaculatns)

.

Archocentrus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1877, 186 (centrarchus)

.

This genus contains those species allied to Astronotus, which have 4 to

11 spines in the anal fin, the dorsal and anal not closely scaled and the
lower lip interrupted mesially to form a frenum. Species very numerous,
chiefly South American. {CichJa, a related genus; (?ft>/ut»body ; mxXi], a

thrush; the name Cichla and its synonyms, Turdus and Merida, transferred

by early authors to Labroid fishes.) The following analysis of species has
little value. A natural arrangement will be possible only after a detailed

comparison of the various forms

:

Cichlasoma :

a. Anal fin moderate, its spines 4, to 9 in number.
h. Anal spines 4; body rather slender; sides witb a broad, dark lateral band. Dor-

sal rays XVI, 13. eectangulare, 1899.

hh. Anal spines .0, occasionally 6.

c. Dorsal rays mostly XVI or XVII, 11 or 12.

d. Depth less than A length of body.

liARTONI; GODMANNI; SIEIK>LUI; IN-

TERMEDIUM; ANGULIFERUM, 1000-1904.

dd. Depth about i length of body.

FENESTRATUM; MONTEZUMA, 1905; 1906.

cc. Dorsal rays XIV or XV, 12 or 13; depth of body U iu its length.

... ,
MACBACANTHrM, 1907.

bbh. Anal spines 6 to 8, rarely 5 or 9.

e. Depth of body about 1 its length.

PARMA; MARGARITIFERUM ; SPILUE0M; LONGI-

MANUS; BIFASCIATUM; HELLEEI, 1908-1913.
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ee. Depth of body less than h its length, 2^ to 3 in length.

BALTEATUM; ROSTRATUM ; MELANOPOGON ; MELANCRUM;
NEBULIFEEDM; LENTIGINOSUM

;

DEPPII, 1914-1920.

Aec'HOCENTRUS (apxos, anus ; Kivrpov, spine)

:

aa. Anal fin very long, its spines 10 or 11 in number; depth about J length.

/. Anal fin with 7 soft rays. nigeofasciatuM; MULTISPINOSUM, 1921; 1922.

ff. Anal fin with 9 soft rays. centeaechus, 1923.

Subgenus CICHLASOMA.

1899. CICHLASOMA UECTAMJULAUK (Sttiudaoliner).

Head 3^ ; depth 29. D. XVI, 13 ; A. IV, 11 ; scales 33-21 ; eye Ij in head,

2 in suout ; 7 series of scales on cheek. Lower lip interrupted ; outer teeth

large, somewhat canine-like, their tips brown ; maxillary reaching front

of eye; premaxillary moderately protractile; profile depressed before eye,

which is m the middle of length of head ; back considerably arched ; sub-

orbital deep, 1^ times eye. Dorsal spines rather low and strong; soft

dorsal and anal moderately high and pointed ; ventrals longer than pec-

toral, 3| in head; anal sjiiues graduated; soft dorsal and anal with small

scales at base; caudal rounded. Color dark brown ; a narrow brown ver-

tical streak on each scale iiosteriorly ; abroad blackish band beginning

behind the eye, running backward along the body to opposite first soft ray

of anal, then turning abrujitly upward to base of dorsal, forming a right

angle; a large black blotch at base of caudal; soft dorsal, anal, and cau-

dal with alternate rows of yellow and dirty blue spots on the membranes.

Fins mostly bluish, dotted with black. Length 7i inches. Mexico. (Steiu-

dachner.) Not seen by us. (recto?j(/(f7«ris, right-angled.)

Aeara rectangularis, Steindachnee, C'hromiden Mejicos, 1, 1864, Mexico.

1900. CICHLASOMA BAUTOXI (Bean).

Head 2i; depth 2^. D. XIV, 11; A. IV, 9; eye 4i to 5i in head, or 2 in

snout; interorbital width 11 in snout; scales .5-34-11. Larger examples
with nape strongly arched. Mouth very oblique; lower jaw projecting,

maxilla not reaching vertical from front of eye. Length of upper jaw

I that of head. Teeth in jaws; frenum of lower jaw distinct (in tyjie

specimens) in bands, outer series much enlarged and brown at tips; head

of vomer much enlarged, but toothless; palate without teeth. Scales

on cheek in about 6 series. The dorsal beginning over gill opening, first

spine verj- short, second somewhat longer, length of spines gradually

increasing backward, last and longest one nearly ^ length cf head ; longest

soft rays (third and fourth) nearly A as long as head; spines of dorsal

rather slender; anal origin nearly under beginning of soft dorsal; fourth

anal spine nearly | as long as head; longest anal ray (fourth) more than

i as long as head; least depth of tail equals length of snout; middle caudal

rays slightly longer than longest anal ray; pectoral nearly reaching to

above origin of anal, and ventral reaching to vent; lateral line inter-

rupted under fourth soft ray of dorsal and begins on median line of tail

at a distance below upper line a little greater than diameter of eye. Color

puri)li8h brown ; from head to tail a broad dark baud, more or less broken

up into separate blotches, the last of which is very distinct at base of tail;
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fins dusky. In a specimen about 5 inches long the cheeks and snout pro-

fusely covered with minute roundish brown dots. Four specimens, o^ to

7 inches long, collected in Hauztecii Potosina, a region situated north of

Guanajuato, in San Luis Potosi, Mexico. (Bean.) (Named for Barton A.

Bean, assistant curator of ichthyology in the United States National

Museum, a conscientious naturalist.)

J,car« ia*<o;r(, T.H. Bean, Proc.U. S.Nat. Mils. 1892, 286, Hauzteca Potosina, San Luis

Potosi, Mexico. (Type, No. 437G5. Coll. Alfredo Dugea.)

1001. CICHLASOMA WODMANM ((Uiiitliei).

Head 3 to 3i; depth 2|. D. XVI or XVII, 13 or V2; A. V, 9; scales

5-33-13. Head as high as long; snout rather elevated; preorbital wider

than orbit
;
profile of nape much curved ; cleft of mouth rather narrow,

horizontal; jaws equal anteriorly; maxillary not extending backward
to vertical from front margin of eye; the 6 front teeth of outer series

the longest, deep brown; nape elevated; orbit considerably below upper

profile of head; opercles scaly. Dorsal and anal fins very slightly scaly

at base; spinous dorsal low, length of twelfth spine I that of head; soft

dorsal and anal somewhat produced, extending beyond root of caudal;

free portion of tail somewhat higher than long; caudal subtruncated,
/,

total length; pectoral shorter than head, but rather longer than A'cntral,

which does not extend to vent. Head' grayish olive; cheeks and body
reddish olive; an irregular Idacldsh band proceeding from above pec-

toral to a black spot in middle of root of caudal ; a blaclv spot above

origin of lateral band; opercles, back, and vertical fins with black dots.

Length 7 inches. Guatemala. (Giinther.) (Named for its discoverer,

Mr. Godman.)

Heros godmanni, Gunthee, Cat. Fishes, iv, 296, 1862, Rio de Cahabon, Guatemala (Coll.

Godman &. Salvin) ; GOnther, Fishes Centr. Am., 466, pi. 74, fig. 5, 1869.

1902. CICIILASOMA SIEBOLDII (Kuer & Steindachner).

Head 3; depth 2*; eye 4 to 5 in head. D. XVII, 11 ; A. V, 8; scales 33.

Body oblong, the back not much elevated; the head bluntly and evenly

convex; cleft of mouth terminal, not very low, as long as eye; lip

rather vague, its folds interrupted; 10 or 12 teeth in outer row in each

jaw, these larger than in most related species, somewhat compressed,

and with deep brown tips; 5 rows of scales on cheek; preorbital as

broad as eye. Dorsal sjiines rather low, the soft rays somewhat pointed;

caudal rounded
;
pectoral short, IJ in head ; ventral about the same. Clear

brown, somewhat darker above; middle of each scale with a small black-

ish spot, these forming a dusky line along each row of scales; about 8

dusky crossbars formed of 2 or 3 vague, partially confluent dusky

shades, the lowest of these shades above level of pectoral, forming an

obscure row of blotches from gill opening to base of caudal; dorsal, anal,

and caudal with distinct dusky spots arranged in cross rows; paired fins

Avith lilack specks but not spotted; some black spots on sides of head.

Length 5 to 8 inches. Known from 11 specimens from New Grenada and

from the west slope of the peninsula of Panama. (Kner & Steindach-
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ner.) This fish is probably not sufficiently distinct from C. godmavni.

(Giinther.) (Named for Professor von Siebold, of Vienna, author of a

work on the Fishes of Austria.)

HerosgieboldU, Kner & Steindachner, Abhandl. bayer. Akad. Wiss., x, 13, 1864, pi. 2, fig. 2.

New Grenada; Gunther, Fish. Centr. Am., 466, 1869.

190^. CICHLASOMA IMERMEDIUM (Giinther).

Head 3^; depth 2?. D. XVII or XVIII, 11; A.V or VI, 10 or 8; scales

5-32-13. Head as high as long; preorbital rather wider than orbit; eye

not very remote from profile of nape, which is curved ; cleft of mouth
rather narrow, horizontal

;
jaws equal anteriorly. Base of soft dorsal and

anal with scarcely any scales; dorsal spines of moderate length and
strength, length of twelfth i or nearly ^ that of head; soft dorsal and

anal extending slightly beyond root of caudal; free portion of tail not

quite so long as high; caudal subtruncated, its length i of total; pectoral

shorter than head, but rather longer than ventral, wliich extends nearly

to vent Fold of lower lip interrupted in middle; 5 or 6 series of scales

on cheek. Brownish, lower parts red in adults; abroad angular brown
band on trunk, its horizontal branch extending from gill opening to ver-

tical from first anal spine, while its vertical branch ascends to hinder

dorsal spines; each scale within this band with a black vertical streak; a

rather narrow brown band running from angular band to a blackish spot

at root of caudal; vertical fins with whitish ocelli, inclosed by reddish

streaks. Length 6 inches. Lake Peten. (Giinther.) {Intermedim, inter-

mediate. )

Heros intermedins, Gunther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 208, 1862, Lake Peten (Coll. Godiuan & S.il-

vln) ; GiJNTHER, Fi.sh. Centr. Am., 468, pi. 78, fig. 1, 1869.

1904. f'ICHLASOMA ANGULIFERUM (Giinther).

Head 3i; depth 2*. D. XVII or XVIII, 10; A. V, 8; scales 4-33-12.

Head as high as long; preorbital scarcely wider than orbit; eye not very
remote from profile of nape, which is slightly curved; cleft of mouth
rather narrow, horizontal; jaws equal anteriorily; maxillary not extend-

ing backward to vertical from front margin of eye. Dorsal and anal fins

not scaly; dorsal spines of moderate length and strength, length of twelfth

i that of head; soft dorsal and anal extending to root of caudal; free por-
tion of tail as long as high; caudal subtruncated, its length not quite t^

total; jiectoral shorter than head, but longer than ventral, which does
not extend to vent. Fold of lower lip interrupted in middle; 4 series

of scales on cheek. Brownish olive, with a broad angular black band on
trunk, its horizontal branch extending from eye to verticiil from first anal
spine, its vertical branch ascending to hinder dorsal spines; some scales

within the band and on opercles with a black dot ; a round blackish blotch
on root of caudal fin. Length 4 inches. Guatemala. (Giinther.) (augu-
liis, angle; fero, I bear.)

Heros angulifer, GiJNTHER, Cat. Fishes, iv,298, 1862, Yzabal, Guatemala (Coll. Godman
& Salvin) ; Gunther, Fish. Centr. Am., 469, pi. 85, ««• 1, 1809.
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1905. OICHLASOnA FENESTRATUM (Giiiitlier).

Head 3; depth 2. D. XVI or XVII, 12; A. V or VI, 9; scales 14-33-13.

Vertebrae 14-|-15. Head as high as long; snout of moderate extent,

slightly elevated, the preorbital somewhat -wider than orbit; cleft of

mouth small, horizontal, Jaws equal anteriorly; eye below upper profile,

nearer to extremity of snout than to that of operculum ; iuterorbital

space convex, wider than orbit. Vertical fins very slightly scaly at base;

dorsal spines moderately strong, length of twelfth | that of head ; the soft

dorsal and anal pointed, their points not extending to middle of caudal;

caudal rounded ; distance betw(?en dorsal and caudal less than greatest

depth of free portion of tail; pectoral shorter than head; ventral pointed.

Fold of lower lip interrupted in middle; 5 series of scales on cheek.

Brownish green, with 6 dark cross bands, less distinct in old individuals

than in young ones, crossing a deep-black longitudinal band which rnns
from above pectoral to middle of root of caudal; vertical and ventral

fins blackish, darkest at ])ase and margins. Length 6 inches. Elvers of

southern Mexico, {fencstraiiis, with window-like or lattice-like markings.)

Chromis fenestrata, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. I860, :US, Rio de la Lana, Mexico.

(Coll. M. Salle.)

Heros fenestratus, Gunther, Cat., iv, 28G, 1862.

IttOO. CKHLASOMA MONTEZUMA (neckel).

D. XVI, 11; A. V, — ; lateral line 30. Fold of lower lip interrupted in

middle; 5 series of scales on cheek. Body with 6 dark cross bands, the

last around root of caudal and marked Avith a black spot. (Heckel.)

Mexico. A scarcely known species. (Montezuma, the last king of the

Aztecs.)

TJerog montezuma, Heckel, Bra.sil. Fliiss-Fisohe, 38:{, 1S40, Mexico; Gunther, Cat., iv,

1007. CICHLASOMA MA^RACANTHUM (Giiutlur).

Head 3; depth 11. D. XIV or XV, 12 or 13; A. V, 9 or 10; scales

5i-31-15. Head rather higher than long, najie convex, but upper profile

showing a slight concavity above snout. Snout of rather considerable

extent, height of preorbital i more than width of orbit; cleft of mouth
slightly oblique, preorbital almost covering posterior end of maxillary,

which does not attain line of front margin of eye; jaws rather protractile,

armed with a broad band of villiform teeth, those of outer series enlarged

;

interoibital space convex, nearly twice width of orbit; eye somewhat
nearer to end of operculum than to that of snout; base of soft dorsal and

anal with a few small scales; dorsal and anal spines strong; first dorsal

spine a little before vertical from upper end of gill opening; twelfth dorsal

spine a little less than i length of head in adults, fifteenth longest, and

more than I length of head; soft dorsal and anal much elevated, middle

rays produced ; caudal rounded
;
jiectoral rounded, about as long as head

;

first ventral ray slightly prolonged; free portion of tail nearly twice as

deep as long. Lower lip interrupted in middle. Scales on cheek in 5

series. Greenish or brownish olive; fins black; a more or less distinct
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black spot on root of caudal fin, above lateral line. Immature individuals

with 6 very indistinct dark cross bands, the third of which has a blackish

blotch below lateral line ; an indistinct blackish spot at root of caudal fin.

Length 9 inches. Chiapas and Huamuchal. (Giinther.) {uaupoz, large

;

anavha, spine.)

Hero macraeanthvs, Guntheb, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 153, Chiapas and Hua-

muchal ; GiJNTHKK, Fishes Centr. Am., 451, 1869.

1908. OirHLASOMA PABM.A (Giinther).

Head 3 ; depth 2. D. XVII, 12 or 13 ; A. VI, 9 or 10 ; scales 5-31-13. Head

rather higher than long, with the nape very convex in adults; snout of

moderate extent, compressed, more or less elevated, much longer than eye;

cleft of mouth slightly oblique, jaws equal anteriorly, and maxillary hid-

den below preorbital, not extending to below front margin of orbit. Jaws

rather protractile, armed Avith a broad band of villiforui teeth, the teeth

of the outer series being enlarged; preorbital wider than orbit; interor-

bital space very convex, wider than orbit; eye nearly in middle of length

of head ; base of soft dorsal and aual with a few small scales ; dorsal spines

of moderate length and strength, length of twelfth rather less than \ that

of head in adults, and exactly l in young ones; soft dorsal and anal ele-

vated; caudal rounded; pectoral rounded, not much shorter than head;

outer ventral ray prolonged, less so in young individuals; fold of lower

lip interrupted in middle; .5 or (5 series of scales on cheek. Brownish or

greenish olive, with 7 xevy indistinct dark cross bands. The spaeimens

from Guatemala have a large l>lack Idotch on middle of root of caudal.

Fins dark brown in the adult, lighter in the young, and with a few scat-

tered dark dots. Length 9 inches. Mexico and Guatemala. (Giinther.)

(parma, a shield.)

Ileros parma, Gunther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 285, 1862, Mexico and Guatemala; Giinther,

Fishes Centr. Am., 449, 1809.

1909. CICHLASOMA MAROARITIFERUM (Giinther).

Head 3; depth nearly 2. D. XVII, 11; A. VII, 9; Scales 5-31-13.

Head rather higher than long; a fleshy hump on nape, which is prob-

ably a character of mature age; snout compressed, rather high, of mod-

erate extent, its length contained 2f in that of head; preorbital much

wider than orbit, the diameter of which is i length of snout; cleft of

mouth slightly oblique, with lower jaw a little prominent beyond upper;

maxillary hidden below preorbital, not extending to front margin of

eye; jaws protractile, armed with a broadish band of vWliform teeth,

those of the outer series the larger; eye nearer to extremity of operculum

than to that of snout; scales on cheek not much smaller than those on

opercles; a few small scales at base of soft portions of vertical fins.

Dorsal spines of moderate strength and length, length of twelfth con-

tained 2^ in that of head; soft dorsal and anal somewhat elevated in

middle, extending to base of caudal; free portion of tail as long as high;

caudal fin slightly emarginate, with lobes rounded, i; total length; pec

toral shorter than head, extending to third anal spine; outer ventral ray
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produced into a short filament. Fold of lower lip slightly interrupted in

middle; 5 or 6 series of scales on cheek. Brownish olive, with 7 black

cross bands; the first in front of dorsal fin; second to fifth below spinous

dorsal, partly extending on fin ; the sixth below end of dorsal ; the seventh

across free portion of tail; each of these cross bands has numerous pearl-

colored spots ; root of caudal with a blackish spot. Length 6i inches.

Guatemala, (margarita, jiiapyapin/<;, pearl; fero, I bear.)

Heros margaritifer, Gunther, Cat. Fi.shes, iv, 287, 1862, Lake Peten, Guatemala (Coll.

Godman & Salvin) ; Gunther, Fishes Ceutr. Am., 450, pi. 71, fig. 2, 18G9.

1910. CICHLASSOMA SPILURUM (Giiutlier).

Head nearly 3; depth 2. D. XVIII, 10; A. VIII or IX, 7 or 8; scales

4.^29-11. Head a little higher than long; snout of moderate extent, its

length I that of head; diameter of eye f length of head, f that of snout,

and less than width of interorbital space, which is convex; eye situated

below upper profile, a little nearer to extremity of operculum than to that

of snout; preorlntal as wide as orbit; cleft of mouth very narrow, scarcely

oblique, with jaws equal anteriorly; opercles scaly; vertical fins scaly at

base; dorsal spines of moderate length and strength, length of twelfth

contained 2i in that of head; points of soft dorsal and anal extending to

middle of caudal; caudal rounded; distance between dorsal and caudal

less than depth of tail
;
pectoral nearly as long as head, extending to

fourth anal spine; outer ventral ray prolonged into a short filament.

Fold o*f lower lip interrupted in middle; 4 series of scales on cheek.

Greenish olive, with 9 dark ventral bands; a large roundish black spot on

middle of root of caudal; no spot on temple; caudal and posterior part

of dorsal and anal with whitish spots. Length 3^ inches. Rio Moutagua,

Guatemala. (Giinther.) {oTtlXo';, spot; ovpd, tail.)

Heros spilurus, Gunther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 289, 1862, Rio Montagua, Guatemala (Coll.

Salvin) ; Gunther, Fishes Centr. Am., 4.51, pi. 73, fig. 1, 1869.

1911. OICHLASOMA LONGIMANUS (Giinther).

Head 2} ; depth 2^. D. XVI, 10 ; A. VI, 8 ; scales 4i-28-12. Head rather

longer than high; cleft of month slightly obli(iue, with lower jaw promi-

nent; upper profile of head straight; jaws moderately protractile ; max-

illary not extending to vertical from front margin of eye; ])reorbital as

wide as diameter of eye, which is somewhat less than width of interor-

bital space, and more than i length of head; eye immediately beneath

upper profile of head, and a little nearer to end of operculum than to that

of snout ; dorsal commencing vertically above scapula, the spinous portion

having its upper margin convex, spines slender and long, fifth and sixth

the longest, i length of head; soft dorsal and anal having middle rays

somewhat longer than others, and reaching to about middle of caudal;

soft anal slightly scaly at base, soft dorsal scarcely or not at all scaly;

anal spines shorter but somewhat stronger than those of dorsal; caudal

slightly emarginate; pectoral very long, slightly longer than head, and

extending nearly to end of anal ; ventral with outer ray produced into a
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filament ; distance between vent and root of ventrals \ length of head.

Teeth in jaAvs small, cardiform, forming a band, those of outer series some-

what larger than others ; fold of lower lip interrui)tetl in middle ; scales

on cheek in 3 or 4 series ; scales on opercles large. Greenish olive, with an

indistinct blackish band running from orbit to a large black spot on mid-

dle of side; dorsal fin with numerous round whitish spots. Length .5|

inches. Lake Nicaragua. (Giinther.) (?oh<7»s, long; wian«s, hand.)

Heros longimaniis, Gunther, Fish. Contr. Atu., 453, pi. 72, flg. 2, 1869, Lake Nicaragua.

(Coll. Capt. Dow.)

1912. CIt'HLASOMA BIFASCIATCM (Steind.acliner).

Head 3^; depth 2^. D. XVII, 13; A. VI, 9; scales 35-20. Body oval,

moderately compressed, the back regularly arched ; head bluntish ; eye

5 in head; 5 or 6 rows of scales on cheeks; preorbital broad, nearly

twice eye; mouth small, upper lip thickish; lower thin, disappearing

anteriorly ; teeth rather strong ; ventrals pointed, 4^ in length
;
pectoral 4

;

doi'sal spines rather strong; soft dorsal and anal pointed; caudalrounded.

Color reddish yellow; naked parts of head violet blue; 2 broad black

longitudinal bands along sides of body, the upper ending at last ray of

soft dorsal, the lower running from angle of opercle to base of caudal,

the upper band broadest; ventrals yellowish gray, other fins dark brown
with round dark-blue spots on the membranes of the soft rays. Length

9i inches. Mexico. (Steindachner.) (&i/flsciatHS, two-banded.)

Heros bifasciatus, Steindachner, Chromiden Mejicos, 4, 1864, Mexico.

1913. CICHLASOMA HELLERI (Steindachner).

Head 3; depth 2; eye 3+ in head. D. XIV to XVI, 10 to 12; A. VI to

VIII, 8 or 9; scales 5-31 or 32-14. Body short and deep, compressed, the

back elevated, the snout sharp and low, the profile depressed before eye;

4 or 5 rows of scales on cheeks. Outer teeth long and slender, pectoral

long, reaching sixth anal sy)iue, about as long as head; ventral longer

than head, reaching last anal spine; spines high; soft dorsal and anal

pointed; caudal lunate. Color brownish, with 5 or 6 faint cross bauds;
on the upper half of the tbird cross baud a large jet-black blotch where
it crosses a dark lengthwise stripe from upper edge of gill opening to base
of caudal; a round dark Idotch on subojiercle; cheeks usually with large

blue points; dorsal and anal with dark-blue spots; caudal brownish,

unspotted, but with dark specks; a narrow dark cross band at base of

caudal. Length 5A inches. Rio Teapa, Tabasco, Mexico. (Steindachner.)

(Named for its discoverer, Prof. Karl Heller.)

Heros helleri, Steindachner, Chromiden Mejico-s, 8, 1864, Rio Teapa, Tabasco, Mexico.

1914. CICHLASOMA BALTEATUM (Gill & Braiisford).

Depth rather more than 2i. D. XVIII, 10; A. VII, 7. Head abbreviated

and snout convex above and almost subtruncated in front; caudal jiedun-

cle little higher than long, and gradually diminishing to tail; length of

snout 2i times in that of head ; interorbital area flat; preoperculum mostly
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vertical, but convexly protuberant at angle ; buccal scales in 5 rows
;
jaws

normally developed; supramaxillary terminating at a vertical in front of

orbit ; lower lip indicated by an obsolete fold, wanting toward symphysis

;

teetb in outer row moderately enlarged; dorsal fin slightly developed;

anterior spines rather slowly graduated, and the rest subequal ; longest

soft rays, when bent back, extending to terminal half of caudal; anal fin

commencing under about fourteenth dorsal spine ; spines at first rapidly

and then gradually increasing in length backward; longest soft rays,

Avhen bent back, reaching second third of caudal fin; caudal tin 4^ times

in extreme length, and slightly emarginated; pectoral tins reaching back-

ward to vertical of third anal spine, and filamentary rays of ventral tins

extending to fourth or tifth anal spine. Back declining rather slowly, and

in a gentle curve to tail, and in front of dorsal boldly decurved to fore-

head. Color (in spirits) yellowish orange; a rather broad black band

extending from postocular region across operculum and shoulder, along

flanks to spot at ])ase of caudal fin; back in front of dorsal with a

blackish spot, and under base of dorsal fin are more or less defined dark

areas or spots; dorsal fin dusky and immaculate, as are also the anal and

caudal; pectoral fins yellowish at base and dusky beyond, and the ven-

tral has outer rays dusky (but with edge of external lighter) and inner

yellowish ; Ijranchiostegal membrane below orange or yellowish, and the

breast slate-colored. Lake Nicaragua. (Gill & Bransford.) (halteatus,

belted.)

Heros haltcatiis, (iiLL lV Branpford, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1877, 184, Lake
Nicaragua.

1915. ClfllLASOMA ROSTRATUM (Gill & Bransford).

Depth 2^; caudal peduncle i higher at base than long. Its greatest

height bears to its length the ratio of 10 to 8. Head acutely pointed, and

snout above rectilinear. Length of snout exceeds i that of head. Inter-

orbital area nearly flat. Pieoperculum and cheeks very oblique. Buccal

scales in 6 rows. Jaws normally developed. Superior maxillary termi-

nates at a vertical a little neai-er eye than snout, and the articulation of

lower jaw is notably in advance of eye. Lips moderately developed, and

lower one separated by a broad frenum at middle. Dorsal fin well

developed; anterior spines rapidly graduated, the rest subequal; the

soft rays, when bent back, extend a little beyond basal third of caudal.

Anal fin commencing under about twelfth dorsal spine, its first 4 spines

rapidly increase, and its last 2 moderately; soft part, when bent back,

extending a little beyond l)asal fourth of caudal. Caudal enters 4* times

in extreme length, and is subtrnncate, but slightly emarginated in middle.

Pectoral fins well developed and extending about as far backward as first

anal rays. Ventral tins have tilamentary rays, which extend backward to

last anal spine. Back declines rather rapidly to tail, and in front of dorsal

is slightly gibbous. Color a bronzed olive, indistinctly crossed, at least

in the young, by 2 bands, 1 under dorsal and the other below its last rays;

jater these fade out more or less, leaving of the tirst only a rather indis-

tinct dorsal saddle under median spines, and of the second a distinct black
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spot below lateral line; a black spot also at base of caudal fin, mostly

above lateral line; breast and lower surface of head bronzed or blackish

toward maturity; dorsal at its spinous part dusky and immaculate, but

in its soft portion diversified by dusky areas in 3 or 5 rows, separated by

narrow li,uht interspaces; aual more nearly uniform, but still has a few

lio-ht spots; caudal reticulated by bright interspaces on a dusky ground;

pectorals spotless; ventrals dusky. Lake Nicaragua. (Gill & Rraus-

ford.) Fin rays not described. The species is said to be closely related

to Hcroz affinis, which has I). XVI, 8 or 9 ; A.VIII or IX, 8 or 7. (rostralns,

long-nosed.)

Herog rostratvs. Gill & Bransford, Proc Ac. Nat.Sci. IMiila. 1877, 181, Lake Nicaragua.

1916. CICHLASOMA MELAXOPOGOX (Steindacbiier).

Head 3i; depth 2^. D. XVI or XVII, 12; A. VI, 9; scales 6i-30-13; eye

4 in head; pectoral 4 in body. P'old of lower lip interrupted in middle;

5 or 6 series of scales on cheek. Color reddish brown, with 4 black

blotches along base of dorsal; another row of black blotches along side

behind pectoral reaching base of caudal; lower fins with spots of mother-

of-pearl, which also extend on the black blotches; 2 black cross streaks on

forehead. Length 4i inches. Central America. (Steindachner.) (//f'Aa?,

black; 7t(i>yoov, heard.)

Heros weZano?)0(7o?i, Steindachner, Cbromiden Mojicos, 16, in Denkaohr. Akad. Wis8.

.Wien, xxm, 1864, 72, taf. 1, flg. 3, Central America; Guntheu, Fisli. Centr. Am., 450,

1869.

1917. CICHLASOMA MELANURUM (Giinther).

Head nearly 3 ; depth 2^^ to 2^. D. XVII, 11 ; A. VI, 8 ; scales 5-33-13.

Head higher than long; a fleshy hump on nape in large individuals;

snout compressed, rather high, of moderate extent, its length § or i that

of head. Preorbital wider than orbit; cleft of mouth oblique, lower jaw

scarcely prominent; maxillary not extending to vertical from front mar-

gin of eye; jaws protractile, armed with a broad band of villiform teeth,

those of outer series the larger, and brown at tip. Eye as distant from

extremity of snout as from that of operculum. Scales on cheek con-

siderably smaller than those on opercles. Vertical fins scaleless. Dorsal

spines of moderate strength and length, the length of twelfth | that of

head; soft dorsal and aual extending somewhat beyond root of caudal;

free portion of tail nearly as long as high; anal spines strong and long;

caudal rounded, i total length; pectoral shorter than head, extending

nearly to origin ot anal fin; distance of vent from root of ventral f

length of head. Fold of lower li]) subinterrupted in middle;* 5 series of

scales on cheek. Orange colored or purplish brown, with a more or less

irregular deep-black band along middle of tail ; sometimes a series of more

or less confluent black blotches on back. Mature individuals having

whole of lower parts of head, belly, and tail deep black ; dorsal, caudal,

and pectoral orange colored or purplish brown, with a few scattered spots

* The fold is distinctly interrupted in specimens from 6 to 10 inches long, while it appears

to be slightly continuous in young individuals of .3 to 4 inches in length.
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posteriorly; aual and ventral black. Young examples have no black,

except the band on tail ; their dorsal spines proportionally longer, length

of twelfth contained 2\ in that of head. Length 10 inches. Guatemala.

(Giinther.) (//^'Anr?, black; oi)pd, tail.)

Keros iMlanxirus, Gunther, Cat. Fishea, 228, 1862, Lake Peten, Guatemala. (Coll. God-

man & Salvin.)

1918. ( ICHLASOMA \EBUL1FEBUM (Gunther).

Head 4; depth 2:1. D. XVIII, 12; A. VI, 9; scales 6-35-13. Head as high

as long; snout slightly elevated, preorbit.il wider than orbit. Profile of

nape much curved. Cleft of njouth small, horizontal; jaws equal anteri-

orly; interorbital space convex, its width eiiual to \\ diameter of eye;

opercles scaly. Dorsal and anal fins very slightly scaly at base, spines of

the former of moderate strength, length of twelfth somewhat less than I

that of head. Soft dorsal and aual not produced, and the former not

extending to root of caudal; caudal truncated ; free portion of tail longer

than high; pectoral shorter than head; ventral not prolonged. Fold of

lower lip iuteirupted in middle; 6 series of scales on cheek. Greenish

olive; middle of body clouded with blackish, iu the form of indistinct

vertical bands; a round l»lack spot in middle of root of caudal; the outer

parts of fins blackish. Length 7 inches. Mexico. (Giinther.) {nebula

cloud; fero, I bear.)

Chromig nehulifer, GOntheh, I^roc. Zool. See. Lend. 1800, 318, Mexico (Coll. TM. Sall<i)

;

Gunther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 297, 1862.

11(19. CICHLASOMA LEXTIOIXOSUM (Steindachner).

Head 3^ ; depth 2|. D. XVII, 13 ; A. VI, 9 ; scales 34-20. Body compara-

tively elongate, compressed ; the back arched, profile depressed before

eye; the snout prominent, bluntish, sharp in the young. Anterior teeth

considerably enlarged. Eye rather behind middle of head, 5 in head ; 6

rows of scales on cheek. Preopercle rather broad. Ventrals rounded,

rather short, not reaching vent; pectoral longer, 4 in head; spines moder-

ate; soft dorsal and anal pointed; caudal lunate. Olivaceous, yellowish

below, base of each scale paler; 6 or 7 faint curved dark cross bands;

sides of head and sides of body everywhere with small irregular scattered

brown specks, these especially numerous on opercles; soft dorsal, anal

and caudal with crossrows of dark spots; spinous dorsal with 3 faint

dark lengthwise streaks. Length SI inches. Mexico. (Steindachner.)

(lentiginosiis, warty.)

Heros lentiginosus, Steindachner, Chromiden Mejicos, 6, 1864, Mexico.

1920. tif HLASOMA DEPPII (Heckel).

Head 3f; depth 3. D.XVII, 10; A.VI,8; lateral line 30-17. Fold of

lower lip interrupted in the middle. Six rows of scales on cheek. The

length of the dorsal spines is :^ that of head. Brownish ; tail with 6 obso-

lete dark cross bands, the last with a black spot. (Heckel.) Mexico; a

scarcely known species. (Named for Mr. Depp.)

Heros deppii, Heckel, P.rasil. FlussFische, 382, 1840, Mexico; GIjnther, Cat., iv,296, 1862.
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Subgenus ARCHOCENTRUS, Gill.

1921. CIIHLASOMA MtJKOPASCIATUM (Giinther).

Head 3; depth 2^. D. XVIII, 8; A. X, 7: scales 4-29-11. Head as hioh

as long, with upper profile convex to suoiit, Avhcve it is straight. 8nout of

moderate exteut; width of prcorbital equal to that of orbit; eye somewhat
nearer to end of snout than to that of operculum, its diameter cousider-

ahly less than width of interorbital space, and \ length of head; jaws

equal in length. Soft dorsal and anal fins with scarcely any scales on their

bases, and more or less produced in middle, the longest rays reaching to

middle of caudal; dorsal fin commencing in vertical from humerus, its

spines of moderate strength, rather short, length of twelfth somewhat less

than \ that of head ; anal spines as long as, but rather stronger than, those

of dorsal fin; caudal rounded, | total length; pectoral as long as head

without snout, extending to second or third anal spine; ventral but

slightly produced. Lower lip interrupted in middle. Scales on cheek in

4 or 5 series. Very dark-colored
;
ground color a dark blackish-purplish

brown; an arched black b.and running from najie round opercular mar-

gin to operculum; a second nearly concentric with first, running from

nape to behind jiectoral and ventral ; third short, like a spot between
anterior dorsal spines and lateral line; the following subvertical, slightly

inclined backward, and broader than interspaces between them; the

penultimate connecting ends of dorsal and anal fins; the last across root

of caudal ; fins black. Length 3A inches. Nicaragua; known from Lakes
Atitlan, Amatitlan, and Nicaragua. (Giinther.) (niger, black; faaciatus,

banded.

)

Heros nigrofasciatus, Glnther, Fish. Centr. Am., 452, pi. 74, fig. 3, 18G'J, Lake Atitlan,

Nicaragua. (Coll. Salvin.)

1922. CICHLASOMA MLLTISPINOSl M (Giiutber).

Head 3; depth 2}. D. XVIII, 9; A. XI, 7; scales 4-29-12. Head as

deep as long, with upper profile nearly straight; snout rather short; width
of preorbital considerably less than that of orbit; eye situated immedi-
ately below upper profile, nearer to end of snout than to that of operculum

;

its diameter a little less than ^ length of head, and much less than width
of interorbital space, which is flat; mouth with jaws equal in length,

small, the maxillary not reaching vertical from orbit. Suboperculum with
2 series of scales; soft dorsal and au.al fins scaly at base, scarcely pro-

longed, and not extending to middle of caudal; dorsal fin commencing
above humerus, its spines of moderate strength, and rather long, length of

eighth to last spine being not much less than I that of head ; anal spines

stronger, and even a little longer than those of dorsal ; caudal fin rounded,

I of total length; pectoral shorter than head, extending to fifth anal spine;

outer ventral ray produced into a short filament; free portion of tail

twice as deep as long. Lower lip interrupted ia middle. Three series

of scales on cheek. Brownish olive, each scale somewhat darker at base;

a blackish band, as broad as a scale, running from eye to a round black

spot situated before and below termination of upper part of lateral line;
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thence it is coutinued to root of caudal as a series of 4 or 5 irregular spots

;

fius blackish, ajipareutly immaculate. Length 3^ inches. Lake Managua,
Guatemala. (Giinther.) (»utZ<Mm, many; spinosua, spiued.)

Herofi miiltispi7iosus, Gunther, Fish. Centr. Am., 453, pi. 74, fig. 2, 1869, Lake Managua,
Guatemala. (Coll. Oapt. Dow.)

1923. tICHLASOMA CENTRAUCHIIS (Gill & Branaford).

Depth 2. D, XVI, 8; A. X, 9. Caudal peduncle very short, its height

at root being twice as great as it is long, and it comparatively rapidly

narrows to caudal; head having forehead slightly gibljous, and snout

rectilinear and pointed in fnmt; length of snout little more than i that

of head; intcrorliital area slightly raised; preoperculum nearly vertical

and at angle boldly rounded; buccal scales in 5 rows; jaws normally

developed ; supramaxillary terminating at a vertical about a pupil's length

in advance of eye; lips moderately dsveloped, the lower iuterruj)ted in

front; teeth of outer row rather strong; dorsal fin moderately developed;

dorsal spines increase in a regular, bold curve from fir.st to .sixth, and the

following nearly equal; longest rays, bent backward, extend for length of

basal half of caudal; anal fin very long and commences under ninth dor-

sal spine; spinous portion not much le.ss than 3 times longer than soft;

first 3 spines rapidly graduated and following ones nearly equal; long-

est soft rays reaching backward to terminal half of caudal; caudal iin

forms i of extreme length, its angles round and the posterior margin

slightly emarginated; pectoral fin extending backward nearly to verti-

cal of fifth or sixth anal spine; ventral fins also reaching to nearly

same point; parts above and below longitudinal axis nearly equally bal-

anced; back declines moderately in a curve toward tail and in front of

dorsal slightly, but regularly decurved toward forehead. Color bronze

olive, with 7 indistinct cross bauds; at base of tail a faint spot, chielly

above lateral line ; fins dusky and immaculate. Lake Nicaragua. (Gill &
Bransford.

) (
Centrarchtis, a genus of North American sunfishes, with many

anal spines; xsvrpov, spine; apxoi;, anus.)

Heros centrarchtis, Gn.L & Bransfokd, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. I'hila. 1877, 185, Lake
Nicaragua, Nicaragua.

6i6. HEROS, Meckel.

ileros, Heckel, Anu. Wiener. Mua. 1810, 302 (scvenu; etc.; restricted l>y Jordan & Gil-

bert to seoecrt*).

Rerichthys, Baird & Giraed, Pi-oc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 25 (cyanoguttatug).

Hoplarchus, Kacp, Wiegmaun's Archiv 1800, 129 (pentacanthui)

.

Body oblong, compressed, somewhat elevated, the form Centrarchoid.

Head rather large, scaly on the cheeks and opercles; preopercle entire.

Mouth rather small, terminal, low, moderately protractile, the jaws sub-

equal, lower lip without frenura, its fold being continuous; maxillary

small; preorbital deep; jaws with a single series of rather stout conical

teeth, behind which, in front, is a narrow band of villiform teeth. Gill

membranes slightly connected, free from the isthmus
;
gill rakers short and

thick. Scales rather large, ctenoid, the lateral line interrupted and begin-
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ning again below, as usual iu this family. Dorsal tiu continuous, the
spinous part much longer than the soft part, of about 17 rather low but
strong spines ; soft rays much higher than spines ; aual fin similar to soft
dorsal but shorter, its spinous part also longer than the soft, of 4 to 10
spines; vertical fins not closely scaled; caudal fin subtruncate, with
rounded angles. This genus as here understood diflers from Cichlasoma
in the absence of frenum to the lower lip; the anal spines are numerous
(4 to 10), the mouth not greatly protractile, and the dorsal and anal fins

not closely scaled. The characters separating Ckhlasomu, Heros, Jiquidens,
and Astronotus are not of great importance, and may be not wholly natural.
Eecent authors have united all under one generic name, Astronotus." It
seems to us, however, more convenient to recognize these groui)S as dis-
tinct genera, as a help toward the orderly arrangement of the great mass
of species usually referred to Heros. E\en as thus restricted, Hcros is a
very large genus, taking iu the rivers of South America the place filled
in North America by Lepomis and related genera. Species very numerous,
chiefly South American. The species of this genus have never b.en criti-

cally compared. O'jpoos, hero, the allusion not evident.) The followiug
analysis will be found artificial and of little value:

a. Anal spines 8 or 9 (rarely 7).

h. Dorsal rays XVni, 9 or 10 ; scal.-s 31. fbiedrichsthali, 1924.
hb. Dorsal rays XVII, 10; scales 29. SALVIni, 1925.
bhb. Dorsal rays XVI, 8 or 9 ; scales 29. affinis! 1926.
bbbh. Dorsal rays XVI, 11 or 12; scales 30. maculipinnis! 1927.

aa. Anal spines 7 (rarely 6 or 8).

c. Body comparatively deep, the depth J the length; soft tins elevated.

TRIJIACULATVS, 1928.
cc. Body ohiong, the depth 2^ to 2i in the length.

d. Dorsal with 17 (rarely 16 or IS or 19) spines and 11 or 12 soft rjiya.

e. Males with the lips greatly thickened and vertically expanded ; scales
32. LABIATUS, LOBOCHILUS, 1929, 1930.

ee. Males with the lips not greatly thickened nor expanded.
EEYTHR.EUS, BASILARIS, NICARAGUENSIS, MANAGUENSIS. 1931-1934.

dd. Dorsal with 16 spines and but 9 or 10 soft rays; scales 33; head 3 in
'•^"Stll- AUREUS, 1935.

cce. Body rather deep, the depth 2J iu length ; dorsal rays XVI or XVIl, 12.

CITRINELLUS, 1936.
cccc. Body comparatively elongate, the depth 3 in length ; dorsal rays XVIII, 18.

MOTAGUENSIS, 1937.
aaa. Anal spines 6 (rarely 5 or 7).

/. Dorsal rays XVIII, 11 to 14.

g. Body rather elongate, the depth 3 in length; scales 33 to 35.

OBLONGUS, DOvn, 1938, 1939.

gg. Body rather deep, the depth 2J iu length; scales 34.

GIBBICEPS, MICROPHTHALMUS, 1940, 1941.
//. Dorsal rays XVT or XVII, 10, rarely 11 ; depth 2^ to 2i in length ; a dark spot

at base of caudal.

h. Caudal spot ocellate; no blue spots ; scales 29. urophthalmus, 1942.
hh. Caudal spot diffuse.

i. Body banded with dark ; no blue spots ; scales 33. troscheli, 1943.
li. Body and fins with many small blue spots; scales 25.

CrANOGUTTATUS, 1944.

iQ*/*'^^""'"*'
Swainson 1839 (ocellatus) = Acara, Heckel, 1840, as restricted by Gill18oH— Hijgrogonns, Gunther, 1862. ^

'
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aaaa. Aual spines 5, rarely or never 6; dorsal rays XVI, 11 or 12.

j. Body rather elongate, tlie depth 2f in length ; scales :!2. pavonaceus, 1945

jj. Body moderately deep, the depth 2| in length; hody wiih cross hands and

pearly dots. altifrons, 1946.

jjj. Body deep, tlie depth 2 J in length; scaleH 30; coloration nearly plain, the

fins with dark spots. beani, 1947.

aaaaa. Aual spines normally 4 (very rarely 5). Dorsal rays XV or XVI, 10 to 12; hody

rather deep, compressed, the depth 2.^ in length; body and fins with dark-

brown spots. tetracanthus, 1948.

1924. HEKOS FRIEDUlCHSTIIALi, Heckel.

Head 2? ; depth 24; eye 3[; in head, equal to snout. D. XVIII, 9 or 10;

A. VIII or IX, 9 or 7; scales 4-31-12. Fold of lower lip contiunous in

middle. Scales on cheek in 7 series. Aiitero-inferior margin of preorbi-

tal concave, the greatest width of this bone only I that of orbit. Length

of twelfth dorsal spine f tliat of head. Longest dorsal ray li in head;

longest anal ray li in heiid. Yellowish olive, with 6 or 7 blackish cross

bands;* a black band from eye to ujiper part of root of caudal, inter-

rupted by the interspaces between cross bands, the origin and end of this

band are edged with yellow; subopercnlum with a black ocellus; an

oblique black streak from eye toward ocellus. Length 5 inches. Lake

Peten, Lake Nicaragua, and its outlet, the Kio San Juan.

Meros friedrichsthali, Heckel, Flussflsche Brasil, 381, 1840, Rio San Juan, Nicaragua;

GiJNTHEK, Cat. Fishes, iv, 294, 1862; GOnther, Fish. Centr. Am., 459, 1869.

192.5. HEROS SALVIXI, Giinther.

Head 2|; depth 2^. D. XVII, 10; A. VIII or IX, 7; scales 5-29-10.

Head somewhat longer than high; snout of moderate extent, longer than

eye, pointed; cleft of mouth very oblique; lower jaw j)rojecting; max-

illary not quite extending to vertical from anterior margin of orbit; eye

immediately below upper profile, in middle of length of head; suboper-

culum of moderate width, with 1 series of scales; preorbital a little nar-

rower than orbit, with the antero-inferior margin concave. Length of

twelfth dorsal spine f that of head in specimens from Lake Peten, and i

in those from Santa Isabel. Fold of lower lip continuous in middle;

scales of cheek in 5 series. Base of soft dorsal scaly. Distance between

dorsal and caudal considerably less than depth of free jiortion of tail;

distance between vent and root of ventrala f length of head. Dark

greenish olive, with a black baud, edged with yellow, running from

snout, through eye, to root of caudal, most distinct on head, but inter-

rupted (in tail by lighter interspaces; it passes a black lateral spot, and,

in young individuals, terminates in another black spot; an irregular

black band along back, below base of dorsal fin ; sometimes 3 bands across

upper surface of head; a blue horizontal line below orbit; a more or less

distinct black ocellus on sul)operculum sometimes entirely absent; fins

blackish, immaculate, or with faint dots only in small number;

* These bands not evident in specimens from Nicaragua examined by us (U. S.

Mus., No. 39918).
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below hlack band sanguineous in mature examples. Length 41 inches.

Guatemala. (Gunther.) (Named for Osbert Salvin, its discoverer.)

Heros salvini, Gunthek, Cat. Fishes, iv, 294, 1862, Rio de Santa Isabel, Guatemala

(Coll. Godman & Salvin) ; Guntheb, Pish. Centr. Am., 460, pi. 73, flg. 3, 1869.

Heros triagramma, Steindachner, Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. Wieu, xxiii, 1864, 70, taf. 3,

fig. 2, Central America. (Coll. Friedrichstal.)

1920. HEROS AFFIXIS, Giinthor.

Head 2f ; depth 2.^. D. XVI, 8 or 9 ; A. VIII or IX, 8 or 7 ; scales .5-29-12.

Head as high as long; snout compressed, elevated, with cleft of mouth

oblique and with lower jaw prominent; jireorbital wider than orbit (in

the larger individuals) ; eye considerably nearer extremity of operculum

than to that of snout. Dorsal and anal fins entirely scaleless; dorsal

spines rather strong and long, length of twelfth f that of head; anal

spiues very strong; free portion of tail a little higher than long. Caudal

slightly emarginate, f total length; distance between vent and root of

ventral ^ length of head. Fold of lower lij) continuous in middle. Scales

on cheek in 1 series. Olive, with 5 or 6 dark cross bands, the middle one of

which has a deep-black spot where it passes lateral line; a more or less

distinct black spot on suboperculum; sides of head and vertical fins with

bluish dark-edged ocelli. Length 54 inches. Lake Peteu. (Giinther.)

{affinis, related—to Heros aureus.)

Heros affinis, Gunther, Cat. Fish., iv, 292, 1862, Lake Peten (Coll. Godman & Salvin)

;

GiJNTHEE, Fish. Centr. Am., 455, pi. 79, fig. 1, 1860.

1927. HEROS MAt'ULIPIXXIS, Steindachner.

Head 3; depth 2. D. XVI, 11 or 12; A. VIII, 8; scales 4-30-14. Body
short and deep, back consideralily arched, the ventral outline also arched;

profile depressed before eye; mouth low and rather small, the maxillary

scarcely longer than eye; teeth somewhat close-set; eye 3i in head, as

broad as the j)reorbital; 4 or 5 rows of scales on cheek. Pectoral about

as long as head, reaching third anal spine; ventrals slightlj^ longer,

reaching fifth spine; soft dorsal, anal and caudal rounded, not scaly at

base. Color brownish, with 5 brownish vertical liands not sharply de-

fined, the third band with a large black spot at the point where it crosses

a vague dusky stripe from upper edge of gill opening to base of caudal;

sides of head usually with blue spots; soft dorsal and anal blue, with

many spots of bright yellow; caudal mottled. Length 44 inches. Rio

Zanapa, near Vera Cruz, Mexico. (Steindachner.) {macula, spot; iiinna,

fin.)

Heros mamlipinnis, Steindachner, Chromiden Mejicos, 15, 1864, Rio Zanapa, Mexico.

1928. HEROS TRIMACULATUS, Gunther.

Head 2| ; depth 2. D. XVII, 11 ; A. VI to VIII, 9 ; scales 5-31-14. Head
nearly as high as long; snout rather pointed, much longer than eye; cleft

of mouth very oblique; lower jaw prominent; maxillary extending nearly

to vertical from front margin of orbit; preorbital as wide as orbit, with

3030 19
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auteio-inferior margin concave; widtli of orbit \ lengtli of bead, but only

J tbat of interorbital space; eye immediately below concavity of upper
profile of bead, and very sligbtly nearer to tip of snout tban to opercular

margin; opercles scaly; suboperculum "witb 2 series of scales; vertical

fins scaly at base; fold of lower lip continuous in middle; scales of

cbeek in 5 series; dorsal spines of moderate strengib and lengtb, tbe

twelftb ratber less tban \ lengtb of bead; points of soft dorsal and anal

extending beyond middle of caudal; caudal mucb rounded; distance be-

tween caudal and dorsal considerably less tban deptb of free portion of

tail; pectoral mucb sborler tban bead, extending only to second anal

spine; ventrals witb outer ray produced; distance between vent and root

of ventrals nearly 1 lengtb of bead. Dark greenisb olive, witb 3 black

spots, tbe first above origin of lateral line, tbe second in Jiiiddle of side,

and tbe tbird above end of lateral line; fins black. Lengtb 11 incbes.

Cbiapas and Huamucbal. (Giintber.) {ires, tbree; viaculatus, spotted.)

Herostrimaculalus, Gunthee, Fish. Ccntr. Am., 461, \)\. 70, 1869, Chiapas and Huamuchal.
(Coll. .Salvin.)

1!>2J). HEROS LAl{IATi;S, Giinther.

Depth 2i. D.XVII, 11; A. VII or VIII, S; scales 6-32-13. Head
ratber longer tban bigb; snout somewbat elevated; cleft of moutb
sligbtly oblique, witb lower jaw a little prominent; teetb in narrow

bauds, tbose of outer series enlarged, witb broAvn tips; maxillary not

nearly attaining vertical from front of eye; preorbital as wide as orbit,

tbe diameter of wbicb is less tban extent of snout, and l lengtb of bead;

interorbital space somewbat convex, wider tban orbit; eye situated not

quite immediately beueatb upper profile of bead, and midway between

end of snout and tbat of operculum; opercles scaly, tbe scales larger tban

tbose on cbeek; suboperculum witb 2 series of scales; soft portions of

dorsal and anal fins witb minute scales between rays at tbeir base; dorsal

spines of moderate lengtb and strengtb, lengtb of eigbtb dorsal spine less

tban i lengtb of bead
;
points of produced middle rays of soft dorsal and

anal reaebing to middle of caudal fin; caudal rounded, its lengtb ratber

more tban 5 times in total ; anal spines of nearly same lengtb and strengtb

as tbose of dorsal fin; pectoral rounded, reaebing to fonrtb or fiftb spine

of anal ; ventral filament i)roduced ; distance between vent and root of

ventral less tban ^ leugth of bead; scales on cbeek in 4 series; anterior

portions of upper and lower lips mucb enlarged, eacb forming a moveal)le

subtriangular fiap (prol)a])ly in old males only); dejitb of free portion

of tail scarcely more tban its leugth. Uniform red, or icd irregularly

marbled witb l)lack, or nearly entirely black. Lengtb 7 incbes. Lakes

Managua and Nicaragua. (Giintber). {labiatus, tbick-lipped.)

Heros labiatus, Gunthkr, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 27, pi. 4, fig. 1, Lake Managua,
Nicaragua (Coll. Capt. Dow); Gunthee, Fish. Centr. Am., 456, 1869.

1930. HEROS LOBOCHILUS, Giinther.

Head 2i; deptb 2^. D.XVII, 11 or 12; A. VII, 8 or 9; scales 6-32-11.

Head as bigb as long; snout ratber elevated, witb cleft of moutb oblique,

and lower jaw ratber iirominent; ujiper profile very concave; teetb in
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narrow bands, those of outer series enlarged, with brown tips ; maxillary
not reaching to vertical from front of orbit

;
preorbital as wide as orbit,

very slightly more than 4 times in length of head; interorbital space tlat,

much wider than orbit; eye immediately below upper profile, slightly

nearer to extremity of snout than to that of operculum ; opercles scaly, the

scales larger than those on cheeks; suboperculum with 1 series of scales;

soft portions of anal and dorsal fins with a series of small scales between
rays at their base; dorsal spines of moderate strength, length of eighth to

twelfth more than A that of head; points of soft anal and dorsal reaching
to middle of caudal; free jiortion of tail scarcely higher than long; cau-

dal rounded, its length \ of total; anal spines strong and long; pectoral

rounded, reaching to fourth anal spine ; outer ventral ray produced ; dis-

tance between vent and root of ventral ? length of head; old males
with anterior portions of lips much enlarged, each forming a moveable
subtriaiigular Hap; in young males lips simple, fold of lower continu-

ous. Greenish or yellowish, with about 6 indistinct dark cross bands;
that below fourteenth dorsal spine with a large Idack blotch below lat-

eral line ; sometimes a black spot on upper half of base of caudal. Length
8 inches. Lake Managua, Nicaragua. (GUnther). (Ao/5c»c, lobe; ^£?^Aoj,

lip.)

Reros lobochilu.s, (iLNTHEK, Fish. Ceutr. Am., 457, pi. 75, fig. 1, 1869, Lake Managua,
Nicaragua. (Coll. Capt. Dow.)

19;U. HKROS KRYTHR.EUS, GUnther.

Head 2|; depth 2^. D. XVII, 12; A. VII, 8; scales 6^-31-14. Head as

high as long; snout rather elevated, with cleft of mouth slightly oblique,

and lower jaw scarcely prominent; teeth in narrow bands, those of outer

series enlarged, with lirown tips; maxillary not reaching vertical from
front margin of eye; preorbital wider than orl)it; diameter of eye nearly

5 times iu length of head; interorbital space slightly convex, much wider

than orbit; eye near upper profile of head, and equidistant betweeu end of

snout and that of operculum ; opercles scaly, the scales larger than those on
cheek; suboperculum with 2 series of scales; soft dorsal and anal fins

with a few minute scales running up between bases of rays; dorsal spines

of moderate strength; soft dorsal and anal slightly produced, not reach-

ing to middle of caudal^ length of eighth dorsal spine less than ^ that of

head ; caudal rounded, i total length ; anal spines stronger but not longer

than those of dorsal fin
;
pectoral rounded, extending to fourth anal spine,

somewhat shorter than head; outer ventral ray produced; distance be-

tween ventral and vent I length of head; lips thick, with broad free mar.
gin in their entire circumference; scales on cheek in 4 or 5 series; depth
of free portion of tail conspicuously more than its length. Deep orange

color; many of the scales of tail with a blackish spot on base. Length 7

inches. Lake Managua, Nicaragua. (GUnther.) (^puOparoj, reddish.)

neros enjihrceug, Gunther, Fish. Centr. Am., 457, pi. 75, fig. 2, 1869, Lake Managua,
Nicaragua. (Ooll. Capt. Dow.)
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1932. HEKOS BASILARIS, Gill & ]5ransfoicl.

Deptli 2^. D. XVI, 12; A. VII, 8. Head normal, snout above convex

and blunt in front, length of snout little more than | length of bead;

interorbital area slightly raised; preoperculuiu nearly vertical; buccal

scales in 4 rows
;
jaws normally developed ; suiiraniaxillary terminating at

a vertical very little in advance of orbit; lips moderately developed and

free all around; teeth of outer row of rather large size; dorsal fin mod-

erately developed; anterior spines normally graduated, the rest subequal;

soft rays when bent back extending nearly to terminal third of caudal;

anal fin commences under thirteenth dorsal spine, its first 3 sjiines rapidly

and the succeeding moderately graduated; longest soft rays when bent

back reaching second third of caudal; caudal 4A^ or 4.^ times in extreme

length, and its margin is convex-truncate; pectoral fin extending to verti-

cal of third and ventral fin to that of fourth or fifth anal sijiue; caudal

peduncle not much higher at base than long, and decreases very gradually

to fin ; back declines moderately to tail, and regularly decurved in front

oi dorsal fin. Color bronzed olive, with (in young, at least) 7 bands; in

fourth band is developed a distinct blackish spot just under lateral line,

and on base of caudal fin, above lateral line, is another, but smaller, black-

ish spot ; dorsal and anal fins dusky, but soft iiarts much darker at b^ise

than on rest of their fins and surface; caudal fin also much darker at its

basal third than behind; pectoral and ventral fins dusky and uniform,

save that the filamentary rays of ventrals are darker. Lake Nicaragua.

(Gill »& Brausford. )
(basilaris, basal.)

Heroshasilarig, Gill .fc Beansfoku, Proc. Ac. Nat. S<-i. I'liihi. 1877, 182, Lake Nicaragua.

1933, IIEROS MCAIUOUENSIS, Giinthor.

Head 3;- ; depth 2^. D. XVIII or XIX, 11 ; A. VII, 8 or t»; scales 5-35-13.

Head much higher than long, in con.sequence of an adipose swelling above

eye (in adult), which renders shape of head Cory2}h(rna-like; snout ele-

vated; preorbital wider than orbit, the diameter of which is more than J

of length of head; cleft of mouth rather narrow, horizontal, the jaws

equal in front; maxillary not extending back to vertical from front of

orbit; teeth in a baud, those of outer series somewhat enlarged, and with

brown tips; interorbital space very convex, not quite tAvice as broad as

orbit ; eye about etiually distant from end of snout and that of opercle

and far below upper profile of head; vertical fins scaly at base; spinous

dorsal not very low, the sixteenth spine i as long as head ; first dorsal

spine inserted above upper end of gill opening; dorsal and anal spines

long; pectoral not quite as long as head; soft portions of dorsal and anal

slightly produced, the former extending nearly to middle of caudal; free

portion of tail as high as long ; caudal slightly emargiuate, its length con-

siderably more than I total; ventral having outer ray much produced and

reaching to sixth anal spine; fold of lower lip interrupted in middle;

scales on cheek in 6 series, rather irregularly arranged. Brownish olive

above, yellowish below ; back with 5 or 6 obscure blackish cross bands,

not extending downward to beyoud middle of side; many scales with a
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brown, vertical marginal streak; a lateral spot usually distinct; soft

vertical fins with brown spots, each \ as large as a scale. Length 7 inches.

Lake Nicaragua. (Giinther.)

nerosnicaraciuensis, GOnther, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 153. Lake Nicaragua (Coll. Capt.

Dow) ; GUNTHEB, Fish. Centr. Am., 4G5, 1869.

1934. HEBOS MANAGCENSIS, Giinther.

Head 2i; depth 21. D. XVIII, 10; A. VII, 8; scales 4,V-32-13. Head

longer than high; siioiit of moderate length, somewhiit pointed; lower

jaw prominent; cleft of mouth oblique; maxillary reaching beyond an-

terior margin of eye. Width of orbit i length of head, and i width of

interorbital space ; eye inunediatcly below upper profile, its distance from

end of snout a little more than i that from hinder margin of operculum
;

opercles scaly, the scales on operculum larger than those on cheek ; sub-

operculum with 2 series of scales; preorbital with antero- inferior margin

concave, narrow, its greatest width scarcely more than i that of orbit;

dentition as in IT. dovii; first dorsal spine inserted behind vertical from

upper end of gill opening; dorsal and anal spines of moderate length and

strength, length of twelfth dorsal fin 3| times in that of head; vertical

fins slightly scaly at base; soft dorsal and anal not reaching to middle of

caudal ; caudal rounded ; distance between dorsal and caudal much less

than depth of free portion of tail; pectoral short, more than i length of

head, and extending only to origin of anal; ventral with outer rays slightly

produced, reaching beyond vent; distance between vent and root of ven-

tral not quite i length of head. Fold of lower lip continuous in middle;

scales on cheek small, rather irregularly arranged, in 8 or 9 series. Green-

ish brown, shining golden, and irregularly marbled with dark brown ; a

series of quadrangular black spots (probably a band in young examples)

running from eye to a black spot on root of caudal, this spot above lateral

line; a brown band descending obliquely from lower posterior angle of

orbit to lower posterior augle of operculum ; ^'^•rtical fins with black spots,

each spot i as large as a scale. Length 7i inches. Lake Managua, Nica-

ragua. (Giinther.)

Heros managuensi.t. Gunther, Fish. Ceutr. Am., 463, pi. 77, fig. 3, 1869, Lake Managua,

Nicaragua. (Coll. Capt. Dow.)

103."). HEROS AUREUS, Giinther.

Head 3; depth 2h U. XVI, 9 or 10; A. VII, 8; scales 6-33-13. Head as

high as long; snout somewhat elevated, with cleft of mouth oblique and

with jaws e(iual anteriorly; preorbital as wide as orbit; eye a little nearer

to extremity of operculum than to that of snout; dorsal spines rather

slender, length of twelfth a little less than i that of head; distance

between dorsal and caudal somewhat less than ^ that of head and some-

what less than greatest depth of free portion of tail ; caudal slightly em;irgi-

nate; distance between vent and root of ventral ^ length of head; fold of

lower lip continuous in middle; scales on cheek in 5 series. Yellowish

olive, with (3 dark crossbands extending downward to a yellow longitudi-

nal baud running from above pectoral to lower half of base of caudal; the
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third crossbaiid terminating in a large black lateral spot ; sides of head
with several bluish dots, and with a blackish spot on opercnlnm and

suboperculuin, darkest on latter bone; fins light colored, immaculate.

Length 5 inchi'S. Guatemala. (Giinther. ) (a«re?*s, golden.)

Heros aureus, Gunthee, Cat. Fishes, iv, 292, 1862, Rio Motagua and at Yzabal, Guate-

mala (Coll. Salvin & Godman) ; GOnther, Fisli. Centr. Am., 45.5, pi. 73, fig. 2, 1869.

1936. HEROS CITEINELLIIS, Giinther.

Head 2|; depth 2t. D. XVI or XVII, 12; A. VII, 8 or 9; scales 6-30-13.

Head as high as long ; snout rather elevated, not obtuse ; cleft of mouth
almost horizontal; lower jaw scarcely prominent; teeth in narrow bands,

those of outer series enlarged, with brown tips; maxillary not reaching

vertical from front margin of eye; preorbital wider than orbit; eye close

to upper profile, and a little nearer to end of snout than to opercular mar-

gin, its diameter ^ length of head; iuterobital space dattish, twice width

of orbit; opercles scaly, the scales larger than those on cheeks; suboper-

culum with 2 series of scales. Soft anal and dorsal fins slightly scaly at

base; points of soft dorsal and anal considerably produced, and extending

beyond middle of caudal fin, sometimes to its extremity; first dorsal spine

inserted above upper end of gill opening; dorsal and anal spines slender,

the eighth or tenth of dorsal fin f length of head; pectoral nearly as long

as head, long and rounded, and extending to fifth anal spine; outer ven-

tral ray produced ; caudal rounded, its length 4| times in total ; distance

between vent and root of ventral nearly ^ length of head. Scales on

cheek in 4 series ; fold of lower lip continuous in middle ; free portion of

tail conspicuously deeper than long; nape very convex; interorbital space

broad, its width | length of head. Lemon colored, either nearly uniform

or with the back black, which color sometimes forms irregular blotches

on vertical fins. Length 8 iuches. Lake Nicaragua. (Giinther.) {citri-

nellus, lemon colored.)

Jleros citrinellvs, GitNTHER, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 153, Lake Nicaragua (Coll. Capt.

Dow) ; GiJNTHER, Fish. Centr. Am., 458, pi. 71, fig. 1, 1869.

1937. HEROS MOTAGUENSIS, Giinther.

Head 2g ; depth .S. D. XVIII, 10; A. VII, 8 or 9; scales 5-32-13. Head
longer than high ; snout of moderate extent, much longer than eye, pointed

;

cleft of mouth very oblique, lower jaw very prominent; maxillary reach-

ing nearly to vertical from anterior margin of orbit; width of orbit not

quite ^ length of head, and less than width of interorldtal space; pre-

orbital with antero-inferior margin but slightly concave, its greatest

width equal to that of orbit ; dentition as in //. dovii; eye near upper

profile of head, nearer to end of snout than to that of operculum ; opercles

scaly; suboperculum with 2 series of scales; A^ertical fins scaly at base,

their points not reaching middle of caudal; caudal rounded; distance

between dorsal and caudal somewhat less than depth of free portion of

tail; first dorsal spine inserted behind vertical from upper end of gill

opening; dorsal and anal spines short, length of twelfth dorsal spine §
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that of head
;
pectoral short, less than f length of head, and scarcely

reaching to vent; ventral short, pointed, the onter ray produced; dis-

tance between vent and root of ventral more than ^ length of head;

fold of lower lip continuous in middle; scales on cheek small, in 8 series.

Brownish, a black interrupted baud running from eye to a spot on root of

caudal, this spot above lateral line; an oblique short black streak running

from lower posterior angle of orbit toward a spot on suture between oper-

culum and suboperculum, close to interoperculum, the band not continu-

ous with the spot ; bade with traces of irregular cross bands, more distinct

in young than in old individuals; vertical fins with numerous brown
dots. Length 10 inches. Rio Motagua and Lake Nicaragua. (Giinther.)

Heros motaguensis, Guntheb, Fish. Centr. Am., 402, pi. 77, Hg. 2 , 1869, Rio Motagua, Nic-

aragua. (Coll. Godman.)

193S. HKROS OBLOXGUS, Giinther.

Head 3^; depth 3. D. XVIII, 12 or 13; A. VI, 8 or 9; scales 5i-33-15.

Head a little longer than high; snout of moderate extent; preorbital

wider than eye, the diameter of which is i length of head; cleft of mouth
rather narrow, horizontal, with jaws equal anteriorly; maxillary not

extending backward to vertical from front margin of eye ; teeth in a band,

those of outer series much larger and stronger than others, and with brown
tips; interorbital space convex, not quite twice as broad as orbit; eye

about equidistant from end of snout and that of opercle; vertical fins

scaly at base; spinous dorsal rather low, length of twelfth dorsal spine

less than ^ that of head; soft dorsal and anal somewhat produced, the

former reaching to middle of caudal ; free portion of tail rather longer

than high ; caudal subtruncated, its length a little less than i total
;
pec-

toral shorter than head, about equal in length to ventral, the outer ray of

which reaches to vent; fold of lower lip continuous in middle; 5 series

of scales on cheek. Browni-sh, with about 5 very indistinct broad darker

cross bands, descending from back to a not less indistinct longitudinal

band running from above pectoral to a black spot in middle of root of

ventral; vertical fins with transverse series of round whitish spots, sepa-

rated by a network of dark lines; pectorals yellowish. Length 8 inches.

Rio Motagua, Nicaragua. (Giinther.) {ohlongus, oblong.)

Uerog oblonyus, Gunther, Fish. Centr. Am., 464, 1869. Rio Motagua, Nicaragua. (Coll.

Godman.)

1939. HEROS DOVII, Giinther.

Head 23 ; depth 3. D. XVIII, 11 or 12; A. VI, 9 or 10; scales 5^-35-13.

Head much longer than high; snout rather elongate, nnich longer than

eye, pointed; cleft of mouth oblique, lower jaw very prominent; maxil-

lary reaching vertical from anterior margin of orbit; width of orbit 4^

times in length of head and e(inal to that of interorbital space. Eye im-

mediately below upper profile, but considerably nearer to end of snout

than to that of operculum; oporcles scaly, the scales on operculum larger

than those on cheek; suboperculum with 2 aeries of scales; preorbital
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with autero-inferior margin but slightly concave, its greatest width | that

of orbit; each jaw with a pair of faugs, the lower separate; soft portions

of dorsal and anal tins scaly at base and not reaching beyond origin of

anal; first dorsal spine inserted behind vertical from upper end of gill

opening; dorsal and anal spines slender, length of twelfth dorsal spine \

that of head ; caudal rounded ;
pectoral about f as long as head and scarcely

reaching vertical from origin of anal; ventral pointed, slightly produced,

reaching only to vent; distance between vent and root of ventral ? length

of head; fold of lower lip continuous in middle. Scales on cheek small,

rather irregularly arranged, in about 8 series. Brown, irregularly mar-

bled with darker ; fins black; an indistinct black band along operculum

and side of trunk; an oblique blackish band descending from eye toward

root of pectoral; a black spot behind angle of mouth. Length 6 inches.

Lake Nicaragua, Nicaragua, (Giinther. )
(Named for Capt. John M. Dow,

the collector of the types.)

B.eros dovii, Gl'NTHER, Proe. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1864, 154, Lake Nicaragua, Nicaragua ; Gt)N-

THEB, Fish. Centr. Am., 461, pi. 73, fig. 4, 1869.

1940. HEROS CIBBICEPS, Steindachner.

Head 2f ; depth 3 ; eye 5 in head. D. XVII or XVIII, 13 or 14 ; A. VI, 9 or

10 ; scales 6-33-12. Body rather elongate, moderately compressed, the back

regularly arched. Adult with large fleshy lump above the eye to the

nape. Five rows of scales on cheek; preorbital moderate; month very

small, low; teeth slender; snout projecting beyond the month in the

adult; cleft of mouth arched, as long as broad, its length equal to that

of eye; pectoral short, 1} in head, as long as ventrals. Spines moderate;

soft dorsal and anal scarcely pointed, scaly at base; caudal rounded.

Chocolate brown, yellowish below ; a row of dark blotches, 6 or 7 in num-

ber, along middle line of body from upper part of gill opening to base of

caudal; a dark streak on each scale parallel with the edge; vertical fins

vaguely mottled. Length 11 inches. Eio Teapa, Tabasco, Mexico. (Stein-

dachner.) ((/i?)&MS, gibbous; - cejjis, head.)

Heros gihUceps, Steindachner, Chromiden Mejicos, 12, 1804, Rio Teapa, Tabasco, Mexico.

1941. HEKOS MK'ROPHTHArMlS, Giinther.

Head 3^; depth 2^. D. XVIII, 13; A. V or VI, 10 or 9; scales 5-34-14.

Head as high as long; snout of moderate extent; preorbital wider than

eye; cleft of mouth rather narrow, horizontal, with jaws equal anteri-

orly; interorbital space very convex, twice as broad as orbit; eye a little

nearer to extremity of snout than to that of opercle ; vertical fins scaly

at base ; spinous dorsal low, length of twelfth spine 1 or rather less than

I that of head; free portion of tail rather higher than long; pectoral

much shorter than head, equal in length to ventral, which does not extend

on to vent; fold of lower lip continuous in middle; 6 series of scales on

cheek. Brownish, with indistinct dark cross bands, and with a dark band

along sides and tail, terminating at a black spot in middle of root of cau-

dal; each scale on lateral and lower parts with a purple spot at base; soft
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portions of vetical fins with series of blackish dots; axil of pectoral

orange-colored. Length 8 inches. Rio Motagua, Nicaragua. (Giinther.)

{(.iixpoi, small; 6(pQaAju6i;, eye.)

Herog microiMhalvius, Gunther, Cat. Fislies, iv, 295, 1862, Rio Motagua, Nicaragua.

(Coll. Godman & Salvin) ; GUnthee, Fish. Ceutr. Am., 464, 1869.

1942. HEROS UROPHTHALMUS, Giinther.

Head nearly 3; depth 2i to 2A. D. XVII, 11; A. VI, 9; scales .5-28-12.

Head as high as long; snout rather elevated, with cleft of mouth oliliiiue

and with lower jaw prominent; preorbital as wide as orbit; interorbital

space flat, wider than orbit; eye nearer to extremity of snout than to that

of operculum; dorsal spines of moderate length and strength, length of

twelfth f that of head ; free portion of tail higher than long ; anal .spines

strong and long; distance between vent and root of ventral f length of

head. Fold of lower lip continuous in middle. Scales on cheek in 6

series. Brownish or greenish olive, with 7 blackish cross bands as broad

as interspaces between, the first descending obliquely backward across

nape; the second, third, and fourth below the dorsal spines; the seventh

across free portion of tail; a large, black, white-edged ocellus on root of

caudal; fins blackish; pectoral yellowish toward base. Length 7 inches.

Lake Peteu, Guatemala. (Giinther.) {ovpd, tail; d(pOaAjii6s, eye.)

Seros urophthalmus, Gunther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 291, 1862, Lake Peten (Coll. Godman &
Salvin) ; Guntheb, Fish. Centr. Am., 454, pi. 72, fig. 1, 1869.

1943. HEROS TROSOHELl, Steindachner.

Head2f; depth 21. D. XVI, 10 or 11; A. VI, 8; scales 5-32 to 34-13;

eye ij^ in head, 1| in snout ; cheeks with 5 or 6 rows of scales. Body short

and deep, the back elevated but not much arched: mouth small, not

longer than eye, little curved ; the outer teeth strong
;
pectoral rounded,

shorter than head, not reaching first anal spine; caudal rounded; ventrals

short, spines moderate; soft dorsal and anal scaly at base, pointed at tip.

Brownish, with 7 dusky cross bauds curved i'orward; a large round dif-

fuse blackish blotch at base of caudal, mostly above end of lateral line; a

deep black longitudinal spot, part of the first dark cross band, behind
base of pectoral ; fins dusky bluish, unspotted. Length 7 inches. Mexico.

(Steindachner). (Named for Professor Troschel.)

Her»s troscheli, Steindachner, Ichthyologische Notizen, iv, 12, 1867, Mexico.

1944. HEROS CYAXOfiDTTATUS (Baird & Girard).

Head 3i; depth 2^; eye 4 ; snout 3. D. XVII, 10; A. VI, 8; lateral line

25. Body oval, moderately compressed; profile gently curved; interorbital

region slightly depressed; eyes small, situated rather backward and high
up ; mouth small, maxillary not reaching orbit ; 6 rows of scales on cheek

;

fins high; longest dorsal spine equal to distance from snout to pupil; soft

rays longer, 1| in head; longest aual rays 1^ in head, equal to length of

pectoral. Brownish, body and soft parts of vertical fins everywhere with
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small l)lue spots; sometimes a black spot on middle of spinous dorsal,

with another one below it on back; a black blotch at base of caudal.

Rivers of southwestern Texas and northeastern Mexico; chiefly confined

to the basin of the Rio Grande; the only species of CichUdw entering the

United States, (xvavsoi, cyaneus, blue; gitttatus, spotted.)

Berichthys cyanoguttatus, Baied & Gieakd, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., vii, 1854, 25,

Rio Grande, Brownsville, Texas (Type, No. 851. Coll.Jolin H. Clark); Baird &
GlRARD, V. S. ami Mcx. Bound. Surv., Zool., 30, pi. 4, figs. 9-12, 1859.

Heros cyannguttatas, GuNTHER, Cat. Fishes, IV, 290, 1862; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

608, 1883.

194.1. HEROS PAVO\A( KlIS, Gann.in.

Head 2|; depth 2|. D. XVI, 12; A. V, 8; scales 4-32-12. Head as deep

as long ; eye large, wider than preorbital, its front behind tip of maxil-

lary; 5 rows of scales on cheek; lower lii) not described; fifth dorsal

spine highest ; soft dorsal and anal reaching caudal; pectorals to vent.

Dark brown, flecked with pale; 4 to 7 ocellated, vertically expanded

black spots on side 1)elow dorsal fin; an ocellated black spot on base of

tail above lateral line; side with 10 or 12 faint dark cross bands. Mon-

clova, Coahuila, Mexico. (Garman). {paronacens, like a peacock.)

Heros pavonaccus, Garman, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vni, 93, 1881, Spring near Monclova

in Coahuila, Mexico; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 939, 1883.

1946. HEROS ALTIFRONS, Kner & Steiudachner.

Head 2* ; de]>th 2^. D. XVI, 11 ; A. V, 8 or 9. Snout rather high, width

of preorbital more than that of orbit. Jaws equal in length. Eye con-

siderably nearer to end of operculum than to that of snout. Dorsal spines

of moderate length and strength. Lower lip dilated into a lobe on each

side, which is broadest behind. Scales on cheek in 4 or 5 series. Body

with 4 or 5 dark vertical bands,* each band with a darker blotch ; scat-

tered pearl-coh)red dots all over body; a dark spot on middle of root of

caudal fin. Isthmus of Panama and southward. (Kner &. Steiudachner.)

{alius, high; frons, forehead.)

Reros altifrons, Kneb & Steindachner, Sitzgeber. bayer. Akad., 223, 1863, New Granada

;

Abhandl. bayer. Akad., x, 11, taf. 2, fig. 1 ; Gunther, Fiab. Centr. Am., 459, 1869.

1947. HEROS BEANI, Jordan.

(Mojarra Verde.)

Head 3 ; depth 2\. D. XVI, 11 ; A. V, 8 ; scales 4.V-30-12. Body oblong,

compressed, the back moderately elevated
;
profile gibbous at nape, de-

pressed and concave above eyes, thence straight to tip of snout, which is

short and rather sharp; snout 3 in head; eye small, 4i in head, 1^ in the

slightly concave interorbital space; lower lip moderate, its fold contin-

uous, without freuum; teeth moderate, maxillary short, 3^ in head; lower

jaw slightly projecting; preorbital, 4| in head; 6 rows of scales on cheek;

edge of preopercle obliq ae, straight, entire
;
gill rakers very short, thick-

Kner & Steindachner describe them as " tcenice" instead of ''/aseice." (Giinther.)
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ish ; dorsal spines low, the longest a little shorter than snout ; soft dorsal

and anal elevated, pointed, their tips reaching a little past base of caudal,

the longest ray about \\ in head; bases of soft dorsal and anal somewhat
scaly; caudal subtruncate ; veutrals reaching beyond pectorals, nearly to

front of anal, 1^ in head; pectorals \\\ origin of ventral spine under i>ec-

toral base. Color olive, the centers of many scales on sides of body and

head paler in some specimens ( 9 ?) and darker in others (<??); sides with

traces of about 8 obscure dark cross bars, which are aliout as wide as the

interspaces; a faint i)ale streak from below eye to maxillary; an obscure

black spot, most distinct in young and rather larger than eye, on lateral

line and below eleventh and twelfth dorsal spines; a similar spot at base

of caudal, just above lateral line; fins olivaceous, the dorsals, caudal, and

anal with roundish spots of dark olive; lower fins dusky. Adult in life

with a black spot on each scale, these forming series; first dorsal edged

with dark red, the 2 black blotches and black bars obsolete. Young,

light olive, banded with darker, with the bars and blotches distinct; no

blue, yellow, or red. Length 4 to 8 inches. Rio Presidio, Mazatlan; a

very abundant species, tlie northernmost of the family on the Pacific coast

;

used as food. (Named for Dr. Tarleton Hoffman Bean, now director of

the New York Aquarium, "in recognition of his researches in American

ichthyology.")

Heroi beani, Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1888, 332, Rio Presidio, near Mazatlan. (Types

Noa. 371-45, and 37165. Coll. Alplionse Ferrer) ; Jordan, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 473.

194S, HEROS TETRACANTHIIS (Cuvier & Valen(>ionnfi.s).

(VlA.TACA.)

Head 2i to 3; depth 2L D. XV or XVI, 10 to 12; A. IV or V, 7 to 9;

scales 5-30 or 31-10; pores of lateral line 18+12. Head aa long as high,

with the upper profile concave above eyes ; snout of moderate extent, its

length ^ that of head; cleft of mouth very oblique, not extending to

below anterior margin of eye; lower jaw prominent; preorbital rather

narrower than orbit, diameter of which i.s
ff
length of head; interorbital

space wider than orbit, its naked portion flat; eye immediately below
upper profile, nearer to extremity of snout than to that of operculum.

Scales ctenoid, those on cheek small, in 7 horizontal and 10 vertical

series; basal portion of vertical fins scaly; snout, preorbital, and lower

jaw naked; scales befort; dorsal varying much in size; dorsal spines rather

feeble, nearlj- + that of head; soft dorsal and anal somewhat elevated in

middle, extending slightly beyond base of caudal ; anal spines of moderate

length and strength ; caudal rounded
;
pectoral rounded, equal in length

to distance of snout from posterior margin of preoperculum, about reach-

ing to tips of ventrals; ventral pointed, origin of ventral spine under pec-

toral base, a little more than i length of head, not extending to vent; 2

pores near angle of opeicle; teeth in jaws forming a band, those in outer

series enlarged; lower pharyngeal somewhat longer than broad, with
short eardiform teeth, those in middle of its posterior i obtusely conical

or molar-like. Fold of lower lip continuous in middle; 7 series of scales
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on cheek. Brownish; each scale with a dark-brown spot at hase, the

spots forming longitudinal series; margins of preoperculuni with several

similar spots; a pair of dark-brown spots in axil of pectoral, one superi-

orly, the other inferiorly ; dorsal fin with obsolete brown spots, the other

fins immaculate : 4 well-marked dark-brown lengthwise streaks on head,

the first from posterior margin of eye to angle of opercle, the second on

lower edge of eye, the third above angle of mouth, the fourth a little

below it; the last 3 extending over the operclcs; dorsal, anal, and caudal

with large dark spots. Length 6 inches. Rivers of Cuba; locally com-

mon; a food fish of some importance. Here described from a specimen

from Rio Almendares, Cuba, 4| inches in length, {retpa, four; anavBa,

spine.)

Centrtirchus tetracanthus, Ci^vier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vu, 4G0, 1S31,

Cuba.

Chromis fusco-maculatus, Guichenot, Raiuon de la Sagra, Hist. lie Cuba, Poiss., 78, pi. 2,

tig. 3, 1850, Havana.

Acara fusco-maculata, GOnther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 282, 1862.

Acaratetracanthug, Steindachukr, Chromiden Mejicos, 4, 1804.

617. THERAPS, Giinther.

27tem^«,Gi'NTHER, Cat. Fishes Brit. Mus., iv, 284, 18G2 {irregularis).

Body compressed, oblong, covered with moderate ctenoid scales, those

of the lateral line not enlarged; teeth conical, in a band; mouth small,

the lower jaw included; scales on cheeks small; gill rakers short, horny;

dorsal and anal not scaly; anal spines normally 5, sometimes 4. Central

America.

{Oepaqj, slave, probably from some resemblance to Therapon theraps, an

East Indian fish allied to Pomadasis. )

1949. THERAPS lURKfirLARIS, Giinther.

Head 3i; depth 3^. D. XYI, 13; A. V, 9; scales 4-35-14. Head

longer than high; snout compressed and prominent, its length § that of

head, and nearly twice width of orbit; cleft of mouth rather small,

extending backward somewhat behind the vertical from nostril; upper

jaw slightly overlapi>ing lower; teeth m a narrow band, those of the

outer series largest
;
preorbital somewhat wider than orbit, its width being

equal to that of interorbital space, which is rather convex ; eye immedi-

ately below upper profile, its center being a little behind middle of length

of head. Scales on cheek small, in 6 oblique series. Posterior limb of

preoperculum longer than the inferior and descending obliquely forward;

scales on opercles as large as those on neck ; those near base of dorsal and

on abdomen very small. Scales ctenoid; dorsal fin commencing above

root of ventral, and not scaly; spines of moderate length and strength,

length of the fifteenth 2 that of head, soft portion not extending to caudal,

if laid backward; the distance between dorsal and caudal equals that of

the extremity of snout from posterior margin of orbit; caudal rounded;

pectoral shorter than head; ventral spine only i- as long as fin, and

enveloped in skin together with the first soft ray ; fin not extending to
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vent; outer branchial arch provided with short horny processes; lower
pharyngeal broader than long, the lateral halves not firmly united, armed
with villilbrm teeth, and with 2 rows of stronger conical teeth along
the middle. Reddish-olive, marbled with blackish, the latter color form-

ing 7 rather irregular transverse bands, some of which extend on dorsal

fin; belly silvery, marbled with blackish; opercles and some scales on body
with blue dots. Length 6 inches. Guatemala. (Giinther.) (irregularis,

irregular.)

Theraps irre(jvlaris, Gunther, Cat. Fishes, iv, 284, 1862, Guatemala. (Coll. Salviu.)

Herot irregularis, GOnthek, Fishes Ceiitr, Am., 467, pi. 78, fig. 2, 1869.

6i8. NEETROPLUS, Giinther.

Xeetroplu.s, GOnther, Fish. Cout. Am., 469, 1869 (nematopus).

This genus diliers from Heros and Ciclilasoma chiefly in having anteriorly

a row of Hat incisor-like teeth, behind which is a band of villiform teeth.

Central America, (j'eo?, new; Etroplus, a related genus found in India;

y/rpoJ', abdomen ; oitXov, armature).

a. Dorsal rays XIX, 10; anal rays VIII, 7. nematopus, 1950.

aa. Dorsal rays XVIII, 11; anal rays VII, 7. nicabaguicnsis, 1951.

1950. XKETROPLUS NKMATOPIIS, Gunther.

Head 3| ; depth 21. D. XIX, 10; A. VIII, 7; scales 5Jj-34-12. ' Head as

high as long, with an adipose prominence over eye, which renders jirofile of
forehead somewhat abrupt ; snout rather compressed and prominent, length
of snout I that of head, and more than width of orbit, which is nearly ^
length of head; cleft of mouth small, extending backward somewhat
behind vertical from nostril; jaws equal in front; teeth in a band, those

of outer series genuine incisors, which appear to be replaced by smaller

ones, standing behind in a band; incisors ^^^ preorbital Avider than eye,

equal in width to interorbital space, which is convex ; eye at some distance

from upper profile, nearer to end of opercle than to that of snout; scales

on cheek small, in about .5 oblique series; posterior limb of preoperculum
about twice as long as the inferior, and descending obliquelj' forward

;

scales on opercles as large as those on neck ; those near base of dorsal and
on abdomen very small ; dorsal fin commencing above vertical from hinder
margin of operculum; dorsal and anal scaly at base; si^ines rather strong

the sixteenth dorsal spine nearly i length of head; soft portions of both
fina produced, reaching beyond middle of caudal ; caudal truncated

;
pec-

toral shorter than head ; outer ray of ventral produced into a filament as

long as the fin; fold of lower jaw interrupted in middle; 5 series of scales

on cheek. Brownish olive, with irregular darker clouds. Length 4A

inches. Lake Managua, Nicaragua. (Giinther,) {v)}jita, thread; Ttov?,

foot.)

Neetroplus nematopus, Gunther, Fish. Centr. Am.,470, pi. 74, fig.4, 18G9, Lake Managua,
Nicaragua. (Coll. Capt. Dow.)
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1951. IVEETBOPLCS MCAUAGUENSIS, Gill .t Eransforil.

Head short; depth 2i. D. XVIII, 11; A. YII, 7. Snout convex forward

and siibtruncated in front; length (or depth) of snout efiualing neai-ly \

that of head; interobital area convex; pieopcrcuhim moderately ol)lique;

supramaxillaries terminating at a vertical about a pupil's length in

advance of orbits ; lips moderately developi'd, the lowt-r interrupted by

a broad isthmus in front; caudal peduncle slender, its length equaling its

height; dorsal spines increasing in a bold curve from iirst to fifth, the rest

subequal; tlie soft rays, when bent back, reaching nearly to terminal half

of caudal; anal fin commencing about under fourteenth dorsal spine, the

first 3 spines rapidly increasing, the succeeding more slowly, the longest

rays reaching to second third of caudal fin ; caudal fiu forming about \ of

extreme length, its posterior margin truncated; j)cctoral fin extending to

about a vertical with the anus; ventral fin to about the third or fourth

anal spine, the filament of the external ray moderately produced. Color

olive brown, almost uniform; fins also uniform, save that perhaps the

soft portion of dorsal and anal are darker at base. Lake Nicaragua. (Gill

&. Bransford.)

Nectroplus nicaraguensis. Gill & Bransford, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1877, 186, Lake
Nicaragua.

619. SATANOPERCA, Giinthcr.

(Pappaterras.)

Oeophagns, Heckel, Brasil. I'lusa-Fische. Ann. Wien. Miia. 18-10, 38.3 (surinamensis).

Body compressed, oblong, covered with moderate, ctenoid scales; eye

behind middle of head ; mouth moderate, the teeth very small, conical, in

narrow bands; fold of lower lip interrupted mesially; preorbital deep;

dorsal spines 13 to 15 ; anal spines 3 ; base of soft dorsal naked ; cheek

with small scales; outer gill arch provided with a compressed lamelliform

lobe above, its concave side i^rovided with short horny jirocesses, the edge

of The lobe with more or less distinct papilla". Fresh waters of Brazil and

Peru ; 1 species entering our limits. This genus is very close to Geoplia-

gus, with which Steindachner and Eigenmauu have reunited it. The soft

dorsal is scaly at base in Geopliagus. (daTavd^, a demon; Ttspxtj, perch;

the type species was called a devil, Geophagtis dwmon, for no obvious

reason.)

1953. SATANOPERCA OBASSILABUIS (Steiiidat liner).

Head2f; depth 23; eye 5 in head; snout If; maxillary 3; mandible 3.

D. XVI, 9 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 5-35-9. Body short and stout ; snout long,

the dorsal outline abruptly and strongly arched above the eyes, forming

a prominent hump; ventral outline gently curved ; caudal peduncle long

and slender ; mouth moderate, little obli(|ue, maxillary not reaching more

than t distance to vertical of orbit; premaxillaries protractile; upper lip

with abroad flap in front, and strongly resembling that of Heros lohochi-
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Ins, but not extended in a long flap ; lower lip parted in tbc middle and

depending on each side as a flap; jaws eacli with a hand of small teeth,

the ])aud increasing rapidlj^ in width toward the front, the outer teeth

somewhat enlarged, their tips golden brown ; the small dot-shaped nostril

nearer eye than snout; preorbital about twice diameter of eye, twice as

long as wide, and without scales ; opercle and preopercle entirely scaled,

the iuteropercle scaleless. Dorsal spines moderate, the length of the first

about 2 in eye, that of the eighth about | eye; soft dorsal falcate, the

first rays produced, reaching middle of caudal, \l in head; anal rays

strong, graduated, the third equal to length of longest dorsal spine ; soft

portion of anal falcate, resembling the corresponding part of the dorsal,

the rays of about the same length
;
pectoral reaching origin of anal, \\ in

head; ventral falcate, the first ray produced and nearly as long as pec-

toral, the spine equal to third anal spine. Anterior portion of lateral line

with 20 pores, the posterior part with about 12, the line broken under the

last dorsal rays. Color in alcohol, brownish above, lower parts yellowish,

the scales bordered with dark brown; traces of 4 or 5 darker cross bars;

cheek blue. Panama (Steindachner) ; not seen by us. (crasaus, thick;

labrum, lip.)

Geophagus (Satanoperca) crassilabris, Steindachnek, Ichth. Beitr., v, 17, iil. 7, 187G, Isth-

mus of Panama, near Candelaria.

Family CLIX. POMACENTEIDiE.

(The Demoiselles.)

Body short, deep, compressed, covered with ctenoid scales of varying

size; lateral line wanting posteriorly; mouth small, usually with rather

strong teeth, either conic or incisor-like; vomer and palatines toothless;

nostril single on each side, nearly round; preopercle with its posterior

edge largely free, serrate or entire
;
preorbital sheathing the small maxil-

lary ; dorsal fin single, with numerous strong spines, the spinous portion

longer than the soft, which is similar to the soft anal, both fins scab at

base; anal spines 2; ventral fins thoracic, I, 5, the anterior rayfe longest,

usually filamentous; a scaly appendage at base of ventral. Lower phar-

yngeals fully united; branchiostegals 5 to 7; gills 3.V, the slit behind the

last gill very small or obsolete; gill rakers rather long and slender; no

labyrinthiform appendage; air bladder and psendobranchia) present;

pyloric cieca 2 or 3; gill membranes free from the isthmus. Vertebr:e

12-fl4=26. Fishes of the tropical seas, similar in mode of life to the

Cha-todonfidw, feeding on small marine animals and plants in the coral

reefs. Genera 15 ; species about 180, most of them too small to be used

as food. They are very active in life and the coloration is usually bril-

liant, sometimes changing much with age. The family shows strong affini-

ties with the Lahridw in its gill structures and pharyngeals. In other

respects it approaches the Kjiphosidce, while the unique character of the

simple nostril is shared with the Cichlidte only, from ancestors of which
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group the romacentrido' are probably desceuded. {Pomaccntrida', Giinther,

Cat., IV, 2-64.)

I. Scales large, 25 to 40 in lengthwise series.

POMACENTRINiE

:

a Teeth fixed, conical or incisor-like, covering nearlj the wliole free edge of each

jaw; carnivorous species.

6. Teeth conical, in 2 to 4 series, the outer enlarged and hluntish; preopercle

entire ; scales large.

c. Body slender, the depth ahout i lengtli ; lateral lino subconiplete ; tail

deeply forked. Azuelxa, 620.

cc. Body oblong, the depth J to 5 length ;
lateral line wanting on tail.

Chromis, 621.

66. Teeth more or less flattened or incisor-like, in 1 or 2 series.

d. Treopercle, and usually preorbital also, sharply serrate.

e. Teeth entire, strictly uniserial in each jaw; preorbital not very

deep, its edge not notched; snout scaly; lower jaw naked.

EUPOMACENTRUS, 622.

(Id. Preopercle and preorbital strictly intire; snout naked.

/. Suborbitals entirely adnate to the cheeks. Nbxilarius, 623.

/. Suborbitals not adnate to the cheeks.

g. Teeth emarginate or Y-shaped; preorbital moderate.

ABUDEFD0F, 624

<j(j. Teeth entire; preorbital very deep. Hypsypops, 625.

MlCRO-SPATHODONTIN^

:

aa. Teeth movable, incisor-like, in 1 row on front of each jaw; the lower jaw

weak, with teeth along its front only
;
preopercle and preorbital entire

;

snout scaled almost to lips
;
preorbital notched behind nostril; lower limb

of preopercle scaled ; soft dorsal and anal elevated ; caudal deeply forked

;

soft anal rather long, of 14 or 15 rays ; herbivorous species.

MiCROSPATHODON, 626.

620. AZURINA, Jordau & McGregor, new genus.

izurina, Jordan & McGregor MS., Fishes of the Eevillagigedo Islands, 1898 (hirundo).

This genus is closely allied to Chromis, from which it differs in the long

and slender body, the low vertical tins, the very deeply forked tail, the

pointed snout, and especially in the continuous lateral line which extends

much beyond the dorsal tin and is wanting on but 2 or 3 scales, {azureus,

blue.)

195:J. AZIIKINA HIRUNDO, Jordan & McGregor, new species.

Head 4 in length; depth 3^. D. XII, 11; A. II, 11; scales 34; maxillary

3 in head; eye 4^; pectoral 1; ventral 1^; longest dorsal spine 3|, longest

soft ray 4 ; second anal spine 3^, longest soft ray 3 ; caudal lobes 1^ ; middle

caudal rays 4. Body elongate elliptical, slender and symmetrical; mod-

erately compressed; snout acute; profile slightly depressed above. Eye

moderate, larger than in related species ; maxillary reaching to below front

of eye. Teeth conical, rather few and small, in narrow bands or almost a

single series Preorbital very narrow, about I eye; suborbital hidden by

scales. Preopercle narrow, largely free, its edge slightly crenulate
;
gill

rakers 36, long and slender; head covered with small scales except throat

and tip of snout; those on body large and ctenoid; lateral line strongly

curved, continuous, extending downward along the Jail, wanting on 2 or
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3 scales only. Caudal deeply forked. Color deep steel blue above, slightly

paler below with a tinge of orange at throat. Pectoral light yellow, diiskj-

at base; other fins black, each with a narrow whitish edge. West coast of

Mexico, Three specimens from Guadalupe Island, each 6J inches long. A
beautiful tish with a symmetrical outline, unusual in this family . {hirituclo,

a swallow.)

A^^(rina hirundo, Jordan >fc McGuegor, new species, Guadalupe Island. (Coll. Richard

Crittenden McGregor.)

621. CHROMIS,* Cuvier.

(Chauffe-Soleils.)

Chromis, Covier, Memoirs dii Mus. d'Hist. Nat. 1815 (ehromis).

Heliases, CuviEii & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 495, 1830 (ineolatun)

.

Furcaria, Poey, Memorias Cuba, ii, 194, 1860 (puncta=inultilineatiis).

Ayresia, Coopee, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1863, 73 (punctipiniiis)

.

Heliastes, Gunther, corrected spelling.

Body oblong or ovate, the depth f to | the length of the body without

caudal. Preoiiercle entire, or nearly so; lateral line wanting on tail.

Mouth small; teeth small, conical, in 2 or more series, the outer series

enlarged and blunt. Scales rather large, 24 to 30 in a longitudinal series;

suborbital and lower jaw scaly. Dorsal fin with 12 to 14 spines; caudal

more or less forked, the lobes rounded or acute. Branchiostegals nor-

mally 5. Pyloric ca}ca 2. Gill rakers long and slender. Tropical seas

;

species numerous, varying considerably in form, perhaps divisible into 4

genera: Chromis, HeJinses, Ayresia, and Furcaria. (^po///s, the ancient

name of some fi.sh, probably a Sciienoid, from XP^I"^, to neigh, from the

noise made by the fish ; akin to the names Gruuter, Croaker, Drum, Hogfisb,

Burro, Ronco, Roncador.)

I, Body oblong, elliptical, graceful in form, the caud,al peduncle long, the low, pointed,

soft dorsal and anal not reaching caudal ; interorbital space narrow and high ; caudal

deeply forked, its lobes acute.

Furcaria {furca, fork)

:

a. Dorsiil spines 12 ; snout rather acute.

6. Caudal fin with a broad black border on each lobe; dorsal blackish, the last

rays pale. ateilobatus, 1954,

bb. Caudal fin without black border, pale or edged with orange.

c. Color bright blue, with a violet spot on each scale ; caudal translucent

behind. CYANEUS, 1955.

cc. Color violet brown ; a black .spot at ba.se of jjectoral ; a large orange

spot behind last ray of dorsal; dark streaks along the rows of scales

;

dorsal and caudal edged with orange. multilineatus, 1956.
Atresia -.f

aa. Dorsal spines 13 ; snout obtuse.

d. Color dusky olive, the vertical fins and posterior part of the body covered

with round dark spots. punctipinnis, 1957.

* The name Chromis, originally used for the European species of this genus, Chromis
chromislj= Chromis castaneus of authors, has been improperly transferred by several
writers to an African genus of Cichlidoe, for which the proper name is Tilapia.

t Named for Dr. William O. Ayres (1817-1891), formerly of Brookhaven, Long Island;
for many years the ichthyologist of the California Academy of Sciences ; an earnest student
of fishes.

3030 20
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ir Body oblong or ovate, rather deep, the caudal peduncle short, the last rays of dorsal

and anal reaching past base of caudal-, caudal fin moderately forked, its lobes

mostly rounded ; dorsal spino.s 13 or 14.

Hfi iases (^Xid^u), to grow -warm in the sun)

:

, , ,

: DorsaUpine; 13-/ interorbital spacet broad and flattish; eye
l-^-;J;?S 'fLs

f. Caudal and other fins plain dusky. insolatus, 1958.

'ff Caudal posterior half of dorsal and anal, and whole of pectorals, deep yellow

;

a bhie line on each side of head. encheysuuus 1059.

Subgenus FURCARIA, Poey.

1954. (HBOMIS ATRILOBATUS, Gill.

Head about 4A in total length; depth about 3^. D. XII, 12; A. II, 12;

scales 4-32 or 33-10, 21 pores. Head longer than high, the forehead and

snout above nearly rectilinear ; interorbital area transversely arched, its

^vidth equaling diameter of eye ;
preopercle oblique, its lower half scarcely

emarginate, its angle rounded; mouth small and very oblique; teeth

conic? curved, continuous to the angles of the mouth, larger iu front,

a transverse row of smaller ones behind. Origin of dorsal fin above base

of ventrals, spinous portion rather elevated, its la.st spines shorter than

the preceeding; second anal spine as long as the succeeding rays, which

are nearly uniform or even slightly increased toward the last; the caudal

tin forms more than a (luarter (.27) of the extreme length, its lol>e8,

especially the upper, prolonged and pointed; pectorals long and bluntly

angulated; first ventral ray filiform and equal to the pectorals, its base

behind that of the pectorals. Color olivaceous (the type deep green from

the stain of a copper tank), the dorsal blackish except last 4 or 5 rays,

which are colorless; a very distinct spot of sulphur yellow just behind

dorsal fin extending obliquely downward and forward; margins of caudal

above and below, black. Length about 4 inches. (Gill.; Cape San

Lucas and southward ; rare; 2 or 3 specimens known, (aicr, black; lohntus,

lobed.)

Chromis (Furearia) atrilobata,lGiLU Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 149, Cape St. Lucas.

(Coll. Xantus.)
*

Chromis atrilohata. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 220; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 360.

* In the European siibgenus Chromis there are 14 dorsal spines ; the head is narrow,

and the interorbital spaio hish and rdumled as in Fvroarin and Ayresia. The caudal

iieduucl. a- ill Ihlhisrs i^ sliiiiti>li. Uir (lovsa! and anal i-racliinii past front of caudal.

tAlthou-h tliclonn ..I siilioil.iial ana in y/(/i((.«N sums to lie (juite unlike tliat in J^HT-

caria and 'chruinix. tin- ditli-i cncc is niainlv external. The supraoccipital crest is not

extended on tlie frontals in any "f them. It is merely a little lower in Heliases, with uo

other peculiarities in form or extension.

J Dr. Gunther has wrongly identified this species with the Brazilian species,

Chromis marginatus (Castelnan).

The following notes are taken on specimens of C. marginatus from Bahia. Dorsal

spines T.\ ratlier low ; .^ealt-H 3-30-10. Body obloug-elliptical, with long caudal peduncle;

head narrow ;
i'iteidi l)iial space high, rounded; gill rakers numerous, long and slender;

pectoral a liitle lon-er tlian head, not quite reacliing anal; soft dorsal and aual low,

pointed behind, not rearliing base of caudal; upper lobe of caudal longest, the fins deeply

forked. Color, bluish olive, a black spot within axil and on base of pectoral; dorsal

black, except the last rays ; each lobe of the pointed caudal black, the middle of the tin

pale ; traces of 3 lengthwise stripes of yellow on the body. Close to Chromis cyaneus, but

without blue spots on the scales.
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1955. (HROMIS CYAXEUS (Poey).

Depth 3A in total length with caudal; eye 3 in head. D. XII, 12; A. II,

12. Profile of snout formed by 2 equal curves; upper lobe of the caudal

longer than the lower; soft dorsal and anal higher than in multilineatus

;

color bright Prussian blue with a darker violet spot on each scale ; liack

and vertical fins darker, ventral paler; posterior part of the caudal trans-

lucent. Length 120 mm. Cuba. (Poey.) (mjaneus, Hvaveo';, hlne.)

Fiircaria cyanea, Poey, Memorias, u, 196, pi. 14, figs. 5-8, 1860, Havana.

HcUastes cyaneus, GiJNTHEE, Cat., iv, 64, 1862.

1956. CHROMIS MULTILINEATLS (Guicbenot).

Head 3? ; depth 2i ; eye 3i in head. D. XII, 11 ; A. II, 12; scales 4-28-9.

I'.ody elongate, both curvatures about equal, head slightly concave in

front of eye ; eye low, a line from tip of snout to tip of opercle passing

through lower edge of pupil; maxillary slipping under preorbital, its tip

below anterior margin of orbit; a band of villiforni teeth in each jaw, in

front of whicli is a single row of conical-pointed teeth, the most anterior

larger, especially in lower jaw; no regular serra' on any of the opcriuFar

bones, but fho preopercle slightly rough at angle, opercle with a single

obtuse point; snout equal to eye; lateral line ceasing on front of end of

dorsal, with 19 scales; a series of disconnected pores along side of tail;

fourth dorsal spine highest, 21 in head ; soft dorsal pointed, the tips reach-

ing base of caudal, longest ray If in head ; second anal spine 2 in head,

equal to soft rays
;
pectoral oijual to head; ventral slightly filameutouSj

reaching past vent, 1^ in head; axillary scale and scale between the fins

long, attenuate; caudal deeply forked, the lobes pointed (the upper lobe

is broken ofl^', so that we cannot tell whether the lobes are ecjual). Color

in alcohol, back dusky, becoming paler with bluish on the sides, with

faint lines along side of belly, with white below; dorsal black, the last

4 or 5 rays white; middle rays of caudal white, outer rays dusky; anal

slightly dusky; pectoral colorless, the axil black, the black .showing aa

a small blotch at upper base; ventrals white; a sulphur-yellow blotch

across tail behind dorsal. West Indies. Here described from a single

specimen 44 inches long (No. 4963 L. S, Jr. Univ. Mus.) from Jamaica.

(mulfum, many; lineatuH, lined.)

Heliases iimltilineatus, Guichenot, Eamon de la Sagra, Poiss., Cuba, 76, pi. 2, fig. 2, 1855,

Havana; in part; confused with Kyphoius incisor
-,
GtJNTHER, Cat., IV, 04,1862.

Furcaria pitncta* Vo'ETi, Memoria.s, a, 195, 1860, Havana.
Ghiomiis multilineatus, Jordan & Kutteb, Pioc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 117.

* Poey's description ot Fvrcaria puncta is in substance as follows:
Head 4^ in total length with caudal : depth more than 3 ; eye 3J in head. B. 7 ; D. XII,

11; A. II, 11 or 12; scales 30-12; soft dorsal high; second anal 8i)ine as lon^ as the soft

rays ; tip of the ventral filamentous. Color violet brown ; base of the pectoral with a large

black spot ; a large orange spot close behind the last ray of tlie dorsal ; each scale with a
brown base forming even longitudinal streaks; a whitish streak along the lateral line;

dorsal fin bordered with bright orange; an orange border to the caudal, rather faint;

other fins growing yellowish at the tip. Gill rakers very long; vertebra) 11
-f- 15 =--26.

Length 5J inches.
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Subgenus AYRESIA, Cooper.
j

1957. t'HROMIS PUXCTtPIXNIS (Cooper).
]

3

(Blacksmith.)

Head 4; depth 4*. D. XIII, 11; A. II, 10; scales 4-29-10, 18 pores.

Body oblong, somewhat legnlarly elliptical, the caudal peduucle loug.

Head blunt, short, and deep, the jjiofile abruptly descending to the snont.
\

Interorbital space high and rounded. Lips thick, the lower without fre-1

uuni. Eye not very large. Teeth moderate, coiiica], in about 2 series,'

the inner very small. Cheeks, opercles, and to]) of head sciily. Dorsal!

spines still' and low; soft dorsal and anal rather low, pointed behind,!

their tips not reaching base of caudal; caudal deeply forked; the lobea
;

pointed; i>cctorals and ventrals loug. Dark slaty-blackish, with violet
j

luster above; some of the scales with a greenish spot or edging; iinsj

bluish-black
;
posterior part of body with small round brown spots, which '

form more or less regular series ; soft dorsal and caudal densely spotted, i

Length 9 inches. Coast of California from Point Concepcion to Cerros !

Island; rather common in the kelp about rocks; a handsome little fish.

(punctus, spot; pinna, tin.)

Ayresia punctipinnis, Coopek, Proc. Gal. Ac. Sci. 1863, 73, San Diego Bay, San Pedro,

Santa Barbara. (Coll. Dr. J. G. Cooper.)

Chromis punctipinnii, Jordan & GILBERT, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 52; Jordan & Gil-
:

BEET, Synopsis, 611, 1883. .

Subgenus HELIASES, Ciivier & Valenciennes. i

1958. CHROMIS IXSOLATUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes). '

(Chauffe-Soleil.)
I

HeadSi; depth 2. D. XIII, 13; A. II, 12; scales 2^-25-9
;
pyloric ca;ca 2.

Body short and deep, with short caudal peduncle; caudal fin emargiuate,

with the lobes rounded; second anal spine less than 2 in head. Steel

broAvn; a curved blue streak between eyes in front, disappearing with

age; many scales on upper and anterior parts of body, each with a blue

spot; tins all plain, dusky; young with a dark dot behind dorsal fin.

Length about 4 inches. West Indies and neighboring shores, rather com-

mon about coral reefs ; rarely north to Pensacola, in deep water. Here
described from a specimen from the .Snai)per Banks off Pensacola; a hand-

some little fish, (buolaius, warmed in the sun ; from the name " Chaufte-

Soleil," in use in Martinique.)

Heliases insolatus, Cuvier & Valencienne.s, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 494, pi. 137, 1830, Mar-

tinique. (Coll. Plie.)
I

Ileliastes insolatun, Gunther, Cat., iv, 61, 1862.

Cliromis insolatug, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 285; Jordan it Gilbert'

Synopsis, 612, 1883.

1«.59. CHK0MI8 ENCHRYSURUS, Jordan &. Gilbert.
I

Head 3^; depth 2. D. XIII, 12; A. II, 12 (D. XII, 11; A. II, 11, in one
'

specimen) ; scales 3-2(3-9. Body regularly ovate-oblong, the anterior pro-

file evenly convex; the caudal peduncle very short. Head broad above,
|
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the interorbital space flattish. Month small, oblique, the ja\Ys equal, the

maxillary extending little past front of eye, 3i in head. Snout short, 4J
in head; eye very large, 2,V in head, much larger than in Chromis cliromis

or Chromis puncti}}innis. Preorbital entire
;
preopercle with distinct obtuse

serratnres or crenations. Teeth slender, conical, in a moderate baud, those

of the outer series considerably enlarged, broad and blunt. Gill rakers

long, not as long as pupil. Dorsal somewhat emarginate, the spines

unusually high, the longest spine li in head, the longest soft ray about the

same; caudal lunate, not deeply forked, the lobes short, the upper lobe

slightly longer, about as long as head; anal about as high as soft dorsal,

its second spine If in head; soft dorsal and anal rather high, rounded

behind, reaching past base of caudal; ventrals filamentous at t\p, longer

than head; jiectorals about as long as head; vertical fins largely covered

with small scales. Color, when fresh, sooty-gray, rather dark, a narrow
blue stripe from tip of snout obliquely ujiward and backward across upper
part of eye to above front of lateral line, where it ends in blue dots; sides

paler posteriorly and below; fins dusky, the distal half of anal, most of

soft dorsal, and the whole of caudal and pectorals of a very intense light

yellow, deepest on the caudal; veutrals dusky-bluish, slightly tinged with

yellow; a small black spot in upper part of axil. Length 4 inches.

Snapper Banks oft' Pensacola and Tampa; known from numerous speci-

mens taken from stomachs of Snappers and Groupers. (£VXfJv6o<;, deep
golden; oupa, tail.)

Chromis enckrysurus, JORDAN & GILBERT, Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus. 1882, 286, Pensacola,
Florida. (Type, No. 30871. Coll. Jordan.)

622. EUPOMACENTRUS,*^ Bleeker.

(PESCADO.S AZULE.S.)

/ Parapomacentrns, Blkeker, Nat. Verb. Holl. Maats. Weten., ii, 1877, 65 (polynema)

;

lower jaw scaly; snout scaly; spinous dorsal with membrane incised and lobed.

? Amblypomacentrug, Bleeker, I. c, 68 (brevicepg) ; snout and lower jaw naked.
EupomacentruSy Bleeker, Nat. Verb. Holl. Maats. Weten., ii, 1877, 7:{ (lividus) ; snout

scaly; lower jaw naked; membranes of spinous dorsal not notcbed.

Bi-ach;/pomacentrm, Bleeker, I.e., 1877, 73 {albifasciahn) ; as above; membrane of spi-

nous dorsal deeply notcbed.

Body ovate, deep and compressed, the profile steep, iisually rounded.
Head moderate, nearly as deep as long, the snout scaly, the lower jaw
naked. Mouth quite small, terminal, the jaws equal; each .jaw armed
with a single close-set series of coiupressed, immovable teeth, which are

truncate at tip. Gill rakers long; preopercle more or less serrate; preor-

bital serrate. Scales large, strongly ctenoid, the lateral line running
parallel with the back to near the end of the dorsal fin, at which point it

ceases. Dorsal fin continuous, with 12 or 13 low stout spines; membrane

* Tbe following is tbe .synonymy of the closely related Old World genus, Pomacentrus,
Lacepede, wbicb bas, as far as known, no American species : Pomacentrus, LACfipiiDE,
Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 508, 1802 (pavo) ; Pristotis, Ruppell, Neue Wirbeltbiere Fische
{cynnostigma) ; Pseudopomacentrus, Bleeker, Naturb. Verb. Holl. Maatscb.weten. 1877,
39 (littoralis) ; teetb acutely angulated at tip.
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of spinous dorsal, usually not deeply incised nor lobed, the soft part more

or less elevated, its last rays gradually shortened ; lower limb of preoperde

usually more or less scaly; preorbifcal narrow without deep notch; anal

fin similar to soft dorsal, with 2 spines, of which the second is much the

larger; soft rays 12 to 16; dorsal spines with a slieath of large scales, the

membranes of both dorsal and anal covered high uji with small scales;

caudal fin more or less forked, the lobes rounded; lower pharyngeals

triangular; branchiostegals 5 or 6. Species numerous, in the tropical

seas. Species chiefly American, extremely variable in form and color, the

brilliant coloration apparently dependent on surroundings. Thi^ species

are little known and the classification of those found in the West Indies

is, in default of material, largely guesswork.

Eupomacenirus, as understood by us, differs from Pomacentrus chiefly in

having but 1 series of teeth in each jaw. In Fomacentrus an inner series

of a few teeth is present. Parapomacentrus and AniMypomacei)trtis differ

from Eupomacentrns chiefly in the different scaling of the head. This is a

minor character, and perhaps all 3 should be united under the oldest name,

Parapomacentrus.

The following analysis of species has very little value. Perhaps all our

Atlantic species (omitting j;?aMi/ro«s) are reducible to 2,fuscu8 and leiteo-

siictus, and these 2, if really distinct, can not always be separated with cer-

tainty; leucoriis nml Jtavilatus are certainly distinct from fiisciis, and thus

fiir we have found rertifra'tinm also distiuguishabh^. Our species, so far as

known, all belong to the section Eupomacentrns, which is regarded by

Bleeker as a genus distinct from Parapomacentrus, being chiefly distin-

guished by the naked lower jaw. Perhaps the 2 genera should be united;

but not having seen specimens of Parapomacentrus, we hesitate to place

our species in it, though they evidently should not be left in Pomacentrus.

(ev, genuine; /'omaceH^rus, which is from 7f«>//a, opercle; Msvrpov, spine.)

a. Upper anterior profile of head arclied.

b. Depth of body moderate, 1| to 2J in length, without caudal.

c. Lower posterior half of body dark, like the anterior half; caudal fin mostly

dusky.

d. Pectoral flu with a broad white edge. leucoeus, 1960.

(Id. Pectoral fin not edged with white.

e. Depth of bodj' IJ in length of body (without caudal) ; sides with

faint cross streaks. auustus, 1901.

ee. Depth of body 2 to 2i in length.

/. Opercle without distiuct dark spot; caudal not tipped with

orange.

(/. Anal without distinct blue spot in its posterior axil,

except in young.

/(. Head with few, if any, small accessory scales.

i. Base of j)ectoral with one black spot.

Fuscus, 1962.

ii. Base of pectoral with two black spots.

DIENC^US, 1963.

hh. Head with very many small accessory scales,

especially on forehead and front of opercle.

RECTI PR.«NUM, 1964.

gg. Anal with a bluish spot at base of last ray; head and

fins mucli spotted with blue. ANALIS, 1965.
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Sf. Opercle witli a distinct dark spot above
;
pectoral with a

dark spot; tips of all the fins orange, otophobus, 1966.

cc. Lower posterior half of body unlike anterior part, being more or less

abruptly bright yellow; caudal fin bright yellow; usually a blue spot

at ba.«o of last ray of anal.

j. Eegion below lateral line with many blue spots, ledcostictus, 1967.

j). Region below lateral line with few blue spots or none.

Ic. Sides of back with two round dusky spots on each side.

FLAVIVENTER, 1968.

kk. Sides of back without round dusky spots as above ; dorsal, in

young, with a conspicuous ocellus ; colors very brilliant.

FLAVILATUS, 1969.

hh. Depth of body about 2J in length
;
posterior half of body yellowish ; fins with

more or less yellowish. paetitus, 1970.

aa. Upper anterior profile of head straight, not arched; body and tins mostly dusky,

with pale spots. planifrons, 1971.

Subgenus EUPOMACENTRUS.

19«0. EUPOMACENTRUS LEUCORUS (Gilbert).

Head 3^; depth 2. D. XII, 16; A. II, 13; lateral Hue with 20 pores, 7 to

9 crossrows of scales behind its end. Posterior margin of preoi>ercle and
lower edge of suborbital ring serrulate; second anal spine very strong,

measured from base of sheath much higher than any of the dorsal spines,

and as high as highest soft anal ray, its length contained 1^ times in head;

margin of anal rather bluntly rounded; the soft dorsal pointed, but not

much produced, the longest ray \\ in head; caudal lunate, the lobes verj^

bluntly rounded, the upper longer than the lower; ventrals with the outer

ray produced, reaching past vent; pectorals broad, rounded, 1| in head.

Interorbital region transversely convex; anterior proiile arched, a slight

depression xisually to be recognized on nape and on snout. Head and
sides brown, darker on the upper half of body ; no blue spots or lines, and
no yellow; caudal peduncle brown like rest of body; all the fins jet-

black, the pectorals abruptly margined behind with pure white. Numer-
ous specimens, 4A to 5A inches long, were taken at Socorro Island, one of

the Eevillagigedo group, off the coast of Mexico by Gilbert and later

by McGregor; a well-marked species, well separated from the others.

{\evk6c,, white; opoc,, margin.)

Fomaeeiitrus leucorus, Gilbert, Proc. U.S.Nat. Mus. 1891, 554, Socorro Island. (Coll.

Albatross.)

1961. EUPOMACENTRUS ADUSTUS (Troschel).

Depth 2^ in total length with caudal ; eye Si in head, equal to snout. D.

XII, 14; A. II, 13; preorl)ital and suborbital finely toothed ; caudal forked,

the lower lobe shorter. Brown, tinged with violet, crossed by darker ver-

tical lines formed by edges of the scales ; a black point in the axil at the

upper base of the pectoral ; no dark scapular spot, no white spot at base
of last anal ray ; head and base of anal with some sky-blue points

;
young

with ocellus on base of the soft dorsal; some specimens with caudal
yellowish brown, as also pectoral, ventral, and tip of the anal; interme-

diate between £. otophorus iind E. xanihurus. Length 3A inches. Cuba
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(Poey; description of P. ohscuratus) ; a doubtful species, perhaps differing

from E. fuscus in tlie more elongate body, {adtistus, scorched.)

romacentrus adimtus, Teosohel,* iu J. W. von Miillor's Eeisen in Mexico, etc., 6,33, 1865,

Mexico.

Pomacentrus ohscuratus, Poey, Enumeratio, 101, 1875, Havana.

1962. EUPOMACENTRUS FUSCUS (Ciivlcr & Valenciennes).

(Maria Molle.)

Head 3|; depth 2 to 2^ without caudal ; eye 3 iu head ; snout 3. D. XII,

13 to 15; A. II, 13; scales 3-28 to 30-9. Body compressed, dorsal and ven-

tral outlines similar, profile convex, more so between the ej'es; maxillary

scarcely reaching vertical from front of orbit; posterior margin of preop-

ercle and iuferior margin of suborbital ring serrulated. Gill rakers small

and weak, about 8 on lower jiart of anterior arch ; tips of pectorals scarcely

reaching the vent; ventrals reaching to or slightly past vent; head with

very few, if any, small accessory scales. Older examples (4J inches) have

shorter ventrals, more proiuineut serrations on preopercle, a deeper body

and lighter and more uniform color than smaller specimens (3 inches in

length). Color dark brown to nearly black, edges of scales darker, form-

ing narrow vertical crossbars more distinct in smaller specimens (3 inches

in length) ; fins all dark brown to black, a black axillary spot, a few obscure

white dots on head and about base of anal: no white spot on last anal

rays. Very young with an ocellus on dorsal fin, and a dark spot on caudal

peduncle behind soft dorsal. In none of our specimens is the caudal yel-

low. West Indies and coast of Brazil ; north to Key West, about coral

reefs; common and variable; the specimens above described from Bahia.

A specimen from Key West has more l)lue spots. It seems to correspond

to Pomacentrits atroci/aneus, which species we can not separate from Eiipo-

macentrus fuscus. (fuscus, dusky.)

Pomacentrus fusciis, Cuvier «fe Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 432, 1830, Brazil (Coll.

Delalande) ; Gunthee, Cat., iv, 31, 1862; Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 323.

Pomacentrus variabilis, Castelnau, Anini. Nouv. ou Hares, Poiss., 9, pi. 3, fig. 3, 1855, Bahia
(Coll. Castalnau) ; flguro showing caudal brownish-yellow.

Pomacentrus atrocyaneus,\ Poey, Memorias, ii, 190, 1860, Havana. (Coll. Poey.)

19«3. EUPOMACEXT/RUS DIEXC.EUS, Jordan & Paitter.

Head3t; depth 2; eye 3f in head; D. XII, 15; A. II, 13; scales 4-28-9.

Body elliptical, the dorsal and ventral outlines about equally curved;

snout short, not projecting; maxillary reaching vertical from anterior

* The following is the substance of the original description of this species : Depth 2^ in
total with caudal (about IJ without). D. XII, 15 ; A. II, 13; P. 19. Interorbital ring con-
vex; upper profile of head arched; suborbital ring, excepting the first bone, dentate;
ventral produced, its filamentous ray not reaching the anal; caudal eiuarginate with
rounded lobes. Color brown, with vertical bars extending downward and somewhat for-

ward, corresponding to the edgings of the scales; fins all brown; tlie pectoral blackish;
a few faint pale spots on the suborbital ring, and on the dorsal and anal fins; a black
spot ou back of tail and one in axil of pectoral. Co.ist of Mexico. (Troschel.)

i Pomacentrus atrocyaneus, Voey. Form rather more slender than in Pomacentrus oto-

phorus, its height 3 in total length, the head 4J ; eye 3i in head ; maxillary reaching front
of the eye; blackish blue, with many blue spots below the eye and on the cheeks, and
sometinies on the back; upper lobe of the caudal a little yellowish ; a large, black point at
the base of the pectoral above. Length 100 mm. Cuba (Poey). (aicr, black; (cuafeos, blue).
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margin of orbit ; eye placed above preuiaxillary ; suborbital ^\\th. 1 row
of scales, finely serrate behind, middle of eye; 4 rows of scales on
cbeek; preopercle finely serrate on upper limb, the serrte somewhat
larger at angle, a few on lower limb near angle ; opercle with 2 obtuse
points; lateral line ceasing under third to fifth ray of soft dorsal, with
17 to 19 scales; nuxrgins of spinous dorsal nearly horizontal behind tbird

spine, the last and highest spine being If in head; soft dorsal somewhat
higher, pointed, the eighth and highest ray 1^^ in head; anal similar to soft

dorsal, its highest ray If in head; tip of soft dorsal extending beyond
that of anal, almost to middle length of caudal; caudal forked, the lobes

rounded, the upper a little longer than head, \- longer than lower, middle
rays of fin If in longest ; ventrals slightly filamentous, extending beyond
origin of anal, slightly longer than the upper caudal lobe; least depth of
caudal peduncle greater than its length, 2^ in head ; a row of scales on
the membrane of every ray in the vertical fins, those on spinous dorsal

larger and extending nearly to margin, those on soft portions of vertical

fins smaller (the rays being close together) and extending about halfway
to margins ; axillary scale of ventral not much developed. Nearly uuilbrni

dusky, the tips of the scales lighter, thus forming more or less distinct

vertical streaks of light and dark ; fins uniformly black ; a dark spot at

upper l)a8e ofpectoral and another at lower ; opercle darker than surround-
ing parts; a few very faint light points below eye. The sj)ecimens here
described have been compared with specimens of Eupomacentrus fuscun of
similar size, from Albrolhos Islands, Brazil, to which species they are

most closely related. Our specimens have the caudal more deeply forketl,

the dorsal and anal higher, the vertical lius less densely scaled, the axil-

lary scale shorter, much longer ventrals, the caudal and pectorals not
lighter than other fins, and two dark brown spots at base of pectoral and
the axil entirely black. Jamaica ; types, 2 specimens, 4 inches long, No.
4969 L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. {dii, two ; £VHaio<;, branded.)

£M2>omaceM(»-M« rficncoEM«, Jordan & RuTTEB, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 116, Jamaica.
(Coll. Rol>erts.)

1964. KIPOMAt'EXTRI S RECTIFREXUM (Gill).

(Pescado Azul.)

Head3|; depth 2; D. XII, 13; A. II, 13; scales 3-28-9 ; eye 4*^; snrut2f;
dorsal lobe 1;^; upper caudal lobe i;>; ventrals 1^; pectorals 1^ Preor-
bital and preopercle strongly serrate. Teeth firm, flattened, not notched.
Caudal lunate, the upper lobe the longer; dorsal and anal rounded in

the adult, angular in the young; ventrals filamentous, reaching front of
anal; pectoral reaching vent. Gill rakers short, slender, weak, numer-
ous, about 10 on the lower limb; scales on head with numerous small
accessory scales wedged in between the others, especially on top of head
and on opercle,

"The color in extreme youth, as represented in a specimen 8 lines

long, is reddish brown, with blue lines obliquely crossing each scale, and
forming as many subvertical, scarcely interrupted blue lines crossing the
body as there are rows of scales. On the back and lower part of the
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anterior soft dorsal is a large ocellus, aud behind the lin is a smaller one.

The head ahove has 2 very distinct blue lines continued from the snout

over each eye, where they are most distant, and again approximating and

continued, 1 on each side of the base of the dorsal fin, but under the

tin rather broken into a linear row of spots ; another line crosses the eye-

ball above, aud behind the upper angle of the orbit is a line which is

continued to the row of scales above the lateral line; a bar crosses tlie

preorbital; a line runs along the suborbital chain; another line extends

backward from the corner of the mouth, and under the suborbital one,

and a blue line colors the upper lip. On each of the opercular scales is a

bluish blotch. The dorsal and anal fins are spotted with blue, a spot

existing on each scah^, and a blue bar crosses the base of the last anal

rays. The caudal is brownish, as are also the pectorals. The ventrals

dark, and the spine outside bluish, like the front of the aual.

''These colors are retained until the fish has attained a length of more

than 2 inches, the chief change being efi'ected by the slightly greater isola-

tion of the spots on the rows above'the lateral line, so as to break their

continuity as lines; and especially in the fading away of the blue ring

and ocellus of the dorsal, which has then become very faint and is the

first to disappear. Finally, in the very aged individuals, more than 3 inches

long, the color of the body and scaly portion of the fins has become almost

a uniform brownish chestnut, and very indistinct traces of the lines on the

upper surface and sides of the head are perceptibh-. The naked portions

of the dorsal and anal, as well as the ventral fins, are very dark, and the

pectorals yellowish. The profile is also apparently steeper and more

convex, and the l)ody more obese.

" This species undergoes great change with age, and on two suites of

specimens two nominal species were formerly based, the author having

been deceived by the comparatively long retention of the colors of the

young in several individuals, and the early assumption of the adult state

by others.

" In studying the development of this species, I have had before me not

less than 32 individuals, exhibiting every gradation from the specimen 8

lines long to 1 nearly 3^ inches long." (Gill.)

Our specimens confirm this excellent account. On comijarison of this

species with E.fmciis, the only constant difference we note is that of the

increased number of small accessory scales about the head, aud the some-

what broader preorbital of Eupomacenirus recfifrwnnm. Length 6 inches.

Cape San Lucas to Panama; abundant in rock pools; a beautiful little

fish, {rectus, straight; fnmium, bridle^

Pomacentrus rectifrcemim, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 148, Cape San Lucas

(Coll. Xautus) ; GUNTHEE, Cat., iv, 26, 1862; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 215;

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 365, 377.

Pomacentrus analigutta, Gunther, Cat., iv, 27, 1862, Cape San Lucas. (Coll. Xautus.)

1965. EUPOMACENTRUS ANALIS (Poey).

HeadSi; depth 2 (2| in total). D. XII, 14; A. II, 12; scales 3-28-10.

Body rather deep, the anterior profile much convex; interorbital space

stronglv convex; eye longer than snout, 3.1 in head. Preorbital and pre-
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opercle sharply serrate. Caudal well forked, the upper lobe the longer,

especially iu males. Lower limb of preopercle scaly. Head except snout

scaly. Sooty blue-black in life, not paler below; each scale of back and

sides with an inconspicuous bronze-olive spot; a faint paler band around

caudal peduncle; head with small spots of sky-blue, those before eye

oblong ; iris blue and gilt ; spinous dorsal with blue and with bronze spots

;

soft dorsal with line blue points; dorsal with a snbmarginalband of paler;

this band on spinous dorsal formed of 2 obli(iue yellowish stripes with

a bluish stripe between them; caudal black, paler at tij), its base with

blue spots; anal black, with blue points at base ; a whitish spot at base of

last ray; a conspicuous black spot at base of upper pectoral rays; no

black blotch on back of tail. Length 4 inches. Here described from

specimens from Key West; the species perhaps not distinct from Eupoma-

cenlrus leucoatictus. (atialis, from the pale anal spot.)

Pomacentrus analii* Poey, Synopsis, 327, 1867, Havana.

Pomacentrus obscuratus, JoKDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns. 188i, 133, in part; description of

males from Key West ; not of Poey.

1966. EUPOMACEXTRIJS OTOPHORI S (Poey).

Head 3^ (4 in total) ; depth about 2 (2| in total). D. XII, 14; A. II, 12;

scales 3-27-9. Vertebrate 11 -f 15=26. Profile oval ; the line of the fore-

head steep; snout short; maxillaryrcachinghalfway to tbeeye; suborbital

and preopercle serrated ; caudal lunate, the upper lobe the longer; pectoral

rounded. Color brown ; all the head, except the opercle, blackish, as well

as all the fins, of which the points are orange; a black spot on the trunk

of the pectoral, another on the opercle aljove. Length 5i inches. Cuba

(Poey.) Not seen by us. (ou?, ear; <i>op£co, to bear; from the dark spot

on the opercle.

)

Pomacentrus otophorus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 188, 1860, Havana.

1967. EUPOMACEXTRUS LEIICOSTICTIJS (Miiller & Troschel).

(Beau Gregory; Cockeye Pilot; Black Pilot.)

Head Sh ; depth 2^. D. XII, 13 to 15 ; A. II, 12 to 14 ; scales 3-29-9. Body
compressed, dorsal and ventral outlines similar, profile convex, convexity

more prominent in interorbital space; mouth moderate, maxillary scarcely

reaching vertical from front of orbit; diameter of eye 3|^ in head, greater

than the length of the snout
;
preopercle serrate ; suborbital ring denticu-

late in adults (3.V inches), smooth in the youug. Color in life, dark olive-

brown anteriorly, clear yellow, with pearly reflections on sides and below

;

the caudal peduncle and fin rich golden yellow ; head olive above, golden

below, the colors changing insensibly; head with numerous spots of dark

* Pomacentrus analis, Poey. Depth 2j in total length ; eye 2} in head, as long as snout

;

lower opercular spine very distinct ; preopercle and suborbital toothed. Color darlc brown
with blue points on the sides of the head, some along the trunk and many along the

median vertical fins; tip of the dorsal and whole of the caudal brownish yellow; anal

blaekisli ; the other fins washed with dusky ; a bright point at the Iiase of the anal ray

;

youug with a Idack ocellus bordered with sky blue along the soft dorsal; older individ-

iials with 2 blue lines between the eyes. Havana. (Poey.)
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blue, closer set above; those before eye and on snout oblong, stripe-like;

these spots appear blatk in life, but in spirits they become intense sky-

blue, and ultimately fade to whitish; each scale of back above lateral lino

anteriorly with a vertically oblong- stripe of dark blue; behind and below

these, many scales have each a round point of deep violet; one row of

these on upper edge of caudal peduncle on each side, and three partial

series below lateral line ; dorsal blnish-black, each scale with a blue point

;

last rays of soft dorsal yellow; a black point at base of last ray; a large

blackish blotch on middle of first soft rays in the young; spinous dorsal

with a marginal palt; band made of 2 narrow stripes of bluish, and 2 of

dull orange; anal gtdden yellow, its edge dusky, traces of a pale spot at

base of last ray; pectoral yellow, a conspicuous blue spot at base above;

ventrals yellow, tinged Avith bluish; a blackish blotch on middle of base

of lower jaw. About rocks and reefs in clear, rather deep water; not

rare. West Indies north to the Snapper Banks of west Florida ; common ;

a handsome fish, apparently distinct from E. fiiscus, but not always easily

distingnished.

A specimen iu good condition from Pensacola is thus described (under

the name romdcciitnts caudalis): Head 3i; depth 2^^. D. XII, 14; A. II,

13; scales 4-29-9. Form oblong-ovate; the anterior profile moderately

convex. Preorbital and preopercle well serrated. Teeth moderate, entire.

Soft parts of dorsal and anal rather high. Upper parts dusky ; the greater

part of each scale of a light grayish-blue; lower parts bright yellow, with

some blue spots on the scales ; top and sides of head similarly marked with

bluish spots on the scales; a jet-black, ink like spot, ocellated with blue

on the back of the tail ; dorsal fin colored like the back ;
the posterior soft

rays abruptly yellow; caudal fin bright yellow, lower fins chiefly yellow.

We have also the following notes on a specimen from Bahia, also called

"caudalis;" it is very slightly more elongate than E. fiiscus. Its colora-

tion is largely yellow, the fins not black; blue points on head, base of

caudal and anal; axil dark; a black blotch on dorsal and 1 on back of

caudal peduncle larger than in the young oi fiiscus and less ocellate. The

forehead is less decurved, and there is a white dot at base of last anal ray.

Perhans caudalis {=le)icosUctus) also is one of the protean forms assumed

hy fiiscits, and it may be that Pomacewfritsjjic/MS of Castelnau, brown, with

the caudal mostly yellow, is one of the forms of the same fish.

(Xevho?, white ; srzKros, spotted.)

Pomacentrus leucostictus* Mullek & Troschel, in SchomburKk's Exc. Barbados, 674,

1848, Barbados; Gunthkr, Cat., iv, 31, 1862; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopais, 610, 1883;

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 133; Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.

1888, 552.

"'' Pomacentrus leucogtictiis, Miill. et Tr. uov. spec. D. 12-15; A. 2-13. Black Pilot.

Beau Gregory.
"This species asrecs witli P.fiiscii,i of Ciivier et Valenciennes; it distinguishes itself,

liowever, by iiuiuchmis white ilots. wliicli are especially abundant beneath the dorsal and
altove the anal tin, wImit (.nc is i)lare<l on each scale." (Miiiler & Troschel.)

In the yoiuiiicr iiidiviiluals tlic w liitf dots are much more distinct, and this may have

induced the tisTiermen to give them the name of Beau Gregory; the full-grown specimen

is called Black Pilot.
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Pomacentms caudalis* Poey, Sj-nopsis, 328, 1867, Havana, young; Jordan & Swain,

Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 545; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1K90, 325.

Potnaccntnis xanthuniSffPOEY, Memorias, ll, 190, 1860, Havana.

Pomacentrus doreopunicans,\ Poey, Sj-uopsis, 328, 1867, Havana.

196S, KUPOM.VCEXTBUS FLAVIVEXTEB (Troacbel).

Depth 2| ill total length with caudal (about 2i without). D. XII, 16; A.

11,13; P. 20. Iiiterorbital space convex, the upper profile curved; only

po.sterior part of suborbital ring dentate; ventrals long, the filamentous

tips reaching tip of first anal spine. Color above brown, passing into yel-

lowish Itelow; bluish white dots only on tlie head above and on dorsal;

poiuts of dorsal, pectoi'al, ventral, anal, and caudal yellow; side below

lateral line with some 20 straight dark streaks, corresponding to the edges

of the scales as in J-J. /kscks; no white points below lateral line; a faint

round dark spot just below lateral line under seventh and eighth dorsal

spines; a similar one under base of first 3 soft rays of dorsal; a distinct

black spot on back of tail. Atlantic coast of Mexico. Length 24 inches.

(Troschel.) Prol)ably identical with i?. fuscm. (Jiavus, yellow; venter,

belly.)

Pomacentrus jlarivcnter, Troschel, iu J. "W. von Aliiller's Reisen iu Mexico, etc., 633,

1865, Atlantic Ocean.

1969. EUP03IACEXTBUS FLAVILATUS (Gill).

(PeSCADO AZUL DE DOS COLORES.)

Head 3i; depth 2. D. XII, 15; A. II, 13; scales 29; eye in head 3A

;

pectoral in head 1^; ventral in head 1; longest dorsal spine 2; second anal

spine 2. Body deep, robust; anterior profile more or less convex and

broad; general appearance of E. ixctifrcenum from which this seems to

ditt'er only in color. No blue spots even iu specimens 3 to 5 inches long;

posterior part of body, especially pectoral and caudal, light yellow ; rest

of body paler than in ra'tifrcenum but color variable; ventrals black;

dorsal and anal dusky, more or less i^ale posteriorly; pectoral with a

very distinct black spot at base of upper rays. E. rcctifra'nnm has the

tail and caudal as dark as other fins, Avhich is not the case in flmrilatus.

Here described from numerous specimens from Socorro Island, 2 from

Clarion Island, and 1 from San Benidicto Island, the largest about 5

inches long. This is i)robably the adult of the species of which the very

^Pomacentrus caudalis, Poey. Dark brown; caiidal and posterior half of dorsal and
anal lirownisli vellow; sky-blue spots on sides of head and front of body: ocular spot on
dorsal surrounded with sky-blue ; a siuiilar ocellus on back ( f caudal which distinguishes
it from analis. Length 2 inches. Havana. (Poey.)

\ Pvmacentrus xanthurus, Poey. Form of P.otophorus, the prolile of the head le.ss

rounded; maxillary reaching in front of the eye, which is 3J in head; serrations on the
head weaker; color brown, black above, yellow below; pectorals and ventrals orange, as

is the caudal and the point of the dorsal; ventral filament carmine; a black spot at the

base of the pectoral above; the edges of the scales darker. Cuba. (Poey.) Length 4

inches. (|ai'0os, yellow; ovpa, tail.)

\ Pomacentrus dorsopunicans, Poey. Body oblong; color black, shining blue in life;

tail yellow; an ocular spot on dorsal tin. Length IJ inches. Havana. (Poey.) {dorsum,
baclc; punicans, blushing). The species, 'owes its specitic name to the fact that the
upper and anterior part of the head and back are reddish, the same as the corresponding
part of the dorsal,"
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young has been named JJavilatus. The coloration of the young is thus

described by Dr. Gill:

"This species, so far as known, undergoes little change during its prog-

ress to adult age. The color above the lateral line, and on the scaly por-

tion of the dorsal fin before the middle of its soft part, is dark brown,

with blue on the center of each scale, while a large ocellus, very dark

blue, margined with light, adorns the back and the dorsal fin between the

last spine and the sixth ray ; and a small ocellus is on the back of the tail

behind the dorsal fin. Below the lateral line and behind the dorsal ocellus,

the color is brownish-yellow, darker in front along the margins of the

scales, and with an indistinct bluish dot in th(^ center of each scale, except

on the caudal peduncle, where they are absent. The head above has 2

blue lines^ 1 on each side, continued from the snout backward on the

nape; another line is continued from the upper angle of the orbit to the

row of scales above the lateral line. A bar crossf:s the preorbital and a

line interrupted passes along the suborbital chain ; a bar is behind the

ends of the maxillary. The scales on the cheeks and opercula are dotted

with blue. The dorsal fin, behind its produced rays, as well as the anal,

caudal, pectoral, and veutral fins are yellowish; the former faintly

marked with blue on its scales, and margined in front with dusky; the

ventrals are likewise margined on their outer edges with dusky."

A specimen from a rock pool at Mazatlan was cohued as follows : An
irregular line from snout below eye to soft dorsal divides the fish into 2

parts; below this line all is brilliant yellow with an orange shade, deepest

on anal; above, all is the Inightest sky-blue; scales darker, but all edged

with sky-blue, 6 sky-blue stripes on upper part of head; an indigo spot

on base of first ray of soft dorsal and last dorsal spines, extending on back,

this surrounded by a ring of sky-blue; a similar smaller ocellated spot on

back of caudal peduncle. Length f inch.

Cape San Lucas to Mazatlan and beyond; very abundant in rock pools;

the most brilliantly colored small fish in Mexican waters. Except for the

marked dift'ereuce in color, the species can scarcely be separated from

E. rectifraniim, an eciually abundant inhabitant of the same ^vaters. We
find, however, no intermediate forms, the 2 species seeming to be per-

fectly separated. It may be noted that a third inhabitant of the same
rock pools, Mivrospathodon bairdii, lias almost exactly the coloration of

Eupomaccntrus flavilatus. (Jiarus, yellow; laius, side.)

Fomacentriis Jiavilatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 148, Cape San Lucas (Coll.

Xautus)
;
(Gill) Gunther, Cat., iv, 27, 1862; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 215;

Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 365.

1»70, EUPOMACENTRUS PARTITUS (Poey).

Height 3^ in total length with caudal {;ibout 2J without). Color dark

brown, with posterior haif of the trunk yellowish, as also the border of the

tips of the soft dorsal and anal; caudal yellowish, blue posteriorly; pec-

toral orange, less so at base; rays of the fins dusky; whole soft dorsal

sometimes yellowish. Length 3 inches, t'uba. (Poey.) A doubtful spe-

cies not seen by us. {partitus, divided.)

Pomacentrus jiartitus, Poey, Synopsis, ;!27,1867, Havana.
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1971. EUPOMACEXTRL'S PLAMFRONS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Petite Jaquette.)

Depth 2^ in total length with caudal. D. XII, 15 ; A. II, 13 ; scales 3-29-10.

Protile from snout to nape nearly straight, interorbital space flat; preor-

bital ring serrate posteriorly only ; caudal peduncle very short; dorsal and

anal lobes pointed. Brown with a black spot at base of pectoral on axil

and extending on fin; a black spot liehind dorsal on caudal peduncle;

many pale spots on side of anal. (Giinther; Cuvier & Yah'ncienues.)

Length 3 inches. West Indies; recorded from Jamaica and Martini(|ue;

little esteemed and abandoned to the negroes. Not seen V)y us. {planus,

plane; frotia, forehead.;

Po7nacentn(8 planifrom, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 431, 1830, Mar-
tinique (Coll. M. Plee) ; Gunthek, Cat., iv, 33, 1862.

623. NEXILARIUS, Gilbert.

Nexilarius, Gilbert, in Jordan >.t Evermann, Cheok-Li.st, 512, 1896 {concolor) ; misprinted

Nexilaris.

This genus is very close to Abudefduf and especially to the section called

Eiischistodvs, from which it (lifters in having the broad suborbitals entirely

adnate to the cheeks, as in Leindozijgus, and covered by scales so that the

outlines can not be traced without dissection. One species known, {nex-

U\s, bound down.)

19711. NEXILARIUS CONCOLOR (Gilli.

HeadSi; depth If. D. XIII, 12; A. II, 10; scjUcs 4-26-10, 21 pores.

Body broadly ovate, the anterior proiilc forming a steep and nearly even
curve from the snout to front of dorsal; iiiterorliital space convex, rather

l)roader than eye, which is 3^ in head; snout 3 in head; preorbital broad,

not notched, its least depth at angle of mouth 5 in head, its greatest A'er-

tical depth 5^; 8ubor))ital broad, completely covered by scales, its edge
not free and to be ascertained only Ity dissection; lower lip with a l)road

free margin without median frenum; teeth rather broad, deeply notched;
preoperclc entire, with a shallow concavity behind; dorsal spines rather

low, the fifth highest, 2 in head ; soft dorsal and anal moderately elevated

;

upper lobe of caudal longest and liroadest; pectorals as long as head;
ventrals a little longer, filamentous at tip. Color dusky olive, nearly

plain, with traces of 6 1)road dusky cross shades corresponding to those

in Abudefduf devllvifrons but much fainter; some faint olive streaks abmg
the rows of scales; fins all largely dusky; a black spot, l)roade8t above,

growing narrow l)elow, on upper half of base of pectoral; breast some-
times with dark streaks. Length 8 inches. Pacific coast of Central

America, rather common. Here described from specimens taken by Dr.

Gilbert at Panama. The species strongly resembles Abudefduf deelinfrons,

but has the preorbital decidedly Itroader, the dorsal spines lower, the

black cross bands much fainter, the interorbital space more convex, the

anterior profile more evenly rounded, the snout shorter and lower, besides

the generic character of the adnate preorbital. {concolor, uniformly
colored.)

Eugchistodus concolor, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1862, 145, Panama. (Coll. Capt.

J. M. Dow.)
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624. ABUDEFDUF,- Forskal.

(PiNTAXOS.)

Ahudefduf, ForskIl, Deacr. Anim., etc., 59, 1775 (sordidus).

Glyphisodon, Lacepede, Uist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 542, 1803 (moucharra).

Euschistodus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1862, 145 (declivifrons)

.

Glyphidodon, corrected spelling.

Body deep, compressed, covered with large ctenoid scales; snout with,

out scales; preopercle and preorbital entire, the lower limb of preopercle

scaleless ; 3 to 4 rows of scales between lateral line and dorsal; teeth com-

pressed, fixed, more or less distinctly emarginate, in 1 series in each

jaw, those below occupying most of the free edge of the jaw; jaws sub-

equal. Dorsal usually with 13 spines, the last slightly shorter than the

median ones ; branchiostegals 5 or 6 ;
pyloric cteCii 3. Lower pharyngeals

triangular. Species numerous; often brightly colored ; al)out coral reefs

in the tropical si-as. We exclude from this genus all the species formerly

referred to Glijpli'ulodon, iu which the teeth are in more than 1 series,

and also those in which the snout is scaly, or the lower pharyngeals not

triangular. For these forms different generic names, Hemif/Jyphidodon,

AmbJiiglyphidodon, G lyphidodontops, etc., have been defined by Bleeker.

The genus Stegastcs Jeuyns (imiricatus) is also very close to Ahudefduf

,

but it seems to have entire teeth, and the snout and fins are densely scaly.

The genus Nedilarius is less closely related to Ahudrfduf.

{abu-defduf, Arabic t jiame of the type of the genus, Cliwtodon sordidus t

Forskal.)

I. Preopercle entire.

Glyphisodon (yAu^is, incised; oSovs, tooth):

a. Preorbital very narrow, its least breadtli less than pnpil, even in adult: anterior

profile of liead nearly straight, the snout rather atute ; dorsal spines 13 ; anal

witli about 12 soft rays.

b. Scales about 4-30-11; green, with about 6 dark-blue or blackish cross bands;

depth IJ to 2 iu length ; anal rays II, 12. saxatilis, 1973.

* There seems to be no good reason, except its odd form, for rejecting the Arabic name
given by Finskril to this genus. Tlie diagnosis given by this excellent autlior is very
pertinent. :niil Mif ba.sisof the name is the same as that of Acanthurus. Under the head
of Clui'toddii. iMMskiil observes:
'Genus hor subdivisionem admittit: (a) CHtETODON: dentibus tiliformibus, brevibus,

numerosis, multorum ordiuum, densis, acutis. iuttrioribus stiisini niiimiibus. P. Br.
radiisC. Spina' P. A. 3. (h) Abu-DEFDUF: deutibusuiaxillaribus uuius iniri. lililoiniibus,

contiguis, submobilibus, obtusis; dentibus fauciuni uullis: annub) snhtus ciica (jcuIos.

P. Br. rad. 5. Spiuic P. A. 2. (c) Acanthueus: dentibus uuius lerioi, li.uidis, aculi.-i, con-
tiguis, vel limplicibus vcl lobatis. Cauda in utroque latere aculco uuo vel pluribus

;

ex'sorto et rigido; vcl mobili et recondendo. Divisium prorsus a Chajtodonte genus;
aliquande propriam cDUStitiieiis familiam."
Abude/diif tlius corresponds in general to the family Poviacentridce, as Acanthurus to

the Teuihiididce, and it rests on the same basis as the latter name. Probably Forskal in-

tended to furnish each genus with a classical name. In the publication of Forskal's
posthumous notes, his editor, Carsten Niebuhr, neglected to do this, and apparently we
have no alternative but to take Abudefdvf as its autlior left it instead of the later G'ly2)h-

isodon.
tThe name "Abu-defduf," according to Dr. Cyrus Adler, seems to mean " Father (i. e.,

possessor) of sides." It would indicate a tish or an animal whose sides or flanks are
prominent. To analyze it ; "aba " means father, and " def," side or flank. The redupli-

cation, " defduf," is a sort of an intensive plural.

t Abude/duf sordidus is a species with broad preorbital and anal fin with 13 to 15 soft

rays.
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EUSCHISTODUS (€U, well; (Txto-TOS, split; oSoiis, tOOth) :

aa. Preorbital broad, its least breadth not less than diameter of pupil, greater than

pupil in the adult ; anterior jirofile of head more or less arched, the snout low

and blunt, projectino; beyond the small mouth; anal rays II, 10; coloration dull.

c. Dorsal spines 13 ; scales 27 or 28.

d. Color olivaceous with 5 to 7 broad darker Ijands; a black spot on base of

pectoral. dkclivifrons, 1974.

dd. Color in adult brownish, with green dots, not distinctly banded; teeth

smaller, sj on each side. analogus, 1975.

cc. Dorsal spines 12 ; body with 5 dark cross bands, fainter than h\ A.saxatilis;

scales about 25. taukds, 1976.

II. Preopercle coarsely serrated ; dorsal spines 13; scales very large, 25; body with dark

cross bands. kudis, 1977.

Subgenus GLYPHISODON, Lacepede.

1973. ABl'DEFDUF SAXATILIS (Linnaeus).

(PiNTANO; COWPlLOT ; COC'KEYE PiLOT; JAQUETA ; Ma.JAKRA RAIADA ; DEMOISELLE;

Sergeant Major.)

Head 31 ; depth If to 2. D. XIII, 12 or 13 ; A. II, 12 (11 to 13) ; eye 3 iu

head; snout 4; highest dorsal spine 2; scales 4-28 to 32-12, 21 pores.

Body much compressed, back little arched, anterior protile nearly straight,

interorbital area slightly convex; snout not very obtuse, the very narrow

preorbital not wide as pupil; mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching to

vertical from front of orbit; margin of preopercle and suborbital ring

entire; cheeks and opercles scaly; eye a little wider than length of snout;

snout not very blunt, the preorbital low, 2 in eye; fourth and lifth dorsal

spines longest, slightly more than I the length of the head ; from the

fifth to last dorsal spine there is a slight decrease in length; median soft

dorsal and anal rays the longest, 1| to 1^ in the head
;
pectoral fins rather

long, about i longer than head, reaching to tips of ventrals, which reach

front of anal; pectoral about as long as head; second anal spine 1} in

head; caudal forked, upper lobe the longer; teeth rather deeply notched.

Color in life, bright pale yellowish green; sides with 5 or 6 deej) indigo

bands which extend on the dorsal fin and which are rather narrower than

the interspaces, the first from the origin of the dorsal to the pectoral fin,

the second downward from fourth and fifth dorsal siiines, the third from

the ninth and tenth dorsal spines toward the vent, the fourth from end of

spinous dorsal to middle of anal, the fifth below the end of the soft dorsal

and continued on the posterior rays of dorsal and anal; a faint sixth bar

at base of caudal; dark fins violet blue; each scale on lower part of body
with a pale blue spot, these forming faint longitudinal streaks on lower

part of body ; some golden on upper part of the body ; a black spot at

base of pectoral above. Length 6 inches. Tropical America, on both

coasts; abundant in tide pools and about coral reefs everywhere from

Guaymas to Peru and from Florida to Uruguay. We are unable to dis-

tinguish the Pacific form called troschelii from the common saxatilis. Here

described from specimens from Mazatlan, Havana, and Socorro Island.

{saxatilis, living among rocks.)

3030 21
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Jaguacaguare, Marcgeave, Hist. Brazil, 1648, Brazil.

Ghoetodon cauda bifurca,fasciis b-albis, Linnaeus, Mus. Adolph. Frederici, i, 64, "India."

Ohcetodon saxatilis, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 276, 1758; after Mus. Ad. Fr. ; Ed. xii,

466, 1766.

Chcetodon mawitii, Block, Iclithol., in, 213, pi. lOD, 1785, Brazil; on a bad drawing by

Prince Maurice.

Chcetodon marginatus, Bloch, Iclithol., in, 98, pi. 207, 1787, Martinique; on a drawing by
Plumier.

Glyphisodon moncharra, Lacepkde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 542, 1803, Brazil, etc.; after va-

rious authors.

Chcetodon sargoides, Lac^.pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv,453, 1803, Martinique; on a drawing

by Plumier.
Glyphidodon troschelii, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 150, Cape San Lucas (Coll.

JobnXantus); Gunther, Cat., iv, 36, 1862; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 220.

Glyphidodon saxatilis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., v, 446, 1830, Gunther.

Cat., IV, 35; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus. 1882, 366 and 377; Jordan, Proc.

U.S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 134.

Subgenus EUSCHISTODUS. Gill.

1974, ABUDEFIHIF DEOLIVIFBONS (Gill).

Head 3i; depth 2. D. XIII, 12; A. II, 10; eye 3 in head, equal to snout

in the adult; pectorals equal to head; longest dorsal spine 2; second anal

spine 2^; scales 3-28-9. Body comiiressed, back much elevated, anterior

profile convex, very steep, steepest from front of eye to margin of upper

javr; the rather broad preorbital usually wider than pupil, especially in

the adult; snout bluntish; mouth small, maxillary not reaching vertical

from front of eye, prcopercle and suborbital with entire edges; preorbital

unusually broad, growing broader with age. Diameter of eye greater

than the length of the snout in the young 2 inches long, equal to it in

examples 4 inches long; dorsal spines increase in length to 3 and 4 inches,

then decrease to last siiine; soft dorsal and anal with median rays moder-

ately produced, longest dorsal ray If in head, longest anal slightly longer.

Gill rakers not very closely set, about 16 below the angle; pectorals

scarcely reaching tips of ventrals, which reach slightly past vent. Color

comparatively dull and plain
;
greenish olive, mottled with light and dark

;

head and all of the lius except pectoral darker; 6 or 7 rather broad, dark

vertical bars on sides of body, extending on dorsal lin, usually 6 before

caudal jiednncle, these less distinct than in A. saxatilis, growing obscure

with age; base of each scale on lower f of body with a ijale spot, these

forming faint, indistinct longitudinal bands; upper part of base of jiecto-

ral with a conspicuous black spot, a good diagnostic mark, varying in

size, largest in older individuals; no blue, yellow, or red in life. Length 4

inches. Pacific coast of tropical America; abundant in rock pools, espe-

cially about Mazatlan, where the specimens here described were taken.

{declivis, steep; frons, forehead.)

Euschistodus declivifron$, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 146, Cape San Lucas

(Coll. Xantus) ; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 220.

Glyphidodon declivifrons, Jordan <fc Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1882, 366 and 377.

Abtidffdttf declivifrons, Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 476.
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1975. ABUDEFDUF AJfALOGUS (Gill).

Head 3; depth 2. D. XIII, 12; A. II, 10; P. 18; scales 4-26-9. Similar

in form to Ahudefduf deeUrifrons, the teeth smaller, 21 or 22 on each side

in the upper jaw, 7 of which are in the deflected portion behind, 2.5 on

each side in the lower jaw; produced portion of anal fiu rounded rather

than angular. Color purplish brown, dotted with green on the center of

each scale, and with the throat and abdomen covered with a lake-colored

coat. (Gill.) Atlantic coast of Central America; not seen by us. Evi-

dently closely related to A. deeUrifrons (whence the name analoijus, like.)

Euchistodus analogus. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Set. Phila. 1863,219, Aspinwall. (Coll. Eev.

Mr. Kowell.)

1976. ABUDEFDUP TAURUS (Miiller & TroscLel).

(Dovetail Fish.)

" D. XII, 12 ; A. II, 10. The teeth are notched. The cleft of the mouth
does not reach the eye; on the augle of the mouth the suborbital bone is

nearly as large as the diameter of the eye; the space between the eyes is

nearly equal to 1^ diameter of an eye. The profile is less steep than

in G. saxatilis, and the 5 vertical bands are less distinct in the present

species. Its length is 7 inches.'' (Miiller & Troschel.) A scarcely known
species, possibly distinguished from A. analogus by the 12 dorsal spines,*

possibly identical with A. rudis. {taurus, bull.)

Glyphidodon taxirus, MiJLLER & Teoschel, iu Schomburgk's History of Barbados, 674,

1848, Barbados. (Type iu museum at Berlin).

We place here a species which, if correctly <lescribed, would seem to

belong to a distinct genus. Its affinities are, however, evidently rather

with the species called Enschistodus, and Poey's account of the serration

of the preopercle may be erroneous.

1977. ABUDEFDUF RUDIS (Poey).

Head 4 in total length with caudal; depth 2^; eye 4 in head. D. XIII,

12; A. II, 10; scales very large, 25 in lateral line. Maxillary reaching

to opposite nostril; teeth iu 1 row, alike in size, all deeply bifid; preo-

percle coarsely serrated, a flat spine on the opercle ; lobes of the caudal

rounded, the tin little notched ; second anal spine strong ; snout longer

than in A. saxatilis; scales much larger, the pores of the lateral line not

branched. Color brown, with 5 In-oad vertical bands before caudal,

which descend from the back to the middle of the flanks, where they fade

insensibly; eye blackish; fins dark brown; (birk bands l)road, with nar-

row^ interspaces; 1 dark band more than in A. saxatilis. Cuba; oiki

female 10 inches in length. (Poey.) A little known species of uncertain

relationship. If its j^reopercle is really serrate, it can not belong to

Abudefduf. In other respects it would seem nearer to the latter genus

than to Eiipomacentrus. It is very likely identical with Abudefduf taurus.

{rudis, rough.)

Glyphidodon rudis, Poey, Memorias, ii, 191, 1860, Havana ; Gunthek, Cat., iv, 37, 1862.

* According to Poey the type of tbis species has (fide Peters, in lit.) the coloration of
A. rudis and similarly large scales (about 25 in lateral line).
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625. HYPSYPOPS, Gill.

(Garibaldis.)

"Eypsypops, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 165 (ruhicv.ndus)

.

Body very deep, covered with rather large ctenoid scales which extend

on the leases of the vertical fins; caudal peduncle short and deep; head

very deep, with i>romincnt forehead and sn(nit; no scales before nostrils

and none on lower limb of jireopercle; preorl)ital very deep, hut not so

deep as in Microspathodon. Jaws suljetiual ; nu)uth small ; teeth all narrow,

fixed, entire, those below covering whole edge of the jaw; caudal emargi-

nate, with rounded lobes. One species of large size, its coloration chang-

ing with age. (vrfti, high ; VTto, below ; Sip, eye, from the wide preorbital. )

1978. HVPSYI'Ol'S RIBUUNDUS (Giiard).

(Garadaldi.)

Head 3i; depth If. D. XII, 16; A. II, 15; eye 4?^ in head; snout 2i;

pectoral equals head ; highest dorsal spine 3 ; highest dorsal ray 1| ; sec-

ond anal spine 3; scales 5-30-13, 21 pores. Body short and deep, ele-

vated and compressed, constricted behind the dorsal and anal, the caudal

peduncle short and deep ; head higher than long, the preorbital and sub-

orbital regions being unusually deep
;
preopercle entire ; cheeks, o])ercle8,

and top of head scaly, except snout and lower jaw, which are naked;

mouth small; lips thick; teeth compressed, narrow, blunt, and entire, in

a single row, dark at tips; gill rakers short and flexible, about 3+12;
preorbital anteriorly as wide as the eye, about 4^ in head in adult; cheeks

with 5 or 6 rows of rather small scales, opercles with several rows of larger

ones; preorbital witli small crowded scales; lips thick, the lower without

frenum ; soft fins rather high
;
pectorals reaching to tip of ventrals, nearly

to vent. Adult uniform deep scarlet in life, unmarked, edges of fins

dusky. The color of the young of this species is quite variable, and dif-

ferent from that of the adult. The following account of the coloration of

the young is given by Miss Eosa Smith (now Mrs. C. H. Eigenmann)

:

"Hitherto only the adult form of this species has been known, and its

uniform deep scarlet coloration lias been considered to form a marked con-

trast to the coloration of the other species of roinacentriis. I have lately

secured numerous young specimens, and find their coloration quite differ-

ent from that of the adult, and in general similar to that of the other

members of this genus.

"The ground color is dusky scarlet, with numerous markings of an

intensely bright blue, which occasionally clianges to bluish green. Two
series of elongate spots form a blue stripe on either side of the median

line, between tip of suout and beginning of dorsal fin; aline of blue on

superior margin of iris is followed posteriorly by an irregular series of

blue spots above the lateral line (the individual spots not quite equaling

diameter of iris), the last of these spots is larger than those which precede

it, being J of the orbital diameter, and extends up to the base of the

dorsal fin at the posterior third of the spinous portion; thence very
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small dots continue to the end of the dorsal fin, describing a curve which
exactly outlines the extent to which scales cover the base of the articulate

dorsal rays; a conspicuous blue spot or bar crosses top of caudal peduncle
close to the posterior insertion of dorsal fin. One or more small blue spots

at base of caudal. The spine of first ray of ventral blue; spines and tips

of anterior rays of anal blue; a nearly round blue spot on ijosterior

part of anal near its base. Sides of body more or less dotted with blue, as

are also the cheeks and opercles. Pectorals and caudal seniitransiiareut,

plain reddish. Ground color of anal, bright red. Dorsal fin dusky, with
miuute blue dots anterior to the markings mentioned. Abdomen and
under surface of the head lighter, immaculate.

"The description is made from specimens 1| to 2 inches long. Speci-

mens less than 1 inch long have the, spinous dorsal almost wholly blue and
all the markings larger, while an individual 3^ inches long shows the

markings similarly placed but relatively smaller, and the ground color is

more olivaceous.

''The fin rays are proportionately higher and the eye relatively larger

than in the adult. The suborbital and preopercle are without serrations.

The small opercular spine, unlike that of the mature form, is smooth and
wholly without denticulations. The greatest depth of the body is about

\ the length.

"These brilliant little fishes inhabit only large, deep, rock pools, hiding
under the sea-weed of ledges, and frequently swimming out into the open
water of the pool. They are accompanied by the adult, the usual uniform
scarlet color of which appears a distinct Insterless yellow in the water.
"The specimens described were taken at La.Jolla, near San Diego."
Coast of California south of Point Concepciou

; common in clear waters
about rocky islands from Point Concepciou to Todos Santos Bay. A hand-
some fish, reaching a length of 14 inches; of some value as food, {ruhl-

ciindus, red.)

Qlyphisodon rubicundtts, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 148, Monterey, California
(Coll. Lieut. W. P. Trowbridge) ; Giraed, U. S. P.aciflc R. R. Snr., x, 161, pi. 29, 1858.

Sypsypops rubicundus. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 165, and 186:^, 218.

Parma rubicunda, Gunther, Cat., iv, 58, 1862.

Pomacentrus rubicundus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 610, 1883 , Rosa Smith, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus. 1882, 652; Rosa Smith, J. c. 1883, 234; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus. 1882, 52.

626. MICROSPATHODON, Giiuther.

il/icrospaiftodon, GiJNTHER, Cat. Fishes, iv, 35, 1862 (chryiurus).

Potnataprion, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 216 (dormlis).

Body deep, compressed ; head wide; mouth rather large, with transverse
cleft; lower jaw shorter than upper, its teeth confined to its anterior por-

tion; teeth in 1 series in each jaw, all moval)le; upper teeth narrow,
entire; lower broader, also entire; preorbital very broad, with a deep
notch between nostril and maxillary; lower limit of preopercle scaled;

snout scaled almost to the lips ; soft dorsal and anal fins with median rays
elevated; caudal forked ; coloration very brilliant. Herbivorous fishes of
the rocky islands of the Tropics, the known species all American. {/xiKpoi,

small; 6nd(ir], sheath; odovi, tooth.)
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a. Vertical fins not elevated ; caudal simply lunate; color brownish, witli blue shades

above, the lower half more or less abruptly yellow; each scale with a blue dot; a

black spot on back of caudal peduncle ; nostril large, \ eye in adult.

BAIRDII, 1979.

aa. Vertical fins much elevated; caudal lobes falcate.

h. Caudal fin golden yellow or orange in life; body dark brown with round spots

of deep blue on bead, nape, and sometimes on back. chry.surus, 1980.

ti&. Caudal fin dark, like the body, not yellow.

c. Body dark, sprinkled with blue spots like flakes of snow.

NIVEATUS, 1981.

cc. Body not covered with blue spots; nostril a small pore; vertical flns

falcate ; vertical tins deep blue without pale edgings ; bodj- deep blue,

with 3 large, round, sky-blue spots above lateral line, 1 near its front,

1 under front of spinous dorsal, 1 under last spine; a blue saddle

behind last dorsal ray—these distinct at all ages; head with blue

streaks and spots. doesalis, 1982.

1979. MICROSPATHODON BAIKDII (Gill).

Head 3; depth 1|. D. XII, 16; A. II, 14; scales 3-29-10. Body short,

comjjressed, elongated; nape abruptly produced behind and above a

depres.sion which lies above the eye, the nape thus projecting forward in

a fleshy crest; anterior profile steep, with fleshy corrugations, sejiarated

by depressions; tip of snout above premaxillary enlarged to a fleshy pad
under which the jaw slips, separated from preorbital and top of head by
a deep crease, deeper in larger specimens. Nostril midway between eye

and crest, its size much larger than in M. dorsaUs, being I diameter of

eye. In M. dorsalis of the same size the nostril is reduced to a small pore,

about i of eye. Preorbital lower than in dorsalis, its height 2| in head in

adult; in dorsalis of the same size the preorbital is 2^ in head. 'Teeth

small, truncate, movable, about as in dorsalis; lower jaw shorter; width

of mouth 2 in head; 4 or 5 rows of scales on cheek. Caudal peduncle

short and deep, length 21 in head, its depth 2 in head; dorsal elevated but

not falcate, simply angular, its longest ray IJ in head; anal similar, its

longest ray 1^ in head; caudal lunate, its lobes not produced, the upi)er

longer, 1^ in head; pectoral li in head; ventral 1^ in head. Color uni-

form deep blueblack without paler margins to fins except very narrow

line on upper ray of pectoral and upper lobe of caudal; no spots. This

species is well separated from M. dorsalis, dittering in the nutch larger

nostril, fleshy hump at nape, in the lower preorbital and in the uneven
slope of jjrofile, as well as the absence of falcate tips to fins. Here described

from adult examples G to 12 inches long from Clarion Island (collected

by McGregor). The very small specimens which have been named Alicro-

spathodon hairdii seem to bo the young, having the large nostril and the

non-falcate fins. The bright orange markings seem to disappear with

advanced age.

The color of the young is thus described by Dr. Gill:

"The color in extreme youth, as represented by a specimen 10 lines long,

is greenish yellow, modified by blue above on the middle of eacli scale,

the margins alone being brownish; below a line drawn from the axil of

the pectoral to that of the dorsal fin, the blue has disappeared, and the
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brownish yellow is conspicuous, sijrinkled over with a few faint, darker

dots, which themselves become obsolete on the abdomen and caudal pedun-

cle; immediately behind the dorsal fin there is a dnrk spot, margined in

front by blue. The head above has 2 Ijlne lines continued from snout

and decurved over the eye ball and behind the orbit; on the forehead

there is a transverse blue l)ar, and on the nape 2 nearly parallel longi-

tudinal blue lines. An oblique bar crosses the preorbital ; a series of blue

dots on the suborbital chain is continued to meet the deflected line behind

the eye, and there is a blue l)ar behind the end of the maxillary. The lips

and opercula are brown. The dorsal fin, on its scaly portion, including all

the spinous portion, except a marginal band, and the lower half of the soft

dorsal is blue, the scales scarcely being margined by brown ; the other fins

are colorless, except the margin of the anal, which is dark. The species,

with advancing age, loses the intensity of the l>lue above, but the color

spreads downward faintly, and is perceptible on all the scales except

those of the abdomen and hinder portions of the caudal peduncle. The
blue on the upper surface of the head and the preorbital finally becomes
obliterated, but the series on the infraorbital chain and the bar behind
the maxillary remain, while the opercle assumes blue dots. The fins

also, especially the ventral and anal, have become dusky. * * f

Coloration quite peculiar in the gradual spreading of the blue, while it

becomes fainter at the same time with age."

Pacific coast of tropical America from Cape San Lucas to Panama; the

young abundant in rock pools, with Eiipomacentrus flavilaius, with which
it has been confounded. A beautiful fish (named for Spencer FuUerton
15aird).

I'omacentrus bairdii, (llLL, Pioc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Thila. 1802, 149, Cape San Lucas. (Coll.

Xaiitua.)

Microspathodon bairdii, .Toedan, Fishes of Siiialoa, in I'roc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 476, pi. 43.

1980. MICROSPATIIODOX OHRYSUUUS (Olivier & Valenciennes).

Depth 2| in total length with caudal; eye 3i in head. I). XI, 15; A.

11,13. Body oval; forehead broad and depressed; maxillary reaching to

the nostril ; teeth below twice as large as those above. Color blackish

brown, the fins darker, excepting the caudal, which is entirely orange;

round spots of cobalt blue around the eyes, on the nape, and sometimes

on the back and scales of the dorsal fin. (Poey.) West Indies; known
from Cuba and St. Thomas. Noi seen by us. (xpvdog, golden; ovpd,
tail.)

Cdyphidodon ehrygurus, Cu\^ER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi88.,v, 476, 1830, St.Thomas

;

GiJNTHER, Cat., IV, 57, 1862.

Pomacentrus denegatus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 190, 1860, Cuba. (Coll. Poey.)

1?81. MUROSPATHODOIV NIVEATUS (Poej).

Head about 2i (3f in total) ; deptli about 2 (2^ in total) ; eye 3f in head

;

maxillary reaching the front of the eye; suborbitals and preopercle with-

out teeth. Color uniform black with large sky-blue spots, the size of a
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scale, like flakes of snow, regularly arranged in small number, some 20 on

each side above the 1>ody, a few on the median fins. Seen once at Havana.

(Poey.) Length 2 inches. A doubtful species, apparently referable to

MicrosjMthodon, possibly the young of M. chrysurus. {niveatus, snowy.)

Pomacentrtts niveatus, Poey, Enumeratio, 102, 1875, Havana.

1982. MICROSPATHODON DORSALIS (Gill).

Head 3J; depth 2 in length to tip of caudal rays; eye small, high, 2^ in

preorbital width, 5 in head. D. XII, 16; A. II, 14; scales 29, with 22

pores. Body deep, compressed, the nape high and compressed, the ante-

rior profile very steep, slightly concave in front of orbits. Head very

wide and heavy below, mouth wide, transverse, its width nearly twice its

lateral cleft, the maxillary reaching vertical from midway between nostril

and front of eye. Maxillary almost wholly slipping under the broad pre-

orbital, its distal half strongly U-shaped, with the convexity backAvard,

and its anterior margin displaying a deep reentrant curve. Dentary por-

tion of mandible consisting of an anterior transverse portion, and the 2

lateral limbs, which form about aright angle with anterior portion, and are

convexly bent toward median line. It would much resemlile a U with the

lateral limbs convex inward instead of outward; anterior portion pro-

vided with a single series of rather firmly fixed elongate incisor teeth

with truncate edges; lateral teeth similar but smaller; teeth in the upper

jaw strongly compressed laterally, but with the exti'eme tip flattened

autero-posteriorly, so as to render them narrow incisor-like; very loosely

implanted, extremely movable, and in a single functional series, the teeth

of which are replaced by others which appear above along front of jaw;

between vomer and front of jaw is a median firm fleshy pad, with free

anterior margins; a somewhat similar pad at each angle of mouth; no

teeth on vomer or palatines. Nostril minute, round, midway Itetween front

of jaw and middle of orbit. Preopercle smooth or minutely creuate at

the angle, none of the l)ones of head serrate or spinous. Gills 3i, the inner

half of fourth gill developed about I length of others; a small l)ut evident

pore behind fourth gill; gill rakers short and weak, not toothed, about

20 on anterior limb of outer arch; gill membranes forming a broad fold

across the isthmus. Scales large, rough, vertically much deeper than

wide, with numerous small accessory scales at base which l)ocome exceed-

ingly numerous on head and nape, where they form a shagreen-like cover-

ing; lateral line little prominent, the pores opening on under surface of

scales, ceasing under last rays of soft dorsal. Fins entirely enveloped in

scales, which are large at base of fins, becoming minute on soft portions.

Dorsal spines strong, regulai-ly increasing, the highest 2i in head; anal

spines strong, the second but little shorter than hmgest dorsal spines;

soft dorsal and anal fins conspicuously falcate, the median rays of fins

produced beyond fork of caudal, the anterior margins stongly convex, the

]>o8terior strongly concave; longest dorsal and anal rays more than ^

length; caudal deepljMbrked, the lobes also greatly falcate, equaling in

length the lobes of dorsal and anal; outer ventral rays produced, extend-
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ing beyond front of anal; pectorals short, roiinded, reaching vertical from
vent. Color, xiniform slaty blue or gray, the tins somewhat darker, all but

the spinous dorsal narrowly white-margined; peritoneum pale. The above

is a description of adult individuals (those described as cinereus).

Mature individuals of smaller size (a^iii'issimus) have been described as

follows: Head 3; depth 2. D. XII, 16; A. II, 13; eye 5 in head; snout

nearly 2; pectoralli; highest dorsal spine 3 in body; ventral 2i in length;

anal lobe 2^^; dorsal lobe If in body. Body compressed and deep; dorsal

oiitliuf from suout to caudal peduncle uniform; breast prominent and
well rounded, behind which the ventral outline is straight to anal spine,

then slnnting obliquely upward to caudal i)eduncle. Mouth wide with

thick lips; the teeth flat, sharp, and movable, in a single row in each jaw,

those in the upper jaw are arranged in a crescent, in the lower jaw they

are in a straight line in front, but at the sides they describe nearly a right

angle and run back; isthmus with a notch made by the pronunence of

the breast. Tip of snout, maxillary, and lower jaw naked; head every-

where else with scales, the scales on cheeks in about 5 rows ; scales on

body large, 3-28-9; all the fins with scales; accessory scales very few.

Lateral line running high and ending under last ray of soft dorsal
;
gill

rakers numerous, short, and weak, about 5 + 21. Pectoral short and

rounded at the tip ; veutrals with middle rays produced, 2^ times ventral

spine, reaching past vent to anal; spinous dorsal low; with the exception

of the first the spines are about equal; soft dorsal and anal falcate and
filamentous, the dorsal lobe slightly the longer, not quite reaching to tip

of caudal fin ; caudal widely forked, the lobes falcate, the upper lobe the

longer; the middle rays are contained 34 times in the upper caudal lobe.

In life, deep indigo blue, with traces of olivaceous cross shades; pectoral,

dorsal, and caudal edged with bluish white; eyes violet.

The young {dor><«Jis) may be described as follows: Head 3; depth If,

D. XII, 16; A. II, 14; scales 3-28-10; eye 3; snout 4J; dorsal lobe 1^ ; cau-

dal lobe equals head
;
pectoral 1^ ; ventral equals head. Body compressed,

the profile rounded, depressed before eye so that snout projects. Gill

rakers numerous, very short, slender, close set. Preorbital deep. Preor-

bital and preopercle entire. Teeth in several rows, movable. Dorsal

spines rising to the last, subtruucate, flattened, each with a brown vertical

streak in center, the soft rays and lobes of caudal much produced, as also

ventral. Color in life, deep indigo blue on body and fins ; no pale edgings

;

3 round sky-blue spots above lateral line, the one near its beginning,

another under front of spinous dorsal, the third under last spine, the first

smallest, the other two as large as pupil; a larger sky-blue saddle in axil

of soft ray ; head with many sky-blue spots everywhere, those on preor-

bital and suborbital coalescing in a blue streak; another streak behind
angle of mouth, and another above eye, nostrils, throat, and snout; axil

sky-blue, a bar of sky-blue across end of snout ; angle of mouth sky-blue.

The immature coloration is thus correctly described by Dr. Gill:

"In the young the color of the body is a purplish brown, varied with
blue on the center of each scale, the blue diminishing on the scales of the
tail toward the fin. On each side there is a blue spot on the first scale
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above the lateriil line, on the scale above the seventh of the Literal line

and below the fourth dorsal spine, and another on the one above the fif-

teenth scale and below the eleventh or twelfth spine; on the tail, behind

the dorsal fin, there is a transverse dark band, bordered in front l»y blue.

The head above has 2 blue lines, 1 on each side, running from'and decnrved

over the eye behind the orbit. The forehead is indistinctly marked with

blue in the center of each scale; and on the nape there are 2 oblong blue

spots on eac-h side. A continuous blue line is continued from the side of

the snout along the suborbital chain, and unites with the line decurrent

behind the orbit. Behind the end of the supramaxillary there is a vertical

blue bar. The sciiles on the cheeks and opercula are spotted with blue

in the center. Lips immaculate brown. The dorsal fin on its scaly por-

tion is similar to the back; the anal has a blue spot at the liase of its last

rays, and its front, like the outer edge of the ventral fin, is blue. The
pectoral inside has also a blue line across the base of the upper rays

"As the fish advances in age the blue on the centers of the scales fades,

and, finally, the color of the whole body, as well as the scaly portions of

the fins, becomes a purplish brown ; but the spots on the scales above the

first, seventh, and fifteenth [sixteenth] scales of the lateral line remain,

as does also the one bordered before by the blue in the rear of the dorsal

fin. The coloration on the head simply becomes fainter, and the lines

narrower and somewhat interrupted. The fins are uniform and spotless,

except the pectoral, which retains the transverse bar which was assumed

in its youth. This species, in its young state, was formerly described as a

Pomacentrus, the preoperculum having a scalloped appearance, produced

by the muciferous ducts and their mouths, and thus simulating the ser-

rature of young Pomaceidrus, misleading Dr. Giiuther as well as myself,

especially as it had the coloration and form of a Pomacenirus. The border

in the old is not so much exposed, and is p<Tfectly entire, while the pre-

orbital has gained in elevation at the expense of the eye. The uniform

color of the body is also in strong contrast to the variegated sides and

fins of the young."

Length 12 inches. Pacific coast of America, from Cape San Lucas to

Panama; known from Cape San liiicas, Mazatlan, the Kevillagigedo

Islands, and Panama, {dorsalis, pertaining to the back.)

nypsy2)op» dorsalis, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Scl. Phila. 1862, 147, Cape San Lucas. (Coll.

Xantus.)

romacentrus quadrigutta, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1862, 149, Cape San Lucas,

young (Coll. John Xantu.s) ; GtJNTHEE, Cat., iv, 27, 1862; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc.

TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 366 and 377.

Mieros2)athodon cinerevs, Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 71, Clarion and Socorro

islands. (CoW. Albatross.)

Mierospathodon azurissimns, Jordan & Starks, in .Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc.

Cal. Ac. get. 1895, 478, pi. 44, Venados Islands, near Mazatlan. (Types, Nos. 1610, 1636,

and 2895, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Hopkins Expd. to Mazatlsin.)

Pomataprion dorsalis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phlla. 1863, 216.

Mierospathodon dorsalis, Jordan, Fislies of Sinaloa, 477, 1895; Jordan &. Evermann,

Check-List Fishes, 411, 1896.

Mierospathodon dorsalis azurissimus, Jordan & Evermann, I. c, 411.

Mierospathodon dorsalis cinereus, Jordan & Evermann, I. c, 411.
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Suborder PHAEYI^^GOGXATHI.*

(The Labroid Fishes.)

Lower pharyngeals fully united; nostrils double; gills 3^, with no slit

behind the last. Ventral fins thoracic, each with one spine and five rays;

dorsal and anal spines not very strong; scales weakly ctenoid or cycloid;

in other respects essentially as in the I'ereoidea. Species mostly of the

tropical shores; most of them large fishes of strong dentition and bright

colors. {(/xxpvy^, pharynx; yvaOo^ j'l'W, from the large jaw-like

pharyngeals.)

a. Lower pharyngeals T-shaped or y-shaped, their teeth conical or tubercular; teeth in

jaws usually not confluent. Species carnivorous ; the sexes often dissimilar.

Labrid.e, clx.

aa. Lower pharyngeals more or less spoon-shaped or basin-shaped, their teeth broadest

transversely and truncate, arranged in mosaic; teeth in jaws more or less per-

fectly confluent, forming a sort of beak; anal spines 2; dorsal spines 9; scales

very large, 22 to 25 in lateral line; vertebra) 10 or 11 + 14= 24 or 25. Species

herbivorous ; the sexes colored alike. ScAEm.?;, clxi.

Family CLX. LABRID^E.t

(The Wrasse-Fishes.)

Body oblong or elongate, covered with cycloid scales; lateral line well

developed, continuous or interrupted, often angularly bent. Mouth mod-
erate, terminal; premasillaries protractile; maxillaries without supple-

mental bone, slipping under membranaceous edge of the preorbital;

anterior teeth in the jaws usually very strong and canine-like; teeth of

the jaws separate or soldered together at base, not forming a continuous

lilate; no teeth on vomer or palatines; lower pharyngeals completely

united into one bone, without median suture, this bone T-shaped or

Y-shaped, its teeth conical or tubercular. Lips thick, longitudinally

plicate. Nostrils round, with 2 openings on each side. Dorsal fin con-

tinuous, the spinous portion usually long, its spines rather slender, 3 to 20

in number, anal similar to soft dorsal, with 2 to 6 spines. Yeutrals

thoracic, I, 5, inserted below the pectorals (said to be subjugular in

Malacocentrus) . Branchiostegals 5 or 6; pseudobranchia> well developed;

gills 3^, the slit behind the last arch small or obsolete; gill membranes
somewhat connected, sometimes joined to the narrow isthmus. Air

bladder present; no jjyloric Cieca. Genera 60, species 450, chiefly of the

* Professor Cope regards this suborder as the most specialized or "highest "in the
group of fishes. The specialization of the Labroids is, however, reducible to 2 or 3
characters, the specialization of the pharyngeal bones, the gills, and, in general, of the
pigment cells. In general, they are not less generalized than the majority of the
Acanthopteri, and they do not depart so widely from the usual fish type as do the Ped-
iculati, Plectognathi or Heternaotnuta.

t For synonymy iind descriptions of the species of tliis family of fishes see "A review
of the labroid fishes of America and Kurope," by David Starr Jordan, in Report U. Su
Fish Comm. for 1887, 599-699, pis. i-xi, first published August 26, 1891.
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tropical seas, living among rocks or kelp. Many of them are brilliantly

colored, and some are valued as food-fish. Most of them feed upon mol-

lusks, the dentition being adapted for crushing shells.

The Lahrina' are the most generalized forms, well distinguished from the

others by their greater number of vertebra>, a character associated with

the greater number of dorsal spines and with their northern habitat.

These are the only Labroids properly belonging to the North Temperate

Zone, and all but 2 of the species are European.

The Malapterinfe seem to be allied to the Lahrhuv, although they may
belong to some other family. The number of vertebra- has not been

counted in a single known species. They belong to the South Temperate

Zone, and differ from the Lahrina' in having most of the dorsal spines

replaced by soft rays.

The Harpina- are allied to the Labrmw, but are chiefly tropical fishes

with a reduced number of vertebr;e and spines. Close to the Harpina: is

the small 8ul)family Clepticina', distinguished by the little development

of the jaws .and pharyngeals and by the corresponding feeble dentition.

The Jiilidina' are the most abundant of the tropical Labroids, brilliant

little fishes, abounding about banks and reefs, and having the vertebrae

reduced to the normal number 10+ 14=^24, and the dorsal spines to about

9. The Xyrichthiiina are an oftshoot of the Julidina, with the head more
or less modified and the lateral line incomplete.

The Scarida are here placed in a distinct family. They have the normal

number of vertebrje and of spines. Their pharyngeal bones and teeth are,

however, modified in a very singular way, and they must be regarded as

forming the most specialized type of Pharyngognathi, the suborder to

which the Labroids l»elong.

The general rule that marine fishes found in temperate regions have an

increased number of vertebra^ is well shown in this group. The follow-

ing table shows the numbers of vertebra^ as given by Drs. Gunther and

Jordan in the sjiecies examined by them

:

Labrus viridis, 20 -f 21= 41.

Labrns bimaculatus, 18 -f 21 ^39.

Labrus livens, 18+ 20= 38.

Labrus berggylta, 19 + 19= 38.

Tautogolabrus adspersus, 17 + 19=-

36.

Acantholabrus palloni, 18 + 18= 36.

Odax balteatus (Antarctic), 19 + 17

= 66.

Tautoga onitis, 16 + 18= 34.

Ctenolabrus suillus, 15 + 18= 33.

Crenilabrus melops, 15 + 18= 33.

Crenilabrus tinea, 15 + 18= 33.

Crenilabrus ocellaris, 14 + 18 = 32.

Crenilabrus cinereus, 14 + 17= 31.

Halichoeres nigrescens, 10 + 15^25.
Hemitautoga hortulanus, 10+ 15 =

25.

Thalassoma pavo, 11 + 14= 25.

Thalassoma lunare, 11 + 14= 25.

Thalassoma dorsale, 11 + 14 =:25.

Julis julis, 11 + 14= 25.

Julis atlantiea, 11 + 14= 25.

Coris aygula, 11 + 14= 25.

Guntheria trimaculata, 10+ 15= 25.

Pseudolabrns psittaculus, 9 + 16^
25.

Pseudolabrus laticlavius, 9 + 16^
25.

Goniphosus tricolor, 9 + 15= 24.
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Symphodus scina, 13 + 18=^31.

Crenilabiua inediteiraneiis, 13 17

Laclinolaimua maximus, 12 + 17=
29.

Diastodou scrota, 11 + 17= 28.

Diastodon hirsutus, 11 + 17^28.
Anampses canuleopiinctatus, 11 +

15 =-.26.

Duymseria aurigaria, 10 -f 15 = 25.

Pseudolabrus celidotus, 10-f 13=
23.

Xyrichthys inacrolepidotus, 10 + 15

= 25.

Xyriehtliys novacula, 9 + 16= 25.

Cheilinua fasciatus, 10 + 13= 23.

Dccodou puellaris, 12 + 16=28.*
Clepticiis parne, 10+ 17= 27.

Cheiliiius trilobatus, 10+ 13= 23.

Sparisouia creteuse, 11 + 14= 25.

As in most other large groups there has been shown considerable differ-

ence of opinion as to the characters which should be used in dividing the

Labroids into genera. The tendency with ;ill recent writers has been
toward a rather minute subdivision. The numbers of vertebra' seem to

us to yield characters of the highest importance. Other characters not to

be neglected can be drawn from the size of the scales, the numbers of the

dorsal spines, and the dentition. The degree of squamation of the head
seems to us to have an importance lower than that attributed to it by
Bleeker and Giinther, but it may be used for generic subdivision.

«. Dorsal spines 8 or more, usually well distinguished from the soft rays ; anal spines

2 to 6.

Labrin^:
6. Vertebrae and dorsal spines in increased number, vertebra- about 36 (15 + 18 to

20 + 21) ; dorsal spines 14 to 21; anal spine.s 3 to 6, all the spines pungent; ante-

rior canines \; no posterior canines; lateral line complete; caudal fin never
forked; species of northern waters, rarely tropical, most of them European,

c. Anal spines 4 to 6; dorsal spines 16 to 21; cheeks and opercles scaly; scales

rather large
;
preopercle serrate.

d. Teeth small, iu a single sei'ies; mouth small; dorsal fin nearly scaleless.

Centrolabeus, 627.

cc. Anal spines 3. Teeth in more than one series.

e. Preopercle serrate; opercles scaly; scales moderate; interopercle naked;

snout not especially produced. Tautogolabrus, 628.

ee. Preopercle entire ; opercles naked ; scales small ; interopercle naked

;

snout blunt. Tautoga, 629.

hh. VertebriB and dorsal spines not in greatly increased numbers; vertobrse 22 to 29

;

dorsal spines 8 tol3; anal spines 2 or 3; species of tropical or subtropical seas.

/. VertebriS 27 to 29 (so far as known) ; dorsal spines usually 12 (11 to 14) ; sides

of head more or less scaly
;
preopercle serrulate or entire.

* " It will be evident that iu those genera which are composed entirely or for the most
part of tropical species, the vertebral column is composed of 24, or nearly 24, vertebrie,
while those which are chiefly confined to the temperate seas of the Northern or Southern
Hemisphere have that number increased in the abdominal and caudal portions." (Giin-
ther, Cat., IV, 65). This increase in the number of vertebrie in the northern forms has
been used as a basis of the classification of the Pleuroneclidce, by Jordan and Goss, of the
Scorpeenidce, by Jordan and Gilbert, and it will doubtless prove to have a high value in
the subdivision of other families which have representatives in different zones. The
cause ot this peculiarity of fishes of cold waters is still obscure. Probably the reduction
innumber of segments is a result of the specialization of structure incident to the sharper
competition of the troi)ical waters, where the outside conditions of life are very favorable
for fishes, but the struggle of species against specie.s is most severe. (Jordan.)
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HaEPIN^ :

g. Anterior canines strong ; lower pharyngeals large, with large, tubercular

teeth; spinous dorsal not enveloped in scales; lower jaw naked;

species mostly of large size and bright coloration, inhabiting semi-

tropical seas.

h. Dorsal spines about 14, the 3 or 4 anterior falcate, produced in long

streamers; body deep and compressed, the anterior prohle steei);

teeth uniserial ; no posterior canine ; cheeks and opercles scaly

;

bases of soft dorsal and anal scaly; soft parts of vertical flns

produced; scales moderate (40). Lachnolaimus, 630.

Ml. Dorsal spines 11 or 12 (rarely 13), none of them produced in tilaments

;

checks and opercles scaly; body oblong; the back not greatly

elevated.

i. Soft dorsal and anal flns each with a scaly sheath at base ; scales

large (about 32) ;
posterior canine present,

j. Soft dorsal and anal elevated, produced behind.

Haepe, 631.

ii. Soft dorsal and anal vrithout sheath of scales; preopercle ser-

rulate (at least in young) ; soft dorsal and anal more or less

falcate.

k. Scales large, about 30; lower limb of preopercle scaly;

posterior canine present; anterior canines |.

Dbcodon, 632.

kk. Scales moderate or small, 45 to 60; both limbs of preoper-

cle n.aked; adult male with a fleshy hump on the

forehead ; caudal subtruncate, with the angles more
or less produced.

I. Posterior canines present; anterior canines | ; dorsal

spines 12.

m. Scales small, about 60 in lateral line.

PiMELOMETOPON, 633.

CLEPTICIN^ :

gg. Anterior teeth small, bluntish, not canine-like; no posterior canine;

mouth very small, terminal ; snout short and blunt ; dorsal and anal

enveloped in scales, except produced tips of both fins ; caudal deeply

forked; dorsal spines almost hidden by series of scales; head every-

where closely scaled, except on lips and snout; scales of body large;

preopercle serrulate; gill rakers slender, short; pectoral falcate;

lower pharyngeals very small, Y-shapod, their teeth small, very

blunt and coalescent ; vertebne 10 -f 17 ^^ 27 ; dorsal spines 12.

Clepticus, 634.

/. V ertebriB 23 to 26 ; dorsal spines 8 or 9 ; anterior canines strong, 2 to 4 on each

side in each jaw; head mostly naked; preopercle entire. Species of the

Tropics, mostly of small size and bright coloration.

JULIDIN^

:

n. Lateral line complete and continuous.

0. Snout not tubiform; preopercle entire; teeth uniserial; none of the

teeth chisel-shaped.

p. Cheeks and opercles naked.

q. Scales large, 25 to 30 in the lateral line; anal spines 2 or 3.

r. Dorsal spines 9; dorsal enlarged, without scaly sheath

;

scales of breast not enlarged.

s. Anterior canines all normal in position; lower

pharyngeals j-shaped, with numerous teeth;

anal spines 3.

t. Posterior canine well developed on both sides;

dorsal spines pungent; anterior canines J.

Ieidio, 635.
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It. Posterior canines wanting or reduced to a

slight rudiment.

M. Anterior canines | ; dorsal spines slender

but pungent. Emmeekia, 636.

uu. Anterior canines j.

V. Dorsal spines slender and very

flexible; body very slender.

OXYJULIS, 637.

vv. Dorsal spines pungent.

JULIDIO, 638.

MMw. Anterior canines 5 ; dorsal spines pun-

gent. PSEUDOJULIS, 639.

rr. Dorsal spines 8 ; no posterior canines ; anterior canines

I, normal in position ; a low sbeath of scales at base

of dorsal; dorsal spines iiungent; anal sjiines 3,

never 2. Chloeichthys, 640.

XYRICHTHYIN^:

nn. Lateral line interrupted posteriorly, beginning again on tbe level of the

axis of the body, on the caudal peduncle ; scales large, 20 to 30 in the

lateral line; dorsal spines 9; anal spines 3; anterior canines §.

w. Posterior canine present; snout slender, the anterior profile not

convex; cheeks and opercles scalj' ; dorsal spines pungent, the

three anterior longer and with filamentous appendages ; dorsal

and anal with a scaly sheath ; scales very large.

DORATONOT0S, 641.

WW. Posterior canine none ; anterior profile more or less convex ; head

naked, except usually a few scales below the eye; body more

or less strongly compressed; ventrals thoracic, inserted below

the pectorals.

X. Scales very large, about 20 in the lateral line, which is placed

on the first row of large scales below the dorsal sheath

;

anterior dorsal spines not detached ; head not trenchant

above. Xyrula, 642.

XX. Scales large, about 26 in the lateral line, which is placed on

the second row of large scales below the dorsal sheath.

y. First two dorsal spines joined by membrane to the

others, and inserted nearly above base of pectorals.

2. Upper anterior profile of head not trenchant, the

curve of head not parabolic; the cheeks not

very deep. NovACULiCHTHYSi, 643.

zz. Upper anterior i)rotile of head sharply trenchant

its curve parabolic; cheeks very deep, the eye

near upper profile. Xyrichthys, 644.

yij. First two dorsal spines detached from the othei's and

inserted on or close behind the occiput.

Iniistius, 645.

627. CENTROLABRUS, Giintlier.

(Rock Cooks.)

Centrolabrus, Gunther, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 92, 1862 (exoletus).

Body obloug, covered with moderate-sized scales; cheeks aud opercles

scaly; preopercle serrate; teeth in a single series; mouth small; dorsal

hu nearly scaleless; anal spines 4 to 6; dorsal spines 16 to 21. This genus

contains 2 or 3 species, found on the coasts of Europe, one of them rang-

ing farther to the north than any other Labroid lish. {uivrpov, spine;

Labrus, an allied genus).
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198S. CEXTROLABRUS EXOLETUS (LinniBus).

(Rock Cook.)

Head 4,V ; depth 3^. D. XYII to XX, G ; A. Y, 7 or 8 ; scales 3-33-10. Body

rather robust; the snout of moderate leugth, about 31 in head; mouth
very small, its cleft reaching barely halfway to front of eye; eye rather

large; dorsal spines low, the soft rays somewhat higher, but lower than

the anal; caudal rounded. Three rows of scales on cheek. Color rich

brown, the sides shaded with yellow; narrow yellow lines along the rows

of scales ; a dark spot on eye above ; 2 blue bauds from eye to angle of

mouth, and 2 more across preopercle; no black spot behind eye; a dull

bluish mark on operclo; tins yellowish silvery; a line of dark marks along

spinous dorsal; caudal with a black base and a white outer margin.

(Day.) Coasts of northern Europe, south to Cornwall; abundant in Nor-

way; said by Fabricius to range occasionally westward to Greenland; the

most arctic of all species of Labridw. (eacoie^Hs, antiquated; said to be in

allusion to the anomalous number of 5 spines in the anal.)

Lahrus exoletus, LiNN^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 287, 1758, Atlantic Ocean ; Farricius, Fauna
Gronlaudica, 166, 1780.

Lahrus pentacanthus, Lac^pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 503, 1803; after Linn^us.
Crenilabru.i microstoma (CoucH) Thompson, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1837, 55, Cornwall.

Acantlwlabrus exoletus, Cuvieb li:. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xin, 247, 1839; Collett,

Norges Fiskc, 94.

Centrolahrus CToiciiw, Gunthee, Cat., iv, 92; Day, Fish. Gt. Britain, 267; Jordan, Review
Labroid Fialies, 605, 1890.

628. TAUTOGOLABRUS, Giinther.

(CUNNEIiS.)

Tautoyolahrus, GirNTHEE, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mus., iv, 89, 1862 {hur(jall=^adspersus).

Body oblong, not elevated, comparatively slender and compressed ; head

moderate, more or less pointed, but the jaws not notably produced; teeth

in the jaws in several series, the outermost very strong; the teeth unequal,

couical and pointed; no posterior canines. Cheeks with small scales;

operclea with large ones; interopercles naked; preopercle with the verti-

cal limb finely serrated. Branchiostegals 5. Gill membranes considerably

united, free from the isthmus; gill rakers short. Scales moderate, 35 to 50

in the lateral line; lateral line continuous, abruptly bent opi^osite pos-

terior part of second dorsal; dorsal long and low, the sjjinous portion

much longer than the soft, of 18 or 19 low, subequal, rather strong spines;

soft dorsal slightly elevated; anal fin similar to soft dorsal, with 3 strong-

graduated spines; caudal truncate; pectorals short, the ventrals inserted

behind their axils. Species 2, both American

—

Tantogolabrits brandtionit<

from Brazil, and the following. This genus is very close to the European
genus Ctenolabriis, differing in the less perfect scjuamation of the head and
in the greater number of dorsal spines and vertebras {Tautoga: Labrua,

related genera, from the Latin labrum, lip).
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1984. TAUTOGOLABRUS ADSPEBSUS (Walbaum).

(Gunner ; Chogset; Blue Perch ; Bergall; Beeg-gylt.)

Head 3i to 3A ; dei.th 3 to 3J. D. XVIII, 10; A. Ill, 9; scales 6-46-12;

vertebne, 17+ 19= 36; eye lA iu head; pectoral 2; highest dorsal spiue

2j; highest dorsal rays 2; third anal spine 2\. Body rather robnst; head
moderately iiointed, much less obtuse than in Taufo(/a; snout moderate,

longer than eye; month moderate, maxillary about reaching front of ej^e;

5 canines in front of ujiper jaw, about 4 in lower, the teeth on sides ofjaw
enlarging anteriorly ; bauds of small concave teeth behind canines; gill

rakers very short, about 6+11; scales rather small; top of head, preor-

bital, maxillary, lower jaw, iuteropercle, and posterior edge of preopercle

and opercle naked; preopercle with about 5 rows of small scales; opercle

with 4 or 5 rows of larger ones; tins naked. Color livid blue, shaded with
brownish above and with more or less of a brassj" luster on sides; head

and back sometimes spotted with brassy
;
young with darker blotches and

markings, and often a black blotch near middle of dorsal fin. Extremely

variable in shades of coloration. This little fish is exceedingly abundant
about rocks and wharves near shore in the regions where it is found. It

reaches a length of about 10 inches, being too small to have much value

as food, although its llesh is of excellent flavor. These fishes, although

performing a useful duty as scavengers, are a pest to the fishermen from

their habit of nibbling the bait from their hooks. Atlantic coasts of

North America, from Labrador to Sandy Hook, {adspersus, besprinkled.)

Bnrgall, Schopf, GeselLsch. Naturf. Freunde, vni, 155, 1788, New York.

Labrus adspersvs, Walbaum, Artcdi Piscium, 254, 1792; aftuT Bnrgall oi' Hcui'<PF.

Tautoga niger, Mitchill, Report, in part, on the Fishes of Xew York, 23, 1814, New York.

Taiitoga ccerulea, Mitchill, Eeport, in part, Fishes of New York, 24, 1814, New York.

Labrus chogset, Mitchill, Trans. Eit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y., l, 1815, 402, pi. 3, f.2. New York.

Labrvs chogsetfulva, Mitchill. I. c, 4(i3, 1815, New York.

Ctenlahrus iminotatus, Cuvibr & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 239, 1839, New
York; young; De Kay, New York Faiina: Fishes, 174, pi. 29, f. 90, 1842; Gunther,

Cat., IV, 90, 1862.

Ctenolabrus hurgall. Gunther, Cat., iv, 90, 1862, Canada.

Ctenolabrus chogset, Cdviee & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 237, 1839.

Ctenolabrus ccerulexis, De Kav, New York Fauna : Fishes, 172, pi. 29, f. 93, 1842.

Tautogolabrus adspersus. Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 87.

Ctenolabrus ad«per.?MS, Stearns, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1883, 123; Jordan &. Gilbert, Syn-

opsis, 599, 1883; Goode, Nat. Hist. Aquat.Anim., 273, 1884; Jobdan, Keview Labroid

Fishes, 623, 1890.

629. TAUTOGA, Mitchill.

(Tautogs.)

Hiatula, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 11, 522, 1800 (hiattila) ; name preoccupied by Hiatula,

Modeer, 1793, a genus of Mollusks.

Tautoga, Mitchill, Report, in part, Fish. New York, 23, 1814 (tautoga).

Body long, not elevated nor greatly compressed. Head large, neai'ly as

deep as long, with a convex profile. Mouth rather small. Teeth very

strong, conical, in 2 series; the outer somewhat incisor-like; the 2 anterior

teeth in each jaw strong; the posterior teeth small, without canines. Eye
3030 22
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small, high up. Cheeks with small scales; iuteropercle naked; opercles

naked, except above ; scales on body rather small, in about 60 transverse

series, those on ventral region reduced in size; lateral line continuous,

abruptly decurved opposite the end of the soft dorsal. Dorsal iin long,

low, continuous, the spinous part much the longer, with about 16 low,

strong, subequal spines, each with a small cutaneous appendage at tip;

soft dorsal higher than spinous; anal similar to soft dorsal, with 3 stout,

graduated spines; pectorals broad and rather short; caudal short, trun-

cate, with rounded angles; the soft parts of the vertical fins with the

membranes somewhat scaly; ventrals conspicuously behind pectorals.

Brauchiostegals 5. Gill rakers very short and feeble
;

gill membranes

somewhat connected, free from the isthmus. Vertebra^ 16 4-18^'^^- This

genus contains a single species, a large dull-colored Labroid, abundant

on the Atlantic coast of the United States. (A latinization of the ver-

nacular name "Tautog,"' which is of Indian origin.)

1985. TAUTOiJA OMTIS (Liuiurus).

(Tautou; Black-fish ; Oyster fish.)

Head 3i to 3^; depth 2 J to 3. D. XVI, 10; A. 111,8; eye 5^ in head;

snout 3 ;
pectoral 1| ; ventral 2 ; highest dorsal spine 3 ; highest dorsal ray

14; third anal spine 3; highest anal ray 1^; scales 14-60-25. Body some-

what deep and compressed; profile moderately steep, well rounded from

snout to dorsal; maxillary reaching the vertical from anterior nostril;

jaws about equal, with 2 or 3 large canines and smaller ones on the side,

which gradually diminish in size backward; gill rakers very short and

blunt, about 3 +6; a patch of small scales behind eye extending down-

ward to middle of cheek, where there are 5 or 6 series, head and opercles

otherwise naked
;
pectorals broad and rounded, not quite reaching tips of

ventrals; soft dorsal higher than spinous; caudal truncate or slightly

rounded. Color l)lackish or greenish; the young usually with about 3

pairs of dark l>ars connected by reticulations; adult often nearly plain

blackish; chin white; eye greenish. The tantog is one of the most valu-

able food-fisshes of the Atlantic coast. It is generally abundant within its

range, and its flesh is of superior (juality. The largest specimen known,

according to Dr. Goode, had a length of about 3 feet. Atlantic coasts of

the United States, from New Brunswick to Charleston, South Carolina,

about rocks and keli) in shallow water; New Brunswick (Goode); Casco

Bay and Freeport, Maine (Kendall), {ovlxic,, a kind of plant; apjilica-

tion unexplained.)

Labrus onitis, Linn^US, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 286, 1758: Eil. xii, 478,1700: ty|ie locality not

given.

Labrus hiatula, Linn^US, Syst. Nat., Ed. xn, 475, 1760, Carolina (Coll. L)i-. Garden);

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, ;?96; note on LinN/EUS' type.

Labrus cai-(jKnvs. Bonnaterre, Tableau Encyclop6d. et M6thod., Iclithyologie, 113, 1788,

Carolina ; after Linnaeus.

Labrus blackjish, Schopf, Schrift der Gesellsch. Natur. Freunde, vni. 156, 1788, New York.

Labrus siibfusctis, "Walbauji, Artedi Piscium, 254, 1792; after Schopf.

Labrus tessellatus. Bloch, Iclithyologia, pi. 291, 1792, Norway.

Hiatula gardeniana, Lacepkde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., II, 522, 1800, Carolina ; after Labrus hia-

tula, LINN.EUS.
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Labrus americanus. Block & Schneider, Syst. Iclitli., 261, 1801; after Schopf.
Lahrus tmUoga, Mitchill, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1815,399, Long Island ; Rhode Island;

Cape Cod ; Sandy Hook.
Labrus tautogafusea, Mitchill, Trans. Am. Phil. Soi-. 1815, 402, New York.

. Lahrus tautoga rubens, Mitchill, I. c, 1815, 402, New York.

Labrus tautoga alia, Mitchill, I. c, 1815, 402, New York.
Tantoga tessellata, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 315, 1839; after Bloch.
Tautoga americana, De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 175, pi. 14, fig. 39, 1842; Stoker,

Hist. Fish. Mass., 276, 1867.

Tautoga onitis, Gunther, Cat., iv, 88, 1862 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1878,

374; Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 87; Jordan Sc Gilbert, Synopsis, 600, 1883;

Goode, Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim., 268, 1884.

Iliatula onitis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 936, 1883 ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886,

28; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 625, 1890.

Iliatula hiatula, Gooue &, Bean, Proc. T. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 201 ; note on typo of Labrus
hiatula.

630. LACHNOLAIMUS, Cuvier A- Valemiennes.

(Capitaines.)

Lachnolaimus, Cuvier & Valencienne.s, Hist. Nat. Poiss... xiii, 274, 1839 (aigula~mazi-
mus)

.

Lachnolcenms, GiJNTHKR; corrected spelling. -^

Body stroDgly compressed, the back sharp and elevated, the profile long

and steep. Snout sharj); mouth low, horizontal, the jaws nariow; -pve-

maxillary slii^ping under the membranaceous edge of the very broad pre-

orbital, which is twice the depth of the eye. Teeth in front prominent,

canine-like, in a single series; no posterior canines. Cheeks and opercles

with imbricate scales; scales of moderate size, thin, adherent; lateral line

complete. Dorsal with 14 spines, the first 3 strong, falcate, produced in

long streamers in the adult, the membranes between these spines very
low, the filamentous tips longer than the head; other spines all low, grad-

ually shorter to the eleventh; second dorsal and anal much produced;
caudal lobes falcate ; third anal spine strong

;
pectorals and ventrals short.

This genus contains a single species, a large, showj' fish of tiopical Amer-
ica, remarkable for the long streamer-like filaments on the dorsal spines.

(Xdxvrf down, velvet; Xai/t6<, throat, the pharyngeal bones being only
partly provided with teeth, and the rest of their surface with a velvety
membrane.)

19S«. LArHXOLAIMlIS MAXIMIJS (Walbaura).

(HOGFISH; CAPITAINE; PERRO PERRO.)

Head 3 ; depth 21. D. XIY, 11 or 12 ; A. Ill, 11 ; eye 4 in head ; snout 2^

;

filamentous dorsal spines i longer than head
;
pectoral li in head, equal

to ventrals; highest dorsal ray 1^; third anal spine 2|-; longest anal rays

14 ; scales 8-39-13.

Body deep, strongly compressed, the back much elevated, the profile

long and steep, slightly concave before eye ; snout sharp ; maxillary reach-

ing to anterior origin of pupil ; canine teeth prominent ; 4 sharp canines

in front of ux)per jaw, 2 in the sides of lower jaw, 2 small conical teeth

between them; filamentous dorsal spine reaching to last rays of soft
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dorsal; pectoral uot wide, its upper rays the longest, its ijosterior end

sharp above, uot reaching to end of veutrals, Avhich reach about to vent;

soft dorsal and anal similar, pointed behind; caudal lunate. Top of head,

preorbital, maxillary, and lower jaw naked; cheek with about 6 rows

of small scales, opercle with about 5 rows ; small scales on interoiier-

clfs. Color reddish gray, varying to brick red; some of the scales olive

green at base; cheeks greenish, head mottled; a large round blue black

blotch at base of last rays of soft dorsal; caudal grayish, with 3 rows

of dull olive spots; anal similarly colored; an undulate blue line below

eye; adult male with vertical fins blackish at base, the black forming a

crescent on the caudal; frontal region from snout to occiput abruptly

blackish. The variations in the ground color are considerable, older fishes

and fishes taken in deep water being much redder than small fishes or

iishes taken from grassy Itottoms. One of the latter, 1 foot in length, was
gray, viohiceous above, each scale olive green at base; lower parts tinged

with creamy orange; head more purplish, mottled with olive; cheeks

greenish; an undulate blue line below eye, below which are purplish reti-

culations ; long spines of the dorsal fin greenish at l>ase, orange at tip ; soft

dorsal similar, a large black blotcli at its base; caudal grayish, with 3

rows of dull olive spots; anal similarly colored; pectoral light orange;

veutrals blackish at tip, reddish at base. Deep-water fishes are brick

red or orange red, the degrees of redness being very A'ariablc, the markings

constant. The adult male has further, the A'ertical fins all blackish at

base, the black forming a crescent on the caudal ; frontal region from snout

to occijmt abruptly blackish; lower jaw light yellow. The male fish has

the cleft of the mouth very nmch wider than the female. These large-

mouthed hogfish are thought by many fishermen to belong to a different

species. One specimen had 4 elongate spines iu the dorsal. Vertebrae

12 -f 17= 29. Length 2 feet. AVest Indies ; abundant north to Key West
and Bernmda, about reefs and rocks. This large and showy species is

generally common in the West Indies, It reaches sometimes a weight of

12 to 15 pounds, and is generally esteemed as a food-fish. It changes much
in the course of its growth, and has thus received several specific names.

(majcimus, largest.)

Suillus (The Great Hogliah), Catesby, IS'at. Hist. Carolina, pi. lo, 1750, Bahamas.
Lahrus ynaxiinus, "Walbauw, Artedi Piscium, 261, 1792; after Catksbv.

Lachnolaimus suillus, Cuvier, Ilegne Animal, Ed. n. Vol. 2, 257, 1829; after Catesby
;

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xni, 283, 1839; Poey, Enimieratio, 105,

1875; Bean & Deesel, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 153.

Lachnolaimus aigula, CcviER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., xiil, 277, 1839, St. Bar-

tholomew.
Lachnolaimus dux, Cdvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 285, 1839, Martinique.

Lachnolaimus caninus, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xni, 288, 1839. St.

Thomas ; San Domingo ; PoEY, Synopsis, 330, 1868, Havana.

Lachnolaimus j^sittacus, Ccvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 291, 1839, Porto'

Rico.

Lachnolaimus falcatus, Guntheu, Cat., iv, 87, 1862; aitev Labms falcatus'L., but the Lin-

nxanfalcatus is a Trachinotus; Goode, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 36, 1876; Jordan &
Gilbert, Synopsis, 001, 1883; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 134;

Goode, Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim., 275, 1884 ; Stearns, Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anini., 275, 1884.

Lachnolcenuis maxivius, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 546; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus. 1886, 45 ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 626, 1890.
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631. HARPE, Lacppfedfi.

(Lady-fishes.)

Bodianus, Bloch. Ichthyol., iv, 33, 1790 (bodianus; guttatus, etc.), in part; restri ;te(l by

CuviER to Bodianus guttatus, ore of the Serranidce.

Harpe, LACfePfeDE, Hist. J^'at. Poiss., IV, 426, 1802 (cairideo-aureus=rufm).

Cossyphus, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 102, 1839 {bodianus=rufus) ;

name preoccupied by Oossyphus, Fabricius, 1792, a genus of Coleoptera, and by Cossy-

phus, DuMfiRiL. 1802, a genus of birds.

Crenilttbrus, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, n, 1839 (verres^ntfus) -, not Crenilabrusof

CuviER.

Hurpe, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 222 (bodianus=rufus).

Bodianus, Poey, Repertorio, 11, 331, 1867 (bodianus).

Body robust, moderately compressed, covered with firm scales of vary-

ing size, about 33 in the course of the lateral line, which is continuous.

Head rather pointed in the young, becoming very deep and convex in the

adult from the development of adipose tissue on the top of the head.

Opercle, subopercle, interopercle, and cheeks scaly, preoperclo naked;

preopercle minutely serrulate, usually becoming entire with age. Mouth

rather large. Jaws each with 4 strong, conical, somewhat compressed

canines in front, the lateral teeth similar, but much smaller, coalescentat

base with each other, and with small granular teeth, so that the surface

of the jaws is bony; upper jaw with strong posterior canines, directed

forward. Dorsal fin with al)out 12 low spines, each portion with a scaly

sheath at base, the rays naked; anal with 3 spines, the spines rather

strong; lobes of soft dorsal, aiial, and caudal more or less produced in the

adult;* ventials inserted directly below pectorals. Gill membranes

slightly connected. Vertebra-, 11 + 17= 28. Coarse, brightly colored

fishes, inhabiting tropical seas. (apTtTj, scythe; in allnsion to the falcate

fins.)

a. ('olor in life not red; male blue, with a yellow patch behind the pectoral fin, which

has a large dark spot on its extremity; head, tail, and fins bright red, their

tips black and yellow; forehead very gibbous in the adult. Female brownish

yellow; a dark band commences behind the snout and is divided into 2

behind the eye, the upper portion running along the back and nearly joining

its fellow from the other side on the back of the free portion of the tail, while

thelowercrosses the angle of the operculum and is continued on to the middle

of the tail, terminating near the caudal and alternating with 2 spots behind

the base of the caudal fin; fins yellowish or orange. Forehead scarcely gib-

bous in tlie adult. DIPLOTiENIA, 1987.

aa. Color chiefly red, without dark bands or stripes.

b. Pectorals immaculate.

c. Body without dark cross band, or conspicuous pale blotch.

d. General color violet red above and anteriorly, yellow or orange behind

and below ; lower part of sides and posterior part of body yellow-

ish orange ; upper part of head and body (as far back as a line

adjoining base of pectoral and soft dorsal) violet red; middle of

caudal, bases of pectorals and ventrals, and most of anal violace-

ous ; fins a little less produced than in H. diplotce^iia. rufa, 1988.

•This character distinguishes Harpe from Diasiodon, Bowdich, (Exc. Madeira, 1825,

B), =Lepidoplois Gill, an Old World genus with the vertical fins low.
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dd. General color vermilion, with two large, irregular, black blotches on

the back and dorsal fin, the anterior on the first 6 dorsal spines,

the posterior extending over the whole soft dorsal and over a por-

tion of the back of the tail ; snout pointed, with the upper profile

slightly concave ; head longer than high; caudal emargin ate.

ECLANCHEKI, 1989.

bb. Pectorals with a large dark blue spot towards the tip; color carmine red ; fins

edged with darker; base of pectorals whitish; side of body with a pale

rose-colored band ; dorsal fin low ; ventrals reaching vent ; snout .sharp.

PULC'IIELLA, 1990.

19S7. HARPE DIPLOT.EXIA, Gill.

Head about 3; depth 3 to Sn'iicludino- scaly dorsal .slie;ith). I). XII,

11; A. Ill, 13; scales 5-33-12.

Male: Forehead very gibhousin the adult; a large, rounded, fleshy pad
on the forehead of the adult male, overhanging the snout slightly, and
about 3 times the width of the eye in height; iiveopercle entire, or very

slightly crenulated; eye a little less than 6 in head, whieh is about 3 to

3i in length ; lower lip extending downwards in a loose flap on each side

to below the chin in the adult, which has a fleshy mass beloAv; all the

flns (except the pectorals) elongate in the adult, the dorsal nearly reach-

ing, and the anal extending beyond, the median caudal rays; external

caudal rays twice, or more, as long as the median ; in large si^ecimens the

ventrals extend to posterior end of base of anal. In life, blue, with a yel-

low patch behind the pectoral fin, which has a large dark spot on its

extremity; head, tail, and flns bright r(>d, their tips black and yellow.

Female: Forehead scarcely gibbons in the adult; pre opercle entire or

slightly crenulated; eye 6 in head, which is about equal to depth; verti-

cal flns elongate in the adult, the dorsal extending nearly to, and the anal

beyond, the median caudal rays, which are I as long as the external rays.

Color brownish yellow; a dark band commences behind the snout and is

divided into 2 behind the eye, the upper portion running along the back
and nearly joining its fellow from the other side on the hack of the free

portion of the tail, while the lower crosses the angle of the operculum

and is continued on to the middle of the tail, terminating near the caudal

and alternating with 2 spots behind the base of the caudal fln ; flns yel-

lowish or orange.

Pacific coast of tropical America, about rocky islands; not rare, but not

easily taken; known from Cape San Lucas, Panama, the Revillagigedo

Islands, and the Venados at Mazatlau. {diTtXdo^, double; raivia, band,

from the coloration of the female.)

Harpe diplotcenia, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862. 140, female. Cape San Lucas,

(Coll. Xantus) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 367 (note on H. diplo-

tcenia Gill) ; Jordan, Keview Labroid Fishes, 29, 1890.

Harpe pectoralis, GllA,, Vvi^c. Ac. 'Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 141, male. Cape San Lucas (Coll.

Xantus) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 367 (note on type).

Gossyphtts pectoralis, Glnther, Cat., iv, 110, 1862.

Cusgyphus diplotcenia, GOnther, Cat., iv, 110, 1862.

Bodianv* pectoralis, Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mas. 188.'), 384.

liodiamis diplotcenia, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 384.
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1988. HAKPE RUFA (Linnaeus).

(Lady-fish; Spanish Lady-fish ;
Spanish Hogfish ;

Pudiaxo; Perro Colorado.)

Head 34; deptli nearly 3. D. XII, 9; A. Ill, 11 or 12; scales 5-32-13;

snout 3i in bead. Head longer than bigli ; anout pointed ;
preopercle den-

ticulate; tins a little less produced than in //. diploUvnia. General color,

violet red above and anteriorly, yellow or orange bebiud and below;

lower part of sides and posterior part of body yellowish orange; upper

part of bead and body (as far back as a line joining base of pectoral and

soft dorsal) violet red; middle of caudal, bases of pectoral and ventrals,

and most of anal, violaceous. Length 2 feet. A handsomely colored tish,

generally common in the West Indies, about islands and reefs; north to

Key AVest, I3ermuda and St. Paul Rocks; south to Rio Janeiro; our speci-

mens are from Havana, {rufus, yellowish red.)

Pwdtenoi)enftpi7io,MARCGRAVE, Hist. Bras., 145,146,1648, Brazil; on a drawing liy Prince

Maurice of Nassau.

Turdiis tiavus (the Hogfish), Catesby, N.it. Hist. Carolina, n, pi. 2, fig. 1, 1743, Bahamas.

ia6m8"r«/it.s,LiNN.mTS,Syst.Nat.,Ed.x,284,1758,and Ed. xn, 475, 1766; after Catesby;

GOODE & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 200 (note on Liunasan specimen.)

Perro Colorado, Parea, Descr. Dif. Piez. Hist. Nat. Cuba, 3. lam. 3, tig. 1, 1787, Havana.

Bodianushodi(mm,Bi.ocH,Ichth.,YU,2-i, pL 223, 1790, Brazil; from a drawing hy Prince

Maurice, the same used by MARcnRAVE.

Lutjanun verres, Bloch, Tchthyol., pi. 255, 1791, locality uncertain.

Sparus falcatus. Block, Ichthyol., pi. 258, 1791 ; after a drawing by Plumier, made at

Martinique.

Labrus semiruber, LACEPf:DE, I. c, in, 428, 1802, Rio Janeiro; from notes by Commerson.

Bodianus 6ioc/tu-, LACEpfcUE, Hist. Nat. Pois8.,iv, 279, 290, 1803; after Bodianus bodianus,

Bloch. ^, ^

Harpe coeruleo-aureus, LACEPfeDE, I. c, 426, 427, pi. 8, fig. 2, 1803, Martinique; from the draw-

ing of Plumier, used by Bloch.

Cogsyphus bodianus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 103, 1839.

Cossyphus verres, Castelnau, Anlm. Nouv. on Rares Amerique du Sud, Ichth., 27, 1855.

Cossyphus rufus, Gunther. Cat., iv, 108, 1862; GIJnther, Shore-Fishes, Cliallenger, 14, 1880.

Harpe rufa, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 222; Goode, Fishes Bermudas, 37, 1876;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 601, 1883; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 629, 1890.

Bodianus rufus, POEY, Repertorio, II, 331, 1867; JORDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 148;

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 45.

1989. HARPE ECLAXCHERI (Valenciennes).

Head 3* ; depth 3. D. XII, 10 ; A. Ill, 12 ; scales 32. Snout pointed with

the upper protile slightly concave; head longer than high; dorsal and

anal fins produced; caudal emarginate. General color vermilion, with 2

large, irregular, black blotches on the back and dorsal fin, the anterior on

theVrst 6 dorsal spines, the posterior extending over the whole soft dorsal

and over a portion of the back of the tail. (Valenciennes). This species

is known from Valenciennes's description and figure only. It much

resembles Harpe rufa, apparently differing only in color. Galapagos

Islands. (Named for M. Eclancher.

)

Cossyphus eclancheri, Valenciennes, Voy. V6nus, Zool., 340, Poiss., pi. 8, fig. 2, plates, 1846;

text, 1855, Galapagos Islands; Gunther, Cat., iv, 108, 1862.

Harpe eclancheri, -JonuA^, Review Labroid Fishes, 630, 1890.
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1900. HARPK PILCHELLA (Poey).

Head 4|; depth 4f. D. XII, 9; A. Ill, 12, Dorsal tin low; fins some-

what produced; veiitrals reaching vent; snout sharp; pectorals with a

large dark-blue spot toward the tip; color carmine red, fins edged with

darker; base of pectorals w^hitish; side of Itodj^ with a paler rose-colored

band. (Poey.) Cuba; known to us solely through Poey's descriptions.

(pulchellus, pretty.)

Cossyphus 'pulchellus, PoEY, Memorias, ii, 208, 1860, Havana; GCinther, Cat., iv, 108,1862.

Bodianus pulehellus, Poey, Synopsis, 232, 459, 1868.

Harpe pulchella, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 630, 1890.

632. DECODON, Giiuther.

Decodon, Guntiier, Cat. Fish. Brit. Mils., iv, 101, 1802 (tmdlaris).

Body moderately compressed, oblong, covered with large scales ; head

oblong; cheeks, opercles, and lower limb of preopercle scaly, the poste-

rior limb being naked; base of dorsal and anal not scaly; lateral line

continuous. Teeth essentially as in Harpe, those of the jaw in a single

series; 4 canines in the front of each jaw; a posterior canine on each

premaxillary. Dorsal with 11 spines; anal with 3. Vertebr;e 12-f 16=:28.

Intermediate between Bodianus and Trochoeopus, having the large scales

of the former and the naked fins of the latter. A single species, a small

fish belonging to the West Indian fauna. It is closely related to Earpe.

{Sexa, ten; uSov^, tooth; there being 10 canines.)

1991. DECODO PIELLARIS (Poey).

Head 3i; depth 4. D. XI, 10; A. Ill, 10; scales 2A-30-8; vertebra^

12+ 16=28. Body moderately compressed, oblong ; head oblong; cheeks,

opercles, and lower limb of preopercle scaly, the posterior limb being

naked; teeth uniserial; 4 canines in the front of each jaw; maxillary

reaching a little beyond eye, which is as wide as the interorbital space,

shorter than snout; edge of preopercle minutely denticulated; caudal

emarginate; ventrals not reaching vent; color, according to Poey, rose

red, with 3 large red blotches; head with several pearl-colored streaks

(yellow in life); a transverse one between the nostrils; 2 oblique ones

running from orbit toward subopercle, and a broad one from angle of

mouth to angle of preopercle ; some yellow spots on sides of head ; each

scale on sides with a yellow spot on its edge; fins mostly red, the soft

dorsal and anal with 4 rounded yellow spots; several spots on spinous

dorsal and caudal. Length 6 inches. West Indies, north to Florida;

known from Cuba, Pensacola Snapper Banks, and Barbados. This small

species is not uncommon at Havana. The 2 specimens examined by us

were taken from the stomachs of groupers in deep water on the Snapper

Banks south of Pensacola. {puellaris, pretty, iYompHella, girl.)

Cossyphus puellaris, Poey, Memorias, 11, 210, I860, Havana.

Decodon puellaris, (ICnther, Cat., iv, 101, 1862; Poey, Synopsis, 332, 1868; Jordau, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 545; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 632, 1890.
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633. PIMELOMETOPON, Gill.

(Fat-heads.)

Pimelometopon, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 58 (pulcher).

Body robust, covered with small scales, about 60 in lateral line; both

limbs of the preopcrclc naked; caudal subtruncate, with the angles more

or less produced. Posterior canines present; anterior canines 1; dorsal

spines 12 ; adult male with the forehead greatly elevated, covered with a

thick pad of fat. This genus is clo.se to Harpe, differing chiefly in the

naked dorsal and smaller scales. The small size of its scales distinguishes

it from Trochocopus, and the presence of posterior canines from Semicossy-

plmn. Robust species, of large size and bright colors. {Tti/.iEXi), fat;

UETooTtov, forehead.)

a. Color (males), head, dorsal, anal, and caudal fins, also the posterior part of the body
as far forward as the vent, purplish black; lower jaw white; the rest of the

body varying in tint from clear crimson to blackish, with coppery or purplish

luster; females dusky rose-colored, with black areas ill defined or obsolete; pre-

opercle serrulate in young, becoming entire. pulchee, 1992.

aa. Color red; a large yellow blotch above the pectoral, and a black one antei'iorly on

the spinous dorsal ; preopercle entire. darwinii, 1993.

1992. PIMELOMETOPON PULCHER (Ayres).

(California Eedfish; Fat-head.)

Head 3 ; depth 3. D. XII, 10 ; A. Ill, 12 ; eye 5 in head ; snout 2i ; scales

60, 11 above lateral line; vertebrje ll-f-17=28. Body somewhat deep and
compressed; forehead in the adult with a very prominent fatty hump;
snout rather blunt ; caudal truncate, its lobes being produced and pointed

in the adult; gill rakers short and thickish; scales on breast small; cheeks,

opercles, and interopcrcles with scales; fins naked; preopercle serrulate

in young. Color (males), head, dorsal, anal, and caudal fins, also the

posterior part of the body as far forward as vent, purplish black, lower

jaw white; the rest of the body varying in tint from clear crimson to

blackish, Avith coppery or purplish luster; females dusky rose-colored,

with the black areas ill defined or obsolete. Length 3 feet. Coast of

southern California, from Point Concepcion to Ascension Island in Lower
California. This large and handsome fish is very common on the coast

of southern California, and is taken in enormous numbers in the kelp off

the shore. It is taken chiefly by the Chinese, with hook and line. It is

salted and dried by them. It reaches a weight of 12 to 15 pounds. The
male is quite different in color from the female, and the old individuals,

as usual with large Labroids, have the forehead surmounted by a mass of

fat. The specimens described are from San Diego. (2>"?c/)e>-, beautiful.)

Lahrus pulcher, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., i, 1854, 3, San Diego.

SnnicossypMis pulcher, GUnther, Cat., iv, 99, 1862.

Pimelometopon p^dcher. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 59; Jordan, Proc. F. S. Nat.

Mus. 1880, 29 and 455.

Harpe pulchra, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 278; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 602, 1883.

Trochocopiis pulcher, EosA Smith, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1883, 233; Jordan, Cat. Fish. N.

Am., 98, 1885 ; Jordan, in Goode, Nat . Hi.st. Aqnat. Anim., 275, 1884 ; Jordan, Review

Labroid Fishes, 633, 1890.
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1993. PIMELOMETOPOIV DABWINII (Jenyns).

Head 3; depth 3. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 12; scales 62. 8nout pointed;

outer lobes of caudal noticeably produced, as are also the soft dorsal and

anal; preopercle entire. Color red; a large yellow blotch above the pec-

toral, and a black one anteriorly on the spinous dorsal. (Valenciennes.)

Galapagos Islands; not seen by us. Evidently very closely related to /'.

2)uleher, differing from the latter chielly in color. (Named for its discoverer,

Charles Darwin.)

Cossyphus danvinii, Jenyns, Voy. Beagle, Fishes, 100, pi. 20, 1842, Chatham Island,

Galapagos. (Coll. Darwin.)

Lahrvs aper, Valenciennes, Voy. de la Venus, Zool,, Poiss., 3:!8, pi. S, f. 1, text, 1855; plates,

1846, Galapagos Island.

Trochoco'piisihtrivinii, (Uinthee, Cat., IV, 100, 1862; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 633.

PimeloiiiftopoH daru-inii, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 59.

634. CLEPTI.CUS, Cuvier.

Clepticus, CuviER, Regne Animal, Ed. 11, Vol. 2, 261, 1829 (genizara=parra!).

Anterior teeth small, bluntish, not canine-like; no posterior canine;

mouth very small, terminal; snout short and l)lunt; dorsal and anal

enveloped in scales, except iiroduced tips of both iins; caudal deeply

forked; dorsal spines 12, almost hidden by series of scales; head every-

where closely scaled, except on lips and snout; scales of body large; pre-

opercle serrulate; gill rakers slender, short; pectoral falcate; lower

pharyngeals very small, Y-shaped, their teeth small, very blunt, and

coalescent; vertebrae 10 -f 17= 27. This genus contains a single species,

a singular looking little fish, inhabiting the West Indian waters. It is

remarkable for the close squamation of its head and fins, as well as for

the feebleness of its dentition. {KXETtriud';, one inclined to steal ; a name

given to recall the affinity of the genus to Epihulus, from tTtifiovXos,

insidious ; its Dutch name in MoUucca being de BedrUjer. )

199-1. CLEPTICUS PARB.E (Bloch & Schneider).

(GENIZARA; JANISSARY; CREOLE.)

Head 3|; depth 2^. I). XII, 10; A. Ill, 12; scales 5-35-12 ; vertebra-

10 -{-17=: 27. Body robust, considerably compressed; 4 rows of scales on

cheek; pectorals falcate, slightly longer than head; dorsal and anal com-

pletely enveloped in a scaly sheath, produced soft rays of both fins naked

except at base
;
produced dorsal ray nearly as long as head. Color in spirits,

reddish brown anteriorly as far back as an irregular line connecting ventrals

and last ray of dorsal fin, becoming coppery Itelow
;
posteriorly insensibly

shading into greenish marbled with verdigris green. This species seems

to be rather rare in the West Indies. Here described from a single speci-

men nearly a foot long from Havana. West Indies, recorded from Cuba

aud Jamaica. (Named for Don Antonio Parra.)

nabiriihiagenizara,VARRA, Dif.PiezasdeHist. Nat. Cuba, 44, pi. 21, fig. 1, 1787, Havana.

Brama parrce, Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 100, 1801, Havana ; after Rabirubia

(jinizara,oi Parka.
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Clepiicus genizara, Cuvier, Regne Animal, Ed. ii, Vol. 2, 2C1, 1829, Havana; after ParrA;

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 367, pi. 377, 1839; Guntheb, Cat., iv-

112, 1862; Poey, Synopsis, 332, 1868; JORDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 45; Jordan.

Review Labroid Fishes, 635, 1890.

635. IRIDIC, .lordau & Everuiaun.

(DONCELLAS.)

Ichthiicallus, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 638, 1890 (ditiiidiata); not of Swainson, as

properly restricted = Coris.

Iridio, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List, 412, 1896 (radiatus).

Body oblong, compressed, not elevated, covered with large scales, there

being 25 to 30 in the course of the lateral line, vrhich is not intevrnpted,

but abruptly bent posteriorly. Scales on breast rather smaller. Head

naked, compressed, conic. Preopercle entire. Teeth large, the upper jaw

with 2 strong canines in front, none of them bent backward; lower jaw

with 4 anterior canines, a posterior canine tooth directed forward on each

side of the upper jaw. Dorsal spines 9; anal spines 3, graduated; ven-

trals inserted under axil of pectoral. Gill rakers short and feeble; gill

membranes slightly joined to a narrow isthmus. Vertebr;e 10+ 15= 25.

Species numerous, most of them brilliantly colored, abounding in kelp in

the tropical seas. All of them are American. The genus is very close to

the Old Workl genus HaUchares,' differing chiefly in the dentition and in

the presence of 3 anal spines instead of 2. (Iris, ipi<;, the rainbow.)

a. Caudal fln very slightly concave, truncate when spread open, the outer rays longer

th.an the middle ones ; body deep and compressed, the depth about 2i in length

;

ventral tins filamentous, the outer ray produced, more than twice as long as inner

ray ; scales before dorsal not crossing the middle line, in about 5 series.

h Side below spinous dorsal without dark cross bar; general color bluish (d), or

bronze ($), with many sky-blue spots, most distinct posteriorly ; sky-blue

spots and streaks on head; a stripe passing through the upper part of eye;

tins with blue stripes; a dark axillary spot; end of pectoral dusky.

radiatus, 1995.

*Balichoeres, ROppell. Neue Wirbelthiere, Fische, 16, 1835 {bimaculatus, etc.), not
Halichaerus, NiLSSON. 1820, a genus of seals.

Chaerojutts, Gill, Proc. Ac, Nat. Sci, Phila. 1862, 142 ; substitute for Halichceres.

The American species hitherto referred to Halichceres or to Platyglosxus seem to consti-

tute a distinct genus (Iridio) characterized by the incisors J, and tlie presence of 3 anal

spines. The numerous species are all American, those of Halichceres being confined to

tlio East Indies. „ , „, , ,We also recognize as a genus distinct from Halichceres, the group called Flatyglossus by
Bleeker (type marginatun)

.

, . ,

The dorsal in PlaUiglossus has a scaly sheath at its base somewhat as in the genus

Harpe. The antirior canines in Flatyglossus are ». In Guntheria Bleeker (coerideocit-

lata), HdnihiiitiKia I'.liuker (cenUqiiadra), there are 2 rows of small scales on the cheeks,

as W(!ll as on t li,- oiicrclis above. In Macropharyngodon Bleeker (geoffroyi), the strongest

marked of the vitrions genera of Bleeker, which Giinther has united with Flatyglossus

and Halichwres, the lower pharvngeals are very small, provided with but 3 teeth, of which

th(! middle one is quite large, In Macropharyngodon the canines are small, A in number.

All the American species here referred to Iridio have the anterior canines j. The Ea^t

Indian species have the teeth S, except in 2 or 3 species, in which the teeth are *. In Hali-

chceres the usual number of anal spines is 2. The name Ichthycallus should not be used

for this genus. Jordan & Hughes remark (Proc. I'. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 57) :
"The generic

names, ChlorichthySAuA Ichthycalhisof i^^vumson, based in part on species of Flatyglossus,

but distinguished by imaginary characters and including species of earlier genera, have

been very properly set aside by Dr. Gill as synonyms of Goris and Julis" (Thalassoma)

.

A similar view has been taken by Dr. Swain, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1882, 27o. Swam
remarks: " Chlorichthi/s and lehthycallus, confused jumbles of species, may well be con-

sidered as synonyms of Thalassoma and Coris, respectively, although several genera are

represented in each."
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66. Side below spinous dorsal with a very broad, blackish cross bar.

c. General color bluish or olive; dark cross bar obscure, running from middle

of spinous dorsal to the space between ventrals and vent; behind this

a pale-yellowish bar ; head and anterior region with round, pale-bluish

spots, which extend on back and on the dark bar ; dorsal bluish at base,

yellowish above, with regular blue spots ringed with darker ; a narrow,

blue margin along edge of fin ; caudal with obscure round bluish spots;

anal like dorsal; pectorals and ventrals i)lain. niciiolsi, 1996.

ec. General color red; dark cross bar conspicuous from the fourth to seventh

dorsal spines downward to middle of sides ; scales of sides each

with a vertical blue line, those anteriorly margined with violet; sides

of head with blue lines and spots; dorsal and caudal orange, the

former with oblique broken lines of blue, the latter with a few blue

spots at base; anal violet, then yellowish, then margined with blue,

with a blue median line .and broken blue lines at base; other fins pale.

Head 3^ in length; canines strong; scales on nape in 5 or 6 series, not

crossing the median line ; caudal very slightly emarginate ; outer ray

of ventral twice inner ray, and reaching vent. sellifer, 1997.

aa. Caudal fin rounded or subtruncate; the outer rays not produced, shorter than the

middle r.ays.

d. Scales before dorsal reduced in size, extending across the median line, and in

10 to 13 rows ; ventral short, its rays not filamentous ; snout rather blunt

;

body moderately elongate, the depth Sf in length; color olivaceous, with

some blue and bronze markings; males with a broad indigobluo cross band

behind pectorals; females with inky spots on the scales of the upper

posterior part of back
;
pectorals yellow, with a black axillary spot.

SEMICINCTU.S, 1998.

dd. Scales before dorsal large, in 4 to rows, not crossing the median line; snout

moderately pointed.

e. Ventral fins with the outer rays produced, more than twice the length of

the inner.

/. Side without conspicuous dark lateral band and with a distinct dark

vertical bar, extending downward from spinous dorsal; axillary

spot obscure ; body rather elong.ate, the depth about 3| in length

;

pi-oflle not steep
;
posterior canines rather small ; head with black

stre.aks and spots above; caudal sharply barred, garnoti, 1999.

jy. Side with a broad blue-black lateral band extending from eye to tip

of caudal, the back above this, dark brown or blui.sh; spinous

dors.tl with no conspicuous black spot ; a dark-blue stripe from

eye to nape; fins mostly blue-black with pale edgings; middle

and base of caudal dusky ; tip of pectoral dusky
;
profile rather

. steep; body rather robust, the depth 3^ in length.

CYANOrEPHALDS. 2000.

ee. Ventral fins with outer ray not produced, its length not more than J

that of inner rays ; side with a dark lateral band ; species of small

.size.

g. Spinous dorsal with a conspicuous blue-black spot between the fifth

and seventh spines; body not very slender, the depth 3 J in

length ; a dark band from snout through eye to opercle, the lat-

eral band on side broader than eye and placed a little above the

opercular band, the lateral band extending nearly to tip of cau-

dal ; no second dark band below it ; a faint dark spot under last

dorsal ray and one at base of pectoral above; 2 or 3 narrow

bluish-white s'ripes across cheek; body and fins in life with

bright colors which fade in alcohol. maculipinna, 2001.

gg. Spinous dorsal pale, the black spot very small or wanting; body

slender, the depth 4 in length ; opercle with a conspicuous

black spot; a blue-black band from snout through eye and

across opercles to base of caudal, not extending on the fin ; a
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uairower iiiid fainter band from lower base of pectoral to al)ovo

anal, these bands growing fainter with age and sometimes dis-

appearing, the lower always wanting in the adult; no axillary

spot ; no distinct bauds across cheek ; tins mostly pale, with

bright red and blue colors in life, the young and deep-water

individuals often showing a black spot at base of caudal and

sometimes a dark spot near middle of dorsal with sometimes

a larger one at the base of its last ray ; angles of caudal black

in adult; lower pharyngeals y-shaped, the anterior limb very

short. BIVITTATUS, 2002.

Caudal fin double concave, the median portion convex, the outer rays more or less

produced in adult (the tin rounded in the young) ; scales before dorsal in 6 or

7 rows, not crossing the median line; a blue-black spot close behind eye, some-

times obsolete in the adult.

h. Lateral line with a round blue-black spot below fourth and fifth dorsal spines,

the spot larger than eye; no spot behind eye; ventrals with the outer ray

little produced, not reaching nearly to tips of pectorals ; body rather stout,

the depth about 3| in length; profile steep; snout moUerately pointed

;

no axillary spot ; color olive ; blue spots on the scales posteriorly, whitish

spots anteriorly; head and caudal largely red in life; young with a dark

lateral band, ending in the very young in a black spot. dispilus, 2003.

hh. Lateral li-ie without blue-black spot ; ventrals with the outer rays scarcely

filamentous, about reaching tips of pectorals.

i. Tubes of pores of lateral line distinctly branched, the branches usually

3 in number ; body moderately slender, the depth a little less than

length of bead and 3J to 4 in body ; head Sf.

j. Eye large, Ij in snout; snout not very sharp, the anterior profile of

bead steep and slightly convex; snout 1% in head measured

along the axis; pectoral shortish, If in head; color in spirits

olivaceous, with traces of 3 darker cross bands; dark spot

behind eye large, with a distinct golden spot above it in some

examples ; a round black spot at base of last ray of dorsal : fins

all pale in spirits, the anal edged with bluish; a bluish cross

bar on base of pectoral. kieschii, 2004.

jj. Eye small, 2-1 in snout, brownish above, bright violet red below;

many blue spots above ; a crescent on base of pectoral ; caudal

edged with violet and with convergent streaks of yellow.

POEYI, 2005.

a. Tubes of pores of lateral line all simple or very nearly so, not trifid;

body very slender, the depth much less than length of head, 4J in

body; head 3|; snout very sharp, the anterior profile of head

straightish and not steep ; snout 2J in head ; eye 2 in snout
;
pec-

toral moderate, 1§ in head; color, in spirits, pale, unmarked, except

for the small black spot behind eye.

k. Color in life, olive green, bluish below; back with blue spots; a

yellow baud on sides with vague outlines; posterior parts

paler, with rows of blue spots ; head with blue bands ; dorsal

and anal rosy, with blue spots. caudalis, 2006.

kk. Color in life, olivaceous ; a broad band-like area of orange mingled

with violet spots along sides backward from head to middle

of body, the lower edge of this band serrate ; below this a pale

violet band, darker behind; still lower a yellow stripe; head

olivaceous, marked witli blue; preorbital scarlet, with 3

violet stripes ; opercles bright red, with 3 violet stripes, the

postocular black spot in the uppermost; dorsal and anal

orange and yellow, with blue spots ; caudal with convergent

bands of orange forming reticulations around blue spots.

PICTUS, 2007.
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1995. IRIDIO RADIATUS (Linuaeus).

(PdDDING-WIFE;* DONCELLA; PudIANO VerDE.)

Head 31 to 4; depth about 2t. D. IX (rarely VIII), 11; A. Ill, 12; scales

2-28-10; eye 6 J iu head; snout 3; pectoral 1^; highest dorsal spine 3A.

Caudal fin very slightly concave, truncate when spread open, the outer

rays longer than the middle ones; hody deep and compressed; ventral

fins filamentous, the outer ray produced, more thantAvice as long as inner

rays; scales before dorsal not crossing the middle line, iu about 5 series.

Lower pharyngeal T-shaped, not much broader than long. Male fish

largely olive, the lower parts deep bluish green ; a bright orange olive

area behind opercle, then a blue cross band with indefinite edges at vent,

the rest of the body tinged with golden, the part above axis of body
more or less orange brown; the whole upjier half of T)ody shows more or

less orange shading; breast blue green; blue spots on scales less pro-

nounced than in the female; head livid blue green, more or less striped

and spotted with clear blue, the spots arranged as in the females, but less

sharply defined ; orange stripes and areas on top and front of head as in

female, but the blue areas larger and more encroaching; dorsal and cau-

dal alike in both sexes, the bine more pronounced in male; anal alike in

both, but in the male the median stripe is of a rich grass green; pectoral

in male with Idue rays and bright grass-green membranes; ventrals simi-

lar, but the inner rays green; blue spot at base of pectoral above very

intense; oblique bands from pectoral downward and backward similar in

both sexes. In life the female of the "Pudding-wife" is of a rich trans-

lucent bronze olive, the belly becoming a livid pearly blue, tinged with
creamy orange ; a quadrate area before dorsal yellowish green, with
abrupt edges and bounded by blue lines; 3 whitish saddle-like blotches

below dorsal fin ; a yellowish area on back of tail; top of head o^ang(^

olive, with 3 rows of clear blue spots; a blue stripe from nape through
upper part of eye to snout ; a wavy stripe of blue j ust below eye ; tem-

poral region with curved streaks of bright blue; lips mostly blue; checks

nearly plain; opercle light orange, Avith dashes of blue and violet, but

without well-defined spots; middle of lower jaw light blue; a longitudinal

streak on lower part of cheek; lower jaw light orange, with 2 blue cross

bands; interopercle with a blue stripe; axil green; a yellowish-green

shade from pectoral to caudal ; a deep-blue spot at upper base of pectoral

;

2 broad orange bars downward and backward from pectoral, the inter-

spaces blue; each scale on body with vertical sj)ot of vivid blue; on cau-

dal peduncle these sjiots are brighter, becoming round below and horizon-

tally oblong above ; some of them on base of anal confluent in lines

;

mouth and gill cavity within white (livid blue in male); dorsal orange;

a broad blue marginal stripe ; a blue stripe at its base, interrupted behind

;

besides these a mesial stripe, breaking up posteriorly into about 3 rows
of irregular curved spots; caudal orange, broadly tipped with yellow, its

outer rays blue, its basal part with many irregular spots of light blue

;

anal with a basal row of blue spots, then an orange band, then a nar-

*The formation of the name "Pudding-wife," from Pudiano and Old-wife, is an inter-
esting freak of popular etymology.
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rower stripe of bright blue, then a broad yellow band, then a row of bine

spots, then orange, then an edge of sky bine; pectoral translucent,

shaded with blue, and some pale orange; ventral with the spine and first

soft ray blu(% the membrane orange^, the fin otherwise translucent. West

Indies; conmion from Brazil north to the Florida Keys and Bermuda, and

St. Pauls Eocks. Length 18 inches. Our specimens from Key West and

Havana. This is the largest in size of the American species of Iridio,

and one of those most readily recognized. Professor Goode has well

described the variations due to age. This species is evidently the Pudiano

verde of Marcgravc, t\n' Pudding-wife of Catesby, and the Doncella of

Parra. Lahrus radiatus of Linnaeus, in the tenth edition, is based solely

on the Pudding-wife of Catesby. The Linn;can name, radiatus, must

theref<»r<! be taken for this Species. In the twelfth edition, Lahrus radi-

atus disappears, and the pudding-wife appears as a doubtful synonym of a,

Sparus radiatus, which is based on a specimen of Iridio Mvittatus sent by

Dr. Garden from South Carolina, (radiatus, radiant, streaked.)

T'udiano verde, Marcgeave, Hist. Pise. Brasil., 146, 1648, Brazil ; on a drawing by Prince

Maurice of Nassau.

Turdus oculo-radiato (Pudding-wife), Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carol., n, 12, pi. 12, flg. 1, 1743,

Bahamas.
Lahrus radiatus, LiNN.EUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 288, 1758; based on Catesby.

Doncella, Parka, Desc. Dif. Piez. Hist. Nat. Cuba, 95, lam. 37, flg. 1, 1787, Havana.

Labrus hrasiliensis, Bloch, Icbtb., pi. 280, 1792, Brazil ; on a drawing of tbe Pudiann verde

by Prince Maurice of Nassau; Bloch & Schneider, Systemalclithyol., 242, 1801.

Julis crotaphus, CuviER, R^gne Anim., Ed. ii. Vol. 2, 258, 1829 ; based on Doncella of Parka
;

no description.

Julis cyanostigma, C0VIER & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xill, 391, 1839, Martinique.

Julis opalina, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 392, 1839, Martinique.

Julis patatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 398, 1839, Martinique;

Cuba.

Julis princi/pis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 402, 1839, Bahia.

Ghlorichthys brasiliensis, Swainson, Class. Fish., etc., 232, 1839; name only.

Platifijlossus cyanostigma, Gunther, Cat., iv, 161, 1862; Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1871,

464; Gunther, Shore Fishes, Challenger, 4, 1880.

Platyglossus principis, Gunther, Cat., iv, 164, 1862,

Platyglossus radiatus, Gunther, Cat., iv, 163, 1862; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 135;

Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 98, 1885; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886,45; Jordan &
HrtJHES, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 59.

Platyglossus opalinus, Gunther, Cat., it, 163, 1862.

Chijerojtilis cyanostigvia, Poey, Synopsis, 334, 1868, Havana; Poey, Enumeratio, 107, 1875.

Ohixropilis radiatus, Goode, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 35, 1875.

Halichoeret radiatus, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 641, 1890.

1990. IRIDIO MCHOLSI (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3i ; depth U. D. IX, 12 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 2-28-8. Body deep and
compressed, head entirely naked; caudal fin slightly concave, truncate

Avhen spread open, the outer rays longer than the middle ones; ventral

fins filamentous, the outer ray produced, more than twice as long as inner

rays; scales before dorsal not crossing the middle line, in about 5 series.

General color bluish or olive; side below spinous dorsal with a very broad,

blackish cross bar somewhat oljscure, running from middle of spinous
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dorsal to the space between the ventrals and vent; behind this a pale

yellowish bar; head and anterior region with round pale bluish spots,

which extend on back and ou the dark bar; dorsal bluish at base, yellow-

ish above, with regular blue spots ringed with darker; a narrow blue

margin along edge of fin; caudal with obscure round bluish spots; anal

like dorsal; pectorals and ventrals plain. Islands of the west const of

tropical America, Kevillagigedos and Galapagos. This species was first

described from a single specimen from Sociorro Island. A second and

larger example, 134^ inches long, taken by the Alhntross at Charles Island

in the Galapagos, shows the life coloiatiou better than the type. This

species is the Pacific representative of Iridio radi((iiis. Other specimens

have been since obtained at the Kevillagigedos by Dr. (Jilbert. (Named
for Capt. Henry E. Nichols, U. S.N.)

Platyglossxhs nicholsi, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 231, Braithwaite

Bay, Socorro Island (Type, No. 28218. Coll. Nichols) ; Jordan &, Hughes, Proc. TJ. S.

Nat. Mus. 1886, 61.

Halichmres nicholsi, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 642, 1890.

1997. IRIDIO SELLIFER (Gilbert).

Head 3^; depth 3}. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; maxillary 3i in head; snout

2f; eye 3 in snout; lateral line 28. Canines strong; scales ou nape in 5 or

fi series, not crossing the median line; no scaly sheatlis along dorsal and

anal; caudal very slightly emarginate; outer ray of ventrals twice inner

ray and reaching vent. General color red; dark cross bar conspicuous

from fourth to seventh dorsal spines downward to middle of side; scales

of sides each with a vertical blue line, those anteriorly margined with

violet; sides of head with blue lines and spots; dorsal and caudal orange,

the former with oblique broken lines of blue, the latter with a few blue

spots at base; anal violet, then yellowish, then margined with blue, with

a blue median line and broken blue lines at base; other fins pale. (Gil-

bert.) Eevillagigedos Archipelago. This handsome species is known
from a single specimen 11 inches long taken by Dr. Gilbert at Clarion

Island. It is closely related to Iridio nicholsi, differing chiefly in its red

color, a hue which is rare in the present genus, (sella, saddle
; fero, I bear.)

Halichoeres sellifer, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 67, Clarion Island (Coll. Alba-

tross); Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 642.

1998. IRIDIO SEMICINCTUS (Ayres).

(Kelp-fish ;
Senorita.)

Head 3^; depth 3^. D.IX, 12; A. Ill, 12; eyeTinhead; snout3; scales

3-26-9. Body oblong, compressed, rather elevated at the nape ; lips thick,

the lower with a frenum; teeth in about 2 series, 3 or 4 of the anterior in

each jaw canine-like; eye small; dorsal spines slender, low, and flexible;

scales on breast small; scales before dorsal reduced in size, extending

across the median line, and in 10 to 13 rows; ventrals short, their rays not

filamentous; snout rather blunt. Dark greenish brown, with bright

reflections; head bronze green above, 3 or 4 narrow, horizontal, wavy blue
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bands below tbe eye, alternating with bronze. Just above middle of
body, close behind the iicctorals in the males, is a deep indigo-blue cross

band, which nearly meets its fellow under the belly
;
pectorals yellow,

upper edge of axil black; ventrals cream color, each reaching beyond the

posterior edge of the blue cross band ; other fins with horizontal, wavy,
reddish streaks; female without blue band, but with irregular ink-like

spots on numerous scales ou the back and tail. The coloration is com-

paratively ])lain, but that of the female is notably different from that of

the male. The specimen described is from San Diego. Southern Califor-

nia, Santa Barbara Islands to Cerros Island ; rather common in the keljj

off shore. Length about a foot, (semicinctiis, half-banded.)

Julis semicinctus, Avres, Proc. C.tI. Ac. Sci. 1859, 32, Cerros Island; nialo.

Platijglossus semicinctus, Gunthek, Cat., iv, 161, 18G2; Steindachner, Iclitli. Beitrage, v,

151, 1876; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1880, 4,")5; Jordan & Gu.bert,
Synopsis, 603, 1883; Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 99, 1885; Jordan & Hughes, Proc.
IJ. S. jSTat. Mus. 1886, 60.

Halichceres semicinctus, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 643, 1890.

1999. IRIDIO <JAU.\0T1 (Cuvier & Valencienues).

Head 3^; depth about Sf. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 11; scales 3-26-9. Body
rather elongate

;
profile not steep

;
posterior canines rather small; scales

before dorsal large, in 4 to 6 rows, not crossing median line; snout mod-
erately pointed; ventral fins with the outer rays produced, more than
twice the length of the inner. Head olive, shaded with brown; bright

violet blue on the lower jaw; dark violet dots and streaks behind and
above eye; shoulders deep yellow olive; behind this a blackish cross

band, behind which the back and base of the dorsal is a rich maroon-
crimson; body below this livid purplish, shaded with olive; spinous

dorsal olive, with blue dots; soft dorsal bluish, banded with bronze and
edged with dusky; caudal bluish gray, with sharply defined narrow
bronze bands; anal olive reddish, with streaks of crimson, violet, and
blue; pectorals light reddish, their tips black; axil violet; ventrals pale;

a dirtuse dusky spot at upper base of caudal. Of this small species we
have but 2 specimens, each about 8 inches long, from Havana. Poey
notes that this species varies much in color markings. He regards his

JuUs rnpius as a synonym of Julis cincius. The types of Julis garnoti

examined by us in Paris belong to the same species. West Indies;

recorded from Cuba, Martinique, and St. Croix. (Named for Mf Garnot,
a collector at Martinique.)

Julis garnoti, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 390, 1839, Martinique.
Julis cinctus, Poey, Memorias, ll, 211, pi. 13, fig. 19, 1860, Havana.
Julis ruptus, Poey, Memorias, ll, 212, pi. 13, fig. 20, 1860, Havana.
Choerojulis ruptus. Poey, Synopsis, 334, 1868, Havana.
Platyglossus ruptus. Cope, Tran.s. Am. Phil. Soc. 1870, 464.

PlatygloKSUS garnoti, Gunther, Cat., iv, 162, 1862; Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 45

;

Jordan & Hughes, I. c, 1886, 61 ; Jordan, Proc. IJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 541 (uote on tj-pes

of Julis garnoti).

Ohoerojtilis cinctus, PoEY, Enumeratio, 108,1875.

Halichares garnoti, Jordan, Eeview Labroid Fishes, 643, 1890.

3030 23
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2000. IKIDIO CYANOCEPHALUS (Blocb).

Head 3^; depth 3^. 1). IX, 12; A. Ill, 12; scales 3-26-9. Body rather

robust, iirotile rather steep, snout moderately pointed, the 4 to 6 rows of

scales before dorsal fin not crossing the median line; ventral lins with the

outer rays produced, more than twice the length of the inner. Deep
olive green on head and back, the head bluer, then a broad lateral baud
of deep indigo extending from eye to tip of caudal, below this light clear

green, then a darker bluish green ; clear blue on lower jaw below and
clear greenish blue on lower part of cheek; lateral baud becoming faint

on head; a dark streak along protile from snout to nape; a dark bluish

band ujiward and backward from eye to nape, rather conspicuous, uar-

rowed posteriorly; dorsal indigo, edged with sky blue; caudal green,

indigo in center, yellowish at tip; anal indigo, then dull orange, then

sky blue; ventrals green; pectorals j)lain greenish, iudigo above. The
Cuban species called inieriiasalis is not different from the Brazilian dimi-

diatiis, the alleged differences in color being due to defects iu descriptions.

A specimen before us from Bahia shows the band from eye to nape very

distinctly. It is broader behind aud edged with darker blue. We have

also examined a smaller specimen from 8t. Lucia. Here described from 2

male specimens from Havana, each about 15 inches in length. West
Indies, south to Brazil, generally common, reaching a length of 15 inches.

{KvdvEoi, blue; uE^aXy, head.)

Labrt(8 ctjanoeephalus, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 286, 1791, Miiseiiiii of Link, locality unknown,
probably Surinam.

J^^^is dimidiatus, Agahsit, in Spix, Pise. Bras., 96, pi. 53, 1829, Brazil; Cuvier & Valen-

ciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xui, 407, 1839.

Julis intcrnamlls, POEY, Memorias, II, 421, 1860, Havana.
Jelithi/calhts dhnidiatvn, Swainson, Class. Fish., etc., 232, 1839; name only.

riatygloniius internasalis, GiJNTHER, Cat., iv, 164, 1862; Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1870,

463.

ChoerojuUs internasalis, Poey, Synopsis, 334, 1868; Poey, Enunieratio, 108, 1875.

riatyglosivs dimidiatus, Jordan, Proc. (J. S. Nat. Mua. 1886, 45; Jordan &. Hughes, I.e.,

1886, 61.

Halichwres dimidiatus, Jordan, Reviev/ Labroid Fishes, 644, 1890.

2001. IRIDIO MACIILIPINXA (Miiller .'^ Troschel).

Head 3i ; depth about 3t. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 11; scales 2-28-9. Body
rather stout; caudal fin rounded or subtruncatc, the outer rays not pro-

duced, shorter than the middle rays; scales before dorsal in 4 to 6 rows,

not crossing median line; snout moderately pointed; ventral fin with the

outer ray not jjioduced, its length not more than I that of inner rays.

Side with a dark lateral band; spinous dorsal with a conspicuous blue-

black spot between the fifth and seventh spiues; a dark baud from snout

through eye to opercle, the lateral band on side broader than eye and

placed a little above the opercular band, the lateral band extending nearly

to tip of caudal; no second dark band below it; a faint dark spot under

last dorsal ray and one at base of pectoral above; 2 or 3 narrow bluish-

white stripes across cheek; body and fins in life with bright colors which

fade iu alcohol. Here described from a small specimen taken at Port
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Castries, .St. Lucia. Closely allied to Iridio bivittatus, but readily distin-

guished by the black doi-sal spot and stouter form. West ludies, north

to Beaufort, N. C. (macula, spot; pinna, fin.)

Julis maculipinna, MOller & Trosciiel, in Sclioinlmrgk, Hist. Barbailos, (574, 1848,

Barbados.

Platyglossus macuUpinna, GOnther, Cat., iv, 105,1862; Jordan, Cat. Fisb. N. Am., 99,

1885 ; Jordan & Hughes, Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus. 1886, 62.

Vha'iojiilis macuUpinna, Poey, Synopsis, 336, 1868.

Halichceres macuUpinna, Jordan, lioview Labroid Fishes, 644, 1890.

2002. lUIDIO BIVITTATUS (Bloch).

(Slum'ery Dick; Doncella.)

Head 3^; depth 4. I). IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; eye 6 in head; snout nearly 3;

scales 2-27-8. Body very slender, comi^ressed ; head small and pointed.

Caudal fin rounded or subtruncate, the outer rays not produced, sliorter

than the middle rays; scales before dorsal in 4 to U rows, not crossing the

median line. Snout moderately pointed. Ventral fins with the outer ray
not produced, its length not more than + that of inner rays. Lower
pharyngeals T-shaped, the anterior limb very short. General color brown-
ish; opercle with a conspicuous black spot; a blue-black band from
snout through eye and across opercles to base of caudal, not extending on
the fin ; a narrower and fainter band from lower base of pectoral to above
anal, these bands growing fainter with age and sometimes disappearing,

the lower always wanting in the adult; no axillary spot; no distinct

bauds across cheek; fins mostly pale, with bright red and blue colors

in life, the young and those from deep-water often showing a black

spot at base of caudal, and sometimes a dark spot near middle of dorsal,

with sometimes a larger one at the base of its last ray ; angles of caudal
black in adult. In life, greenish above, sides shaded with purple, the

purplish color extending on the back, where it forms about 10 dark
bars. Young with a brownish lateral band and a reddish stripe al>ove

it and below it. Many scales of posterior part of body each with a ver-

tical spot of deep greenish blue, these smallest and bluest on caudal pe-

duncle ; blue, red, and greenish shades extending downward and backward
from pectoral; a red band from each eje, these meeting on the nape; each
bordering before with blue, behind confluent with a median reddish ver-

tebral stripe which extends to i'ront of dorsal; snout largely red; frontal

region green; a red band through snout to edge of opercle edged by blue

below, then yellowish and again red; lower jaw with 2 orange-red bands,
its middle red in front, blue behind; throat reddish; opercle with a violet

spot edged by green and orange ; beyond this a <-shaped violet mark
edged behind with yellow ; dorsal bluish at base, then red, yellowish, red,

and pale; sometimes, but not always, a violet spot at base of its last ray;

caudal largely red, with oblique bluish and yellowish stripes, the corners

more or less bluish, darkest in the adult; anal like dorsal; ventrals red-

dish; pectorals plain.

The young, types of Flati/glossits florcalis, are described as follows:

Head 3^; depth 4. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; scales 1^-26-8. Body rather
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slender, moderately compressed ; snout not very sharp, 3i in head. Eye
moderate, 5 in head. Posterior canines small. Dorsal spines rather low,

stiff and pungent, lower than soft rays; caudal truncate, If in head;

pectoral 1^ in head. Scales on breast small ; head naked. Coloration in

life, groundcolor olive brown; a rather dull olive-green stripe from above

snout along sides of back to tail, midway iK'tween lateral line and dorsal;

a Itrowuish area along lateral line; below this a distinct dark-brown

band from gill opening to middle of caudal on level of eye, and aliout as

broad as eye, ending in a small dark spot at base of caudal; below this

another light-brownish area bounded by a dark-bronze stripe on level of

pectoral, the belly abruptly pale; each scale of side with a narrow cres-

cent of deep greenish blue towards its base; these spots very distinct,

especially anteriorly, giving the whole fish a bluish cast; sides of head

pale orange; a bright blue wavy streak along preorbital, suborbital, and
opcrcle, turning abruptly downward on the subopercle; a faint blue

streak behind eye ; opercle with a deep indigo-black spot l)ordered by
liluish and yellow ; tip of opercle yellow ; the color bounded by a <-shaped

blue line; lower jaw Avith 2 cross stripes of coppery orange, the inter-

spaces white, the tip reddish; a small jet-black spot at base of last ray of

soft dorsal; dorsal fin light cherry led, with a row of translucent spots at

base; a narrow translucent median band, the tips translucent; caudal

translucent, tinged with red toward the Ijase; anal with a row of pearly

spots, and a cherry-red band, then a narrow pearly band, then a light-

yellow baud, then a light-red band, the tips translucent; pectorals yel-

lowish; ventrals white ; iris scarlet. This species reaches a smaller size

than any other of our representatives of the genus. It is also by far the

most common in the waters of Florida and Cul)a, and its range extends

considerably farther north than any of tlu' otliers. The variations due to

age and to character of Ijottom are very considerable, having caused the

establishment of several nominal species. In the description above

quoted by Professors Jordan and Gilbert of specimens from Charleston,

Pensacola, and Key West, these variations have been sufficiently indi-

cated. Our Cuban specimens (from coral sand) are much paler in color

than those farther north. The dark markings, however, remain similar.

In old examples the dark lateral bands fade, sometimes becoming more or

less broken; the corners of the caudal 1)ecome dark, and there is usually

a dark spot at base of last dorsal ray. Deeper water examples are quite

pale or red with distinct longitudinal stripes, and the spot at base of cau-

dal and at base of last dorsal ray distinct. Length 6 inclies. West Indies,

north to Charleston and Beaufort, North Carolina, south to Brazil; excess-

ively abundant along rocky or weedy shores and reefs, commonly taken

Avith hook and line by boys, (hivittatus, two-banded).

fipams radiatus, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. xu, 472, 1766, Carolina; based on a specimen

from Charleston, sent by Dr. Garden; not Lahrus radiatus L., Ed. x.

Lahrus bivittatus, Block, Ichth., pi. 284, fig. 1, 1792, from a painting by Plnmier, made at

Martinique.

iaftrKspsiitocMiMS, LACliPKDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss.,ui, 522, 1800, Martinique; from a copy of

Plumiee'S painting.

Julis humeralis, Poey, Memonas, ll, 212, 1860, Havana ; adult.
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Chcerojulis grandisquainis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 206, Beaufort, N. C.

;

adults, the color faint.

Chcerojulis arangoi, Poey, Enumeratio, 109, 1875, Havana; young, brightly colored.

Platyglossus florealis, JORDAN & Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 287, Pensacola.
young, brightly colored. (Type, No. 30839. Coll. Dr. Jordan.)

Julis psittaculus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 387, 1839.

Platyglossns bivittatus, GOnther, Cat., iv, 104, 1862; Steindachner, Ichth. Notiz., vi, 49,

1867; Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1870, 463; Jordan, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1884,136;

Bean & Dresel, Proc. ir. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 153; Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 98, 1885;

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 45; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 540 (note on
types o{ Julis psittacuhis, Cuvier & Valenciennes).

Platyylossus humeralis, GiJNTHER, Cat., iv, 165, 1862; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis 603

Chcerojulis bivittatus, Poey, Synopsis, 335, 1868.

Choenijulis huineralis, Poey, Synopsis, 335, 1868; Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus.
1879, 338.

Platyijlossus radiatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 608.

Platyglossus (jrandisquaiiiis, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 603, 1883.

Halichoeres bivittatus, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 645, 1890.

2003. IRIDIO DISPILrS (Giinther).

Head 3f ; depth 3f. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; scales 2-28-9. Caudal fin

double concave, the median portion convex, the outer rays more or less

produced iu the adult (the fin rounded in the young) ; scales before dorsal

in 6 or 7 lows, not crossing the median line; ventrals with the outer ray

little inoduced, not reaching nearly to tips of pectorals; body rather

stout; profile steep; snout moderately pointed. Color iu spirits, olive,

blue spots on the scales posteriorly, whitish spots anteriorly; around
blue-black spot on lateral line below fourth and fifth dorsal spines, the

spot larger than eye; no spot behind eye (in the adult); 4 or 5 pale-blue

wavy lines on side of head, the lower broadest; a pale-yellowish area

behind pectoral with horizontal blue streaks; no axillary spot; dorsal

and anal each with a brown longitudinal stripe; caudal (in male) bhick-

ish mesially, with blue streaks; a white stripe along each outer i-ay.

Pacific coast of tropical America; Mazatlan to Panama. A beautiful

little fish, abundant in the branches of the Astillero at Mazatlan. Unlike

most species of the group, it lives on the muddy bottoms, and is abundant
about the roots of the mangrove, which border the muddy branches of th(!

Astillero. Here described from a specimen from Panama, agreeing fairly

with Dr. Giinther's description.

The following account is taken from Mazatlan specimens, which differ

somewhat in color: Head 3^; depth 4. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; eye 6 in

head; snout 3^; maxillary 4^; pectoral If; anal 3; caudal fin 2. Body
Blender and compressed; dorsal and ventral outlines similar; head pointed,

the profile slightly convex ; mouth small, the jaws eciual ; teeth in a single

row; canines j in front of .jaws; at the posterior end of the premaxillary

is a single strong, sharp tooth, pointing forward, and entirely below the

angle of the mouth. Lateral line high, following the curve of the back
to the eighth dorsal ray, where it curves sharply down through 2 rows of

scales, and then runs straight through middle of caudal ijeduucle to tail;

pores of lateral line simple; scales large, 2-27-10; head entirely naked;
gill rakers very small and pointed, 6-{-7. Dorsal spines slender but jiuu-

gent; caudal slightly rounded, the upper angle slightly acute; ventrals
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short, not filamentous ; scales before dorsal in about 6 rows, not covering

middle line. Color in life, olive green ; a bright-blue streak, narrow and

somewhat interrupted, from ej'e to base of caudal; a broader dark-bronze

streak just below it, containing a series of small dark spots, mostly

arranged in threes, the last one darkest, at base of caudal, just above

middle line, these all obsolete in adult; below the bronze band, a faint

blue streak, then a broad brown one, then a short one; bright sky blue

bounding the belly, ending over middle of anal; belly and throat jiearly

white; head clierry red and bronze anteriorly, becoming olive behind,

mottled with blue; a ilark blue-edged spot behind eye; a large black spot

smaller than eye below fifth dorsal spine, this spot crescent-shaped, bor-

dered with yellow behind, mostly on 1 scale; a golden crescent at base

of pectoral; dorsal bright orange, bluish below; caudal cherry red; anal

bright orange ; no spots on fins; iris red. Larger individuals deeper in

color, the head cherry red, a dark spot bordered with blue behind eye;

pectoral not black. In alcoholic specimens pearly streaks appear on sides

of head and behind pectoral. (5^?, two; 6TtlXo%, spot.)

Platyylossus dispilus, Gunther, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1864, 25, Panama ; Gunthee, Fish.

Cent. Am., 447, 1869; Jordan & Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Coium. 1882, 108; Jordan,

Cat. Fish. N. Am., 99, 1885 ; Jordan & Hughes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 64.

Halichoeres dispilus, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 646, 1890; Jordan, Fishes of

Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 481, pi. 45.

2004. IRIDIO KIRSCHII, Jordan & Evermann, new speciM.

Heads?-; depth 3J to 4. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; scales 2-28-10; snout

2* in head measured along the axis; eye If in snout; pectoral shortish^

1| in head. Body rather elongate, but deeper than in /. caiidaHs, the

snout less acute; Aentrals with the outer rays scarcely filamentous, about

reaching tips of pectorals. Tubes of pores of lateral line distinctly

branched, the branches usually 3 in number ; body moderately slender, the

depth a little less than length of head, snout not very sharp, the anterior

profile of head steep and slightly convex. Color in spirits, olivaceous,

with traces of 3 darker cross bands with pale interspaces and some traces

of blue spots on scales; dark-blue spot behind' eye large, with a distinct

golden spot above it, very distinct in 2 specimens, obsolete in a larger

one; a blue streak before eye; a round black inky spot at base of last ray

of dorsal; fins all pale in spirits, the anal edged with bluish; a bluish

cross bar on base of pectoral. Length about a foot. West Indies, south

toBahia; recorded from Cuba, Jamaica, Bahia, and St. Croix. Of this

species we have examined the specimens called Jnlis croiaplius by Valen-

ciennes, and 3 specimens taken by the Albatross at Bahia, the latter 8i»eci-

mens (No. 43303, U. S. N. M.) being types of the present description.

(Named for Dr. Philip H. Kirsch, fish commissioner of Indiana, in recog-

nition of his work on American fishes.)

Jtdis crotaphus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiii, 395, tab. 395, 1839, Bahia

not of CuviER, who based the species wholly on Parra's Doncella, Iridio radiahis.

Platyglossiis crotaphus, GCnther, Cat., iv, 163, 1862, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1870,

463.

Ghoerojulis crotaphus, PoEY, Enumeratio, 109, 1875.

Haliehmres poeyi, Jordan, Keview Labroid Fishes, 646, 1890; not of Steindachner.

Iridio Hrsehii, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 413, 1896, Bahia; name only.
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2005. IRIDIC POEYI fSteindachner).

Head 3^; depth 3^. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; scales 2-28-10; eye small,

6| iu head including the opercular flap; snout slender, nearly 3 times

diameter of eye ; tubes of lateral line not described, perhaps as in Iridio

kirsvhii. Lower half of body violet red, the upper reddish brown ; each

scale above with a deep-blue spot; a clear blue band downward and back-

ward from the dark postorbital spot; a second from corner of mouth;

a blue crescent on base of pectoral which widens into a blue axillary spot

;

caudal greenish with convergent streaks of yellow, edged with violet.

Surinam (Steindachner) ; not seen by us; evidently close to Iridio Jxirschii,

but the eye apparently smaller, the color different. (Named for Prof.

Felipe Poey.)

Platyglossus poeyi, Steindachner, Iclith. Notizen, vi, 49, 1861

2006. IRIDIO CAUD.iLIS (Poey).

Head about 3i; depth 4i with caudal, 3| without; eye 6 in head, 2 in

snout; caudal rounded medially, concave toward its points, the upper lobe

longer than lower; tubes of lateral line not described. Color olive green

above, sky blue below ; an olive spot surrounded by clear green on each

scale
;
passage from sides to belly made insensibly by a yellow band ; bodj'

becoming paler toward the tail; head with blue streaks, which extend

on throat and base of pectorals, a green spot edged with dark blue behind

eye, 2 series of round spots of cobalt blue, from caudal toward middle

of trunk, where they disappear; blue on rays of caudal; dorsal and anal

bright rose, crossed by 2 blue streaks, formed by series of blue points

on dorsal, which has also a blue streak on its front; ventrals rosy
;
pectorals

washed with blue; iris vermilion, with yellow. Length 160 mm. Cuba.

(Poey); not seen by us; possibly the female o{ Iridio picUis, but probably

a distinct species, (caudalis, from the form of the caudal.)

Julis caudalis, Poey, Memorias, ii, 213, 1860, Havana.
Platyglossus caudals, Gunthkr, Cat., iv, 16G, 1862.

2007. IRIDIO PICTUS (Poey).

Head 31; depth U. D. IX, 11 ; A. Ill, 12; scales 2-28-10. Tubes of pores

of lateral line all simple or very nearly so, not tritid ; body very slender,

the depth less than length of head; snout vei-y sharp; the anterior profile

of head straightish and not steep; snout 2^ in head; eye 2 in snout; pec-

toral moderate, l? in head. Color in spirits, pale, unmarked, except i'or

the small black spot behind eye; iu life, olivaceous; a row of round sky-

blue spots along each side of back; a broad band-like area of orange
mingled with violet spots along sides backward from head to middle of

body, the lower edge of this band serrate; below this a pale violet band,

darker behind; still lower a yellow stripe; head olivaceous, marked with

blue; preorbital scarlet, with 3 violet stripes; opercles bright red, with

3 violet stripes, the postocular black spot in the uppermost; dorsal and
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anal orauye and. yellow, witli blue spots; caudal with convergent bands
of orange forming reticulations around blue spots.

Another specimen is described as follows

:

Head 3i; depth 4i. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; scales 2-25-6. Body very

slender, compressed, the snout rather pointed, 3^ in bead; eye moderate,

5i in head. Posterior canine large. Dorsal spines low, rather slender,

but pungent, lower than the soft rays; caudal fin convex, its 2 outer-

most rays somewhat produced; pectoral 1| in length of head; scales on

breast small; head naked. Color, when fresh, olivaceous above; a row of

round sky-blue spots along each side of back ; a broad band-like area of

orange intermingled with violet spots along sides from lateral line about
to level of eye, extending backward about to middle of body, the lower
edge of the orange band serrate; below the orange a band pale violet,

becoming posteriorly deep violet; still lower on level of lower edge of

pectoral a deep yellow band about as wide as a scale, growing narrower
and fainter behind; belly pearly; head above olivaceous, marked with
blue; preorbital and suborbital region scarlet, with 3 violet-blue stripes,

these margined with cherry red; cheeks below lowest violet stripe

translucent yellowish; opercles bright red, with about 3 obli(jue violet

stripes, the upper forming an oblique blotch behind eye, in the middle of

which is a round black ink-like spot ; no dark opercular spot ; chin pearly

;

iris red; dorsal light orange, the soft part with 3 rows of violet spots;

caudal orange, with 4 rows of spots, the orange arranged in 1 longitudinal,

2 marginal, and 2 convergent orange bands, which are connected by reticu-

lations around blue spots; anal with a basal orange spot on each mem-
brane, then a blue spot, then a broad yellow band, then a narrow blue

band, and a terminal band of orange ; ventrals light red
;
pectorals pale

violet, yellow at base, a bluish oblique band below them; blue spots of

head and posterior parts clear, sky blue; elsewhere of a violet shade and
less bright.

West Indies, north to the Snapper Banks, off Pensacola.

This species is known to us from a number of specimens, all taken from
stomachs of Groupers and Snappers on the Snapper Banks, between Pen-

sacola and Tampa. We identify our specimens with the picttis of Poey,

although while agreeing in the coloration of the head and in the form of

the tail, they differ in some details. In pictus, according to Pocy, the body
is more slender, the depth 5^ in total length, the eye 2 diameters from the

corner of the mouth. Color blue above; in front of middle of body the

sides blood red, darker on the head; behind the middle the body is olive

green; blue bands on the head; scales each with a bluish crescent; caudal

with 3 orange bands which converge behind; dorsal and anal orange, the

latter with 2 blue lines. It is probable, however, thixtJulii^inctiis is iden-

tical with our specimens, and perhaps caudaUs is the female of the same,

lacking the red shades on anterior half of body, {pictus, painted.)

JuKs pietus, Poey, Mcmoriaa, ii, 214, 1861, Havana.
Platyglossus pietm, Gunther, Cat., iv, 166, 1862.

Platyglossus caiidalis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. TSIiie. 1882, 286 ; Jordan, I. c, 1884,

37; Jordan & Huohes, I. c, 1886, 64; not of Poky.
Haliehoeres caudalix, Jorban, Keview Labroid Fishes, 647, 1890; probably not of PoEY.
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636. OXYJULIS, Gill.

(Sexoritas.)

Oxyjulis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 330 (modestus).

Body very slender; the snout sharp; canines small, 2 above, 4 below;

posterior canine small, or represented by a slight rudiment. Dorsal spines

very slender and flexible, not all pungent, this character distinguishing the

genus from Jitlidio. One sitecies, ranging farther northward than any other

of the JnJidina. {oQix;, sharp; Julia.)

200S. OXYJULIS CALIFORMCUS (Giiuther).

(Senorita.)

Head 4; depth 4^. D. IX, 13; A. Ill, 13; scales 28. Body very slender,

strongly compressed; the head slender, with sharp snout ; snout 3 in head

;

eye 5; anterior canines small, |, the upper larger and divergent; posterior

canine extremely weak or wanting, rarely present on both sides; scales

before dorsal much reduced, in 10 or 12 rows, those on ])reast considerably

smaller than those on sides; dorsal spines slender and flexible, not at all

pungent ; caudal truncate ; yen trals short, the first ray not twice the length

of the inner ray. Color olive brown; centers of scales orange brown;
belly cream color; sides of head with alternate streaks of brown aud
bluish ; a large inky blue-black blotch at base of caudal, covering ^ of fin

;

membrane of base of spinous dorsal largely indigo blue;'fins otherwise

pale ; lower pharyngeals essentially as in Iridio, the large teeth more acute.

Length 7 inches. Coast of southern California; common about rocks and
kelp from Monterey to Guadalupe Island ; one specimen taken at Sausalito,

San Francisco Bay. A pretty little fish, common in the kelp and among
rocks.

Jiilis modestus, Giraed, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila., vii, 1854, 151, San Diego, Monterey, San
Miguel; GiEAHD, U. S. Pac. E. K. Sur., Fish., 163, 1858 ; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.

1S62, 142 ; not JuUs modestus, Bleeker.
Ilalichoeres californicus, GOnther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 3, Vol. \nii, 1861, 386, name,

only ; substitute for Julis modestus, preoccupied.

PseudojuUs modestus, Gunther, Cat., iv, 168, 1862; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus. 1880, 455 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 10 ; Jordan & Gilbert,
Proc. TT. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 225 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 604, 1883; Jordan, Cat.

Fish. N. A'., 99, 1885.

Oxyjulis modestus. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 331.

Oxyjulis californicus, Jordan & Hughes, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 65.

PseudojuUs californicus, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 650, 1890.

637. EMM EEKI A, Jordan & Evermann.

Emmeekia,SoRiiA^ Sc Evekmann, Check-List, 413, 1896 (venustus).

This genus differs from Pseiidojulls only in the presence of 4 canines in

front of each jaw instead of 2; posterior canine wanting or represented
by a slight rudiment; dorsal spines slender, but somewhat pungent.
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(Named for Dr. Seth Eugene Meek,* assistant curator of zoology in the

Field Columbian Museum, Chicago, in recognition of his work on Ameri-
can fishes.)

•2009. EMMEEKIA VENUSTA (Jenkins & Evermann),

HeadSi; depth 3^; eye 5 in head. D. IX,11; A. Ill, 11; scales 3-27-8.

Body rather slender and compressed, its depth less than length of head

;

profile above eye nearly straight; head long and slender; snontlong; eye

small; caudal subtruncate; ventral short, its outer ray not produced, not

reaching to tips of pectorals; posterior canine very weak or wanting,

rarely present on both sides; scales before dorsal small, in 10 or 12 series;

scales on breast small; canines slender, \. Color creamy orange, the back
darker; many of the scales of back and upper part of sides each vrith a

vertically oblong dark-brown spot; one of these at upper part of base of

caudal more distinct than the others ; a narrow dark bar across base of pec-

toral; a horizontal duskj' streak through eye and snout; fins plain, pale;

male with a vertical blue-black bar behind pectorals, much as in Iridio

aemicinctus. Gulf of California; rather common. Length 6 inches. A
pretty little fish, known to us from numerous specimens collected at

Guaymas by Jenkins & Evermann, and also from specimens taken in the

Gulf of California by Dr. Gilbert, (venustus, pretty; from Venus.)

Pseudojulis venustus, Jenkins & Eveemann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1888, 145, Guaymas
(Type, No. 39631. Coll. Jenkins & Evermann) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, C49.

1890 ; Eveemann &. Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 160, pi. 2, fig. 5.

638. JULIDIO, .Jordan A Evermann.

Jwitdio, JoEliAN & EvERJiAN.v, CLeck-List, 413, 189G (adustus).

This genus agrees with Iridio in all respects except that the posterior

canine is wholly wanting. Body robust; snout pointed; scales before dor-

sal large. Canines f; dorsal spines pungent. Caudal rounded. Species

American. (From Julis, iovXic,, a classical name of related species, from

iov, violet.)

a. Depth 1\; head 3; ventrals rather long, reaching nearly to vent; the inner rays 1 j in

the outer; scales 2-27-8. Color brown, darker at bases of scales; pectorals pale;

other fins black; soft dorsal, anal, and caudal with white margins, broadest at

tip of caudal ; sometimes pale wavy lines on head. A dustus, 2010.

aa. Depth 3J ; head 3J ; ventrals short, the outer ray not nearly twice inner ; scales 2-25-8.

Color olive; young with a silvery lateral streak; back with 4 or 5 indistinct

broad dark cross bands, these forming blotches on the dorsal fin, one of these

on the first 3 soft rays largest and quite black; angles of caudal pale; ventrals

whitish, with a broad black outer margin. notospilus, 2011.

2010. JULIDIO ADUSTUS (Gilbert).

Head 34 ; depth 2| (3J with caudal), 3 in young ; snout 3 ; eye 21 in snout.

D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 12; scales 27. Caudal peduncle If in length of head.

Four strong canines in lower jaw, 2 in the upper, directed very obliquely

* The natural derivative from "Meek" is preoccupied in Palfcontology.
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forward. Scales not continued over median line of nape, 7 or 8 in front

of dorsal ; 7 or 8 series of scales on breast. No scaly sheaths at base of

doi'sal or anal; tnbes of lateral line mnch branched, some of them occa-

sionally simple. Caudal rounded, the outer rays not at all produced. If

in head; ventrals rather long, reaching nearly to vent, the inner rays If

iu the outer
;
pectorals If in head ; dorsal spines pungent. Color in spirits,

everywhere warm brown, darker on the bases of the scales; pectorals

lighter; other fins black, the soft dorsal, anal, and caudal, with a narrow

white margin broader at tips of outer caudal rays. In one specimen there

are traces of wavy lines on head, perhaps blue in life. Revillagigedo

Islands ; 3 specimens from Socorro Island, the longest 9 inches long, {adustus,

brown or scorched.)

Pseudojulis adustus. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mu3. 1890, 66, Socorro Island. (Type,

No. 44275. Coll. Albatroxs.)

2011, JULIDIO XOTOSPILUS (Cxiinther).

Head Si; depth SI. D. IX, 11; A. Ill, 11; eyes 6 in head; snout 3i;

scales 2-25-8. Body rather stout ; snout pointed
;
jirofile not steep ; dorsal

spines pungent; first anal spine very slender, hardly distinguishable;

caudal fin rounded; ventral fins with the outer ray not produced, its

length not nearly twice that of the inner rays, its tip not reaching to tip

of pectoral; scales before dorsal in about 6 series. Coloration of adult,

blue green; bar across base of pectoral very bright; no dark spot behind

eye; corners and tip of caudal pale, as in young; each scale of posterior

part of body with a small sky-blue spot at tip; edges of scales bluish, the

base olivaceous; axil blue, golden behind; breast and throat pale-salmon

color, with bluish streaks and shades ; cheek yellowish ; snout blue. Young
with blue spots more distinct, especially 1 behind eye. Adult with 4

dark shades on back extending on dorsal, the largest at front of soft dor-

sal; blackish spot diffuse, not ocellated; caiidal with faint bluish cross

streaks on faint bronze ground color, the angles broadly whitish; anal

bronze with 3 bluish streaks, tip pale; ventrals dusky edged. Young
colored like adult, but Ijrighter, a paler olive streak from mouth across

opercle above pectoral to base of caudal, this obsolete in adult; dorsal

unlike that of adult; first dorsal bronze with bluish cross streaks, the

large black blotch ocellated with blue and with a patch of bright yellow

before and behind it, interspaces between this and the two other smaller

black spots bright yellow also; l>lue spots in young more distinct, espe-

cially 1 behind eye, which disappears with age. Length G inches. Pacific

Coast of Mexico; Mazatlan to Panama; generallj- common in rock-pools,

especially about Mazatlan, where our specimens were taken, {v&^roi,

back; dniXo^, spot.)

Pseudopilis noiospilus, GiJNTHEE, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1864, 20, Panama ; GiJNTHER,

Fish. Cent. Am., 447, 1869 ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 384 ; Jordan, Cat. Fish.

N. Am. 1885,99; Jordan & Hughes, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mua. 1886,66; Jordan, Review

Labroid Fishea, 649, 1890; Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 480.
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639. PSEUDOJULIS, Bleeker.

PseudojuKs, Bleeker, Troc. Zool. Soc. London 1861, 412 (girardl).

Body elongate, compressed, covered with large scales ; lateral line con-

tinuous; each jaw with 2 strong canines in front, and with no trace of

posterior canines; dorsal with 9 pungent spines; anal with 3 spines.

G<'neral character of Halicliccres, from which genus Pseiidojitlis differs in

the absence of posterior canines, and in having 3 anal spines. Species

of small size found about rocky islands of the Pacific; the type, Pseudo-

julis girardi, is an East Indian species, (ipevd)}?, false; Julis.)

a. Dorsal spines slender and flexible; body very slender, the depth 5 in length; the

head2f; caudal truncate; pectorals and ventrals very short ; scales not contin-

uous across median line of nape, 6 series in front of dorsal. Color nearly

uniform olivaceous; a faint dark streak forward from eye; a dark spot on each

scale along the base of dorsal; scales along lower half of sides edged with pale;

spinous dorsal dusky ; a small black spot at base of fifth ray and 1 at base of

last ray; fins otherwise plain translucent. inornatus, 2012.

aa. Dorsal spines slender, but pungent; body rather slender, the depth 4 in length;

head 3; caudal rounded; pectorals and ventrals short; scales not coutiuuons

across median line of nape; 8 series before dorsal. Color olivaceous; the back
and sides above with 7 broad dusky cross bars, the pale interspaces less than

J their width, these bars not continued on the dorsal fin j a streak forward from

eye, another backward; opercular flap with a jet-black spot, which has a broad

pale margin; a round black spot at base of caudal above the median rays; a

dusky spot on each side above vent, in front of whicli arc 2 short silvery par.al-

lel lines down and forward, with traces of 4 otliers ; a .small jet-black spot

between first and second dorsal spines; fins otherwise plain translucent.

MELANOTIS. 2013.

2012. PSEUDOJULIS INOBXATUS, Gilbert.

Head 2f (31 in total) ; depth 5 (5| in total length). D. IX, 12 ; A. Ill, 12

;

scales li-27-10. Body very slender; depth of caudal peduncle 11|^; snout

3^ in head; maxillary 4f, equaling diameter of orbit, which is If in snout,

and equals interorbital width. Two canines only in front of each jaw;

no posterior canines. Distance from front of dorsal to occiput equaling

distance from latter to front of eye. Dorsal spines slender and Hoxilde,

longest soft ray 23 in head ; caudal truncate, the outer rays not produced. If

in head; pectorals and ventrals very short, the outer ray of the latter not

at all produced
;
pectorals 2 in head ; ventrals 2?, not nearly reaching vent.

Scales not continuous across median line of nape, 6 series in front of dorsal

;

scales on breast much reduced; 10 oblique series in front of ventrals; 18

scales along dorsal portion of lateral line; no scaly sheaths along the

bases of fins. Color in spirits, nearly uniform olivaceous; a faint dark

streak forward from eye to end of maxillary ; a dark spot on each scale

along base of dorsal, forming a faint dark streak ; scales along lower half

of sides edged with whitish (probably blue in life) ; spinous dorsal dusky,

a small black spot at base of fifth ray, another at base of last ray; fins

otherwise translucent, unmarked; iris bright silvery. This species is

known from a single specimen, 3^ inches long, dredged by the Albatross

off the west coast of Mexico, south of Cape San Lucas. (Gilbert.) {inor-

natus, not adorned.)
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PseudojuKs inornattis, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 67, west coast of Mexico, at

Albatross Station 2829, lat. 22° 52' N., long. 109° 55' W., in 31 fathoms (Type, No.
44273) ; JoBDAN, Review Labroid Fishes, 650, 1890.

2013. PSEUDOJIILIS MELANOTIS, Gilbert.

Head 3 (3| in total length) ; deptli 4 (4f in total length). D. IX, 12; A.

Ill, 12; scales 26. Body rather slender; snout 3f in head; eye 4|^, equal-

ing length of maxillary. Two anterior canines in each jaw; posterior

canines not developed. Dorsal spines flexible, but pungent, the soft rays

2j^ in head; caudal rounded, the outer rays not at all produced; pectorals

and v(^ntrals short, the outer ventral rays not produced, not reaching
vent

;
pectorals 1| in head. .Scales not crossing median line of nape, nnxch

reduced on its anterior portion, in 8 oblique rows; scales on breast small,

in 9 rows; no scaly sheaths to fins. Color in spirits, light olivaceous; the
liack and upper part of sides with 7 broad, dusky crossbars; the light

interspaces less than ^ their width; these bars are distinct along dorsal
outline, but are not continued on the dorsal lin ; they become partly inter-
rupted along dorsal portion of lateral line anteriorly, to become most
prominent along middle of sides ; th(^ first bar is on the nape, the second
under anterior dorsal spines; a dusky streak from eye forward to snout,

and another backward toward opercular angle; opercular flap with a
jet-black spot, widely margined posteriorly with white; a round black
spot at base of caudal, above the median rays; a dusky spot on each side

above vent, in front of which are 2 short parallel silvery lines running
obliquely downward and forward; faint traces of about 4 other silvery

lines in front of these and running parallel with them; a small jet black
spot on membrane between first and second dorsal spines; fins otherwise
translucent, unmarked. Gulf of California. Known from 1 examiile 24
iucheslong, dredged by the J/&rt/rt>ss. (Gilbert.) (/<f'Aaj, black; ouj, ear.)

Pneudojulis melanotis, Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 67, Gulf of California, at
Albatross Station 2825, lat. 24° 22' 15" N., long. 110° 19' 15" W., in 7 fathoms (Type,
No. 44274) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 650, 1890.

640. CHLORICHTHYS, Swainson.

Gklorichthys, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class. Fishes, u, 232, 1839 (Ufasciahis, etc.).

Chlorichthys, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 651, 1890 (restricted to hifasciatus, etc.).

Body oblong or elongate, moderately compressed, covered with large
scales; lateral line continuous; a slight sheath of scales along base of dor-
sal; no posterior canine; anterior canines |; dorsal spines always 8,

usually slender; anal spines 3, the third slender, like a soft ray. Head
naked ; lower pharyngeals essentially as in Halichocres and Iridio. Species
all American, so far as known, distinguished from the very closely related
Old World genus, Thalassoma Swainson {=JuUs, Giinther ; not of Cuvier) by
the presence of 3 anal spines instead of 2. (^Aca/adj, green; ix^vi, fish.)

a. Caudal fin slightly lunate in the adult, truncate in the young.
h. Body bicolor, the upper half blackish, the lower pale; body slender, the depth

about 4 in length
; ventrals shorter than pectorals, not filamentous ; upper half

ol body dark purplish, the lower half abruptly rosy, the dark color of back
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becoming gradually deeper downward, this forming a broad blackish lateral

band, the edge of whicb curves upward at base of caudal; a faint brown
streak below the dark ; middle line of back black ; head black, with 2 streaks

downward and forward from eye; dorsal dark, with whitish margin; anal

brownish, distal half pale ; caudal yellowish, with 2 i)urple longitudinal bands

extending upon the longest rays ; axil with a purple dot ; tip of pectoral dark

;

6 small scales before dorsal. lucasanus, 2014.

bo. Body not bicolor.

c. BodJ' rather deep, the depth 3 to .34 in length, equal to lengtli of head ; nape

scaled on median line ; 8 or 9 scales before dorsal ; ventrals short, tlie

outer rays not produced; iuteropercles meeting below throat; scales

27. D. VIII, 13; A. Ill, 11. Color deep brown, each scale on side with

a vertical bluish bar at base and margined with pale blue ; sides of head

thickly covered with blue spots and broken lines, those on cheek radi-

ating from eye ; dorsal and anal purplish, a submarginal pale streak

and a narrow white margin ; a black blotch on front of spinous dorsal;

caudal b^o^\•n, the outer rays tipped with black
; pectorals and ventrals

purplish at base, with yellowish distal portion ; dorsal spines strong.

SOC'ORKOEN.SI.S, 2015.

cc. Body slender, compressed, the depth about 4 in lengtli ; ventrals much
shorter than pectorals.

d. Ventrals IJ in pectorals ; olive, a violet lateral band, broken poste-

riorly ; dorsal olive, with a white margin, darker below it ; a dark

blotch on 4 anterior spines; a' dark streak on each caudal lobe;

axil with a black spot. nitidus, 2016.

(id. Ventrals 2J in pectorals ; top of head and back brilliant yellow, this

color extending on sides of head and to ventrals ; a large yellow

blotch on caudal fin; lower parts rosy white; a maroon band
backward from eye, breaking up on body into a series of 6 quad-

rate spots of bottle green, the last blotch extending on outer

rays of caudal ; dorsal mostly greenish, with jjale margin, a dark

blotch between second and fifth spines; pectorals pale; ven-

trals yellow. NITIDLSSIMUS, 2017.

aa. Caudal fln dci'iily fiirl<(cl, the outer rays much produced, especially in the adult.

e. Color ikpI iiiiili)rni ilrop green.

/. Pector^'l lin with a large blue black blotch near its tip; basal half of anal

not violet black ; head and caudal fin entirely_bluish violet ; edge of

caudal pale ; obscure paler streaks on .side of head ; breast to ventrals

violet, paler than head ; body violaceous, its anterior third paler, the

scales posteriorly edged with dull violet; dorsal dull violet, its base

paler, its edge whitish ; anal with a violet stripe above the pale edge.

STEINDACHNERI, 2018.

ff. Pectoral fln with a black blotch at its tip ; body bicolor, the anterior and
posterior halves difl'erent, anterior half deep blue, the head paler, pos-

terior half bottle green, a deep-blue band across body covered by
pectoral; a fainter one behind gill opening, the two perhaps sometimes

coalescing; spinous dorsal dark; tip of pectoral dark ; caudal pale, its

lobes dark blue on the outer part; soft dorsal greenish; anal and
ventrals bluish. bifasciatus, 2019.

fff. Pectoral fin not black at tip ; body not bicolor, bright green throughout,

each scale with a purplish bar at base; head, nape, and belly purplish,

the head with 4 green streaks on each side, margined with brown

;

these streaks continued backward as wavy green streaks on breast;

dorsal and anal purplish, with a wide terminal green band nearly J

width of fin ; upper and lower caudal rays purplish, the median rays

pale; pectorals and ventrals pale, a small black blotch at base of

pectorals above. Head 3J : depth 34 ; scales covering median line of
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nape, 7 or 8 rows before dorsal ; caudal deeply lunate in adult, the

outi'r rays twice median ones ; outer ventral rays produced, not (^uite

twice inner rays; dorsal spines punijent. D. VIII, 13; A. Ill, 11.

GBAMMATICUS, 2020.

ee. Color uniform bright green, without well-defined marks on head or body.
Head 3 in length ; depth about 3; scales continuous across nape; about 7

rows before dorsal; scales 27; outer caudal lobes much produced, \\ in

head; outer ventral rays tilameutous; dorsal spines pungent. D. VIII,

13; A. Ill, 11. VIKENS, 2021.

2014. C'HLOUKHTHTS LUl'ASAMS (Gill).

Head 4; depth about 4. D. VIII, 13; A. Ill, 12; scales 2-26-8. Head
rather pointed

;
dorsal spiues piiugent; ventrals not filamentous. Scales

before dorsal small, G in number. Caudal lunate in adult, truncate in the

young, the black outer rays produced somewh;it beyond the others. A
broad black band along side, its lower edge jiassing along lower edge of

eye and npper edge of pectoral, then along middle of bod.y curving up-

ward to base of itpper lobe of caudal; belly below this abruptly jialer,

brownish posteriorly ; a faint brown streak along sides from behind pec-

toral to middle of caudal base; dark lateral band fading insensibly above

into the brown hue of the back; upper part of back again black; head
all dark, Mack altove, the color gradually fading below to brown; 2 pale

bluish streaks from lower part of eye downward and backward ; a black

sj)ot at upper base of pectoral; dorsal black, with a narrow pale margin
on the soft part; caudal pale, its upper and lower rays abruptly Ijlack,

and narrowly edged with pale; anal brown at base, pale at tip; pectoral

brown, with a blackish area toward the tip. Length about 3^ inches.

Gulf of California, in rock pools. Known from Cape San Lucas, Mazatlan,

and Tres Marias. Here described from 3 specimens (No. 37154, U. S. Nat.

Mus.) brought from Tres Marias Islands by Alphouso Forrer.

Julis lucasamig, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 142, Cape San Lucas; Gunther, Cat.,

IV, 184, 1862; Jordan &. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 367.

Thalassoma lucasanum, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 98, 1885 ; Jordan & Hughes, I. c, 1886,

68 ; Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1888, 333 ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 652, 1890.

2015. CHLORHHTHTS SOCOBUOEXSIS (Gilbert).

Head 3 to 3i ; depth 3 to SJ. D. VIII, 13 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 2-27-8. Depth
of caudal peduncle 2A in head; maxillary 3|; snout 2f ; interorbital 4|.

Interopercles meeting below on median line of throat. Scales reduced
on breast and nape, the latter scaled over median line ; 8 or 9 scales in a- row
along nape, arranged in 5 or 6 oblique series; 13 oblique rows on breast;

well-developed scaly sheaths along ))ases of dorsal and anal, and series of
scales running out on membranes between rays of caudal. Outer caudal
rays little produced, the outline of fin greatly concave, longest ray equal-

ing length of head in front of preopercular margin ; ventrals short, the

outer rays not produced, the inner rays contained If in length of outer

;

pectorals short and broad. If in head; dorsal spines strong and sharp.

Deep brown, each scale on sides with a vertical bluish bar at base, nar-
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rowly margined with light blue; sides of head thickly covered with

small purplish or bluish spots aud broken lines margined with darker

blue, those on cheeks arianged in lines radiating from the eye; dorsal and

anal purplish, a subniarginal light streak (prol)ably blue in life), and a

narrow white margin; a black Idotch on anterior rays of spinous dorsal;

pectorals and ventrals purplish at base, with more or less orange or yellow

on distal portion; caudal brownish, the outer rays tipped with black.

Kevillagigedo Archipelago, abundant at Socorro Island ; the longest speci-

men known, 10^ inches long. (Gilbert.)

Thalassoma iocorroense. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. >lus. 18iH), 69, Socorro Island (Type

No. 43084. Coll. Alhatrois) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fi.shes, 653, 1890.

2016. (HLORUHTHYS NITIDUS (Giinther).

Head 3f (4^ in total) ; depth 4 (4A in total). D. VIII, 13; A. II (III), 11

;

scales 2-26-8. No posterior canine tooth. Dorsal spines pungent, shorter

than the rays; caudal lobes very slightly produced; the length of the

ventral | of that of the pectoral. Color in spirits, a violet band, united

with its fellow on the snout, runs through the ej^c and across the bend of

the lateral line to the caudal, sometimes broken up into large spots,

forming a single series; dorsal fin brownish, darkest toward the margin,

which is white; a black blotch between the 4 anterior spines; anal white;

caudal with a blackish streak along each lobe; a black spot superiorly in

the axil of the pectoral, which is tran.sparent. Jamaica (Giinther) ; not

seen by us. Length 3 inches, {nitidus, shining.)

Julis nitida, GOnther, Cat., IV, 190, 1862, Jamaica. (Coll. Dr. Pariiell.)

Thalassoma nitidum, Jordan & Hughes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 68 ; Jordan, Review
Labroid Fishes, 653, 1890.

2017. CHLORUHTHYS MTIDISSIMUS (Goode).

Head 3f ; Depth 4. D. VIII, 13 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 2-26-8. Body slender,

compressed; ventrals very short, 2| in pectorals. Top of head aud back
brilliant yellow, this color extending on sides of head and to ventrals; a

large yellow blotch on ca-udal fin ; lower parts rosy white; a maroon band
backward from eye, breaking up on body into a series of 6 quadrate spots

of bottle green, the last blotch extending on outer rays of caudal; dorsal

mostly greenish, with pale margin, a dark blotch between second and tifth

spines; pcictorals pale; ventrals yellow. Bermudas (Goode) ; not seen by
us; probably not distinct from Chlorichthys rittidua.'' (nitidissimus, most

shining.)

Julis nitidissima, Gooue, Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts 1877, 293, Bermuda. (Coll. Goode.)

*ln describing Jiilis nitiilissinKi, Professor Goode iii(li( mIis liis suspicion that it is iden-
tical with Jvlis nititld. I'lic only tangible distiurtinii xmhiM 1)c in the length of the ven-
trals, f the pectorals in ('. iiitiiliix nm\ ^ in C.nitulissimiis. The other difference.s may be
due to the fact that the type of nilidissimus was treshly c aiiglit ; those of nitidus preserved
in alcohol.
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2018. CHLORICHTHYS STEINDACHXEUI (Jordan).

Head 4 iu total, to end of middle caudal rays; depth 5; scales 2-27-9.

Caudal deeply forked, its produced rays, as also the head, bluish violet;

lower and posterior edge of caudal pale; obscure paler streaks on side of

head; Ineast to veutrals violet, paler than head; body violaceous, its

anterior third paler, the scales posteriorly edged with dull violet; dorsal

dull violet, its base paler, its edge whitish ; anal with a violet stripe above
the pale edge. Pectoral tin with a large blue-black blotch pointed

forward toward its tip. Acapulco; 1 specimen ^\ inches long (Steindach.

ner) ; not seen by us.

Dr. Steindachner observes: "Au example caught at Acapulco agrees on
the whole so closely with JhWs mehmochir that I can only on account of its

color regard it as ai variety of that species. Jnlis melanochir comes very

abundantly on the coast of the Sandwich Islands, and it may from thence

extend its range to the west coast of North America, which, on the whole,

possess but few Labroids." Inasmuch as this account of the Acapulco fish

differs considerablj- from Jidis melanochir as shown in Bleeker's figure, and
as the Labroid fanna of the west coast of Mexico is in general wholly
unlike that of the western Pacific, it is probable that the fish from Aca-

pulco is not identical with JuUs melanochir.

(Named for Dr. Franz Steindachner, the discoverer of the species.)

Jvlis melanochir, Steindachner, Ichtli. Beitr., ui, 63, 1875, specimeu from Acapulco ; not
of Bleeker, Act. Soc. So. Indo Nederl., vin, 77, 1859.

Thalassoma steindachneri, Jordan, Keview Labroid Fishes, 654, 1890, Acapulco; after

Steindachner.

2019. CHLORK'HTHYS BIFASCIATUS* (Blocli).

Head Si; depth 3$. D. VIII, 13; A. 11,11; scales 2-27-9. Caudal fin

deeply forked, the outer rays much produced, especially iu the adult.

Body bicolor, the anterior and posterior halves diftereut; anterior half

deep blue, the head paler, posterior half bottle green, a deep blue band
across the body covered by pectoral; a fainter one behind gill opening,

the two perhaps sometimes coalescing; spinous dorsal dark; tip of pec-

toral dark; caudal pale, its lobes dark blue on the outer part; soft dorsal

greenish; anal and veutrals bluish. West Indies; not uncommon; known
from Cuba, Jamaica, San Domingo, and Martinique. {Mfasciatus, two-

banded.)

Labrus capite obtuso, Gronow, Zoophyl., No. 243, 1781, Antilles.

Labrvs bifasciatus, Bloch, Ichthy., 131, pi. 283, 1792, West Indies.

Labrus bifasciaUts yai. torquatus. Block & ScHNEmER, Syst. Ichth., 243, 1801, Antilles;

after Gronow.

* "Head and iris very dark purple ; body to tip of pectorals black, posteriorly green, the
bases of the scales darker ; caudal peduncle dusky ; greenish on sides ; a pale greenish ))and
across back and sides through front of spinous "dorsal; outer rays of caudal black, inner
white; s)iinouN dmHal black, soft dorsal greenish with apale margin ; anal greenish, dusky
anterioiiv; prctmal white, the tips and base black; outer rays of veutrals black, others
pale; head williout color markings, but the numerous pores on the cheek seem to have
mucous tnbi'H radiating from the eye. Pectoral black at tip." (Jordan and Rutter:
Specimens from Jamaica.)

3030 24
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Julis detersor, CnviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss., xiii, 408, 1839, San Domingo;

Martinique ; GC'NTHER, Cat., 1V,186, 1862.

Lahrus ornatus, Gronow, Syst. Nat-, Ed. Gray, 83, 1854, Antilles ; after Labrus capite

obtuso; not of Carmichael.

Julis gillianus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 214, 1860, Cuba.

Chlorichthys bifaseiatus, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Gla.ss. Fish., ii, 232, 1839.

Julis bifasciata, GOnthee, Cat., iv, 186, 1862.

Julis bifaseiatus, PoEy, Enumeratio, 107, 1875.

Thalassoma bifasciatum, Jordan & Hughes, Proc. U. S. :Nat. Mus. 1886, 68; Jordan, Proc.

IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 540 (types of Julis detersor) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes,

654, 1890.

Thalassoma bifaseiatus, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 56.

2020. CHLORICHTHYS GRAMMATICUS (Gilbert).

Head 31 to 3|; depth 3 to 3^; eye 2i iu snout. D. VIII, 13; A. Ill, 11.

Maxillary 4^ in head ; snout 3 ; interorbital width 4. Two canines in front

of each jaw; no posterior canines; teeth gradually enlarging toward

front of each jaw, those next the anterior pair not more than f their

length. Interopercles greatly produced, meeting or overlapping on me-

dian line below. Scales somewhat reduced on nape and breast, continuous

over median line of nape; 7 or 8 oblique rows in front of dorsal, 9 or 10

series in front of ventrals; well-detined sheaths at bases of dorsal and

anal. Caudal fin very deei)ly lunate, the outer rays greatly produced,

forming lobes nearly twice as long as median rays in the adult, but little

produoed in tlie young; outer ventral rays j^roduced, not twice length

of inner rays, not reaching vent
;
pectorals Ii in head ; dorsal spines pun-

gent. Bright green, each scale of sides with a purplish bar at base ; head,

nape, breast, and belly purplish, the head with 4 green streaks on each

side margined narrowly with brown ; the lowermost bar runs on mandi-

ble, lower preopercular margin, and interopercle; the second runs from

mandibular articulation across cheek and subopercle, showing a strong

upward curve below eye; the third is nearly parallel with the second, run-

ning from angle of mouth to opercular margin, passing tlirough lower

margin of orbit; the fourth runs backward from orbit to u])per posterior

angle of opercle, then downward along margin of opercle to base of pec-

toral ; these streaks are continued backward more or less as wavy green

streaks on breast and sides below pectorals; dorsal and anal purplish

with a wide t<'rminal green bar nearly i as wide as fin; upper and lower

caudal rays purplish, the median rays light; pectorals and ventrals light

purplish; a small black blotch on base of pectorals above. Revilla-

gigedo Archipelago; abundant at Socorro Island; a single specimen

from Clarion Island, the largest obtained, 11^ inches long. (Gilbert.)

{ypanfj-arixoi, streaked.)

Thalassoma grammaticum, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 68, Socorro Island ; Clarion

Island (Typo, No. 43083. Coll. Albatross) -. Jordan, Review Labroid Fishe.s, 655, 1890.

2021. CHLORICHTHYS VIREXS (Gilbert).

Head 3; depth about 3. D. VIII, 13; A. Ill, 11; scales 27. Depth of

head Ii in its length; maxillary 3i in head; snout 2;?^ to 2f; eye 3^ in

snout; interorbital width i snout. Two strong canines in front of each
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jaw, the other teeth increasing in length anteriorly, but not nearly equal-

ing anterior pair; no posterior canines. Scales on breast and nape re-

duced in size, the latter continuous over the median line of nape, in about

7 rows in front of dorsal; about 10 oblique rows on breast; 27 or 28 trans-

verse rows on sides; 2 full series of scales above lateral line, and 4 or 5

small scales along base of fin. Depth of caudal peduncle 2i in head ; outer

caudal lobes greatly produced, i;^ in head, the middle portion truncate, \

length of head; outer veutral rays produced, but not nearly reaching

anal, twice the length of the inner rays, \ length of head
;
pectoral If

in head. Dorsal spines strong, pungent. Uniform bright green, with-

out distinguishing streaks or spots on head or body. Revillagigedo Archi-

pelago; very abundant at Socorro Island; the largest specimens seen, 13

inches long. (Gilbert.) (cireH-s, green.)

Thalassoma vireiis, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 189U, 68, Socorro Island (Coll. Atta-

tross) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 655, 1890.

641. DORATONOTUS, Giinther.

Boratonotus, Gunther, Cat. Fishes Brit. Mus., iv, 124, 1862 (megalepis).

Body compressed ; head not compressed to an edge anteriorly, its pro-

file in front straight or concave; preorbital not very deep; mouth rather

wide; teeth in a single series, 2 large canines in front of each jaw; a pos-

terior canine; cheeks and opercles scaly; gill membranes united, free

from the isthmus; scales large; lateral line interrupted behind, beginning

again lower down; dorsal fin with 9 strong pungent spines, some of the

anterior elevated, the median spines short, so that the outline of the fin

is concave; caudal rounded. Colors brilliant. Size small. This genus

contains a single species, one of the most beautiful of the Labrklce, and
the genus to which it belongs is one of the best defined in the groui).

(Soparoi, spear; v&roi, back.)

2022. DORATOXOTUS MEOALEPIS, Giinther.

Head 2f ; depth 2|. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 9; scales li-20, 6i pores. Body
much compressed, moderately elevated, its greatest width behind head

f of its height; caudal peduncle short and deep, its length but little

more than I its height; profile from dorsal to nape convex, carinated;

occiput and supraorbital region depressed and flat, the snout protruding,

the profile of top of head thus strongly concave. Snout slender, sharp,

compressed, its length 3i in head; mouth wide; maxillary 4 in head; teeth

growing gradually larger anteriorly, the 2 front teeth in each jaw dis-

tinctly the "largest, canine-like, diverging, opposed to each other; a small

but distinct posterior canine in upper jaw, none in the lower; eye mod-
erate, little wider than interorbital width, 5 in head; cheeks with a

single series of large scales, 4 in number; opercle covered with 5 or 6

similar scales; gill membranes broadly united, free from the isthmus.

Dorsal spines robust and pungent, the first 3 with conspicuous filamen-

tous appendages; first and second spines with their filaments about equal,

li in head ; without their filaments the second spine is slightly the longest.
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equaling distance from end of snout to middle of eye; the fin rapidly

descends to the fourth spine, which is \ as long as the second, then grad-

ually rises to the niuth and highest, which is, however, shorter than the

following soft rays; longest soft ray 1| in head; anal spines similar to

those of dorsal fin, the longest about ^ head; caudal evenly convex, its

longest raj" \\ in head ; ventrals short, about I length of head, an elon-

gate scale between them at base
;
pectorals reaching beyond the ventrals,

but not to vent, If in head. Membranes of vertical fins, with elongate

scales on basal portion; lateral line following outline of back 1 scale

beyond end of dorsal fin, thence interrupted aud continued on 4 scales of

middle of caudal peduncle. Color in life, very intense grass green, about

uniform over the body; head more yellowish, slightly paler below; oper-

clesmesially a little darker; iris red, with a green ring; dorsal, anal, and

caudal grass green, mottled with light orange; tips of lower spines green,

of short ones orange; ventrals deep green, the membranes largely orange;

pectorals light yellowish. Length 2| inches. West Indies north to Key

West,* rare. Here described from the type of Doratonotiis thalassinus,

obtained Avith a seine in eelgrass at Key West. One of the most beau-

tiful of American fishes. {ii£ya<i, large; Aett/?, scale.)

Doratonotus tnegalepis, Gunther, Cat., iv, 125, 1862, St. Kitts ; Jordan, Eeview Labroid

Fishes 655, 1890.

Doratonotus thalasniims, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 28, Key West.

(Type, No. 34969, U. S. N. M. Coll. Jordan.)

642. XYRULA, .Jordan.

Xyrula, Jordan, Review of Labroid Fishes, 656, 1890 (jcssice).

Scales very large, about 20 in the lateral line, which is placed on the

first row of large scales below the dorsal sheath ; head not trenchant above,

otherwise as in XijricMhys. A single species from rather deep water. (A

diminutive, suggested by Xyrichthys.')

2023. XYRULA JESSl.E (Jordan).

Head 3f ; depth 3^^. D. IX, 12 ; A. (probably) III, 12 ; scales about ^20-7.

Body oblong, rather more elongate and rather less compressed than in

species of Xyrichthys. Head rather less deep aud less trenchant anteriorly

and superiorly than in X.psittacus, its anterior outline boldly convex

rather than parabolic. Depth of preorbital from eye to angle of mouth

2i in head (2i\, in X.psittacus). Cleft of mouth 4^ in head; anterior in-

cisors strong, f as in X.psittacus. Eye moderate, 4^ in head. No trace of

* Of this exquisite little fish only 5 specimens are known : (1) The type of D. mei^alepis^

a specimen in poor condition from St. Kitts
; (2) the type of D. thalassinus, a specimen in

fine condition from Key West, now in the U. S. National Mnseuni; (3) a third specimen
sent by Professor Poey from Havana to the museum at Cambridge; and (4) 2 speci-

mens taken by Dr. James A. Henshall at Garden Key. These last specimens have the

snout less slender than in the original types, but this difl'erence m.ay be due to their

ffrt?at6r <i"'6.

We have little doubt of the identity of D. thalassinus with D. megalepis, the slight dif-

ferences in the descriptions being apparently due to the poor condition of Dr. Giiuther's

specimeua.
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scales on cheeks; length of cheek a little more tbau \ its height (much
less than + in X. psitiacus). Scales very largo, the lateral line running

along the back on the first comiilete series of scales. (Owing to the inju-

ries which the specimen has received the number of scales can not be

exactly counted. It is, however, apparently 20 or 21.) Between the sixth

spine and the seventh soft ray of the dorsal 8 scales remain. In the same
distance on X.pdttacus there are 11 scales, the total number in the lateral

line being about 27. The fins are all injured l>y the digestive process, and
arc not evidently different from similar parts in X.psittacus. The dorsal

spines seem rather more slender, the anterior spines not produced, the

soft rays of the ventrals filamentous. Color in life, uniform scarlet red;

the sides more yellowish; no blue spots or lines anywhere. Snapper

Banks off Tampa Bay, Florida; from the stomach of a large grouper; the

type in rather bad condition on account of having been partly digested.

Length of typical example 6| inches. (Named for Mrs. Jessie Knight
Jordan.)

Xyrichthys jessice, Jordan, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus. 1887, C98, off Tampa Bay. (Type, Ko.

39420. Coll. Chas. H. Bolhnau.)

Xyrula jegsiai, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 656, 1890.

643. NOVACULICHTHYS, Bleeker.

Novaeulichthys, Bleeker, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1861, 414 (macrolepidoHis)

.

Dirnalacocentrus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 223 {kallonoma) ; "first two dorsal

spines more or less detached."

This genus is very close to XyrichthyH, from which it differs chiefly in

having the upper profile of the head more or less obtuse, not cultrate;

the preorbital is less elevated than in Xyrichthys, and the first 2 dorsal

spines are flexible, sometimes spaced, produced, or otherwise distinguished

from the otheis, but not forming a separate fin ; ventrals sometimes pro-

duced ; cheeks naked, or with a few small scales below the eye. Species

rather numerous; the group apparently intergradiug with Xyrichthys.

{noractda, razor; /^6u5, fish.)

•a. Two anterior spines of dorsal flexible, sometimes elevated, always different from the

remaining spines ; ventral fins ninch produced in the adult, shorter in the young

;

a few scales below eye.

b. Scales 23 or 24; third and fourth spines of dorsal lowest, the spines thence

slightly increasing to the last; second spine connected by a membrane with

the third; first and .second spines elevated, IJ in head; caudal rounded; a

series of small scales below eye; head otherwise naked. Color (male) light

olive, head more yellowish ; body with 5 brownish cross bars, the first obscure

at the nape, the last forming a blotch at base of caudal ; a small yellowish

spot at base of caudal and a fainter one above it; cheeks and lower jaw
banded; an olive blotch on opercle; some brown dots behind eye; dorsal

cherry red, paler posteriorly, darkest on produced anterior rays; caudal

pale ; anal cherry red, with 2 spots of deeper red
;
pectorals plain ; ventrals

deep cherry red. Female, orange brown, much mottled, 5 cross bands,

darker and broader than in the male; 2 yellowish-brown bands across from

eye over lower ,jaw; 2 similar bands across breast before ventrals ; caudal

and pectorals i>lain ; ventrals deep brownish red.
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bb. Scales 26 ; dorsal and caudal faintly barred ; ventrals niucli produced, tlieir

color pearly ; first 2 dorsal spines flexible, not much produced.

VENTRALIS, 2025.

aa. Two anterior spines of dorsal similar to the others, none of them pungent ; ventrals

moderate, not reaching anal,

c. Cheek below eye with a row of 4 or 5 small scales; bead 3J; depth 3§; scales

27 : grayish, dorsal edged with darker : axil blackish, some streaks on head.

rNFlEMUS, 202G.

cc. Cheek below eye without scales; anterior profile of the head not very steep

and not trenchant; head 3| in length; depth 3;!; scales 2-29. Color in

spirits, reddish, the fins dark (in the male) ; head without evident blue

lines ; a blue vertical streak on each scale, as in other species ; no silvery

blotch, and no inky spot on body. JIAUTINICENSIS, 2027.

2024. XOTACULICHTHYS ROSIPES (Jordan &. Gilbert).

Head 3t; depth 3i. D. IX, 13; A. Ill, 12; scales 2-23 or 24-8. Body
sharply compressed and of moderate height, the anterior profiles not com-

pressed to a sharp edge, the upper profile descending in a regular gentle

curve from dorsal fin to end of snout, thus much less nearly vertical than

iu most species of the genus; the snout comparatively long and pointed,

the preorbital low ; maxillary nearly reaching vertical from front of orbit,

3A in head; teeth as usual, no posterior canines; height of preorbital 5^

iu head ; eye large, 1| times interorbital width, 3? in head (in young)

;

distance from snout to eye * head ; a series of small scales below eye, head

otherwise naked. Two anterior dorsal spines (in young) much elevated,

with filamentous tips, their length f that of head ; the third or fourth

spine is the lowest, the spines thence slightly iucreasiug to the last; sec-

ond spine connected by membrane with the third; longest soft ray of

dorsal about 2f in head; caudal rounded, li in head; ventrals 1*; pec-

torals li. The young male described above, 2 iucbes long, had the fol-

lowing coloration in life-: Light olive, scarcely paler below, the head

more yellowish; body with 5 irregular brownish cross bars, the first

obscure at the nape, the last forming a blotch at base of caudal; a small

yellowish spot at middle of base of caudal and a fainter one above it; a

dark-olive bund downward from eye, with a spot-like baud of the same

color before it, and another, which becomes yellow, on the cheek behind

it; all 3 of these pass around the lower jaw; an olive blotch on

opercle; some brown dots behind eye; dorsal cherry red, paler poster-

iorly, darkest on the produced anterior rays; caudal pale, scarcely tinged

with reddish; anal cherry red, the lateral stripes forming 2 spots of

deeper red on the fin
;
pectoral plain ; ventrals deep cherry red. A second

specimen, smaller iu size, probably the female of tbe species, had a dif-

ferent coloration, as follows : Orange brown, everywhere much mottled,

the edges of many scales being brown, the brown becoming yellowish on

lower parts, 5 brown cross bauds darker and broader than in the other

specimen, the fir.st at nape, the last at base of caudal, ending behind in a

sharply defined convex curve; two yellowish-brown bands across from

eye over lower jaw; tip of lower jaw of the same color; 2 similar

bands across breast before ventrals ; dorsal and anal transjiarent, except
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where crossed by the hands; caudal and pectorals plain, ventrals deep

brownish red. Key West. Two specimens are known, both young. The

adult will probably be found to approach the Brazilian species, Soracn-

Uchthys spletideiis (Castelnau) in form and coloration, probably having the

2 dorsal spines lower and the ventrals longer than in the young. The

young of XovdcuUchthijs splendens has the caudal barred, while inX rosipes

it is plain ; we have noticed no other characters by which the young of

the 2 can be separated. The adult of Xovaculichthys splendens has an

inky-black lateral blotch surrounded by silvery, (roseiis, rosy
;
jjes, foot,

from the red ventrals.)

Xyrichthys ro«y«s, JORDAN & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 27, Key West (Coll.

Jordan) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 658, 1890.

202.5. NOYACILICHTHYS YEXTRALIS (Be.au).

HeadSf; depth 3+. D. IX, 12; A. Ill, 12; Y. I, 5; P. 11; scales 2-26-8.

Body compressed, of moderate height; upper profile of head not forming

a very sharp edge
;
profile descending in a very regular curve from begin-

ning of dorsal to tip of snout; snout comparatively short and blunt; pre-

orbital low, its width at angle of mouth equaling length of eye; maxillary

scarcely reaching vertical from front of orbit, 3i iu head. Two strong

canines in front of each jaw, those of the mandible being received within

the maxillary canines; both sets of canines with a lateral and backward

curve; no posterior canines. Eye di.stant from upper profile only about

^ of its diameter, which is contained li times in its distance from tip of

snout, and 4^ times in length of head with opercular flap; a few faint

rudiments of scales behind and below orbit; interorbital width equal to

short diameter of eye ; snout 3 iu head ; first 2 dorsal spines flexible, slen-

derer than the others, but not evidently dift'erentiated from the rest of the

fin; length of first spine almost I that of head; second spine slightly

shorter than the first; third spine 3 in head; 'ninth spine slightly hmger

than third ; first soft ray 2* iu head ; last ray .5 in body ; anal spines mod-

erate, the third as long as third spine of dorsal ; last anal ray I as long as

head; caudal slightly rounded, 6 iu Iwdy; first ventral ray produced,

extending to base offourth anal ray
;
pectoral as long as head without snout.

Lateral line piercing 20 scales before the interruption, which occurs under

tenth ray of dorsal. Color in spirits, purplish-gray; a broad streak of

solferino in middle of sides, beginning near head and extending back to

above middle of anal, the width of this stripe uncertain, but probably twice

that of the eye; iris solferino with a narrow light circle around pupil;

several narrow stripes a little darker than the body color from the eye over

preorbital and cheek ; a similar stripe running almost vertically on oper-

cle; dorsal mottled with dusky; other fins pearly, except caudal, which

is slightly dark, with a light margin, and anal, which shows some faint

mottlings in alcohol. Another young individual 57 mm. long is probably

of the same species. The first 2 dorsal spines are flexible, the others stiff;

the ventral scarcely reaches the anal origin; across the top of the head

and back are 9 or 10 light blotches, some of these being continued down
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the sides, forming abont fi distinct bands. Cozumel Island, Yucatan; 2

specimens. ( r.ean). Very close to N. rosipes and N. aplendens; possibly the

adult of the former, (ventralis, pertaining to the belly, from the long

ventrals.)

Xyrichthys ventralis, Bean, Bull. TJ. S. Fish Coram. 1888, 198, pi. 29, fig. 1, Cozumel (Coll. Dr.

Bean. Type, No. 37077) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 659, 1890.

2020. XOVACULllHTHYS INFIRMUS (Bean).

Head 3* ; depth 3.1. D. IX, 12 ; A. Ill, 12 ; Y. I, 5 ; P. 11 ; scales 2-27-11.

Form of body similar to that of N. ventralis, the descent of the profile

more abrupt, the species in this respect bearing more resemblance to X.

psittacus ; upper profile of head not forming a very sharp edge ; snout

comparatively short and blunt; the preorbital very much higher than in

N. ventralis; the shortest distance from the angle of mouth to eye nearly

twice length of eye ; maxillary not reaching vertical from front of orbit,

its length 4 in head ; canines as in JSf. ventralis; eye distant from upper

profile nearly | of its diameter, which is 6 in head and more than 2 in

snout; interorbital width equal to length of eye; a few scales below the

orbit; distance from .snout to eye 2,V in head. All dorsal spines flexible,

and of about equal length; third spine 3 in head; last soft ray very

slightly produced, and about 2^ in head; anal spines very week, the third

spine about 31 in head; last anal ray little less than 3 in head; caudal

nearly truncate, in some specimens the middle rays very slightly longer

than external rays, the middle rays, from the end of the scales, 7 in

length of body to base of caudal; ventral spine slender and weak, first

ray reaching al)out to vent; ventral about H in head and .5 in body; pec-

toral nearly as long as ventral ; lateral line piercing 20 scales before the

interruption, the twentieth scale being under tenth ray of dorsal; scales

of breast and abdomen much smaller than any of the others; posterior

angle of most of tbe scales acutely produced. Color in spirits, light olive

gray, the dorsal and anal fins being darker except along their basal por-

tions; axil of pectoral very dark, the dark blotch sometimes bordered

behind by several bluish streaks on the scales ; 3 narrow stripes extending

from the eye over the preorbital and cheek ; interopercle with 6 or 7 short,

nearly vertical, lines of bluish; iris solferino; the dark color of the dorsal

more pronounced on the spinous portion. Cozumel, Yucatan. (Bean) ; four

specimens known. Evidently close to NoracuUchthys martinicensis, but

probably distinguished by the dusky axil and the scales on the cheeks.

{infirmus, limp, flexible.)

Xyrichthys infirmus, Bean, Bull. TJ. S. Fish Comm. 1888, 199, pi. 29, fig. 2, Cozumel (Coll. T.

H. Bean. Type, No. 37076) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fislies, 660, 1890.

2027. NOVACULICHTHYS MARTINICENSIS (Cuvier & Yalencieiines).

Head 3*; depth 3J. D. IX, 12; A. Ill, 12; scales 2-29-9. Dorsal spines

similar, all soft and flexible. Ventral fins moderate, not reaching anal,

not produced in a long filament; no small scales below eye; body more

elongate than in Xjiriehlhi/s psittacus, the anterior profile of the head less

steep and less trenchant. Color in spirits, reddish, the fins dark (in the
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male) ; head without evident blue lines ; a blue verticil 1 streak on each

scale, as in other species ; no silvery l)lotoh, and no inky spot on body.

Martinique. Here di'scrilted from the orif^inal types of martinicensis and
vitta in the museum at Paris, The 2 are not evidently different, although

they are not in very good condition for comparison. The characters of

this species are yet to be made out from fresh specimens, {martinicensis,

from Martinique.)

The following are our notes on the types of these nominal species

:

Xyrichthys viartiniccnsifi: Eiglit specimens, about .135 mm. long, in poor

condition; Martinique. (Garuot.) Color faded; 1 specimen (male) with

dark fins. Anterior profile rather less trenchant than in A', psittacus.

Canines strong, | on each side. No scales on head. Anterior dorsal spines

not produced; none of the spines pungent. Head 3* in length; depth
about the same. Scales 29.

Xyrichthys vitta: From the "Cabinet du Stadhouder;" .14 mm. long.

Specimen a little deeper than the types of X. martinicensis (head 3| ; depth
5i), but apparently not otherwise difi'erent. A yellowish streak along

sides where the muscles join (i:)erhaps not evident in life).

Xyrichthys martinicensis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 49, 1839, Martin-

ique ; JoEDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 541 (uote on type) ; Jordan, Review Labroid

Fishes, 659, 1890.

Xyrichthys vitta, Cuviee & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 51, 1839, iio locality

given ; JoEDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1886, 541 (note on type).

Novacula martinicensis, Gunther, Cat., iv, 171, 1862.

644. XYRICHTHYS, Cuvier.

(Razok-fisiifis. )

Xyrichthys, CuviER, M^moires du Mu86um d'Hist. Nat., I, 324, 329, 1815 (novacula).

Novacula, Cdviee, Regne Animal, Ed. i, 265 1817 (novacula); Novacula of Bleeker and
GOnthee, not Novacula, Gill, which is Memipteronotus of LacepivDE and Bleekee,
a genus distinguished from Iniistius, GiLL, hy its scaly cheeks.

Amorphocephalus, Eowdich, Exc. Madeira, 238, 1825 (granulatus).

Body oblong, compressed, deepest behind the occiput, thence tapering

backward. Head very short and deep, the profile almost vertical, the

upper and anterior outlines compressed to a sharp edge; profile parabolic.

Preorbital very deep. Eyes small, high, placed near the top of the head.

Mouth small, low; 2 anterior canines in each jaw, no posterior canines.

Cheek and opercles naked, or with only a few very small scales below
the eye. Scales large,, with membranaceous edges, about 26 in a longi-

tudinal series; the lateral line running on the second row of large scales

below the dorsal sheath; lateral line interrupted behind, commencing
again lower down on the caudal peduncle. Dorsal fin continuous, with 9

pungent spines essentially alike. Colors brilliant. Tropical seas, {^vpov,

razor; ix^v<i, fish.)

a. Black ocellus larger than eye at base of caudal, just below lateral line; none on dor-

sal fin. MUNDICEPS, 2028.

aa. Black ocellus wanting, not present anywhere on body or on fins in either sex.

/>. Scales of sides of body each with a vertical blue spot. General color moi'o or

less red; side of body with a diffuse silvery area below and behind the
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pectoral fin, often -wanting or disappearing in spirits ; scales below this area

with pearly vertical streaks; color rose red or brownish, with a blue verti-

cal streak on each scale; vertical blue streaks on the head, as in other

species; males (in life, always) with a dark red cross shade behind pec-

torals, this disappearing In spirits; dorsal immaculate; anal with oblique

violaceous streaks; caudal with 6 or 8 dark cross streaks. Head 3i in

length ; depth Z\ ; eye small, 5J in head ; scales 2-26-8. psittacus, 2029.

lb. Scales of sides of body without blue spots ; head with but 5 vertical streaks

of blue. Color red, the flns nearly plain ; a red axillar band, disappearing
inspirits; iris red; caudal truncate; otherwise as in X.^*-i»«cMS, of which
it is probably a coU;r variety. MODESTUS, 2030.

2028. XYRHHTHYS MII\DICEPS, Gill.

Head 3^; depth, about 3^, the males deeper than females. D. IX, 12; A.

Ill, 11; scales 2-24-9. Anterior profile of head parabolic
;
preorbital very

deep, its depth ^ the head; eye near top of head, its diameter not ^
depth of preorbital; anterior profile of the head more or less trenchant;

usually a blue vertical bar on each scale. Head in male with blue vertical

stripes ; a black ocellus larger than eye at base of caudal, just below lateral

line, none on dorsal fiu; 3 concentric, blue, ciirved lines on flaj) of oi>ercle;

3 narrow blue lines across cheek; a violet vertical line on base of each
scale; lower jaw with numerous lines; fins pale, unmarked; female plain

light brown, without markings on head or body. A very handsome species

known from numerous specimens, the original types and others, collected

by Mr. John Xantus at Cape San Lucas ; not yet .seen elsewhere, {muiidus,

neat; ceps, head.)

Xyrichthysmundiceps, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Mus. Sci. Phila. 1862, 143. Cape San Lucas (Coll.

Xantus) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 367 : Jordai^, Review Labroid
Fishes, 660, 1890.

Novacula mundiceps. Gunther, Cat., iv, 172, 1862.

2029. XYRK HTHYS PSITTACUS (Linnffius).

(Razor-fish.)

Head 3+ ; depth 3i. D. TX, 12 ; A. Ill, 11 ; scales 3-26 or 27-8 ; eye 5^ in

head, very small and close to the profile; depth of preorbital, from eye to

angle of head, 2i\; in head; length of cheek much less than i its height.

Body oblong, very strongly compressed
;
profile very steep ; the jaws ecjual,

the canines j ;
pectorals reaching past tips of veiitrals ; caudal rounded ; a

few embedded scales under eye ; lateral line with the tubes simple. Color

rose red or brownish, with a blue vertical streak ou each scale; A^ertical

blue streaks ou the head; side of body with a diftuse silvery area below
and behind the pectoral fin, often wanting or disappearing in spirits; scales

below this area with pearly vertical streaks; males (in life, always) with

a dark-red cross shade behind pectorals, this disajipearing in spirits; dor-

sal immaculate; anal with oblique violaceous streaks; caudal with 6 or 8

dark cross streaks. West Indies, rather common, north to Pensacola and
Charleston, south to Bahia. Length 15 inches; a handsome si)ecies, per-
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haps not distinct fron. the razor-fish ^XyricM^nj.^ ^wmo.U Linn«.us) of the

Mediterranean. (^/rraKos, parrot.)

Cory,K<.nap.^tacu.^ L™us, Syst. Kat., Ed. xn, 448, 1766, Charleston. (Coll. Dr.

X.,SS;i^«ac«. aoon.^BK.^^Proc.TT^S^Kat.Mus.l884 4^ 1885,1^ o. type

JsrovacuUlineata, Guntheb, Cat. iv, 1.1, 1862
(Coll. Poey) ; Jordan &

GILBERT, Synopsis, 605, 1883 ; Bean. Bull. Fish Comm. 1888, .0..

2030. XYRICHTHYS MODESTDS, Poey.

Head Bf in total with caudal; depth 44. D. IX, 12; A. Ill, 11; scales

28 30- Body and head very much compressed; eye high, contained 6

11 in distance .om the "-th to the point of the ^-c^ 3 in snont.
om tue luoutu tu uuo ^.^^^^ — — x -

No scales on head. First ray of dorsal stronger than the others
;

caudal

truncal- Color carmine lake; brown posteriorly; opercle greenish

X;-adwith5hl.k.e.icalha.ds;ad.p.redW
i:^r:f ;X:i fin; Z^carcely^treaked; irisred. Dijl^rs^om

:;.!./«.. in truncate caudal, longer
P-f-^'f--;^^;^^d^n:ttd ol

absence of streaks on trunk; the space behind
^^^'^fj^^^f^^^^

brown. Cuba. (Poey) ; not seen by ns ; evidently very close to X v^Macm,

of which it is probably a color variation, {mode^im, modest.)

Y,Wc../.,.s. .noaestu., Poet, Eepertorio, n, 238, 1867. Havana (Coll. Poey)
;

PoE., Synopsis,

336, 1868; .TOBDAN, Review Labroid Fishes, 661, 1890.

645. INIISTIUS, Gill.

I^^B, GILL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862 143 (^avo)

Xyrichthys, Bleeker, Atlas Icbth., 149, 1862 (pavo) ;
not of Ccmer

* We Lave compared numerous specimens f-m PensacoU =ml^^^^^^^^^

descriptions available of the Mediterranean spec es and can h^
^^.^^^^^^

We are, however, unwilling 10 PlaS,^,'};
J7,Y,irlMtou s, enmens seem to represent the psit-

actual comparison ot specimens Ihese ^^arlestou spec ™»^n^
Poey seems to be the

tacus of Linnaeus and the hneata ot ^'"fl^^;. JJ'.^f,' "-^^^^^ The wbite

same, as is also, in our opinion,_his venustus
('^««f^Z'

V" _ ".cimens and not on others. If

peritoneal blotch of venmtus is evident «j^
««^e °f oui sp .imen^^^^

^.^^^ ^.^^ ^

the synonymy be correct this ^^azor-hsh wmild have a^^^^
a.s species dis-

Labroid. Dr. Bean admits, P™^i«J0°^"-^'A^?f!5:'*^" retains the name X. venustus. As,

'

Martigues, Montpelier, I^ica, Seide.

Kovacula cuUrata, Gunthek, Cat., iv, 169, 18b^.
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First 2 dorsal spines detached, from tlie others and inserted on or close

behind the occiput; scales large, about 26 in the lateral line; lateral line

on the second row of large scales below the dorsal sheath. This genus

contains some 5 or 6 species, chiefly of the western Pacific. They are

similar in most respects to the typical species of XyrichiJiys, differing

chiefly in having the 2 anterior spines of the dorsal fin produced, separated

from the others, and placed as a separate fin on the nape. {Iviov, nape;

idriov, sail, in allusion to the first dorsal fin on the nape.)

2031. IMISTICS MIINDICORPUS, Gtill.

Head 3i; depth 2^. D. II-YII, 12; A. Ill, 12; eye 6 to 7 in head, snout

2^; first filamentous dorsal spine nearly as long as head; pectoral equals

ventral, nearly 2; scales 2-28-11. Body deep, compressed, the profile very

steep; the first 2 dorsal spines long and filamentous, not connected with

the other spines, the longest spine about 1*^ in head and 4i in body ; height

of head equal to its length; anterior profile steep and broadly curved,

canines |; a ring of deeply embedded scales around posterior margin of

orbit, head otherwise naked; scales on nape deeply embedded; 3 broad

bars of dark olive on the back and sides, these bars nearly as wide as the

Interspaces ; most of tbe scales of the back and sides with a vertical light-

bluish stripe; in the middle of the first dark baud are 1 or 2 scales

of a different color, tho posterior half of each jet-black, the base light

blue; dorsal with narrow dark stripes running obliquely downward and
backward; anal pale; a conspicuous light horizontal stripe near the tips

of rays; a narrower similar stripe near the middle of the fin; bluish

clouds on opercle; vertical pale-blue stripes below eye, a faint dusky
streak below eye ; female paler, plain yellowish or brownish; dorsal with

several obli<iue bars between its rays. Rocky Islands on the Pacific coast

of Mexico. The original types of this species (females), and afterwards

some other specimens, have been sent to the United States National

Museum from Cape San Lucas. Specimens have also been taken on the

west coast of Mexico by Dr. Gilbert. Length 8 inches. This very hand-

some species much resembles tho type of the genus, Iniistius paro, of the

Hawaiian Islands, (miindus, neat; corpus, body.)

Iniistius inuiidicorpus, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1862, 145, Cape San Lucas ; Jordan
Review Labroid Fishes, 662, 1890.

Novaeula mundicorpus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis. 1882, 367 ; Jokdan, I. c, 1885, 384.

Family CLXI. SCARIDJ5.

(The Parrot Fishes.*)

Body oblong, moderately compressed, covered with large cycloid scales

as in the Luhridw. Mouth moderate, terminal. Teeth in the jaws more
or less coalescent, at least at base; lower pharyngeals much enlarged,

*In Cuba, tbe name Yieja (Old "Wife) is applied to all tbe dull colored parrot flsbes:
that of Loroto tbe green and blue forms; Ovacamaia to those with green teeth, these
being called Perrico in Mexico. Loro, Perrico, and Gtiacamaia are tlio names applied to
parrots. Tbe small species with dark lateral streaks are known as Bullon.
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united in a concave or spoon-shaped body, their teeth broadest transversely

and truncate, arranged in mosaic; dorsal continuous, its formula usually

IX, 10; anal rays II, 9; 23 to 25 scales in the lateral line; vertebne about

11 + 14 = 25. Sexes similarily colored, the coloration almost always bril-

liant; fin rays essentially the same throughout the group, the s<iuauiation

varying little except on tbe head. Genera 7; species about 110; of the

tropical seas, especially abundant about coral reefs. Herbivorous fishes,

often of large size, not valued as food, the flesh being soft and pasty. The

species in the various genera are very closely related, being distinguished

chiefly by the coloration and the dentition, both series of characters being

highly specialized. We begin the group with tbe most generalized genus,

the one nearest the Labroid ancestors of the Scandal. {Labrida- Scarina,

Giinther, Cat., iv, 208 to 240.)

SPAKISOMATIN.E

:

a. Lower pharyngeal broader than long, flattish or basin-shaped; gill membranes

broadly joined to the isthmns, not forming afold across it; lateralline subcontin-

U0U8; scales about head few and large, those on the cheek in 1 row; lower

law projecting; teeth whitish or rosy.

b. Dorsal spines flexible; teeth more or less distinct, at least anteriorly.

c. Teeth in each .jaw in few series, not imbricated or quincunx; lateral teeth

of eachjawcoalescent in a more or less continuous cutting edge, the

teeth more free anteriorly and not adnate to the dental plate.

Ceyptotomds, 646.

cc. Teeth in each jaw in 3 or 4 series, all imbricated in quincunx order on

the dental plate, to which they are adnate by the posterior face; cut-

ting edge of each jaw formed by teeth. CALOTOMus, 647.

bb. Dorsal spines stiff, pungent; teeth of upper jaw at least more or less coales-

cent.

d Teeth of each jaw chiefly coalescent, the jaws divided by a rather indis-

tinct median suture. Spaeisoma, 648.

^aT Lower pharyngeal spoon-shaped, much longer than broad; teeth of jaws fully coa-

lesced, each jaw divided by a distinct median suture ;
gill membranes forming

a fold Across the isthmus ; dorsal spines flexible ; lateral line interrupted behind,

beginning again lower down on the peduncle of the tail; scales about head

rather numerous, those on cheeks in 2 or more series; lower jaw incladed.

e. Teeth and jaws whitish or ro.sy in color. Scakus, 649.

ee. Teeth and jaws blue or bluish green. rsEUDOSCARUS, 650.

646. CRYPTOTOMUS, Cope.

Calliodon, CuviER, Regne Animal, Ed. 11, Vol. 2, 266, 1829 {spinideiu)
-,

not OalUodon of

Gronow, nor of Bloch & Schneider, which is Seams.

Oallyodon, Cdvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 285, 1839 (.pinidens, uUus, etc.).

Crypotomus, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1871, 462 (roseus).

Lower pharyneals, upper pharyngeals, isthmus, and lateral line pre-

cisely as in Sparisoma; lateral teeth of upper jaw coalescent into a more

or less continuous cutting edge, the teeth more separate anteriorly; free

posterior canines often present ; anterior teeth separate or coalescent at

base only; lower jaw with a single series of partly coalescent teeth lat-

erally, and 2 or more series of nearly separate teeth anteriorly; median

suture of jaws not evident externally; dorsal spines flexible; jaws sub-

equal; scales about head large, a single row on cheek, 4 or 5 on median
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line before dorsal. Species numerous, of small size, mostly of dull or

olivaceous coloration. This genus is closely related to Sparisoma, differing

from it in having tlie anterior teeth nearly separate at all ages and in hav-

ing the dorsal spines llexible, as in /Scaj-Hs. The dentition approaches

that of a very young Sparisoma. This genus has been generally known as

Callyodon. The genus Calliodon of Gronow and of Bloch & Schneider was,

however , based on a species which apparently belongs to the genus Scarus.

The name was transferred by Cuvier from the type of Scams croiccnsis to

the present group. This transfer as inadmissible in our view, and the

name Calliodon should not be used for the genus. Callyodon, variaut

spelling of the same word, is also inadmissible. The name Cryptotomus

was proposed by Cope for a tish having the ''dentition of Callyodon, but

with the numerous dorsal and anal spines of the group of Harpe." The

fin rays are given D. XI, 8; A. Ill, 8. The numbers in all known species

of Scarbuv are D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 9 (8). We find on examination of the

original type of CryptotoniKS that Professor Cope has mistaken 2 of the

(broken) soft rays of the dorsal and 1 of the anal for spines. The differ-

ence between spines and soft rays in this group is very slight. We there-

fore regard Cryploiomiis as a synonym of Callyodon Cuvier, and the latter

name being ineligible, we adopt Cryptotomus as the name of the genus.

(Hpvrtrdi, hidden; rojuoi, cutting (teeth).)

a. Posterior canine.s normally present (occasionally wanting on one side or both in some

species).

b. Lateral teeth of lower jaw arranged in a series continuous witli the anterior

teeth, thus:

c. Snout long and sharp, 2 in head, the protile somewhat unevenly convex;

upper lip double only posteriorly; posterior canines 2, strong, recurved.

DENTIENS, 2032.

cc. Snout shortish, its length (measured along the axis) nearly 3 in head; pro-

file strongly convex above eye, thence nearly straight to tip of snout

;

posterior canine usually single, very strong. retractus, 2033.

bb. Lateral teeth of lower jaw subequal, arranged in 2 rows which are not parallel,

the posterior teeth of the anterior series standing below and outside the

anterior teeth of the posterior series, thus

:

d. Posterior canine usually preceded by 2 or 3 smaller ones ; upper lip double

for its whole length. ustus, 2034.

dd. Posterior canine usually single, sometimes wanting; teeth otherwise

much as in C. ustus, the anterior canines smaller; upper lip not

double for its whole length. auropunctatus, 2035.

aa. Posterior canines none; lateral teeth in each jaw subequal, those of the lower jaw

larger than those of the upper and forming a continuous series.

e. Teeth of outer (anterior) series in upper jaw few, small, not caninelike, scarcely

ditferent from the lateral teeth; lower jaw without enlarged teeth; upper

lip double for its entire coiirse, the inner fold very narrow mesially , body

moderately elongate, the depth 3i in length ; head SJ ; snout rather sharp,

2J in head; profile gently curved, not steep; diameter of eye ii in head, IJ

in its distance from the angle of the mouth; caudal subtruncate. Color

olive gray, much mottled, sides with faint longitudinal whitish stripes

;

head with some greenish spots; fins pale, mottled with olive.

BERVLLINUS, 2036.
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ee Teetli of anterior series in upper jaw long, canine-like, directed forward, sep-

arate to their bases; lower Jaw with its anterior teeth long and somewhat

canine-like; scales of breast and belly considerably enlarged, 3 scales

before ventrals, 5 before dorsal ; body slender, elongate, little compressed,

the depth 41 in length ; head 3i; eye large, about 5 in head, more than A

snout; snout very sharp, the profile straight to above eye; caudal trun-

cate ; spines of dorsal long and very flexible. Coloration nearly plain rosy

purple, with 4 dark cross shades; the back vaguely barred; caudal barred

with darker, a distinct blackish axillary spot; lower fins pale, probably

,, ,;,' ROSEUS, 2037.
yellow in lite.

2032. CRYI'TOTOMIS DKXTIKNS (Poey).

Head 3i; depth 3A; snout long and sharp, 2 in head, th.- profile some-

what unevenly convx; upper lip double ouly posteriorly; posterior

canines 2, strong, reeurved; anterior eauines strong; teeth of lower jaw

not very unequal, the anterior teetli a little longer than the middle ones,

the posterior teeth little enlarged. Lateral teeth of lower jaw arranged

in a series continuous with the anterior teeth. Fins rather high
;
eye

5^ in head. Color in alcohol, olivaceous, the fins much mottled, the sides

of the body with conspicuous pale spots; in life, "greenish, the scales

yellow at base, their edges bluish; vertical fins whitish, with rosy ver-

tical spots; caudal wine color, with bluish vertical markings." Cuba;

apparently rare. Here described from a specimen sent by Poey to the

Museum of Comparative Zoology . {dentiens, developing teeth.

)

Oalliodon dentiens, Poey, Memorias, n, 422, 1861, Cuba (Coll. Poey)
;
Poby, Enumer.atio,

115, 1875.

Gryptotomus dentiens, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 665, 1890.

20.53. CUYPTOTOMl S KETIUOTUS (Poey).

Head U; depth 3. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 9; eye 6 in head; snout 2^ ;
pec-

toral li; highest dorsal spiue 2f ; scales 2-23-6. Profile strongly convex

above eye, thence nearly straight to tip of snout; posterior canine usually

single, very strong; anterior canines 2 on each side, divergent, directed

forward and outward; lateral teeth of lower jaw very unequal, the pos-

terior much larger than those near the middle of the side of the jaw, which

are wholly coalesceut; distance of eye from angle of mouth altout twice

its diameter; upper lip double for its whole length; gill rakers short and

sharp, al)out 4 -|-6; caudal truncate; pectorals reaching past tips of ven-

trals, which reach about midway from their base to vent. Origin of

ventral spiue under anterior end of pectoral base. Color in spirits, olive

green, each scale with a faint brown central blotch ; head nearly plain;

vertical fins greenish, blotched with 1)rown, the membranes of the first

2 spines blackish. West Indies, north to Pensacola; known to us from

2 specimens—1 from Havana, the other from Pensacola. Our identifica-

tion is somewhat doubtful, as Poey says that the upper lip is doulde

posteriorly only, {retractus, drawn back.)

Calliodon retraces, Poey, Synopsis, 345, 1868, Havana (Coll. Poey); PoEY, Enumeratio.

116, 1875.

Gryptotomus dentiens, Jordan, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 45 and 227 ;
not of Poey.

Gryptotomus retractus, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 665, 1890.
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2034. CRYPTOTOMUS USTUS (Cuvier & ValencieDues).

Head about 3i; depth 3. D. IX, 9; A. II, 8; scales 1^-24-6. Body mod-
erately elongated, compressed. Head rather pointed ; lateral teeth of lower

jaw subequal, arranged in 2 rows which are not parallel, the posterior

teeth of the anterior series standing below and outside the anterior teeth

of the posterior series. Posterior canine usually preceded by 2 or 3 smaller

ones; upper lip double for its whole length; i)rofile slightly convex above
eye and somewhat concave before it ; snout long, 2^ in head ; distance from
eye to angle of mouth 3 in head, and 2i times diameter of eye; eye small,

6| in head; anterior canines about 4 on each side, strong and divergent;

lower teeth larger than in other species. Color in spirits, olive gray, with
irregular marbliugs of slaty gray ; 4 diffuse dark blotches along base of

dorsal; dorsal olive, finely mottled with dark cross lines, the membrane
of the first 2 spines black; caudal and anal plain olive. West Indies,

north to Charleston, south to Bahia; rather common. We have examined
specimens of this species from Rio Janeiro, Pensacola, and Charleston, as

well as the original tyjie from Brazil.* (ustus, scorched, from the color.)

Gallyodonuitus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 286, 1839, Brazil; Gunther,
Cat., IV, 214, 1862; Guiohbnot, Scaxides, 59, 1865 (note on types) ; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 606, 1883 ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 541 (note on type).

Cryptotoiiivs ustus, JORDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 228; Jordan, Review Labroid

Pishes, 666, 1890.

2035. (;il¥PTOTOMUS AUROPUNCTATUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

Head 3 ; depth 3. D. IX, 10 ; A. II, 9 ; scales 24. Lateral teeth of lower

jaw subequal. Posterior canine usually single, sometimes wanting; teeth

otherwise much as in C. ustus, the anterior canines smaller; upper lip not

double for its whole length ; snout sharp, the front not steep ; snout 25 in

head; eye 5. Color in life "greenish, with small gilt spots arranged in

oblique irregular bands on the vertical fins; a yellowish line from eye to

mouth, and others on side of head.'' San Domingo. Known only from

the original types t examined by us in the museum at Paris, (aurum, gold

;

pnnctatKs, dotted.)

Callyodon auropunctatus, CuviEK & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 290, 1839, San
Domingo; GiJNTHER, Cat., IV, 214, 3862; Guichenot, Scarides, 60, 1865 (note on type);

Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 542 (note on type).

Cryptotomvs auropunctatus, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886,228; Jordan, Keview
Labroid Fishes, 666, 1890.

*'We have the following note on the type of Callyodon ustus : "A dried skin somewhat
distorted; 0.23"' long. Brazil. (Delalaiide.) Color all faded. Lower lateral teeth very
regularly arranged; some teeth not dissimilar outside of these in front. Lower teeth
growing rather stronger backward. Upper lateral leeth very fine and even, close set.

Oue canine near middle of jaw turned outward and backward." No other canines evident
on left side; right side broken."
fWe have the following notes on the types of Callyodon auropiinctatus: "In fair con-

dition; O.IT"" long; from San Domingo. (Ricord.) Body rather elongate; the snout
sharp, the front not steep. Eye 5 in head; snout 2g; head 3; depth 3. Teeth on edge of
each jaw regular, those of lower jaw twice as large, the front series standing outside of
the lateral series. Upper jaw with 1 strong canine hooked outward and backward, a
little behind the middle of its side. Anterior canines small, those of the lower j.aws
scarcely unlike the ordinary teeth. Upper lip not double for its whole length. The other
specimen, 0. 13"" long, also from San Domingo, mentioned by Cuvier, lacks the posterior
canine, but seems to be otherwise similar.
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2036. CRYPTOTOMUS BERYLIINUS, Jordan and Swain.

Head 3^ (3| with caudal) ; depth Si (4t)
; eye 4^ in head; snout 2f. D.

IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales 2^24-6. Body more elongate than in related spe-

cies, compressed. Jaws pale, the median suture not evident; central

portion of each tooth with a reddish-brown spot. Upper jaw laterally

with a continuous cutting edge of coalesced teeth, this edge even along

the middle of the jaw and somewhat serrate posteriorly; anteriorly the

cutting edge gives place to about 2 series of lanceolate, rather obtuse, com-

pressed teeth, which coalesce at base only ; no posterior caniues in any of

the many specimens examined; lower jaw laterally with a series of com-

pressed teeth, coalescent for a short distance and close set ; in front are 2 or

3 series similar to those in the upper jaw. Jaws subequal, the lower very

slightly included; upper lip doulde for almost its entire length, its inner

fold narrow mesially, the lip covering most of the upper jaw. Isthmus

moderate, the gill membranes not forming a fold across it. Snout rather

acute; cheek with a single row of about 5 scales; 4 or 5 scales on the

median line before dorsal. Lateral line subcontiuuous, its tubes each

with 4 branches, which cover most of the scale. Dorsal spines very slen-

der, not pungent; caudal fin slightly rounded, its outer rays 1\ in head;

pectorals reaching past tips of ventrals, which reach midway between

their base and front of anal; origin of ventral spine directly under ante-

rior end of pectoral l)ase. Lower pharyngeals formed exactly as in Spari-

soma, not quite twice as broad as long, the surface slightly concave. Color

in life, olive green or olive gray, mottled above with darker and small

whitish blotches; some whitish blotches above lateral line; some along

lateral line, a row of 5 or 6, smaller than pupil, in a straight line below

lateral line; 5 or 6 faint greenish blotch-like areas along sides; 2 or 3

narrow, parallel whitish stripes more or less distinct along lower parts of

side bordered with brownish, the upper running from below eye straight

to middle of caudal, the lower passing just below pectoral; some whitish

bands radiating from eye; usually some dark-green spots before and behind

eye; top of head vermiculatedand dotted with black ; a brown band across

chin; dorsal pale, mottled with olive; a dusky blotch on front of dorsal;

caudal greenish, edged with brown, its outer rays barred with brown and

light olive, speckled and barred with brown; ventrals pale, faintly barred

with brown
;
pectorals pale; ventral fins in adult edged with light brown-

ish red. The whitish lines of sides become fainter with age. In spirits

the brown coloration gives place to grayish or greenish, each scale often

with a greenish blotch. Length 6 inches. Florida Keys; occasionally

north to Ncav Jersey, south to Rio Janeiro ; common about Key West on

muddy bottoms. A single specimen secured in the market at Havana, 5i
inches in length, where Poey seems not to have noticed the species. A
specimen from Rio Janeiro has the anterior profile steeper and the eye

smaller, 5^ in head. We have examined the young specimen described

and figured by Dr. Bean as '' Sparisoma sp" from Somers Point, New Jersey.

It is identical with young specimens of Cryptotomxis henjUinus from Key
West. The occurrence of this tropical fish at a point so far to the north-

ward is surprising, {herijlUnus, color of beryl or emerald.)

3030 25
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Cryptotomvs beryllinns, Jordan & Swain, Troc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 101, Havana; Key
West (Types, Nos. 3ri097 aud 35162. Coll. D. S. Jordan); Jordan, I.e., 137; Jordan,

rroc. U. S. Nat.Mu8. 1886, 45; Jordan, 1886, 228; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishea, 666,

1890.

Sparisorna sp., Bean, Bull. TJ. S. Fi-sh Comm. 1888, 137, Somers Point, New Jersey; youug

specimen.

2037. (UYPTOTOMIX BOSEUS, Cope.

Head 3.t; depth 4i. D. IX, 9; A. Ill, 9; eye 5 in head; snout 3|; scales

li-25-6. Lateral teeth in each jaw suhequal, those of the lower jaw
larger than those of the upper and forming a continuous series. Teeth of

anterior series in upper jaw long, canine-like, directed forward, separate

to their bases; lower jaw with its anterior teeth long and somewhat

canine-like; upper lip double' for all its length; scales of breast and
belly considerably enlarged, 3 scales before veutrals, 5 before dorsal;

body slender, elongate, little compressed; eye large, more than i snout;

snout very sharp, the profile straight to above eye. Caudal truncate;

spines of dorsal long and very flexible; pectorals reaching past tips of

veutrals ; origin of ventral sjiine under middle of pectoral base. Coloration

nearly plain ("rosy purple" according to Cope), with 4 dark cross

shades; the back vaguely barred; caudal barred with darker, a distinct

l)lackish axillary spot; lower fins pale, probably yellow in life. West
Indies, south to Brazil; apparently rare. Of this species we have exam-

ined the original type in the museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences

at Philadelphia, and 3 smaller specimens taken by the Albatross at Bahia.

It is the most slender of all the Scaridce. {roseus, rosy.)

Cryptotomus roseus, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, xni, 1869, 462, St. Martins (Coll, Dr.

Van Ri,jgersma); Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1885, 545 (note on type); Jordan,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 228; Jordan, Review Labroid Fisbes, 666, 1890.

647. CALOTOMUS, (Gilbert.

Galotomns, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 70 {.renodon).

Teeth distinct, equal, imbricated in regular oblique rows in both jaws,

wholly concealing the dental plates to the anterior edge of which they

are affixed. Cutting edge of each jaw formed by the outer teeth, the

dental plate not reaching the edge, and visible only from within. Lips

double for a short distance only. Scales of cheek in 1 row; lateral

line continuous; bases of dorsal and anal with scaly sheaths; dorsal

spines 9, soft and flexible; gill membranes broadly joined to the isthmus.

This genus is based on a large Scaroid of the eastern Pacific, allied to

Cri/pMomus, but differing in the arrangement of th(^ teeth. Some of the

East Indian species referred by Bleeker to CaUiodon may belong to CaJoto-

mus. {naXoi, beautiful; touoz, cutting.)

2038. C.iLOTOMl'S XEXODOX, Gilbert.

Head3J; depth 2f. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 9; scales lf-25-7. Body deep,

compressed, snout short and convex, 2* in head; interorbital width 4;

* In our specimens ; double on sides only according to Cope.
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maxillary 3J ; eye 2\ in snout. Teeth pointed, iiubricated in qninounx
order, both tips and edges wholly free, the anterior face convex, the pos-

terior face alone adnate to the dental plate ; of equal size and similar in

both jaws, there being- 3 or 4 teeth in an oblique cross series anteriorly,

about 12 of these series in the upper jaw, and 14 in the lower; 2 teeth in

the upper jaw at the angle of the mouth are conical and curved downward
and backward. Scales on cheek in a single series, 3 or 4 in number; 4

scales on median line before the dorsal tin, the anterior one encroaching

on occiput ; scales on breast not reduced, 3 on median line before ventrals,

1+ series of scales between lateral line and dorsal, the \ series forming

a sheath along base of fin. Dorsal spines rather high and flexible, the

origin of the tin over base of pectorals; caudal deeply lunate, the outer

rays produced, \ longer than the middle rays, 1^ in head; none of the ven-

tral rays elongate, the tin reaching about halfway to vent, li in head;

pectorals with wide oblique base, the free margin of fin somewhat
/- shaped, the uj^per angle acute, the lower rounded, the longest ray 1^ in

head; origin of ventral spine under middle of pectoral base. Color mot-

tled silvery, slaty, and brown, without definite pattern; top of head and
snout dusky

;
pectorals black at base ; ventrals dusky at tip ; dorsal and

anal black on basal half, mottled distally; caudal mottled, narrowly
edged behind with white. Two specimens from Socorro IsLmd, the long-

est 14 inches long. (Gilbert.) (^fVoj, strange ; 66" ot)?, tooth.)

Calotomus xenodon, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 70, Socorro Island (Coll. Alba-

tross) ; Jordan, Keview Labroid Fishes, 667, 1890.

648. SPARISOMA, Swainson.

(YlE.TAS.)

Sparisonia, Swainson, K"at. Hist. Class. Fisbes, etc., u, 227, 1839 {aldldgaardi)

.

Scarus, Bleeker, Versl. Akad. Wet. Amsterdam, xn, Scaroid, 3, 1861 (cretensis; not of

Forskal).

jBwscarMS, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List, 416, 1896 (cretensis).

Lower pharyngeal broader than long, subhexagonal, its surface moder-

ately concave or flatfish; teeth in each jaw largely coalesceut in adult,

their tips more or less separate in the youug, the edge, especially of the

lower jaw, remaining uneven ; the median suture in each jaw present, but

not well defined; 1 to 4 radiating canines sometimes present on each side

of upper jaw above its cutting edge; ^ .gill membranes broadly united to

the isthmus; dorsal spines jiungent; upper lip double for its entire length
;

lower jaw projecting beyond upper; lateral line not interrupted, passing

gradually from its row of scales posteriorly to the series next below it;

lubes of lateral line much branched; scales about head large, those on

iheek in a single row, those on the median line in front of dorsal 3 or 4 in

number. Species of rather small size, most of them American; some of

them showily colored. Sparisoma cretensis (Linnieus) the Scarus (dndpo^)

of the ancients is the only member of this family found in Europe. It is

* In some species having normally 1 or more canine teeth, some or all of them are
occasionally absent, on one or both sides.
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an ally of Sparisoma jiarescens. We begin the group with the smallest

and most generalized forms, those whose dentition approaches nearest to

CryptotoniHS and its Labroid ancestors. (dTtdpos, Spams, ancient name of

some Sparoid lish ; dco/-ia, body. Spams is said to be from dnaipoo, I gasp.

)

Sparisoma :

a. Upper jaw with oue or more canines above ita cutting edge (these occasionally obso-

lete on one or both sides) ; coloration often brilliant.

h. Caudal truncate or slightly rounded, the angles not acute,

c. Posterior canines 2 to 4 on each side.

d. Caudal fin with more or less of black on posterior margin, yellowish at

base; anal light bluish and reddish, its tip dusky; canines strong,

4 (rarely '.i) on each side; 4 or 5 scales on cheek. Color olive green

.above, mottled and speckled with red ; snout with blue Hues ; a blue

band around lower jaw; axil and base of pectoral deep blue-black:

tins mostly light orange and yellow xystrodon, 2039.

dd. Caudal flu without black in the adult; 1 or 2 more or less distinct

whitish bars across the chin.

e. Canines 3 or 4 on each side, radiating horizontally ; axil with little

or no blue, but with a dusky blotch partly hidden by the fin
;

front steeper and less curved than in hoplomystax; body and
tins mottled, but much less so than in hoplomystax.

/. Canines 3 on each side; pores of lateral line with but 2

branches ; sides of head much dotted with black ; caudal

barred. atomarium, 2040.

ff. Canines4on each side; tubes of lateral line much branched;

a distinct narrow streak of blue downward and forward

from eye; caudal nearly plain, dusky olive; anal mot
tied. radian.s, 2041.

ee. Canines 2 or 3 on each side; axillary region extensively deep

blue in life, this forming a large blotch around and on base

of pectoral; a curved series of small white specks around

the blue on base of pectoral; body deep and robust; flns all

mottled, the anal with 3 darker areas; body with 3 faint pale

lengthwise streaks, more or less obscure; 2 of these bound
a more or less interrupted dusky band from eye to base of

caudal. hoplomystax, 2042.

cc. Posterior canine single on each side ; body rather stout. Color grayish

olive, closely speckled with whitish and dusky ; lower half of body
abruptly paler from level of eye; upper half with a narrow whitish

stripe confluent with the back from nape to end of dorsal ; the part of

back below this crossed by irregular dusky bars which end abruptly at

level of eye; lower half with obscure pale lengthwise streaks; a black

spot as large as pupil on end of opercle ; axil and base of pectoral dark

;

dorsal gray, throughout mottled with pale and vaguely barred and
spotted with blackish; caudal dark olive, with narrow pale cross bars;

abroad olive cross bar at base; anal colored like soit dorsal; ventral

faintly barred
;
pectoral plain ; chin with 2 broad silvery cross bars, and

2 irregular bars of dark olive. niphobles, 2043.

6b. Caudal tin simjily lunate, the outer rays more or less exserted, but not twice as

long as the inner rays and much shorter than the head; canine single on

each side (rarely obsolete or duplicated).

g. Head with a scarlet stripe from below eye to angle of mouth ; a small

scarlet streak hehind eye; color chieflj- purplish brown; a round spot

of yellow and black behind head, just below lateral line; fins chiefly

red; angles of caudal black; axillary spot obscure.

AUROFRENATUM, 2044.
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gg. Head without scarlet stripe.

h. Pectoral very long and sharp, 5 in body ; body brownish, not striped;

no axillary spot. oxybrachiusi, 2045.

Ml. Pectoral moderate, less than \ length.

i. Color dark reddish brown, with white mottlings; no yellow or

black spot; belly abruptly red; fins mostly cherry red ; ax-

illary spot obsolete; body rather deep; scales large, their

outlines well defined. abildqaardi, 2046.

a. Color brownish, with 3 or 4 pale longitudinal streaks, the upper

running to a faint pale blotch on back of tail between 2

dark-brown blotches ; caudal distinctly pale edged behicd

and more distinctly barred than in S. fiavescens; spot at

base ot pectoral brownish and very faint; about 4 small

dusky blotches along base of dorsal, the last one most dis-

tinct at base of last ray; caudal with many cross bars and
blotches; snout dusky; chin with 1 or 2 whitish cross

bars; caudal concave, with sharp angles; dorsal and anal

mottled with brown
;
pectorals and ventrals plain; young

with dark opercular blotch and dark points about eye.

DISTINCTUM, 2047.

bbh. Caudal fin in adult deeply forked, the upper lobe about as long as the head,

and twice or more the length of the inner rays; caudal fin variegated.

j. Canines 3 or 4 on each side; pores of lateral line excessively branched,

each with several (0 to 8) much divided branches. Color bright green-

ish blue (the sides sometimes witli a blue band) ; caudal lobes blue, the

middle raya red; dorsal and anal red; pectorals yellowish, the axil-

lary spot large, black, edged with red. chrysopterum, 2048.

jj. Canines 1 or 2 on each side; upper and lower caudal lobes greenish.

k. Opercles without black and yellow spot, pores of lateral line each

with a few (4 or 5) nearly simple branches. Color in life chiefly

light blue, without sharp markings, fading to reddish in spirits;

caudal dull greenisli, the middle rays reddish ; other fins mostly
scarlet; axillary spot well defined. lokito, 2049.

kk. Opercle with an inky- black spot, in front of which is a golden spot;

1 short blunt canine; no spot at base of pectoral; axil dark

within; a white blotch near root of caudal; gill membranes
red

;
pectorals dark green i)osteriorly ; anal green at base and

margin, brownish in the middle; caudal with a red crescent,

separated by a green band from the transparent posterior mar
gin. VIRIDE, 2050.

EUSCARTJS {tv, true ; (TKapos, scarus)

:

aa. Upper jaw never with posterior lateral canines; colors dull, usually mottled brown
or greenish.

I. Caudal slightly rounded, the angles not produced.

m. Scales of lateral line, and some on nape and opercles black; dorsal spines

stout; olive, the vertical fins edged with violet; axil violet.

STRIGATUM, 2051.

II. Caudal lunate, or truncate with sharp angles (rounded in the very young).

n. Caudal fin distinctly barred with irregular brown spots and markings,

o. Body without distinct pale longitudinal streaks above; caudal not

evidently pale edged; spot on base of pectoral blackish and dis-

tinct; no evident pale or dark blotches on back of tail.

p. Caudal lunate or subtruncate in adult, rounded in young. Gen-

eral color olivaceous or reddish brown, clouded, aud washed
with cherry red; lower fins mostly red; pectorals light

orange; chin pale, with a whitish cross band.

FLAVESCENS, 2052.
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pp. Caudal truncate, not at all lunate in the adult, the angles very

slightly produced.

q. Color olivaceous or bluish green, a whitish streak below
mouth ; a dark axillary spot usually present ; a whitish

band on caudal ; tins dotted. eubripinne, 2053.

nn. Caudal iin not crossbarrcd.

r. Axillary spot black, very distinct; outer rays of caudal consider-

ably produced, the length of exsorted part J to ^ that of head.

s. Caudal red, its outer rays green; axillary spot very distinct;

body olivaceous, nearly plain, reddish below; some greenish

blue on head; a faint greenish streak running backward
from the angle of the mouth. brachiale, 2054.

ss. Caudal violaceous, its outer rays J head; a dark spot at base of

pectoral ; color dusky red, scales of back and sides with

red spots. maschalespilos, 2055.

rr. Axillary spot faint or wanting; coloration uniform dark purplish

violet; 3 large scales on cheek; dorsal spines rather slender,

but pungent; caudal emargiuate ; tubes of each scale of lateral

line much ramified and extending over the whole scale; teeth

of moderate size, very distinct on the edges of the jaws.

FRONDOSUM, 2056.

Subgenus SPARISOMA.

2039. SPARISOMA XTSTRODOX, Jordan & Swain.

Head 3 (3^ with caudal); depth 2f (3f). D. IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales

2^-24-(). Body oblong. Jaws pale; tipper jaw with 3 or 4 exserted

canines on each side above the cutting edge, the largest in front of the

angle of the mouth, curved outward and somewhat backward, the others

farther forward, 1 of them being near the median suture; upper lips

covering most of upper jaw. Eye moderate, 4^ in head; snout bluntish,

2* ; cheek with 1 row of 4 or 5 scales
;
pores of lateral line each with 3

to 6 branches, covering most of the scale; 4 scales before dorsal
;
pectoral

broad, its upper angle broadly rounded, not reaching much jiast tips of

ventrals. Caudal fin slightly convex when spread open, its outer rays

scarcely as long as middle ones, \\ in head. Color in life, bright olive

green above, paler below, the upper parts very much mottled, speckled

with white and marbled with coppery red on various scales; head

similarly green, dotted with whitish above, a narrow ring of bright

blue above eye, interrupted above, a blue stripe from it straight to

angle of mouth; blue and coppery markings on opercle; lower part of

head light yellow; a blue band around lower jaw; axil and a spot at

base of pectoral in front above deep blue black; dorsal orange flesh color,

its tip paler; caudal yellow at base, paler beyond, its posterior portion

more or less jet-black, the fin with a few whitish dots toward the base;

anal light bluish and reddish, its tip dusky; ventrals pale; pectorals

light yellowish; lining of opercle blackish. Other specimens having the

same markings were j)early bluish rather than green above, livid below

;

the blue on head paler, the red of a light yellowish carmine. Some highly

colored specimens are greener, with belly bright yellow, brightest at

throat; anal and caudal chiefly jet-black. In spirits this species is dark

olive green above, paler below; caudal and anal very broadly margined
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with black ; black bar across base of pectoral very distinct. The amount

of black on caudal and anal seems to depend on age, the very young

showing scarcely any. West Indies, north to Key West, generally com-

mon, but confused with other species. This species is found in eelgrass

and Fucm about Key West, in company with S. hoplonu/stax, and is equally

abundant with the latter. It reaches a still smaller size, none of the

many specimens obtained exceeding 5 inches in length. These are sexu-

ally mature. One or 2 specimens of this species were seen in the market

at Havana, and many specimens were obtained hj the Albatross at St.

Lucia. Dr. Bean found the species at Cozumel. {^vdrpov, a scraper;

odovi, tooth.)

Sparisoma xiiitrocJon,JouDAJ^ & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 99, Key West ;
Havana

(Type, No. 35174. Coll. Jordan & Dye) ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 137
;
Bean,

Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1888, 198 ; Jordan, Keview Labroid Fishes. 678, 1890.

2040. SPARISOMA ATOMARIUM (Poey).

Profile regular, the form elegant; depth 3^ in total length; eye 4J

in head; 3 posterior canines; scales of lateral line with but 2 small

branches diverging at base ; caudal truncate. Color carmine red in life,

paler below, with pale streaks along the rows of scales; anal orange;

branching pores below orbit; sides of head much dotted with black;

caudal with pale vertical bands ; soft rays of dorsal and anal dotted ;
mem-

brane of first 2 dorsal spines dusky; anal bluish. Length 120 mm.

Cuba (Poey); not seen by us. (utomarius, marked with atoms or dots.)

Searus atom anus, Poet, Memorias, n, 423, 1861, Havana; Poey, Synopsis, 343, 1868.

2041. SPARISOMA RADIANS (Cuvier &. Valenciennes).

Head 3A ; depth 3. D. IX, 9; A. II, 9; eye 4 in head; snout 3; scales

lj_26-6. Body oblong, compressed; anterior profile evenly convex ; front

steeper and less curved than in S. lioplomystax; posterior canines 4 on each

side, radiating horizontally, the anterior canines pointing forward, the

lateral curved back, those near the angle of the mouth the largest; 4

scales before dorsal in a median line; about 5 scales in the row on cheek;

scales of lateral line with tubes much branched
;
pectoral reaching slightly

past the tips of the ventrals ; (>audal truncate or slightly rounded, the

angles not acute. Body and fins mottled, but much less so than in the

preceding; reddish brown; axil with little or no blue, but with a dusky

blotch partly hidden by the fin; a distinct narrow streak of blue down-

ward and forward from eye; caudal nearly plain, dusky olive; anal mot-

tled; 1 or 2 more or less distinct whitish bars across chin. West Indies,

south to Brazil, not rare, but often confounded with other species. Here

described from 3 specimens taken by the Albatross at Bahia, the original

locality of S. radians. These agree so well with *S'. lacrimosum of Poey

that we regard the latter species as identical.

A specimen sent by Poey to the Museum of Comparative Zoology, shows

the followiug characters : Color in spirits, mottled brown, the caudal sim-

ilarly mottled and faintly barred; no dark axillary spot; head plain;
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dorsal mottled. Caudal short, truncate; tubes of lateral line little

branched; body rather elongate, the depth 3A^ in length; pectoral short;

2 strong posterior canines, before -which are several smaller pointed

teeth. Another specimen has 4 j)oiuted teeth on each side of upper jaw.

These probably belong to Sparisoma radians, (radians, radiating.)

Scarus radians, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. NaC. Poiss., xiv, 206, 1839, Brazil ; Guiche-

NOT, Scarides, 17, 1865 ; note on types.

Sparisoma radians, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 677, 1890.

Scarus lacrimosus* VoEY, Memorias, ii, 422, 1861, Havana; Poey, Synopsis. 343,1868.

2042. SPAKISOMA HOPLOMYSTAX (Cope).

Head 3^ (3-i% with caudal); depth 2f (3i); eye moderate, U in head;

snout rather obtuse, 3. D. IX, 10; A. 11,9; scales 2A-24-6. Body oblong;

a single stout canine directed outward and usually slightly backward on

each side of upper jaw, in front of angle of mouth; a second canine often

present in front of this; a small canine directed downward on each side of

front of upper jaw above the cutting edge and close to the median suture

;

upper lip covering most of the upper jaw. Cheek with 1 row of large

scales; pores of lateral line each with 4 to 6 branches, which cover nearly

the whole of the scale; 4 scales on median line before dorsal Pectoral

broad and fan-shaped behind, not reaching greatly past ventral; caudal

slightly convex when spread open, the outer rays scarcely as long as the

median ones, li in head. Lower pharyngeal nearly twice as broad as long,

its upper surface almost flat, less concave than in related species. Color

in life, upper half of body olive green, the color very much mottled and
speckled, marbled with whitish and streaked with green; lower parts

fleshy red, equally and similarly mottled; top and front of head mo.st

extensively mottled; sides of head similarly mottled; lower jaws usually

more or less brown, with 2 whitish bands, the anterior continuous, the

posterior of 4 separate whitish blotches; edge of opercle bright greenish

blue; axil extensively deep blue, with some reddish spots; a deep-blue

blotch on base of pectoral; dorsal colored like the back; caudal greenish

at base, with a pale-yellowish band and some small whitish dots, its edge

blackish, the fin elsewhere translucent; anal dull gray with orange,

mottled with brown; ventrals pale flesh color; the yellow and orange of

fins and red of belly become grayish in spirits; the blue of the axil

becomes dark green in spirits, but does not disappear. Length of type 5i

inches. West Indies, from Key West to Bahia, generally common. Here

described from the type of Sjjarisoma cyanoJene from Key West. This
little fish is very abundant about Key West, where many specimens were

taken with the seine in the kelp. None of these was more than 6 inches

in length, and as they were sexually mature at that size it is not likely

that they grow much larger. The prevalence of blue around the base of

the pectoral is a striking color mark which does not soon disajipear in

alcohol. Specimens were also obtained by the Albatross at St. Lucia and

*Sparisoma lacrimosum, according to Poey, is notable ohietiy for the 4 posterior canines,
the last turned backward. Caudal truncate. Color rose, a blue band from orbit to com-
missure, fading in spirits ; fins brown rose, faintly marbled

;
pectoral plain, with no axillary

spot; scales of lateral line with 1 tube, from which spring 4 much ramified branches.
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at Bahia, and by Dr. Beau at Cozumel. {oitXov, weapon; i.iv6ra<, upper
jaw.)

Lahrus radians, Castelnau, Anim. Nouv., etc., Am6rique du Sud, 29, 1855; not Searus
radians, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Searus radians, GCnther, Cat., iv, 211; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 906, 1883; not of

Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Searus hoplomi/stax, Cope, Trans. Am. riiilo. Soc. 1869, 462, St. Martins. (Coll. Dr. J.

Van Rijgersma.)

Sparisoma cyanolene, Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 98, Key West (Coll.

Jordan & Dye) ; Bean, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1888, 198.

Sparisoma hoplomystax, .Jord.\n, Review Labroid Fishes, 677, pi. 10, 1890.

2043. SPARIS0JL4 MPHOBLES, Jordan & Bollnian.

Head 3« (4 with caudal) ; depth 3f (4^) ; eye moderate, 4^ in head

;

snout obtuse, 2*. D. IX, 10; A. 11; scales 2-24-6. Body oblong. A
small canine directed downward on each side in front of upper jaw above
cutting edge and close to the median suture; another single stout canine

directed outward and backward on each side of the upper jaw in front

of angle of mouth; upper lip covering most of upper jaw; cheeks with
1 row of 5 large scales; tubes of lateral line each with 3 to 5 branches,

usually 3; 4 scales on median line before dorsal. Caudal truncate, the

outer rays not produced, 1| in head. Color in spirits, brownish olive, the

color so mottled and speckled with whitish as almost to hide the ground
color; head much speckled with bluish and l)lack; dark spots smaller

and more defined on top of head; brownish regions most prominent
around eyes and lower part of cheeks; chin crossed by a silvery band,
behind which is a brownish band, and then a row of six silvery spots, of

which the lowermost are largest; an ill-detined whitish band from lower
margin of eye across opercle connecting with one above base of pectorals;

scales Oil body marked like those on head; jaws pale; black spots more
prominent above lateral line, the white below pectorals; above 5 bluish-

white stripes following rows of scales, the one above lateral line most
prominent, the one under lateral line not distinct; between the band
above lateral line and the one above base of pectorals are 5 slightly

oblique dusky blotches, of which the third (from the head) is least distinct

;

the last 4 extend on dorsal fin ; region around caudal fin brownish, the
spots less distinct; a small black humeral spot; 2 scales in front of dorsal

dark; axil rather dark; dorsal Avith 4 distinct darker mottled areas, the
first between fifth and seventh spines, the second between last spine

and third ray, the third at base of fifth and sixth rays, and the last at

eighth and ninth rays; upper part of soft dorsal with 2 or 3 rows of

brownish spots ; caudal brownish with 4 or 5 narrow, wavy, white vertical

bars, of which the last 2 are most prominent ; anal with 3 darker areas,

its markings similar to those on dorsal; pectoral yellowish, spotted at

base and near tips of rays; ventrals faintly brownish and indistinctly

spotted with white. Known from a single specimen 51 inches in length,

taken by Dr. Charles L. Edwards at Green Turtle Cay, in the Bahamas.
{vi(i)Qo/JX)}i;, snowed upon, from the white spots.)

Sparisoma niphobles, Jordan &, Bollman, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1888, 551, Green Turtle

Cay, Bahamas (Coll. C. L. Edwards) j Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 677, 1890.
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2044. SPARISOMA AUEOFRENATUM (Cuvler & Valenciennes).

Head 3i (4 with caudal); depth 2| (3i). D. IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales

2^24-6. Body elliptical-oliloug ; eye rather large, 4| in head ; snout not

blunt. If in head; cheek with a single row of 4 or 5 large scales; 4 scales

on median line before dorsal ; 3 before ventrals
;
pores of lateral line much

branched, covering most of the scales. Pectoral reaching well past tips

of ventrals; caudal lin moderately lunate, the upper lobe the longer, If in

head, 1|^ times length of middle rays. Teeth less distinct than usual in

this type, the edge of the upper jaw nearly entire, the edge of the lower

jaw more uneven. A small canine in front of the angle of the mouth on

each side (this obsolete on both sides of 1 of the 3 specimens examined).

A small canine near suture of upjier jaw on both sides usually present;

upper lip covering more than \ of upper jaw. Color in life, purplish

brown, becoming reddish on sides, and tinally livid greenish below ; head

purplish-violet about eyes; sides of head with a stiipe of vivid scarlet

running from corner of mouth just below and slightly past eye, a second

short sti-eak of the same color above the first behind the eye; jaws pale

in color ; a golden-orange spot rather smaller than eye on and below the

fifth scale of the lateral line, its upper portion black; dorsal orange, slaty

at base posteriorly; caudal scarlet at base, then blood red, yellowish

in the center, whitish behind, the projecting tips of both lobes black,

the whole fin faintly mottled and barred with dusky; anal crimson, its

edge light blue; ventrals livid purplish; pectorals light yellowish, bluish

in axil, dusky at base in front. In spirits the orange and red colors fade

to light yellowish; a more or less distinct dark stripe on each row of scales

below the lateral line, paler on lower rows; pale greenish aboiit eyes;

dusky on snout above ; edge of scales on body above, and on sides more

or less dusky. Length of example described from Havana, 8^ inches.

West Indies ; rather common at Havana. Others examined are from Cuba,

Sombrero, St. Thomas, and St. Lucia. In color it is one of the most strongly

marked and handsomest species, (aurum, gold; frcenatus, bridled; in

allusion to the scarlet baud backward from the mouth, which is vermil-

ion rather than golden, for which reason Poey has substituted the name
miniofrenatns.)

Scarus aurofrcnatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 191, 1839, San

Domingo (Coll. Ricord) ; Gunther, Cat., iv, 212; Gcichenot, Scarides, Mua. Paris,

13, 1865; Cope, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc. 1871, 461.

Scarus minio/renatus, Poet, Memorias, ii, 279, 393, 1860, Cuba.

Sparisoma aurofrenatum, Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 96; Jordan,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 47; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 675, 1890.

204... SPARISOMA OXTBRACHIITM (Poey).

Head nearly 4; depth 3i; eye 4^ in head, If in snout, 1 in distance to

mouth. A small posterior canine on the right side; lower jaw roughest

;

line of belly less curved than in S. (listinctum; scales of lateral line with

3 branches. Caudal truncate
;
pectoral sharp-pointed and very long, 5 in

total (6 in S. distinctum). Color brownish, without longitudinal streaks,

base of scales darker; lower parts yellowish, reddish in life; fins yellow-
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isli or reddish, not spotted; no dark axillary spot; pectoral with white

points at base. Length 210 mm. Cuba. (Poey); probably not distinct

from tSjjarisoma abildgaardi. (ocrj, sharp; fipaxioov, arm.)

Scams oxybraehius, Poey, Synopsis, 342,1868, Havana.

2046. SPARISOMA ABILDGAARDI (Bloch).

(Red Paerot-pish; Rose-back Pabhot.)

Head 3.t (3| with caudal); depth 2| (3i). D. IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales

21-21-6. Body rather deep; a small, bluntish canine on each side of

upj)er jaw in front of angle of mouth; upper lip covering most of upper

jaw. Head rather short; eye rather large, 4^ in head; snout rather

acute, 2| ; cheeks with a single row of large scales ; each pore of lateral

line with 5 to 8 branches covering most of the scale; 4 scales on median

line before dorsal. Pectorals rather longer and sharper than in related

species, not reaching far past tips of ventrals; caudal tin lunate; the

middle a little convex when spread open, the outer rays slightly pro-

duced, the upper rays 1^ iu head in the largest specimens examined. Color

in spirits, almost plain dark brown, somewhat mottled with paler; a few

dark dots on opercle, the edge of the opercle being more or less blackish

;

pale gray below, from tip of lower jaw to caudal; teeth pale, tinged with

reddish
;
jaws pale ; all the fins pale, the dorsal narrowly edged with dusky,

the fin somewhat mottled with darker ; axil of pectoral pale, the base dusky

above. In life, the dorsal, caudal, lower fins, and belly are bright cherry

red; rest of body brown, tinged with red; pale dots and mottlings on

sides of head and on body. West Indies south to Brazil; generally com-

mon. Here described from Havana specimens, 8 inches long. (Named

for Abildgaard, professor in the University of Copenhagen, author of

descriptions of worms.)

Tieja, Parra, Descr. Dif. Piezas Hist. Nat., 58, pi. 28, fig. 2, 1787, Cuba.

Scams abildgaardi, Bloch, IchtliyoL, pi. 259, 1791, America; from a specimen sent by

Prof. Abildgaard.

Searus coccineus, Bloch &. Schneider, Syst. Ichthyol., 289, 1801, Cuba; after Paeea.

Scarus aureontber, Lac^pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 55, 163, 1803, Martinique; on a drawing

by Plumier.

Scanty amplus, Ranzani, Nov. Comm. Ac. Scient. Inst. Bonon., 324, taf. 5, pi. 25, 1842,

Brazil (fide Guichenot; not seen by us.)

Scarus erythrinoides, Guichenot, Scarides, Mus. Paris, 10, 1865, San Domingo.

Scarus oxybraehius, Poey, Synopsis, 342, 1868, Cuba.

Scarus abildgaardi, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 175, 1839: Gunthee,

Cat., IV, 209; Guichenot, Scarides, Mus. Paris, 10; Poey, Enumeratio, 111; Cope,

Trans. Am. Pbilos. Soc. 1871, 462.

Sparisoma abildgaardi, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class. Fishes, etc., ii, 227, 1839 ; Jordan &
Swain, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 97; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 47; Jordan,

Review Labroid Fisbes, 676, 1890.

2047. SPARISOMA DISTINCTUM (Poey).

Depth 3^ in length ; eye 5 in head, 2 in snout ; snout sharp ; body deep,

usually a small posterior canine, this, however, often absent; scales of lat-

eral line with a central tube, which bifurcates and which has a very short
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simple brancli at base (a character which separates the species from S.

fro7idosum). Sides with 3 rather faint dark streaks, alternating- with 3

pale ones; back greenish, sides brown; belly rosy; first dark streak

l)etween lateral line and l)ack; second broad, from opercle backward,

third narrow on sides of belly; a black axillary spot above; red spots

below lower jaw; pectoral yellowish; other fins reddish, with points and

shades of carmine; a pale space on caudal peduncle behind dorsal.*

Cuba and Jamaica, south to Bahia; not rare. (Poey.) A specimen from

Bahia is thus described: Depth 3; caudal fin lunate, the angles short but

sharp (rounded in the very young); dentition of Sparisoma fiavescens;

cheek with 3 scales. Mottled olive brown ; body with 3 or 4 pale longi-

tudinal streaks, the ujiper running to a faint pale blotch on back of tail

between 2 dark-brown blotches; caudal distinctly pale-edged beliind and

more distinctly barred than in S. flavescens, the margin abruptly whitish;

spot at base of pectoral brownish and very faint; about 4 small dusky

blotches along base of dorsal, the last one most distinct at base of last ray

;

caudal with many cross bars and blotches; snout dusky; chin with 1 or 2

whitish cross bars; caudal concave, with sharp angles; dorsal and anal

mottled with broAvu
;
pectorals and ventrals plain

;
young with dark oper-

cular blotch and dark points about eye. (distinctiis, distinct, from the

dark streaks.)

Scarus digUnctus, Poey, Memorias, n, 423, 1861, Havana; Poey, Eepertorio, u, 163; Poey,

Synopsis, 341 ; Poey, Enum., 114.

Sparisoma distinctum, Jordan, Review Laliroid Fishes, 676; Jordan & Putter, Proc. Ac.

Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 119.

Scarus frondosus, Gunther, Cat., iv, 210; not of Cuvier.

2048. SPARISOMA IHRYSOPTERCJI (Blocli ,i: Schneider).

(Blue PARtlOT-FISH ; VlE.)A.)

Head 3+ (4i with caudal); depth 2^ (3*). D. IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales

2^-24-6. Body oblong; a strong canine directed outward and backward

toward angle of mouth in upper jaw ; besides this about 3 smaller canines

toward front of jaw, chiefly turned forward; upper lip covering about

i of upper jaw. Eye 5| in head; snout not obtuse, 2f; cheek with a

single row of 3 or 4 large scales ; each pore of lateral line ramose, many

times forked, and covering most of the scale, the pores more branched than

in any other of our species ; 4 scales on median line before dorsal. Caudal

deeply lunate, the outer rays much produced, upper lobe the longer, twice

as long as inner rays, as long as head. Color in life, bright blue, almost

everywhere tinged with green; head and portion behind pectorals

brighter; an ill-defined pale band on lower part of side; dorsal and anal

* One of Poey's types of Sranif; d-.sttnctus is in the National Museum. It agrees very

closely with Sparisoma riihrlj^iiuir. ditfeiing chiefly in tlie presence of a posterior canine

and in the more sharply deiinc d c.doiution. Specuneus from Jamaica show the following

characters : Sides olivaceous, mottled with darker, an indistinct dark band from above

pectoral to caudal; vertical tins mottled with bright red, especially posteriorly, the caudal

being entirely red in some specimens; a white cross blotch on tail behind dorsal; the

scales below "more or less distinctly pale edged; pectorals tinged with yellowish olive;

ventrals white ; some specimens with the belly and ventral tins almost entirely red, the

outer rays only being white, others with but little red anywhere.
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and middle of caudal brick red; edge of caudal blue; veutrals bluish

green; pectorals greenish yellow, their base red around a large black

spot; teeth bluish; jaws pale. In spirits the blue is more or less faded,

leaving the lish chiefly green, darker on head; the red and yellow of fins

become pale grayish. According to Poey, there is usually a dark blue

horizontal stripe along sides behind pectoral fin. Length of example

described (from Havana) 13 inches. West Indies, not rare ; recorded from

Cuba, St. Thomas, Jamaica, Martinique, Guadeloupe, San Domingo, St.

Croix, St. Kitts, and Bahia. (xptJ^os, golden; itrtpov, wing or fin.)

Yieja, Parra, Descr. Dif. Piezas Hist. Nat. 1787, 58, pi. 28, flg. 4, Cuba.

Scarus chrysopterus, Block & ScHNEmEK, Syst. Ichtb., 286, pi. 57,1801, American seas;

figure apparently from a dried skiu; Cuvier &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss., xiv,

185,1839; GUNTHEE, Cat., IV, 12, 1862; GuiCHENOT, Scaridea.Mus. Paris, 12, 1865; Cope,

Trans. Am. Philos. Soc. 1871, 462.

Scarus Moris, Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 289, 1801, Cuba; after Parea; Goode,

Bull. II. S. Nat. Mus., V, 34, 1876.

Searus lateralis, Poey, Memorias, n, 219, 1860, Cuba ;
Poey, Synopsis, 337, 1868.

? ? Scarus spinidens,* Guichenot, Scarides, 15, 1865, Bahia. (Coll. Univ. de Geneve.)

Sparisoma chrysopterum, Jordan & Swain, Proc.U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884,94; Jordan, Proc.

XT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 47 ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 674, 1890.

2040. SPABISOMA LORITO, Jordan & Swain.

HeadSi (4 with caudal); depth 2% (3*); eye rather large, 4f in head;

snout rather acute, 2|. D. IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales 2^-24-6. Body oblong,

moderately deep ; 1 or 2 small canines on each side, directed outward and

backward, in front of the angle of the mouth, 1 on each side, 2 on the

other, m the typical specimen ; upper lip covering more than + of upper

jaw; cheeks with a single row of large scales; pores of lateral line less

branched than usual in this genus, not covering nearly the whole surface

of the scale, those on the caudal pedTincle most branched, those on the

anterior region mostly once or twice forked; 4 scales on median line

before dorsal. Caudal fin deeply lunate, the outer rays much produced,

the upper lobe slightly the longer, nearly twice as long as inner rays,

and nearly as long as head. Color in life, pearly blue, the color mixed

with greenish and gray; jaws pale; teeth pale; dorsal reddish, tinged

with gray; lobes of caudal greenish gray, washed with brown, center

of fin reddish, posterior margin grayish; anal rather dull scarlet mixed

with gray; ventrals pinkish; pectorals light yellowish olive, a dark

blotch at base above. Color in spirits, brownish olive on dorsal region,

o-rayish olive mixed with crimson on sides, and light green below;

* Scarus spinidens is thus described by Guichenot

:

"Body obloug, the snout slightly convex; upper jaw rough with salient, conic points

in 2 or 3 irregular rows; lower .jaw with stronger creuulations and marked by teeth in

quincunx ; scales of lateral line' each with a pore having a short stem and sending branches

over the whole scale. Caudal lunate, its angles much produced, as long as the fin itself.

Color silvery red, paler below, each scale with a brown spot. Head red. varied with pale

yellow; dorsal reddish; anal and ventrals yellow, the former edged with violet Caudal

red medially, the upper and lower edges and the interval between them violet; a large

black spot at base of pectorals, which are violet, edged with yellow. Length of sole

specimen (from Bahia) 420 mm., to middle rays of caudal."

This species is evidently close to Spansoma chrysopterum, but the colors are not the

same.
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head greenish
;
purplish on cheeks, light green below ; lips green ; dorsal

and anal orange, the rays grayish dusky ; caudal pale orange, the outer

rays greenish, the jiosterior margin of tin dusky ; ventrals ilesh color,

tinged with pinkish
;
pectorals orange olive, the hase of upper rays with a

dark spot, its axil pale. West Indies. Here described from the type, an

adult specimen 10 inches in length, taken at Havana. Other specimens are

in the museum at Cambridge from St. Thomas, Sombrero, Barbados, and

•leremio, Hayti, and in Stanford University from Jamaica. Although it

is evidently not a rare species, we are unable to identify it with any of

those described by Poey, or by Cuvier «& Valenciennes, {lorito, Spanish

diminutive of loro, parrot.)

SparUoma lorito, Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 95, Havana (Coll. D. S.

Jordan); Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 47; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes,

674, 1890 ; Jordan & Kutteb, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1897, 120.

2050. SPAUISOM.l VIRIDE (Bonnaterre).

(Dark Green Pabrot-fish.)

Caudal fin in adult deeply forked, the upper lobe about as long as the

head, and twice or more the length of the inner rays, variegated ; canines

1 or 2 on each side; upper and lower caudal lobes greenish. Deep

blue, scales edged with brownish, which above makes 1 or 2 contin-

uous streaks; top of head light grayish brown, a similar band from eye to

above gill opening, another paler stripe from ojiercle to corner of mouth

and edges of both lips; edge of ojjercle below pale grayish, changing to

bright orange above, a deep-yellow spot at tip of opercle; no inky-black

spot on opercle; lips deep blue except for the gray edging; head below

livid olive; dorsal light yellowish, tips of spines and rays normally blue,

base of soft part blue; anal bluish 'gray, with deep-blue band at base and

edge; pectoral blue gray, edged with bright blue above, tips broadly

orange; caudal blue green, with a lunate yellow band, behind this a deep-

bine band, tips of rays pale, outer rays deep blue, a faint band of golden

gray at base; ventrals yellowish, blue anteriorly. West Indies; generally

common ; one of the largest and most strongly marked of the parrot-fishes

;

the sj)ecimens here described from Jamaica, Sombrero Key and St. Thomas.

(viridis, green.)

Pisds viridis bahamensis (the I'arrot-flsh). ("atkshy, Nat. Hist. Car., ii, 29, pi. 29, 17;i8,

Bahamas.
Scarus wricfis, Bonnaterre, Enc. M6th.,x, 96, 193, 1788, Bahamas, after CATESliY; not

Scarus viridis, Blooh, 1790.
,

Callyodon psittacus, Gbonow, Ed. Gray, 84, 1854; not of Linn^us.

Scarus melanoUs, Bleeker, Notices Ichthyolngiques, I- X, 4, 1862, St. Croix.

Scarus cateshy, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 16, 1803 ; after Catesby.

Scarus catesboei, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 183,1839; Poet, Eeper-

torio, I, 372, 1867 ; Guichenot, Scarides, ii, 1865 ; Guntheb, Cat , iv, 210, 1862.

Sparisoma cateshyi. Bean & Dbesel, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 153.

Sparisoma catesboei, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 191.

Sparisoma viride, Jordan, Review Labroid Eishes, 675, 1890 ; Jordan & Euttee, Proc. Ac.

Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 120.
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Subgenus EUSCARUS, Jordan & Evermann.

•2051. SPARIS03IA STRIGATUM (Giiutlier).

Upper jaw without posterior lateral canines. Scales of the lateral line,

those on the nape, and a few on the opercles, black shining violet; dor-

sal spines stout, the anterior not much longer than the orbit. General

color olive (in spirits); outer parts of the vertical fins violet; posterior

part of the axil blackish violet. (Giinther.) Locality unknown. As the

genus Sparisoma is chietly confined to American waters, we include this

species in the present paper as probably American, {strujatun, striped.)

Scams strigatus, GOnther, Cat., iv, 212, 1862, locality unknown.

Sparisoma strigatum, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 071, 1890.

2052. SPARISOMA FLAVESCEXS (Bloch ct Schneider).

(Mud Parrot; Vieja Colorada; Vieja Muger.)

Head 3^ (4 with caudal); depth 2| (3i). D, IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales

2^-24-6; eye 5^ in head; snout 2f. Body oblong; no canine teeth; upper

lip covering most of upper jaw; eye rather small; snout bluntish; cheek

with a single series of about 5 large scales; tubes of lateral line dividing

into about 5 branches, covering most of the scale; 4 scales on median line

before dorsal
;
pectoral fin reaching past tips of veutrals ; origin of ventral

spine under middle of pectoral base; caudal fin slightly lunate, the upper

lobe longer and narrower than the lower, IJ in head; the prolongation of

the outer rays varies somewhat and is greatest in the adult; the concavity

of the fin is evident in specimens 3 inches long, but in the very young the

fin is truncate or even slightly convex. A few specimens of 6 to 8 inches

are in the collection in which the caudal fin appears fairly truncate when
spread open, the angles remaining acute. In most ca.ses, however, the fin

is slightly concave. Color of adult in,life, olivaceous, somewhat clouded
with light and dark, and usually tlushed with i)inkish, especially below, the

edges of the scales more yellow olive ; scales of belly and lower parts light

orange red toward their bases, giving a decidedly reddish cast; dorsal

mottled with ditterent shades of olive; caudal creamy, mottled and barred

with darker orange, the markings more distinct on the outer edge ; veutrals

and anal rich cherry red, mottled and barred with brown; pectorals light

orange red, the color formed by narrow orange cross streaks on a paler

ground; alight band across lower jaw, which is otherwise brown; teeth

white; a dusky or black blotch at base of pectoral; sometimes blackish

spots on the scales at the base of the soft dorsal. In spirits the red of body
and fins and yellow on scales become i^ale. Young individuals have small,

bright, rosy spots on sides of back; 2 faint, darker, longitudinal shades
along side. Length of specimen described (Key West) 7^ inches. West
Indies ; Key West to Rio .Janeiro, everywhere the commonest species of the

genus. This species is excessively common at Kej^ West, swarming every-

where about the island in the eelgrass. It rarely exceeds a foot in length.

At Havana it is apparently equally common, the numbers seen in the mar-
ket exceeding that of all other species combined. It is one of the least

brightly colored of the species of the genus. As a food-fish, this, like the

others, is held in low esteem. The flesh, although not unpleasant in
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flavor, is soft and rather poor. lu the Havana market it is usually called

Vieja colorada, but the sjiecies of this group are seldom distinguished by

the fishermen. We have examined specimens from St. Thomas, Jcr^mie,

Hayti, Port an Prince, Tortugas, Nassau, Rio Janeiro, Jamaica, and St.

I.ucia. There is considerable variation in the amount of redness in this

species, large ones being usually more rosy than the young, {jiavesceus,

yellowish.)

Vieja, Paera, Descr. Piezas Dif. Hist, Nat, 1787, 59, pi. 28, tig. 4, Cuba.

Scirus flavegcens, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., i;90, 1801; after Parra; Poey,

Eiinmeratio, 113,1875 (ideutification of iScarw* sjwa^tdw* with Parra's tigure) ; Jor-

dan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1884, 137.

Scarun sqnalidus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 218, 1860, Cuba ; Poey, vSj-nopsis, 338 ; Jordan &
Gilbert, Synopsi.<(, 938, 1883; Gunther, Cat., iv, 212, 1862.

C'aUyodon flivescens, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hi.st. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 288, 1839.

Sparisoma favescens, Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 92; Jordan, Proc. U. s.

Nat. Mils. 1886, 47 ; Bean, Bull. IT. S. Fish Coiuin. 1888, 198; Jordan, Eeview Labroid

Pishes, 672, 1890; Jordan & Putter, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 119.

2053. SPARISOMA KCBRIPI\\E (Cuvier & Valencieunes).

Head 4 in total length with caudal; depth 3A; eye 5f in head, 2| in

snout, 2 in distance from angl.e of mouth; no posterior canine; lower jaw
projecting; pores on head; suborbital with venules; a fleshy prominence

on forehead; scales of lateral line with 3 or 4 ramifications. Adult with

the caudal truncate, not concave, the points very slightly salient. Oliva-

ceous; a yellow transverse band below month; dorsal olivaceous, clouded

with dark points on the soft rays; anal rosy, clouded; ventral rosy, with

red and white points; pectoral yellowish, with a difl'use reddish-brown

spot at its base above; caudal olivaceous, with clear brown points;

a vertical band of clear yellowish, separated from the margin by an orange

area; another specimen has the caudal orange olive, with irregular bands,

the subterminal bar not pronounced. West Indies. This description is

based upon the specimen which Poey took as the type of his Scariis trun-

catus, which we are unable to separate from this species. A specimen

9 inches long, from Jamaica, in alcohol, was olive, mottled with lighter,

nearly white below; a rather distinct white band below chin; dor-sal

mottled ; caudal strongly marked with cross l>lotches, a pair of subter-

minal blotches of white which nearly meet in the middle; other fins all

white, the pectoral dusky (not black) at base; no yellow blotch behind

dorsal. Margin of caudal concave; forehead strongly convex, (ruber,

red; x>\nna, fin.)

Scarus nibripinnis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 199, 1839, San Domingo
(Coll. Ricord) ; Gunther, Cat,, iv, 211; (3^uichenot, Scarides, 13, 1865.

Scarus virens, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 203, 1839, Porto Rico

(Coll.P16e), Martinique (Coll. Achard).

Sparisoma ruhrlpinne, Jordan & Rutter, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 119.

Scarus chloris, Guichbnot,* Scarides, 14, 1865, type of Scarus virens ; not of Bloch &
Schneider.

* Guichenot gives the following account of the types of Scarus virens, called by him
Scarus chloris

:

" Body short, thick ; upper S^w scarcely denticulate on the edge ; no posterior canines
;

lower jaw granulated and strongly crenulate on the edge; caudal squarely truncate.
Color water green, tinged with brown, ventrals reddish, as is also the anal, where there
are small brown spots forming faint bands."
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Scarxit truncatus, Poey, Synopsis, 339, 1868, Havana; Toey, Emimeratio, 114, 1875; Poey,

Fauna, Puerto Riquena, 308, 1878.

Scarus circumnotatus* Poey, Memorias, 423, 1861, Havana ; Poey, Synopsis, 340, 1868.

.' Scarus emarginatum,\ Poey, Syuop.sis, 340, 1868, Havana.

2054. SPABISOMA BRACHIALE (Poey).

Head 3,i (4 with caudal); depth 2| (3f). D. IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales

2^—24-6. Body moderately deep; no canine teeth; lateral line ending

under last ray of soft dorsal and beginning again about 2 scales farther

forward, so that the two parts overlap; eye rather large, il in head;

snout rather acute, 3; cheek with a single row of about 4 scales; 4 .scales

before dorsal, 3 before veutrals; each pore of lateral line with 4 to 7

branches which cover most of the scale; 4 scales on median line before

dorsal. Pectorals reaching sliglitly past tips of veutrals ; caudal fin mod-

erately lunate, the middle part a little convex when the fin is spread open,

the outer rays moderately produced, the upper lobe 1? in head. Color in

spirits, dark olive green above, somewhat mottled; ^laler below; a faint

greenish streak running backward from angb'- of mouth; jaws pale; no

distinct spots or stripes on body; teeth pale; dorsal dusky gray ; caudal

mesially reddish, somewhat mottled, its posterior border bluish; veutrals

:ind pectorals pale, slightly gieenish ; a very distinct dark blotch at base

of upper rays of pectoral; the axil pale. Cuba. Hero described from a

single specimen 7A inches long. In spirits its colors are quite different

from those of S. flavescens, though in other respects the two bear much

resemblance. (Latin, hrachiitm; Greek, fipaxic^y, the arm, from the

axillary spot.)

Scarus brachialis, Poey, Memorias, n, 345, 1861, Cuba ; Poey, Synopsis, 337 (misprinted

braquialis) ; Poey, Enumeratio, 113.

? Scarws 7iMmecoJ(«, Poey, Memorias, u, 422,1861, Havana; based on old drawing; a black

axillary spot, sown with white points.

Sparisomafrondomm, Jordan & Swaix, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 93 ;
Jokdan, Proc. IT. S.

Nat. Mus. 1886, 47 (not Scarus frondotnis, Cdvier).

S2>arisoma brachiale, Jobdan, Pieview Labroid Fislies, 073, 1890.

2055. SPARISOMA MASOHALESPILOS (Bleel^or).

Outer rays of caudal produced to about i the length of the head;

a dark spot at base of pectoral. General color dusky red; fins yellowish

red ; caudal violaceous ; scales of the back and sides with many red spots.

* Scarus circumnotatus is thus described:
'

' Head more than 4 in total ; depth 3i ; eye 5 in head, 2 in snout, more than 1 in distance

to angle of mouth; venules below and behind eye; profile regular, without depression or

prominence ; no pores above head ; no posterior canines ; scales of lateral line with 4

branches; caudal truncate or with slight points at the angle; pectoral short, 6 in length.

Greenish blue ; dorsal and anal green, with brown points on the soft rays and on the caudal

membranes; anal reddish -nith Iwown shades; pectorals and ventrals vermilion, the latter

with translucent points : iin l)l,i. k sjint in the axil ; some yellowish under the head."

^ Sparisoma eniarginatii 1,1 i^ t]\n^ 'U-scTihed:
, ^ ^, j,

"Very close to .S'. eircuiini<,l,itni<. difieringin having the mouth lower and larther trorn

the eye tlie back higlier, thr bellv loss curved, the form therefore less elegant; preopercle

slightly emarginate behind ; venules less marked ; front of head with porous roughnesses

;

caudal truncate ; pectoral 5 J in length ; no posterior canines. Greenish, with some brown-

ish scales intermixed, the edge of each scale brownish; pectoral pale, with cross series

of white points. Length 185 mm." Cuba. (Poey).

3030 26
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Surinam. (Bleeker.) Not seen by us. It is perhaps distinct from S. bra-

chiale, though evidently closely allied. {Madxd^.^f, armpit; d7tiA.o<;, spot.)

Scarus maschaUspilos, Bleekbe, Notices Ichthyologiques, l-x, 5, 1862, Surinam.

Sparisoina maschalesvilos, Jordan, Review Labioid Fishes, 673, 1890.

206fi. SPARISOMA FROjVDOSUM (Ciivier).

Three large, scales on cheek; dorsal spines rather slender but pungent;

caudal emarginate ; tubes of each scale of lateral line much ramified and

extending over the whole scale; teeth of moderate size, very distinct on

the edges of the javsrs; no posterior canines.* Coloration uniform dark

purplish violet. (Giiuther.) Jamaica to Brazil; evidently closely related

to Sparisoma riibrijnnne, but distinguished by the branched pores, (fron-

dosus, branched.)

Scamsfrondoius (Cuviek MS.) Agassiz, Spix, Pise. Brasil., 98, 1829, Bahia (Coll. Spix)

:

CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. IS^at. Tois-s., xiv, 204, 1839; Guichenot, Scarides, 1865,

15 ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 542 (note on type).

Scarus aracanga, Gunther, Cat., iv, 209, 1862, Jamaica.

Sparisoma aracanga, Jordan, Review Labroid Pisho.s, 074, 1890.

649. SCARUS, Forskiil.

(LoROs: Pakkot-fishes.)

Callyodon, Gronow, Museum Iclithyol., n, 8, 1764 (croiee7isis)
;
ndubiuomial.

Scan/.?, FORSKAL, Descr. Animal, .tc, in Orient. Observ., 25. 1775 (2>siftacus, etc.); not of

Gronow, 1764, which (ndnliincimial) = Labrus L.

Galliodon, Block & Schneidf.r, S\ st. Ichthyol., 312, 1801 (Uneatus^croicensis).

Hemistoma, Swainson, Clasa'n Fishes, etc., 11, 226, 1839 (reticiilatus Swain8on=i><?j:/o Ben-

nett) {=zScarm).

Petronason, Swainson, Claas'n Fiahes, etc., 11, 226, 1839 (psiUacus, etc.) (—Scarus).

Erychlhys, Swainson, Claas'n Fishes, etc., 11, 226, 1839 (croicensis, etc.).

Chlorurus, Swainson, Class'n Fishes, etc., 11, 227, 1839 (gibbus) {= Scarus).

Callyodon, Gronow, Systenia, Ed. Gray, 83, 1854 (lineatus, etc.).

Scarus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 938, 1883 (2>sittac.us)

.

Calliodon, Jordan, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 591 {croicensis)

.

Lower pharyngeals spoon-shaped, ovate-oblong, transversely concave;

teeth in each jaw fully coalescent, appearing as tessellations on the sur-

face; iaws with distinct median suture; the edges of jaw even, the teeth

whitish or rosy in color, never green. Upper pliaryngeals each with 2

rows of teeth; gill membranes scarcely united to the narrow isthmus,

across which they form a broad fold; dorsal spines flexible, scarcely dif-

ferent from the soft rays; upper lip laterally double, the interior fold

becoming very narrow or obsolete mesially; lower jaw included in the

clo.sed mouth ; lateral line interrupted posteriorly, commencing again on

the next series of scales below; tubes of lateral line scarcely branched;

scales on cheek in 2 to 4 rows; scales in front of dorsal on median line

6 to 8. Dorsal rays IX, 10 ; anal II, 9 in all species ; scales 2^-24-6. Body

* "We are indebt(^d to Br. G. A. Boulenger for the information that in the types of Spa-

risoma strigatuia and S. aracanga there are no iio.sterior canines.
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robust. Species very numerous, mostly of large size, found in nearly all

tropical seas. The name Scams was used by the ancients and by some

pre-Liuuiean writers on zoology for the Mediterranean species of Spari-

soma, Labrus cretensis Linnteus. By Gronow, a nonbinomial writer, in

1764, Scarus was applied to a group substantially identical with the Lin-

na-an genus Labrus. The first use of Scarus as a generic name in binomial

nomenclature is that of Forskal in 1775. The genus Scarus of Forskal was

based on several species obtained by him ou the coasts of Arabia. A few

of these are not Scaroids. The others all belong to this group. Forskal

liad apparently no acquaintance with Labrus cretensis, and this species can

not in any proper sense be taken as the type of his genus. One of the

species mentioned by him should be so taken, and as all his species belong

to the same genus it makes no special difference which one is selected.

Jordan & Gilbert have regarded Scarus ^jsUtacus P^orskal as the type. If

Sparisoma cretense .should be taken as the type of Scarus, the j)roper name

for the present genus would be Calliodon, and several of the useless generic

names of Swainson have priority over Pseudoscarus. The genus Scarus

contains the majority of the species of the Scarido'. It is more widely

distributed than the other genera; its species reach for the most part a

larger size, and in general they are more brightly colored than the others,

((j^rtpoj, (Scarus, ancient name of Sparisoma cretense, said by Eoudelet to

be from 6xaipoav, to pasture.)

Scarus :

a. Upper jaw with from 1 to 4 posterior canines.

h. Cheek with from 2 or 3 rows of scales.

c. Head with a longitudinal baud ; a yellow longitudinal stripe ou body ; outer

rays of caudal not colored like the inner ; caudal subtruucate.

d. Outer rays of caudal blackish or greenish, darker than the median rays.

c. Yellow stripe above pectoral about on a level with the eye; outer

rays of caudal deep greenish blue; upper jaw with 1 poste-

rior canine (rarely duplicated); 2J rows of scales on cheek;

head with 2 bluish-green stripes, the interspace reddish or yel-

low ; dorsal and anal each with 2 green bands and 1 orange one,

the anal having a roundish blue spot on the membrane between

every 2 rays. General color bluish green mixed with orange.

PUNCTULATUS, 2057.

ee. Yellow stripe above pectoral, mostly below the level of the eye

outer rays of caudal blackish, the rest of the caudal green

upper jaw with 2 posterior canines ; 2 rows of scales ou cheek

upper part of head dark green, below eye bright yellowish

green, with bluish markings on opercle; dorsal bright green

at base; ventrals pale; base of pectoral with a blue-black

mark. General color in life, bright green ; darker on the back,

paler below. bollmani, 20S8.

dd. Outer rays of caudal orange, lighter than the median rays, its edge

blackish; yellow stripe above pectoral, below the level of the

green stripes on the head, which are nearly horizontal; upper jaw

with 1 posterior canine (rarely duplicated) ; 2^ rows of scales on

cheek ; head with 2 bluish-green stripes, the interspaces reddish

or yellow; dorsal and anal each with 2 green bands and 1 orange

one, the latter without blue spots ; basal band of dorsal not broken

into green spots. General color bluish green, mixed with orange.

TiENIOPTEKUS, 2059.
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cc. Head without longitudinal bands; posterior canines 2 to 4.

/. Caudal truncate ; 2 series of scales on cheeks, and 2 scales on lower

preopercular limb; canines 2 or 3 on each side. Color uniform

violet purple; vertical flns very dark. aracanga, 2060.

//. Caudal fin lunate, the outer rays more or less produced ; cheeks with

2J or 3 rows of scales
;
posterior canines 3 or 4 ; color (dried skin)

plain brownish, the caudal in 1 specimen darker, or paler mesially,

its border and angles dark. trispinosus, 2061.

bb. Cheeks with 4 rows of scales ; angles o f caudal more or less salient.

g. Color dusky olivaceous, some scales witli a rosy blotch at base; dorsal

edged with dnsky ; caudal dark, pale .it base, and with pale shades, its

angles little produced ; opercle with blue blotches ; canines 3 ; 4 rows

of scales on cheek; snout rather acute ; 7 scales before dorsal.

CUZAMIL^;, 2062.

g<j. Color dark sky blue; jaws with bright colors; flns chiefly blue, darker

on pectoral and front of caudal; middle of dorsal reddish, with blue

spots ; a red band near the edge of the caudal, 1 on the base of the

anal and 1 near the upper edge of the pectorals ; ventrals mostly red,

their external border blue; caudal with very salient angles; upper

jaw with red and blue edgings; snout moderate; 2 (rarely 3) lateral

canines in upper jaw. Scales brown edged; eye with blue spots

above and behind; a green band from the angle of tlie mouth, bor-

dered above and below by red. Teeth quite small. vetula, 2063.

ggg. Color brown, with 2 brown lateral bands. gnathodus, 2064.

CaLLIODON (xaAAis beauty ; 66ovs, tooth)

:

aa. Upper jaw without canines; 2J series of scales on cheek.

h. Third (partial) row of scales of the cheek of 3 or 4 scales % those of the upper

row little larger than those of the second row *.

i. Caudal slightly rounded, its outer rays not produced.

j. Sides of body with 2 broad dark longitudinal shades; sides of belly

each with 3 sharply defined lines, each on a row of scales, these

stripes running from the breast to beyond front of veuti'als (these

lines usually becoming faint or even obsolete in old individuals).

k. Stripes on side of breast, if present, whitish. Color darkreddish

brown above, paler below ; back dark ; sides with 2 dark par-

allel stripes of the color of the back, separated by paler inter-

spaces, the upper one extending backward from eye; snout

above bluish brown: a iinirmv whitish streak running from

bead along the miildlf line "I I" 11 y ; a faint dark spot on base

of pectoral ; caudal ]ial( diangi' red, the outer rays somewhat

barred with brown ; dorsal orange, edged with bluish ; other

tins nearly plain. CROICENSIS, 2065.

kk. Stripes on side of breast, if present, inky blue. Color bright

green, olivaceous above, paler below, the lower lialf of the

body becoming posteriorly more and more yellow, and on the

lower half of the caudal peduncle bright light yellow, this

color being brightest above front of anal ; longitudinal shades

on sides of body bright crimson, separated on the head by a

band of green; no spot on base of pectoral; caudal fin green,

its lower half yellow ; dorsal, anal, and pectorals green, at

least at base; ventrals yellow. evermanni, 2066.

jj. Sides of body without distinct, broad, darker stripes. Color brown;

no bands or lines upon body or head ; dorsal spotted with violet

and edged above and below with yellow, like the catidal; caudal

without spots
;
yellow line near the edge, and another along the

base of the dorsal. flavomarginatus, 2067.

''These t>¥^0 characters not verifled in iscarux jlavomarginatus nor in >V. acutus.
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a. Caudal truncate, its points slightly salient ; sides with a broad whitish

baud. ACUTUS, 2068.

lih. Third (partial) row of scales on the cheek of 1 or 2 scales only; scales of the

npi)ei' row much larger than those of the second row ; caudal suhtruncate,

its outer rays more or less produced, becoming much elongate with age;

adult with a fleshy hump above the snout.

I. Color bright blue, the J'oung more or less shaded with reddish brown

;

fins mostly blue. Size large. c^ruleus, 2069.

II. Color dusky olive; a pale-yellowish streak from upper part of eye to

upper base of caudal. emblematicus, 2070.

Subgenus SCARUS.

2057. SCARUS PUXCTULATIIS (Cuvier .t Valenciennes).

Head 3| (3| with caudal); depth 31 (31); eye small, 5i in head; snout

ratheracute, 2f inhead. D.IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales 2i-24-6. Body oblong-

elliptical; a canine directed outward above angle of mouth on each .side;

a second small canine present on each side in the specimen described;

upper lip covering about A of the surface of the upper jaw; cheek with

2 rows of scales, those of the upper row being about \ larger than those

of the second row, 2 scales below the lower series ; 7 scales before dor-

sal; origin of ventral iins directly under pectoral, tips of fins not reach-

ing quite halfway from their base to front of anal; pectoral reaching

about midway between tips of ventrals and front of anal; caudal fin

truncate or slightly rounded when spread open, the angles not produced;

the outer rays IJ in head (in specimen of 6 inches). In life, orange

brown; the centers of most of the scales bright bluish green, these

blotches large, so that the green predominates over the orange on most of

the body ; on the anterior part of the back and on the top of head there is

little green, this region being more brown; a light-yellow longitudinal

band, higher up than the similar band in »S. tamiopterus, and above the

level of the green stripes on head, running backward from upper part of

gill opening nearly to the end of pectoral; below this is a dark-grayish

band, about as broad as eye, extending about to end of jiectorals; this is

bordered above and below by bright green; these green stripes become
very distinct on the head, where they extend forward on snout, 1 above

and 1 below the eye, the lower meeting its fellow on the upper lip, the

upper on the forehead; interspace between these bauds dark gray; jaws
whitish; a grass-green band around lower jaw; lower half of head light

yellowish green ; belly pale greenish ; dorsal and anal bright green at base

and tij), mesially orange, the orange with a median more or less interrupted

band of blue, the corresponding band on anal forming a row of spots; caudal

bright greenish l)lue, the outer rays entirely blue, the inner with their

membranes orange; pectoral pale yellow, the axil not dusky. West
Indies; rather common ; one of the most brilliant of the group. It may be

known by the coloration of the anal fin, which has suggested the name
puncitdatvs. Here described from a specimen 6 inches in length, from

Havana. Another from Porto Rico is in the museum at Cambridge.

{punctiilatus, dotted.)
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Searus punctulatuis, Cuvier & Valenciknnes, Hist. Nat. Poisa., xiv, 195, 1839, Martinique;

Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 89 ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 682,

1890 ; Jordan & Rutter, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1897, 121.

Pseudoscarus puncfidatu^, Guichenot, Scarid6s, Mus. Paris, 26, 1865.

Scarus diadema, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 196, 1839, Martinique

;

Cope, Trans. Am. Pliil. Soc. 1871, 461.

Pieudoscarug diadema, Poey, Synopsis, 347; Poey, Enumeratio, 116; Guichenot, Sca-

rid68, 28, 1865 (note on types).

Pseudoscarus tmniopterus, Gunther, Cat., iv, 226, 1802, Trinidad; excellent description;

not of Desmarest.

Scarus tmiiopteru.i, .Tordan, Proc. TT. S. Nat. :Mns. 1886, 47.

205S. SCARUS BOLLMAINI, Jordan & Evermann.

Head 31 in length (3:^- in total) ; depth 3i. Two small blunt posterior

canines in upper javr, near angle of mouth ; caudal short, almost truncate,

the middle rays a little shorter than the outer ones; 2 rows of scales

on cheek. In life, bright green, darker on the back, paler below ; a broad

lateral band mostly below level of eye and twice width of eye, of a brilliant

orange-yellow color extending from gill ojiening to opposite vent, where

it ceases almost abru])tly; upper part of this band a yellow streak more

than I as wide as eye, and nearly on level of pupil, persistent and bright

yellow in alcohol, while the orange fades to pale; behind the vent, the

side is a little brassy or yellowish, this shade scarcely contrasting with

the green ground color; there is also in life an ill-defined band of blood

red nearly a scale wide above and below the ground color ; base of pectoral

with a blue-black mark, upper part of head dark green, below eye, bright

yellowish green, with some bluish markings on opercle; caudal fin green,

its outer rays blackish; other fins injured in both the typical examples,

the dorsal bright green at base, ventrals pah; ; teeth pale. Gulf of Mexico,

in deep water. Two specimens were obtained from stomachs of Red
Groupers {Epivephelus morio), the first one by Mr. Charles H. Bollman, oft"

Tampa Bay. The second was sent later by Mr. Stearns. The latter, 5

inches long, is especially the type of the foregoing description. (Named

for Charles Harvey liollman.)

Scarus hollmani, Jordan & Evermann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 470, off Tampa Bay
(Type, No. 37993. Coll. Silas Stearns) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 683, 1890

2050. SCARUS T.EXIOPTERUS, Dfsniarest.

Head 3 (3| with caudal); depth 2| (3i). T>. IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales

2^24-6. Body oblong-elliptical. A canine directed backward and out-

ward above the angle of the mouth; upper lip covering more than jr of

surface of upper jaw; eye small, 6 in head; snont rather acute, 2f. in

head; cheek with 2 nearly equal rows of about (5 scales each, 1 or 2 large

scales below the lower series; 8 scales on median line of back before dor-

sal; pectoral reaching jnst jjast tips of ventrals; origin of ventral spine

under posterior end of pectoral base ; tips of ventrals scarcely reaching to

midway between their base and front of anal; caudal fin when spread

out A^ery slightly rounded, the outer rays very slightly produced. If in
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head, in specimens of 9 inches. Color in life, dark orange brown above;

the center of each scale greenish blue; rather abruptly paler below,

where the blue predominates as it does also on caudal pediancle; sides of

head with 2 horizontal stripes of deep bluish greon, running from angle

of opercle through eye and meeting around snout, the interspace ante-

riorly yellowish, posteriorly l)rownish; head light greenish below
;
jaws

pale; 2 green stripes, with a yellowish interspace on lower jaw; a

broad, briirht-yellow band below level of green stripes of head, running

from base"^of pectorals backward nearly to middle of body; dorsal fin

greenish blue on lower half; above this a l>road orange band, the fin mar-

gined with sky blue; caudal indigo bluish, with some vague yellow

shades, the outer rays bright orange, edged with iudigo bluisli
;
anal green-

ish, blue at base, then a rather narrow stripe of orange, the outer half of

the fin bluish; ventrals greenish and yellowish; pectoral light yellow, no

dark blotch at its base. In spirits the orange fades to yellowish and the

blue to bright green. The yellow lateral band is, in spirits, dashed with

red. West Indies; generally common. Here described Ironi specimens 9i

inches long from Havana, the types of Scarm virgitmlis. Others examined

are from Porto Rico and St. Thomas. The name psittacns has been used

by recent writers for this species. The original type of Coryplmma psitta-

cns, sent by Dr. Garden from Charleston, is still preserved by the Linmean

Society of London. It has been examined by Dr. Bean, who has found it

to be a Xyrichthys. {raivia, ribbon; itTspov, fin.)

Scarm Ueniopterus* Desmahest, Diet. Classique, XV, 244, pi. 12, IS.'il, Cuba; CuviER &

Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 195 (same type) ;
Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.

1886, 543 (note on original type) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 683, 1890.

Scarus vctula, Ccvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poias., xiv, 193, 1839, St. Thomas; not

of Bloch & SCHNEIDER; based on a figure of Parra.

PseuAoscaritsvsittacuis, Gunther, Cat., iv, 225, 1862 (after Coryphcena psittacns, L., which

is a species of Xyriehthys ; not Scarus lisittacvs, PorskAl, an Asiatic species);

GuiCHENOT, Scarides. Mus. Paris, 25, 1865 : Poey, Synopsis, 347 ;
Poey, Enumeratio, 116.

Scarus virginalis, Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 88. Havana (Coll. Jordan)

;

Jordan, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 47.

Fteudoscarus tceniopterus, Guichenot, Scarides, Mus. Paris, 26, 1865.

Scarus psittacns, CoPE, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc. 1871, 461.

2060. SCARl'S ARAC.WOA (Giintber).

Two series of scales on cheek, and 2 scales on lower preopercular

limb; canines 2 or 3 on each side, the middle series composed of 6

scales; lips broad; jaws rosy, the upper with 2 or 3 small pointed promi-

nences at the angle; teeth small; dorsal spines flexible; caudal trun-

cated; 14 pectoral rays; tubes of the lateral line simple; lateral line

* We have the following notes on the type of Scarus tceniopterus Desmarest :

" Specimen 0.27 m. long in very bad condition ; the color entirely faded. Cuba. (Des-

marest. ) The dorsal shows faintly 2 colors, with a spot at the base of each membrane.

Another specimen from the museum at Geneva, 0.30 m. long, is in better condition.

The colors on the dorsal show more plainly, and there are 2 dusky bands on the anal.

The outer ray of caudal above and below is paler than the others.
. „ j

This is identical with the other specimen, and both seem to belong to the species called

Scarus virgiiMlis, by Jordan et Swain (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 88).
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interrupted. Color uniform violet purple; vertical iins very dark. Ja-

maica (Giintlier) ; unknown to us. According to Dr. Giinther "it has

exactly the same coloration (as Bparisoma frondosum'), with which it may-

be easily confounded." (Portuguese name for some jiarrot.)

Pseudoscarus aracanga, Gunthee, Cat., iv, 227, 1862, Jamaica.

Scams aracanga, Joedan, Review Labroiil Pishes, 683, 1890.

2061. SCARFS TRISPIXOSUS, Ciivier & Valenciennes.

The type, a dried skin, is thus described by Guichenot:

Form of Pseudoscarus guacatiiaia: Jaws finely crenulate on the edge, their surface

smooth, except on lower jaw; teeth pale; 3 posterior canines above; scales of cheek in

3 rows; caudal somewhat rounded, its angles prolonged in sharp points. Color uniform

reddish brown, the caudal medi.illy paler, its posterior margin and points blackish. A
very large skin sent by the Museum of Lisbon, supposed to come from Brazil.

The specimen called Scarus quadrispinosus is not evidently different.

This is a dried skin 400 mm. long and is thus described by Guichenot:

I'orm of Scarus tceniopterus : Jaws trenchant, finely crenulate on the edge, their surface

smooth ; 4 canines on each side above ; 3 rows of scales on the cheek and 4 or 5 on opercle

;

caudal squarely truncate, its lobes obtuse and very short. Color olive brown, paler on

sides and belly, with no trace of bands nor lines on head nor fins; fins yellowish, except

the caudal, which is dusky.

We have the following. notes on the same specimen:

.

Color entirely faded, possibly blue in life; 4 distinct posterior canines on right side of

upper jaw (the left side broken) ; snout rather long; caudal simply lunate ; cheek scales in

2i rows; 7 scales before dorsal; axil pale; fins .apparently pale and plain.

West Indies to Brazil, (irispinosus, three-spined.)

Scarus trispinosus, Cuviee & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 182, 1839, Brazil; Jor-

dan, Review Labroid Fishes, 684, 1890.

Scarus quadrispinosus, Cuviee & Valenciennes, Hi.st. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 197, 1839, Mar-

tinique; Guichenot, Scarid6s, 27, 1865 (note on type) ; Joedan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.
1886, 542 (note on type).

Pseudoscarus qtiadrlspinosus, Goode, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 34, 1876.

? Pseudoscarus chloris,* GiJNTHEE.Cat., iv, 227, 1862 ; not Scarus chloris, Block & Schneider.

Pse^idoscarus trisjiinosvs, Guichenot, Scarid6s, 23, 1865 (note on type).

2062. SOARUS < UZAMILvE, Be.an.

Depth 3^. D. IX, 10; A. Ill, 9; eye 7^ in head; scales 2-25-7. The
body is somewhat fusiform in shape. The jaws are whitish at the margin

and olivaceous over the rest of theii- surface ; 3 canines, directed outwards

and slightly backward on lower posterior edge of the upper jaw; ujiper

lip covering rather less than ^ of the surface of the upper jaw ; snout

attenuated ; a considerable dejiression above the nostrils ; distance from tip

of upper jaw to the iris, measured obliquely, equals ^ dorsal base and

* The specimens from Jamaica, wrongly called Pseudoscarus chloris by Dr. Giinther, are
thus described: "Two series of scales on cheek and 2 scales on the lower limb of the pre-
operculum ; the second series is composed of 4 scales ; caudal rounded, with the lobes
produced; 15 pectoral rays ; teeth very small. Nearly uniform gi-een; vertical fins edged
with dark green ; nape or opercles sometimes reddish."
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nearly \ the head ; eye situated rather less than 1 of its diameters from

the upper profile of the head and nearly 3 of its diameters from the lower

profile ; 4 rows of scales on the cheek, besides a row of scales upon the

suboperculum and interoperculum ; lower series on cheek containing 5

scales and the other series from 6 to 7; 7 series of scales on the median

line of the back before the dorsal. Height of body not equal to length

of head. Least height of tail equals length of j)ostorbital part of head

and not (juite \ the greatest height of l)ody; origin of dorsal about over

that of the pectoral; base of dorsal exactly twice as long as that of anal;

dorsal spines about equal in size, the fourth spine equals \ the greatest

height of body, and is contained 3 times in the distance from the tip of

the upper lip to the origin of the dorsal; length of pectoral about \ of

total length to end of the middle caudal rays ; ventral a little more than

\ a.s long as head. Lateral line interrupted under end of soft dorsal, 18

scales being pierced before the interruption. Colors of the alcohol speci-

men: Spinous dorsal with a narrow, dark margin; soft dorsal with a

broad, dusky margin, the rest of the fin lighter; anal light at base, a faint,

dusky band covering about the outer f of the fin
;
pectoral and ventral

pale; caudal light at base, and with several broad, light areas extending

out on the rays; the major portion of the fin, however, is very dark; gen-

eral color dusky olivaceous, many of the scales having a rosy blotch at

the base; operculum with a few irregular blotches of blue; iris yellowish.

Length 330 mm. Cozumel Island, Yucatan. (Bean.) (''In allusion of

the ancient name of the island " of Cozumel.)

Searus cuzamilce, Bean, Bull. U. S. Fish Conira. 1888, 196, Cozumel (Type, Xo. 37128. Coll.

Bean); Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 684, 1890.

2063. SCARUS VKTIILA (Blocli A- Schueider).

(MUDFISH; ViEJA; OLD AVlFK.)

Cheek with 4 rows of scales ; angles of caudal more or less salient ; teeth

quite small; snout moderate; 2 (rarely 3) lateral canines in upper jaw.

General color dark sky bine; sea les brown-edged ; eye with blue spots above

and behind; a green ]>and from the angle of the mouth, bordered above

and below by red; no pale lateral band; fins chietly l)lue, darker on pec-

toral and front of caudal ; uuddle of dorsal reddish, with blue spots ; a red

band near the edge of the caudal, 1 on the base of the anal, and 1 near

the upper edge of the pectoral ; ventrals mostly red, their external border

blue; nipper jaw with red and blue edgings. West Indies; generally com-

mon. One of the most gorgeous of the parrot-fishes, reaching a length of

nearly 2 feet. The specimens here desc-ribed were sent by Professor Poey
to the nuiseam at Cambridge, (retula, old woman, given in allusion to the

Spanish name Viija; English name, Old Wife.)

Yieja, Pahra, Dif. Piezas, etc., 58, pi. 28, f. 1, 1787, Havana.
Searus vetwia. Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichthyol., 289, 1801, Cuba, after ParrA; Cuvier

& Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poisa., xiv, 193, 1839; Guichenot, Scarides, 25, 1865 (note

on type); Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1884, 90 ; Jordan, Keview Labroid

Fi.shes, 684, 1890.
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Scarus superbus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 218, 1860, Cuba.

Pseudoscarus iuperbus, Gunther, Cat., iv, 218, 1862; Poey, Synopsis, 346, 1868; Poey,
Enumeratio, IIG, 1875.

Pseudoscarus vetula, Goode, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., v, 32, 1876.

2064. SCAKUS fiNATHODUS, Poey.

Brown, with a clear brown baud along mifklle of trunk and anotlier

along lower part of belly; posterior canines strong; edge of jaw strongly

emarginate; posterior border of caudal llexnous. Cuba (Poey); not seen

by us. This species may be, as Poey suspects, simjily the normal form of

Scams acutus, the type of the latter having no canines. The coloration of

the two is the same, {y vaOoi, }a,w, oSov?, tooth.)

Hcarus gnathodus, Poey, Kepertorio, ii, 240, 1867, Havana.
Pseudoscarus gnathodus, Poky, Synopsis, 350, 1868 ; Poey, Enniiicratio, 119, 1875.

Subgenus CALLIODON (Gronow) Sclmeiiler.

•HUi't. SlIARUS (;ROIOE\SIS (Blocli).

(BUI.LON.)

Head 3(3-5 with caudal); depth 3 (30). D. IX, 10; A. II, 9; eye small,

5i in head; snout not obtuse, 2|; scales 2^-24-6. Body comparatively

elongate. No posterior canine teeth ; lip covering most of surface of upper

jaw; cheek with 3 rows of scales, the lower with 3 or 4 scales, those of

the upper row scarcely larger than those of the second row ; 7 scales on

median line before dorsal; pectoral reaching just past tips of veutrals;

origin of ventral spine slightly behind base of j)ectorals; tips of veutrals

reaching slightly more than uudway between ])ase of fin and front of

anal; caudal slightly and evenly rounded, its outer rays Ii in head, not at

all produced in specimens examined. Color in life, of young of 2 to 4

inches, dark olive, little mottled, rosy below, on l)ases of scales and lower

part of head; 2 dark, lateral, parallel stripes, the upjier passing through

eye and about equaling it in width, being twice as wide as lower strij^e

which meets base of pectoral; jaws reddish; teeth light reddish; dorsal

orange yellow, its edge pale bluish; caudal and anal similar, the former

mottled; veutrals red orange; pectorals plain, the base yellowish without

daik blotch. In spirits the rosy color becomes grayish and all the fins

pale. Older examples, 7 to 9 inches in length, are dark reddish brown
above, paler below; back dark, sides with 2 dark parallel stripes of the

color of the back, separated by pale interspaces, the upper one backward
from eye; snout above bluish brown, a narrow whitish streak running

from head along the middle line of belly ; 3 similar streaks on each side

of breast, there being 1 on each row of scales; teeth dark red; a dusky

blotch at base of pectoral; caudal pale, orange red, dusky at tip and

sides, the outer rays being somewhat barred with brown; anal light

bluish, dusky, paler in front and on edge; veutrals and pectorals i>ale;

dorsal orange, edged with bluish. Here described from a specimen from

Havana, 7 inches in length. West Indies, north to Key West; generally
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common ; 1 of the smaller species ; taken by Dr. Jordan at Havana and

Key West. Specimens from Bermuda, Tortugas, St. Thomas, and St.

Croix examined by us. Poey recognizes J'seudoscarus lineolatus, with the

3 streaks along the side of the breast, as a species distinct from F. sancta-

crucis (croicensis), in which these markings are obsolete. These stripes

are present in all our specimens from Cuba and Florida, but in a larger

example from St. Lucia they are very faint or obsolete. Their absence is

probably a matter of age, not of specific difference, (croicensis, living in

St. Croix, where the species was discovered.)

Callyodon, Gronow, Mu.seuni Ichthyol., n, 8, 1763; Gronow, Zodpliylacenm, 244, t.7,f.4

{sine patria)

.

Scarus croicensis, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 221, 1790, St. Croix; probahly more than 1 species

included; Jordan >!^. Gilbert, Synopsis, 938, 1883; Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mu8. 1884, 87; Jordan, I. c, 137; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns. 1886, 47; Bean, Bull. F.

S. Fish Coinm. 1888, 198 ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 685, 1890.

Eryehthijs croicensis, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, ii, 226, 1839 (name only).

Scarus inmlce-Banetce-ttrucis,'E,uocn & Schneider, Syst. Ichthyol., 285, 1801 (after Bloch),

St. Croix.

Galliodon Kneatus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichthyol., 312, pi. 62, f. 2, 1801 (after Gronow) ;

Gronow, Syst. Nat., Ed. Gray, 84, 1854 («nc patria).

Scarus altn-iians, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 200, 1839, Martinique.

Psriiiloxcdiii,^ lineolatus, PoEY, Repcrtorio, ii, 239, 1868, Cuba ; Poey, Enumeratio, 119, 1875.

rsev,lvscanis sanetce-crucis, Gunther, Cat., iv, 226, 1862; Guichenot, Scarides, Mus. Paris,

29,1865; Poey, Synopsis, 350, 1868 ; Poey, Enumeratio, 319, 1875.

Scarus sanetce-crucis, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1870, 461.

20fi«. KCARUS F.VER.1IA1VM,, Jordan.

Head 2| (3i in total); depth 2|. Teeth pale; no canines; caudal fin

(mutilated) apparently subtruncate in life; scales on cheek in 2 rows. In

life, brio-ht green, olivaceous above, paler below; the lower half of the

body becoming posteriorly more and more yellow, and on the lower half

of the caudal peduncle bright light yellow ; this color brightest above

front of anal ; a longitudinal band of bright crimson (fading to whitish in

spirits) on body on level of eye, but narrower than eye and growing

fainter behind ; some crimson marks on the scales above this band forming

a faint interrupted band below lateral line; both these bands continued

on head to eye with a band of green (brown in spirits) between them;

sides of belly each with 3 sharply defined lines of indigo black, like ink

marks, each on a row of scales, these stripes running from the breast to

beyond front of anal ; no spot on base of pectoral ; bright green on top of

head above eyes, reddish below; caudal fin green, its lower half yellow;

dorsal, anal, and pectorals (mutilated in the type), apparently all green,

at least at base; ventrals yellow. In spirits, fading to brown, with 1

distinct pale lateral stripe on level of lower part of eye, and a fainter one

above it. Blue-black streaks on sides of belly not fading in alcohol; a

small dark spot on ujiper edge of caudal peduncle near base of caudal.

Gulf of Mexico, in deep water, with Scarus hollmani. The type, 3 inches,

was obtained from the stomach of a red grouper, off Tampa Bay, by

Charles H. Bollman. Very close to Scarus croicensis, and similar to it in

pattern of coloration, except that the sharply defined streaks on the sides
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of the breast are in S. erermanni iuky bhie, in S. croicensis whitish.

(Named for Barton Warren Evermann.)

Scants evernianni, Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 409, off Tampa Bay (Type, No.

37990. Coll. C. H. BoUman) ; Jordan, Eeview Labroid Fishes, 685, 1890.

2067. SCARUS FLAVOMARGINATUS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Jaws trenchant, their crenulations little marked ; no canines ; 3 series of

scales on the cheek ; caudal squarely truncate, its outer rays not produced

;

body deeper than in S. croicensis, the snout more blunt. Color yellowish

brown; no bands or lines upon body or head; dorsal spotted with violet;

a yellow line near the edge, and anotlier along the base of the dorsal;

caudal unspotted. (Guichenot.) Martinique. Known only from the scanty

descriptions of Valenciennes and Guichenot, taken from one young speci-

men, (flams, yellow; marginatus, margined.)

Scants flavomarginatus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., .xiv, 202, 1839,

Martinique (Coll. P16e) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 686, 1890.

Pxeudosearus flavomarginatus, Guichenot, Scarid6s, 30, 1865 (note on type).

2068. SrARlJS ACIITUS, Poey.

(LORO.)

Head rather slender; depth 3i in length, equal to length of head; eye

7 in head in middle of its length; caudal subtrnncate with salient angles;

snout rather pointed ; nostrils close together ; no posterior cnnines; cheek

with 4 rows of scales. Teeth whitish
;
general color violaceous ; sides with

a broad whitish band ; fins plain reddish, the upj)er violaceous ; upper lip

deep blue, lower carmine; head olivaceous above, rosy below. Cuba
(Poey); not seen by us. Perhaps identical with Scarus fpiathodus, which
seems to differ only in the presence of posterior canines; their absence in

the types of acutiis may be due to individual variations, (acutits, sharp-

pointed.)

Scarus ac^ttus, Poey, Momorias, il, 216, 1861, Havana; Joudan, lieview Labroid Fialies,

684, 1890.

Psfudoscarvs acutus, Poey, Synopsis, 350, 1868; Poey, Ennnieratio, 118, 1875.

2069. SCARUS CJERULEUS (P.loch).

(BLirE Parrot-fish ; Loro; Ci.amagore.)

Head 3i (3^ with caudal) ; depth 3i (3§). D. IX, 10; A. II, 9 ; scales 21-

24-6; eye small, 5^ in head; snout rather acute, 2* in head. Body rather

elongate, the form subeiliptical in the young, becoming deep with age, a

great fleshy hump on the forehead in old individuals. Jaws small, with

smooth edges, whitish in the adult, rosy in the young; no posterior canine

teeth; upper lip covering about i of upper jaw; cheek with 2 rows of

scales, the scales ofthe upper row nearly twice as broad as those of the lower

;

below the lower part is a partial row of 2 scales; 6 scales on median line

of back before dorsal. Pectoral not reaching past tips of ventrals; origin

of ventral spine under posterior end of pectoral base ; ventrals reaching

midway between base of fins and front of anal; caudal slightly rounded;
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when spread opeu its outer rays a little produced, If in head, in young of

a foot in length, said to be much longer in adult. Adult deep uniform bine

;

partly gro\Yn specimens (from Havana) bright sky blue everywhere ; some
brown on upper scales; lower lip reddish brown, edged with blue; fins

blue, with some brown; teeth pale reddish. Young (4 inches; Key West)
light, livid blue gray, tinged with brownish on l)ack, quite bluish below;

yellowish olive on top of head, but no sharp markings anywhere except

on tins; jaws rather bright desh red, the snout bluish; teeth pale; dorsal

edged with bright blue, below this dull orange, its base livid; caudal

grayish, faintly banded with olive, its upper and lower edges bright blue

;

anal flesh color, edged with light blue, V(^ntrals greeuisli-blue, fading on

last rays; pectorals flesh color; axil light blue. Color in spirits, greenish

olive above, pale below; dorsal dusky; caudal and anal grayish; fins

otherwise pale.

Large examijles from Jamaica have the following colors:

Body ultamarine blue; fins blue, dorsal edged with darker blue, the

membrane of spinous dorsal blackish at base ; a sky-blue band from eye to

and across each lip; a pale band below it on under lip, a narrow pale

edging above; pectoral with base and upper ray blue, rest of fin pale;

anal deep blue, blackish at base; vontrals blue, the last rays paler;

caudal deep blue, the outer rays darker, posterior edge pale; teeth pale.

Specimens about 6 inches long have the back yellow, scales on sides yel-

low with green edges ; belly nearly uniform greenish ; outer rays of caudal

deep green, middle rays paler; dorsal yellow, edged with green; anal

pale yellowish, edged with green; pectorals nearly colorless, slightly

orange at tip ; ventrals greenish.

Length of example described from Havana, 10^ inches. The species

reaches a length of 2 or 3 feet. West Indies
;
generally common ; straying

northward along the coast of the United States; taken in abundance in

pound nets oft' St. George Island, Maryland, about 12 miles from Chesa-

peake Bay, in August, 1894, some specimens weighing 12 pounds (Dr.

Hugh M. Smith.)* Abundant about Key West and in the Bermudas. In

the adult (obttisna) a great fleshy hump is developed on the forehead and
the lobes of the caudal become much produced as in Pseiuloscarns (/aii-

camia. {cceruleus, blue.)

Novaculacairulea (theHlue&sh), Catesby, Nat. Hist. ( Juroliua, etc., 18, pi. 18, 1743, Bahamas.
Loro, Parra, Deecr. Dif. Piezas Hist. Nat., 57, pi. 27, fig. 1, 1787, Cuba.

Trompa, Parra, I. c, tig. 2.

Coryphcena ecerulea, Block, Ausliiudischo Fische, n, 120, pi. 176, 178G, in part; after

Catesby and a figure of Aubbiet, altered from a flgvire by Plumiee.

* Dr. Smitli writes as follows under date of October 13, 1894 : "I am now able to furnish
some additional data on the parrot-fish. I have interviewed 2 gentlemen who saw the
fish when first taken, and now present their description of the colors : The back was very
dark greenish blue, which color extended from the upper part of the beak to the base of
the tail ; this shaded ofl' on the sides of the body to a light blue; the under parts, includ-
ing the mandible, were white; the fins were very dark green or blue, almost black; these
colors apply to a specimen weighing 8 pounds. Thinking that it these fish were found in

the Potomac Hiver tin y would also probably be taken in the Chesapeake, I wrote to a well-

informed fisherman and fish dealer at Cape Charles City, Virginia, inclosing a figure of a
parrot-fish and asking wliit In r any had been caught this year. He replied that a few fish

resembling the figure and my description were" obtained in pound nets bttwenn Cape
Charles and Hungers Creek in August and September. He learned of 6 to 10 of these

'new' fish taken from time to time, seldom more than 1 at a lift."
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Scarus loro, Bloch & Schneider, Systema Ichthyol., 288, 1801 ; after Loro of Parra.
Scams trilobatm; Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poias., iv, 21, 1803, Martinique ; on a drawing by

Plumier.

? ftcariis holocyaneos, Lacei'K.de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 45, 180,3, Martinique ; (in a copy by
AUBRIET of a drawing of Plumier ; the copy colored entirely blue in order to repre-

sent this .species; the original drawing probably intended for Sparisoma ehrysoi)-

terum; the same copy by Aubriet, the original of Block's engraving of Scarus
cceruleus.

Scarus obttisus, Poey, Meniorias, ll, 217, 1860, Cuba; adult.

Scarus nuchalis, Poey, Meniorias, ii, 220, 1860, Cuba
;
young.

Pseudoscarus chloris, Gijnther, Cat., iv, 227, 1862; not Scarus clitoris Bloch & Schneider.
Scarus cceruleus, Bloch & Schneider, Systema Ichthyol., 288, 1801; after Catesby, and

!rro?ni>a of Parra ; Cdvikr & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 186, 1839; Jor.
DAN & Swain, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 85 ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 137

,

Jordan, I. c, 1886, 48; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 686, 1890.

Pseudoscarus cceruleus, Gl'NTHER, Cat., IV, 227, 1862; Guichenot, Scarides, Mus. Paris
(Proc. Soc. Imp. Nat. Cherbourg), 1865, 24 ; Poey, Eepertorio, i, 373, 1867 ; Poey, Synop-
sis, 318. 1868; Goode, Bull. IT. S. Nat. Mus., V, 33, 1876.

Pseudoscarus nuchalis, Poey, Synopsis, 348; Poey, Enumeratio, 117.

Pseudoscarus ohtusus, Poey, Synopsis, 349; Poey, Enumeratio, 117

2070. SCARUS EMBLKMATICUS, Jordan & Kutter.

Head .3 ; depth 3^ ; eye 4f in head. 1). IX, 10; A. Ill, 9; scales 3-24-5.

Dorsal and ventral ontlines regularly and similarly curved, body hij^hest

over pectorals ; nostril in front of eye, close together, very small, scarcely

larger than some of the numerous pores which surround the eye, the an-

terior round, with a circular marginal valve, the posterior oblong, with a

valve on lower side; eye 1| in snout, low, a line drawn from corner of

mouth to angle of opercle passing along lower edge of orbit; jaws project-

ing, the upper without canines; cheek with only 2 rows of scales; origin

of dorsal and root of pectoral in the same vertical, which is anterior to \\\)

of opercle; tips of last dorsal and anal rays reach base of rudimentary
caudal rays; caudal truncate, slightly rounded when the fin is spread.

Back dusky olive, a pale yellowish streak from upper side of eye to upper
base of caudal, below this a band similar in color to the back extends
from eye to caudal, sides below pale with an indistinct dusky streak from
above pectoral to caudal ; a horizontal green stripe from upper end of gill

opening forward through upper edge of eye and across top of snout;
another parallel with this from gill opening through loAver edge of ey»;

and around upper lip ; lower lip white, edged with green, a green band
across chin, and a pair of indistinct green blotches on throat; breast

washed with green; base and edge of dorsal and anal green, a broad
white stripe through the middle of each; upper and lower rays of caudal
white, tipped with orange, edged on each side with green, the middle rays

l)ale dusky green, paler at base; pectorals and ventrals white, the former
not dusky at base; teeth white. This species is most nearly related to

Scarus c(eruleus, but diifering decidedly in the color markings. The above
description is based on a single specimen 6 inches long. .Jamaica; only

the type known. (t///3/l?//zarzKc35, banner-like.)

Scarus emblematicus, Jordan & Rutter, Eishes in Jamaica, in Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.

1897, 122, Jamaica. (Type in L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. J. S. Roberts.)
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650. PSEUDOSCARUS, Bleeker.

(GUACAMAIAS.)

Psexidosearus, Bleeker, Vorsl. Akad. "Wet. Amsterdam, Scaroiden, xii, 1861, 3 (micror-

rhinos)."

Loro, JOEDAN & EvERMANN, Check-List Fishes, 418, 1896 (guacamaia)

.

This genus differs from Scams, as here understood, chiefly in the deep

green or blue color of its highly modified jaws and teeth. The. species are

mostly of large size and robust form. {ipevSiT;, false; dudpoi, Scarus.)

PSEDDOSCARUS

:

a. Upper jaw with canines; caudal fln with angles miich exserted, especially iu the

adult; soft dorsal and anal ending iu points; 2\ rows of scales on cheek.

h. Upper jaw usually with 1 posterior canine. Color hright hlue, the edges of the

scales brownish ; flus dark brown, with green upon the external border of

the ventrals, which are long and pointed ; forehead with a fleshy hump in

the adult,

c. Tubes of the lateral line considerably branched. ccELESTiNns, 2071.

ce. Tubes of the lateral line not branched. simplex, 2072.

66. Upper jaw with from 3 to 6 posterior canines; jaws very convex. Color green

under pectoral, and along the side and posterior part of the body ; head,

anterior and upper part of the back, and belly grayish yellow; dorsal and

anal brown, spotted ^\ ith green along their bases
;
pectorals and ventrals

tinted with green ; caudal grayish yellow. Size large. pleianus, 2073.

LoKO (loro, parrot)

:

aa. Upper jaw without posterior canines ; teeth deep blue green. Size large.

d. Caudal deeply notched, the angles much produced in the adult (the fin trun-

cate or rounded in the young) ; body moderately elongate ; depth 2J to 3 in

length; cheek with 2J rows of scales, those of the upper row larger than

those of the second, 1 scale below the second row. Color olive green,

with more or less ill-defined green markings on head; lower parts more or

less reddish ; vertical fins brownish orange, all edged with deep blue.

GUACAMAIA, 207i.

dd. Caudal rounded, the angles not produced; body robust, the depth in adult 2|

in length; cheek with 2 rows of scales, the lower of 4, the upper of 5

scales; lower limb of preopercle wholly naked Color light brownish,

with some greenish shading on sides and bluish green on caudal peduncle

;

fins all bright blue; snout and forehead bluish; orbits surrounded by

radiating dots and dashes of green. peerico, 2075.

Subgenus PSEUDOSCARUS.

2071. PSEUDOSCARUS C(ELESTI\US (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Lord.)

Jaws large, their edges marked with strong denticulations, upper jaw

blue on its edge only, lower almost entirely blue; upper jaw usually with

1 posterior canine ; caudal fin with angles much exserted, especially in the

adult; soft dorsal and anal ending in points; 2+ rows of scales on cheek;

tubes of the lateral line very much branched. Color bright blue, the

edges of the scales brownish; fins dark brown, with green upon the

* Pseudoscarus microrrhinos, the first species mentioned by Bleeker under PsewdoscarMS,

must, iu accordance with Bleekers custom, be regarded as the typo of the genus.
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external border of tlie ventrals, whicli are long and pointed; forehead

with a fleshy hump in the adult. West Indies; probably not rare, reach-

ing a large size; recorded by Poey from Havana, and from St. Thomas by

Plee; known to us only from the examination of the original type, a dried

skin in the museum at Paris, icoclestinus, heavenly (blue).)

Scarus coelestinvs* Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 180, 1839, St. Thomas

;

JoEDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 543 (note on original type) ; Jordan, Eeview

Labroid Fishes, 687, 1890.

Pseudoscarus coelestinus, Guichenot, Scaride.s, 22, 1865 (note on type) ; Poey, Synopsis,

319, 1868; Poey, Enumeratio, 118, 1875.

2072. PSKUDOSCARUS SIMPLEX, Poey.

Snout pointed; jaws large, blue, with coarse crenulations ; tubes of

the lateral line without branches. Color entirely blu(\ Leugth 3 feet.

Cuba. (Poey); not seen by us; apparently differing from Fseudoscarus

calestinns only in the simple tubes of the lateral line, {simplej; simple.)

Pseudoscarus simplex, Poey, Repertorio, i, 185, 1867, Havana; Poey, Synopsis, 349,1868;

Poey, Enumeratio, 118, 1875.

Scarui simplex, Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 687, 1890.

2073. PSEUDOSCARUS PLEIANUS (Poey).

Body oblong oval; jaws large, very convex, the crenulations large and

round; upper part of the jaws blue; upper ja^v with from 3 to 6 posterior

canines (3 on one side in type, 5 or 6 on the other); cheek with 2^ rows

of scales. Color red, shaded with blue and green
;
green under pectoral,

and along the side and posterior part of the body; head, anterior and

upper part of the back, and belly grayish yellow; dorsal and anal brown,

spotted with green along their bases; pectorals and ventrals tinted with

green; caudal grayish yellow. Size large. St. Thomas. Only the type,

a very large dried skin, known ; not seen by us. It is evident that Scarus

guaoamaia Cuvier »fc Valenciennes, the "Grand Scare aux machiores bleus,"

with 3 to 6 posterior canines, can not be the original Scarus guacamaia of

Cuvier, which has no canines at all. No writer has examined any other

specimens referable to the (fuacamaia of Valenciennes, but Poey has given

to these descriptions the name Scarus i^eianus, which the species must keep

if it be really valid. (Named for M. P16e, Avho collected for Cuvier in the

West Indies.)

Scarus guacamaia, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., xiv, 178, 1839, St. Thomas.

(Coll. Ploe.)

Pseudoscarus guacamaia, Guichenot, Scarides, 21, 1865 (note on type); not Scarus gua-

camaia, Cuvier.

Scarus pleianxis, Poey, Memorias, ii, 393, 1861, St. Thomas ; based on Scarus guacamaia,

CuviKR & Valenciennes; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 687, 1890.

*We have the following note on the type of Scarus codestinus: "A large stutied skin,

60 m. long, from St. Thomas. (Plee.) Color now plain dusky (perhaps blue in hie)

;

teeth apparent! V d.ark arecn; forehead fat; a single canine on right side of upper jaw,

none on left; il'ieek witli 2,V rows of scales; 7 scales before dorsal; caudal rounded, but

with the outer rays uiuch produced, about ^ their length bein"; exserted; next the last rays

of dorsal and aniil siiiiihirly prolonged into a point; ventrals long, pointed ;
lorm rather

robust; head 3^; depth aj."
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Subgenus LORO, Jordan & Evermann.

2071. rstiUDOSCAUUS GUACAMAIA (Cuvier).

(GUACAMAIA; GREEN PAUKOT-BnSH.;

Head 3 to 3f in length to base of caudal ; depth 2f to 3| ; eye small, 6

in head; snout not very obtuse, 2| in head. D. IX, 10; A. II, 9; scales

2^-24-6. Body moderately elougate; no canine teeth; uppiT lip covering

more than 1 of surface of ujiper ja^Y. Cheek with 2 rows of scales of 5 or

6 in each row, those of the upper row nearly twice as broad as those of

the lower ; a single scale below the lower row ; 6 or 7 scales on median line

before dorsal. Pectorals reaching just past tips of ventrals; origin of

ventral spine below the middle of pectoral base ; caudal rounded when
spread open, its angles slightly produced, its outer rays (iu specimens 8

inches long) I in head. In adults the outer rays are longer iu proitortion,

and in very old examples, none of which has been seen by us, they are

said to be greatly i^roduced. Color in life, of specimens of moderate size,

olive green, each scale edged with clear brown, its middle, especially

above, bright verdigris green ; sides of head brownish gray ; belly white,

tinged with brown ; a bright green stripe from eye around snout, another

from eye to eye above, another undulating stripe below eye; several green

spots and dashes behind eye; upper lip reddish; jaws deep bluish green,

the color not fading in spirits; teeth deep greeuish blue; vertical fins all

brownish red, verging on orange above, their edges, including sides and
tips of caudal, all bright greenish blue; ventral flesh color, tinged with
orange, its anterior edge greenish blue

;
pectoral very pale reddish, the

first and last rays light blue ; a greenish dot at the base of each membrane
of dorsal and aual; axil reddish. Older individuals similar in color, but
with the head move pinkish and its markings more diftuse. In spirits, the

green stripes and sjiots on head become fainter and the red of upper lip

and axil and the orange of fins fade. Length of the examjih^ here described

from Key West, 1\ inches. The species reaches a length of 2 or 3 feet.

West Indies, north to the Florida Keys, south to Eio de Janeiro ; every-

where common. This species is abundant about rocks at Key West, and
is also not uncommon in the Havana market, where it is known still as

Guacamaia. Our fish is certainly the Guacamaia of Parra, on which, as the

printed record shows, the Scarus (juacamaia of Cuvier was based. The
specimen in Cuvier's possession, afterwards described by Valenciennes

under the name Scarus guacamaia, has canines in the upper jaw, and nuist

belong to a distinct and (to us) unknown species, to which Poey has given

the name Scarus pleianus. We have seen no specimens a yard in length,

as mentioned by Parra, nor have wo seen any with the caudal lobes pro-

longed to the extent shown in his figures. None of our specimens, young
or old, show traces of canines. We have examined the type of Scarus

turchesiiis * in Paris. It seems to be the same as Pseudoscarus guacamaia.

" The type of Scarus turchesius is thus described hy Guichenot :
" rorm of Pseudoscarus

caelestinus: Jaws finely crenulate on the edse, otherwise smootli; do posterior canines;
2 rows of scales on cheeks ; caudal rounded, its angles little produced. Color dark green,
paler on sides, rosy below; green areas on membranes of dorsal, of which the edge is

3030 27
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Poey's Scams rostratns "* seems to be based on young examples with rather

sharper snout than usual, {iiuacamaia, Spauish name of a large parrot

with very thick jaws.)

Ouacamaia, Paeea, Descr. Dif. Piezas Hist. Nat., p. 54, pi. 26, 1787, Cuba.

Scarus guacamaia, Cuviek, Regne Animal, Ed. ii,Vol. 2, 265, 1829 ; no description ; based on

Parra; not Scarus gvacamaia, Cuvier & Valenciennes= >Scarws lAeianus, Poey;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 938, 1883; Bean, Bull. TJ. S. Fish Com. 1888, 198.

JScanis turchesius, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hi.st. N.it. Poiss., xiv, 181, 1839, Porto Rico;

GmCHENOT, Scarides, 23, 1865 (note on type); Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886,543;

note on original type.

Scarus rostratus, Poey, Memorias, ii, 221, 1860, Havana.
Pseudoscarus rostratus, Poey, Synopsis, 349, 1868 ; Poey, Enumeratio, 118, 1875.

rseudoscarus turchesius, Poey, Repertorio I, 317, 1861 ; Poey, Synopsis, 348, 1868 ; Poey,

Fauna Puerto Riqueiia, 337, 1875.

Pseudoscarus guacamaia, GOnther, Cat. , IV, 233; Poey, Synopsis, 348, 463, 1868.

Hemistoma guacamaia, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 607, 1883.

Scarus guacamaia, Jordan & Swain, Proc. I". S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 84; Jordan, i.e., 137;

Jordan, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 48 ; Jordan, Review Labroid Fishes, 688, 1890.

2075. PSEIJDOSC^ARUS PERRICO (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Pe;rrico.)

Head 3 ill length ; depth2;!. D. IX, 10; A, II, 9;- scales 24. Bodyrobust,

deep, compressed; top of head with a large adipose hump. No pointed

teeth at angle of mouth; upper lip covering about ^ the surface of the

upper dentary plate ; lower lip covering base only of lower dentary plate.

Cheek with 2 rows of scales, the lower of 4, the upper of 5; lower limb

of preoperclo Avholly uaked. Caudal fin somewhat rounded, its lobes

not produced; pectoral fin | length of head, reaching to tips of ventrals;

veutrals inserted under front of ^lectorals. Coloration in life, light

brownish, with some greenish shadings on sides and bluish green on

caudal peduncle; fins all bright blue; snout and forehead bluish; orbits

surrounded by radiating dots and dashes of green; teeth green. In

spirits, a yellowish area below and in front of eye; upper edge of dorsal

and lower edges of caudal, anal, and ventrals yellowish, as is the lower

side of the head. Pacific coast of Mexico; known from Mazatlan, La
Paz, and the Venados Islands. A large species common in the rocks about

Mazatlan. It is seldom caught, and is not eaten. The tyjie here described

is 23 inches in length. It is remarkable tliat this single species and Calo-

tomits xenodon are the only .Scaroid fishes yet described from the eastern

Pacific, {perrico, a Spanish word for parrot).

dark green or blue, as is that of anal and that of caudal between the points
;
pectorals

and ventrals yellow, the latter tinged with green toward the edges. Type, a dried skin,

not fully grown, from Porto Rico."
On the same specimen examined by us in Paris we have the following note: "Scarus

turchesius. (Cuv. &Val., xiv, 181.) A dried .skin, 0.40 m. long, from Porto Rico. (Plee.)

Color faded to a plain brown, paler than in S. coelestinus; no canines. Forehead not very
fleshy (young); caudal with its lobes exserted for J to ^ their length ; dorsal, anal, anil

ventrals less produced than in the type of Scarus cwlestinus ; scales on cheek in 2 rows;
head 3| in lengtli ; depth 3J ; teeth faded, but still partly gxeen."
*Poey describes Pseudoscarus rostratus as brownish blue, with ultramarine blue on the

head and margins of dorsal, anal, and ventral; teeth blue, size rather small. According
to him Pseudoscarus turchefdus differs from P. rostratus in having the jaws less terminal
and the head uniformly colored

;
posterior part of caudal bordered with blue, as is the

dorsal and anal.
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Scarus perrico, Jokdan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 357, Mazatlan (Type, Ko.

28328. Coll. C. H. Gilbert) ; Jordan, Review Labroid Pishes, G88, 1890.

Scarus iwrricq, Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 483.

Group ZEOIDEA.

This group contains the single family Zcidcc. Its relationships are

uncertain, the armature and the increased number of the ventral rays

indicating relationship to the Bcrycidcv, while the attachment of the post-

temporal to the skull suggests affinity with the Tcutliididw.

Family CLXII. ZEID^l

(The John Dories.)

Body short, deep, much compressed and elevated, naked or covered

with minute smooth scaler, or with bony protuberances. Mouth large,

terminal, the upper jaw ijrotractile. Teeth small, in narrow bands or

single series on the jaws and vomer and sometimes on the palatines.

Eyes lateral, placed high; opercle much reduced; some of the bones of

head usually with spines; preoi)ercle not serrate. Post-temporal very

firmly attached to the skull; lower limb adnate for its whole length;

the distal end only of its upper limb is attached. The supra-clavicle

short and triangular, bearing a short spine near its anterior angle, its

posterior edge divided into 3 spines, 2 or 3 of which stand out aljove

the surface of the skin. Ventral edge often serrate, with strong bony

plates. Lateral line well developed, concurrent with the back. Branchi-

ostegals 7 or 8. Gill openings wide, the membranes little united, free

from the isthmus. Pseudobranchiic hirge. Air bladder birge. Gill rakers

usually short; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth. Dorsal fin emarginate or

divided, the anterior part with spines, which are often strong, the pos-

terior part longer, its highest rays behind the middle; soft anal entirely

similar to soft dorsal, usually preceded by 1 to 4 spines which are not

graduated and which often form a separate fin; ventral fins thoracic,

well developed, their rays usually I, 6 to I, 8;* pectorals small; caudal

fin rounded, on a moderate peduncle. Lateral line obscuie, unarmed.

Pyloric Cieca exceedingly numerous. Vertebra' about 32 (Zeus). Genera

8; species about 15; fishes of singular appearance, inhabiting warm seas,

often at considerable depth. The species undergo great changes in the

course of development. Tlie ''John Dory" {Zens fahcr) is a well-known

food-fish of southern Europe. The relations of this family are not evi-

dent, and it should form a distinct group or superfamily. The increased

number of ventral rays and the armature of the belly suggest relationship

with the Berycoids; the adnate post- temj)oral suggests the Cha^todonts.

Not having any better arrangement to suggest, we leave the Zeid(e in

association with the Cluviodontidiv, removing them from the neighborhood

of the Scomliroid forms, to which they bear only the most superficial resem-

Said to be I, 5 in Oreosoma, which may be an error iu counting.
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blance. {Scomhridxv
,
group Ci/ttina, Giinther, Cat., 11, 393-396, 1860;

Cyttida!, Giinther, lutr. Study Fish., 450, 1884.)

ZeINvE:

a. Dorsal spines very strong, more or less fllamentous ; anal spines 3 or 4. Bony spinous

plates present along bases of vertical flns and between venti-als and anal.

6. Anal spines 3; both dorsals with strong bony spinous plates at base; ventral

rays I, G or I, 7. Zenopsis, 651.

Cyttin.* :

aa. Dorsal spines low; anal spines 1 or 2; vertical plates little developed.

c. Body without largo bony plates or warts, the skin covered with small scales;

base of dorsal and anal with bony plates. Zenion, 652.

cc. Body with large conical bony protuberances, 2 on each side of the back and

many on the belly. Okeosoma, 653.

651. ZENOPSIS, Gill.

Zenopsis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 126 (nebulosus).

Body ovate, much compressed, without scales, and without warts or

huiups in the adult. Head deeper than long, its anterior prolile steep.

Mouth rather large, upper jaw i^rotractile ; teeth small on jaws and vomer,

none on the palatines. Various hones of the head and shouhler girdle

armed with spines. Series of bony plates along the sides of the belly and

the bases of both dorsal and anal, each plate armed with a strong spine.

Eye large, plaeed high. Gill rakers short. Dorsal spines very strong,

usually 10 in number, some of them filamentous; anal spines 3; ventral

fins long, the rays I, 6 or I, 7. Caudal peduncle slender, the fin not

forked. Three species known, differing from the European genus Ze»s,*

mainly in the presence of 3 anal spines instead of 4, and in the greater

development of the spinous armature. Pelagic. {Zyv,zens; oVif, appear-

ance. Zeus is from Zevi, Jupiter.)

2076. ZEXOPSIS OCELLATUS (Storer).

Head 2*; depth If. 1). IX, 26; A. Ill, 24. Body short, deep, com-

pressed. Skin wholly naked, except for llie bony bucklers, which are

armed each with a central spine hooked backward and marked with

radiating ridges; 7 bucklers along the base of the dorsal, the fifth and

sixth largest; 2 on the median line in front of the ventrals, the second

largest ; 1 median plate, 6 pairs between ventrals and anal, and 4 along

the base of the anal. Top of the head with roughish ridges, but without

sjjines; a spine at the base of each dentary bone; the broad maxillaries

each with a supplemental bone ; teeth nearly obsolete. Eye large, much

nearer gill opening than tip of snout. Gill rakers short. Caudal pedun-

cle very slender, caudal fin short and rounded; pectorals A^ery short; ven-

trals large, the rays I, 6, the first soft ray closely appressed to the spine;

anal spines short and stout, the soft rays, like those of the dorsal, low

;

dorsal spines filamentous. Color silvery, nearly plain; a black lateral

* The European genus, Zerrs, containing the common "John Dory," Zeus faber, a well-

known food-fish in the Mediterranean, has not been found in American waters.
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ocellated spot in life, disappearing in spirits. Pelagic ; 1 specimen known,

taken ofl" Frovincctown, ^lassachusetts. Description irom the original

type in the museum of the Boston Society of Natural History, (ocellatus,

ocellate.)

Zeus ocellatus, Stoker, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vi, 1858, 386, Provincetown, on Cape

Cod.

Zenopsis ocellatus, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 456, 1883; Goodk & Bean, Oceanic

Ichtli., 224 with plate, 1896.

652. ZENION, Jordan & Evermann.

Zenion, Johdan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 418, 1896 (hololepis).

Body compressed and elevated, covered with very small scales ; mouth

protractile. Dorsal fins contiguous, the first with 6 or 7 low spines; a

short spine before the anal ; bony plates present along the bases of the

dorsal and anal fins. As in Zeus, ventral fins composed each of 1 spine

and 6 soft rays, not depressible in a groove. Very minute teeth in the

jaws and on the A^omer, none on the i^alatiue bones. Branchiostegals 8.

Deep seas. The single species described below seems to be the type of a

distinct genus, difieriug from the Australiau genus Ci/ttus in the absence

of ventral groove and in the preseuce of bony plates along dorsal and

anal. (A diminutive of Zeus, Z£v<;, the John Dory.)

2077. ZEMON HOLOLEPIS (Goode & Bean).

Head 2f ; depth 2}. D. VI or VII, 26; A. 23; V. I, 6; P. 16. Eye very

large, 4+ in body or nearly 2 in head ; interorbital width 2i. Premaxil-

laries protractile and, when drawn out, a deep horseshoe-shaped groove

is exposed between the orbits; premaxillary 2 in head without snout;

maxillary thin, broad, obtuse at the extremity, its length equaling that

of interorbital area; length of mandible nearly i that of head; mouth

almost vertical when closed. Quadrate bone ending posteriorly in a

broad, obtuse spine, and with several ridges with minute cirri; supra-

orbital also with several minutely eirrated ridges. Teeth in jaws indis-

tinguishable, except to the touch. Nostrils placed close to front of eye

somewhat above its middle, the posterior, which is much the larger, a

pear-shaped slit about 3 times as long as anterior. Pseudobrauchi;e Avell

developed; 14 or 1.5 very small lanceolate gill rakers below the angle.

Gill openings very wide, the membranes very deeply cleft and only nar-

rowly attached to the isthmus in front. Branchiostegals 8. Dorsal and

ventral origins in the same vertical ; distance of the spinous dorsal from

snout equaling greatest height of body ; spinous dorsal of 6 or 7 spines,

the first of which is minute, about ^ as long as second, which is as long

as eye; second spine finely serrated in the middle of its anterior margin

and dilated at the root so as to partly conceal base of third spine ; rays

of soft dorsal increasing in size backward, the first being only l as long

as last, which is about i as long as head, the longest rays altout the

nineteenth to the twenty-fourth, these are slightly longer than the

last; caudal almost truncate or very slightly rounded wheu expanded,
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the middle rays nearly as long as eye; vent nuder fifth ray of second

dorsal; anal origin under sixth ray; anal rays increasing in size back-

ward, the longest not more than f as long as those of dorsal; rays of

soft dorsal and anal all simple and articulated; length of ventral spine

\ of body, exceeding that of the longest soft ray; ventral, when fully

expanded, subtriaugular, the spine minutely serrated on its anterior

margin
;
pectoral subcircular when expanded and composed entirely of

simple articulated rays, the longest, in middle of fin, \ as long as eye.

About 10 rows of scales between the lateral line and base of spinous dor-

sal, and about 67 in lateral line. Plates at base of dorsal and anal well

developed. Length 3 to Zl inches. The type specimen was taken by the

Albatross at Station 2358 in 220 fathoms, off Yucatan; 2 other specimens,

No. 39297, from Albatross Station 2655, on Little Bahama Bank, in 338

fathoms. (Goode & Bean.) (oAo?, whole: XEitii,, scale.)

Cyttui holnleins, GooDE & BEAN, Oceanic Ichthyology, 225, figs. 233, 233a, and 233b, 1896,

off Yucatan and Little Bahama Bank. (Type, No. 39296. Coll. Albatross.)

653. OREOSOMA, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Oreosovia, Cdvier & Valencie.vnes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 515, 1830 (atlanticum)

.

Body elevated and compressed, scaleless, rough or warty, and provided

with several Large, deciduous, conical, bony protuberances symmetrically

arranged, the surface '' resembling a relief map of a volcanic country,"

about 4 of these on the back and 20 below; posterior part of body with-

out cones; no bony plates at base of dorsal and anal. Head without

serrations; a small horn above each eye; opercle small; preopercle with

2 ridges. Mouth oblifiue, the lower jaw projecting. Villiform teeth on

jaws, vomer, and palatines. Dorsal spines low and small, partially hidden

by the humps. Soft dorsal and anal similar, rounded in outline. Pec-

torals short, rounded. Caudal rounded, on a slender peduncle under

pectorals. Veutrals * well developed, thoracic. One species, scarcely

known, probably belonging to the Zeidce but its relationship uncertain.

It may very likely be a larva of the species called Vyttopsis rosetis (Lowe),

orof some other species of Cyttopsis or of Cytttis. (o/305,hill; (?(£>/<«, body.)

2078. OREOSOMA ATLANTICUM, Cuvier &. Talencionnes.

Head nearly 3; depth about equal to length of body. B. 7; D. V, 29;

A. 26; V. I, 5; C. 14. Profile straight, nearly horizontal; mouth nearly

vertical ; forehead broad between eyes, above each of which is a small

conical horn; suborbitals and preopercle entire; opercle small; tail and
region between dorsal and anal closely compressed and unarmed ; trunk

much thicker, with 2 great conical warts on each side above, and about a

dozen on each side below, 4 on the median line; these dermal cones are

readily detached, and are marked by concentric rings parallel with their

base. Spinous dorsal inconspicuous, hidden by the cones
;
pectorals short

;

* According to Cuvier & Valenciennes, the ventrala " ont le nombre ordinaire de I, 5."

But we may doubt if this number is accurately counted.
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ventrals long; middle rays of dorsal and anal longest. Color grayish.

Open Atlantic. Known from a single specimen, \\ inches long. (Cuvier &
Valenciennes.)

Oreosoma atlanticum, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 515, 1829, open
Atlantic ; GuNTHEE, Cat. Fishe-s, i. 2U, anil ii, 39G; Goode &. Bean, Oceanic Iclith., 228.

Oieoioma coniferum, Cuvier & Valenciennes, I. c, pi. 99; aame type; a slip arising from
uncorrected proof sheets.

Group OAPROIDBA.

A group of doubtful affinities, containing the single family Caproidw.

It has the ventral tins normal, the post-temporal aduate to the skull, and
is, in many respects, similar to the Squamipiniies.

Family CLXIII. CAPROID.E.*

(The Boar-fishes, j

Body compressed and elevated, covered with small, ctenoid scales; sides

of head scaly
;
preorbital and jireopercle more or less serrate or armed

;

opercle small
;
gills normal

;
gill membranes separate, free from isthmus

;

top of head bony
;
premaxillaries very protractile, the posterior process

very long; mouth moderate, the lower jaw projecting, the teeth very

small ; lateral line not extending on caudal ; dorsal fin long, the stout

spines separated from the soft i-ays by a deep notch; dorsal spines not

graduated; anal fin with 3 spines separated by a notch from the soft rays,

the first spine longest ; soft part of anal as long as soft dorsal ; ventrals

I, 5, the spine strong, inserted below pectorals; caudal fin rounded, on
a moderate peduncle. Upper limb of the post-temporal widened at its

distal end, which aftbrds a very firm attachment; the lower limb short

and thidk. The supra-clavicle long and slender, its posterior edge sharply

serrate, the serrations standing out above the surface of the skin. Ver-

tebrjB in normal number, 10 + 13= 23 (in Capros). Two or 3 species,

arranged in 2 genera, and living in rather deep water. Capros aper, the

Boavfish, superficially resembles the John Dory, Zcks faber, and is com-
mon on the coasts of southern Europe. This family, like the preceding,

is of doubtful affinities. It is only remotely allied to the Zeidw, and its

relationship to the Carangida' or other Scombroid forms is not evident.

AntUjonla bears much superficial resemblance to the Epliippid(v, a resem-

blance probably arising from real affinity, as is shown by the form and
attachment of the post-temporal. An extinct genus, Proantitjoma, is said

to connect Antujonla with Capros. {Capridw, Lowe, Fishes of Madeira,

1843, XII.)

ANTIGONIIN^ :

a. Lateral line complete. Body deeper than long, covered with rough scales.

h. Teeth slender, in jaws only; anal spines strong. Antigonia, 654.

* Called Caproidce by Dr. Gill to distinguish the group from Capridce, the family of

Oapra, the goat.
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654. ANTIGONIA, Lowe.

Antigonia, Lowe, Proc. Zoijl. Soc. Lond. 1843, 85 (capros).

Caprophomis, MuLLER & Troschel, Horro Iclithyologic:*, ill, 28, 1845 {aurora).

Hypsinotus, Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, Poiss.,XLii, 84, flg. 2, 1847 {rvbescens}.

Body very deep, the depth much greater than length of body, which
is excessively compressed and covered with moderate-sized, firm, rough-
ctenoid scales; i)rofile from nape to dorsal very steep and nearly straight.

Surface of head above with rough bony stria-
;
preopercle and suborbital

bones armed with slender antrorse spines; mouth small, its cleft nearly

vertical; premaxillary with a very long process, so that it is extremely
protractile, perhaps less so than in Capros; lower jaw projecting; upper
jaw somewhat protractile; maxillary broad, scaly; small, very slender

teeth on jaws in 1 row, none on palate; chin rough; preopercle with
rough stria', becoming antrorse spines below ; cheeks deep, covered with
rough scales; opercle short, scaly. Brauchiostegals 6; gill membranes
separate, free from isthmus. Lateral line concurrent with the back. Fin
spines stiff and strong. Dorsals united, the third spine stout and ele-

vated, the sixth or last spine shortest, lower than the soft rays, the fin

is thus distinctly notched. Soft dorsal and anal similar, long and low,

none of the rays produced; anal spines 3, joined to the fin, the first

longest. Base of dorsal and anal with a sheath of small, rough scales

extending on the fiu spines and slightly on the rays, not on the mem-
branes; catidal peduncle short and deep, deeper than long; caudal short,

squarely truncate; ventrals strong, of moderate length, at lowest point

of ventral outline, well behind pectorals and directly below spinous

dorsal, which is at highest point of dorsal outline; ventral spine large,

roughened anteriorly; pectorals moderate, not falcate. Probably a single

species, widely distributed. A very singular fish of uncertain relations.

It is placed by Giinther among the Cai-angidw with FJatax, Pseitiis, Psenes,

Zand us, etc., the natural character of the family being destroyed by the
intrusion of these diverse forms. We see no real resemblance between
Antigonia and any of the Carangidce, nor does it seem to us to jjossess

Scombroid affinities at all. It seems to be related to Capros, as Stein-

dachner and Gill have indicated, in placing Antigonia among the Ca-

proida. The union of the post temporal with the skull in Capros suggests
affinity with Zanchts and Choatodon, a suggestion borne out by the long
pubic bones. In its fin armature, scales, and roughness of head, Antigonia

suggests Priacanthus, to which genus it may be possibly related. Capros
shows some external resemblance to Zens, but the systematic position of

Zeus is equally uncertain. Nothing but its small, smooth scales allies Zeus

to the Scombroids and its singular ventrals suggest the Berycoids. Zens

has 32 vertebra", and the pubic bones not elongate. (Avnyovsia, a city

founded by Antigonus, the allusion not evident.)
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2079. AXTIGOMA CAPROS, Lowe.

(Shi siiidai.)

Head 3; depth (greater with age) always more than length of body;
eye 2\ in head; snout 34. D. VIII, 36; A. Ill, 33; V. I, 5; P. 13; C. 12;

scales 15-59-40. Anterior profile of head steep, but growing steeper from
the nape to first dorsal, so that it is concave above eye; base of dorsal
forming a steep oblique line, corresponding to anterior profile; base of
anal and outline of breast also very oblique; maxillary reaching front of
eye ; 3 or 4 rows of scales on cheek

;
prickles on chin

;
preorbital and other

bones of head longer and more numerous in males; top of head covei'ed

with rough serrate stria' ; third dorsal spine strong, rough, and curved, \\
in head; first anal spine about as long as eye, 2^ to 2| in head; ventral
spine IJ; caudal 1^. Scales very rough, much as in Friacanthns. Lateral
line complete, concurrent with back. Air bladder large. Color golden
red. Length about a foot. In rather deej) water, widely distributed in

the Atlantic, and also in the Pacific about Japan and the Ki Islands, and
Manado, if the Pacific species, Antigonia i-uhesccns, proves to be identical

with A. capros, as is supposed. It lives in about 100 fiithoms. (Stein-

dachner; specimens from Tokio.) {Capros, a related genus, from naitftoc,,

a grunting sea-fish.)

Antigonia capros, Lowe, Proc. Zoiil. Soc. London 1813, 85, Madeira.
Caproplwnus aurora, Muller <fc Troschel, Horm Ichthyologic.T, in, p. 28, pi. 5, fig. 1,

1845, Barbados.

Hypsinotus ruhescens, Schleoel, Fauna Japonica, Poissons, 84, pi. 42, fig. 2, 1847, Omura,
Japan.

Antigonia mullcri, Klunzingek, Sitzb. Ak-ad. Wiss. Wien., lxxx, 1879, 380, pi. G, fig. 3,

King George's Sound.

Antigonia capros, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Iclitliyology, 229, fig. 235, 189G.

Suborder S(JUAMIPINNES.

(The Scaly-fins.)

Body compressed, covered with small or minute ctenoid scales; lateral

liue unarmed, concurrent with the back; mouth small, with slender or

brush-like teeth; opercles armed or not; nostrils double; gills 4, a slit

behind the fourth; gill membranes united to the broad scaly isthmus;
pseudobranchi;e present; air bladder present ; dorsal fin long, the spines

usually well developed, the soft part usually more or less scaly; caudal

usually truncate or double concave; anal similar to soft dorsal ; ventrals

thoracic, sometimes rudimentary, sometimes -with 2 sjiines, the pubic bone
becoming progressively elongate; A'ertebra- usually 10+14=24, but some-
times still further reduced. Basis of cranium double, with a double mus-
cular tube; post-temporal trifurcate or bifurcate in Ephipphlw and other

transitional forms, as in the Scombroids and Percoids; in other species

firmly united to the skull, its structure showing the usual 3 forks, the space

between them filled in by bone, so that only a foramen is left; second,

third, and fourth upper pharyngeals small, usually reduced to Aertical
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transverse laminpp. Hypercoracoid with median foramen
;
pectoral with

4 short basal bones. This group comprises a large number of fishes, some

of them showing analogies with the Carangidn- on the one hand and with

certain Percoid tishes on the other ; the typical forms specialized in direc-

tions leading toward the Plcctognathi. The limits of the group are uncer-

tain, although there is no doubt about the relationship of any of the genera

here treated. Perhaps several of the fanulies currently recognized as

Scombroid belong here. From the Squamipinnes the riectognathi are cer-

tainly descended. The close relation of Balistes to Teuthis admits of no

doubt. This relationship is shown in the osteology, the reduced post-

temporal and coalesced bones of jaws, in the great development of the

pubic bone, in the restriction of the gill openings, and in the character of

the scales, especially the armature of the tail. In a natural system the

Balistidw would follow the Teuthidida' and Siganidw. The Teuthididw and

the Balistidw are as nearly related to each other as the Epliippidce are to

the CJiwtodonUda' . {sqtKima, scale; pinna, fin. The group is called JEpelas-

mia by ("ope, but the name Sfpiamipiiines is older, and the Chwtodontidw

are the chief constituents of both groups.

Families of Squamipinnes.

a. Post-temporal bifurcate or trifurcate, not united with the skull; dorsal fins 2; sepa-

rate teeth slender, hardly brush-like ; maxillary distinct. Ephippid^,, clxiv.

aa. Post-temporal a])parently simple, firmly united to the skull, dorsal fin continuous;

ver.tral rays I, 5.

b. Teeth brush-like, setiform, thick set
;
post-temporal with a foramen which is

usually fully perforate ; carnivorous fishes with the intestinal canal short

;

the caudal peduncle unarmed and the pubic bone not greatly developed

;

maxillary distinct,

c. Scales well developed. Chjetodontid.e, clxv.

ec. Scales reduced to min ate asperities ; some of the dorsal spines filamentous.

Zanclid.??,, clxvi.

bb. Teeth incisor-like, in a single series; post-temporal with a foramen which

does not pass through the bone ; scales minute, rough ; herbivorous fishes

with the intestinal canal elongate; the caudal peduncle usually armed

with spines or tubercles ; maxillary and premaxillary immovably united

;

post-temporal united with skull; pubic bones very long, bent, firmly

attached to each other. TEUTnmiD.B, CLX^^I.

Family CLXIV. EPHIPPIDyE.

(The SrADE-risnEs.)

Body compressed, iisually greatly elevated, the anterior profile steep,

the caudal peduncle short. Scales moderate or small, ctenoid, densely

covering the soft parts of the vertical fins; lateral line present, following

the curve of the l)ack. Mouth small, terminal, horizontal; premaxilla-

ries slightly protractile; maxillary short, without supplemental bone,

partly slipping under the narrow preorbital; jaws Avith bands of slender,

pointed, movable, brush-like teeth; nostrils double; preopercle very

finely seirated or entire; gill membranes broadly attached to isthmus, the

openings restricted to sides; branchiostegals 6 or 7; pyloric cajca few;
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gill rakers very short
;
pseudobranchite present. Dorsal tins 2, somewhat

connected, the first of 8 to 11 spines, which are depressible in a groove;
soft dorsal and anal fins anteriorly high, their bases thickened by the

scales ; anal spines 3 or 4, short ; caudAl fin truncate or doubly concave

;

pectorals short, the rays all branched; ventrals thoracic, normally I, 5;

sometimes rudimentary; a large accessory scale as in the Sparidw; air

Ijladder large, commonly bifurcate in front, and with 2 slender horns
behind. Yertebrte 10+ 14= 24. Post-temporal bifurcate as usual among
fishes, not joined to the skull. As here understood, a group of about 4
genera and 10 or 12 species, related to the Chwtodontidw but showing
important differences in the skeleton, which shows resemblances to both
Scombroid and Sparoid forms. Shore fishes mostly of large size, in warm
seas, often valued as food.

The following diagnosis of this family is given by Dr. Gill : C'ha?todon-

toidea with a wide scaly isthmus extending from pectoral region to the
chin and separating the branchial apertures; spinous partially difteren-

tiated from the soft portion of dorsal; upper jaw scarcely protractile;

ethmoid cariniform above (not sunk and concave) and vomer declivous
(not projecting forward or retuse), parapophyses spiniform and posteriorly

inclosing a h;«mal canal, and post-temporal bones bifurcated. {Epliippus

etc., Gunther, Cat., ii, 61, 1860.)

Ephippin^ :

a. First dorsal fin composed of spines connected l>y membrane, the third spine highest

;

ventrals well developed, I, 5.

h. Scales small, 55 to 70 in the lateral line. Ch.etodipterds, 655.

MONODACTYLIN.E

:

art. First dorsal fin composed of short free spines, tlie last one highest; ventrals small
or rudimentary,

c. Ventrals small hut normally developed, th(^ rays I, 5; body not deeper than
Jong- Pakapsettus, 656.

655. CHiETODIPTERUS, Lacop.Mle.

Chcetodipterui, Lacep^de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 50.3, 1802 (plumieri —faber).

Body much elevated and compressed, its outline nearly orbicular, the
anterior profile nearly vertical. Scales small, .55 to 70 in the course of the
lateral line. Jaws about equal; no teeth on vomer or palatines; teeth on
jaws slender, somewhat movable; preopercle finely serrulate. Branchios-
tegals 6. Dorsal fins 2, somewhat connected, the first of usually 9 spines,

the third of which is elongate ; anal spines 3, small, the second the longest

;

ventral with a large accessory scale. Pyloric cicca 4 to 6. American;
distinguished from the Asiatic genus EiyUppus, by the very much smaller
scales. {xairodGov, Chretodon; 5/?; two; itT£p6\', fin, the dorsal being
divided.)

a. Third dorsal spine more or less elevated, especially in the young. Atlantic.

FABER, 2080.

au. Third dorsal spine scarcely higher than fourth, not more than \ length of head.
Pacific. ZONATDS, 2081.
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2080. CHJ:T0DIPTERUS PABEB (P.roussonet).

(Angel-fish ; Spade-fish.)

Head 3 to 3i; depth 1 to 11. D. YIII-I, 20; A. Ill, 18; scales 60; ca>ca

4 to 6. Vertical fins low in the young, falcate in the adult. Third dor-

sal spine more than .} head, in adult about as long as from tij? of snout to

edge of preopercle, its membrane blackish, more produced in the young;
chin with a row of pores; i>reorbital nearly as wide as eye; pectoral con-

siderably shorter than Aentral, the first soft ray of the latter filamentous.

Grayish; a dusky band across the eye to the throat; a second similar

band, broader, beginning in front of the dorsal and extending across base
of pectoral to the belly ; a third band, narrowcsr, extending to middle of

sides, from the base of fourth and fifth dorsal spines ; a fourth broader
band from the last dorsal spine to the anal spines, the remaining bands
alternately short and long; all of these bands growing obscure and dis-

appearing with age; ventrals black. Length 2 to 3 feet. Cape Cod to

Rio Janeiro; very abundant on our South Atlantic coast; an excellent

food-fish, reaching a large size. Very large specimens, which we suppose
to be old individuals, but which have been regarded as a distinct species

{Eph'qjiius g'lgas, Cuvier), haAe the occipital crest and anterior iiiterhiemals

developed in thick bony masses. Similar changes occur in the adult of

Selene and other CaratujUhe. (faher, blacksmith; the species was called

Faber marinus by Sloane.)

Faber marinus fere quadi-atus (the Pilot-flsh) Sloane, Nat. Hist. Jamaica, ii, 2!)0, pi. 251,

1793,Jamaica.

Chatodcyn faher, Broussonet, Ichth. Decas, 1, v, pi. 4, 1782, Jamaica (Coll. ,T. Ellis) ; Caro-
lina (Coll. Dr. Blagden). [Society Islands, Banlvs & Solaiider.]

Zeus quadratns, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., l, 1225, 1788, Jamaica; after Fn}}er viarimis fere

q^tadratus of Sloane.

Ghcetodon phimieri, Bloch, Ichtliy., pi. 211, 1793, Martinique; after Blumier.
Selene quadrangularis, Laci5pi;de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 564, 1803, Jamaica ; after Sloane.
Chcetodon oviformis, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc, l, 1815, 247, pi. 5, fig. 4, New York.
Ephippus gigas, Cuvier, Eegne Anim., Ed. ii, Vol 2, 191, 1829, America; very old

examples with awoUen occipital crest ; Gunther, Cat., u, 61, I860; Holbrook, Ichlh.

S. Car., 107, 1860.

Ephippus faher, Gunther, Cat., ii, 61, I860; Holbrook, Ichth. S. Car., 107, 1860.

Chcetodiptcrusfaher, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 613,1883.

20S1. CHiETODlPTERUS ZONATUS (Girard).

Dorsal VIII-I, 18; anal II, 16; scales 70. Long rays of soft dorsal and
anal I longer than head. This species agrees with Chatodipterus faber in

nearly all respects. The chief difterences are that behind the great band
from soft dorsal to anal in C. zonatus there are 2 other bands ; 1 under mid-

dle of soft dorsal, the other at base of caudal, both distinct complete
rings; no other bands. The third dorsal spine is not very high, being
only about I length of head, and about twice height of the fourth.

Length 2 feet or more. Pacific coast of America, Sau Diego to Panama;
rather common southward. Occasionally seen at Mazatlan, several speci-

mens being taken by ns in the Astillero. It was found by Dr. Gilbert at

Mazatlan and Panama. The original type of the species came from San
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Diego, where no author subsequent to Girard has seen it. It is probably

generally diffused along the coast, although less abundant than the corre-

sponding species {Cha'todi'pienis faher L.) is in the Atlantic, (sonatus,

zoned or banded.)

Ephippus zonatus, Girard, Pac. R. R. Surv., x, pi. 110, 1858, San Diego. (Coll. A. Cassidj.)

Chcetodipterus zonatus, Jordan, Cat. Fishes, 102, 1885 ; Evermann A Jenkins, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mu8. 1891, 160.

656. PARAPSETTUS, Steindachner.

Parapgettus, Steindachner, IchtL. Beit., m, 50, 1875 {panamensis).

Body short and deep, much compressed, the depth not greater than the

length. Scales very small, strongly ctenoid, covering th(^ soft rays of the

vertical fins; lateral line evenly arched. Snout short, vertically truncate

at tip; mouth small; teeth close set, slender and sharp, in 3 or I rows, the

outer slightly larger. Opercles unarmed. Soft dorsal and anal long and

high, the tips falcate; spinous dorsal represented by 9 short free spines,

scarcely rising above the surface of the scales; anal with 3 very small

spines. Pectorals short ; ventrals small, I, 5 ; caudal double concave, the

outer lobe pointed, the median lobe rounded. One species. This genus

differs from the East Indian Monodactyhis {^^I'settus Cuvier & Valenci-

ennes) in having the ventral fins x^erfect and the body not excessively

deep. The relations of this genus seem to us evidently with the EpMj)-

pidw rather than with the Scombroids, among which Monodactylits has been

generally placed. But Capros and Antigonia are not fiir distant from it.

(Ttapd, near; Psettns, from ipifrta, a flatfish, turbot.)

2082, PARAPSETTUS PANAMENSIS, Steindachner.

Head 3; depth l'. D. IX, 28; A. Ill, 24; P. 18. Form of Chcetodipterus

faher; the snout very blunt, the lower jaw included; maxillary reaching

middle of eye; eye longer than snout, 4 in head. Last dorsal spine +

as long as eye, as long as third anal spine ; longest rays of dorsal and anal

as long as head, last ray of dorsal and anal shortest, the posterior part of

fin rounded; caudal slightly longer than head; pectoral slightly shorter

than head; first soft ray of ventral filiform, twice length of last, 2 in

head. Color silvery gray, paler below; base of caudal yellowish, with

brown dots. Panama (Steindachner); rare; several specimens lately

obtained by Dr. Gilbert.

rara2}scttus panamensis, Steindachner, Iclith. Beit., in, 51, 1875, with an excellent figure,

Panama.

Family CLXV. CH^TODONTID^E.*

(The Butterfly-fishes.)

Body strongly compressed, elevated, suborbicular in outline, covered

with moderate-sized or small scales, which are finely ciliated or nearly

* For a review of the genera and species of Chsetodontidfe of North America see paper

by Eigenmann & Horning, in Annals N. T. Ac. Sci., iv, 1887, 1-18.
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smooth; lateral line present, concurrent with the back, not extending on

the caudal tin; mouth small, protractile, terminal; maxillary very short,

irregular in form, divided in two by a longitudinal suture; upper part of

skull solid, occipital crest strong; post-temporal firmly joined to the

skull, its form really trifurcate though appearing simple, the interspaces

between the forks filled in by bone so that only a foramen is left; last

bone of suborbital ring firmly joined to the preoperculum ; teeth brush-

like or setiform, often extremely long, in narrow bands in the jaws; no

teeth on vomer or palatines; no canines, molars, or incisors; eyes lateral,

of moderate size; branchiostegals 6 or 7; pseudobranchi:e very large; air

bladder present. Gill membranes more or less attached to the isthmus

;

gill rakers very small. Dorsal fin single, continuous, its rays sometimes

filamentous, its soft part as well as the soft part of the anal densely cov-

ered with small scales; anal similar to the soft dorsal with 3 or 4 spines;

ventrals thoracic, I, .5 ; caudal usually truncate. Vertebrae 10 -f- 14= 24, the

anterior abbreviated ; insertion of the ribs inferior; post-temporal usually

reduced, and not bifurcate. Carnivorous fishes of the tropical seas, noted

for their singular forms, bright colors, and great activity. Genera 8 to 10;

species about 180, most of them belonging to Chcriodon and romacanthus.

The excessive quickness of sense and motion enable these fishes to main-

tain themselves in the struggle for existence in the close competition of

the coral reefs notwithstanding their bright colors. The young are very

different from the adult, and pass through a stage termed Tholichthys in

which the membranes are greatly developed, forming collars and sheaths

about head and neck. {Squamipinnes, part, Giinther, Cat., ii, 1-57, 1860.)

Ch^TODONTIN^ :

a. Preopercle unarmed; dorsal spines not graduated, some of the median spines longer

than the last spines; scales comparatively large (young with the Tholichthys

form).

6. Snout (nasals, palatines, etc.) with premaxiUaries, articular, and dentary hones

much produced, beak-like; cleft of mouth, with maxillaries, short; lateral line

ceasing under soft dorsal,

c. Dorsal spines 12 or 13; soft rays about 20 (19 to 23).

d. Scales large ; beak moderate. Prognathodes, 657.

dd. Scales .small, about 75 in horizontal series; beak very long.

FOKCIPIGER, 658.

hb. Snout little if at all produced; dorsal spines usually 12 to 14; not graduated,

some of the middle ones highest ; anal spines 3. Ch.ktodon, 659.

POMACANTHIN^

:

aa. Preopercle armed at its angle with a very strong spine, which is sometimes grooved.

e. Interoperde unarmed; vertical limb of preopercle above spine entire or nearly

80; dorsal fin with 8 to 11 spines, its soft rays 23 to 32. Pomacanthus, 660.

ee. Interoiicrcle short and broad, armed with 1 to 4 strong spines; preopercle ser-

rate or spinous; dorsal spines about 14, graduated, the last one longest;

scales rather small ; isthmus very narrow.

/. Vertical limb of preopercle simply serrate, with 10 to 30 small teeth ; body

oblong, rather robust. Holacanthus, 661.

ff.
Vertical limb of preopercle with 3 to 9 conspicuous spines; body ovate,

much compressed. Angelichthys, 662.
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657. PROGNATHODES, Gill.

Proc/nathodes, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 238 (pclta^aculcatus: name only)

.

This genus is intermediate between Chelmon and Choetodon, having the

produced snout of the former and a iin formula more like that usually

seen in the latter. Scales large. One species known. (TCpd, before;

yvdBo^, jaw; sido?, likeness.)

2083. PKOGXATHODES ACULEATUS (Poey).

Head 3; depth 2. D. XIII, 19; A. Ill, 15; scales 8-40-19. Snout mod-
erately prodiiced, about i length of head

;
profile steep, concave. Maxil-

lary reaching to middle of snout. Angle of preopercle rounded, minutely

serrate. Dorsal spines long and very strong; fourth spine 2 in depth;

membrane between spines deeply notched; soft anal higher than soft

dorsal, their basal halves alone scaled; caudal truncate. Uniform reddish

brown, with shining longitudinal streaks, following the series of scales;

spinous dorsal and its base blackish ; soft dorsal bordered with orange

;

other fins yellowish or colorless ; border of opercle orange ; ocular band
dark, narrower than eye, without paler border, not extending below eye.

(Giinther.) West Indies. Known ouly from the accounts of Giinther and
Poey. {aculeatus, spine.)

Ohelmon aculeatiis, Poey, Memorias, ii, 202, July, 1860, Havana.
Ghelmo pelta, Gunther, Cat., n, 38, September, 1860, locality unknown.

Prognathodes acvleatus. Poet, Synopsis, 354, 1868; Eigbnmann .S:. Horning, Ann. N. T.
Ac. Sci., rv, 1887, 2.

658. FORCIPIGER, .Jordan & McGregor.

Forcipiger, Jordan & McGregor, new genus (longirostris)

.

This genus dift'ers from Chelmon, Cuvier, in the long and high spinous

dorsal, which is composed of 12 stout spines (9 in Chelmon). The snout,

as in Chelmon, is very long and slender, bearing the short, forcep-like

jaws at the end. From Frof/nathodes, a genus still more closely related,

Forcipujer difiers in the small scales, there being about 75 in a horizontal

seiies. Pacific Ocean. Two closely related siiecies known

—

F. loiujiroi^tris

(Cuvier & Valenciennes) from the East Indies, aud the following, {forceps,

tweezers
;
gero, I bear.

)

2084. FORCIPIGER FLAVISSIMCS, Jordan .t McGregor, new species.

Head 2^; depth 2; eye 6^ in head. D. XII, 22; A. Ill, 17; snout If in

head. Body short, strongly compressed, its outline angular; anterior

profile very steep, concave. Mouth small, at the tip of the projecting

snout; cleft of mouth 1^ m eye. Scales quite small, ctenoid, 9-75-35,

irregularly placed, smaller on head aud bases of fins, the rows along lateral

line parallel with it only anteriorly, those below run horizontally on lower

parts of the body and irregularly upward and backward above; lateral

line concurrent with the back. Dorsal spines extremely strong, fifth
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spine If in head, longest soft rays 2\ in head; caudal 2^ in head, slightly

lunate, upper lobe longer; third anal spine very long, much longer than
second, 1* in head; pectoral 1^ in head; ventral \\ in head. Color bright
orange, deepest at base of dorsal; head and u;ipe abruptly black to level

of lower point of eye, below this point reddish pearly ; breast and lower
jaw nearly white; preorbital bones paler than cheeks, which are mottled
with brownish; median region of top of liead pakr; pectoral slightly
dusky; dorsal and anal colored like body, the last rays of anal with a

large black blotch, vertically oblong, its longest diameter a little greater

than diameter of eye, not ocellated as in F. lowilrostris ; soft rays of dorsal

and anal blackish at tip, the ^ery edge pale; caudal abruptly blackish.

This species is extremely close to F. lomjirosiris, which is common in the
East Indies. The American species differs, however, in the deeper body
and the much larger aniil spot, which is almost round in the East Indian
species. Kocky Islands, off the west coast of Mexico; numerous speci-

mens from Clarion and Socorro islands, (J to 8 inches in length. (Jlarissi-

mus, very yellow.)

Forcipiger flavisiimus, JORDAN &, McGbegoe MS., Clarion and Socorro islands, Revil-
lagigedo Archipelago. (Type, No. 5709, L. S. Jr. TJniv. Mus. Coll. Kichard C. Mc-
Gregor.)

659. CH^ETODON* (Artedi) Liumeus.

(IjUTTERFLY-FISIIES.)

Chcetodon, Artedi, Genera, 51, 1738 (numeroua species, the first one mentioned belonging
to Poraacanthus; noubinomial).

Tetragonoptrus, Klein, Historia Piscium, 37, 1744 (many species; striatus. etc.; non-
binomial).

Chcetodon, Linn.5EUS, Systema Naturae, Ed. x, 272, 1758 (includes all known ChcetodontidcB).

Chcetodon, Cuvier, Kegne Animal, Ed. 11, Vol. 2, 189, 1829 (striatus, capistratus; first

restriction of the name to tbe present group).

Rabdophorus, Swainson, Class'n Fishes, 11, 21, 1839 (ephippium).

Citharaedus, Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv, 1860 (meyeri).

Linophora, Kaup, "Wiegmann's Archiv, 1860 (auriga).

Sarothrodus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 238 {Chcetodon Cuvier, nee Artedi
;

ofiiered as a substitute for Chcetodon, the latter name beiug transferred to I'omacan-
thus).

Tholichthys, Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1868, 457 {osseus; larval form).

Tctragonoptrus, Kleeker, Rev. Famille Chffitodontoides, 52, 1877 {striatus).

Chwtodontops, Bleeker, Z. c.,53, 1877 {collans).

Hemichastodon, Bleeker, i.e., 53, 1877 {capistratus).

Lepidochaitodon, Bleeker, i.e., 54, 1877 (unimaculatus).

Gonochcetodon, Bleeker, I.e., 51, 1877 {triangulum).

Chcetodon, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 614, 1883 (restriction to capistratus)

Anisochcetodon, Klunzingee, Fische des Eotheu Moeres, 54, 1884 {auriga).

* The Linnrcan genus, Chcetodon. is ba.scd on various specie.s, chiefly of this family, the
Pomacentridce and Teuthidida;. Fiirskal, in 177r>, removed the latter elements to form
bis subgenera J^6»rfp/rf(// and Acaut/nn n.-<- r'nnacanthus and iZui«ca>U/(MS were removed
by Lacepede, and by Cuvier the gouu^ h a- liuiitud essentially to its present boundaries.
One of the two Linuican species, htrialuf, ami capistratus. mentioned by Cuvier must be
regarded as the type of Chcetodon. Of these striatus was chosen as type of Tetragonop
terus, which would apparently leave capistratus as the type of Chcetodon. The use by
Bleeker of Chcetodon for Pomacanthus is justified only by the peculiar rules of nomencla-
ture adopted by Bleeker. This code recognized pre-Linnasan genera, and made the first
species mentioned under a new generic name as the type of it.
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Body short, deep, very strongly compressed, especially above and Lehind
;

head small, compressed, almost everywhere scaly; mouth very small,

terminal, the jaws provided with long, slender, flexible, bristle-like teeth;

vomer sometimes with teeth; preoperculum entire or neaily so, without

spine. Dorsal fin single, continuous, not notched, the spinous part longer

than the soft part, of about 13 spines, the spines not graduated, some

of the middle ones being longer than the last; last rays of soft dorsal

usually rapidly shortened, some of them occasionally filamentous (in East

Indian species); caudal peduncle short, the caudal fin fan-shaped; anal

similar to soft dorsal, preceded by 3 or 4 strong spines. Body covered

with rather large ctenoid scales, somewhat irregular in their arrangement;

the lateral line curved, high, parallel with the back. Gill openings rather

narrow, the membranes narrowly joined to the isthmus; branchiostegals

6. A very large genus of singular and beautiful fishes, aliouudiug in the

tropical seas, especially about volcanic rocks and coral reefs; most of

them have the body crossed by transverse black bars. They are all very

active, feeding on small animals, {xairf), bristle; oSov^, tooth.)

a. Scales on trunk all subequal, their posterior margins regularly rounded. None of

the rays of the soft dorsal produced.

Ch^todontops ( Chcetodon; mxjj, appearance)

:

b. Series of scales below axis of body running obliquely upward and backward, the low-

est becoming more or less horizontal.

c. Ocular band extending from nape only to eye; a transverse band between eyes.

NIGRIROSTEIS, 2085.

cc. Ocular band extending from najie beyond eye across the cheek and interopercle.

d. Base of soft dorsal with a large black spot, not ocellated.

OCELLATUS, 208G.

dd. Base of soft dorsal without black spot.

e. Humeral band present. humeralis, 2087.

ee. Humeral band absent.

/. Body with a dark band between dorsal and anal, no caudal

ocellus.

g. Ocular band edged with yellowish or whiti-sh above, soft

dorsal aiid aual with much black, sedentarids, 2088.

gg. Ocular band jet-black, not white edged; soft dorsal and
anal without black. aya, 2089.

//. Body without black cross bands, the ocular band only present;

an ocellus on caudal peduncle. at^niatus, 2090.

Chjetodon :

bb. Series of scales below axis of body extending downward and backward, forming an

angle with those above, each series marked by a continuous black streak.

h. Body without ocelli, crossed by d.irk bands. striatus, 2091.

hh. Body with a large black ocellus below soft dorsal. c.\pistratds, 2092.

hhh. Body with 2 ocelli, a large one on caudal peduncle and a smaller one on tirst

8 or 9 soft rays of dorsal. beicei, 2093.

Subgenus CH.ETODONTOPS, Bleeker.

2085. CH^TODON MGRIROSTRIS (Gill).

D. XII, 24; A. Ill, 20; scales 44. Body deep, the depth If in extreme

length ; snoiit little produced, its length less than that of eye ; ocular band
extending from dorsal only to eye, not across the cheek; muzzle with a

3030 28
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blackish baud; a transverse band between the eyes, much narrower than

eye ; a band between dorsal fin and interorbital area, descending to tem-

ples and bordered with whitish ; another across dorsal fin, caudal peduncle,

and near margin of anal, the anterior margin of which extends from the

base of the anterior soft rays to axilla of anal fin; caudal, i^roduced part

of dorsal, margin of anal, and all of jiectoral and ventral fins i)ale. Cape

San Lucas; only the original types known, (nii/er, black; rostjww, beak.)

Sarothrodus nii/rirotitris. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 243, Cape San Lucas. Coll.

Xantus.)

Chcetodon ntgrirostnii, JoRUAti & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 365; Eigenmann &
HOENING, I. c, 7, 1887.

2086. CH.ETODOX OCELLATIIS, Bloch.

(PARCHE; ISABELITA DE LA ALTO.)

Head 3; depth IL D. XII or XIII, 20; A. Ill, 16; scales 6-34-15, 31 in

a median series. Body subrhomboidal, the anterior profile concave; snout

somewhat produced, longer than eye in adult; lateral line extending to

below posterior third of soft dorsal ; dorsal and anal fins angulated behind.

Color golden gray ; a large nonocellated black spot on base of soft dorsal,

an indistinct band extending vertically from this spot to base of anal ; a

small black spot on tip of soft dorsal (not present in young); ocular band

narrower than eye, extending from in front of dorsal through eye and

over interopercle ; no humeral band ; a l)lack spot on opercle above. West

Indian fauna; coumnm at Havana, the young straying northward in the

Gulf Stream to New Jersey and Rhode Island, {ocellatus, with eye-like

spots.)

Chcetodon ocellatus, Bloch, Ichthologia, pi. 211, flg. 2, 1787.

Chcetodon bimaeulatus, Block, Iclitbologia, pi. 219, fig. 1, 1790; Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., VII, 67, 1831; Poey, Memorias, n, 371, I860; Gunther, Cat., ii,9, I860;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 940, 1883.

Sarothrodusmaculocinctus,* GlU., Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 99, Newport, R. I.; youug.

Sarothrodus am2)Zexico?fi'.s', Poet, Envimeratio, 63, 1875, Cuba; youug.

Chcetodon maculocinctus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsi.s, 616, 1883.

Chcetodon ocellatus, Eigenmann & Horning, I. c, 7, 1887.

2087. CH.ETODON HUMEUALIS, Giinther

(MuNECA; Doll Fish.)

Head 3 ; depth 1^ ; eye 3. D. XIII, 20; A. Ill, 17 ; scales 6-30-17. Body

deep, the back elevated, the profile steep and slightly concave or straight;

snout very slightly produced, shorter than eye. Scales rather large; all

"Chcetodon macuhK-inctiis (Qri-LL). Head 2J; depth IJ. D. XII, 19; A. Ill, 17. Body
suborbicular, cId.scIv cniiipressed; profile steep, concave, the short snout projecting;

mouth very small, iiiaxillai\- not reaching the vertical from the anterior nostril; caudal
peduncle very short; lateral line beginning at upper angle of opercle, running oblicjuely

upward to opposite the ba.se of soft dorsal and thendecurved, ending oppo.site extremity
of soft dorsal. Olivaceous, darker above; a dark-brown band from beginning of dors-il

fin obliquely forward through eye and across the cheeks; a second bar litginning in a
blotch on so'ft dorsal, runs vertically across the body. Atlantic coast in the G ulf Stream

;

doubtless the young of Chcetodon ocellatus.
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in series running upward and bacliward, the series not marked by contin-

uous l)lack streaks, either xdaiu or with dusky spots; lateral line extend-

ing to lielow posterior end of soft dorsal. Color golden gray; the black

ocular baud narrower than eye, edged Avith pale, exteuding from nape

across eye and over cheek and iuteropercle; humeral band present, broader

than eye, exteuding from front of spinous dorsal through base of pectoral

to ventral; a broad baud from last dorsal spines to base of anal; soft dor-

sal and anal with a dark band parallel with the margin ; 3 dark l)ands

across caudal peduncle at base of fin ; caudal fin with a faint band ; ven-

trals dark
;
pectoral and edges of vertical fins pale. Pacific coast of tropical

America from Guaymas to Panama;* very common, especially about rocks.

Length 8 inches. A handsome little fish, {humeralis, pertaining to the

shoulder from the broad humeral band.)

Chcetodon humeralis, Gunther, Cat., II, 19, 1860, Sandwich Islands (by error) ; GI'nther,

Fishes Central America, 419, pi. 65, fig. 3, 1866; Eigenmann & Horning, I. c. 8, 1887;

EvERMANN & Jenkins, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1891, 160.

2088. CH.ETODOX SEDEMARIUS, Poey.

Head 3k ; depth If. D. XIII, 23 ; A. Ill, 19 ; scales 7-38-17. Body rather

deep, the back elevated; snout subcouical, somewhat produced, scarcely

as long as eye, the profile concave. Dorsal and anal somewhat rounded

behind. Eows of scales extending upward and backward on upper parts

of body, those above most oblique, those of sides of belly mostly nearly

horizontal; no dark streaks along scales. Body yellowish, dusky above;

ocular band dusky, very broad above, narrower below, edged with whit-

ish above in front, and broadly margined with yellow behind above,

continued below across the iuteropercle, the edgings merging below to

silvery; a very broad dark-brown vertical band from extremity of dorsal

across tail over posterior half of soft dorsal and anal, edged behind with

white; caudal and ventrals pale. West Indies; rather scarce ; our speci-

men taken by the Albatross at St. Lucia, (sedentarius, quiet, prone to sit.)

Chcetodon sedentarius, Poey, Memorias, n, 203, 1860, Cuba; Eigenmann & Horning, I. c,

8, 1887.

Chcetodon gracilis, Gunther, Cat., il, 20, 1860, Caribbean Sea; West Indies.

Sarothrodits sedentarius, Poey, Syuopsis, 364, 1868.

2089. CH-ETODOX AYA, Jordan.

Head 2^; depth 1^; snout 2J in head. 1). XII, 18; A. Ill, 17; scales

9-36-17. Body short and deep, strongly compressed. Snout narrow,
sharp, considerablj' produced, its outline forming in front of eye a sharp
angle with the profile of the head; anterior profile steep and straigbt

from before eye to first dorsal spine; eye large, about as long as snout

(in young), a little longer than post-orbital part of head. Dorsal fin

high, the second spine highest, very strong, as long as head; soft dorsal

* Erroneously attributed to the Sandwich Islands by Dr. GUnther ; the types probably
from Panama.
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high, higher than the posterior spines, the longest rays about 4 head; anal

similar to soft dorsal, its second spine stouter than third, and about equal

to it in length, about \ length of head; caudal liu sonieAvhat rounded, 1^

in head; veutrals not quite reaching anal; pectorals still shorter. Scales

of moderate size, the soft jjurts of the vertical tins less scaly than usual;

lateral line running very high and ceasing aliruptly under iirst ray of soft

dorsal. Color in spirits, light yellowish, with 2 oblique jet-black cross

bands, and no other spots or ocelli, Iirst band involving iirst and second

dorsal spines, then extending downward and forward, close behind the

line of the profile and across the eye and across the cheek, where it is

fainter; this band a little narrower than the eye; the second baud more

th;in twice as broad as the first, beginning abruptly Avith nearly all the

membrane of the fourth and fifth dorsal spines, covering the fifth spine

from its base to near its tii>; the posterior border of the black baud
extending from near the tip of the fourth sjiiue in a straight line across

the dorsal fin and the body to near the base of the last anal ray ; the

anterior margin runs in a slightly concave line from the base of the fourth

spine to the middle of the base of the anal; the lower border follows the

base of the anal fin without including any of it; this baud broadest on

the dorsal fin and gradually narrows downward; middle line of forehead

with a dusky shade; no dark on soft dorsal, caudal, caudal peduncle, anal,

pectorals, ventrals, or opercles. Gulf of Mexico, in rather deep water ; the

type 1^ inches long, taken from the stomach of Ncoma'nis mja on the

.Snapper Banks, {nyn, specific name of the fish (Xcomcvnis aya) in whose

stomach the type specimen was found.)

Chcetodon aya, JoEDAN, Proc. "C. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 225, Snapper Banks, near Pensacola,

Florida (Type, No. 37747. Coll. Jordan & Stearns) ; Eigen.mann i; Horning, I. c, 8,

1887.

2090. CH.ETODOX AT.ENIATIS (Poey).

Body oval, tht; depth 2 in total length; eye "dh in head (3 in young

of 1 inch) ; scales not in series, having contrary directions as in Chwtodon

capisfrafus; scales iu lateral line 35, the series ending at end of dorsal.

Color steel gray; fins yellowish; ocular baud present, but no other cross

bauds; below end of lateral line and above middle of caudal peduncle a

black ocellus smaller thau in Chwtodon capisirafits. Havana (Poey) ; known
from one very young specimen, unless Chwtodon nnicoJor is the same spe-

cies, as is probable, (a-, without; raivia, ribbon or band.)

Sarothrodus atceiiiatus, Poey, Synopsis, 353, 1868, Havana.

? Cho'.todon unicolor, * Sauvage, Bull. Sci. Philom., iv, 222, 1880, Martinique. (Coll. B61au-

ger.)

* The following is the original description of Chcetodon unicolor : D. XIII, ] 9 ; A. Ill, 15

;

lat. 40. Hauteur du corps conteuue deux fois dans la longueur. Museau pointu, un peu
plus long que le diametre de I'oeil

;
preopercule dentele. Corps de coleur brune uniforme,

rembruni sur le dos ; une bande oculaire etroite; extremite de la dorsale molle et de I'an-

ale de couleur claire; ventrales grisatres. Longeur 0.80 m. Martinique. Belanger.
(unicolor, one-colored.)
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2091. CH^TODON STRIATUS, Liimteus.

(Butterfly.)

Head 3 ; depth 1^ ; eye 3|. D. XII or XI, 21 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 8-40-16. Body
ovate, compressed, the anterior profile somewhat concave. Soft dorsal and

anal somewhat angulate behind; snout little produced, very little longer

than eye. Series of scales above lateral line running upward and back-

ward, less straight than in Chcvtodon capistratus, above and below with a

continuous black streak, which is conspicuous, the streaks somewhat

undulate, converging backward. Series of scales below axis of body run-

ning downward and liackward, more nearly horizontal than in Chatodon

capistratus. Side whitish, with narrow dark lines between the rows of

scales; a black stripe from occiput through eye to lower side of head; a

broad, dusky band from anterior part of dorsal across sides behind pectoral

and ventral, not hiding the longitudinal markings; another similar one

from posterior part of spinous dorsal to and across middle of anal ; an olive

baud across caudal peduncle and fins adjacent; soft dorsal and anal light

at base, a broad olive band through middle, this edged with black, the tips

narrowly yellowish; caudal similar, but with an additional colorless mar-

gin; olive mottlings at base of caudal; pectoral colorless; ventral plain,

dusky, lighter at base; sometimes a large, ill-defined, rosy blotch behind

pectoral. West Indies to Brazil, rather common ; our specimen from Bahia.

(striatus, striped.)

Ghcetodon macrolepidoliis, lineis utrinque trihus nigris lafit, Abtedi, Synopsis, 95, 1738; no

locality.

Labrusrostro reflexo fasclis lateralihiis trihus fuscis. Linn.eus, Adkbu. Ac, i, 595. 1749; after

Artedi.

Ghcetodon striatus, LiNXJErs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 275, 1758, India (after Chcetodon macrolepi-

dotiis, etc., Artedi) ; Ccvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vn, 10, 1831 ;
Poet,

Memorias, ii, 371, I860; Gltnther, Cat., ii, 8, 1860; Eigenmann & Horning, I. c, 8, 1887.

Sarothrodus striatus, Poey, Synopsis, 352, 1868.

Subgenus CHATODON.

2092. ( II-ETODOX CAPISTRATUS, Linnaus.

(PARCHfi.)

Head SJ; depth 1|. D. XIII (or XII), 19; A. Ill, 17; scales 6-42-17.

Body not very deep, the back moderately elevated, the anterior profile

somewhat concave; snout somewhat produced, as long as the eye; soft

dorsal and anal fins angulated behind; dorsal spines rather slender;

scales rather large, their arrangement peculiar, those above the level of

the upper part of the eye x>laced in straight series which run upward and

backward, those below this line in series running similarly downward and

backward, each scries of scales being sharply marked by a continuous

blackish streak on the skin underneath the scales. Ocular band black,

edged on both sides with white, much narrower than eye, and extending

across eye and cheek, the 2 meeting on the nape; a very large jet-black

spot, i broader thau eye, broadly ocellated with whitish on body below

soft dorsal; soit anal and caudal each with a brown band becoming black
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on eacli edge, the one on caudal most distinct; the edges of vertical fins

abruptly pale. Length (5 inches. West Indies, generally common; our

specimens examined from Havana. A most beautiful little fish, {capi-

stratits, wearing a bridle or headdress.)

Ghcetodon capistratus, LiNN^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 275, 1758, India; on a specimen in Mus.
Adolpli-Freilerici ; CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 64, 1831; Gunther,
Cat., II, 12, 1860 ; JoKDAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 940, 1883 ; Eiqenmann & Hokning, I. c.

9, 1887.

Sarothrodui capiatrattis, I'oey, Ennmeratio, 62, 1875.

2093. Cn.ETODON BRICEI, H. M. Smith.

Head about 3; depth li; eye large, 2^ in head. D.XIII, 20; A. Ill, 18;

scales 6-40-17. Body short, deep, and much compressed; profile steep,

slightly convex; head rather large, pointed; mouth small, terminal; snout

not produced, § length of eye; lateral line beginning at posterior edge of

eye, curving upward and backward, and terminating under anterior part

of soft dorsal fin; scales large, the rf)ws above longitudinal axis of

body directed upward and backward, those below inclined slightly down-
ward. Caudal peduncle very short, about as broad as eye. Dorsal long,

elevated, the longest spine f length of head; soft dorsal evenly rounded;

basal half of both portions of fin thickly covered with small .scales; dor-

sal origiu opposite posterior edge of opercle; anal fin deep, long, rounded,

the proximal | of soft portion densely squamated, the small scales also

covering the bases of second and third spines ; caudal short, rounded

;

pectorals | length of head, rounded ; A'entrals as long as pectorals, pointed.

Colors in life : General body color, pearly gray ; a glistening jet-black band
about ^ Avidth of eye and having a forward curve beginning a short dis-

tance in front of dorsal and extending downward through eye and thence

downward and backward to lower margin of gill opening ; this not

extending on ]>reast and hence not meeting its fellow of the opposite

side; above eye this stripe is bordered pn each side by a very narrow pale

streak ; a dull l)lackish band, IJ times as wide as eye, running vertically

across body from base of dorsal to median line of abdomen; the anterior

))order of this band extending from front of dor.sal to posterior angle of

opercle, thence obli<iuely downward and backward behind base ofpectoral

;

behind this band and sejiarated from it by a space somewhat wider than

eye is another dark band, duller and f wider, with its anterior edge curved

forward and its i)osterior margin on the caudal peduncle; involving about

f width of this baud, and extending from dorsal to ventral edge of body
is a large, circular ocellus, more than 11 times eye, consisting of a dark-

blue spot surrounded by a narrow white zone, which covers a part of the

base of the soft dorsal: immediately aliove this, and within the extension

on the dorsal fin of the dark band, is another similar but smaller ocellus,

about the size of eye, involving first 8 or 9 rays of soft dorsal; a narrow

dark-brown vertical bar on caudal iieduncle, separated from base of caudal

rays and from that jjart of the broad body band posterior to the ocellus by

narrow white spaces; head in front of ocular stripes, and breast, greenish

yellow; a black crescentic mark on opercle; spinous dorsal dusky, the
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(lark vertical baud extending on the first 7 spines ; soft dorsal dark, with

sharply defined pale edge
;
part of anal covered by scales dusky, with a

narrow darker margin; unsealed portion yellowish white; caudal and pec-

torals pale; ventrals dusky, edged with yellow. Length 1^ inches.

Woods Hole, Massachusetts; only the type and 2 other specimens known,

all collected by Dr. H. M. Smith in the summer of 1S97; evidently the

young of some tropical species brought north in the Gulf Stream. (Named

for Capt. John J. Brice, U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.)

Chcetodon bricei, H. M. Smith, [Bull. U. S. Tish Couira. 1897, pp. in2-103, with plate, Woods

Hole. (Type No. 48526.)

66o. POMACANTHUS, Lacf^pcde,

(CiiirivitXs.)

Pomacanthus, LAcfipfeDE, Hist. Nat. Poiaa., rv, 517, 1803 {arcuatus, as restricted by Cuvier).

Pomaeanthodes, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 244 (zonipectus).

Chcetodon, Bleeker, Arcli. Nederl. Sci. Nat., xii, 5, 1876 (transferred to species of Poma-

canthus, as the first species of Chcetodon mentioned by Artedi belongs to the latter

group, and the first species mentioned by Lac6pdde under Pomacanthus belongs to

Zanclus).

Body much compressed and elevated, covered with small scales, among
which smaller ones are distributed so that the scries are not distinct; pre-

operde with a very strong spine at its angle, the vertical limb entire in

the adult, usually serrulate in the young; iuteropercle entire or nearly so;

dorsal fin entirely scaly, with 8 to 11 graduated spines; soft dorsal usually

much elevated in front; anal with 3 graduated spines; branchiostegals 6;

air bladder with 2 posterior horns; pyloric ca;ca numerous. Species few,

in the tropical seas; chiefly American; the young brilliantly colored, the

adult usually dull colored. The species vary greatly with age, and have

been almost inextricably confused, as the age variations are much more

striking than the specific distinctions. The number of dorsal spines is

usually diagnostic. (TTcuyWa, operculum; axa/'Oa, spine.)

Pomacanthus :

a. Dorsal spines VIII to X, 29 to 32.

b. Scales in lateral line about 50 to 55; dorsal VIII or IX, 30 to 32. A. Ill, 24.

Color of adult steel gray or scarcely yellowish; young with 4 whitish cross

bands. arcuatus, 2094.

bb. Scales in lateral line 70 to 90 ; dorsal usu.illy X, 29 or 30 ; anal III, 23 or 24.

Color black in adult, witli yellow mottlings ; base of pectoral yellow
; young

with several yellowish cross b.auds. paru, 2095.

Pomacanthodes (Pomacanthus ; elSo?, likeness)

:

aa. Dorsal XI, 23; anal III, 20 to 22. Adult brown, with a dark pectoral band; young

with about 5 yellow curved cross bars. zonipectus, 2096.

Subgenus POMACANTHUS.

2094. POMA< AMHUS AR( UATl S (Linnreus).

(Black Anqel; Chirivita; Poktugais.)

Head 3^; depth H; eye 3J; snout 2^. D. VIII or IX, 30 to 32; A. Ill,

24; scales 8-53-27, the larger scales surrounded by smaller ones; caudal fin

rounded. Color : adult grayish without tinge of yellow, the center of each
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scale blackish, the edge pearly gray; head and vertical fins dusky gray,their

tips blackish; no pale stripe before eye; space behind preopercular spine

pale ; a narrow yellowish bar near tiji of caudal, followed by a dark streak,

the tip of the fin whitish
;
pectoral yellowish, especially its inner side and

its basal half, its tip translucent; no orange on base of pectoral; lower jaw
pale flesh color; ventrals brown, yellowish at tip; younger individals

have a whitish cross bar on the anterior part of body, behind which are

sometimes still others; in alcohol rich russet brown, the black spot on

each scale faded, the jiearly gray edge satiny white; vertical fins brown,

base of dorsal with numerous small white specks. Length \\ to 2 feet.

West Indies, occasionally north to New Jersey, south to Bahia. Common

;

like the other species of the genus, varying excessively with age. Fre-

quently taken with spear or hook; not valued as a food-fish, {arcuatus,

arched, relating to the curved cross bands.)

Ohcetodon arcuatut, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 273, 1758, India ; from spec. Mus. Ad. Fr. ; D.

VIII, 30; dusky with 5 dark b.inds; Poey, Synopsis, 351, 1868.

Chcetodon aureus, Bloco, Ichtliyol., pi. 193, fig. 1, 1787, Martinique ; ou a drawiug by Plu-

MIER, the spines 9 in tla^ original drawing ; PoKY, Synopsis, 350, 1868.

Chcetodon luteseens, Bonnateree, Encycl. Metli., 182, 1788, Jamaica ; after Browne.
Ohcetodon littoricola, Poey, Synopsis, 351, 1868, Cuba (Coll. Poey) ; black fins bordered with

yellowish; fin rays not counted.

Pomacanthus balteatus, Cuvier &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 208, 1831. Porto

Rico (Coll. Plee) ; Poev, Memorias, ii, 371, 1861.

Pomacanthus chigvlatus, Cuvier & Vaucnciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 209, 1831, West
Indies

;
probably sent by Plee from Porto Rico.

Pomacanthus quinqueeinetus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., vii, 210, 1831,

West Indies, probably from Porto Rico.

Pomacanthus aureus, Lac^pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 518, 1802; Cu\^ER & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 202, 1831 ; Eigknmann & Hoening, I. c, 12, 1887.

Pomacanthus paru, Gunther, Cat., ii, 55, 1860 ; in part.

Pomacanthus arcuatus, Jokdan & Euttee, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. 1897, 125.

2095. POM.\<'A\THrS PARU (Bloch).

(Paru; Indian Fish; Flatfish.)

Head 3i; depth IJ. D. X, 29 or 30; A. Ill, 23 or 24; scales about 65 in a

median series, 85 to 90 in the series above the lateral line ; caudal fin trun-

cate. Color black
;
young with 5 yellowish cross bands, the first on the

snout, the second across the opercle, the third across the body under the

tip of the pectoral fin, the fourth across the posterior third of the body,

and the fifth on the caudal peduncle; the third torus backward above and
extends along the outer edge of the dorsal fiu to its tip ; the fourth crosses

the anal near its middle and extends ])ackward across dorsal in a similar

way ; base of j)ectoral orange ; caudal rounded, its border not pale ; most
of the scales edged v^^ith yellow. This species is "well distinguished from

Pomacanthus arcuatus at all ages Ity the smaller scales and by the presence

of 10 dorsal spines instead of 9. The adults of the 2 are also dift'erent in

color. In Pomacanthus arcuatus each scale has a whitish crescent; there

is a white stripe from eye to nostril; the caudal and dorsal without pale

edge, and there is no pale area behind preopercular spine. lu both spe-
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cies the young show pale cross bands, and of these the one behind the

shouhler persists longest. Length a foot or moi-e. West Indies, south to

Bahia; not rare southward; not yet recorded from the coast of the United

States. {Paru, a Brazilian name, used by Marcgrave.)

Ohoetodon paru, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 197, fig. 1, 1787, Brazil ; on a drawing ; Poey, Synopsis,

351, 1868.

Pomaeanthus areuatits* CtrviEB & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 211, 18B1; not

Chcetodon arcuatus, L.; Lutken, Spolia Atlantica, 61, 1880 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Syn-

opsis, 616, 1883 ; EiGENMANN & HORNING, I. c, 9, 1887.

Pomacanthns jmru, CnviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 205, 1831 ; GOnther,

Cat., II, 55, 18G0, in part ; Jordan & Rutter, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. PMla. 1897, 124.

Subgenus POMACANTHODES, Gill.

2096. POMACANTHUS ZONIPECTUS (Gill).

(Mojaera de las Piedras.)

Head 3i to 3| ; depth 1^ in adult to 11 in young ; eye 'il in head. D. XI, 23

;

A. Ill, 20 to 22 ; scales 70. Profile very steep, uneven
;
preopercular spine

longer than eye, 3|^ in head; preorbital equal to maxillary, l^in head;

last dorsal spine \\ in head; longest dorsal ray i longer than head, fal-

cate; anal rounded, its soft rays much lower than those of dorsal; caudal

short, truncate, 1^ in head
;
ijectoral moderate ; ventral very long, J longer

than head, the first ray filamentous. Scales irregular, large and small

ones intermixed, those of head, breast, and nape minute. Interopercle

with one stoutish spine; preopercle very finely serrate. A large hump
at nape in adult. Adult, dark gray, blackish posteriorly, most scales with

black centers ; edges of scales bright sky blue in life, especially posteriorly

;

a triangular bronze-yellow patch in front of line connecting pectorals with

ventrals, then a diffuse blackish bar from front of dorsal along region

behind pectorals to ventrals, then a broad curved bar of yellow, obscured

by blackish centers of scales, behind this a diftuse blackish area; breast

vermiculated with blue and yellowish; a blackish bar covering most of

head, behind which the oi)ercles and nape are yellowish
;
jaws pale bluish

;

dorsal orange, vermiculatt^ with sky blue, the edge bright sky blue, below

which is orange ; caudal orange, vermiculated with sky blue, the edge

orange, the very margin blackish; anal blackish, vermiculated with sky

blue; pectorals light orange, marked with grayish blue; ventrals largely

blue black, tipped with orange ; spine bluish. Young, pure black on dorsal

and anal; top of head with a median line of bright yellow, dividing at

the snout and extending along each side of mouth and meeting on throat

below; side with 5 very distinct narrow bright-yellow cross l)ars, strongly

convex forward; blue lines between these bars. Length 18 inches. AVest

coast of tropical America ; rather common about rocks from Mazatlau to

Panama; a beautiful fish, showing great changes in color in the course of

development, {^(bvrj, zone; pectus, breast.)

' Most recent writers have called this species Ponuicantfiux arcnatus, but the true arcu-

atui, ol Linnieus must bo the preceding species.
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Fomacanthodes zonipectus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 244, San Salvador.

Pomacanthiis crescentalis, Jordan <fc Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 358, Mazatlan;

young. (Type, No. 28139. Coll. Gilbert.)

Pomacanthvs zmtpectus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 376 ; Eigenmann

& Horning, I. c, 14, 1887.

66i. HOLACANTHUS, Lacf'p(de.

(Catalineta-s.)

Holacanthus, Lac^pivDE, Hist. Nat. Poise., IV, 525, 1803 (tricolor).

Gvnicanthus, Swainson, Clasa'n Fishes, ii, 212, 1839 (lamarcMi).

Gentropyge, Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv, xxvi, 1876, 138 (tibicen).

Acanthochcetodon, Bleeker, ArcMv Neerl. Sci. Nat., xii, 5, 1876 (lepidolepis)

.

Body oblong, rather robust, the back not greatly elevated nor com-

pressed; scales rather small, roughish, often mixed with smaller ones.

Vertical limb of the ])reopercle with small equal serrte ; a strong spine at

the angle of the preopercle, this usually grooved; interopercle short,

armed with 1 to 4 strong spines. Dorsnl fin with 12 to 15 strong spines,

which are usually graduated, increasing in height to the last ; soft dorsal

moderate, Avith 17 to 20 rays, usually not ending in streamers. Coloration

usually brilliant and well defined, the changes due to age less thau in

Pomaeanihus ; species numerous in all tropical seas, abounding about coral

reefs. {oXoz, whole; auaj^fJa, spine.)

a. Caudal subtruncate, its angles not produced in filaments, its color yellow

6. Scales in lateral hue 75 to 80 : a rather narrow curved transverse whitish band

behind base of pectorals, its width much less than length of pectoral.

PASSER, 2097.

6b. Scales in lateral line about 60; body olive brown, with a very broad orange

area behind head, its width nearly equal to length of pectoral.

clarionensis, 2098.

an. Caud.al lunate, its angles produced in filaments; preorbital with a blunt spine;

body mostly black, the head and tail yellow; scales rather larger, about 48.

TRICOLOR, 2099.

2097. HOLACANTHUS PASSKK, Valenciennes.

Head 4; depth 2^. D. XIV, 17 or 18; A. Ill, 16 to 18; scales in lateral

lino 75 to 80. Scales subequal in size, the rows lengthwise and crosswise

quite distinct. Ascending liml) of preopercle armed only with small

serra'; spine at angle of preopercle about 2i; in head; preorbital with 2

or 3 blunt points. Color dark purplish brown, crossed below the seventh

sijiue by a whitish band attenuated and curved backward below; 4 nearly

equidistant, indistinct, vertical, bluish lines across body between the

white band and base of caudal; caudal margined with brown; dorsal

and anal with 2 indistinct lines parallel with the borders; posterior

margins also bluish; caudal [veutrals*], pectorals, and margin of anal

yellow; head girdled with 2 distinct bluish bands, 1 in front of eyes,

and 1 from front of dorsal and behind the eyes. (Gill.) West coast of

tropical America ; Cape San Lucas to the Galapagos Islands; rare. The

* "Dorsal " yellow in Gill's description is probably a slip lor " ventrals.'
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form called Rolacanilim strigatus, above described, is doubtless tlie young

of Holacanthns passer. The latter is figured as without bluish markings

on head or body, the dorsal and anal edged with yellow or browu, and its

caudal plain yellow, {passer, a sparrow; the word also applied to certain

flounders.)

i7o?«caw<AMSi)a«ser, Valenciennes, Voyage Veuus, 327, pi. 6, 1846, Galapagos Archipelago;

GuNTHEK, Cat., u, 46, 1860.

Holacanthus striijatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 243, Cape San Lucas.

Pomacantlms passer, Eigenmann & Hokning, I. c, 14, 1887.

2098. HOLACANTHUS CLABIONENSIS, Gilbert.

Head 4; depth 1|; eye U in head. D. XIV, 18; A. Ill, 18; scales 60 to

65, about 36 with pores. Eye wiiiall, little more than i snout, 11 in inter-

orbital width. Anterior profile very slightly concave above orbits, the

snout not protruding; maxillary 4 in head; preopercular spine gently

curved, its outer face channeled, the spine fitting into a groove in front

of base of pectoral, 2^ in head, not reaching vertical from margin of oper-

cle; vertical liml) of preopercle with 20 to 25 short, strong spines, hori-

zontal limb with 2 spines pointing backward; the anterior portion of

margin of iuteropercle with 2 strong spines, from 1 to 3 smaller spines

behind these; preorbital with a strong, compressed, blunt spine directed

forward, and 2 sliaii) ones below it; posterior margin of subopercle with

a series of short spines; no opercular spines; membrane of first dorsal

spine free from scales, of second and third, partly scaly; other spines

with meml)raue8 wholly scaled; length of fourteenth spine 2^ in head;

soft dorsal and anal not produced, the angles rounded, tht; posterior mar-

gins inclined but slightly forward, and about on vertical of base of cau-

dal ; longest rays of dorsal and anal equal, li in head ; caudal truncate

when widely spread, the angles not rounded, the outer rays not at all

produced, about equaling length of head
;
pectorals and vcntrals about

equal, equaling length of head; the ventrals with outer rays slightly pro-

duced, reaching to or slightly beyond vent. Scales large, everywhere

covered with small 1jasal accessory scales, all rough ctenoid ; lateral line

much arched, concurrent with the back, incomplete, ending under middle

of soft dorsal, with only 35 pores. Head and body very dark olive brown,

a wide orange red l>ar behind head, including nape and l)ack as far as

sixth dorsal spine, l>ecoming narrow on middle of sides, and expanding

again below to include region from gill openings nearly to vent, being

here, however, darker and less distinctly defined; the yellowish color

continues backward as a submaiginal band on dorsal and anal, the margin

being deep blue, broader posteriorly; caudal bright orange red, with very

narrow blue margin; pectorals yellowish; ventrals yellowish olive; verti-

cal fins otherwise with color of sides. Length about 7 inches. .This

brilliant species is extremely abundant at Clarion, Socorro, and San Bene-

dicto islands of the Revillagigedo group.

17oJctc«n^/iUS cZarionerms, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1890, 72, Revillagigedo Islands:

Clarion, Socorro, and San Benedicto. (Coll. Albatross.)
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2099. HOLACANTHUS TRICOLOR (Bloch).

(Rock Beauty; Catalineta; Vaqueta de dos Colores.)

Head 3i; depth If. D. XIV, 19; A. Ill, 18; scales 3-48-25. First dorsal

spine li in Icngtli of the last, which is 2+ in head ; ascending limb of pre-

opercle armed only with small serrje, the largest not more than ,-,- the length

of the large spine at the angle ; angles of the caudal produced into tila-

ments
;
preorbital with a distinct blunt spine ; scales nearly uniform in

size, the lengthwise and crosswise rows quite distinct. Color in life:

head, anterior part of trunk,, and caudal fin golden yellow; rest of body,

snout, and chin black; dorsal, anal, and opercle edged with scarlet;

orange on upper and lower ray of caudal; iris yellow, blue above and

below. West Indies, north to Bermiida, south to Bahia; common; not

known from the United States, (tricolor, three-colored—orange, yellow,

and black.)

Catalineta, Pabra, Descr. Dif. Piez. Hist. Nat. Cuba, 12, pi. vn, fig. 2, 1787, Cuba.

Ghcetodon tricolor, Bloch, Ichth., pi. 426, 1795.

Holacanthv^ tricolor, LACfipfeDE, Hist. Xat. Poiss., iv, 525, 1803; Cuvieb &. Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., vn, 162, 1831; GiJNTHEE, Cat., n, 49, I860; Poey, Memorias, n, 371,

1861; Poey, Enumeratio, 61, 1875; JoEDAN & Rutteb, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. PMla. 1897,

125.

Genicanthus tricolor, Swainson, Class. Tisbes, Amphibians, and Reptiles, ii, 212, 1839.

Pomacanthus tricolor, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 941, 1883 ; Eigenmann & Horning, I. c,

15, 1887.

662. ANGELICHTHYS, .Jordan & Evermaun.

(ISABELITAS.)

Angelichthys, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 420, 1896 (ciUaris).

This genus is separated from Holacanihus by the presence on the ascend-

ing limb of the preopercle of several stout graduated spines in addition to

the large grooved spine at the angle. The soft dorsal and anal are much

falcate and the preorbital is without spine; interopercle armed with 1 to 4

spines; scales rather large; body ovate, rather deep, and compres.sed.

The known species are among the largest of tbe Cha-todonts aud perhaps

the most gaily colored of all. Species all American. {dyyEXoi, angel;

iX^vi, fish.)

a. Spines on ascending limb of preopercle moderate, tbe longest less than J length of

the Large spine at the angle.

h. Nape with a blue ocellus; soft dorsal and anal edged witli dark blue; depth 1|

in length in adult. ciliaeis, 2100.

hh. Nape without distinct ocellus; no dark-blue edgings to soft dorsal and iinal

;

body deep, the depth 13 in length in adult. isabelita, 2101.

aa. Spines on ascending limb of preopercle very strong, the longest about J length of

the long spine at the angle; no ocellus at nape; no blue edging to soft dorsal

and anal ; depth If in length. lODOCUS, 2102.

2100. AXGELICHTHTS CILIARIS (Linn.uus).

(Angel-fish ; Isabelita.)

HeadSi; depth 1|; eye 4^ in head; snout 2^. D. XIV, 21; A. Ill, 21.

Body obloug, oval; anterior profile straight, steep, sharply convex in front

of dorsal; anterior dorsal outline and ventral outline nearly parallel;
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jciws projecting. Length of head equal to its depth from anterior margin
of blue ring in front of dorsal; the preorbital \ broader than eye, with 1

or 2 indistinct spines; preopercle with a strong, grooved, slightly curved

spine at angle, about as long as orbit; 5 or 6 short blunt spines with inter-

mediate minute ones on upper limb, the longest of these spines 6 in the

spine at the angle; 2 or 3 short strong spines on lower limb; inter-

opercle with 1 or 2 short spines; premaxillary very thiclc, its width above

e(jual to orbit; a furrow from front of eye below nostrils; interorbital

greater than preorbital, equal to distance between eye and upper end of

gill opening. Soft dorsal and anal falcate, the filamentous tips reaching

much beyond the caiulal; pectoral broad, obliquely rounded, 1| in head;

ventrals long, the spine long, 1| in head, the rays slightly filamentous, not

quite reaching anal, ecjual to head; caudal rounded, equal to head behind

premaxillary; lateral line ceasing before reaching end of dorsal, the scales

below regularly arranged, those above irregularly. Ground color olive,

terminal half of scales on sides yellow, side of head yellowish olive, top

of head dusky; a blue ring in front of dorsal surrounding a black spot

containing a few pale-blue specks ; iris yellow, blue above and below ; upper

jaw blue black, some yellow at corner of mouth; lower jaw, lower side of

head, and breast dusky olive ; a dark blue margin to opercle much broader

above than below; upper edge of preopercular spine pale blue; edge of

dorsal fin blue black, a black blotch on last rays, the fin otherwise red-

dish or orange, becoming paler toward tip of filament; anal similar to

dorsal, but darker; caudal entirely pale orange or clear lemon yellow;

pectoral lemon yellow, the base with a brown blotch bordered anteriorly

by a narrow blue stripe ; ventrals lemon yellow, somewhat dusky at base.

West Indies; common. Here described from specimens from Jamaica. A
large showy fish, (ciliaria, with eyelashes, referring to the produced fins.)

Angel-fish, Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolin.a, etc., 1737.

Iiabelita, Parra, Dif, Piezas, etc., 1787, Cuba.

Chcetodon ciliaris, LlNN^US, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 276, 1758, Indies ; in part; Blocii, Iclitli., pi-

214, 1787.

Chcetudon stjuamulosus, Shaw, Naturalists' Miscellany, 275, 1789-1813; after Angel-fisli

of Catksby.

Ohwtodon parrce, Bloch & .Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 235, 1801, Cuba; after laabelita of

Pahba.
Holacanthus cornutus, Desmaeest, D6cade Ichthyologiqiie, 44, pi. 3, fig. 3, 1823, Cuba.

Holacanthus formosiis, Castelnau, Anim. Nouv. on rares de 1' Amer. du Sud, Poissons, 19,

pi. 2, fig. 2 1855, Bahia ; GiJNTHER, Cat., n, 47, 1860.

Holacanthus ciliaris, LAcfipfeDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 527, 1802; Cuvier & Valenciennes,

Hist. Nat. Poiss., VII, 154, 1831; Poey, Memorias, ll, 371, 1861; Glnthek, Cat., ll, 46,

1860 ; Poey, Synopsis, 351, 1868 ; LCtken, Spolia Atlantica, 200, 1880.

Pomacanthus ciliaris, Joedan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 015, 1883.

Angelichthys ciliaris, Joedan & Eveejiann, Check-List Fishes, 421, 1890; Jordan A:. Kut-

TEE, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phihi. 1897, 125.

2101. AXGELIOHTHYS ISABELIT.\, Jordan & Rutter.new species.

(Angel-fish.)

Head 3f ; depth If ; eye 3^ in head (young) ; snout 2|. D. XIV, 18 ; A. Ill,

19. Body nearly oval, anterior profile very steep, much steeper than in

Holacanthus ciliaris, the lips not projecting ; length of head scarcely greater
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tlian its depth below top of eye; preorbital f as broad as eye, without any

indication of a spine; preopercular spine strong, f length of eye, 3f in

head, 3 or 4 verj- short stout spines on upper limb, the longest about 5 in

spine at angle, 1 on lower limb ; 1 spine on interopercle
;
premaxillary

not very broad on top, very protractile, not projecting beyond anterior

profile; interorbital greater than preorbital, equal to distance between

eye and upper end of gill opening; furrow in front of eye indistinct;

dorsal and anal falcate, the filamentous tips reaching much beyond caudal

;

pectoral obliqiiely rounded, equal to head, the lower rays very short;

ventral spine If in head, the filamentous rays reaching origin of anal,

about i longer than head; caudal rounded, longer than head, but shorter

than ventral, lateral line ceasing before reaching eud of dorsal, the

scales below regularly arranged, those above nearly so. Color in life,

yellowish brown on sides, each scale with a darker or orange spot; back

shaded with violet, which grows brighter and merges into intense sk>' blue

along the edges of spinous dorsal and on the region before the dorsal;

scales of dorsal region with brown spots like those on sides; head paler;

the upper lip yellowish ; lower jaw reddish ; spines of preopercle and edge

of opercle very bright sky blue; iris yellow, marked above and below by

blue ; a blue bar extending from in front of first dorsal spine halfway to

eye ; breast sky blue
;
pectoral sky blue at base, then broadly golden, its

edge pale; ventrals golden; posterior edge and produced lobes of dorsal

and anal golden yellow, caudal broadly edged with yellow; no distinct

ocellus at nape, and no dark-blue edgings to soft dorsal and anal. This

species is closely related to Ant/cUchtluis ciliaris, but differs decidedly in the

color markings, especially those of the nape and dorsal, in the great depth

of the head, and in the nonprojecting mouth; also somewhat in general

cimtour of body. Florida Keys and probably neighboring waters ; com-

mon; reaching a large size. This description is based on the type, a sin-

gle specimen 4^ inches long, from Key West, Florida, collected by Dr.

Jordan. {Isahelita, the Spanish name.)

Pomacanthus ciliaris, Eigenmann & Horning, Aim. N. Y. Ac. Sci. 1887, 15 ; not of authors.

Angelichthys isabelita, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 420, 1896; name only.

(Type, No. 363, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Dr. Jordan.)

2102. AXGELICHTHTS lODOCUS, Jordan & Rutter.

Head 3?; depth 1| (2 in total); eye 4),. I). XIV, 20; A. Ill, 20. Body

very deep, forming almost a regular ellipse, slightly concave above and

in front of eye. Preorbital without spine, sht)rter than width of inter-

orbital, which is narrower than distance between eye and upper end of

gill opening; spine at angle of preopercle straight, longer than orbit^

about equal to preorbital; 8 or 9 spines on upper limb of preopercle, these

nearly i as long as the one at angle, very nuich longer than in Aiuiel-

ichthys ciliaris; 2 weak spines on lower limb, aud 2 on" interopercle.

Soft dorsal and anal falcate, the longest rays fihimentous; pectoral very

obliquely rounded, the lower rays scarcely i as long as the upper, which

are li in head; ventral slightly filamentous, eiiual to head. Lateral line
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regularly arched, but approaching the dorsal outline posteriorly, ceas-

ing before reaching end of dorsal. Scales below lateral line regularly

arranged, those a))ove irregular. Color in alcohol, uniform gray (prob-

ably orange in life) ; scales edged with silvery ; a very faint, narrow, black

or dark-blue edge to dorsal anterior to filament ; terminal half of pectoral,

\ of caudal, and tips of dorsal aud anal behind and including the falcate

lobes yellow; no blue on concavity of dorsal aud anal; lips pale; edge of

opercle d^rk blue; a faint indication of a dark blotch in front of dorsal;

no blue-black blotch on base of pectoral. This species ditt'ers from Angel-

ichthys ciliaris in the form of the body, in color, and especially in the very

long spines on the upper limb of preopercle. A single specimen, 9 inches

long, from the Galapagos Islands, collected by United States Fish Com-
mission steamer Albatross. {lodoKoi, a sheaf of arrows, from the brist-

ling ijreopercle.

)

Holacanthus iodocus, Jordan & Kcttek, in Gilbert, Proc. F. S.Nat. Mus. 1896, 445, Gala-

pagos Archipelago (Type, No. 47747, U. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Albatrosa) ; Joed^vn &,

EvEBMANN, Check-List Fishes, 421, 1896; name ouly.

Family CLXYI. ZANCLID.^.

(The Mookisii Idols.)

Body oblong, much compressed and elevated, covered with minute rough
scales. Mouth small, with loug, slender, brush like teeth ; no teeth on the

palate; bones of top of head thick and solid, developing with age a con-

spicuous median horn on the forehead, wanting in the young. Preoi)er-

cle unarmed. Dorsal single, with 7 spines, the third and succeeding

spines prolonged into long filaments; interspinal bone projecting before
dorsal. Anal similar to soft dorsal, loug, with its anterior rays produced;
a small antrorse spiuo before anal. Caudal peduncle unarmed, the fin

lunate; pectorals short; ventrals pointed. Intestine long. Coracoid
bones largely developed. Yertebrte reduced in number, 9 -}- 13= 22. Air

bladder large. Brauchiostegals4; pyloric c;^3ca 14. One species, widely
distributed about rocky islands of the Pacific. (Genus Zanclus, Giinther,

Cat., II, 492-494, 1860.)

663. ZANCLUS, Cuvier &, Valenciennes.

Zanclus (Commerson) Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vu, 102, 1831 (comutus).

Oonopterus, Gronow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray., 77, 1854 (moerens).

Gnathoccntrum, Guichenot, Ann. Maine et Loire, IX, 4, 1866, (centrognathwn

)

;
young.

Characters of the genus included above. {ZdynXov, a sickle.)

2103. ZAM'LrS CORXUTUS (Linnseus).

(Moorish Idol; Besan; Piqoiek; Porte E.vseigne.)

Head 2?
; depth about as great as length; eye 2\ in snout. D. VII, 38;

A. Ill, 33; snout \^ in head, greatly produced, the upper profile very con-

cave; horn on forehead well developed, wanting iu young; teeth slender,

brush-like, very much projecting. Anterior rays of dorsal and anal pro-
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duced ; iirst and second dorsal spines very short, tlie third greatly produced,

ending in a long filament exceeding total length of fish ; the longest soft

ray about 1^ in body
;
posterior dorsal rays short, vertical or even inclined

forward; pectoral some longer than snout, about equal to ventrals. Color

in life, snout chiefiy Avhite, point of upper jaw black, followed by a large

orange patch separated from the white by a narrow black band; lower

jaw mostly black ; anterior part of body from first dorsal spine to ventrals

black, this crossed by 2 narrow vertical l)lue lines, the first beginning at ori-

gin of ventrals, extending upward and forward, then backward just behind

orbit, and ending on median line of back in front of dorsal fin ; the second

beginning on abdomen, crosses body at base of pectoral and ends at origin

of dorsal fin ; a third less distinct one extends upward and backward from

eye; a broad whitish bar, nearly as broad as length of head, begins on

anterior part of dorsal fin and crosses body somewhat obli(i[uely backward,

covering anterior portion of anal fin; posteriorly this bar is washed with

yellow or orange, which gradually fades into the white of the anterior

part; next comes a black bar ^ as wide, covering the bases of about 14

dorsal rays and widening out upon the anal so as to cover the greater part

of about 24 rays; in the posterior part of this black band is a narrow

white line; next a yellower orange band covering all of the caudal pedun-

cle and the posterior portions of the dorsal and aual fins ; caudal fin black,

a narrow white line at base; tip of caudal fin with a crescent-shaped bor-

der of white more or less washed with yellowish
;
pectorals pale ; ventrals

black. East Indies and islands of Polynesia ; common and widely distrib-

uted ; rangingeast to the Revillagigedo Archipelago. (Gilbert; McGregor.)

Not taken elsewhere on our coast, (cornuttis, horned.)

1 Chcetodon caneseens, Linn.?;us, Sysfc-lSTat., Ed. x, 272, 1758, Indies; after Artedi; young.

Chcetodon cornttiw*,* Linn.eus, Sy.st. Nat., Ed. x, 273, 1758, Indies; after Artedi ; adult;

LACEPi^DE, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., iv, 473, pi. 2, fig. 1, 1803.

Zanclus centrognathus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vii, 528, 1831, near

Equator, 75'^ E.

Oonopterus tnixrens, Gronow. Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 77, 1854, India.

Zanclus corniitus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. PoLss., vii, 102, pi. 177, 1831.

1 Zanclus canescms, GiJntuer, Cat., 11, 493, 1860.

Family CLXVII. TEUTH1DID.E.

(The Surgeon-fishes.)

Body oblong, compressed and usually elevated, covered with very small

scales ; lateral line continuous. Tail armed with 1 or more spines or bony

plates. Eye lateral, high up; preorbital very narrow and deep. Nostrils

* According to Bleeker, our species, which is Zanclus cornutus, is distinct from Zanclus

caneseens, differins; in the absence of the preopercular spine, in the longer liead (3 in total

length), and in the i)resonce of a large black fenestrated spot below eye and on snout.

Bleeker's tigure shows a- black streak from forehead to tip of snout, witli a black streak

running horizontallv backward toward eye, then upward to join the first, thus forming

on each side of snout a right-angled triangle inclosing a triangular patch of the ground

color. These black marks are wanting in Zanclus caneseens. According to other authors,

Zanclus caneseens is the young and Zanclus cornutus the adult of the same species, the

name caneseens having precedence. The above description is from specimens taken at

Honolulu.
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double. Mouth small, low; each jaw with a single series of narrow inci-

sor-like teeth ; vomer and palatines toothless
;
premaxillaries somewhat

movable, but not protractile; maxillary short, closely united with the

premaxillary ;
gill rakers obsolete

;
pseudobranchiai large

;
gills 4, a slit

behind the fourth
;
gill membranes attached to the isthmus, the openings

thus restricted to the sides. A single dorsal fin, with strong spines, the

Bl^inous part of the tin shorter than the soft part; anal iiu similar to soft

dorsal; pectorals moderate; ventral lins present, thoracic, mostly I, 5

(never I, 4, 1, as in Siganid(B). Pelvis bones long, narrow, curved, closely

connected, evident through the skin, as in Balistidw, with which group

the Teuthididw have the closest affinities. Pyloric cajca rather few; air

bladder large ; intestinal canal long. Vertebrae 9 4- 13 = 22. Posterior

suborbital boues in close contact with the preopercle; post-temporal im-

movably united with the skull, apparently simple, but really trifurcate

with the interspaces tilled in with bone, the foramen not passing through

it; interneural bones with transversely expanded buckler-like subcuta-

neous j)lates, which interveue between the spines and limit their motion

forwards ; epipleurals developed from the ribs. Herbivorous fishes of the

tropical seas
;
genera 5 or more; species nearly 80, most of them belonging

to Teuthis. These fishes undergo large changes with age, as is the case

with the Chaetodontida', the young having often been described as distinct

genera. (A'croniirida', Gunther, Cat., iii, 356, 1861
)

a. Caudal armature developed as a movable antrorse, extremely sliarp, knife-edged spine,

erectile from a groove.

6. Ventral rays I, 5 ; teeth fixed and strong ; dorsal spines usually 9. Teuthis, 664.

aa. Caudal armatiu-e developed as immovable tubercles or lamina.

c. Ventrala I, 5 ; anal .spines 5 ; dorsal spines usually 8 ; caudal plates 3 to 6.

Xesurus, 665.

664. TEUTHIS,* Linnaeus.

(Doctor-fishes.)

Rhombotides, Klein, Missus (nonbinomial).

ilepatws, Gronow, Zoophyl., 1765 (hepatxis; nonbinominal).

Teuthis, Linn.eus, Syet. Nat., Ed. xii, 507, 1766 (hepatus ; javus ; after Hepatus, Gkonow).
Acanthurus, ForskIl, Descr. Anim., 59, 1775 (Chcetodon unicornis)

.

Harpurus (Fokster) Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1269, 1788.

Aspisurut, IjACEPiiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 556, 1802 {sohar).

Theuthis, Cuvier, Tab. El. Hist. Nat., 371, 1798.

Tlieutis, Cuvier, Eegne Animal, Ed. 1, n, 330, 1817 (restricted to Les Acanthurus,- allies

of Teuthis hepatus).

Teuthys, Swainson, altered orthography.

Rhombotides (Klein) Day, Fishes India, i, 202, 1876.

Acanthurus, of authors generally.

* See Meek & Hoffman, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1884, 227-231, for the synonymy of the
American species of this genus, and Gill. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 275, for the full syn-
onymy of the genera of this family and of the Siganidce.
The name Teuthis has been transferred by Cantor and Giinther to the type of Teuthis

javus, the genus called Siganus, by Forskal, and Amphacanthus, by Bloch & Schneider.
The application of the laws of nomenclature here offers some difficulties, as the name
Teuthis was neglected by most followers of Linnaeus. Apparently, Dr. Gill is right in
applying the name to the present genus in place of Acanthurus,

3030 29
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This genus includes those Teuihididw which have the tail armed with

a sharp, autrorse, lancet-like, movable spine; strong, fixed, incisor teeth;

ventral rays, I, 5, and usually 9 spines in the dorsal fin. The numerous

species are found in all tropical seas ; herbivorous fishes, living about coral

reefs ; the adult protected by the murderous caudal spine, which grows

larger with age. (rsvOii, the Squid, Lolifio; substituted by Liunteus for

Grouow's name, Hepatua, for no evident reason.)

a. Caudal spine small; species pale, barred with black. teiostegus, 2104.

aa. Caudal spine strong; species not pale, barred with black.

6. Dorsal and anal without yellow streak, widened behind on dorsal and anal.

c. Outline rhomboid, the depth IJ in length, color brown, washed with deep

blue. C.ERULEUS, 2105.-

ec. Outline ovate, the depth about 2 in length; color brown, never blue.

d. Caudal simply lunate. hepatus, 2106.

dd. Caudal deeplj- emarginate.

e. Upper lobe of caudal not filamentous. crestonis, 2107.

ce. Upper lobe of caudal produced in a filament, bahianus, 2108.

6&. Dorsal and anal with a yellow streak broadened behind ; a flesh-colored crescent

under eye. aliala, 2109.

•2104. TEUTHIS TRIOSTEGUS (Liunneiis).

Head 3! ; depth l^ ; eye 21 in snout. D. IX, 23 ; A. Ill, 21. Body ovate,

anterior profile gently curved, most convex over eyes ; snout somewhat

produced, concave above. Dorsal fin moderate, anterior spines more or

less concealed in the slvin, the longest spines about 1^ in snout, the soft

rays shorter; first anal spine very short, the third longest, about equal to

longest dorsal spines; soft portion of anal about as high as the third anal

spine; caudal slightly lunate, the lobes but little produced; pectorals

about as long as head; ventrals as long as snout. Color in life, dark

oreenish or slaty above, with yellowish cloudings; chin, belly, throat,

and a narrow strip along base of anal, white; vertical fins dusky; anal

with a narrow white margin ;
pectorals plain ; ventrals white on under

surface ; sides with 5 black bars each about as wide as pupil, the first,

beginning just in front of the branchiostegals, extends upward and back-

ward across cheek, through eye and to median line of Itack, where it meets

its fellow from the other side; the second begins at front of dorsal fin and

extends downward to base of pectoral from which point it is continued

downward in a narrower line beginning on base of ])ectoral and endiug

just above base of ventral; the third begins near base of sixth dorsal

spine and extends across side to belly at a point midway between anus

and beginning of aual fin; the fourth begins on base of first dorsal ray

and extends to first anal ray; the fifth begins at base of seventh dorsal

ray and extends across side to base of fifth anal ray; a black spot on

upper side of caudal peduncle. Pacific Ocean; very abundant about

rocky islands from New Zealand and Australia to the Hawaiian Islands

and the Revillagigedos; not yet found elsewhere in American waters ; our

specimens from Clarion and Socorro islands, (trlostegus, rpeii, three

j

drey 00, to cover.)
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Ohcetodon triostegus, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 274, 1758, India.

Harpurus fasciatvs, Foksteb, Descr. Anim., Ed.Licht., 216.

Ohcetodon zebra, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 25, fig. 3, 1800, no localitj'.

Acantlmrus zebra, Lacijpede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 546, pi. 6, fig. 3, 1802, no locality.

Ohcetodon couaga, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 727, 1802, no locality.

Acanthurus hiriindo, Bennett, Ceylou Fishes, 11, pi. 11, 1830, Ceylon.

Teuthis australis, Geay, in King's Narr. Survey Coast of Australia, ii, 435, 1826.

Acanthurus subarmatus, Bennett, "Whaling Voyage, ll, 278, 1840, Society Islands.

Acanthurus triostegus, Cuvikr & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 197, 1835; Gunther,

Cat., 111,327,1861.

2105. TEUTHIS C.ERULEIJS (Bloch & Schneider).

(Barbeko; Blue Surgeon; Blue Tang.)

Head 3^; depth Ik D. IX, 27; A. Ill, 24. Body rhoml>oi(l, the anterior

profile snbvertical, nearly straight, making an angle of about 60'' with

axis of body. Caudal deeply emarginate, its lobes subeiiual, the middle

rays f length of outer. Color deep blue, or rather brown, washed with

deep blue; body with undulating longitudinal pale-blue streaks, no

dark cross bars; vertical fins blue with oblique bronze streaks; lips and

caudal spine yellow; edge of caudal black; pectorals yellow; young with

the blue shades obsolete. West Indies
;
generally common from Key West

and Bermuda to Bahia. (cwruleus, blue.)

Turdus rhomboidalis, Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolina, etc., 1742, based in part on Bloch.

Acanthurus cceruleus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 214, 1801, after Catesby, Pabha
and Browne, Carolina, Havana, Jamaica; CUA'IEE & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.

Pois8.,x, 179, 1835; Gunther, Cat., Ill, 336, 1861.

Acanthurus brevis, POEY, Meniorias, n, 207, 1800, Antilles and Havana.

Acanthurus hroussonetii, Desmarest, Prem. Dec. Ichth., 26, 1823, Cuba.

Acronurus coeruleatxcs, Poey, Enumeratio, 69, 1875, Cuba
;
young.

Teuthis cceruleus. Meek & Hoffman, L c, 228, 1884.

2106. TEUTHIS HEPATUS, Linnaeus.

(COSIMON SURGEON; DOCTOH-FISH ; LANCET-FISH ; BARBER; TaNG ; SAIGNEUR; BaRBEHO.)

Head 34 ; depth 2. D. IX, 26; A. Ill, 24. Form ovate; anterior profile

moderately convex, forming an angle of 45° with axis of body. Caudal

simply lunate, its inner rays about f length of outer rays; caudal lobes

subequal, the upper never filamentous. Color dark olive brown, more or

less distinctly greenish ; middle of sides paler; sides with about 12 dis-

tinct blackish vertical bars, rather narrower than the interspaces, most

distinct over front of anal; a brownish stripe along base of dorsal; spi-

nous dorsal with alternate stripes running upward and backward, of dark

blue and bronze olive, the two colors of about equal width ; soft dorsal

with a bluish streak on the anterior side of eacb ray, and a bronze stripe

behind it; fins very dark, often almost black. West Indies; common from

Florida to Bahia. This is the most abundant species of the genus, being

apparently common throughout the West Indies, and certainly so at Key
West and Cuba; ranging northward perhaps as far as Charleston, doubt-

less not to New York, where it is reported on the authority of the confused

collection of Milbert. {hepatus, an old name of some fish, from hepas,

liver.)
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Teuthis hepatus, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 507, 1766, Carolina; after Hepatus mucrone

reflexo, Gkonow.
Ohcetodiin chirurgut, Bloch, Ausl. Fiscli., 99, pi. 208, No. 24, 1784, Martinique ;

ou a draw-

ing by Plumier.

Acanthunis hepatus, Bloch «fc Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 211, 1801; in part, not of later

writer.s.

Aeanthurvs phlcbotomus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi88.,x, 176, 1835, Martin-

ique, Brazil, Havana, New York; Poey, Eepertorio, I, 256, 1867; POEY, Synopsis,

245, fig. 7, 1868

Acronurusfuscus, Geonow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 119, 1854 (same type as T. hepatus L.)

Acro7iurus carneus, Poey, Memoiras, ii, 207, I860, Cuba
;
young.

Acanthurus chirurgus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hi.st. Nat. Poiss., s, 168, 1835; Gunther,

Cat.,iii, 329, 1861; Poey, Synopsis. 355, 1868 ; Jordan.*.- Gilbert, Synopsis, 617, 1883.

Acanthurug nigricans, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 941, 1883; not Ghcetodon nigricans,

LinniBus, from tbe Red Sea.

Teuthis hepatus, Meek & Hoffman, I. c, 229, 1884.

2107. TEUTHIS CKEISTONIS, Jordan & Starks.

(Barbero Negko.)

Head 3^; depth If,. D.IX,26; A.IH,24; suout Ij in head; eye 3*^; pec-

toral eiiual to head ; caudal i; longer than head; longest dorsal spine equal-

ing longest soft ray, li in head; ventral 1! in head. Body deep and com-

pressed, the anterior profile steep, convex hefore eye; caudal lunate, the

upper ray ^ longer than middle one, ventrals very long. Body slaty

hrown, mottled with gray but without bands; dorsal with a bluish gray

band at base, then a bronze one, forking on soft dorsal, inclosing a bluish

gray band ; 5 gray bauds and 4 bronze ones on dorsal more or less distinct,

especially in young; anal with 5 bluish gray and 5 bnmze bands more

obli(iue than those on dorsal and hence not continuous the whole length

of tin ; caudal peduncle bhick, a whitish yellow cross band behind spine,

faint in adult, the anterior margin vertical, the posterior concave; rest

of caudal black; pectoral yellowish; ventrals dusky, the spine black.

Adult with the pectoral quite yellow; pale baud at base of caudal grow-

ing faint with age ; a blue streak along base of dorsal. Length 8 to 10

inches. Kocky shores on the west coast of Mexico from Mazatlan to

Panama; common at Mazatlan. Also obtained by Dr. Gil))ert in 1881

at Mazatlan and Panama. These specimens having been destroyed by

fire, have never been described, and were provisionally and incorrectly

referred to the West Indian species Teuthis tractits (hahianns), from which

this species difiers in a few respects. (Xained for Creston * Island, a com-

manding peak in the harbor of Mazatlan at the base of which this species

abounds.)

Teuthis crestonis, Jordan & Starks, Tishes of Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 485, pi. 47,

Mazatlan. (Type, No. 2899, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Hopkins expedition to Sinaloa.)

* " Beyond the headland with its palm tree lone
Flashes the beacon light on tall Creston

;

The last and hauglitiestof tlie craggy horde.
Sierra Madre sends forth oceanward."
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•2108. TKUTHIS BAHIANUS (Castelnati).

(Barbeiro; Ocean Tang.)

Head 3^ ; depth 2. D. IX, 24 ; A. Ill, 22. Outline ovate ; anterior profile

moderately convex, making angle of 45"^ with axis of body. Caudal

deeply emarginate, its upper lobe much the longer, in adult slender and

usually produced into a filament, the inner rays f length of outer rays

(in adult). Color dark brown, blotched with paler below, uo transverse

bars; brown, wavy, longitudinal streaks on sides of body; 8 dark lines

running parallel with edge of dorsal fin for its whole length and separated

by interspaces of same width; margin of caudal tin bluish with a violet

base; no distinct dark cross bar at base of caudal. Length 1 foot. West
Indies and neighboring coasts of tropical America from Key West to

Bahia; the adult easily known from related species by the form of the

caudal, the young by the fin rays and the markings; our specimens from

Key West and Bahia. (Name from Bahia.)

Acanthurus hahianus, Castelnad, Anim. nonv. ou Rares de L'Amer. du Sud, 24, pi. 11, fig.

1, 1855, Bahia ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 323.

Acanthurus tractus, Poey, Memorias, n, 208, 1860, Cuba ; POEV, Eepertorio, 356, 1867 ; Jor-

DAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 941, 1883.

Aeronurug nigriculus, Poey, Enumeratio, 69, 1875, Cuba ; larval form.

Acanthurus matoides, Jordan Sc Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 626; not of Cuvier &.

Valenciennes.

Teuthis tractus, Meek & Hoffman, I. c, 229, 1884.

2109. TEUTHIS ALIALA (Lesson).

(Philosophe.)

Head 3| ; depth 1| to If ; eye 3* ; maxillary 4J; in head. D. IX, 30 ; A. Ill,

26; from eye to corner of mouth 1:^ in head; gill opening 1\ in head;

opercle short aud obliquely set, 4^ in head; humeral bone striate. Body
ovate, strongly compressed, closely covered with small rough scales which
become shagreen-like on head; lateral line present but obscure; anterior

profile strongly convex above and before the eye, thence somewhat concave

and nearly vertical to the small projecting mouth. Teeth broad, digitate,

each with 4 or 5 claw-like serraj at tip ; lower teeth with the serric much
smaller, forming notches. Jaws very short, about e(|ual, about 10 incisors

in each. Anterior nostril moderate; clo.se to posterior, Avhich is much
smaller. Dorsal and anal low, continuous, rounded behind; longest

dorsal ray near end of fin, 21- in head; longest anal ray 2 in head; caudal

lunate, upper and lower angles produced, but acuminate and short, middle
rays 1^ in head, the outer 1 in head; caudal spine very strong, 2i in

head, attached near its posterior end, the short sharp posterior end free,

the long knife-like anterior portion slipping iuto a groove in the flesh;

pectoral long, J longer than head; ventrals 1?; in head. Color dark pur-

plish brown, almost black; a pale-yellowish or flesh-colored crescentic

area under eye; a ring of pearly whitish around mouth, not quite contin-

uous above ; a pale streak along dorsal fin, widening behind into a pale-
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orange patch, occupying f of height of last ray; base of last ray dusky;

anal marked in the same way as the soft dorsal ; a very narrow pale edge

to soft parts of dorsal and anal; pectoral black; caudal abruptly pale at

end of black caudal jieduncle, Avith a curved dark streak parallel with

edge of fin and nearly the diameter of the eye behind it; behind this a

diffuse yellow area parallel with the dark streak; lin behind with a nar-

row pale edging; flap of opercle narrowly pale. East Indies to west

coast of Mexico; taken in abundance on Socorro and Clarion islands by

Mr. Richard C. McGregor. Our specimens above described seem to agree

in all respects with accounts of the East Indian species. {ikan-aU-ala,

its name at the island of Oualan.)

Acanthurus aliala, Lesson, Voyage Coquille, Zool., ii, 150, 1830, Oualan. (Coll. Lesson

& Garnot.)

Acanthunis glaucopareius, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., x, 190, 1835, Oualan

;

Molucca (after Harpuriis glaucopareius, Forsteb, unpublished drawing of specimen

from Otabeite, called Harpurus nigricans by Bloch & Schneideb) ; GOnther, Cat., ii,

339.

665. XESURUS, Jordan & Evermann.

Xesurui, Jordan &. Evermann, Cbeek-List Fishes, 421, 1896 (punctatus).

Teeth in 1 row, each 5-lobed; caudal peduncle armed with 3 large bony

plates, placed in a right line, each one with a bluntish, nonserrated keel.

This genus is close to the East Indian genus, Priouurus Lac(?p^de, differ-

ing chiefly in the character of the caudal armature, the plates in Frionnrus

being small, sharper, and in greater number, (^edii, scraping ; ovpd, tail.

)

a. Body very deep, the depth in adult Ig in length ; body and fins everywhere covered

with round blackish spots; caudal plates with elevated keel (in the male), sur-

rounded by smaller tubercles. P0NCTATns, 2110.

aa. Body not very deep, not covered with blackish spots.

b. Body ovate, the depth 2 in length ; coloration nearly uniform.

CLABIONIS, 2111.

bh. Body oblong, the depth 2^ in length; a broad brown lateral biind.

LATICLAVIOS, 2112.

2110. XESURUS PUNCTATUS (Gill).

(GOCHINITO.)

Head 4; depth If. D. VII, 26, or VIII, 26; A. Ill, 23; V. I. 5; snout l^in

head; eye 5i; pectoral long as head; ventral 1| in head; caudal l/,; second

dorsal spine 2 in head. Adult (of 16i inches) : Body deep, compressed,

covered with fine velvet; anterior profile concave before eye, then con-

vex, the short conic snout projecting, lower jaw included. Preopercle

obliquely placed, its bony edge slightly roughened. Caudal with 3 stout,

compressed, blunt spines, with broad bases, the tips turned upward, the

spines whitish, with black bases. Some specimens, probably females, with

no other spines ; others, probably males, with many spines, similar in form

but much smaller, scattered over posterior half of body, most numerous

about the other spines, these black in color. Young with 3 small blunt

laminae only. Gill rakers extremely small and weak. Caudal evenly

lunate; pectoral not falcate. Teeth f on each side, incisor-like, lobate.
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Color of adult, olive green, slightly paler below, everywhere evenly cov-

ered with small, round, black spots, close set but not confluent, the largest

about equal to nostril; caudal peduncle and fin abruptly bright yellow,

unspotted; other fins colored like the body and similarly spotted, the

spots more sparse; vertical fius dusky-edged, the spots fewer on the edge.

Young, light steel blue or gray, paler below ; a triangular silvery patch on

breast and opercles; caudal fin canary yellow, sometimes white, clouded

at base; second dorsal and anal black, a dark bar from nape through eye;

snout dusky ; small dark spots everywhere on body, these sometimes so

numerous as to reduce the ground color to reticulations. Rocky places

on the Pacific coast of Mexico; reaching a length of 18 inches; the young
of 1 or 2 inches in length abundant in rock pools about Cape San Lucas
and Mazatlan. The adult takeu by us about Crestou Island and by Dr.

Gilbert about the Revillagigedos and Cape San Lucas, (punctatus, spotted.)

Frionums punctatus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 242, Cape San Lucas; young.

(Coll. John Xantus.)

Xesunii punctatus, Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, 486, pi. 46, 1895.

2111. XESUBUS CLARIONIS, Gilbert & Starks.

Head 3^^ in length to base of caudal; depth 2, D. VII, 26; A. Ill, 22;

eye 8 in snout; pectoral 4 in length ; ventral 7. Profile undulating; con-

cave on snout and above eyes, produced before eyes and at occiput; occi-

put forming a well-rounded angle, behind which the curve of the back is

uniform to the caudal peduncle. Teeth in a single row, alike in both

jaws, wide and flat outer margin ol)li([ue, divided into 5 rounded lobes;

lower jaw included; gill opening equal in length to pectoral; first dorsal

spine t as long as the others, which are subequal ; ventral spine extend-

ing to middle of vent, I length of soft rays; upper rays of pectoral pro-

duced, the fin somewhat acute at tip
;
posterior margin of pectoral concave;

anal slightly higher than soft rays of dorsal but similar in outline. Body,
head, and fins everywhere with a villous covering ; 3 large bony plates

near tail, not with recurved spines in our specimens. Color in alcohol,

uniform dark brown, often finely mottled with darker in life, the caudal
dark yellowish. Numerous specimens 15 inches long, obtained by Dr.

Gilbert (Albatross Coll.), at Chirion Island in the Revillagigedo Archi-
pelago. This species is much deeper than Xesiirus laticlavius, as shown in

the figure given by Valenciennes, and shows no lateral band, but it may
be the adult of the same species.

Xesurus clarionis, Gilbert &. Starks, Proc, TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1896, 445, pi. 51, Clarion Island.

2112. XESURUS LATICLAYIUS (Valenciennea).

Head 4 ; depth 2^ ; eye 4 ; snout IJ. D. VII, 27 (VIII, 28) ; A. Ill or IV, 23.

Snout much produced, anterior profile below eye concave, between eye
and dorsal fin convex; 3 plates on median line of caudal peduncle, of
nearly uniform size; 8 incisors on each side of upper jaw. Color yellow-
ish or orange, a broad band of darker or brownish extending from gill-

opening to base of caudal fin, narrowing toward posterior end; body
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profusely covered with fine darker punctnlations ; fins all pale orange.

(Description from Valenciennes's plate, which may incorrectly represent

Xesnrxis imnctatns.). Galapagos Islands; only the type known, {latus

side; clavis, stripe.)

Prionurus latielavius, Valenciennes, Voyage Venus, 335, pi. 7, Ar. 2, 184C,, Galapagos
Islands; GiJNTHER, Cat., in, 347, 1861.

Group PLECTOGNATHI.

(The Plectognathous Fishes.)

One of the most important offshoots of the Acanihopteri is the group or

order Plectognathi, including the 3 suborders of Sclerodermi, Osfracodermi

and Gymnodontes. The extremes of this group show a remarkable diver-

gence from the usual type of spiny-rayed fishes. The more generalized

forms are, however, very close to the group called Squamijniines, and espe-

cially to the family of Tcuthidido'. There can be no doubt of the common
origin of Balistidff and Tcitthididw and that the divergence is comparatively

recent. The close connection of these groups leads us to subordinate tbe

Plectognathi to the Acanthopieri and to place its 3 suborders in their natural

position as an offshoot from the Squamipinnes. The PJectoynathi may be

thus defined :
*

Scapula suspended to the cranium by a post-temporal which is short,

undivided, and auchylosed to the epiotic. Preniaxillaries usually coosified

with the maxillaries behind and the dentary bones witli the articular;

interopercle a slender rod ; lower pharyngeal bones distiuct ; upper pharyn-

geals laminar, usually vertical and transverse; skin usuiilly with rough
shields or scales or bony plates; "skeleton imperfectly ossified, the number
of vertebra' usually small, typically less than 24 (usually 14 to 20) ; rarely

considerably increased. Gill-opeuiugs restricted to the sides; ventral fins

reduced or wanting, the pelvic bones usually elongate. Spinous dorsal

small or wanting ; air bladder without duct. Fishes chiefly of the tropics,

mostly inactive and depending on their tough skin or bony or spinous

armature for their protection. (^rAexroj, braided or joined; yvdOoi, jaw.)

Suliorders of Plectognathi.

a. Jaws -with distinct teetli.

h. Spinous dorsal present; body with scales ormovable plates

.

Sclerodermi.
bb. Spinous dorsal wanting; body encased in an immovable carapace of hexagonal

plates; the jaws, bases of flns, and tail only free. Ostracodermi.
aa. J.aws each modified into a sort of beak; each jaw with an enamel-like covering and

without distinct teeth
; scales rhomboid or spiniform, with root-like insertions;

spinous dorsal wanting. Gymnodontes.

' The definition of this group is taken from Dr. Gill. (Proc. U .'S. Nat. Mua. 1884, 412.)
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Suborder SCLERODERMI.

Plectognaths with :i spinous dorsal composed of one or more spines

inserted just beliind tlie cranium; Ijody of the normal fish-like shape;

scales rough, or spinigerous, of regular form; jaws with distinct teeth,

conical or incisor-like. Four families may be recognized. {6K\i]p6<;,

hard; Se'p/^a, skin.)

o. Ventral fing represented each by a large spine, normally articulating with the pelvic

bones ; scales rovmded, more or less spinigerous ; vertebra 19.

Triacanthidje, clxviu.

aa. Ventral fins ob.solete or the pair represented by a single spine at the end of the long

pelvic bono; scales rougli. rhombic, or spiniform.

6.* Vertebra? in small number, 17 to 21 ; no barbel at chin
;
gill opening not before

the eyes.

c. First dorsal composed of 3, rarely 2 spines, the first spine very large, the

second locking it in erection ; scales comparatively large, bony, rough,

forming a coat of mail; vertebrjB 17. Balistid^, clxix.

ec. First dorsal of a single spine, -with a rudiment at its base ; scales minute,

not bony, the edges spinescent, so that the surface of the body is

rough velvety. Monacanthid^, clxx.

Family OLXVIII. TRIACANTHID.E.

Body compressed, covered with small or minute rounded scales more or

less spinigerous. Mouth small ; teeth in 1 or 2 series in each jaw, conical

or incisor-like. First dorsal fin of 3 to 6 strong spines, the first one largest

;

soft dorsal rather long and low, similar to anal ; ventral fins each a strong

spine attached to the pelvic bone; vertebme (in TriacantJius) 9-|- 10=19.

Three genera and about 5 species; tropical shore fishes, chiefly East

Indian, 1 of them American. (TriacantMna, Giinther, Cat. Fishes, viii,

208-211,1870.)

TrIACANTHODIN^ :

a. Teeth conical, not incisor-like; caudal peduncle short.

6. Teeth in one row in each jaw. Hollardia, 666.

666. HOLLARDIA, Poey.

Hollardia, Poet, Memorias, ii, 348, 1861 (hoUardi).

Body compressed, rhomboid; the back elevated mesially, the dorsal

and ventral outlines similar. Dorsal inserted posteriorly, with 6 spines,

not depressible in a furrow, the first spine much larger and longer than

the others ; ventral spines long and rough ; teeth conical, in 1 series, about

10 in each jaw; no distinct lateral line; scales each of several simple spines

separate to the base, long and sharp. One species. (Named for Henri Hol-

lard,t at one time professor of zoology in the faculty of sciences at Poiters,

* Vertebra? 29 or 30, chin with a long barbel, gill openings before the eyes, in the East
Indian family, Psilocephalidce.

t " Je prie M. HoUard d'accepter mon hommage, comme un tribut de reconnaissance
pour le beau travail qu'il a ins6r6 dans les Annales des Sciences Naturelles." (Poey.)
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Holland, author of "Monographie delafamillecles Balistoides" (1853) and

other papers, the chief source of our knowledge of the structure and

relations of the riectognaths.)

2113. HOLLARDIA HOLLARDI, Poey.

Head 2| ; depth If ; eye large, 2^ in head. D. YI, 17 ; A. 14 ; P. 15 ; C. 12.

Upper and lower profiles of head equally ohli(iue; first dorsal spine at

middle of body and at its highest point; teeth slender, 5+ 5 in each Jaw;

fin rays all rough; ventral spines longer than longest dorsal spine, 1^ in

head; soft vertical fins rounded; pectoral short, pointed; gill opening

vertical ; skin everywhere very rough. Pale greenish, with interrupted

dark hands. Cuba; a single injured specimen, 9| inches long, washed

ashore on the reef near Havana.

Hollardia Itollardi, Poet, Memorias, ii, 348, pi- 18, fig- H, IS^^. Cuba; Gfnther, Cat., viii,

209, 1870.

Family CLXIX. BALISTID^.

(The Trigger-fishes.)

Body oblong, or ovate, moderately compressed, covered with rather

laro-e rough scales or scutes of varying form, the scutes not forming an

immovable carapace. Lateral line obscure or wanting. Mouth small,

terminal, low; jaws short, each with about 1 series of separate incisor-

like teeth ; eye near occiput
;
preorbital very deep. Chin without barbel.

Gill openings small, slit-like, above or in front of pectoral fins, and not

before eyes. Dorsal iius 2, the anterior of 2 or 3 spines, the first spine

highest,' very strong, the second locking it in erection; second dorsal

remote from the first, of many soft rays; caudal fin rounded or forked;

ventral fins wanting, their place occupied by a single stout thick spine at

"the end of the Aery long, usually movable, pubic bone. Post-temporal

short, simple, the forks obliterated, the bone grown solidly to the skull,

and with no foramen. Vertebra? in reduced number (17). Genera about

9, species about 50. Shore fishes of the tropical seas, of rather large size,

carnivorous or partly herbivorous, very rarely used as food, mauy of them

reputed as poisonous. According to Dr. Day, "Eating the flesh of these

fishes occasions in places symptoms of most virulent poisoning. Dr. Men-

nier, at the Mauritius, considers that the poisonous flesh acts primarily on

the nervous tissue of ^he stomach, occasioning violent spasms of that

organ and shortly afterwards of all the muscles of the body. The frame

becomes racked with spasms, the tongue thickened, the eye fixed, the

breathing laborious, and the patieni expires in a paroxysm of extreme

suflfering." (Balistidw, genus Balistes, Gunther, Cat., Vli, 211-229, 1870.)

a. Caudal peduncle compressed.

6. Teetli -white or pale, not red,

c. Teetli unequal, oblique, each one deeply notched.

d. Gill opening with a number of enlarged bony plates or scutes behind

it; ventral flap movable, supported by a series of spines, more or

less free at tip, and resembling liu rays ; cheeks entirely scaled,

without naked grooves or patches; eye with a groove before it;

scales rather small, 50 to 75.
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e. Dorsal and anal fins falcate in the adult; caudal lobes acuminate

in adult; lateral line slender, undulate, more or less developed;

scales of tail and posterior parts unarmed, similar to those on

rest of body ; ventral flap with slender, sharp spines ; third

dorsal spine little smaller than second and remote from it.

Balistks, 667.

ee. Dorsal and anal fins low and rounded, their angles and those of

caudal not produced ; lateral line obsolete, or with a trace at

the shoulder; scales of posterior parts each with a blunt

spine or tubercle ; ventral flap narrow, its supporting spines

stout and thick in the adult; third dorsal spine small.

Pachtnathus, 668.

(fd. Gill opening with only ordinary scales behind it; no enlarged plates

or scutes; ventral flap scarcely movable, its surface sealed; lat-

eral lino obsolete; third dorsal spine small or wanting; vertical

fins in adult more or less angulate or falcate.

/. Chin not projecting; cheeks closely scaled; dorsal spines 3;

scales of posterior parts unarmed or keeled.

Canthidehmis, 669.

ff. Chin much projecting; cheek with 3 to 5 narrow parallel

grooves ; dorsal spines 2 ; scales of posterior parts more or

less keeled. Xanthichthys, 670.

cc. Teeth even, incisor-like ; scales of posterior parts more or less keeled ; a

groove before eye, enlarged scutes behind it; lateral line obsolete;

third dorsal spine small or wanting ; cheeks entirely scaled, but marked
by narrow grooves ; enlarged scales present behind gill opening; ven-

tral flap scarcely movable, its surface scaled; vertical fins more or less

angulated. Melichthys, 671.

667. BALISTES (Artedi) Linmeus.

(Triggeu-fishes.)

Balistes (Artedi) Linn.eus, Sy.st. Nat., Ed. x, 327, 1758 (vetula).

Capriscus, Rafinesque, ludiee, 41, 1810 (eapriscus),

Ohalisovia, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, 11, 325,1839 (pulclierrima).

Capriscus, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, 11, 326, 1839 (capriscus, after Capriscus of

WiLLUGHBY)

.

Body compressed, covered with thick, rough scales or plates of moder-

ate size, 50 to 75 iu a lengthwise series ; a naked groove before eye below
nostrils; lateral line more or less developed, very slender, undulate, con-

spicuous only when the scales are dry, extending on the cheeks. Pelvic

flap large, movable, supported by a series of slender, pungent spines.

Caudal peduncle compressed, its scales unarmed, without spines or dift'er-

eutiated tubercles similar to those on rest of body. Gill opening with

enlarged bony scutes behind it; cheeks entirely scaly, without naked
patches or grooves. Both jaws with irregular, incisor-like teeth, usually

4 on each side in each jaw. First dorsal of 3 spines, the anterior of which
is much the largest, the second acting as a trigger, locking the first when
erected; the third nearly as large as second and remote from it ; second
dorsal and anal long, similar to each other, in the adult always falcate or

filamentous in front ; caudal fin rounded, with the outer rays much pro-

duced in the adult; branchiostegals 6; vertebne T-flO. Species rather

few, chiefly American ; some of them straying to the Old World. (/idAAai,
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to Hlioot; halisia, an instrument for throwing arrows, in allusion to tho

trigger-like spine; the word is taken directly from the Italian name Pesce

Balistra, cross-how fish.)

CaprisCDS :

a. Lateral* line complete, beginning on the lower part of cheek, thence extending

upward to beliincl eye, thence backward to beyond first dorsal, thence abruptly

downward to above anal, then upward and at last horizontally backward on

caudal peduncle, the line everywhere much undulated, the lines of the two sides

connected by a cross line at the nape; dorsal fin falcate or filamentous; dorsal

rays about III, 27 ; A. 25.

b. Scales quite small, about 70 to 75 in a lengthwise scries ; dorsal and anal unmarked

or nearly so. poi-ylepis, 2114.

bb. Scales moderate, in about 60 (50 to 65) in alensrthwise series.

e. Body with few blue spots or none.

d. Dorsal and anal flns plain dusky olive; scales 50. naufeagiom, 2115.

dd. Dorsal and anal with oblique dark bands of bluish spots; young
clouded, and with vague, dusky blotches at base of dorsal ; scales

about 60. CAROLINENSIS, 2116.

cc. Body covered with roundish blue-black spots; dorsal and anal similarly

.spotted. FORCIPATUS, 2117.

BALISTES :

aa. Lateral line incomplete, usually developed only on head, nape, and caudal peduncle

;

cheek with 2 broad curved blue bands; smaller bands radiating from eye; dorsal

in adult with the anterior rays filamentous. D. Ill, 28 or 29; A. 25 to 27; scales

60 to 63 ; dorsal and anal with oblique bluish bands ; 37 scales between origin of

dorsal and vent. vetcla, 2118.

Subgenus CAPRISCUS, Raiinesque.

2114. BALISTES POLYLEPIS, Steindachner.

(Fez Puerco.)

Head 3^ to .3^ ; depth If ; snout 1^ in head ; eye 5 in head. D. Ill, 27 ; A.

25 or 26; scales 70 to 75. Caudal peduncle unarmed. Upper profile mod-

erately elevated. Eight teeth in each jaAv ; a group of large plates behind

gill opening; a groove below the nostril. Dorsal and anal much elevated

in front, the longest rays about as long as head in the adult; caudal con-

cave, with its angles much produced; pectoral short; lateral line exactly

as in Balistes carolinensis. Color l)rown, a half ring at the corner of the

mouth ; diffuse blue spots on nape and aljout spinous dorsal ; vertical fins

nearly plain olivaceous. Lower California to Panama, generally common

;

a large species, reaching a length of 2 feet. (TtoXvi, many; XeTfii, scale.)

Balistes polylepis, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., v, 21, 1876, Magdalena Bay; Mazatlan;

Acapulco.

2115. BALISTES NAUFUAOIUM, Jordan & Starks.

(Pez Puerco de las Piedras.)

Head 3; depth 1*. D. Ill, 27; A. 24; scales 50, 12 rows on cheek ; snout

li in head; eye 5; first dorsal spine 1| ; longest ray li ; longest anal ray If

;

upper caudal lobe 1^ ;
pectoral 2^. Body very plump, not strongly com-

* The lateral line in these fishes is usually not noticeable unless the scales are dry.
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pressed; no spinules on caudal peduncle; a few larger scutes behind gill

openings; groove before eje slight, not naked. Lateral line traceable for

most of its length. First dorsal spine very stout, the third remote, mod-
erate; dorsal moderately elevated and falcate; anal rounded; caudal

double concave, the pointed outer rays longer than the rounded inner

ones. Dark dull olive green, nearly plain, edges of scales largely pale blue,

especially toward the tail ; faint traces of numerous dark cross bands ; no

streaks on cheeks ; fins dusky olive, the pectoral and first dorsal paler,

base of pectoral dusky. Several specimens, each about a foot long, were

taken from the wreck of a French man-of-war in the Astillero at Mazat-

lan by using dynamite. Found in company with Pomacanthus zonijjectus

and Xesurus jiunciatus. {naufraf/ium, a shipwreck.)

Balistes navfragium, Joedan & Staeks, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 488,

Mazatlan , (Type, No. 1G56, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mua. Coll. Hopkins Expedition to Sinaloa.)

2116. BALISTES CAROLIXENSIS, Gmelin.

(Leather Jacket ; Cucuyo; "Tuebot.")

Head 3i ; depth If. D. Ill, 27 ; A. 25 ; scales usually about 60 (55 to 63)

;

about 35 scales in an oblique series from vent upward and forward. Third

dorsal spiue shorter but stouter than the second and remote from it
;
plates

on liead similar to those on body; caudal lol)es i)i'oduced in adult; soft

dorsal high, its longest rays elevated but not filamentous, in adult IJ in

head. Ventral flap large, supported by several slender pungent spines,

resembling fin spines. Lateral line very slender, showing only as the

scales begin to dry, its course everywhere undulating and very crooked;

it extends from eye backward to interspace between dorsals, then bends

abruptly Jind obliquely downward to opposite first third of anal, theu

forms a V-shaped figure, returning back to level of middle of caudal

peduncle, whence nearly straight to base of caudal ; a branch from behind

ej^e extends obliquely downward and forward to the breast below pecto-

rals ; a cross branch at the nape connects the lateral lines of the two sides.

Color in life, olive gray; a more or less distinct darker cross bar under
front of second dorsal and 1 under last ray ; some small violet spots on

upjier part of back; usually a ring of blue spots, alternating with olive-

green streaks, about eye; violaceous marks on sides of snout; first dorsal

spotted and clouded with bluish ; second dorsal pale yellowish with clear

sky-blue spots separated by olive-green reticulations, the spots arranged in

rows; blue markings all fading in alcohol, leaving the olivaceous streaks;

base of dorsal with 3 or 4 dark diftuse sliades in the young; base of pecto-

ral bluish, with olive spots; anal colored like soft dorsal; ]>ectoral green-

ish. Tropical parts of the Atlantic; occasional northward in the Gulf

Stream ; very common on our coast and in the Mediterranean, rarely north

to England. (Eu.)

Balistes carolinensis, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1468, 1788, Carolina.

Balistes caprisciis, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1471, 1788, Indian and American Oceans, alter

Gronow; Gl'NTHer, Cat., viii, 217, 1870; Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 855, 1883.

Balistes bvniva, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., I, 1798, Nice; on a specimen received from
Professor Buniva.
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Balistes cajmnus, Valenciennes, Ichth. lies Canaries, 94, pi. 16, 1836, Canaries.

£alistes fuliginostiti, De Kay, N. T. Fauna: Pishes, 339, pi. 57, tig. 188, 1842, New York.

Baliitet tceniopterus, Toby, Memorias, ii, 326, 1861, Havana ; adult.

2117. BALISTES FOBOIPATCS, Gmelin.

Head 3; depth 2i in adult. D. Ill, 26 to 28; A. 25 to 27; scales 60; eye

44 iu head; snout 3*. General form of Balistes capriscus. First dorsal

spine stout, rough anteriorly; third spine small, inserted well behind

second; soft dorsal with the third, fourth, and hfth rays much elevated,

considerably longer than head, iu males at least; anal rounded, its ante-

rior rays not elevated; caudal double concave, its upper rays produced

in a short acute lobe. Four scapular plates—2 large, 2 small. Golden

brown above, yellowish below; sides of head with many greenish-blue

spots, oblong in form; a streak of similar color across snout; sides of body

with blue-black spots larger than those on head ; larger on lower parts

but most distinct on back ; most of these with a pale ring or ocellus ; soft

dorsal with similar spots, smaller and more ocellate ; anal with smaller

spots closer together; caudal unspotted; base of i)ectoral blotched with

black. Lateral line evident. (Steindachner.) West coast of Africa and
the neighboring islands, apparently straying to America, if Balistes mori-

bundus and Balistes powelli are the same, as seems probable, (foixipatus,

having forceps, from the form of the tail.)

S!ti2)visch, Willughby, Hist. Pise, Appendix, 7, pi. 9, f. 4, 1686, High Seas, near St.

Vincent.

Ouapcrva lata forcipata, Lister, in Willughby, Hist. Pise, Appendix, 21, pi. 1, 22, 1686,

Brazil.

Balistes forcipatvs, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1472, 1788, Brazil; after Guaperva lata of

LISTER; GUNTHER, Cat., viii, 216, 1870.

Balistes punctatru, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1472, 1788; after SHpvisch of AVillughby.

Balistes spilotopterygiui, "Walbaum, Artedi riscium, iii, 455, 1792, Brazil ; after Guaperva

lata, LisTEE.

Balistes guttatus, Walbaum, Artedi Pise, in, 467, 1792, St. Vincent; after Stipvisch of

Willughby.
Balistes ciliaris, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 471, 1801, Brazil; after Lister.

Balistes liberiensis, Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen, iv, 9, 1867, Monrovia in Liberia.

•I Balistes powelli* Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1870, 120, Newport, R. I. (young);

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 855, 1883.

Balistes moribundusj CoPE, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. 1871, 479, St. Martins; young.

* Balistes powelli, CoPE. Head 3J in total length; depth 1|. D. Ill, 26; A. 22. Form
elevated, profile convex; scales without prominent .spine.s; 2 or 3 scapular plates; first

dorsal spine rugose, IJ- in muzzle; third dorsal spine well developed. Ashy above, pale
below; sides everywhere with series of longitudinally oval azure spots; dorsal and anal
fina marked with smaller blue spots. (Cope.) Newport, Rhode Island; a doubtful spe-
cies, probably the young of Balistes forcipatus -, in any event a species straying from the
West Indies in the Gulf Stream. The shorter anal is the only evident cliaraVter by which
powelli could be distinguished from forcipatus. (Named for its discoverer, Samuel Powell,
of Newport.

)

t The following is a description of the type of Balistes moribundtis, Cope: Head 2J;
depth IJ iu very young; eye 2 in snout in young. D.29; A. 26; scales about 60. None of
the rays produced (iu the young). Caudal regularly convex, probably concave with age;
first dorsal spine bristly in front ; third spine well developed, much behind second; pel-
vic bone elongate, spinous brliind, its ])osterior part movable, its flap with ray-like spines

;

scapular plates about 4; iinterinr teeth acuminate; cheek scales numerous, rugose, no
naked fissures; anterior protile of head nearly straight; scales rough, their outlines in-
distinct, each with 2 rows of spinules, several in an anterior curved row, and 2 in a
posterior row ; no spines on caudal peduncle; lateral line not evident in the type, prob-
ably appearing with age. Color brown, with many small, pale-blue spots all over sides of
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Subgenus BALISTES.

2118. BALISTES VETULA, LimiJEus.

(Old Wife; Old Wench ; Cochino.)

Head 3; depth If D. Ill, 29; A. 27; scales 63. Lateral line placed as

in Balistes carolinensis, but tho median part, from base of first dorsal to

front of caiidal peduncle wanting in the adult, branch on cheek ceasing

opposite gill opening; cross branch present; ventral llap well developed,

with slender, sharp spines. Scales on head much smaller and more crowded
than those on body ; third dorsal spine rather shorter and weaker than
second, remote from it; caudal fin widely forked, the lobes filamentous

and about equal; dorsal in adult filamentous at tipj anal little elevated

anteriorly. Two curved, strongly marked, bluish, dark-edged bands on
the side of the head, the lower from the angle of the mouth toward the

throat, the upper from above the snout to the root of the pectoral ; the

color i)ersisteut in alcohol; a black, light-edged line, similarly curved

below the eye ; several other similar lines radiating from the eye ; caudal

fin margined above and below with bluish, and with an intra-marginal

bluish band; dorsal and anal fins with transverse bluish bands
;
young with

some irregular oblique black lines following the rows of scales. Tropical

parts of the Atlantic. This species, according to Day, occurs also on the

coast of India, but the Indian form, called Balistes vetitla, has a larger

number of fin rays. Common in the West Indies; occasionally northward
in the Gulf Stream as far as Woods Hole, (vetula, an old woman; a

name commonly used for the species in the West Indies, and^ like vieja,

its Spanish cognate, also applied to certain Labroids.)

auajierva, Marcqeave, Hist. Bras., 163, 1648, Brazil.

Turdrts oculo radiato (the Old Wife) CatesbY, Hist. Carol, pi. 22, 1725, Bahamas.
Balistes vetula, 'LiimJE.vs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 329, 1758, Ascension Island; aiter Balistes

vetula of OSBECK, Iter Chinensis, 294, 1757; Gunxhee, Cat., viii, 215, 1870; Joedan
& Gilbert, Synopsis, 855, 1883.

Balistes bellus, Walbaum, Artedi Pisciuiii, in, 467, 1792, West Indies, after Froyer.
Ghaliosma velata, Swainson, Class' ii Fishes, n, 325, 1839, nfter Vetula; probably a misprint.

Balistes equestris, Gkonow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 31, 1854, American Seas.

668. PACHYNATHUS, Swainson.

Pachynathus, Swainson, Class'n Fishes, ii, 326, 1839 {triangularis=eapistratus)
; not Pachy-

gnatha nor Pachygnathus, both these names earlier used for genera of spiders.

This genus differs from Balistes in the rounded outlines of the vertical

fins and in the presence of spines or tubercles on the scales of the poste-

rior part of the body. Ventral llap small, somewhat movable, its sui^port-

head and body, most of them oblong, most distinct posteriorly, wanting on breast; other
spots distinct on sides of snout; 3 large black blotches at base of second dorsal tin
and 1 at base of first, the latter diffuse, vague dark bands descending from these; dor-
sal and anal with pale spots, none on caudal ; base of i)ectoral dusky. St. Martins Island,
in the West Indies; known from 1 very young example obtained by Dr. von Kijersma;
the above description from this specimen which is probably the young of Balistes forci-
patus, from which only the rounded fins distinguish it; this evidently a character of
immaturity. We are indebted to the kindness of Dr. Edward J. Nolan for an opjiortunity
to examine this and others of Professor Cope's types, (moribundus, causing death.)
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iug spines short and very thick; lateral line reduced to a trace at the

shoulder. From the more closely allied genus Balistai^us, to which most

of the East Indian Balistoids belong, Pachynathus differs chiefly in the

presence of the preocular groove. Species rather few; all of the Pacific

Ocean; 1 ranging to our coasts. (TTtr^t;?, thick; yvdfioi, jaw, hence cor-

rectly written Pachygnatliiis, a name preoccupied.)

2119. PACHYNATHUS CAPISTRATUS (Shaw).

(Pkz Puerco.)

Head 2?
; depth 2. D. Ill, 30 or 31; A. 27 or 28; scales 54 to 64. Body

rather oblong, a groove before the eye. Each scale, for about 9 rows on

the tail and posterior part of sides, with a small, smooth, inconspicuous

tubercle ; about 34 scales in several parallel horizontal streaks in front of

pectoral, a transverse series from soft dorsal to vent ; a few bony scutes

behind the gill opening, 1 of these considerably enlarged. Lateral line

obsolete, reduced to a slender groove on a few scales behind eye. Dorsal

and anal tins rather low, with outlines rounded or slightly angular in front,

the first rays not produced ; caudal double truncate, the angles scarcely

produced. First dorsal spine strung, somewhat roughened. Ventral flap

small, somewhat movable, supported by a few short, thick spines. Uniform

blackish brown; a yellowish ring from middle of upper lip around the

lower jaw; a straight yellow stripe from this ring toward the pectoral,

not reaching the gill opening ; this sometimes absent or indistinct. Two
types of coloration seen by us. Some specimens, probably females,*

are dull olive with darker clouds; no yellow on posterior parts which are

scarcely paler behind; fins all plain olive blackish; streak behind mouth
light bluish,very faint, soon fading after death ; lower lip blue, then golden,

then a blue ring, then yellow, then bluish ; upper lip livid, bluish above.

Other specimens, which are probably males, are dark olive clouded with
darker; posterior half of body deep yellow below median line; tins black-

ish; first dorsal bright olive yellow on membranes; green on caiidal mem-
branes, the rays black; anal reddish; streak behind moiith bright red in

one, whitish in another; upper lip livid bine, then orange, then golden,

then livid, blue, or purplish, then orange, then crimson, then dark. Still

other specimens have whitish marks instead of red. Pacific Ocean ; widely

distributed through the East Indies and on the coast of China; also abun-
dant on the Pacific coast of tropical America from Magdalena Bay to the

Galapagos. The specimens here described from the "\'enados and Crestt)u

islands at Mazatlan, and from La Paz and Chatham Island. Our (male)

specimens agree perfectly with Bleeker's figure drawn from East Indian

examples, (cajiia&atus, bridled.)

LeBaliste hride, Lacep^de, Hist. Nat. Poiss., i, 335, 1798; on adrawingby Cojimebson;
without locality.

Batistes capistratus, Shaw, Gen'l Zool., v, 417, 1804; after LACEPiiDE.

Batistes amhoinensis, Gray, Hardwicke, lUust. Indian Zool., 1834, Amboina.

* The sexual organs in specimens taken at Mazatlan in January are too little developed
to enable us to recognize the distinctions.
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Balistes mitis, Bennett, Proc. Comm. Zoiil. Soc, i, 1831, 169, East Indies ; Gunthek, Cat.,

VIII, 218, 1870.

Pachynathus triangularis, Swainson, Class'n Fishea, ll, 326 1839, Vizagapatam ; after

KUSSELL, pi. 20.

Batistes Mppe, Richabdson, Voy. Sulphur, Fishea, 127, 1843, East Indies.

Batistes frenattis, Richaedson, I. c, 129, 1843, East Indies ; Bleekee, Atlas Ind., pi. 323,

1862.

Batistes schmittii, Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen., xxiv, 37, 1852, Sumatra.

669. CANTHIDERMIS, Swainson.

(SOBACOS.)

Canthidermis, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Class'n. Anim., 11, 325, 1839 (angutosus—maculatus).

This genus differs from Balistes chiefly in having the gill opening sur-

rounded by ordinary scales, there being no developed bony scutes behind

it. Body much more elongate than in Balistes; dorsal spines 3; dorsal

and anal elevated in front; caudal with its angles acute; scales moderate,

not very rough; scales of caudal peduncle unarmed, or with a median
spine; cheeks completely scaled; a naked groove before eye. Species

not well known, inhabiting both Indies. Giiuther places all excei^t C.

aureolns in the synonymy of Canthidermis maculatus. The variation in

squamation and in the number of fin rays shows that at least C. sufflamen

and especially C. sohaco are distinct from C. maculatus. {axavda, spine;

depf.ia, skin.)

a. Scales of trunk each with a median spine or keel; eye moderate, 4 in snout measured
obliquely ; tips of vertical flns moderately produced ; D. Ill, 26 ; A. 24.

SOBACO, 2120.

aa. Scales of trunk without median spines or keel.

6. Dorsal rays III, 27; anal rays 25. Eye large, 3 in snout, measured obliquely;

tips of vertical fins much produced; adult plain brownish, unspotted, but
sometimes clouded with paler. sufflamen, 2121.

t)l). Dorsal rays III, 22 to 24; anal 19 to 2t; scales not very rough; adult with
more or less of blue or pale spots. maculatus, 2122.

hljh. Dorsal rays III, 20; anal rays 17; lower parts spotted with white.

WILLUGHBEII, 2123.

2120. CAXTHIDERMIS SOBACO,* Poey.

(SOBACO.)

Head 4 (in total with caudal); depth 2. D. HI, 26; A. 24. Body com-

pressed; first dorsal spine 7 J in total length ; highest dorsal rayS^; anal

* The following nominal species is probably the young of Canthidermis sohaco

:

Canthidermis asperritnus, Cope.
D. 26; A. 24. Orbit large, 24 in muzzle, 4 in head. Pelvic depth If , humeral 24 times in

total length; anal depth 2| times in the same. The scales possess a convex vertical series
of .short acute spines, with a median large spine directed backward from middle of series.
Its anterior margin is sharp, and its anterior base supported by a number of convergent
ribs. Spines of dorsal .scales have a branch scale at base in front. The cheek scales are
very numerous and not larger than those of body. Dorsal spine strong, stout, with 4 rows
of spinules, smooth behind; no larger caudal spines; caudal fln conve.v, without project-
ing angles; profile nearly straight, interrupted by the convex orbital margin. Color
brown above, yellowi.sh below : 4 longitudinal dark-brown stripes above middle of side,
which break "into spots posteriorly ; 3 brown spots at base of dorsal fin; belly with broad
irregular dark bands; on the caudal peduncle and pelvic region similar broad bands form
a coarse reticulated pattern; tins biown-spotted. Tvpe 3 inches in length. Locality
uncertain, supposed to be from St. Martins, West Tnclies. or from Darien. (Cope.) It
belongs to Division I. A. of the genus of HoUard ; that is, the scapular squamation .similar
to that of the sides, and the third dorsal spine well developed ; the cheek scales not sepa-
rated by naked lissures. {asperrimns, nio.st rough.)

3030 30
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ray 3J; eye 5^ in head, 4 in suout; pectoral short, rounded; caudal me-

sially convex, the points produced and equal ; first dorsal spine over base of

pectoral; distance from tip of snout to tip of pelvis e(|ual to greatest

depth of body; dorsal and anal falcate; scales granulated, those on the

pelvis and base of dorsal and anal longer than broad; those of caudal

region keeled or spinesccnt. Dark brown; vertical fins dusky ; sexes simi-

lar; air bladder large; no pyloric ca-cum. Length 2 feet. West Indies,

rarely north in the Gulf Stream to Woods Hole, Massachusetts, where 2

young individuals, agreeing essentially with Cope's description of C.

aspcrrimus, Avere recently obtained by the U. S. Fish Commission. (Sobaco,

the Spanish name at Havana.)

Balistes sobaco, POEY, Memorias, ll, 324, 1861, Havana.
Balistes asperrimus, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1871, 478, .supposed to be from St.

Martins.

2121. lANTHIDEKMIS SUFFLAMEX (Mitehill).

(SOBACO.)

D. Ill, 27 ; A. 25. Differs from Canthidermis sohaco in the larger eye,

which is 3 in the oblique length of snout. Points of dorsal and anal

longer, that of dorsal 3 in total length; produced tips of caudal longer,

reaching beyond the convex middle of fin. Scales of trunk without
median spine or keel. Body more elongate. Dorsal and pelvic spines

smoother than in C. sohaco; scales generally less rough. Plain brownish;
sexes similar. West Indies; our specimens from Havana. This species

and the preceding are referred by Giinther to the synonymy of Canthi-

dermis maculatus. This reference seems to l)e incorrect. Canthidermis

maoilatus is covered with round white spots; its vertical fins are higher

than in C. sufflamen, and the number of fin rays is much less, {sufflamen,

an impediment; referring to the second dorsal spine, which prevents the

deinession of the first.)

Sobaen, Parra, Dif. Piezas Hiat. Nat. Cuba, 17, f. 10, 1787, Havana.
BalUtes sufflamen, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. T., i, 1815, 467, locality unknown;

said by De Kay to be from the South Atlantic.

Balistes macrops, Poey, Memorias, ii, 326, 1861, Havana.

2122. CAMHIDKUMIS MA( ILATIS (Bloch)

(Ocean Turbot.)

Body elongate. D. Ill, 24 (II, according to Bloch, who overlooked the
third spine; III, 22, according to Gronow); A. 21 (19). Dorsal and anal
fins short and high; body and fins with round blue spots; eye small;

scales without median keel. West Indies. (Bloch.) Not seen by us.

The description of Bloch agrees apparently with the species called Balistes

melanopterus by Cope, who describes a specimen from '^Darien," but
whether from the Colon or the Panama side of the isthmus is not stated;

probably the former. If we can trust descriptions, this species {viacu-

latHS=zmelanoj)tcrus) is closely allied to the one here called Canthidermis

sufflamen, differing in the shorter dorsal and anal and the spotted body.
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Possibly Giinthei- is right iu referring sufflamcn, macrops, oculatus, and
nullnnhheii to tiie synonymy of maculatus, but in that case the variations

in color and in iin rays must be unusually large, {maculatus, spotted.)

llalistes radio dorsale ventralique humilimo, etc., Ghonow, Zoopliyl., 192, 1765, American
Ocean; dorsal rajs HI, 22; A. 19; belly spotted with white.

Balistes maeultttus, Block, Ichthyologia, pi. 151,1786, West Indies (based on a specimen
with D. II, 24; A. 21 ; body and fins spotted with blue) ; Gunthe&, Cat., viii, 213, 1870;

in part.

-Baiistes am«ricanM«, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1472, 1788, America; after Gronow.
Balistes macroptenis, Walbaum, Artedi Pise, in, 465, 1792, America; after Gronow.
>. Balistes oculatiis,* Gray, Hardwicke's Illust. Ind. Zool., Fishes, pi. 8, fig. 1, 1832, India

(young) ; figured by Bleeker, with white spots. D. Ill, 24 ; A. 21.

Balistes rvfus, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 36, 1854, American Ocean. D. Ill, 22;

A. 19; after Gronow.
Balistes longus, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 37, 1854, American Ocean. D. Ill, 24;

A. 21 ; color reddish, paler below ; eye moderate,

Balistes nielanopteriis,\ Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soo. 1871, 478, Darien.
Batistes mactdatus, Day, Fishes of India, 688, 1878,* in part.

2123. CAXTHIDEUJIIS WILLl'GHBEII (Lay & Bennett).

Head I^; dei)th 2^- eye moderate, about 4 iu snout. D. Ill, 20; A. 17-

scales about 63. Body elongate, covered with smoothish scales, those on
caudal peduncle not keeled. Third dor.sal spine small, not far behind
second ; ventfal flap as in Xanthichthys, obscure, immovable, scaled over
in adult. Ja^ys subequal. Dorsal and anal short and high, the longest
dorsal ray 3A iu body, longer than base of fin. Caudal mesially rounded,
with sharp angles. No lateral line. Greenijih, with round bluish spots
from size of pupil nearly to size of eye, on body and bases of vertical fins.

* The following is Day's description of the East Indian species, Ganthidermis oculatus
(Gray ) , to which he gives the name Ganthidermis maculatus. This description apparently
refers especially to Ganthidermis oculatus, but it includes Atlantic specimens, and may be
confused with Ganthidermis sufflamen :

"B. VI. D. Ill, 26 or 27; P. 15; A. 24 or 25; C. 12; scales 46 to 55 ; L. tr. 28; length of
head 3 j to 4, of caudal fin 6J to 7 : height of body 2* to 3 in total length ; eye 2 to 2i
diameters from end of snout and 2 apart. A groove in front of eye. Teeth uneven,
notched. First dorsal fin commences above gill opening, its anterior spine strong and
nearly i as long as head; ventral spine usually movable; posterior edge of caudal convex
or undulated; second dorsal and anal high anteriorly, especially fn adults. Cheeks
entirely scaled; no osseous scutes behind gill opening. Scales rough and granulated, but
without spines or prominent tubercles, except in the immature. Bluish black; young
examples are covered with numerous light blotches, more especially in lower half ofbody,
these spots are less numerous and larger in adults ; doi-sal spine black ; eyes hazel. Indian
and Atlantic Oceans, more especially In their tropical and .subtropical portions ; also the
Pacific, and occasionally on the British coast. It is very common at Madras, attaining at
least 16 inches m length."

t The following is Cope's description of Balistes melanopterus

:

Radii 2. D. 24; A. 21. Diameter of orbit twice in muzzle and teeth; front convex in
profile, head rather acuminate; anal depth 2.66 times in same. Length of head (to
branchial slit) 3.33 in same. Anterior rays much larger than posterior, but not produced
beyond membrane. Extremity of caudal fin slightly rounded. First spinous dorsal ray
as long iis from orbit to rictus oris, rugose, the rugie ahuo.st sninous distally, the points
all directed forward, not outward, as in B. asperrimus. Third spine we'll developed.
.Scales with 3 rows of spines on posterior and 4 on anterior part of body. On the former
1 anterior is prominent and directed backward, some 10 rows being most marked; they
disappear toward other parts of the bodv, and the smaller spines become tubercles. The
whole surface of the scale is covered with these, and the radiating ridges which converge
towards them. Scales on scapular region very small. Pelvic plate narrow, without
joint, cheek scales in transver.se series. Post-pelvic rays indistinct or wanting. Color
blackish above, brown below, spotted except on head and anterior part of back with pale-
brown spots smaller than pupil ; unpaired fins uniform black, Darien. Length 4 inches.
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Size large. East Indies; once doubtfully recorded from Acapnlco. Very-

close to Canthidennis maculatus, if really diftereut. It lias still fewer fin

rays if the figure of Bleaker and the description of Lay & Bennett can be

trusted. (Named for Francis Willughby, the learned author of Historia

Piscium, inl686.)

Balistes willughheii, Lay & Bennett,* Zoology of Beechey's Voyage, 68, pi. 21, fig. 2,

1839, Acapulco.

? Balistes maculaUis, Bleekee, Atlas Iiid., pi. 218, fig. 4, 1862, East Indies ; not of Bloch.

670. XANTHICHTHYS, Kaup.

Xanthichthys^ QLaw) Richardson, Encyclopedia Britanuica, Ed. xu, 313, 1856 (cM>«,sia-

vicus)

.

Body oblong, covered with moderate-sized smoothish scales, those on

posterior part of body usually with blunt keels ; no eulargod scutes behind

gill opening; no lateral line, or ouly a trace at the shoulder; a groove

before eye; 3 to 5 narrow grooves on the cheek. Caudal peduncle deeper

than broad; dorsal spines comparatively small, 2 only; soft dorsal and

anal moderately elevated, the tips acute; caudal lunate; mouth small,

placed high, the teeth as in Balistes; the lower jaw much projecting;

ventral Haps undeveloped, immovable, and scaled over. Cliielly American

;

2 species known; allied to Canthidennis, but differing in several regards,

especially in the grooved cheeks, projecting chin, and fewer dorsal spines.

{^avSoi, yellow; Ix^iv'i, fish, which is not true of any species; possibly

Xanthium, the cocklebur; z'^Qr'S, fish, was intended.)

* The following i.s the full text of the description of Lay & Bennett:
" Bal. oblongo-ovalin, infra confertim albido guttatus; squainis lateralibus posticisque

subspiuosis; pinuis dorsali sucunda analique elevatis, triangularibus; caudali triloba.

D. 3, 20; P. 14; V. — ; A. 17 ; C. 12, Plate xxi, tig. 2. Guaperva. lonija, etc, Will., Ichth.
App., p. 21, tab. r, 20 ; Ray, Syn. Pise, p. 48. Prickle or longest File-fish, Grew, Rav., p. 113,

tab. 7. Hab. iu Oceano Pacifico, propo Acapulco. A speciimn of this fish was preserved
by Captain Belcher, R. N., and presented by him to the Museum of the Zoological Society.
Its form is more elongated than is usual among its congeners, its height being less than i
of its total length. Its surface, as in other i^-pocies of Balistes, is divided into compart-
ments, of which those behind the gill openings on each side are not evidently larger than
the adjoining ones, their distinct ion in this part Iieing very faintly marked': each of the
comjiiirtments ]Mistirior to tlic jxctoral tins, cxci-)iting those of the'back and licUy, is fur-

uished, toward its uuti-ridr )i;ni, w itli a sliort «iiitish, somewhatspinoiis, tulii-rclc, din'cti'd
backwards. On tlie fail these tubercles toriii 9 rows, but none of tliciii is sulticieiitly

strong to deserve tlie name of spines, and they can only be regarded as representing the
strong armature of this part iu some other species. The total length is 11 inches, of which
the caudal fin occupies 2 inches. From the tip of the nose to the anterior part of the
orbit the distance is If inches; the diameter of the orbit, | of an inch; the anterior ray
of the first dorsal fin, 1 inch in length, is placed 1 inch behind the orbit; length of the
first dorsal, 1 inch; between it and the second dorsal, IJ inches; length of second dorsal,
2 inches, that of its fourth ray being 2J inches; from its termination to the base of the
caudal, li inches; length of the outer ray of the caudal, 2 inches, of the middle rays, 1|;
from the base of the caudal to the anal tin, 1 J inclies; base of the anal fin, IJ inches, its
fourth ray being 2 inclies in length ; hence to I lie \ entral, which is J of an inch in length,
IJ inches. The pectoral fins are moderate, 1 inch iu length by 5 in their greatest breadth.
The greatest height is above tbe ventral fin; it is here SJ inches; tlie depth across the
tail is 1 inch. The only distinct mention of this fish which we liave met is contained in
the works of Willughby, Rav, and Grew, whose several figures and descriptions rest all
apparently on a single specimen, existing in their time In the Museum of the Royal
Society. Of the identity of our species with theirs it is almost impossible to entertain a
doubt. The synonyms quoted from them are referred by Bloch and succeeding writers to
the Balistes maculatus, Bloch, a species ditt'eringin various respects, and particularly by
its greater comparative breadth, its longer dorsal and anal fins, and the larger number of
rays in these tins.' (Lay .V I'.i-nnett.)

j Xdiithirlithjix. Kaup: M:irkcd furrows on the face; 2 rays in the first dorsal ; no shields
behind the gilL o])eiiiiig; 1 species, X. curassavicus. (Richardson, I. e.)
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a. Cheek with 3 grooves; scaly basal part of dorsal and anal red; sides with distinct

lines of purplish spots. eingens, 2124.

aa. Cheek with 5 narrow grooves; scaly basal part of dorsal and anal black; sides

without distinct stripes or lines of dots ; scales of posterior part of body obscurely

tuberculate. mento, 2125.

2124. XAMHICHTIITS R1\GEXS (Linna3us).

(CoraTYO.)

Head 3; depth 2. D. II, 31; A. 28; P. 14; scales 38. Body oblong, its

depth at amis \ less than at pelvis; eye very high, 5 in head, 3 in snout

to tips of upper teeth; preocniar furrow moderate ; lower jaw much longer

than upper; no enlarged plates behind gill oi)ening; cheek with 3 oblique

naked stripes like scars from gill opening to chin ; dorsal si^ines 2, the first

very large; soft dorsal moderately elevated, its longest ray \ length of

base of fin; anal similar, the margin little concave; caudal lunate, its

angles well marked; ventral and dorsal spines not very rough; vertical

diameter of scales double the longitudinal; median tubercle present only

on the tail. Color clear violet, the stripes on cheeks violet black; body
with interrupted longitudinal lines formed of a large violet point at

each intersection of scales ; fins of the ground color ; upper and lower

borders of caudal violet red, the posterior edge blood red; a narrow yel-

low streak along front of other fins; scaly sheath at base of fins red.

West Indies and southward ; recorded from Mauritius
;
probably widely

distributed. Length 10 inches, {r'mgens, snarling or showing the teeth.)

Balistes rijii/CHS, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 329, 17.58, no locality; Mas. Adolph. Frid., 1,

58. D. Ill, 29; A. 26; "lateribus capites triplicates;" Glnther, Cat., vni, 221.

Cucuyo, Pahra, Dif. Piezas, etc., Cuba, 19, 1787, Havana; after Linn.t.ds.

Balistes curassavicus, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., i, 1472, 1788, Curassavia (Curasao) ; after

Gronow.
Balistes notatus, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 36, 1854, both Indies.

Balistes nitidvs, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 36, 1854, American Ocean.

Balistes lineo-punctalus, Hollard, Ann. Sci. Nat. 1854, 4th Series, Vol. I, G5, Bourbon
Island.

Balistes cicatricosus, Poet, Memorias, n, 327, 1861, Cuba.

Balistes heckeli,* J. W. von MUller, Reisen in Vereinigten Staaten, Canada und Mexico,

1, 182, 1864, Mexico.

XantJiichthijs cicatricosus, Poey, Synopsis, 435, 1868.

* Balistes heckeli, von Miiller, is apparently a species of Xanthiehthys, and is probably
identical with X. ringens. The original description is very imperfect and reads as follows

:

"Der zweite Fisch gohiirt dem Genus Balistes an, dessen Charaktere in Folgendem
bestehen: Acht Ziihiie in jertiT Kinnlade, zwei Riickentiossen, von welchen die erste aus
eiu Oder zwei hiiinerartineu Stacheln besteht, die sie in eine Rinne auf dem Kiipfe nieder-
legen konnen, die z\\ eitv abi r weich ist und iiber der Afterflosse steht; die Bauchflossen
feblen und smd dnrih ein iihnliclies Horn wie das auf dem Riicken ersetzt.
"Uie gegenwiirtige Species, welche ich ebenfalls mit Strangen von Fucus pyriferus

auftischte, ist prachtvoll ultramarinblauauf dem Riicken, welches nach der Unterseite in
Weiss iibergeht; auf der Oberseite mit gelbrothen, nach dem Bauche blassziegelroth
werden den Flecken ; sammtliche Flossen und Scbwanz lebhaft ziegelroth ; die wach vorn
mit starken Sagezahnen versehenen Horner dunkel graublau ; das Auge feurig rostbraun,
wird lebhaft und intelligent bin- und herbewegt. Bru,st- und Afterflossen betindeu sich
bei diesem Fisch in einer fortwahrendauserordentlichraschen, zitterend Bewegung. Ich
habe die Species meinen beriihmten, zu friih dahin geschiedenen Freunde Heckel zu
Ehren Balistes heckelii genannt."

(J. W. von Miiller, Reisen in den Vereinigten Staaten, Canada und Mexico, i, 182, 183,
1864.)
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2125. XANTHICHTHYS MEXTO (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3^; depth 2f. D. II-I, 29; A. I, 26; scales 37, 23 in an oblique

series upward and forward from front of anal. Body oblong, elliptical,

slightly heaviest forward; dorsal and ventral outlines similax, neither

much arched ; body not strongly compressed, its greatest thickness a little

less than i its greatest depth; mouth very small, terminal, higher up
than usual, nearly in line of axis of body, the chin protruding beyond it;

width of mouth from angle to angle about e(|ual to diameter of eye.

Lower jaw the longer, its teeth slightly directed backward; upi)er jaw
with its teeth directed slightly forward, shutting outside of the lower

teeth. Teeth pale brownish, somewhat unequal; lower teeth wedge-

shaped, broadest and nearly truncate at tip ; teeth of upper jaw obliquely

truncate, slightly emarginate, the outer angle pointed and projecting;

about 8 teeth in outer row; the mouth so closely shut that the inner row
can not be seen; eye small, high, and well back, its diameter contained

nearly twice in interorbital width, 3 in snout ; a groove in front of eye below

nostrils, about as long as diameter of eye ; 5 narrow grooves on cheek below

eye, extending from near mouth backward toward base of pectoral.

Height of gill opening slightly greater than diameter of eye, its lower

edge opposite middle of pectoral. Scales of body comparatively small,

not very rough; scales of belly somewhat reduced in size, arranged in

oblique series running downward and backward from pectoral region,

these forming a contrast in direction with scales of sides; scales on caudal

peduncle without keel or spines, similar to those on rest of body ; scales

on posterior portion of sides slightly carinate, forming low ridges along

rows of scales. Gill oj)ening surrounded by small scales and without

larger plates. First dorsal spine very robust, placed somewhat behind

eye, its height a little more than twice diameter of eye, the deep dorsal

groove as long as spine; second spine short and slender, its length about

equal to diameter of eye ; third dorsal spine wholly wanting ; soft dorsal

rather high, its longest rays more than \ length of base of fin, 1| in

head; anal similar, its base a little shorter, a few series of small scales

covering base of each fin ; caudal moderate. Innate, its depth from tip to

tip more than its length, and \\ times in length of head. Caudal peduncle

subterete, deeper than broad; ventral spine slightly movable; j)ectoral

short, rounded, less than \ length of head. Coloration in spirits, dark

olive above, rather pale below, the skin between scales somewhat darker;

scaly basal part of dorsal and anal abruptly black ; membrane of these

lins yellowish, the tips dusky; scaly base of caudal dark brown, the

medial part lighter brownish ; a lunate band at tip yellowish; pectorals

olivaceous. Rocky Islands oft" the west coast of Mexico, not common;
close to Xanthichthys rhigens. Length 1 foot, (mento, having a long chin.)

Balistes mcnto, Jordan & Gilbert, Pi-oc. U. S. :N'at. Miia. 1881, 228, Clarion Island,

Revillagigedo Group. (Type, No. 28387. Coll. Lieut. H. E. Nichols.)
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671. MELICHTHYS, Swaiuson.

Melichthys, SWAINSON, Class. Anim., ii, 325, 1839 {ringens, Block ; uot of Linnaeus).

Melanichthys, Gunther, Cat., viii, 227, 1870; corrected spelling.

This genus differs from Balistes chiefly in the presence of a series of even,

white, incisor-like teeth, instead of the irregular incisors of Balistes. The

tail is unarmed or the scales slightly keeled ; a groove is present before the

eye below tbe nostrils, and the cheeks are wholly scaled. The vertical

fins are augulated, but not produced in lilaments; ventral flap small,

immovable, and covered with rough scales. Tropical seas. ( //f'Aa?, black

;

iX^vg, flsh.)

a. Dorsal Hpines 3, soft rays 34 ; anal rays 32. piceus, 2126.

aa. Dorsal spines 2, soft rays 32 ; anal rays 29. bispinosus, 2127.

2126. MELKHTHYS PICEUS (Poey).

(Galafate; Black Oldwife; Calafate.)

Head 4 in length to end of middle of rays of caudal. D. Ill, 34 ;
A. 32

;

scales about .53; eye 4 in snout, as long as preocular furrow; dorsal spines

3; caudal truncate with its points produced for a distance i length of fin.

Blue black, a sky-blue band along bases of dorsal and anal; a white band

along posterior edge t)f caudal parallel with the border. (Poey.) West

Indies and southward ; not very common ; very likely identical with the

East Indian species, which has been wrongly identified by authors as

Balistes Imniva, ringens, or niger. If the species are identical the name

piceus should apparently be retained, as none of these earlier names was

intended for this fish, {piceus, pitcli-black.)

Balistes nigra, Osbeck, Iter Chinensia, 295, 1757, Ascension Island ;
pre-Linna-an

;

called

Balistes ringens after Linn^us in later or post-Liuuaean editions.

Galafate, Parba, Dif. Pieza.s, etc., 18, 1787, Havana.

i Melichthys ringens, Bleekeb, Atlas. Ind. Ichth., V, 108, pi. 220, fig. 1, 1862, East Indies;

not Balistes ringens Linnaeus.

Balistes piceus, Poey, Proc. Ac. ISIat. Sci.Phila. 1863, 180, Cuba.

? Balistes buniva, GOnther, Cat., vui, 228, 1870; not of Lacepede.

? Balistes niger, GiJNTHEK, Fishes Zanzibar, 135, pi. 19, fig. 1, 1866, not of Mungo Park nor

of HoUard.

2127, MELICHTHYS BISPINOSUS, Gilbert.

Head 3f ; depth 2. D. II, 32 ; A. 29 ; P. 15 ; scales 52. Lower jaw but little

protruding in open mouth; 8 teeth in each jaw, the 2 anterior of which

are broad truncate incisors without notch; 3 lateral teeth in lower jaw

conspicuously notched, the anterior angle projecting; in the upper jaw

the posterior tooth is truncate, entire, and the other 2 lateral teeth but

slightly notched; teeth in lower jaw each with a strong horizontal back-

ward process; eye 5 in snout; length of anteorbital groove! eye; width

of gill slit * snout; distance from end of dorsal groove to soft dorsal 2i in

snout; first dorsal spine very heavy, its tip curved backward, its length

i head, the front and sides of spine rugose, but not spinous, the ru-

gosities coarser in front and above; second dorsal spine very slender,
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f height of first; no trace of a third spine, the membrane extending

almost to posterior end of groove, the length of its base about \ snout;

second dorsal and anal not falcate, the upper outline straight, the fins

becoming uniformly lower posteriorly ; caudal fin slightly convex behind,

the tips produced for a distance about equal to diameter of orbit
;
plates

very rough, with broken ridges radiating from base, essentially similar

in shape on sides of body and head, showing no tendency to coalesce

on cheeks; 8 raised lines formed of rough median crests on the plates

on posterior part of sides, the crests not bearing distinct spines; several

enlarged plates immediately behind the opercle, each with centrally

radiating lines; pelvic spine very rough, as well as the membrane imme-

diately behind it. Color, very deep cobalt blue in life, becoming uni-

formly black in spirits; a narrow light blue line along bases of dorsal and

anal, becoming white in spirits ; caudal with an intramarginal black band,

edged posteriorly with a very narrow white line. Very abundant at

Clarion and Socorro islands. {Mspinosus, having 2 spines.)

MelicMhys bispinosus, Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mua. 1890, 125, Clarion and Socorro

islands, of the Revillagigedo Archipelago. (Coll. Albatross.)

Family CLXX. MONACANTHID^.

(The Filk Fishes.)

Body much compressed, covered with very small rough scales, forming

a velvety covering; males sometimes with spines on the caudal peduncle.

Upper jaw with a double series of incisor-like teeth, 6 in the outer, and
4 in the inner series; lower jaw with 6 similar teeth in a single series;

first dorsal with a single strong spine and generally a rudimentary one

behind it; second dorsal long, similar to anal; ventral tins reduced to a
simple osseous, fixed or movable, small appendage at the end of the long

pelvic bone; this appendage often rudimentary or entirely absent; no
barbel; vertebne 7-|-ll to 14=18 to 21. Genera 6 or more; species about

50. Herbivorous shore fishes of warm seas, closely allied to the Balistidw,

differing chiefiy in having the first dorsal represented by a single spine,

behind which is sometimes a rudiment; scales small, spinigerous, the skin

mostly rough velvety. The species are mostly small in size and are not

used as food, having little flesh and that of a bitterish taste. (Genus Mo7i-

aeanthus Giinther, Cat., viii, 229-254, 1870).

a. Pubic bone with a small spine at its end
;
gill opening sbort, nearly vertical ; dorsal

and anal moderate, each of leas than 40 rays.

b. Pelvic spine movable.

c. Dorsal spine not barbed, its edge merely rough. Cantheeines, 672.

cc. Dorsal spine armed with .strong retrorse barbs, usually in 2 series.

MONACANTHUS, 673.

bb. Pelvic spine fixed; dorsal spine with about 4 series of small barbs.

PSEUDOMONACANTHUS, 674.

aa. Pubic bone without spine at its end, gill opening long, oblique; dorsal and anal

long, each of 40 or more rays ; dorsal spine without barbs, inserted above the

orbit. Alutera, 675.
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672. CANTHERINES, Swainson.

Cantherines, Swainson, Class'u Fishes, II, 327, 1839 {nasutus = sandwichensis)

.

? Acanthoderma, Agassiz, Poiss. Fossiles, Vol. 2, 251, 1843 (ovale; fossil ; name preoccupied)

.

Liomonacanthus, Bleeker, Ned. Tydskr. Dierk., Ill, 11, 1866 (pardalis).

Cantliorhinus, Gill; corrected spelling.

This genus difters from Monacanthus cliiefly in the ahsence of barbs on

the dorsal spine, which is long, strong, and placed over the front of the

eye. Scales minute. Species few. {xdvQoi;, ass, or more likely dxavQa,
spine; piv, snout.)

a. Dorsal I, 35; A. 31. pullus, 2128.

aa. Dorsal 1, 38; A. 34. carol.3?,, 2129.

2128. CANTHERINES PI LUIS (Kanzani).

(Ll.JA COLORADA.)

Depth about 2. D. II, 35; A. 31. Body moderately' elevated; snout

moderately produced, the upper profile slightly concave; posterior mar-

gin of eye directly above axil. Adults (12 inches long) with 2 to 6 pairs

of strong recurved spines on each side of tail ; caudal short ; dorsal spine

nearly straight, rather shorter than head, without barbs, serrulate in

front, situated above front of eye; skin with a velvety appearance; the

scales minute. Coloration variable, generally with a whitish spot behind

the last dorsal ray, and several more or less distinct pale longitudinal

bauds along tail; head with undulated bluish streaks; body sometimes

with scattered round light spots, each with a dark speck in the center;

young sometimes uniform silvery; color probably varying with surround-

ings. Reaches a weight of 6 pounds. (Giinther.) West Indies and coast

of Brazil, occasionally north to southern Florida; specimens from Bahia

examined by us, brown in color, without markings. Identified by Giin-

ther with the widely distributed East Indian species, Cantlurines pardalis,

perhaps correctly, but the color seems different, {pullus, dusky gray.)

Lija colorada, Parka, Dif. Piezas, etc., pi. 23, 1787, Cuba.

Monacanthus pullus, Eanzani, Nov. Comm. Act. Sci. Inst. Bonon., v, 4, pi. 1, 1842, Brazil

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 858, 1883.

Monacanthus macrocerus, Hollaed, I. c, ii, 327, pi. 12, fig. 1, 1854 ; adult, Bahia ; body

covered with rounded spots, size of eye.

Monacanthus ruppelH, Castelnau, Anim. Am. Nouv. Amer. Sud, Poiss., 97, pi. 47, fig. 2,

1855, Bahia; D. II, 35; A. 30; body with orange spots.

Monacanthus irroratus, Poey, Memorias, II, 330, 1861, Cuba; cheeks with oblique orange

streaks; body with longitudinal brown streaks and pale spots.

Monacanthus stratus, Pc^Y, Memorias, ii, 329, 1861, Cuba ; 6 spines on each side of tail.

Monacanthus parraianus, Poey, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 185, Cuba ; after Lija

Colorada of Parra ; 4 spines ou each side of tail.

Monacanthus punctatus, Poey, Synopsis, 437, 1868, Cuba; no stripes on sides of cheek;

spots on body yellow.

Monacanthut pardalU, GOnther, Cat.,vin, 230, 1870; in part, probably not of EOppell.

2129. CANTHERINES CAROLiE, Jordan & McGregor, new species.

Head 3i^; depth 2. D. I, 38; A. 34; eye 5+. Body elliptical, com-

pressed; anterior profile somewhat concave, oblique; mouth small; teeth

large, white, and irregular; gill opening somewhat in front of j)ectoral,
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its lengtli 2,\ in bead ; dorsal spine very stout and straight, everywhere

rough, but without distinct barbs, 1^ in head; dorsal rays 2 in head; anal

ray 2 in head; caudal short and rounded, If in head; pectoi'al 2\'\\i. head;

pelvic l)one with ventral spine firmly attached, the latter with about 10

radiating spinules; ventral tiap little developed; caudal peduncle with 4

strong, bluntish spines, turned forward and arrayed in 2 pairs, 1 above

and 1 below the middle line. Color dull grayish olive; head finely

sjieckled with darker; fius all jiale; lips whitish. Islands oif the west

coast of Mexico; 1 specimen about 7 inches long from Clarion Island.

(Named for Mrs. Charlotte McGregor, mother of Eicbard C. McGregor.)

Cantherines carolce, Jordan & McGregor MS., Clarion Island. (Type, No. 11995, L. S.

Jr. Univ. Mas. Coll. K. C. McGregor.)

673. MONACANTHUS, Cuvier.

Monaeanthus, Cuvier, Efegne Animal, Ed. i, 152, 1817 (chinensis).

Trichodcnna, Swain-sox, Class'n Fishes, etc., n, 327, 1839 (scap'us=Balisteherisse, Lac6pede).

Stephanole2)is, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 78 (seti/er).

Body short and deep, very strongly compressed, covered with minute,

rough scales. Mouth very small; upper jaw with a double series of
incisor-like teeth, usually 6 in the outer and 4 in the inner series; lower
jaw with about 6 incisors in a single series; teeth connivent, unequal

;

gill opening a small slit, shorter than the eye, nearly vertical below the

posterior part of the eye, and just in front of upper edge of pectoral.

Dorsal spine large, armed with 2 series of retrorse barbs, and no con-

spicuous filaments; second dorsal and anal fins similai^to each other, of

about 25 to 35 rays each; caudal fin moderate, rounded; pelvic bone with
a blunt, movalde spine, the bone connected by a movable fiap of varying
size; side of tail often Avitb a patch of spines, especially in the males.

Vertebra- 7+ 11 to 14= 18 to 21. Species very numerous, in warm seas,

most of them reaciiing a smnll size. All are lean fishes with leathery skin
and bitter flesh, unsuited for food, (//oj'o?, one; axavOa, spine.)

MoNACANTHUS

:

a. "Ventral flap in the adult greatly developed, extending much beyond the ventral

spine; adult with 2 or 3 pairs of recurved spines on caudal peduncle; young
without these characters, similar to young of Stephanolejns.

b. D.I, 30; A. 30. Color very variable. Ciliatus, 2130.

StEPHANOLEPIS (<rT6'<|)Oi'OS, CroWU; \enCs, SCille) :

aa. "Ventral flap, even in adult, moderately developed, not reaching beyond pelvic spine

;

no recurved spines on caudal peduncle.

c. Dorsal and anal each with 30 to 32 soft rays.

d. Depth more than J length of body. hispidus, 2131.

dd. Depth less than i length of body. spilonotus, 2132.

cc. Dorsal and anal each with about 27 soft rays. opposiTUS, 2133.

2180. MONOCANTHUS CILIATUS (Mitchill).

(Leather Pish; Lija.)

Head 8i; depth IJ; young U. D. I, 30; A. 30; scales very small, with-
out median crest. Spines becoming longer on caudal peduncle, which
has in addition 2 or 3 pairs of strong spines curved forward, these prom-
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inent only in adults; ventral flap longer than head, ahont i length of

body. Scales on ventral flap developed as flat plates, with their free mar-

gins pectinate. Snout pointed, the upper profile concave. Dorsal spine

Strong, nearly as long as head, armed behind with 2 rows of retrorse barbs

;

ventral spine small, rough. Color varying very much with the surround-

ings of the fish, from dull olive gray to the most vivid grass green; the

markings not well defined and not very constant; green, with white cirri

on sides ; a whitish longitudinal cloud behind pectorals ; a pale band down-

ward and forward from eye ; lower side of head with darker cross bands

;

dorsal and anal pinkish, with (usually 3) darker spots at base; ventral

flap edged with scarlet; car.dal greenish, mottled with darker and pale;

some specimens show nelthur red nor green shades, and have vague, dusky,

longitudinal stripes. West Indies and Florida; very aljundant about the

Florida Keys, with M. hisjndus. The young of the 2 very much alike, but

ciliaius is always more elongate, and as it grows older the pelvic flap grows

much larger and the armature of the tail more distinct. Length 4 to 8

inches, (ciliatua, fringed with lashes.)

Balistes ciliatus, Mitchill, Amer. Monthly Mag. and Crit. Eev., March, 1818, 326, Bahama

Straits.

Monaeanthus piraaea, Kntse, Novara Fische, 396, 1867, Rio Janeiro.

Monacanthusoccidentalis, Gunther, Cat., vni, 237, 1870, Puerto Cabello; Jordan & Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 856, 1883.

Monaeanthus davidsoni* Cope, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. PhDa., xiv, 1870, 476, Florida Reef;

Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 857, 1883.

Monaeanthus ciliaius, Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 145.

2131, MOXACAXTHUS HISPIDUS (LinnfBus).

(Fool Fish; File Fish; Leather Fish; Horny Cony; Lija.)

HeadSf; depth If. D. I, 32; A. 32. Young slightly deeper (U) pro-

portionally than adult. Body rather deep. Jaws subequal; eyes large,

about 3 in snout. Gill opening about as long as eye, separated from the

eye by an interspace nearly equal to its length. Anterior profile slightly

concave. Dorsal spine somewhat shorter than snout, more than + head,

inserted above posterior part of eye, stout, rough, armed behind with 2

rows of retrorse barV)s ; first ray of soft dorsal often filamentous in the

adult (male?), its length varying from that of snout to that of depth of body

(longest among specimens seen by us is 1 from the Canary Islands); pec-

torals small. Pelvic bone long, ending in a short, blunt, movable spine,

beyond which the abdominal flt.p does not extend. Scales minute, each

with a crest of about 3 prickles, those on caudal peduncle villous, those on

ventral flap larger, elongate; no naked areas; no recurved spim-s on tail.

Grass green or olive; back and sides with faint, irregular whitish spots;

head plain; spinous dorsal and caudal green; second dorsal and anal

* Depth 2i. D. I, 30; A. 28. Scales with 3 scutes on a common hase; long, slender,

recurved spines on tail, in 2 or 3 clusters each : sides with slender scattered hlaments.

Dorsal spine with strong teeth, its height h depth of body; pelvic plate elongate, spinous

all iironnd. Brown, with 5 longitudinal bands with pale centers the upper and lower

forming 3 dark blotches at base of dorsal and anal; head unspotted; caudal with a brown

cross band. Florida Eeef. (Cope.)
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translucent; adult less variegated ; dull olivaceous, mottled with diisky.

Length 10 inches. Cape Cod to Cuba, abundant on our South Atlantic

coast and the Florida Keys; also found southward, through the West
ludies to Brazil, a large specimen from Bahia having been examined by us.

It occurs also in the Canaries and Madeira. This species has been identi-

fied by Gunther with the East Indian species, Monacanthus setifer, Bennett

(1830), but that species seems to have the dorsal spine weaker, rather less

than i head. (Mspidtis, bristly.)

Balittes hispidus, Linn^us, Syat. Nat., Ed. xii, 405, 1766, Carolina; -Tordan, Proc. T. S. Nat.

Mus. 1884, 145.

Balistes broccwt, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc, I, 1815, 467 New York.

Monacanthus filamentosus, Valenciennes, lies Canaries, 95, 1836, Canaries; .idult.

Monacanthus gallimtla, Valenciennes, lies Canaries, 95, 1836, Canaries; young.

Monacanthus varius, Ranzani, Nov. Comm. Bonon., v, 6, 1842, Brazil.

Monacanthus massachusettensis, De Kay, N. T. Fauna: Fishes, 337, pi. 57, fig. 187, 1842,

Massachusetts Bay: Stober, Fishes Mass., 174,1846.

Monacanthus setifer, De Kay, N. T. Fauna: Fislies, 337, pi. 59, fig. 194,1842, New York
Harbor; probably not of Bennett; Gunther, Cat., viii, 240, 1870, in part.

Monacanthus signifer, Stoker, Synopsis Fishes N. A., 497, 1846, Massachusetts; substi

tute for tetifer, preoccupied.

Monacanthus auriga, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1850, 253, Madeira.

Stephanolepis setifer, Gn,L, Cat. Fishes East Coast K. A., 7.S. 1861.

Monacanthus brocciis, Jokdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 856, 1883.

2132. MONAfAMHUS SPILOXOTUS, Cope.

Depth 2i. D. I, 32; A. 31; scales each supporting a pedicle, whoso
summit divides into 4 or 5 radiating spines. Body elougate, outline of

front straight ; dorsal spine long, with simple teeth, 4i in length of body

;

dorsal and anal fins medially elevated; no brush or spines on caudal

peduncle. Pelvic shield elongate, spinous all around, the movable portion

present. Light brown; some longitudinal lines just below the dorsal fin,

the median developing a dark spot below middle of soft dorsal. Gulf of

Mexico. (Cope.) Not seen by us. Perhaps the young of ^. 7(i8j>w?MS, but

moreelougate than any specimens seen by ns. (^ttzAoS, spot; j^&ro?, back.)

Monacanthus spilonotus. Cope, Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. Phila., xiv, 1870, 476, Gulf of

Mexico (Coll. Capt. Baker) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 857, 1883.

2183. MONACANTHUS OPPOSITUS, Poey.

Depth about i of total length. D. I, 27; A. 27; P. 12. Preanal flap not

extending beyond pelvic spine; profile of head not concave; dorsal spine

over posterior part of eye; spine smoothish in front, with 2 rows of barbs

behind. Ventral spine not "etalec;'' anal inserted a little before second

dorsal; dorsal and anal highest mesially. Scales on tail with brush-like

spines. Color yellowish brown, with dark points forming irregular, inter-

rupted longitudinal streaks on sides. Length about 6 inches. Cuba.
(Poey.) Not seen by us. Apparently similar to Monacanthus his2}idi(s, but

the fins shorter, (oppositua, opposite, from the position of the dorsal aud
anal.)

Monacanthus oppositus, PoET, Memoriae, ii, 331, 1801, Havana.
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674. PSEUDOMONACANTHUS, Bleeker.

Pseudo7nonaeanthus, Bleekee, Nedrl. Tydskr. Dierk., iii, 1866, 11 (macrurus).

This geuus differs from Monacanthns chiefly in having the ventral spine

immovably attached to the pelvic bone. The dorsal spine has usually

about 4 rows of small barbs, the anterior edge as well as the posterior

being armed. Species chiefly East Indian. (^£u5?)j, false; Monacanthua.)

2134. PSEUDOMONACANTHUS AMPHIOXTS (Cope).

Head 2f ; depth 2. D. I, 35; A. 30. Eye moderate, 3 in snout (in young

individual 2^ inches long). Scales each with a single spine; no larger

spines or brush on caudal peduncle. Dorsal spine strong, inserted over

front of eye, 1^ in head, its anterior face with 2 rows of small spinules

directed downward, and a single median series directed upward; near the

base of each spine of lateral series is a short branch spine directed upward;

a very weak series of spines down each side of the posterior face. Gill

opening slightly oblique, below posterior part of eye. Pelvic plate short,

without movable portion, with 2 spines directed forward, 2 backward, and

3 on each side upward; A'entral flap inconspicuous. Color uniform dull

olive, the belly more silvery; caudal peduncle mottled with darker; fins

plain. Known from 2 young specimens collected at St. Martins Island,

West Indies, by Dr. Van Rijgersma. The above account taken from one

of the types kindly sent us bv Dr. Edward J. Nolan. The species is a true

Pseudomonacanthiis. (dyW0?, all around; oqu?, sharp.)

Jlonacanthus amphioxijs,CoPK, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. Phila. 1871, 477, St. Martins.

675. ALUTERA, Cnvier.

(File Fishes.)

Les Aluteres, CcrviEE, Rfegne Anim., Ed. i, 153, 1817 {monoceros).

Alutei-a, Agassiz', Spix, Pise. Brasil., 137, 1829 {monoceros).

Ceratacanthus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Kat. Phila. 1861, 57 (aurantiacus)

.

Aluteres, Alutanut, etc., corrected spelling.

Osbeckia, Jordan & Eveemanx, Check-List Fishes, 424, 1896 (scripta).

Body oblong or rather elongate, strongly compressed, covered with

minute, rough scales. Mouth and teeth essentially as in Monacanthns, but

the lower jaw more projecting, so that the lower teeth are directed

obliquely upward and backward. Gill opening an oblique slit, longer

than eye, situated below and in advance of eye, its posterior end behind

base of pectorals. Pelvic bone long, falcate, movable under the skin,

without spine at its extremity. Dorsal spine small, inserted over the eye,

rough, but without barbs ; soft dorsal and anal long, each of 36 to 50 rays;

caudal fin convex; pectorals small. Species numerous, (a privative,

Xvri'fp, a deliverer; or (according to Dumcril) aAovroi, unwashed,

sordid.)

CeEATACANTHUH (icepas, horn ; aKav<Ta, spine) :

a. Dorsal rays I, 36.

b. Anal rays 38; coloration nearly uniform. schcepfii, 2135.
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bb. Anal rays 38; body covered with small, round dark-brown spots.

PUNCTATA, 2136.

aa. Dorsal rays about I, 46; anal rays about 50.

OSBECKIA:*

c. Caudal tin elongate, with rounded angles. Coloration not nnil'orm, the head and body

with irregular blue spots and lines, besides small round black spots ; upper pro-

file of snout concave. scripta, 2137.

Alutera :

cc. Caudal fin short, subtruncate, with acute angles. Coloration uniform ; upper pro-

file of snout convex. monoceeos, 2138.

Subgenus CERATACANTHUS, Gill.

2135. ALUTERA S('H(EPF1I (Walbaum).

(File Fish; Orange File Fish; Lijaj Fool Fish.)

Head 3| in length ; depth 2 in adult to 2J in young. D. I, 36 ; A. 38.

Body growing deeper with age, the outlines more convex in the adult.

Eye small, about 4 iu snout. Gill slit nearly twice as long as eye, its

upper posterior edge nearly under middle of eye. Anterior profile very

slightly convex, growing steeper with age; a slight depression at hase

of upper jaw. Pectoral fins scarcely i longer than eye; dorsal spint'

slender and weak, longer in the young, 2 to 3 times length of eye ; dorsal

and anal fins low; caudal very long in young, becoming shorter in adult,

its angles rounded. Scales minute, shagreen-like, uniform over body.

Coloration nearly uniform dirty olive gray, varying to orange yellow, often,

especially when young, mottled above with darker bluish or dull orauge

;

caudal sometimes dusky, edged with white, usually dull yellowish in the

adult. Length 24 inches. Cape Cod to Florida and Texas; rather fre-

(luent on sandy shores, especially iu the Caroliuas. A large, lank fish, of

unattractive form and useless as food. (Named for Dr. Johaun David

Schopf, an excellent botanist and an acute observer, sent as a surgeon with

the Hessian troops on Long Island in the war of the American Eevolution.

)

BaUstes schmpfii, Walbaum, Artedi Piscium, 461, 1792, Long Island; after .Schcepf, Ber-

lin Ges. Ifiiturf., vni, 186, 1788.

BaUstes aurantiacus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. T., l, 181.5, 468, New York
;

adult.

Alutera ctispicauda, De KAY, New York Fauna: Fishes, 338, 1842, New York
;
young.

Aluterus holbrooki, Hollaed, Ann. Sci. Nat., iv, 7,1855, North America.

Alutems cultrifrons. Hollaed, Ann. Sci. Nat., Ser. 4, IV, 8, pi. 1, flg. 2, 1855, " New York
and Bahia."

CeratacaiUhiis aurantiacus. Gill, Cat. Fishes East Coast N. A., 57, 1861.

2136. ALUTERA PUXfTATA, Agassiz.

(Long Mixgo.)

Head to upper end of gill opening 3|^ in length; depth 2^. D. I, 36; A.

35; orbit ii in head to upper cud of gill opening; length of gill opening

3; caadal 2| in body; base of dorsal 3. Profile concave; lower jaw much

* Named for Per Osbeck, a student of Linna'us and an excellent ichthyologist, who col-

lected in China, his Iter Chinensis first published in 1757.
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projecting, teeth in a single series in each jaw ; eye \\, its diameter below
dorsal outline of body; dorsal spine (broken) situated over middle of eye

a little nearer soft dorsal than tip of snout; b;ise of soft dorsal slightly

shorter than that of anal; pectoral short, eijual to gill opening, its base

under posterior \ of gill opening and anterior margin of eye ; caudal i^edun-

cle2^ times longer than eye; caudal long and rounded behind. Color in

spiiits, slaty brown, darker above, covered with small round dark-brown
spots, about \ as big as pupil ; snout dark ; dorsal and anal dusky ; caudal

black. West Indies to Brazil, replacing A. sdiwj^fii southward. Here
described from a specimen from Jamaica about 9 inches in length.

Alutera pxmctata, Agassiz, Pise. Brasil., 137, pi. 76, very bad, 1829, Brazil; Castelnau,
Aniui. Nouv. Rares., 96, 1855; Jordan &. Ruttee, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1896, 127.

?lfonacan<AMSpwHc<a/!/.s, GUNTHEE, Cat., Tin, 254, 1870.

Subgenus OSBECKIA, Jordan & Evermann.

2137. ALUTERA SCRIPTA (Osbeck).

(Unicokn Fish; Lija Tkompa.)

Depth 3 to 3i. D. I,44to48; A. 47to52; vertebrie7-f 14. Body oblong,

its depth being nearly equal to distance of hind margin of orbit from
extremity of snout. Snout produced, with the upper profile concave.

Dorsal spine long and slender, above middle of orbit, about IJ in head.
Middle of gill opening in advance of middle of eye

;
pectoral fin below

posterior part of eye; caudal fin elongate, nearly as long as or longer than
head, rounded; dorsal and anal fins low; ventral spine none. Head and
body olivaceous, with irregular light-blue spots and curved streaks ; besides

these, numerous round black spots about as large as pupil ; dorsal and anal

yellowish; caudal reddish; skin finely velvety. Length 2 to 3 feet. Trop-
ical seas, conuuon in the West Indies, occasionally northward to South
Carolina; also occasionally taken about the islands off the west coast of
Mexico; specimens before us from Clarion Island of the Revillagigedo

Archipelago, and from the Venados at Mazatlan. Apparently the Ameri-
can species is not distinct from the East Indian form. Should difterences

appear on comparison of specimens ours should stand as Alutera la'cis

(Bloch). (scripius, written, from the form of markings.)

Unicormi jnsceg hahamensis (the Unicorn Fish), Catesby, Hist. Nat. Carolina, etc., li, jil.

19, 1737, Bahamas.
Balistes seriptus, Osbeck, Iter Chin,, i, 144, 1757, China.
Balistes monoceros, var. scrip«ws, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1463, 1788; after Osbeck.
Lija trompa, Pauha, Dif. Piezas Hiat. Nat., 46, pi. 22, fig. 1.

Balistes Icevis, Bloch, Ichthyol., ix, 82, pi. 414, 1795, Morocco ; Tranquebar.
Balistes ornatus, Marion de Proc;^, Bull. Soc. Philom., 131, 1822.

Aluteres pareva. Lesson, Voy. Coquille, Zool., 106, 1828.

Monacanthus prohoscideus, Eanzani, Nov. Comm. Ac. So. Inst. Bonon., 1842, 8, Brazil.

Aluterus venosus, Hollaed, Ann. Sc. Nat., Ser. 4, rv^, 1855, 14, pi. 1, fig. 3, New Ireland,

Bismarck Archipelago. (Coll. Lesson & Garnot.)

Alutera picturata, Poet, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 183, Cuba.
Monacanthus seriptus, Gunthee, Cat., viii, 252, 1870.
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Subgenus ALUTERA.

2138. ALUTEllA MOXOCEROS (Osbeck).

(LiJA Barbuda.)

Depth 2\ to 2f . D. I, 48 ; A. 50 ; vertebra} 7 + 13. Body oblong ; snout

produced, -with upper profile convex. Dorsal spine slender, short, not

i longer than eye, above middle of orbit. Lower part of gill opening

in advance of eye; pectoral fin below posterior part of orbit. Caudal fin

subtruncate or double concave, with acute angles; much shorter than

head, and shorter than its own peduncle ; dorsal and anal fins low ; ven-

tral spine none. Skin finely velvety. Color uniform brownish olive, or

grayish, finely mottled with darker, the region below dorsal with faint

dusky spots amid paler reticulations. AVest Indies ;
' also recorded from

the East Indies and Japan, where it is said to be rare and to be used as

food, {monoceros, the unicorn; /.lovoi, one; xepag, horn.)

Oapriscus tnurium dentibun miniitis, Klein, Ichth. Missus, ni, 25, 1742, pi. 3, fig. 9, very bad,

no locality.

Balistes mo7ioceros, OsBECK, Iter Chineusis, 110, 1757, Asia; LiNX.EUS, Syst. Nat., i, Ed.x,

327, 1758 ; after Osbeck.

Balistes oblongiusculus, etc., Gronow, Zoopliyl., No. 193, 1765, Indian seas.

Lija barbuda, Parra, Dif. Piezas Hist. Nat., 48, pi. 22, fig. 2, Havana.
Balistes kleinii, Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1788, Indian seas; alter Gronow aud Klein.

Balistes barbatus, Walbadm, Artedi Pisciurn, iii, 4G4, 1792; after Klein.

Balistes monoceros, var. unicolor, Bloch &. Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 463, 1801 ; after Gmelin.

Balistes serraticornis, Fr^minville, Nouv. Bull. Sc. See. Philom., No. 67, 249, pi. 4, tig.l, 1813.

Aluteres berardi, Lesson, Voyage Coquille, Zool., 108, pi. 7, 1828, New Guinea.

Alutera cinerea, Temminck it Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Pois8., 292, pi. 131, fig. 1, 1847,

Japan.

Alutarius aniphaeanthus, Bleeker, I. c, 23, pi. 2, fig. 5, East Indies.

Alutarius obliteratus, Cantor, Malayan Fishes, 353, 1850, Pinang.

Balistes lingtiatula, Gronow, Cat., Ed. Gray, 35, 1854, Indian seas ; after Balistes oblongi-

usculus, etc., of Gronow.
Aluterus anginosus, Hollard, Ann. Sci. Nat., iv, 1855, 11, East Indies.

Balistes unicornus, Basilewsky, Nouv. Miira. Soc. Nat. Moscow, x, 263, 1855, China.

Alutarius macracaiithus, Bleeker, Verh. Bat. Gen., Balist., XXIV, 22, pi. 3, fig. 6, 1862, East

Indies.

Alutera guntheriana, Poey, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1863, 184, Havana.
Monacanthus monoceros, Gunther, Cat., viii, 251, 1870.

Suborder OSTRACODERMI.t

(The Trunk Fishes.)

This group includes those Plectognaths which are without spinous dorsal

and which have the body inclosed in a 3-angled, 4-angled, or 5-angled box

or carapace, formed by polygonal, bony scutes, firmly joined at their

* The American species seems to be identical with the East Indian Alutera inonoceros.
Should differences appear on comparison of specimens, the former should apparently
stand as Alutera guntheriana, Poey.

t For an excellent review of the species of this group, see Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.
1879, 261. See also Hollard, "Monographic de la famille dcs Ostracionides," Anuales Sci.

Nat. 1857.
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edges, and with distinct teeth in the jaws. There is hut 1 family, the

Osiraciida;, a singular offshoot from the Sclerodermi. (odrpaKov, a hard
shell, like that of an oyster; 8i)pf.ia, skin.)

Family CLXXI. OSTRACIIDAE.

(The Trunk Fishes.)

Body short, cuboid, tri(|netron8 or pentagonal, covered by a carapace

formed of firmly united polygonal hony patches, the jaws, bases of the

fins, and caudal peduncle free and covered by smooth skin. Mouth small

;

each jaw with a single series of long, narrow teeth. Maxillaries and pre-

maxillaries firmly united. Gill opening a nearly vertical slit, below and
behind the eye. Dorsal fin single, short, without spine ; anal short, sim-

ilar to dorsal ; candal rounded ; no ventral fins ; vertebr;e 14, the anterior

9 elongate, the last 5 extremely short; no ribs. Genera 3; species about
20, all of the tropical seas, living near the bottom in shallow waters.

The species of this group are so singular in appearance and so easily

preserved that they have been common in collections ever since the col-

lecting of tropical curiosities began. The 4 American species were well
known to Artedi and Linna?us. "The locomotion of the trunk fishes is

very peculiar. The propelling force is exerted by the dorsal and anal

fins, which have a half rotary, sculling motion, resembling that of a screw
propeller; the candal fin acts as a rudder, save when it is needed for

unusually rapid swimming, when it is used as in other fishes; the chief

function of the broad pectorals seems to be that of forming a current of

water through the gills, thus aiding respiration, which would otherwise

be difficult on account of the narrowness and inflexildlity of the branchial

apertures. When taken from the water, one of these fishes will live for

2 or 3 hours, all the time solemnly fanning its gills, and when restored to

its native element seems none the worse for its experience, except that, on
account of the air absorbed, it can not at once sink to the bottom " (Goode.

)

{Schrodermi, group Ostraciontina, Giiuther, Cat., ^'iii, 255-268, 1870.)

a. Carapace forming a contijiuoiis bridge behind the anal fin ; ventral surface not cari-

nate ; caudal rays 10.

b. Carapace triquetrous, or 3-angled, a median dorsal ridge pud a ridge on each

side of belly prominent ; ridge on each side of back obsolete or -wanting.

Lactopheys, 676.

676. LACTOPHRYS, Swainson.

(Three-angled Truxk-fishes.)

Ostracion, part, Linnaeus, Syst. Xat., Ed. x, 330, 1758 (many species; first restricted by
Swainson to 4-angIed forms, cubicus taken as type).

Lactophrys, Swainson. Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, n, 194, 324, 1839 (trigonus, etc. ; restricted

to species trigonal, -with spines).

Rhinesomus, Swainson, Xat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, 11, 194, 324, 1839 {triqrieter).

Ostracion, Kaup, Archiv Naturg. 1855, 214 (triqueter; restricted to trigonal forms, the

4angled forms being named Oibolion).

Acatithostracion, Bleekek, Atlas Ichthyol., V, 27, 1862 (quadricomis).

Lcetophrys, Bleeker, Atlas Ichthyol., v, 27, 1862; corrected spelling.

Chapimts, Jordan & Evebmann, CheckList Fishes N. and M. A., 424, 1896 (bicaudalis).

3030 31
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Trunk-tislies with the carapace S-angled, the ventral surface flat or con-

cave, never carinate ; carapace closed behind the anal fin
;
carapace with

or without frontal and abdominal spines ; dorsal rays 9 or 10 ; caudal rays

always 10. This genus contains 5 species, 4 of them American, and differs

from the Old World genus Ostracion only in the form of the carapace. The

median dorsal ridge of the carapace is nmch more developed than the

others, so that the body is 3-sided and 3-angled, instead of 4-8ided and

4-angled, as in Ostracion. Although this character is a striking one it is

uot one of high structural importance. Hollard and Bleeker have dis-

carded it as being of no real systematic value. All writers agree that the

species of the group are most closely related, and that the relations of

the species are closer than they appear. We think, with Dr. Goode, that

the shape of the carapace affords " the most reliable guide in the arrange-

ment of the species of the genus," and we think it not improper to accord

generic distinction to the 3-angled species, as distinct from the more spe-

cialized 4-angled forms. (Shortened from Lactoria, a milk-cow, dil>pvi,

eyebrow, from the projecting horns of Lactopltrys trico)-nis.)

RHINESOMUS (plvr), file; aCi/j-a, body) :

a. Carapace without spines anywhere. triquetee, 2139.

aa. Carapace with distinct spines, at least on the ventral ridges behind.

6. Frontal spines none.

Chapinus (Ghapin, the Spanish name)

:

c. Carapace open behind the dorsal fin ; body everywhere with round dark

spots. BICAUDALIS, 2U0.

Lactophrys:

cc. Carapace clo.sed behind the dorsal fin ; body mottled with paler.

TBIGONCS, 2141.

ACANTHOSTRACION (a.<avda, spine ; otTTpaKiov, a little box)

:

6b. Frontal region with 2 strong spines like horns. TEICOENIS, 2142.

Subgenus RHINESOMUS, Swainson.

2139. LACTOPHRYS TRIQUETER (Linuieus).

(Trunk-fish ; Rock Shellfish; Drunken-fish ; Chapin; Plate-fish.)

Head 4; depth 2j^; eye 8 to 9 in total length, 4 to 4^ in height of side.

D. 10; A. 10; P. 12; scales 9. Carapace trigonal, without spines; breadth

equal to } length of body in adults, greater in young. Ventral surface of

carapace convex anteriorly, concave posteriorly. Back elevated, com-

pressed, sides joining at an angle of about 30 degrees. Carapace con-

tinuous behind dorsal fin. Interorbital space concave. Upper surface of

snout concave. Teeth long, spike-like, 8 to 10 in each jaw. Scales of the

sides hexagonal, in young with stri* radiating from center to angles of

each scale, in adult armed simply with tubercles, 9 to 10 in longitudinal

series from gill opening to tail, 8 in median line of ventral surface, 8

between ventral keel and angle of Itack
;
posterior dorsal scute unarmed.

Branchial aperture oblique, its length greater than diameter of eye,

descending before base of pectoral. Fins obtusely rounded; caudal of

moderate length and rounded. Dark brown, thickly studded with cir-

cular spots of yellowish white, each about ^ of an inch in diame-
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ter ; the position of these spots appears to have no relation to the shape
of the plates of the carapace; ventral surface lighter and spotless; epi-

dermis often abraded, leaving the shell uniform tawny white; lips,

bases of the tins, and tail stem brown like the ground color of the body.
Ill dried specimens the epidei-mis dries and loses its ccdor, and th(i shell

shows through with a lighter shade. Giinther states that the lips, roots
of the lins, root of the tail, and tip of the caudal are black. (Goode.)
Length 10,^ inches. Young in life, light olive, covered everywhere above
and below with round darker spots of greenish blue about as large as

pupil; lins plain; caudal peduncle with a few spots. West Indies, north
to the Bermudas, Key West, and Pensacola; very common in the Tropics;
a sluggish fish living on the bottoms about reefs, feeding on minute ani-

uials. {triijueler, three-angled.)

Ostrcicion pohjodon inermis tiiijuetei; Linnaeus, Museum Adolpbi-Frederici, i, 60, 1754,

India.

Ostrncion triqueter, LlNN^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 330, 1758, India ; after Mus. Ad. Fr. ; GiJN-
THEK, Cat., vin, 256,1870; Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 271 ; Jordan & Gilbeet,
Sj-nopsis, 965, 1883.

Ostraeion* concatenatiis, Bloch, IcbthyoL, pi. 131, 1785, Martinique
; on a painting by

Plumier.

Subgenus CHAPINUS, Jordan & Evermann.

2140. LACTOPHRYS BICAUDALIS (Linnaua).

(Chapin; Spotted Tkunk-fish.)

D. 10; A. 10; P. 12. Ostracions with trigonal carapace and with flat

prominent spine on each ventral ridge. Breadth of body less than i its

length without caudal. .Space between eyes concave. From the median
dorsal line the sides of the back descend rapily, curving outward slightly.

Caudal fin rounded. Color yellowish, with numerous small, round, brown
spots on carapace, tail, and caudal fin. Length 16 inches. West Indies,

generally common, from Cuba to Ascension Island; not yet recorded from
Florida, (bicaudalis, two-tailed; that is, with 2 spines below the tail—
"spinis subcaudalibus 2.")

Oeti-acion triangulatus tubercuUs hexagonis radiatis, etc., Artedi, Genera, 57, 1738, India.

Ostraeion bicaudalis, Linn.«:us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 330, 1758, India ; after Artedi
; GOnther,

Cat., vin,. 257, 1870; PoEV, Repertorio, n, 442; Goode, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 274.

Subgenus LACTOPHRYS.

2141. LACTOPHRYS TRIG0\C8 (Linnajus).

(Common Trunk-fish
; Chapin; Shellfish.)

Head 4 ; height of sides 2. D. 10 ; A. 10. Body rather sharply 3-angled

;

no spine before eye. Each ventral ridge with a large flat spine; dorsal

ridge high and sharply compressed, descending rather rapidly forward, and
ending opposite posterior margin of orbit ; carapace open behind the dorsal

* As Bloch says distinctly that his account of Ostraeion concatniatns is based on a figure
by Plumier, the name should apparently not be used for an East Indian species, but is
probably a synonym of triqueter.
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fin. Olive tiiay ; a very faint blue spot in the center of eacli of most of tlie

scales; nostril in a yellow spot; boundaries of upper scutes blackisb, of

lower bluish ; outlines of various scutes behind gill opeuing black, form-

ing a dusky area, especially distinct in the young ; a similar smaller dusky

area on side on level of eye ; iris yellow ; fins all pale olive ; vent yellow

;

belly light olive, outlines of the scutes bluish ; base of pectorals yellowish.

Length about a foot. West Indies ; very common as I'ar north as Bermuda

and Key West, occasionally northward in the Gulf Stream (Holmes Hole,

Mass., Storer; Woods Hole; Chesapeake Bay, Lugger). All 4 of our siie-

cies occur in the harbor of Parii, in Brazil. This species and others are

said to utter grunting sounds. ( r/aeZj, three ;
• yovoz, angle.

)

Ostracion triangulatus leriibis figurararuin hexagonarum eminentihus, etc., Artedi, Gen-

era, 50, 1738, Jamaica; seen by Artedi in the collection of Sir Hans Sloane and in

the Nagg's Head Inn, London.

Ostracium trigonns, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 330, 1758, India ; after Artedi
; GOnther,

Cat., vni, 256, 1870 ; Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 276.

Oitracion yalei, Storer, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., I, 1837, 353, Holmes Hole, on Marthas

Vineyard.

Lactophrys ovicei)S, Kaup, Archiv Naturg. 1855,218; specimens with 10 dorsal rays, Lin-

naeus having given by error "D. 11 " in the original description of O. trigonns.

Ostracion undulatus, Poey, Synopsis, 441, 1868, Havana.

Ostracion expansum, Cope, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 1870, 474, figs. 9-10, St. Martins, "West

Indies.

Lactophrys trigonus, I'oey, Memorias, ii, 362, 1861.

Ostracium trlgonum, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 853, 1883.

Subgenus ACANTHOSTRACION, Bleeker.

2142. LACTOPHRYS TRICOUNIS (Linnaens).

fCuCKOLD; TORO ; COW-FISH.)

Head 4f ; depth 21. D. 10; A. 10. Carapace trigonal; adults with a

broad loAv ridge on each side of the back, the dorsal ridge more elevated

than in the young, which are somewhat tetragonal. Ventral surface

nearly flat; angles of body carinate ; a stout spine directed forward over

each eye; abdominal spines flat, directed l>ackward; a median dorsal

8i)ine said to be sometimes present, never persistent, none in our speci-

mens; bridges behind dorsal and anal each ending in a flat spine; caudal

peduncle with or without a free plate * above or below ; carapace closed

behind dorsal fin. Color lu'owu, yellow, blue, or green, with irregular

blue blotches, the centers of the scutes often lighter than the margins.

Young, light gray, tinged with olive ; lielly white ; head and carapace with

round sjjots of rather light blue, these sometimes forming more or less inter-

rupted longitudinal stripes; about 4 of these stripes on cheek; tail above

with blue, brown-edged spots ; dorsal olive, its base blackish ; caudal olive,

edged and mottled with light blue ; anal similar
;
pectorals olive. Length

18 inches. Tropical parts of the Atlantic; very common from Carolina to

Brazil, ranging northward in the Gulf Stream to Charleston (Goode) and

Chesapeake Bay (Lugger); occasional about the shores of the Gulf of

* "Ont of 14 siiecimens examined 5 had plates above and below, 1 had 2 above, and 6

had none. " (Goode.)
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Mexico, at Pensacola and Galveston ; also ranging eastward to Guinea and
tlie Cape of Good Hope. It is rarely brought to the markets, hut is said

to he a good food-fish when baked in the shell, {ivea, three; corn us, horn;

the name refers to the 2 frontal horns and to the supracaudal plato,

figured by Lister as an erect spine, the figure apparently based on a speci-

men with the plate torn loose at one end.

)

Piscis triangularis capiti cornutus cui e media cauda cutanea aruleus longus erigittis, Lister,

in "Willughby, Hist. Pise, Appendix, 19, 1686, localitj- not givep. .

Ostracion triangulatus andeis duobus in capite et unico longioro superne ad caudaum,
Aetedi, Genera, 56, 1738 ; after Lister in Willughby. 7 ->'

Ostracion triangulatus^^duobus acvleis in fronte et totidem in imo ventre irttbc(pa3algsqu£

-*fnT«, Artedi, GenenTpSe, 1738; specimens seen in London at the house of Mr. Lill,ja

and in the Nagg's Head Inn.

Ostracion tricornis, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat.,Ed. x, 331, 1758; after Aktedi.
Ostracium quadrieornis,* Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 331, 1758; after Artedi; GCn-

THEK, Cat., VIII, 257, 1870; GOODE, Proc. tJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 278.

Ostracion listeri, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., i, 408, 1798; after Willughby.
Ostracion sexeornutus, Mitchill, Amer. Monthly Mag., II, 1818, 328, Mouth of Mississippi

River.

Ostracion maculattis, Hollaed, Ann. Sci. Nat. 1857, 149.

Ostracion guiiieens-is, Bleeker, Ned. Tydskr. Dierk, ll, 298, Guinea.

Ostracion gronovii, Bleeker, Ned. Tydskr. Dierk, ii, 298.

Acanthostracion polygonius, Poey, Enumeratio, 175, 1876, Cuba.

Ostracium quadricorne, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 854, 1883.

* Concerning the nominal species of this type, Dr. Goode remarks :
" I have never seen

more than one species of this type, and the synonymy at the head of this notice expresses
the views of the majority of ichthyologists as well as mj' own. It seems only fair, how-
ever, to quote the opinion of Dr. Bleeker. 'It appears to me very evident,' wrote he,
'that there are at least 5 species of triangular (or rather pentagonal) Ostracions with
frontal and preanal .spines. Of these this (O. quadrieornis) is tlie one longest known, and
may be easily distinguished by the nearly vertical profile of the head as well as by the
strong spine which terminates the postcro-siiperior dorsal plate. The other species
resembling '/wa<//u'0)'?iis are Oatraciun KatitrnittJnix lUeeker, Ostracion tricornis'L. (^Ostra-
cion mac ulatus Jio\\s.rA), Ostracion gri'iiniii I'.U . k( r, and Ostracion guineensis ^\ee.^eT,
but none of these exhibits the remarkalilc i liainc iir of the postero-snperior dorsal angle
developed into a spine. Ostracion notacanth ii.-i is characterized by the presence of a spine
upon the dorsal crest, by its oblique profile, and by the hexagonal or irregular black ring
with large yellowish center which is plainly visible upon eacli plate of the back and the
flanks ; while Ostracion gronovii is easily recognized by the greater length of the frontal
and preanal spines, by the absence of the median dorsal spine, and by the very oblique
profile of the snout. Ostracion tricornis Linn., which appears to be identical with the
species described by Hollard as Ostracion maculatus, is marked by its nearly vertical
profile and by longitudinal lirown bands u])on the cheeks. Ostracion guineensis'is marked
by the subve'rticiil jirolile <if Oxfracion tricornis, but has cheeks without bands, and the
plate of tlio cara]iaiu orniiiiHiiii'd w itli acentral ocella of i)earl color or blue.' The pres-
ence of plates upon the caiiilal induncle is apparently accidental. They may possibly
have some relation to sex, but certainly none to age. Out of 14 specimens examined 5
had plates above and below, 1 had 2 above, and 6 had none. In none of the specimens can
I distinguish traces of the spine in the middle of the dorsal ridge mentioned by Dr. Giin-
ther. The color of young specimens is well described by Giinther; the bands on the
cheek are, however, of a bright blue. Adult specimens are colored in a rich bright blue
or green, lighter in the center of each hexagonal plate, giving the appearance of annular
markings, which quickly vanish after death. In some individuals the color is worn
from the ridges of the carapace, leaving patches of light brown. Bleeker claimed for his
species, Ostracion notacanthus, a peculiar system of coloration, but it is in nowise different
from that of the ordinary tj'po of Ostracion quadrieornis. ' The largest specimens are 21
inches long. " If Dr. Goode is riglit in referring all these forms to one snecies, it should
be called Lactoph ri/s tricornis. The only doubt .seems to be in regard to 'Lactophrys nota-
canthus, which looks to us like a different fish.

1 "Mais en outre le systeme de coloration de I'espeee que jo crois nouvelle est tr^s
different, chaque bouclier de la tote, du dos et des flancs etant orn6 d'un anneau violet oa
noiriitre d'une forme hexagone, pentagone, quadrangulaire, ou meme ronde, et k centre
large orange ou rougeatre. On ne voit rien de pareil sur le corps du quadrieornis. Puis
encore, la queue est brunfttre et a taclies JaunAtres et les pectorales out iin rayon de plus.
Je nomme cette espfece nouvelle Ostracion notacanthus. " M6moiro sur les Poisaons de la
Cote de Guin6e, par P. Bleeker, p. 21.
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Suborder GYMKODONTES.

Plectognatlis without a si)inous dorsal, -with the body sliort and with

the belly inflatable; the scales typically spiniform, with root-like inser-

tions (archetypically rhomboid), and with the jaws in an enamel-like

covering enveloped without distinct teeth. This group contains degraded

Plectognaths which have lost the scales, spinous dorsal, and distinct

teeth. In the extreme forms the pelvis, ribs, and caudal vertebra? are

also lost, the species deiiending on their dermal armature, leathery skin,

or inflatable belly for protection from enemies, while little power of

active movement remains. (;'i;/n'oc:, naked; oSouj, tooth.)

a. Pelvis and ribs obsolete.

h. Caudal region normally developed, witb a caudal peduncle.

c. Upper and lower jaw each divided by a median suture: maxillaries and

dentaries each curved outward behind the preraaxillaries ; ethmoid

more or less projecting in front of frontals ; postfrontals extending out-

ward at least as far as frontals.

d. Vertebne comparatiyely few, 15 to 21 in number;* dorsal and anal

short, of 7 to 15 r.ays.

e. Frontal bones articulated with the snpraoccipital and postfrontals

confined to the sides; ethmoid short, narrow, little promi-

nent to view above; vertebrai few; head broad; nostrils

various. Tetraodontid^, clxxu.

ee. Frontal bones separated from the supraoccipital by the post-

frontals which meet in the middle ; ethmoid prominent above,

enlarged and narrowed forward ; snout pointed ; dorsal and

anal very short; nostrils obsolete.

Canthigasterid;e, clxxhi.

cc. Upper and lower jaw each undivided, the premaxillary and dentary bones

coosifled into sutureless arches ; maxillaries extended laterally behind

;

body covered with stout, rooted spines. Diodontid.e, clxxiv.

hh. Caudal region of body aborted, the body truncated behind the dorsal and anal;

jaws each without median suture. Molid^, clxxv.

Family CLXXII. TETRAODONTIDiE.

(The Puffehs.)

Body oblong or elongate, usually little compressed, sometimes very

broad ; liead and snout broad ; belly capable of great inflation ; skin scale-

less, usually more or less prickly, the spines or prickles usually weak and

movable, not rooted; in I genus {Ep]u])inon) the skin is armed with bony

scutes forming a sort of carapace, approaching that seen in Ostracion: each

jaw confluent, forming a sort of beak which in each jaw is divided by a

median suture; maxillaries curved outward behind the premaxillaries

;

lips full; nostrils various. Spinous dorsal and ventral fins wanting, the

tins composed of soft rays only ; dorsal fin posterior, opposite and similar

to anal; caudal fin distinct, no ventral fins, the pelvic bone undeveloped;

no ribs; pectoral fins .short and broad, the upper rays longest; caudal fin

and its vertebr;e normally developed. Medifrontals articulated with the

* The Ohonerhinidce of the East Indies have vertebras 29 : D. 32 to 38 ; A. 28 to 32.
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supraoccipital, the postfrontals confined to the sides, ethmoid more or leas

projecting in front of frontals; postfrontals extending outward as far as

frontals; prosethmoid short and narrow, little prominent to view above;

vertebnu few, 7 or 8 + 9 to 13. Gill openings small, phiced close in front

of pectorals; air bladder present. Genera about 10, species about 60,

inhabiting warm seas; fishes of sluggish movements, noted for their habit

of filling the stomach with air. When disturbed they then float on the

surface belly upward. Not used as food, the flesh being ill flavored and

reputed poisonous. (Te<?-o(7on/iHrt, part, Giinther, Cat., viii, 270-316, 1870.)

TETBAGDONTIX.E :

a. Frontal bones expanded sidewise and forming the lateral roofs of the orbits, the

postfrontals limited to the posterior portions. Species chiefly marine.

6. Nostril on each side witli 2 distinct openings; frontal region longer than broad.

c. Dorsal and anal fins compar.itively long, falcate, each of 12 to 15 rays;

caudal lunate; vertebra- about 8 4- 13:= 21: nostrils sessile, or nearly so,

not forming a distinct papilla ; mucous tubes on upper part of head and

on sides of body very conspicuous. Lagocephalus, G77.

ec. Dorsal and anal flns comparatively short, rounded, each of 6 to 8 rays;

caudal usually rounded ; vertebraj about 8 + 10=: 18; nostrils at the

summit of a hollow, simple (or lobed) papilla; mucous tubes incon-

spicuous. SPHEROniES, 678.

hh. Nostril on eacli side with a bifid tentacle without distinct opening; frontal

region broader than long ; fins and vertebrae as in Spheroides. Ovoides, 679.

COLOMESIN^

:

aa. Frontal bones narrowed and excluded from the orbit, the postfrontals being elon-

gated and projected forward and connected with the prefrontals; dorsal and

anal fins short, rounded ; snout very obtuse ; vertebras 8 + 11 = 19 ; nostrils

(probably) as in Spheroides. Fluviatile species. Colomesus, 680.

677. LAGOCEPHALUS, Swainson.

Lagocephalus, Swainson, Nat. Hist, and Class'n Fishes, 11, 194, 328, 1839 (pen7ianti=

lagocephalus).

Physogaster, Mullee, Abhandl. Akad. "Wiss. Berlin, 252, 1839 (1841) (lunaris) ; name pre-

occupied.

Gastropht/sus, MOller, Wiegmann's Archiv, rx, 1843, 330 (lunaris).

Let Promecocephales {Promecocephalus), Bibron, Eevue de Zoologie, 279, 1855 (argentatus).

Tetrodon. Gill, Cat. Fish. East Coast N. A., 15, 1873 (Icevigatus) ; not of Linn^us, as prop-

erly restricted.

Body comparatively elongate; skin smooth or variously prickly, the

prickles most developed on the abdomen; abdomen capable of very great

inflation. Dorsal and anal rather long, falcate, of 12 to 15 rays each;

caudal lunate. Nostril without distinct papilla, each one with 2 distinct

openings; mucous tubes 011 upper part of head and on sides of body very

conspicuous. Lower side of tail with a fold. Species reaching a rather

large size, chiefly tropical, one of them, Lagocephalus lagocephalus L., reach-

ing the coasts of southern Europe. Vertebra^ in increased number (about

8 + 13=21). The increased number of vertebra:' and of rays in the verti-

cal fins mark a transition toward the allied family, Chonerh'midie, in which

there are about 29 vertebra^ the dorsal rays about 35, the anal 30. {Xdyo';,

hare; xE^aX^), head, from the incisor teeth.)

a. Body elongate; head 3J in length: depth 4^. l.evigatds, 2143.

aa. Body stout; head 2i in length; depth 3J. PACHYCEPHAlus, 2144.
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2143, lAGOCEPHALUS LEYIGATUS (Linu.xus).

(Smooth Tuffee.)

Head Sir; depth U. D. 14; A. 12. Eye large, silvery, 2 in snout. Body
elongate, tail slender, a fold of skin on its lower edge on each side. Inter-

orbital space flat, shorter than snout, 1^ in eye. Belly covered with large,

sube(inal, 3-rooted spines, well separated, no smaller ones intermixed ; hack

and sides smooth. Gill opening midway between snout and front of dorsal.

Dorsal ;ind anal fins large and falcate, the last rays rapidly shortened;

height of dorsal If in head; caudal fin lunate, the longest ray li in head.

Olive green above, sides and below lusti-ous silvery white; no distinct

markings. Length 2 feet. Cape Cod to Brazil; common southward ; rather

rare north of Cape Hatteras. (Uevigatus, smoothed.)

Oitracion cathetoplateo ohlongus, Artbdi, Genera Pise, genus 58, species 13, 1738; after

Orhis lagocephalus, Grew, etc.

Tetrodon Icevigatus, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xii, 411, 1766, Charleston, South Carolina

(Coll. Dr. Garden) ; Gunther, Cat., vni, 274, 1870.

Tetrodon curvus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Philos. Soc, 1, 1815, 474, New York
;
young.

Tetrodon onathematicus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Philos. Soc, i, 1815, 474, New York.

Holacanthus melanothus, Gronow, Syst. Nat., Ed. Gray, 24, 1854, Carolina ; based on Tetra-

odon Icevigatus of Linnreus.

Tetrodon lineolatui, Poey, Synopsis, 432, 1868, Cuba
;
young.

Lagocephalus Icevigatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 860, 1883; Jordan & Edwards.
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 232.

2144. LAGOCEPHALUS PACHYCEPHAtUS (Ranzani).

(Jug-fish.)

Head 2^; depth 31; eyeSf. D. 14; A. 13; P. 17. Body heavy, tapering

from middle of head backward; snout blunt; length of caudal peduncle

equal to head in front of middle of pupil. Vertical diameter of eye * of

horizontal diameter. Interorbital space slightly concave, 2 in distance

from end of snout to middle of pupil ; distance between eyes equal to

snout. Gill opening vertical, broader than base of pectoral. Nuchal cross

line of mucous pores halfway between snout and origin of dorsal, and ^
the distance to base of caudal. Dorsal and anal alike and opposite, both

somewhat falcate, the last ray altout 4| in longest, which is 1§ in head;

pectoral very broad, the margin oblique, slightly sinuous, lowest ray f
longest, which is as long as snout, 2 in head, the fifth ray from bottom

shortest. Upper and lower rays of caudal slightly produced, middle rays

even, upper lobe larger, as long as caudal peduncle, 11 in head; folds on

lower part of side of tail extending forward and meeting on chin, a very

slight fold on each side of tail above. Small, embedded, 3-rooted sjiines

on the belly between tlie lateral ridges, not extending on to chin nor to

vent, skin otherwise perfectly smooth. Lines of mucous pores as in Lago-

cephalus la'rigatiis; 4 short lines inclosing a quadrangular area behind the

eye, from the .anterior corners of which extends a line surrounding the eye,

the posterior inner corners connected by the nuchal line, the Literal line

extending from the posterior outer corner. Lateral line extending directly
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backward till nearly even with the dorsal fin, then curving downward
and extending along middle of the tail to base of caudal. Color in alco-

hol, silvery, olive above, clouded with dark olive, a faint greenish-olive

area along sides; lower part of side silvery; below white. This species

differs from TAigoceplialus hrrigatus in the robust body with short caudal

peduncle, the merely emarginate caudal fin, and the shape of the pectoral.

West Indies to Brazil; not common. Here described from 2 specimens,

9.V inches long, from Jamaica (Coll. J. S. Roberts). {Ttaxv?, tbick; HSif>aXrf,

head.)

Tcfroclonpachycej)lialus, Ranzani, Nov. Comm. Ac. Sci. Inst. Bonon., iv, 1840, 73, pi. 11,

fig. 2, Brazil.

Lagocephalus pachyeephalus, Jordan & Rutter, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 128.

678. SPHEROIDES, Lac6pfede.

(Swell-fishes.)

Les gpheroides, Lac£pkde, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 11, 1, 1798 (French name only; txihercuU).

Spheroides, Domeril. Zoologie Analytique, 342, 1806 {tuberculatus=tpengleri, from a draT-

ing showing a front view).

Orbidus, Rafinesque, Analyse de la Nature, 90, 1815 (substitute for Les spheroides,

Lacepede).

Sphceroidet, Lacepede, Pillot Edition, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 279, 1831, (tuhereulatus—spen-

gleri).

Girrhisoimis, BwAmsOT^, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, n, 194,328, 1S39 (spengleri).

Gheilichthys, MiJLLER, Abhandl. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 252, 1839 (1841) (testudineus)

.

Holaeanthus, Gronow, Syst. Nat., Ed. Gray, 23, 1854 (includes all Tetrodontidoe- and Bio-

dontidce) ; name preoccupied.

Anchisomus, Kaup MS., Richardson, Voyage Herald, 156, 162, 1854 (spengleri, etc.).

Les stenometopes (Stenometopus), Bibron, Revue de Zoologie 1855, 279 {testudinexis) ; no

diagnosis.

Apsieephalus, Hollard, fitudes sur les Gymnodontes, 324, 1867 (testudineus, etc.).

Body oblong, not elongate ; skin variously prickly or smooth, sometimes

with cirri. A single, short, simple nasal tube on each side, with 2

rather large openings near its tip. Dorsal and anal fins short, little fal-

cate, of 6 to 8 rays each; caudal truncate or rounded, rarely slightly con-

cave. Vertebrie 8-f10=18. Frontal bones expanded sidewise and form-

ing the lateral roof of tbe orbit, the postfrontals limited to the posterior

portions. Species numerous, in warm seas; largely American. Our spe-

cies represent 2 well-marked suligenera, the extremes of which appear

very difterent from each other so far as the skulls are concerned. Some
of the typical species of Spheroides approach Canthigaster in the narrow-

ness of the frontal area, {d^aipoi, sphere; eiSoz, resemblance; the genus

based on a front view, in which the fish was represented as spherical.)

SPHEROroKS

:

a. Skull very narrow above, the interorbital area more or less concave, 2i to 6i times

in the length of the long snout, 5 to 12 times in head; sides of body usually with

small dermal flaps.

h. Interorbital area very deeply concave, channel-like in the adult, slightly con-

cave in the young.
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c. Back and belly without prickles in the adnlt; 2 rather large dermal flaps

behind head, 1 on each side: coloration nearly uniform, the sides of

belly with or without dark blotches. angcsticeps, 2145.

cc. Back and belly more or less prickly; dorsal cirri smaller and further

apart, often wanting; color not uniform, the sides with a series of

round dark blotches ; the back green, mottled or spotted with maroon

and sky blue. lobatus, 2146.

66. Interorbital space flat or moderatelj- concave; no dorsal flaps; sides with a

series of about 12 black blotches or bars bounding pale color of abdomen;

back without curved cross streaks ; upper ray of caudal produced.

d. Sides of head and body always smootli except sometimes a strip behind

pectorals: spines larger, higher, more stellate, wider apart than in

Spheroides -maeiilatut, irregularly placed and often wholly wanting;

sides usually with small dermal slips or flaps, especially in the young

;

black blotches on sides nearly round ; caudal with a broad dusky bar

on base and tip. spexgleri, 2147.

dd. Sides of head and body always prickly, as is the back from upper lip to

base of dorsal ; belly prickly, the prickles all similar, small, 3-rooted,

stifl' and close set, never obsolete ; no cirri : back with dark spots

;

black blotches on sides forming short oblique cross bars, those behind

pectoral most conspicuous ; caudal nearly plain, darker at tip.

e. Color dark brown, with black blotches; a series of about a dozen

irregular black spots along under side. maculatus, 2148.

ee. Color dark, olivaceous above; black blotches on lower part of sides

in the form of short, oblique cross bars. Mahmoeatus, 2149.

CHEILICHTHTS (xflXoi, lip ; Ix^v^, Ash) :

aa. Skull very broad above, the interorbital space broad, flattish, or very little concave,

its width more than J snout and 2f to 4 in head; sides with no series of dark

blotches bounding the line of belly.

e. Caudal fin rounded or subtruncate; back and sides with many small irregular

black spots ; no series of larger blotches bounding the edge of the beUy.

/. Dark shades on back, broad, appearing as the ground color and crossed-by
pale curved cross bars and streaks forming arcs of concentric circles;

these sometimes broken by reticulations, everywhere profusely spotted

with black in adult : body rather sparsely prickly above and below or

sometimes entirely smooth.

g. Interorbital space moderate, slightly concave ; snout somewhat pro-

duced, the eye a little behind middle of head
; pale markings

usually irregular, not forming continuous arcs.

TESTUDINEUS, 2150.

gg. Interorbital area very broad, nearly flat ; snout short and bluntish,

the eye nearly midway in head
;
pale markings comparatively

regular, forming distinct arcs. annulatus, 2151.

ff. Dark shades on back appearing as bars and spots on a pale ground color,

the pale areas forming more or less distinct concentric streaks; the

dark areas above large black confluent blotches which form above

curved streaks and cross bars, irregular and variable but sharijly

marked ; interorbital space very broad and slightly convex : back and
belly prickly. FOEMOSUS, 2152.

ee. Caudal fin lunate or truncate, with the angles acute or produced.

h. Dorsal rays 8; body more or less prickly, above and below.

i. Color brownish above with irregular grayish spots, and sometimes

dark cross bands; eye equal to interorbital width, furthi, 2153.

ii. Color brownish above, vermiculated with paler; eye broader than

interorbital space (in young of 4 inches) . teichocephalus, 2154.

Tift. Dorsal rays 10. Body (in adult) everywhere perfectly smooth ; inter-

orbital space broad, ecjual to snout and twice diameter of eje;

brown, with darker spots above. pachygastee, 2155.
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Subgenus SPHEROIDES.

2145. SPHEROIDES AXGCSTICEPS (Jenyns).

Head 2i; depth 3A (when not inflated). D. 8; A. 7. Body compara-

tively elongate, the snout very long, concave in profile, a little longer than

rest of head; eye large, 2 to 3 in snout. A well-marked pair of small

dermal flaps, black in color, 1 on each side of median line of back, behind
the occiput, and just behind gill opening, the two close together; inter-

orbital area very narrow, deeply concave, channel-like, not so broad as

eye, the width of its bony part 6i in snout, about 12 in head; supra-

orbital bono prominent. Sides with a i^v; small whitish dermal cirri or

flattish flaps, irregular in size and position, sometimes wanting; our adult

examples (Galapagos Islands) entirely smooth, the skin everywhere
rough velvety; nostrils tubular, with 2 lateral openings near the summit.
Caudal gently rounded, the middle rays longest ; a slight trace of fold on
caudal peduncle

;
pectoral broad, rounded, the upper rays longest. Skin

on back and sides tending to form oblique lengthwise wrinkles. Color of

adult, dark smoky gray, nearly uniform, the belly scarcely pale ; base of

fins dusky ; no trace of lateral blotches. Pacific coast, from La Paz to the

Galapagos Islands; rather rare. Here described from 2 adult examples (9

and 10 inches long) from Chatham Island of the Galapagos. One of these

has the eye larger, the snout shorter, and the interorbital space much
deeper than the other, a difi'erence perhaps sexual. Both are uniformly
colored and without prickles, {angustus, narrow; ceps, head.)

Tetrodon angiaticeps, jExrxs, Voyage Beagle, Fishes, 154, pi. 28. 1842. Galapagos Islands

(Coll. Charles Darwin); large specimens in poor condition, the .-ikiu not prickly;
' Gl-.\THER,Cat., Ann. 287, 1870; Jordan & Gh^beet, Proc. F. S. Xat. Mus. 1882, 631.

Anchisomus angusticeps, Richahdsox, Voyage Herald, Fishes, 159, 1854.

Sphceroides angusticeps, Jordan & Edwards, I. c, 236.

2146. SPHEROIDES LOBATUS (Steindachner).

(BOTETE.)

Head about 3; depth about 4; eye moderate, about 5 in head. D. 7; A.

7. General form of Spheroides angusticeps, the body elongate, the head
long, the long snout 2 in head, its profile concave; interorbital space nar-

row, deeply concave, the width of its bony portion 4 to 5 in snout, 7 to 10

in head; nostrils small, papilliform, each with 2 openings, essentially as

in SpTieroides spengleri ; a slight trace of fold on caudal peduncle; black
post-nuchal dermal flaps sometimes present, these farther apart than in

S. angusticeps, and often wanting; sides with flattish dermal flaps, pale in

color, rather numerous, but irregularly scattered. A rhombic saddle of
sharp 2-rooted spines on back, from nape to behind gill opening, thence
back to near front of dorsal ; a small patch in posterior part of gill open-

ing ; belly velvety, with rather sharp, partly embedded spines from throat

to vent; head, sides, and caudal peduncle without spines. Caudal short,

rounded. \l in head; dorsal small; pectoral broad truncate, the upper
rays scarcely longer than the lower. Color dark green, usually bright,
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with many irregular, small, well-detined, bluish and maroon-colored spots

above; a row of small, diffuse blackish blotches along lower part of sides

of head and body, some faint dark clouds above; a dark blotch at base of

Electoral and of caudal. Gulf of California to the Galapagos; common
in shallow water about Mazatlan, the largest example seen 10 inches long,

from Albatross Station 3006. In this the dermal flaps are obsolete. In 1

from La Paz these flajjs are as distinct as in Sjihcroides angusticeps, but

farther apart. Some from Panama have the sides of head and body

prickly. There is considerable variation in other respects. The species

may prove inseparable from Spheroidesangusticeps, representing the young,

the other the extreme of adult variation, (loiatus, lobed, from the lateral

flaps.)

Canthof/aeter? lobatun, Steindachneb, Ichthyol. Notizen., X, 18, pi. v, fig. 3, 1870, Altata.

Spheroides lobatus, Joedan, Fislies of Sinaloa, in Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 490.

2147. SPHEROIDES SPENGLEUI (Bloch).

(Southern Puffer; Swell Toad; Tambor.)

Heads. D. 7; A. 6. Head compressed, narrow ; interorbital space very

slightly concave, or flatfish with a slight median ridge, narrow, about

I as broad as eye, its width 5 to 6 in head, 2i to 3 in snout, which is 2 in

head; profile of snout not steej). Body variouvsly prickly, sometimes

smooth, usually a patch of minute spines from occiput halfway to dorsal

fin; belly spinous to near the vent; skin of head, tail, and most of the

skin of the sides smooth ; sides usually with small dermal cirri, especially

in the young, these not very conspicuous. Young examples have the

back and belly covered with rather large, not close set, stellate prickles

as described in the original account of Tetrodon nephehis. Of the larger

individuals, some have prickles only on the 1)ack, others on the belly only

;

1 or 2 only on a small area behind the eyes near the median line, while the

majority of the largest are entirely smooth. There is no doubt that these

all belong to one species. The loss of the prickles is probably to some

extent dependent on age. Adult olive brown, with numerous small light-

bluish or greenish spots everywhere, many of them forming ocelli around

darker spots of the ground color; numerous scattered black spots as large

as the pu]iil, one in axil below most distinct; some obscure dark spots

along sides of belly, this region being flesh color, with pale rivulatious;

pectorals yellowish; caudal pale, usually with 2 dusky shades. Young,

gray and olive above, much mottled with blackish; back with numerous
irregular blue spots; iris coppery, the pupil green; belly white, grayish

brown along the sides; 12 round blackish spots along the boundary

between sides and belly; a whitish bar at base of caudal; caudal with 2

bars of blackish olive and 1 of white; other fins plain; back and sides

with whitish cirri. West Indies, very coixuuon, ranging north to coast of

Texas and western Florida, south to Eio Janeiro and to the Madeiras and
Canaries; the most widely distributed species of the family. Length 1

foot. (Named for Mr. Spongier, of Copenhagen, who sent the type

specimen to Bloch.)
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Tetrodonspengleri, Bloch, Ichtbyologia, i, 135, pi. 144, 1782, East Indies; Gunther, Cat.,

VIII 284,1870; PoEY.Enumeratio, 173, 1875; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 681, 1883.

ieTetrodonpZwnier, LACfePEDB, Hist. Nat. Pois8., I, 504, 1797, Martinique; on a drawing

byPLUMIEE.
.

Le SpUroide tubermde, Laci^PEDE, Hist. Kat. Poiss., II, 1, 1798, Martinique
;
on a front-view

drawing by Plumier.

Tetrodonplumieri, Bi.ocn & Schneider, Syst . Ichth., 508,1801, Martinique; after Lace-

PfeDE.

Sphceroides tuberculatus, Pillot Edition of Lacepede, vi, 279, 1831, Martinique.

Tetrodon turgidus, Poey, Synopsis, 432, 1868, Cuba ;
not of Mitchill.

Tetrodon nephelus, Goode & Bean, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 412, Indian River and Pensa-

cola, Florida (Types, No. 31427 and 31428 from Indian Kiver (Coll. K. Edward Earll)

and 26570 (Coll. Silas Stearns)) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 966, 1883.

Tetrodon turgidm nephelus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus. 1882, 306.

Spheroides ipengleri, Jordan & Edwards, I. c, 237.

2148, SPHEROIDES MACULATES (Bloch & Schneider).

(Puffer; Swell Toad; Blower.)

Head 2|; depth 3; eye small, 9 in head; iuterorbital width 31; snout If.

D. 7; A. 6; C. 7. Body ahout as wide as deep when not inflated; inter-

orbital space somewhat concave; profile not very steep, depressed in front

of eyes. Sides of head and body always prickly, as is the back from upper

lip to base of dorsal; belly prickly from lower lip to vent; prickles all

similar, small, mostly 3-rooted, stiif and close set, rather largest posteriorly

on back and belly, never obsolete; sides without cirri. Caudal slightly

rounded. Color dark olivaceous above, somewhat marbled and dotted

with black ; black blotches on lower part of sides in the form of short

cross bars, somewhat oblique, the first oue behind pectoral most conspic-

uous; caudal fin plain or nearly so, the tip darker. Close to Spheroides

spengleri, the spines smaller, closer together and never wanting; no cirri.

Length 6 to 10 inches. Atlantic coast of the United States, from Cape

Aun^to Florida; very common northward, replacing the closely allied S.

speiKjleri. The only species of the genus common outside the Tropics.

(maculaius, spotted.)

Toadfish, SCHOPF, Beobacht. Gesellsch. Naturf. Freunde, viii, 189, 1788, Long Island.

Tetrodon hispidus, var. maculatus, Uloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 504, 1801, Long

Island; after ScHOPF.

Tetrodon turgidus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc, 1, 1815, 473, pi. 5, f. 5, New York

;

Gunther, Cat., viii, 285; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 861, 1883.

Spheroides maculatus, Jordan & Edwards, I. c, 238.

2149. SPHEROIDES MARJIORATUS (Ranzani).

(Spiny-back Blow-fish.)

Head 2f ; depth 4; eye 4^ in head; snout long, 1| in head. D. 7; A. G; P.

14. Outline of head concave in front of eye ; eye full and high, its distance

above a line drawn from corner of mouth to upper base of pectoral equal

to its longitudinal diameter. Iuterorbital space very narrow, grooved, its

width equal to that of pupil. Nostrils at end of a tube, situated about

equally distant from end of snout and posterior edge of eye. Gill opening
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equal to base of pectoral, 1)ut higher. Length of caudal peduncle from

anal 2 in head. Length of head equal to ^ of distance in front of

dorsal. Posterior rays of dorsal 1^ in longest, wliich are 2i in head.

Pectoral very broad, folding fan-like, the margins scalloped, broadly

rounded, lowest ray 1* in u])per, which is 2f in head. Caudal iin slightly

longer than the distance of its base from dorsal, its rays all of equal

length, 1^ in head. Prickles on ventral surface between chin and vent,

extending on side of head in front of pectoral fin, on side behind jiectoral

fin to vertical from dorsal, above from nostrils to dorsal; only the snout,

axil of pectoral, and caudal peduncle naked. Lateral line xevy faint,

extending obliquely upward from side of snout under eye, then backward,

curving slightly downward under dorsal, most distinct on side of tail.

Color in alcohol, above very dark brown, with black blotches, the sides

lighter, with very pale reticulations, a series of about a dozen irregular

black spots along lower side ; below white ; caudal slightly dusky, with

no indications of bars; other fins colorless. This species differs from

Spheroides spengleri in the high and prominent eye, the very narrow inter-

orbital, the strongly concave outline of snout, the extensive distribution

of prickles, and in color. West Indies to Brazil; our specimens collected

at Kingston, Jamaica, by Eev. Joseph S. Eoberts. (marmoratus, marbled.)

Tetrodon marmoratus, Kanzani, Nov. Comm. Ac. Sci. Inst., Bonon., iv, 1840, 72, pi. 10,

fig. 1, Brazil.

tSpheroides marmoratus, Jordan & Ruttee, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1897, 129.

Subgenus CHEILICHTHYS, Miiller.

21.50. SPHEROIDES TESTIDINEIS (Linuaus).

(Tambor; Globe Fish.)

Head 3; snout moderately long, 2 in head; eye small, about 7+ in head,

nearer gill opening than end of snout ; interorbital width 4 in head. D. 8

;

A. 6; skin of back from nape to before dorsal fin covered with small,

sparsely set prickles; belly from throat to anal Avith prickles which are

rather large and closely set; axil usually prickly ; these prickles rarely

wanting or obscured; sides sometimes witli cirri. Back dark olivaceous,

with whitish curved lines and streaks paler than tlie ground color, these

streaks usually arranged as follows : a circle or rhomb on the middle of

back, in front of dorsal tin, this surrounded by an ellipse, the ellipse

sometimes broken up by cross streaks; before this 3 or 4 cross streaks

extending downward and backward, the one at the nape and the one

behind the eyes connected on the median line; back and sides with many
irregular, round, blackish spots of different sizes; a dark bar at 1)ase of

pectoral ; caudal dusky at base, then pale, the posterior I blackish ; skull

not very broad, the interorbital area somewhat concave, the prefrontal

grooves narrow. West Indies; very common; occasionally ascending

rivers; ranging occasionally northward in the Gulf Stream as far as New-
port, (testtulineiis, like a turtle, Testudo, from the form of the jaws ;

" orbis

oilongus testudinis capite" of Clusius.)
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Ostracion oblongus glaber, Aetedi, Genera Piscium, genus 60, 1738; after Clusids, "Will-

UGHBY, etc., Balk, Amoen. Aoad., i, 591, 1749.

Orbis Icevis variegatus (the Globe Fish), Catesby, Nat. Hist. Carolina, pi. 28, 1743, Virginia.

Tetraodon testudineus, Linn^us, Syst. Kat., Ed. x, 332, 1758 ; based on Balk and Artedi.

? Tetrodon punctatus. Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 506, 1801, Brazil ; Poey, Synopsis,

432, 1868.

Tetrodon geometricus, Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 508, 1801, Virginia ; alter Catesby.

Tetrodon ammocryptu^, GossE, Nat. Sojourn Jamaica, 287, 1851, Jamaica.

Anchuomus reticularis (Kaup) Eickardson, Voyage Herald, 161, pi. 31, 1854; not Tetrodon

reticularis, BLOCK & Schneider, which is Tetrodon tcsttidineus, Bloch, not of

LlNN^US.

Holacanthus leionothos, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 24, 1854, American Ocean.

Tetrodon teitudineus, Gunther, Cat.,viii, 282, 1870; Poey, Enumeratio, 172, 1872; Jordan
& Gilbert, Synopsis, 861, 1883.

Spheroides testiidineus, Jordan & Edwards, 2. c, 239; Jordan & Kdtter, Proc. Ac. Nat.

Sci. Phila. 1897, 130.

2151. SPHEROIDES ANNULATUS * (Jenyns).

Head 3; depth 4; eye small, 4 to 5 in bead. D. 8; A. 7; interorbital

space very broad, nearly flat, its width 3^ in head, 1^ in snout, which is If

in head. Body robust, moderately inflatable ; the head broad and short

;

snout short, steep, and nearly straight in profile; caudal subtruncate, If in

head; dorsal rather high; pectoral broad, truncate, the lower angle

rounded, upper parts from nostrils to dorsal covered with small, sharp

prickles, closely set; a few prickles on lower part of cheek and on front

of belly ; most of belly smooth with longitudinal wrinkles, the spines

embedded in the thick skin ; whole body sometimes entirely smooth (jtoli-

tus). Caudal peduncle smooth ; upper parts everywhere with small, round,

blackish spots, much smaller than pupil, these most conspicuous on sides

of body and on sides of head; back dark brown with concentric pale

rings and curved streaks or sutures; a V-shaped mark before dorsal, an
ellipse surrounding it extending just before dorsal and behind nape; 2

dark, oblique bars on caudal peduncle, with 3 corresijonding oblique

streaks on head, these markings less distinct in old examples, the dark

* Concerning this species Dr. Gilbert remarks:
^'Spheroides annuUitiis is \ cry elosr to Siihi'ioiilcn ici'^/if/jicMS of the tropical Atlantic, dif-

fering probably in flic ,s(iiii,\\ hal l(in-.r SIM lilt. I li.' smaller size of the black spots on back
and sides, and the weaker (lr\ i l..|,iii, ut of the spim s, wliieh rarely protrude in adults.
The only ditt'ereuces which have been alleged to .separate pulitus from annulatus (heraldi)
is the greater development of spines in the latter, politus being described as perfectly
smooth. The young, however, usually have evident spines; the pits which contain the
spines can always be made out in adults, and the spines occasionally protrude, and are
evident in specimens differing in.no other respects from others which are perfectly .smooth.
This is due in part to varying developments of the spines, but is largely attributable
to differences in state of preservation and degree of inflation. Toung specimens seem
always to show the concentric light rings in front of the dorsal fin, and the light cross
bars on head and nape, the latter extending downward and backward on sides. The
smallest ring is usually connected with the one surrounding it by a median line running
forward, and by a cross streak on each side. The dark areas are sometimes solid and uni-
form, more frequently covered with small, round, black spots, and sometimes divided by
reticulating light-blue lines into small polygonal blotches. The lower part of the side^
is marked with large black spots. Larger specimens often have this pattern of colora-
tion indistinct, adults showing back and sides almost uniformly covered with small black
spots."
Among our many specimens from Mazatlan we find all ranges of variations, from those

wholly without spines to those prickly above and below, both kinds being taken in the
same haul of the net.
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spots becoming more marked as the pale streaks fade away ; caudal nearly

plain, dusky behind. Length 18 inches. Pacific coast of tropical America

;

generally common in sandy bays from Cerros Island to Ecuador; once

recorded from San Diego; representing the very closely allied Sjyheroides

testudineus of the Atlantic. Here described from specimens from the Gala-

pagos, typical of annulatus. It is possible that the species is not really

distinct from Spheroides testudineus, but the snout seems a little shorter

than in the latter, the head broader and the pale markings more definitely

resembling concentric ellipses, {annulatus, ringed.)

Tetrodon annulatus, Jenyns, Zool. Beagle, 153, 1842, Chatham Island, Galapagos Archi-

pelago (Coll. Chas. Darwin) ; Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., V, 23, 1874.

Anchisotnug geometricus (Kaup) Richaedson, Voyage Herald, 156, pi. 30, 1854, Galapagos
Islands ; not of Bloch & Schneider.

Tetrodon heraldi, Gunther, Cat. Fish., vui, 283, 1870, Galapagos Islands and Panama;
after Richardson's .specimen, prickly and -with the iuterorbital space broad and flat.

Tetrodon geometricus, Gunther, Fish. Centr. Amer., 489, 1869.

Sphceroides testudineus annulatus, Jordan & Edwards, I. c, 240.

Kepresented northward (Guaymas, Mazatlan, La Paz, etc.) by

21ola. SPHEROIDES ANNULATUS POLITUS (Girard).

This form differs usually in having the small dark spots smaller, more
numerous, and more unequal in size than is usually the case in Spheroidea

annulatus of the same size. It is also more frequently devoid of prickles,

but this character seems to be subject to great variation. At Mazatlan

smooth and prickly specimens abound in the Astillero, and may be taken

together in the same drawing of the net. Professors Evermann and Jen-

kins further note that the iuterorbital space is flat in <S'. poUtus and con-

cave in S. annulatus, but we are unable to appreciate any such difference

in the comjiarison of politus from Mazatlan with annulatus from the Gala-

pagos. The difference in the size of the spots is, however, tangible and

apparently fairly constant, {politus, polished.)

Tetrodon politus, Girard, Pacific R. R. Survey, x, 340, 1858, San Diego, California, speci-

mens perfectly smooth; Gunther, Fish. Centr. Amer., 489, 1869; Gunther, Cat., viii,

281,1870; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 860, 1883.

Sphceroides politus, JORDAN & EDWARDS, I. C, 239 ; EVERMANN &. JENKINS, Proc. TJ. S. Nat.

MU8. 1891, 165.

2152. SPHEROIDES PORMOSUS (Giinther).

Head 3; depth 2^ to 3; snout 2| in head; eye 5 to 5^. D. 7; A. 7,

Body short and stout, the head short and very broad, the snout short,

slightly convex, and not very steep; iuterorbital space very broad. Hat,

with a median bluntish ridge, its width 1}, in snout, 2| in head; no cirri;

nostrils in a very shoit, thick tube, with very large, slit-like openings

extending to base of tube; outer opening wholly lateral, but the inner

encroaches largely on the anterior face of the tube ; back, from nostrils to

dorsal, with rather small, sharp prickles, close set anteriorly, sparse poste-

riorly; belly, from throat to vent, everywhere with small prickles; head,

sides, and caudal peduncle with smooth skin; fius rather small; caudal
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trumate, li in liead
;
pectoral obliquely rounded. Color ^ grayish; back

and sides closely covered with sharply defined, roundish or oblong, black-

ish spots, varying from size of pupil upward, some of them quite small,

those on back confluent into curved concentric or transverse streaks,

surrounding median pale areas ; 5 to 10 close-set, transverse, dark streaks

on top of head and front of back, the markings varying considerably in

different specimens, but always sharply defined, and forming spots and

concentric bars and ellipsoids. Panama. Here described from numerous

specimens obtained by the Albatross, the longest about 10 inches long.

This species seems allied to Sjfheroidcs hajacu (Castelnau), from Bahia, and

is very distinct from S2)heroides aiinulatiis. {formosns, comely.)

Tctrodon fornwsus, GOnthek, Cat., vui, 283, 1870, South America. (Coll. Cuming.)

2153. SPHEROTDES FURTHl (Stoincl.icliner).

Head 2|. D. 8; A. 7; eye 4 in head, about equal to the interorbital

width, which is 3| to 4| in head; snout short, profile of snout rather steep,

its length 2h to 2f in head. Numerous fine sharp spines on upper parts of

body from eyes to base of dorsal fin, and below from throat to vent ; a slight

fold along each side of tail; caudal fin weakly concave. Brownish above,

with small irregular bluish-gray spots; sometimes 3 faint blackish cross

bands, the foremost on the forehead, the others on the back before the

dorsal; a dark band on base of pectoral; fins yellowish. (Steindachner.)

Panama; rather scarce. Length 3i inches. (Named for Ignatius Flirth.)

Tetrodon Jurthi, Steixdaciinee, Ichth. Beitriige, v, 22, 1874, Panama (Coll. Fiirth)
;
Jor-

dan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 393.

Sphoeroidesfurthi, Jokdan >S; Edwakds, I. c, 236.

21.54. SPHEROIDES TRICHOCEPHALUS (Cope).

Head 3i in total length ; eye 3^ in head ; interobital width li in eye.

D. 8; A. 7. Profile suddenly descending from prefrontal region to pre-

maxillary, arched from the former point backward; belly spinous to near

vent ; dorsal region from a little behind the nares to above the ends of

the pectoral fins spinous ; spines on the head long, close set, like seal

bristles ; caudal fin truncate, with prominent angles. Brownish above,

faintly vermiculated with lighter ; sides yellowish, becoming white below
;

fius uniform light yellow; a brown spot at base of pectoral. (Cope.)

Gulf Stream. Known only from Cope's description of a small specimen 4

inches long taken in the Gulf Stream off Newport. Possibly the young of

Spheroides jyachygaster. {9pi^, hniv; Ke^aA^, head.)

* The coloration of Spheroides formosut is more striking than in testudineus or annu-

latus. Belly pure white ; back black, crossed with narrower light lines. The latter have

a transverse direction on head and nape, where they form 7 or 8 cross bars, and show a

more or less evident tendency to form concentric rings on back. Each nostril in a blacK

spot surrounded by a white ring. The light bars are much narrower and more numerous

than in testudineus, and are frequently connected by cross branches, thus divnliiig up

the dark backgi-ound into disconnected series of large black spots. Anal largely blackisn,

the other tins light, unmarked.

3030 32
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Tetrodon trichocephalus, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1870, 120, Gulf Stream off New-
port, Rhode Island ; JORDAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 862, 1883.

Sphwroides trichocephahis, Jordan & Edwards, I. c, 236.

2155. SPHEROIDES PAOHYGASTEU (MiiUer & Troschel).

Dorsal rays 10; interorbital width twice diameter of eye, or equal to

length of saout ; nostrils nearer eye than to tip of snout, papillary, with

2 openings. Dorsal tin in front of anal ; caudal truncate, upper and lower

points somewhat elongated. Body smooth all over in adult (probably

prickly when young). Color bright brown with darker spots on the back.

(Giinther.) Length 14 inches. "A very scarce species around the Barl)a-

dos." (Giinther.) Not seen by recent collectors
;
possibly the type of a

distinct subgenus, {itaxv s, t\xick.; -ya6T})p,\>e\\-s.)

Tetrodon ( Cheilichthyg) pachygaster, Muller & Troschel iu Schomburgk, Hist. Barbados,

677, 1840, Barbados.

Tetrodon pachygaster, GOnther, Cat., vni, 287, 1870.

Sphceroides pachygaster, Jordan &, Edwards, I. c, 235.

679. OVOIDES, Lac6pfede.

Les Ovoides, LACEPiiDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., I, 256, 1797 {fascc; French names onlj-) ; based

ou front view of Tetraodon stellatus.

Ovum, Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 530, 1801 (commersoni) ; after Lac^pede; name
preoccupied in molhisks.

Ovoides, DtJiERiL, Zoologie Analytique, 1806; after Lacep^de.

Oonidus, Eafinesque, Analyse de la Nature 1815, 90 (substitute for Ovum).

Arothron, Muller, Abh. Berl. Akad. 1839, 252 (testudinarius— reticularis).

Les Dilohotnyetvres {Dilobomycter), Bibron, Revue Zool. 1855,279 (reticularis, etc.).

? Les Dichotomycteres (Dichotomycter), Bibeon, Kev. Zool. 1855,279 (jluviatilis; no diag-

nosis).

Body rather robust, the skin usually more or less prickly. Nostril on

each side with a tentacle, bifid to the base, its tips without opening, the

branches of the large olfactory nerve ending in cup-like depressions along

the inner edges of the two llattish lobes. Dorsal and anal iius short,

rounded, each of 7 or S rays; caudal rounded. "N^ertebra^ usually 8 and
10. A ring musch; about the eye forming eyelids. Postfroutals and pre-

frontals deflected, to describe the segment of the circle. Species numer-

ous, chieily of the tropical Pacific ; distinguished from Spheroides by the

solid nasal tentacles, and from the still more closely related African genus

Tetraodon {Tetraodon lineattis, L.) by the form of its froutals, the two
genera being similar in external characters, {ovum, egg; sido^, resem-

blance.)

a. Interorbital space concave, its width nearly twice eye; spines on body coarse; color

dark, the back with round pale spots; several parallel longitudinal streaks

below pectorals. erethizon, 2156.

aa. Interorbital space flatfish, its width li times eye; spines slender; color yellow,

blue, or brown; back and belly with or without round pale spots; no distinct

dark streaks below pectorals. setosus, 2157.
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215G. OVOICES EBETHIZOX (Jordan & GUbert).

D. 9; A. 10. Entire body, except snout and caudal peduncle, thickly

beset with long, robust, quill-like spines, which are longest and most
numerous on l)elly, these spines sometimes apparently wanting, being

buried in the skin. Suout short, cuboid; iuterorbital space wide, con-

cave, its width greater than length of suout, and nearly twice diameter

of eye; nasal tentacle bitid to the l)ase, the inner surface of each division

thickly covered with minute, cup-shaped depressions, the openings of the

nostrils; length of tentacle \ its distance from eye, or \ diameter of

eye. Color dark brown, everywhere above with round whitish spots, most

numerous on caudal peduncle, the largest \ diameter of pupil ; a dark

area arouu<l base of pectoral, bounded by a white line; several parallel

longitudinal black streaks below the pectorals. . Size large; length about

a foot. Panama and neighboring islands, apparently rare, (crethizon,

the porcupine, from EpE(JiC,oo, to irritate.)

Arothron erethizon, Jordan Sz. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882,631, Panama (Type,

No. 29679. Coll. Frank H. Bradley) ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 393.

Tetraodon ercthizon, Jordan & Edwards, I. c, 244.

2157. OVOIDES SETOSUS (Eosa Smith).

Head 4; eye 4 in head; snout 3; interorbital space moderate, nearly

flat, 1^ times width of orbit; upper profile of snout al)ruptly concave at

tip. Body everywhere thickly beset with short, slender, stiff spines ex-

cept around mouth, vent, and bases of fins; spinules nearly uniform, some

rootless, others with 2 to 5 roots, al)out 70 in a row from eye to dorsal.

Nostrils each with a tentacle, bifid to the base, the lobes flatfish and with-

out distinct opening. Caudal subtrunoate, i longer than peduncle; dorsal

and anal rounded. Coloration extremely variable; the type specimen, as

descril)ed by Mrs. Eigenmann, dark brown, everywhere with roundish

white spots, as large as pupil or larger; these spots larger below, coales-

cing on ventral surface, forming vermicular markings; spots on belly

broader than spaces of ground color, on back narrower; fins with similar

but smaller spots; no streaks or black marks anywliere; pectorals and

dorsal white-edged; imal with a pale marginal streak; most of those seen

in collections agree with this type. Our many specimens collected by the

Albatross at Clarion Island are, however, of various shades of color, rang-

ing from deep blue to lemon yellow, and with the spots equally variable;

some specimens are deep blue, unspotted, some yellow with dark mottlings

or blotches, some blackish with pale bluish or white spots, close set and

profuse; still others are l)lack with the white in the form of vermicula-

tions and angular streaks. One specimen is pure yellowish white, with

a black bar across the pectoral only. The causes of these excessive varia-

tions are unknown. In all, the prickles are slender and very numerous.

West coast of Mexico, abundant about the Revillagigedo Islands and on

rocky shores in the Gulf of California, dried specimens being often sold

at La Paz, and even in San Francisco. Length 14 inches. Very close to

the East Indian species Ovoides meleagris (Lacepede.) (sctosus, bristly.)
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Tetraodon tetosus, RosA SMITH (now Mrs. Eigenmann), Bull. Cal. Ac. Sci., ii, 6, Nov. 13,

1886, Mexico. (Type, a dried skin, No. 2996, Mus. Cal. Ac. Sci.)

68o. COLOMESUS, Gill.

Les Batrachopes, Bibhon, Kevue Zoologique 1885, 279 (prittacus).

Batrachops, Hollaed, Etudes sur les Gymnodontes, 321, 1857 (psittacus), oame preoc

cupied.

Colomesus,GiiA., Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1884,422 (psittacus).

This geuus is externally similar to Spheroide>i, but differs strikingly in

the strut'tiue of the skull, the frontal bones being narrowed and excluded
from the orbit, the postfroutals being elongated, projected forward and
connected with the prefrontals ; snout very obtuse ; dorsal and anal short,

rounded. Nostrils as in Spheroides, on each side a hollow papilla with

2 openings. Vertebra' 8 + H- One species ; South American. {Ho?L6'i,

defective; jiudoi, middle; from the narrowed frontals excluded from the
orbits.)

2158. COLOMESUS PSITTACUS (Bloch & Schneider).

D. 11; A. 9. Body short and thick, covered with small, 2-rooted spines,

except on snout, around pectoral tin, and ou caudal peduncle; some
8]»ine8 behind dorsal in adult; spines on sides with their points directed

toward the back. Snout very obtuse, slightly concave behind lip, its

length less than interorbital width. Eye rather large, not j^ interorbital

width, much nearer tip of snout than gill opening. Pectoral and caudal

truncate, other fins rounded. Brownish, with 6 dark cross bands on
back, the 2 bands between dorsal and pectoral sometimes confluent,

the band behind i>ectoral and that at base of caudal most distinct;

pectoral dusky at base; no distinct spots anywhere. Eiver mouths,

Guiana and northern Brazil, rather common; not known to descend to the

sea. Recorded from the Rio Blanco, Essequibo, Maranon, and Capiu at

Para; also from the West Indies. (tpirraHo?, parrot, from the form of

the beak.)

Ostraeion tetraodon, Seba, Thesaurus, etc. (pre-Linnseau).

Tetrodon ptittaeus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 505, 1801, Malabar; Gunther,
Cat., VIII, 286, 1870.

Cheilichthys asellus, Mullek & Troschel in Schomburgk, British Guiana, in, 641, 1842,

Guiana.

Cheilichthys psittacut, Steindachner, Icb. Mittheil, ii, 1861, 141, pi. 4, fig. 2.

Family CLXXIII. CANTHIGASTERID^.

(The Sharp-nosed Puffeks.)

This family includes small Puffers, similar in external appearance to the

Tetraodontidw , but with the snout sharp and the back more or less com-
pressed or ridge- like. The skeletal characters by which the group is

defined are thus given by Dr. Gill : Medifrontals separated from the supra-

occiptal by the intervention of the spheuotics which are couuected
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together and laterally expanded, but short; the prosethmoid prominent

above, enlarged and narrowed forward. Vertebrse about 8 + 10. Head
compressed, with a projecting, attenuated snout; dorsal and anal short,

few-rayed. Nostrils obsolete, imperforate. One genus, with 15 species,

found in the tropical seas; none of them reaching a length of more than

5 inches.

68i. CANTHIGASTER, Swainsou.

Canthigaster, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, n, 194, 1839 (diagnosis only; no species men-
tioned; ros?)-a<HS intended).

Psilonotus, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, ii, 328, 1839 (rostratus) ; substitute for Canthi-

gaster,- not Psilonotus, a genus of Hymenoptera of prior date.

Prilonotus* (KiUP MS.) KiCHARDSON, Voyage Herald, 162, 1854 {rostratus).

Troijidichtliys, Bleeker, Nat. Tyds. Nederl. Ind., iv, 1854 (mlentini). '
/, -

Anosmius, Peters, Wiegmann's Arch. 1855, 274 (tceniatus).

Rhynchotus (Bibron) Hollard, fitudes Gymnodontes, 320, 1857 {peroni).

Characters of the genus included above. {axdvOa, spine; ya6vi)p,

belly; Swainson here as elsewhere takes nav^ct to mean spine, a iisage

without classical warrant.)

«. No black ocellus below the dorsal.

h. Upper parts everywhere behind head covered with round pale spots; fins all

pale; dorsal rays 9. punctatissimus, 2159.

Xth. Upper parts dark brown without whitish spots; caudal always marked with
black; dorsal rays 6. rostratus, 2160.

2159. CAXTHIGASTER PUXCTATISSlMUS (Giinther).

U. 9. Snout produced, its upper profile .slightly concave; spines on
belly and front of back. Upper parts everywhere behind head covered
with round whitish spots, not larger than pupil, and separated from each
other only by a network of the brown ground color; fins all unmarked,
pale. Length 3 inches. Pacific coast of America, Gulf of California to
Panama; not common, {imnctatxsmnua, very much dotted.)

Tetrodo7i punctatissimus, Gunther, Cat., vni, 302, 1870, Panama. (Coll. Capt. Dow.)
Tetrodon oxyrhynchiis, Lockington, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1881, 116, Gulf of California.
Psilonotus punctatissimus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 370.

Canthigaster punctatiseimus, Jordan & Edwards, I.e., 246.

2160. fAXTHKJASTER ROSTRATUS (Bloch).

D. 6. Snout moderately produced, rather more than twice the concave
interorbital space; caudal slightly lunate. Body smooth, except abdo-
men, which is covered with very small, 2-rooted spines. Upper parts

dark brown, without white spots; upper and lower margins of caudal fin

abruptly black, the middle of the fin pale, immaculate; an irregular

brownish band or series of dots from pectoral to upper margin of caudal,
continuous with the dark band on the latter; lower band of caudal con-

* Prilonotus is " a name invented by Miiller, and is mentioned by him in his Fortsetzung
der Myxinoiden and in Archiv fur l^aturgeschichte fiir 1841." (Richardson.)
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tinned on side of tail; adnlts (according to Poey) with chestnut-colored

hands on caudal peduncle and on chin; dark streaks ahout eye. A young
specimen hoforc ns, 2 inches in length, from the Snapper Banks oft" Pen-

sacoLa, does not show these hars. Upper and lower edges of caudal

abruptly jet-black, this color extending as a dark stripe along the median
line of caudal peduncle above and below. No cross hands on tail. Belly

with conspicuous 2-rooted prickles; some prickles and granulations on

the back. West Indies, north, in rather deep water, to the banks oft" Pen-

sacola; also found in the Madeiras and Bermudas, {rostratus, long-

snouted.)

Tetrodon rostratus, Bloch, Icbthyologia, I, pi. 146, 1782, India; Gunther, Cat., vni, 303,

1870; GooDE, Am. Jour. Sci. Arts 1877, 290; Gunther, Shore ri.sLes, Clicalleiiger, 9,

1880.

Tetrodon capistratus, Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1839, 90, Madeira.

Prilonotus (Anchisomus) cmidicinctus, RiCHARDSON, Voyage Herald, 162, pi. 30, figa. 1-3,

1854, locality unl<uo^yn.

Tetradon ornatus, Poey, Synopsis, 433, 1868, Havana; Gunther, Cat., vm, 303, 1870.

Tetrodon caxidicinctus, Gunther, Cat., viii, 303, 1870; Poey, Enumeratio, 73, 1875.

Canthirfaster caudicinctits. Cope, Trans. Am. Philos. Soc. 1871, 479.

Canthigaster rostratus, Jordan &, Edwards, I. c, 246.

Family CLXXIV. DIODONTID^.*

(TiiK PoucupixE Fishes.)

Body short, broad, depressed above. Belly moderately inflatable, cov-

ered everywhere except on the lips and caudal peduncle with spines,

Avhicli are usually 2-rooted or S-rooted at their bony base. Caudal ])e-

duncle short and slender. Mouth moderate, terminal, ea.ch jaw covered

with a bony plate like the beak of a bird, these not divided by a median
suture. Nostrils on each side forming a small tentacle, usually with 2

openings. Eye rather large, gill opening moderate, inmiediately in front

of the pectoral, Avhich ia short, broad, and rounded. Dorsal and anal fins

short, similar to each other, rounded in form and placed posteriorly.

Genera about 6; species 15. Sluggish fishes, living on the bottom among
weeds and corals, in tropical seas. Wheu disturbed, tliey swallow air and
float belly upward on the water. Their capacity of inflation is very

much less than that of the TetraodoniUJw, from which family they differ

chiefly in the stronger armature and in having no division in the bony

I>late of either jaw. They are rarely used as food, being generally

regarded as poisonous. The species are mostly well known in collections,

the singular form having attracted the attention of travelers in the ear-

liest times. {Tetrodonilda;, part, Giinther, Cat., vm, 306-316, 1870.)

<(. Dermal ossifications very small, each one 2 rooted, with a fine flexible spine or hair

like bristle. Nasal tentacles present. Trichodiodon, 682.

aa. Dermal ossifications mostly 2-rooted ; the spines rather slender, but stiif and erectile.

Nasal tentacle simple, with 2 lateral openings. Diodon, 683

* See Eigenmann's Review of the Genera and Species of Diodontidw found in American
seas, Annals N. Y. Ac. Sci. 1885, 2S7.
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aaa. Dermal ossifications all or nearly all 3-rooted, each with a short, stiff, immovable

spine. Nasal tentacle simple, with 2 openings. Chilomycterus, 684.

aaaa. Dermal ossifications of tiattish, papery or cartilaginous plates with minute hair-

like papillae ; nostril short, entire, with 2 lateral openings.

Lyosph^ra, 085.

682. TRICHODIODON, Bleeker.

Trichodiodon, Bleeker, Atlas Ichth., Gymnodontes, 49, 1867 (pilosus).

1 Tnchocyclus, Gunther, Cat., viii, 316, 1870 (erinaeeus = pilosxi*)

.

Body oblong, little depressed ; uasal tentacle present ; dermal ossifica-

tions very small, each with a pair of lateral roots, and each terminating

in a fine, flexible, bristle-like spine ; fins as in Diodoii, of which the species

are possibly the very young. (Opi£, hair; Diodon.)

2161. TRICHODIODON PILOSIS (Mitchill).

This species, which may be simply the very young of IHodon hystr'u-, is

known only from accounts given by Mitchill, Cuvier, and (iiinther. It is

possible that these 3 descriptions refer to 3 different species, but more

likely all of them are based ou young Diodons. Mitchill says: "Hairy
Diodon {Diodon pilosus). With a covering of bristly hair. Length about

au inch and a half; breadth less than half an inch ; depth nearly a f[uarter

;

making a blunt lump of a fish. Is covered all over—back, sides, head,

and belly—with bristly hair. The bristles strong and flexible, without

the power to scratch or to prick. Hair about an eighth of an inch in

length. Complexion dun or brown, with spots on the back, sides, and
toward the belly. Has, at first glimpse, the appearance of a young mouse.

Mouth small, midway, and horizontal. Eyes vertical, lateral, and large.

No ventral fins. Pectorals broad. Dorsal and anal very far back, and no

hair between them and the tail. This is but a small projection from the

thick and clumsy body, and is terminated by a fin of 7 rays. Dorsal, anal,

and pectoral fins contain each about 13 rays.''

Cuvier, referring to Mitchill's description, says: "We possess in the

museum a large individual, more than 2+ feet long, entirely covered and
roughened by slender spines like the points of pins, 1 line of spines prom-

inent nearly on the back and on the sides, and 2 or 3 under the belly. The
region of the mouth, that of the eyes, the base of each fin, and the end

of the tail alone are deprived of splines. The color of the skin is gray,

with round brown points scattered all over it 4 or 5 lines broad. Similar

spots are scattered on the fins, which seem to have been yellowish in

color. While waiting to know if this Diodon is not the adult of that

which Mr. Mitchill has described, I will name it Diodon asper.^'

Under the name of TrichocycJus erinaceus Giinther describes a very young
example, apparently of this same type, as follows: "Jaws without me-

dian suture. Body covered with very small dermal ossifications, each

with a pair of lateral roots, aud a tine, flexible spine. A nasal tentacle.

Dorsal and anal fins as in the allied genera. The spines are hair-like, i of

an inch long in an example li inches long." Locality unknown.
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De Kay, in the Fauna of New York, jiage 326, lias the following descrip-

tion of JJiodon j;i7o«Ms, from a specimen 2 inches long, accompanied by a

figure which evidently represents the young of IHodon hystrix : "Body
oblong, cuboidal. Every part of the surface except a small s^jace round

the mouth and eyes, and another including the base of the caudal fin,

furnished with bristles; these are from ^% to -,% long, directed backward,

though probably capable of erection at the will of the animal. They are

somewhat longer and more crowded on the dorsal and posterior parts of

the body; they are all soft and flexible, suggesting the idea of hair-like

processes. Eyes large and lateral; the space between the orbital margins

depressed, concave. Nostrils single, with an obliquely truncated tubular

orifice. Mouth terminal, broad, with thin membranaceous lips. Jaws, or

rather the teeth, ending in an acute tip in front. Branchial orifice ear-

shaped, placed in front of the upper part of the base of the pectorals.

The dorsal slightly anterior to but over the anal, rounded on its margin,

higher than wide; pectoral short and broad, its upper rays longest; anal

fin broad, and similar in shape to the dorsal ; caudal lanceolate. Brownish

above; ashy white beneath; the prickles of a metallic golden color; on

the back and along the sides several oblong, distant, blackish-brown spots.

Length 2 inches. Fin rays, D. 12; P. 20; A. 14; C.9. This remarkable little

species, which has been occasionally taken in tlie bay of New York, was
first described by Mitchill. It was subsequently referred by Cuvier (Op.

sup. cit.) as the young of a species which he names a.s2>e?", 2i feet long.

It is probable that his opinion underwent some modification subsequent to

the publication of that paper; for in the last edition of his Ri-gne Animal

X). pilostis is cited as a distinct species."

While we may infer that the specimens of Mitchill and De Kay were

both supposed to come from Ne\r York Harbor, it is not likely that Diodon

hystrix was ever found in this locality, and it is probable that the speci-

mens called "2)ilosus" came from some warmer region. We have never

seen any species referable to the genus Trichodiodon, and doubt the exist-

ence of Trichodiodon pilosus as a distinct genus or species, (pilosus, hairy.)

Biodon pilosus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. T., I, 1815, 471; supposed to be

from New York Harbor; specimen 1^ inches long.

Diodon asper, Cuvier, Mem. du Museum, iv, 1818, no locality; specimens 2^ feet long.

? Triehocyclus erinaceus, GOnthee, Cat., Vii, 316, 1870, no locality; specimen | inch long.

Trichodiodon pilosus, Gunthee, Cat., viii, 316, 1870; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 862.

683. DIODON, LinniBUS.

(Porcupine Fishes.)

Diodon, Linn^US, Syst. Nat., Ed. X, 335, 1758 {hystrix).

Paradiodon, Bleekek, Atlas Ichth., Gymnodonts, 56, 1867 (hystrix) ; name a substitute

for Diodon, transferred to another genus; the first species mentioned by Linnteus

being Diodon atinga, -which was therefore taken by Bleeker as the type.

? Trichodiodon, Bleekeb, Atlas Ichth., Gymn., 49, 1867 {pilosus,- larva?).

? Triehocyclus, GtJNTHEE, Cat., Viii, 316, 1870 {erinaceus; larva?).

Body robust, the belly moderately inflatable. Dermal spines strong,

stiff, most of them 2-rooted and erectile, a few 3-rooted and therefore
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immovable; both jaws entire; nasal tube simple, with 2 lateral open-

ings. Pectorals broad, their margin undulate, the upper lobe longest;

vertical fins rounded, the dorsal and anal short, posteriorly inserted, sim-

ilar to each other. Tropical seas ; the few species very widely distributed.

(5zs, two; 680VC,, tooth.)

a. Spines terete.

6. Frontal spines not as long as poat-pectoral spines (in adults not J as

long, about as long as eye;
;
predorsal spines very short, S-rooteil, flsed or

nearly so; 20 spines in a series between snout and dorsal; postpcctoral

spines very much elongate, especially in the adult, shorter in the young;

dorsal rays 15; anal 15; upper lobe of pectoral little longer th.an lower.

Adult above everywhere covered with round black spots, tliese largest in

front of dorsal, smallest on naked area about month; white below; fins pro-

fusely spotted with black
;
young with fewer spots, but never with large

blotches. HYSTRix, 2162.

hh. Frontal spines long, usually longer than post-pectoral spines, about twice as

long as eye in adult
;
predorsal spines not shortened, 2-rooted, erectile; 14

to 17 spines in a series between snout and dorsal
;
post-pectoral spines not

especially elongate, their development variable ; dorsal rays iisu.-iUy 12; anal

12; pectoral broader than long, its upper lobe pointed, lower lobe rounded.

Body marked with black spots and blotches irregular in size, usually a

broad black bar from eye to eye, continued below eye as a narrow bar;

a broad bar across occiput ; a black blotch above each pectoral ; a short bar

in front of dorsal ; another in which the dorsal is inserted ; a blotch behind

pectoral, and many small spots and blotches on upper parts ; fins with few

spots, usually unmarked in the young. holacanthus, 2163.

an. " Spines compressed laterally, sliort; 15 spines in a series between snout and dorsal;

upper parts covered with round spots, those about pectorals sometimes con-

fluent into a blotch ; fins immaculate.'" MACULIFER, 2164.

2102. DIODON HYSTRIX, Linnseus.

(Porcupine-fish ; Erizo; Puebco Espino.)

Head 3; depth 3^. D. 13 to 1.5; A. 13 to 15. Spines .strong, dilated at

base, with a pair of basal grooves; frontal spines not as long as post-

pectoral spines (in adults not \ as long, about as long as eye)
;
post-

pectoral spines longer than any others, especially in the adult, usually

altout as long as pectoral fin, those of the posterior part of back and

tail short and broad, 3-rooted, and therefore not erectile
;
predorsal spines

very short, 3-rooted, fixed or nearly so; about 20 spines in a series

between snout and dorsal; upper lobe of pectoral little longer than

lower; upper and lower part of tail with 2 or 3 pairs of 3-rooted, im-

movable, recumbent spines. Adult above everywhere covered with small

round black spots, these largest in front of dorsal, smallest on naked

area about mouth ; white below ; fins all more or less spottedm the adult,

nearly plain in the young. Length about 3 feet. Tropical seas; every-

where common; north to Lower California, Florida, and the Hawaiian

Islands; abundant in collections, being stuifed and dried as a curiosity;

not used as food, {hijstrix, the porcupine.)

Orbis echinatus, Eondelet, De Piscibus, 324, 1558, Northern Ocean.

Ovamajacu guara, Marcgrave, Hist. Nat. Bras., 159, 1648, Brazil.

Ostracion conico oblongut, Artedi, Genera, 60, No. 19,1738.
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Erizo, Pakea, Desc. Dif. Piezas Hist. Nat. Cuba, 60, pL 29, fig. 1, 1787, Havana.
IHodon hystnx, LiNN^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 335, 1758, India; after Artedi ; Gunthek,

Cat., vni, 306, 1870; Jordan & Gilbekt, Synopsis, 863, 1883; Jordan & Eutter, Proc.

Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1897. 130 ; and of writers generally.

IHodon atinga, Block, Iclith., iv, 75, pi. 125, 1787; not of Linn.t.us.

Le IHodon (Plumier) Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., II, 1 and 10, pi. 3, flg. 3, 1798, Martin-
ique; on a drawing by Plumier.

Biodon brachiatus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Iclith. , 513, 1801, Cuba; after Paera, i)1.

29, fig. 1.

Diodon jmnctatus, Cuvier, M6m. Mus. Hist. Nat., iv, 132, 1818, no locality.

Diodon echinus (Kafinesqde) Bonaparte, Cat. Met. Pise. Eur., 87, 1846, Mediterranean
Sea; accidental.

?IHodon spinosissimus, Gunther, Cat., viii, 307, 1870.

2103. DIODOX HOLACAXTHUS, Linnseus.

D. 12; A. 12. Yery similar to Diodon Injslrlx, hut with the frontal spines

nsnally longer than the spines behind, the pectorals, about twice as long

as eye. Predorsal spines not .shortened, 2-rooted, erectile; about 14 to

17 spines in a series between snout and dorsal
;
post-pectoral spines not

especially elongate, but movable; pectoral broader than long, ujjper lobe

pointed, lower lobe rounded. Coloration much as in Diodon hystrix, but
more variable, the spots fewer and larger ; usually a broad black bar from
eye to eye, continued below eye as a narrow bar; a broad bar across occi-

put; a lilack blotch above each pectoral; a short bar in front of dorsal;

another in which the dorsal is inserted ; a blotcli behind the pectoral, and
many small s)>ots and blotches on the upper parts; fins with few spots,

mostly immaculate in the young. In all warm seas, north to the Florida

Keys, Lower California, and the Hawaiian Islands, its range coinciding

with that of Diodon hustrix, from which it may prove to be not distinct.

An example before us is from La Paz. The distinctions are generally evi-

dent in the adult, but young specimens apparently intermediate are often

found. Possibly the two are different sexes of the same species. Length
1 to 2 feet. None seen by us of as large size as the largest hystrix. (oAoS,

wholly; auavOa, spine.)

Oitraeion oblongus holaeanthiis, Artedi, Genera, 60, No. 20, 1738.

Grayracion, Nos. and 15, Klein, Hlstoria Pise, 19 and 20, pi. 3, fig. 6, 1740.

Diodon holocaiiiliiia, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 335, 1758, India; based on Artedi ; mis-

print Inr Itnltirantliiis.

Erizo Ouantihinia. I'AitiiA, Desc. Dif. Piezas Hist. Nat. Cuba, 62, pi. 29, fig. 2, 1787, Havana.
Le Diodon tachete, LACEPt:DE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ii, 13, 1798, New Cytherea.

Diodon Ultirosus, Shaw, Gen. Zoiil., v, pi. 2, 436, 1804; slUht Diodon tachete, Lacepicde.

Diodon simiosissimus, Cdvier, Mem. Mus., iv, 134, 1818; no locality.

Diodon novemmaculatus. Cuvier, M6iu. Mus. Hist. Nat., iv, 136, pi. 6, 1818, no locality.

Diodon sexmactdatus, CvviER, Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat., iv, 136, pi. 7, 1818, no locality; Gun-
ther, Fish. Centr. Am., 396, 1869.

Diodon multimaculatus, Cuvier, Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat., iv, 136, 1818, no locality.

Diodon quadrimaculatus, Cuvier, Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat., iv, 137, pi. 6, 1818, Otaiti.

IHodon tnelanoptis, Kaup, "Wiegmanu's Archiv 1855, 228.

Paradiodon qiiadrimaculatun, Bleeker, Atl. Ichth., Gymiiod., pi. 8, fig. 2, 1865.

Diodon maculatus, var. a, Ginther, Cat., viii, 307, 1870; based on Diodon tachete of Laci?:-

Pede; St. Croix; Jamaica; Panama; South America; Hawaiian Islands; China;

Sooloo Sea; Indian Ocean.

Diodon maeulatus, Jordan & Gii.uert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 70 and 453; Jordan,

Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1884, 46.
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2164. DIODON MACULIFER, Kaup.

Spiues rather short, strong, remarkably flattened, and compressed trans-

versely. Upper part of tall witliont ossifications, but a pair of spines

lying alongside their root on side of dorsal fin ; roots of spines strong and

long. About 15 transverse series of spines between snout and dorsal fin.

Ujiper part of head and body with round black spots, each of about the size

of the pupil of the eye; sometimes the spots above or near the pectoral

confluent into a blotch. Fins and abdomen immaculate. Length 10 inches.

(Giinther. ) Cape of Good Hope. A specimen recorded by Giinther from

Cuba. This is perhaps an error, as neither Poey nor any other American

writer has noticed specimens in the West Indies. The species is unknown
to us. (viacula, spot; fero, I bear.)

Diodon maculifcr, Kaup, Wiegmann's Archiv 1855, 229, Cape of Good Hope ; Gunther,

Cat., vni, 309, 1870.

684. CHILOMYCTERUS, P.ibrou.

(BUKR-FISHES.)

Chilomycterus, Bibron, in Barneville, Revue Zoologique, 40, 184C iretictilatMS=tigrinns).

Ghiloinycterus, Kaup, Wiegm. Archiv 1847, 365 (antennatus)

.

Cyclichthys, Kaup, "Wiegm. Archiv 1855, 231 (orbicularis).

Cyg^nichthys, Kaup, "Wiegm. Archiv 1855, 231 (coeruleug).

Diodon, Bleekeh, Atl. Ichth., Gymnod., 55, 1865 (atinga), the first spociea mentioned by

LinnsBus ; not Diodon, as e.irlier restricted by Kaup to Diodon hystrix.

Body broad, depressed, moderately inflatable. Dermal spines short,

stout, immovable, triangular, each with 3 roots; nasal tube simple,

with 2 lateral openings; the tube sometimes rounded, sometimes flat-

tened, and with the partition feeble and easily torn so that the tentacle

appears divided; caudal peduncle short; fins small, formed as in Diodon;

jaws without median suture. Species numerous, of smaller size than

those of Diodon, the spines broader and lower, their bases forming a coat

of mail. (^£?Aoj, lip; fivKtijp, nose. ''Narinesuon closes au sommet, mais

chacune ayant I'apparence de deux levres, on form<5e de deux tentacnles

reunis a la base."

)

Cyclichthys (KVKka<;, round; ix^u'^, flsh)

:

a. Nasal tentacle subcylindrical, not divided.

h. Fins unspotted; supraorbital spines 2, with generally a tentacle between them;

a spine in middle of forehead,

c. Superciliary edge raised.

d. Upper parts greenish black, with a series of undulating bliickish stripes

running from nape backward; a .simihir series between eyes and

across face; an ocellated black spot above pectoral : a larger one be-

hind pectoral ; au ocellated spot on each side of dorsal, and an elon-

gated spot behind each of the ventral antennsB. schcepfi, 2165.

dd. Upper parts plain, without series of lines ; spots as in schoepfi.

SPINOSDS, 2166.

ddd. Upper p.arts covered with black, hexagonal reticulations.

antillaeum, 2167.

cc. Superciliary edge not raised; Tipper parts with numerous black dots, some

with bluish centers ; a black spot in middle of nape ; a large kidney-

shaped spot above pectoral, and a subtriangular blotch before and along

base of dorsal fiu; a series of antennic .along lower part of side.

antennatus, 2108.
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ChILOMTCTEEDS :

aa. Naaal tentacle flattened, divided; flns spotted with black; supraorbital spines 3,

feeble ; none on forehead.

e. Supraocular cirrus well developed; upper parts densely covered with small,

round, blackish spots ; alarge black blotcli before and around dorsal ; another
on each side above gill opening and pectoral; spines short, compressed an-

terior root flat, longer than the others. atinga, 2169.

ee. Supraocular cirrus wanting; upper parts with short, dark streaks or bars,

becoming blotches on the sides. califoeniensis, 2170.

Subgenus CYCLICHTHYS, Kaup.

2165. CHYLOMYCTERUS SCHffiPFI (Walbaum).

(Common Buer-fish; Kabbit-fish; Swell-toad ; Swellfish.)

Head 2i; depth 3. L\ 12; A. 10. Body a littlt- broader tliau deep at

gill openings ; interocular space broad, concave ; eyes large, lateral, nearly

as long as snout, each with a cirrus above it, longer than pupil; gill open-

ing about as wide as eye, opposite upper anterior part of pectoral. About
9 spines between eye and tail, their height equaling diameter of pupil;

spines on belly much smaller, partly embedded in skin; some of the pos-

terior with cirri ; spines on caudal peduncle ; anterior root of each spine

little if any larger than others. Pectoral fin deeper than long, the margin
undulate, the upper lobe longest. Greenish; belly pale; a round, black,

ocellated spot above pectorals, not as large as eye, a larger one behind
pectorals, another at base of dorsal, with a smaller one below it; back and
sides with parallel black stripes of uniform width, about as wide as the

interspaces, those on the back running longitudinally, those on sides

obliquely downward and backward, those on front of head running cross-

wise, a dark bar at base of dorsal ; belly pale in the adult, often black

in the young; other tins plain. Length 6 to 10 inches. Cape Cod to

Florida; very abundant southward in shallow water; especially numer-
ous on the coast of the Carolinas and Florida. The body is capable

of considerable inflation, but less than is the case with the Tetraodonts.

''This species is readily recognized by the dark and light lines of the

upper parts. The lines are parallel and meet toward the back. A retic-

ulation is sometimes formed when these lines meet on the anterior part of

the back. In the young there seem to be more lines than in the old. Two
specimens examined, 3 inches long, have 17 lines between the pectorals; a

specimen 5 inches long has 10 lines; and the largest specimen examined,

10 inches long, has 12 lines." (Eigenmann.) (Named for its discoverer,

Dr. Johann David Schiipf, noted as a botanical collector.)

The Toadfish, Schopf, " Schriften Berlin Gesellsch. Naturf. Freunde, vn, 192, 1788, ' Long
Island.

Biodon schmpfi, Walbadm, Artedi Pise, COl, 1792, Long Island ; after Schopf.

? Diodon meulini, "Walbaum, Artedi Pise, 602, 1792, no locality.

Biodon geometrieus, var. Uneatus, Bloch & Schneider, Syst.Ichth., 513, 1801. New York
;

after Schopf.

Biodon maculostriatus, Mitchill, Fish. N. Y., 470, pi. 56, fig. 3, 1814, New York.

Biodon rividatus, Cuviee, Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat., rv, 129, pi. 6, 1818, New York ; after

Mitchill.
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Diodon nigi-olineatus, Ayees, Bost. Joiirn. Nat. Hist., IV, 1842, 68, Brook Haven, Long

Island.

Diodon /uliginoms, De K.A.Y, N.T. Fauna: Fishes, 324, pi. 55, tig. 181, 1842, New York;

young.

Diodon verrucosis, De Kay, N. T. Fauna: Fishes, 325, pi. 56, tig. 184, 1842, New York;

young.

Chiiomycterus geometrictis, Kaup, Wiegm. Archiv 1847, var. a a,m\b; GOnthee, Cat.,vin,

310, 1870; GooDE, Proc.U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 109; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 863,

1883 ; not IModon geometricus, Bloch & Schneider.

2166. CHILOMYCTERUS SPIXOSUS (Linuaius).

This species, according to Giinther, differs from Chiiomycterus schoepji

ouly in the coloration, the dark lines on the back being absent. AVe have

seen no specimens of it and do not know whether it is a distinct species

or not. In case the two species are identical the name sjnnosus has priority.

West Indies and coast of Brazil; not seen by us. {sjnnosits, spinous.)

Guamaiacu atinga, Maecgeave, Hist. Brasil., 168, 1648, Brazil.

Orbis muricatus, BancericHi Guamaiacu J^^ijii/a, Willcghby, Historia Piscium, 145, 1686,

Brazil ; description copied from Maecgeave, but with a new figure representing Chiio-

mycterus schoepfi.

Atinga alter minor orbicularis, Listee, Willughby, Hist. Pise, 155, 1686.

Guamaiacu atinga, Maecgeave, Hist. Nat., 168, 1648, "in mari."

Ostracion svbrotundus ventre glabra, Artedi, Gen. 59, No. 15, 1738.

Diodon sinnosus, Linn.eus, Syat. Nat., Ed. x, 335, 1758, India ; based on Artedi.

Le Diodon orbe, Lac£pede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., II, 16, 1798, Rio Janeiro.

Diodon geometricus. Block &. Schneider, Ichth., 513, pi. 96, 1801, America.

Cyclichthys cornutus, Kaup, Wiegm. Archiv 1855, 231, Bahia.

Chiiomycterus geometricus, var. y, Gl'NTHEE, Cat., 311, 1870 ; type of Cyclichthys cornutus,

Kaup.

2167. CHILOMYCTERITS AXTILLARUM, Jordan & Kutter.

Allied to Chiiomycterus schwpfi, differing in having the whole body cov-

ered with black hexagonal reticulations instead of parallel lines. Supra-

orbital spines 2, 1 frontal spine, a single spine below and in front of eye,

2 between eye and gill opening; interorbital space deeply concave; a

transverse series of cirri on chin, and nearly all of the spines along the

margin of the belly have cirri, but there is none above the eyes. Spines

short and flat. Color in alcohol, above, chestnut brown, paler on sides,

yellowish below, the body everywhere covered with reticulating black

lines inclosing more or less nearly hexagonal areas somewhat smaller than

the pupil ; on the belly the lines become heavier, so that Poey's character of

"orange spots in a dark background" is not far wrong; an ocellated

black spot about the size of the eye above the pectoral, another behind it,

and 1 on each side of the dorsal; a black blotch on chin in front of the

row of cirri and another at each end. Cuba and Jamaica. Here described

from specimens taken at Kingston, {antillarum, of the Antilles.)

Chiiomycterus fuliginosus au species dubia? Poey, Synopsis Peso. Cuba, 429, 1868, Havana.

Chiiomycterus antillarum, Jordan & Rutter, Proo. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1897, 131,Jamaica.

(Type, No. 5056, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Rev. J. S. Roberts.

)
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2168. CHILOMYCTERUS ANTENXATIS (Cuvier).

Spines strong, but short; 2 above the orbit, 1 more or less prominent

in the middle of the forehead. Superciliary edge not raised; generally a

tentacle between the superciliary spines. Tentacles along lower part of

side, 1 on each side and in advance of anal fin being especially devel-

oped. Tail spineless, but the roots of 1 pair of spines reaching across

l)ehind dorsal fin. A black spot in middle of nape ; a large kidney-shaped

spot above pectoral, and a subtriangular blotch before and along base of

dorsal fin; generally a small black spot below eye; some or all of these

spots edged with lighter; upper and lateral parts with numerous: black

dots, some with a bluish pupil; abdomen brown; fins unspotted. Length
8 inches. West Indies and southward; recorded from St. Croix, Jamaica,

Porto Rico, and the Cape of Good Hope. Not seen by us. {antennatus,

having feelers.)

Diodon antennatus, Cuvier, Mem. Mus., iv, 131, pi. 7, 1818.

Chilomyctenig puncticulatvt, POEY, Anal. Hist. Nat., 346, 18S1, Porto Rico.

Chilomyctcrus antennatus, Kaup, 'Wiegin. Arcliiv 1855, 232 ; Gunthee, Cat., vui, 311, 1870.

Subgenus CHILOMYCTERUS.

2169. tHILOMYCTEIUS ATIXG.i (Linnajus).

(Atinoa.)

Head 2|; depth 2|. D. 12 or 13; A. 12 or 13; P. 12; C. 10. Spines very

short, compressed, with long, strong, flat, ridged roots, the anterior root

the longest; supraocular cirrus well developed. Forehead flat, without

spine. Three feel)le supraorbital spines, the inner root of the foremost

overlapping frontal bones. Nostrils in front of orbit. C4enerally 2 osseous

stripes across back of tail, behind dorsal fin ; abdominal ossifications nearly

as much developed as those on back ; 8 in a longitudinal series nearest to

median line of back. Body and fins mostly covered with small round

black spots; a large black blotch before and around dorsal; another on

each side aT)ove gill opening and pectoral; spots of the back more or less

ocellated, and of the size of the pupil; those of the fins much smaller.

West Indies, north to Bermuda and Florida Keys, common southward;

reaidily known by the spotted fins, {atinga, a Portuguese name of the

species in Brazil.)

Orhis muricatus et reticulatus, Lister, in "Willughby, HistoriaPisciuni, 155, pi. i, No. 7, fair,

1686, no locality.

Ostracion subrotundus aculeis undique brevibus triquetris raris, Autedi, Genera, 59, 1738,

description from a specimen seen in the Green Dragon at Stepney, presumably of this

species, as Lister is quoted in the synonymy, and his figure is characteristic.

Ostracion bidens sphcericus aculeis undiqxie densis triquetris, Artedi, Genera, 59, 1738,

based on a specimen in the collection of Seba at Am.sterdam "maculce nigrm latce, ad

piniias et caudam; " reference In synonymy to Atinga alter minor orbicularis, Lister,

inWillughby, Historia Piscium, 155, 1C86, whicli seems to be Chilomycterus spinosus.

Diodon atinga (misprinted atringa), LmNMVs, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 334, 1758, India; after

Ostracion bidens sphcericus of Aetedi ; not of most later authors.
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JModon reticulatus, Linn.-kus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 334, 1758, India; after Ostracion subrotundis,

etc.,ARTEDi; GuNTHER, Cat., ^^^, 313, 1870.

Chilomyeterus reticulatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 966, 1883.

2170. CHILOMTCTERUS CALIFOUXIEXSIS, Eigenmann.

No tentacles iiiiywhore. Spines of back all lo-\v, those of front especially

so, increasing in size toward belly where they become much larger than
those of back. No spine on middle of forehead. A spine at upper anterior

angle of orbit; 1 above, somewhat behind its middle; 1 slightly behind
and above its upj^er posterior angle ; another halfway between the last and
the upper angle of pectoral, and another before and a little above the

upper margin of pectoi-al. Blue above, white below; forehead and bases

of all the fins with small (,\' in.) dark spots, fewer on anal; back densely
covered with short streaks or bars, which l>ecome larger spots on sides; a

few round dark spots (i inch in diameter) on belly; spots below eye larger

than those on forehead, similar in size to tho.se on candal peduncle.

Length 9^ inches. San Pedro, California. (Eigenmann). Ajipareutly

very rare; only the type known.

Chilomyeterus califomiensis, Eigenmann, Amer. Nat., v, 1891, 25, 1133, San Pedro, Cali-

fornia. (CoU. C. H. Eigenmann.)

685. LYOSPH.^RA, Evermann &. Kendall.

Lyosphmra, E\'^rmann & Kendall, Bull. U. S. Fish. Comm. 1897, 131 (globosa).

This genus is distinguished from Chilomyeterus by its armature of tlat-

tish, papery or cartilaginous plates to which are attached minute hair-like

papilla'. The nostril, as in Diodon, is undivided and has 2 lateral open-

ings. {Xvoo, to loose, i. e., lax, flabby; dib'tipa, sphere, ball.)

2171. LTOSPH.ERA GLOBOSA, Evermann & Kendall.

Head 3^ ; depth 1^ ; eye 3^ in head ; snout i. D. 11 ; A. 4. Form oblong

ovoid; head broad, interorbital space slightly convex, broad, its width

li in head. Dorsal and anal far back, each separated from the caudal by

a space equal to f diameter of eye, each very small, the anal rays scarcely

distinguishable; pectoral broad and short, about 20 rays, the length less

than interorbital width. Tooth of each jaw solid and continuous. En-

tire body sparsely covered with minute hair-like appendage, or very

flexible dermal papilhe, these very short (;j\- inch long), appearing to be

2-rooted, and attached to flatfish, papery or cartilaginous plates. Nostril

in a short j)apilla with 2 lateral openings and no division at tip. Ground

color yellowish white, this color regularly broken up into numerous round-

ish or hexagonal spots by a network of dark brown, the width of the

brown spaces being usually less than I the diameter of the spots which

are smallest on back and top of head ; a villous papilla in the center of each

spot. Length of type If inches. Atlantic coast of the United States;

known from the mouth of the Rappahannock River and from Biscayne
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Bay, Florida. The 2 specimens from the Rappahannock agree oloselj^in

color, but the 1 from Cape Horida, which appears to he a younger indi-

vidual, differs from them somewhat in color. It may be described as

being pale yellowish white, with about 50 narrow dark-brown or black-

ish rings or circles, each inclosing a circular spot of the pale yellowish

white, these circles smallest on the back and not touching each other

anywhere; on the belly they are distant from each other a distance about

equal to their own diameter. It seems that as the fish grows older these

dark rings approach each other and tinally unite to form the reticulations

seen in tlie 2 other specimens. We were at first disposed to regard these

specimens as being the young of some known species, or possibly Tricho-

diodon 2^'^'^-'^^i'^* (Mitchill), but an examination of De Kay's figure t shows
that they can not be Mitchill's species. It is eciually apparent that they

can not be Cuvier's Dlodon asperX or Giinther's Trichoci/lKS erinaceus ^.

(Evermann & Kendall.) (globosus, spherical.)

Lyosphcera globosa, Evekmanx & Kendall, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1897, 131, pi. 9, flgs.

11 and 12, Rappahannock River, near mouth of Windmill Creek, Virginia. (Type,

No. 48794, U. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Evermann & Kendall.)

Family CLXXY. MOLID.E.

(The Head-fishes.)

Body oblong or more or less short and deep, compressed, truncate behind,

so tbat there is no caudal peduncle. Skin rough, naked, spinous, or tes-

sellated. Mouth very small, terminal ; teeth completely united in each jaw,

forming a bony beak without median suture, as in the Diodontida'. Dorsal

and anal fins similar to each other, falcate in front, the posterior parts

more or less perfectly confluent with the caudal around the tail ; no spi-

nous dorsal; no ventral fins
;
pelvic bone uudevckiped; pectorals jiresent.

Belly not inflatable; gill openings small, in front of j)ectorals ; an acces-

sory opercular gill ; no air bladder. Fishes of the open seas, apparently

composed of a huge head to which small fins are attached. Genera 3, spe-

cies about 6, found in most warm seas, pelagic in habit, and reaching a

very large size. The very young are variously shortened in form and

armed with spines. These have been often regarded as a distinct genus

(Molacanthus). The flesh in these fishes is coarse and tough, and they are

not used as food. {Gymnodontes, group Molina, Giinther, Cat., viii, 317-320,

1870.

)

Molina :

o. Body suborbicnlar, not twice as long as deep ; .skin thick, rough, gristly, without

hexagonal plates. Mola, 686.

Eanzanun^, :

aa. Body oblong, about twice as long as deep; «kin smooth, tes.sellated, with smooth

hexagonal plates. Kanzania, 687.

* Diodon pilosns, Mitchux, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc, Vol. l, 1815, 471, pi. 6, fig. 4.

I De Kay, N. T. Fauna : Fishes, 326, pi. 55, irg. 180, 1842.
+ Diodnn agpei; Ci'viER, Mem. du Museum, IV, 1818.

^ Giinther, Cat., vn, 316, li;70.
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686. MOLA, Cuvier.

(Head-fishes.)

J/ote, CtJviEE, Tableau t\km. Hist. Xat. Animaux, 323, 1798 (rotunda— mola).
Orthmgorisms, Bloch, Syst. Ichth., Schneider Ed., 510, 1801 (mola) ; misprint for Orthago-

riscttt.

Cephalut, Shaw, General Zoology, v, 2, 432, 1804 {mola).

Orthiagus, Eakinesque, Caratt. Ale. Kuov. Gen. e Nuov. Sp. Anim. e Piante della Sicilia, 17,

U\Q{luna=mola).
Diplanchias, Rafinesque, Caratt. Ale. Ifuov. Gen. e Kuov. Sp. Aniiu. e Piante clella Sicilia,

17, 1810 (nasus— mola).

Tumpanomium, Eanzani, Novi Comm. Ac. Sci. Bonon., v, 3, pi. after p. 81, 1837 (planci=
mola).

Trematopsis, Kanzani, Novi Comm. Ac. Sci. Bonon., v, 3, pi. after p. 81, 1837 (willughbeii=
mola),

Ozodura, Eanzani, Novi Comm. Ac. Sci. Bonon., v, 3, pi. after p. 81, 1837 (or»ini— mola).
Pedalion (GuildingMS.) Swainson, Nat. Hist, and Class'n Fishes, etc., v, 1, 199; v, 2, 195

329,1839.
'

' •

Aledon, Castelnau, Mem. sur Poissons Afrique Aust., 75, .^1860 {storeri= mola).

Lakv'al Forms.

Molacanthus, Swainson, Nat. Hist, and Class'n Fishes, etc., v, 2, 195, 329, 1839 (pallasi).

Pallasia, Nardo, Ann. Sci. Eegno Lombard., Venet., v, 10, 112, 1840 (pallasi).

Acanthosoma, De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 330, 1842 (carinatum).
Cenlaurus, Kaup, Archiv. Naturgesch. 1855, i, 221 (hoops).

Body ovate, strongly comi)ressed, covered with a thick, rough, leathery,
elastic skiu, which is without bony plates. Profile forming a projecting
fleshy nose above the mouth. Dorsal fin beginning not far behind pecto-
rals, short and high, falcate, confluent with the anal around the tail; no
large spines on the body. Clumsy fishes, found in most warm seas, reach-
ing a great size ; the young (Molacanlhus) ^ with the body deeper, much com-
pressed, without trace of caudal fin, its place taken by a row of marginal
spines, {mola, a millstone.)

2172. MOLA MOLA (Linn.-ens,.

(Su.NFi.SH; Head-fish
; Mola; Pez Luna.)

Head 3; depth Tf. D. 17; A. 16. Dorsal and anal fins high in front,
rapidly decreasing backward, the height of each about 2^ in length of
body in adult

; caudal fin low, with a wa,vy outline. Depth always more

*The nominal genus Jirolaca7itJms, Swainson (Pallasia, J^ardo; Acanthosoma De Kay)
has thus been dehned: Body suborbicular, much compressed, deeper than long coveredby a thm silvery skin on which are many strong spines. Dorsal and anal fins high and
short, not confluent, the space on the tail between them occupied by a row of small spinesno mterspinal bones for the support of the caudal ; pectorals moderate. Intestines short'
with but 2 turns. These small fishes were long generally considered as the young ofJ/oia.l he researches of Prof. Frederick Ward Putnam (Am. Nat., Dec, 1870) seemed toshow that they were adult fishes aUied to Mola, careful comparisons having been made by
hini between Molacanthus and the young of 2Ma. In a specially valuable paper ' On the
origin ot heterocercy and the evolution of tlie fins and flu rays of fishes " (Eept. r. S. FishComm. tor 1884), the late Prof. John A. Ryder, of the University of Pennsylvania, has
careful y discussed the relations of Molacanlhus to Mola. The researclies of Professor
Kyder leave no doubt that Molacanthus is simply a post-larval pliase in the deveh)pmeut
ot Mola, as was supposed by Liitken, Steenstrup, and Giintber. According to Rvder, the
<'^.': if^'-^iorm.s of Mola (corresponding to the form called Ostracion boops by Eichardson)
will bo found to have a distinct tail.

3030 33
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than ^ length, and iu the young the vertical diameter exceeding the

longitudinal. Form varying much with age, the body becoming more

elongate, the lins comparatively shorter, the eye much smaller, and a

hump being developed above the mouth, topped by an osseous tubercle.

Dark gray; sides grayish lirown, Avith silvery reflections; belly dusky;

a broad blackish bar running along the bases of the dorsal, caudal, and

anal lins. Pelagic, inhabiting most temperate and tropical seas, swim-

ming slowly about, near the surface, the high dorsal above the surface.

Common northward to England, Cajie Cod, and San Francisco ; rare in the

West Indies. It reaches a weight of 300 to 1,500 pounds. The largest

specimen known to ns was taken at Kedondo Beach, California, in June,

1893, and mounted by Mr. T. Shooter, of Los Angeles. This was 8 feet 2

inches long and weighed in life 1,800 pounds. The Pacific Ocean form,

which ranges from San Francisco to Maiatlan, seems to be fully identical

vfxth. Mola moJa. (Eu.) (mo?a, a millstone.)

Tetrodon mola, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 334, 412, 1758, Mediterranean; after Ostracion

cathetoplatcics subrotunchis, Artedi, Genera, 61, 1738.

Tetrodon lime, LAcfipKDE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., i, 509, 1708.

Mola aculcata, Kolbeuter, Nov. Comm. I'etropol., x, 1766, 337, pi. 8, figs. 2 auil 3.

Orthragoriscus hispidios, Block &. ScHNEmEK, Syst. Icbth., 511,1801.

Orthragoriscus or Luna piscis, Rondelet, De Piscibus, 424.

Diodon carinatu*, Mitchill, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. New York, n, 1815, 264, pi. 5, fig. 1, New
York.

Acanthosoma caHnaHim, De Kay, New York, Fauna: Fishes, 330, pi. 55, flg. 179, 1842.

Mola rotunda, Cuvier, Tableau Elem. Nat. Hist., 323, 1798 ; after Tetrodon mola, Linn.eds
;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 865, 1883.

Orthagoriscus mola, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Icbtb., 510, 1801.

Orthagoriscus faseiatus. Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 511, 1801.

Cephalus brevis, Skaw, Gen. Zoology, v, 437, pi. 175, 1804.

Cephalus pallasianug, Shaw, Gen. Zool., v, 440, 1804.

Orthagoriscus gpinosiis, Cuvier, E6gne Anim., 1817.

Cephalus orthagoriscus, Eisso, Eur. Merid., in, 173, 1826.

Ozodura orsini, Ranzani, Nov. Comm. Ac. Sci. Inst. Bonon., iii, 82, 1839, Mediterranean

Sea; Ranzani, I.e., pi. 6, 1839.

Tympanomium planci, Ranzani, I. c, table, 1839, Adriatic Sea.

THplanchias nasus, Ranzani, I. c, table, "in marei siculd."

Trematopsis willugbei, Ranzani, I. c., table, in oceano.

Orthragoriscus retzii, Ranzani, I. c. table, no locality.

Orthragoriscus ghini, RANZANI, I. c, table, Mediterranean Sea.

Orthragoriscus rondeletii, Ranzani, I.e., Mediterranean Sea.

Orthragoriscus blochii, Ranzani, I. c, "in mari oceauo."

Orthragoriscus alexandrini, Ranzani, I. c, Adriatic Sea.

Orthragoriicus redl, Ranzani, I. c, Mediterranean Sea.

Orthragoriscus oculeatus, Ranzani, I.e., no locality.

Orthragoriscu.^ lunaris, Gronow, Cat. Fi.shes, Ed. Gray, 165, 1854, Mediterranean Sea.

Orthragoriscus Solaris, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 165, 1854, Mediterranean Sea.

Orthragoriscus elegans, Ranzani, I.e., Atlantic Ocean.

Orthragoriscus battarm, Ranzani, I.e., Adriatic Sea.

Aledon storeri, Castelnau, Poiss. Afr. Aiistr., 75, 76.

Aledon capensis, Castelnau, I. c.

PaUasia pallasi, Nardo, Ann. Sc. Regno Lombard. Venet., X, 112, 1840.

Orthagoriscus analis, Aykes, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., n, 1854, 31, fig. 54, San Francisco.

Mola nasus, Steenstrup <t Lutken, Overs. Dansk. Vid. Selsk. Forh., 36, 1863.

Mola retzii, Steenstrup & Lutken, I. c.

? Orthagoriscus, sp., Swinhoe, Ann. Sc Mag. Nat. Hist., xil, 1863, 225.
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Orthragoriscus ozodura, Haeting, Verhand. Ak. Wet. Amsterd., 1-48, pis. 1-8, 1868.

Ostracion hoops, Richardson, Voy. Erebus & Terror, Ichth., 52, 1844, South Atlantic.

Centaurus boopt, Kaup (very young larva), Archiv. Naturjj., 1, 1855, 221.

687. RANZANIA, Nardo.

(King of the Mackerels.)

Ranzania, Nakdo, Ann. Sci. Kegn. Lombard. Venet., v, 10, 105, 1840 (truncatus).

Body oblong, the depth ahont I height j skiu smooth, tessellated,

divided into .small hexagonal scutella ; caudal truucate ; otherwise essen-

tially us in Mola, the size smaller; the larval forms unknown. Pelagic.

(Named for Camillo Ranzani, of Bologna, an excellent naturalist, who
was led by the variations in the form of Mola to an ineffective subdivision

of the species into many genera.

)

2173. RANZANIA TRUNCATA (Retzius).

Head not quite 3; depth about 2. D. 16 to 19; P. 12 or 13; A. 19; C. 18

to 22. Body elongated ovate with the sides compressed. Eye 2 to 3 times

in snout; snout straight; mouth anterior and opposite center of eye.

Caudal very short, its base straight, slightly oblique; dorsal and anal at

the extreme end of dorsal and abdominal profiles and connected to the

caudal; pectoral somewhat pointed. Skin smooth and divided into small

hexagonal plates like mosaic. Color: "Immediately before death the

colors vrere most brilliant, the back being of a dark purple, gradually

decreasing in intensity to the belly, which was white with golden reflec-

tions, the side marked with green lines on the purple; toward the tail

there were several irregular white spots about the size of a threepenny

piece ; the dorsal, anal, and pectoral fins were of a pale lead color, but

the caudal fin was most brilliant, being of a bright burnished silver, with

prismatic retlection.s, the rays tinged with purple, while between the rays

there were keyhole-shaped markings, edged with gold, forming such a

brilliant combination of colors as is not easily imagined ; but this bril-

liancy entirely vanished a few minutes after the death of the fisli, when
it assumed the dull-blue color of the figure in Couch's Fishes of the Brit-

ish Isles, which is exceedingly good, but might have been a few shades

darker." (S. Clogg, Zool., 342, 1883.) Borlase's specimen was dapple,

spotted darker on the back, with streaks i inch wide from eye to pectoral

fin. (Day.) Size much less than that of Mola mola, the length about 2

feet. Pelagic; occasional off our Atlantic coast; once taken on the Ber-

mudas. A related but apparently different species * is occasionally taken

*Iianzania makua, Jenkins. The following is the substance of Dr. Jenkins's descrii)-
tion of this species:
"D. 17; A. 18; C. 19; P. 13. Depth 2' in length to base of caudal; head 2%; eye 6 in

head, 2^ in snout. Body much compressed, the ventral margin a sharp, evenly curved
keel. Eye much above axis of body, a little nearer snout than base of pectoral. Teeth
forming a turtle like beak, comple'tely hidden by projecting folds of skin, which form a
truncated opening to the mouth. Gill opening just in front of upper base of pectoral,
covered by a 2-lobcd valve. Body covered by an armor of .small plates, more or less hex-
agonal and concealed. Pectoral about IJ in head, above axis of bodj'; height of dorsal
about equal to head ; anal slightly lower ;"dorsal and anal each separated from the caudal
by a notch. Color bright silvery on sides, upper parts dark ; sides with brighter silvery
bands, the first 3 with distinct lilack borders, the next 4 with numerous black spots, the
black margins appearing only on lower parts. Differing from Ranzania truneata chiefly
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about the Hawaiian Islands, where it is regarded with veneration as the

king of the tunnies and mackerels, (truncatus, cut oft' short.)

Tetrodon truncatus, Eetzius, Vet. Ak. Nya Handl., vi, 2, 116, 1785.

Orthagoriscus ohlongus, Bloch & Schneidee, Syst. Iclitliyol., 511, 1801.

Cephalus varius, Shaw, Gen. Zool., v, 439, 1804.

Cephalus elongatus, Ilisso, Eur. Merid., in, 173, 1826.

Molri planci, Naedo, iu Ferussac, Bull. Sci. Nat., xni, 437, 1828.

Cephalus cocherani, Tkaill, Werner. Mem., vi, 1832.

Orthagoriscus truncatus, Gunther, Cat., vni, 319, 1870; Day, Fish. Gt. Brit., pi. 149, 276,

1884.

lianzania truncata, Jokdan ..t Gilbeet, Synopsis, 966, 1883.

Suborder LOEIOATI.*

(The Mail-Cheeked Fishes.)

This group is distinguished by a single peculiar character, the extension

of the third suborbital bone across the cheek to or toward the preopevcle.

From the Craniomi, an offshoot from the same group, in which the develop-

ment of the suborbital stay is carried much farther, the present group is

distinguished by the normal character of the shoulder girdle. The follow-

ing definition of the Loricati is given by Dr. Gill (Proc. U. S. Nat, Mus.

1888, 589)

:

Acanthopterygians with the .scapular arch normal, the post-temporal and postero-

temporal forming part, and the latter intervening between the post-temporal and the

proscapula. Infraorbital chain with all bones entering into the orbital margin and func-

tional, only partially extended over the cheek; with the third bone hypertrophied and

developed as a stay impinging on the anterior wall of the preoperculum
; post-temporal

variously connected with the epiotic and pterotic; iutermaxillaries with well-developed

ascending pedicles gliding over the front of the prosethmoid.

In all other respects the group is subject to great variation. Concern-

ing this, Dr. Gill has the following excellent discussion:

In view of the wide range of variation that has been shown to be manifested by the

various members of the great group of mail-cheeked fishes it may be considered that it is

not a natural group. In one sense it is not. The dilferences are certainly sufficient to

justify the segregation of its elements, not only into a number of families but into seven

superfamilies. Nevertheless, the relations between the various members are such as to

indicate that they form a natural although much-interrupted series, and the guess of

Cuvier is apparently justitied by a'detailed examination of the anatomy.

The most generalized of the mail-cneoked fishes appear to be the Scorpcenoidea. These

have the general form of ordinary fishes like the Serranids, Sparids, and numerous others.

in the smaller eye, in having the eye placed well above the mouth and above the axis of

the body, iu the high position of the pectoral fin, in the higher dorsal and anal, and in

the coloration. Known only from 1 .specimen in L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus., 20 inches long,

taken at the mouth of Pearl Harbor. Honolulu, by Mr. Hiel Kapu, and sent to Stanford
University by Mr. Charles B. AVilson. {makua,'the native name of the fish, meaning
the source from which the Bonito and the Albicore sprung in ages past.')"

lianzania makua, Jenkins, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, v, October 31, 1895, 780 to 784, with
colored plate.

* Called Cataphracti on page 781, but Loricati is the earliest single word applied as a
name to this group. Dr. Gill remarks: "Cuvier gave no latin name to the 'Jones cui-

rassees,' and it has been attempted to remedy tin- difect by the proposal of various names
involving the idea, e. g., Buc-ce Loricatte (M(:\Iurti if, 1831), Loricati (Jenyns, 1835), Par-
eiplonidw and Pareoplitce (Richardson, 18:m), Caiithileptcs (Swainson, 1838), Cataphracti
(Miiller, 1843), ffclrropavei (Gravenhorst, 1845), ScleroijeaidcB (Owen, 1846), and Vataphrac-
toidw (Cantor, 1850)."
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Osteology also corroborates the nearer relationship of those forms to the normal Aean-

thopteryglan fishes. If we look among those normal forms for the nearest relatives of the

mail-cheeked fishes, in the present state of our knowledge, we appear to at least approxi-

mate the truth in claiming for them a nearer relationship with the Cirritids tlian any

others. This view, however, is simply hypothetical, and can not be considered to be

established until we become better acquainted with the anatomy of the various members

of the suborder Acanthopterygii. Which of the Scorpcenoidea are the most generalized is

a more difiicult question to answer.

In some respects the Cbirids, or Hexagrammids, appear to be more generalized than the

Scorpsenids. They are less armed with spines than the other representatives of the great

group of mail-cheeked fishes, and, what is still more significant, the dichost or basi-

sphenoid is more developed and approaches in form that exemplified in the normal Acan-

thopterygians ; nevertheless, the parietal bones converge toward the front so as to almost,

if not quite, touch over the front of the supraoccipitine. The parasphenoid sends elon-

gated processes upward to meet corresponding processes of the subtectals or orbitosphe-

noids. In both of these characters they deviate from the Scorpsenids and approach the

Cottids. For this reason, therefore, they are placed after the Scorpfenids and before

the Cottids. The comparatively slight value of the approximation or separation of the

parietals thus appears and demonstrates that it is inadvisable to separate widely groups

resembling each other in so many characters because of such differences.

An elongate spinous portion of the dorsal fin and an inversely short raj-ed portion are

developed in the Hemitripterids ; nevertheless, those fishes agree in most osteological as

well as most external characters with the Cottids; consequently, the unnaturalness of

removing tliem far from the Cottids and associating them with the Scorprenids, as well

as tlie slight value of the relative proportions of the spinous and rayed portions of the

dorsal fin, becomes evident.

The osteological characters of the Platycephalids and Hoplichthyids are imperfectly

known, and it remains for future investigation to determine what are their exact relation-

ships and characteristics.

The Triglids and Peristediids depart very widely from the other groups, as will become

hereafter manifest ; but, notwithstanding, their relationships appear to be more intimate

with the generalized mail-cheeked fishes than with any other group.

The Dactylopterids depart still more from all other fishes than do the Trigloidea. We
look in vain, however, for any nearer relation of those fishes than the Trigloidea, and

consequently it may be assumed that they are the derivatives from a type from which

the Triglids have least diverged.

In tine, the relationships of the various families of mail-cheeked fishes, in the present

state of our knowledge, may be expressed in the following genealogical tree, in which the

left-hand branch in each case represents the more generalized type of each pair:

CirritidsB

Caracanthidffi ?

(lorica, a cuirass.)
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Families of Loricati:

a. Myodome* more or less developed.

h. Post-temporal bifurcate and connected with the cranium by its processes in

normal manner,

c. Body and head compressed or moderately depressed.!

d. Actinosts moderate and inserted on posterior edges of hypercoracoid

and bypocoracoid ; ribs, typically, borne on enlarged parapopbyses.

e. Gills 3i or 4, the slit behind the last gill small or wanting ; spinous

dorsal well developed ; anal with 3 strong spines, the fin rather

short; body covered -with scales; a single lateral line; top of

head more or less armed ; vertebras rather few, 24 to 31.

SCORP^NID^, CLXXVI.

ee. Gills 4, with a large slit behind the fourth; body covered with

small scales ; cranium unarmed ; dorsal and anal fins elongate

;

vertebra? numerous, more than 30.

/. Nostrils normal, the posterior well developed.

Anoplopo.matid^, clxxvii.

ff. Nostrils single, the posterior represented by a small pore

well behind the other and not functional.

IIEXAGRAMMID.E, CLXXVin.

dd. Actinosts large and partly intervening between the hypercoracoid

and the bypocoracoid ; ribs sessile on the vertebra' ; vertebrse

numerous, 30 to 50; no anal spines; body not uniformly scaled.

COTTIDvE, CLXXIX.

66. Post-temporal expanded and connected with the cranium by an extensive

suture.

g. Anus submedian; ventrals subabdominal
;
gill openings very small ; exo-

skeleton developed as spiniform prickles ; head excessively large.

Rhamphocottid^, clxxx.

gg. Anus thoracic; ventrals subbrachial; gill opening moderate; exoskele-

ton developed as plates arranged in about 8 longitudinal rows ; spi-

nous dorsal short or wanting. Agonid^, clxxxi.

Discoboli :

aa. Myodome completely wanting; ventrals completely united, forming a round .suck-

ing disk, which is rarely obsolete; spinous dorsal little developed.

h. Body cavity elongate ; caudal region short. Cyclopteeid^, CLXXXII.

hh. Body cavity short ; caudal region elongate ; skin smooth.

LlPARIDID^, CLXXXIII.

Family CLXXVI. .SCORP^ENID^. t

(The Rock-fisiies.)

Body oblong, more or less compressed, tlie head large, and with one or

more pairs of ridges above, which usually terminate in spines. Opercle

*Myodome or muscular tube, "a chamber for the rectus muscles of the eye. This is

isolated from the brain cavity by the development of a platform from the basioecipital

continuous with horizontal rinans or shelves diverging from the inner walls of the pro-

otic bones and meeting aloni: tiic middle, thus constituting a roof for the muscular cham-
ber and a floor for the cranial ca\ily. (Gill.)

tBody and head much (liiii(ss(d in the family of Tlatycephalidce and its relatives,

groups'not represented in tlic \Vt\steru Hemisphere. Two species oi Platyeephalusha.vf>

been erroneously ascribed to the region under consideration. These are mentioned on
page 2028.

+ The original draft of the account of this family is contributed by Mr. Frank Cramer;
to this numerous additions have been made by the present authors. Some of the descrip-

tions are adapted from those iu Jordan & Gilbert's Synopsis Fishes N. A. All these

have been verified on new material.
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usually with 2 spinous processes
;
preopercle with 4 or 5. Mouth terminal,

usually large, with villiform teeth on jaws and vomer, and usually on the

palatines. Premaxillaries protractile ; maxillary broad, without supple-

mental bone, not slipping under preorbital. Gill openings wide, extending

forward below; the gill membranes separate and free from the isthmus;

usually no slit behind the fourth gill. Scales ctenoid, or sometimes

cycloid, usually well developed, sometimes nearly obsolete. Lateral lino

single, continuous, concurrent with the back ; a narrow bony stay extend-

ing backward from the suborbital toward the preopercle. Ventral tins

thoracic, of the normal percoid form, I, 5, the rays branched ; dorsal tin

continuous, sometimes so deeply notched as to divide it into 2 parts, with

8 to 16 rather strong spines and about as many soft rays ; anal rather short,

with 3 spines and 5 to 10 soft rays; soft rays in all the tins l)ranched,

except some or all of rays of the pectorals; pyloric c;¥ca in moderate or

small number (less than 12). PseudobranchitC large. Air bladder usually

present. Actinosts moderate, inserted on the posterior edges of hypercora-

coid and hypocoracoid; ribs borne on enlarged pleurapophyses. Post-

temjjoral bifurcate, normally connected ; myodome more or less developed.

Genera about 30; species about 250, inhabiting all seas, but especially

abundant in the temperate parts of the Pacific Ocean, where they form a

large proportion of the fish fauna. They are nonmigratory fishes living

about rock^. Most of them are of large size, and all are used as food.

Many of them are viviparous, the young being produced in great numbers

when about \ inch in length. {Triglidw, group Scorixcnina, Glinther, Cat.,

II, 95, 1860.)

a. Dorsal spines more than 12 ; vertehrai more than 10 + 14.

b. Dorsal spines 15 or 16; vertebra) about 12 + 19; palatine teeth present; top of

head scaly, scales ctenoid,

c. Anal III, 7 or 8; pectorals long, narrow; vertebra) 12 + 19= 31.

Sebastes, 688.

ee. Anal III, 5; pectorals with lower rays broadened or prolonged into lingni-

form lobe ; vertebrse 11 + 18= 29. Sebastolobus, 689.

66. Dorsal spines 13 or 14 ; vertebrai 12+ 15= 27.

d. Palatine teeth present. Sebastodes, 690.

dd. Palatine teeth none. Sebastopsis, 691.

ScORP^NINiE

:

aa. Dorsal spines 12; vertebra) 10 + 14=; 24.

e. Palatine teeth present; anal rays usually III, 5.

/. Bones of head scarcely cavernous; occiput with 2 pairs of spines; scales

ctenoid or provided with dermal flaps.

g. Pectoral with some of its median rays more or less branched.

h. Scales on top and sides of head ctenoid; cranium much as in

Sebastodes, the armature moderate. Helicolenus, 692.

hh. Scales on top and sides of head cycloid or wanting; cranium

with many spines. Scokp^na, 693.

gg. Pectoral rays all simple; head more or less scaly, the scales ctenoid.

PONTINUS, 694.

/. Bones of head with large muciferous cavities; occiput with only 1 pair of

spines; scales cycloid
;
pectoral rays 20 or more ; head scaleless above;

no groove at occiput ; some of the pectoral rays branched.

Setarchks, 695.
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688. SEBASTES, Cuvier.

(ROSE-FISIIES.)

Sebastfs, CuviEB, R^gne Animal, Ed. 2, Vol. ii, 166, 1829 (norvegica=marinus)

.

Eusebastes, Sauvage, Kouv. Arcliives Mus. Paris (2) I, 1878, 1421 (norvegicxm)

.

Body oTjlong-, compressed. Head large, scaly above and on sides; cra-

nial ridges well developed. Mouth terminal, very broad, oblique, the

broad short maxillary extending to below the eye; lower jaw projecting,

with a bony knob at the symphysis, fitting into a rostral notch ; villiform

teeth on jaws, vomer and palatines. Eye very large, close to upper pro-

file; preopercle Avith 5 diverging spines, opercle with 2; siiiirascapular

spines strong; gill rakers long, slender. Scales small, ctenoid, irregularly

arranged; no dermal flaps. Dorsal fin continuous, very long, the spinous

part much longer than the soft part, of 15 strong spines; anal spines 3,

strong; caudal emarginate; pectorals long, narrow. Branchiostegals 7.

Vertebra} 12 + 19= 31. Coloration mostly red. Ovoviviparous. One

species known, in the North Atlantic. {ds/Sadrog, magnificent.)

2174. SEBASTES MARIXUS (Liunitus).

(ROSEFISI; KEDP-ISH: SxAPPEE; HeMDURGAN.)

Head 3; depth 2*. D. XV, 13; A. 111,7; lateral line 40 (tubes); scales

about 85. Body ovate ; back elevated, the ventral outline straightish ; top

of head evenly scaled; interorbital space with 2 low ridges, between

which it is concave; nasal spines present; cranial ridges moderate, rather

low and sharp, the spines sharp; preocular, supraocular, postocular,

tympanic, and parietal ridges present, the latter with the tips abruptly

divergent and with parietal and nuchal spines; suprascapular spines very

sharp and prominent ; opercular spines long and sharp ; snbopercular spine

prominent; preopercular spines slender and sharp, the second longest;

suborbital stay close under orbit, not reaching preopercle; preorbital nar-

row, with 2 spines. Eye exceedingly large, 3 in head, more than twice as

wide as interorbital space. Mouth very large, oblique; maxillary very

broad, reaching middle of eye, its length 2| in head; premaxillaries on
level of middle of pupil; tiji of lower jaw much projecting, with a con-

spicuous, pointed symphyseal knob; mandible and maxillary scaly;

pseudobranchiiB very large; gill rakers long, stifi:' and strong. Dorsal

spines sharp, the longest about as long as eye, the fin deeply emarginate, the

soft rays not very high, higher than the spines ; caudal narrow, moderately

forked; anal spines moderate, graduated, the second a little shorter than

eye; pectoral rather long, reaching vent, its base narrow, some of the

upper rays divided; ventral reaching to vent. Scales small, irregular, not

strongly ctenoid. Orange red, nearly uniform, sometimes a dusky oper-

cular blotch, and about 5 vague dusky bars on the back; peritoneum

brownish. Length 18 inches. North Atlantic, abundant on both coasts,

especially northward; recorded from the north and west coasts of Europe
to the British Channel, rare south of the Faroe Islands; Arctic Ocean,

Spitzbergen; Iceland, Greenland; a shore fish as far south as Maine, sotith-

ward in deeper waters, as far as oft' coast of middle New Jersey. Accord-
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ing to Goode & Bean it breeds abundantly off the south coast of New-
England in late summer between 100-180 fathoms and there is no reason
to believe that the young rise to the surface; the fry were caught by
the bushel at these depths, (marijius ; marine.) An important food-fish
beautifully colored. (Eu.)

Perca marina, Linn^us, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, I, 290, 1758, Norway; Artedi's reference to
Serranus scriba erroneously included in the synonymy.

Perca norvegica, AscANii's, Icones Eev. Nat. 1772, i, 7, tab. 16, Norway.
Holncentrus sanguineus, Faber, Fische Islands, 126, 1829, Iceland.
Sebastes septentrionaUs, Gaimard, Voy. Islands and Greenland, Poiss, pi. 9.

Sehastcs fasciatus* Storer, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., v, 31, 1854, Provincetown, Mass.-
young specimen, said to have but 13 dorsal spines.

Perca norwegica, MiJLLER, Zool. Danica, 46, 1779.

Sehastes norvegicus, Cuvier & Valenciennes. Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 327, pi. 87, 1829;
Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Amer., 52, 1836 ; Storer, Hist. Fishes Mass., 38, pi. 8, fig!

1, 1867
;
GiJNTHER, Cat., n, 95, 1860 ; GiJNTHER, Challenger Seport, xxir, Deep Sea Fishes,

17, 1880; CoLLETT, Norges Fishes, 19; Day, Fishes of Great Britain, i, 42, pi. 18;
Goode & Bean, Bull. Esses Inst., xi, 14.

Sebastes marimis. White, Cat. Brit. Fish., 8; Collett, Norske Nordhavs Expedition,
Fiske, 15, pi. 1, figs. 3 and 4, 1880 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 651, 1883 ; Lilljeborg!
Sveriges och Norges Fiskar, 92, 1891 ; Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 260 fiff'

248,1896.
^' ^

Sebastes viviparus,f Kroyer, Naturhist. Tidsskr., I, 275, 1844-45, Norway, in shallow water;
Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliiia. 1863, 333 ; Gunther, Cat., ii, 96.

Sebastes marinug viviparus, .Jordan .«c Gilbert, Synopsis, 651, 1883.

Sebastes regulus, Ekstrum, Skand. Fish., Ed. i, 197. plate only, no description.

689. SEBASTOLOBUS, Gill.

Sebastolobus, Gill, Keport Smith.sonian Institution 1880,375 (1881), (macrochir).

Pectorals with a wide base, produced backward near the upper margin
and not medially, lower rays thickened, t-xtendiug much beyond rays next
above in a linguiform lobe; ventrals directly under axils of pectorals,
with the outer rays produced, thick, branched; anal III, 5; vertebra}
11 4- 18= 29 ; otherwise as in Sebastes. Pacific Ocean in deep water.
{6s/3adr6i, Sebastes; Xo/36i, lobe.)

a. Dorsal rays XVI, 9; branchiostegals naked; eye 3? in head. alascanus, 2175.
aa. Dorsal rays XV, 9 ; branchiostegals scaly ; eye 2j in head. altivelis, 2176.

2175. SEBASTOLOBUS ALASCANUS, Bean.

Head slightly more than 2f ; depth 4. D. XVI or XVII, 9 ; A. Ill, 5 ;
pec-

toral 22. Lateral line 31 (pores). Body compressed, head large, about as
wide as high. Eye large, ^ in head, a little longer than snout. Interor-
bital space narrow, concave, nearly 3 in orbit, with a pair of obscure lon-

* Body elongated, not convex in front of dorsal fin ; 4 distinct dark-brown transverse
bands on the sides, the broadest at the posterior portion of the body. Dorsal XIII, 14;
anal III, 7. (Storer.) This is doubtless a young example of Sebastes marinus, and not a
Sebastodes. '

1 Sebastes viviparus is thought to be a shore form or variety of Sebastes marimis. We
have not been able to distinguish it. The characters alleged are the following

:

General color brownish red, somewhat mottled, with a blackish blotch on the opercle,
and some other brownish spots on the body. Pectoral fins a little longer than in Sebastet
marmiis; mterocular space rather narrower. Head 3i: depth U. D. XV, 14; A. Ill, 8.
JMortliern seas ot Europe; smaller than the preceding, and living near shore; thought to
be a shallow water variety

; perhaps contiued to the fjords and deep baya of the Nortli.
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gitudinal ridges. Cranial ridges thin and sharp, rather high; nasal,

prcocular, postocular, tympanic and nnchal spines prominent, sharp, the
supraocnlar and parietal smaller, all arranged in a nearly straight line; a
small sharp spine behind orbit, followed by a larger ridge and spine; a
rather shai-p s]nne on shoulder; preorbital with 2 broad blunt lobes or

spines, with a large pore between them; suborbital ridge nearly continu-

ous from front of preorbital to preojierclo, close up under eye, thin and
high, with 1 spine under anterior margin of orbit, anothea- under its

middle, and 2 behind orlnt; uppermost preopercular spine long, with a
smaller one in front of its base, the following 4 much smaller, the last one
minute; opercular ridges and spines weak. Mouth large, nearly horizon-

tal, maxillary reaching nearly to posterior margin of orbit, about 2 to 2?- in

head; jaws equal, the lower included laterally and terminating with a
slight symphyseal knob; anterior ends of premaxillaries enlarged, den-

tigerous, with a prominent bony projection, and widely separated by an
interval into which fits the tip of lower jaw. Teeth in very narrow bands
on vomer and palatines, in broader bands on jaws. Gill rakers short, den-

ticulate, about 11 movable and about 5 rudiments on anterior limb of first

arch. Pseudobranchia' rather large. Dorsal spines rather low, the fourth

and fifth longest, about Sj in head, the thirteenth and fourteenth very
short, more than 3 in the fifth ; second anal spine longest and strongest,

2\ in head, a little longer than soft rays, but not reaching their tips when
laid back; origin of ventrals under base of pectorals; pectoral rays

long, reaching to vent, and much beyond tip of ventrals; rays nearly all

branched, the upper much longer, about 7 lower rays broad and exserted;

base of pectoral not procurrent, broad, 3| in head. Scales on body large,

strongly ctenoid, those on head partly cycloid; mandible, branch iostegal
membranes, and tip of snout naked; maxillary with a patch of scales;

preopercle with a few; preorbital, cheeks and iuterorbital space scaly;

basal half of pectoral membranes and whole of rays, basal part of spi-

nous dorsal, basal half of soft dorsal membranes and whole length of rays

and the ventrals, caudal and anal almost entirely scaled; breast scaly;

basal part of ventrals naked. Color red; a dark patch between first and
third dorsal spines, another between sixth and eleventh ; distal parts of
caudal and ventrals and lower rays of pectorals dark; gill cavities some-
what dusky; peritoneum white. Bering Sea and Pacific coast of Alaska,

Washington, Oregon, and California, in 109 to 786 fathoms. Here de-

scribed from specimens obtained by the Aliatross. {alascanus, Alaskan.)

Sebastolobus alascamis, Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 44, off Trinity Islands, Alaska,
in 159 fathoms (Coll. Albatrosi) ; Gilbert, Ropt. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 409.*

* Dr. Gilbert haa the following note on Sebastolobus alascamis:
" Resembling closely ,S. viacrochir, but differing constantly in the increased number of

dorsal spines, 16 (17 in one specimen) instead of 15, and in the longer second anal spine.
Head 2§ in length; depth 4 (in specimen 360 mm. long). Pores of lateral line 35. Dorsal
XVI, 9; anal III, 5; iiectorMl 21. Mouth largr, the maxillary nearly reaching vertical from
posterior Itordcr of orhil, 2 to 2', in head, its wiiilli i;r<atcr"than diameter of pupil. Pre-
maxillary band oltcclli wide, sliiitting largely outside mandible in front and on the
sides; aconHi>uuons MilxMcle af tip of eaeli jiremaxillary with a deep emargiuation be-
tween the two. into which fits the tip of the mandible.' A small knob at mandibular
symphysis. Eye large, Hi to 3J in head, 2| times the iuterorbital width. Cranial ridges and
spines about as in the other species of the genus, but the occipital ridges not strongly
diverging, as in (S*. macroehir. Preorbital posteriorly with a spinous point, as in S. altivelis.
Dorsal spines low, the contour of the tin evenly rounded, the spines increasing regularly
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2176. SEBASTOLOBUS ALTIVELIS, Gilbert.

Body slender, depth 3f in length; head 2|; lateral line 33 to 35 pores.

D. XV, 9; A. Ill, 5; pectoral 22. Mouth large, 2 in head, maxillary reach-
ing posterior margin of pupil; mandible laterally and in front shut-
ting within the wide premaxillary baud of teeth, its tip fitting into an
emargination between premaxillaries, and bearing a short symphyseal
knob. Bands of teeth on mandible, A^omer, and palatines narrow. Eye
very large, 3 in head, 3 times iuterorbital width. Interorbital narrow,
scaled, concave, with 2 low, rounded ridges. Cranial ridges strong, ter-

minating in sharp spines, agreeing with those in .S'. alascanm and S. macro-
chirr • Preorbital wide, partially overlapping middle third of maxillary,

posteriorly with a forwardly directed triangular spine, in front of which
is a long slit-like mucous pore. A blunt tultercle directed forward from
front of each premaxillary, less prominent than in S. aJascanus. Dorsal
spines long and comparatively strong, the third always the highest,

the outline of fin behind it straight or concave, never convexly rounded,
as in S. macrochir and S. alascanus. In the tyi)e specimen the longest
spine is contained Ij times in length of head. The spine before

the last is scarcely longer than the one preceding, the last spine again
lengthened. Second anal spine usually curved, much longer and stronger
than third and longer than soft rays, its length If to 2 in head. In the
type it is abnormally curved. Yentrals reaching to vent

;
pectorals to front

of anal; pectoral fin very broad, the lower 7 rays thickened and extended
beyond membranes, the lobe thus formed subject to much variation, being
umisually short in the type. Scales rough ctenoid. Mandible scaled at

base only, the head otherwise completely invested, including the branchi-
ostegal rays and membranes. Fin membranes covered with fine ctenoid
scales. Color red ; a dark blotch on membranes between first and third

from the first to the fourth, then as regularly diminishing to the foorteentb ; the fifteenth
and sixteenth again lengthened. The longest spine is contained from 2^ to 2^ times in
the lengtli of the head. Second anal spine longei and stronger than third, equaling or
exceeding length of soft rays, its length 2 to 2A"in that of head. Ventrals usually scarcely
reaching vent, the pectorals not reaching front of anal. Lower pectoral lobe imusually
broad, contains 7 to 9 thickened rays. Head less completely scaled than in iS'. altivelis, the
branchiostegals, mandible, maxillary, and lower portion of preopercle wholly naked.
Color red ; a black blotch occupies the membranes of the first three dorsal spines, a sec-
ond extends from the sixth to the eleventh spines; margin of pectoral and ventral fins
black; no black blotch behind second anal spine; peritoneum and lining of gill cavity
white. This species differs from S. altivelis in the lower, longer, evenly rounded spinous
dorsal, the white lining of the gill cavity, and the partly naked head. It was taken
abundantly on the Alaskan expedition, being represented from the following stations:
3227, 3324, 3330, 3331, 3332, 3337, 3338, 3339, 3340, 3343, 3346, 3347, and 3348. These are located
in Bering Sea, north of Unalaska Island; in the North Pacific southeast of Unimak
Island, and off" the coasts of Washington, Oregon, and California, in depths of from 109
to 786 fathoms. "

- The following is a description of the type of the genus Sebastolobus from Japan:
Sebastolohus macrochir (Giinther) : Head 2A; depth 3J. D. XV. 6; A. Ill, 5; P. 22 (V).

Lat. line, about 45. Scales rather regular. Eye very large, much longer than snout, 3 in
head. Mouth wide, maxillary reaching beyond middle of eye. Teeth on mandibles,
vomer, and palatines in very narrow bands, those on premaxillarico m somewhat broader
bauds. Interorbital space flattish, narrow, scaleless, about 2iln orbit. Occipital region
flat, with some rudimentary scales. Preocular, supraocular, post-ocular, tympanic, pari-
etal, and nuchal spiues present. Interorbitai stay with strong spines. Preopercle with
5 pointed spines. Each ramus of mandible with 3 large pores. Dorsal spiues rather fee-
ble, third to sixth longest, 2i in head. Anal spines stronger, but shorter than longest
dorsal spines. Caudal truncate. Pectoral extremely broad, 5 or 6 lower rays elongated
beyond those above them, their extremities somewhat thickened, and used like the simi-
lar outer ventral rays, as an organ of locomotion. Pectorals reaching vent, ventrals
beyond vent. Red, a large black spot on posterior half of spinous dorsal, another between
analspines. Length lliuches. Inland sea of Japan, off Inosima, 345 fathoms. (Giinther.)
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dorsal spines, and a large one beginning back of fourth spine and extend-

ing along entire upper edge of fin; edge of pectoral, ventral, anal, and

sometimes caudal, black. In some specimens a black blotch on membrane
back of second anal spine, as in *S. macrocMr. Opercular lining blackish,

this visible externally as a dusky blotch. Aleutian Islands. The type is

a specimen 325 mm. (12| inches) long, taken south of the Alaskan Penin-

sula of Alaska at a depth of 62.5 fathoms. No other specimens were

secured during the Alaskan expedition of 1890, but the species was later

found to be almost equally abundant with S. alascanus m deep water off

the coast of California. From S. alascanus it is distinguishable at sight

by the contour of the spinous dorsal fin, the smaller number of dorsal

spines, and the dusky liuing of the opercle. From -S'. macrodnr, with

which it agi'ees in its fin formula, it is distinguished by the greater height

of both dorsal and aual spines, and in the different contour of the spinous

dorsal.

The following description is taken (by Mr. Cramer) from a specimen

from off San Diego

:

Head 24^ to 2|; depth 3|. D. XV, 9; A. Ill, 5. Transverse row of scales

about 33. Body compressed ; head rather large, very slightly compressed

in region of orbit. Eye very large, orbit 2| in head, nearly twice as largo

as snout. Interorbital space very narrow, 3^ in orbit, moderately con-

cave, with 2 closely approximated frontal ridges. Cranial ridges thin and
sharp, not Very high; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, parie-

tal, and nuchal spines preseut, arranged in a straight line, all sharp; a

sharp spine behind orbit, 2 on shoulder. Mouth large, nearly horizontal

;

maxillary reaching posterior margin of pupil, 2* in head, somewhat dilated

behind. Jaws equal ; lower jaw included laterally, and with a A-ery slight

symphyseal knob ;
premaxillaries not meeting in front, each with a small

bony prominence; tip of lower jaw fitting iuto the emargination. Broad
bands of teeth on jaws and narrow bands on vomer and palatines. Pre-

orbital rather broad, with 2 large slit-like pores, its lower margin sinuate,

without spines; suborbital stay close under rim of orbit, with 3 sharp

spines, the sharp, high keel beginning at anterior edge of preorbital and
extending across preopercle; preopercular spines small, sharp, diverging,

the uppermost largest, with a small spine in front of its base; opercular

spines minute. No pit between suborbital stay and orbit. Gill rakers

short, 15 on anterior limb; pseudobranchi;e small. No pit at occiput;

space between parietal ridges slightly concave. Anterior dorsal spines

somewhat curved, the third longest, 2^ in head, the thirteenth about \ as

long; longest soft rays about equal to longest spine; second anal spine

strongly curved, much stronger and longer than third, about 1* in head,

reaching beyond soft rays; ventrals not attached to belly by a mem-
brane; pectorals reaching far beyond ventrals, about to origin of anal;

lower 5 rays slightly thickened, exserted, rays all branched; base of fin

broad, about 3i^ in head, not j^rocurrent. Scales of body large, very

strongly ctenoid, easily deciduous, those on head cycloid ; maxillary, pre-

orbital, cheeks, interorbital space, opercle, breast and branch lostegal mem-
branes scaly; fins thickly covered with cycloid scales; lower jaw naked.

Color in alcohol reddish; a small dark blotch between first and third
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dorsal spines ; spinous dorsal black-edged ; tips of caudal and ventral fins

and of posterior anal and lower pectoral rays dusky
;
peritoneum silvery

with scattered small black spots. Length about a foot. Alaskan Penin-
sula to San Diego, in deep water, (altivelia; alius, high; velum, sail.)

Sebastolobus altivelis, Gu-BEET, Eept. U. S. Pish Comm. 1893 (1896), 410, pi. 23, south of the
Alaskan Peninsula at Albatross Station 3338, in 625 fathoms. (Type, No. not
assigned, U. S. N.at. Mus. Coll. Gilbert.)

Sebastes niacrochir, Gunther, Challenger Report, Shore Fishes, 65, pi. 27, 1880, Inland Sea
of Japan, off Inosima, in 345 fathoms.

690. SEBASTODES, GiU.

(KOCKFISHES.)

Sebastodes, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 165 (paucispinis).

Sebastichthys, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sol. Phila. 1862, 329 (nigrocinctus)

.

Sebastosomus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 147 (melanops)

.

Hebastomus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 147 (rosaceus).

Acutomentum, Eigenm.\nn & Beeson, American Naturalist 1893,669 {ovalis).

Primospina, Eicexmann &, Beeson, American Naturalist 1893, 669 (mystinus).
Pteropodus, Eigenmann & Beeson, American Naturalist 1893,670 (maliger).

Auetospina, Eigenmann & Beeson, American Naturalist 1893, 670 (auriculatii^s)

.

liosicola, JoRD.iN & EvERMAN.v, Check-List Fishes N. and M. A., 429, 1896 {pinniger).

Eosebastes, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes N. and M. A.,430, 1896 {aurora).
Hisimniscus, JouDAy S: Everman.n, Check-List Fishes N. andM. A., 431, 1896 (rubrivincHis)

_

Emnielas, Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus (glaucus).

Body and head somewhat compressed; head large, 2g to 3| in length of
body ;•" depth 2i to 3f in length of body; mouth moderate or large, with
the jaws equal or the lower more or less projecting; the maxillary reach-
ing middle of eye or beyond, sometimes beyond posterior edge of orbit, its

length from If to 3 in head; teeth in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and
palatines. Head more or less evenly scaled, without dermal flaps; inter-

orbital space convex or concave, widening markedly with age ; cranial

ridges t more or less developed, one or more of the following pairs always

-^ The length of body in these descriptions is measured in the usual way, i. e., from
tip of snout to base of caudal tin.

t Diagram of cranial ridges of Sebastodes.
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present, usually ending in spines: preocular, supraocular, postocular,

tympanic, coronal, parietal, and nuchal. Five preopercular and 2 oper-

cular spines ; 1 to 3 spines on the suinascapula. Suborbital stay moderate,

usiially not reachin<^ preopercle. Gill rakers various, from very long and

slender to very short. Scales moderate or small, mostly ctenoid, 35 to 100

transverse series. Dorsal fin continuous, emarginate, its formula XIll, 12

to 16; anal fin III, 5 to 9. Pectorals well develoi)ed, the base broad or

narrow, the lower rays undivided. Caudal slightly rounded, truncate, or

slightly forked; soft parts of vertical fins more or less scaly. Pyloric

caica 6 to 11. Vertebra-^ 12 -\- 15. Species of varied, often brilliant colors,

mostly red. Sexes colored alike. The group inhabits the two shores of

the Northern Pacific Ocean; some of the species are extremely localized;

exceedingly abundant in rocky places along the west coast of the United

States. They seem to disappear rather abruptly to the south of southern

California, and the number of species dwindles northward; none Arctic,

SEBASTODES ROSACEUS.

Spines: a, preocular; h, supraocular; c, i)ostocular; d, tympanic; c, parietal.

the bulk of the group inhabiting temperate waters. The vertical range

of most of the species is rather limited; some live in and near tide water,

and a few species have been taken at a depth of 1,600 feet. All are

ovoviviparous, bringing forth great numbers of young, which are nearly |

inch in length when born. The species differ greatly in form and arma-

ture, and in the extension of the bones of the cranium, but the genera

based on tliese difi'erences intergrade too closely to admit of definition,

notwithstanding the great differences which appear on comparison of

extreme forms.

The following detailed remarks on the osteology and relations of Sehas-

todes are taken from Cramer's memoir, "On the cranial characters of the

genus Sebastodes :"'

* Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci ., series 2, Vol. v, 1895, 573-610, pis. 57-70 ; reprinted as Contributions

to Biology from the Hopkins Seaside Laboratory, Xo. u.
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The characteristic spines and ridges are: The preocular on the anterior

superior border of the orbit ; the supraocular, near the edge of the frontal

bone above the middle of the orbit; the postocular, bahind the supraocu-

lar, aud the tympanic, behind the postocular on the frontal bone near the

superior posterior angle of the orbit; and the parietal, present in all the

species, a longitudinal ridge on the middle of the parietal bone. Of these

ridges all may l)e absent except the parietal, and in the different species

iu which they are present differ exceedingly in the degree of their devel-

opment. The thickness of the bones of the skull is generally correlated

with other characters, rather thin papery skulls bearing strongly devel-

oped bony ridges, while thicker and more bony skulls have the ridges low

or obsolete. But there are several exceptions to the rule. Other charac-

ters at first seem important, but as they occur in a few species only, far

apart in the series, they must be regarded as sporadic. Thus nuchal

spines are present in &. levis, chlorostictus, aurora, and covstellatus (in the

last species connected with a tendency of the ridges to break up into

spines and tubercles), but they are inconstant even in the species In which

they occur, so that it is doubtful whether they are always present in any

species. The coronal spines, likewise inconstant, are usually present in

S. aurora, and nearly always present in *S'. auriculatus.

In some species in which pairs of spines are normally absent, these are

sometimes present in a rudimentary or distorted form, either singly or in

pairs. Although the paucispinis group is characterized by the absence

of the usual pairs of spines in adults, 2 adult paucisinnis skulls had a

rudimentary supra- or post-ocular on the left side, and a very young skull

of this divisiou had rudimentary tympanic spines on both sides and a

jjostocular on the left side; a medium-sized meZawops had a rudimentary

right tympanic; and a large one had a jjalr of postoculars and a deformed

left supraocular; a young flaridus had a rudimentary right postocular; in

an elongatus, in which the supraoculars are normally absent, the spines

were still present iu the form of low humps on the ridge ; in another speci-

men the supraocular spine was sharp and perfectly distinct.

Hilgendorf expressed the belief that when 1 of the 3 pairs of spines

(supraocular, postocular, aud tympanic) is absent, it is the supraocular

aud not the postocular that has disappeared.* This is proved by several

series' of facts. When the 3 spines are present together, the distance

from the base of the tymiiaulc to the base of the supraocular on the one

hand, and the distance from the supraocular to the preocular on the

other hand, are to each other in many species as 1 to 1, varying from

this ratio to 1 to 3 in rosaceus; while where 1 of the spines is absent,

the relative distances vary from 3 to 10 to 3 to 15 (except nebulosus, 2 to 5).

These measurements give the all but invariable rule that, when 1 of the

spines is absent the so-called supraocular occupies the position of the

jjostocular. When both the supraocular and postocular are present and

* Hilgendorf: Uebersicht liber die lapanischen Sebastea-Arten, Sitzunga-Bericht der
Gesellschaft Naturforschendeu Freunde zu Berlin, 21. Dec, 1880, p. 168. "Das maximum
von Doruen am Oberkopf kommt bei .S'. marmoratus vor, niimMch einer in der Nasenge-

tend, der nasaldorn, drei aiif dem Augenrand, Orbital-domen, vondenen dermittlere bei

en anderu Arten zuerst verachwindet."
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differ in size (which is usually the case), the supraocular is invariably

weaker than the postocular. The depression between the tympanic and
postocular is always deep, while between the postocular and supraocular
there is frequently a well-marked ridge {chlorostictiis, rliodochloris, ruberri-

mus). In leris the true supraocular is usually present; in the skull at

hand it was absent, but on one side a blunt knob occupied the position

required by the rule of relative distances, and just behind this point, on
both sides, there was a depression in the otherwise continuous ridge,

marking the depression between the supra- and post-oculars. In the skull

of elonyatus, in which 1 of the pairs of spines is normally absent, there

is a low, conical, rudimentary spine on the left side, occui^ying the posi-

tion of the supraocular, as required by the rule of relative distances.

These facts, taken together, seem to establish the conclusion that when
1 of the trio of pairs of spines is absent, the supraocular spine has dis-

appeared, and the supraocular ridge merged with the postocular.

Of the changes that take place with increasing age, the following are

among the most constant: The bones of the skull grow thicker and in

very large specimens become spongy. The processes of the mesethmoid
become depressed; and the ventral process of the basisphenoid, when
present at all, sometimes suffers complete, and always partial absorption.

The interorbital space grows relatively wider, this being one of the most
striking and constant variations. The width of this space is always given

as measured at its narrowest part (which usually falls immediately behind

the preocular spines), and compared with the total length of the base of

the skull. In a young vexillans, the ratio of interorbital width into the

length of the base of the skull is 5^, in a medium-sized one 4f , and in a

large one 4. In a young maliger it is 4|-, in an old one 4^ ; in a young
miniatus 3i, in an old one Sn ; in a jonng flavidus 3i^j, in an old one 3. In

a very young ruljerrimus it is Of, in one 2 or 3 times as large 5f, in one in

which the cranial ridges are almost completely serrated 5, and in a very

large old specimen i^ .

It will be seen from the key given below that in several parts of the

group closely related species have the parietals in contact; hut while this

serves well as a character of subordinate importance, the mere fact that

any 2 species have parietals which meet or overlap is no i>roof of affinity

unless it is supported by other agreements. The most reliable cranial

characters for the purpose of classification of the species are: The degree

of curvature of the base of the skull; the convexity or concavity of the

interorbital space and its relative width ; the direction of the mesethmoid
processes ; the degree of development of the ventral process of the basi-

sphenoid, and the strength or weakness of the cranial ridges. These char-

acters are closely correlated, and furnish the only basis for the arrange-

ment of the species within the genus. In the paKcispinis, melanops, and
pinniger groups (see classification below) the base of the skull is strikingly

curved; the interorbital space is always convex (at most flat, never con-

cave) and relatively Avide, its width never being more than 3i in the

length of the base of the skull; the mesethmoid processes are never
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directed upward; the ventral process of the basisphenoid is abseut, or

reduced to a mere point, or at most occasionally present in very young
specimens; the cranial ridges are poorly or not at all developed, and the
spines are delicate or absent. In the rosaceus-nehulosus groups the base of

the skull is straight or nearly so; the interorbital space is always concave
and narrow, its ratio in the base of the skull varying from 4^ to 6*; the
mesethmoid jjrocesses are always directed more or less upward; and the

ventral process of the basisphenoid, the cranial ridges and the spines are

strongly developed.

These 2 groups of characters would furnish an ample basis for the

division of the genus into 2, if the species mentioned were alone to be
considered. But between the 2 groups distinguished by these characters

lies another {introniyer-aurora) in which the base of the skull is somewhat
curved (approaching straightness), the interorbital space is Hat or slightly

concave, of medium width, 4 to ii into the base of the skull, the processes

of the mesethmoid are directed but little upward and the ventral process

of the basisphenoid is poorly developed. By the interi^osition of this

group it is jjossible to arrange a series i'Tom2)aucispinis to rosaceus in Avhich

there is an almost perlect gradation of all the above-mentioned characters,

from strikingly curved to straight base of skull, from convex and broad to

concave and narrow interorbital space, from mesethmoid processes de-

pressed to those directed 45" above the dorsal plane of the skull, from a

rudimentary to a fully developed ventral process of the basisphenoid, and
from nearly obsolete to strongly developed cranial ridges.

The single species ruberrimua furnishes at different stages in its develop-

ment a series of characters that parallel in a striking way the series just

described. The very young skull is so much like those of rosaceus and
rhodochloris that, if it were the only ruberrimns at hand, it might easily be
put between them in a series. The width of the interorbital space is 6-| into

the base of the skull, relatively narrower than that of any other skull in

the collection of 50, and deeply concave; the mesethmoid processes are

directed upward and the ventral process of the basisphenoid is well devel-

oped. The very large skull of the same species is almost exactly adapted

to the description of the aurora-'mtronhjer grouj). The interorbital si^aco

is perfectly flat and 4^ into the base of the skull, the mesethmoid proc-

esses extend forward nearly horizontally and the ventral jirocess of the

basisphenoid is rudimentary. The gap between these two extremes is

completely closed by skulls of intermediate age.

S. saxicoJa and diploproa constitute another intermediate group with the

base of the skull markedly curved, the interorbital space slightly convex

or flat, of medium width, 3| to 4:^ into the base of the skull, mesethmoid
pi-ocesses directed but little upward, and the ventral process of the basi-

sphenoid rudimentary or fairly developed. This intermediate group, unlike

the other, lacks the supraocular spine and probably forms one of the links

between the cntomelas-pinniger group and the other rockfish in which the

supraocular is wanting.

The following classification (containing most, but not all, of the species),

3030 34
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based exclusively on cranial characters, summarizes what has been said

and includes some details not hitherto mentioned

:

a. Base of skull markedly curved. Interorbital space convex or flat, broad, less than

3^ in tbe base of the skull. Processes of inesetlimoid not directeu upward.

Ventral process of basisphenoid rudimentary. Cranial ridges obsolete or weak,

spines absent or delicate.

6. Cranial ridges (except parietal) obsolete or very slightly developed. Cranial

spines absent or very inconstant and weakly developed.

c. Parietals not meeting; mesethmoid processes weak and depressed; skull

moderately thick; parietal ridges weak, with minute spines or none;

other ridges none,

d. Interorbital space plainly convex. paucispinis.

dd. Interorbital space nearly flat. johdani; goodei.

ce. Parietals meeting in the middle line, but separated p'>steriorly by a wedge-

shaped exposure of the supraoccipital. Mesethmoid processes better

developed, straight, and horizontal; skull thick, the bones striated;

parietal ridges low, spineless, other ridges none.

e. Preociilar spines none. flavidus; mklanops.

ee. Preocular spines present. mystinus.

hh. Cranial ridges somewhat developed; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tym"

panic, and parietal spines present, all delicate; ventral process of basi-

sphenoid sometimes present in young. (Tympanic spines usually absent or

imperfect in atrovirens.)

f. Parietals not meeting ; -interorbital sj)ace usually plainly convex ; bones

thick, more or less striated.

g. Supraocular spine present.

h. Base of skull strikingly curved; parietals nearly meeting.

ENTOMELAS; OVALIS ; HOPKINSI.

hh. Base of skull less strikingly curved
;
parietals well separated.

i. Interorbital plainlj' convex. pinniger.

ii. Interorbital space flat, or nearly so. miniatus.

gg. Supraocular spine absent
;
parietals well separated ; interorbital space

but little convex ; mesethmoid processes directed somewhat up-

ward. ATEOVIRENS.

aa. Base of skull markedly curved. Interorbital space flat or slightly concave, of

medium width, 3J to 4^ in base of skull. Processes of nie.sethmoid directed

but little upward. Ventral process of basisphenoid rudimentary or fairly de-

veloped.

j. Cranial ridges fairly developed ; supraocular spines absent ; skull thin, papery

;

mesethmoid processes horizontal.

k. Parietals not meeting. saxicola.

kk. Parietals meeting. DIPLOPBOA.

aaa. Base of skull nearly straight (slightly curved) . Interorbital space flat or slightly

concave, of medium width, 4 to 4i in base of skull. Processes of mesethmoid

directed but little upward. Ventral process of basisphenoid rudimentary or

poorly developed. Cranial ridges and spines quite strong.

I. Cranial ridges well developed. Preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic,

parietal and nuchal spines present; coronal spines usually present.

INTEONIGER; AURORA; MELANOSTOMrs.

aaaa. Base of skull straight, or nearly so. Interorbital space concave and narrow, 4J

to 6^ in base of skull. Processes of mesethmoid directed upward. Ventral

process of basisphenoid well developed. Cranial ridges high and strong.

m. Supraocular spine present. Parietals not meeting.

n. Skull thick; cranial ridges l)r()ken into tubercles and spines; inter-

orbital space fiat ; mesethmoid processes horizontal ; ventral process

of basisphenoid rudimentary in adult (the skull of young almost

exactly as in ro«act'M«; see below), rubebrimus.
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nn. Skull somewhat papery; ridges smooth; interorbital space concave;
mesethmoid processes directed upward : ventral process of baai-
spheuoid well developed in botli young and old. constellatus;

HOSACEUS; KHODOCHLORIS
; CHLOROSTICTUS

; KUPESTRIS.
mtn. Supraocular spine absent.

o. Interorbital space not widening markedly backward.
p. Parietals not meeting ; skull papery. elongatus.
pp. Parietals meeting; skull bony.

q. Nuchal spines none. rubeivinctus; levis.

qq. Nuchal spines present; ridges thick and high.

SERRICEP.S; NIGROCINCTUS.
00. Interorbital space widening markedly backward; parietals not

meeting.

r. Coronal spines present; skull bony. auriculatus.
rr. Coronal spines none.

«. Skull thick; bones striated; interorbital space slightly
convex. rastrelliger.

ss. Interorbital space concave and the cranial ridges strong
and high. VEXILLARIS; MALIGER; CARNATUS;

CHRYS0MELA8; NEBULOSUS; GILBERTI.
The interorbital space becomes more concave and narrower and the ridges stronger

and higher from the beginning to the euo of the series.

Messrs. Eigenmann & Beeson have attempted to subdivide this genus
into several on the basis of cranial characters. Mr. Cramer has given in
detail in tlie paper above qnoted his reasons for rejecting these proposed
genera and for reverting to the sequence of species in Jordan & Gilbert's
Synopsis. The character especially put forward by Eigenmann & Beeson,
that of the contact (not union) of the parietals, seems to us of very slight
value, even as a specific distinction.

The following is the analysis of genera of Sebastime given by Eigen-
mann & Beeson.*

SEBASTIN.H :

a. VertebriB 27 or more.
b. Dorsal spines 14 to 16; the lower pectoral rays thickened, unbranched, and

l)roduced; ventrals directly under pectorals. Suborbital stay strong spi-
'^>'''^™»«-

Sebastolobus.
bb. Dorsal spines 13 ; vertebra' 27.

c. Palaiines with teeth. Lower pectoral rays unbranched, their tips pro-
jecting.

d. Parietals meeting above the supraoccipitaI,t except sometimes in
Primospina.

e. Jaws equal; head narrow above; high and prominent cranial
keels ending in spines. Preocular, supraocular, tympanic,
and parietal present. Gill rakers usually short, spatulate
or clavate, their broadened tips spiniferous. Scales usually
very strongly ctenoid; accessory scales numerous; sub-
orbital stay directed obliquely downward and backward;
second anal spine much heavier than and at least as long as
third. Body short and deep, back arched, mouth very large
but rather narrow, head heavy. Inter and sub opercle with-
out .spine. Branchio-stegals and lower Jaw naked. Three or
4 large pores along each ramus of the lower jaw. Species
usually with cross bands. Sebastichthys.

* Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvn, 1894, 375-407.

t See Sehastomus cereus and elongatus.
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ee. Lower jaw much projecting; head broad, skull usually convex;

cranial ridges when present usually low. Gill rakers very

long and slender; scales usually smooth, few, if any, acces-

sory scales. Brancliiostegals and lower jaw scaled. Pores

of lower jaw concealed except in some species of Acuto-

mentuin.

f. Preocular spines well developed. Peritoneum black.

g. Postocular spine present. Supraocular, tympanic,

and occipital spines well developed. Second anal

spine stronger and usually longer than the third.

Symphyseal knob strong, projecting forward.

Dorsal low. Lower pectoral rays normal, not

thickened. No spines on inter- and subopercles.

(Mandible and maxillary scaled.) Acutomentcm.

gg. Postocular spines not developed. Supraocular and
tympanic sometimes present, always concealed

by the skin. Occipitals ending in spines or not.

Interorbital wide, convex. Lower pectoral rays

thickened, their tips projecting beyond the mem-
brane. Bones of the skull striate and pitted.

Mouth small, narrow. Spines on inter- and sub-

opercle sometimes present. Peritoneum black.

Primospina.

ff. Preocular without spine; skull smooth, without spines.

Lower pectoral rays normal. No spines on inter- or

subopercle. Peritoneum usually white.

Sebastosomus.
dd. Parietals separated by the supraoccipital.*

h. Cranium with parietal ridges only. Lower jaw much project-

ing, entering the profile; a prominent symphyseal knob
directed forward. Head broad, convex. Interorbital con-

vex, nearly smooth. Lower pectoral rays normal; no

spines on inter- and subopercle. Exposed branchiostegals,

maxillary, and mandibles densely scaled. Pores of lower

jaw concealed by the scales. Sebastodes.

hh. Cranium with many ridges, all ending in .spines. Branchios-

tegals (except in A. aurora, S. proriper, and S. rufus) and
usually the lower jaw naked. Pores of lower jaw, except

in Auctospina, very large, conspicuous, slit like.

i. Postocular and tymjianic spines both present. Lower
pectoral rays thickened (except in Sebastomiis rufus).

luteropercle and subopercle usually with spines,

j. Coronal and nuchal spines present; a spine below,

another in front of eye. ( ).

jj. Coronal spines not developed. Sebastomus.

a. Postocular spine not developed; interopercle and sub-

opercle each with a spine at their approximated

corners.

k. Coronal spines not developed ; lower pectoral rays

usually thickened ; interorbital usually with

a groove in its middle. The large pores (4)

along each ramus of the lower jaw open. Max-
illary, mandible, and branchiostegals usually

naked or with minute embedded scales.

Pteropodds.

* Except in cereus and sometjmes in elongatus.
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kk. Coronal spines developed; interorbital witli a
median ridge ; gill rakers long ; lower pectoral

rays normal, not thickened and fleshy. Pores
of lower jaw (in auriculatus) entirely closed

by a thin membrane. Auctospina.
ec. Palatines without teeth. Preocnlar, supraocular, postocular, tympanic,

parietal, nuchal, and coronal si)ines developed. Suborbital stay with
a sharp spiniferous ridge. Sebastopsis.

About 12 or 15 species * of Sehasiodes hsivo been described from the waters
of Japan, and about 55 species from the Pacific coast of North America.
Thus far none has been found common to both coasts of the Pacific. There
is proof that at least 3 species inhabit the west coast of South America.
In view of the fact that nearly all the species of this genns have been
discovered during the last 15 years, that there are strong indications that
the coasts of Japan and temperate South America may contain nearly as

great a variety of forms as has been brought to light on the coast of
America, and that the range of known species is likely to be greatly ex-

tended, it has been thought proper to append in footnotes the diagnoses
of all the known species of this remarkable genus. (Sebastes ; ez'Soj, re-

semblance.)

Analysis op North Americax Species of Sebastodks.

EmMELAS (el/, in; ne'Aas, black) :

I. Dorsal spines 14; skull thick, with small spines; colors dull. glaucus, 2177.

II. Dorsal .spines always 13.

a. Interorbital space more or less convex (never concave), broad, le.ss than 3J in base
of skull; cranial ridges \ rry low m- obsnletr. tlic spines, when present, delicate;

base of skull strongly otn\(cl, nicsi tlnn.iia indci sses not elevated (not directed

upward), ventral process of basisphcudiil ludimciihiry (or fairly developed only
in young); skull usually thick; anal rays III, 9 to III, 6; gill rakers usually long
and slender; snour, preorbitals, and jaws more or less scaly.

b. Cranial ridges (except parietal) all obsolete or very slightly developed, cranial

spines absent or very inconstant and minute (regularly present only in young),
(preocular spines usually present in mystinus) ; lower jaw much projecting.

SEBASTODES :

c. Parietal bones not meeting; mesethmoid processes weak and depressed; scales

small, 90 to 100 transverse series of scales above lateral line, 55 to 80 tubes;
lower jaw much projecting, entering profile, a large symphyseal knob,
directed forward. A. Ill, 8 to III, 10.

*A fossil species is referred to this genus, viz: Sebastodes rosce, Eigenmann, known
from a fragment found at Port Harford, California. It is thus described

:

" Sebastodes ( ? ) rosce, Eigenmann, Zoe, i, Ki, 1890.
" During half an hour's search in a bed of Tertiary fossils at Port Harford, California,

a comparatively large number of fish remains were discovered. They consisted mostly
of isolated, and in many cases fragmentary, bones, mixed with the remains of mammals,
liirds, crustaceans, radiates, and mollusks.

" Among the fish remains is the lower of the preopercle of a Sebastodes, or some related
!ieniis. It represents a fish about 0.30 m. long. The 3 lower preopercular spines are
of about equal size and the distance between them is about equal. They are all directed
downward and backward. The ridge between the exposed portion of the limb and that
portion serving for the attachment of the muscles of the cheek is less marked than
in living species, and the latter surface is shallower and broader. Compared with liv-
ing species of Sebastodes this species most resembles roiaceus; the preopercle is, how-
ever, ranch heavier. The openings into the mucous canal differ from all living speciea
very strikingly. There are 3 such opeuiugs, or pits, on the anterior half of the first
spine, decreasing in size backward (the posterior is quite small and not in view in the
accompanying figure). There is a large pit between the first and second, and another
between the second and third spines, and 2 smaller ones on the anterior half of the second
spine. The species may stand as Sebastoden ( I ) roece," (Eigenmann.)
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d. Peritoneum wholly black ; body very slender, tbe depth 4 in length; col-

oration silvery olive or red; skeleton rather flexible. A. Ill, 9 or 10;

scales 55, gill rakers a;+29. jokdani, 2178.

dd. Peritoneum white or with dark dots; depth about 3s in length; skeleton

firm.

e. Anal rays III, 8; pores of lateral line about 55; gill rakers a;-|-25;

dusky olivaceous above, silvery on sides, more or less flushed with

red. GOODEi, 2179.

ee. Anal rays III, 9 ; tubes of lateral line 65 to 80 ; color light olivaceous

red; young olivaceous, somewhat mottled. paucispinis, 2180.

cc. Parietal bones usually meeting; mesethmoid processes better developed,

straight, not elevated.

Skbastosomus {Sebastes; crwfia, body)

:

/. Peritoneum white; dorsal fln deeply emarginate.

g. Anal raj's III, 9.

h. Pectorals reaching tips of ventrals, but not quite to vent ; olivaceous

;

caudal yellowish green. flavidus, 2181.

hh. Pectorals not reaching tips of ventrals, not nearly to vent; gray of

varying shades, the back darker; a series of large white blotches

along sides of back much more marked in some than in others;

fins yellowish. serranoides, 2182.

gg. Anal rays III, 8; color dusky, sides spotted with black; caudal dark.

MELANOPS. 2183.

Petmospina {prirMis, first; spinus, spine)

:

ff. Peritoneum black ; colors dusky, tins blackish, dorsal fin not very deeply emar-

ginate.

i. Anal rays 111,8: preocular ridges obsolete, frontal region between them
not specially convex ; color greenish, speckled with olive.

CILIATUS, 2184.

ii. Anal rays III, 9; preocular ridges present, usually ending in spines, fron-

tal region between them bulging; color blackish. mystinus, 2185.

bh. Cranial ridges somewhat developed, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal

spines usually all present, delicate (supraocular also present in some species

;

tympanic usuallj' absent in atrovirens) ; lower jaw projecting
;
parietal bones

usually not meeting.

AC0TOMKNTUM (actitus, acute ; mentum, chin)

:

j. Lower jaw much projecting ; scales rather small ; lateral line 50 to 75 : anal i-ays

III, 7, to III, 9 ; dorsal fin not deeply emarginate, soft dorsal low.

k. Second anal spine scarcely or not longer, usually shorter, than third.

I. Supraocular spine wanting; color creamy olivaceous; peritoneum

black. ENTO.MELAS, 2180.

II. Supraocular spine usually present.

m. Peritoneum black.

11. Anal rays III, 8; compressed, elongate; rufous, variously

marked with brown. eufus, 2187.

nn. Anal rays III, 7; elongate; head pointed; mostly black

above, lateral line vermilion, black band below it.

MACDONALDI, 2188.

mm. Peritoneum white. brevispinis, 2189.

kk. Second anal spine notably longer than third
;
peritoneum black,

o. Supraocular spines usually present.

p. Body rather ovate, the depth less than 3 in length.

q. Lateral line about 70; color cliiefly creamy. OVALis, 2190.

qq. Lateral line about 43 ; color darker. eigenman.m, 2191.

pp. Body elongate; depth more than 3; pores of lateral line 50

to 52.

r. Pectorals not reaching vent; A. Ill, 7; color creamy with

dark bands; spines on head very weak, often absent.

HOPKINSI, 2192.
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rr. Pectorals reacliing vent ; A. Ill, 8 ; dusky above, with
faint traces of darker blotches along back.

ALUTUS, 2193.

00. Supraocular spines absent, bodj' rather elongate; A. Ill, 7; color
chiefly red. prorigek, 2194.

RosicoLA (roseus, red; colo, to inhabit; living in the zone of red alg<Te)

:

ij. Lower jaw little projecting; scales moderate, lateral line 45 to 55; A. HI, 7,

or III, 6.

». Supraocular spine present ; A, III, 7 ; color red.

t. Scales on mandible smooth ; color chiefly orange. pinniger, 2195.

tt. Scales on mandible very rough; color chiefly brick red.

u. Color above, deep vermilion, mottled with flesh color on sides;

belly light red.

V. No spines below eye. miniatus, 2196.

vv. Spines present below eye. aleutiaxus, 2197.

MM. Color reddish orange, much mottled on back and upper part
of sides with dark brown. atrorubens, 2198.

«s. Supraocular spine wanting; interorbitiil space but little convex; man-
dible with a few smooth scales ; color olivaceus. A. Ill, C; tympanic
spine usually absent. atrovieens, 2199.

EOSEBASTES (^u?, dawn ; Sebastes)

:

aa. Interorbital space flat or slightly concave, of medium width ; mesethmoid processes

but little or not at all elevated, ventral process of basisphenoid rudimentary.
Cranial ridges and spines moderately strong. Lower jaw moderately or not
much, sometimes not at all, projecting; gill rakers usually long and slender;

A. Ill, 6, to III, 8. Deep-water species.

w. Base of skull strongly curved, supraocular spine absent.

X. Parietals not meeting, lower jaw somewhat projecting.

y. Gill rakers 10-f 22: dark bars on sides faint, becoming obsolete with
age. SAXicoLA, 2200.

yy. Gill rakers lO-f- 21, slender, 2^ in orbit; no distinct dark cross bars.

CEAMERI, 2201.

yyy. Gill rakers 10 -f 27 ; 2 dark half bars on side conspicuous and per-
sistent. semicinctus, 2202.

XX. Parietals meeting; premaxillaries with prominent dentigerous knobs,
between which the tip of lower jaw fits. diploproa, 2203.

WW. Base of skull nearly straight; supraocular spine present, quite strong;

coronal and nuchal spines usually present.

z. Second anal spine much longer and stronger than third. A. Ill, 6;

pores of lateral line about 29. aurora, 2204.

zz. Second anal spine little or not at all longer than third. A. Ill, 7 or 8.

Mouth and gill cavities more or less black, melanostomus, 2205.

zzz. Second anal spine equaling third in length. A. Ill, 7. Lining of

mouth and gill cavity largely black. introniger, 2206.

aaa. Base of skull straight or nearly so; interorbital space as a rule concave and nar-

row; the cranial ridges and spioes well developed. Mesethmoid processes

directed upward ; ventral process of basisphenoid well developed ; skull com-
paratively thin. Gill rakers usually short.

Sebastomi-s {Sebaxtes; wmos, slioulder)

:

a'. Supraocul.ir spine present; interorbital space concave.

b'. Second anal spine scarcely longer than third ; color red, nearly plain. Cranial

ridges broken and armed with accessory spines ; interorbital space nearly
flat in adult (ridges smooth, interorbital space concave in young, as in
8ebastodes rosaccus). ruberrimus, 2207.

66'. Second anal spine much longer, usually stronger, than third . Cranial ridges
smooth.

C. (Jolor more or less rosy, with 3 to 5 round blotches of pink on sides of
back.

d'. Dorsal spines usually low, the highest less than i the length of

head; no small green spots on sides of back.
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e'. Body everywhere with small round pale spots.

CONSTELLATUS, 2208.

ce'. Body without stellate spots.

/'. Second anal spine longer than third.

g'. Mandible scaly; the 5 large pink blotches washed
with orange

;
general color light orange, overlaid

with blackish ; interorbital space rather broad.

UMBKOSUS, 2209.

gg'. Mandible naked; pale blotches on sides surrounded

by purple shades; lieail with purplish above.

h' . Supraorbital ridge rather high, with spines.

EOS.\CEUS, 2210.

hh'. Supraorbital ridgo lower, thicker, and without
spines. ayresi, 2211.

ggg'. Mandible partly scaly; second anal very long;

cranial ridges very sharp
;
pale blotches on sides

surrounded by green shades, no purple,

HHODOCHLOEIS, 2212.

gggg'. Mandible and maxillary scaly; dorsal rather high;

interorbital fiattish with deep median groove;

pale blotches washed or faded. eos, 2213.

/'. Second anal spine about as long as third ; mandible naked

;

no syniphyseal knob. gilli, 2214.

rfd'. Dorsal spines very high, the highest \ the length of head ; body above
with many small round green spots. Second anal spine much
longer than third; mandible naked. chlorostictus, 2215.

cc'. No round blotches of pink on sides of back. Nuchal spines present.

BTJPESTRIS, 2216.

HiSPANicus ('lo-jrai'ia, Spain ; io-wavos, Spaniard; Spanish flag):

aa'. Supraocular spine wanting.

i' . Mandible scaly
;
peritoneum dusky or black.

j. Lower jaw only slightly or not at all projecting; peritoneum jet-black.

A'. Mouth and gill chamber jet-black. D. XIII, 12, A. Ill, 5. Lower
jaw not projecting. sinensis, 2217.

kV . Koof of mouth posteriorly dusky, buccal and branchial cavities

otherwise white; lower jaw a little projecting. D. XIII, 14 or

15 ; A. Ill, 7 or 8. zacentrus, 2218.

ii' . Lowerjaw much projecting; sides above with irregular horizontal inter-

rupted olive-green bands
;
peritoneum dusky. D. XIII, l.S ; A. Ill, 6.

ELONGATUS, 2219.

iV . Mandible naked; peritoneum pale or white. Body usually deep.

V. Scales on head mostly cycloid; lower jaw projecting; head large, pointed-

m'. Second anal spine 4i in head; color pink, with 4 interrupted cross

bars of black; back sometimes dusky.

L.T.vis, 222n.

•mm'. Second anal spine»2J in head, much stronger than third ; color

pinkish white, banded with deep crimson.

KUBEIVINCTUS, 2221.

IV. Scales on head ctenoid; lower jaw usually included; second anal spine

little enlarged.

n' . Nuchal spines none. Body not barred with black. Interorbital

space widening markedly from before backward.

AUCTOSPINA {auctus, self; spi7ia, spine)

:

0'. Coronal spines usually present; color brownish, mottled. AfEicrLATUS, 2222.

00'. Coronal spines none; ridges with entire edges.

PtEROPODUS (iTTepov, wing; ttou's, foot)

:

p'. Gill rakers extremely short, most of them as wide as high; general color

dusky greenish. eastrelliger, 2223.
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pp'. Gill rakers higher than wide.

q'. Highest dorsal 8pine notably more than \ length of head.

)•'. Head and upper parts not speckled with orange; membrane of

spinous dorsal not very deeply incised.

s'. Color dark brown, varied with light brown ; dorsal spines

moderate. caurinus, 2224.

s«'. Color reddish, varied with yellowish ; dorsal spines ex-

tremely high. VEXILLARIS, 2225.

rr'. Head and upper parts everywhere speckled with orange ; front

ofback yellowish; soft fins black; dorsal spines extremely

high, their membranes deeply incised. maliger, 2226.

qq'. Highest dorsal spine little, if any, more than i the length of head.

v. Pale blotches on sides not forming a continuous lateral band;

parietal ridges moderate,

w'. Pale markings brick red, dark markings blackish; dorsal

membrane very deeply incised. gilbeeti, 2227.

uu'. Pale markings flesh color; dark markings olivaceous.

CARNATUS, 2228.

umO. Pale markings yellow ; dark markings blackish.

CHRTSOMELAS, 2229.

tv. Pale blotches on sides forming a continuous lateral band;

body and fins profusely speckled with pale; dark mark-

ings black; pale markings yellow; parietal ridges very

strong. NEBULOSUS, 2230.

Skbastichthts (Sebastei; ix^iJs, fish)

:

nn'. Nuchal spines present, sometimes coalescent with parietals; cranial ridges

high, arranged nearly in a right line on each side of the narrow top of

head; body with black cross bars, some red, at least on head.

V'. Cranial ridges with their edges entire ; color olivaceous, with black

cross bands, the red chiefly confined to the jaws, sereiceps, 2231.

vv'. Cranial ridges with the surface broken, spinous; frontal ridges

elevated ; color bright red, with black bands overlaid by red.

NIGROCINCTUS, 2232.

Subgenus EMMELAS, -Jordan & Evermann.

2177. SEBASTODES GLAUCUS (Hilgendorf).

Head 3^ in length; depth 2f ; eye 4f in head, li in snout; iuterorbital

width 3* in head. D. XIV, 16; A. Ill, 8. Lateral line with 56 porea.

Highest dorsal spine 2^ in head, thirteenth spine 4?, fourteenth spine 3f

;

second anal spine 3*, third anal spine 3i, longest soft ray of dorsal lA-

Crown and occiput very broad, more convexly arched than in any other

species known to us. Nasal spines low, hut strong. Ocular ridge low,

evident only above front of eye ; occipital ridges barely evident, evenly

scaled over; top of head otherwise without spines, ridges, or furrows,

the even convex curve unbroken. Vertical distance from middle of inter-

orbital space to upper edge of orbit equalling i vertical diameter of

orbit. Anterior margin of preorbital with 2 rounded lobes which do

not bear spinous points; preopercular spines very strong, the upper 2

closely approximate, the others widely separated, all the spines sharp

pointed, the uppermost very wide at base, the second much narrower,

the others short aud wide; upper 2 spines directed backward, the 3

lower downward and backward; opercular spines strong, flat, often bifid
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or trifid; spines on adjacent angles of snbopercle and interopercle some-
times bifid; behind these on margin of subopercle a few short spinous

points. Gill rakers very long and slender, ll-{-29 in numlier, the anterior

1 or 2 of lower arch tubercular, the longest (22 mm.) more than | diameter

of orbit. Mandible Aery heavy, the symphysis not produced, the 2 jaws
suljequal. Vomerine and palatine patches of teeth extremely narrow.

Fins high, the tliird to seventh dorsal sjiines subequal; caudal very

slightly emarginate; anal spines graduated; pectorals scarcely reaching

vertical from vent, the lower 9 simple, the 10 upper forked; ventral not

reaching vent, f lengtli of head. Caudal scaled to tip on membranes and
rays; soft dorsal and anal with narrow bands of scales f(dIowing the rays

to or nearly to their ti])s, the membranes of the first 3 or 4 rays in each fin

wholly scaled on basal thiid; spinuus <lorsal naked; pectorals scaled on

basal half; ventrals naked; head, the maxillary and mandible, the bran-

chiostegal rays, the anterior and upper half of interopercle, and all of

preorbital except a minute area along its posterior margin, naked. The
body is covered with small weakly ctenoid scales, largely covered over

by the extraordinarily developed accessory scales; scales on breast, belly,

and prepectoral area smooth. The naked skin covering l)ones of head
is minutely wrinkled or papillose. Color in spirits, light brownish on

l)ody and hns, with darker shades on lips, gill membranes, opercles, and
top of head; it may have been reddish in life; mouth and gill cavity

white; peritoneum jet-black. One specimen 49 cm. long, from Bering

Island. The identification is made with some doubt, owing to lack of

any detailed description of the type, a dried specimen from Ycsso, and to

some minor discrepancies between the two. Our specimen has 56 (not

49) tnbes in the lateral line, the nasal spine is small but not properly to be

called riidimentary, the dorsal notch seems somewhat deeper, and the

second anal spine somewhat shorter. North Pacific; coasts of Japan and

Bering Island, {(jlaucus; yXavnoc,, hoary blue.)

Subgenus SEBASTODES.

2178. SEBASTODES JORDAXl, Gilbert.

D. XIII, 14 or 15; A. Ill, 9 or 10. Pores in lateral line 54 to 58. Max-
illary reaching vertical from middle of eye, 2^ in head; snout 3^ in head;

interorbital width 4f ; eye large, 3§. Body very slender, the depth 4

in the length ; the least depth of caudal peduncle | diameter of eye

;

head very slender, 2* in length, tapering regularly to the very sharp

snout. Mandible projecting, its tip entering profile, provided with a

rather small but distinct symphyseal knol). Interorbital width flat or

slightly conv((x, wholly scaled over, the orl)ital ridges obsolete or ai faint

trace only of the supraorbital, which is always without spine; occipital

ridges are low and shai'p, terminating each in a spinous point. In addi-

tion to these, the tymjianic spines are sometimes weakly developed, and

the nasal spines are present; head otherwise wholly smooth; preorl)ital

very narrow below eye, wide anteriorly, without distinct lobes, but with

1 or 2 weak spinous points; gill rakers long and very slender, 29 present
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on horizontal limb of outer archi, the longest equaling \ diameter of orbit

;

preopercxilar spines 5, comparatively slender, all directed backward; dor-

sal spines very slender, the fourth the longest, or the fourth and tifth

equal, contained 2% to 2| in length of head; dorsal very deeply notched,

the twelfth spine but J as long as the longest, and barely connected at

base with the eleventh; soft dorsal scarcely as high as the spinous; first

anal spine very short, the second very slightly stronger than the third,

and nearly or quite as long measured from base, its length 3^ in head ; the

second spine a]>pcars much shorter than the third when the fin is declined

;

longest soft ray of anal 2f in head ; caudal deeply notched. Anus anterior

in position, midway between first anal spine and base of ventrals; tips of

ventrals extending to or beyond it, and the pectorals extending beyond

tips of ventrals. Scales small, everywhere ctenoid, entirely covering head,

including maxillaries, mandibles, and snout, except a triangular area on

top of snout, beneath which lie the premaxillary spines. Color as in

Sehasfodcs r/oodei, dusky olive above, bright silvery on sides of head and

body, and below; probably with some red in life; fins unmarked; mouth
and gill cavities pure white, the peritoneum jet-black. Skeleton compar-

atively flexible as in deep-water fishes. Length 9 inches. Most nearly

allied to Sebasfodes ijoodei, from which it differs in the much slenderer body,

the longer anal spines, the Ijlack peritoneum, and the more numerous gill

rakers. From S. cntomelas and ovalis this species differs in the obsolescence

of the cranial ridges, as well as in other details. (Gilbert.) This species

stands at one extreme of this genus as Sehastodis nU/rocincfus stands at the

other. Neither type represents the primitive stock, and it may be, as Dr.

Eigenmann has suggested, that Scluisfodcs mijstinus is the species nearest

the primitive type from which the Loricati are all descended. (Named
for David Starr Jordan.)

Sebastodes jordani, Gilbert, Kept. TJ. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 4G6, coast of California at

Albatross stations 2935, 3103, and 3114, 32^ to 37^^ N., in 62 to 124 fathoms.

2179. SEBASTODES GOODEI, Eigenmann & Eigenmann.

Head 21; depth 3|; eye 3* in head. D.XIII, 14; A. Ill, 8; lateral line

55 (pores), about 90 ti'ansverse series above lateral line. Body very slen-

der, with narrow constricted caudal peduncle, sharp snout, and much pro-

jecting lower jaw, the latter well entering profile and furnished with

symphyseal knob. Eye moderate, slightly longer than snout; maxillary

reaching slightly beyond middle of orbit, 2^ in head ; least depth of caudal

peduncle less than diameter of orbit; preorbital narrow, its least width #

pupil, with a minute spine or none. Nasal spine obsolete. Top of head

smooth. Interorbital width ii in head; preorbital region not prominent;

all but the parietal ridges scaled over; preopercular spines flat, sharp, all

directed Itackward, the second and third equal, the others shorter; oper-

cular and suprascapular spines well developed. Gill rakers long and slen-

der, about 25 on anterior limb of arch, the longest i length of orbit.

Dorsal spines low and slender, the longest about 2| in head, the twelfth

i height of thirternth, the latter about i height of soft rays, which are
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lower than the spines. Caudal forked for ^ its length. Anal very small,

the spines short but strong, graduated, the second stronger and slightly

shorter than third, its length ^ orbit. Soft anal rays low, their height i

head; pectoral not reaching vent. If in head, projecting beyond tips of

ventrals. Scales rough-ctenoid, completely investing head and body,

including maxillaries, mandible, and outer branchiostegal rays. Gill

rakers 10 or 11 + 23 to 25. In 3 young specimens the occipital spines are

evident, the others concealed or not developed. The young show .5 dusky

bars downward from back, under front, middle, and end of spinous dorsal,

below soft dorsal, and on caudal peduncle. The head is contained 2f times

in the length ; the depth 3*. The second anal spine is as long as the third,

but does not reach its tip when fin is declined. Dusky olivaceous above,

silvery on sides and below, more or less flushed with red; spinous dorsal

somewhat dusky, vertical fins otherwise yellowish, without distinctive

markings; lining of month and gill cavity white; peritoneum white, with

small scattered black stellate spots, and more or less clouded with minute

specks. Bones of skull moderately thick ; cranial ridges (except parietals)

and spines obsolete, occasionally a minute tyjpanic or parietal spine pres-

ent; parietal ridges low but distinct, parietal bones widely separated,

interorbital space nearly flat (slightly convex), broad, very nearly 3 in

base* of skull; ventral process of basisphenoid rudimentary, raeseth-

moid processes weak, flat, depressed, base of skull (parasphenoid) mark-

edly curved. Length 18 inches. San Diego to San Francisco. Here

described from specimens from Albatross Station, 2949, off Santa Barljara

Islands, in 155 fathoms. The species is now taken in abundance about the

Coronados Islands, Santa Calalina, and the Cortez Banks. (Named for

Dr. George Brown Goode.)

Sebastodes goodei, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1890, 12, San Diego. (Coll.

C. H. Eigenmann.)

Sebastichthys goodei, Gilbeet, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 75.

2180. SEBASTODES PAUtlSPINIS (Ayres).

(BOCACCIO; MeROU; JACK.)

Head 2|; depth 3f ; eye 4 to 6 in head. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 9; P. 5.

Lateral line with 65 to 80 tubes, about 100 scales in longitudinal series.

Body elongate, compressed, profile straiglit from protruding tip of lower

jaw to front of dorsal. Head large, long, narrow, and pointed. Mouth

much larger than in any other species, ol)lique, the broad maxillary reach-

ing to beyond eye, its length If in head; lower jaw very strong, with a

projecting knob at tip, which protrudes farther than in any other species.

Premaxillary on level of lower edge of pupil. Interocular space broad,

with 2 low ridges; top of head scaled to tip of snout; maxillary and

preorbital scaly; preorbital with narrow neck and 3 small spines; subor-

bital stay moderate; preopercular spines sharp and diverging, third

largest, the lower often divided; opercular spines moderate. Gill rakers

* Base of skull measured from tip of vomer to posterior end of basioccipital.
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slender, compressed, not very long. Eye large, slightly more than interor-

bital width. Scales very small and rough, irregular; accessory scales

few. Dorsal spines low, rather slender, tin deeply emarginate, longest

spine 3 length of head, scarcely higher than soft rays; caudal emarginate;

anal low its spines small, short, graduated, the second shorter than eye;

pectorals narrow, rather long, not nearly reaching vent, the base f diame-

ter of eye; ventrals shorter, not reaching tips of pectorals. Pale dull

orano-e red, dark brown above, the sides somewhat vaguely spotted
;
young

olivaceous; tins nearly plain, lower reddish; upper dnsljy; tip of lower

jaw dark. Bones of skull thick; cranial ridges (except parietals) and

spines all obsolete ; small spines usually present in the young, occasionally

iu adults; parietal ridges low but distinct; parietal bones usually widely

separated; interorbital space convex, broad, very nearly 3 in base of skull

iu adult; mesethmoitl processes weak, flat, depressed; ventral process of

basisphenoid rudimentary, base of skull (parasphenoid) markedly curved.

Length 30 inches. San Diego to San Francisco; abundant in rather deep

water. (jj« »ci, few; sjjinfl, spine.)

Sebastes paucispinig, Ayees, Proc.Cal. Ac. Sci., I, 1854,6, San Francisco; Giraed.F.S.

Pac. K. K. Survey, x. Fishes, 83, 1858 ; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1861, 165 ;
Ayees,

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1862, 215 ; Guntuee, Cat., n, 98.

Sebastodes paucispinis, Joedan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 656, 1883.

Subgenus SEBASTOSOMUS, Gill.

2181. SEBASTODES FLAVIDCS (Ayres).

(Tellow-tail Rockfish.)

Head 3; depth 3; pectoral 4. D. XIII, 15; A. Ill, 9; scales about 60.

Body oblong, compressed, back not much elevated. Head rather long,

pointed; mouth large, oblique, the maxillary extending to nearly opposite

posterior margin of eye, 2 in head
;
premaxillaries in front on level of

lower margin of pupil. Lower jaw strongly projecting, its symphyseal

knob very prominent, but less so than in Schastodes paucisinms. Preor-

bital narrow, without spines. Top of head evenly scaled, nasal spines

only present and very small. Only the parietal ridges visible under

scales. Preopercular spines rather strong, all of them directed strongly

backward; opercular spiues moderate; 8ui)rascapular spines small, the

upper obsolete. Scales medium ; accessory scales variable. Dorsal spines

low, slender, longest 3 in head ; soft rays rather high, fin very deeply

emarginate, membrane joining thirteenth spine at about I its height;

caudal fin notched; anal spines low, regularly graduated, third spine less

than + the height of soft rays, second as long as eye
;
pectoral fins shortish,

rather broad, reaching tip of ventrals, but not (luite to vent. Olive green,

rather pale, plain or finely spotted with yellowish; fins olive, caudal

strongly tinged with yellow; young mottled; peritoneum white. Bones

of skull rather thick, cranial spines all absent, parietal ridges low, weak,

curved, the outer ridges absent ;
parietal bones meeting ; interorbi tal space

wide, 3 in base of skiUl, nearly evenly convex; mesethmoid processes quite
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strong, somewhat compressed, not elevated; ventral i)rocess of basisplie-

noid rudimentary, base of sknll strongly curved. Length 24 inches. San
Diego to San Francisco, abundant; an important food-tish. (flarklus;

ftavns, yellow.)

Sebastodes flavidus, Atres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1862, 209, flg. 64, San Francisco (Coll. W. O.

Ayres) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 657, 1883.

2182. SEBASTODES SERRAXOIDES, Eigeiimann \- Eigenmann.

Head 3 ; depth 3^ to 3^ ; eye 4^ in head. D. XIII, 15 or 16 ; A. Ill, 9 ; lat-

eral line 60 (pores). Elongate, slender, the dorsal profile but little more
arched than ventral; head compressed, anterior profile almost straight;

snout long, pointed; lower jaw iirojccting, its tip entering profile. Eye
large, lA in snout, IJ in strongly convex interorbital. Cranial ridges nearly

obsolete, none of them ending in spines; nasal spines minute, not evident

externally. Parietal bones meeting above. Preorbital without spines;

preopercular spines long, slender, the lower ones as well developed as the

middle ones in largest sjJecimeDs ; opercular spines as in ^Sebastodes Jtandits.

Gill rakers long and slender, as in Sebastodes fiaridus. Scales large, those

of head greatly reduced ; snout, mandibles, and e\en the lips closely scaled

in the old; palatine patches of teeth peculiar, a constriction near their

middle, the anterior angle turned inward. Dorsal fin low, the highest

spine al)out 3 in head, notch between the 2 fins deep; caudal notched;

anal spines slender, graduated; pectorals not reaching tips of ventrals,

not nearly to vent. Gray of varying shades, the back always darker; a

series of large white blotches along sides of back much more marked in

some examples than in others; fins all more or less strongly tinged with

yellow and edgtnl with dusky. Length about 20 Inches. Cortez Banks

oflt" San Diego. (Eigenmanu.) {Serranus; Eido?, resemblance.)

Scbasticthys flavidus, Eigexmaxx & Eigenmann (not of A\-res), West American Scientist

1889. 128.

Sebastodes serranoides, Eigenmann &. Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1890, 36, Cortez

Banks. (Coll. C. H. Eigenmann.)

?1S3. SEBASTODES MELAXOPS (Girard).

Head 3; depth 2|. D. XIII, 16; A. Ill, 8; scales 60 to 70, .53 pores;

pectoral 4^. Head long, in form intermediate between ^'. iinistiims and

S. Jtut'idus. Maxillary not quite reaching posterior margin of orbit, its

length a little less than i head; lower jaw protruding, its tip on a line

with descending profile. Eye large. Cranial ridges all scaled over and

without spines in the adult; space forward of eye not projecting; pre-

opercular spines short, but sharp. Gill rakers longer than in S. mi/stinus,

very slender. Dorsal rather low, deeply emarginate, highest spines 21 in

head, a little lower than soft rays; caudal slightly emarginate; anal

spines small, the second shorter but stouter than third, longer than eye;

pectorals short and rather broad, not reaching as far as tips of ventrals,

which scarcely reach vent. Scales moderate ; accessory scales numerous

;

mandible, maxillary, preorbital, and snout closely scaled. Olive brown,
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dark above, sides paler ; upper part of sides thickly marked with small

slaty-black blotches; head blackish above; a dark streak on maxillary

and oue from eye across cheek; fius dusky, dorsal paler at base, with

mauy dark olive-brown spots; a black ocular spot; lower rays of pecto-

rals often tinged with orange; peritoneum white. Bones of skull thick,

cranial ridges (except pariotals) and spines obsolete; parietal ridges

moderate, sometimes ending in a small spine; small supra- or postocular

spine sometimes present
;
parietal bones touching or overlapping in middle

third of their leugth ; iuterorbital space broad, convex, nearly 3 in liase of

skull in adult, mesethmoid processes not elevated; ventral process of basi-

sphenoid rudimentary; base of skull (paraspheuoid) markedly curved.

Length 20 iuches. Monterey to Kadiak, most abundant northward; very

abundant at Sitka, where it is called "Black Bass." At San Francisco

much less common than S. mxjstinus ; about Humboldt Bay much more com-

mon, being the most abundant food-fish, (/tf'/las, black; wip, face.)

Sebastes melanops," Gieard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., vni, 1854, 135, and in U. S. Pac.

E. R. Surv., X, Fishes, 81, 1858. Astoria and Cape Flattery ; Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.

1862, 213, fig. 66; GiJNTHER, Cat., n,98.

Sebastosomiis sinmlans,- Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 147, Cape Flattery.

Sebastodes melanops, Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 592, pi. 58, fig. 4.

Subgenus PRIMOSPINA, Eigenmann >>c Beeson.

•21S4. SEBASTODES CILIATCS (Tileains).

Head 3^ ; depth 3 to 3^. D. XIII, 16 ; A. Ill, 8 ; P. 18 or 19 ; transverse (ob-

lique) rows of scales 46 or 47 (-f 3 or 4 on caudal)
;
pores in lateral line 46 or

47. Body compressed, deep, its width over the base of the pectorals about 2

in the depth ; dorsal outline descending rapidly backward in a slight curve

from origin of first dorsal to end of second dorsal; depth of peduncle

more than 3 in depth of body ; head compressed, profile steep and nearly

straight; eye moderate, orbit circular, its diameter a little longer than

snout, 35 in head, its posterior rim at about the middle of leugth of head.

Iuterorbital space strongly convex, its depth a little less than orbit, 3^ to 4

in head. Nasal spines small ; cranial ridges and spines all obsolete, except

the parietal; parietal ridge very slightly developed, Avith a minute point

or none, covered with scales. Mouth moderate, quite oblique; tip of

upper jaw on a level with center of eye; maxillary '2i in head, its pos-

terior end reaching about to vertical from posterior edge of pupil ; lower

jaw a little projecting, with a slight symphyseal knob. Very narrow

bands of teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Preorbital moderate, its

lower edge scarcely at all indented or entirely continuous, spineless ;
sub-

orbital stay scarcely visible; preocular spines small, the 3 upper directed

backward and slightly divergiug, nearly eciuidistant and of equal size,

the 2 lower minute or obsolescent; opercular spines small, without visible

* Referring to Dr. GirarcVs description of this species. Dr. Gill remarks

:

"It is also proper to remark that 2 species are apparently confounded hy Girard under

the name Sebastes melanops, 1 with 'a smaU spine upon the suprascapular bone, 2

otliers upon the edge of the opercle,' and another from Cape Flattery, with tlie lower

opercular spine as well as the supraorbital ridges obsolete, and the forehead between the

eyes perfectly arched. The latter may be named Sebastosomus simulans (GUI).
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ridges. Gill rakers slender, 2 iu orbit, 23 or 24 on anterior limb of tirst

arch. Dorsal fin rather low, the spines delicate, the fifth longest, 2\ to 2^

in head, the second about equal to the eleventh, the twelfth about 1^ in

the thirteenth, the membrane rather deeply incised anteriorly and reach-

ing about halfway up the thirteenth spine; soft rays about ecxualing the

spines; caudal fin slightly lunate, its length about \\ in head; second and
third anal spines about equal in length, the former a little the stronger, 1^

iu the soft rays; pectorals reaching very nearly to vent, a little less than

head, '6h in body, their l)ase nearly 3 iu their length, the median rays long-

est; ventrals not reaching vent, about 1| in pectorals. Scales on body,

opercles, and interorbital sjjace strongly ctenoid, those on mandibles, max-
illaries, and most of those on cheeks cycloid

;
preorbital and snout with

minute scales; accessory scales few. Color in alcohol, dark reddish

brown, mottled with lighter; top of head nearly black; a dark stripe on

edge of lower jaw, another on maxillary ; a dark-brown band from pre-

orbital downward and backward to posterior edge of preopercle ; a broader

band from posterior rim of orbit backward and downward across pre-

opercle and opercle ; fins all dusky, the dorsals somewhat mottled
;
peri-

toneum black. Coast of Alaska, rare; not recently noticed except about

Kadiak. The above description is taken from 3 specimens, 5^ to of inches

long, from Kadiak, in the possession of the Alaska Commercial Company.
No others have been obtained since the time of Pallas and Tilesius. {ciVia-

ius; ciUam, eyelid, with the lashes.)

Epinephelus ciliatus,* Tilesius, Mem. Ac. Sci. St. Petersb., iv, 1810, 474, " Camtschaticus

et Americanus;" no specific locality given, probably from about Kadiak.

Perca variabilis, Pallas, Zoogr. Kosso-Asiat., in, 241, 1811, Aleutian Islands. (Type in

museum of Berlin ; red specimens of Sebastoden aleutianus included as the summer
coloration of "variabilis.'')

Sebastes variabilis, Cuvier & Valbnciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 347; Gunthee, Cat.,

n, 99.

Sebastodes ciliatus, .Jordan & Qilbert, Synopsis, 658, 1883; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.

1895, 592.

2185. SEBASTODES MYSTINUS, Jordan & Gilbert.

(PfiCHE PRETEE; PRIEST FiSH; BLACK EOCKFISH.)

Head 3* ; depth 2f ;
pectorals 3^ in head. D. XIII, 15 ; A. Ill, 9 ; scales 66,

50 to 55 pores. Body oval-oblong, compressed, both outlines evenlj- curved.

Head rather blunt, compressed; profile oblique, almost straight, becoming

convex with age. Mouth smaller than in any of the preceding species,

oblique, lower jaw protruding; premaxillaries on level of lower rim of

orbit; maxillaries dilated behind, reaching posterior margin of pupil,

thickly scaled behind, their length 2t in head. The region between and

in front of eyes bulging considerably; preopercle with rather strong

spines, the 2 at the angle longest ; opercular spines rather strong. Spinous

dorsal very low, the longest spines 2^ in head, lower than soft rays, fin

rather deeply emarginate; second anal spine stronger than third, and a

little shorter, 31 in head; pectoral fins long, about as long as head, their

* D. XIII, 14 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 43 ; no description of color.
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middle rays longest, reaching beyond ventrals to about tenth dorsal spine

;

caudal emarginate. Bones of skull thick ; spines all absent, except pre-

ocular, which is sometimes present, ridges obsolete except the parietal,

which are low and weak, somewhat curved, the parietals meeting or

slightly separated; interorbital space broad, evenly convex, 2f in base

of skull ; mesethmoid processes small, somewhat compressed, not elevated

;

ventral process of basisphenoid rudimentary; base of skull very strongly

curved. Slaty black, becoming paler below the lateral line; sides more
or less mottled; tips of lower jaw black; top of head with 3 indistinct

cross bars, extending on the cheeks; a dark bar on anterior edge of oper-

cle; fins all dusky
;
peritoneum black. Length 14 inches. Puget Sound

to San Diego ; the most abundant species of the family about San Fran-

cisco; found in rather shallow water, {nvdrrf^, a priest, from the dark
color.)

Sebastichtys mystinus, JoEDAN & Gilbert, ProcTJ. S.Nat.Mus. 1880, 455, and 1881, 56, 70

San Francisco. (Type, No. 26965. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sebastodes mystinus, Joedan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 659, 1883.

Subgenus ACUTOMENTUM, Eigenmann & Beeson.

2186. SEBASTODES ENTOMELAS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head Sj- ; depth 3| ;
pectoral 3| in head. D. XIII, 15 ; A. Ill, 8 ; scales 65.

Body oblong-elongate, back little arched. Caudal peduncle slender. Pro-

file less steep than in S. oralis, snout blunter. Mouth small, short maxillary

extending to below middle of eye, its length 2^ in head; lower jaw pro-

truding, its tip entering the profile
;
preorbital very narrow, without spine.

Eye large, less than interorbital space, 4 in head. Cranial ridges mostly

covered by the scales
;
preopercular spines small, directed backward ; oper-

cular spines small; jaws, preorbital, and snout with small scales. Gill

rakers numerous, long and slender, their length about f diameter of eye.

Dorsal spines very low and slender, longest ;ibout 3 in head, fin moderately

emarginate; soft dorsal long and low, not much higher than spines; cau-

dal lunate; aual low, its second spine stronger than third, but not so high,

3i in head; pectorals moderate, reaching beyond ventrals, not to vent.

Bones of skull rather thick, ridges all absent except the parietals, which
are low and weak; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, and
parietal spines usually present, weak; parietal bones scarcely meeting;

interorbital space broad, 3 in base of skull, convex; ventral process of

l)a8ispheiioid weakly developed in young (rudimentary in adults) ; meseth-

moid processes somewhat compressed, not elevated; base of skull very

strongly curved. Dull olive green ; sides with obscure, round, rusty spots

;

belly, lips, and lower parts tinged with creamy ; obscure light and dark

shades across cheeks ; 2 or 3 obscure dark vertical bars ; fins all dusky,

somewhat reddish tinged; lower half of pectoral reddish; peritoneum jet-

black. Length 12 inches. Coast of California, Point Concepcion to Mon-
terey Bay, in deep water; rare, {evrog, within; jusXai;, black.)

3030 35
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Sehastichthys entomelas, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 142, Monterey,

California. (Type, No. 27044. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sebastodes entomelas, Jortiah & Gilbert, Synopsis, 659, 1883; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci., series 2, V, 1895, 293, pi. 58, fig. 5.

2187. SEBASTODES BUFUS, Eigenmann & Eifrenmann.

Head 3; depth Si. D. XIII, 14+; A. Ill, 8i; 56 pores iu lateral line.

Body compressed, elongate; profile straight, less steep than in Sebastodcs

oralis, snout broader. Eye moderate, orbit slightly longer than snout, 3^

to 4 in head. Maxillary reaching to middle or little beyond middle of eye;

mandible with a prominent symphyseal knob. Interorbital slightly con-

vex, as wide as orbit in smaller specimen, wider in the larger; picocnlar,

supraocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present; the pari-

etal ridges higher, narrower, more diverging and more conspicuous than

in S. oralis; preocular rs fully developed as in S. oralis; preorbital very

narrow, about 4 in orbit, with 2 small backward-directed spines; preoper-

cular spines long and slender, all of them longer and stronger than S. oralis,

the lower 2 very long, the second reaching beyond base of third, not nearly

reaching base of third in S. oralis. Head entirely covered with moderate-

sized scales, those of body larger. Outlines of spinous dorsal little arched,

highest spine slightly more than 3 in head, the highest ray about equal

to highest spine; caudal emarginate; anal spines graduated, second equal

to highest dorsal spine. Rufous, variously marked with brown; lateral

line rufous; upper angle of opercle, a line from eye downward and back-

ward to upper half of pectoral, another parallel to it from upper angle of

maxillary backward, and tips of jaws dark brown; these markings con-

spicuous; head otherwise rufous; axil black; margin of spinous dorsal

and greater part of membranes of soft dorsal black ; base of dorsal rufous,

spotted with darker; caudal dnsky; membranes of the remaining tins

chieflv black, the rays rufous; peritoneum jet-black. Length about 22

inches. San Diego; Cortez Banks; not seen by us. (Eigenmann & Eigen-

mann.) {nifiis, red.)

Sebastodcs ru/us, Eigenmann &. Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1890, 13, Point Loma;

Cortez Banks. (Coll. C H. Eigenmann.)

2188. SEBASTODES MACDONALDI (Eigenmann fcBeeson).

Head 3 in total length; depth 3f. D. XIII, 13 J; A. Ill, 7^. Elongate;

head pointed; eye small, orbit 1§ in snout, 4f in head, 1^- in interorbital;

lower jaw projecting; maxillary reaching to below posterior margin of

eye, 2 in head. Interorbital slightly convex, without ridges; cranial ridges

low. obscure, all terminating in short spines; preocular, supraocular,

postocular, tympanic and parietal spines present; preorbital f diameter

of orbit, with 3 retrorse spines below, the posterior smallest; a retrorse

spine just below orbit; opercular spines simple and strong. Mandible,

maxillaries, suborbitals, and entire snout scaled; scales of head small,

ctenoid, those of body larger. Spinous dorsal regularly arched, fourth

and fifth spines highest, 3 in head, highest ray 3* iu head; anal spines

graduated, the second considerably stronger but shorter than third, the
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latter 5^ io head, longest ray 3 iu head; pectorals reaching somewhat
beyond ventrals. Top of head and back chiefly black, lateial line ver-

milion, a blackish band just below lateral line, much wider forward,

extending on sides below the lifth dorsal spine; a large opercular spot, a
broad band downward and backward from eye, a narrow one across

cheek below eye, lips and tip of lower jaw chiefly black, rest of head and
sides chiefly vermilion; anal and ventrals vermilion, pectorals and caudal
blackish, dorsal nearly black, axils dusky. Peritoneum, black. Length
24 inches. San Diego; not seen by us. (Eigeumanu & Eigenmaun.)
(Named for Hon. Marshall McDonald.)

Sehastodes proriger, Eigenmann & Eigenmann (not of Jordan & Gilbert), Proc. Cal. Ac,
Sci. 1890, 15, San Diego.

Acutomentum macdonaldi, Eiqenman'N & Beeson, Amer. Naturalist 1893,669, San Diego.

(Uoll. Eigenmaun.)

2189. SEBASTODES BBEVISPINIS (Bean).

Head 2|; depth 34. D. XIII, 14; A. Ill, 7; scales 86 or 87, 51 tubes.

Body elongate, compressed, its greatest width + length of head; caudal

peduncle short, its least depth ^- of its length from end of soft dorsal to

base of middle caudal rays; head similar in shape to that of S.pionfjer.

Cranial ridges almost obsolete, except on the occiput, where the spines

are long and depressed, nearly as long as the eye; preocular and supra-

ocular spines present; no tympanic sjjines. Mouth large, the broadly

expanded maxillary reaching beyond the middle of the eye; length of the
upper jaw (intermaxilla and maxilla) almost i length of head; lower jaw
much projecting, its length equaling that of eye and postorbital i»art of

head; upper half of the maxilla covered with very fine scales; the man-
dible also has fine scales along its middle and posterior portiims ; mandible
with a well-developed knob at the sj'mphysis; eye f as long as snout,

rather more than g length of head, and about equal to width of the

nearly flat interorbital space; width of preorbital less than I length of

eye
;
preopercular spines short and sharp, second longest, about i as long

as the eye, the first, fourth, and fifth very small; the points of the fourth

and fifth directed obliquely downward and backward. Gill rakers mod-
erately long and slender, 11 -f 23, the longest at the angle i as long as the

snout or f as long as the eye. Spinous dorsal low, the first spine f as long

as the second, and rather more than | as long as eye; the fourth to the

sixth spines longest, rather more than ^ length of head. Membrane of

soft dorsal and to some extent that of the spinous dorsal scaly; longest

soft ray of dorsal rather shorter than the longest spine; the last soft ray

as long as the first spine; first anal spine very short, f as long as the sec-

ond, or 4 as long as the eye ; the second spine shorter and stouter than
the third, equal to the snout in length; the third spine nearly 1^ times as

long as the eye; longest soft ray exceeding length of longest dorsal spine

and nearly equal to the postorbital part of the head; iiectorals shaped

very much as in S.pvor'Kjer, the lower 4 or 5 rays slightly exserted at the

ends, the middle rays longest, slightly longer than the head without the

postorbital part; ventrals not extending as far back as the pectorals,
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their distance from the veut equal to \ their own length, which is | length

of head. Peritoneum silvery white. In spirits the back is pale rusty

brown; the sides below the lateral line paler; belly whitish; traces of

dark color on the membrane of the spinous dorsal; soft dorsal, pectorals,

ventrals, and anal pale; some traces of bro\yuish on the caudal mem-

branes. In S.proriucr the second anal spine is distinctly longer than the

third; the peritoneum is black; a tympanic spine is present; the gill

rakers 40 in number and many of them club-shaped at the end, the longest

rather more than i the length of the eye; the fourth and fifth preopercu-

lar spines are directed horizontally backward, and the scales are in 75

rows. These comparisons are drawn from the type of S.proru/cr. Length

14^ inches. Coast of southeastern Alaska (Bean); not seen by us; known
only from the type taken in Hassler Harbor, (hrevis, short ; spinna, spine.)

Sebastichtlnjs prorigcr \ar. brevisphiiStJiE&S, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1883, 359, Hassler Har-

bor, southeastern Alaska. (Type, No. 32004. Coll. Capt. Henry E. Nichols.)

Sehastodes 2}roriger, Jordan &. Gilbert, Sytiop.sis,* 950, 1883; Alaskan .specimens.

Sebastichthys brevispinis, Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. Anier., 107, 1885; Be^uj, I'roc. U. S. Nat.

Mus. 1894, 627.

2190. SEBASTODES OVALIS (Ayres).

(ViuvA; Widow-fish.)

Head 3 ; depth 2i. D. XIII, 14 ; A. Ill, 8 ;
pectoral 3

!
; height of dorsal 8

;

lateral line about 70. Body deep, almost oval, back considerably elevated,

profile steep, lower jaw considerably protruding; mouth not large, max-

illary reaching to posterior edge of pupil, its length about 2.V in head;

preopercular spines long and slender, all projecting backward; opercular

spines strong
;
preorbital narrow^, with 2 bluntish spines. Gill rakers very

long and slender, longest f diameter of eye. Eye large, slightly longer

than snout. Dorsal fin very low, notch between spinous and soft parts

very shallow, height of 2 parts about equal (2i in head), the membrane
joining last si)ine at about f its height; second anal sjiine longer and
stronger than third, almost as high as soft rays, 2^ in head; pectorals

long, reaching beyond tips of A'entrals; caudal emarginate; maxilLiry

and mandible scaly; bones of skull rather thick, preocular spines strong,

supraocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present, small, and
weak, ridges nearly obsolete, except parietal, which is low and weak;
parietal bones meeting; interorbital space 3^ in base of skull, slightly

convex; ventral pi'ocess of basisphenoid rather weak in young (rudimen-

tary in adults) ; mesethmoid processes compressed, rather weak, not ele-

vated; base of skull very much curved. Olivaceous, strongly tinged with

creamy red, especially below ; membrane of both dorsals covered with

many small, round, black s^iots; similar spots usually on body; upper fins

greenish, lower yellowish, mostly dark-edged; caudal fin dark; young
more green, with 2 or 3 large black blotches on ui)per part of sides, and

* The .statement in Jordan & Gilbert's Synopsis, p. 950, that Sebastodes proriger has been
confounded by Tilesius and Pallas with Sebastodes ciliatus is erroneous. The specimens
called by them ciliatus and variabilis include ciliatus and aleutianus. The true proriger is

not yet known from Alaska.
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without dark spots on iius
;
peritoneum black. Length 14 inches. Coast

of California, San Diego to San Francisco, rare; in rather deep water.

(ovalis, oval.)

Sebastodes ovalin, Atres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1862, 209 to 212, fig. 65, San Francisco ; Jordan
& Gilbert, Synopsis, 660, 1883; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 594, pi. 58,

fig. 6.

Sebastichthys ovalit, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 143 ; Eigensiann &
EiGENMANN, West American Scientist 1889, 128.

2191. SEBASTODES EIGENMAXM, Cramer.

Head 2 i,
; depth 2^. D. VIII, 14 ; A.III, 8 ; P. 18|; pores in lateral line 41(+

2 on base of caudal) ; transverse rows of scales 41. Body compressed, its

width (behmd opercles) about 2^ in its depth
;
greatest width of head 2,| in

its length; profile steep; interorbital space tlat, 5'- in head; supraocular

and parietal ridges quite well developed, the former tlat, the latter diverg-

ing backward; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic and parietal

spines present, not very large, but sharp ; a curved shallow groove at each

side of interorbital space inside of the supraocular ridges. Orbit large,

nearly circular, 3^ in head, its upper rim on a level with the profile.

Snout short, about equal to interorbital width ;
preorbital moderate, with

2 small, shai'p spines directed downward and backward; maxillary 2f
in head, reaching a little beyond vertical from posterior edge of pupil;

mandible projecting somewhat, with a moderate symphyseal knob. The
uiipermost preopercular spine small, directed a little upward, the second

longest, horizontal, the fourth and fifth small, but evident; upper oper-

cular spine slender and sharp, the lower shorter. Gill rakers long and
slender, about 2^ in the orbit, 23 on horizontal limb of first arch. Scales

rough, ctenoid, those on opercles, cheeks, and interorbital space and snout

somewhat rough ; those on maxillary, mandible, and breast mostly cycloid

;

very few accessory scales. Spines of dorsal moderate, the fourth longest,

2i in head, the fifth, sixth, and seventh nearly equal, the twelfth 2^ in the

fourth, the membrane deeply incised ; longest dorsal ray about equal to

longest spine ; anal spines graduated, the second nearly as long as and but

little stronger than third, 2?- in head, 1^ in the soft rays; caudal truncate,

or a little rounded; base of pectorals 4 in head, the 9 lower rays simple,

the middle rays longest, reaching a little beyond vent, 3| in length of

body; ventrals reaching vent. Color in alcohol, reddish brown; pale

below; dorsal and pectorals dusky; membranes of spinous dorsal black-

edged, and tips of ventrals blackish; peritoneum white, with a few black

specks. This species is nearest to Sehastodes oralis, but the mouth is

larger and the color different. One specimen, 7 inches long, taken at

Monterey, California. (Named for Dr. Carl H. Eigenmann, of the Uni-

versity of Indiana, in recognition of his work on the genus Sciasiodcs.)

Sebastodes eigenrnanni, Cramer, in Jordan, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 239, pi. 42, Monterey
California. (Coll. Dr. W. W. Thoburn. Type, Ko. 4046, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

2192. SEBASTODES HOPKIXSI, Cramer.

Head 3; depth 3«. D. XIII, 14; A. Ill, 7. Transverse rows of scales

(halfway between lateral line and back) about 52; pores about 51. Body
compressed, not verj- deep

;
profile steep ; depth of caudal peduncle a little
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less than orbit. Head compressed; eye large, orbit 3^ in head; inter-

ovbital space evenly convex, 4^ in head; cranial ridges nearly obsolete;

parietal ridges very low bnt broad, brown; nasal spines small, far apart;

preocular rather strong, triangular; snpraocnlar and postocnlar usually

present, very minute; tympanic and parietal spines sometimes present.

Mouth moderate, oblique; maxillary very little more than 3 in head,

nearly reaching vertical from center of pupil, its posterior end very wide,

2 in orbit; lower jaw much projecting, with a prominent, forwardly

directed, symphyseal knob, which enters the profile; narrow bands of

teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; preorbital rather narrow, its lower

margin lobate, with sometimes a small spine; preopercular spines flat,

sharp, nearly equidistant, all directed backward, the second longest,

fourth and filth minute; opercular spines flat, sharp, somewhat diverging,

the u])per considerably larger; spines on shoulder weak
;

gill rakers 29

on anterior limb, long, slender, very little more than 2 in orbit. Dorsal

spines slender, low, the fourth longest, 28 in head, the twelfth f as long

as longest; soft rays equal longest spines; only a slight notch between

the 2 dorsals ; caudal lunate. If in head; second anal spine stronger and

considerably longer than third, longer than soft rays, longer than longest

dorsal spine, very little more than 2 in head; pectorals reaching beyond

veutrals, bnt not to vent, a little less than head, 3.V in length of body,

their base narrow, equal to orbit, the lower rays not thickened. Scales

rather small, everywhere strongly ctenoid; accessory scales not very

numerous; preorbital, snout, maxillaries, mandible, and branchiostegal

rays scaled; all the fin rays more or less scaly. Bones of skull thin,

cranial ridges nearly obsolete, parietal bones meeting; interorbital spare

somewhat convex, 3^ in base of skull; a slight depression on each side of

a sharp narrow median ridge, and another just within each supraocular

ridge; ventral process of basisphenoid rudimentary; mesethmoid pro-

cesses compressed, not elevated; base of skull very strongly curved.

Color much as in Schasiodes oralis; dark olivaceous, tinged with reddish,

especially below ; a large irregular dark blotch under soft dorsal, crossing

lateral line; a smaller one on lateral line below posterior part of spinous

dorsal ; top of head and anterior part of back to about ninth dorsal spine

nearly uniformly dark to below lateral line; 2 indefinite dark bands from

behind orbit across preopercle nnd opercle; lips bhick; doi'sal fin oliva-

ceous; spinous dorsal dark-edged; soft dorsal darker at base; caudal and

pectorals olivaceous; axils dark; ventrals yellowish; anal pale; no small

round black spots anywhere; peritoneum black. Length of type speci-

men 7f inches. Monterey Bay, California; not rare; formerly confounded

with the young of S. oralis; more common than -the latter. (^Named for

Mr. Timothy Hopkins, founder of the Hopkins Seaside Laboratory.)

Scbcutodes hopkinsi, Ceamer, Proc. Cal. A.C. Sci. 1895, 594, Monterey Bay, California

(Type, No. 2286, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert) ; JOBDAN, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci. 1896, 237, pi. 41.

2193. SEIBASTODES ALUTUS (Gilbert).

Head 2| to 2.f ; depth 3 to 3^; eye 3J in head. D. XIII, 15; A. Ill, 8; P.

17; scales 60. Mouth large, maxillary reaching back of pupil, 2^ to 2^ in
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head
;
premaxillaries notched, the syinphyseal patch of teeth, however,

shutting outside them. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines in very nar-

row bands except at symphysis and on vomer; a conspicuous depression

on each side of symphysis to receive the anterior premaxillary patch.

Eye very large, the diameter exceeding snout. Interorbital space very

wide, flat or slightly convex, conspicuously grooved, its width If eye.

Soft fins wholly enveloped in fine scales. Cranial ridges all low, the spines

slender; coronal and nuchal spines alone absent-. Mandible projecting

much beyond the upper profile of head, the symphyseal knob very strongly

developed in the adult, not noticeably so in young. Gill rakers h>ng

and numerous, ^ as long as eye. Second and third anal spines about

equal. Cranial ridges all very low, inconspicuous and with a small

spine or none; nasal and preocular evident; supraocular, postocular, and
tympanic present but hidden by scales, more conspicuous in the very

young; parietal ridges evident, ending in low spines; preorbital narrow,

its least width \ eye, its anterior edge with 2 long mucous slits, and in

Bome cases a single backwardly directed spine; opercular and humeral
spines well developed; preopercular spines flat, not very large, the upper

2 approximated, the lower 2 broadly triangular, tipped with short spines,

directed downward and backward; dorsal spines curved, the longest 2i

to 2\ in head, the twelfth about f the longest; soft dorsal about as high

as the longest spines; anal spines strong, the second slightly shorter than

the third, which equals or slightly exceeds diameter of eye. In the

young the second anal spine constantly equals or exceeds the third, but

grows relatively shorter with age; soft anal rays higher than soft dorsal,

1\ in head; caudal well notched, ventrals long, reaching vent; pectorals

longer, reaching nearlj^ to front of anal. Gill rakers long, clavate, \
diameter of orbit, 25 on anterior limb of arch. Scales rough, ctenoid,

with many accessory minute ones, which are especially abundant on head
and nape ; head wholly scaled, including the interopercle, maxillary and
mandible, and the outer branchiostegal rays ; anterior surface of pectorals

and outer caudal rays closely invested with minute ctenoid scales which
extend well toward tips, also of soft dorsal and anal fins. Color bright

carmine red, lighter on belly ; dorsal dusky, edged with black ; an elongate

olive brown blotch along base of soft dorsal; a shorter one under the last

spines, and a faint one under the middle of spinous dorsal, the latter

extending farther down on sides ; a dark blotch on back of caudal pedun-
cle ; belly silvery, washed with red; a dark blotch on opercle, 1 on
axil, cross bar on occiput, 1 on snout and 2 dusky bars on cheek;
lower lip and tip of mandible blackish; mouth and gill cavity dusky;
fins all red, the spinous dorsal broadly margined with blackish

;
perito-

neum jet-black in the young, varying from black to gray in adults; length

12 to 18 inches. Pacific coast from Bering Sea to Santa Barbara; com-
mon northward in deep water. This species was described from a single

immature example, dredged by the Albatross south of Santa Cruz Island,

southern California. No additional material was obtained during the

extensive dredging operations o{ the J Umtross on the California coast.

The species is, however, very abundant in the north Pacific, both north

and south of the Aleutian Islands. It was taken at various dredging
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stations, north of Unalaska Island, in the vicinity of Unimak Pass, in

Bristol Bay, and south of the Alaskan Peninsula, in depths of 38 to 128

fathoms. A single individual was also taken with hook and line in Una-

laska Harhor. At one of the al)ove stations 48 specimens were taken with

the heam trawl. This additional material shows that S. ahtius is one of

the hright-red rockhsh, most closely allied, perhaps, to S. miniatus. From
the latter it differs conspicuously in the greatly produced mandihular

symphysis, with the very jironounced symphyseal knoh, as well as in other

respects. It is allied also to S. prorUjcr, but differs among other points in

having both postocular and tympanic spines developed. Its relations to

S. hrcvispinis, Bean, are also close. (Gilbert.) {dXovtdi, unwashen, from
the speckled coloration.

)

Sebastichthys ahiUis, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 70, Santa Barbara Islands.

(Type, No. 48244. Coll. Albatross.)

2194. SEBASTODES PROEIGEE (Jordan & GUbert).

Head 3; depth 3J. D, XIII, 13; A. Ill, 7; P. 3i in length; scales 75.

Body elongate, somewhat compressed, a little less slender than in Sebas-

todes doiKjatua, which this species much resembles in color and form.

Head rather small; mouth small, much as in *'. oralis, the short, broad

maxillary extending to beyond the middle of the eye, the jiremaxillary on

the level of lower margin of pupil; maxillary 2J in head; lower jaw
strongly projecting, with a conspicuous symphyseal knob. Eye very

large, longer than snout; preorbital narrow. Cranial ridges very low and

weak; preocular, supraocular, tympanic, and occipital present; most of

the ridges partly covered by scales; tympanic spine minute; occipital

ridge not consjiicuous, the spine depressed; preopercular spines sharp,

the second longest, the points of all directed backward; opercular spines

moderate. Interorbital space broad, nearly as broad as the eye, somewhat
regularly convex, the middle being elevated. Gill rakers very long, slen-

der and numerous, the longest longer than supraocular ridge, and about

i the diameter of eye. Scales rather small. Dorsal fin very low, as in S.

oralis, not deeply emarginate, the highest spine little more than ^ length

of head; soft dorsal low, i as high as long, the highest ray about equal to

the longest spine; caudal fin moderately forked; anal fin low, its length

nearly equal to the height of its longest ray; second spine much longer

and stronger than third, scarcely shorter than longest ray, 2J in head;

pectorals rather long and narrow, the tips reaching beyond tips of ven-

trals to vent. Bright light red, mottled above with dusky olive green,

the ground color forming distinct blotches under third dorsal spine and
under first and last rays of soft dorsal; lateral line running in the middle

of a very distinct continuous red stripe, precisely as in *S'. clongatus; head

above with purplish cross shades; opercle with a dusky blotch; 2 olive

shades radiating from the eye; lips and tip of lower jaw blackish; iris

red ; caudal fin bright red, speckled with dark olive ; spinous dorsal bright

red, the posterior part of each saembrane blackish; soft dorsal olive and
red; lower fins bright light red, with shades of olive yellow; peritoneum
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black. Length 10 inches. Coast of California, from San Diego to San

Francisco, in deep water; not rare, {proi-a, prow; gero, I bear.)

Sehastichthys proriger, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns. 1880, 327, Monterey.

(Type, No. 27105. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.

)

Sebastodes proriger, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 061, 1883.

Subgenus ROSICOLA, Jordan & Evermann.

2195. SEBASTODES PIXMGER (Gill).

(Flioma; Orange Rockfish.)

Head 2|; depth 2.i; pectoral 3*. D. XIII, 14; A. Ill, 7; scales 48. Body
rather robust, elevated, and compressed; mouth large, oblique, maxillary

reaching to below posterior margin of large eye, its length i head; man-

dible somewhat projecting, with a knob at tip ;• the middle teeth on a raised

ba.se which fits into the emargination of upper jaw; interorbital space

as wide as eye, which is 4 in head; space between parietal ridges concave;

both jaws, preorbital, maxillary, mandible, and snout scaly, scales on

lower jaw smooth; preorbital rather narrow, with 2 spines; preopercu-

lar spines long and sharp. Dorsal tin deeply emarginate, its spines rather

high, nearly as high as soft rays, longest 2| in head; caudal tin lunate;

pectoral fin long, reaching to tips of long ventrals, past vent; base of

pectoral narrow, about as broad as eye; second anal spine strong, nearly

as long as third, 3 in head. Gill rakers very long and slender, nearly f
diameter of eye ; accessory scales numerous, especially on head. Bones
of skull thick; parietal ridges quite strong, ending in a spine; preocular,

supraocular, postocular, and tympanic spines present, thin, sharp, and
slender, their ridges weak; parietal bones well sei^arated, interorbital

space convex (concave on each side of center), broad, 3., in base of skull

in adult; mesethmoid processes not elevated, ventral process of basis-

l)henoid rudimentary; base of skull markedly curved. Ground color

light olive gray, profusely blotched with bright clear orange red or with
light orange yellow, the red shades predominating above, the pale below;

belly nearly white; top of head with cross blotches and marblings of

orange, alternating with pale; sides of the head flesh colored, with 3

bright orange bands radiating from eye; maxillary with orange touches;

lips pale, tinged with blackish; inside of mouth pale; dorsal fin with
membrane In'ight orange, a large black blotch occupying membranes be-

tween seventh and tenth dorsal spines; this spot is usually distinct, but

in old examples sometimes obsolete; pectorals light red, mottled with

yellowish ; other fins all bright orange, without dusky tips, slightly mot-
tled with paler at base; lateral Hue running in a distinct continuous light-

gray streak, which is not crossed by the red markings ; old specimens some-

times with large inky blotches on different parts of the body; peritoneum

pale. Length 25 inches. Pacific coast of the United States, from San
Diego to Puget Sound; one of the most abundant species; constantly

found in the markets. {pinnUjer, large -finned.

)
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Sebaitodes rosaceun, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., ii, 1862, 216, flg. C2; not Sehattes romceiis,

GiRARn.

Sehasfosovms plnniger. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 147, San Francisco.

Scbastichtliys plnniger, Jordan &. Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 72.

Sebastodes innniyer, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, GG2, 1883; EiCxENMANN &. Eigenmann,

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1890, 16; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, V, 1895, 595, pi. 59,

fig. 7.

2196. SEBASTODES MINIATFS (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Kasciera; Rasher.)

Head 2% ; depth 3 ;
pectorals 31. D. XIII, 14 ; A. Ill, 7 ; scales 47. Body

oblong, the form much as in ScMsfodes pinnUicr; head moderate, somewhat

pointed; mouth rather large, the maxillary reaching past pupil, its length

2 in head; premaxillary on level of lower edge of pupil; lower jaw pro-

jecting somewhat beyond upper, with a moderate syuiphyseal knob;

middle of lower jaw elevated, fitting into an einargination of the upper.

Head more completely scaly than in related species, the scales rougher,

the scales on the preorbital and head generally being fully ctenoid; man-

dible scaled even to the symphyseal knob, its scales always roughly

ctenoid ; interopercle fully scaled ; most of the branchiostegals with series

of scales; maxillary, preorbital, and tip of snout fully scaled; preorbital

with a narrow neck; interorbital space very broad, with a slight depres-

sion on each side of a median ridge
;
preopercular spines rather long and

sharp, the second the longest, the spines radiating. Gill rakers, as in

S. pimiUjcr, very long and slender, the longest about f diameter of the

eye. Dorsal lin low, rather deeply emarginate, about as in S.innnUjci; but

rather higher, the soft rays higher than the spines ; caudal fin slightly

emarginate; anal fin rather high, the second spine about as long as third

and stouter, little more than I the height of soft rays, about 3 in head

;

pectoral fin moderate, the tip reaching al)out to vent, the base rather nar-

row ; ventrals very long, usually reaching past Vfut, almost to the begin-

ning of the anal. Bones of skull thick; parietal ridges low but broad,

ending in spines; preocular, supraocular, postocular, and tympanic spines

present, sharp, broad at base, their ridges weak ;
parietal bones widely sepa-

rated; interorbital space convex (nearly flat), broad, 3 in base of skull ; ven-

tral process of basispheuoid partly developed ; me.sethmoid processes well

developed, ccuupressed, not elevated ; base of skull (parasphenoid) strongly

curved. Color above, deep vermilion, mottled with flesh color on sides,

belly light red; back and sides everywhere with clusters of black dots,

so that the whole body has a dusky shade; top of head and back with

vaguely defined cross blotches made of dark points ; 3 obscure orange

stripes radiating from the eye ; maxillary with a red streak ; lips red, mot-

tled with blackish; under side of head light red, mottled with darker;

inside of mouth red; fins all bright vermilion; spinous dorsal spotted

with olive gray below, the membrane posteriorly edged with blackish;

soft dorsal spotted below with Idackish, a vertical dark-olive streak on

each membrane; other fins tipped with blackish, the membranes more or

less dotted; no black blotch on the spinous dorsal. Length 24 inches.
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Coast of California, .San Francisco to San Diego; common in the markets;

the bright red coloration different from that of all other species, {miniatus,

vermilion.)

SebasHchthys miniatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 70, Monterey.

(Coll. Jordan Sc Gilbert.)

Sebastodes miniatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 663, 1883 ; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

series 2, v, 1895, 595, pi. 59, fig. 8.

Subgenus ZALOPYR, Jordan &. Evermann.

2197. SEBASTODES ALEUTIAMIS, Jordan & Evermann, new species.

Head 23; depth 3. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 8; scales 55. Gill rakers 4+20.
Eye 4 in head; maxillary 2i',i; snout 4; interorbital space 4 ;

pectoral Ij^;

ventral 1|; third dorsal spine 3|; soft dorsal rays2i; second anal spine

3f; soft anal rays 2; caudal 1,-,,; longest gill raker + eye. Body rather

deep, the back arched, the anterior profile stiff and nearly straight; top

of head broad and flattish. Interorbital space very broad with a low
naked ridge on either side midway between eye and median line; space

on each side of each ridge concave. Nasal spine sharp
;
preocular spine

short and sharp; supraocular ridge low, its spine inconspicuous, but
present; postocular spine similar, but larger; tympanic similar aud still

larger. Frontal ridge on either side naked, without spine, but with the

short sharp coronal spine behind it, and continuous with it under the

scales. Occipital ridge sharp, rather low, ending in a low spine, and
with sometimes 1 or 2 spines on its upper surface ; a low cross furrow sep-

arating the occipital from the sharp, short, nuchal spine. A sharp, short

spine on the orbital rim at base of suborbital stay ; 3 others on the orbital

rim before it; 3 on the lower edge of the preorldtal. Post-temporal with
2 or 3 spinous points, a sharp spine behind it above angle of gill opening;

a flat spine on the humerus. Opercle with 2 strong spines diverging, each

arising from a ridge on the bone. Two spines at junction of subopercle

and interopercle. Preopercle with 5 radiating spines, the second longest,

3^ in eye. Space between occipital spines nearly flat. Posterior nostril

twice as long as anterior. Lower jaw with 4 large mucous pores on each

side, lower jaw projecting, the symphysis thickened. Scales rather large,

rough ctenoid, deciduous; rough scales on middle of maxillary, and
almost all parts of lower jaw. Dorsal spines low, slender; soft dorsal

higher. Second anal spine somewhat shorter than third, the soft rays

high. Pectoral rather long, not quite reaching vent, but beyond tips of

ventrals. Caudals slightly lunate. Color plain uniform brick red, the

edge of dorsal, anal, caudal, and ventral blackish; pectoral without
dusky shade; traces of 3 dusky shades across cheeks aud opercles;

inside of mouth aud gill opening coppery red; peritoneum silvery.

Aleutian Islands to Kadiak
;
probahly common in water of moderate

depth. This strongly marked species is the type of a distinct subgenus,

Zalopyr, Jordan & Evermann, characterized by the spinous suborbital

and the increased number of cranial spines. The species * is here described

* Specimens probably of this species have been taken in stomachs of the fur seal (Oal-
lorhinus ala.scanus, Jordan & Clark) about Kadiak. It is said that this species and
Sebastodes ciliatus are occasionally taken in salmon nets at Karluk, on Kadiak Island.
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from 4 specimens,* \l to 2 feet long, dredged in 110 fathoms in Slielikof

Strait, Alaska, off Karluk, Kadiak Island, July 20, 1897. (Coll. Alhaiross.)

It is nearest Sehastodcs miniatus, but differs from that and all other Ameri-

can species in the increased number of cranial spines, and especially in

the presence of spines below the eye. It is evident that this is the red

species wrongly identified by Pallas as the adult of his Pcrca variaMlis,

the Ep'mephchis dliatus of Tilesius. One of Pallas's specimens from the

Aleutian Islands has been examined by Dr. Jordan in Berlin and de-

scribed under the name, doubtless erroneous, Sehastodcs matziiharw, the

true matzubarrw being a Japanese species.

Perca variabilis, Vavla-S, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat., ni, 241, 1811, Aleutian Islands; in part; tbe

supposed adult or summer form. (Specimen, No. 8145, Mus. Berl.)

liebastodes matzubarce, Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1883,291; Jordan, Cat. Fish. N.

A., 108, 1885; probably not Sebastes matzubarce Hilgendorf, Sitzgber. Ges. Naturf.

Freunde, Berlin, 1880, 170, from Tesso.

2198. SEBASTODES ATRORUBEXS, Gilbert, new species.

Head 2? ; depth 2§, Snout 4| in total length of head; eye 4; interor-

bital width 5; least width of preorbital 2^ in pupil. D. XIII, 14; A. Ill,

7 ; P. 17 ; oblique rows of scales above lateral line 45. Body deep, com-

pressed, its greatest thickness about I its greatest depth. Caudal peduncle

very deep, compressed, its least deiith about ^ greatest depth of body, and

greater than length of peduncle behind base of dorsal fin. Head wide,

heavy, its upper profile descending in a gcutlj' convex curve fi'om front

of dorsal, the occipital area slightly depressed, but not transversely flat-

tened. Interorbital region and occiput strongly convex transversely, the

former with a shallow channel running parallel with each orbital margin.

Lower jaw projecting beyond the ujiper, the tip entering the profile. No
symphyseal knob. Maxillary reaching a vertical drawn midway between

hinder margin of the eye and back of pupil, its length, measured from tip

of snout, equaling length of snout and eye, and \ length of head to end

of upper opercular spine. Preopercular spine short, regularly radiating,

the second and third longest diverging, the uppermost very short, about

equaling the fourth. Preorbital with 2 very wide strong spines directed

downward and backward. Cranial ridges low and inconspicuous, but

evident throughout and teiTminating in strong spines. The nasal, pre-

ocular, postocnlar, and parietal alone are present. Gill rakers long and

slender, 9-f22 on anterior arch, the longest 2\ in orbit. Dorsal spines

high, slender, flexible, the fourth, fifth, and sixth equal in their height,

which equals length of snout and eye. Outline of the spious dorsal

regularly convex, much as in Perca. Membranes not deeply incised. A

* The following description is from a specimen in the Berlin Museum brought by Pallas
from the Aleutian Islands : "D. XIII, 14; A. Ill, 7. Spines of head low, developed about
as in Sebastodes miniatxis and pinniger. Preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic,
occijutal, and nuchal spines distinct; a pair of small coronal spines present, as also a
small spine before and one just below eye. Maxillary reaching to posterior border of eye
IJ in head. Both jaws covered with rough, ctenoid scales. Interorbital space flatfish,

scaled, its breadth a little less than that of eye. Preopercular spine short, simple. Pre-
orbital spines simple. Lower jaw scarcely projecting. Second anal spine scarcely longer
than third. Longest dorsal spine 2J in head, a little less than the longest short rays.
Pectoral 4| in body. Color chiefly red; 3 dark shades across cheek."
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deep notch between dorsals, the twelfth spine contained 2f times in

the fourth; soft dorsal higher than spinous dorsal, the longest rays

slightly more than \ length of head; caudal evenly rounded, If in head;

anal spines graduated, the second not stronger than the third, con-

tained \\ times in its length; third spine 2^ in head; longest soft ray

13; ventrals reaching vent. If in head; pectorals reaching beyond vent,

nearly to opposite first anal spine, the 8 lower rays nuich thickened, sim-

ple and undivided; base of pectorals wide, 3f in head. Scales on sides

of body weakly ctenoid, feeling smooth to the touch, those on breast

minute; no accessory scales on body; head very completely scaled,

including top of head as far forward as nasal spines, entire suborbital

ring, exposed portion of maxillary, and the mandible; accessory scales

numerous on sides of head; scales on maxillary and mandible minute,

smooth, partially embedded; soft dorsal, anal, and caudal densely envel-

ox)ed in minute scales to their tips, the scales equally present on rays and
membranes; ventral rays scaled on anterior face, the membranes naked;

the lower thickened rays and the upper 4 or 5 rays of pectoral scaled at

base only, the others scaled to tip ; axillary side of pectorals naked. The
general color, when fresh, reddish orange, much mottled on back and upper

part of sides with dark brown; dorsal, anal, and caudal dusky orange,

with darker membranes; pectorals and veutrals dusky; lining of gill

cavity and peritoneum, bright silvery white ; opercular flap orange, pre-

ceded by a dark blotch; 3 faint dark streaks on side of head, 1 run-

ning lengthwise of maxillary, 1 from the narrow suborbital across the

cheek to the fourth preopercular spine, a. third from eye backward and
downward to base of upper 2 preopercular spines ; snout and mesial por-

tion of lower lip dusky; top of head mottled with brown and orange

red; 4 inconspicuous round sjiots of clear orange along back, 1 under

third and fourth dorsal spines, 1 under seventh and eighth, 1 under origin

of soft dorsal, the last under its terminal rays. Most nearly related to

S. atrovinns, having a strongly convex interorbital space; strong, low,

cranial ridges ending in short, strong spines, of which the postocular and
nuchal are wanting. Caudal convex. It differs most conspicuously in

its red color, stronglj^ protruding lower jaw, and very long slender gill

rakers. Length about a foot. Coast of California; known from 1 speci-

men, probably from Monterey.

Sebastodes atrorubens, Gu.bert MS. (Tyi)e, No. 1873, L. S. Jr. Univ. Miis., from San Fra,n-

cisco market.)

2199. SEB.VSTODES ATROVIKEXS (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Gareupa.)

Head 3; depth 2i. D. XIII. 14; A. III. 6; scales 52. Bones of skull

thick
;
parietal ridges moderate, endiug in spines, supraocular spiue absent

;

preocular and postocular spines present, sharp, slender, the ridges little

developed; tympanic sometimes present, small. Parietal bones widely

separated; interorbital space nearly 3i in base of skull, nearly Hat, a

median depression between 2 ridges, covering mucous canals; ventral
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process of basisplienoid rndimentary, sometimes fairly well developed,

mesetbiiioid processes compressed, slightly elevated; base of skull (para-

sphenoid) strougly curved. Body obloug, not tapering rapidly backward;
head moderate, rather pointed; mouth moderate, the lower jaw somewhat
projecting, the maxillarj' extending to beyond ])osterior border of pupil,

its length 2 in head; premaxillary below jiupil ; eye large, 3i in head;

nasal spines prominent; lireorbital very narrow, with 2 stout spines; pre-

opercular spines short, rather sharp, the second longer and slenderer than

the others; opercular and suprascapular spines sharp; interorbital space

widened backward, its width less than that of the eye and more than the

length of the parietal ridge; gill rakers slender, not very long, the longest

\ diameter of eye; preorbital scaly; maxillary partly scaly; mandible
with some smooth scales; scales large, regnlarly arranged. Dorsal fin

rather deeply emargiuate, the spines moderate, the fifth 4 length of head
and lower than soft rays; caudal truncate; anal fin short and high, its

spines slender, the second shorter than third, and not much stronger, about
2A^ in head; longest soft rays \\ in head; pectorals long and narrow, reach-

ing past vent nearly to beginning of anal, their length | that of head,

their base narrow; ventrals long, reaching just past vent. Olive green,

marbled with darker, sometimes brownish; belly pale j'ellowish green;

fins olivaceous, no red anywhere. Length 15 inches. Coast of California,

San Diego to San Francisco; generally abundant, especially southward.
(«/('/-, black; virois, green.)

Sebastichthys atrovirens, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 289, Monterey.
(Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sebastodes atrovirens, Jokdan & GiLBERr, Synopsis, 662, 1883; Ceajier, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 595, pi. 60, flg. 10.

Subgenus EOSEBASTES, Jordan & Evermann.

2200. SEBASTODES SAXICOLA (Gilbert).

Head 2* to 2|; depth 3 to 3^. D. XIII, 12 or 13; A. Ill, 7; lateral line

with 45 pores ; eye large, 2| to 3^ in head, much longer than snout or

interorbital width; mouth large, maxillary reaching nearly to posterior

margin of pupil, 2^ in head. Mandible laterally included, the tip strongly

projecting, with conspicuous symphyseal knob, which enters profile. The
least width of interorbital space about equaling snout, 5 in head; preor-

bital narrow, ^ pupil, with 2 strong triangular lobes with spinous tips;

preopercular spines directed backward, or the lowest slightly ol)li(j[ue. Gill

rakers long and slender, the longest | orbit, constantly 10+22 or 23. The
second anal spine varies somewhat in length, always extending slightly

beyoud tip of third anal spine when the fin is declined, usually not reach-

ing tips of soft anal rays, its length 2^ to 2^ in that of head. Young
individuals with faint dark bars occupying usual position; a jet-black

blotch on middle of soft dorsal with a light streak below it separating it

from the back. Highest dorsal spine 2^ in head, the spines moderately

strong, the membrane not deeply incised; height of soft rays about equal-

ing that of spines; caudal emargiuate; second anal spine longer and
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stronger thau third, and louger than soft rays, 2 to 2,^ in head; ventrals

usually not to vent; pectorals neai'ly to front of annl. Scales rough

ctenod on breast, maxillary, mandible, and snout. Bones of skull thin,

preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal, and sometimes nuchal spines

liresent, small, sharp, the ridges moderately developed; preocular ridge

prominent, the spine projecting above orbit; parietal ridges sonu^what

curved, parietal bones not meeting; interorbital space wide, 3f in base of

skull, a little concave, nearly flat between the supraocular ridges; ventral

process of basisphenoid fairly developed ; mesethmoid processes small, com-

pressed, not elevated, base of skull strongly curved. Olivaceous above,

silvery below, overlaid below with light red; young with 3 or 4 brownish

Ijlack bars on side, becoming faint in older examples and sometimes also

in young; in these a dusky blotch on occiput, 1 including front of dorsal

and 1 on back of tail; dorsal sometimes with black spots, the spinous

portion often with a submedian band of black, above which the incised

membrane is white; cimspicuous olive-brown spots on caudal, usually

confined to base and upper lobe of fin
;
peritoneum black ; buccal and gill

cavities white. Length 12 inches. Very abundant in deep waters off the

coast of southern California; Santa Barbara Islands, in from 44 to 155

fathoms. (Gilbert.) (saxwrn. rock; co?o, I inhabit.)

Sebastichthys saxicola, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1800, 78, Santa Barbara Islands.

(Coll. Albatross.)

Sebastodes saxicola, Ceamee, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 506, 60, lig. 12.

2201. SEBASTODES CEA.3IEBI, Jordan.

Head 21 ; depth 2*. D. XIII, 14 ; A. Ill, 7 ; P. 19i% ;
pores in lateral line,

48 (-(- 1 on caudal); transverse rows of scales 49. Body compressed, its

thickness 2|r in its depth. Interorbital space flat, 4A in head; cranial

ridges low but evident, the parietal ridges thin. Preocular, supraocular,

postocular, tympanic, parietal and nuchal spines present, the last-named

spines being marked oft' from the parietal ridges only by depressions,

and the parietal spines not well marked. Orbit nearly circular, 3i in

head. Snout about equal to interorbital Avidth; prcorbital with 2 tri-

angular lobes, but no distinct spines. Maxillary reaching a little beyond

vertical from middle of eye, 2^ in head. Mandible scarcely projecting,

with a small symphyseal knob. The 3 upper preopercular spines nearly

equal, a little divergent, the lowest one obsolescent. Opercular spines

moderate, nearly equal. Gill rakers slender, 2^ in orbit, 21 on horizontal

limb of first arch. Scales of medium size, those ou opercles and cheeks

ctenoid, those on snout, preorbital, maxillary, and mandible scarcely

ctenoid, or cycloid; accessory scales in moderate number. Dorsal sjiines

rather low, the fourth longest, 2| in head, the twelfth about i as long

;

the membrane of spinous dorsal rather deeply incised; longest dorsal

rays about equal to longest spines; second anal spine about equal to

the third, but stronger, curved, 3 in head, about 1^ in soft rays ; caudal

emarginate ; base of pectoral 2J in head, the 10 lower rays simple, the

middle rays longest, 3f in length of body, and reaching a little beyond
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origin of anal; ventrals reaching a little beyond vent. Color in alcohol,

yellowish, darker above (doubtless bright red in life) ; 4 short faint cross

bands on upper part of sides, 1 under second, third, and fourth dorsal

Bxiines, a second under sixth and seventh sj)iues, a third under ninth, tenth,

and eleventh spines, and the fourth under the soft dorsal ; a black spot on

upper part of opercle; membrane of spinous dorsal black-edged; dorsals

and pectorals a little dusky, fins otherwise pale; inside of mouth a little

dusky at the sides and in front of tongue; inside of gill cavities dusky in

front of pscudobrauohia-
;
peritoueuia dark brown. Coast of Alaska ; only

the type, 6^ inches long, known. (Named for Mr. Frank Cramer, of Leland
Stanford Jr. University, in recognition of his work on the genus
Sebmtodcs.)

Sebastodes crameri, Joedan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1896, 451, coast of Oregon, at Albatross

Station 3091, Lat. 45° 43' N., Long. 124° 12' W., in 87 fathoms. (Type, No. 47745. Coll.

2202. SEBASTODES SEMICIXCTUS, Gilbert.

D, XII-I, 13; A. Ill, 7. Head 2,'^ to 3; body slender, the depth 3| to 3|
in length. Mandible with a moderate sympliyseal knob, which projects

to enter the profile. Maxillary scarcely reaching vertical from middle of

pupil, 2f to 2?^ in head. Eye averaging smaller than in S. saxicola, 3i to

31 in head (rarely 3 in head). Interorbital space of moderate width, flat,

with a slight median lengthwise groove bounded by a pair of low rounded
ridges, the groove and ridges sometimes not evident. Preocular, supra-

ocular, and occipital ridges low, but sharp and evident, terminating in

strong though slender spines. Nasal, pi-eoculai-, postocular, tympanic, and
occipital spines present, the preocular the strongest, directed outward
and backward so as to project over the orbit. Parietals not in contact;

preorbital narrow, with 2 triangular or rounded lobes, with or without
slight spinous tips. Preopercular spines with compressed triangular base,

the upper 2 usually nearest together, directed backward or slightly

upward, the others backward and downward ; a subopercular and an inter-

opercular spine closely approximated; 3 humeral spines. Gill rakers

long, slender, very numerous, developed as movable rakers to the extreme
anterior end of the arch; 10 or 11 gill rakers on vertical limb of anterior

arcli, 27 on horizontal limb, the longest slightly less than diameter of eye.

Fifth dorsal spine highest, 2^ to 21 in head, longer than the soft rays, the
membranes between spines not deeply incised; the notch between dorsals

rather shallow, the twelfth spine f to 4 length of thirteenth ; caudal emar-
ginate; second anal spine strong, longer than third, usually not reach-

ing tips of soft rays when fin is declined; length of second spine I

that of head; ventrals usually reaching to or beyond vent; the pectorals

varying from slightly behind A'ent to slightly behind origin of anal.

Scales on breast cycloid or weakly ctenoid, elsewhere on body rough
ctenoid; head completely scaled, the scales on top of head and on cheeks

ctenoid, those on snout, maxillary, mandible, and branchiostegal rays

much reduced in size and smooth, 46 to 48 tubes in the lateral line; about

95 vertical transverse series above the lateral line, each series under the
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dorsal fins coutainiug 7 or 8 scales. Color in spirits, light brownish above,

silvery on lower half of sides and below (tinged with red iu life) ; snout and
top of head dusky; sometimes a dusky streak from tip of snout to eye, a

second one crossing between preocular ridges, and a third, less often visible,

on occiput; a diamond-shaped brown blotch on nape and under front of

si)inous dorsal, extending downward nearly to lateral line ; a small blotch

under sixth and seventh dorsal spines; a very conspicuous saddle-shaped

brown cross bar under the eighth to eleventh spines; this is wider and
lighter next the back, becomes narrower and more intense just above the

lateral line, then widens into an intense vertically elliptical blotch on
middle of sides; a similar less intense bar under soft dorsal, and 1 on

caudal peduncle; the lighter portions of these bars showing darker spots

and mottlings ; those beneath the fins encroaching somewhat on their basal

portions; membranes of dorsal fins with ill-defined roundish spots of light

brown; caudal rays with a few elongate olive-brown spots, some of these

often forming a vertical series near base of fin ; membranes between the

rays largely olive-brown on basal f of fin ; a faint dark spot above middle
of base of pectoral; pectorals, ventrals, and anal white, unmarked;
mouth and gill cavity white; peritoneum brown. Length 7 inches.

Very closely related to S. saxicola, from which it difters conspicuously in

its smaller size, its sharjilj' defined cross bars, the smaller head, smaller

mouth, and smaller eye, and in the longer, more numerous gill rakers.

Coast of California; taken rather abundantly iu the Santa Barbara Chan-
nel, and at first confused with the young of S. saxicola. Specimens are

from Albatross Stations 2949 and 2959, in depths of 155 and 55 fathoms.

(Gilbert.) (semi, half; cinctus, banded.)

Selastodes semicinctus, GUiBERT, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1896, 449, pi. 53, flg. 1, Santa Barbara
Channel, Lat. 33° 57' N., Long. 119° 53' 30" W., in 155 fathoms. (Type, iNo. 47581.

Coll. Albatross.)

2203. SEBASTODES DIPLOPROA (Gilbert).

Head 2^ ; depth 2|. D. XIII, 12 or 13 ; A. Ill, 7 ; 35 pores in lateral line.

Maxillary reaching beyond middle of pvipil, 2f iu head; premaxillary

produced on each side of median line, forming 2 forwardly projecting

dentigerous lobes, in the deep emargiuation between which fits the tip of

mandible; symphyseal knob small. Eye large, 3 to 3^ in head. Preor-

bital narrow, | pupil, with 2 strong diverging spines; interorbital space

If in orbit; preopercular spines strong, the second usually the longest,

the third, fourth, and fifth directed downward and backward; opercular

spines longer than those on preopercle ; 2 small spines on shoulder. Gill

rakers long and very slender, the longest ^ orbit. Dorsal spines mod-
erate, longer than soft rays, the longest 2.} in head, the twelfth f its

height ; caudal emarginate ; second anal spine longer and stronger than
third, shorter than soft rays, 2| to 3 in head; ventrals barely reaching

vent, the pectorals slightly beyond, If in head, with broad base, the

lower rays not thickened. Scales large, minutely spinous and readily

deciduous, very small and cycloid on maxillary, mandible, and breast.

Fin membranes thick and scaled. Eones of skull thin, cranial ridges

3030 3G
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moderately developed, parietal ridges markedly curved; preocular, post-

ocular, tympauic, and parietal spines present, mostly thin and sharp;

parietal bones meeting; iuterorbital space 4 in base of skull, concave, the

Hat center bordered by 2 ridges (the roofs of the mucous canals); the

.supraocular ridges forming an elevated border; mesethmoid processes

compressed, not elevated, ventral process of basisphenoid partly devel-

oped; base of skull strongly curved. Uniform rose-red above, bright sil-

very on sides and below, sparsely black punctate, a faint dusky bar

behind pectorals; spinous dorsal with dusky margins, the fins otherwise

unmarked; peritoneum jet-black. Coast of southern California; many
specimens, the largest described 7 inches long, from about the Coronado

Islands, in 24 fathoms. (Gilbert.) {biit'koo'i, double; Ttpopa, a prow.)

liebastiehthys diploproa, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 79, Coronado Islands, Lat. 32°

44' 20" N., Long. 1170 23' W., in 124 fathoms. (Type, No. 48238. Coll. Albatross.)

Sehatstodes dijdoproa, Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 596, pi. 61, fig. 13; Gil-

bert, Eept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 467.*

2204. SEBASTODES AURORA (GUbert).

Head 2*; depth 2t. D. XIII, 13 or 14; A. Ill, 6; lateral line 29 (pores)

;

eye large, 3^ in head, much longer than snout or iuterorbital space.

Mouth large, maxillary nearly reaching vertical from posterior margin of

orbit, 2i in head, its width equaling diameter of pupil. Mandible, later-

ally as well as in front, largely shutting within the wide preuiaxillary

band of teeth; bands on vomer and j)alatiues also wide. Preopercular

spines regularly radiating, the upper 4 more nearly equal than usual.

Preorbital wider, its least width §• pupil, with 2 stiong triangular spines,

directed downward and backward. Gill rakers slender, ihe longest little

more than ^r eye. Dorsal spines strong, not high, the longest 2i in head,

the twelfth about ^ its height; soft rays lower than spines; caudal

slightly emargiuate; second anal spine very strong, much longer and
stronger than third, and about equaling in length the soft rays, its length

about 2i in head; veutrals reaching to or slightly beyond vent; pectorals

to front of anal. Scales very rough ctenoid, those of lateral line enlarged,

covering breast, branchiostegal rays, mandible, maxillary, and part of

snout, everywhere rough. Fins enveloped in a more or less lax mem-
brane, invested with fine ctenoid scales. Bones of skull very thin; preoc-

ular, supraotulai", postocular, tympanic, parietal, nuchal, and usually

coronal spines present, sharp and slender ; ridges moderate
;
parietal ridges

high, thin; parietal bones not meeting; iuterorbital space narrow, long,

* Upon these specimens Dr. Gilbert makes the following remarks

:

"All these show the characteristic silvery-white coloration on lower half of sides.
There are traces of dark bars on the sides ; 1 on nape and under front of spinous dorsal;
2 on sides diverging downward from behind middle of spinous dorsal; 1 under middle of
soft dorsal. There are corresponding dusky marks on the tins, that on soft dorsal being
a distinct blackish blotch. The projecting lobes of the premaxillaries are evident in the
youngest individuals. Fins and spines of head about as in adults.
" The gill rakers iu this species are 9 or 10 + 23 to 25. The maxillary is 2J to 2J in head.

The iuterorbital space is very slightly mort. than J eye. The ventral' tins extend nearly
to vent. Pectorals If in head. There is considerable variation iu the direction of the
upper preopercular spines, which are directed sometimes straight forward, sometimes
obliquely forward iind downward. Lower preorbital spine directed obliquely down-
ward and backward."
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44^ in base of skull, \ diameter of orbit, moderately concave; 2 broad
low ridges over the large mucous canals; mosetbmoid processes com-
pressed, thin, very little elevated; ventral process of basisphenoid rudi-

mentary, base of skull moderately curved. Gill rakers very large and
thick, comparatively few in number, 7 on vertical limb, and 14 or 15

movable ones and about 3 tubercles on horizontal limb of gill arch. The
coronal spines are an inconstant feature of this species, absent nearly as

often as present. In 1 specimen a slight prominence on 1 side indi-

cates its position. Uniform red, light below; a narrow black streak

along edge of spinous dorsal, the triangular incised portions of membrane
above it white; a similar mai'k between second and third anal spines;

fins otherwise unmarked; peritoneum black; mouth cavity white.

Length 12 inches. About the Santa Barbara Islands, in 233 and 267

fathoms. (Gilbert.) {aurora, dawn.)

Sebastichthys aurora, Gu.bkrt, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 80, Santa Barbara Islands,

Lat. 33° 55' 30" N., Long. iig°4i'3o" W^., in 266 fathoms. (Type, No. 48239. Coll.

Albatross.)

Sebastodes aurora, Cramek, Proc. Oal. Ac. Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 596, pi. 56, tij;. 15; Gil-

beet, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 467.

2205. SEBASTODES MELAXOSTOMUS, Eigenmanu & Eigenmann.

The original types of this species are thus described: Head 3^ in total

length; depth about 3. D. XIII, 13^^; A. Ill, 7^; lateral line 43. Body
short and deep ; head heavy ; mouth large, lower jaw projecting, maxillary

reaching to below posterior border of pupil; eye very large, orbit 1 in

snout, 33 in head ; interorbital space slightly depressed, 4| in head
;
pre-

orbital narrow, 3 in orbit, with an anterior simple and a posterior many-
pointed spine. Cranial spines low but distinct, smooth, and covered with

skin to their tip; the 3 ocular, the tympanic and parietal spines present;

opercular and preopercular spines long, simple; maxillary, mandible, pre-

orbital, and snout scaly ; scales of opercle rather large ; scales of sides very

large, with but few accessory ones. Gill rakers slender, 3i in orbit.

Dorsal spines all very low, the third and fourth the highest, less than ait

orbital diameter, the soft rays 3 in head; anal spines graduated, the sec-

ond not much more than I length of soft rays. Body scarlet, shading into

madder brown or blackish red above lateral line; fins vermilion, the first

dorsal with its membranes nairowly black-edged ; all other fins more or

less black on posterior half, the caudal most so ; head A'ermilion, tinged

with black; inside of mouth and gill cavity almost wholly black; upper

posterior portion of gill membranes black ; a black bar above opercle

;

peritoneum black. Length about 22 inches. Point Loma, California.

(/<£'Aa?, black; dro/na, mouth.)

Sebastodes melanostomus, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, in, 1890,

17, Point Loma, near San Diego, California. (Coll. C. H. Eigenmann.)

2206. SEBASTODES INTROMGEB (Gilbert).

Head 2+; depth 2^; eye 3i to 4 in head. D. XIII, 14; A. Ill, 7 or 8; P.

18; lateral line 36. Mouth large, the maxillary reaching to middle or

posterior third of eye, 2 in head, its greatest width i its greatest length.
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Maudible protruding, entering profile in large specimens, less prominent

in tlie young. Sympbyseal knob jiresent, but not conspicuous. Teeth on

jaws, vomer, and palatines in narrow bands. Eye large, longer than

snout. Interorbital space slightly concave, with 2 evident longitudinal

ridges. Cranial ridges sharp-edged and moderately elevated, the spines

strong. Nasal, preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, coronal,

parietal, and nuchal spines present; 1 or both coronal spines occasionally

wanting. Preorbital of moderate width, its anterior lobe sometimes end-

ing in a spine, the posterior with a sharp spinous edge bearing 1 to 4 sharp

points. Preopercular spines large, regularly radiating, the 2 upper ones

approximated and more slender, the others broadly triangular, directed

downward and backward. Two spines sometimes present at angle of sub-

opercle; opercular si)ine8 sometimes double. Lower rim of orbit some-

times serrated. Gill rakers long and slender, the longest \ diameter of

eye, 22 or 23 on lower limb of outer arch. Spinous dorsal rather low, the

twelfth spine \ the height of the last, which is \ head; the longest spine

2| in head; second anal spine stronger, but scarcely longer than the third

2^ in head; pectoral without thickened lower rays, reaching to vent, 4^

in body ; caudal emarginate. Scales large, ctenoid, about 30 tubes pres-

ent in the lateral line; small accessory scales numerous; all parts of the

head, including cheeks, maxillary, mandible, branchiostegul rays, snout,

and interoi-bital space covered with scales
;
gular region scaled ; all the

iins invested to their tips with tine scales; scales large, ctenoid; tins

scaled. Cranial ridges and spines rather low but strong; coronal and

nuchal spines present; mandibular symphysis prominent, with small sym-

pbyseal knob; peritoneum, mouth, and gill cavity black or dusky. Color

uniform bright red, duller than in S. miniaim. Smaller specimens reddish.

Traces of tine olive-green bars on back; numerous dark spots along lateral

line; a dark blotcii on opercle; 3 bauds on cheek, and a blotch in the axil

of i>ectoral; all the fins edged with black. Several specimens were taken

in Bering Sea to the north and west of Unalaska Island, in depths of 85

to 350 fathoms. The species evidently lives at much greater depths than

does *S'. ahitus. The cranial ridges are well developed and terminate in

strong spines. Coronal spines are usually present, but may be absent on

one or both sides. In both types of »S'. intronujer, taken at a depth of 2G6

fathoms in the Santa Barbara Channel, California, the coronal spines are

wanting, but as they agree with our specimens in all other important

details Ave make the identitication without doubt.

The following characters are taken from Alaskan specimens:

Bones of skur rather thin; preocular spines long, sharp; supraocular,

postocular, and tympanic spines broad, strong; coronal spines small in

Alaskan specimens, wanting in those from California;* parietal ridge

high, strong, with 2 spines; parietal and nuchal produced by interrup-

tion in parietal ridge, which in some instances shows a slight tendency to

break np into a series of spines; the other ridges lower; parietal bones

well separated or barely uniting ; interorbital space 4 to 4^ in base of skull,

flat; mesethmoid processes somewhat compressed, with broad upper sur-

* Types of iSebastodes introniger.
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faces, not elevated; ventral process of basisphenoid rudimentary or a little

developed ; base of skull moderately curved (less than in Schastodcs aurora).

Pacific coast of Araeriia, in deep water, from tlie Aleutian Islands, in 85

to 350 fathoms, to Santa Barbara Islands, in 266 fathoms.

Sebastichthys introniger* Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nafc. Mus., xni, 1890, 81, Santa Barbara
Islands, Lat. 33° 55' 30" N., Long. 119° 41' 30" W., in 266 fathoms. (Coll. Albatross.)

.Sebaslodcs intronujer, Gilbert, Eept. U. S. Fish. Coium. 1893 (1806), 407.

Subgenus SEBASTOMUS, Gill.

2207. SEBASTODES RIBERRIMIS, Cramer.

(Red Rockfish; Tambor.)

Head 3; depth 3|; eye U. D. XIII, 14; A. Ill, 7; lateral line about 50.

Body oblong, rather deep, not much compressed; head large, blunt, mouth
large, maxillary reaching nearly to posterior edge of eye, its length i

that of head; premaxillary on level of lower edge of j)upil; lower jaw a

little projecting, the symphyseal knob slight; interorbital space coarsely

scaled, with 2 slight ridges anteriorly. Preorbital wide; preopercular

spines broad, usually divided, the third multified. Scales on head rough

;

jaws naked ; 8ul)orbital stay weak. Gill rakers short, clavate, the longest

i^ eye. Scales on body rough ; accessory scales numerous; pectoral short,

broad, its length 4 in body; dorsal spines stout, rather low, the fin not
deeply notched, the longest spine about as high as the soft rays, 2^ in head

;

caudal truncate; soft fins scaly; second anal spine little stronger or longer

than third, f height of soft rays, 2J in head. Skull of large adult: Bones
tliick, spongy, cranial ridges well developed, entirely broken up into

spines and tubercles, parietal bones widely separated, interorbital space

flat (a compressed longitudinal ridge above mucous canals on froutals),

slightly more than 4 in base of skull; ventral i^rocess of basisphenoid

rudimentary, mesethmoid processes strong, compressed, not elevated, base

of skull straight. Skull of young: Ridges well developed, sharp, not at

all serrated; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal

spines all present, sharp; interorbital space deeply concave, 6} in base of

skull ; ventral process of basisphenoid partly developed, mesethmoid pro-

cesses elevated. Color, clear deep vermilion red, paler below; a narrow
undulating whitish streak along the sides, from the eye to above the base
of the anal, and another along the lateral line ; these indistinct in the

* This species has been identified with S. melanostomus, Eigenmann, by Cramer and by
Jordan & Evermann. The types of the two have not been compared, and the description
of ,S'. melanostomus fails to agree in so many details with specimens of .S'. introniger that
it seems lust tn Iuh |, the two apart. S. introniger has the head larger, 2J in total length.
The inter(iiliii;il ^piu < is narrower, 5.t iu length of head. The scales are larger, 34 in the
course of tin' IjIiihI line. The accessory scales are very numerous. The gill rakers are
much longer, Uie luu;;Lst contained 2,V to 2J times in the diameter of the orbit. Thesecond
and third anal spines are equal, or the second slightly the lon'ger, contained IJ times in
longest anal ray. In .S'. melanostomus the head is 3J in total length. There are 43 scales
in the lateral line, and but few accessory scales. The gill rakers are contained 3J times
in the diameter of orbit, and the anal spines are graduated, the second "not much more
than h the length of the soft rays." Two specimens of S. introniger, 30 cm. and 44 cm.
long, entirely agree in the respects above mentioned. The diti'ereuc'es alleged to separate
the two species can not, therefore, be due to age. (Gilbert.)
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adult; faint dusky shades radiating from eye; fins red, soft fins always
largely blackish at tip, especially in young

;
young more distinctly marked

than adults, which are nearly plain brick red; peritoneum white. Length
30 inches. Pacific coast of the United States, from San Diego to Pnget
Sound; abundant; reaches a larger size than any of the other species,

except possibly Sebastodes paucispinis ; an important food-lish, varyinjt

much with age. (rHfterriwufs, very red.)

Sebastodes ruber, Jordan & Gu^bert, Synopsis, 06'), 1883 (not of Atres), and of late

authors generally.

Sebastodes ruberrimus, Cramer, Proc. Gal. Ac. Sci., .series 2, v, 1895, 097, pis. 62, 03, and 69,

Monterey Bay, California. (Coll. Cramer.)

'22«S. SEBASTODES COXSTELLAXrS (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Spotted Kockfish.)

Head 2^ ; depth 2+. D. XIII, 13 ; A. Ill, 6 ; lateral line 53. Body robust,

heavy forward, tapering into a .slender caudal peduncle; head rather

pointed in profile; mouth large, oblique, lower jaw slightly projecting

beyond emarginatod tip of upper jaw, a small knob at the symphysis;

maxillary very broad, extending beyond pupil, its middle part with many
small scales, its length 2 in head; premaxillary in front just below the level

of the eye; mandible almost entirely covered with small rough scales;

muzzle and preorbital scaled to tip of snout; head densely covered with
small scales. Preopercle with its second sjjiue long and sharp

;
preorbital

wide, its edge lobed. Eye large, 4 in head. Gill rakers short, clavate,

the longest of them about i the diameter of eye. Scales strongly ctenoid,

the accessory scales largely developed Dorsal spines rather strong and
low, the fourth more than ^ the length of head, the lin rather deeply

emarginate; soft dorsal rather low, about as high as second anal spine, 2f
in head, robust, curved, considerably longer than the third or soft rays;

caudal slightly emarginate; pectorals rather narrow, reaching beyond
ventrals, about to vent, their length f that of head. Skull long, the bones

moderately thick, the preocnlar, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, and
parietal spines present, broad at base, moderately thick and sharp, the

ridges strong, high, the j)arietal ridges curved, with a slight tendency to

become serrate aiul develop small spines
;
parietal bones widely separated,

iuterorbital space narrow, 6 in base of skull, deeply concave, the supra-

ocular ridges very high, and a deep depression between the ridges over

mucous canals; ventral process of basisphenoid strongly developed, mes-

ethmoid processes compressed, thick, elevated; base of skull .straight.

Orange red; back olive shaded; belly yellowish; cheeks with red and
yellowish shades; head and body everywhere clo.sely covered with small

roundish pale spots; spots above light-rose color; below larger and nearly

white; 4 or 5 roundish rose-colored blotches on back, besides some mot-

tlings of similar shade; the first spot, often obscure, under the fourth

dorsal spine, the next near the lateral line under the eighth dorsal si>ine,

the third close to junction of the two parts of dorsal; the fourth under

end of soft dorsal; a fifth sometimes near base of eighth dorsal spine;
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opercular flap with a rosy spot; fius light reddish; dorsal speckled at base

with light and dark; peritoueum white. Length 15 iuclies. Coast of

Caliloruia, San Diego to San Francisco; abundant in rather deep water,

especially southward; a brilliantly colored fish, one of the handsomest of

this showy group, {constellatus, starred.)

Sebastichthyg comtellatut, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 295, Santa

Barbara Channel; San Francisco. (Type, No. 26963. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Hehastodes constellatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 665, 1883.

2209. SEBASTODES UMBROSUS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 23; depth 2^; eye large, 4 in head. D. XIII, 12; A. Ill, 6; lateral

line 40 (tubes). GqwhyaI iovm oi^ Sehastodes conatellatus. Mouth moderate,

oblique, lower jaw scarcely projecting, its tip fitting into the emarginate

tip of upper jaw ; maxillary 2 in head, reaching posterior margiu of pupil

;

each jaw with small, smoothish scales. Cranial ridges rather sharp, lower

than in S. constcUatus; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, and

parietal spines present; iuterorbital area concave, with 2 prominent

ridges, the region much liroader than in S. consteUatus, f width of eye;

supraocular ridge low, its spine smaller than tympanic spine; preocular

spine prominent; preoiiercular spines all acute; preorbital narrow, with

2 spines. Gill rakers rather long and slender, the longest about i eye.

Scales moderate, with many accessory scales. Dorsal rather low, deeply

emarginate; fourth spine equal to soft rays, about | head; soft dorsal

longer than high; second anal spine large, 2A in head; caudal slightly

emarginate; pectoral not reaching vent, 3| in body. Light orange, over-

laid everywhere with blackish, the latter color forming on lower part of

sides reticulations in fine pattern, the centers of scales being paler than

edges; sides of head with dusky shades; sides of back with some large

areas of blackish; upper parts with 5 large rounded blotches of pink

washed with orange, these blotches arranged as in S. consicJlatns, but

larger, less sharply defined, and of a dififerent hue; the second blotch with

a smaller one above it; a rosy spot on opercular flap; fius pale orange,

shaded with dusky. Length about 18 inches. Coast of California from

Point Concepcion to Corouado Islands; scarce, {umhroaus, shady.)

Sebastichthyg umbrosus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 410, Santa Rosa
Island, off Santa Barbara, California. (Types, Nos. 31140 and 31141. Coll. Andrea

Larco.)

Hebastodcs cereus* Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1890, 20, Coronado

Islands (San Diego market). (Coll. C. H. Eigenmann.)

Sfbaitodes umbrosus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 950, 1883.

* Sebastodcs cereus is thus described : Head 2f to 2J ; depth 2| to 3. D. XIII, 12i to 13 ; A.
Ill, 61; lateral 1. (pores) 37 to 40. Shape of Sebastodes romeexis. Jaws equal, maxillary
reaching past pupil, 2or slightly less than 2 in head. Preorbital narrow, with 3 flat spines;

eye large, 3J to 3| in head, ^ in'interorbital. Cranial ridges high and narrow, terminating
in 8harp"spines ;

preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, and occipital spines; inter-

orbital concave, with a narrow median groove bordered by narrow ridges. Maxillary and
mandible entirely scaled. Highest dorsal spine 2i in head; second anal spine little longer

than third, considerably shorter than rays, 2J in head. General color (in life) pink,

overlaid with bronze; top of head and back above lateral line bronze with 5 pink spots;

sides below lateral line finely vermiculated with bronze, which occupies more space than
ground color; pink spots of back placed as in related species, not surrounded by green or

purple; posterior part of lateral line pink; sides of head bronze (with pink showing
through) with an ill-defined strenk backward from upper angle of eye; a light pink spot
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2210. SEBASTODES llOSACECS (Girard).

(Corsair.)

Head2|; depth 3; eye very large, 3i in head. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6;

lateral line 48. Body oblong, little elevated ; head rather pointed ; mouth
moderate, the jaws about equal, the lower with a small knob; maxillary

not reaching posterior border of eye, its leugth 2 iu head; premaxillaries

below the orbit. Maxillary and preorbital partly scaled; mandible and

snout naked; preoxiercular spines short. Gill rakers moderate, longer

than iu .S'. consiellains, not clavate. Scales moderate, the accessory ones

numerous. Dorsal spines rather low and strong, the fourth f the length

of the head, about as high as the soft rays, the fin rather deeply eniargi-

nate; caudal slightly notched; anal rather low, with the second spine

curved, 2| in head, much longer and stronger than third, shorter than

the soft rays; pectoral fins moderate, reaching beyond tips of veutrals,

past the vent, ^^ in body. Bones of skull thin ; preocular, supraocular,

postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines i?resent, slender, sharp, the

ridges thin, rather high, parietal bones well separated; interorbital space

narrow, 5^ in base of skull, concave, with 2 small ridges over mucous
canals; ventral process of basisphenoid well developed; mesethmoid
processes compressed, strongly elevated (at an angle of about 45^) ; base

of skull very nearly straight. Bright orange red, the young strongly

tinged or mottled with golden yellow; back with 4 pale spots, arranged

precisely as in S. constcllatns, rhodocliloris, and cliJorosiictns; these always

very distinct, of a rose-pink color, or sometimes almost white; the darker

border around them is of a deep purple or blood color, never greenish ; fins

rosy, mottled with orange; head with radiating stripes of orange and
rosy ; nape with alternating bars of yellowish and deep red, the colors

blending ; no decided green, and no small pink spots anywhere
;
perito-

neum blackish. Length 12 inches. Coast of California, San Diego to

San Francisco, in rather deep water ; the most abundant of the red species,

and one of the smallest; coloration very brilliant, (rosaceus, rosy.)

Seiastes rosaceus, Gieaed, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., vn, 1854, 146, and in U. S. Pac. R. R.

Surv.,x, Fishes, 78, pi. 21, 1858 (poor figure, from a specimen in bad condition), San
Diego; San Francisco (UoU. A. Cassidy and Dr. Newberry); Gunther, Cat.,ii, 98.

iSebaales helvomaculatug, Ayeks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., u, 1859, 26, f. 8, San Francisco. (Coll.

W.O. Ayres.)

Sebasloden rosaceus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 666, 1883; Cramer, Pioc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

series 2, v, 1895, 598, pi. 63, fig. 20.

2211. SEBASTODES AYRESII, GUbert & Cramer.

Head 2^; depth 24. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6; lateral line (pores) 42 to 44;

transverse rows of scales 43. Very closely related to Sebastodcs rosaceus,

but the supraorbital ridge lower, thicker, and without spine. Body oblong,

on upper angle of gill opening; head below orbit pink, with bronze bar through cheek;
maxillarj pink, with a median bronze streak; membranes of maxillaries chiefly bronze;
lower surface of bead rose colored; breast yellowisb pink, abdomen nearly white; area
above anal yellowish ; dorsal light bluish pink, clouded with bronze, the rays of all the
other fins pink, the membraues bronze. Length about 11 inches. Coronado Islands,

(arews, broaze.)
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not much elevated, its width about 2 in its depth. Orbit large, 3^ in head

;

snout about li in orbit. Interoibital space concave, 2 in orbit, with a
median groove bordered by a pair of ridges diverging backward. Cranial
ridges well developed, the preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal
spines present, sharp. Mouth moderate, jaws about equal, maxillary
about 2i in head, reaching to vertical from posterior border of pupil; the
lower jaw with a small symphyseal kuob. The upper preopercnlar spines
nearly equal, sharp and long, the third shorter and broad; lower oper-
cular spine horizontal, the upper larger and directed somewhat upward.
Gill rakers moderate, the longest about 3 in orbit, 21 on horizontal limb of
first arch. Scales moderate, ctenoid, accessory scales numerous, mandible
naked; iuterorbital space, preorbitals, maxillaries, the rays of the dorsal,
anal and caudal fins, and the median rays of the pectorals scaly. Fourth
dorsal ray longest, about 2i in head, the twelfth about 2i in the fourth,
the dorsal rays shorter than the longest spines; second anal spine much
longer and stronger than third, about 2 in head, the rays equal to the sec-
ond spine; caudal slightly emarginate; pectorals moderate, reaching a
little beyond vent, the median rays longest, 3i in length of body, base of
fin a little less than orbit, the 7 lower rays simple, somewhat thick-
ened; ventral rays reaching vent. Color in alcohol, like S. rosaceus;
dark brownish above, paler below ; a small pale pinkish spot immediately
under base of fourth dorsal si)ine, and another small one immediately
under base of eighth spine; a third larger spot just above l:iteral line and
under the ninth spine

; a fourth spot immediately under the first, and a
fifth under the last dorsal rays

; peritoneum dark brown, speckled with
black dots. Distinguished from Schastodes rosaccus by the absence of the
supraocular spine. Length 9 inches. Coast of California. One specimen
taken on a trawl line at Cortez Banks, near San Diego. (Named for the
late Dr. William O. Ayres, of San Francisco, an excellent naturalist, one
of the pioneers in the study of the fauna of California.)

SebaModcs ayrcsii, Gilbert & Ceamer, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1896, 450, Cortez Banks, near
San Diego. (Type, No. 47744. CoU. Albatross.)

2212. SEBASTODES RH0D0CHL0RI8 (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Fly-fish.)

Head 2A; depth 3. D. XIII, 14 ; A. HI, 6; lateral line .58, the accessory
scales very numerous. Body oblong, more elongate than in related species

;

maxillary 2^ in head, reaching beyond pupil; jaws about equal; pre-
orl)ital narrow. Eye very large, 3^ in head. Preopercnlar spines long.
Gill rakers as in S. rosaccus ; mandible finely scaled near the base. Dorsal
fin moderately emarginate, lower than in rosaceus, longest spine nearly 3
in head; soft dorsal as high as spines; caudal slightly notclied; second
anal spine longer than in any other species, longer than maxillary, higher
than soft rays, i length of head; pectoral reaching past ventrals, nearly
to anal, 3f in body. Skull long and narrow, the bones thin; preocular,
supraocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present, long,
slender, sharp, the ridges thin, high, parietal bones well separated, inter-
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orbital space narrow, 6 in base of skull, less than length of supraocular

ridge, deeply concave, the supraocular ridges high at the sides and a deep

depression between the ridges over the mucous canals; ventral process of

basisphenoid well developed; mesethmoid processes compressed, thin,

elevated, but not as strongly as in Scbastodes rosaceus ; base of skull

straight. Bright, clear rose-red, without trace of purplish; region above

lateral line with much deep green in the form of reticulating streaks;

below lateral line the green gives place to bright golden yellow similarly

mixed with red ; top of head with cross bands of green and red
;
green

streaks radiating from the eye; 4 bright pale pink spots on sides of back,

arranged precisely as in rosaceus, consteUatus, and cMorostictus, the color

brighter than in these, surrounded by rings of green, without any trace of

purplish shading; a pink opercular spot; a pale area behind eye; fins all

with the rays red, the membranes olivt^ or golden; peritoneum dusky.

Length 12 inches. Off Monterey and San Francisco, in deep water;

rare. {poSov, rose; ^Atapdj, green.)

l<:ehasHchthys rhodochloris, Jordan &. Gilbert, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 144, Monterey

Bay, California. (Type, No. 26967. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sehattodes rhodochloris, Jordan & Gii.bert, Syuopsis, 667, 1883.

2213. SEBASTODES EOS, Eigenmaiin & Eigenmann.

Head 2i (3 to 3,'; in total length) ; depth 3 (3^ to 3i). D. XIII, 13J; A.

Ill, 6i; lateral line 37. Body oblong. Lower jaw included, its symphyseal

knob strong; maxillary reaching beyond eye, 2 in head. Orbit 1 in snout,

little more than 4 times in head, greater than interorbital width. Inter-

orbital deeply concave, grooved medially, ,5^ in head. Cranial ridges very

high and narrow, ending ia prominent spines; preocular, supraocular,

and tympanic spines directed outward and backward; postocnlar upward

and backward; occipital ridges in largest s])ecimeus 6 mm. high, the re-

gion between them depressed ; opercular and preopercular spines long and

strong. Preorbital little less than i width of orbit, with a single, flat,

downward directed spine at its posterior angle. Gill rakers all short, the

longest i orbital diameter. Mandible, maxillary, and snout, except a

median triangular spot, scaly; accessory scales very numerous on cheeks

and opercles. Spinous dorsal deeply incised, the membrane of fifth spine

meeting sixth spine near its basal fourth, less deeply incised in smaller

specimens, highest spine 2 to 2^ in head; highest dorsal ray 2f to 3 in

head; second anal spine 2| to 3 in head; highest anal ray 2^ to 2|; pec-

torals reaching to twelfth dorsal spine, 4| to 5 in total length. Color

marks all having a washed or faded appearance; body and head intense

rose pink; back and dorsal fin indistinctly marked with raw sienna; tins

colored like body; 3 pink spots, 1 below origin of soft dorsal, 1 below its

end, and 1 al)ovelatcral line below ninth dorsal spine ; membranes between

maxillaries saturn red; peritoneum perfectly white, or more or less dusky.

Length about 22 inches. Coast of southern California, Point Loma, San

Diego, in 100 fathoms. (Eigenmann & Eigenmann.) (?)f<JS, dawn.)

Sebastodes eos, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1890, 18, Point Loma, near San

Diego. (Coll. C. H. Eigenuianu.)
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2214. SEBASTODES (JILLI, Eigenmann & Elgenmann.

Head 3 (3i to tip of caudal) ; depth 3 (34). D. XIII, 13^; A. Ill, 74; lat-

eral liue (pores) 44 or 45. Snout very broad, blunt. Mouth very oblique,
the premaxillary on a level with superior edge of pupil. Orbit 1 in snout
44 to 44 in head, a little greater than interorbital ; interorbital nearly evenly
concave, the median groove shallow; loAver jaw projecting and entering
profile, without symphyseal knob

;
profile nearly straight to origin of dor-

sal iin, not steep ; maxillary reaching posterior edge of pupil, 2 in head •

preocular, supraocular, postocular, occipital, and nuchal spines sharp-
the first 4 very short and broad, the supraocular spine about 24 in
interorbital; occipital spines very high and stout; nuchal spines almost
continuous with occipital; opercular and preopercular spines long and
strong, the 3 superior preopercular couical, directed backward, the other
2 flat, triangular, downward and l)ackward; preorbital with a sharp, sub-
conical anterior spine, and terminating posteriorly in a similar but laro-er

spine; maxillary with a few scales superiorly on its median third; inter-
maxillary band of teeth shallow in front, 5 in orbit; snout either naked
or with a few scattered patches, of scales; mandible entirely naked.
Scales strongly ctenoid; accessory scales very numerous everywhere
especially so on cheeks; scales of head slightly ciliate, depresaed; mem-
branes of soft dorsal and anal with minute scales on basal half of fins* a
few scales basally on spinous dorsal. Vomerine teeth in a V-shaped patch*
palatine band of teeth short, 4 in orbit. Gill rakers very short, \ to ^

orbital diameter, 9-t-17 or 18. Spinous dorsal low, the highest spine 2f to
2i in head, the fin deeply notched, the highest ray about equal to highest
spine; caudal tnuifatc; second anal stouter and about as long as third.
Buccal and opercular cavities and peritoneum white, sparsely dotted with
black; ventral surface light geranium red, shading into scarlet on tail;
dorsal surface rather closely covered with small bronze, roundish spots'
which extend upon the membrane of soft dorsal fin and a few on spinous
dorsal

; series of confluent bronze spots forming radiating streaks or bands
on sides of head, 1 extending from eye to upper angle of gill opening, 1
to tip of lower opercular spine which is continued upon the shoulder as a
conspicuous blotch, 1 to lower angle of opercle, 1 downward and slightly
backward across cheek; lower lip and anterior part of maxillary dusky
a few conspicuous spots on base of pectoral ; all the dark markings becom-
ing blackish and persisting in spirits, the radiating streaks of the head
especially conspicuous in the alcoholic specimen; a light spot under last
dorsal spine; 1 on opercular flap. Length about 23 inclies. Point Loma,
near San Diego, California. (Eigenmann & Eigenmann.) (Named for
Dr. Theodore Gill.)

^ehastodes gilli, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Amer. Naturalist, Feb., 1891, 154, Point Loma,
near San Diego, California. (Coll. Dr. Eigenmann.)

221-,. SEBASTODES CHLOROSTIt'TUS (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Pesca Veemiglia.)

Head 2.V
;
depth 2f . D. XIII, 13 ; A. Ill, 6 ; lateral line .50. Body oblong.

Head moderate, profile rather steep, with a nearly even slope. Mouth
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large, obliqne; maxillary reaching to behind the pupil, its length about 2|^

in head; ])vemaxillary in front below the level of the large eye, which is

3^ in head. Jaws e([ual in closed mouth, tip of lower fitting into emar-

ginate upper jaw; a rather conspicuous symphyseal knob. Preorbital

sinuate. Preopercular spines rather sharp, second longest; opercular

spines sharp. Gill rakers long and rather strong, not clavate, the longest

about I diameter of eye, longer than in related species. Scales on head

fewer than iu S. constellatus; snout wholly naked ; maxillary partly scaled

;

mandible naked. Dorsal spines very high, nearly as high as in vexiUaris,

the fourth highest, nearly A head, higher thiin soft rays, which are also

considerably elevated; dorsal fin rather deeply emarginate; caudal fin

emarginate; anal fin not very high, its second spine much higher and
stronger than third, about as high as the soft rays, 2;^ in head; pectorals

3^ in length, with moderate base, reaching beyond tips of ventrals, about

to vent. Bones of skull thin; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tym-

panic, and parietal spines present, strong, long, and sharp, the ridges strong

and high; parietal bones well separated; interorbital space 4J iu base of

skull, concave, the ridges over mucous pores high and thin; ventral pro-

cess of basisphenoid well developed ; mesethmoid processes compressed,

moderately elevated ; base of skull nearly straight. Olivaceous above,

sides pinkish and golden; 4 roundish spots of jiink placed as in S. con-

stellatus and S. rosacexs, but less distinct ; a pink blotch on ©iiercular flap

;

upper i^arts of the body, from just below lateral liue, closely covered with

small round spots of a clear olive green, these spots most distinct on back

and top of head; on sides of body, just above and below lateral line, these

spots forui 2 continuous series, following course of lateral liue; eyes

above with green spots ; fins nearly plain red ; base of dorsal spotted with

olive. The preorbital spines can not be used to distinguish this species

from S. cos, Eigenmann. If the two are distinct, they are distinguishable

by the scaliness of the maxillary and mandible, the length of the second

anal spine, and the color of the jieritoneum. Length 15 inches. Pacific

Coast of California from San Diego to San Francisco; abundant in deep

water; a very pretty fish. (;j;Agl»p6?, green; (jrz;»fr6j, spotted.)

Sebastichthys chlorostictus, JORDAN & GILBERT, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1880,294, Monterey

Bay, California. (Type, No. 2G964. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

tSebastodes chlorostictus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 668, 1883 ; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 599, pi. 63, fig. 21.

2216. SEBASTODES RUPKSTRIS (Gilbert).

Head 2i; depth 2f; to 3. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 7; lateral line 31 (pores),

about 60 vertical series counted above lateral line. Eye 2* in head, longer

than snout or intercjrbital space; the latter narrow, concave, without

ridges, the least width i orbit. Maxillary reaching beyond middle of

pupil, 2^ in head; jaws equal, tip of lower jaw scarcely projecting; teeth

in very narrow bands in jaws and on vomer and palatines. Preorbital

very narrow, its least width less than i pupil, lobate and without spines.

Supr.aocular ridge short; nasal, preocular, supraocular, postocular, tym-

panic, occipital, and nuchal spines present, the ridges of moderate height,
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but the spines, especially postocular and tympanic, strong; preocular
ridge but little conspicuous, the spine much smaller than in Sehastochs

M7i€7isi8 and Sebastodes zacentrus. Spines on shoulder little developed;
opercular spines rather weak; preopercular spines small, the 2 upper
directed backward, the others downward and baekward. Dorsal hn.s

not deeply notched, the longest spine 3 in head, the twelfth i its length;

soft dorsal not high; caudal truncate; second anal spiue longer and
stronger than third, as long as soft rays, but not reaching their tips when
the fin is declined, 2J in head; pectorals short, It^ to 2 in head, reaching
beyond ventrals, but usually not to vent. Scales rough ctenoid; snout
naked or nearly so ; scales on maxillary and mandible minute aud smooth,
little evident, those on breast rough; tins invested in a thick membrane
covered with fine scales. Color as in Sebastodes zacentrus, but usually
with 2 elongate black streaks below lateral line; a Itlaek blotch on middle
of ventrals; a bar at base of pectorals and in axil; peritoneum black;
buccal and gill cavities white or slightly dusky. Coast of California, in

deep water. A single specimen, 5 inches long, of this species was
ol)tained at Albatross Station, 3189 in 218 fixthoms, and it is evidently
allied to the rosaceus group, but is without the pink spots. Below the
lateral line is a single black streak, which grows more intense opposite
the dark Acrtical bars. The iuterorbital space contains 2 low inconspicu-
ous ridges, its width is contained 2^ times in diameter of ej'e. No spine
or a very weak one at lower angle of subopercle. Five specimens, the
longest 5^ inches from the Santa Barbara Islands. (Gilbert.) {vupestiis,

living about rocks.)

Sebastichthys rupestris, Gilbert, I'roc. F. S. Nat. Mns. 1890. 76, Santa Barbara Islands,
at Albatross Station 2946, Lat. 33° 58' N., Long. iig= 30' 45" W., in 150 fathoms.
(Type, No. 48241.)

Subgenus HISPANISCUS, Cramer.

2217. SEBASTODES SINENSIS (Gilbert).

Head 2^; depth 3. D. XIII, 12; A. Ill, 5; lateral line 40 to 45 (tubes)

;

eye very large, 2f to 3 in head ; snout 4| to 5 in head. Body short aud
deep, heavy anteriorly, with slender caudal peduncle; mouth large, max-
illary reaching beyond pupil, 2\ in head, its greatest width less than \ its

greatest length; jaws about equal, the lower mostly included within the
upper, but the tip fitting into a notch between intermaxillaries, and with
a somewhat projecting symphyseal knob; teeth present on vomer and in

a long slender patch on palatines; iuterorbital space rather narrow, con-

cave, with a pair of low ridges, its width 6 in head. Nasal spines jires-

ent; preocular spines strong, triangular, directed outward; supraocular
ridges low, butevident, diverging posteriorly, ending in strong spines ; tym-
panic and occipital spines also strong; upper 3 preopercular spiues equal
in length, placed close, aud usually nearly parallel, directed backward;
lower 2 small, directed downward and backward; 2 opercular, 2 supra-
scapular, and 2 or 3 strong preorbital spines present. Gill rakers slender,

the lougest i orbit, 21 on anterior limb of outer arch. Spines rather high
and strong, the dorsal moderately notched, the highest spine 2^ iu head,

about equal to soft rays, the lowest nearly ^ its height; membranes not
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deeply incised ; second anal spine longer and stronger than third or than
any of dorsal spines and longer than anal rays, its length about ^ head;
caudal slightly lunate, \ head; pectorals reaching slightly beyond vent,

the lower rays not thickened, the fin 1^ in head; ventral spine as long as

soft rays, 2^ in head. Scales small, not regularly imbricated, smooth and
cycloid, exce])t those on occiput and a few along lateral line on posterior

part of body; suont nabed, maxillary and mandible only partly scaled;

soft rays of all tlie lins covered with series of small scales. Pale below,
dusky above, blotched with reddish and black; a blackish blotch on
opercle; fins dull reddish, irregularly marked with blackish, the caudal

mostly red, sometimes with a blackish terminal bar; cavity of mouth and
gill chamber and peritoneum jet-black. Two specimens, the largest 7

inches long. Gulf of California, in deep water. (Gilbert.) (sjntnsis, liv-

ing in the gulf.)

Sebastichthys sinensis, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 81, Gulf of California, at Alba-

tross Station 3015, Lat. 29° N., Long. 113° W., in 145 fathoms. (Type, No. 43085.

Coll. Gilbert.)

2218, SEBASTODES ZACEXTBUS (Gilbert).

Head 2*; depth 3^; caudal peduncle narrow, 3f in depth of body. D.

XIII, 14 or 15; A. Ill, 7 or 8; tubes of lateral line about 42, 70 vertical

series above lateral line. Body elongate. Mouth moderate, maxillary

reaching vertical from middle of pupil, 2^ in head; lower jaw slightly

the longer, the tip with a small knob ; teeth in very narrow^ bands. Eye
much longer than snout, 3 to 3i in head. Interorbital space narrow,

somewhat concave. If in diameter of orbit; prcorbital extremely narrow,

its least width f pupil. Kidges on head low, but sharp, the spines

rather strong; pieocular ridge strong, triangular, ending in a strong

outwardly directed spine; nasal, preocular, supraocular, tympanic, occipi-

tal, and sometimes nuchal spines present; 2 spines on shoulder, 2 on
opercle, and the usual 5 on preopercle, the latter directed backward; pre-

orbital lobate, V)ut without spines. Gill rakers long, very slender, ^

diameter of orbit, 26 prcsenton anterior limb of outerarch. Sijinous dorsal

low, with strong spines, the longest 21 to 2i in head; notch between dor-

sals rather shallow, the shortest spine more than | the longest; soft rays

about equaling the spines ; caudal truncate or slightly emargiuate. If in

head; second anal spine very long, usually longer and stronger than

third, curved, li to 1^ in head, reaching to or beyond tips of soft rays in

declined fin; ventrals reaching beyond vent, 1;! in head; pectorals reach-

ing nearly to front of aual, 1^ in head, the fin not i)rocurient, the lower

half with greatly thickened rays. .Scales large, rough ctenoid, those on

maxillary, mandible, and breast smoother. Five vaguely defined black

bars on back, 1 downward from nape and front of dorsal, 2 approximated

under spinous dorsal, 1 under middle of soft dorsal, and 1 on caudal

peduncle; those under dorsal encroach more or less on the fin; all but the

first continued below lateral line on middle of sides, the third interrupted

above lateral line; 2 black streaks backward from eye, the upper termi-

nating in a conspicuous black blotch ou opercle, the lower ending on sub-
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opercle; caudal uumarked or with an obscure dusky median blotch;
other fins unmarked; a faint dusky axillary blotch; sides marked with
some red in life ; roof of mouth posteriorly dusky, buccal and branchial
cavities otherwise white; peritoneum jet-l)lack. Coast of California.

Types, 3 specimens, 5A to 6^ inches long;, from the Santa Barbara Islands, in

145 and 150 fathoms. (Gilbert.) (Ca, an intensive particle, and Ksvrpov,
spine, stroug-spined.)

Dr. Gilbert observes

:

Several specimens were taken north of Point Reyes on the coast of California, at depths
of 75 and 51 fathoms (Albatross Stations, 3350 and 3351) . The second anal spine is always
very large, but fr6<]nently fails to reach tips of soft anal rays when depressed, thus differ-

ing from the typo specimens. The depth is also greater, 3 instead of 3^ in length.

Hfbastichthys zacentrus, Gilbert, Proc. F. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 77, Santa Barbara Islands,

at Albatross Stations, 2893 and 2996, in 145 and 150 fathoms. (Type, No. 48243.

Coll. Gilbert.)

2219. SEBASTODES ELOXGATUS (Ayres).

(Reina.)

Head 2?
; depth 3^ ;

pectoral 3i. D. XIII, 13 ; A. Ill, 6 ; scales 58. Body
more elongate than in any of the other species (exceijt iHuicispinis) , com-
pressed. Head long, rather pointed. Mouth large; maxillary extending
to posterior margin of puj^il, its length 21 in head; premaxillary on level

of lower margin of orlut ; lower Jaw strongly projecting. Eye very large,

longer than snout, 3^ in head ; interorbital space broad, concave, with low
frontal ridges. Preopercular spines very sharp, all pointed, directed back-
ward ; opercular spines very long and sharp. Gill rakers long and strong,

the longest about ^ the eye. Scales large, not very rough; accessory

scales numerous; maxillary, mandible, and preorbital scaly. Dorsal

spines moderately high, rather strong, the highest about equal to soft rays,

2f in head, the fm not deeply emarginate ; caudal tin lunate ; anal fin rather

low, second spine k length of head, much longer than third, higher than
soft rays; pectorals moderately broad, long, reaching beyond tips of short

ventrals to vent. Skull long, bones thin, preocular, postocular, tympanic,
and parietal spines present, slender, sharp, the ridges moderately devel-

oped ; sometimes su^jraocular spines present and distinct; parietal bones
widely separated; interorbital space long and narrow, 5^ in base of skull,

moderately concave ; ventral process of basisphenoid well developed, mes-

ethmoid processes compressed, slightly elevated; base of skull somewhat
curved. Gill rakers 9 or 10 -f 20 to 22, extending full length of arch.

In the young the lateral stripes are broken wp into smaller blotches, the

interruptions to the dorsal stripe leaving a series of saddle-Jike blotches

along the back, which correspond in position with those of (S'. sarkola.

Tliere is 1 under lirst dorsal spines, 1 under middle, and 1 under end of

spinous dorsal, 1 under soft dorsal, and 1 on back of caudal peduncle.

This correspondence is interesting in connection with similar color marks
discovered in the young of 8. diploproa and those known to occur in the

young of the romceus group. Color light red; sides above with irregular

horizontal interrupted olive-green bands, which are more or less broken
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into blotches, 2 of these bands below lateral line, becoming confluent

behind; a distinct pale band following course of lateral line; upper fins

blotched with olive, lower pale red; head olive and blotched above, pale

red below; chin black; peritoneum dusky. Length 12 inches. Coast of

California, from San Diego to San Francisco ; not rare in rather deep water.

This species bears considerable resemblance to Sehastodcs prorifjcr. {cIo)i-

gatus, elongated.)

Sebastes elonfjatvs, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., n, 1859, 26, fig. n, San Francisco. (Coll.

Dr. W. O. Ayres.)

Sebasfndes elonyatus, Jokdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 669, 188B; Cramer, Proo. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

series 2, v, 1895, 600, pi. 64, fig. 22, and pi. 70, fig. 40.

2220. SEB.4.ST0DES LEVIS (Eigenmann & Eigenmanu).

Head 2J; depth 3; eye If in snout, 5^ in head, 1 in interorbital, which

is very slightly convex. D. XIII, 13^; A. Ill, 7^; lateral line 50. Head
very large, pointed, its upper and lower outlines equally inclined. Mouth

large, lower jaw projecting and entering profile; a well-developed sym-

physeal knob. Maxillary reaching to Indow posterior margin of pupil,

greatly dilated behind, its width about equal to diameter of eye. Sub-

orbital stay weak; opercular spines strong, pointed. Gill rakers all short,

about twice as high as wide. Scales of head all cycloid, each scale with

numerous small accessory scales. Mandible, maxillary, and tip of snout

naked; preorl)ital with scattered patches of scales; scales of body weakly

ctenoid. Highest dorsal spine little less than I length of head, the

meuil)ranes vei-y deeply incised, those of first 3 spines meeting the suc-

ceeding ones on their basal fifth, the incisions l)ecoming gradually shal-

lower liackward, the tenth membrane meeting the eleventh spine on its

upper third ; dorsal rays considerably lower than the highest spine ; cau-

dal emarginate; second anal spine greatly thickened, 4| in head; ventrals

about 2 in head
;
pectorals 1| . Skull long, bones thick, spongy

;
preocular,

postocular, tympanic, j)arietal, and souu^imes supraocular spines present,

the ridges moderately developed; parietal bones meeting; interorbital

space a little more than 4 in l)ase of skull, concave, and on each side within

the supraorbital ridges, higher in center, with a small median ridge and

2 others over mucous canals; ventral process of basisphenoid moderately

developed; mesethmoid processes compressed, their upper surfaces de-

pressed, base of skull straight. Pink, with 4 interrupted crossbars of

black, the first below origin of dorsal, second below sixth dorsal spine,

third below tenth spine, fourth below seventh dorsal ray ; l)ack sometimes

dusky; 1 specimen having a large l)lack Ijlotch on anterior part of tsoft

dorsal; peritoneum white. (Eigenmann & Eigenmann.) Length 2 to 3

feet; one of the largest specimens weighing 29 pounds. Coast of Cali-

fornia, from San Diego to Monterey; not rare in deep water; occasionally

seen in the markets of Los Angeles. {Icvis, capricious or fantastic, the

root meaning light.)

i^ebastichthys levis, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Notes from the San Diego Biol. Laboratory,

1,6,1889, San Diego (Type, No. 41904. Coll. Eigenmanu) ; Eigenmann & Eigenmann,

West Amorican Scientist 1889, 129.

Sebastodcs levis, Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 601, pi. 04. fig. 24.
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2221. SEBASTODES RUBRIVIIVCTUS (Jordan & Gilbert)

.

(Spanish Flag.)

Head 24; depth 2^; eye very large, 3| in head. D. XIII, 12; A. 111,7;

scales 55. Body robust, rather deep and compressed. Head long, acute
in profile, there being a nearly straight slope from a bony prominence iu

front of spinous dorsal to tip of lower jaw. Mouth rather large, oblique,

the lower jaw projectiug; maxillary broad, extending to opposite middle
of eye, its leugth 2^ in head; premaxillary on level of lower border of
eye; interorbital space not so broad as eye, not widened behind, with
sparse, smooth scales; mandible naked; maxillary with a few scales; sub-
orbital stay very prominent, its tip nearly reaching preopercle

;
preoper-

cular spines very strong, the second lougest; opercular spines long; pre-

orbital wide. Gill rakers rather short, robust, much compressed, the
longest about I of eye. Scales on head all small and thin, mostly cycloid

;

scales of body smoother than usual; accessory scales very numerous.
Dorsal spines robust, rather high, the fifth not quite ^ the length of head,
those behind rapidly shortened, the membrane joining the thirteenth
spine below its middle; soft rays about as high as spines; caudal slightly

emargiuate; anal low, its second spine 2+ in head, much longer and
stronger than third, both robust; pectorals moderate, not reachiug vent,

3| in length, the base equal to diameter of eye; ventrals not reachiug
tips of pectorals. Skull long, moderately thin; prcocular, postocular,

tympanic, and parietal spines present, long, strong, bluutish, the ridges
moderately developed; parietals meeting; interorbital space long, nar-

row, 5^ in base of skull, nearly flat, a rather deep groove between the
broad ridges over mucous canals ; ventral process of basisphenoid well
developed, mesethmoid processes compressed, not elevated; base of skull

somewhat curved, about as in Sehastodes eloru/atiis. Very pale rose-red,

almost white, with cross bands of a deep, intense crimson red ; these bands
broadest on the back; 1 of the bands runs across eye, snout, suborbital,

and maxillary, its boundaries indistinct; the next across nuchal region,

front of dorsal and opercle; the next across middle of spinous dorsal,

including ventrals and posterior half of pectorals; another across soft

dorsal and anal ; another across base of caudal, the fin itself being deep
rose color; the other fins share the color of that part of the body against
w^hich they lie; peritoneum white. Length 15 inches. Coast of Cali-

fornia, San Diego to Monterey, in deep water; rare. In life the most
brilliantly colored largo fish in our waters, (ruber, red; rinetm, banded.)

Sebastichthyg rubrivinctiis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TT. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 291, Santa
Barbara Channel. (Type, No. 26989. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sebastodes rubrivinctus, JosTJAJH Sc Gilbert, Synopsis, 669, 1883 ; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac.
Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 601, pi. 64, flg. 23.

Subgenus AUCTOSPINA, Eigenmann & Bceson.

2222. SEBASTODES AIRICULATUS (Girard).

(Brown Rockfish.)

HeadSi^; depth 21. D. XIII, 13; A. 111,7; scales 45. Body oblong;
rather deep. Mouth moderate, below axis of body, the jaws nearly equal

;

3030 37
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maxillary loaching beyond eye, its lengtli 2i in head; preorbital broad;

preopei'cular spines long, all directed backward, the second longest; oper-

cular spines weak ; 3 suprascapular spines. Scales on body large, ctenoid

;

accessory scales not very numerous; mandible naked. Spinous dorsal

high, the longest spine 2 in head, higher than the soft rays, which are

much elevated ; second anal spine longer aud stronger than third, 2^ in

head; soft part of anal high; pectorals rather short aud broad, the tips

barely reaching the vent, their length 3^ in body; ventrals reaching to

vent; caudal truncate. Bones of skull rather thin
;
preocular, postocular,

tympanic, parietal, and coronal spines present, quite slender, sharp; pari-

etal spines sometimes divided; the ridges moderately thick and high;

parietal bones quite far apart, interorbital space narrow, 4 in base of

skull, its middle convex, a depression on each side between the convexity

and the supraocular ridge ; A-entral process of basisphenoid strongly devel-

oped; mesethmoid processes compressed, thin, elevated; base of skull

straight. In one specimen the gill rakers are 7 + 15; on the upper limb

2 only are long and compressed, the others are round aud thick, but

slightly movable; on lower limb all those enumerated are compressed;

\n front is a mass that might represent rudiments of one or more. Color

blackish brown, much mottled with light brown; toj) of head dark; a

dark blotch on the upper angle of the opercle; entire body flushed with

brownish red, this color most noticeable on front of head; a brownish red

streak along middle of maxillary, and a second from the preorbital down-

ward and backward across the cheek; another from eye to lower part of

opercle; fins all marked with dark and light olive and reddish, the latter

hue especially on the ventrals and anal; base of pectoral blackish ; north-

ern specimens are more blackish, and less uniform in color; old specimens

are often nearly uniform reddish brown; the young sometimes with

obscure dark bars, the caudal fin speckled. Length 18 inches. Pacific

coast of Amei'ica, from Cape Mendocino to Cerros Island, very abundant;

the only species entering bays and caught with hook and line from wharves.

It may be known at once by the coronal spines, these, howeA^er, often obso-

lete in the northern form, var. dallii. (aurivnlatits, eared.)

Sebastes auriculatus, Gieard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1854, 131, 146, and U. S. Pac. R. E.

Surv., x. Fishes, 80, 1858, Presidio, near San Francisco (Type, No. 347. Coll. Lieut.

Trowbridge) ; Atres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1862, 215, tig. 68.

Sebastes ruber, Atres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., i, 1854, 7, San Francisco; adult.

Sebastes ruber, yht. parvus, Atres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.. I, 1854, 7, San F-ancisco; young.

Sebastodes avriculatus, Jordan &, Gilbert, Synopsis, 670, 1883 ; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci., series 2, v, 1895, 601, pi. 6.5, fig. 26.

Represented northward (YancouA-er Island to Point Eeyes) by a form

much darker in color, and lacking one or both coronal spines in about half

the specimens

:

2222a. SEBASTODES AURICULATUS DALLII (Eigenmann & Beeson).

This form is thus described: Head 3; depth 3. D. XIII, lU; A. Ill, GL

Dorsal spines moderate, 2 in head; lower jaw projecting. Maxillary

extending beyond eye, about 2^ in head. Eye equals snout, 3f in head,
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considerably more than interorbital wicltli. Interorbital concave, 2 strong
rido-es dividing it into a median and 2 lateral grooves

;
preorbital narrow^

with 2 dat spine processes. Preoperctilar spines directed backward. Gill
rakers about 2 in orbit; second anal spine 2^ in head; maxillary, man-
dibles and snout naked ; scales mostly cycloid. Lower pectoral rays thick
and rieshy. Three straight, dark cross bands, 1 from nape across base of
pectoral, 1 from sixth to seventh dorsal spine toward anus, a half one from
eighth to tenth dorsal spine to lateral line, a broader one below soft dorsal

;

these bars extend on to the dorsal fin;, a few small dark spots on base of
pectorals and on shoulder; sides of tail more or less mottled ; dark streaks
radiating from eye; peritoneum pale. Specimen, 8i inches long; San
Francisco. The type specimen belongs to the collection of the Indiana
University. (Eigenmann & Beeson.) (Named for William Healy Dall, of
the Smithsonian Institution, who has been intimately identified with the
Pacific coast zoology for many years.

Pteropodus dallii, Eigenmann & Beeson, Am. Nat., Vol. xxvni, Jan., 189^ 66, San
Francisco.

Sebastodes auriculatus dalli, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 798.

Subgenus PTEROPODUS, Eigeumann & Beeson.

2223. SEBASTODES EASTBELLIGER (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Grass Kockfish.)

Head 3; depth 2f. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6; scales 47. Body oblong,
deepest at the shoulders. Head short, blunt. Mouth moderate, little
oblique, maxillary reaching to po.sterior margin of eye, its length 2k in
head; premaxillary rather below level of eye; jaws equal, ° without
symphyseal knob. Eye small, anterior, 4^ in head. Preopercular spines
short and stout, the 2 upper subequal; opercular spines very broad and
flat, sometimes bifid

; suprascapular spines strong. Gill rakers very short,
wide, compressed, the longest almost as wide as high. Scales on body
large; accessory scales few. Dorsal spines low, the fifth about | the
length of head

;
the tin little emarginate; soft rays considerably higher

than .spines; caudal slightly rounded; anal high, its spines low, the second
as high as third and much stouter, 3 in head; pectoral rather short, reach-
ing vent, its base extremely broad, its width about i length of head; the
lower rays much thickened; length of pectorals 3| in body; veutrals
moderate, not quite reaching the tips of pectorals. Bones of skull thick

;

preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present, strong, the
ridges low but thick; occipital ridges very long, equalling diameter of
orbit; parietal bones separate; interorbital space 41 in base of skull,
slightly convex, concave laterally inside of supraocular ridge narrower
than eye; ventral process of basisphenoid well developed; mesethmoid
processes compressed, strong, slightly elevated; base of skull verv nearly
straight. Blackish green, with paler mottliugs, sides spotted with darker

;

belly pale greenish; paired fins dark, often bordered with reddish; other
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fins chiefly olivaceous, spotted with darker; the brightness of the olive

and greenish shades is quite variable, but the s]>ecies is always without

definite markings and without bright red
;
peritoneum brownish. Length

15 inches. Coast of California, from San Diego to San Francisco ; abundant

southward. A strongly marked species, known at once by its short gill

rakers. (rastreUum, diminutive of rastriim, a rake; yero, I bear; from the

small gill rakers.)

SebasticUhys rastrelliger, Joruax & Gilbert, Troc. IJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 296. Monterey.

(Type, No. 27033. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sebastodes rastrelliger, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 671, 1883 ; Cramer, Troc. Cal. Ac.

Set., series 2, v, 1895, 002, pis. 65 and 70, figs. 27 and 41.

2224. SEBASTODES CAURIXUS (Richardson).

Head 23
; depth 2f ; eye and snout equal, 2 in maxillary, 4t in head. D.

XIII, 12 to 14; A. Ill, 6 or 7; P. 17 to 19; scales 41 to 44 (pores); trans-

verse rows of scales 42 to 47. Body stout, compressed, the back elevated.

Head strongly compressed ; the dorsal profile nearly straight; interorbital

space nearly flat between the moderately elevated supraocular ridges,

5-^ to 54 in head; nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal

spines present, sharp, the ridges moderate; maxillary 2^ in head, its broad

posterior end reaching about to posterior rim of orbit; lower jaw some-

what pi'ojecting with a symphyseal knob; fine scales on maxillary and

part of lower jaw. Preorbital broad, with usually 1 or 2 small, rather

blunt, spines; suborbital stay short; preopercular spines directed back-

ward, the 2 upper sharpest, the middle one flatter and larger but not

divided. Dorsal spines high, strong, the fourth longest, l?f in head; mem-

brane of spinous dorsal deeply incised, attached to the thirteenth spine

at about the middle of its height; the soft rays a little shorter than the

spines; second anal spine scarcely longer or stronger than the third, 2^ in

head, 1| in soft rays; first anal equal to eye and snont; caudal truncate

;

pectoral reaching to or beyond vent, 3^ to 3^ in length of body, its base

3 in its length ; accessory scales few. Dark brown, more or less washed

with coppery or yellowish, the dark shades being dark red, the pale

shades light brownish and better defined than in *S. rca;?7?am, but similarly

placed. In alcohol, body and head blackish above, with a very slight pink-

ish tint
;
paler below ; fins all blackish

;
pale shades whitish

;
peritoneum

white. Puget Sound to Sitka; abundant northward; replacing ^S'. t'ex)7-

laris. This species is very close to Sehasfodcs rexilJaris in general char-

acter, but diifers from it in color. It has fewer accessory scales, a more

prominent, somewhat projecting, lower jaw with symphyseal knob, a

broader preorbital, less flattened cranial ridges, a longer second anal

spine, and lower dorsal spines. The body is apparently more compressed,

the pectoral a little longer, the posterior end of the maxillary a little

broader, with a slightly different outline. Here described from speci-

mens from Seattle, {caiirinus, northwestern, from caunts, northwest

wind.)
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Sebastes caurinm* Richardson, Voyage of the Sulphui-, Ichthyology, 77, pi. 41, fig.l,

1845, Sitka, t

'

Sebastodes caurinus Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 672, 1883.

2225. SEBASTODES VEXILLARIS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Eye moderate, high up, 4 to U in head. D. XIII, 16; A. Ill, 6; scales

55. Body stout and compressed, back elevated. Mouth rather large,
broad maxillary extending behind orbit, its length 2 in head; premaxil-
lary on level of lower edge of pupil

;
jaws subequal, lower somewhat pro-

jecting, but without symphyseal knob; upper jaw emarginate at tip;
interorbital space narrower thau eye, occupied by 2 raised ridges, cov-
ered by the scales; preopercular spines moderate, some of them usually
divided into 2, 3, or 4 at tip, middle one largest; preorbital very broad;
suborbital stay short. Jaws naked. Gill rakers rather long and strong,
the longest slightly clavate, about 2 in eye. Dorsal spines very strong
and high, about as in S. chlorostietus, nearly as high as in S. malujcr,
the highest more than i length of head, and rather higher than the
very high soft rays ; membrane of spinous dorsal rather deeply incised,
but less so than in .S'. malirjir; second anal spine 3 in head, scarcely lonoer
than third and not much stronger, about J as high as soft rays; caudal
truncate; pectoral shorter than head, not reaching vent, its base rather
broad, length 3f in body; ventrals not reaching vent. Bones of skull
thick; preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present (tym-
panic spines sometimes absent), the ridges rather low and heavy; parietal
bones far apart; interorbital space 3f in base of skull, somewhat concave;
a deeper median groove between 2 small ridges over the mucous canals;
ventral process of basisphenoid well developed, mesetbmoid processes
compressed, a little elevated ; base of skull straight. Bright pale yellowish

* The following is the original description of this .species: ''Char. Spec. S. genis iner-
mibus, lineia elevatis intra orbitas nullis, spinis nasi utrinque binis, spinis ceteris capitis
demissis; parte spmosa pinna; dorsi alta aicuatft; pinnis inimaculatis." Radii- D 13/13-
A.o/6; C. 13g; P.9etviii; V.1/5. Plate XLi, fig. 1. Half nat. size. "This species greatlv
resembles the S. norvecjieiis in the armature of its head, but diflers in the greater bei"-ht
ot Its dorsal spines and the larger size of the scales. It is better armed than the -S'. varia-
bilis which, like itselt, is an inhabitant of the North Pacific Ocean, and it differs in thenumbers ot its hn rays both from that species and the S. inennis of Japan. It has more
resemblancein Its spines to ,S.mar?n.ora^w.'((Temm.&Schlegel,Fa^m(l.7a^lon. tab 21 ti"- 1)but the markings on the flns differ and the dorsal rays of caunmis are higher than those
ot any ot these 3 species. The length of the head and the height of the body are aboutequal and are contained Zh times in the whole length of the lish. The interorbital space
IS flattish, and is scarcely depressed below the margin of the orbit. Besides the usual
spine above the nostrils there is a smaller one at the anterior opening. There is an acute
point near the middle of the orbital crest, another at the posterior angle of the orbit and
a third smaUer one on the temples close beneath it. The lateral cranial cre.«t com-mencing over the temporal spine, is low and even and ends in a similar point.' The
suprascapular shows an acute but not elevated edge which ends in a sharp ano-ular
point. Another point of the same bone is with difficulty detected among the scales lowerdown and the scaimla has also a spinous point. The preorbital is divided into 3 shallowtruncated lobes, which are a little tiled No ridge can be traced externally across thecheek nor any spines under the eye. There are the usual 5 preopercular angles of spinesand 2 opercular ones Two minute teeth exist in the suboperculum and inferoperculum

Thi^
POi°t where these bones meet each other. All the spines are closely recumbent.

L. nt- tf ""T?
of fales in a longitudinal row, exclusive of some small ones on thebase ot the caudal. The specimen, being dried, has lost its colors. Length 15 inches."

of lui'-a Tw r"'*J
^luerica. The specimen was procured at the Russian settlement

ot Sitka (Richardson, \ oyaM of the Sulphur, page 77.)

bv i \m^^^
^^ very abundant in Sitka Harbor, where many specimens were taken
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red, becoming lighter below, the reddish and yellowish forming large and
irregular areas, sometimes one shade predominating, sometimes the other;

a pink cross blotch on back at base of second and third dorsal spines

sometimes present; upper parts of head mostly pink, with broad olive

shades running backward, 1 on lower lip, 1 on maxillary, 1 from preorbital

region downward, 1 Irom eye backward and downward across cheek, and
another across opercular spines; fins all pinkish red, membranes olive;

vertical fms narrowly edged with dusky ; top of head usually Avith alter-

nating cross shades of pinkish and yellowish
;
yellowish shades sometimes

replaced by light olive; other specimens are quite red; still others brown-

ish; light areas on back have a position similar to tliat of the rosy spots

in Schostodcs constcUatus; peritoneum white. Length 2 feet. Coast of

California, San Diego to Cape Mendocino, very common ; one of the larger

species, {vexillaris, standard bearing.)

Sebastichthys vexillaris, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 292, Santa Barbara

Channel; San Francisco. (Type, No. 27087. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sebastodes vexillaris, Jordan & Gilbert, Sjnopsis, 672, 1883 ; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

series 2, v, 1895, 602, pi. 66, figs. 28 and 29

22-26. SEBASTODES MALIGER (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Tellow-backed KocKFisn.)

Head 2f; depth 2ir. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6; scales 47. Body oblong,

robust; head large; mouth moderate, the jaws nearly equal when closed;

maxillary reaching to opposite posterior margin of eye, its length about

i that of head; preorbital moderate, with an angular lobe; preoper-

cular spines very short; opercular long. Gill rakers moderate, somewhat
clavate, about as loug as i)upil. Scales rough; jaws naked. Dorsal

spines very high and strong, higher than in any other sjiecies, the mem-
branes very deeply incised, so that i or more of the length of the highest

spines is free anteriorly; highest spine about f length of head, the fin

deeply emarginate ; soft dorsal high, but lower than the spines ; caudal

truncate; anal high, the second spine 2^ in head, little higher than the

third, not f height of soft rays; pectorals very broad and rounded,

reaching beyond ventrals to vent; base of fin broader than eye, the lower

rays thickened, its length 3i iu body. Bones of skull moderately thin

;

preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present, strong, sharp,

the ridges high and thick; parietal bones well separated; iuterorbital

space 4i in base of skull, deeply concave, with rather high ridges over

mucous canals; ventral process of basisphenoid well developed, meseth-

moid processes compressed, strong, much elevated ; base of skull nearly

straight. Color warm yellowish brown, the anterior portion of the back
and sides usually clear yellow; breast yellow; anterior part of body and
head, especially in the adult, closely covered with small round spots of a

clear orange-brown color; posterior part of body darker than anterior,

variously mottled; soft fins all slaty black, the pectorals and dorsal paler

at base and speckled ; brownish shades radiating from the eyes; perito-

neum pale. Length 20 inches. Pacific coast of Aauerica, from Monterey
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to Sitka, mostly in deep water; very abundant northward; one of the
largest species, {mains, mast; fjcro, I bear.)

Sebastichthys jnaliger, Joedan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 322, San Francisco.
(Type, No. 27091. CoU. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sehastodes maliger, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 673, 1883; Cramer, Proc. Cal.Ac. Sci.,
series 2, V, 1895, 602, pi. 66, fig. 30.

2227. SEBASTODES GILBERTI, Cramer.

Head 2,V; depth 2f to 3. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6; P. 17; transverse
(oblique) rows of scales 40 to 42; lateral line (pores) about 39 to 42.
Body somewhat compre.ssed, its width over base of pectorals nearly 2 in
the depth (over the shoulders). Head compressed; profile steep, nearly
straight; preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines and ridges
present, all rather delicate, the spines somewhat appressed, the parietal
ridges diverging backward in slight outward curves. luterorbital space
1* in orbit, a little concave, with a pair of low ridges and a shallow median
groove between them. Orbit high up, nearly circular, 4 in head, its pos-
terior rim at about middle of length of head. Preorbital scarcely lobate
on its margin, usually with 1 short triangular spine posteriorly; sub-
orbital stay not visible externally; preopercular spines all directed back-
ward, the 2 uppermost closer together than the others, the 2 lowermost
weak

;
opercular spines rather small, sharp, without visible ridges ; mouth

nearly horizontal, the tip of the upper jaw nearly on a level with the lower
rim of the orbit; maxilliary 21 in head, its posterior end reaching about
to vertical from posterior rim of orbit ; lower jaw very slightly projecting,
with a slight syniphyseal knob. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines, the
bands on the latter narrow. Gill rakers rather slender, 2 to 3 in orbit, 23
on anterior limb of first arch. Fourth dorsal spine highest, 1|J in head;
the membrane of the first dorsal very deeply incised, reaching only i of
the way up on the anterior side of the third, and about i of the way up
on the fourth spine, nearly to the tip of the twelfth, and about halfway
up on the thirteenth spine; soft rays lower than the spines, about IJ in
the longest spine; caudal fin truncate, with 11 or 12 full-length rays, about
li in head; second anal spine longer and much stronger than the third,
2| in head, li in the soft rays; pectoral fin reaching to or a little beyond
vent, 3i in length of body, the median rays longest, the 8 lower rays
unbranched and thickened, base of fin 3 in its length; ventrals reaching
not quite to vent, the spine about equal to third anal spine. Scales rather
small, those of body, cheeks, and interorbital space all ctenoid, those of
breast cycloid; maxillary with minute scales, lower jaw and top of head
naked; accessory scales few, some of them ctenoid. Color in formalin:
head blackish above; lips dusky; a dark band from front of orbit for-
ward along side of snout; a dark stripe on maxillary; a blackish oliva-
ceous band from preorbital backward and downward across preopercle;
another broader band from posterior rim of orbit across preopercle and
lower endof subopercle; a dark blotch on opcrcle; a blackish area in
front of dorsal and in front of first and second spines, extending with
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iuterruptions to axils of pectorals, and on to tho base of the lin, and down-
ward and backward in a narrow broken band toward the vent; another

band from below sixth and seventh dorsal spines downward and backward
nearly to origin of anal; a third short one from below ninth and tenth

spines to lateral line; a broad one under soft dorsal extending below lat-

eral line and another across back of peduncle; all these dark areas extend

up on the dorsal fin, their outlines are not sharply defined, and they, as

well as the lighter areas of the body, are mottled with scattered and much
darker spots ; the lighter areas of the sides were in the fresh state a dull

brick red, becoming lighter below; dorsal membrane blackish between

first and third, and between fifth and eleventh spines; soft dorsal S]>otted,

with blackish anteriorly; membrane of caudal dusky, the dark much
broken into spots ; anal and ventrals dusky

;
pectorals with a broad trans-

verse, dark, spotted band near base, and a transverse dusky area with

darker spots on distal half; fins in life probably more or less tinged

with the reddish color; peritoneum white. Coast of California, rare; 3

specimens from San Francisco market, 1\, 8^, and 8^ inches long; speci-

mens also taken at Monterey. (Named for Dr. Charles Henry Gilbert.)

Sebastodes gilberti, Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 241, with plate, San Francisco. (Coll.

Dr. Jordan.)

2228. SEBASTODES CABNATIS (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Flesh-colored Eockfish.)

Head 2f ; depth 2?. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6; pyloric cajca 8; vertebrte

12+15; scales 43. Body rather short and deep; mouth low and rather

short, maxillary extending to rather behind posterior edge of eye, its

length 2 in head; premaxillary entirely below eye; jaws about equal; no

symphyseal knob. Scales on head rather rougher than in »S'. chryso-

melas; lower jaw, maxillary, space in trout of eye, and nasal region

naked. Cranial ridges well developed, but somewhat lower than in S.

chrysomeJas, covered with thick skin. Gill rakers short, clavate. Spi-

nous dorsal always higher than in S. chrysomelas, the highest spines 2 in

head, rather higher than the soft rays, the membranes more deeply incised

than in S. chrysomeJas; caudal truncate; anal moderately high, second spine

2f in head, stronger and slightly longer than third, about f height of soft

rays; pectorals rather short, 3J in head, about reaching to vent, their

bases very broad, the lower rays thickened and fleshy; ventrals reaching

vent. Bones of skull moderately thin; preocular, postocular, tympanic,

and parietal spines present, sharp and strong, the ridges high and strong;

parietal bones widely separated; interorbital space 5 in base of skull,

concave; ventral process of basisphenoid well developed, mesethmoid

processes compressed, thin, very much elevated, the points curved down-

ward; base of skull straight. Yellowish brown, with blotches of clear

fl^esh color or pinkish, the dark color predominating above, the pinkish

below; membrane between thii"d and fourth .spines always pale, this color

forming a blotch at the base of the.se spines, and then extending obliciuely

downward and backward, usually joining the ventral color; in front of
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this light area on the sides is a narrow oblique dark one, in front of which
in turn is a pale one, which begins at angle of opercle a;nd divides, pass-
ing around pectorals and uniting below them; a light blotch under eighth
dorsal spine, extending up on the lin ; another at junction of the 2 dorsals,
and another under last ray; under each of these are irregular undulating
pale areas; sides with pale blotches of all sizes; head above with cross
shades and bands radiating from eye, its light shades tinged with purplish

;

fins colored like neighboring parts of body; peritoneum white. Length
14 inches. Coast of California, from San Diego to San Francisco ; abundant
in very shallow water, the young living close to the shore among rocks.
{carnatus, flesh-colored.)

Sebastichthys carnatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. F. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 73, Monterey
(Coll. Jordan & Gilbert)

; EIGE^^VIANN & Eigenmann, West American Scientist 1889, 130.
Sehastodes carnatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 674, 1883.

2229. SEBASTODES CHRYSOMELAS (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Black and Yellow Eockfish.)

Head 2|; depth 2|. D. XII, I, 13; A. Ill, 6; scales 45. Body short and
stout, compressed. Head short, bluntish. Mouth rather small, entirely
below the axis of the body; lower jaw slightly included; premaxillaries
on level of lower edge of orbit; maxillary reaching posterior margin of
eye, its length 2 in head

;
preorbital wide. Cranial ridges covered with

thick skin, ending in strong spines which diverge backward
;
preopercular

spines short and thick; gill rakers as in Sehastodes carnatus. Scales
moderate, rough, the accessory ones few; lower jaw, maxillary, nasal
region, and space in front of eye naked. Dorsal spines high and strong,
the highest 2^ in head, rather higher than soft rays, the fin deeply
emarginate ; second anal spine 2| in head, much stronger than third, the two
about equal in length; pectoral 3f in head, with very broad base, reach-
ing beyond tips of ventrals, which reach nearly to vent; lower pectoral
rays thickened; caudal truncate. Bones of skull rather thin; preocular,
postocular, tympanic, and occipital spines present, the ridges very high
and strong; parietal bones quite far apart, sometimes nearly meeting;
interorbital space, in its narrowest part about 5| in base of skull, concave;
ventral process of basisphenoid strongly developed ; mesethmoid processes
long, compressed, thin, elevated; base of skull straight. Pattern of
coloration precisely as in S. carnatus, the colors different; the light shade
a clear, warm, brownish yellow, with some specks of deeper orange,
varying from a dusky orange to olivaceous yellow, the latter color more
often seen on the belly; dark shade, black or dark brown, with slight
olive tinge ; dark color predominating on back ; membrane between third
and fourth dorsal spines and an area at base of these spines always pale;
a yellow blotch extending thence downward and backward, usually join-
ing the light color of belly; another light area passing from near angle
of opercle around pectorals, uniting below them; 3 other blotches along
back, 1 under eighth dorsal spine, 1 under last spine, and 1 under last

soft ray; from each of these, irregular pale areas extend down the sides;
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fins the color of the region to which they belong ; head above with

duslvy cross shades and faint bands radiating from eye; peritoneum pale.

Length 13 inches. Pacific coast of America, from Puget Sound to San
Diego; abundant in rather deep water; northern specimens more dull in

color than those from San Francisco. {xpv66i, gold; /.leXai, black.)

Sehastiehthys chrysomelas, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 455 and 4G5, Mon-
terey. (Type, No. 26968. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sebastichthys chrysomelas var. purpureus* Eigenjiann & Eigenmann, West American

Scientist 1889, 130, San Diego.

Sebastodes chrysomelas, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsi.s, 675, 1883.

2230. SEBASTODES NEBULOSUS (Ayres).

(Yellow-spotted Rockfish.)

Head 3; depth 2|; eye large, 3 in head. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 7; lateral

line 49. Body roliust, the back elevated, the profile steep. Mouth rather

large, the jaws equal, the maxillary 2 in length of head, extending to

beyond pupil; jaws naked; preopercular spines short. Gill rakers as in

*!?. chrysomelas. Dorsal rather high, considerably emarginate, the highest

spines 2 in head, higher than soft rays; caudal truncate; second anal

spine 2.V in head, stouter and slightly longer than third, much lower than

soft rays; pectorals short and broad, 3i in length, reaching beyond tips

of ventrals to vent. Scales rough, the accessory scales numerous. Bones
of skull moderately thin; preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal

spines present, the ridges very higli and strong; parietal bones far apart;

interorbital space narrow, 5 in base of sknll, made deeply concave by the

very high supraoccipital ridges, with nearly fiat center; ventral process

of basisphenoid well developed, mesethinoid processes compressed, thin,

much elevated; base of skull straight. Ground color blue black of vary-

ing shade, sometimes tinged with yellowish anteriorly, everywhere finely

and irregularly freckled and spotted with yellow or white, the light color

usually bright and sharply defined; these spots smallest and most numer-
ous on head ; a broad irregular yellow band, made of confluent blotches,

from between third and fourth dorsal spines, involving their membrane,
downward to lateral line, thence backward to base of caudal; fins all

black, with light spots at base; under parts soiled yellow; peritoneum
pale. Length 12 inches. Pacific coast of America, from Vancouver Island

to Point Concepcion; a very pretty species, in rather deep water; abun-
dant, {neiulosus, clouded.)

" Dr. Eigenmann thus describes Sebastichthys chrysomelas pvrpureus:
" The supraocular spines are raised much above the surrounding parts. Dorsal in one

specimen XIII, 13^, in the other XIV, 12*. Membranes of all the fins dark greenish, tipped
with purple. Base ot anal yellow. Head and back dark brown ; lower portions of sides
purple; base of pectoral and its upper half brown, tinged with jellow. A purple bar ex-
tending from eye downward and backward to subopercle, below which is a greenish band.
Gill membranes and membranes below maxillary, breast, and belly dirty yellow ; mandibles
purple, lower lip yellow, upper slate blue; membranes between third and fourth and
seventh and eighth dorsal spines purple, the color extending on back; a similar spot on
and below last dorsal spine ; sides irregularly blotched with purple, this color not forming
a band a4ong posterior part of lateral line.'
Two specimens from the San Diego market. (Eigenmann & Eigenmann.) Whether this

IS a distinct species or almply an intensification of the usual black and orange coloration
we cannot determine.
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Sebastes fasciatus, Gieaed, Proc. Ac. Kat. .Sci. Phila. 1854, 146, and in U. S. Pac. R. R. Surv.,

X, Fishes, 79, 1858, San Francisco; not of Stoker.

Sebastes nebulosus, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., i, 1854, 5, San Francisco.

Sebastichthys fasciolaris, Lockington, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns. 1880, 297, San Francisco.

Sebastodes nebulosus, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 676, 1883 ; CRAMER,Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

series 2, V, 1895, 603, pi. 67, fig. 32.

Subgenus SEBASTICHTHYS, Gill.

2231. SEBASTODES SERRICEPS (Jordan & Gilbert).

(Treefish.)

Head 3; depth 2A; pectoral 3i; eye small, 5 in head. D. XIII, 13; A.

Ill, 5; scales 50. Body robust, compressed behind. Head compressed.

Mouth large, the maxillary reaching to opposite middle of eye, its length

2^ in head; jaws equal. Cranial ridges covered with lax, thick skin,

placed nearly in a right line on each side; interorbital space closely

scaled; preorbital rather broad; preopercular spines sharp; jaws naked;
membranes of spinous dorsal thick, covered with small scales. Gill

rakers short, stiff, and clavate. Dorsal spines strong, rather low, scarcely

exserted, lower than the .soft rays, the longest 2| in head; second anal

spines 2^ in head, stronger than third, scarcely longer; pectorals broad
and rounded, the lower rays thickened, the tips reaching vent ; ventrals

reaching beyond vent ; caudal rounded. Bones of skull moderately thick

;

preocular, postocular, tympanic, parietal, and nuchal spines present, short,

thick, rather blunt, the ridges very thick and high; nuchal spines some-
times coalescent with parietals; parietal bones meeting in a straight line;

interorbital space narrow, 6 in base of skull, concave; 2 strong ridges

over mucous canals; ventral process of basisphenoid well developed;

mesethmoid processes strong, compressed, slightly elevated, distal half

decurved ; base of skull straight. Dark olive, blackish above, yellowish

below; sides with about 7 oblique black cross bands, wider than eye,

usually sharply defined, but sometimes faint in the young; 2 black bands
downward and backward from eye; lips, mouth, frout and lower part of

head strongly washed with coppery red; bases of fins with small wliitish

spots; fins blackish olive; cranial ridges black; peritoneum pale. Length
12 inches. Coast of California, from Point Reyes to Cerros Island; very

abundant southward, about rocks near shore; one of the most singularly

marked of the rockfishes. {serra, saw; -ceps, head.)

Sebastichthys serriceps, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc.r. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 38, Santa Catalina

Island; Santa Barbara. (Type, No. 26918. Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Sebastodes serriceps, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 676, 1883 ; Ceamer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.,

series 2, v, 1895, 601, pi. 65, fig. 25.

2232. SEBASTODES >'IGROCIX( TUS (Ayres).

(Black-banded Rockfish.)

Head 2i; depth 2f ; eye large, 4i in head. D. XIII, 15; A. Ill, 7; scales

50. Body short, deep, and compressed, deeper than iu any of the other

species ; back arched. Head large, compressed. Mouth very large ; max-
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illary extending to beyond pupil, 2 in head; lower jaw very slightly pro-

jecting, the symphysis not produced
;
premaxillary scarcely below eye.

Cranial ridges higher than in any other species, their spines blunt, the

ridges arranged in 2 nearly parallel series as in S. serriceps, the surface of

the larger ones roughened by accessory spinous tubercles as in S. ruhvr-

rimus; occipital ridges very high; skin covering cranial ridges thin or

obsolete, not lax; iuterorbital space sparsely scaled, very narrow, its

breadth a little more than i diameter of eye, with very strong frontal

ridges, which are not covered by the scales
;
jaws naked

;
preorbital broad,

a low ridge extending along its surface and that of the suborbital; this

ridge, somewhat rough and not covered with the scales, is continuous

with the short suboribital stay; preopercular spines short, very blunt,

the opercular spines very strong ; scapular spines moderate. Gill rakers

short and stout, clavate, the longest nearly i the diameter of the eye.

Dorsal spines rather high and strong, the longest 2^ in head, about as high

as soft rays, the fin not deeply emarginate ; caudal fin rounded ; anal tin

high, its second spine 2i in head, higher and much stronger than the third;

pectorals broad, fan-shaped, 3| in length, their base i broader than the

diameter of the orbit, their tijis not quite reaching tips of ventrals. Scales

rough. Base of skull nearly straight; interor))ital space concave and

narrow, about 6 in base of skull; process of mesethmoid directed nearly

horizontally (in an old specimen) ; ventral process of basisphenoid well

developed ; cranial ridges very strong and high ; interorbital space widen-

ing quite markedly backward, parietals meeting in middle liues. Bright

orange red, with 5 jet-black vertical bars, overlaid with bright red; these

bars comparatively narrow, none of them wider than eye; 1 at beginning

of dorsal, extending downward on opercle and scapular region ; a second,

broader one, under middle of spinous dorsal; a third under posterior part

of spinous dorsal; the fourth narrower, under front of soft dorsal; the fifth

under middle of soft dorsal, all of these extending on the dorsal fin; 2

oblique black bands from eye, downward and backward across cheek;

another upward and backward toward the nape ; fins uniform deep orange,

anal and ventrals tipped with blackish; mouth red; peritoneum white.

Length 2 feet. Pacific coast of America, from Monterey to Vancouver

Island, in deep water; very rare southward; occasionally about the Faral-

lones, where the specimens here described were taken ; rather common in

the straits of Juan de Fuca; a large and singular species, the most strik-

ing in color of the group, and scarcely less beautiful than iSibastodes rubri-

rinctus. It is evidently closely related to Sehastodes serriceps. {niger, black

;

cinctus, girdle.)

Sebastes nigrocinctus, Atees, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., n, 1859, 25 and 217, fig. 6, San Francisco.

Sebastichthys nigrocinctus. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1862, 278.

Sebastodes nigrocinctus, Jokdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 677, 1883.

Note.—For purposes of comparison we here append diagnoses of the

:«maiuing known species of Sebastodes.
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I. Species Related to Sebastodes melanops and S. ovalis, from the "Ngrtheen
Shores of Japan.

a. SEBASTODES IXERMIS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Me waru.)

Head very slightly more than depth; depth 2 J to 3. D. XIII, 15; A. Ill, 7; lateral

line 38to 42 (pores). Nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present, all

rudimentary. Upper profile of head rising rather rapidly, without curving, to the slightly

curved nape. Head pointed forward. Lower jaw projecting, with symphyseal knob. Orbit
rather more than 3 to 3§ ; snout (to tip of chin) 21 to 2% ; interorbital space 4^ to 4'- iu head.
Mouth oblique. Maxillary reaching middle of eye or a little beyond. Teeth in narrow
bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Preorbital low, with 2 strong spines directed back-
ward. Maxillary and mandible scaly. Upper outline of spinous dor.sal quite strongly
curved, flftli and sixth spines nearly J as long as head, first spine but little more than
4 orbit, the twelfth about equal to snout. Ventrals about 2g, pectoral about IJ, caudal
about IJ in head; ventrals reaching nearly as far back as longest pectoral rays. In some
cases nearly to origin of anal; second anal spine stronger, sometimes a little shorter,

sometimes a little longer than third; caudal nearly truncate. Maxillary extremely
weakly scaled ; mandible (gid), snout, and preorbital scaleless. Lateral line parallel with
dorsai outline, 38 to 42 pores on body, 2 on caudal. Blackish gray or reddish violet, paler

below. Abundant at Tokio. (Steindachner & Doderlein.)

Sebastes inermis, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 346, 1829, Japan (inter-

orbital space not concave); GOnther, Cat., ii, 97, I860; Hilgendorf, Sitz.-Bericht.

Gesell. naturf. Freunde, Berlin, 172, 1880; Steindachner & Doderlein, Denkschr.
Akad. Wiss. Wien 1884, 205.

h. SEBASTODES VEXTEICOSUS (Temminck & Schlegel).

Upper surface of head flat, the ridges and spines very feeble ; interorbital width 5 in

head; lower jaw acutely prominent; maxillary reaching middle of eye. Fourth dorsal

spine longest, nearly § length of head, much longer than third anal spine. Brownish.
Sea of Japan. (Giinther.)

Hilgendorf regards S. ventricosus as identical with S. inermis, Cuvier & Valenciennes

;

but it appears to be distinct.

Sebastes ventricosus, Tejiminck & Schlegel, Fauna Japon., Poiss., 48, pi. xx, figs. 1, 2,

1842 ; Bleekee, Verband. Batav. Genootsch., xxvi, 80 ; GOnther, Cat., ii, 97, 1860.

c. SEBASTODES JOYNERI (Gunther).

(TOKENOKO ME WARU.)

Head 3 to 3J; depth 3. D. XIII, 14 or 15; A. Ill, 7; P. 16 (V) ; lateral line about 42 to

49 (pores) . Orbit 3 ; snout and interorbital width more than 3| in head. Mouth moderate,
oblique; projecting lower jaw with symphyseal knob. Teeth delicate, sharp, in narrow
bands. Maxillary not quite reaching middle of eye. Preorbital low (broad?) with 2

strong spines directed downward and backward. First (uppermost) spine of preopercle

a little weaker than the fifth ; second longest, the others decreasing rapidly in length.

Opercular spines parallel, the itpper stronger. Maxillary, under side of lower jaw, as in

S. inermis. Preorbital and greater part of snout (nearly whole head except lips) scaled.

Pores of lower jaw inconspicuous. Fourth to sixth dorsal spines longest, 2 in head; sec-

ond anal .spine stronger but equal to third in length, 2 in head. Pectoral somewhat
pointed toward tip, as long as or only a little shorter than head, reaching beyond vent or

even to origin of anal. Ventral and caudal IJ in head, the latter slightly concave; basal

half of spinous dorsal with minute scales; whole of soft dorsal, anal, and caudal com-
pletely scaled. Color in life (Doderlein), red, darker on the back; 5 blackish cross
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bands running upon dorsal fin and ending below (except second and third) at lateral line;

last 2 bands short, rounded ; the longest 2, middle bands sometimes interrupted, each

sometimes forming 2 spots. Length 6| inches. Japan; Niphon, Tokio; apparently in deep

water. (Steindachner & Dodcrlein.) Erroneously identified with H. inermis, Cuvier &
Valenciennes, by Hilgendorf and Doderlein.

Scbasti's joyneri, Gunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., I, 1878, 485, Niphon; Challenger

Report, Shore Fishes, 64, pi. 29, tig. A, 1880.

Sebastes inermis, Hilgendorf, S. B. Gesell. naturf. Freunde, Berlin, 172, with plate, 1880;

Steindachner & Doderlein, Denksch. Akad. "Wiss. Wien, 206, 1884.

d. SEBASTODES ELEGANS (Steindachner & Doderlein).

Head and depth 2J. D. XIII, 12; A. Ill, 6; scales 35 (pores). Nasal, postocular, tym-

panic, and occipital spines present, but little developed. Orbit 3J in head, and attains |

of snout, i of iuterorbital space. Maxillary reaching posterior rim of orbit. Teeth in

rather narrow bands. Inferior border of preorbital slightly sinuate. Maxillary, man-

dible, and preorbital naked. Pores on lower jaw plain. Fourth to seventh dorsal spines

longest; second anal spine a little stronger and lower than third; all the pectoral rays

are simple (said by Steindachner to be only a peculiarity of young individuals) ; caudal

truncate. The following measurements are taken with the head as standard: Width of

head 2J; fourth dorsal spine 4J, penultimate 4^, the last 3J; dorsal rays 2J; jiectoral 1^;

ventrals 1|; base of pectoral 3g; ventrals reaching to vent, the pectorals beyond. Color

light ; body with 5 dark brown, more or less interrupted cross bands ; similar spots cov-

ering iius and under side of head and body ; head dark above and with several dark-

brown bands radiating from eye. A single individual. Tagawa. Length 2% inches.

(Steindachner & Doderlein.)

Sebastes elegans, Steindachner & Doderlein, Denkschr. Akad. "Wiss. Wien, 205, 1884,

Tagawa.

e. SEBASTODES STEIXDACHXEKI (Hilgendorf).

(AKA SOI; YANAGI NO MAI.)

Head3J. D. XIII, 15; A. Ill, 7; P. 18 (§) ; lateral line 30 (pores). Spines not prominent.

Nasal quite strong
;
preocular, supraocular, and tympanic rudimentary. Preorbital with 2

blunt spines or lobes. Scales moderate; mandible and preorbital naked; pectoral scaly,

rough. Orbit (longitudinal diameter) 3J in head (J in snout). Iuterorbital space IJ in

orbit (vertical diameter), 4 in head (probably convex). Maxillary reaching beyond middle

of eye. First dorsal spine 2 J, penultimate 2f to 3J, last 2f to 3 in head. Second anal spine

longest, 2J in head ; third 2J to 2J in head. Red; a dark spot on upper part of opercle. Dis-

tinguished by the long penultimate dorsal spine. Length 11 inches. Yezo. (Hilgendorf.

Description from dry specimens.)

Sebastes steindachneri, Hilgendorf, S. B. Gesell. naturf. Freunde, Berlin, 172, with plate,

1880, Yezo.

/. SEBASTODES OBLOXOUS (Giinther).

HeadSi; depth 3i. D. XIII, 12; A. Ill, 5; lateral line about 65. Scales rather irregu-

lar, much smaller above than below lateral line. Head scaly above as far forward as nos-

trils; very minute scales on preorbital. Snout pointed, longer than eye. Iuterorbital

space ilat, equal to eye, 6 in head. None of spines on upper side of head projecting, those

on preopercle obtuse. Teeth in broad bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Maxillary

reaching posterior margin of eye. Dorsal spines strong, fourth to seventh longest, 2^ in

head; anal spines stronger, much shorter than longest dorsal. Brownish, marbled with

darker ; lower parts and all tins with brown spots ; an oblique brown streak from preor-

bital toward angle of preopercle. Inland sea, Japan ; market of Yokohama. (Giinther.

)

Sebastes oblongus, Gunther, Challenger Report Shore Fishes, 64, pi. 28, 1880, Inland sea,

Japan, Yokohama; Hilgendorf, S. B. Gesell. naturf. Freunde, Berlin, 171, with plate,
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g. SEBASTODES MITZUKURII, Cramer new species.

Head 2J; depth 3^. D. XIII, 12; A. Ill, 7; lateral line 42 (pores). Nasal, postocular,

tympanic, and jjarietal spine present, all rudimentary. Orbit equaling interorbital space,

5i in bead, 1| in snout. Maxillary reaching beyond posterior rim of orbit. Teeth on jaws

in broad bands. Inferior border of preorbiial very slightly lobed. Lower preopercular

spines nearly obsolete. Headscalj'; maxillary and mandible naked. Pores on lower jaw
but little developed. Fourth to seventh dorsal spines longest; second anal spine longer

and stronger than third' pectoral rounded; caudal slightly concave. The following

measurements are taken with the head as standard. Width of head 2^; fourth dorsal

spine 2\ ; penultimate 5 ; last dorsal spine 4J ; second anal spine 3, third 3| : dorsal rays 2\ ;

pectoral \\ j ventrals 1^ ; base of pectoral 4i ; ventrals reaching to vent, pectorals beyond.

Body dark brown; 5 dark bauds radiating backward from eye; lower part of head

pale with brown spots. Single individual. Tokio. Length 12^ inches. (Steindacbner &
Doderlein.) Steindacbner has called this a doubtful variety of iS oblongus, Giinther; but

it seems to bo distinct The difficulty of comparison is increased Iby discrepancies

between Giinther's description and figure.

/Sebastei oblongus (Var?), Steindachner &. Doderlein, Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. Wieu, 204,

1884, Tokio.

h. SEBASTODES TACZAXOWSKII (Steindachner).

Head 3 ; depth a little more than 3 . D. XIII or XIV, 13 or 14 ; A. Ill, 7 ; P. 16 ; lateral line

46 (pores). Head as in S. inennis, Cuvier & Valenciennes. Supraocular region and occiput

without externally visible spines or ridges. Nasal and preocular spines present, weak.

Spinous dorsal low, with evenly curved margin ; sixth dorsal spine highest, equal to dis-

tance from posterior margin of orbit to tip of upper ojjercular spine. Basal third of

spinous dorsal and more than basal half of soft dorsal and anal scaled. Pectoral 3§ in

body. Orbit 3 J ; interorbital space 5 ; snout (to tip of slightly projecting chin) 3J ;
great-

est width of head 2J in head. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines, small, sharp. Trun-

cate end of maxillary reaching nearly to posterior rim of orbit. Preopercle with 5 spines,

second and third longest, nearly equal, the points directed upward and backward, the

lowest very short; angle of preopercle rounded; opercle with 2 sharp spines, tlio upper
longer. Anterior dorsal rays highest, little longer than longest spine; caudal nearly

truncate, almost entirely scaled; second anal spine longer and stronger than third,

slightly curved, a little shorter than caudal; first ventral ray longest, f of head, the

spine as long as highest dorsal spine. Brownish violet, gradually paler toward belly

;

without or with indistinct patches of darker shades on body and longitudinal bands
behind eye; fins blackish; caudal white edged. Length 6 inches. Northern Japan.

(Steindachner.)

Dr. Jordan and Dr. Gilbert have the following notes on a specimen 16 cm. long, from

Shana Bay, Iturup Island (one of the Kurils). The specimen agrees well with Stein-

dachner's description of the tj'pes, which came from northern Japan

:

Color warm brown above and on sides, paler brown below; obscure shadings of darker

brown on upper part of sides; many scales with basal or central area darker; opercles

with a dusky shade; no dark streaks on head; fins brown, all except the pectorals and
caudal becoming distinctly black on distal portion; lining of buccal and gill cavities

white, but with a narrow dark streak along each side of floor of mouth anteriorly
;
peri-

toneum brownish black, uniformly and densely pigmented. Crown and occiput evenly

convex, without spines or ridges. Nasal spines low and strong. A rather wide, low pre-

ocular ridge, ending in a strong depressed spine; supraocular ridge nearly obsolete,

without spine, its posterior portion evenlv scaled over. Preorbital sinuate anteriorly,

without spines; preopercular spines short and strong flattened, the second and third

the largest, directed backward, the fifth represented by a slightly projecting lobe; oper-

cular spines similar to those on preopercle, the lower the largest. Gill rakers long and
slender, lO-f-27, the longest half the orbital diameter. Head 3j in length; depth 2y%.

Least depth caudal peduncle 3J in head. Eye 3J in head; interorbital space 4^; snout 4;

maxillary 2. D. XII, 1, 14; A, III, 7. Pectorals with 16 rays, of which the lower 7 are
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simple. Forty-five pores in the lateral line. Spinous dorsal low, with evenly rounded

contour, the fourth, fifth, and sixth spines equal, twice the twelfth, 1\ in head. Longest

soft ray of dorsal t\ in head. Second anal spine longer and much stronger than third, 2

in head. Caudal slightly emarginate. Pectorals reaching beyond vent, 3§ in length.

Ventrals slightly overlapping the vent, equaling distance from tip of snout to upper end

of preopercle. Scales strongly ctenoid, except on cheeks, breast, and fins. Top of head

scaled forward to nasal spines. Cheeks, opercles, and preorbitals wholly invested, except

the anterior extremity of the latter. Maxillary and mandible with partially embedded

cycloid scales. Branchiostegal rays naked, or partially invested. Scales on breast and

prepectoral area excessively small. Many small accessory scales on back and sides.

Basal ^ to I of vertical fins densely scaled Series of fine scales follow pectoral and ven-

tral rays nearly to their tips.

Sebastes taczanoivskii, Steindachner, Sitzb. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 256, pi. 2, fig. 1 (dorsal

XIV, 13), 1880, Bays of the Gulf of Stuietok, Sea of Japan

II. Species allied to Sebastodes rosaceus, from South America and the Cape Seas.

i. SEBASTODES OCULATUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Cabrilla.)

Body thickset, its depth 4 in total length. D. XIII, 14; A. Ill, 8; P. 18. Nasal, preocular,

supraocular, postocular, tympanic and parietal spines present, quite strong. Opercle,

suprascapular and scapula with smaller spines. Notchings of the preopercle distinct and

as strong as the spines. Dorsal spines slender, anal spines longer and stronger. Caudal

truncate. Color (m., Gray's figure) reddish brown on hack, silvery rose below ; 4 brilliant

rosy spots on the brown of back at base of dorsal, the first under fourth spine, second under

ninth spine, the third under origin, and the fourth under end of soft dorsal ; there is a

fifth spot on the side at the height of the shoulder and between the first 2 spots; fins

brown (more or less deep) and bordered with bright rose. Description based on an indi-

vidual 4^ inches, the figure on one 8 inches long. On rocky bottoms in deep water, Val-

paraiso, Coast of Chile. (Cuvier & Valenciennes.)

Sebastes oculata, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., ix, 466, 1833, Valparaiso;

GiJNTHER, Cat. rishes, 105, 1800 (in part).

j. SEBASTODES DARWIXI (Cramer).

Closely allied to Sebastodes rosaceus. Spines similar in number and position, but a trifle

higher; upper spines on preopercle longest. Gill rakers slender, x + 18, nearly as long as

pupil. Jaws subequal. Pectoral short, IJ in head, the lower rays thickened Second

anal spine long, curved. Anal III, 6. Compared with a specimen of S. rosaceus of the

same size, the snout is blunter in S. darwini, the cranial ridges are a shade higher; the

pectoral is shorter, reaching only to vent, while in S. rosaceus it reaches to second anal

spine; the second anal spine is much longer than third (subequal in S. rosaceus); the

dorsal spines are lower, 3 m head (2f in *'. rosaceus). Scales similar. Mexillones, Peru

Here described from the MS. notes of Dr. Jordan on the type in Mus. of Comp. Zool.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Jenyns described a specimen from Valparaiso as <S'. ocidatus of Cuvier & Valenciennes,

but pointed out distinctions between the two, which with later knowledge of related

species, prove beyond a doubt that it is distinct; it is probably identical with S. darwini

from Peru. He also mentioned the figure of another species from Valparaiso, very dis-

tinct from the others in having the spines of the head less developed. About 50 species

of the genus have been described from the north temperate waters of the Pacific coast of

America, and it is not improbable that the species of this genus will be found numerous

in the temperate waters of the South Americau coast.

? Sebastes oculata, Jenyns, Voyage H. M. S. Beagle, Zool., Pish., No. ii, part 4, 37, 1840,

Valparaiso. (Coll. Darwin.)

Sebastes darwini, Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, Mexillones, Peru.
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Ic. SEBASTODES CAPEXSIS (Gmelin).

Head 3; depth 3^ in total length. D.XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6; lateral line 70; pyloric creca

11. Upper surface of head rather flat, with low ridges and 80me depressed spines behind
orbit. Interorbital width 6 in head. Maxillary reaching beyond middle of eye. Third
to seventh dorsal spines nearly equal, 3 in head; second anal spine longest. Eeddish.

Cape Seas. (Giinther.)

Steindachner has compared S. oculatus, Cnvier & Valenciennes, with specimens of S.

capensis from the Cape of Good Hope, and found no dift'erenco whatever between them,
and considers them identical. The early history of the group is full of identifications of

different species whose distinctness is now established beyond a doubt, and it is desirable

that extensive comparisons be made between these two species before they are merged.
There are some striking discrepancies in the various descriptions and figures of S. capen-

sis, and it would not be surprising if a close study should reveal several Avell-marked

species at the Cape itself.

Pcrca dorso inonopterygio, Gronow, Zoopliylaceum, No. 293, 88, 1763.
Scorpcena capensis, Gmeli.v. Syst. Xat., iii, 1219, 1788, Cape of Good Hope.
Scorpmia africana, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 206, 1802, Cape of Good Hope.
Seoastes capensis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 341, 1829; Quoy & Gai-

MAED, Astrol., Vol. Ill, Poiss., 690, pi. 11. fig. 3, 1834; Smith, Ulustr. S. Air. Pisces, pi.
22, fig. 1, 1845; GiJNTHER, Cat., Fish., ll, 96, 1860.

Perca afra, Geonow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 113, 1854, Cape of Good Hope.

III. Allied to Sebastodes aleutianus, is the Japanese Species.

I. SEBASTODES MATSUBAR.E (Hilgendorf).

(Aka uwo.)

Head 2J. D. XIII, 12; A. Ill, 6; P. 20 (fS); lateral line about 36. Preocular, supra-

ocular, postocular, tympanic, coronal, parietal, and nuclial spines present; preoculars

large, the parietal and nuchal spines close together at the end of a sharp-edged parietal

ridge. A pair of weak ridges on interorbital space, between them a median groove. Pre-

orbital with 3 spines, the first blunt, rounded, the second and third successively more
pointed, the last directed nearly downward. Scales moderate ; head nearly completely

scaled; pectoral fin scaly. Horizontal diameter of eye 2f in head, -j in length of snout.

Interorbital space li in vertical diameter of eye, 4 in head. Maxillary reaching beyond
middle of eye. Longest spine of first dorsal 2J in head, the last but one, 4, and the last

spine, 3i in the head; second and third anal spines equal iu length, 2J in head. Eye
large. Color red. (Hilgendorf.) The type on which this description is based came from
the Island of Honto. Another larger specimen from farther south (Yezo) differed from
the above iu the following characters: Anterior spine of the preorbital not developed,

and the third spine double. D. XIII, 14; A. Ill, 8; P. 18 (l"). Lateral line 32 to 36.

Scales larger, those on pectoral fins prickly. Head 3; horizontal diameter of eye 3J in

head, J in length of snout. Interorbital space IJ iu vertical diameter of eye. Maxillary
caching middle of eye. Last dorsal spine but one, 5J, and the last one, 3f in head ; secoudr

and third anal spines 3 in head. The local name of this form is aka uwo. Honto, Tezo,

Japan. The specimens from the Aleutian Islands, in Pallas's collection (No. 8145, Mus.
Berlin) referred by Ur. Hilgendorf to S.niatsubarce, is our Sebastodes aleutianus, an allied

species with smaller scales and lower spines. (Named for Matsubara, a Japanese nat-

uralist.)

Sebastes matsuharce, Hilgendoep, Sitzb. Gesell. naturf. Freunde 1880, 170, Honto, No.
11280, Mus. Ber. ; Yezo, No. 11279, Mus. Ber.

' IV. Species allied to Sebastodes nebulosus, feom Japan.

m. SEBASTODES NIVOSUS (Hilgendorf).

(KOGUMESO or KeSHIMUTO; GOMA SOI.)

Head and depth 2§ (about 3^ in total length). D. XIII, 12 ; A. Ill, 6 ; P. /y ; lateral line

70, pores 36 to 39. Nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines present.

3030 38
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Tipper profile slightly convex to beginning of dorsal, sliglitly depressed beliind eye.

Eye and snout 4§, interorbital space 5^ in head. Maxillary reaching to posterior rim of

orbit, in older individuals somewhat farther. Inferior border of preorbital with 3 more or

less rounded lobes, the last -with a short blunt spine. Interorbital space between the ele-

vated supraocular ridges weakly convex. Head entirely scaled, except jaws, snout (in

front of nostrils), preorbital, and nearly the whole of iuteropercle ; scales of head small,

firm, rough, with accessory scales like those on body. Preopercular spines 5, short, broad,

blunt. Spinous dorsal uniformly rounded ; fifth and sixth spines longest, in young, 2, in

adults nearly, 2^ in head. Second anal spine much stronger, but little longer than third,

2i to 2s in head. Pectoral about § in head ; ventral more than Ig in head ; caudal equalling

ventral, slightly convex; 36 to 39 pores on body, 2 to 3 on base of tail. Blackish brown,

with innumerable small white dots on body and fins. In some individuals the uniform

dark brown of body is interrupted by lighter shades. (Steindachner & Doderlein.)

Length 10| inches. Not rare at Tokio; 1 specimen at Hakodate.

Sebastes nivosus, Steindachnek & Dodeelein, Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 202, pi. 7,

1884, Tokio; Hakodate.

n. SEBASTODES SCHLEGELII (Hilgendorf).

(KUEO SOI.)

Head 2J to 2i; depth less than 3 (3i in total length). D. XIII, 12; A, III, 7 or 8; lat-

eral line about 66 to 70. Nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and parietal spines

present; interorbital space probably concave, with interorbital ridges. Orbit 4A; snout

(to tip of slightly projecting chin) a little less than 4 ; interorbital space 4f to 5 in head.

Maxillary reaching posterior margin of orbit. Preorbital with 2 to 3 sharp spines directed

downward and backward. Preopercle with 5 flat spines, the second from above longest,

horizontal, the fifth (in adults) often blunt and broad. Iuteropercle with a weak, sharp

spine, beside it sometimes another on lower end of subopercle. Head scaled
;
jaws, snout,

and anterior part of preorbital scaleless. Scales on iuteropercle extremely small. Several

large pores on uuder side of lower jaw. Sixth and seventh dorsal spines longest, a little

more than 2 in head. Second anal stronger, sometimes a little shorter, sometimes a little

longer than third, 23 to 3 in head. Pectoral a little longer than ventrals, about IJ in head.

Caudal nearly truncate. Tip of venti-als reaching, pectorals not quite reaching vent.

Brownish gray (in alcohol), with lighter and darker shades ; a dark stripe on maxillary,

and 2 or 3 on cheek ; opercle above and below with washed out spot. (Steindachner &
Doderlein. ) Length 12 to 15 inches. Quite common at Tokio; Gulf of Strietok, Sea of

Japan ; Yezo, Tedo, and Hakodate.

Sebastes echlcgelii, Hilqendorf, S. B. Gesell. naturf. Freunde, 1880, 171, with plate, Japan;
Steindachnee & DOdeelein, Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. "Wien, 1884, 202.

0. SEBASTODES TRIVITTATUS (Hilgendorf).

(ShIMA SOI.)

Head 2 J to 3. D. XIII, 13; A. Ill, 6; pectoral 18 (9 or 10 lower rays simple); lateral

line 36 (tubes). Cranial spines promiuent; nasal, preocular, postocular, tympanic, and

parietals present. Interorbital space 1 to IJ in vertical diameter of orbit, 4J to 5 in head,

concave, with a pair of interorbital ridges at the sides of a median groove. Preorbital

without prominent spines, with 2 blunt or rounded lobes. Scales median; maxillary,

mandible, preorbital, and J of iuteropercle naked. Pectoral fin scaly, the scales rough.

Gill rakers long. Orbit 3J in head, maxillary reaching middle of eye. First dorsal spine

1 J to 2^ in head, penultimate 4 to 41-, last 3J. Second anal spine longest, 2J to 2J in head

;

third 2J to 3 in head. Caudal slightly convex. Light brown ; 3 dark longitudinal bands.

(Hilgendorf.) Length 23 inches. Yezo.

Sebastes trivittatus, Hilgendoef, S. B. Gesell. naturf. Freunde, Berlin, 171, with plate, 172,

1880, Yezo, Japan.
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p. SEBASTODES VULPES (Steindachner <fc Diiderlein).

Head 21 to 2i; depth 3J to 3. D. XTII, 13; A. Ill, 6; P. g ; lateral line 61 (32 to 36 pores.)
Nasal, preocular, postocular, tympauic, and parietal spines present, quite strong; eye 4
to 4j, snout (to tip of symphyseal knob of lower jaw) 4 to 4J, Interorbital space 5g to 5 in
head. Maxillary reaching posterior margin of orbit; lower jaw projecting, with sym-
j)hyseal knob. Lower border of broad preorbital with 3 blunt lobes

; preopercle witli 5
spines, the 2 lower broad, blunt, the 3 upper more slender, sharp, the 2 opercular
spines strongly diverging; upper end of intoropercle, especially in older individuals, with
a spine; lower end of subopercle with a weaker spine which sometimes divides into
several. Snout, anterior part of preorbital and lower jaw scaleless; a few very small
scales on maxillary behind and under preorbital; rest of head thickly covered with
rough scales. Several pores on each side under lower jaw. Interorbital space nearly flat,

with very weak interorbital ridges. Gill rakers long and slender. Upper proflle rises
moderately, slightly curved at the snout. Fifth or sixth and seventh dorsal spines
longest, 2 to 2^ in head. Second anal spine stronger, but sometimes a little shorter than
third, 21 in head in small individuals, nearly 3 in larger ones. Pectoral equals head
without snout, reaching vent in adults, a little beyond in young; ventral If to Ig- in head;
caudal equaling ventrals, slightly convex. Scales moderately large, with some accessory
scales. Body, dorsal, anal, and caudal tins mingled reddish brown and whitish; pec-
toral and ventral grayish; upper half of head reddi.sh brown, strewn with small dark,
brown spots which posteriorly almost unite in wavy stripes, or marked like body ; lower
side of head and body whitish yellow. Not rare in fish markets of Tokio. Very close to
*'. schlegelii, Hilgendorf, but easily distinguished by the absence of spine on inferior border
of preorbital. (Steindachner & Doderlein.)

Sebastes vulpes, STEmDACBNKK & DoDEiiLEiN,Denkschr. Akad. Wisscnsch.Wieu 203 pi 2
1884, Tokio.

691. SEBASTOPSIS, Gill.

Sebastopsis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 278 (polylcpis).

This genus differs from SeMstodes in the ahsence of palatine teeth. D.
XIII, 9 or 10; A. Ill, 5. No dermal flaps; cheeks and opercles scaly; pre-
orl>ital with ol)tnse spines or none. The known species are all of very
small size and are often preserved in Chinese insect boxes. {Schasies;
oipig, appearance.)

2233. SEBASTOPSIS XYRIS, Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 21; depth 3^. D. XIII, 10; A. Ill, 5; scales 48; maxillary 14 in
head; eye 3i; pectoral about 1; longest dorsal spine 2|; second anal
spine If; ventr&l 1^; middle caudal ray about 2 in head. Body moder-
ately elongate ; head rather sharp

;
jaws equal ; interorbital space concave

;

top of head scaly and without occipital depression ; usual spines sharp,
with a fleshy flap nearly as long as pupil; spines above eye each with a
similar fleshy flap; preorbital, supraorbital, postorbital, and tympanic
si)ines present, each sharp and high ; occipital and nuchal spines also well
developed; a small temporal spine; a small spine under the eye on the
sharp stay; a spine at end of stay in front of the perpendicular spines;
the last with a small spine at its l)a8e; 2 sharp spines below opercular
spine. Cheeks and opercles covered with ctenoid and imbricated scales
without flaps; body scales ctenoid and closely imbricated, without flaps.

Gill rakers very short and slender. Breast covered with imbricated
cycloid scales. Viliform teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines.
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Dorsal tliin aud moderately deeply notched; caudal rounded; third anal

spine greater than second; pectoral with ui3per rays branched; lower or

simple rays thickened and the upper of them longer than any of the

branched rays. Color light olive, irregularly banded and blotched with

darker; flushed with cherry red; suboperole with large black Idotch

somewhat ocellated; head blotched with olive and paler; jaws and throat

largely orange ; dorsal mottled with blood-red, orange and whitish; pale

yellowish liar across soft dorsal, then a blackish streak; rest of flns white,

tipped with black; caudal largely l)right scarlet, black toward tip; anal

largelj^ scarlet, mottled with black
;
pectoral yellowish, barred with white

aud black, lower part of fm washed with scarlet; ventral light yellow,

with a few black sjiots on posterior half, and scarlet sjiots on anterior

portion. The most definite marks are a dark bar from soft dorsal to base

of anal, everywhere washed with scarlet, and the Itlack spot on the sub-

opercle. Pacific coast of Mexico and ueighl)oring islands; the original

types from Cape San Lucas, a few other specimens taken l»y the Albatross

oft' Lower California, the above notes on the color from specimens col-

lected by Mr. McGregor at Socorro Island, respectively 3^, 2^, aud 2

inches long. (?u/3c5k, razor, from the sharp spines.)

Sebastopsis xyris, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 309, Cape San Lucas.
(Type, No. 3U970. Coll. John Xantus.)

692. HELICOLENUS, Goode & Bean.

Helicolcnus, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Iclith., 248, 1896 {dactylopterus)

.

Body oblong, somewhat compressed; head large, ctenoid scales on its

tip, and on cheeks and opercles; several series of spinous ridges on head,

but no occipital pit; mouth large, with bands of villiform teeth on jaws,

vomer, and palatines. Dorsal fin continuous, not deeply notched, with
10 stout spines and 10 to 12 rays; anal with 3 spines and 6 rays; pecto-

ral broad, fan-shaped, with rays arranged in 3 groups, the first of 2 sim-

ple rays, the second of 8 or 9 branched rays, the third of 8 simple rays,

sometimes prolonged, with their tips tendril-like and free from memliraue
for i their length or less; soft dorsal with tips free from membrane;
suborbital keel smooth, or with a single anterior spine under eye; pre-

orbital with sjiines small and hidden Ijeneath the skin. Vertebne 10+
14= 24; no air bladder. Atlantic. Very close to /Scoj-jjartrt, differing only

in the Sehastes-like cranium, the two genera probably connected by inter-

mediate forms. ()/A/«o5, strong; fyAf'j'?/, elbow, arm.)

«. General color bright red. dacttlopterus, 2234.

aa. General color clear scarlet; preopercular spines more prominent, parallel.

MAUEKENSIS, 2235.
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•2234. HELICOLENUS DACTTLOPTEBUS (Do la Roche).

(Serran Imperial; Fanegal; Cardonniera; Scorfanudi Funal; Crabra.)

Head 3i ; depth 2J. D. XII, 12 ; A. Ill, 5 ; lateral Hue 43. Body not

much elevated, little compressed, the tail sleuder. Head large, little com-

pressed; cheeks, opercles, and occipital region well scaled; no dermal

flaps anywhere ; suborbital stay stroug. Mouth rather large, with teeth

as usual on jaws, vomer, and palatines; lower jaw not projecting; maxil-

lary extending to beyond pupil. Suborbital with a narrow raised smooth
ridge, which ends in a spine at the base of the stay; preorbital narrow, its

edge slightly spinous; interorbital space nairow, with 2 parallel raised

ridges and a deep groove. Cranial ridges short, sharp, about as in Sibas-

fodes rosaccus; preocular, supraocular, postoeular, tympanic, occipital,

and nuchal spines present; suprascapular spines sharp; no exoccipitals;

opercular spines moderate; jjreopercular spines sharp, the second longest.

Eye very large, 3 in head. Jaws naked. Gill rakers rather long and slen-

der. Pectoral very narrow, the rays not procurrent below nor thickened,

reaching anal ; ventrals small, reaching past vent ; anal small and low, its

second spine a little stoviter but not longer than thu'd ; dorsal low, little

emarginate, the spines slender. Scales ctenoid, regularly arranged; no
accessory scales. Color delicate scarlet red, the opercle and dorsal fin

somewhat mottled with brownish. Deep water of the Atlantic; very

common in the Mediterranean; occasionally off our coast, from Narragan-
aett to Chesapeake bays. Here described from a specimen taken off" Chesa-

peake Bay; a beautifully colored species. (Eu.) {ddxrvAoi, finger;

Ttrspov, fin.)

Scorpcena dactyloptera, De la Roche, Ann. Mus., xin, 1809, pi. 22, fig. 2, Ivi^a, Barcelona
;

Risso, Ichthyol. de Nice, 186, 1810 ; Gunther, Challenger Report, Vol. I, pt. vi, 6, 1880

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 679, 1883.

Sebastes imperialis, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 336, 1829, Nice.

Sebastes dactylopterus, GiJNTHER, Cat., Ill, 99, 1860.

Sebastoijhis dactyloptenm, Goode & Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., x. No. 5, 214, 1883.

Eelicolenus dactylopterus, Goodb & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 249, pi. 68, flg. 244, 1896.

2235. HELICOLEMS MADEREXSIS, Goodo & Bean.

(Boca Negra; Pai de Gato.)

Head 3; depth 31 in total length. D. XII, 12; A. Ill, 5; P. 19; scales of

lateral line 29 to 30. Eye 3 to 34^ in head, not projecting above profile.

Interorbital space very deeply concave, strongly ribbed, scarcely i diameter

of eye. Snout scarcely equal to eye. Suborbital stay not very prominent,

* The following points are taken from Goode & Bean's description of HeUcolenus dac-
tylopterus:
"Back arcuate ; head 2^ ; 28 to 30 tubes, about 50 scales ; dorsal fin inserted above inner

upper angle of opercular flap; length of spinous portion considerably less than head;
third spine longest, thence a gradual decrease to eleventh; height of soft dorsal consid-
erably more than highest spine, the rays projecting far beyond the membrane; base of
pectoral almost equal to longest rays, which reach vent; first 2 rays simple, following
9 branched, last 8 simple, slender, with nearly * the length of the fays free from mem-
brane; color of back extending in ti-ausverse bauds upon sides."
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scarcely at all or very feebly and inconspicuously aculeate, with generally

only 1 slight spine. Preorbital spines only small, obsolete teeth on angles,

the anterior larger; spines of preoperclo large, equidistant, nearly equal,

second slightly the largest
;
parallel, horizontal, nearly straight or slightly

curved upward; scapula and suprascapula small, no humeral spine; nasal,

preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, parietal, and nuchal spines

present; spines of head becoming more obsolete in full-grown individuals.

Lower jaw with symjihyseal knob. Dorsal fin (as seen in figure) begins

slightly behind upper anterior angle of opercle, and the roots of first .and

second spines seem close together; third spine highest, the following ones

slightly decreasing to the eleventh, last soft ray forked; caudal truncate;

second and third anal spines about equal, origin of fin under origin of soft

dorsal; pectorals reaching beyond vent, rather abruptly truncate, fan-

shaped, the base about equal to orbit; first 2 rays simple, following 9

branched, only the tips free, the last 8 simple, exserted for i their length.

Ventrals reaching neai'ly to anal, inner ray not attached to body by mem-
brane. No lacinite on either head or body, each spine of dorsal tipped with
a short filament. Scales ctenoid; cheeks, opercles, maxilla, and breast

scaly; snout and lower jaw naked; soft dorsal, anal, and pectoral scaly at

base; lateral line nearly straight, 29 to 30 scales, each with a little spine-

like point directed toward the tail. Pale flesh color, with 5 darker or

brighter irregular broad scarlet bauds, often mottled or suffused with

dusky, disappearing m\ middle of sides, the first and smallest under origin,

the fourth under end of dorsal fin, the last at base of caudal ; all fins scar-

let without spots or l)ars; spinous dorsal mottled, its spines and filaments

tipped with white ; soft dorsal, ventral, and anal edged with white ; head
bright scarlet; opercle clouded with a large suffused patch of leaden or

pale violet black; gill cavity deep mulberry black; back part of mouth
and tongue and gullet more or less doej) lead color, approaching black;

front of mouth and tongue pale or whitish; iris golden or topaz, shaded

Avith brown, pupil violet or opalescent. (Live examples taken in August
most brilliant scarlet imaginable, with the bands deeper, but pure intense

scarlet; eye singularly beautiful; anal fin broadly edged in front with

white.) Peritoneum intense shining inky or mulberry black. Five to 7

ca3ca. VertebriT? 10-{-15, rarely 14, including aurostyle. Length 1.5 inches

;

probably breeding in summer. (Lowe.) Madeira Islands, rare (Lowe);

ofl" eastern coast of United States, from New York to Cape Hatteras and
outward, and off the coast of western Florida, in 70 to 373 fathoms. (Goode
& Bean.) Very closely related to S. dactyloptcnis, with which it has been

confounded, {madenmsis, from Madeira.)

tiehastes imperialis, Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, 171, pis. 24 and 25, fig. 3, 1843-1800, Madeira;

not of CuviEE & Valenciennes.

Helicolenus maderensis, Goode &. Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 250, 1896, Gulf Stream,

off Cape Charles, Virginia, at Fish Hawk Station 897, lat. 37° 25' N., long. 74° 18'

W., in 157I fathoms. (Type, No. 26723.)

Sebastes dactylopterus, Guntuee, Cat., II, 99, 1860 ; in part.
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693. SCORP^NA (Artedi*) Linnaeus.

(Scorpion Fishes.)

Scorpcma, Artedi, Genera, 17, xs, 47, 1738.

Scorpcena, LINN.EDS, Syat. Nat., Ed. x, 266, 1758 (porcui).

Neosebastes, Guichenot, M6m.Soc. Sci. Nat. Cherbourg, SIII, 83, 1868 (panda).

Parascorpcena, Bleeker, Versl. Ak. Amst. (2), ix, pt. 3, 296, 1876 (pieta).

Pseudosebastes, Sauvage, Nouv. Arcb. Mas. (2), i, 1878, iii (boiigainvilUi)

.

Sebastapistes (Gill MS.) Streets, Bull. U. S.Nat. Mu3.,vii, 62, 1877 (stronaia).

Body oblong, somewhat compressed. Head Large, not much compressed,

naked above, and more or less uneven with spinous ridges, often with dermal

flaps. Mouth laiiic, with bands of villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and pal-

atines. Scales mostly ctenoid, of moderate size, often with skinny flaps.

Dorsal fin with 12 stout spines ; anal with 3 spines, the second commonly the

longest
;
pectorals large, rounded, the base usually procurrent ; some or all

of the upper rays divided, the lower simple ; veutrals inserted behind pecto- •

rals. No air bladder. Vertebrte 10+ 14= 24. Species numerous in the

tropical seas; fishes of singular forms and bright colors; the variation in

squamatiou and armature very great, but, as in most similar cases, it is

not easy to find definite characters for subdivision, {dnopitaiva, the

ancient name of Scorpcena scrofa, from dHopTtio^, scorpion, in allusion to the

dorsal spines, which inflict a very painful sting-like wound. The modern

Greek name of SnopTtaiva (Scorpwna scrofa). According to Apostolides,

(jKopitioc, is now the common name oi Scorpana porcus. ^%o/37rz'o?^scor-

pion. As name of a fish, Aristotle 1531f/, 20, 508?>, 17, 593rt 7, 598(( 14. It has

many pyloric appendages, breeds (spawns) twice a year, alternates lietween

the open sea and the shallow water along the shore; the 6Hopiti8£i, breed

in the open sea (ro TteXayo<i). (Athen., vii, 115. Num.) "Red (5Kop-

Ttioz" Hicesius says: "Of the 6Kopitioi one kind is pelagic, the other,

littoral; the former is a fiery red, the latter blackish." Epicharmus calls

the 6Kopitio<i itoiuiXoc,, variegated. It is solitary and eats seaweed. Aris-

totle mentions dHopitloi and dHopiti^Ei in different places. It is not clear

whether he means the same fish by these names. That we have frequently

eaten both dnopTtaiva and dnopnioi and that the flavors are different, no

one is ignorant. Archestratus, in his "Golden Words," says : "Buy the

small dKopitioc,, but beware of a big one." (Athen., viii, 52. ) The tawny,

pelagic dHopnioi are more nutritious than the large ones of the shoal

water near shore.) (Horace A. Hoftman.)

* The following European species of Scorpcena has been attributed to our fauna, prob-
ably by error:
Scorpcena po reus, LiNN^rs. (Pig-foot; Scorpene) : D. XIII, 10; A. Ill, 5; lateral line 40.

Body oblong, compressed; back somewhat elevated, highest at origin of spinous dorsal;

suborbital stay close to eye, without any pit between it and the eye; supraocular flap

broad, a little lower than" eye; no tiaps on posterior edge of preopercle, 4 on occipital

region, few along lateral line; preocular, supraocular, tympanic, occipital, exoccipital,

and nuchal sjiines present; a pit before occipital spines ; opercular and preopercular spines
short; maxillary reaching posterior margin of orbit. Scales present on postocular region
and upper part of preopercle ; scales on Dody somewhat regularly placed ; breast naked.
Fins high ; pectorals much less procurrent at base than in ,S'. 2)hi'mieri. reaching beyond
tips of veutrals, which reach anal; spines slender, the second anal slender, little longer
than third. Gill rakers short and thick. Reddish brown, much mottled above with
darker, and dotted with black ; much leas variegated than in S. plumieri; usually a black
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a. Breast 8caly.

b. Occiput with a distinct quadrate pit.

c. Supraocular tentacle less tlian twice diameter of orbit.

d. Dorsal rays XII, 9.

e. Top of head scaleless, 3 small spines on suborbital carina.

AGASSIZII, 2236.

ee. Top of head not wholly scaleless, tho interorbital space incompletely

scaled; suborbital carina with 6 spines. CEISTULATA, 2237.

dd. Dorsal rays XII, 10.

/. Anterior border of orbit with no distinct pit below it.

ff.
Suborbital stay with 3 distinct spines; third anal spine

longer and stronger than second. brasiliensis, 2238.

f/g. Suborbital stay without spines; cheeks more or less scaly;

second anal spine longer and stronger than third.

h. Pectorals 20, about 7 or 8 branched; ventrals reaching

beyond vent ; flap above base of pectoral with contin-

uous edge. HiSTRio, 2239.

hh. Pectorals 19, about 10 branched; ventrals not reaching

beyond vent; flap above base of pectoral much tat-

tered, pannosa, 2240.

ff. Anterior border of eye with a distinct pit between it and sub-

orbital stay.

i. Lateral lino with about 50 scales; no dermal flaps except small

ones along lateral line; supraorbital tentacles small; axil

pale, mostly unspotted. guttata, 2241.

ii. About 30 scales on lateral line, most of the scales with dermal

flaps ; supraorbital flap large, longer than eye ; axil black,

with large white spots.

j. Color rather pale or reddish; interorbital area narrow;

occipital pit deep. plitviieei, 2242.

jj. Color blackish; interorbital space broader and flatter;

occipital pit broader and less deep. mystes, 2243.

cc. Supraocular tentacle more than twice diameter of eye ; flaps on lateral line

longer than eye ; suborbital stay with a small spine near its center, another

at its posterior end ; axil gray with many small white spots.

GEANDICOENIS, 2244.

bb. Occiput with only a very shallow depression or none.

I: Pectoral with 4 or more branched rays.

I. Occiput with a very shallow but distinct depression : suborbtial stay evi-

dent, with several small spines. eussula, 2245.

II. Occiput with no depression, or only a slight crescentic notch; suborbital

stay very low, a minute spine at its posterior end. SONOe^, 2240.

kk. Pectoral with but 2 branched rays ; no pit at occiput. ineemis, 2247.

223G. ISCORP.E>'A AGASSIZII, Goodc & Bean.

Head about 2^; depth about 3; eye 2^ in head. D. XII, 9: A. Ill, 5; P.

20; scales 5-47-11, 28 tube.s iu lateral line. Width ol' head about ^ its

length; interorbital space nearly 5 in head. Supraocular ridge elevated

above general profile, snout alnuptly declivous and very short, less than

i length of eye. Maxilla reaching posterior margin of orbit, 2 in head

;

blotch on posterior half of spinous dorsal. Southern Europe ; a specimen said to have
been sent toCuvier from New York by Milbert, a statement extremely doubtful.
Scorpcena porcus, LiNNiEUS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 226, 1758, Mediterranean and ocean; after

Scorpcena pinnulis at ocnlis et nares of Aetedi; Cuvier it Valenciennes, Hist. Nat.
Poiss., IV, 300; Gunthee, Cat., ii, 107.
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mandible reaching heyond orlnt, about 4 in length of body, a little less

than 2 in head, with prominent syniphyseal knob. Nasal spines small, 3

spines at tojj of orbit, 1 in front and 2 behi'id; 2 spines on each side of

vertex and 1 on each side of nape ; a tympanic and a humeral spine ; two
sjiines on opercle, 5 on preopercle, the first with a small supplementary

spine at its l>ase, the strong preorbital spines overhang supraniaxilla

;

8nl)orbital carina feeble, with 3 small spines. Top of head scaleless;

sides ofhead incompletely scaled. Cephalic filaments all small, the longest

above orbit, al)out 3 in eye. Gill rakers 6-f 7. Distance of spinous dor-

sal from tip of snout equals length of its base; first dorsal spine 2 in

second; third to sixth about equal, 2 in head; penultimate spine 1^ in

last, which is about equal to orbit; longest ray about 2 in head; caudal

very long, its middle rays about 3 in length of body; anal origin under

eleventh dorsal spine, its base 2f in head, third spine very little longer

than second, twice as long as first, about equal to orbit; longest ray

little more than \ head. Vent under tenth dorsal spine. Pectoral very

long, longer than head, reaching to end of anal, the uppermost 1, and
the lower 10 simple, the others branched; ventral reaching origin of

anal, nearly t as long as head. Color above, light orange yellow, creamy
white below latei'al line; fins all pale. Length 3f inches. Mid-ocean,

N.lat. 230 13', W. Ion. 39^ 10', east of Cuba^ ("Named for Alexander

Agassiz in recognition of his eminent services in deep-sea explorations.")

Scorpcena agassizii, GOODE & Be^w, Oceanic Ichthyology, 247, fig. 243, 189G, N. lat. 23° 13',

V/. long. 39° 10', station 259, Steamer Blake. (Type in M. C. Z.)

2237. SC0RP.E1\A ( RISTULATA, Goode Sc Bean.

Head 2|, twice length of upper jaw; depth 3; depth of caudal peduncle

equal to snout ; eye nearly 3^ in head, f length of maxilla. D. XII, 9 ; A.

Ill, 5; P. 23; scales about 8-60-15; lateral line tubes about 35. Inter-

orl)ital space moderately concave, 4 in upper jaw, about 8 in head; mandi-

ble reaching to posterior margin of eye, slightly longer than postorbital

part of head; teeth in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines, a

naked si)ace at symphysis of maxillaries. Anterior nostril nearer eye than

tip of snout. A pair of spines on preorbital ; 6 spines on suborbital cai'ina;

5 on border of preoperculum, the uppermost largest, with a smaller sup-

plementary spine at its base; nasal spines developed; 3 supraorbital

spines on each side and 3 more on each side of the vertex and the nape;

a postocular (?) spine, a tympanic and 2 humerals; 2 thin, flat spines on

operculum. Nearly all spines of head with short filaments behind them,

longest filaments above orbit, scarcely ^ of eye; anterior nostril tubular,

with 2 dark-colored filaments. Gill rakers short, stout, the club-shaped

extremity armed with minute spines; 4 developed, and 2 rudiments

above angle, 8 developed on anterior limb, besides 5 sessile rudiments.

Pseudobrauchiae present. Interorbital space incompletely scaled; supra-

maxilla finely scaled. Distance of spinous dorsal from tip of snout equals

twice length of upper jaw, first spine equaling interorbital space,

second nearly twice as long, third about 3 in head, penultimate little
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more than \ length of last; longest soft dorsal ray \ base of spinous

dorsal. Caudal slightly rounded, middle rays nearly \ of head. Origin

of anal under last dorsal spine. Anal spines stout, second and third

about equal, al)Out twice as long as first, longest ray about 3 in head;

veuiral slightly longer than maxilla, not quite reaching vent
;
pectoral

reaching vent; 1 upper and 8 or 9 lower rays simple, the other 13

divided. Color (in alcohol) light orange yellow, a faint dusky Idotch on

upper part of opercle; an irregular area of dusky under second half of

spinous dorsal extending down to about middle of l>ody; another ill-

defined blotch f length of eye on basal half of soft dorsal ; membrane of

spinous dorsal beginning behind fourth spine intermingled with dusky.

Length 6 inches. Only the type knoAvn. Deep water off coast of Georgia.

(Goode & Beau.) {cristulatus, with a small crest or tuft.)

Scorpcena crishdata, Goodk & Bean, Oc. Icbth., 246, fig. 242, ]896, N. lat. 30o44',W. Ion.

79° 26', off Georgia, in 440 fathoms, at Albatross Station 2415. (Type, No. 39326.)

ficorpwtm schinita, Kuhler, Ann. Univ. Lyons, xxvi, 474, 524, pi. 27, figs. 4 to 6, 1896, Bay
of Biscay, in 700 fathoms.

2238. SCOEP.EIVA BRASILIENSIS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Head 2J; depth 2| to 3; orbit 4 in head. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5 (5^);

transverse rows of scales (oblique) about 25 to 30, (vertical) 50 to 60;

tubes 25 to 30. Body short, compressed, profile convex, depth of caudal

peduncle a little less than 4 in head. Head compressed; interorbital

space narrow, a little more than I orbit, about 7 in head, deeply concave,

deepest between preocular spines, and with 2 marked longitudinal ridges

on frontal bones, parallel with the supraocular ridges; a deep pit at the

occipnt, deepest behind, its anterior side sloping back from base of coro-

nal (tympanic) spines, its posterior side nearly vertical; preocular, supra-

ocular, postocular, and coronal (tympanic) spines moderate, parietal and
nuchal spines sharpest, their ridges thin and sharji; exoccipital spines

and ridges present; spine between orbit and occipital small, not bifid.

Preorbital very broad, with 2 sharp spines; no pit between anterior infe-

rior border of orbit and suborbital stay, the latter low, witli 2 or 3 small

spines; upjiermost preopercular spine much the longest, a small spine at

its base, the others very small or almost obsolete; opercular spines rather

small, with not very prominent ridges; all ridges of head less prominent

than in Scorpacna plumicH. Jaws equal, the lower with a small symphy-
seal knob ; maxillary reaching posterior edge of pupil, about 2J in head

;

teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines in rather narrow bands. Pseudo-

branchi;p reaching down nearly to epihyal bone; gill rakers short, com-

pressed, about 7 on anterior limb. Dorsal fin deeply notched, membrane
reaching halfway up the twelfth spine; dorsal spines slender, low, the

longest equal to maxillary, about 2} in head; soft rays higher, about If

in head ; anal spines graduated, the second a little the thickest, soft rays

If in head ; caudal truncate, or very slightly ronnded
;
pectoral reaching

beyond origin of anal, a little shorter than head, its base not procurrent,

the 10 lower rays slightly thickened, exserted and simple, the upper
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rays (except the uppermost one) branched; ventrals reaching beyond

vent, the last soft ray attached to the body for | of its length by a rather

broad membrane. Supraocular flap long and slender, longer than orbit, a

little more than 3 in head; preocular flap small; flaps at base of spines of

preorbital and lower spines of preopercle, small ones on cheeks, mem-

brane of spinous dorsal, and on many of the scales of the body; larger

flaps on lateral line and along base of dorsal fin. Scales large, rather

smooth, with membranaceous edges; a few rudimentary scales on front and

flap of opercle, on preopercle and lower part of cheek; breast with small

scales. Color dusky olivaceous or brownish, whitish below; a few large

diffuse dark spots on sides above, nearly as large as eye; the posterior

part of each scale darker, giving a slight speckled appearance; axil pale

with small dark spots, which are also sparsely present along lower part

of sides
;
pectorals mottled, faintly banded, their lower part paler ; spi-

nous and soft dorsal and anal irregularly marbled ; caudal with median and

terminal blackish bauds ; ventrals dusky at tip ; sides of head dark, with

some small darker spots; snout, interorbital space, and tip of maxillary

dark, faintly marbled ; under side of head whitish or marbled with brown-

ish
;
peritoneum white. Atlantic coast, from Charleston to Eio Janeiro.

The specimens on which this description is leased are from Pensacola,

Florida, {hraailiensis, from Brazil.)

Scorpmm hrasHiensis, Cuvier & Yalenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 305, 1829, Brazil;

GuNTHER, Cat., n, 112, 1860 ; Jordan, Cat. Fish., 109, 1885 ; Meek & Newland, Proc. Ac.

Nat. Sci. Phila. 1885, 395, 399.

Scorpcena stearn^i, Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns. 1882, 421, Pensacola, Florida

(Coll. Silas Stearns); Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 614; Jordan &
GU.BERT, Synopsis, 951, 1883.

2239. SCORP.ENA HISTBIO, Jenyns.

Head 2;,- (2^ in total length) ; depth 3^ (4 in total length) ; width of head

over preopercles 3|; orbit high up, 4J in head. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; P.

20; transverse (obli(iue) rows of scales 25; tubes of lateral line 23 to 25.

Body compressed, its width at base of pectorals 2 in head ; caudal peduncle

short, its depth a little less than orbit. Head heavy, its depth and width

equal. Interorbital space narrow, 2 in orbit, deeply concave, the con-

cavity with sloping edges and rounded bottom, and without prominent

ridges; preocular ridges very thick, prominent, with strong, prominent

spines; supraocular ridges thin, high, with very blunt spines; postocular

spines on rim of orbit, external and posterior to supraoculars ; another

small spine on rim of orbit below and a little behind postocular; the bifid

spine a little behind middle of posterior margin of orbit, and behind this

a small exoccipital spine with a thin tjrominent ridge; a pair of sharp

"coronal" spines, with small pits in front of them; thin, rather high

parietal and nuchal ridges, of about equal length, with blunt spines.

Occiput with a pit of moderate depth, its longitudinal width 1;^ in its

transverse width, continuous on each side, between "coronal" spine and

parietal ridge, with a pit behind superior posterior border of orbit, its

anterior side 8loi)ing backward, its posterior side nearly vertical, sloping

slightly forward between anterior edge of parietal ridges. Nasal spines
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atrong, nearly vertical. Preorbital Tcry wide, without prominent ridges,

its inferior border lobate, with 2 or 3 small spines ; no pit under orbit, but

a broad shallow depression under whole length of orbit; suborbital ridge

quite far from eye, equidistant from lower edge of eye and upper edge of

maxillary, its carina composed of 3 or 4 minor ridges, each beginning

above the one in front of it and ending below the one behind it; a single

small spine at posterior end of last ridge. Uppermost preoiiercular spine

longest, a little below the line of suborbital ridge, with a small spine

above its base in line with the ridge; the second, third, and fourth spines

successively smaller, the fifth obsolete. Opercle with 2 somewhat diverg-

ing flat ridges, ending in strong spines; 3 thin, sharp, plate-like ridges on
shoulder; first 2 scales of lateral line with bony keels. Mouth very large,

nearly horizontal, wholly below inferior edge of orbit; maxillary reach-

ing beyond iiosterior edge of orbit, very slightly more than 2 (2^) in

head; jaws equal, the lower without prominent symphyseal knob; broad

bands of teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Pseudobranchi.ne large,

reaching down nearly to epihyal bone; gill rakers very short, broad, with

many minute spines, about 12 in all, about 8 developed and 3 or 4 rudi-

ments. Scales moderate, mostly cycloid (or very weakly ctenoid); ver-

tex, interorbital space, snout, cheeks above suborbital ridge, and l)oth

jaws naked; smaller, embedded scales behind orbit, on base and flaji of

opercle, and below suborbital stay; breast scaly. Anterior nostril with
laciniate flaps. Supraocular flaps minute; numerous flaps on sides of

body and prcopercle, preorbital, and under lower jaw; a few minute ones

on sides of head. A very broad continuous flap, width about Ih in orbit,

aboA'e base of pectoral, parallel with edge of opercle. Origin of dorsal

opposite upper angle of gill opening, not deeply notched, the spines only

moderately esserted; third and fourth spines equal, longest twice as long

as first, about 2f in head, the following spines gradually and slightly

decreasing to the eleventh, which is a very little longer than first; longest

soft rays about equal to longest spine; caudal truncate, If in head;

second anal spine a little longer than third, about 2f in head; soft rays a

little longer than second spine, reaching base of caudal; pectoral 3i in

length of body, reaching nearly to origin of anal, the base procurrent, its

width 3i in head, the 11 or 12 lower rays a little thickened, simple, hardly

at all exserted, the next 8 or 9 rays much longer, branched, the upper-

most one simple; ventrals reaching a little beyond vent, 2 in head.

Color in alcohol: Top of head and sides dark brown with a slight wash of

cherry red, belly white; cheeks under eyes mottled with light and dark;

3 to 5 small dark l)ands or spots between orbit and suborbital stay; soft

dorsal dark; membrane of spinous dorsal and base of soft dorsal strongly

washed with cherry red ; a similar spot on opercular flap; some of the

flaps of the sides of same color, others white; pectorals with 3 dark
bars alternating with lighter, the axils cloudy; caudal with 2 broad
dark bars, the lighter bands much mottled with white

;
posterior part of

sides with several white spots; a narrow black band across top of

peduncle just in front of caudal;* peritoneum white. Length 9 inches.

* Jenyns quotes Darwin's color notes: '! Whole body scarlet red, fins rather paler, with
small irregularly shaped black spots."
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Panama to Juan Fernandez. The specimen from which this description

is taken is from Charles Island, Galapagos Archipelago; recorded from

Juan Fernandez, Galapagos Archipelago, Chinchas Islands, and Panama

;

a shore lish. (histrio, a stage player.)

Scoipaina histrio, Jenyns, Zool. Voy. Beagle, J'ishes, 35, pi. 8, 1842, Chatham Island,

Galapagos Archipelago (Coll. Darwin); GiJNTHER, Cat., n, 115,1860; Steindachnek,

IcLtbyologiaclie Beitrage, n, 8, 1875; Jordan, Prcc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1883, 292;

Meek & Xewland, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1885, 395, 399; Jordan & Bollman,

Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 182.

2240. SCORPiEXA PAOOSA, Cramer.

Head 2i
(2f in total length) ; depth 3 (3f in total length) ; width at base

of pectorals 4; width of head over preopercles 3|. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5;

pectorals 19; transverse (oblique) rows of scales 25; lateral line (tubes)

about 25. Body compressed. Caudal peduncle short, its depth a very

little less than orbit. Depth and width of head about equal. Orbit high

up, 41 in head; interorbital space narrow, 2 in orbit, deeply concave,

without i)romiueut ridges; preocular ridges thick and prominent, with

strong spines; supraocular ridges thin, with blunt spines; postocular

spines on rim of orbit rather sharper; no small spine on rim of orbit

behind and external to the jjostocular; a bilid spine behind middle of

posterior rim of orbit, and behind this a thin exoocipital ridge with a

blunt spine; a pair of sharp, broadly triangular "coronal" spines with

small pits between them and the supraoculars; thin parietal and nuchal

ridges of about equal length, with rather blunt spines; occipital pit of

moderate depth, its longitudinal width If in the transverse width, its

anterior side sloping backward, its posterior side sloping slightly back-

ward, forming a shallow i^ocket in posterior part of pit ; the pit is contin-

uous on each side between coronal spine and parietal ridge, with a pit

behind postero-superiur border of orbit; nasal spines .sharp, strong
;
pre-

orbital very broad, with moderate ridges, its inferior border lobate, with

1 small spine directed forward, another downward; no pit uuder orbit,

but a broad, shallow depression lietweeu orbit and suborbital ridge; sub-

orbital ridge well separated from eye, equidistant from lower rim of

orbit and upper edge of maxillary, and comjiosed of 3 or 4 minor ridges,

each beginning above the one in front of it, and ending under the one

behind it; a single small spine at posterior end of last ridge; uppermost

preopercular spine longest, a little below the line of the suborbital ridge;

above its base is a small spine nearlj^ in line with the ridge ; second, third,

and fourth preopercular spines successively smaller, the fifth obsolete;

opercle with 2 diverging flat ridges with strong spines; three thin,

sharp ridges on shoulder; first 2 scales of lateral line with bony keels.

Mouth large, nearly horizontal, wholly below inferior rim of orl)it; max-
illary reaching about to posterior margin of pupil, 2^ in head; jaws equal,

the lower without prominent symphyseal knob ; broad bands of teeth on

jaws, vomer, and palatines. Pseudobranchiie large, reaching down nearly

to epihyal bone. Gill rakers very short, broad, with many minute spines

;

about 6 developed, the anterior rudiments tending to form a continuous
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spinous ridge. Scales inoflerate, mostly cycloid (or very weakly ctenoid ?)

;

vertex, interorbital space, snout, both jaws, and cheeks above suborbital

stay, naked; small embedded scales behind orbits, on cheeks below sub-

orbital stay, on base and Hap of opercle ; scales on breast small. Ante-

rior nostrils with broad, leaf-like laciniate flaps; preocular flaps minute,

supraocular flaps long, more than \ orbit, about \ as broad as long;

numerous flaps on back and sides, on opercle, and edge of preopercle

and preorbital; a few small ones on cheek and on eye above pupil; a

large, much-incised and divided flap above base of pectoral parallel with

edge of opercular flap, its length about 1^ in orbit. Origin of dorsal

opposite upper angle of gill opening ; dorsal fin not very deeply notched,

the spines only moderately exserted, third and fourth spines equal, about

2| in head, the following spines decreasing to the eleventh, which its 1^

times as long as the first; longest soft rays about equal to longest spines;

caudal truncate or very slightly rounded, If in head ; second anal spine

a little longer than third, aboat 2^ in head; soft rays a little longer than

second spine, not quite reaching l)ase of caudal; jiectorals about Si'V in

length of body, reaching nearly to origin of anal ; the base procurrent,

its width about 3i iu head; rays 19, lower 8 simple, slightly exserted and
thickened, the next 10 branched, much longer, the uppermost simple;

ventrals reaching only to vent. General color apparently scarlet ; cheeks

under orbits mottled with small, dark, mostly round spots ; dorsal and
pectoral pale, with slight cloudings and small spots of dark; flaps of sides

pale or scarlet, caudal with 2 faint cross bars of dark sjiots, faint white

spots on the lighter bands; no trace of white spots on posterior part of

sides, and no trace of dark band across top of caudal peduncle; axils

pale, with apparently 3 or 4 darker spots ; a large dark spot on side behind

opercular flap ; 2 narrow dark bands under posterior half of spinous dor-

sal, reaching on to abdomen, a broader one under soft dorsal
;
peritoneum

white.

This species is very closely related to Scorjuena liistrio, Jenyns, from which

it differs in the following points

:

Scorpcena pannoea.

Nineteen pectoral rays, the lower 8 sim-

ple, the next 10 branched, the uppermost

simple.

Occipital pit deeper behind, its posterior

wall slanting backward. Its longitudinal

width 15 in the transverse width.

Maxillary does not reach posterior border

of orbit, 2J in head.

Ventral fins reaching only to vent.

Soft rays of anal not quite reaching base

of caudal.

Scorpcena liistrio.

Twenty pectoral rays, the lower 11 or 12

simple, the next 7 or 8 branched, the upper-

most simple.

Longitudinal widtli of occipital pit l.j in

tlie transverse width.

Maxillary reaches beyond posterior bor-

der of orbit, very slightly more than 2 (2^^)

in head.

Ventral fins reaching beyond vent, about

J of distance from vent to front of anal.

Soft rays of anal reaching base of caudal.
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Scorpcma pannom. 1
Scorpcena histrio.

Broad flap above base of pectoral much
|

Broad flap above base of pectoral with a

incised and tattered. nearly continuous head.

Gill rakers fewer, the rudiments on the

front part of the anterior limb apparently

forming a continuous spinulous ridge.

No small spine on rim of orbit behind I A small spine on rim of orbit behind post-

postocular spine. |

ocular spine.

No trace of white spots on posterior parts
;

Several white spots on posterior part of

of sides or of a small dark bar across back sides, and a .small dark bar across back of

of caudal peduncle. caudal peduncle.

A distinct large dark spot on side behind No distinct dark spot on side behind oper-

opercular flap. Pectorals and soft dorsal cular flap. Pectorals and soft dorsal with

with very little dark.
;

much dark.

General color in alcohol faded scarlet.
j

General color in alcohol dark brown and

cherry red.

Supraocular flap large, more than A orbit, i
Supraocular flap small.

lu his original description of Scorpama histrio from Galapagos Islands

(length 9 inches), Jeuyns gives the following details: Maxillary reaching

posterior margin of orbit; small spine on rim of orbit behind postocular

spine present only on left side (entirely absent in a smaller specimen);

conspicuous (large) palmated supraocular Haps; eleventh dorsal spine a

little longer than the lirst; 20 pectoral rays, the 10 lower simple, the next

9 branched, the uppermost one simple. His 2 specimens exactly agree

in number of fin rays. The plate accompanying his description (both

description and plate based on same specimen) gives the 12 lower pectoral

rays simple.

Unfortunately, we have only 1 specimen of Scorpcena histrio from Galapa-

gos Islands and 1 of S. pannosa t'Tom Panama for comparison. It would

be very desirable to have a series for comi)arison in order to determine

the amount of variation in the color and in the other points in which the 2

species difi'er from each other. (Cramer.) Panama; only the type (7i

inches long) known, {pannosus, tattered; referring to the shoulder llap.)

Scorpcena pannosa, Crajier, in Gujjert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1896, 446, pi. 42, Panama.

(Type, No. 47573, TJ. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Albatross.

)

2241. SCORPJENA GUTTATA, Girard.

(SCORPENE; SCORPION; SCULPIN.)

Head 2f to 2|; depth 3 to 3J. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; lateral line 30

(tvibes), 50 to 60 scales. Body robust, little compressed; iuterorbital

space not very deeply concave; a pit at the vertex in front of occipital

ridges, much broader than long, narrowest at the middle line, its anterior

edge running outward and forward on each side to base of tympanic

spine. Mouth very broad, little oblique, lower jaw included; maxillary

very broad posteriorly, 2i in head, reachiug posterior margin of orbit.

Gill rakers very short, broad, compressed. Cranial spines bluntish,
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high; preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, parietal, nuchal, and

occipital spines present, besides a bifid spino between the exoccipital and

orbit; upper preopercnlar spine much the longest; opercular spines not

large; suprascapular spines 3, knife-like; the preorbital with 3 or 4 mod-

erate ridges diverging forward and ending in spines; a small distinct pit

between lower anterior margin of orbit and suborbital stay, the latter

moderately carinate, with sometimes 2 or 3 bluntish sjiines. Head naked

;

breast and regions before pectorals covered with small embedded scales

(with exception of opercular tlap) ; anterior margin of preorbitals, margin

of pi-eopercle, and nostrils with skinny Haps; a rather small flap behind

preocular spine, a larger one between supra and post ocular spines, a

little more than 2 in orbit, besides several smaller ones on various parts

of the head. Scales small, nowhere distinctly ctenoid ; nearly every scale

on the upper parts of body with a small membranaceous Hap, the flaps

larger along lateral line. Dorsal spines high, higher than the soft rays, the

longest 2^ in head ; second anal spine longest and much the strongest, 3

in head; pectoral very broad, short, and rounded, its lower rays procur-

rent, its tip reaching Ijeyond the ventrals to vent, its base more than \ in

head, its length 3.^ in body, the 10 lower rays simple, thickened, the rest

(except the uppermost one) branched; caudal rounded. Brown, irregu-

larly mottled and blotched with rosy purplish and pale olive; opercles

and cheeks, a bar behind eye, and 5 or 6 large blotches at base of dorsal,

purplish; head, back, and sides with many small round dark-olive spots;

belly unspotted ; thoracic region pink; spinous dorsal blackish, its middle

part with many roundish pale spots, forming a continuous stripe, besides

smaller black spots; caudal and pectoral with vertical bars of dark and
pale spots; soft dorsal and anal spotted; ventrals pinkish, little spotted;

jaws and branehiostegals yellowish, more or less mottled; axil pale, with

round dark spots; peritoneum white. Length 12 inches. Pacific coast

of America, from Monterey to Ascension Island, on the west coast of Lower
California; very abundant about San Diego; a good food-fish. Here de-

scribed from San Diego specimens, (guttatua, sjieckled.)

Scorpcena guttata, Gieard, Proc. Ac. ISTat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 145, Monterey (Coll. Lieut.

Trowbridge) ; Girard, V. S. Pac. 11. E. Surv., x, Fishes, 77, pi. 17, figs. 1 to 4, 1858 ; Jor-

dan & Gilbert, Synopsis, G79, 1883; Meek ..»c Nkwland, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila.

1885, 396, 399.

iSebastapistes guttatus, Streets, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., vn, 62, 1877.

iiii. SC'ORP.E>A PLCJIIERI, Bloch.

(Rascacio.)

Head 2i in length; depth 3. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; lateral line 40 (rows

of scales) about 25 pores. Body short and thick. Head irregular in

form, with numerous grooves and pits, and many fleshy flaps ; a large deep

pit below the eye, between it and the front of suborbital stay; supraocu-

lar flap at least as high as eye; large flaps on preorbital and edge of pre-

opercle, preocular, supraocular, postocular, coronal (tympanic ?), parietal,

nuchal, and exoccipital spines present; a deep pit behind coronal spines,

as long as broad; preopercnlar and opercular spines moderate, bluntish,
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suborbital stay prominent, with 3 or 4 sharp spines; a few scales on pie-

opercle and opercular flap ; head otherwise naked ; maxillary reaching to

behind eye, not quite \ head; lower jaw included; breast covered with
small embedded scales; scales of body large, not ctenoid, firm, many of

them with membranaceous flaps; lateral line with a series of fleshy flaps.

Dorsal low, the highest spine 2| in head, somewhat lower than the soft

rays; pectorals very broad, procurrent, reaching about to front of anal
fin; second anal spine very robust, 2f in head, much larger than third;
the ridges, spines, and grooves of head all exaggerated; a small bifid

spine between orbit and exoccipital spine; interorbital space deeply con-

cave, the pit at occiput bowl shaped ; maxillary reaching nearly to poste-

rior margin of eye; jaws about equal; teeth on jaws in rather broad
bands, those on vomer and palatines in narrow bands

;
gill rakers very

short, as broad as high; pseudobranchi;e large; orbit high up, 5 in head;
preorbital wide, corrugated with about 4 radiating ridges, its inferior

border with 3 blunt spines ; base of pectoral 2\ in head, the 10 or 11 lower
rays simple, a little thickened and exserted, tire upper rays (except the
uppermost one) branched; second anal spine somewhat longer than third.

The color highly variegated, subject to much variation; sand color, with
2 broad blackish shades on the body and 1 on the head; belly purplish;
lower side of head finely speckled in all shades of light, dark, and pearly
bluish ; upper parts covered with whitish cirri and profusely speckled, the
surface looking as if covered with sand; eye with radiating dark spots;

dorsal covered like body, with some well-marked whitish spots; dark
band of body passing on to second dorsal; caudal variously mottled, with
3 pale and 3 black bands; anal whitish, variegated with reddish and
black ; ventral similar, with more maroon red

;
pectoral still more varie-

gated, the tip scarlet shaded ; inside of pectoral largely bright yellow,

then blackish, tinged with cherry red ; axil jet black, with large, round,
white spots; lips barred with black and whitish; membranes and angle of
mouth light bright yellow; peritoneum' white. Some examples, espe-

cially old ones, taken in red algaj, largely scarlet on body and fins. West
Indies and Brazil, north to Florida; very common everywhere from the
Florida Keys southward. (Named for Father Charles Plumier.)

Scorpcena plumieri, Bloch, Nya. Haudl. Stookh., x, 234, 1789, Martinique ; Bloch &
Schneider, 194, 1801; Gunther, Cat., ii, 113, I860; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 680,

1883; Jordan, Proc.U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 137; Meek & Newland, Proc.Ac. Nat. Sci.

Phila. 1885, 396, 400 ; Gunther, Challenger Eeport, Shore Fishes, vol. I, Part vi, 9, 1880.

Scorpcena bvfu, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 306, 1829, Martinique.
Scorpwna rascacio. Poet, Synopsis, 303, 1868, Havana.

2243. SCORPJINA MTSTES, Jordan & Starts.

(Lapon.)

Head 2i; depth 3^. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; scales about 30; orbit 6i in

head; maxillary 2; pectoral 2; highest dorsal spine 3^; second anal spine

3 ; caudal 2. Body robust, not much compressed ; interorbital space wide,
not deeply concave, i wider than orbit ; a pit between preorbital and eye,

and a broad depression behind coronal spines; membranaceous flaps on
3030 39
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preoibital, edge of preopercle, over nostrils, and above eyes; preocular,

supraocular, tympanic, coronal, occipital, nuchal, and exoccipital spines

present. Maxillary reaching to behind eye; lower jaw included. Gill

rakers short and thick, about 3-f6; head naked, with the exception of a
few embedded scales on preopercle and posterior part of opercle ; scales

on body large, many of them with membranaceous flaps. Olive brown,
almost black, marbled with light drab; opercular flap with pale edge;

the tins much spotted and marbled, all except spinous dorsal, with white

margin, more distinct in the young; caudal flu showing 3 indistinct cross

bars; axil jet-black, with white spots. Allied to Scorjtwna jilwrnieri Bloch,

which species it represents on the Pacific Coast and from which it differs

in having a wider and flatter interorbital area; the lower jaw wider and
more rounded in frout; the knob at symphysis not so sharp and projecting;

the pit behind coronal spines broader and not so deep, and the color

darker. Length 15 inches. Pacific coast of America, Guaymas to Panama,
generally common on rocky shores. {i.iv6Tr)<;, priest.)

Scorpwna mystes, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 491, pi. 52, Mazatlan. ( Types,
Nos. 1501, 1616, 1617, 2919, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Hopkins Exp. to Mazatlan.)

2244. SCORPiENA GRANDICOBNIS,* Cuvier & Valenciennes.

(Lion Fish.)

Head 2^; depth 2^, D. XII, 9; A. Ill, 5; lateral line 26 (pores). Body
rather stout ; deeper than in Scor2)a'na plumlcri and much less variegated

in color; sides and head with dermal flaps; flaps on lateral line long; a

slight depression below eye; "coronal" spines none; suborbital stay with
about 2 small spines, 1 near middle, the other behind ; occipital i)it very

deep ; spines of head sharp ; a few scales on opercle ; breast with rudi-

mentary scales; supraocular flap very large, Avide, and fringed, more than

\ length of head, reaching to beyond front of dorsal; eye about 4 in head;

maxillary reaching posterior margin of eye, 2\ in head. Dorsal spines

higher than in related species, the highest equal to second spine of anal

and about I head. Gray, with brown shades and faint cross bars; sides

with numerous bright yellow spots in life; axil dark gray, Avith round,

white dots, each surrounded by a dark ring; pectoral largelj' blackish

above, a black blotch at base below, the fin largely tinged with yellow,

especially on the inner side; sujiraocular filament blackish, with gray
fringes ; soft dorsal largely blackish toward the tip ; spinous dorsal chiefly

dusky; ventral tipped with Idackish; anal with 3 black bands, caudal

with 2, a faint band at its base. Florida Keys to Brazil ; common in shal-

low water among alga^, ; a fish of striking appearance, much dreaded by

the fishermen. The specimens here described from Key West, {grandis,

large; cornu, horn.)

* The shore species of Scorpcena found in the waters of the United States may be dis-

tinguished by the color of the axillary region, as follows :

S. guttata, pale, usually unspotted; 1 or 2 dark spots behind it.

S. plumieri, jetblack, with a few large white spots.

S. brasiliensis, pale, witli several round, blackish .spots.

S. inerinis, pale, with dark specks, and a dark spot above.
S, grandicornis, dusky gray, with uuiuerous white stellate spots. (Jordan.)
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Scorpama grandicornis, CvvTER &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., rv, 309, 1829, Martin-
ique, Porto Rico, Havana, San Domingo

; GiJNTHER, Cat., II, 114, I860; Poey, Synop-
818 303, 1868; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 138; Jordan, Cat. Fish., 109,' 1885;
Meek & Newland, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci., Pbila. 1885, 396, 401.

2245. SCORPiElVA RUSSULA, Jordan & BoUman.

Head 2i to 2^ (3 to 3^) ; depth 3^ to 3i (4 to 4i). D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5;
lateral line 45 to 47. Body robust, compressed ; back little elevated

;
pro-

file very gently arched from snout to origin of spinous dorsal. Eye large,
3i^ in head. Mouth large ; maxillary reaching posterior margin of pupil^
2 in head. Snout 4^ in head. Interorbital space narrow, concave, its
width a little less than ^ eye. Occipital and suborbital pits absent. Gill
rakers short and thick, 5 or 6 developed. Nasal spines short and sharp,
not longer than length of nostrils; preocular spine very prominent'
larger than others on top of head; supraocular spine not so strong as
postocular and tympanic, which are close together, the latter followed by
a low striate ridge which bears the low occipital and nuchal spines; no
coronal spines

; temporal ridge prominent, ending in a spine, and with 2
blunt spines in front; below these, and about halfway to suborbital stay,
another small and blunt spine; preorbital with 2 large forward projectino-
spines in front; suborbital stay with a prominent ridge which bears a
small spine below anterior margin of pupil, and 2 more behind posterior
margin (in the young the first of these 2 is absent). Preopercle with 4
distinct spines, besides some 4 smaller projections, the largest spine with
a small one immediately below; opercular spines 2, large and sharp, the
lower the longer. Scales small, scarcely ctenoid, those on belly much
reduced

;
breast and region in front of pectorals and ventrals scaled ; ante-

dorsal region with 3 or 4 rows of embedded scales; temporal region with
a few embedded scales ; cheek with about 4 rows of large scales below
the suborbital stay; membrane of opercles with a few scales, the opercle
itself naked; scales of body without fleshy flaps. Supraorbital tentacle
developed in the young, disappearing in the adult. Dorsal spines not as
high as soft rays, the fin deeply notched ; first spine 2 in eye, second If,
third almost equaling eye, fourth and fifth almost equal, 3 in head, twelfth
3i in head; longest soft ray of dorsal 2* in head; first anal spine 2^ in
second or 2 in eye, second anal spine longer than third and equal to eye;
longest soft ray equaling that of dorsal; pectorals long, 1+ in head, the
lower 14 rays simple, the next 6 branched, the uppermost 1 simple; 'ven-
tral reaching vent, very slightly more than 2 in head; caudal equal to
pectoral. Color, dark brown above, probably crimson in life, pale below
level of upper half pectorals ; upper half of head dark but without any
distinct spots, the back more or less mottled with dusky; spinous dorsal
with a dusky band at base and another across its middle; soft dorsal dark
at base and with 3 or 4 irregular rows of small, obscure brownish spots;
caudal tipped with black, traces of a narrow dark bar across its middle;
pectorals slightly tipped with black, the middle slightly mottled; ven-
trals and anals pale or with traces of black on tips of rays; peritoneum
white. Length 6 inches. Pacific coast of Colombia. Numerous specimens
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were dredged at a depth of 33 fathoms nt Alhatross Stations 2795 and 2797.

(Jordan &, Bollmau.) (rmsidus, reddish.)

Scorpoma russula, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, ICD, Pacific coast of

Colombia. (Type, No. 41160. CoW. Albatross.)

2246. SCORPiENA SOIVOR.E, Jenkius & Evenuann.

Head 2^ (3 in total) ; depth 3^ (4^) ; eye 3 in head. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5;

scales 6-47-15. Body oblong, slightly compressed ; back not greatly ele-

vated; profile gently arched from snout to origin of first dorsal, and but

little conA'ex from there to caudal fin; ventral profile nearly straight to

origin of anal, where it makes a broad angle with line to base of caudal.

Head large, little compressed. Month large, oblique; maxillary large,

triangular, 2J in head, extending to posterior margin of pupil
;
premaxilla-

rios with a deep sinus at the middle of their anterior margin into which fits

the slightly projecting lower jaw. Occiput having no distinct pit; no

pit between the lower anterior margin of the orbit and suborbital stay.

Teeth in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Suborbital with

a sharp ridge bearing 3 small spines, these in a line with a strong spine

on the preopercle; nasal spines small, with a prominence between them
made by the upper posterior tips of the premaxillaries ; the preopercular

spine the largest ; the supraocular ridge with 2 small spines a little behind

middle of eye; on the upper posterior margin of the orbit a strong tuber-

cle rising into 3 small spines from which a well-developed occipital I'idge

extends backward, ending in a sharp spine ; tympanic spines quite small

;

coronal ridges quite prominent, with at least 3 distinct spines on each

;

nuchal spines well developed ; opercle with 2 strong ridges, both begin-

ning at the same point on a level with the pupil and at a distance from it

equaling diameter of eye, the lower one running nearly horizontally back-

ward across the opercle, while the upper and weaker one diverges from it

at an angle of about 30 degrees and extends to the lateral line ; the length

of each of these ridges equaling diameter of eye, both ending in spines;

five preopercular sjiines, the uppermost much the largest, in a line

with the suborbital ridge, and with a very small spine on its ridge near the

middle; the second, or next spine below, is very short and inconspicuous;

the third short and broad and projecting slightly downward; the fourth

smaller than third and inclined still more downward; while the fifth

is still smaller and projects nearly at right angle with the first; sub-

orbital ridge prominent, bearing 2 small spines, the anterior one directly

Ijeneath the pupil, the other at anterior edge of preopercle. Origin of

spinous dorsal a little in front of opercular flap, its distance from snout 3

in body to base of caudal; first spine short, less than snout in length;

second spine equaling eye; third equaling distance from tip of snout to

middle of pupil; fourth, fifth, and sixth each a little longer; the remain-

ing 4 gradually shorter, the eleventh about as long as first, thus making
the fin emarginate ; all rather strong and pungent; the next spine slen-

der, greater than eye in length; distance from base of dorsal to caudal

not eciualiug height of the former; anal moderate, its height a little
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greater tliau its length, its origin under beginning of soft dorsal; the

first spine shorter than second spine of dorsal ; the second much stronger

and longer, \ length of head, longer than longest dorsal spine ; third more

slender, shorter, about equaling longest dorsal; soft rays about equaling

longest spine; anal and dorsal fins equally distant from caudal; pectorals

long, \-h in head, their tips just passing first anal spine, inserted a little

in advance of ventrals and much below axis of body ; the upper rays

branched; ventrals close together, moderate, just reaching vent; candal

moderate, about equaling pectorals in length. Cheeks well scaled, oper-

cles nearly naked, occipital region with a few poorly developed scales;

body covered with moderate cycloid scales, about 47 in a longitudinal and

21 in transverse series ; the lateral line beginning at the upper angle of

opercle, then curving downward to a line vertical from the tips of the

ventrals, and then upward to near middle of base of soft dorsal, from

which it is nearly straight to caudal fin ; but few dermal flaps upon scales.

Coloration in alcohol : body pale below, dark above, mottled with darker;

head dark, snout and jaws covered with fiuepunctulations; a dark blotch

between the eyes, an irregular blotch extending from below eye to edge

of opercle, and another on suborbital just below pupil; spinous dorsal

with 3 dark blotches at base extending onto body, outer edge mottled

with black; soft dorsal with a dark spot at the base, a black spot greater

than diameter of pupil on middle of outer part, and another on the tips

of the last rays; pectorals with 2 distinct black bars and mottled with

black near the base, the narrow outer edge white; axilla pale; ventrals

white on anterior half, the terminal half black; anal white, tips of last

rays with a l)lack spot; caudal with 3 black bands, the first partly on the

peduncle, the second about equaling + the eye in width, the posterior

edge at middle of fin ; the third on tip of fin, about equaling snout in

width. (Jenkins & Evermann.) Length about 4 inches. West coast of

Mexico; Guaymas, Mazatlau, etc. Common in shallow water. A small

species, closely allied to the group called Pontinus.

Scorpama sonorce, Jenkins &. Evehmann, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1888, 150, Guaymas, Sonora

(Type, No. 39644. Coll. Jenkinia fc Evermann) ; Jordan, Fishes of Sinaloa, in Proc.

Cal.Ac.Sci.1895,492.

2247. SCORP.EXA INEUMIS, Cuvier & Valenciennes.

Depth 4.} in total length. D. XII, 8; A. Ill, 5; P. 19. Body elongate;

opercular lobe short, 2* in head; eye 3i in head, equal to snout; interor-

bital space concave, 5 in diameter of eye ; orbit high up, maxillary reach-

ing posterior border of orbit; 2 pores along the lower jaw; the first sub-

orbital with 2 spines on its inferior border; preoxjercle spinous as in S.

plumieri, the other 8i)ines in the head less pronounced; the internal spine

("coronal'') of the principal frontal lacking; suprascapular with 2 par-

allel spines; spines of dorsal une([ual; pectoral rounded, its first 2 rays

simple l)ut articulated, the next 2 branched, the following 14 simple;

second anal spine very short, about 3 in height of body, almost equal to

diameter of eye; occiput without pit; supraorbital flap quite short, a
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very small one at the nostril; some small filaments on the sides and on

lateral line. Genoral color that of S. (/randicornis, Cuvier, marbled with

yellowish and brown, the belly paler; an obscure blotch on subopercle,

another on inferior base of pectoral; caudal with 3 vertical brown bauds

on a yellowish ground, 1 at base of lin, the second in middle, the third

terminal; eye marked with red and yellow; axillary region entirely

whitish ; no small white points on the scales of this region. Length 3f

inches. (Poey.) West Indies, north to Florida; recorded from Martinique,

Havana, and Clearwater Harbor, Florida. This species, with only 2 of the

pectoral rays branched (Goode & Beau, in their description of the Florida

typo, say "rays all or nearly all simple"), seems to form a transition to

the genus rontinus, which can l)c distinguished from Scorjunui only by the

undivided condition of the pectoral rays, {incrmis, unarmed.)

Scor2Jcena inermis, Cdvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 311, 1829, Martinique.

(Coll. M. Ricliard.)

Scorpcena occipitalis, POET, Memorias, n, 171, 1860, Havana; Poky, Synopsis, 303, 1868;

Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. A., 109, 1885; Meek & Kewland, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phiia.

1885, 397, 402.

Scorpcena calcarata* Goode & Bean, Proc.U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 422, Clearwater Harbor,

Florida (Type, No. 23566. Coll. Dr. J. W. Velie) ; Joedam & Gilbert, Synopsis,

952, 1883.

694. PONTINUS Poey.

Pontinus, Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, 11, 172, 1800 (castor).

Sebastoplus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1863, 208 (kuhlii).

This geuus differs from Scorpcena chiefly in having the pectoral rays all

simple and their tips only free ; anal with 5 to 9 rays ; suborbital keel com-

posed of 3 or 4 distinct, diiferentiated spines, 2 prominent retrorse spines

on each preorbital. No pit at occiput; scales ctenoid ; cheeks and oper-

cles usually scaly; pectorals not procurrent. The American species all

have D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5. {pontinus; pons, a bridge, referring to the sub-

orbital stay.)

* Here is given Goode & Bean's description of /Scocpoewa calcarata, whicli species Jor-

dan and Meek & Newlaud have identified with Scorpcena occipitalis, Poey:
Scorpcena calcarata, Goode & Bean,: Depth 3. D. XI-I, 9 ; A. Ill, 5 ; P. 19 ; lateral

line 28 (25 tubes) . Body moderate, robust ; eye large, nearly 3 in head ; lower jaw slightly

projecting, with a small symphyseal knob; maxillary reaching past pupil, its length J
head

;
preorbital with 3 diverging spines ; suborbital without pit, the bony stay moderate,

armed with 2 small spines ; nasal spines small ; interorbital space narrow, with 2 longi-

tudinal ridges, its width f length of eye ; cranial ridges rather low, with sharp spines,

arranged as in Scorpcena stearnsi. Occipital cavity almost obsolete, represented by a
slight depression; preopercular spines 5, the lowermost stout, directed downward and
forward, the uppermost rather long, more than i eye; opercular and scapular spines
moderate; supraocular flaps minute, a few other small flaps on head; cheeks with rather

large imbricated scales ; opercle with some scales anteriorly and on its flap ; breast scaly

;

scales of body large, not ctenoid, with few dermal flaps or none
;
pores of lateral line very

conspicuous ;
gill rakers short and small ; dorsal spines rather slender, the longest 2f iii

head; longest soft ray 2J in head; anal spines small, the second and third subequal, 3 in

head ; last ray largely united to belly by a membrane ; soft anal rays moderate ; ventrals

reaching past vent, 1§ in head; pectoral long, 14 in bead, its base oblique (procurrent), 2*

in head, the rays all (or nearly all) simple. Color essentially as in Scorpcena stearnsi (hra-

siliensis); axil of pectoral whitish, with dusky specks, a black spot at its upper edge;
ventrals mostly black. (Goode & Bean.) Clearwater Harbor, Florida.
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a. Base of pectoral broad, the fin fan-shaped.

h. Snout naked above as is the interorbital space.

c. Eleventh dorsal spine nearly as long a.s twelfth ; maxillary 2 in head ; inter-

orbital space 10 in head; eye 3 in head (young specimen). TJnifonu

rosy, intermingled with pearly white. maceolepis, 2248.

cc. Eleventh dorsal spine \ as long as twelfth.

d. Eye 5i in head; maxillary reaching f across eye; head 4 in total

length; spinous dorsal low; pectoral pointed; supraorbital ten-

tacle 5 in total length ; carmine red, withoixt marblings.

CASTOR, 2249.

dd. Eye 4 in head ; maxillary reaching anterior third of orbit ;
spinous

dorsal high
;
pectoral rounded ; carmine red, with vertical rosy

bands. POLLUX, 2250.

6&. Snout fully scaled above; interorbital space with few scales, top of head other-

wise entirely scaly. eathbuni, 2251.

aa. Base of pectoral narrow.

e. Head without filaments ; nape and top of snout scaly ; ventrals reaching vent.

Pectoral rays 16. longispinis, 2252.

ee. Head with simple slender filaments; top of head, including interorbital spi-ce

and top of snout, entirely scaled ; ventrals not reaching vent. Pectoral

rays 18. SIBBEA, 2253.

2248. PONTIXUS MACROLEPIS, Goode and Bean.

Head al30ut 2\ ; depth about 3 ; depth of caudal peduncle equal to snout.

D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; P. 17. Width of head about 2 lu its length. Scales

6-22 (tubes)-lO. Interorbital space deeply concave, 2 in snout, 10 in head.

Eye about 3 in head (in a young individual). Post orbital part of head

2 in distance from tip of snout to origin of spinous dorsal. Maxilla

reaching beyond middle of eye, 2 in head; mandible reaching to posterior

border of eye, about 2 in head, equal to length of ventral fin. Teeth in

villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatine; a naked space at symphy-

sis of intermaxillaries, into which fits a projecting spur at tip of mandi-

bles; mandible with slight symphyseal knob and 3 large pores along

middle of its surface. Nasal, preocular, supraocular, postocular, tym-

panic, parietal, and nuchal spines present; a paroccipital spine and 2

humerals; 2 stout, flat spines on opercle, 4 on preopercle, uppermost

largest, and with supplementary spine at its base, third larger than sec-

ond or foiirth. Suborbital carina consisting of 3 spines; 2 on prcorbital,

both bending backward. Four rudiments and 2 developed gill rakers

above angle, 9 developed rakers on anterior limb of arch, developed

rakers with small knob at tip. Preocular filament very short ; supraocular

filament about 3 in eye. Anterior nostril tubular, with thin narrow flap

;

distance between anterior nostril and eye equals interorbital width
;
pos-

terior nostril not tubular. Scales larger than in Poniinus longispinis or

castor. Interorbital space and top of snout scaleless; head otherwise

entirely scaly. Distance of dorsal from tip of snout twice the maxilla;

first spine f of second; third longest, about 2^ in head; penultimate spine

about 5, and last spine 4 in head ; first and last spines equal ; longest ray

about 3i in head; caudal almcst truncated, middle rays about 2 in head;

anal origin under second dorsal spine, length of base 4 in head; first spine

about 2| in second ; second 2! in head ; third shorter than second, about
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^\ in Lead; longest ray equals longest dorsal spine; pectoral reaching

vent, rays all simple, longest 3i in length of bodj^ ; ventral origin under

base of pectoral, reaching vent, 4 in length of body. Color (in fresh

specimen) uniform rosy, intermingled with pearly white; light areas most

conspicuous on fins ; anterior part of anal more intensely colored than any

other part of fish; cephalic tentacles pale, the supraocular pair with a

little band of rose a little below middle; pupil intense blue; iris golden

above and below, overlaid with rosy, greenish golden anteriorly and pos-

teriorly ; belly and throat pearly white ; the light areas on caudal simulate

bands. Total length 4 j inches ; to base of caudal, 2,1 inches. A single, small

individual, off Yucatan, in 130 fathoms. (Goode and Beau.) {/.laxpoc,,

large; Xsitii, scale.)

Poniinus macrolepis, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Iclitliyology, 257, lig. 247, 1896, N. lat. 20° 69'

30", W. Ion. 86° 23' 45", at Albatross Station 2354, off Yucatan, in 130 fathoms. (Type,

No. 3932-4.)

2249. PONTIMJS CASTOR, Poey.

Head 2i in total length; depth equal to distance from tip of snout to

limb of preopercle, 4 in total length. D. XII, 10 ; A. Ill, 5 ; V. 17. Eye 5^

in head ; snout pi-olongcd in front of orbit ; mouth very large ; maxillary

reaching f across eye; interorbital space very narrow; no pit at occiput;

Spores on each side along lower jaw. Teeth as iu others of the group,

as also opercular spines, which are not striated
;
preopercle with a rather

strong spine on its border which has another smaller one at its base;

below this 2 blunter spines; first suborbital with a fiat spine above and

2 others on its inferior border; none on its crests; 1 short backwardly

directed spine on the second sul)orbital aud 2 on the third; nasal spines

present; iireocular spines very sharp ; suj)i'aocular, postocular, and tym-

panic spines present, in a straight line, joining the parietal and nuchal

spines; a spine on the niastoid, another, sometimes 2, on the suprascapu-

lar; postfrontal with 2 small spines. Si^inous dorsal low; last dorsal

spine twice as long as the one before it; second anal sjjine medium; jiec-

toral pointed, its seventh ray longest, the others decreasing rapidly; all

simple, articulated. Lateral line plain, a tube on each scale; scales of

back and belly of same form as those of sides, the latter larger, none on

head, first sviborbital, maxillary, interopercle, nor on limb of preopercle.

Flaps not branched; supraorbital tentacle long, 5 in total length, the

others very short; 1 on ethmoid, 1 on prefrontal, 1 on parietal, many on

lateral line and belly. Body carmine red without marblings; fins with

alternations of red and orange; iris red with small yellow circle; supra-

ocular tentacles and last rays of pectoral annulated with brown. Length

9 inches. Havana; very rare iu deej) water. (Poey.) One specimen, col-

lected by Poey and agreeing with his description, examined by us, in the

U. S. National Museum. {Castor, twin brother of Pollux, in Mythology.)

Pontmus castor, Poey, Memorias, II, 173, 1860, Havana. (Coll. Poey.)

Scorpcena castor, Meek & Newland, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1885, 397, 402
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2250. PONTIMIS POLLUX, Poey.

Very closely related to Ponthius castor iu form and color, distinguished

principally by its skeleton. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; P. 17. Body higher

than in Foiifinus castor, head smaller; eye larger, 11 in total length, 4 in

head ; maxillary reaching anterior third of orbit ; interorliital space only

i of ocular diameter; occiput no more depressed than in Pontinus castor.

First suborbital with 2 quite strong spines on its inferior border, and 1 on

its crest; a double spine on second suborbital, 2 on third, in a line with

the double anterior preopercular spine, below the latter 3 others ; the other

spines as in Pontinus castor. The long bony suprascapular tentacle more

slender ; a small preorbital tentacle ; others present on the points of some

of the dorsal spines; the rest difficult to distinguish. Pectoral rounded;

spinous dorsal high. General color carmine red, with vertical rosy bands

;

these 2 colors alternating on the fins ; iris vermilion
;
peritoneum silvery.

Length 9f inches. Havana, very rare (Poey) ; not seen by us. (Pollux,

one of the Gemini or twins.)

Pontinus polltix, Poey, Memorias, ll, 174, 1860, Havana. (Coll. Poey.)

2251. POXTIXUS UATHBUXI, Goode .'^ Bean.

Head about 2^; depth abotit2^; eye and snout equal, 4 in head. D. XII,

10; A. Ill, 5; P. 17. Greatest width of head equals middle caudal rays.

Interorbital space not very deeply concave, about 2| in eye, about 104^ in

head. Maxilla nearly reaching posterior margin of eye, about 2J in head.

Mandible reaching beyond eye, equal to postorbital part of head, twice

as long as eye. Teeth iu villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines;

a naked space at symphy.sis of intermaxillaries. A pair of recurved spines

on preorbital, 4 on suborbital carina ; 4 on preoperclc, the uppermost with

a smaller supplementary spine at its base, the first and third largest; a

pair of compressed flat &j)ines on opercle; nasal, preocular, supraocular,

postocular, tympanic, parietal, and nuchal spines jiresent; single pos-

terior spine on each side and 2 humeral spines. Two gill rakers and 5

rudiments above the angle, and 8 rakers and 5 rudiments on the anterior

limb, the longest about 6 in eye, slightly expanded at the tips. Pseudo-

branchiie well developed. A very short and slender preocular and a largo

supraoccipital (supraocular?) filament, the latter about 1^ in eye, expand-

ing at top into a semileaf-like tip ; a small, slender filament between pari-

etals and nuchal spines, a coml)iued filament behind the lower preorbital

spine; anterior nostril tubular, with 2 or 3 small filaments. Interorbital

space with few scales ; top of snout fully scaled ; head entirely scaly above.

Distance of spinous dorsal from tip of snout equals length of base of

spinous dorsal, 2 J in body length; first spine 2 in second; third longest,

2^ iu head, equal to upper jaw, twice as long as penultimate spine; last

spine equals eye, 4 in head; base of soft dorsal 4, and longest rays 6 in

* Poey states that he neglected to take notes on the generic characters founded upon
the scales of the head and the simple rays of the pectoral in Pontinus pollux, but the
species is so nearly related to Pontinus castor that he believes it belongs to the same
geuus.
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body length. Caudal nearly truncate, middle rays 4J in body length;

first anal spine about 2i in second, the second longer than third ; longest

ray equals second spine; pectoral reaching slightly beyond vent, the rays

all simple, the tenth longest, 4 in length of body ; ventral reaching vent,

its spine 3 in head. General color light orange yellow (in life probably

roseate) ; 6 dark blotches on upper surface, first on nape, second at begin-

ning of spinous dorsal, third under fourth dorsal spine, fourth beginning

under seventh spine, fifth at origin and sixth near end of soft dorsal, the

largest about f eye; soft dorsal with numerous roundish dark blotches

on the skin covering the rays; caudal marked like soft dorsal; other fins

pale. Length 4i inches. Closely related to Pontiniis canariensis, but dis-

tinguished by shorter pectorals, longer second anal spine, more advanced
position of anal fin, suborbital crest, more advanced position of pectoral,

whose base is almost hidden under branchiostegal membrane, etc. Oft'

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, in 80 fathoms. (Goode & Bean.) ("Named
for Mr. Richard Rathbun, chief of the Division of Scientific Inquiry in

the United States Fish Commission, in recognition of his important con-

tributions to marine zoology.")

Pontinus rathbuni, Goode & BEAN, Oceanic Ichthyology, 255, fig. 245, 1896, off Cape Hat-

teras, N. lat. 35° 39', W. long. 74° 52', in 80 fathoms. Albatross Station 2298. (Type,

No. 39325.)

22.52. POXTIMS LOXGISPINIS, Goode &. Bean.

Head al)Out 2i; depth Sf; least depth of caudal j^eduncle 4 in head.

D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; P. 16; rows of scales 7-49-13; pores of lateral line

25. Greatest width of head about 2 in its length ; interorbital space 7 in

head, 2 in eye. Eye 3^ in head, equal to snout. Maxilla reaching middle

of eye, 2^ in head. Mandible extending a little farther back, about 2 in

head. Teeth in jaws in villiform bands ; a slight interspace at symphysis,

separating the 2 enlarged, club-shaped ends of the intemiaxillaries;

vomerine teeth in a very narrow triangular band; jialatine bands very

narrow. Nasal, preocular, supraocular, postocular, tympanic, parietal,

and nuchal spines present ; the sujira and post ocular and tympanic small

;

a postorbital spine behind orbit, 2 on shoulder; a pair of spines on front

of preorbital, 3 on suborbital ridge, 4 on preopercle, of which the one at

the middle of the border is the largest ; 2 on opercle. Gill rakers stout,

rather short, 12 developed on anterior arch, 9 of them on anterior limb,

besides the rudiments. Pseudobranchire well developed. No filaments

about head. Cheeks, opercles, nape, and top of snout scaly; sides of

snout and maxillaries naked. Anterior nostril tubular, distance from eye

i of diameter of eye. Origin of spinous dorsal a little in front of base of

pectoral, distance from tip of snout twice length of maxilla; first spine

about 1^ in second, second about 2 in third, third 2 in head, the eleventh

about 1^ in twelfth, longest ray 2| in head ; caudal very slightly emargi-

nate, middle rays about 4 in body length; origin of anal under first ray

of soft dorsal, its base about 3 in head, second spine longest, the first 3^

in second, 2| in third; longest ray a little shorter than longest spine;

pectoral reaching beyond vent, almost to end of spinous dorsal, its origin
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below second and third dorsal spines, rays all small; ventral under pec-

toral, reaching vent, about 2 in head, its spine eciual to maxilla. Vent

under ninth spine of dorsal. Color (of alcoholic specimen) light orange;

caudal with a few small dusky blotches ; the other fins pale. Not so deep-

bodied as Pontiniis kuhlii, but its gill rakers, dorsal iin, and the ridges of

head and of the scales are similar. Length 5 inches. Gulf of Mexico, off

coast of western Florida, in moderately deej) water. (Goode & Bean.)

{Jotu/isjjinis; longus, long; spina, spine.)

PonUnus lonffisjnnis, GooDE & BEAN, Oceanic IcMhyology, 258, fig. 246, 1896, Gulf of

Mexico, at Albatross Station 2402, 28° 36' N., 85° 33' 30" W., in iii fathoms. E(Tyre,

No. 39323.)

2253. POXTINUS SIERRA (Gilbert).

Head 21; depth 3. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5; P. 18; lateral line 2.5 (tubes).

Body ofmoderate depth ; the snout sharp ; caudal peduncle slender, wedge-

shaped, least depth less than i head. Eye large, equaling snout, 4 in head.

Mouth large, the lower jaw wholly included, the dentigerous portion of

premaxillaries shutting outside of mandible, with a deep notch anteriorly,

which receives tip of mandil)le. A strong symphyseal Icnob. Maxillary

in adults, about reaching vertical from posterior border of orbit, nearly

i length of head. Teeth in broad l)and8 on jaws, vomer, and palatines.

Interorbital space narrow, concave, with a pair of low ridges much diverg-

ing behind, its width 2^ in orbit. Head very rough, the spines com-

pressed, knife-like, disposed in 6 well-defined series, the upper containing

the nasal, the conspicuously projecting preocular, the supraocular, post-

ocular, tympanic, occipital, and nuchal spines
;
parocciptal ridge contain-

ing a single spine immediately behind orbit, and 1 at its posterior

extremity; the bridge across cheek very strong, its ridge continued for-

ward onto preorbital bone and containing 4 very strong spines ; margin of

preorbital with 2 diverging spines; upper spine of preopercle very

strong, in line with suborbital ridge, with a smaller spine at base; 3

other preopercular spines below this, directed downward and backward,

the lower nearly obsolete in adults. No pit on occiput or below front of

eye. Gill rakers short and broad, about as high as wide, the longest about

i diameter of pupil, 7 in number on anterior limb of arch. Dorsal spines

weak, very low, the longest equaling diameter of orbit, the eleventh ^

this length; soft dorsal short and high, its longest ray 2^ in head; caii-

dal truncate, its length equaling length of snout and eye ; anal spines

not very strong, the second slightly longer and stronger than the third,

its length equaling length of snout, 1^ in soft rays; ventrals not reach-

ing vent; pectorals with narrow nonprocumbent base, their width aboirt

equaling eye, the rays all simple. Scales large, thin, everywhere ctenoid,

covering breast, cheeks, opercles, top of hpad, and a part of snout; want-

ing on maxillaries and mandibles; head with simple slender filaments,

usually 1 to each spine; each scale of sides with a fringe of minute fila-

ments around edge. Color, light red, with irregular dark greenish olive

markings on upper half of sides; a blotch of same color below eye, 1

above opercular spine, and a few rounded spots on soft dorsal, more
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numeroTis ou caudal ; lowtT side of head white; buccal and gill cavities

and pcritoniuum hriiiht white. Len.nth 10 inches. Gulf of California,

in moderately deep water. (Gilbert.) {sierra, a saw, in Spanish.)

Scorpcena sierra, Gilbert, Proc.U. S.Nat. Mus. 1890,82, Gulf of California at Albatross

Stations 2996 and 30H, in 112 and 71 fathoms, N. lat. 24° 30' 15", W. long. iio° 29',

and N. lat. 28° 7', W. long. 111° 39' 45".

695. SETARCHES, .Tobnson.

Setarches, Johnson, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud. 1862, 177 (gunthcri).

Jiathysehastes, STElffDACHNER &. Doderlein, Den-sclir. Ak.ad. T\"iss. "Wien 1884, 207

(albegcens)

.

Head and body compressed ; head scaleless above, its bones cavernous,

flat between the eyes; only 1 pair of spines at occiput; no transverse

groove at occiput, only small spines or none above orbit; opercle and^jre-

opercle strongly armed with straight, long spines. Eye moderate, near,

but not touching, profile. Mouth terminal, broad, somewhat oblique;

maxillaiy extending to posterior edge of eye, much expanded behind.

Lower jaw somewhat i^rojecting, the small symphyseal knob received in

rostral notch. Villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Preorbital

with 2 or 3 spines. Opercle scaly. Scales cycloid, moderate. Lateral

line a broad, scaleless groove with skinny (about 27 to 30) tubes. No laci-

nise. Dorsal deeply notched, with 12 spines, its origin in front of pec-

toral; soft dorsal shorter, the rays fewer than the spines. Anal inserted

under end of dorsal, its sjiiues strong, graduated. Pectoral broad and
bony, with 20 or more rays, of which a considerable number of median
ones are branched. Branchiostegals 6 or 7. Pyloric appendages few.

Deep water. (Goode & Bean.) (Etymology not obvious.)

2254. SETARCHES PABMATUS, Goode

Head 2^; depth about 21. D. XII, 10; A. Ill, 5 or G; about 30 tubes in

lateral line. Body short, somewhat compressed; head somewhat com-

pressed. Interorbital area equal to eye. Eye somewhat l)elow profile.

Eidges on top of head low and inconspicuous ; 2 extending to occiput,

terminating in low flat si^ines ; 2 short ones over posterior margin of orbit,

ending in spines. Snout as long as orbit. Mouth wide, somewhat oblique,

maxillary reaching nearly to posterior margin of orbit, its extremity

expanded. Lower jaw scarcely projecting, without prominent knob at

symphysis. Sides of head lightly armed; 4 slender elongate spines on

preopercle; spines on opercle small and inconspicuous; 2 slender spiues

on preorbital, the anterior one touching opening of mouth; edge of sub-

orbital broadly scalloped with 2 points projecting downward opposite

anterior and posterior margin of orliit. Dorsal insertion in advance of

the pectoral, first spine more than ^ second, equal to ninth; second equal

to seventh; third and fouith equal, a little longer than maxillary, the fin

deeply notched; anal inserted under posterior part of soft dorsal, last

spine and longest ray equal, as long as soft dorsal; ventral base under
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secoud dorsal spiue; tip not reaching vent; pectoral broad at base, elon-

gate, some of tiie median rays apparently branched, the tip extending

beyond origin of anal. Vent close to origin of anal. Scales small, cycloid,

each with several concentric furrows; scales ou opercle, preopercle, and

suboporcle; head otherwise scaleless. Lateral line broad, scaleless, with

skinny tubes, practically parallel with dorsal outline. (Goode & Bean.)

Gulf vStreani off coasts of Ehode Island and North Carolina and off western

Florida; also off Barbados in 93 to 209 fathoms, {pai'matus, shielded, from

the large scales.)

Setarehes parmatus, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1880, 480, young specimen, from the
" Lopholatilus grounds " in the Gulf Stream south of Rhode Island, at Fish Hawk
Station 876, lat. 39° 57' N., long. 70° 56' W., in 120 fathoms (Type, No. 28084);

Goode & Bean, Bull. Mus. Conip. Zool., x, No. 5, 213, 1883 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Syn-

opsis, 682, 1883; GuNTHER, Challenger Report, XXII, 19 1887; Goode & Bean, Oceanic

Ichthyology, 264, fig. 249, 1896.

Family CLXXVII. ANOPLOPOMATID^E.

(The SKiL-iasiiES.)

This family is closely allied to the Hcxagrammidfe, differing chiefly in

the normal development of the nostrils, which are formed as in the Scor-

pamiclai and as in fishes generally. The two known genera differ widely

from each other. Both are found in the North Pacific,

ANOPLOPOMATIN.E :

a. Dorsal fins widely separated; anal fin with 3 spines. Anoplopoma, 696.

Erilepidin^ :

aa. Dorsal fin continuous, deeply notched; anal without distinct spines.

Eeilepis, 697.

696. ANOPLOPOMA, Ayres.

Anoplopo7na, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci. 1859, 27 {merlantjus=Jhnbria).

Seomhrocottus, Peters, Berliner Monatsber. 1872, 569 (sahnoneus= fimbria)

.

Body elongate, little compressed, tapering into a very slender caudal

peduncle; head rather long, the snout somewhat tapering; mouth ter-

minal, moderate, the lower jaw included ; maxillary very narrow, slipping

almost entirely under the preorbital; teeth moderate, cardiform, those in

the lower jaw in a single series laterally, and in a narrow band in front;

upper jaw, vomer, and palatines each with a baud of similar teeth; head
entirely scaly; no supraorbital flap; preoi^ercle unarmed, its membra-
naceous edge crenulate; gill membranes joined to the isthmus; body
entirely covered with minute ctenoid scales; lateral line single; dorsals

short, well separated, the first of slender, flexible spines; second dorsal

shorter, similar to the anal, which is preceded by 3 weak spines; veu-

trals but little behind pectorals; caudal fin forked; peritoneum black;

liyloric cfeca about 2, long and slender; gill rakers slender, few, not very
short; nostrils normal, the posterior well developed. Two species known

;

large fishes, valued as food. (avoTtXo^, unarmed; TtcbjLia, operculum.)
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2265. ANOPLOPOMA FI3IBRIA (Pallas).

(BESHOW; COAI.-FISH; SkIL.)

Head 3^; depth 6. D. XXI-17; A. Ill, 15; lateral line 190; eye 7 in

head ; snout 3 ; fourth dorsal spine 3^ ; longest dorsal ray 3^ ; longest anal

ray 3^; jiectoral l-i^^-; ventrals 2\\ upper caudal lobe l-j%. Body elongate,

little compressed, tapering into a very slender subcylindrical, caudal pe-

duncle; head rather large, conic. Mouth terminal, moderate, the lower

jaw included; maxillary narrow, reaching to below front of pupil; teeth

cardiform, in moderate bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines; interorbital

over twice as broad as eye, very slightlj' convex
;

gill rakers moderate,

slender, 6+17 ; head entirely scaly ; tins naked. Dorsals and anal high-

est in front; origin of spinous dorsal behind base of pectorals, midway
between tip of snout and first ray of second dorsal, the fourth spine

highest, the spines gradually decreasing in length posteriorly ; soft dorsal

separated from spinous by a distance equal to length of pectoral ; anal

similar to soft dorsal
;
pectoral sharply rounded behind, reaching slightly

past tip of anal, not halfway to vent; ventrals rather short, inserted

slightly behind base of pectoral, not reaching nearly to tips of pectorals

;

caudal forked. Color slaty black or grayish, someAvhat reticulated ; white

below, the young rather pale; adult nearly black; ventrals and anal

colorless, other fins dusky ; caudal edged with pale ; lining of opercle black.

Usual length 18 inches, but sometimes much larger. Here described from

a specimen 11 inches in length from Monterey. Monterey to Unalaska;

rather common, especially northward. A very singular and interesting-

fish. It is rarely used for food southward, being rather dry and tasteless.

About the Straits of Fuca it becomes very fat and is highly appreciated.

{fimbria, fringe.)

GadMS_/?m&ria, Pallas, Zoogr. Eoaso-Asiat., ni, 200, 1811, no exact locality given; probably

Aleutian Islands.

Anoplopoma merlangus, Ayhes, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1859, 27, San Francisco market.

Seomhrocottus salmoneus, Petees, Berlin. Monatsber. 1872, 569, Vancouver Island.

Anoplopoma fimbria, JoEDAN & GILBERT, Synopsis, 650, 1883.

697. ERILEPIS, Gill.

Erilepis, Gn.L, Science, Jan. 26, 1894, 54 (zonifer)

.

Myriolepis, LocKiNaTON, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 248 {zonifer) ; name preoccupied by
Myriolepis, Egeeton, 1864, a genus of fossil fishes.

Body oblong, somewhat compressed. Head heavy. Mouth moderate,

the lower jaw slightly projecting; both jaws with bauds of slender, sharp

teeth, the front teeth slightly enlarged ; similar teeth on vomer and pala-

tines
;
preopcrc-le entire ; no dermal flaps. Nostrils 2 on each side. Gill

rakers short; gill membranes very narrowly joined to the isthmus.

Scales small, ctenoid, everywhere covering the head and 1>ody and the

soft parts of most of the fins. Lateral line single. Dorsal fin deeply

emarginatc, the spines about 15 in number. Anal rather short, without

distinct spines, {spi, an intensive particle ; Xsnii, scale,

)
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2256. EBILEPIS ZONIFEB (Lockington).

Head 4 in total length with caudal; depth 3|. D. XIV-I, 15; A. II, 11;

lateral line 130. Head everywhere densely scaly, the only naked areas on

the head being the lips and the folds of the gill membranes. Scales on body

largest posteriorly, small on head and chest. Vertical fins, except the

spinous dorsal, covered nearly to the tips of the rays with small scales;

external surfaces of paired fins similarly scaly; spinous dorsal with a few

scales. Pectorals broad, lanceolate, not reaching the vent ; fourth dorsal

spine longest, the others diminishing regularly to the twelfth. Eyes lat-

eral, shorter than snout; interorbital space broad, slightly convex; max-

illary nearly reaching to below middle of pui)il ; teeth slender, sharp,

recurved, in several rows on front of jaws, in a single row at sides ; vomer

and palatines with teyth; gill rakers short; gill membranes united,

attached to isthmus except at posterior margin ; interorbital slightly con-

vex; pectoral reaching to beloAv base of eleventh dorsal spine; ventrals

inserted a little behind pectorals. Black above, whitish below, with 4

broad black bars on the sides, the first over the pectorals, the second ante-

rior to the vent, almost encircling the body, the third near the base of the

anal, and the fourth encircling the caudal peduncle ; a black bar at base of

caudal and 2 across the fin ; other fins blotched and banded with light

and dark; ctenoid tips of the scales white. Length a foot. Monterey

Bay, Calfornia; 1 specimen known, the above account taken from the

type, {zona, zone
;
fero, I bear.

)

Myriolepis zoni/er, Lockington, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 248, Monterey (Coll. "W. N.

Lockington) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 649, 1883.

Family CLXXVIII. HEXAGRAMMID^.

(The Greenlings.)

Body elongate, covered with small scales, which are ctenoid or cycloid

;

head conical, scaly, the cranium without spinous ridges above
;
preojjercle

usually more or less armed, sometimes with entire edges ; third suborbital

developed as a bony stay articulating with the preopercle; mouth large,

with acute teeth in the jaws, and usually on vomer or palatines; nostril

single on each side, the posterior opening reduced to a minute pore
;
gills 4,

a long slit behind the fourth
;
gill membranes separate or united, usually

free from the isthmus ; branchiostegals 6 or 7 ;
pseudobranchia^ well devel-

oped. Dorsal fin continuous or divided, the anterior half of many slender

spines; anal fin long, with or without spines; ventrals I, 5, inserted more

or less behind the pectorals
;
pectorals broad, usually with procurrent base,

the lower rays simple, more or less thickened ; lateral line present, some-

times several series of pores developed; vertebrae numerous; pyloric cieca.

Carnivorous fishes, mostly of large size, living in kelp and about rocks in

the North Pacific ; some of them highly valued as food. Genera 6, 2 of them

found only in Japan. The 4 subfamilies are each very strongly marked,

and each might without violence be regarded as type of a distinct family.

{Tri</lidw Heterolepidina, Giinther, Cat., ii, 90 to 95.)
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a. Dorsal fins contiguous or connected.

b. Anal fin very long, its rajs 20 or more,

c. Anal fin without spines.

HeSAGRAMMIN^ :

d. Gill membranes broadly united; mouth moderate, the jaws with au outer

series of stronger teeth, but no canines.

e. Lateral lines * 4 or more on each side.

/. Dorsal fin continuous, or slightly omarginate.

Pleurogbammus, 698.

ff. Dorsal fin with the spines separated from the soft rays by a deep

notch. Hexageammos, 699.

Ophiodontin^ :

dd. Gill membranes not connected ; mouth large, the jaws armed with strong

canines ; lateral line single on each side ; scales cycloid
;
preopercle

aimed. Ophiodon, 700.

cc. Anal fin with 3 stout spines.

ZANIOLEPIDIN.?;; :

g. Gill membranes scarcely united ; spinous dorsal greatly elevated in ft-ont

;

scales very rough. Zaniolepis, 701.

OXYLEBIINiE

:

gg. Gill membranes broadly united ; dorsal spines low, stiff; head pointed.

OXTLEBIUS, 702.

698. PLEUROGRAMMUS, Gill.

(Atka Fishes.)

Pleurogrammus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 166 (monopterygius).

This genus differs from Hexagrammos mainly in the character of the

dorsal fins, the high spines being continuous with the soft rays. Scales

ctenoid. Lateral lines 5 on each side. The single species known is highly

valued as a food-fish, its flesh being rich and tender. {itXevpoy, side;

y/ja^iMV, line.)

2'257. PLEUROGRAMMUS MONOPTERYGIUS (Pallas).

(Atka-fish.) t

Head 4 in length of body ; depth 4; D. XXI, 25; A. 24; lateral line 210,

pores 143 ; eye 5 iu head ; maxillary 2^ ; snout 3^ ; iuterorbital 3^ ; highest

dorsal spine 1|; highest anal ray 2i; pectorals li; ventialslf ; caudal lobe

1+ ;
gill rakers 6 + 22. Body rather stout, little compressed ; head not

large, the profile rather steep; mouth moderate, below the axis; maxillary

extending to below anterior edge of pupil; jaws subequal,the teeth cardi-

form, in rather broad bands on front of jaws, the outer series slightly

enlarged, a single row on sides; teeth on vomer and a few asperites on

palatines; iuterorbital wide aud evenly convex. Scales small, ctenoid;

top of head to just iu front of nostrils scaled; cheeks and opercles with

scales; tip of snout, preorbital, suborbital stay, maxillaries, mandible, and

a space around edge of preopercle naked; scales running up the base of

* Lateral line single iu the Japanese genus, Agrammxts.
t Commercially known as "Atka mackerel,' It is, however, not a mackerel, nor has it

any resemblance to one.
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pectorals and caudal, fins otherwise naked. Five lateral lines ; the first

following the curve of the back, running from nape to upper edge of caudal
iin, joining its fellow of the opposite side in front of dorsal but uot con-
continued forward, its distance below dorsal Iin anteriorly equal to 4^ eye;
the second running from upper part of gill opening to middle of caudal
Iin; the third running from a point on side, on level with lower edge of
pectoral and between tips of pectoral and ventral, to the beginning of
posterior fourth of anal base; the fourth from gill opening running just
above base of ventrals to a short distance beyond their tips; the lifth

running above base of anal to lower part of caudal, anteriorly undulating
on belly and joining its fellow of the opposite side, just behind base of
ventrals, and continuing forward simply between ventrals to throat.
Origin of spinous dorsal above upper end of gill slit continuous with
soft dorsal, no notch between them; first anal ray a' little nearer base of
caudal than posterior orbital rim, coterminous with soft dorsal; pectorals
broad and short, evenly rounded behind, reaching to below the base of the
fourteenth dorsal spine; ventrals inserted behind pectorals a distance
equal to length of snout, their tips reaching just past tips of pectorals, or

f distance to vent; caudal forked, the lobes about equal. Ground color
in life, of male 18 inches long, pale dirty yellowish; head mottled with
darker; anterior part of body with a i^vj large black blotches; side
crossed by 5 black cross bars, the first, which is narrower and less distinct
than the others, extending from the twelfth and thirteenth dorsal spines
downward to below middle of pectoral fin; the second, f inch wide,
extends from the eighteenth to twentieth dorsal spines downward, its

lower end lying under the pectoral, its posterior edge flush with the tip
of that fin; the third lies about \ inch farther back and is about \ inch
wide, its upper part indistinct and it does not extend so low on belly as
the second; fourth bar very broad (1^ to 2 inches), broken and irregular
at top but blackest and widest at the bottom, where it stretches from the
sixth to the sixteenth anal ray; the fifth and last bar (1^ inches wide)
lies between the last 5 dorsal and the last 9 anal rays; above, this bar
extends over the caudal peduncle and back almost to the caudal fin ; all

these black bars are continued upon the dorsal fin, the fourth and fifth

most plainly; rest of dorsal fin pale yellowish, the margin with a very
narrow black border throughout its entire length, darkest posteriorly;
pectoral reddish at base and above, black below and at tip; ventrals
black, reddish at base; anal black throughout; caudal reddish; lower
parts white. Another specimen of same size had the following colors:
Ground color pale chrome yellow, area above second lateral line somewhat
dusky; bright chrome yellow below second lateral line; vertical bars not
so dark as in the other specimen described ; dorsal fin uniform light orange,
with a very narrow black border beginning on the membrane between
the fifth and sixth spines and continuing to posterior end of fin; pectoral
clouded orange or amber above, black below tenth ray, paler at base;
axil pale yellow; anal black, a little lemon at base in front aud between
fifteenth and eighteenth rays; ventrals black, yellow at base; caudal
light orange; branchiostegal membranes white and pale lemon, a little

3030 40
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dusky on outer parts. Besides these 2 patterns of coloration, of which

the first is the more common, some individuals are dirty gray with the

bars not well defined. North Pacific; abundant about certain of the

Aleutian Islands, particularly Atka and Attu, rather rare at Unalaska and

about the Pribilof Islands, but erratic in its movements, ranging east to

Belkofski ; found in the kelp in 3 to 40 fathoms in spring and early summer,

when it can be readily caught byjigging. It reaches a length of 18 inches

or more and a weight of 3 to 4 pounds. A most beautiful fish of excellent

food (jualities, especially excellent when salted; destined to become of

commercial importance. Here described from numerous specimens taken

at Attu Island, May 28, 1892 (Coll. Evermannj. {ixovoc,, one; Ttvepvyiov,

fin.)

Lahrax monopterygius, Pallas, Mem. Acad. Sci. Petersb., ii, 39], pi. 23, fig. 1, 1810,

Unalaska; Pallas, Zoogr. Eosso-Aslat., m, 281, 1811.

Chirus monopterygius, Gunther, Cat., u, 92, 1860.

Hexagrammus monopterygius, Jordan &, Gilberi, Sjuops's, C42, 1883.

Flem-ogrammns monopterygius, Turner, Coutr. Nat. Hist. Alaska, ii, 90, 1886.

699. HEXAGRAMMOS (Steller) Tilesius.

(Rock Trout; Greenlings.)

Dodecagrammos, Steller, in Kraaheniuuikof, Keise iu Kamcb.atka, 175, 1750 (nonbino-

inial).

Hexagrammos, Steller MS.
Hexagrammos, Tilesius, Act. Acad. Petrop.,'ii, 335, 1809 (atper).

Labrax (Steller MS.) Pallas, Mem. Acad. Petersb., 11, 382, 1810 (lagoccphalus).

Lebius (Steller MS.) Pallas, Zoograpbia Rosso-Asiat., in, 279, 1811 (sviierciUosug).

Chirus (Steller MS.) Pallas, Zoograpbia Eosso-Asiat., in, 279, 1811 (tvperciliosus).

Chirus, UuviER, Regno Auim., Ed. 11, vol. 2, 249, 1829 {superciliosus).

Chiropsis, GiRARD; V. S. Pac. R. R. Surv., x, Fisbe.s, 42, 1858 (constellatus)

.

Oetogrammus, Bleeker, Yersl. Ak. A.mat., vi, 1370, 1874 (oetogrammus)

.

Grammatopleurus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phil. 1861, 166 (lagocephalus).

Acantholebius, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbil. 1861, 166 (nebulosus; specimen witb the soft

dorsal injured, the number of spines apparently increased)

.

Body oblong, somewhat compressed. Head subconical, blunt in profile.

Mouth rather small, horizontal; jaws Avith bands of moderate sized, coni-

cal teeth, the outer row enlarged ; teeth on vomer, and usually but not

ahvays, a small patch 011 the palatines; preopercle unarmed; a fringed

supraorbital cirrus, large or small; gill membranes broadly connected,

free from the isthmus; gill rakers short, tubercle-like. Scales small,

mostly ctenoid, sometimes partly or wholly cycloid; head more or less

scaly, without spines; nostril simple, round, with a pore behind it.

Lateral lines usually 5 on each side. Dorsal fin long, with a deep emar-
giuation between the spines and the soft rays; dorsal spines slender,

19 to 22 in number; anal fin elongate, with a single rudimentary spine;

rays of pectorals and anal exserted and almost simple; pectoral rounded,

with broad, proeurrent base, the rays thick; ventraLs well developed,

placed at a consideral)le distance behind the root of the pectorals;

caudal subtruncate. Branchiostegals 6. Pyloric caeca numerous (about
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13). No air bladder. Species of rather large size and bright coloration;
abundant in the North Pacific on both shores, extending southward from
Bering Sea. (f|, six; ypan/.ir), line.)

a. Cheeks and opercles fully invested with cycloid scales, including area overlying
suborbital stay. Two pairs of cutaneous flaps on head.

DECAGEAMMUS, 2258.
aa. Cheeks not fully scaled, at least the area over suborbital stay naked. No flap on

occiput.

&. Fourth line of pores forking in advance of base of ventrals, the lower branch
running to base of anal fln. octogrammus, 2259.

bb. Fourth line of pores simple, passing close to ventral fln.

c. Cheeks and opercles largely naked, a pat«h of scales on upper portions
of cheek and opercles, and a small patch sometimes present on mid-
dle of cheek. stelleri, 2260.

cc. Cheeks and opercles largely scaled, the subocular ring, the region over-
lying the suborbital stay, and the interopercle alone naked.

d. Supraorbital flap long and slender, densely fringed, its length about
equal to the vertical diameter of orbit; scales largely smooth
posteriorly in the adult. superciliosus, 2261.

dd. Supraorbital flap small, little if at all longer tlian diameter of pupil.
e. Caudal very broad, the posterior margin convex even in the

closed fln
; scales smooth in adult. lagocephalus, 2262.

ee. Caudal narrower than in n. lagocejihalus, the posterior edge
emarginate when fln is closed. Scales smaller than in

'

any other species, those on sides of head and breast
minute, nearly uniform, less than i the size of those on
sides of body ; 11 or 12 scales in an oblique series between
second and third lines; scales on mid-ventral region
breast, prepectoral area, and sides of head, smooth, aU
others strongly ctenoid throughout life; first lateral line
extending beyond middle of second dorsal; fourth line
short, not reaching tips of ventrals; fifth line forking
behind middle of ventrals. Eye large, 4J in head.
Supraorbital tentacle very small. Anterior teeth in jaws
much enlarged, canine-like. Palatines toothless. Fin
membranes thin. Dorsal low, less deeply notched than
usual. Color brown, blotched and barred with darker,
many of the scales each with a silvery spot; no radiating
streaks about eye; black blotches on dorsal fin corre-
sponding to a .similar number on back along base of dor-
sal. D. XX, 23; A. 21. Size small. Known only from
Japan. H. otakii.*

2258. HEXAGRAMMOS DECAGRAMMUS (Pallas).

(Rock Trout
; Boeegat; Bodierox.)

Head ii; depth 4. D. XXI, 24; A. I, 23; scales 112. Body elevated at
the shoulders, descending rather steeply at the nape; maxillary not reach-
ing middle of eye; a very few teeth on front of palatines; supraocular
flap smaller than in other species, shorter than pupil. Cheeks and opercles
entirely scaled

; scales on the body all strongly ctenoid. Snout, jaws, pre-
orbital, interopercle, and adjacent portion of preopercle scaleless; breast

(ColYxSuke OtokfJ"
^"^^"^ ^ ®^^^^' ^™''- ^^^- ^*'- ^"^^ ^«^^' ^°*^' Yokohama.
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and prepectoral area with cycloid scales, much less than \ the size of

those on sides; scales elsewhere ctenoid; 10 or 11 scales in an ohlique

series between lateral line and the one above it; uppermost lateral line

forkini;- on the nape, the branches running to opposite the middle of the

second dorsal; the second lateral line to upjier edge of tail; the third to

middle of tail; the unbranched fourth to a little beyond the middle of

anal; the fifth to lower edge of tail; the fourth beginning near the lower

edge of the jiectorals and undulating opposite the veutrals, the lowermost

on each side joining just in front of the vent, and proceeding on the

median line to the middle of the breast. Pectorals ;ind ventrals large;

caudal slightly eniarginate; membranes of soft dorsal and caudal densely

scaled for more than \ height of fin. Two pairs of cutaneous flaps on

head, the usual supraocular pair, less than \ diameter of pupil, and a

much smaller occipital pair which is jireseut in no other species; dorsal

high, deeply notched; caudal emarginate when closed, slightly convex

when widely spread. Adults brightly colored, the males with large sky-

blue spots, the females with smaller red or orange spots. Young sometimes

plain brown, with dark i>lain humeral spot. INIales clear brownish olive

of varying shade, often tinged with bluish or copj^ery and vaguely lilotched,

often with small blue 8i)ots; head and anterior part of body Avith rather

large sky-blue spots, each surrounded by a rusty ring, these smaller and
more numerous on the top of the head; lips with bluish spots; upper fins

brown, mottled; A^entrals and anal dusky bluish; pectorals dark, both

rays and membranes crossed by sharply defined whitish reticulations, so

that the fins appear to be profusely spotted Avith white. Females brownish,

somewhat tinged with reddish, closely covered Avith round spots of a red-

dish broAvn; these spots usually quite small and uniform oA-er the whole
back and sides; dorsal fin spotted on the scaly jiart, the fins otherAvise

plain reddish or bluish, the A'cntrals usually dusky
;
pectorals light orange,

Avithout markings. Other females ("m«c»?oseri"a/»s") have the groundcolor

slaty blue, with rows of round orange spots considerably larger than usual,

and becoming vermiculations on the head; dorsal fin orange, clouded at

base Avith blue; soft dorsal edged Avith bluish; pectorals plain orange;

))elly AvJiite. These vary iuto the ordinary type. Both types were found in

abundance at Sitka. Length 18 inches. North Pacific; abundant from

Point Concepcion to Kadiak Island, Alaska; especially about San Fran-

cisco, a common food-fish ; the sexes very unlike, the females A'arying much
in color; the males very uniform. (ScKa, ten; ypa).ij.n'], line.)

Labrax decagrammus, Pallas, Mem. Ac. Petersb., ii, 386, pi. 22, ^g. 2, female, 1810, St.

Elias Bay (Uoll. Joseph Billings) ; Pallas, Zoogr. Kosso-Asiat., in, 278, 1811. •

Chirus guttatus, Girard, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. PLlla. 1854, 132, female, San Francisco.

(Types, Nos. 269, 270. Coll. Dr. Heermann, and Lieut. Trowbridge; No. 271, Astoria,

Oregon. Coll. Lieut. Trowbridge).

Grystes lineatus, Ayres, Proc. Gal. Ac. Nat. Sci., i, 1854, 9, San Francisco. (Coll. W. O.

Ayres.)

Chirojysis constellatus, Gieakd, U. S. Pac. K. E. Surv., x, Fish., 42, 1858, male, San Francisco.

(Types, Nos. 263, 264, 265, U. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Dr. Kennedy, Dr. Heermann, and Lieut.

Trowbridge.)

Chinis mactdoseriatus, Lockinoton, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus., 1880, 55, San Francisco, I'emalo

Avith large spots. (Coll. Lockiugtou.)
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Chiropsis guttatus, Gieard, JJ. S. Pac. R. R. Surv., x, Fish., 44, 1858.

Chirus decagrammns, Gunthee, Cat., ii, 92, 1860.

Ghirus constellatus, Gunther, Cat., ii, 92, 1860.

Hexagrammus decagrammus, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synop.sis, 645, 1883.

'225'.>. HEXAG'RAMMOS OCTOGRAMMUS (Pall.is).

(Alaska Greenfish.)

D. XIX, 23; A. 24; P. 19. Body lanceolate; bead conic, compressed;

snout obtuse, tbe upperjaw tbe longer ; eyes large
;
gill membrane notched

;

the vertex and opercles finely scaly; scales on body nioilerate, very rough

as in Hexaf/rammos steUeri. Dorsal subcontinuous. Lateral lines 4, the

first and. second along the back parallel with the median lateral line

from head; the first chain-like; the second conspicuous, disaiipeariug

near end of soft dorsal; the third from gill opening ending opposite the

middle of caudal fin ; the other from throat to caudal joining its fellow of

the opposite side and running simple forwnrd to throat. Body yellow-

ish below, above and on dorsal with many dark spots; back suboliva-

ceous; first dorsal reddish, second with dark spots; pectoral translucent;

ventrals tipped with l)lack. Found around Kamchatka in the Bay of

Avatcha, and the jiort of St. Peter and Paul, and. not less abundant

around, the Aleutian Islands; called Terirugh (file) on account of the

roughness of its scales ; called in Aleutian Idc/ajak. Collected by D. Merk.

(Pallas.) Dr. Gilbert has the following notes on this species: "This

species is closely related to H. slelleri, differing conspicuously in shape,

color, and fin formuhe. H. stelleri is very slender in shape, tapering rap-

idly from below front of spinous dorsal backward to the very slender

caudal peduncle. In H. oclogrammttn the dei)th is greater and diminishes

very slowly backward, the body tapering gradually into a high com-

pressed caudal peduncle. The vertical height of the latter eqnals dis-

tance from the tip of snout to the unddle or beyond middle of eye in R.

octjgrammua, while the same measurement is less than lengtli of snout in

H. stelleri. In H. octogrammus the snout is shorter and more bluntly

rounded, the eye is smaller, the mouth smaller, and the cheek shorter and

wider. The squamation is also more complete, the cheek being entirely

invested, except for the area immediately overlying the suborbital stay.

(Gilbert.) Tlie following notes are taken from specimens recently col-

lected: Fourth line of pores forking in advance of base of ventrals, the

lower branch running to V)ase of anal fin, where it ends, the upper branch

usually short, ending opposite middle of ventrals, rarely longer. Second

line reaching middle of second dorsal. Scales very roughly ctenoid,

except on breast, prepectoral region, and sides of head; 7 or 8 scales in

an oblique series between median lateral line and the one altove it. Lower
line forked in front of middle of ventral fin. Caudal densely covered with

comparatively large scales to behind middle of fin, the scales in single

series except on middle rays. Supraorbital flap large, coarsely fringed,

equaling or exceeding vertical diameter of eye. Eye very small, .5| in

head in adults. Caudal peduncle deep, its depth greater than length of

snout; the caudal fin very broad, rounded behind, even when the fin is

closed. Dorsals deeply notched. Adults usually deep brown, with black-
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ish mottlings and more or less distinct traces of radiating streaks around
the eye, and a round, dnsky, Immeral spot. Yonnger individuals are

often lighter, resembling 11, stelleri, with small silvery spots on sides, and
reddish fins, often showing very conspicuously the 7 V-shaped or ijuad-

rate blackish blotches at base of dorsal fin, and 5 black radii diverging

from eye. The anal fin is usually black in adults,'*but often shows oblifjue

cross bauds in the young. This species as now understood is found among
the Aleutian Islands and westward to Kamchatka. It is abundant about
Unalaska and was obtained by Dr. Stejneger at Petropaulski. The com-
monest shore form * of the genus in Bering Sea. Specimens were takeu
at Unalaska, Petropaulski, Robben Island, and Iturup Island, {ohtoj,

eight; ;^pa/</<7), line.)

Lahrnx octogrammus, Pai.las, Zoagr. Kosso-Aaiat., in, 283, 1811, Kamchatka, Petro-

paulski and Avatcha Bay. (CoU.Merk.)

Chirus ordinatus,] Cope, Proc. Anier. Philos.Soc.Pliila.187.'), 28, Unalaska. (Coll. Prof.

Geo. Davidson).

Octogrammus pallasi, Bleekee, Versl. Ak. Amst., vi, 1370; after Pallas.

Chirus octogrammus, Gunther, Cat., n, 92, 1860.

Hexagrammus ordinatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 642, 1883.

* This species has been currently known as H. ordinatus. We make the identification with
octogrammus for the following reasons : («) It occurs abundantly at the type locality for
octogrammus, and so closely resembles JJ. asper as to often re(juire close scrutiny to oepa-
rate the two species. According to Pallas, octogrammus and asper are not considered
distinct by the natives, and weie even confounded by Steller. (6) Octogrammus is said
to be abundant tliroughoiit the Karacliatkan region and the Aleutian Islands. Yet if not
ordinatvs it is not to be identified with niiy kiiown sporiis, and must have escaped the
notice of all ;-<riiil enllciicirs. (ci Oc^);/;7Myi ;/(»,< i.s dcsciibcd as having 19 dorsal spines
and •J4 iniiil i^iys. I'liiv is Die ii>ual roniiiilii Uiv ontiiKitiis, while no other species is

known to lui\e;is U'w a.s 111 sjiiiics. Tlic only iiiiixirtaiit (lenient in the description of
octogrammua SYXncXi fails to apply to oriliniitnn is the sciii.aniation of the cheeks. Octo-
grammus is said to h.ave the subocnlai- lamella minutely scaled, while in .all species
except-BT. dec«(/ra»i Hi »s the suborbital ring, as well as the suborbital stay, is scaleless.
The present species shows some variation in the sijuamation of the opercles. The lower
portion of subopercle is usually naked in our specimens, but is in some of them com-
pletely scaled. There may be exceptionally i

'

We append fin counts in 14 specimens:
a few scales on adjacent edge of interopercle.

D.
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2-2<iO. HEXA(,'UAMMOS STELLEKI, Tilesius.

(Greenling.)

Head 3J; deptli 4|. D. XXIII (XXII to XXV), 19 to 21; A. 23 or 24;

scales 110. Form rather slender. Maxillary reaiMng jiast front of eye,

about to pnpil. No teeth on palatines. Scales all strongly ctenoid, except

on sides of head; cheeks and opercles largely naked, a patch of scales on

upper portions of cheek and opercles, and a small patch sometimes pres-

ent on middle of cheek. First and fourth lateral lines very short, varia-

ble, the first rarely extending beyond middle of spinous dorsal, the fourth

to middle of veutrals, rarely beyond; lower line forked in front of mid-

dle of ventrals. Caudal lin narrow, emarginate when closed, less densely

scaled than in other species, the scales large, in single series; commonly 9

scales in an ol)lique series between median line and the one above it; scales

on sides of head, breast, and prepectoral area smooth, elsewhere strongly

ctenoid. Dorsal fins less deeply notched; caudal peduncle narrow, the

depth less than length of snout. Supraocular flap small, shorter than

diameter of pupil. Color in varying shades of gray and brown or light

reddish, blotched, marbled, or barred with dusky, and usually with numer-

ous round silvei-y spots nearly as large as pupil. In brightly marked speci-

mens there is a series of quadrate dusky blotches along base of dorsal fin,

continued on base of fin, much as in H. octof/rammns. Like the latter, there

are radiating dark streaks around the eye, of which the 2 anterior are

the most conspicuous and permanent ; no humeral spot. North Pacific *

second, third, and fifth; the first extends to opposite the middle of the second dorsal; the
fourth commences below and in front of the basis of the pectoral, and extends to a point
a little behind that measured by the extremity of that tin; the inferior series of opposite
sides converge and unite a little behind the basis of the ventrals into a single median
line, which extends to the branchiostegal fold. The scales are elongate, and nearly
truncate distally ; on the sides they are in oblique series, but near the dorsal fin from 3
to 5 rows exhibit scales superposed vertically. General color pale orange, with ill-defined

blackish shade on the sides, and 7 quadrate blackish spots at the base of the dorsal fin-,

below bright yellow; dorsal and caudal lin yellowish at base, margins with a broad black-
ish band ; 3 black spots on the middle of the tirst, and 4 on the middle of the second dorsal
tin; anal yellow, with 7 blackish Ijlotclies extending anteriorly across the rays; pectoral
yellow, with brown spots on the rays and a black one at the'base in front; eye with 5
blackish radii, diverging, 2 anteriorly, 1 upward and backward, 1 backward, and 1 down-
ward and backward. Leneth 14 inches.
*Dr. Gilbert adds the following notes on Alaska specimens:
"Young individuals were dredged in large numbers in the shallow waters of Bristol

Bay, at depths of from 4^ to 14^ fathoms. Seining parties brought it in but once, a single
young individual, and 1 adult appearing at Unalaska among the prevalent Hexar/rammos
octogrammus. The largest individuals dredged measure about 125 mm. ; the adult from
Unalaska 345 mm. in liMigth. The characters of the 8])ecies seem very constant. The
dorsal varies from XXIII^ 111 to XXIV, 21 ; the anal from 23 to 24. In "itj specimens the
dorsal formula runs as follows; XXrrr,19; XXIII, 19; XXIII,20; XXIII, 20 ; XXIII,
20; XXIII, 20; XXIII, 20; XXIII, 20; XXIII, 20; XXIII, 21; XXIII, 21; XXIII, 21: XXIII
21; XXIV, 20; XXIV, 20; XXIV, 20. The anal fin shows the following counts in 12
specimqns: 23, 23, 23,23, 23,23,24,24,24,24,24,24. The body in the young is much more
slender than in H. octngrammus, is lighter in color, and lacks the round humeral spot pres-
ent in the latter. The supraocular flap is somewhat smaller, the cheek more extensively
naked, the eye larger, and the mucous canal system less strongly developed. Tln' snout,
cheeks, opercles, and lower side of head are naked, with the exception of a patch of small
loosely imbricated scales, on the upper posterior part of clieek and the upper third of oper-
cles. The dorsal line of pores is very inconspicuous, and terminates in front of the middle
of spinous dorsal. In none of our specimens are there traces of a line of pores on middle of
sides. The species can be distinguished at once from all others by the slender caudal
peduncle, the shallow notch between dorsals, the fin formulie, the short upper line of pores,
which ends under anterior half of spinous dorsal, the largely naked checks and opercles, the
simple nnbruuched fourth lateral line, and the extreme roughness of the scales."
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from Kamchatka* and Unalaska to San Francisco ; abundant in Puget

Sound, but rather rare among the Aleiitian Islands, and scarcely known
south of Cape Mendocino ; erroneously recorded from Japan, where Hexa-

(jrammos otaMi, Jordan & Starks, has been mistaken for it. (Named for

Georg Wilhelm StoUer, the indefatigable naturalist of Bering's voyage.

)

Hexagrammos utelleri, Tilesius, Mem. Acad. St. Petersb., ii, 335, 1809, Kamchatka. (Coll.

Steller.)

Hexagrammos nsper (Steller.MS.) TiLEsms, Mem. Acad. St, Petersb., n, 1810, 340, pi. 15,

Kamchatka. (Coll. Steller.)

Labrax atelleri, P.\llas, Mem. Acad. St.^Petersb., n, 39.'j, 1810.

Labraxhexagrammus, Pallas, M6m. Acad. St. Petersb., 11,1810,395, pi. 23, flg. 3, Petro-

paulski, Kamchatka ; Pallas, Zoogr. Eosso-Asiat., in, 284, 1811.

Chiropsis tiebulosug, Giraeu, U. S. Pac. K. R. Surv., x. Fishes, 45, 1858, Puget Sound and at

Fort Steilacoom.- (Coll. Dr. Suckley.)

Ohinis tr!:i,-am,nii8, Cope, Proc. Amer. Pliilos. Soc. Phila. 1873, 29, Unalaska.

Labrax hexagrainmus, Temminck & Schlegel, Fauna Japonica, 53, pi. 23, 1847; not of

Pallas.

Chirus hexagrammus, Gunther, Cat. Fisbes Brit. Mus., n, 91 ; in part.

Hexagrammus asper, Steindachner, Beitr. Fiscbe Jai)ans, iv, 10; not of Steller.

Chirus hexagrammus, Gusther, Cat., ii, 91, 1860.

Chirus nebulosus, GiJNTHER, Cat., n, 93, 1860.

Acantholebius nebulosus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1861, 166.

Hexagrammos hexagrammus, Jordan & Evermann, Cbeck-List Fishes, 434, 1896.

2261. HEX.\GR.UmOS SUPERCILIOSUS (Pallas).

(Red Rock Trout.)

Head 4; depth 3i. D. XX, 23; A. 22; scales 107. Body rather robust

;

supraorbital dap long and slender, densely fringed, its length about equal-

ing vertical diameter of orbit. Scales mostly cycloid, a band of ctenoid

scales often present on postaxial region; 8 or 9 scales in an oblique

series between second and third rows of pores. A small patch of teeth

often present on front of palatines. First and fourth lateral lines long,

usually reaching beyond the middle of soft dorsal and anal ; caudal A^ery

broad, rounded posteriorly, even when fin is closed, the membranes covered

basally with small scales, those on median membranes in several series;

dorsals very deeply notched. Colors usually bright, but varying through

green, brown, and bright red, usually dark green with large round red

spots, but extremely variable and sometimes finely mottled. Bering

* Dr. Jordan has the following notes on this species

:

"Two specimens from Petropaulski ; 1 young example from Unalaska. This species
seems much less abundant along the shores of Bering Sea than 3. octogrammus {ordina-
tus). The Petropaulski specimens give the following data: Dorsal XXII, 21 ; XXIII, 20;

aual 23, 24 ; pectoral 20. Cheek scaled above md behind the suborbital stay, naked in

front of and including the .stay, except for a small patch of scales immediately below the
stay, present in 1 specuuen. Interopercle, subopercle, and opercle naked, except for a small
patch of scales on upper partof the latter. Upper lateral line ending under second or fourth
epine in 1 specimen, under tenth or twelfth spine in tin- otlur: tlie fourth extends
barely to base of centrals in 1 specimen, to opposite end of basal lifth ol' ventrals in the other.
There are 7, 8, or 9 scales in an oblique series between second and tliird lines, counted near
middle of body. The lowermost line forks at a point slightly nearer base than tip of ven-
trals, its distance from ventrals less than J its distance from vent. Ventrals pointed,
extending beyond pectorals and more than halfway to front of anal. The caudal fin is

strongly emarginate when closed, becoming truncate when spread. It is scaled on basal
half only. Color as usual in the species, the light spots on sides numerous, about as large as
pupil; fins bright reddish or orange, especially ou basal half."
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Island to Monterey ; not rare; becoming more common northward; a very

showy species, extremely variable in color. Dr. Gilbert observes that the

species is abundant in Unalaska. He states that the patch of palatine

teeth is an unreliable character, as 5 specimens out of the 9 examined do
not exhibit it. The species is well distinguished by the depth of the dor-

sal notch, the comparative smoothness of the scales, and the large size of

the supraocular tiap. The upper line of pores extends well back under
base of soft dorsal, and the fourth line is unbranched. The sides of the

head are scaled, excepting the region over suborbital stay, the snout, and
the interopercle. {superciliosus, pertaining to the eyebrow.)

Labrax supejcilioius, Pallas, Mem. Acad. St. Petersb., u, 388, 1810, Unalaska (CoU.

Joseph Billings); Pallas, Zoogr.Kosso-Asiat., ni, 279, 1811.

Chirus pictm, Giraed, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 18iJ4, 132, San Francisco (Coll. Drs. Heer-
mann and Newberry), Humboldt Bay (Coll. Lieut. Trowbridge) ; GOnthee, Cat., ii,

93, 18G0; LOCKINGTON, Proc. U. S. Nat.Mus. 1880, 54.

Chiriis halias, Cope, Proc. Aiuer. Philos. Soc. Phila. 1873, 28, Captains Harbor, Unalaska.
(Coll. Prof. George Davidson.)

Hexagrammus sca&er,* Beax, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus. 1881, 154, Amchitka, Unalaska (Type,

No. 27920. Coll. Bean) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 949, 1883.

Chiropsis pictus, Girard, U. S. Pac. E. R. Surv., x. Pishes, 43, 1858.

Hexagrammus superciliosus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, G44, 1883.

2262. HEXAGR.4MM0S LAGOCEPHALUS (Pallas).

Head 3| to 4 in length; depth 3.| to 3f : eye small, about 5?, in head.

D. XX to XXIII, 22 to 24; A. 22 to 24; P. 20 to 21. Outer row of teeth

enlarged in both upper and lower jaws. Teeth on vomer and front of pal-

atines. Maxillary extending to below middle of eye in adults, 2J^ in head

(2|- in young). A small flap above eye, fringed along the margin: no
tentacles on nape. Fins high, the spinous dorsal deeply notched, the last

spine somewhat longer than the one f»receding; in the adult the fifth

spine is the longest, nearly ^ length of head, the third and fourth spines

nearly equal to the fifth; from the fifth the spines gradually diminish in

height to near the end of the fin, when they become rapidly shortened to

* The following is Dr. Beau's (lescTii)tion of H. scaber:
"Head 4* without opertuhir tlaj); d.iitli 4i. D. XXI, 24; A. 24; lateral line about 107;

transverse'about 50; eye 3 in lua(l.ti|ual to interorbital. Body oblong, moderately com-
pressed; upper outline of head convex, but with a slight frontal depression; leastheightof
tail equals A of head; jaws equal; the maxillary not quite extending to anterior margin of
pupil; teetii on jaws and vomer, none on palatines; a tentacle over each eye. Origin of
spinous dorsal directly over base of pectoral, the longest spine 11 in body ; the'longest'dorsal
ray eq u.tI to iiostorbital part of head ; dorsals deeply notched ; base of .-inal 3 in body ; vent
equidistant between tip of snout and base of caudal fin: caudal decidedly forked; pecto-
rals iiot(|uiti- rtaching vent, the length equal to head with opercle flap; distance of ven-
trals fiDiii snout more th^ twice length of ventrals, which is 7 in body; 6 lateral lines on
each side, the npiiermost meeting its fellow on the opposite side in front of the dorsal, and
continui-d tnrward on the nape in a single short line; it runs backward close to the base of
dors;d and ends ;it beginning of last third of soft dorsal ; second beginning at nape, ^ as far
from the upiierniost as it is from the third, and extending to the caudal ; the third beginning
at the upper end of the mil opening and ending on the caudal ; the fourth a little above the
pectoral, curving vei-y slightly downward and dis.appearing about the middle of the body,
not so well developed as the rest ; the lifth originates close under the pectoral, near the gill
opening, passes above the ventral and on the lower part of the side of the body, ending
at about the beginning of the last third of anal; the sixth meets its fellow of the oppo-
site side a little behind the ventral base, and extends forward in a single line, and runs
backward close to the base of the anal fin, ending on the caudal; scales everywhere very
rough. Light brown, silvery below; each dorsal with 3 dark blotches, smaller than eye,
not reaching base of tin; pectorals, ventrals, and anal immaculate. Coast of Alaska;
known from young specimens only, the largest 3 inches long.'' (Bean). We have exam-
ined these specimens and find them, beyond question, the young of H. supereiliosus.
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form the notch. Caudal very broad at base, convex at its posterior mar-
gin even when the lin is closed; pectorals broadly rounded, rather short,

the longest rays 1^ to 1 i in head, not nearly reaching vertical from vent

;

ventral fins If to 2 in head, short and rounded in the young, becoming
longer and more pointed in adults; pectoral and ventral rays very broad,

especially toward their tips, and much branched; soft rays of dorsal and
anal fins cleft on terminal fifth, as in other species, the two halves not

diverging; 5 lateral lines on each side as usual, 2 dorsal, a median, and
2 ventral; upper dorsal lino continued to beyond middle of second dor-

sal fin, usually ending under the fourteenth or sixteenth ray; lower dorsal

line and the median line extended to base of caudal; upper ventral line

originating below and in front of the pectoral fin, passing immediately

above base of ventral to which it does not send a sepiirate branch, and
terminating opposite middle of anal fin ; lower ventral line single on breast,

forking in advance of middle of ventral fins, the branches passing to base

of caudal. In the young the scales are all ctenoid, exce^Jt those in mid-

ventral region, breast, prepectoral area, and sides of head, all becoming
smooth in adult; snout, subocular ring, suborbital stay, interopercle, and
usually the lowermost portion of subopercle, scaleless; basal half or more
of caudal and basal third of soft dorsal with the membranes densely scaled

;

pectoral basis also densely scaled; scales on breast not greatly reduced,

more than \ as large as those on middle of sides; median lateral line with
110 pores ; 8 or 9 scales in an oblique series between median line and the one

above it. Color in most of our specimens a nearly uniform warm brown,

lighter on under iiaxts, marked only with irregular small black spots and
lines, which may extend on the dorsal and pectoral fins; anal and ventrals

black, the thickened tips of the rays in these and the pectoral fins often

white; a large, blackish humeral spot in young specimens, often disap-

pearing in adults. One specimen (Iturup Island) has the upper parts,

including dorsal and caudal fins, bright reddish, with some dusky blotches

and cloudings, the humeral spot conspicuous. The lin rays are as follows

in 12 specimens

:

D.
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cle, a convexly rounded caudal fiu, and a rather bluntly rounded snont.*

{\ay(.bc,, bare; xf0a;A?7, head.)

J^ahrax lagocephahis, Pallas, M6m. Ac. St. Pefcersb., n, 1810, 384, Kuril Islands.

(h-ammatopleurtis lagocephahis, Jordan & Eveemann, Check-List Fishes, 435, 1896.

Hexagravimus decagrammus, Bean & Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1896, 383, specimens from

Petropaulski; not of Pallas.
tt o t?

Hexagrammos lagocephahis, Jordan & Gilbert, Fishes of Bering Sea, m Kept. U. b. iur

Seal Investigations, 1898.

700. OPHIODON, f4irard.

(C'ULTUS Cons.)

Ophiodon, GIRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 133 (elongatus)

.

Oplopoma, GiRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1856, 135 (pantheHna= elongatus).

Body elongate, low, little compressed. Head long, rather pointed, its

surface scaleless. Mouth terminal, very large. Jaws with very strong,

sharp, unequal teeth, some of them canine-like; long series of cardiform

teeth on vomer and palatines. Gill openings very wide, the membranes

not united, free from the isthmus. Preopercle with a few bluntish spines;

a dermal Hap above the eye. Scales very small, becoming smooth with

age. Lateral line single, continuous. Dorsal On long, deeply notched,

the spines about 24 in number, slender and flexible, the middle ones high-

est; anal tin long, without distinct spines; ventrals 1,5, inserted some-

what behind pectorals; pectoral lin broad; pyloric cteca very numerous;

gill rakers tubercle-like. Species of large size ; among the largest of the

cottiform fishes; used as food; the flesh livid blue or green in color.

(d'0?5, snake; odovi, tooth.)

22fi3. OPHIODON ELONGATUS, Girard.

(Cl'LTUS COD; BLUE COD; BUFFALO COD.)

Head U; depth 5. D. XXV, 21; A. 22. Head large, the snout sharp,

conic. Mouth very large, the lower jaw prominent; maxillary reaching

beyond orbit; each jaw with a series of large pointed teeth bent inward

and iuuuovable; front of upper jaw with 2 to 4 larger canines; outside of

the series of large teeth each jaw has numerous small, sharp teeth; vomer

and palatines with a single row of canines; supraorbital tentacle much

shorter than pupil : dorsal fin beginning above preopercle, the fin very

deeply notched, the highest spines nearly i length of head; caudal

emarginate. Dark brown above, much mottled; dorsal fin and whole

upper part of body covered with small rusty brown spots of varying size

and hue; lower parts of body of a livid bluish green, especially in the

adult, the flesh and all membranes tinged with green; ground color often

* It will be noted that all of the species of Hexagrammos, except H. otajai, were known

to Pallas. H. otaHi has also been long known to collectors, though but recently distm-

•rnishcd from ff. stelleri. It seems probable that .all existing species of Hexagrammos

are now known to us. There are uniformly 5 lateral lines on each side in "
^
/P^^'^s nt

Hexagrammos. The second, third, and fifth lines are complete 111 all, while the hrst ana

fourth are variously developed, and ofl'er valuable specific characters.
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hluish or reddish tinged; young sometimes briglit green; fins dnsky,

mottled, the dorsal and caudal with a very narrow, pale edging. Length

40 inches. Pacific coast of America, Sitka to Santa Barbara; very abun-

dant, reaching a weight of 30 to 40 pounds, being one of the most important

food fishes on the coast. {vloiKjaius, elongate.)

Ophiodon elongatus, Gieard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 133, San Francisco (Type, No.

276. Coll. Dr. Heermann), Humboldt Bay, California (No. 277. Coll. Lieut. Trow-

bridge) ; GiRARn, U. S. Pac. R. R. Surv., x, FLslies 48, pi. 18, figs. 4 to 7, 1858;

GiiNTHER, Cat., n, 94, I860; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 646, 1883.

Oplopoma panthcrina, Girard, Proc. Ac.Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1856, 135, Cape Flattery, 'Wash-

ington (Type, No. 275. Coll. Lieut. Trowbridge); Giraed, U. S. Pac. R. K. Surv.,x,

Fisbea, 46, pi. 18, figs. 1 to 3, 1858.

Ophiodon pautherhms, Gunther, Cat., n, 93, 1860.

701. ZANIOLEPIS, Girard.

Zaniolepis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1857, 202 (latipinnis).

Body elongate, little compressed, tapering from the nape to the long and

slender tail. Head short, conical, the profile decurved. Mouth rather

small, low, terminal, horizontal; cardiform teeth on the jaws, vomer, and
palatines ; no supraorbital cirri

;
i)reopercle with spines. Gill membranes

not united, free from the isthmus
;
gill rakers tubercle-like. Scales small,

imbricated, extremely roughly ctenoid. Latei'al line single, continuous.

Dorsal fin with about 20 spines, some of the anterior spines more or less

elevated, a deep notch between the sjiines and soft rays; anal fin very

long, with 3 spines, the second of which is longest; ventrals I, 5, long,

inserted a little behind pectorals; pectorals moderate; pyloric caeca few

(5 or 6). North Pacific, in deep water; small fishes, not valued as food;

singular in form and appearance, and bearing some resemblance to the

Icelus-\\\<.e Cottidcp. (^aviov, a comb or card; XsTtig, scale; hence more
correctly spelled with an initial X.)

a. Third dorsal spine greatly elevated, much longer than head; head less than J len|>th

of body ; no supraorbital flap. latipinnis, 2264.

aa. Third dorsal spine moderate, shorter than head; head more than J length of body;

supraorbital flap present. frenatus, 2265.

2264. ZAXIOLEPIS LATIPINMS, Girard.

Head 4^; depth 5^. D. XXI-1, 11 ; A. Ill, 17. Body elongate, fusiform,

scarcely compressed, the dorsal outline rising rather steeply. Mouth
small, horizontal, low, the maxillary reaching nearly to the middle of the

eye ; the premaxillary entirely below tlie eye. Eye very large, longer than

snout, 3| in head; no cirrus above eye; preorbital wide, partly covering

the scaly maxillary; interocular space rather narrow, somewhat concave,

nasal spines present; preopercle with 3 sharp spines. Dorsal spines slen-

der, stiff, the first and second longest, usually greatly produced, but stiffish

to the tip, scarcely connected by membrane, reaching to nearly middle of

second dorsal, and more than i the total length of the fish, but often

much shorter; a deep notch between spinous and soft parts of dorsal; sec-
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oud dorsal higli, its rays gradually shortened; aual long, its spines liigb

;

veutrals elongate, wide apart, reaching past front of aual; pectorals short

and narro\Y; caudal short, slightly emargiuate. Head and body everj--

where covered with minute, imbricated, ver3^ rough, shagreen-like scales.

Olivaceous, the body and upper fins spotted with rusty brown; the verti-

cal fins marked with blackish ; a black streak before eye ; suborbital bluish

silvery. Length 12 inches. Pacific coast of the United States, from San
Francisco northward; abundant in deep water; a slender fish of dry, firm

substance and singular form. Here described from specimens from off

Point Eeyes. (latus, broad; pinna, fin.)

Zaniolepis latipinnis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pbila. 1857, 202, Tort Steilacoom, Puget

Sound (Coll. Dr. Suckley) ; Girard, F. S. Pac. U. K. Surv., x, Fish., 73, pi. 17, figs. 5 and

6,1858; GuNTHEK, Cat.,n,94, I860; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 647, 1883.

2265. ZAMOLEPIS FRENATUS, Eigeuiuann.

Head 3f in length of body ; depth of. D. XX-I, 12 ; A. IH, 15 ; eye 3f in

head; snout 3f; maxillary 3; third dorsal spine 1^; second dorsal ray 2;

pectoral li; ventral 1^; second anal spine 3J; caudal 1^. Form of Z. lati-

pinnis, slender, tapering backwards, anterior profile gently convex, the

snout sharp, the lower outline scarcely curved. Mouth at lower side of

snout horizontal, the maxillary reaching vertical from front of pupil, 3 in

head. A blunt spine on head of maxillary in front of nostrils. Teeth in

broad cardiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines; no canines. Nasal

spines very strong, much more developed than in Z. latipinnis. Eye very

large, 3f in head. Interorbital space narrower than in Z. latipinnis, strongly

concave, with a deep, median, scaleless groove, widening anteriorly. A
long, narrow, supraorbital cirrus, more than i as long as diameter of eye,

on supraorbital rim behind middle of eye, (A minute flap similarly

placed in Z. latipinnis.) Two or 3 preopercular spines developed, with 1 or

2 on shoulder; no other spines on head. Gill rakers sliort, tubercular,

not toothed, 10 or 11 on anterior arch. Gill membranes narrowly joined

across throat. Dorsal beginning over upper angle of gill opening ; spines of

anteriorpartof fin with memljranes deeply incised, the first 3 or 4 being more

than half free ; none of the spines produced into filaments, all stiif to their

tips, which are pvmgent; the anterior spines varying in relative length,

but the third seems normally the longest, 1^ to li in head, the second and
third about equal, the fin thence shortened to the twentieth spine, the

twenty-first again lengthened; aual spines strong, the second the longest,

^ longer than third; anal rays free at tip and thickened, becoming
gradually higher posteriorly, the last rays not abruptly lengthened as in

Z. latipinnis; pectoral long, * head, its upper portion longest, the lower

rays thickened towards tips, and serving as a support as the fish rests on

the bottom; ventrals long, the outer rays thickened, longest barely reach-

ing vent ; caudal truncate. Scales as in Z. latipinnis, minute, but regularly

disposed, their posterior edge with 5 to 8 strong spines, nearly as long as

width of scale ; tubes and pores of lateral line not externally visible

;

head and body entirely scaled, except snout, premaxillaries, part of inter-

orbital space, and lower side of head; series of sijinous scales extend to
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tips of rays and spiues of dorsal, caudal, and pectoral fins. Color, back
with a series of 6 quadrate blotches, corresponding to or alternating with
a similar series of larger blotches below the lateral liue, the spaces l>e-

tweeu with vermiculatiug lines of gray, inclosing darker spaces, the light

lines sometimes produced below the lateral line in v-shaped or
) (-shaped

markings; head dark, a silvery line on suborbital chain, edged above
with l)lack; spinous dorsal translucent, with rouud, black spots, fre-

quently more or less confluent to form horizontal or oblique streaks; soft

dorsal similarly, but much less distinctly, marked; caudal dusky, black

in males with white posterior margin; anal black m males with white

margin, in females unmarked; pectorals with 2 blackish bars, white

edged: ventrals l)lack in nuiles, white edged, plain in females; in males

the lower parts of body are uniformly blackish, ((lilbert MS.) Off shore

banks of southern California. Here described from a specimen, <s inches

long, taken off the Santa Barbara Islands, by the Albatross, {frenalus,

bridled.)

Zaniolepis frenatuB, Eigenmann, "West American Scientist, Nov. 9, 1889, 10, Cortez Banks,
off San Diego. (Coll. Capt. Carter.)

702. OXYLEBIUS, Gill.

Oxylehius, Gn.L, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 277 (pictus).

Body oblong, somewhat compressed. Head conical, very slender acumi-

nate, the profile somewhat concave. Mouth small. Jaws each Avith a

band of teeth, the outer series coiisideral)ly enlarged; minute teeth on

vomer, few or none on palatines. Top of head with dermal flaps. Pre-

opercle with 2 blunt spines. Gill membranes broadly connected, free from

the isthmus; gill rakers short, not very stout. Scales small, ctenoid;

a single lateral liue. Dorsal fin emarginate, with about 16 low, rather

strong spines; soft dorsal moderate, its membrane closely scaled; anal

with 3 stout spines, the second the longest; caudal truncate; pectorals

rather long, their bases not procurrent; ventrals moderate, inserted well

l)ehind pectorals. Pyloric cjeca few. Small fishes of bright coloration.

{di,vS, sharp; Lehitis, an old synonym of Hexayrammos, from XEfiia<i, a kind

of a small fish suitable to be cooked in AefSt/i;, a kettle.)

2266. OXYLEBIUS Pit TUS, Gill.

Head 3i; depth 3^. D. XVI. 15; A. Ill, 13. Body rather deep, com-

pressed. Head little compressed, slender, pointed; lips thick; lower jaw
slightly included; maxillary small, barely reaching eye. Eyes large,

about equal to snout, 4 in head; nasal spines present; interocular space

narrow. Scales on sides of head very small ; scales on body small, ctenoid,

with strong horizontal stria?, those on breast minute. Dorsal fin continu-

ous, its spines stiff, the middle one highest, and all considerably lower

than the soft rays; second anal spine longer than the third, about equal to

the soft rays; j)ectorals barely reaching anal; ventrals to past vent.

Tawny grayish, with about 6 black bars, alternating with areas of pale
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orange, the latter obscured by dusky spots and blotches ; the dark bars

extending on the fins, the first across the nape, the second across the mid-

tUe of the spinous dorsal, the third broader, across posterior part of spi-

nous dorsal and front of anal; 1 across middle of soft dorsal, 1 on posterior

part, and 1 at base of caudal, the bars about as wide as the interspaces,

and their edges irregular, but sharply defined; pectorals and caudal

orange, Avith cross series of spots ; ventrals largely black; under side of

head orange, freckled, spotted with pale; 2 fringed cirri over each eye,

scarlet; breast and belly marbled. Length 10 inches. Rocky shores,

on the Pacific coast of the United States from Monterey northward to

Puget Sound, living among algai; abundant, but rare in collections, being

seldom taken in nets- Here described from specimens from Monterey.

A most beautiful and active little fish. (jnctHs, painted.)

Oxlyebius pictits, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci.Phila. 1862, 277, California; no definite locality.

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 648, 1883 ; Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895,

802, pi. 78.

Family CLXXIX. COTTID^.*

(The Sculpins.)

Body moderately elongate, fusiform or compressed, tapering backward
from the head, which is usually broad and dei)re8sed. Eyes placed high,

the interocular space usually narrow ; a bony stay connectiug the sub-

orbital with the preopercle, usually covered by the skin; upper angle of

preopercle usually with 1 or more spinous processes, the head sometimes

wholly unarmed. Teeth equal, in villiform or cardiform bands on jaws,

and often on vomer and palatines; premaxillaries protractile; maxillary

without supplemental bone. Gills 3^ or 4, slit behind the last small, often

obsolete; gilliakers short, tubercle-like or obsolete; gill membranes
broadly connected, often jointed to the isthmus. Body naked, or vari-

ously armed with scales, prickles, or bony plates, but never uniformly

scaled; lateral line present, simple, sometimes chain-like. Dorsal fins

separate or somewhat connected, the spines, 6 to 18 in number, usually

slender, sometimes concealed in the skin, the soft part elongate; caudal

fin sex^arate, rounded; anal fin similar to the soft dorsal, without spines;

pectoral fins large, with broad procurrent bases, the rays mostly simple,

the upper sometimes branched ; ventrals thoracic, rarely entirely wanting,

the rays usually I, 3 to I, 5, their insertion well forward. Pseudobranchiie

present. Vertebra? numerous, 30 to 50. Scapular arch normal; myodome
developed; actinosts large, partly intervening between hypercoracoid;

ribs sessile on the vertebrae. Pyloric cteca usually in .small number (4 to 8)

;

air bladder commonly wanting. Genera about 60; species about 250,

mostly of the rock pools and shores of northern regions; many species

found in fresh waters ; some of the salt-water species descending to great

depths. Most of the species are of small size and singular aspect, and

none is valued as food. The family is an extremely varied one, which

* We are under obligations to Dr. Wilbur W. Thobum for many notes on the American
Cottidce.
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can not readily be thrown into subordinate groups. Almost every species

has an individuality of its own, and among the marine forms it is necessary

to recognize almost as many genera as species. It is impossible to throw

these small genera together into large groups. Of the American forms,

probably Jordania is nearest the primitive scaly stock, from which such

forms as Zaniolcpia and Oxylcbius are also descended. Hcmitriiyierus and
Nauticliihi/s seem to b<! the most specialized genera. Fresh-water degener-

ation is exemplified in Coitus and Uranidm; deep-water degeneration in

Zeaticelus and Cottunculus, and the degradation associated with sluggish

habits in Ascelichthys, Psychrulides, and Gilhertina. {TrvjUda:, group Cot-

Una, part; group Scorpcen'ma, part, Glinther, Cat., ii.)

I. Spinous dorsal evident, not concealed in tlie flesh nor indistinguishable from soft part

;

head with spines or tubercles (except in rare cases), its bones not all hidden in

lax skin.

a. Ventral fins well developed.

h. Pectoral tins separate, not coalescent below.

c. Ventral rays I, 5; vomer and palatines with teeth
;
gill membranes broadly united,

free from the isthmus.

JOEDANUNiE:

d. Body more or less scaly above, or with rough plates or prickles.

e. Dorsal fin very long, of 17 spines; anal long; no slit behind last gill arch;

back with rough scales; sides with oblique serrated folds; ventral tins

well behind pectorals. Jordania, 703.

ee. Dorsal tin moderate, of 12 or 13 spines; anal long; body very slender;

sides of back with rough plates.

/. Last gill arch with no slit behind it; chin with 2 barbels.

rAKICELINUS, 704.

ff. Last gill arch with a slit behind it; chin without barbels.

Alcidea, 705.

sc0rp.en1chthyin^ :

dd. Body covered with .smooth skin ; a slit behind last gill; dorsal raj's 11 ; body

rather robust. Scokp.s;nichthys, 706.

cc. Ventral rays not I. 5; usually I, 3, sometimes I, 2, or I, 4.

g. Spinous dorsal shorter than soft part, of less than 13 spines.

Hemilepidotin.*: :

h. Body definitely more or less scaly above, tlie scales sometimes arranged in

bands, or sometimes modified as bony plates, these usually placed along

lateral line or at base of dorsal (skin naked in Artediellus).

i. Last gill arch without slit behind it; gill membranes united, free from the

isthmus.

_;. Vomer and palatines with teeth.

k. Preopercular spine with 1 to 5 enlarged hooks or antler-like processes

above, besides the 2 on its bifid or emargiuate tip.

I. Back above lateral line evenly scaly ; spinous dorsal emarginate.

Chitonotus, 707.

II. Back above lateral line with a series of enlarged plates or scales,

the space above and below this naked.

in. Lateral line armed with a series of bony plates; preopercular-like

processes usually numerous.

n. Dorsal fin with 1 or more of the anterior spines elevated and

filamentous ; scattered plates behind axil.

Tahandichthys, 708.

nil. Dorsal fin without filamentous spines ; no plates l)ehiud axil.

ICELINUS, 709.
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•mm. Lateral line unarmed or with small hidden scales only; hody

rather robust; no filumentous spines; top of head scaly;

preopercular sjiiue with hut 1 hooked process above.

ASTROLYTKS, 710.

kk. Preopercular spine bifid or simple, without hooks or autler-like pro-

cesses above.

0. Vent very close behind ventrala ; supraorbital cirrus very high.

Akchistes, 711.

00. Vent well behind ventrals; supraorbital cirrus low or wanting.

p. Back with a distinct band of scales on each side above lateral line

;

head smooth above, the interorbital space flat or concave.

q. Interorbital space flat; head without cirri above.
Artedius, 712.

qq. Interorbital space concave; top of head witli short cirri.

AXYRIAS, 71.3.

yy. Back covered with rough scales above; head very rough.

/•. Preopercular spine more or less evidently bifurcate; a small

cirrus above eye. Ruscarius, 715.

rr. Preopercular spine simple; sides scaly below lateral line.

Eastrinus, 716

yyy. Back with a series of larger plates along each side below base of

dorsal fin above lateral line ; head naked above ; sides with
scattered scales ; body and head slender; skin above with

warty scales and prickles. Icelus, 717.

yyyy. Back and sides wholly naked; preopercular spine simple,

strongly hooked upward. Artediellus, 714.

jj. Vomer with teeth, palatines with none ; the side with a series of bony
keeled spinous plates.

t. Plates on head larger, similar to those along lateral line ; body very slen-

der, depressed above. Eadulinus, 718.

tt. Plates on head very small; body rather robust; preopercle with 4

spines, the upper hooked upward. Stelgistrum, 719.

ii. Last gill arch with a distinct slit behind it.

Tt. Sides of body with oblique serrated folds; preopercular spines small,

simple or bitid
;
gill membranes wholly free from isthmus ; spinous

dorsal not emarginate; no palatine teeth; body slender; ventrals

moderate.

V. Caudal fln truncate or slightly emarginate.

w. Back with a series of bony tubercles along l)ase of dorsal; body not

very slender,

a. Breast naked, with cross folds of skin, containing mucous tubes.

Triglops, 720.

%x. Breast with small scales and no cross folds. Sternias, 721.

WW. Back without bony tubercles along base of dorsal ; body very .slen-

der; lower rays of pectoral produced. Prionistius, 722.

vv. Caudal fin deeply forked; body very slender; lower pectoral rays

produced. Elanura, 723.

MM. Sides of body without oblique, serrated folds ; no bony tubercles along

dorsal ; body very robust.

y. Back with 1 or 2 bands of large rough scales ; lateral line without bony
shields; palatines with teeth

;
preopercular spine short.

z. Back with one band of scales ; ventrals greatly elongate ; gill mem-
branes free from isthmus ; spinous dorsal not notched.

Melletes, 724.

zz. Back and sides with 2 separate bands of coarse rough scales ; ven-

trals moderate; spinous dorsal notched,

a'. Gill membranes partly free, forming a broad fold across isthmus;

naked skin of body firm and thick. KEiiiLEPiuoxus, 725.

3030 41
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aa'. Gill membranes united, not forming a distinct fold across isthmus

(unless the skin is shrivelled) ; naked skin thin and lax.

Caltcilepidotus, 726.

yy. Body without scales, hut with a band of coarse bony plates along

lateral line
;
gill membranes broadly united to the isthmus.

6'. Preopercular spine simple, very long and strong. Enophrys, 727.

bh'. Preopercular spine extremely long, armed above with recurred

hooks. . CERATOCorTCs, 728.

hk. Body not definitely scaly above, the skin smooth, prickly, villous, or with scat-

tered scaly processes; no bony armature to lateral line.

COTTIN^

:

c'. Skin smooth or warty or velvety, not evenly hispid with stiff prickles.

e'. Gill membranes broadly united to the isthmus, not forming a fold

across it; fresh-water species with the head feebly armed; pala-

tine teeth present or absent.

/'. Ventrals with a concealed spine and 4 soft rays; skin often prickly.

COTTUS, 729.

/J'. Yentrals with a concealed spine and 3 soft rays ; skin not prickly

;

palatine teeth usually obsolete. Ueanidea, 730.

ee'. Gill openings narrowly joined to the isthmus, without fold.

[Leptocottus, 743.]

eee'. Gill membranes free from the isthmus or else forming a broad fold

across it.

(/'. Palatine teeth none.

h'. First dorsal spine not especially elevated.

i'. Preopercle with 3 spines only, the upper straight, the third

turned downward: skeleton well ossified; lateral line devel-

oped, with or without concealed plates.

j'. Lower jaw shorter than tipper; suprascapula with a single

spine. Myoxocephalus, 731.

jj'. Lower jaw longer than upper; suprascapula with a double

spine, the upper branch shorter. Megalocottus, 732.

ii'. Preopercle with 4 spines, the lowermost or fourth turned down-
ward; bones of head more or less cavernous; lateral line

often modified or reduced to scattered pores.

k'. Upper preopercular spine curved or hooked upward or else

obsolete and hidden in the skin ; skin smooth ; occipital

ridges little developed.

l. Nasal spines obsolete : bones of head soft and spongy ; lower

jaw projecting; lateral line reduced to scattered pores;

deep water sculpins allied to Psych rohtteg.

m'. Vomer with teeth
;
palatines with none.

n'. Preopercular spines distinct, uppermost long, sharp.

o'. Dorsals well separated Zesticelus, 733.

00'. Dorsals contiguous. Dasycottcs, 734.

nn'. Preopercular spines very short, bidden in the skin;

dorsal tin continuous. Cottunculus, 735.

mm'. Vomer and palatines toothless. Malacocottus,"736.

W. Xasal spines strong ; bones of head firm ; lowerjaw included.

p'. Ventral fins very long, reaching past front of anal.

AKGYEOCOTTU'S, 737.

pp'. Ventral fins moderate, not reaching vent.

POBOCOTTUS, 738.

kk'. Upper preopercular spine straight; lateral line chain-like:

vomer with teeth, an evident .slit behind last gill.

q'. Top of head with ridges or crests ; marine species.

Oncocottus, 739.
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qq'. Top of head unarmcd.or nearly so; lacustrine species.

Triglopsis, 740.

kkV. Upper preopercular spine stont, armed with 2 or 3 antler-

like processes ; slit behind last gill small or wanting

;

vomer toothless. Gymnocanthus, 741.

M'. First dorsal spine elevated : skin perfectly smooth
;

gill mem-
branes forming a broad fold across isthmns. Leiocottus, 742.

gg<. Palatine teeth present (rarely obsolete in one species).

»•'. Gill membranes narrowly joined to the isthmus, not forming a

fold; preopercular spine with antler-like processes; skin

smooth. Leptocottus, 743.

rr'. Gill membranes free from the isthmus; preopercular spine shorter

;

liead and sides usually with many short cirri.

s'. Skin of sides with scattered prickles or rudimentary scales;

preopercular spine bifid ; bead pointed. Clinocottus, 744.

*«'. Skin perfectly smooth, without scales or prickles.

v. Preopercular spine long and sharp, sometimes with 1 antler-

like process above; snout acute. Oligocottus, 745.

tV. Preopercular spine sharp, curved, simple; snout acute.

OXTCOTTUS, 746.

UV. Preopercular spine short and blunt: snout more or less obtuse.

Blenxicottus, 747.

rrr' . Gill membranes free from the isthmus; no cirri; preopercular

spine slender, hooked upward. [ Artediellus, 714.]

BLEPSIIN^ :

cc'. Skin almost everywhere rough with small bluntish prickles; first dorsal,

elevated in front; head small, compressed.

u'. Gill membranes free from the isthmus ; ventrals .small.

V'. Spinous dorsal not emarginate ; no .smooth areas on body.

HisTiocoTxrs, 748.

vv' . Spinous dorsal deeply notched ; sides with smooth areas. Blepsias,749.

uu'. Gill membranes united to the isthmus ; ventrals long.

w'. First dorsal little elevated, its base scarcely raised above occiput.

Nautiscus, 750.

WW'. First dorsal greatly elevated, its base raised abruptly from the

depressed occiput. Xautichthys,751.

HEMITRIPTERIN.E :

ijij. Spinous dorsal longer than soft part, of 14 to 18 spines; skin rough, with prickles

and tubercles ; teeth on vomer and palatines
;
gill membranes free from isthmus

;

no .slit behind last gill.

%'. Spinous dorsal of lu spines, not notched. Ulca, 752.

XX'. Spinous dorsal of 16 to 18 spines, deeply notched, the anterior spines highest.

Hejiiteipteeds, 753.
SyXCHIEINJE:

hh. Pectoral fins continuous around the throat.

J/'. Back with spinous scales; giU membranes free from isthmus; no slit

behind last gill; teeth on vomer and palatines; preopercle with a
short bifid spine ; ventrals inserted far back. Stnchirds, 754.

ASCELICHTHYIX^

:

aa. Ventral fins wholly wanting. Skin perfectly smooth ; no slit behind fourth giU;

gill membranes free from isthmus ; teeth on vomer and palatines.

ASCELICHTHYS, 755.

PSYCHEOLUTIN.E

:

rr. Spinous dorsal not evident, its slender spines wholly hidden in the skin or else indis-

tinguishable from soft rays; head unarmed, its bones hidden in lax skin; akin

smooth; no slit behind last gill; gill membranes broadlj- joined to the isthmus;

no tectli on vomer or palatines ; maxillary covered by skin of preorbital; ventrals

moderate I, 3, the base adnata to body.
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z'. Spinous dorsal wholly hidden in the skin ; bones of head not greatly cavernous

;

lower jaw (J-shaped, its rami widely separated. Pstcheolutes, 756.

zz'. Spinous dorsal evident, the spines not wholly hidden; bones of head cavern-

ous; lower jaw long, (J -shaped, its rami approximate at base.

GiLBERTINA, 757.

703. JORDANIA, Stalks.

Jordania, Stahks, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1895, 410 {zonopc).

Body elongate, not greatly compressed ; head moderate, partly scaled,

with dermal flaps abo^e; mouth moderate, with Lands of villiform teeth

on jaws, vomer, and palatines; body above lateial line closely covered

with strongly ctenoid scales; lower half of bodj^ with plate-like folds of

skin, running obliquely downward and backward from lateral line to

within a short distance of anal tin, the posterior edge of each fold finely

and sharply serrate; gill membranes united, free from isthmus; a slit

behind last gill arch. Three preopercular spines, only the middle one well

developed. Spinous dorsal with a very long base, of about 17 spines,

longer than the soft dorsal ; anal long; ventrals I, 5, inserted much behind

pectorals. Vertebra^ 10 -{-36 ^46. One species; in waters of moderate

depth; a singular gi'nus, approximating the IIcja(j7-ammidw. ("I take

great pleasure in naming this remarkable genus for my teacher in ichthy-

ology, David Starr Jordan." Starks.)

22fi7. J0BDAXI.4 ZONOPE, Starks.

HeadSi; depth 54^. D. XVII, 15; A. 22; pores in lateral lino 50; orbit

3| in head; maxillary 3i; longest dorsal spine 1§; longest dorsal ray 2^;

longest anal ray 2^; length of ventrals 1|; pectorals I longer than head;

caudal l*. Body rather elongate, comjirr'ssed posteriorly, not much, if

any, anteriorly; the back not elevated; dorsal and ventral outlines almost

straight from head to caudal peduncle; head not large, profile from front

of dorsal to eyes nearly horizontal and straight, then abruptly turning

steeply downward to end of snout; lower profile gently curved from chin

to ventral fins; mouth small, the maxillary not reaching the vertical from

front of orbit; jaws about equal, or the lower slightly projecting; teeth

in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and jjalatines; eyes large, set high in

head, a little shorter than snout; interorbital space deeply concave, i as

wide as eye; a slip of skin, i as long as the diameter of the eye, over the

anterior edge of each eye, and a longer one over the posterior edge; a few

minute fleshy .slips on nape ; nasal spines long and sharp, somewhat curved

back; spine on preopercle simple, hooked up, a minute spine above it and

a blunt spine below; posterior end of opercle prominent, forming a blunt

spine ; opercle produced posteriorly in a flap, which lies in a shallow groove

in the shoulder girdle; no opercular spine
;

gill membranes united, but

not joined to tbe isthmus ; a distinct slit behind fourth gill arch ; branchi-

ostegals 5. Top of head to middle of eyes, opercles, and uj)per part of

preopercles closely covered with small rough scales, head otherwise

naked; body above lateral line completely covered with ctenoid scales,
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not very regular in size, arranged in about 67 series ; lower half of body
covered to within a short distance of anal with about 50 oblique plate-

like folds of skin, the posterior edges of which are finely and sharply ser-

rate, the pores of lateral line situated in the upper end of these folds;

pectoral base, belly, and a narrow space along base of anal naked; fins,

with the exception of pectoral, which has a few rough scales on the rays,

naked. Dorsal spines slender, the first one inserted in advance of pectoral

base, directly over the upper end of gill opening, the fin somewhat rounded
in outline, the spines not varying greatly in length, with the exception of

2 or 3 on each side; soft dorsal a little lower than spinous, the rays sub-
equal, its base a little shorter than the base of first dorsal, and slightly

longer than the length of head ; ventral fins long, inserted well backward,
the base nearly \ a head's length behind pectorals, their tips reaching
past front of anal fin, their length equal to the distance from snout to

edge of preopercle; the pubic bone very prominent
;
pectoral fins long and

curved upward, the middle rays the longest, reaching past tips of ven-

trals and front of anal to the space between dorsals, the ends of lower
rays free, the width of the fin at its base contained 3 times in length of
head; caudal rounded. Color in spirits, blackish, with traces of 4 or 5
darker cross bars on back; sides below lateral line mottled, faint dark
spots along lateral line, more conspicuous posteriorly; a dark bar ^ as

wide as eye, running from eye downward across cheek to anterior end of
interopercle, bordered on each side by a light streak, a similarly bordered
bar running across top of head, slightly turuing around posterior margin
of orbit, downward along margin of iireopercle, and ending on posterior

end of interopercle ; snout abruptly black, lips dark; fins all dark and
slightly mottled; tips of ventral, anal, and caudal rays a little lighter;

caudal and pectoral dark at base ; slips on top of head black ; belly very
finely dusted with minute dark points. Puget Sound, in 4 to 8 fathoms;
types, 3 specimens taken in channel rocks at Point Orchard, near Seattle,

the largest 4 inches in length. The life colors of this brilliant species

were not taken. There is in life much red on the lateral plates and else-

where on the body and fins, which disappears at once in alcohol. (X(hvn,

zone; OTtrj, window, from the banded eye.)

Jordania zonope, Staeks, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phil.i. 1895, 410, Point Orchard, Puget Sound
(Type, No. 3124, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mu.s. Coll. Maude Pai ker aud Adam Hubbard) ; Jok-
DAN & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 802, pi. 79.

704. PARICELINUS, Eigenmann & Eigenmann.

Paricelinvs, Eigenmann &. Eigenmann, West American Scientist, Nov. 9, 1889, 131

(hoplitieus)

.

Ventral I, 5. Spinous dorsal well developed; gills 3^, no slit behind the

last; vomer and palate with teeth. Gill membranes (probably) forming a

fold across the isthmus. Sides covered with stifi', villiform prickles; a

series of large plates, each ending in a large recurved spine, along the

bases of the dorsals. Head well armed, the occiput, preopercle, suborbi-

tal stay, preorbital, and part of the supraorbital with spines; nasal spines
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present; cliiu with 2 barbels. Brancbiostegals 6. Soft dorsal and anal

long. An imperfectly known genus, evidently allied to Jordania, found

in ratber deep water in California, {itapa, near; Icelinus.)

2208. PARICELINUS HOPLITICUS, Eigenmann & Eigenmaun.

Head 4 ; depth 6^. D. XII, 19 ; A. 2.3. Body elongate, subcylindrical for-

ward, somewhat compressed behind; region between dorsal armature Hat.

Snout pointed. Eye large, elevated, 1 in snout, 3i in head. Interorbital

region with a deep median groove and 2 shallower grooves, its width less

than dio,meter of pupil. Upper jiosterior portion of orbit strongly ser-

rate. Posterior margin of preorbital serrate. Suborbital stay with 2

strong upward directed spines behind the eye. Top of head depressed,

a series of 8 si^ines on either side, tlie posterior 2 removed from the

anterior one ; 2 small spines above posterior part of each eye. Mouth
large, maxillary reaching to below anterior margin of pupil, 3^ in

head. Both jaws with bands of teeth, the outward anterior ones

recurved; vomer and palatines with smaller teeth. A barbel on either

side of the lower jaw about as long as pupil. Origin of spinous dor-

sal above the posterior portion of the opercle, its end above the origin

of the anal; caudal broad, rounded; ventrals reaching the second anal

ray
;
pectoral very broad, reaching the hfth anal ray, A narrow stripe

along base of anal naked; jirickles along lateral line enlarged, forming 2

series of spinelets along its anterior portion ; 34 pairs of strong recurved

spines along the sides of the back. Sides ashy with scattered rusty spots

;

a series of conspicuous ijurjjle spots below the lateral line ; lower surface

white ; dorsal and caudal marked with rusty bars. Cortez Banks, oil" San

Diego, California (Eigenmann); not seen by us. Type, a single well-

preserved specimen, 15 mm. long, from the stomach of Scbastodes lens, fioui

48 fathoms. {oitXiriKoi, dLvaxedi.)

Parieelinus hoplitmis, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, West American Scientist, Nov. 9, 1889,

131, Cortez Banks. (Coll. C. H. Eigenmann.)

705. ALCIDEA, Jordan & Evermann.

Alcidea, JOBDAN & EvERMANN, uew genus (thoburni).

Body elongate, with slender and spinous head. Branchiostegal mem-
branes broadly united, free from the isthmus. Preopercular spines sim-

ple, 3 in number, all directed downward ; a distinct slit behind last gill

arch. Teeth in jaws, and on vomer and palatines. A palmate supra-

orbital cirrus ; others present on j)reopercl«. Nasal spine strong. Body
thickly beset with short, stiff, villiform prickles; a series of plates along

each side of base of dorsals, bearing each a strong spine; plates of lateral

line spinous. Both dorsals and anal very long ; caudal rounded; pectorals

with the lower rays simple, exserted, fn'oduced; ventrals broad, I, 5.

Jlcidca differs widely from Icdus in the structure of its ventrals and pec-

torals, in the very spinous head, and in the nature of the body covering.

It is, however, evidently very close to Parieelinus. If Dr. Eigenmann's
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account is correct, the two should bo geuerically as well as specifically,

distinct. Gilbert observes:

"Our specimen seems to agree in most of its cliaracters -with Eigenmann'a type of

Paricelinus, but differs from his description in a number of important respects, which, if

correctly given, would indicate specific separation for our specimen. The latter does not

possess a pair of long barbels at the chin, but has others, not mentioned, above ej'e and

along margin of preopercle. The suborbital stay does not possess 2 strong upwardly

direct spines behind eye, but it is thickly beset with a number of crowded smaller spines.

The maxillary is contained 3 times, not 3i, in head. A distinct slit exists behind fourth

gill arch. The origin of the .spinous dorsal is above middle of opercle, not over its pos-

terior portion as stated in the description. The lower portion of pectoral tin has its rays

very much exserted and somewhat produced, a point not mentioned by Eigenmann."

(ccXny, the elk, from the preopercular spine; Eido^, resemblance.)

2269. ALCIDEA THOBCRNI (Gilbert).

Head 3i; depth 7; eye Sf in head; snout 3^. D. XIII, 19; A. 23; P. 15;

V. I, 5; pores in lateral line 43 or 44; branchiostegals 6. Body very

slender and elongate, the ventral line straight, the dorsal outline descend-

ing rapidly forward to the slender, sharp snout, and declining very gently

backward to the comparatively short and compressed caudal peduncle.

Body highest at the shoulders, compressed, everywhere deeper than wide

;

length of caudal peduncle I its length from base of last dorsal ray. Head
narrow, its greatest width equaling its depth, its profile convex above the

orbits. Month nearly horizontal, the maxillary reaching a vertical midway
between front of eye and front of pupil, 2f in head. Teeth cardiform, in

rather broad bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Snout slightly greater

than length of eye. Supraorbital rim greatly elevated, the interorbital

space a deep narrow groove, with a pair of low, rounded, lengthwise ridges

along its floor; interorbital width 3^'; in diameter of orbit; anterior half of

supraorbital rim smooth, posteriorly beset with crowded clusters of short,

strong spines, occupying the upper posterior quadrant of the orbital rim;

3 of these spines, somewhat larger than the others, lie 1 on either side, the

other in front of the supraorbital cirrus; upper margin of suborbital stay

continuous with that of preorbital, elevated to form a thin knife-like

crest, which is irregularly serrate with short sjiinous teeth, the anterior

the largest; between this ridge and the eyo lies a deep, narrow groove; a

strong postocular spine directed backward, followed after an interval by
2 similar spines on occiput, the 2 series thus formed diverging backward;
na.sal sjiines very strongly developed; upper edge of the postero-temporal

minutely serrated; in advance of this a series of 3 spines, parallel with

the occipital series, the posterior one remote from the two anterior; oper-

cle unarmed; preopercle with 3 simple, strong spines directed backward,
the middle one on a line with suborbital stay and slightly the longest, its

length f diameter of pupil. Branchiostegal membranes broadly united,

free from the isthmus for its entire width. Gills 31, a distinct and com-

liaratively long slit behind the fourth arch; gill rakers undeveloped,

tubercular. Body covered with slender, short, villiform prickles, which
leave only a very narrow naked strip along base of anal, and continuous

over the dorsal series of plates, reaching the base of the dorsal fins; a nar-
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row band of prickles in axil of pectorals, behind tliis a wide naked area

extending downward and backward to behind base of ventrals, the 2

areas separated by a narrow mesial band of prickles on belly ; similar

prickles cover contiuuonsly the occipnt, the opercles, and the portion of

cheeks and preopercles which lie above suborbital stay; a narrow length-

wise band of i>rickles on cheek below suborbital stay, the lower side of

head together with snout and inteorbital region otherwise naked; a series

of 34 broad plates along each side of dorsal fins, extending from the nape to

the middle of caudal peduncle ; each plate transversely angulated, the outer

half directed outward and downward, the inner half n<>arly horizon-

tal inward, the angle bearing a very strong, compressed, backwardly
hooked spine; the dorsal fins thus occupy the middleof a flat dorsal strip,

bounded by the 2 series of spines ; a number of enlarged spine-like prickles

accompany the lateral line, each pore of which lies in the axil of one such

;

anteriorly, these prickles are arranged somewhat definitely in pairs, 2 to

each pore, but this arrangement is lost posteriorly ; a series of enlarged

prickles is placed convexly at base of caudal fin; the upper unmodified
rays of the pectoral fin, and all rays of dorsal and caudal fins, accompa-
nied by series of prickles; other fins and thickened jiectoral rays smooth.

Eody without filaments. No barbels at chin nor on mandible elsewhere.

A slender tentacle, iialmated at tip, above posterior portion of orbit, its

length slightly less than diameter of pupil. A slender branched tentacle

near base of middle and lowermost preopercular spines, and a simple one

at an equal distance below them ; a similar broadly i)almated tentacle on

cheek, behind end of maxillary, lost on 1 side in our specimen, but the

scar apparent. Dorsal fins separate, the membrane from last spine join-

ing base of first soft ray; spines very slender, the sixth the longest, 2^ in

head, very slightly shorter than the soft rays ; base of spinous dorsal 1^ in

head, of soft dorsal 2\ in length of head and body; front of anal under
twelfth dorsal spine, the longest ray \ head, the length of the base slightly

less than \ head and body; caudal rounded, If in head; the lower 6 pec-

toral rays simple, thickened, exserted, the membranes very deeply incised,

the upper 3 longer than the branched rays above, the longest extending

to opposite fifth anal ray ; ventrals broad, the inner rays shorter than the

outer, which extend to opposite second anal ray. Color in life, light

olivaceous, with 4 brown cross bands, 1 under spinous dorsal, 3 under soft

dorsal; a series of 9 roundish dusky spots along middle of sides below
lateral line; back and sides with small golden spots and streaks; a dis-

tinct series of round blue spots above lateral line, and some scattered

blue spots and blotches on back and head; iris green and dusky; sjjinous

dorsal light green, crossed by narrow yellow lines; soft dorsal translu-

cent, shaded with reddish and bluish; ventrals translucent, posteriorly

greenish, with white pigment; pectorals translucent, the rays crossed with
reddish and greenish bars, which are little conspicuous; supraorbital cir-

rus green
;
preopercular cirri white. Coast of Oregon (Gilbert) ; 1 speci-

men, 1(55 mm. long, dredged in 75 fathoms, (Named for Dr. Wilbur Wilson
Thoburn, in recognition of his work on the Cottidw.)

raricelinus thoburni, Gilbert, Eept. U. S. Fish Coiimi. 1893 (1896), 432, pi. 30, coast of

Oregon, in 75 fathoms, at Albatross Station 3350. (Coll. Gilbert.)
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706. SCORP^NICHTHYS, Girard.

(Cabezones.)

Seorpaniichthys, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 131 {marmoratvs).

Body rather robust, covered with smooth, thick skiu. Head large,

somewhat compressed, its upper surface rugose ; mouth rather large, with

villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; gill membranes broadly

united, free from the isthmus; a large slit behind fourth gill; preoper-

cular spines small, simple; spinous dorsal long, scarcely emarginate, but

slightly depressed near its middle, the first 4 spines shorter than those

immediately following ; ventral fins large, I, 5. Size large. Pacific Ocean.

A well-marked genus distinguished from its allies by its perfect ventrals.

(dHopTtioi;, dxopTtaiva, Scorpama; ix^vi, fish.)

2270. S(ORP,EM(HTHYS MAKMORATUS (Ayrcs).

(Cabezon.)

Head 2^; depth 3*; eye U. D. XI, 18; A. 12; P. 15; V. I, 5; lateral

lines (pores) 80; P. IJ; C. IJ; vertelme 15 + 21= 36. Top of head rugose,

without spines ; interorbital space concave, narrower than the large eye

;

a fleshy flap on middle of snout, and 1 on end of maxillary ; superciliary

cirri large ; more than I diameter of orbit, laciuiate ; upper preopercular

spine short, straight, about ^ diameter of eye; suborbital stay very broad

;

maxillary extending to beyond eye. First 4 spines of dorsal subequal,

shorter than the fifth; dorsal fins scarcely connected at base; pectorals

shortish, not reaching anal; skin thick and leathery, without prickles or

cirri. Larval sjiecimens 1 to 2 inches long are smooth, silvery, and com-

pressed, looking quite unlike the adult, the number of ventral rays readily

distinguishing them from other young sculpins. Olive brown, thickly

mottled with dark blotches and light spots, and reticulated with difl"erent

shades of green and brown ; sides with 5 irregular, dark, vertical blotches,

of which 2 are under each dorsal and extend on the fins ; belly livid bluish

or green, reticulated with olive; the ground color exceedingly variable,

ranging from cherry red to green ; lips blotched with white ; fins all more

or less barred; flesh and membranes livid bluish, the coloration of the

flesh varialde, like that of Ophiodon dongatm. Length 30 inches. Here

described from a specimen 10 inches in length, from San Francisco. Puget

Sound to San Diego; very abundant; used for food, bat coarse and tough.

The largest of the Cottidw, reaching a weight of 20 to 25 pounds. Com-

mon in the markets, but not esteemed as food, (marmoratus, marbled.)

Hemitripterus marmoratus, Atres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1854, 4, San Francisco ; Gikahd, U.

S. Pac. R.E. Surv., Fishes, x, 64, 1858 ; Gunthee, Cat., n, 154, 1860 ; Jordan i: Gilbert,

Synopsis, 716, 1883.

707. CHITONOTUS, Lockington.

CJntonotm, Lockington, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 141 (megacephahis).

Body elongate, its upper part, except along base of dorsal, covered with

small, very rough scales; preopercle with a long spine armed with 3
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antler-like processes above. Anal papilla of male excessively devel-

oped, with a tubular filament. First dorsal divided into 2 portions, the

anterior the shorter, its front spine elevated. Lateral line armed with a

series of keeled scales, toothed on the keel and on hinder maroin. Other

characters as in Jrfcdiiis, the body more slender, and the scales rougher.

{XiT^fov, chiton, a tunic; ydjto^; back.)

2271. CHITOIVOTUS PUGETEXSTS (Steindachner).

Head 3; depth 5. D. III-YII, 15; A. 14; eye 3i in head; maxillary 2;

first dorsal spine 1|; pectorals If; ventrals 1|; caudal 1|. Body mod-

erately slender, robust anteriorly, tapering into a slender caudal pe-

duncle; mouth large, maxillary reaching to below posterior margin of

pupil; teeth in narrow villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines; 2

pairs of small spines just back of eyes, and a pair at occiput; nasal spines

moderate; preopercle with a large process with 3 upward-directed spines,

and ending in 1 horizontal one ; 3 spines below it, the upper one directed

backward-downward, the 2 lower ones forward-downward; interorbital

space very narrow, less than i of pupil. Top of head to in front of eyes

closely scaled with strongly ctenoid scales ; a row of quadrate plates along

lateral line, their upper and posterior edges strongly serrate, lower

and anterior edges embedded, above these the back evenly covered with a

belt of ctenoid scales in .5 or 6 series; a narrow space below dorsal; body

below lateral line naked. First dorsal spine elongate, reaching to the

base of the next to the last spine, its length quite variable, the first 3

spines separated from the rest of the fin by a deep notch, the third spine

shorter than the fourth
;
pectorals reaching past front of anal ; ventrals

long and slender, inserted slightly behind base of pectoral, their tips

scarcely reaching to vent. Color pale olivaceous, with indications of

dark cross bars above ; lower parts white
;
pectoral, dorsal, and caudal

with dark cross bars ; ventrals and anal white ; tip of snout dark ; a dark

blotch at base of caudal. Length 6 inches. Puget Sound to San Fran-

cisco; not rare in waters of moderate depth. Here described from a spec-

imen from Puget Sound, 4 inches in length. Specimens from off San

Francisco {megacephalus*) have the first dorsal spine usually higher, the

* The following is a description of a specimen from off Point Reyes, typical of Chito-

notusmegacephalus. Head 2J; depth 5^. X). IlI-VII, 15; A. 15; V. I, 3; scales 38. I3ody

fusiform; head long; eyes large, separated by a very narrow, slightly concave inter-

orbital space ; TOOiith large, the maxillary extending to posterior border of eye ; preopercle

with a strong process armed with 3 or 4 upward-directed and 1 horizontal point; below
this 3 other spines; 2 or 3 spines close behind eye on each side; 2 occipital ridges, ending
in spines, the space between them concave; top of head, interocular space, snout, upper
part of opercle, and a narrow belt close under the eye covered with rough scales; lateral

line with a series of quadrate plates, their upper and posterior edges strongly serrate, the
lower and anterior edges embedded; above these the back evenly covered with smaller

scales, the lower and anterior part of each scale embedded, and the upper edge strongly

toothed; 5 to 8 rows of these scales; a narrow naked area at base of dorsal. Dorsal
s])ines slender, the flrst usually longer than head, reaching past front of soft dorsal when
depressed; the second and third spines progressively shoi'tened ; the fourth higher than

third, the membrane between third and fourth deeply emarginate; second dorsal high;

pector.als reaching past front of anal; ventrals to vent; anal papilla very large ; no con-

spicuous cirri. Color pale olivaceous with darker cross bars; fins in the male blackish;

ventrals and anal whitish, unmarked; eye dusky above. Length G inches. Otl' San
Francisco, in deep water; taken in sweep nets (parranzelle) off Drake Bay and Point

Keyes.
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hofly morp slender. These characters are variable, aud specimens from

the Oregon coast show varions intergradations.

Artedius pugetensis, Steindachnek, Iclith. Beitrage, v, 133, pi. 14, fig. 2, 1876, Puget

Sound, Fox Island near Steilacoom, Port Townsend, and San Francisco. (Coll.

Steindacbner.) *

Chitonotux megaeephalus, Lockincton, Proc.U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 141, off San Francisco.

(Coll. W. N. Lockington.)

Icelus pugetensig, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 692, 1883.

Icelns megaccphalus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 692, 1883.

Chitonotus pugetensii, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 805.

708. TARANDICHTHYS, Jordan & Evermann.

Tarandlchthys, Jordan & Evermann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 225 (filamentosns).

This genus is close to Icdinns, from which it differs in the presence of

bony plates behind the axil, and in having 1 or more of the dorsal spines

produced in filaments, these specially developed in the male. Three or 4

preopercular spines, the upper one strong and widely branched. The dorsal

band of plates is less complete than in Icelinus. Deep water of the North

Pacific, (rdpavdo?, reindeer, from the antler-like spines; ix^V';, fish.)

a. Occiput with a pit-like depression ; nasal, 2 postocnlar, and occipital spines, strongly

developed; first 2 dorsal spines filamentous in the male; postaxillary plates

present ; dorsal series of plates scarcely reaching end of soft dorsal.

CAVIFRONS, 2272.

an. Occiput with no pit-like depression.

h. First 2 dorsal spines filamentous, about equally produced; dorsal series of

plates much longer than head, reaching end of soft dorsal; postaxillary

plates present; nasal filament present. filamentosus, 2273.

66. First dorsal spine filamentous, the second little, if at all, produced ; dorsal

series of plates usually shorter than head, not reaching middle of soft

dorsal; no nasal filament
;
postaxillary plates present. tenuis, 2274.

2272. TARANDIIHTHYS CATIFRONS (Gilbert).

Head 2f to 3 ; depth U ; eye 3* in head ; snout 3L D. X, 14 or 15 ; A. 12

or 13; lateral line 38. Body not slender; depth of caudal peduncle about

^ its length. Mouth small; maxillary reaching but little beyond front of

pupil, 2f to 3 in head ; interorbital space narrow, groove-like, its width

i diameter of pupil ; nasal spines very strong, more than i width of pupil,

without filament; supraorbital ridge ending above posterior margin of

orbit in a strong spine as large as that on nasal Ijone; by the side of this,

behind the eye, another equally strong; behind these spines the outline is

suddenly broken by a deep circular pit, as large as pupil, bounded later-

ally and posteriorly by the short occipital ridges; occipital spines strong;

supraorbital flap well developed ; no other conspicuous filaments in our

specimens ; upper preopercular spine strong, f diameter of orbit, with 1

process directed backward and 3 to 5 upward, the usual 3 spines below

this ; a spinous point at lower angle of subopercle, and a short spine on

* "Kommt in sehr grosser-Menge im Puget Sunde bei der Fox Insel, niichst Steilacoom,

bei Port Townsend, viel selteuer bei San Francisco vor und laicht im October an aeichten

sandigen Uberstellen." (Steindaohner).
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shoulder. Dorsal series of scales rather short, longer than head, extend-

ing from opposite fifth dorsal spine to hase of third to last ray of soft dor-

sal, this series usually becoming single for a short distance posteriorly,

and containing about 19 in a series ; a few scattered spinous plates behind

axil of pectorals ; the 2 anterior dorsal spines filamentous in males, not

elevated in females, in our specimens extending, when elevated, to mid-

dle of soft dorsal. Ground color varying with surroundings from oliva-

ceous to bright coral red ; a broad l)lack bar below eye, and 4 across back

;

1 under spinous dorsal, 2 under soft dorsal, and 1 across caudal peduncle;

belly white, the dark bars encroaching on region below lateral line ; males

darker than females, with black punctulations covering sides and below

;

the branchiostegal membranes, the lower f of pectorals, the venti-als, and
anal black; spinous dorsal irregularly blotched or mottled with black;

soft dorsal, caudal, and terminal portion of pectorals (in females) with

dark cross bars. Length 3^ inches. Coast of southern California; nu-

meroiis specimens obtained by the Albatross in 44 and 30 fathoms. (Gilbert.)

(cavus, concave; from, forehead.)

Icelimis cavifrons, Giibert, Proc.U. S.Nat. Mns. 1890, 83, off Santa Barbara Islands, at

Albatross Stations 2907 and 2945, in 44 and 30 lathoms. (Type No. 44405.)

2273. TARANDICHTHTS FILAMENTOSUS (Gilbert).

Head 2£; depth 4| to 4|; eye 4f in head. D. X-16 or 17; A, 14 or 15.

Body shaped as in Icelinus quadriscriatus, but heavier; caudal peduncle

f diameter of orbit ; mouth small, maxillary not reaching vertical from

middle of pupil, 2i in head. Teeth in broad bauds on jaws, vomer, and

palatines. Interorbital space not narrow, grooved, its width more than

i diameter of orbit; preopercular spine strong, f diameter of orbit, with a

short terminal point and 3 or 4 strong upwardly directed barbs, curved

slightly forward ; below this 3 short simple sjiines directed downward,
and downward and forward ; nasal spines strong, occiput with a broadly

rounded ridge, ending behind in a rather blunt point ; no pit behind eyes

;

no other spines on head. Gill membranes broadly joined, free from isth-

mus. A simple slender filament at base of nasal spine, a conspicuous one

on tip of maxillary, 2 on occipital ridge, 3 on preopercular margin, an
inconspicuous one near base of opercular flap ; a large black supraocular

flap, about as long as diameter of pupil. Body armed essentially as in

quadriscriatus; the upper series of plates double throughout, beginning

under third or fourth dorsal spine and terminating under last dorsal ray,

28 or 30 in each series ; 36 or 37 plates in lateral line, their posterior bor-

ders occasionally with a slender white filameixt; axil of pectoral with

from 2 to 6 half-embedded spinous plates ; skin otherwise smooth. Fins

large, the spinous dorsal with the first 2 rays produced into long slender

filaments, which reach beyond middle of soft dorsal, and are mucli longer

than head, the membrane between these not iticised, and they are not sep-

arated from rest of fin ; dorsals not connected, the longest ray of soft dor-

sal nearly ^ head; pectorals not long, 1^ to 1| in head; ventrals about

i head. Olivaceous above, white below; a distant black blotch under
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spinous dorsal, 1 or 2 clift'use blotclies under soft dorsal and several along
lateral line; below lateral line an irregular scries of small pearly spots,

most distinct anteriorly ; a dark bar vertically crossing cheek
;
gill mem-

branes dusky
;
pectorals black at base and on lower rays, upper part white,

with 2 irregular cross bars; ventrals dusky ; anal white, margined with
black; caudal with a dusky cross bar at base and tip, mesially white;
dorsals translucent, niirrnwly edged with black, and with narrow oblique,

somewhat irregular, dusky cross b;irs. Length 9 inches. Coast t)f south-

ern California; several specimens obtained by the Albatross iu 145 and 55

fathoms. (Gilbert.) {filamentosus, thread-like.)

Icelinus filamcntostis, Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 85, off Santa Barbara Islands

at Albatross Stations 2893 and 2959, in 145 and 55 fathoms. (Type, No. 44407.)

Tarandichtkys filamentosus, Jokdan, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 225, pi. 28.

2274. TAlUNDIt'HTHYS TEXUIS (Gilbert).

^Head 3^ to 3|; depth 5^:^ to 5^; efe SJ to 3f in head. D. X-17 to 19; A.

15 to 17. Body slender, tapering into a very slender caudal peduncle,

whose depth is less than I, its length, aud + diameter of orbit. Eye large,

longer than snout; maxillary reaching slightly beyond middle of orbit,

2i in head. Bands of teeth narrower than usual, present on jaws, vomer,
and palatines. Interorbital space narrow, I diameter of pupil, slightly

concave posteriorly, the ridges converging anteriorly and meeting above
front of pupil; uj^per preopercular spine smaller, about as long as pupil,

with a short terminal process, and 2 or 3 upwardly directed ones; below
this a simple spine directed backward, and 2 directed downward and for-

ward ; nasal spines strong ; 2 strong spines behind upper edge of orl)it,

and a single sharp one at end of occipital ridge; occipital region gently

concave; no pit behind eyes; no spine on opercle or suborbital, aud no
distinct spine on shoulder; a simple black dap on upper rim of orbit pos-

teriorly; no other flaps on head, and usually none on plates of lateral

line; plates of lateral line as in related species, 41 in number; dorsal

series of plates arranged in a double row as usual, but very short, begin-
ning under fifth dorsal spine aud ending under first third of soft dorsal,

its length varying from slightly longer than head to f its length, double
throughout; sides immediately behind axil of pectorals with about 15

plates similar to those of lateral line, but smaller, scattered or showing a
tcmdency to regular arrangement ; first ray of spinous dorsal very slender,

filamentous, varying in length, in adults reaching end of soft dorsal, the
second spine sometimes sligtly produced, but never long ; the 2 dorsals

entirely disconnected, the height of soft dorsal | or f length of head

;

pectorals long in males, reaching much beyond front of anal, as long as

head; ventrals nearly f orbit. Color light olivaceous above, white below,
the back with 4 black crossbars, the first under spinous dorsal, the second
and third under anterior and posterior parts of soft dorsal, the fourth at

base of caudal; back and sides, including head, with pearly dots and
lines; those on upper parts frequently curved and margined with dark;
spinous dorsal with a small dark blotch posteriorly, and some dusky
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markings ; soft dorsal transhiceut, witli broad oblique dusky bars ; caudal

with the dusky basal bar continued on upper and lower rays at base, the

basal half of fin translucent, its terminal portion with 2 or 3 blackish

crossbars; anal bl.ick-cdged in males; ventral black in males; base and

lower half of pectorals largely black iu males, the terminal portion with

pearly and dusky bars; brauchiostegal membranes black in males; a

broad black bar below eye. Length 5i inches. Coast of southern Cali-

fornia, in rather deep water. (Gilbert.) (<en»is, slender.)

Icelinus tenuis, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus. 1890, 86, oflFSanta Barbara Islands, at Alba-

tross Stations 2893, 2946, 2959, 2977, and 2983, in 45 to 150 fathoms. (Type, No. 43086.

CoU. Gilbert.)

709. ICELINUS, Jordan.

Icelinus, Joedan, Cat. Fishes N. A., 110, 1885 (quadriscriatus)

.

Body slender, little compressed ; upper preopercular spine long, with 2

to 5 hooked processes above; a well developed series of S2)inous scales or

plates along the back, these meeting behind dorsal; another series along

lateral line ; no plates behind the axil. Three or 4 preopercular spines.

No slit behind last gill; gill membranes broadly united, free from the

isthmus. Teeth on vomer and palatines; spinous dorsal short, without

notch or filaments ; ventral fins small, I, 3. Deep waters off the coast of

California. Size small. (Name a diminutive from /cchts,'7;ii:£Aoj, a god of

sleep, from the quiescent habit of these Northern fishes.)

a. Nasal tentacle broad and palmate, with narrow atem-like base; nasal, 2 postocular

and occipital spine present; interocular space about i pupil; supi-aocular flla-

uieut usually fimbriate. Head 2;V in length. fimbeiatus, 2275.

aa. Nasal tentacle simple, slender. Eye very large ; interocular space very narrow,

about ^ pupil; maxillary reaching posterior border of pupil; no postocular or

occipital spines.

h. Preopercular spine moderate, shorter than eye; head 2J in length; eye large,

3.^ in head. oculatus, 2276.

bh. Preopercular spine large, as long as eye ; head 2J in lengtli ; eye small, 4 in

head.

BOBEALIS, 2277.

aaa. Nasal tentacle obsolete.

c. Head small, J length; interocular space 21 in pupil; dorsal series of plates

usually interrupted under posterior rays of soft dorsal, then continued

on back of caudal peduncle ; no postocular spine ; nasal and occipital spines

present. quadriseeiatus, 2278.

cc. Head larger, 2| in length; dorsal series of plates continuous, the series

double, except for last 5 or 6 scales ; a short dermal flap behind eye.

STRABO, 2279.

2275. ICELINUS FIMBRIATUS, Gilbert.

Head 2^ to 2|; depth 4|; eye 3^ to 4^ in head. D. X, 1.5 or 16; A. 12.

Shape much as in Icelinm (ptadriseriatns. Depth of caudal peduncle

f orbit. Mouth larger, the maxillary reaching beyond middle of pupil,

2^ to 2i in head; teeth as usual; nasal spines strong; interorbital

space narrow, grooved, | length of pupil; preopercular spine very
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heavy, slightly more thau \ orbit, with a terminal tooth, and 3 up-

wardly directed processes; 2 blunt spines behind eye, and another at

end of occipital ridge ; 3 preopercular spines below the main one
;
no

distinct spines on opercle or shoulder; a spine at lower angle of sub-

opercle; conspicuous, palmate tentacles on nasal spines and above and

behind eye ; besides these, a number of simple or divided filaments on eye-

ball, occiput, preorbital, maxillary, preopercle, and along lateral line, the

latter mostly in groups of 3 to 5; plates on side as in related species, 36 to

38 along lateral line, 32 in upper dorsal series; the dorsal series" becoming

single behind dorsal fin, double elsewhere, beginning between third and

fourth dorsal spines ; no plates in axil ; none of the dorsal spines filamen-

tous, the middle ones the longest, the soft rays still higher ; dorsal fins

wholly separate; veutrals small, about | diameter of orbit; pectorals

short, about \ head. Color olivaceous above, with about 4 irregular

black bars; white below; middle of sides black, with larger or smaller

roundish white spots; lips black, crossed by narrow white streaks;

branchiostegal membranes blackish; veutrals white, other fins all crossed

with oblique or vertical black bars ; spinous dorsal largely black ante-

riorly and at tips of posterior spines
;
pectorals largely black on basal

portion of lower rays; barbels white, except the supraocular, which are

black. Length 51 inches. Off southern California, in rather deep water.

( Gilbert. ) (Jimhriatus, fringed.

)

Icelinus fimhriatm, Gilbert, Proc. V. S. Xat. Mns. 1890, S7, off Santa Barbara Islands, at

Albatross Stations 2893 and 2975, in 145 and 36 fathoms. (Type, No. 43087. Coll.

Gilbert.)

2270. 1( ELIMIS Ot'ULATUS, Gilbert.

Head long, 2| ; depth 5i ; eye 3^ in head ; snout 33. D. X, 15 ; A, 14 ; lat-

eral line 39. Body elongate, tapering rapidly backward to the very slen-

der caudal peduncle, whose least depth is 2| in its length; lower profile

straight; head sharp anteriorly, the occipital ridge blunt, tbe included

space gently concave, not pit-like; eye very large; interorbital spac*-. very

narrow, slightly concave posteriorly, with a median ridge in front, very

strongly expanding over front of eye, its width f pupil ; mouth large, ex-

tending beyond vertical from pupil, 2} in head; teeth in rather narrow
' bands in jaws and on vomer and palatines; preopercular spine rather

small, in the single specimen known, bifid at tip and with 2 strong

antler-like processes directed upward, the number varying in all known

species, and probably normally greater thau 2 in this species; below

this, a weak spinous projection directed backward, and 2 stronger ones

downward and forward; a spinous point at lower angle of subopercle,

none on occiput, shoulder, or opercle: branchiostegal membranes, gill

rakers, and armature of side as usual, the dorsal series of plates unu-

sually well developed, extending from opposite second dorsal spine to

beyond second dorsal, where the series becomes single, those of the two

sides closely approximated; no scattered plates behind pectorals; an

elongate, simple supraorbital flap, a filament in connection with nasal

spine, 2 on occipital ridge, and 1 on maxillary; a few filauients on plates
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of lateral line; none of the dorsal spines elevated; pectorals reach-

iug slightly beyond origin of anal. Color as in T. tenuis, but the light

spots on upper parts of body not elongate, and not dark margined: no
conspicuous dark bar below orbit; anal fin ti'anslucent in the specimen

here described, a female. Length 5^ inches. Southern California; 1

specimen known. (Gilbert.) (ocwZaiMS, large-eyed.)

Icelimts octdattis, Gilbert, I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mas. 1890, 88, off Santa Barbara Islands at

Albatross Station 2935, in 124 fathoms. (Coll. Gilbert.)

2277. ICELIXUS BOKEALIS, Gilbert.

Head 2|; depth 4f to 5 A ; eye 4 in head. D. IX or X, 16; A. 13 or 14; P.

16; lateral line 39. Very similar to Icclhius ocnlatus, but differing in the

large size of the preopercular sjiine, the smaller, less elliptical eye, the

wider interorbital space, less abruptly expanding anteriorly, the lower

occipital ridges, and in the much smaller size. Body slender, tapering

rapidly backward to caudal i)eduncle, whose least depth is 3f to 4J in its

length ; head long, smaller than in Icelinus ocuJatna; occipital ridges blunt,

the included space gently concave, not pit-like ; interorbital space wider

than in Icelinus oculatns, not distinctly concave, the median ridge A^ery

faint, the width about 4 in eye (in oeulatus about 10 iu eye) ; supraocular

and occipital ridges rugose or minutely pitted; 2 conspicuous mucous
pores behind each ey*>, the anterior margins often elevated to form a spi-

nous projection; mouth large, extending beyond vertical from pupil, 2J
in head; teeth in narrow bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines; the 2

anterior pores on mandible open together at symphysis as in all the other

species of the genus except Icelinus oculatns, where they open separately,

on either side of the symphysis
;
preopercular spine large, about as large

as eye, with 3 antler-like processes directed upward; below this a weak,

spinous projection directed backward (wanting in many specimens), and
2 stronger ones downward and forward; a spinous point at the lower

angle of subopercle ; an indistinct spine terminating in occipital ridge

;

armature of sides as in Icelinus oeulatus, the dorsal series of plates extend-

ing continuously onto the back of caudal peduncle; no scattered plates

behind pectorals ; a large, rather broad supraorbital flap, bifid or trilid,

or occasionally with more than 3 terminal filaments ; the height of flap

eciuals or slightly exceeds diameter of pupil; a white filament near tip of

maxillary; 2 pans on occipital ridges; 1, not wholly constant, on cheek

overlying suborbital stay; a few scattered ones accompanying plates

of lateral line; none of the dorsal spines elevated; pectoral fins reach-

ing slightly beyond origin of anal. Color olivaceous above, sides of head

and body Aermiculated and blotched with olive brown, esx)ecially along

middle of sides; white below nearly to lateral line; the back with 4

black cross bars as in leeUnns oeulatus; a dark blotch on cheek, and a dark
streak forward from eye; membrane between first 2 spines of first dor-

sal dark; usually a black terminal bar posteriorly; second dorsal, pec-

torals, and caudal with faint oblique bars; no dusky patch at base of

pectoral; anal translucent. Length 21 feet. Aleutian Islands, coast of
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Alaska; * numerous specimens taken both north and south of the Alontiaii
Islands and in Bristol Bay, in 38 to 59 fathoms. (Gilbert.) (bomdis,
northern.

)

Icelinus borealis. Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fisli. Coium. 1893 (1896), 415, pi. 25, Aleutian Islands
and Bristol Bay, at Albatross Stations 3213, 3214, and others, in 11 to 121 fathoms.

L'27S. R'ELIXUS QUADRISEBIATIS (Lockingtoi]).

Head 3i ; depth 5i. D. VIII, 13 ; A. 12 ; V. I, 3. Body slender, littk^, com-
])re8sed, tapering from thi- shoulders to the slender tail ; mouth moderate,
the maxillary reachiug about to middle of pupil; a pair of ridges on the
oceiput, each ending in a spine, the space between them concave; inter-
ocular space very narrow, grooved; upper preopercular spine very long,
armed with about 5 hooks, all but 1 directed upward; below this 3 simple
spiues; head naked or very nearly so, with conspicuous mucous pores
above aud a few minute cirri; dorsal tins separated; pectorals broad,
about reaching anal; ventrals very small; lateral line with a series of
spinous plates; above it aloug the back a double series of spinous plates
placed at an angle, the upper plates with the free edge downward aud
backward, the lower plates with the free edge upward and backward,
this baud composed of a single series before and behind, aud not extend-
ing around the dorsal in front; skin otherwise perfectly smooth. Pale
olivaceou.s, somewhat mottled; lateral line with dark blotches; branchi-
ostegal region blaek in the males; a black bar at base of caudal; a black
spot at front of spinous dorsal, and 1 at tip of the last spine; pectorals
with a dark spot at ba.se ; other fins olivaceous, little variegated. Length
3 inches. Coast of California, in water of moderate depth; locally verv
abundant, great numbers being sometimes taken in the sweep nets be-
tween Point Reyes aud the Golden Gate, {quadriseriatus, four-rowed.)

Artedius (juadnseriatm,'LocKisaToy, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 330, off San Francisco.
(Type, Ko. 23503. Coll.Lockingtoii.)

Icelus quadriseriatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 691, 1883.

Icelinus quadriseriatus, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. N^t. Mus. 1890, 83 ; Jordan, Proc. Cal. Ac Sci
1896, 225, pi. 29.

2279. K'ELIMS STRABO, Starks.

Head 2| in body; depth 4. D. IX-15; A. 13; eye 4 in head; maxillary
2.S; snout 4. Body robust at shoulders, tapering into a rather slender
caudal peduncle; upper profile of head evenly curved from snout to dorsal,
the snout rather steep ; mouth horizontal and placed at the extreme lower
aspect of head ; upper jaw projecting slightly beyond the lower; narrow
bands of villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; maxillary reach-
ing about to posterior margin of eye. Nasal spines prominent; upper
spine of preopercle longer than eye, extending upward and backward, and
bearing on its inner edge 1 or 2 antler-like processes ; below it on edge of

* "It is impossible to compare tlii.s or any other described species of Icelinus with Ice-
linus amtrahs, Eig.iiiiiiimi, «les,ril),>d from partially digested specimens. From Eigen-
mauu 8 de.scnptKJU ol tlie jjreop.rcular sjiine, it is even doubtful whether that species is
a member of the geuus ledums." (Gilbert.)

3030 42
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prcopercle are 2 small spines, tlie upper latlier Ijliint and not couspionons,

the lower longer and sliarj), pointing downward and somewliat forward;

on eacli side of occipxit is a small blunt tubercle, a short dermal flap

behind each eye, and 1 sometimes present behind each occipital tubercle

;

head naked ; a band of scales along l)ack, following dorsal outline, com-

l)osed of 2 rows of scales for most of its leugth, but the posterior 5 or 6

scales are in a single row; the outer and anterior edge of each scale

embedded, the inner and posterior edge strongly ctenoid, so the opposing

edges of the rows are ctenoid edges; a single row of iJ7 scales along lateral

line, the anterior ones rougher than the others. Dorsal spines slender,

the fins not connected; front of anal slightly nearer tip of snout than base

of caudal
;
pectorals rather wide, reaching a little past front of soft dorsal.

Color olive gray, with faint irregular darker cross bars on back, the first

under middle of spinous dorsal, the second under first fourth of soft dorsal,

the third under last fourth of soft dorsals, indications of 1 on caudal

peduncle, and a dark streak at base of caudal tin; sides and back mottled,

under parts white ; ventrals and anal white, other fins crossed with dark

wavy lines. This species is closely related to Icelinus horeaUs, differing

from it in having a smaller eye, a stouter caudal peduncle, a slightly

wider interorbital space, shorter barbels behind eye, the barbels at occiput

not so constant in their presence, and in having the end of maxillary in a

different relation to the eye. The eye of Icelinus borcalis is contained only

3 times. in the length of the head in specimens of the same size as Icelinus

strabo and the maxillary scarcely reaches past pupil. This comparison

is based on specimens of/, borcalis taken by the Albatross in the Straits of

Fuca and in Bristol Bay, Alaska. Puget Sound, at Port Ludlow, Wash-
ington, where many specimens were obtained in 1896 by Mr. Starks.

{drpafScbv, squint-eyed.)

Icelinus stmho, Stakks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, Vol. vi, 1896, 551, Port Ludlow, Wash-
ington. (Type, No. 5451, L. S. Jr. Uuiv. Mus. Coll. E. C. Starks.)

710. ASTROLYTES, Jordan & Starks.

Antrolytes, JouDAN .V Staeks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1805, 8U7 i/eticstralis).

This genus is close to Artcdius, with which it agrees in most respects,

differing in the presence of stellate scales on top of head, in the concave

interorbital area, the rough vertex, and in the form of the large preoper-

cnlar spine, which is bifid at tip with 1 antler-like process or hook above.

The mouth is smaller than in Artcdius, the ventrals longer, the band of

scales on back more developed and the nasal spines larger. There is some-

times a small pore behind fourth gill arch. Shore fishes of the North

Pacific, (adrpov, star; Xvtjjp, releaser.)

(I. Edge of prcopercle below with bhmt .serrated processes below the spine; band of

scales not meetiui; its fellow behind dorsal fin ; dorsal rays IX, 15.

NOTOSPn^OTUS, 2280.

aa. Edge of i)reoperclo below spine with processes entire, covered by skin; band of

scales meeting its fellow behind dorsal fin ; dorsal rays IX, 17.

FENESTKALIS, 2281.
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2280. ASTBOLYTES NOTOSPILOTUS (Girard).

Heacl2|; depth 4f; eye 4f iu head. D.IX, 15; A. 11 or 12; scales about

44. Head short and broad, its vertex depressed; nuchal region with a

cross ridge, in front of which is a quadrate depression; 2 blunt tubi^'r-

cle.s behind each eye, armed at tip with small spines; behind these 2

others Avithout spines, on the occipital ridges ; each of these spines with
a small cirrus; a small cirrus above posterior part of eye; a minute one

on the maxillary; interorbital si)ace deeply concave, the supraocular

ridges elevated. Mouth moderate, broad, the maxillary exten<liug to be-

yond the pux)il, its length nearly \ that of the head; suborbital stay

strong; preopercle with a strong process, bitid at tip, and with 1 or more
upward-directed spines; below this 3 blunt serrated processes or mul-

tified spines; vertex, temporal i-egion, interorbital space, and opercles

covered with small, detached, stellate scales, strongly spinous at their

edges ; these smaller than the scales of the dorsal baud. Olivaceous, often

tinged with purplish, and much variegated; a black bar at occiput;

another from middle of spinous dorsal to the axil; 1 under front of second

dorsal extending obliquely forward; 1 under posterior part of second dor-

sal ; 1 on caudal peduncle ; bars and interspaces everywhere finely retic-

ulated and mottled ; lower parts dusky, with brassy tinge, often with dark
reticulations around whitish spots; branchiostegals blackish, with yellow

tinge; fins all variegated, the lower fins generally dusky ; a black spot

oeellated with orange between first and second dorsal spines, sometimes a

duller one between third and fourth; a large black spot between sixth

and eighth siiines. Length 10 inches. Coast of California, from Cape
Mendocino southward; abundant off Santa Barbara. Here described from
specimens from Santa Barbara, (i^giro?, back; 6TCiXooz6'i, spotted.)

Calycilepidotus lateralis, Atees, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1855, 77 ; not of Gieaed.
Artedius notospilotvs, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pfiilai. 1856, 134, Tomales Bay (Types,

Noa. 329 aud 367. Coll. E. Samuels and Dr. W. O. Ayres) ; Gibard, U. S. Pac. Pv. R.

Siirv., x, Fishes, 71, 1858; Gunther, Cat., u, 174, 1860.

IciIks notospilotus, Jordax & Gilbert, Synopsis, 690, 1883.

2281. ASTROLYTES FENESTRALIS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 2J; depth 4^; eye 5 in head. D. IX, 17; A. 12; lateral line 30.

General form of Astrolytes notospUotua. Body rather robust; head large

and broad; lower jaw included; maxillary extending to posterior part of

eye, 2i in head; eye rather large, about i broader than the concave inter-

orbital space ; nasal spines strong, Avith a conspicuous cirrus behind them

;

top of head less depressed and less concave than in A. nutuspUotus, its

lateral ridges smooth and covered by skin, without spine-like projec-

tions
; no tubercular prominences behind eye

;
ijreopercle ending in a short

process, which has usually 3 spines at its tip, the 2 uppermost hooked
upward; the 3 prominences below this spine small, entire, covered with
smooth skin. (In J. vofospiloUis these projections are much larger, and
more or less coarsely serrate.) A few small dermal flaps on top and sides

of head; head Avith small stellate, nonimbricate scales, arranged much as
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ill A. notospilolus, but extending lower on sides of lieud, covering sub-

orbital and postorbital regions, as far down as suborbital stay. Scales

on body cup-shaped, arranged, as in A. notospilottts, in a broad band along

each side of back ; each liand about 9 scales in breadth ; this band extend-

ing much farther l)ack than in A. notospilotns, meeting its fellow across

the back of tail behind dorsal fin; a small, but distinct, pore-like slit

behind the fourth gill (wholly wanting in A. noiospilotus). Fins low, the

dorsal much lower than in A. notospiloiu^s; the longest dorsal spine about
equal to snout, 3^ in head (in the female), probably higher in males; ven-

trals about reaching vent; pectorals jtast front of anal. Color in spirits,

essentially as in A. noioapUotus, but paler; olivaceous, the head mottled

and barred with blackish; back with about 4 saddle-like black bars; base

of caudal blackish; fins all, except the ventrals, which are pale (jirobably

dusky in males), with cross bars and series of sx>ot8; a black blotch l)or-

dered by orange between first and second dorsal spines, and another

between seventh and eighth. Length 5 inches. Puget Sound; locally

common, (fcnestralis, with a window, from the small gill pore.)

Artedius fenestralis, Jordan &- Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 577, Puget Sound
(Type, No. 27206, U. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Jordan &. Gilbert) ; Jordan & Starks, Proc.

Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 807.

711. ARCHISTES, Jordan A Gilbert, new genus.

Archistes, Jordan & Gilbert, Fishes of Bering Sea, in Kept. Fur Seal Investigations for

1896, 1897 MS. (plumarixts).

Head and body compressed; lateral line armed with a series of spinous

plates; a series of smaller similar plates along base of dorsal widening

anteriorly so as to fill the space between dorsal and lateral line, but not

extending around front of dorsal to connect with band on the other side.

Head naked; gill membranes broadly united, free from the isthmus; no

slit or pore behind last gill; no spines above eye or on vertex; a single

gently curved iireopercular spine, not forked and without cusps or i)roc-

esses; a large fringed supraorbital flap; small flaps and cirri on occiput,

sides of head, and along lateral line; teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines;

dorsals continuous, notched between spinous and soft portions ; ventrals

I, 3, without set:e; vent far forward, immediately behind base of ventral

fins, the male with a long anal papilla, {dpxoi, vent; alluding to its

unusual iiosition.

)

2282. AIUHISTES PLl MARIU(S. Jordan .t Gilbert.

Head 33 in length ; depth 4.; eye 3^ in head. D. X, 23 ; A. 18 ; P. 15 or 16.

Anterior portion of head compressed and narrow, with vertical sides, the

width at angle of mouth little greater than diameter of orbit. Frcnu the

ocular region the head widens rapidly backward and downward to pre-

opercular spine, leaving the occiput narrow; greatest width of head and
body near preopercular spine, slightly less than depth of head at occiput;
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body compressed, everywhere mneli deeper than wide. Mouth slightly

oblique, maxillary reaching slightly beyond vertical from front of pnpil,

3i in head. Jaws and vomer with rather wide bands of uniform fine teeth

;

a small patch on front of palatines ; nasal spines strong, iixed
;
preoper-

cular spine strong, simple, directed upward and l>ackward, gently curved;

preocnlar margin without further spines or prominences. Opercle thin,

without rib or spine; supraocular rim elevated, projecting above profile

of head; interorl)ital space narrow, deeply channeled, the sides sloping-

convexly; occiput depressed behind the eyes and transversely rounded,

rendering the profile somewhat concave; posteriorly the occiput rises and
is literally angulated, somewhat quadrate therefore in cross section; vertex

without ridges or spines ; supraocular flap as long as eye, lanceolate in form,

coarsely fringed along the margins; a pair of broad, deeply cleft flaps near

middle of occiput, and a second pair at posterior edge of occiput; a long

nasal cirrus, a series of short filaments along margin ofpreopercle, 1 on snl)-

orbital stay, 1 near tip of maxillary, a cleft filament near operciilar angle,

and a series of 4 filaments along middle of lateral line ; anterior nostrils

in a short tube; gill membranes widely joined across the throat, entirely

fi-ee from isthmus. Lateral line rising in a high convex curve anteriorly,

the curved and straight portions equal; along its course is a series of 44

plates, with the upper edge free and spinous, large along the curA-ed por-

tion of the line, bTit diminishing rapidly in size posteriorly, the free edge
Itecoming smooth or nearly so; a series of much smaller but similar plates

lies along base of dorsal, extending halfway along back of caudal peduncle,

widening under anterior half of spinous dorsal to form a band which nearly

fills the space between dorsal and lateral line ; skin otherwise entirely

naked. Dorsal beginning a pupil's diameter behind occiput. Spines very
slender, the anterior ones highest, each crowned with a membranaceous flap

which is digitately cleft ; the third spine longest, \ length of head ; the last

spine about f the third and \ the succeeding short ray
;
pectoral rays all

simple, the lower thickened with incised membranes, the longest rays

reaching vertical from third anal ray; ventrals narrow, reaching front of

anal when declined; vent immediately behind ventral fins, the long anal

papilla reaching front of anal fin when declined. Color in spirits, light

grayish olive, a series of 5 irregular quadrate blotches along the back,

usiuxlly connected at their lower margins; middle of sides with dusky
marblings, from the lower edge of which a series of 7 V-shaped black

blotches descend toward lower outline ; the dusky marking of sides inclos-

ing small round spots of ground color ; an ol)li(iue dark bar on snout and
a black blotch on lower portions of cheek; interopercle and iipjjer

brancbiostegals with cross series of black sjiots; pectoral with a large

dark blotch and indistinct cross l)ars on the rays; anal crossed by oblique

dark bars; caudal indistinctly cross-liarred ; dorsals dusky, without defi-

nite pattern; ventrals plain. Length 3 inches. Ushishir Island, of the

Kuril Group; only the type known, {plumarius, feathery.)

Arehistes phnnarius, Jordan & Gu^eht, Fishes of Bering Sea, in Rept. Fnr Seal Invest.

1896, 1897 MS., Ushishir Island. (Typo, in U. S. Nat. Miis. Coll. Jordan )
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712. ARTEDIUS, Girard.

Artedhis, Gikard, Proo. Ac. Xat. Sci. Phila., viii, 1856, 13i (lateralis)

.

Body broad and depressed anteriorly, compressed toward caudal, with

a broad band of rounded scales along side of back, uot extending on head

and not meeting behind dorsal; no plates at base of dorsal; head large,

depressed, naked above, the intei-orbital space narrow and flat; preoper-

cle with a moderate bifid spine; nasal spines small; mouth large, cleft,

the lower jaw included; teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines: gill mem-
branes broadly united, free from isthmus; branchiostegals 5; no slit

behind last gill ; dorsal fins separated ; ventrals short. Shore fishes ofthe

Pacific coast of America. (Named for Petrus Artedi, the associate of Lin-

ui^us, called the " Father of Ichthyology," in "memory of an ichthyologist

whose works prepared the road toward a clear and concise zoological

nomenclature.")

a. Dorsal band of scales narrow, of 8 rows anteriorly, and 2 or 3 posteriorly.

LATERALIS, 2283.

aa. Dorsal band of scales wider, of 9 rows anteriorly. ASPERULUS, 2284.

2283. ARTEDIUS LATERALIS (Girard).

Head2J; depth 5. D. IX-16; A. 13; V. I, 3; scales about 28 in longi-

tudinal series. Body rather slender, a little compressed; head long and

low, less deep than in the other species; occipital region almost flat; inter-

ocular space much narrower than the eye; eye shorter than snout, nearly

5 in head; skin of head everywhere perfectly smooth, its upper surface

with numerous small conspicuous poi*es, and many slender small cirri ; no

distinct supraorbital ciiTus, and no occipital ridges; nasal spines small

;

mouth very large, the jaws nearly equal, the maxillary extending to below

the posterior edge of the eye, its length about i that of the head
;
preoper-

cular spine very small, covered with the skin, forked at tip; dorsal band

of scales narrow, of about 8 rows anteriorly, 2 or 3 posteriorly. Lateral

line anteriorly, with small cirri; dorsal spines very slender, the first 2

shorter than the others; pectorals reaching front of anal. Dark clear

olive green; head reddish shaded, the back with sharply defined cross

blotches, alternately dark olive and pale; lower half of sides usually with

numerous small pale spots; belly bluish; fins barred with diff'erent shades

of olive, reddish brown, and black; northern specimens with a black spot

on the front of the spinous dorsal; below it a scarlet crescent, bordered

with yellow. Length 5 inches. Pacific coast of North America, from

Pnget Sound to San Luis Obispo, in rock po(ds; not common. Hero

described from specimens from Monterey. (hitcraHs, pertaining to the

side.)

Seorpcenichthys lateralis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Pliila. 1854, 145. (Types, Nos. 328,

San Luis Obispo, Coll. Lieut. Trowbridge; and 366, San Francisco, Coll. Dr. W. ().

Ayres.)

Artedws lateralis, Gujard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. rhila..l856, 134; Girard, U. S. Par. K. E.

- Surv., X, Fislies, 70, pi. 22a, figs. 5 and 6, 1858; Gunther, Cat., ii, 174, 1860.
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2284. ARTEDIi:S ASPERULUS, Starks.

Head 2f ; depth 4. D. IX-16; A. 12; eye 1 in head; maxillary 2^;

suout 4. Profile of head broadly rounded from tip of snout to oceiput, the

snout very steep ; lower outline of head nearly horizontal, mouth at lower

aspect of head little, if any, oblique ; maxillary reaching to below middle

of eye; villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; nasal spines promi-

nent, preopercular process short, bifurcate, the entire spine covered with

skin, 3 small spines developed on edge of preopercle below it ; top of head

naked, with many mucous pores; interorbital space narrow, concave, its

width about i eye; a wide baud of strongly ctenoid scales along back,

starting opposite front of spinous dorsal, and below it a distance equal to

pupil, gradually running upward and nearly touching the base of soft

dorsal, joining its fellow of the opposite side behind dorsal, and con-

tinuing on caudal peduncle to midway between last ray of dorsal and

base of caudal ; at its widest part, under front of soft dorsal, it is 9 scales

wide in an oblique series; 33 oblique series in its length; lateral line

armed with 35 ctenoid scales in a single series ; all the scales embedded on

their lower anterior edges and ctenoid on their upper posterior edges

;

naked area between lateral line and band of scales, at its widest part

narrower than l)and of scales ; spinous dorsal rounded in outline, not

joined to soft dorsal; pectoral reaching to base of seventh or eighth ray of

soft dorsal ; vcntrals reaching vent. Color olive brown, with 4 or 5 dark

irregular cross bars on back, which break up and form reticulations

around white spots on sides, the lower of these 8i)ots forming semicircles

only where they run into the white of the belly, the first cross bar under

front of spinous dorsal, the second under front of soft dorsal, the third

under posterior third of soft dorsal, and the fourth indicated by a blotch

on caudal peduncle; a dark streak at base of caudal fin; under parts

white ; ventrals and anal white, other fins crossed with undulating lines

;

lips dusky. This species diflfers from Artedius lateralis, with which it

seems to be most closely related, in having a wider and longer band of

scales, and in other less important characters. Length 1^ inches. Puget

Sound, in the vicinity of Port Ludlow, Washington, where 3 specimens

were obtained in 1896 by Mr. Starks. {asperulus, somewhat rough.)

Artedms asperuUs, Staeks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, Vol. vi, 1896, 553, Port Ludlow,

Washington. (Type, No. 5046, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. E. C. Starks.)

713. AXYRIAS, Starks.

Axyrias, Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci.. series 2, Vol. vi, 1806, 554 (harringloni).

Top of head with patches of ctenoid scales and cirri; a band of very

small scales below dorsals, and a single row of larger ones following the

lateral line; villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines; preopercular

spines 3, the upper short, very narrowly forked, the others small ;
dorsals

not connected; gill membranes united, free from the isthmus; no slit

behind last gill; ventrals I, 3. This genus is closely related to Artedius,

Chitonoiiis, and Astrolytes. It difiers from Artedius in the rough head and
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smaller scales, and from Astrohjtes and Chitonotus in the single fork to the

preopercnlar spine, and in the smaller scales, (a-privative, not; ^vpiai, a

shaveling; d^vpiai, one unshorn.)

2285. AXYBIAS HARRIXGTOM, Starks.

Head 2|; depth 4i. D. IX-16; A. 12; eye 4 in head; maxillary 21.

Upper profile of head steep from tip of snont to above eyes, thence nearly

horizontal; mouth at lower aspect of head, the jaws subequal; maxillary

reaching to the vertical from pupil; villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and

palatines; eye sot high in head, its diameter a little less than length of

snout; interorbital space nearly concave, its width about i eye; upper

preopercnlar spine short, its length about ^ of eye, very narrowly bifur-

cate at tip, the forks very small; below it on edge of preopercle a second

spine, small and blunt, and a third scarcely developed; nasal spines

prominent ; top of head and upper part of oi)ercle8 with patches of ctenoid

scales, a patch on posterior part of interorbital si>ace and behind eyes,

sending a narrow band Ijackwards along each side of head above opercles,

and a few in front of dorsal, leaving a seminaked area in front of occiput,

which has a few scales scattered over it; many cirri on top of head scat-

tered among the scales, 1 above iiosterior edge of each eye, 1 over anterior

edge of eye, 2 or 3 around edge of preopercle, 1 on end of maxillary, and 1

at each anterior lateral scale back to about middle of lateral line; a band
of rough scales along back, about 7 scales wide anteriorly, and composed

of about 47 oblique series ; the scales obliquely embedded, the upper pos-

terior edges strongly ctenoid, the k)wer anterior edges embedded; a naked
area of nearly the same width as band between it and spinous dorsal, the

band running upwards posteriorly and touching second dorsal at about its

middle, running back and joining its fellow of the opposite side behind

the second dorsal, and ending midway between base of last ray and base

of caudal; a single row of 36 scales similar to the others following lateral

line. Dorsal spines subequal from the first to the sixth or seventh, the

fin not connected with soft dorsal, which is about the same height as the

spinous; pectoral rather large, reaching to the base of fourth or fifth dor-

sal ray ; ventrals scarcely reaching vent ; insertion of anal midway l)etween

middle of eye and base of caudal, its longest ray about equal to those of

dorsal. Ground color olive, with about 5 dark cross bars on back, the

first bar under middle of spinous dorsal, the second under front of soft

dorsal, the third uiuler its middle, and the fourth under its end, the fifth

being represented by a blotch on top of caudal peduncle; a dark streak

at base of caudal fin ; sides with many clear-cut, round, Avhite spots, grow-

ing larger downward; the lower row only half spots where the white of

the spot runs into the white on lower part of body; belly white; lips and
under parts of head with dark, olive brown, wavy bars of about the same
width as the interspaces; fins wnth wavy dark streaks, except anal and

ventrals, which are white. Coloration very similar to Artedius lateralis.

Length 21 inches. Puget Sound, in the vicinity of Port Ludlow, Wash-
ington. One specimen taken in 1896 by Mr. Starks. ("I take pleasure
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ill nammg this species for President Mark Walrod Harrington of the

University of Washington." Starks.)

Axyrias harringtoni, Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., series 2, Vol. vi, 1896, 554, pi. 74, Port Lud-

low, ^Vashington. (Type, No. 5047, L.S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

714. ARTEDIELLUS,* Jordan.

Artediellus, Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., 110, 1885 (uncinatun)

.

Head broad; teeth on vomer and palatines; preoperciilar spines 2, the

upper large, strongly hooked upward, with no antler-like processes above

;

no .slit behind last gill; gill membranes free from isthmus; skin naked,

smooth; spinous dorsal short, not notched. Northern seas. This genus

seems to be nearest to Artedius, from which it differs chiefly in the naked

skin of head and body. (Name a diminutive of Artedius.)

a. Pectoral rays about 30; caudal rays (developed) 11; head with few cirri.

h. Occiput with a bony protuberance on each side, provided with radiating ridges.

UNCINATUS, 2286.

66. Occiput without bony protuberance having radiating ridges, its place taken

by a blunt occipital ridge or spine. atlanticus, 2287.

aa. Pectoral rays 22 to 24 ; caudal with 9 developed rays; head with many cirri ; occiput

with very low round ridges or with none. pacificus, 2288.

2286. ARTEDIELLU.S UNCINATUS (Reinhardt).

Head 2i D. VII or VIII, 12 to 14; A. 11; P. 18; V. 4; eye 2* in head;

pores of lateral line 18. Head broad, ovate; eyes set high, the inter-

orbital very nari-ow, much less than diameter of eye; jaws subequal;

teeth rather slender, on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Preopercle armed

with 2 spines, the lower short, pointing downward, the upper long,

strongly curved and sharp; opercle below with a single spine, termi-

nating above in a soft convex flap, concealing beneath a depressed, but

sharp-pointed spine ; between the anterior and posterior pairs of nostrils

occur 2 short spines and at the occiput 2 others, all of which, in common
with the other spines, are directed downward, and project but slightly

above the integument; a .small, .short cirrus on the posterior margin

of the upper jaw, immediately in front of angle of month; a .small,

pointed cirrus above eye ; origin of iirst dorsal above base of pectoral, its

height i head; second dorsal a little higher; anal as high as second dorsal,

coterminous with it; pectoral extending slightly beyond front of .second

dorsal (in adults) ; ventrals long, reaching nearly to vent. Color whitish

with 3 grayish brown bands across body, middle l)and broadest from base

of second dorsal ; in adults the bands are broken n]} and not conspicuous

;

fins with oblique traverse bands, well defined, except on anal, where they

are faint. (Collett. ) Arctic Europe ; said to cross to Greenland ; its range

southward uncertain. (Eu.) (wnciwa/MS, hooked.)

*Tbe Japanese genus Trachidermun, Heckel (Gentridermichthys, Richardson), to which
this species and luany other.s of our Cottoids have been referred by authors, differs from
Artediellux in having the slit, behind tlie last gill developed and the gill membranes fully

united to the isthmus. It is an ally of Gottus, of which genus it may be the ancestor
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Cottus uncinatus, Eeinhaedt, Vid. Selsk. Natur. Math. Afli. 1833, 4i, Greenland.

Icelus uncinatus, Keoybr, Naturh. Tidsskr. 1844, 253.

Gentridermichthys uncinatus, GiiNTHEE, Cat., ii, 172, I860; Collett, Norslio Nord-Havs

Exped., 29, 1880.

2287. ARTEDIELLIIS ATLAIVTICUS, Jordan & Evermann, new .species.

Head2t; depth 5; D. VII, 13; A. 11; P. 20; oyeSijihead; maxillary 2i;

pectoral H; pore.s in lateral line 20. IJody rathei' elongate, robust ante-

riorly, greatest height at origin of dorsal; Itody tapering gradually into

the long slender caudal peduncle ; mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching

to below middle of pujjil ; narrow bands of villiform teeth on jaws, vomer,

and palatines; interorbital a narrow ridge; anterior nostril ending in a

short tube; a lino of pores ai'ound orbitals to preopercle; nasal spines

present, very short, a pair of blunt protuberances at occiput ; a large,

sharp, strongly curved spine at preopcn-cle, and a short straight one below

it pointing downward and forward ; a small fleshy papilla in front of each

eye, and a minute thread-like tentacle at end of maxillary ; origin of dor-

sal over base of pectoral; jiectoral reaching past notch between dorsals,

ventrals inserted behind lower end of pectoral base, in distance equal to

length of snout, their tips not quite reaching vent. Color in spirits,

creamy, with indications of reddish-brown cross bars, the same color as

back; a dark blotch at base of caudal; head somewhat mottled with

brown ; spinous dorsal blackish with 2 white streaks and a scries of sjiots

running transversely across the spines; second dorsal with 6 dark cross-

bands, anal with '4 similar bands; pectoral and caudal with 2 or 3 irregu-

lar cross bars. This species differs from Collett's figure in the spines on

the occiput, being represented in the cut as lower down toward the sides

of head, and with radiating striations. Labrador to Cape Cod; in rather

deep water. Here descril)ed from a specimen 21 inches long from Massa-

chusetts Bay, taken l)y the U. S. Fish Commission. Very close to Artcdid-

Jiis uncinaius with which it has been hitherto identified, but apparently

distinct.

Icelus nnciiiatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 693, 1883, specimen from coast of Massa-

chusetts.

Artcdiellus uncinattts, Goode & I'.ean, Oceanic Ichthynlogy, 267, fig. 255, 1890.

22S8. ARTEDIELLUS PACIFICUS, Gilbert.

D. VII or VIII-12 or 13; A. 11 or 12; P. 23, 2 (22 to 24) ; V. I, 3 ; caudal

with 9 divided rays (not 11 as in ArtedicUus uncinatus) ; lateral line 24 (22

to 26) ; length of head (measured to end of opercular flap) 2| to 2'i^g ; depth

4i ; least depth of caudal peduncle IJ times in orbit; its length, from base

of last anal ray, 2'^ in head. Very closely related to ArtedieUus uncinatus,

differing in the entire obsolescence of the occipital protuberances or

ridges, in the increased number of cirri on the head, the more numerous

pores of the lateral line, the greater number of rays in the pectoral fins,

and the reduction in the rays of the caudal. This diagnosis is the result

of a comparison of our types with Collett's description of Centridcrmich-

thys uncinatus (Norske Nord-Havs Expedition, lb80, 29), no typical
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specimens being at hand for comparison. Head evenly rounded in all

directions, the orbital region not elevated, the snout not angulated;

mouth slightly larger in males than in females, reaching vertical from

middle or posterior margin of pupil, 2\ to 2i in head; lower jaw shorter

than the upper, a portion of the preniaxillary hand of teeth projecting

beyond the mandible in closed mouth; tteth cardiform, in rather broad

bands on jaws, and in patches of varying size on vomer and palatines; in

some specimens a few teeth occur in a single convex series on front of

vomer, and but 3 or 4 form a line on palatines; in others, we find an irreg-

ular double series or a narrow band on each of these bones ; the teeth are

always strong and are probably in adult specimens never entirely Avant-

ing on either vomer or palatines; longitudinal diameter of orbit 3i in

head ; interorbital space very narrow, shallowly concave, entirely occu-

pied by the supraocular canals, which unite in a single pore opposite

posterior margin of orbit; least interocular width | pupil; premaxillary

processes projecting but little beyond the profile; nasal spines very small;

both pairs of nostrils in short tubes, the posterior situated on anterior

orbital rim; occiput with 2 very inconspicuous low rounded ridges,

appreciated with difficulty, and sometimes entirely wanting. No trace of

the occipital spine seen in Massachusetts specimens of Artcdiellus atlan-

ticus, nor of the conical protuberances described and figured by Collett.

Barbels numerous; maxillary barbel largo and conspicuous, sometimes

simple, more often compound, furnished with from 1 to 4 short lateral

branches; a well-developed supraocular cirrus, and a pair of cirri on pos-

terior margin of occiput, the latter occupying the position of occipital

spines; a short cirrus near base of opercular flap, and 2 or 3 on preopc^rcle,

2 of which are usually at base of the preopercnlar spines; 2 cirri on ante-

rior part of truuk, 1 immediately above base of pectorals, the other half-

way Ijetween lateral line and front of spinous dorsal ; sometimes additional

cirri above front of lateral line, and on lower margin of subocular ring;

a series of 4 or 5 very short cirri crossing the eye horizontally immediately

above the pupil; gill membranes broadly united, joined to the isthmus

anteriorly, with a wide free margin; gills S^, no slit or pore Ijehind last

arch
;
preopercnlar spines as in ArtedicUus uncinatus, the upper one with-

out smaller basal spine. Dorsal fins well separated, low in females,

extraordinarily developed in males, the spinous dorsal in the latter well

overlapping front of second dorsal and having all of the spines exsert<'d,

the median ones for i their length ; these exserted spines with their free

portions narrowly margined with membrane which widens at their tips

to form a cutaneous flap; soft dorsal also somewhat elevated in males;

ventral fins reaching halfway to vent in females, about | this distance in

males. A series of 5 wide mucous slits running along lower edge of sub-

orbital ring and across cheek; pores of lateral line uiinute, at the ends of

short downwardly directed branches, the main line opening in a large

slit-like pore at base of caudal. Color much as in Artedidlm rmcinatus,

the lower parts whitish, unmarked, the dorsal region of the trunk crossed

by 3 wide dark bars, which ofteu, in adults, break up into spots separated

by vermiculatious of the lighter ground color, 1 of these bars below the
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spinous dorsal, running downward and forward to base of pectorals, tho

second under soft dorsal, the third on caudal peduncle; top and sides of

head generally dark, with fine light dots or vermiculations; a light

streak sometimes present, extending from proopercular spine forward
and inward, meeting its fellow immediately behind eyes; this V-shaped
mark usually absent or inconspicuous, but sometimes, in young specimens,

formed of bright silvery- white pigment; other silvery spots or blotches

may occur on the lighter intervals of the back or sides; pectorals, dorsal,

and caudal cross-banded ; a black blotch at base of upper and 1 at base of

lower pectoral rays; tips of elongate dorsal sjtines of the male black;

veutrals and anal unmarked. Coast of Alaska, in Bristol Bay, south of
Sannak Island and north of Unalaska, at depths of from 8 to 61 fathoms.*

(Gilbert.)

Artedielliis pacifiens, Gilbert, Kept. TT. S. Fisli Comm. 1893 (1896), 416, south of Sannak
Island, at Albatross Station 3216. (Type, in U. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Gilbert.)

715. RUSCARIUS, Jordan & Starks.

Buscarius, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 807 (meanyi).

This genus is allied to Icclus, differing iu the stouter, firmer body, and
especially in having the back, above lateral line, covered entirely with

scattered rough scales, not arranged in a definite band; no naked area

below dorsal or iu front of dorsal; 3 or 4 preopercnlar spines, only the

upper well developed; no bony plates along l)ase of dorsal; no scales

below lateral line; preopercular spine long, bifurcate. Characters other-

wise much as in Aricd'ms and Icclus. (ruscariiim, from ruscum, the butch-

er's broom, a rough plant, in allusion to the prickly scales.)

2289. RUSCARIUS ME.lWl, Jordan & Starks.

Head 2i; depth 3^. D. V-14; A. 12; lateral line 6-32; orbit 4 in head;

maxillary 2; snout 4; highest dorsal spine 3; highest dorsal ray 3; pecto-

ral 1^; ventrals 2f; caudal 2J. Body robust, deepest and broadest at

shoulders, tapering quickly backward into a slender caudal peduncle;

back somewhat elevated; the ventral outline nearly straight from chin to

caudal fin; dorsal outline gently and evenly curved from snout to caudal

peduncle. Mouth terminal and nearly horizontal, maxillary reaching

past pupil nearly to posterior edge of orbit; jaws snbeqnal, teeth iu nar-

row villitbrm bauds on ,iaws, vomei', and palatines; process of premaxil-

lary prominent, extending between and above nasal spines; preopercular

spine well developed, forked at tip, the forks small, the inner one the

longer, 3 or 4 short spines below on edge of preopercle; opercle ending in

*Nuraeron.s specimens ^vere taken in 1896 by the Albatross, at Stations 3637, 3638, and
3639, otf St. Paul Island, in 32, 34, and 27 fathoms; 3643 and 3644, oti' Provostmaya, Kam-
chatka, 1(10 and 96 fathoms; 3647 and 3648, oil' Pobben Island, in 20 fathoms; also taken
oti" K ailuk in 1897. Some of these specimens are in better state of preservation and show
the lii;iil with iiHire pores than could be made out in tho types. The top of head is thickly
stu<ldfd witli these pores, 3 or 4 of which are in the interorbital space. A series of very
wide slits alonj; under siirface of mandible, continued to base of preopercular spine. The
wide slits along edge of preorbital and on cheek are usually 6 in number.
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Ji llap; tup of head with dermal daps, 1 over anterior margiu of eye, and
a group of 2 or 3 over posterior margin; a few shorter ones on najx;
mucous pores around ulaudible large; oporcle, upper part of prcopercle,

top of head to eyes, and the orbital ring, covered with sharply ctenoid

scales, upper j)art of iris with small rough scales, balance of head naked.
Lateral line with a row of rough plates; upper half of body completely
covered with scales, their anterior edge embedded, coarsely ctenoid on
their posterior edge; lower half of body naked. Dorsal spines slender,

those in the middle highest, the fin without a notch, the longest spines

reaching to front of soft dorsal where fin is depressed, well separated from
soft dorsal; first dorsal ray inserted over first anal ray, the fin longer and
higher than anal; pectorals somewhat pointed posteriorly, reaching just

past the space between dorsals; ventrals inserted behind the base of

pectorals a distance equal to the length of snout, tlieir tijis reaching to

the front of the anal ; caudal slender, rounded behind. Color olive gray,

belly dnsky; back with dark cross shades, irregular in number and size,

below lateral line light with small wavy bars running across to within a

short distance of anal fin, and fading out; head with cross shades above;

a dark bar from eye to side of snout, 1 from eye downward past end of

maxillary, another behind it across posterior edge of preopercle; some
dark markings on maxillary; lower lip dark; pectorals light with dark
wavy lines across them ; dorsal fins dark and mottled ; anal and ventrals

varying from white to black; caudal with a dark bar at base, light with
irregular dark cross markings. Puget Sound ; 2 specimens dredged, about
\\ inches in length, at Point Orchard, near (Seattle, Washington. (Named
for Edmond Stephen Meauy, Professor of American History in the Univer-
sity of Washington, a leading member of the Young Naturalists' Society
of Seattle.)

Muscarins meanyi, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sol. 1895, 805, pi. 80, Port Orchard,
Elliott Bay, Puget Sound. (Type, No. 3127, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. E. C. Starks.)

716. RASTRINUS, Jordan & Evermann.

Rastrinus, Jordan & Evermann, Chock-List Fishes, 437, 1896 (scutiger).

This genus is near Icdus, from which it differs in the absence of the

series of dorsal plates, the back being closely scaly as in Ruscartus. Four
preopercular spines, all simple and weak. Head rough; sides below
lateral line scaly; upper preopercular spine simj)le or bifurcate; body
slender; eye very large. Pacific Ocean., {rastrum, a scraper, from the

rough scales.)

2290. RASTRIXUS SCUTIGKR (Bean).

Head 3 ; depth 5. D. IX, 19 ; A. 18 ; V. 1, 3 ; lateral line 41 ; eye twice as

long as snout and f as long as head ; maxillary extending to below middle
of eye, and broadly expanded behind; iuterorbital space extremely nar-

row, less than I length of eye
;
pectoral extending to above sixth ray of

anal
;
preoperculum having a weak, simple spine hooked upward, and 3

weak ones pointing backward and downward; teeth on vomer and palate

;
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head with minute spiny scales, most abundant on the upper half; all of the

back above lateral line densely covered with small spiny scales; lateral

line made uji of raised tubes ; a few rough scales under lateral line on
second half of body; l)ranchiostegal nicml)ranes broadly imited and well

freed fnmi isthmus; slit behiud fourth gill obsolete; spinous dorsal very
high, its longest spine f as long as head; about 4 large, dark blotches

across back and several smaller ones between them. Length 3J inches.

Bering Sea, off Trinity Islands, in deep water. (Bean.)

Concerning this species, Dr. Gilbert observes:

This species is distinguished from all others iu the genus Trelus by the
absence of the series of enlarged spinous plates along the base of the dorsal

tin. Our specimens agree with tlie type in having the sides above lateral

line densely covered with scales. These are not uniform in size, and are

arranged in rather irregular oblique series. The sides behind pectorals

contain large spinous plates, and the tail below lateral line is densely

scaled, leaving only a narrow, naked strip along each side of anal base.

As stated, the upper half of head is densely covered with small prickles.

As ia other species of Icvlus, tiie upper pi-eopercular spine may bo simple
or bifurcate. The latter condition obtains in most of our specimens. All

of the preopercular spines are weaker than in, other species of the genus.

Compared with the nearest allies, Icdus exirrops and Icelus canaliculattis,

the species is further distinguished by its more robust body (the depth
approximately 5 in length, instead of nearly 6), by the smaller eye (in

which the snout is contained li times instead of nearly twice), the nar-

rower interorbital space, the very slight developnu^nt of the occipital

crests, tbc obsolescense of the occipital spines, and the great height of the

spinous dorsal fin in the male specimens. It has also a shorter second
dorsal fin, the formuhcin 11 specimens being IX, 19; IX, 19; IX, 19; IX, 19;

IX, 19 ; IX, 20 ; X, 19 ; X, 19 ; X, 20 ; X, 20 ; X, 20. It has less the appearance
of a deep-water species, the mucous canals and pores being less conspicuous
and the color lighter, with no brownish-black or blue-black tints. In alco-

liolic specimens the upper parts are light brown, the lower side of head and
belly, including the ventral fins, whitish. A vertical black bar occupies

base of upper half of pectorals, a streak extending from its lower end out
along middle ray of fin. The Idack bars characteristic of its congeners
are here represented by irregular, rather sharply defined, blotches on back
and sides. These extend also onto spinous and soft dorsal fins. A distinct

dark streak runs forward from eye, crossing premaxillaries, and leaving

tip of snout pale. Mouth and gill cavities white. North Pacific; numer-
ous specimens taken by the Alhati-osn south of the Alaskan Peninsula, at a

depth of 138 fathoms. (Gilbert.) (scit/«m, shield; <7eT0, I bear.)

Icelus scutiijer. Bean', Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 41, Trinity Islands, Alaska, 56° N., 154°

20' W., at Albatross Station 2853, in 159 fathoms; Gilbeet, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm.
1893 (1896), 415.
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717. ICELUS, KriJyer.

Icelus, Kroyer, Naturalist Tiilaskr. i, 253, 1845 (hamatus)

.

Head large. Preopercular spines 4, the upper hooked, simple or bifur-

cate at tip, without antler-like processes. Occiput wi th or without spines.

Body slender, fusiform, with a dorsal series of bony plates from neck to

base of caudal; lateral line with osseus tubercles; scattered scales on

sides and belly. Gill membranes broadly united, free from the isthmus,

no slit behind fourth gill. Dorsals separate; ventrals I, 3, thoracic; no

pectoral lilameuts. Villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines.

Brauchiostegals 6. Arctic regions. ("IkeAoj, Icelus, son of Hypnus, the

god of sleep; Kroyer says: "Navuet valgt med Heusyu till ulkearternes

Dorskhed, saavelsom til den Nordlige Bopael, nogle af Oldtidens Forfat-

tere anviste S^vnguden.")

a. Aual rays 14 or 15; depth about 5 in length ; dorsal IX, 18 to 20; occiput with 2

pairs of spines on each side, a deep median pit between them. bicornis, 2291.

aa. Anal rays 17 to 19 ; dorsal VII to IX, 19 to 24 ; depth 5 to 6 in length.

b. Dorsal with 19 or 20 soft rays; depth 5 in length; occiput nearly plain, without

pit or prominent ridges. spiniger, 2292.

bb. Dorsal with 23 or 24 soft rays.

c. Dorsal spines IX; head with the mucous channels not greatly developed

;

top of head scaly or prickly.

d. Eye 2J to 2^ in head, twice length of snout. eueyops, 2293.

(Id. Eye 2g to 3 in head, IJ times length of snout; top of head with 3

paii-8 of filaments. Vicinalis, 2294.

cc. Dorsal spines VII or VIII ; top of head mostly smooth ; opercles smooth

;

1 pair of filaments on top of head ; muciferous channels of head

highly developed. canaliculatus, 2295.

aaa. Anal and dorsal rays unknown ; body very slender; depth 7 in length; no occipi-

tal spines ; eye 3 in head. AUSTBALIS, 2296.

2-291. ICELl'S BICOR.XIS (Ueinhardt).

Head 3 ; depth 5. D. IX, 19 or 20 ; A. 14 or 15 ; V. I, 3 ; P. 18 or 19. Head
large, naked; upper preopercular spine small, hooked upward, bifur-

cate, 3 spines below it, 2 of them hooked upward; 2 blunt occipital

spines; vertex depressed. Skin of body above with warty scales and
small prickles; some rows of bony scales from neck to base of caudal; a

series of plates along lateral line ; sides of body with scattered scales

;

scales on sides between the plates variables as also the scales below pec-

torals; small scales sometimes along base of anal; interocular space very

narrow, its width 4 in eye ; dorsals separated
;
pectorals shorter than head

;

nuchal spines varying with age; with the young the anterior pair half-

way between eye and posterior pair, with adults, the 2 pairs touching,

the posterior much longer
;
preopercular spine simply emarginate in young

;

adult with the plates more rough ; no air bladder
;
gill membranes broadly

joined, free from isthmus; no slit behind last gill. Yellowish, with many
brown spots.

Ensign H. G. Dresel thus describes a fine example, 6 inches long, of

this species (No. 28630 U. S. Nat. Mus. collection) ol>tained in Davis Straits

by Mr. N. P. Scudder: D. IX, 20; A. 16; P. 18; V. 1,3; lateral line 41.
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The body is fusiform, with the abdominal outline nearly straight; the

greatest height of the body at the origin of the spinous dorsal fin is

J of the total length of the caudal base. The caudal peduncle is slender,

the least height of the tail being only \ of the greatest height of the

body. The head is large and naked, its length being contained 2f times

in the total length to the caudal base. The nuchal region has a cross

ridge in front of which is a quadrate depression. The occiput is armed

with a pair of blunt spines, the length of a s])ine being | of the greatest

diameter of the eye. At the base of each spine is a blunt protuberance.

The preopercle is armed with 4 sj^ines, the upper of which is the long-

est, bifurcate, and hooked upward, the 1 next below is sLightlj^ bent

upward, and the remaining 2 are bent downward and forward. The sub-

orbital stay is prominent. The eye is large, placed next to the upper pro-

file of the head, its greatest diameter is equal to the length of the snout,

and is I of the length of the head. The interorbital area is very narrow

and concave, its width being ^ of the greatest diameter of the eye. Tlie

nuixilla extends slightly beyond the A'ertical through the posterior margin

of the eye, and its length is contained 2 times in the length of the head.

The teeth are in villiform bands on the jaws, vomer, and palatines. The

body is chiefly naked, with a dorsal series of 23 bony, scale-like plates

beginning opposite the sixth dorsal spine and extending upon the upper

side of the caudal peduncle; a second series of 41 similar plates along the

lateral line. There are 2 or 3 of these plates on either side of the nape,

behind the occipital spines, and a patch of 4 or 5 plates below the lateral

line in the pectoral region. The spinous dorsal begins over the tip of the

opercular flap, and the length of its base is equal to that of the upper jaw

;

it is composed of 9 slender and flexible spines, the longest spine being as

long as the distance from the tip of the snout to the orbit. The soft dor-

sal, of 20 rays, begins halfway between the tip of the snout and the base

of the caudal fin. Its base is nearly as long as the head, and the long-

est ray is * the length of its base. The origin of the anal fin is under

the third dorsal ray; the length of its base is equal to the greatest height

of the body, and the longest ray is as long as the longest dorsal spine.

The caudal fin is rounded, the middle rays being as long as the maxilla.

The length of the pectoral base is ? of that of the head, and the longest

pectoral ray is etiual in length to the greatest height of the body. The
ventral fin is composed of 1 spine and 3 rays, its length being | of that of

the head. There are no gill rakers, but the anterior arch bears 9 or 10 low

tubercles. Color in spirits, a light olive brown above, yellowish below;

belly white; a large dark brown blotch, marked with white, extends

from the base of the spinous dorsal down upon the side to the base of the

liectoral fin, being darkest just behind the oiiercular flap; a second sim-

ilar, but narrower, blotch on the back from the seventh to the tenth dor-

sal rays extends obliquely down and forward to below the lateral line
;

a third faint blotch on the back, at the end of the soft dorsal; in addi-

tion there are numerous smaller spots and blotches along the lateral line,

and a triangular sjiot on the caudal peduncle at the caudal base; cheeks
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browu, marbled with yellow; dorvsal, caudal, and pectoral fins with nar-

row black transverse bauds; a dark spot on the pectoral fin near its base;

anal and ventrals colorless.

Concerning its occurence in Alaska, Dr. Gilbert observes:

" Not hitherto recorded from Pacific waters. Onr specimens are more

constant in their characters than the Atlantic individuals reported on by

Collett (Den Norske Nord-Havs Expedition, 1880, 35). A definite narrow

band of fine prickles extends along the upper edge of the dorsal series of

plates, usually occupying less than \ the space between plates and base

of dorsals, and extending posteriorly to end of soft dorsal. Similar

prickles cover top and sides of head. The plates of the lateral line

invariably extend to the root of the caudal fin, and the dorsal series to

the back of the caudal peduncle. None of the specimens before us has

plates along the base of the anal fin. The species differs conspicuously

from Icclus spinigcr and Icelua canaUciilatus in having a deep pit on occi-

put, bounded laterally by high occipital ridges, each of which bears 2

rounded prominences or spines. The preoperciilar spines are longer and

sharper, and the bifurcation of the upper spine tleeper than in the species

mentioned. In 2 individuals the upper spine is trifurcate, the branches

very long and curving upward. The fin rays in 6 specimens are as fol-

lows : Dorsal VIII, 20 ; IX, 19 ; IX, 21 ; IX, 20 ; IX, 20 ; IX, 19. Anal 16, 16,

15, 17, 16, 15. These average slightly higher than counts of Atlantic

specimens, none of which is at hand for comparison. The Pacific form

may prove specifically separable. The species is not abundantly repre-

sented in our collection. It was taken only within a limited area north

of Unimak Island, in depths of 17+ to 49 fathoms, at Albatross Stations

3250, 3252, 3253, 3254, 3255, and 3256."

Arctic seas ; circumpolar, if all specimens named Mcornis and hamatus

belong to one species, which is doubtful. Spitzbergen to northern Russia,

Finland, Alaska, Labrador, and Cape Cod; abundant about Greenland in

2 to 100 fathoms. Length 6 inches. (Eu.) (fticontis, two-horned.)

Cottxi.<i bicornis* Reinhaedt, Vid. Selsk. Natur. Math. Afli., viii, 1833, 75, Greenland.

Centridennichthys bicornis, Gunthee, Cat., n, 172, 1860.

Icelus bicornis, JoEDAN & GiLBEET, Synopaia, 693 ; Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish. Comm. 1893

(1896), 411.

Iceltts hamatus, Keoyee, Nat. Hist. Tidsskr., l, 253, 1844, Belsund in Spitzbergen;

GiJNTHEE,Cat.,n, 172; GtiNTHER, Challenger Report, xxn, 63 ; Collett, Norgea Fiske,

35; Collett, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Chri.st., 14, 1880; Collett, TS^orsk Nordh.Exped., Fiske,

34, tab. 1, hg. 8; Nyt Mag. f. Naturvid., xvin, 56, 1884; Lutken, Kara-Havets Fiske in

Dijmphna-Togtet, 123 ; LOtken, Vid. Met. Nat. For., 92, 1876 ; Strom, Norsk. Vid. Selsk.

Skrift., 18, 1884 ; Lilljeborg, Sverig. och Norg. Fiske, 164 ; Deesel, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus. 1884, 252.

Icelus furcigei; Malm, Forhandl. Skand. Naturf., 9 Mote, 410, 1865, Bohuslan, Sweden.

* According to Dr. Liitken, Gottus bicornis is identical with Icelus hamatus, this opinion

being based on a drawing of bicornis left by Reinhardt. Liitken also thinks that Cottus

polaris may be the same tish. Cottus polaris is said to have D. VI to VIII, 13; A. 14;

Cottus bicornis was said to have D. VIII, 15 ; A. 14 ; while in Icelus hamatus, Collett counts

D. VIII, 19; A. 15; Liitken, D. IX, 19 or 20; A. 14 or 15.

3030 43
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22!)2. UKLUS SPIMOEU, Gilbert.

Head 2i to 3; depth 5; eye 3 to 3^ in head. D. IX, 20; A. 17; P. 18; V.

I, 3. Closely resembling Icelus Mcornis, but ditt'ering conspicuously in the

armature of the dorsal series of plates in the comparatively plane occiput,

and in other characters. Caudal peduncle very slender, its depth 21 in

orbit; mouth large, the maxillary reaching slightly beyond middle of

orbit, its length i head; teeth very iinely villiform, present in rather wide

bands in jaws and on vomer and palatine bones; nasal spines strong,

8ei)arated by the high ascending processes of the premaxillaries; inter-

orbital space very narrow, grooved, its width less than A diameter of

l^upil; orbital rim becoming elevated anteriorly and posteriorly, and, at

the latter point, strongly denticulated; behind the orbital region, the

occiput is shallowly concave, being bounded laterally l)y 2 low, evenly

rounded ridges, which become narrower posteriorly, and end each, in a

strong spine projecting backward in line with the series of dorsal prickles;

preopercular spines similar to those of Icclus Mcornis, the uppermost, as in

the latter, occasionally simple instead of bifurcate; the second spine

usually directed straight backward, and the 2 following downward and
forward; gill membranes broadly united, free from the isthmus, and

neither pore nor slit behind the innermost gill; branchiostegals 6; eye

large, longer than snout; a slender tentacle present over the jiosterior

part of each orbit; a series of iilates from nape along each side of dorsals

to back of caudal peduncle, and a second series along lateral line, as in

Icclus bkornis; the dorsal series with 28 to 35 plates, each of which bears

at its center a single strong spine directed outward and backward. In

Icelus Mcornis, each plate is traversed by an oblique ridge, the margin of

whicb is denticulated, the central tooth being tbe strongest and cor-

responding to the single spine present in Icelus spini(jer. The latter agrees

with Icclus eanaliciilatus in having an inner series of dorsal plates alter-

nating witb the principal series, each of the smaller plates bearing a

minute prickle, discernible with difficulty. The plates along the lateral

line, 41 to 44 in number, are similar to those in Icclus Mcornis, having their

upper and posterior free margins serrulate. A few scattered spinous

plates present in axillary region. Dorsal fins not connected, the sjjines

very slender and rather high; pectorals long, reaching front of anal;

ventrals not reaching vent. Color light olivateous above, white below;

upper parts mottled with dark brown; back with 4 faint black cross bars,

the first under spinous dorsal, the second and third under soft dorsal, the

fourth at base of caudal; a brown blotch on cheek, 1 on base of pectoral,

and an irregular series along full length of body just under the lateral

line; 2 prominent Ijlack blotches on first dorsal; the second dorsal,

caudal, and pectoral barred; other fins unmarked; mouth and gill cavity

white. Coast of Alaska; numerous specimens from Albatross Stations

3216, 3224, 3225, 3226, 3257, 3258, 3263, 3267, 3278, 3279, 3280, 3292, 3302, 3311,

3334, in 17 to 121 fathoms. These stations are located in the vicinity of
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Uiialaska Island and in Bristol Bay, Alaska. * (Gilbert. ) (spiniycr, bearing

spines.

)

Icclus spiniyer, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comiu. 1893 (1896), 412, pi. 24, Bristol Bay and
Unalaska, at Albatross Stations 3216, 3223, and elsewhere, in 17 to 121 fathoms.

2293. ICKLUS EUUYOPS, Bean.

Head 3; depth 5i. D. IX, 23; A. 18; V. I, 3; lateral line 43. Eye
about twice as long as snout and | as long as head. Maxilla scarcely

extending to beh)w middle of eye; iuterorbital space about i length of

eye; occiput with 2 spines; pectoral extending to above second ray of

anal
;
preopercle armed as in Icelus scuiiger ; vomer and palate well toothed

;

head scaled as in Icelus scutu/er; lateral line composed of raised tubes ; a

single series of spiny scales on back along base of dcu'sals; branchiostegal

membranes broadly united, free from isthmus; slit behind last gill obso-

lete. Spinous dorsal low, its longest spine less than ^ length of head.

Four dark bands across back, the first over the end of the spinous dorsal,

2 on the soft dorsal, and 1 at base of caudal. General color light

brown. Bering Sea, olf Trinity Islands. (Bean.)

Dr. Gilbert has the following notes on 1 of the cotypes (No. 45367, U. S.

Nat. Mus.) of Icelus curyops, kindly loaned by Dr. Bean: Specimen 77 mm.
long, 65 mm. to base of caudal fin. Head 22 mm. to end of opercular spine

;

depth 11; orl)itlO^; snout 5^; maxillary 11; iuterorbital width 1^. Dorsal

IX, 23; anal 19; pectorall8; caudal 9 (divided rays). Preopercular spines

as in Icelus ricinaUs, the upper spine altnormal on 1 side, showing 3 points

instead of 2; behiw the forked spine are 3 others, 1 directed backward
and a little downward, 1 neai'ly vertically downward, aiul 1 downward
and forward; nasal spines strong; oecii)ital ridges obvious with easily

perceptible slender spines, about as in Icelus vicinaUs, broadly rounded
anteriorly, scarcely ridge-like uniil immediately in front of spines. Head
rather closely invested with scales, scarcely so rough or so numerous as

in Icelus ricinalis, but more so than in Icelus canaliculatus ; opercle covered
with scales. Filaments as in Icrlus vicinalis; 1 pair above eyes, 1 ante-

riorly on occiput, and 1 occupying tips of occipital spines; the pair on
opercle cannot be made out. Armature of body as in less strongly scaled

specimens of Icelus vicinalis; lateral line provided with the usual spinous

scales, 43 or 44 in number; 40 scales in the dorsal series, which extends to

base of caudal; above it a rather crowded irregular series of smaller

scale-like prickles, some of which are larger than the others and alternate

rather regularly with the plates on the principal series; posteriorly the

smaller of the upper series are absent, the alternating larger ones alone

present; 10 or 12 small spinous plates are irregularly disposed between

* Specimens were obtained in 1896 by the Albatross a.t Stations 3643 and 3644, off Provost-
maya, Kamchatka, in 100 and 96 fathoms. Females of this species seem more spinous
than males. The spines on supraorliital ridge are higher, the suborbital .stay is frequently
provided with 2 low spinous points, and the top and sides of head, as well as the bases of
the dorsal series of spinous plates, may be thickly beset with small prickles.
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lateral line and dorsal series ; a patch of sj^inous plates Iteliiud pectorals.

Color evidently as in Icelns ridnalis, though very greatly faded from

exposure to light ; the back shows traces of 2 dark cross bars under soft

dorsal; 1 occupies end of caudal peduncle, and a very indistinct one

extends downward from spinous dorsal which is black posteriorly; belly

and under parts generally dusted with fine black specks, the isthmus

becoming abruptly white ; nostril tube white ; subocular region blackish

the color continued forward into the preorbital, opposite the front end of

which it crosses upper and lower lips; a dark blotch on maxillary in

advance of tip; pectorals dusky. (et'/aL'g, wide; t»^, eye.)

Icelus eunjops, Bkan, Proc.TT. S. Nat. Mus. 1800, 41, off Trinity Islands, at Albatross

Station 2853. (Type, No. 45367, TJ. S. N. M.)

2294. ICELUS VICINALIS, Gilbert.

Head 3f to 3i; depth 5f. D. IX, 21 to 23; A. 18; P. 16; C. 9. This

species is extremely close both to Icrlits canaUcuJatus, with which it was
found associated, and to Icelus enryops, Bean. From Iccltis canaliculahts

it differs in the following respects: The coloration, tliough similar in pat-

tern is much lighter. The belly is dusky, but not deei) brown; the isth-

mus usually becomes abruptly white under the branchiostegal membranes,

and the latter are white or dusky, not blue black as in Icelus canuUcidatua.

The floor and anterior part of the roof of the mouth and the gill cavities

are Avhite, not blackish. The nostril tube is white, not black. The occip-

ital ridge is lower and less conspicuous, and tlie spines shorter, but both

are obvious. The small spinous point on suborbital stay is less developed.

The dorsal spines are 9 in number in all our specimens. A closely crowded

series or narrow band of prickles accompanies the dorsal series as in Icelus

canaHcuIaiua. It is noticeable, however, that those of the series which
occupy a position corresponding to the interspace between the dorsal

plates are somewhat enlarged, and recall the alternating plates of Icelinus.

The region between the lateral line and the dorsal scries is almost com-

pletely invested with spinous scales in most specimens, wliile in Icelus

canaliculatus few or none are present. The head is densely covered with

small spinous scales or prickles especially numerous on top of head, and
on opercle. In Icelus canaliculatus the head is either naked or sparsely

covered and the opercles almost or quite naked. Three pairs of slender

filaments on top of head, the anterior pair the largest, placed above back

of orbit; the second x>air in front of and slightly within the occipital

ridges, the third pair on occipital spines. An additional j)air on opercles

seems to be less constant. The supraocular pair alone is present in Icelus

canaliculatus. The mucous canals and pores, though large, are less devel-

oped than in Icelus canaliculatus, the fish having, in general, the bathyl)ial

characteristics less pronounced. The agreement with Icelus euryops is

closer than with Icelus canaliculatus. In fact, it seems to differ from Icelus

euryops only in the miich smaller eye and the somewhat wider interorbitai

space, agreeing with Icelus euryops in all those respects in Avhich it differs

from Icelus canaliculatus. In Icelus ricinalis the eye is 2f to 3 in head, and
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but 1^ times length, of snout, and the least interorbital width is 11 or 12

times iu head. In levins euryojys (ootype. No. 45367, U. S. Nat. Mus.), the

eye is 2^ times in head and twice the length of the snout, and the least

interorbital width 16 times in head. It does not seem probable that the

species will vary to that extent. Maxillary reaching middle of pux>il,

2i in head. Upper preopercular spine slender, forked at tip, directed

upward and backward, the second and third spines simple, slender, the

second directed downward and backward, the third downward and for-

ward. Interorbital space shallowly grooved, the groove widening back-
ward into an occipital depression bound<'d in front by the somt^what
elevated interocular space, laterally by the occipital ridges; sujjraorbi-

tal rim elevated in front and behind; occipital ridges lf)w, broad and
rounded anteriorly, becoming narrower and more crest-like posteriorly.

In addition to the prickles and plates already mentioned, there is a band
of spinous scales behind axil of j)ectorals. Spinous dorsal low, the long-

est 8j)ine 2i in head, the longest ray of soft dorsal 2 in head
;
pectorals

reaching beginning of horizontal portion of lateral line, the lower rays

thickened, their membranes incised; veutrals short, scarcely reaching
vent. Anal papilla large. Color in spirits; light brown above, with 4

blackish cross bars, 1 under spinous dorsal joining the dark axillary patch,

2 under soft dorsal and 1 at base of tail merging into the uniform deep
brown of the under parts ; head light brown above and below ; subocular

ring dark brown, this streak widening forward and crossing upper and
lower lips ; a small patch at base of exposed portion of maxillary ; opercle

blackish ; upper half of pectorals light, with or without a Ijrown basal

bar, the distal portion indistinctly barred with light brown; lower half

of pectorals, and all of veutrals dark brown, or black; dorsals blackish,

darkest above the cross bars on back; anal black; caudal whitish, dusky
above toward tip. Bristol Bay, Alaska, where numerous specimens, ,50

to 110 mm. long, were obtained by the Alhatfosn at depths of 109, 351,

350, and 406 fathoms, respectively. (Gilbert.) {rkiiialis, near, to Icelua

euryops.)

leelus vicinalis, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 413, Bristol Bay, Alaska, at
Albatross Stations 3324, 3330, 3331, and 3332, in 109 to 406 fathoms. (Type, No.
48737.)

229.5. 1( ELUS ( AXALK ULATUS, Gilbert.

Head 3 to 3^ ; depth 6. D. VII or YIII, 23 or 24 ; A. 19 ; P. 16 ; V. 13 ; Lit-

eral line 43 to 46. A deep-water species, with conspicuous mucous canals

and pores, thin cranial boues, and rather plain blackish coloration. In

other characters it stands somewhat intermediate between Icelus hicornis

and Icelus spinUjer. The dorsal plates have the serrulated cross ridge

of Icelus hicornis, the occiput is shallowly concave, with low bound-
ing ridges ending behind in strong spines, and the posterior rim of the

orbit is elevated and denticulated, as in Icelus spiniger. In its anterior

portions, at least, the series of dorsal plates is accompanied above by
a more or less irregular row of smaller plates, which alternate with the

larger plates, and bear each a small spine. Caudal peduncle long aiul
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very slender, its depth less than \ its length. Maxillary reaching to

or nearly to vertical from middle of orbit, 2| to 2f in length of head

;

jaws weak; teeth Villiforni, with widened b.ase, in moderate Lands on

jaws, vomer, and palatines; nasal spines strong, projecting above a trans-

verse depression which crosses snout immediately on front of orbits;

interorbital space narrow, its least width 3f times in orbit, its Avidth

wholly occupied by the 2 conspicuous supraorbital mucous canals ; occi-

put a shallowly depressed pit, bounded anteriorly by the raised orbital

region, laterally by low rounded ridges each of which terminates behind in

a very strong spine; preopercular spines slender and sharp, the upper-

most directed very obliquely upward, sharply notched at tip ; the second

and third are directed downward and backward, the lowermost downward
and forward ; bony stay across cheek conspicuously developed, and bear-

ing a- distinct spine just behind eye; a series of mucous slits along under

side of suborbital stay; a sharp spine on subopercle; gill membranes
broadly united, free from isthmus; branchiostegals 6; a distinct slit-like

pore behind fourth gill; eye large, 3 in head, longer than snout; top and
sides of head with many minute scattered whitish pores; a minute fila-

ment near tips of maxillary
;
plates of lateral line 43 to 46 in number, their

upper and posterior edges free, denticulated; dorsal series with 45 plates,

each of which is crossed obliquely l)y a raised spiny ridge, the central por-

tion of which is highest ; between the upper angles of these plates a second

series of small plates alternating with the first, each bearing a spine or

prickle, these spines occasionally doubled or trebled, especially in the

anterior part of the series, and recall strikingly the arrangement in

Icelinus; axil of pectorals with 20 to 26 plates similar to those of lateral

line, and showing a tendency to a regular arrangement; 2 or 3 similar

plates along anterior part of base of anal, and a few scattered plates

on each side between lateral and dorsal series. Color light olivaceous

above, blackish below, except lower jaw; back with 4 black cross bars,

evident, but not conspicuous; operoles black; fins all dark; pectorals

mottled with slate color; base of caudal fin light; mouth and gill cavity

dark. Length 5 inches. Bering Sea, north of Uualaska, in deep water.

(Gilbert.) {eanaliculaius, with small canals.)

Icelus canaliculatus, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 412, pi. 24, off Unalaska,
at Albatross Station 3329, in 399 fathoms.

2206. ICELUS AUSTRALIS, Eigenmann & Eigenmann.

Head 3; depth 7; eye 3 in head; maxillary 2. Body rounded in trans-

verse section, scarcely compressed in the abdominal region, tapering from
the shoulders to the slender tail. Mouth large, the maxillaries reaching

beyond pupil. Occiput without ridges or spines ; interocular space slightly

grooved, very narrow, its wddth al>out I the diameter of the pupil
; profile

straight; upper preopercular spine rather short, simply dilated at the
extremity or with a single upward-directed spine near its tip ; 3 simple

spines below it. Belly and an interrupted band along the sides white;

a series of blackish spots or interrupted band along the sides. Cortez
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Banks, off San Diego. Types, 2 specimens, 0.04 and 0.05 m. to base of cau-

dal, in 45 fathoms. These specimens were taken from the stomach of Sebas-

iodes miniatus and are partly digested. The anal and dorsal lins have all

disappeared. The dentition and armatnre of the head indicate that this

species is closely related to Icelinus quadriseriatus, of which it is possibly

the young. (Eigenmann.) A very imperfectly known species, not seen

by us, perhaps not l)elonging to Icchis, but apparently nearest that genus.

{australis, southern.

)

Icelus australis, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, West Amer. Sci. 1889, 131, Cortez Banks,

California. (Coll. C. H. Eigeuiiianu.)

718. RADULINUS, Gilbert.

Itadulimis, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 189U, 8S (asyrellus)

.

Body very slender. Opercular spines 2. Spinous dorsal short, the soft

dorsal and anal very long. Gill membranes broadly united, posteriorly

free from isthmus. No slit behind last gill. Broad l)and8 of cardiforni

teeth on jaws, a single series on vomer; no teeth on palatines. Preopercle

with 2 short, simple spines. Ventrals I, 3. Sides armed with a series of

large, keeled, spinous plates along lateral line; similar plates on head;

no smaller scales. Pacific coast, {radula, a scraper.)

a. Eye small, 31 in bead; interorbital space naked. boleoides, 2297.

aa. Eye larger, about 23 in bead; interorbital space armed witb spinous plates.

ASPKELLUS, 2298.

2297. RADULIXUS BOLEOIDES, Gilbert, new spec ties.

Head 4 in length ; depth 9 ; eye 3f in head (2| in E. asprdliis of the same

size); snout 3*^; maxillary 2f. D. XI, 22; A. 23; pectoral 18; ventrals

I, 3; 42 plates in the dorsal series. Head and body very elongate, de-

pressed anteriorly, the occiput wider and flatter than in B. asprellus;

snout long, depressed and tapering, much as in the Darters ; interorbital

space very narrow, about i diameter of pupil; mouth horizontal, at lower

side of snout, the maxillary reaching a vertical Avhich traverses eye mid-

way between its front and front of pupil. Fine teeth in bands in jaws

and on vomer, none on palatines. In 7?. aspreUus, also, the vomeiine teeth

are in a band, not in a single series as stated in the original descriptitm.

Branchiostegal membranes broadly united, wholly free from the isthmus

in the type. In R. asprdlus the gill membranes vary in this respect, being

sometimes wholly free from the isthmus, sometimes attached for it or

more than i their width. Preopercle with 2 short simple spines, the

upp(;r slender and sharp, directed backward and slightly upward, the

lower broader and shorter, directed backward and downward; below and

in front of these are 2 rounded prominences which bear no spines ; opercle

ending m a triangular process which is scarcely spine-like ; nasal spines

rather small, a depression between and behind them; no spines on orbital

rim, which is not at all raised; the narrow interorbital space not grooved;

occiput broad and flat without ridges or spines; a slender filament on

upper posterior border or oibit and a similar filament on each side of occi-
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put ou its posterior liue. Body with a dorsal series of imbricated spinous

plates similar to those in 7?. asprellus ; but the plates are smaller, with
less evident keels and shorter spines; along its anterior third the series is

accompanied above by a narrow band of smaller plates, which are con-

tinued anteriorly on sides of occiput, and merge anteriorly into the patch

behind the eyes
;
posterior portion of snout, the opercles, and the posterior

line of occiput with spinous scales; head otherwise naked. Vertical fins

with long slender rays as in R. asprellus ; dorsal fins separate, but the

interspace less than diiimeter of pupil ; distance from front of anal to vent

equaling f diameter of orbit; ventrals short, reaching halfway to front

of anal
;
pectorals reaching slightly beyond front of anal, | length of

head. Color light olive or grayish, the lower parts unmarked, the breast

and belly silvery; back crossed by 4 wide brownish-olive cross bars, the

anterior of which under spinous dorsal liecomes merged into the general

brownish-olive coloration of upper portion of head and nape; edges of

bands sharply defined and marked with concave indentations where

encroached upon by roundish light-colored areas; spaces between bands

slightly dusky and marked with some irregular, small, dark blotches

along middle of sides; anteriorly on the back are pairs of round, light-

colored spots with darker edges, some of them showing silvery pigments;

a small silvery spot above base of each pectoral fin; a narrow dark line

across occipnt behind eyes; dusky blotches on cheeks; a dark bar across

maxillary and lip; a pair on maxillaries; 2 faint dark bars ou the caudal

fin, the fins otherwise translucent or whitish, unmarked, differing from

Badiilinns asprellus in the much smaller eye, the scaled interorbital space,

the presence of supraocular and occipital filaments, the smaller size and

weaker spines of plates of the dorsal series, and the different coloration.

Only the type known, a young female 72 mm. long (No. 48795, U. S. Nat.

Mus.) from Albatross Station 3664, off Santa Catalina Island, California, in

59 fathoms. {(joXic,, dart ; £idog, resemblance from its marked likeness to

the Darter, Boleosoma.

)

2298. RADULINUS ASPRELLUS, Gilbert.

Head 4i to 4i; depth 8^ to 9*. D. VIII to X, 21 or 22; A. 23 or 24; lat-

eral line 38 to 40. Body very elongate, the greatest depth at occiput,

1^ in width of head. Body subquadrate in cross section, the upper angles

being formed by the keel of lateral plates, tapering gently to the very

slender, flat caudal peduncle, everywhere as wide as or wider than deep.

Eyes large, closelj^ approximated, the interorbital space very narrow,

not grooved, less than i jiupil; orbit 2j to 2f in head. Mouth small,

reaching front of pupil, 2| in head. Preopercular spines 2 only, short,

simple, the lower directed backward, the upper backward and upward

;

nasal spines long and strong, a depx'essiou behind them; head other-

wise smooth; occiput not ridged; a seiies of large, keeled, spinous

plates along lateral line, running high on sides, their free edge turned

obliquely upward, and armed with from 1 to several long spines mesially,

and shorter ones above and below; a row of minute spinous plates

along upper edge of series anteriorly, the series along lateral line con-
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tinned forward oa top of head, meeting its fellow m a V-shaped patch

filling posterior portion of interorbital space ;
similar plates on snont and

opercle the head and body otherwise naked. In cross section the plates

Trk an abrupt angle, the back being flat, the sides vertical. Dorsa

Tpines slender the 2 flns well separated; rays of solt dorsal and ana

.ery slender, rather long; caudal truncate or rounded f head; pectorals

witl 18 or 19 rays, reaching to or nearly to vent; anal papilla very long

iu males, more than \ head. Color light olivaceous, with a series oi

elongate, narrow, brown streaks along middle of sides, the latter also

finely punctate with black; a dark streak in front of eye; fins trans-

lucent the dorsals, pectorals, and caudal with some back spotting, which

shows a tendc-ncy to form bars; anal and ventrals white. Length o to 6

inches CoMsts of Oregon and Washington, the types from depths of from

43 to 77 futboms. Also found in Puget Sound by Mr. Starks. (Gilbert.)

(a82>e>-, rough; a^w^Hm, ^ diminutive from Asi^ro, a genus of Percida^)

Hadulinui aZrellm, Gilbert, Proc. IJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890. 88, off Oregon and Washing-

tir^tZatross Stations 3046, 3057, 3058, 3059 (Type, No. 43096) ;
JouDAN & Stakks.

Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 805, pi. 81.

719. STELGISTRUM, Jordan & Gilbert, new genus.

Stagismnn, Jordan ^- Gilbert, Fishes of Bering Sea, in Fur Seal Invest, for 1896, 1897

MS. (««ejMC(7en).

Shaped as in Hemilcpidotus, which it resembles in appearance bnt with

which it is not closely related. Gill membranes widely joined across the

throat, wholly free from the isthmus. Teeth on jaws and vomer none on

palatines. No slit or pore behind last gill. Upper preopercular spine

simple, gently upcurved, 3 short spines below it. No opercular rib or

spine. Nasal spines short and strong. Vertex without spmes or ridges

aud without long tentacles. Spinous dorsal without anterior notch the

vertical fins all few-rayed. A series of plates along lateral line and a barid

•ilono- the back which merges anteriorly into the mass of mmnte plates

covering top and sides of head. Ventrals I, 3, without set*. Vent im-

mediately before origin of anal. {drsXr'^rpov, scraper.)

2299. STELGISTUrM STEJXEGERI, Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 2J in length; depth 3.^. D. IX. 17; A. 13; P. 16; caudal with

9 divided rays; lateral line with 40 plates; lower series of dorsal band

containing 35 to 38 plates. Head narrowly wedge-shaped, tapering

upward; width below eyes equaling length of snout and i eye; width

at preopercles equaling depth at occiput. Mouth large, slightly oblique

the wide maxillary reaching vertical behind pupil, equaling^ length of

snont and eye, i length of head. Teeth small, uniform, in narrow

bands on iaws and vomer; palatines toothless. A deep naked trans-

yerse groove between nasal spines and front of orbits; orbital rims

moderately elevated, the interorbital space very narrow, channeled;

occiput flat or slightly concave, angulated along lines running backward

from orbits, but without spines or ridges; a slender filament above each
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eye, 2 miniito pairs along sides of occiput, 1 on suborbital stay, 1 on

maxillary, and a few on plates of lateral line; no nasal cirri, none along

edge of preopercle; upper preopercular spine gently curved upward,

without cusps or processes; below it 3 short .spines, the first directed

backward, the second vertically downward, the thiixl, somewhat longer,

directed downward and forward. Eyes small, the diameter equaling

length of snout, \ length of head measured to end of opercular flap;

interorbital width equaling diameter of pupil. Straight portion of lateral

line longer than the obli(iuely placed anterior portion, which is not

strongly curved
;
plates of lateral line strongly spinous on their upper free

edges, and of similar and nearly equal size throughout; dorsal band con-

tinued on to back of caudal peduncle, where it is continuous with the

band of the opposite side, the lower plates of the band in a definite

lengthwise series and as large as those of lateral line or slightly larger,

the other plates of the band decreasing rapidly in size toward base of fin,

where they are minute. They are partially arranged in series running

obliquely upward and backward from the lower larger plates to the bases

of the dorsal rays, on which they extend for at least \ the height of ray.

Dorsal spines with minute spinous plates extending almost or quite to

their tips. The snout, top of head, nape, suborbital ring, opercles, and
cheek above the suborbital stay covered with minute plates similar to

the upper part of dorsal band, with which the invested area on top of

head is continuous; sides below lateral line naked except for a few plates

behind axil. Dorsals divided to the base, the last spine extremely short,

its membrane joining extreme base of the first soft ray; spinous dorsal

low, of slender weak spines, the longest ray \ length of head; longest soft

ray 2J in head; anal beginning under third ray of soft dorsal, ending

under its fourteenth ray; caudal peduncle slender, its least width \ its

length; pectorals broad and short, all simple, the lower thickened with

moderately incised membranes, the eighth to the tenth rays the longest,

extending beyond vertical from origin of anal; ventrals not reaching

vent, 2^ in head. Ground color light grayish olive; lower part of sides

regularly reticulated with narrow dusky lines; a dusky cross bar from

base of posterior dorsal spines and forward to axil ; a second much broader

bar from front of soft dorsal, ending irregularly below where it merges

into the reticulating lines ; a third broad bar, less clearly defined, under

posterior portion of soft dorsal ; a conspicuous broad V-shaped blotch at

base of caudal, the apex directed forward ; a faint dark streak from eye

forward to tip of mandible, and a cross bar behind eyes, continued faintly

on to cheek ; spinous dorsal with a small dark spot on anterior and 1 on

posterior spines; rays of soft dorsal and caudal with dusky markings so

arranged as to form fine cross bars; terminal half of pectorals finely cross-

barred, the proximal half plain, with a large dusky blotch ou extreme

base; anal very faintly barred; ventrals unmarked. Bering Sea, off

Robben Island; one specimen 52 mm. long, dredged in 10 fathoms.

(Named for Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, Curator of Reptiles in the U. S.

National Museum.)

Stelgistruni stejnegeri, Jordan & Gilbert, Fishes Bering Sea, in Kept. Fur Seal luvest.

for 1896, 1897 MS., Robben Island (Coll. Albatross.)
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720. TRIGLOPS, Reiiiliaidt.

Triglops, Eeixhaedt, Vid. Sel.sk. Natur. Math. Afh., v, 1832, 52 (pingeli).

Body rather elongate, the tail very slender. Head .small and com-

pressed. Mouth moderate; villiform teeth on jaws and vomer, none on

the palatines; preopercnlar s'pines 4, small, simple; head prickly, hut with-

out scales; a row of enlarged plate-like scales along the lateral line; a

similar row above it at the base of the dorsal fin; the space between these

densely prickly; lower half of body crossed at short intervals by trans,

verse undulating folds of skin, the edge of the fold with minute rough

scales, causing it to appear sharply and finely serrate, these cross foldss

being really formed by branches of the lateral line. Gill membranes^

united, free from the Lsthmus; a distinct slit behind last gill. Dorsal

spines rather high and slender; ventrals I, 3. Arctic seas. {Trigla; ^ip,

appearance; the transverse folds resembling the lateral plates oi Tri(jla.\

a. Breast crossed by folds of stin similar to those on body.

h. Eye moderate, 3 to 31 in head; maxillary and lower part of cheek without.

prickles ; maxillary 2 to 2J in head ; soft dorsal of 23 to 26 rays.

c. Back olivaceous, varied with darker; fins largely prickly; eye about 3 ii;

head. Atlantic. pingeli, 2300.

cc. Back olivaceous, with 4 black, saddle-like blotches; eye 3J to 3| in head,

fins less prickly. Pacific. beani, 2301,

66. Eye very large, 2^ in head ; maxillary and lower part of cheek prickly ; maxil

lary 21 to 24 in head ; soft dorsal of 21 to 23 rays. SCEPTICUS, 2302

2300. TRIGLOPS PINGELI, Reinhardt.

Head 3|. D. XII-2.5 ; A. 25 ; P. 19 ; V. 4 ; scales 48 ; eye 3 in head. Snout

short and sharp; eyes large, larger than length of snout; interorbital

space equal to diameter of pupil; jaws subequal; teeth minute, on jaws

and vomer. Body above and head closely covered with minute granula-

tions ; encircling the orbit is a series of small warty protuberances
;
pre-

opercle with 4 small spines but slightly projecting beyond the skin, the

uppermost pointing upward and backward, the others downward; no

spines on opercle ; nasal spines present ; above the lateral line the whole

of the body is rough with granulations, below with oblique and dentate

membranaceous folds ; 47 to 49 dentate osseous plates along lateral line ; a

series of spines along the base of dorsals, ceasing under the middle of sec-

ond dorsal. Space between dorsals about equal to the diameter of pupil,

all the rays slender and very brittle; first dorsal a little higher than sec-

ond. OliA^aceous, somewhat variegated with darker ; fins barred ; a series

of dusky spots along sides ; an ocellated black spot on posterior part of

spinous dorsal. (Collett.) Males larger than females and much more
common. North Atlantic, from Spitzbergen and western Norway to Green-

land and south to Cape Cod and Christiansund, in rather deep water; not

rare in 16 to 150 fathoms. Length 5i inches. (Eu.) (A personal name.)

Triglops pingeli, Eeinhaedt, Vid. Selsk. Natur., v, 1832, 52, Greenland.

Triglops pleurottictus, Cope, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1805, 81, Godhavn, Greenland (anal

rays 27) ; Gunther, Cat., n, 173 ; LiJTKEN, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foi-en. Kjiibenh. 1876, 90

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 713.
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2301. TRIGLOPS BEAM, Gilbert.

Head 3f to3|; deptli6; snout longer than eye, 31 to 3^ in head; eye

3i to 3|; D. X or XI, 23 to 26; A. 24 to 26; C. 12; P. 18; V. I, 3; lateral

line 48 to 50 ; brauchiostegals 6, Body heavy at shoulders, tapering rapidly

to slender caudal peduncle ; depth of caudal peduncle \ its length from

base of last dorsal ray; greatest width of head slightly less than its

depth, its lower profile straight, the upper descending in a gentle, even

curve; mouth nearly horizontal, the maxillary almost reaching vertical

from middle of eye, 2^ to 2\ in head; villiform teeth on jaws and vomer,

none on palatines; supraorbital rim slightly elevated, a groove-like

depression behind it; interorbital space rather wide, forming a shallow

groove, its width 3^ to 5 in diameter of orbit; occipital ridges obsolete,

a faint trace of them sometimes present, never ending in a spine ; opercle

with 4 spinous points, the lowermost directed downward and forward, the

others radiating downward and backward. Branchiostegal membranes
broadly united, free from the isthmus. Longest dorsal spine 3^ to 4 in

head; base of spinous dorsal li% to \\ in head; of soft dorsal 2f to 3 in

length of head and body ; length of base of anal 2-^^ in head and body

;

caudal slightly emargiuate, 2-1^ in head. Head and upper part of body
densely covered with very fine prickles, mxich finer than in Triglops scepticus;

lower side of head, the maxillaries, and a narrow strip along the lower

side of cheek naked ; the itsiial series of enlarged prickles along the base

of dorsals; lateral folds few in number, scarcely exceeding the scutes of

the lateral line ; they leave a wide, naked strip along the base of anal

and do not encircle the caudal peduncle below ; breast with 5 or 6 cross

folds similar to those on the sides, the scales along margins of folds very

small, those of successive folds widely separated, not overlapping as in

Trkjlops scepiiciis. Color light olive brown above, whitish on lower parts

of sides and below; the breast and belly, including area in front of

pectorals, silvery; back crossed with 4 saddle-shaped black blotches, most
distinct in the males ; the first of these under the middle of the spinous

dorsal and extending obliquely forward to the upper axil of pectorals,

the second and third under the soft dorsal, narrowing rapidly downward
to lateral line, the fourth on the back of caudal peduncle. In males, the

lower ends of these cross bars are connected by a narrow lengthwise jet-

black streak, extending from shoulder below lateral line nearly to base of

caudal, the narrow interval between this streak and lateral line occupied

by a bright silvery streak, interrupted by the cross bars ; a black blotch at

base of upper and 1 at base of lower caudal rays; a vsmall black spot near

tips of the outer caudal rays, the fin otherwise unmarked ; an indistinct,

dusky blotch below the eye, and a dusky streak along under side of

suborbital stay, extending forward along the margin of the preorbital to

tip of snout ; a blotch on middle of maxillary and upper lip ; front of lower

lip dusky; a dark blotch on opercle, and a dusky bar on branchiostegal

membranes. In the females the general pattern of coloration is the same,

biit the darker markings are less distinct, and the l)lack lateral streak of

the males is represented by a disconnected series of irregular, dark

blotches and vermiculations. In both sexes the dorsals and pectorals are
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crossed by narrow, dusky bars, formed by series of dark streaks on the

rays; mouth whitish; gill cavity silvery white, with the exception of the

lining of the opercle and the outer half of brauchiostegal membranes,

which are dusky. This is the Pacific representative of the Atlantic

Tii(/h2is ])'mgeU, from which it diifers in the greater slenderness of the

body, iiarticnlarly of the caudal peduncle, in the somewhat smaller eye,

the more pointed snout, the less fine subdivision of the lateral folds, the

less complete investment of the fins with prickly scales, and, above all,

in the peculiar coloration of the male. Alaska to Puget Sound ; taken

very abundantly by the Albatross at stations located both noi'th and soiith

of the Aleutian Islands and in Bristol Bay ; also from about St. Paul Island

in 24 to 37 fathoms, off Karluk in 31 fathoms, and off Eobben Island in

18 fathoms, and by Mr. Starks in Puget Sound, the depths ranging from

lOi to 42 fathoms ; specimens 82 to 140 mm. in length. (Gilbert). (Named
for Dr. Tarleton Hoffman Bean.)

Triglops pingeli, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1883, 355; not of Reinhardt.

Triglops beani, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 428, pi. 28, fig. 2, Aleutian

Islands, Bristol Bay, at Albatross Stations 3214, 3217, and many others, in 7I to 42

fathoms.

2302. TUIGLOrS SCEPTICUS, Gilbert.

Head 3^ to 3i ; depth 5f to 5+. D. XI-21 to 23 ; A. 22 to 24 ; P. 19 (18 on

left side iu 2 specimens) ; V. I, 3; C. 12-12-12; lateral line 46 or 47; bran-

chiostegals 6. Body very robust, the ujjper profile descending rapidly from

front of dorsal in a regular curve to tip of short snout; least depth of

caudal peduncle ii to 4f in its length from base of last anal ray. Head of

moderate length, its width I* to 2 in its length; maxillary reaching to or

nearly to vertical from middle of pupil, 2^ to 2J in head ; mandible slightly

projecting. Teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines; 2 blunt spines

on occiput. Eye very large, 1+ times the interorbital width, and 2^ in

head. Preopercle armed with 5 small spinous points, the upper one point-

ing upward and backward, the second and third backward, and the lower

2 pointing forward; opercle ending in a triangular spine. Branchiostegal

membranes broadly united, free from the isthmus posteriorly. The upper

part of the body and the top and sides of head, including all of cheek,

the lower, anterior, and upper parts of eye, and exposed portion of the

maxillary, thickly covered with prickly plates, much larger, more spinous

and scale-like than in Trujlops phuidi, and on sides loosely arranged in

series. Spines and rays of dorsals, caudal, and pectoral fins covered with

series of jnickles nearly to their tips, except the lower thickened rays of

pectorals, which are naked; a row of enlarged plate-like scales along the

lateral line, becoming very indistinct posteriorly, more numerous and less

distinct than in Trvjlops phujeli, 38 in number to opposite the last ray of

second dorsal ; a similar series along the base of dorsal fins, ending oppo-
site the posterior part of second dorsal ; lower half of body crossed at short

intervals by transverse undulating folds of skin, about 180 in number, the

edge of each fold with small rough scales causing it to appear sharply and
finely serrate, these scales much larger and more spinous than in TrU/lops

pingdi, those of successive folds meeting and overlapping; the folds reach-
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iug from lateral liue quite lo the aual fiu, aud behind the anal completely

encircle the caudal peduncle. In TrvjJops pingeli, the space along the anal

and the lower sides of caudal peduncle is naked. Dorsal fins not con-

nected, the membrane from last dorsal spine connecting with extreme base

of first soft ray; spinous dorsal higher than soft dorsal, the dorsal spines

contained 2^ times in length of head; rays and spines slender; base of

anal ec^ual in length to that of second dorsal, a little more than J length

of body; caudal truncate, with a number of short auxiliary rays above

and below, and 12 fully developed rays, each of which is twice bifurcate;

pectorals reaching beyond front of anal, the longest ray 1^- to If in length

of head, the lower rays enlarged and exserted, forming a distinct lobe,

some of the rays of which are longer than the upper part of the fin ; veu-

trals reaching beyond vent, very narrow at bas(% inserted close together,

the outer ray not provided with the broad membranaceous flap present in

TrUjlops pingeli. Color olivaceous above, light yellow with more or less

silvery on sides of head aud belly; traces of 4 saddle-shaped bands of

darker color reaching across back aud below lateral liue; 1 under first

dorsal, 2 under second dorsal, and 1 on back of caudal peduncle; more or

less of the outer portion of gill membranes black, edged posteriorly with

white; gill cavity black and roof of mouth dusky; dorsal and caudal fins

indistinctly blotched with black, the blotch on the dorsal corr^esponding

more or less closely to the bars on the back ; a large black blotch on upper

part of pectoral aud on side of body just above axil; peritoneum silvery

grayish. Very closely related to Triglops hcani and Triglops pingeli, but

diflering in the following respects: The eye is much larger, the snout

shorter, and the maxillary shorter and broader. The maxillary bone and

the lower half of cheek are invested with prickles, not naked. The lower

thickened portion of the pectoral fin is produced to form a lobe. The
scales on the upper half of the body are much coarser. The dorsal series of

enlarged prickles much less conspicuous. The lateral folds are much more

numerous, averaging about 4 to 1 pore of the lateral line, reaching to or

nearly to the anal fin and encircling the caudal peduncle below. The ven-

tral fins are nmch narrower and nearer together. The lateral line has a

much more pronounced upward curve over the base of the pectorals. A
short, high occipital ridge is present, but does not terminate in a distinct

spine. (Occipital ridge obsolete in heani, a bare trace of it sometimes

visible). Aleutian Islands; several specimens, from 68 to 155 mm. in length,

taken from south of Sannak and north of Uualaska Island, in43 to 138 fath-

oms. (Gilbert.) {dHeTttixoi;, thoughtful, reflective, in reference to the

appearance given by the large eyes.)

Triglops scepticus, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish. Com. 1893 (1896), 428, pi. 28, fig. 2, Aleutian

Islands, at Albatross Stations 3215, 3222, and others, in 43 to 138 fathoms.

721. STERNIAS, Jordan & Evermann, new genus.

Slernias, Jordan & Evermann, new genus (xcnosUthus)

.

This genus is closely related to Triglops, differing chiefly in the scaly

breast, which is not crossed by folds or mucous chauuels. Back aud head

coarsely scaled. Pacific, (drepvov, breast.)
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2303. STEBXIAS XENOSTETHl S (Gilbert).

Head about 44; depth 6; eye 3^ in head; suout 3|. D. XI, 23; A. 23;

P 16- V I 3; lateral line 43; branchiostegals 6. Body shaped as m Trvj-

lops pinoeU, rather heavy at shoulders, tapering gradually backward; cau-

dal peduucle sleud.r, its least depth 4f in its length, which is f length

of head; upper profile of head descending rapidly in a strong convex

curve unbr<dveu to tip of suout; mouth large, maxillary reaching vertual

from middle of pupil, 2| in head; interorbital space very narrow, i orbit,

the orbital rim uot elevated, the space neither grooved nor ridged; a pair

of broadlv rounded occipital ridges, uot ending in spines; nasal spines

short aud inconspicuous, a broadly noticeable depression behind them
;
pre-

opercle with 4 ill-defined projections, 1 between each mucous pore, but

without definite spines
;
gill membranes as usual; pectoral rays apparently

all simple, the lower ones thi.kcned; prickles covering dorsal region and

back and sides of head, unusually coarse and few in number; the usual

series of enlarged prickles along either side of base of dorsals
;
folds below

lateral line numerous, very oblique, 2 or 3 to each plate of the lateral line

;

on sides of abdomen anteriorly to vent, the prickly scales borderiug the

folds form a dense mass in which the linear arrangement is still faintly

visible ; breast covered with a very dense patch of similar scales, still more

closely crowded; lower part of cheeks, opercles, aud preorbital region

naked. A^ery light grayish above, with the usual 4 cross bars, those under

soft dorsal and on back of tail broader than usual; under parts whitish,

becoming bright silvery on breast and belly; a series of irregular silvery

white bfotches along lower margins of the dorsal cross bars; pectorals

dusky at base of upper and lower rays, with 2 convex dusky bars on

distal half; snout aud cheeks more or less dusky. This species differs

widely from species of TrUjlops in the investment of the breast, which is

without trace of folds and is covered by small, closely imbricated spinous

scales, uot arranged in series. In all other species of Trujlops the breast

is crossed by a few cutaneous folds similar to those on sides of body. In

S. xcnosMhiis the sides of the abdomen are covered similarly to the breast,

but the scales are arranged in more or less evident series, some of which

can be traced above into the cutaneous folds. The body is not slender,

the lateral folds are uot very numerous, and the scales on head and on upper

part of body are very coarse. Length 1* inches. Bering Sea; ouly the

type known. (Gilbert.) (^sVog, strange; (?r?}Qo?, breast.)

Triglopsxcno^tethus, Gilbert, Rept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 429, pi. 29, flg. 2, north of

Unalaska, at Albatross Station 322o,in 34 fathoms. (Type iu U. S. Nat. Mus.)

722. PRIONISTIUS, Bean.

Prionittius. Bean, Proc. TJ. S. IS^at. Mus. 1883, 355 (macellus)

.

This genus is allied to Triglops, differing in the following respects: The

much slenderer form, the absence of a series of bony tubercles along the

bases of the dorsal fins, the elongation of the exserted pectoral rays so

that the lower portion of the fin is considerably longer thau the upper,
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the presence of serrations on all tlie dorsal spines and on the first soft ray,

and the emargination of the caudal fin. Alaska, {npioov, saw; idriov,

sail, referring to the dorsal tin.)

2304. PRIONISTIUS MACELLUS, Bean.

Head 4^-; depthS; hranchiostegals6. D,XI-29; A.29; C. 11 (developed)

;

P. 10+5; V. I, 3; lateral line 51. Body slender and elongate, its great-

est height equaling length of lower jaw. The height at the veutrals

equals + of the dist.ance of the pectoral from the" tip of the snout, and is

contained 8^ times in the standard body length; caudal peduncle shorter

than in TngJops piiificJi, its least height equaling width of iuterorbital

space; length of caudal peduncle, measnri'd from end of anal tin to origin

of middle caudal rays, 7 in length of body ; no l)Oiiy plates along the dor-

sal fins; lateral line with well-developed osseus tubercles, furnished below

with ciliated scales similar to those of Trif/lops inntjcJi; the breast, how-
ever, unlike that of the species just named, is naked. The head agrees in

the main with that of Triylops p'mgcH, but is not so deep nor so wide ; the

jaws are about equal in front. Greatest width of head slightly more than

I its length and 11 in body. Iuterorbital width, measured on the bone,

about 3 in orbit, which equals the snout in length. Ou the top of head,

close behind the orbits, are 2 short, interrupted farrows similar to those

observed in some species of Prionotus. The length of the upper jaw is

contained 2^ times in that of the head, equals that of the j)ostorbital part

of the head, and is contained 9^ times in the unit of length. The maxil-

lary extends nearly to the vertical through the middle of the eye, the

mandible nearly to that through the posterior margin of the eye. The
length of the mandible is about 1 that of the head. The dentition is

the same as in TrUilops pitKjcU, The length of the eye equals that of the

snout, and is contained 3^ times in the length of the head. The brauchi-

ostegal membrane is not very deeply emarginate, and is free from the

isthmus; slit behind fourth gill a little ujore than i as long as the pupil;

gill rakers on the anterior arch quite rudimentary, their length being

rather less than their width, 8 below the angle. Distance of spinous dor-

sal from tip of snout equals that of pectoral from same point, and is ii in

body ; base of this tin twice as long as longest ray of soft dorsal ; length of

first spine equals that of first ray of soft dorsal, and is contained 3^ times

in that of head ; fourth spine longest, its length being contained 2^ times

in that of head; last si>ine very little more than i as long as first; first

spine serrated along lower i of its anterior edge, and all the following

spines, except the last, are similarly armed along the anterior edge of their

exserted tips ; even the first ray of second dorsal is thickly set with minute

spines; length of base of soft dorsal 21 times in body; its first ray equal

to longest anal ray or the first spine, which equals distance from snout to

orbit; fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh rays longest and about equal in

length, twice as long as last ray and i as long as soft dorsal base; mem-
brane behind last dorsal spine extending to base of first soft ray ; origin

of anal fin vertically beneath base of second soft ray, the distance of the

anal origin from the snout less than length of anal base; length of first
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aual ray eijuals least height of tail and is slightly more thau \ that of fifth

to eighth, which are longest, the last ray \ as long as orbit; vent nearly

midway between origin of ventrals and that of aual; candal distinctly

eniarginate when fully expanded, the length of middle rays 9 times, and
that of the external rays 7fo times in length of body. The structure of

the pectoral is similar to that in Tri(j\op» inmu'li, but the longest of the

essertcd lower rays extends considerably farther back than the upper por-

tion of the fin. The origin of the pectoral is directly under that of the

spinous dorsal. The length of the longest exserted ray (eleventh) is con-

tained 4^ times in the standard body length. Five of the lower pectoral

rays are modified. The tenth pectoral ray, which is the longest of thenon-

exserted portion, is only about % as long as the eleventh and extends to near

jhe end of the spinous dorsal. The ventral is situated farther in advance

than in Triglops jtiwjd'x, and does not quite reach to the vent when extended.

Its length is contained nearly 12 times in the unit of length. Colors:

There are traces of the same I bars which orn.ament the back and sides of

TrigJops piiu/cU, but the dorsal portion of the markings is very faint and
the lower limits of the dark areas are the most intense and form a succes-

sion of elongate blotches along the median line of the body, partly below

and partly on the lateral line ; dorsal fins with 3 series of dark spots on

the rays and spines, but not on the connecting membrane; these spots

forming broken bauds which are obli(iue on the first dorsal and nearly

horizontal on the soft dorsal when the tins are raised ; a crescent-shaped

broken baud crosses the top of the body at the ninth dorsal spine: a

short, dark blotch near the root of the pectoral on the tenth, eleventh,

and twelfth rays; another dusky blotch in the upper axil of the pectoral;

4 dusky bars on the pectoral, tlio first of which is very short, involving-

only about 5 of the rays, the second and third extending to the first

exserted ray, and the fourth, which is near the tip of the fin, extending on

the 7 upper rays only; caudal dusky at the base and with 4 bars, the

first of which is faint in the middle and the last interrupted by the emar-

gination of the fin; lips and ui)per portion of the maxilla dusky;, a dark

blotch on the interoperculum ; membrane lining the iuuer surface of the

operculum dusky; A'entrals and anal whitish. Length 172 mm. (Bean.)

Concerning this species Dr. Gilbert observes

:

"The elongation of the lower exserted i)ectoral rays, and the 'serrations'

(i. e., minute spinous scales) on the fin rays, are characters which I'rionh-

tiiis shares with related species of Triylops. The slenderuess of the body,

the emargination of the caudal tin, and the elongate dorsal and anal fins

are present and the two former carried to an extreme in EJanura forfii'uia.

In addition to these characters, P^o)((s^^*(s has the breast naked and the

dorsal region without the usual series of enlarged plates."

Three specimens, 77 to 87 mm. long, were secured at stations south of

Sannak and north of Unimak Islands, Alaska, at 38 and 56 fathoms. The
ventral fins seem to be not more advanced in position than in the other

species. In other respects these fjpecimens agree well with Bean's admira-

bly full description. Aleutian Islands, south to British Columbia; not

rare. (maceUun, diminutive of maccr, slender or thin.)

3030 44
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Prionisiius macellui. Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1883, 355, Carter Bay, British Columbia
(Types, Nos. 31958 and 33793, IT. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Capt. H. E. Nichols) ; Gilbert,

Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 431.

723. ELANURA, Gilbert.

Elanura, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 429 (forflcata).

This genus is nearly related to Prioiiistius, from which it (lifters in the

presence of a series of enlarged scutes along each side of base of dorsal

tins, in the presence of spinous cross folds on the breast, and in the very

deeply forked caudal tin. Preopercular spines 4, the lower 3 develojjed as

thin, flat lobes. From Triglops it difl'ers in the forked caudal, in the

great elongation of the body, and the lengthened dorsal and anal fins. It

agrees with Tri<jlops and Prionistius in all other important structural

details, including the exserted, more or less produced lower pectoral rays.

Alaska. {Elunus; ijXavoi, a kite; ovpd, tail, from the long caudal fin.)

2305. ELANURA FOBFICATA, Gilbert.

Depth Gl to 7| . D. XI-29 or 30 ; A. 30 to 32 ; P. 21 ; C. 11 ; AM, 3 ; lateral

line 54 to 56 ; branchiostegals 6. This species is most closely related to

Prionistius maceUus, witli which it agrees in its extreme elongation, iu the

production of its exserted pectoral rays, and in the investment of the

spines and rays of dorsal and caudal and pectoral fins, with series of
minute prickles (not "serrations "). The caudal fin is very widely forked,

not merely emarginate as in Prionisiius macellus, the dorsal series of spinous

scutes is present, and also the customary plates on tbe breast. The ven-

trals occupy the position usual in the genus and extend well beyond the

vent. The intcrorlntal region is a wide, shalk>w giooAe, unlike the nar-

row space iu Prionisiius macellus, there is a naked streak on cheek follow-

ing the lower line of the suborbital stay, and the coloration is peculiar.

Extremely elongate, heaviest at the shoulders, tapering slowly and regu-

larly backward, tbe ventral region often distended ; depth of body equal-

ing, or nearly equaling, length of snout and eye; length of caudal
peduncle, from last anal ray to base of median caudal rays, varying from

I to i;,^ times length of snout and eye; body everywhere compressed,

slightly deeper than wide, tbe greatest width and depth of head about
equal ; depth of caudal peduncle greater in females than iu males, aver-

aging f diameter of eye in the former, f eye in the latter. Occipital

region of bead nearly square in cross section, tapering regularly. A pair

of inconspicuous low ridges diverging from behind eye, and a pair of

cross grooves, 1 immediately behind eyes, the other on middle of occi-

put, hardly noticeable in the young ; supraocular rim protruding laterally,

anteriorly and posteriorly, deeply incurved above middle of eye; interor-

bital space wide, evenly concave, its greatest width over front of eye

equaling length of snout, its least width i diameter of orbit; snout sharp,

Avith greatly convex upper profile showing a faint transverse groove
behind nasal spines, its length less than diameter of eye, Si; to 8f in

length of head; mouth slightly oblique, reaching a vertical halfway
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between Irout and middle of pupil, 2^ (in yonng) to 2* in leng li ot L^d

eye 3^ (in young) to 3^ in head. Gill membranes widely joined, free

ftom the istiimus; a Wl-developed slit behind last giU; nasal spines

minute, as in Pr<om../i«. ^acellm, barely visible; upper preopercular

«piue short and simple, 3 lower ones developed as thin rounded lobes,

regularly serrate or spinous. Squamation as usual m T,y?op.; the body

above th/lateral line and the top and sides of head thickly covered with

small spinous scales; lower side of head, including W^^/—' l^f.«f
cheekaLpreopercle, andanaiTOWstiip along lowerhalf of preorbia^^^^^^^^^

suborbital ring, and the suborbital stay naked; the series ot slightly

enlar<red dorsal scutes very irregularly developed, the plates varying from

14 to"34 in 6 specimens counted. Lateral line slightly depressed above

•ixil of pectorals, thence ascending by a gently convex curve, sometimes

ue-irlv straight, with 54 to 56 scutes of the usual character, having undu-

laiing folds descending obliquely from the posterior margins; numerous

secondary folds also present, averaging about 2 to each scute of the lat-

erl'line the total number of folds counted along lower half of sides being,

in adults, about 135; anterior base and axil of pectorals and a s^rip

.^ncircling breast in front of ventral tins naked, the breast with a few (o

to 10) transverse folds similar to those on sides; the lateral folds leave a

wide naked strip along base of anal fin and do not encircle caudal peduncle

below. Dorsal spines long and extremely slender, the longest 2i to 2\ in

head, the 2 fins separate, the membrane of the last spine extending to

base'of first soft ray; soft dorsal very long, its base i to2|in length

ending slightly in advance of last anal ray; base of anal 2, to 2, in

len.rth ; anus anterior in position, nearly midway between axil of ventrals

•uuf front of anal; ventrals inserted in the usual position, their distance

from snout 3| or 4 in length. Along their outer margin they are provided

with a wide cutaneous fold, as in Tmjlov^ heani. Ihey extend well

bevond the vent, in male, or nearly to the front of anal
;
pec-torals usually

with 21 rays, the lower 7 simple, thickened, exserted, 2 or 3 of them often

.,s h.n..- as\n- longer than, the branched rays above, the fin thus appear-

;„. notched or lobed; longest rays extending Avell beyond front of anal

and co.itained li to 1) times in head; caudal fin very sharply and deeply

forked .'speciallv in male examples, where the median rays are but i the

lenoth'of the longest ones; the caudal varies in length from f length ot

head (in males) to f length (in females), and contains 11 rays, the lower-

„,ost (corresponcUng to the uppermost developed ray) shortened and

nnbranched, as usual in Triglops. Coloration similar m the two sexes:

Lioht brownish (in spirits) above, the back crossed with the usual 4

saddle-shaped blotches, the first one broad, under the first 7 or 8 dorsa

spines, the second narrow, under the fifth to the tenth rays of second

dorsal the third and fourth very narrow, under last dorsal rays and on

back of caudal peduncle; between the second and thud bars are 2 or 3

similar fainter ones equally dividing the interspace; the bars are con-

tinued to below the lateral line, where they immediately fork, giving nse

thus to a series of vertical dark blotches mostly arranged m pairs
;

the

interspaces between some of the anterior pairs with a bright silvery spot

;
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iiuderside of head and body wliitisli, the lireast and auterior part of belly

more or less silvery; lining of opercle jet-black, the color descending

onto the uppermost brauchiostegal rays ; an ill-defined dark blotch below

eye, from which runs a narrow streak along preorbital to front of suont,

where it crosses tipper lip; lower lip black, except laterally ; no distinct

markings on basal portion of pectorals, a small faint sjiot at base of its

upper rays, and a number of very faint bars sometimes visible in females;

males with 2 conspicuous jet-black bars crossing terminal half of the lower

thickened pectoral rays; tips of the narrow caudal lobes jet-black, no

other markings visible. Aleutian Islands; several specimens, from 115 to

245 mm. long, from stations south of Sanuak and north of Unimak islands,

at depths of 38 to 50 fathoms. (Gilbert.) {forficatus, deeply forked, like

shears.)

Elanura forjicata, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 430, pi. 30, fig. 1, Aleutian

Islands, at Albatross Stations 3213, 3214, and 3222, in 38 to 50 fathoms.

724. MELLETES, Beau.

Melletes, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 354 (ixqnlio).

liody moderately elongate. Head broad, depressed, rounded in front,

naked, with several cutaneous flaps; jaws, vomer, and palatines with

bands of villiform teeth
;
prcopercnlar spiues simple, rather strong; gill

membranes broadly connected, free from the isthmus; a slit behind the

last gill; a narrow band of ctenoid scales along sides of back, meeting in

front of dorsal; a few prickles on anterior parts of body, and some small

dermal flaps on sides; skin otherwise naked; dorsals connected; the

spinous dorsal long, not emarginate
;
pectorals well developed, the rays all

simple; ventrals very long, 1, 4, the inner surface of the rays armed with

stiff setae; pyloric ca>ca 6; no air bladder. Alaska.
{
i.iEXXi]zi)i, a

loiterer; remaining in shallow i>ools as the tide recedes.)

2306. 3IELLETES PAPILIO, Beau.

Head2J; branchiostegals 6. D. XI-I, 20; A. 17; C. 11 (developed rays);

P. 17 ; V. I, 4. Body moderately elongate, rather slender, somewhat com-

pressed posteriorly; narrow band of scales close to its dorsal outline,

otherwise naked, with the exception of a few prickles on sides. Head
naked; 2 small cutaneous appendages on chin, 1 near the end of each

maxillary, 2 above eyes, 2 on the vertex, and 1 near the upper angle of

each gill opening; brauchiostegal membrane free from the isthmus poste-

riorly. The greatest height of body is J its length, and equals the length

of the external caudal rays, its height at the ventrals contained 4^ times

in length. The least height of tail equals the distance between eyes and

the length of the antecedent spine of the second dorsal. The length of

the caudal peduncle, measured from the end of the second dorsal to the

origin of the middle caudal rays, equals I the length of the maxillary.

Head eiiuals twice the length of the mandible, its greatest width equals

the length of the base of the spinous dorsal; distance between eyes 3
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times In length of second and third dorsal spines; length of snout, or

distance from end of snont to orbit, equals long diameter of eye aud \
length of npper jaw; length of maxillary eciuals twice leiigtli of candal

peduncle, and \ lengtli of anal base; mandible 2 in head, or 51^ body.

There are 2 obtuse spines on the snout, 2 above the posterior parts of the

orbits, and 2 on tbe vertex, the last 4 being provided with short filaments,

none on the spine of the snout. There are 2 minute, barbel-like filaments

on the chin, and there is 1 short cutaneous tag close to the end of each
maxilla aud on the membrane at the upper angle of the gill opening. The
distance of the spinous dorsal from the snout equals 2^ times the length of

its first spine, its lengtli of base equals the greatest width of the head.

The second and third dorsal spines are equal, their length being contained

nearly 5 times in the length of the body; fourth dorsal spine longest, its

]ength4iiubody ; fifth dorsal spine 5 times in body ; last dorsal spine shorter

than the antecedent spine ofthe second dorsal ; longest raj' of second dorsal A

as long as distance of pectoral from snout, the last ray \ as long as the

antecedent spine ; distance of the anal from the snout nearly twice that of

the spinous dorsal from the same point ; length of the anal base twice that

of the maxillary ; longest anal ray twice as long as the last ; tips of the

anal rays free from the membrane, some of them for a distance equal to \

the diameter of the orbit ; length of the middle caudal rays 4^^ times in

that of the body, the length of the external rays, 4 times; length of the

longest pectoral ray nearly twice that of the fifth dorsal spine, extending

to vertical through the root of the sixth anal ray ; distance of ventral from

snout equals 3 times the long diameter of the orbit ; length of longest ven-

tral ray nearly \ that of the body, extending to vertical through the root

of the seventh anal ray; tipsof tlie rays extending beyond the membrane,
in one case about \ of the length of the fin ; ventrals furnished with stiff

setfe on their under surface, following the course of the rays. Color: The
ground color of the npper part of the l)ody is a light grayish brown, on

which are 4 markings of a darker brown, of which the first 3 are band-like

and extend below the lateral line, while the fourth is widest below and
sends only a narrow point below the lateral line; between the third and

fourth large body markings there is a small blotch of similar color begin-

ning at the lateral line and extending downward a distance equal to al)out

\ the long diameter of the orbit ; at the base of the caudal is a band-like

marking similar in color to tbe body markings, and the posterior half of

the caudal bears 2 obscure bands of brown ; between the brown markings
there is an area of yellowish white; top of head sienna brown; cheeks

brown, of a darker tint than the ri'st of the head; lower parts of head yel-

lowish white, as are the bases of the pectoral and the anterior part of the

belly; lower parts of the body grayish white, dotted here and there with

spots of milky white, largest of these milky-white spots is not more than

j as long as the orbit; belly with some similar spots, resembling m this

respect the male of Myoxoccphalus granlandicHS, but the spots are much
smaller than in that species; spinous dorsal mainly very dark brown, with

2 light areas in its anterior aud posterior parts; second, third, and fourth

body markings continued upon the soft dorsal ; that proceeding from the
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fourth body marking, however, is continued forward, forming a margin
for the iip]>er posterior part of the soft dorsal; gromid color of the pec-

toral a grayish brown; on this ground color the upper portion of the lin,

on its anterior surface, has several bauds of milky white bordered with

sienna brown ; the lower part of the anterior surface mottled with nearly

linear markings of sienna brown bordered with milky white; the mark-

ings of the posterior surface of the pectoral corresponding in the main

with those of the anterior surface, but the tips of the membrane between

many of the rays are milky white; ventrals streaked and spotted with

sienna brown and milky white on both surfaces, thememljraue close to the

third ray having a regular alternation of these brown and white spots;

anal grayish brown sparsely mottled with spots similar to those on the

ventrals; peritoneum silvery white. The length of the intestine is equal

to the distance from the tip of the snout to the end of the anal fin. The
genital papilla is short, aboiit equal to the opening of the vent. Pribilof

Islands. Known fiom 1 specimen, length 185 mm. (Bean.) (papilio,

butterfly.)

Melleles papilio, Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 3!Ji, St. Paul Island, Pribilof Group

(Type, No. 23751, U. S. Kat. Mus. Coll. Henry "W. Elliott) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop-

sis, 716, 1883.

725. HEMILEPIDOTUS, Cuvier.

(Irish Lords.)

Hemilepidotus, Cuvier, Regne Anim., Ed. 2, Vol. 11, 165, 1829 (hemilepidotus).

TemnUtia, Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., iii, 59, 1830 (ventricosiis)

.

Body with 2 broad bauds of rough scale- like plates on each side, 1 along

the side of the back, 1 along the lateral line, the upper bands meeting

auteriorily in front of dorsal; scales roundish, their upper and posterior

margins free; skin otherwise naked, the naked skin thick and firm; head

naked. Villiform teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Top of head

rugose, the ridges low, without spines, no spines on supraorbital rim,

Branchiostegals 6. A small slit behind fourth gill
;
gill membranes joined

to the isthmus anteriorly but forming a rather broad fold across it; Y>re-

opercular spines simple, strong. Dorsal fins connected, the first long,

with strong sy)ines, emarginate, the first 3 spines shorter than those which

follow; ventrals I, 4. North Pacific, in shallow water. (?;///, half; Ae^rzScjros,

scaled.)

a. Throat and belly pure white, or pale yellow. T>. Ill, VIII, 21 ; A. 17. .ioedani, 2307.

aa. Throat and belly profusely spotted with black. B. Ill, VIII, 19 ; A. 15.

HEMILEPIDOTUS, 2308.

2307. HEMILEPIDOTUS JORDAXI, Bean.

(Irish Lord; Tellow Sculpin.)

Head 3 ; depth 4ir. D. Ill, VIII, 21 ; A. 17 ; V. I, 4 ; eye 3 in head
;
pectoral

3|; ventral 1|; third dorsal spine 3 ; caudal 1*. Body rather robust ante-

riorly, tapering into aslender caudal peduncle; mouth moderate, the max-
.
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illary reaching to middle of eye; lower jaw included; viUiform teeth on

jaws, vomer, and palatines; interorbital deeply concave, about | eye; a

flap of skin above posterior margin of eye, 1 on cheek, a couple at tip of

lower jaw, 1 on end of maxillary, 1 at each side of nape; top of head cor-

rngated but without spines. A band of scales along back, in 4 series

anteriorly, 1 or 2 posteriorly ; a naked area between this band and lateral

line of about the same width; a series of scales along lateral line, 2 series

along the mesial third of its length; below lateral line a band of scales in

7 or 8 series, becoming scattered and embedded under pectorals. Fins

greatly elavated in the males ; origin of dorsal over base of pectorals, the

first 3 spines subequal, the other anterior spines much longer, but slightly

shorter than soft rays ; tip of pectorals reaching to below the fourth soft

ray of dorsal; ventrals inserted slightly behind them; their tips reaching

vent ; caudal subtruncate. Color creamy white, mottled with dark brown

;

the mottlings forming irregular cross bars; some irregular radiating lines

from eye; ventrals white in the female, dusky or speckled in the male;

other fins with wavy dark cross bars and spots; lower parts largely bright

yellow in life. Here desci-ibed from specimens from Alaska at Albatross

Station 3291. Length 12 to 25 inches. Bering Sea, very abundant south to

Unalaska and east to Kadiak; much valued by the Aleuts as a food-fish,

although rather coarse; specimens secured at Captains Harbor, Unalaska,

St. Paiil Island, Bering Island, Unga, Karluk, and at Albatross Station 3635

off St. George Island in 24 fathoms. Characterized by its comparatively

plain coloration, the pale parts being largely bright yellow in life, wider

and shallower interorbital space, smoother side of the head, and longer

dorsal and anal. All specimens examined have dorsal XI, 21; A. 17. At

anterior and posterior ends of occipital ridges are centers around which

radiate very coarse broken strife, contrasting with the finer granulations of

IT. hemilepidotus, which are also disposed in radiating lines. The males

differ from females in the great development of all the fins, the higher flaps

on head, and the presence of more yellow on jaws and branchiostegal

region. The general color of body and upper fins is dull olive mottled

with bluish, the ventral fins and sides of belly often obscurely speckled,

the under parts translucent white in spirits but largely bright yellow in

life. (Named for David Starr Jordan.)

Hemilepidotus jordani, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1881,153, Unalaska (Type, No. 27598,

U. S. N. M. Coll. Sylvanus Bailey) ; Gilbert. Kept. V. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 431;

Jordan &. Gu.bert, Fishes Bering Sea, iu Kept. Fur Seal Invest. 1896, 1897 MS.

2308. HEMILEPIDOTUS HEMILEPIDOTUS (Tilesius).

(Red ScuLPiN.)

Head 2i ; depth SJ, D. Ill, VIII, 19 or 20 ; A. 15 ; eye 4^ in head ; third

dorsal spine 3; third dorsal ray 2J^; pectoral If ; ventral lA; caudal li.

Body robust, not depressed; head large; interorbital space deeply con-

cave, its width f diameter of the large eye; occipital ridges low and

broad ; bones of top of head extremely rough, but without spines, naked

but with radiating stria^ ; small flaps over posterior part of eye, at occi-

put, over opercle, and on cheeks, maxillary, preopercle, mandible, and tip
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of snout; mouth moderate, tbe maxillary reaching to below posterior mar-

gin of eye. Jaws suhequal ; villifonu teeth in broad bands on jaws, vomer,

and palatines. Skin thick and firm
;
gill membranes forming a moderate

fold across the isthmus; upper band of scales of about 4 rows, narrower

than the interspace; iirst 3 spines of dorsal about equal, lower than those

following; soft dorsal high. Olivaceous or reddish, more or less mottled

and barred with darker ; belly and lower jiarts jiale, profusely covered witli

small blackish spots; fins all more or less speckled; skin joining bones of

jaws finely spotted with black. Length 18 inches. Kamchatka to San

Francisco; abundant from Puget Sound to Sitka; not common in Bering

Sea. Smaller than Hemilepidoius jordani and much more varied in color.

Here described from a specimen 9 inches in length, from Puget Sound.

Although much less abundant in Bering Sea than H. jordani, this is the

only species which came into the hands of the older writers. The Coitus

trachurus of Pallas, Blepsias rentricosus Eschscholtz, R. tilesii Cuvier &
Valenciennes, and H. gibisi Gill, all belong here. In addition to the

striking difterences in color, H. liemiJe^ndotus is distinguished by the much
narrower and deeper interorbital space and the more extensive granula-

tions of the bones of the head in adults. The occipital and temporal

ridges are more elevated, the granulations finer, extending onto upper

portion of opercle, suborbital ring, and bony bridge across cheek. The

opercular rib and the suborbital stay are smooth or faintly striate in H.

jordani. The vertical fins are constantly shorter and lower than in S. jor-

dani, the formula, D. XI, 19, A. 1.5, being constant in all specimens exam-

ined. (rfntXETtiSooroi, half-scaled.)

Cottus hemilepidotus, Tilesius, M6m. Ac. Petersb., ni, 1810, 2G2, Petropaulski ; based on

Myoxoceplialus eormitvs, Steller MS., 1741.

Coitus trachurus, Pallas, Zoogr. Koss.-Asiat., ni, 138. 1811, Kuril Islands. (Coll. Capt.

.Joseph Billings.)

Hemilepiilotm tilesii, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poi.ss., iv, 270, 1829; after

Tilesius and Pallas ;
GOnther, Cat., ii, 173.

Blepsias ventrioosus, Eschscholtz, Zool. Atlas, 3d Heft, 14, 1. 13, 1829, Norfolk Sound and

Sitka. (Coll. Capt. Kotzebue.)

Hemilepidotus gibbsii. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 13, Northwest Boundary Survey

;

no definite locality given. (Coll. Dr. Suckley.)

Eemilepidotus trachurus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 715, 1883.

Te7n,7nstia ventricoga, Kichardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., Fish., 59, 1836.

726. CALYCILEPIDOTUS, Ayres.

Calycilepidolus, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1, 1855, 76 (spinosus).

This genus is very close to Hemilepidotus, from which it differs in the

broad union of the gill membranes to the isthmus, the skin not forming a

fold across it. The skin of the body is thin and lax and the single known
species is much smaller and less robust than the species of Hemilepidotus.

The form of the upper surface of the cranium is also different. The ridges

on head are prominent, broken up into rough irregular spines
;
posterior

part of supraorbital rim very rough and uneven. {hccXv^, cup ; XETtidcoTO^,

scaled.)
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2309. CALYCILEPIDOTUS SPIXOSUS, Ayres.

Head 2f; deptli 5. D. Ill, VIII, 19; A. 15; scales 60; eye 4^ in head;

maxillary 2^; fourtli dorsal spine 4; pectoral 1^; ventral 2; caudal \%.

Body rather elongate, depressed; head broad, somewhat concave between
tiie occipital ridges; 2 sharp radiating ridges behind upper postericn-

margin of each orbit, somewhat broken up into irregular spines; posterior

part of siipraorbital rim broken up into spines; top of head covered with
loose skin, and with thick-set mucous tubes; interorbital space narrow,

concave, \ diameter of eye
;
preopercle with 2 strong, shortish, diverging

spines above; fleshy slips above opercle, near upper posterior part of eye,

and at occipnt; a long fleshy slip on maxillary, and 4 on lower jaw; many
scales on sides with small flaps; skin, where not scaly, thin and lax; dor-

sal band of scales with about 7 rows at its widest part, anteriorly much
wider than the space between it and the lateral band; isthmus rather

broad, the membranes not forming a fold across it; dorsal fins consid-

erably connected, spines very low, the highest about f the height of the

soft rays; pectorals broad, shortish, about reaching vent; distance from
spinous dorsal to suout greater than length of pectoral. Color brown,
mottled and oltscurely barred, often tinged with red ; top of head usually

with brick red ; fins all, except ventrals, mottled with blackish and red-

dish; skin joining bones of jaws unspotted; belly whitish, immaculate.
Here described fi'oni a specimen from Monterey Bay, California, 10 inches

in length. Coast of California, in rather deep water ; not common ; known
only fr<Hn about Monterey and San Francisco, {sjnnosus, spiny.)

GalyciU'pid.otus gpinosui, Atees, Proc. Cal. Ac. Scl., i, 1855, 76, San Francisco.

Hemilepidotus sjnnosus, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1856, 134; Girard, U. S. Pac. K.

R. Surv., X, Fish., 68, 1858; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop.'fis, 715.

727. ENOPHRYS, Swainson.

(Stone Sculpins.)

Enophrys, SwAiNSON, Class'n Fishes, n, 271, 1839 (claviger).

Aspicottus, Girard, Proc. Ac Kat. Sci. Pliila. 1854, 130 (bison).

Olypeocottus, Atres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1854, 12 (robustus).

Body short and thick, depressed anteriorly. Head very large, mailed
above with rugose, bony plates; a series of large, rough, bony plates along

lateral line; no scales. Teeth in villifoi-ni bands in jaws and on vomer,

none on palatines; preopercle with strong, straight spines; suborbital

stay broad, externally bony; gill membranes joined to the isthmus, not

forming a fold across it; a slit behind fourth gill. Dorsal fins separate,

the anterior short, not notched; anal short. Intestinal canal elongate.

Herbivorous, feeding chiefly on algai. {iv, on; o^pv?, eyebrow.)

Aspicottus (acnri';, shield ; CotUts) -.

a. Preopercular spine about ^ head, reaching end of opercle or a little beyond; bony
plates of side without keel or spine. bison, 2310.

Enophrys :

aa. Preopeicular spine very long, reaching middle of spinous dorsal; bony plates of

sides eacii with a serrated keel or spine. CLAVIGER, 2311.
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Subgenus ASPICOTTUS, Girard.

2310. EXOPHRYS BISOX (Girard).

H<\ad 2i; depth 4. D. VIII, 11; A. 9; lateral plates 29; eye 5 in head;

maxillary 2| ;
peetoral If ; ventral 2\\ oau(lal2; snout blunt; maxillary

reaching beyond pupil; external bones of head rough granular; interor-

bital space elevated and concave, the orbital ridge without spine; sub-

orbital stay covering most of cheek; a ridge extending backward from

each eye, the two connected by a cross ridge at occiput ; the ridges large

and rough, and the space between them concave
;
preopercle with 4 spines,

the upper very long, straight, and rough, usually reaching past opercle,

a little more than ^r head; opercular ridge very broad; subopercle with

2 diverging spines; a single series of large, rough, granular plates along

sides, from opercle to base of caudal, the plates without keel or spine and

growing smaller behind; spinous dorsal small, much lower than soft rays;

anal short. Olivaceous above, variegated with blackish and reddish,

yellowish below; fins olivaceous, marked with black; ventrals pale.

Length 12 inches. San Francisco to Sitka; very abundant, especially

about Puget Sound; a coarse species, not used for food. When disturbed

it extends its long preopercular spines, making the head flat and very

wide. Here described from a specimen, 4 inches in length, from Puget

Sound, Washington. {Bison, the American buffalo, from its horns.)

Aspicottus bison, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 130, Fort Steilacoom (Type, No.

322, U. S. Nat. Mua. Coll. TTrl Suckley) ; Fort Point (No. 323. Coll. Lieutenant Trow-

bridge) ; San Francisco (No. 324. Coll. Dr. Heermann) ; Tomales Bay (No. 325. Coll.

E. Samnels.)

Glypeocottus robustus, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1854, 12, San Francisco.

Aspicottus bison, GlHARD, U. S. Pac. E. R. Surv., X, Fishes, 66, 1858.

Enophrys bison, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synop.si8, 710, 1883.

Subgenus ENOPHRYS.

2.311. EXOPHRYS CL.VVIGER (Cuvier & Valencienne.s).

D. VI-13; A. 11; V. I, 3. Top of head everywhere rough; 2 strong

nasal spines; superciliary margins much elevated, with a deep groove

between them; 4 preopercular spines, the upper exceedingly long and

strong, extending nearly to the vertical from end of first dorsal, serrated

and coarsely toothed on its upper margin, but without antler-like processes

;

''occiput with a very long cuneiform process on each side;" lateral line

with bony plates, rougher than in Enophrys hison, each with a serrated

keel and spine; skin subvillous above, with small rough warts; a series of

small cutaneous appendages above the anal; suborbital stay spinous;

vomerine teeth present ; isthmus broad ; slit behind last gill large. Dark
brown, with 3 or 4 vertical bands ; belly white. Length 21 inches. Bering

Sea. Here described from the original type in the British Museum.
Dr. Gilbert mentions also: A single specimen, 52 mm. long, from Alba-

tross Station 3233, Bristol Bay, Alaska; depth 7^ fathoms. The upper

preopercular spine is long and very slender, extending to below middle
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of spinous dorsal, bearing small serrations on antenor a-^ postenor edges

of iLal half, but without larger teeth or accessory «?-"!«-
^f^JXllm

lateral plates thickly beset with minute prickles ;
posterior part of abdom

ifaltJon and the La above anal tin similarly beset w^^^^

scarcely project beyond the small tubercles in which they occur. A few

Xh oyerlap the premaxiUary in closed mouth. Interorbital space deeply

rho^^nelld be orbital rim raised posteriorly into a blunt spinous tubercle^

A 'mall, Pinous, occipital tubercle, behind which vises a
1-f '-

f-P
nuciriridae wh ch is highest posteriorly and has its upper edge finely

t^oth^l No^irrionto^ Upper preopercular spine long, simp e

rachng beyond head to fourth or fifth plate of lateral uie ;
below it 3

siort strong spines, the lowermost directed downward and forward,

iTter surface of the upper spine with 3 or 4 low, finely serrated ridges,

ts hinxedge smooth without accessory cusps or spinules; opercular

rid. h gh, sirrate; tw; sharp spines on anterior angle of subopercle
;

top

a d sid:s'of head rough, with minute spinous points; 1--P-- ^ ^
f

lower jaw with numerous short filaments, a longer one on end of niaxi -

^y Body entirely covered with minute prickles, which invest also the

aMominalregion;thoseaboyelaterallinelongestandmostthicklyplaced;

S "ri In o with a series of plates similar to those in E. i>i.on each sur-

mouit 1 by a sharp spine; lateral line with 2 curves, approaching back

mo nearly at end of spinous and at end of soft dorsal ;
many coiispicuous

:hte filaments scattered over sides below lateral line ^^^^^^^^^
separate, the free interspace as wide as pupil. Head ^t -:^-gt^;;^2'l2

3^ Eye larger than interorbital width, 4f m head. D. VIII-U, A 12

n ifpreviruisly noted specimen); P. 16; lateral line with 3o plates^

Dusky above, with faint, darker cross bars; light below; two black

bh.tches on cheek; some faint dusky V-shaped prolongations of the col-

o t on of the back down toward base of anal fin; fins indistinctly cross-

banded; a dark area at base of pectoral, a narrow oblique dusky cross bar

on base of caudal fin. ^clavis, key; gero, I bear.)

Cotiu. claviger, CtmEK & Yalknciknnes. Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 195, 1829, Kamchatka

728. CERATOCOTTUS, Gill.

Ceratocottu,, CxILL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1859, 165 (dieerav^).

This genus is very close to Enophrys, from which it differs in leaving the

long preopercular spine armed above with recurved hooks or antler-like

processes. Bering Sea. {nepai, horn; Cottus.)
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a. Transverse occipital ridge not developed ; interorbital groove deep and narrow
;
pre-

opercular spines small. LUCASi, 2312.

aa. Transverse occipital ridge well developed ; interorbital groove less deep and wider

;

preopercular spines larger. diceraus, 2313.

2312. CER.VTOCOTTUS LUCASI, Jordan & Gilbert, new species.

Head 24 in length, measured to end of opercular flap ; depth 3i. D.

VII, 13; A. 12; P. 1'? or 18. Eye 4| in head; maxillary 2i; preopercular

spine 2i; pectoral fin 1^. Maxillary reaching nearly to the vertical from

posterior margin of eye; villiform teeth on jaws and vomer, the outer

series in jaws enlarged; no teeth on palatines; interorbital space very

deeply channeled, its least width f diameter of eye; upper edge of orbital

rim sharp and beset with a single series of small teeth; occiput abruptly

depressed behind the eyes to below the floor of interorbital space, as in C.

diceraus, nearly flat both transversely and longitudinally, the occiput ridges

being very low, and the transverse ridge soconspicuousat back of occiput

in adult C. diceraus is here not developed; nuchal ridges high, elevated,

and compressed into a minutely serrated edge, a very small cusp-like ele-

vation at their base anteriorly; nasal and preorbital spines as in ('.

diceraus; upper preopercular spiues slender and somewhat decurved to-

ward tips, minutely roughened on the outer surface, and bearing on their

upper edge 3 retrorsely hooked spines, resembling the spines on a rose

bush; below this 3 short, strong spines, the first immediately below the

upper spine and diverging from it, the second directed nearly vertically

downward, the third downward and forward; 2 strong diverging spines

at anterior angle of subopercle; opercular ridge elevated; all exposed

bones of head roughened with radiating series of lines which are beset

with minute prickles; lateral line with 36 bony plates decreasing in size

posteriorly, each plate bearing small slender spines, those on the middle

of plate longer than the others and directed backward. From fragments

of skin left on snout and side of head in 1 specimen, it is evident that

this species is colored much as in C. diceraus, the ground color light olive,

thickly covered with small dusky spots, around which the grouud color

forms narrow reticulating lines. When taken the bones of the head were

a bright vitriol green. Bering Sea; 2 specimens, 135 and 132 mm. long;

1 taken from the stomach of a cod, the other from a halibut, both of

which were captured near St. Paul Island. The skin is digested oft" from

both specimens, so that the color can not be determined, but they are

otherwise in good condition. Diftering from C. diceraus in the deeper nar-

rower interorbital groove and the smaller size and difterent armature of

the preopercular spines. (Named for Mr. Frederick Augustus Lucas,

Curator of Comparative Anatomy in the U. S. National Museum and mem-
ber of the U. S. Fur Seal Commission in 1896 and 1897.

Ceratocottus hwasi, Jordan & Gilbert MS., Fishes Bering Sea, 1896, 1897 MS., St. Paul
Island (Type, No. 48234; Cotype, No. 5661, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Jordan.)

2313. CEBATOCOTTCS DICERAUS (Pallas).

D. VII, 14 ; A. 10 ; C. 12 ; P. 17 ; V. I, 3. Form of Enophriis hison, the head
large, wider than deep or long; top of head nearly as in Enophrys hison,

the ridges higher and very rough; orbital ridges elevated, continued
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backward toward the nape,, the occipital ridges sharp behind; upper pre-

opercular spine very long, rough, nearly \ as long as head, with strong-

recurved hooks or serrations on the upper edge; lower preopereular spines

strong; opercle with a longitudinal rib and no distinct spine; lateral line

with a row of rough bony scutella, each with a minute central sjiiue;

skin above more or less villous or prickly, elsewhere smooth. Isthmus
wide; a slit behind last gill; vomer with teeth. Bering 8ea, rather com-
mon from Alaska to Kamchatka and Saghalin. Here described from a

specimen in the British Museum, about 6 inches long.

Dr. Gilbert has this note on several adults taken with seine at Heren-
deen Bay, Alaska Peninsula:

There are 6 or 7 strong barbs inclined forward on upper surftice of pre-

opereular spine, which is very long, slender, and straight, reaching to below
middle of spinous dorsal. Filaments arranged as in Enophrys claviger,

but those on posterior part of body much more numerous. Anal papilla

very large, 0.27 mm. in a specimen 195 mm. long. There seems to be no
prickles on region above lateral line, or on abdomen. Stomachs filled with
molluscan shells, mainly limpets. D. VIII. 13 or 14; A. 10 to 12.

Oue specimen from Eobben Island, collected by Mr. Barrett-Hamilton,

and 3 young specimens from Petropaulski, show the following characters:

The depth of the occipital depression, the height of the dift'erent ridges

and spines, and the amount of the irregularity in the cusps of the pre-

opereular spine is subject to great individual variation. We find no
important differences between this specimen and those from the Alaskan
Peninsula reported on by Gilbert (Report Commissioner of Fish and Fish-

eries, 1896, 426). The occipital depression is less and the cross ridge behind
it much lower in the adult from Eobben Island, the occiput comparatively

flat and without cross ridge in the young. We do not venture to base any
distinctions on these differences which may be due in part to age and in

part to individual variation. {8ii, two; xepaoi, horned.)

Cottus diceraus, Pallas, Nov. Act. Petropol. 1783, 354, pi. 10, fig. 7, Petropaulski, Kam-
chatka (Coll. Steller); CuviEE & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 189, 1829;.

GuNTHER, Cat., u, 189.

Synauceia cervus, TiLESius, Mem. Ac.Pertersb., in, 1811, 278, pi. 13, Petropaulski. (Coll.

Steller.)

Cottus gtelleri, Bloch & Schneideb, Syst. Ichth., 63, 1801 ; after Steller.

Ceratocottus diceraus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1859, 1C5, and 1861, 167.

Enophrys diceraus, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 711, 1883; Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish

Comm. 1893 (1896), 426.

729. COTTUS (Artedi) Linn;eus.

(Miller's Thumbs.)

Cottus, Aetedi, Genera Pisciiun, 49, 1738.

Cottus, Linn^us, Sy.st. Nat., x, 264, 1758 (170610 *).

Pegedictis, Kafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensis, 85, 1820 (ictalops).

* Cottus gobio, the common Miller's Thumb of Europe, belongs to the same group as
Cottus pollicaris, philonips, etc., having no palatine teeth, the skin smooth, and the ventral
rays 1,4. The rays are D. VI to VIII, 16 or 17; A. 12. The name Cottus is restricted to
this type by Cuvier it Valenciennes, who remark, " Ce genre (Cottus) avait pour type
primitive, tin petit acanthopterygien de nos rivieres a tete large," etc.
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Cottopsis, GiEAED, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., iii, 1850, 303 (asper).

Potamocottus, Gill, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vin, 1861, 40 (punctulatus).

jTaHridea, Jordan & Rice, Mau. Vert. E. U. S., Ed. 2, 255, 1878 (ricei).

Fresh water scul])iu8. Body fusiform. Head feeldy armed ; skin smooth
or more or less velvety, its pricklrs, if present, not bony or scale-like;

\illiform teeth ou jaws and vomer, and sometimes on palatines. Gill

openings separated by a wide isthmus, over which the membranes do not

form a fold; no slit behind fourth gill. Branchiostegals 6. Dorsals nearly

or (luite separate, the tirst of 6 to 9 slender spines; ventrals moderate,

each with a short concealed spine and 4 soft rays. Lateral line present,

usually more or less chain-like, sometimes incomplete. Preopercle with a

simple spine at its angle which is usually curved upward, its base more
or less covered by skin, very rarely obsolete; usually 2 or 3 spines turned

downward below this; suboperele usually with a concave spine turned

downward. Yertebr;e 10+ 23^:33; pyloric cteca about 4. Fishes of small

size, inhabiting clear waters in the northern parts of Europe, Asia, and
America. The species are extremely numerous, and are very difficult to

distinguish, all being very similar in form, coloration, and habits. It is

probable that these are descended from some Asiatic marine type, as

TracJiidenmis {Centridermichtliys) rather than from MijoxocephaJus. In this

case Coitus asper would approach more nearly to the ancestral form. From
it are descended Coitus scmiscahcr and Coitua ictalops, with their multitude

of variations. Coitus (jobio, ahutieus, pliilonips, and poJJicaris indicate the

possible descent of Uranidca. In like manner Trif/lopsis seems to be de-

scended through Oncocottus from Myojocepkalus. The Miller' s Thumb, or

Blob, is found in most streams and lakes where trout occur, and it is one

of the most destructive enemies of the trout, devouring its eggs in great

numbers. (Coitus ; xdrzoc., an old name of the European Miller's Thumb,
Coitus (joJ)io, Linn;eus, from norra head.)

a. Palatine bones each with a baud of teeth (these rarely few in number or wholly

absent).

Pegedictis {nriyTi, fountain; ix^v?, fish)

:

b. Preopercular spine short, hooked upward, partially or wholly concealed by
skin; 2 or 3 smaller spines directed downward below it.

c. Anal rays 15 to 20; back and sides smooth or variously prickly.

d. Body robust; head rounded anteriorly.

e. Vent midway between base of caudal and tip of snout.

ASPER, 2314.

ee. Vent nearer base of caudal than tip of snout.

GULOSUS, 2315.

dd. Body long and slender; head narrowing rapidly forward, the snout

acutely rounded. evermanni, 2316.

cc. Anal rays 11 to 15.

/. Head narrowed anteriorly, the snout long; lateral line complete;

back and sides coarsely prickly, sometimes smooth.

RHOTHEUS, 2317.

//. Head more or less blunt and rounded in outline anteriorly; the

snout short.

g. Anal rays 13 to 15, usually 15; caudal peduncle stout; skin

smootii. SHASTA, 2318.
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gg. Aual rays 11 to 13, usually 13.

ft. Caudal peduncle very slender; its least depth not much

greater than diameter of eye ; hody and head profusely

speckled. rUNCTULATUS, 2319.

m. Caudal peduncle deep, its least depth equal to length of

snout ; back and sides less distinctly speckled.

i. Head blunt, low, rounded anteriorly; body with

vague dark clouds or specks, not very distinctly

barred; skin smooth or variously prickly, some-

times very rough, sometimes perfectly smooth.

SEMISCABEK, 2320.

ii. Head less rounded, with a median depression ;
body

usuaUy with broad, oblique, dark bars; axil

usually with some flue prickles, the back smooth.

ICTALOPS,2321.

TaURIDEA (ravpa, cow; eE6os, appearance):
, , , ,

6&. Prcopercular spine very large, as large aa eye, aud spirally hooked; back with

stiffish prickles.

j. Dorsal VIII, 17 ; anal 12; head very broad aud flat ; body olivaceous, finely

speckled and motled. kicei, 2322.

COTTUS:

aa. Palatine teeth wanting (rarely a few developed m males).
,. , ,

fc. Preopercle with a spine at its angle, below which are 2 others directed

downward.

I. Back and Hides more or less prickly; dorsals connected; lateral line com-

nlete- preopercle with a long claw-like spine; dorsal VIII, 17; anal 13.

^
'

i r
ONYCHUS, 2323.

U. Back and sides smooth or prickly behind axil only.

w Preopercular spine long, curved upward in a spiral; dorsal fins low,

connected ; dorsals VII-19 ; anal 13. pollicaeis, 2324.

mm. Preopercular spine curved upward; pectoral as long as head; dor-

sal Vin, 18 ; anal 14. cognatus, 2325.

mmm. Preopercular spine very short, hooked upward; dorsals well

connected, the spines low, the soft rays high; lateral line

incomplete. Lower preopercular spines well developed
;
D.

VII 21 A. 15. PEBPLEXUS, 2326.

H-. Preopercle with a single short spine at its tip only, and no diatinct spines

below it, the lower spines reduced to angles of the bone.

n Posterior nostrils iu short, but.conspicuous tubes;* dorsals connected;

skin smooth or nearly so; dorsal VII to X, 18 or 19; anal 13 or 14.

o. Lateral line very incomplete. klamatheksis, 2827.

00. Lateral line complete or nearly so.

«. Dorsal spines IX or X. aleuticus, 2328.

yp. Dorsal spines VII. MiNUTUS, 2329.

nn. Posterior nostrils without tubes; skin nearly smooth; D.VnorVHI.

16 to 18 ; anal 12 to 14.

q. Head moderate, 3i to 4 in length.

r. Mouth rather large, the maxillary 2| in head, reaching to

opposite middle of eye.

8. Depth 4J to 5 in length. beldingii, 2330.

s«. Depth 6 in length. PHILONIPS, 2331.

rr Mouth very small, the maxillary 3f in head, reaching iront

of pupil. ^N«^' 2332.

qq. Head larger, 3i in length; depth 5; body much spotted.
^^ o 4

SPILOT0S, 2333.

Not described in Qottus minutus.
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kkk. Preopercle without spine, its edge covered by smooth skin, a trace of the
upper spine rarely present; skin smooth.

t. Dorsal.s separate. LEIOPOMUS, 2334.

tt. Dorsals connected, long and low, a shallow notch between spinous and
soft parts. PHI^'CEPS, 2335.

Subgenus PEGEDICTIS, Eafiuesque.

2314. tOTTUS ASPER, Richardson.

(Prickly Bullhead.)

Head 3i to 3^ ; depth 4i. D. IX or X, 19 to 21 ; A. 17 or 18, rarely 15 or 16

;

eye 5 in head; maxillary 24^; pectoral 11; ventral 2; caudal If. Body
deepest at vshoulders; caudal peduncle moderately slender, its depth a

little less thau length of snout. Head wedge-shaped as viewed from
above; mouth quite at lower profile of head; maxillary to below posterior

margin of pupil
;
palatine teeth in a very narrow band on front of palatines

only
;
preopercular spine long and sharp ; interorbital rather wide, about

equal to vertical diameter of eye; pectoral barely reaching front of anal;

ventrals not reaching vent; dorsals slightly connected at base. Prickles

coarse and stiff, not closely crowded; lateral line complete; vent in the

middle of the body in the large majority of specimens, sometimes slightly

nearly tail. Color grayish olive, much spotted and mottled with blackish

;

all fins, except anal and ventrals, with dark wavy cross lines. The coarser

prickles, more anterior position of vent, and datfer interorbital space

separate Cottm asper, at least subspecifically, from the Sacramento Eiver

form, Coitus (/tdosus. Streams of the Cascade Range from Vancouver Island

to Oregon, abundant in cold streams; extremely variable, almost every

variation in the roughness of the skin being found. Length a foot; the

largest species of Cottas. Here described from a specimen from Walla

Walla.

Dr. Gilbert notes:

Five specimens taken in a small stream emptying into Departure Bay,

Vancouver Island. The head is naked in all of these, and the prickles

absent on belly, along l)ases of spinous dorsal and anal fin, and on caudal

peduncle. D. VIII or IX, 21 or 22 ; A. 16 to 18.

Still other specimens from Vancouver Island and about Port Towuseud
have a band of small prickles extending along lateral line to middle of

second dorsal, {asper, rough.)

Cottus asper, Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., Fish., 295, 183G, Columbia River at Fort

Vancouver. (Coll. Dr. Gairdner.)

Trachidermis nchardsoni, Heckel, Ann. Wiener Mus. 1840, 162, Columbia River; after

Richardson.

Centridermichthys asper, Richardson, Voyage Sulphur, Ichth., 74, 1845; Gunther, Cat.,

II, 170.

Cotlopsis asper, Girard, U. S. Pac. R. R. Surv., X, Fish., 51, 1858.

Uranidea aspcra, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 694, 1883.

2315. COTTUS GULOSCS (Girard).

Head 3 ; depthU ; D. VIII or IX, 19 to 21 ; A. 16 to 18 ; eye 5 to 6 in head

;

maxillary 2i; pectoral li; caudal 1*. Body not much compressed, the
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caudal peduncle about as wide as length of snout, bead broadly rounded

at snout as viewed from above; mouth large, the maxillary reaching to

the posterior margin of pupil; bauds of palatine teeth variable in speci-

mens from different localities, varying from a moderate band to a wide one

;

interorbital equal to width of eye; preopercular spine rather sharp and

long. Pectorals reaching to front of anal ; ventrals not reaching to vent

;

dorsals slightly connected at base. Skin prickly or more or less smooth,

the prickles, when developed, small, crowded, and flexible. Vent nearer

base of caudal than tip of snout. Color grayish olive, mottled with

darker; ventrals light, anal light or slightly dusky; other fins crossed

with wavy lines of light and dark. Streams of the Coast Range in

California south to Point Concepcion, very common; the back and sides

usually closely prickly (jjacnts), but the skin often wholly or partly smooth

{gtdosus), the smooth specimens usually with axillary prickles
;
tlie prickly

form more common coastwise, the other perhaps more abundant in streams

of the interior, the two not distinguishable by any permanent character.

Here described from specimens from San Francisquito Creek, Santa Clara

County, California, 3 to 7 inches in length, {gulosm, big mouthed.

)

Cottopsis gulosus, Gibaed, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 129, San Mateo Creek • (Coll. R.

D Cutt.s Type, No. 290, U. S. Nat. Mus.) ; San Joaquin Rivev (Coll. Dr. Heermaun,

No. 291, specimens prickly in axils only); Giraed, U. S. Pac. R.R.Surv.,x, Fish., 53,

1858. ^ ^
Cottopsis parvus, Gieaed, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1854, 54, Monterey, Presidio, Fort

Reading, Petaluma; prickly specimens.

Cottus semiscabra centropleura, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, West Amer. Scientist, Vol.

VI, No. 49, November, 1889, 149, Allen Springs, Lake Co., Cal. (Coll. D. Cleveland);

specimens with sides prickly.

Oentridermichthys gulosus, GOntheb, Cat., n, 170.

Vranidea gulosa, JOKDAN &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 695, 1883.

2316. COTTUS EVEBMANNl, Gilbert.

Head 3f in length; depth 5; depth of caudal peduncle 2f in greatest

depth. D. VII, 21 ; A. 18 ; P. 16 ; V. 1, 4. Head small, depressed, nanowiug

rapidly forward, the snout more acutely rounded than in C. ptmctulatus.

Mouth with distinct lateral cleft, the maxillary reaching a vertical

immediately in advance of pupil, 2* in head. Mandible slightly pro-

truding. Teeth in narrow bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines, the

latter very weak, apparently concealed in part beneath the skin. Total

interorbital width about f diameter of eye, shallowly concave; occipital

area flat or gently convex. Eye small, 1^ in snout, 5 in head. Pores on

head unusually large, the most conspicuous occurring on suborbital ring,

along mandible and preopercle, and in a horizontal line above opercle;

3 pores form a straight transverse line behind the orbit; a short nasal

tube; upper preopercular spine represented by a short triangular process,

the margin of the bone below it being smoothly rounded. Spinous dorsal

short and comparatively very high, the longest spine slightly more than

' The young individual from Upper Pitt River (Coll. Dr. J. S. Newberry), mentioned by

Dr. Gira'rd, probably belongs to Ootlus thasta.

3030 45
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f the longest soft ray ; last spine higher than the first and about % the

longest, the least height of the meml>rane joining last spine to first soft

ray exceeding length of snout; longest ray of soft dorsal slightly more

than \ head ; all the rays of dorsal and anal fins simple, unbranched

;

caudal long and narrow, nearly truncate when spread, f length of head;

9 caudal rays are branched at tip for about \ length of rays. The pectoral

reaches the vertical from fourth ray of soft dorsal, the upper ray simple,

the next 6 or 7 forked, the remaining rays being thickened with incised

membranes ; ventrals with 1 spine and 4 rays, not reaching vent, If in head.

Lateral line conspicuous anteriorly, running high, interrupted under

eleventh or twelfth ray of soft dorsal, a mere trace visible thence to base

of caudal. Sides of body thickly covered with coarse prickles, the head,

the breast, belly, and a narrow strip along base of anal fin naked. Color

light brownish, faintly vermiculated with darker, wifh traces of 5 irregu-

lar cross bars from back, and a narrow distinct bar at base of caudal

;

pectorals, dorsal, and caudal cross-barred. Characterized by the long

slender 1)ody entirely covered with coarse prickles, the short spinous

dorsal very liroadly united to the very long soft dorsal, the long anal fin,

the incomplete lateral line, the very large pores on head, the branched

pectoral rays, and the absence of any distinctly projecting preopercular

spine. One specimen, 2\ inches long, from Lost Eiver, near Klamath

Falls, Oregon. (Named for Barton Warren Evermann.)

Oottus everrnanni, Gilbert, Ball. TJ. S. Tish Comm. 3897, 11, with figure. Lost River,

Lostine, Oregon. (Type, No. 48228. Coll. Gilbert, Cramer, and Otaki.)

2317. COTTUS RHOTHEUS, Eosa Smith.

Head 2^,; depth 4^. D. VII or VIII-16 or 17; A. 11 or 12; lateral line

32 to 31; eye oi in head; maxillary 2^; pectoral 1^; caudal If. Body

rather deep at shoulders, tapering into a slender caudal peduncle; head

pointed, somewhat wedge-shaped; mouth large, horizontal, at lower pro-

file of head; maxillary reaching to posterior margin of pupil; palatine

band of teeth very broad and long; iuterorbital concave, about as wide

as eye, preopercle spine sharp, with 2 smaller ones below it. Pectorals

reaching to front of anal; ventrals not reaching vent; dorsals scarcely

connected ; lateral line complete. Skin of head smooth, that of back and

sides usually rough, with short coarse prickles, shorter and stiifer than in

Coitus mper. Color dark gray, spotted and mottled with blackish; all

fins, except ventrals, mottled with blackish; belly white in the smaller

specimens, dusky, with small black points, in the larger ones. Columbia

River Basin, generally common ; a well marked species. Here described

from specimens from Hangman Creek, Tekoa, Washington, from 3 to 4

inches in length.

Concerning this species Gilbert «fe Evermann remark: "This strongly

marked species is abundant in the Spokane region, and was taken at the

following stations : Little Spokane River at Dart's Mill near Spokane, and

at Chattaroy, Washington; Columbia River at Colville, Washington;

Cceur d'Alene Lake near Creur d'Alenc, Idaho; Clearwater Eiver near
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Lewistou, Idaho; Walla Walla River at Walliila, Oregon; Hangman
Creek at Tekoa, Washington ; Natchess Eiver at North Yakima, Washing-

ton; Newauknm River near Chehalis, Washington; Snoqualmie River at

.Snoqualmie Falls, Washington."
The salient features of this species are: (1) the pointed, wedge-shaped

protile of head, as viewed from above, this contrasting strongly with the

usually broadly rounded contour of other species; (2) the wide horizontal

mouth, ([uite at lower profile of head; (3) the noticeably concave inter-

orbital and occipital regions'; (4) the very broad and long palatine band
of teeth; (5) the rather slender body and the extremely slender caudal

peduncle, the latter expanding fan-like at base of caudal fin; (6) the

dorsals usually separate ; when united, at extreme base only; (7) lateral

line complete; (8) sides usually well invested with prickles, which are

triangular and coarse, and less closely placed than in asper. They are

arranged more or less definitely in oblique series. There is considerable

variation in the completeness of the investment, and in one specimen from
ChehalivS an axillary patch only is present.

The specimens from Chattaroy and from Snoqualmie Falls are referred

to this species with doubt as to their identity. The following table will

give an idea of the amount of variation in number of fin rays found in

this species

:

Locality.
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not much hooked up and not very sharp, a shallow concave space between

it and the second, scarcely a notch; the second small and sharp, the third

but slightly developed
;
pectoral reaching to below the fourth ray of soft

dorsal; ventral not reaching the veut; dorsals scarcely connected, the

soft dorsal high, the highest rays equal to eye and snout; vent slightly

nearer tail than tip of snout. Skin smooth, except a few scattered prickles

under pectorals. Color very dark brown or blackish ; sides mottled ; top

of head uniform blackish ; all the fins more or less mottled, ventrals white

or dusky. The following is the fin formula of 4 specimens : Dorsal, IX, 17

;

VIII, 18; IX, 17; IX, 18. Anal, 14; 15; 15; 13. Upper Sacramento Basin

about Mount Shasta. Here described from 4 specimens from McCloud

River, at Baird, Shasta County, California, about 4 inches in length. The

species is very close to Cottiis scmiscaber, biit it has a louger anal, which in

turn is shorter than in Cottus gulosus. (Named for Mount Shasta.)

Coitus sJiasta, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 224, McCloud River, at Baird,

California. (Coll. E. C. Starks. Type, No. 4196, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

2319. COTTUS PUXCTULATUS (Gill).

Head 3; depth 4f. D. VII or VIII, 17 or 18; A. 11 or 12; eye 6 iu head;

maxillary If; third dorsal spine 3; highest ray of soft dorsal 2|; highest

anal ray 2J; pectoral IJ; ventral If; caudal If. Body tapering into a

slender caudal peduncle which is not much wider than eye ; teeth in wide

bands on jaws, vomers, and palatines; interorbital space rather wide,

about equal to eye; maxillary reaching to posterior margin of eye; pre-

opercular spine rather sharp; veut slightly nearer tail than tip of snout.

Pectoral reaching to below base of fourth ray of soft dorsal; ventrals not

reaching vent ; dorsals scarcely connected, the soft dorsal extending fiir-

ther back than anal; skin in these specimens entirely smooth. Color oli-

vaceous, everywhere punctulate with black spots, more conspicuous on

top of head; tip of snout and lower jaw dark, dusky with dark points

under lower jaw; dorsals, pectorals, and caudal with wavy streaks and

series of spots; anal and ventrals white, anal sometimes dusky; 4 or 5

dark blotches on back indicating cross bars ; a dark bar at base of caudal.

Length 4 or 5 inches. Headwaters of Green River, Wyoming. Here

described from many specimens from Green River, Wyoming, collected by

Evermaun 6c Rutter. This species will proA^e to be a local or desert vari-

ation of the widely di-stributed Cottiis semiscaher, from which it differs

only in the slender caudal peduncle and the speckled coloration. The

name punctulatus has priority over semiscabcr, if the forms are to be united,

but in this case it would hardly be worth while to separate either from

Cottus ictalops.

Gilbert & Evermann refer to the specimens here described as

—

Numerous specimens from Green River, Wyoming. Comparing these

with typical semiscaher from the vicinity of Pocatello, Idaho, we can appre-

ciate no difference whatever, except in the matter of armature. None of

our Green River specimens shows any prickles Avhatever. About half the

Pocatello specimens are also naked and are iudistiuguishable from typical
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punctulatus; in the others more or less prickles are developed, varying from
a few in axil of pectorals to a band covering more than ^ of the sides.

As this is not an unusual amount of variation, we do not consider Coitus

semigcaber worthy of recognition. The relations of Coitus punctulaius with

the eastern species have not been carefiillj' worked out, and it seems best

to recognize it for the j)resent as distinct. .Specimens from Green River,

Wyoming, and from Mink Creek, Ross Fork, and Port Neuf River, Poca-

tello, Idaho. The collection contains also 2 specimens from Thompson
Falls and 3 from Flathead Lake, which seem to be this species. By the

Port Hall Indians this tish is called aliwe, a word meaning horns.

{ptmciulatus, speckled.)

Potamocottus punctulatus, Gill, Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist. 1861, 40, Bridgers Pass, 'Wyo-
ming (Coll. Capt. Simijsoii) ; Gill, Iclitb. Ca]>t. Simpson ExpL, 402, 187G, witli plate.

Cottus punctulatus, Gilbert & Evermann, Bull. IT. S. Fish Comm. 1894, 202.

Uranidea punctulata, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 697, 1883.

2320. COTTUS SEMISCABER (Cope).

(Rocky MorNTAix Bullhead.)

Head 3; deptb 4i; D. VIII-17 or 18; A. 12 or 13; eye 5 in head; maxil-

lary 2] ; third dorsal spine 4 in head; highest dorsal rays 2*; pectoral 1^;

ventral nearly 2; caudal 1*. Body not much compressed, caudal peduncle

wide, equal to length of snout; head broad and rounded anteriorly as

viewed from above; month large, the maxillary reaching about to poste-

rior margin of eye ; band of teeth broad on jaws, vomer, and the palatines

;

interorbital space (bone only) narrow, not over ^ eye; preopercular spines

rather stout and blunt. Pectorals reaching to front of anal ; dorsals not

connected, scarcely meeting in some specimens; veutrals not reaching to

vent; last rays of soft dorsal reaching almost to base of caudal, highest

dorsal rays equal snout and i eye; vent much nearer tail than tip of

snout. Color slaty gray in spirits, with mottlings on sides which form
inconspicuous cross bars; pectorals, dorsals, and caudal, with wavy cross

lines; ventrals and anal white or sometimes dusky and mottled; a dark
spot on spinous dorsal posteriorly, fin edged with white. Rocky Mountain
region, in clear streams on 1>oth sloiies. Abundant in Colorado, northern

New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah, eastern Washington, and
Oregon. Found in the upper basins of the Fraser, Columbia, Missouri,

Colorado, Platte, Arkansas, and Lake Bonneville, its eastern and northern

limits not well ascertained. It is subject to very great variations in color,

size, and roughness of skin. Most specimens are smooth, or rough only in

the axil. Some, especially from southern Idaho and Provo River, Utah,

are quite rough, some of them as rough as Coitus asper or Coitus rhotlieus.

These rough specimens differ in no other respect from smooth ones from

the same localities. The specimens here especially described are from
Eagle River at Gypsum, Colorado, the largest 4+ inches in length.

Rough specimens from Provo are thus described by Jordan & Gilbert

(Synopsis, 695) : Head 3i; depth 4*. D. VII, 18; A. 14; V. 1,4; eye U in

head. Form of Coitus aspcr, but slender. Skin of top of head and entire
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body, except lower part of caudal peduncle, thickly covered with slender

papilliB ; those of anterior and upper parts of body each tipped with a

spine, many of those on head with median pores; top of head with a me-

dian lengthwise depression. Head narrowed anteriorly, the maxillary

extending to beyond pupil ; opercular and preopercular spines as in Coitus

a8j}er; lateral line not complete; spinous dorsal low ; soft dorsal and anal

high; caudal long; pectorals about reaching anal; ventrals rather broad,

reaching about halfway to anal. Olivaceous, barred and spotted as in

other si^ecies; fins mottled; spinous dorsal pale at base and tip, with a

median broad black band ; 2 dark blotches at base of caudal. Length

4 inches. The specimens here described from Provo River at Provo, where

it is associated with the smooth form called wlicelcri, which differs only

in its smooth skin. In specimens from the Yellowstone Park the band

of palatine teeth is very broad; there are no prickles on the skin.

The head is 3i in length and the rays are D. VII, 17 ; A. 13 ; V. I, 4. Com-
paring these (Gibbon River, Wyoming) with specimens of Coitus ietalops,

from Mammoth Spring, Arkansas, the differences seem well marked. Coi-

tus semiscahcr has the head blunter, lower, and more rounded, the cheeks

more tumid and the top of the head without median longitudinal depression.

Coitus ictalojjs hiis the axil iirickly, the outline of the head angular, the

top of the head with a median longitudinal depression from snout to nape,

and the body has broad distinct black cross bars. These 2 forms seem

like distinct species, but other specimens are intermediate ; specimens from

Torch Lake, Michigan, agree with semiscahcr in color, and are intermediate

in form ; specimens from White River, Indiana, are colored like ietalops, but

are intermediate in form. Apparently semiscalxr should be recognized as

a species, but its range and distinctive characters are yet to be made out

in detail, {semiscahcr, half rough.)

Cottopsis semiscahcr,* CoPE, Hayden Survey of Montana, 476, 1871 (1872), Fort Hall, Idaho;

Jordan & Gu^beet, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 459; Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm.

1889, 53.

Utanidea semiscabra, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 695, 1883.

Uranidea vheeleri, Cope, Proc. Arner. Phil. Soc. Phila. 1874, 138, Bear River, Utah. (Coll.

Lieut. G. M. Wheeler.)

Uranidea vheeleri, Cope & Yarrow, Zool.Wheeler's Expl.W. 100th mer., v, 696, pi. 32, figs,

3, 3a, 3h, 1876 ; Jordan & G Hubert, Synopses, 697.

Gottus bairdi punctulatus, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1889, 29, 36, 53 ; with plate.

2321. COTTUS ICTALOPS (Eafinesquo).

(Miller's Thumb; Blob; Muffle-.jaw; Bullhead; Springfish.)

Head 3^; depth 4 to 6. D. VI to VIII, 16 or 17; A. about 12; V. I, 4.

Body slender or stout, tapering regularly backward to the tail; vertex

* Cottopsis semiscaber is thus descrihed hy Professor Cope

:

" Kiulli. D. A'll, 18; A. 13; V. I, 4; first ray of anal below third of second dorsal. Skin
prickly above the lateral line, smooth below it posteriorly. Body compressed, profile

risinii' rather steeply to the basis of first dorsal fin. Eye 4.5 times in head, .75 time in

interorbital space. Muzzle contracted, maxillary bone reaching to below middle of pupil.

Two spines on preoperculnm : 1 on inferior angle of operculum. Lateral line discontinued

on last fourth of caudal peduncle. Head ^ length, witliout caiidal fin. Below yellow;

dorsal line with ii series of dark spots; sides with large dark clouds. Three epecimena
from Fort Hall, Idaho." (Cope.)
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somewhat depressed ; interocular space with a groove
;
preopercle witli a

short, sharp spine, little hooked, directed backward and upward, mostly

covered by the skin ; below this are 2 smaller concealed opines ; subopercle

with a stoutish spine, dii-ected forward. Skin smooth, except the region

immediately behind the pectorals, which is beset with very small, sharp

prickles, which are sometimes obsolete ; lateral line conspicuous, continu-

ous, or interrupted behind ; first dorsal low and feeble
;
pectoral fins large,

their length nearly equal to that of the head, their tips usually reaching

beyond the origin of the soft dorsal ; ventral fins moderate ; isthmus very

broad, the gill membranes not forming a fold across it. Olivaceous, more
or less barred and speckled with darker; fins mostly barred or mottled.

Length 3 to 7 inches. Middle and Northern States, abounding in all clear,

rocky brooks and lakes east of the Dakotas and Kansas to New York and
Virginia, extending southward along the Alleghanies to North Carolina and
northern Alabama, especially abundant in limestone springs and entering

caves. Extremely variable ; very destructive to eggs of trout. (Ictabirus,

the cattish; wi/j eye; ''the name means cat's eye; eyes like those of the

catfishes with oblong eyes." Rafinesque.)

Note.—As here nnilerstood, Cottus ictalops is a "widespread and abundant species, vary-
ing in different regions, as is the case with most nonmigratory species. In this, as iu
others of similar range, the inhabitants of each stream may show local peculiarities. A
number of these forms have received from Dr. Girard specific names, which are accom-
panied by detailed descriptions. Large collections of these fishes show that numerous
similar "species" still exist undescribed, as it is a rare thing to find a specimen which
exactly agrees in all respects with any of the species in Dr. Girard's "Monograph of the
Fresh-Water Cottoids." In this work the figures and long descriptions give characters
of individuals, not of species.

Pegedictis ictalops,* Rafinesque, Ichth. Ohiensia, 85, 1820, spring near Lexington, Ken-
tucky.

Coitus richardsoni,f AaASSiz, Lake Superior, 300, 1850, north shore of Lake Superior
(Coll. Louis Agassiz and Dr. C. T. Jackson); Giraed, Monograph Fresh-Water
Cottoids N. A., 39; GiJNTHEE, Cat., II, 158; not Trachidermis richardsoni, Heckel.

Cottus 6airdu, + GiKAED, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv.Sci.,ii, 1850, 410, and Monograph Cottoids,

44, with plate, Mahoning River, Poland, Ohio. (Coll. S. F. Baird.)

Cottus meridionalis,^ Gieaed, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., ii, 1850, 410, and Girard,

Monograph Cottoids, 47, James River, Virginia. (Coll. S. F. Baird.)

* In spite of the errors in description, there can be no doubt that Rafinesque's " cat's
eye Springfish." Pegedictis ictalops, is the present species; the dorsal rays are counted
wrongly, and the scales are said to be small. Nevertheless, "in the distorted perspective
of his mental vision" Rafinesque could have had nothing else. In other words, his
description was drawn up hastily and in part from memory.

t The form called Cottus richardsoni, Agassiz, is rather slender, with the vent rather
more posterior than usual, placed midway between the snout and the tip of the caudal;
in the others it is nearly midway between the snout and the middle of the caudal. Lake
Superior. A specimen taken by Dr. Jordan in Lake Superior at Marquette, Michigan,
agrees with Cottus ictalops from southern Missouri. It is a little more slender, the color
a little darker and less definite, the cross bars fainter, the dark punctulations more
conspicuous. The vent has the usual position, although Dr. Girard figures the vent in
Ills Lake Superior specimens, types of Cottus richardsoni, as fartlier back than iu Cottus
ictalops. In his figure of Cottus richardsoni the vent is a shade nearer base of caudal
than posterior margin of eye. In all specimens we have seenitis nearlymidway between
nostril and caudal. D. VIII, 18 ; A. 12, in the specimen from Marquette.

I The form called Cottus hairdi, Girard, is small and slender, with the spinous dorsal
very low, and the palatine teeth less developed than in the other forms. Cayuga Lake,
New York, to Ohio.

5 Cottus meridionalis, Girard, is rather robust, with the dorsal fins scarcely connected,
and the mouth larger, tlie maxillary extending to opposite posterior border of eye; the
preopercular spine is sharp and directed well upward. Pennsylvania to North Carolina,
along tlae Alleghanies ; abundant.
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Cottus wilsoni,* Gikard, Monograph Cottoids, 42, 1851, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. (Coll.

Jacob Green.)

Cottus aivordii,f GiRARD, Monograph Cottoids, 46, 1851, Fort Gratiot, Lake Huron.
(Coll. Major Benj. Alvord.)

Potainocottus zopherus,X Jordan, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. 187G, 320, Etowah River and
tributaries, Rome, Georgia. (Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Vranidea richarcUoni. Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 696, 1883.

TJranidea richardsoni, Jordan Sz, Gilbert, Synopsis, 696, 1883; but the name richardsoni

is i)reoccupied in Cottus.

Cottus hairdii, Jordan, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1889, 29.

Potainocottus caroUnce,^ Gill, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. 1861, 40, Carolina; Gill, in Simp-

son Kept. Ichtli. Utah, 403, 1877.

Subgenus TAURIDEA, Jordan & Rice.

2322. COTTCS RICEI, Nelson.

Head 3| ; depth 5^. First dorsal VIII, second dorsal and anal destroyed

;

V. I; 4; P. 15. Eye 4^, IJ in interorbital space and equalling snout. Body
short and stout^ abruptly contracted opposite base of anal. Head much
depressed, very broad and flat, broader than body, breadth greater than

length; depth 4^ length. Palatine teeth present. Tail very small, sub-

terete. Outline tadpole-like. Jaws about equal; mouth rather narrow

;

jaws contracted and somewhat produced. Eyes on upper surface near

together. Preo])ereular spine extremly large, 3 times as large as in any
other fresh-water Cottoid known, as long as eye, hooked backward and
upward, giving a buffalo-like appearance. Three spines hoolced down-
ward below the larger spine ; the lower concealed ; a strong spine hooked
forward at base of opercles. Branchiostegals 6. Isthmus as wide as from

snout to middle of orbit. Base of pectorals crescentic, their tips just short

of anal; rays all simple; ventrals reaching f distance to vent. Profile

rising rapidly to dorsal, which runs along a sort of carina. Dorsal begin-

ning a trifle behind ventrals, just behind bead, about midway between
snout and anal. Vent midway between snout and base of caudal. Depth
at first ray of anal less than i length of head, thickenijig at same point

over ^. Head smooth. Space above lateral line behind head covered

with small stiff prickles hooked backward, readily visible as small black

specks Avhen skin is dry. Color jiale brown, irregularly spotted and mot-

tled with darker brown somewhat as in Lola; pectorals mottled; belly

white ; spines spirally curved, forming i a spiral. The most peculiar char-

acters are the strong spines of the preopercle and the smaller ones below,

* Coitus vnlsoni, Girard, is rather stouter, with stronger palatine teeth, and with some
of the uppermost of the pectoral rays bifurcate, these being entire in the others.
Ohio Valley, Pennsvlvania, and Indiana.

t Cottus alvordi, (Jirard, is short and chubby, with the first dorsal rather high, and
joined by membrane to second more than in the other forms. Common in Wisconsin and
Michigan.

t Cottus zopherus, Jordan, is slender and very dark in color, and more conspicuously
variegated; the first dorsRl high; the palatine teeth well developed; probably worthy
of varietal recognition. Alabama Basin.

5' Cottus carolince. Gill, is a very large form, rather robust, reaching a length of nearly
6 inches, without axillary prickles, and with the palatine teeth well developed. The
lateral line, as in the nther tonus, is sometimes C(mtinuous and sometimes interrupted.
It abounds in the limustouu region from Indiana to Tennessee, and is frequently found
in caves.
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the cariuated hack and ahniptly contracted hody, forming the suhteiete

caudal peduncle. The prickles of the skin are coarser than in anj^ other

species. (Nelson.) Length of type 2g inches. Great Lakes, the 2 type

specimens from Lake Michigan, near Evanston, Illinois, in rather deep

water; remains of others occur among Girard's types of Tr'ujlops'is tliomp-

8oni from Lake Ontario. The group Tauridea, of which this species is

type, may be worthy of generic rank. (Named for its discoverer, Mr. F. L.

Eice, then a student in zoology in Northwestern University at Evanston.)

GoUus rice!. Nelson, Bull. IUs, Mus. jSTat. Hist., Vol. i, No. 1, 40, 1876, Lake Michigan, at

Evanston (Coll. F. L. Rice).

Uranidea spilota, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 094; not of Cope.

Uranidea ricei, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 953.

Subgenus COTTUS.

2823. COTTUS OMCHUS, Eigeniuann & Eigenmann.

Head 3|; depth 51. D. VIII, 17; A. 13; V. I, 4; P. 13; eye 1^ in snout,

I in iuterorbital, 5 in head. Teeth on vomer, none on palatines. Width
of head equaling its length to end of preopercular spine, its dejjth 2 in

length. Preopercle with an upturned claw-like spine, below which are 2

others, much smaller, the anterior one having its point turned downward
and forward. Maxillary not reaching orbit; lateral line complete. Sides

above lateral line, with stiff prickles from below hrst spine to below last

dorsal ray; prickles below lateral line confined to the abdominal part of

the sides. Dorsal connected by a low membrane, the rays much higher than

the spines, 31 in head. Pectoral reaching past vent, its rays not branched.

A dusky spot on bx-east ju.st behind anterior end of gill slits; ventral siir-

face including the ventrals otherwise plain; anal with a few dusky specks

on its rays ; other fins barred ; sides and upper surfaces olive with darker

spots; 3 dark bands below soft dorsal; a dark band just in front of

caudal. Length about 3i inches. Saskatchawan Basin. This species is

evidently closely related to CoUhs polHcaris, from which it differs chiefly

in having many prickles. (Eigenmann.) Not seen by us and perhaps not

different from Cottus jyoUieans. {ovvxoi, clawed.)

Gottus onychus, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Am. Nat., Nov., 1892, 963, Bow River, at Cal-

gary, a tributary of the South Saskatchawan, Alberta Territory. (Coll. C. H.

Eigenmann.)

2324. COTTUS POLLICARIS (Jordan & Gilbert).

Head 3^ in length to base of caudal; depth 4f; eye 5^ in head. D.
YII, 19; A. 13; V. I, 4; P. 17. Lateral line complete. Body robust; nape
prominent, the profile of head steeply declined, thence to tip of snout in a

straight or slightly concave line; head much depressed, broad and flat

above, evenly narrowed forward to the broad, much depressed, bluntlj^

rounded snout ; eyes small, with extensive vertical range, their diameter

less than snout or the flat iuterorbital width; mouth rather small,

anterior, with but lit^o lateral cleft, maxillary reaching vertical from front

of orbit; teeth villifonu on jaws and vomer, none on palatines; preoper-
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cular spine large and strong, spirally curved upward aud inward, wholly
invested with membrane; a single sharp concealed spinous point below
angle of preopercl(>; isthmus broad, without fold, its width equaling dis-

tance from snout to middle of pupil. Spinous dorsal ratht^r low, nearly
uniform in height, connected with second dorsal by a low membrane;
longest spine equaling length of snout; soft dorsal long, its longest ray
2i in head; origin of anal fin under third dorsal ray, its last ray under
sixteenth of dorsal ; highest anal ray 2\ in head ; ventrals I, 4, reaching

t distance to vent; pectoral rays all simple, unbranched, the longest

reaching vertical from vent, and contained \\ times in head. Vent equi-

distant between tip of snout and base of caiulal iin. Skin everywhere
smooth. Color olivaceous above, little punctulated, lower I of sides and
whole under side of head and body uniform whitish above, head and
body with irregular spots and blotches of black; these in finer pattern
on head, and not forming bands on back ; dorsals, caudal, and pectorals

with black spots arranged in more or less distinct series; anal, ventrals,

and lower rays of pectorals translucent, unmarked. Lake Michigan; a
single specimen 4^ inches in length taken off Racine, Wisconsin, by Dr.

Philo E. Hoy. (j^ollex, the thumb, siiggested by the name, Miller's Thumb.)

JJranidea poUicaris, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 222, Lake Michigan,
off Racine, Wisconsin (Type, No. 29663. Coll. P. E. Hoy); Jordan & Gujjeet,
Synopsis, 954, 1883.

2325. COTTUS COGNATUS, Eichardson.

(Bear Lake Bullhead.)

This species is thus described l)y Richardson : The Cotius which forms
the subject of this aiticle was taken in considerable numbers in the clear

waters of Great licar Lake during the month of May, at which period it

resorts to the stony shallows to spawn. Specimens which we sent to

Baron Cuvier were returned with the remark that they belonged to a

species of Coitus and were "tres semblables aux C. gohio," aud they, indeed,

correspond in most particulars with the extended description of the latter

in the Histoire des Poissons. I have since compared these specimens

minutely with an English gohio, kindly lent to me by Mr. Yarrell, and the

principal diflerence that I have been able to detect in the American fish

is the greater height of its dorsal and anal fins. There is also a dis-

crepancy in the number of rays, but this can scarcely be accounted a

specific distinction, since different individuals of goiio show equally

extensive variations. The Bear Lake specimens having been long in

spirits have lost much of their color, but the following particulars may
still be noted : In Cottus gohio the rays of the pectorals are variegated with
rings alternately dark and light; in cognatns the color is almost uniform,

but varies in intensity in different individuals. In 1 small female speci-

men of the latter, however, there is a slight indication of these rings, and
its body likewise is marbled in a more lively manner than the rest, having
a greater resemblance to gohio. The males are darker than the females in

the American as well as the European species. The.specimen which we
have described in detail was the largest we obtained, aud was selected for
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dos(ri])tion from its being exactly in the same length with the golno with
which it was compared. Great Bear Lake. Length 4 inches. (Richard-

son.) Not seen by recent naturalists, probably allied to Coitus polHcaris.

{eof/natus, related, to Cottus gohio.)

Cottus cognatus, Kichardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., m, 40, 1836, Great Bear Lake (Coll. J.

Eieliardson); Giraed, Mon. Cot., 41 ; Gunther, Cat.,ii, 157.

Uranidea cognata, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 953, 1883.

2326. (COTTUS PERPLEXUS, Gilbert & Evermann.

Head 3i; depth i\. D. VII, 21; A. 15; P. 16; V. 1,4; eye 4; snout 4;
interorbital width 5^. Least depth of caudal peduncle greater than
snout, 3| in head; interorbital space rather broad, about 1^ in eye.

Body deeper and more compressed than in any other species known to us,

this being especially noticeable posteriorly; caudal peduncle very short

and deep, and entirely overlapped by posterior dorsal rays which extend
beyond base of caudal fin. Length of caudal peduncle from base of last

dorsal ray about f depth of same ; depth of body at origin of anal fin f
length of head. Interorbital space slightly concave; occiput flat or

transversely convex. Mouth oblique, the maxillary reaching vertical

from posterior margin of pupil, 2+ in head. Teeth in a very narrow
crescent! c band on vomer, none on palatines. Upper preopercular spine

short and broad, curved or simply directed upward; below this are 2

stout, blunt spines directed downward. Body entirely naked, lateral line

incomplete, not reaching end of soft dorsal. Spinous dorsal low, the

longest spines not greater than length of snout ; soft fins all high, the

fifteenth dorsal ray equaling snout and eye; a broad membrane always
connecting the 2 dorsals, the notch inconspicuous; last rays of anal, as

well as dorsal, extending l)eyond base of caudal; first anal ray under
third ray of soft dorsal; ventral spine and rays slender and weak. Anus
midway between base of caudal fin and front of eye. Color in alcohol,

back and sides with vermiculations of light and dark, the back with 5 or

6 ill-defined black cross bars, which usually reach the lateral line ; the

usual black bar at base of caudal, emarginate posteriorly ; below the lateral

line a number of small, quadrate dark blotches, arranged in 2 irregular

series; lower part unmarked, except with fine dark puuctulations; dor-

sal, pectoral, and caudal fins cross-barred with dark; anal and ventrals

with numerous small dark specks. Length about 3| inches. Shookum-
chnck and Newaukum rivers, near Chehalis, in western Washington.

(Gilbert & Evermann.) {perplexus, perplexed.)

Cottus perplexus, Gu-bert & Evermann, Bull. F, S. Eisli Comm. 1894, 202, pi. 20. (Type,

No. 4,'S387, U. S. Xat. Mus. ; Cotypes, Noa. 1324 to 1343. L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.) ; Shookum-
chuck River, near Chehalis, Washington (No. 45388, U. S.Nat. Mus.), and Ne\yau-
kum River, near Chehalis. (Coll. Gilbert & Jenkins.)

2327. COTTUS KLAMATHEXSIS, Gilbert.

Head 2-,^ to 3^- in length ; depth3 -,'V to 4^. D. VII, 19 ; A. 14 ; P. 15 ; V.

1, 4. Body heavy and deep, the head narrowed and wedge-shaped anteri-

orly, the snout rather acute and the mouth with much lateral cleft. Max-
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illary broadly exposed, its tip reaching vertical from behind front of pnpil,

its length 2| or 2^- in head. Broad bands of teeth on jaws and vomer;
palatines toothless. Anterior nostril with a distinct tnbe. Eye of
moderate size, If in snout, 4f to 5 in head. luterorbital space and
occiput gently concave in adults, the total luterorbital width \\ to 1^
in orbit, the bony septum narrower. Upper preopercular spine robust,

straight, directed backward, or backward and slightly upward; below
this the margin of the bone is without evident spines, but bears 1 or 2

slight prominences which may be rounded or acute; anterior angle of

the subopercle with a short spine directed forward; ox)ercle ending in

a short flat spine. Head with large pores, 2 pairs above front of orbit,

those of the posterior pair nearest together; distant from these, a single

median pore on the posterior portion of luterorbital space, from which
diverge 2 lines of pores around the back of the orbits ; spinous dorsal

short and low, the longest spine usually less than f the longest soft ray

;

the 2 fins very broadly joined; distance from base of last dorsal ray to

base of caudal slightly less than depth of caudal peduncle ; caudal short

and broadly rounded, its length If in head
;
pectorals very short, usually

not reaching vertical from front of anal, If in head ; ventrals large, some-
times reaching vent but usually shorter. If in head; caudal with 9 (some-

times 8 or 10) forked rays; rays of other fins simple, unbranched. The
variation in fin rays is shown in the following table

:
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pectorals very couspicuously checkered, the dark and light spots on the

rays arranged in vertical series. A large, strongly marked species,-very

abnndant in Upper Klamath Lake. It is characterized by its short spi-

nous dorsal, broadlyjoined to the long soft dorsal, the nnbranched pectoral

rays, the very incomplete lateral line, the weak development of prickles,

the lack of palatine teeth, and the distinctive coloration. It is most

nearly related to G. perplex. Klamath Lakes, Oregon.

Cottus klamathcnsis, Gilbert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. 1897, 10, flg.ire, Upper Klamath

Lake, Oregon. (Type, Ko, 48226, IT. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Gilbert, Cramer, aud Otaki.)

2328. C'OTTLS ALEUTICUS, Gilbert.

Head small, 3i to 31; depth .5 to 5^. D. IX or X, 18 or 19; A. 13 or 14;

P. 13 to 15; V. I, 4; C. 8 or 9 (forked rays); 35 to 37 pores in lateral line.

In appearance resembling Cottus pMlonips; the head small, its width but

i greater than its depth ; the body low and but little compressed, the

depth at shoulders but little greater than the width. Caudal peduncle

moderate, not slender, its length from base of last anal ray 1| to 1^ in

head, measured from last dorsal ray but little more than A as long. Depth

of caudal peduncle 44 to 4^ in head. Mouth small, variable, maxillary

reaching vertical from front or middle of pupil, 2f to 3 in head. Vomerine

patch of teeth small, the palatines toothless. Preorbital as wide as eye,

produced anteriorly into a convex lobe, which conceals all l>ut the wid-

ened tip of the maxillary; both pairs of nostrils opening in short but

evident tubes, a character not known by us to exist in other species of the

genus. Eye 4^^ to 4* in head; interorbital space narrow, the least width

of the bone slightly less than + the vertical diameter of the orbit in adults

160 mm. long, much narrower in younger specimens. In this respect our

specimens differ conspicuously from the types of T. microstoma, in which

the interorbital width is said to equal vertical diameter of eye. As in

Cottus philonips we have but a single preopercular spine, which is straight

and directed obliquely upward; preopercular margin below the spine

evenly rounded; subopercular spine well developed. Lateral line com-

plete, following outline of back to opposite last dorsal ray, where it

abruptly declines to middle of candal peduncle. Body naked, or with a

narrow band of prickles extending from upper axil of pectorals along

under side of lateral line. Dorsals more or less joined at base in all our

specimens, but varying in the height of the connecting membrane, which

usually joins well up on iirst ray of soft dorsal, sometimes at its extreme

base. The spinous dorsal is long, with 9 spines in 13 specimens examined,

10 spines in 5 specimens. The first 2 spines are very closely approximated,

and spring from a single, wide interspinal; the first spine is easily over-

looked, as has been done by Gilbert and Evermann (Investigations in the

Columbia River Basin, 1894, p. 54), and possibly also by Lockington in his

description of Uranidea microstoma. Spinous dorsal low; the soft dorsal

higher, the longest rays equaling length of snout and i eye; the last rays

when depressed not (luite reaching base of caudal. Anal fin much shorter

than soft dorsal, its last ray under the fourth or fifth before the last ray
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of dorsal; caudal truncate, slightly rounded when spread, its length \\ to

If in bead, its rays twice forked; xiectorals reaching to or nearly to front

of anal; ventrals varying in length, not quite reaching vent in any of our

specimens; pectoral rays all simple; dorsal and anal rays all simple,

except the last, which is usually divided to the base in the former, and

sometimes divided in the latter. Head and body mottled or spotted above,

uniformly light brown, the darker markings on back often arranged as G

cross bars, of which 2 are below spinous dorsal, 3 below soft dorsal,

and 1 on caudal peduncle, these usually broken up into spots or reticula-

tions, and often obscure, sometimes wanting; usually a light bar down-

ward and backward Irom eye ; rays of dorsals, pectorals, and caudal crossed

Avith series of dark blotches ; ventrals and anal light, very obscurely barred

with darker. This species was very abundant in the small streams pass-

ing through the village of Iliuliuk, Uualaska, living both in the upper,

strictly fresh-water portion of the stream, and in the lower, more or less

brackish part. A specimen transferred to the salt-water aquarium on the

Jll)at7-oss seemed to sufi'er no inconvenience from the change of water, and

lived for several days. This is probably the Vrunidea microstoma of Lock-

ington, based on specimens collected near St. Paul, Kadiak, and consid-

ered by the deseriber to be identical with other specimens examined by

him from the Aleutian Islands. Four specimens were collected by us May
26, 1889, in a small stream entering Departure Bay, Vancouver Island.

These exhibit perfectly the differences separating Coitus aleuticus from its

nearest ally, Cottiis lyMlonips. (Gilbert.)

TJranidea microstoma, Lockington, Proc. U. S. N.at. Mns. 1880, 58, St. Paul, Kadiak Island

(Coll. "W.J.Fischer) ; not Oottus microstovnis, Heckei., :i European Hi)ecie8.

Cottus aleuUcm, Gilbert, Kept. TI. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 418, streams of Unalaska;

also in Departure Bay, Vancouver Island. (Coll. C. H. Gilbert).

2329. COTTUS MIIVUTUS, PaUas.

Head 3*. D. VII, 18; A. 13; C. 13; P. 14; V. 2. Head large, conic, the

upper jaw longer, the teeth very slender; eyes small, near together; pre-

opercle with an incurved spine on each side, its lower margin subdentate;

the head otherwise unarmed; body terete, thick anteriorly, tapering

behind ; the lateral line itnarmed. Color pale, dotted with large dusky,

irregular black spots on the back; fins all variegated, the pectorals trans-

lucent, with rows of dusky spots; ventrals white, with dusky rings;

second dorsal variegated; anal dotted with dusky, caudal with dusky

bands; body smooth. Island of Talek, near Tauisk, Sea of Okhotsk;

known from a dried specimen 3 inches long, and a drawing. (Pallas.)

Evidently close to Cottiis aleuticus, but not to be identified without new
material from Siberia, {minutus, very small.)

Cottus minutus, Pallas, Zoogr. Kosso-Asiat., ni, 145, 1811, Talak Island, Sea of Okhotsk.

(Coll.D.D.Merk).

2330. COTTUS BELDIXGII, Eigenmann & Eigenmann.

Head 2f to 4 ; depth 4 to 5. D. VI to VIII, 15i to 18; A. 11 to 13; V. I, 4.

Head rather short and broad, the profile' convex, more steep from eye for-
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ward; eye large, orbit 4 to 5 iu head; interorbitaL concaye, 2 in orbit;

moutli large, maxillary reaching at least to below the pupil, about 2 in

head. Preopercle with a simple backward-directed ispine, very slightly

curved upward. Teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines. Skin

smooth. Pectorals reaching vent, or further in the young ; veutrals 1^ to

2 in head. Distance of anal from caudal 1^ iu its distance from snout.

Anus nearer insertion of caudal than to end of snout. Mottled with

black and white; about 6 blackish cross bars on back, the first across

head just behind eyes, next at origin of dorsal; lirst dorsal tinged Avith

rusty, the second less so; all the lins except the veutrals sj^otted with

dark. The ground color varies greatly with the bottom over which these

lishes live. (Eigenmaun.) Streams of Columbia River Basin, south to

Lake Lahontan ; abundant east of the Cascades. We find this species

abundant iu shallow water in Lake Tahoe. Except by the stouter body,

we are uuable to separate it from Cottiis lyhilonlps, and perhaps Gilbert

& Evermanu are right iu identifying it with the latter. We refer to

Coitus heldinf/ii most of the specimens called Coitus philonips by Dr. Gilbert

and Dr. Evermann, witli the remark that the name Coitus 'beldmcjii is in any
event prior to Coitus philonips.

Cottus hddingii is a small-headed form, typically with perfectly smooth
skin and unarmed palatines. Like most other species of the genus it

ocoasioually develops a band of postaxillary prickles, Avhich are often

accompanied in the same specimens by a small patch of teeth on the

palatine bones. The head is less strongly armed than usual, the single

preopercular spine being short, the ijreopercular margin otherwise wholly

unarmed. In this resjiect C. bddiiigii differs from all other Avestern

species of Cottus, except the Alaskan form above mentioned. The dorsal

varies from VII or VIII, 16 to 18; the anal from 12 to 14. The nostrils are

without tubes, and the preorbital little produced, exposing the greater

part of the maxillary in closed mouth. Specimens were obtained in the

Port Neuf River near Pocatello, at Snoqualmie Falls, and in a spring

branch emptying into the South Fork of the Creur d'Alene River, near

Wardner, Idaho. We have also seen specimens taken from I5irch Creek,

in western Idaho, by Merriam and Bailey. (Named for Lyman Belding,

of Stockton, California, well known as an ornithologist.)

Cottus beldingii, Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Amer. Nat., XXV, 1891, 1132, Lake Tahoe
(Coll. Lyman Belding and C. H. Eigenmann), and Donner Lake (Coll. Eigenmann).

2331. COTTUS PUILOXIPS, Eigenmann & Eigenmann.

Head 3*; depth 6. D. IX-17; A. 13; eye 4 in head; maxillary 2?
; high-

est dorsal spine 3; highest soft ray 2J; pectoral |; caudal 1^. Body ex-

tremely slender, not much compressed ; caudal peduncle moderate. Head
small, wedge-shaped, as viewed from above; from the side the upper pro-

file is broadly rounded from the dorsal to the tip of the rather sharp

snout, lower profile straight; mouth moderate, the maxillary reaching to

middle of eye; teeth on jaws and vomer, palatines toothless; interorbital

space equals i eye; eye about equal to length of snout; ijreopercle with
only 1 small spine above, below which its edge is entire; pectoral reach-
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iug front of anal or past ; dorsals not connected, the Mgliest spine about f

,

the highest soft dorsal \\, in head; ventrals reaching to vent. Color

light gray, covered -with many spots forming reticulations on sides and
top of head ; ventrals white, other tins covered by wavy, dark bars ; dorsal

entirely dusky, with a narrow white edge; belly and lower parts white.

Fraser River Basin. Here described from one of the type specimens, 3

inches in length ; collected at Field, British Columbia, in Kicking Horse
River, by Dr. Eigenmann. This has been compared with many specimens

of Coitus heldhif/ii from localities in Washington and Idaho and from Lake
Tahoe. All of these are less slender than the types, the depth being 4| to

5 inches in length, but they do not difiter otherwise, and later investiga-

tions will probably show the entire identity of Cottua philonips with Cottiis

heldingii.

This name {Cottus philonips) was proposed as a substitute for Cottus

minutus, Pallas, supposed to be preoccupied, and Cottus microsiomus (Lock-

ington), not of Heckel; but the original description was taken from a

specimen from Kicking Horse River. The first mentioned is perfectly

available, but was applied to a specimen from the island of Talek, near

Tauisk, in the Okhotsk Sea. It is very doubtful, therefore, whether Cottus

minutus should be used for any American species in advance of comparison
with the Siberian form. From the Aleutian Islaud species (C. microsiomus

Lockington, C. aleuticus Gilbert), C. pMlonips differs in many important

respects, and is undoubtedly distinct. Thus the Alaskan form has the

liosterior nostrils in short, but conspicuous tubes, the preoibital produced
into a lobe which conceals all of the maxilary except the extreme tip, and
the dorsal fin with 8 or 9 spines and 18 to 20 soft rays. {iliiXEoo, to love;

viip, snow, vinroo, to wash.)

GotttiS philonips * Eigenmann & Eigenjiann, Amer. Nat., xxvi, 963, 1892, Kicking Horse
River, Field, British Columbia; Eigenmann & Eigenmann, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm.
1894, 118; Gilbert & Evekmann, Bull. U. S. Fisli Comm. 1894, 204, iu part, includes

Cottus beldingii.

2332. COTTUS ANlViE, Jordan & Starks.

Head 3^ to 3| ; depth 5. D. VII or VIII, 17 or 18 ; A. 12 ; eye 5 in head

;

maxillary 3| ; highest dorsal 3^ ; highest soft ray 2 ;
pectoral 1 ; ventral

li; caudal IJ. Body elongate, not much compressed; caudal peduncle
wide, wider than length of snout. Head small, broadly rounded anteriorly

as viewed from above, snout blunt as viewed from the side; mouth very

small, without so much lateral cleft as Coitus philonips; the maxillary

reaching to front of pupil; teeth in moderately wide bands on jaws and
vomer, palatines toothless, or with a few teeth in a narrow band on front;

interorbital (bone only) equals I eye; eye smaller than length of snout;

preopercle with only 1 small blunt spine, below which the edge is entire.

* This species is thus descrihed hy Eigenmann & Eigenmann : Head about 3J to 4. D.
VIII or IX, 10 to 18; A. II, 13; V. f, 4. Pectoral reaching anal or past vent even in larg-
est specimens. Anal equidistant from tip of snout and base of caudal or nearer tip of
snout. Ashy gray with blackish blotches. No well-deflned cross bars excepting some-
times near the tail. Frequently a dusky blotch on anterior part of spinous dorsal and
another nejir its posterior end ; the fin sometimes wholly dusky, margined with white.
Pectorals, soft dorsal, and caudal more or less barred. The types taken in the icy waters
of the Kicking Horse, at Field, British Columbia, with Gorefjonus coultcri. (Eigenmann.)
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Pectoral barelj' reaching front of anal ; spinous dorsal very low, from \ to

\ as high as soft dorsal, its base from its first spine to first ray of soft

dorsal 1^ in head; dorsals barely meeting, not at all connected. Color

light gray, somewhat mottled; veutrals and anal colorless, other fins

crossed with wavy lines ; a soft spot on each end of spinous dorsal. Eagle

River, a tributary of Grand River, Colorado, Colorado River Basin. Here

described from 4 siiecimens from 21 to 31 inches in length, collected at

Gypsum, Colorado, from the Eagle River. It has hitherto been confounded

with Coitus semiscaber, which was taken in abundance at the same place

and recorded as " Coitus Ixiirdii punctutatus." We have compared this sjie-

cies with specimens of Coitus heldiiujii from Birch Creek, Idaho, and with

a cotype of Coitus philonips from Field, British Columbia. It differs from

both of these in having the mouth and eyes smaller, and from the Field

specimen in having a deeper body. (Name for Miss Anna Louise Brown,
artist of the Hopkins Seaside Laboratory.)

Coitus annce, Jordan i- Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 223. with plate, Eagle River,

Gypsum, Colorado. (Coll. Jordan, Evermann, Fesler & Davis. Types, Nos. 1305,

1308, 1.S09, and 1310, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

2333. COTTCS SPILOTUS (Cope).*

This species is thus described : "D. VIII, 17 ; A. 13 ; V. 1, 4 ; P. 15 ; bran-

chiostegals 6. Entering the section with 5 A'entral rays, and with an
elongate body, resembling apparently the hairdii, except in its short and
anteriorly situated ventral fins. In wilsonii the eye is smaller, and frontal

width greater; the pectoral rays are branched, in the present species sim-

ple. In richardsonii the vent is said to be the median point of distance

from the muzzle to the caudal fin; here it is much nearer the muzzle. In

coi/natus we are informed that the anal tin has a more posterior position.

The length of the head is contained 3 times plus 1 orbital diameter from

end of muzzle to base of caudal fin ; said diameter enters 41 times length

of head, and is | greater than interorbital width. The head is slightly

contracted laterally, and not so depressed as in C. alvordii, giving the

orbits less vertical range. One preopercular spine. Insertion of pectorals

oblique, rays undivided, reaching anus and anterior rays of second dorsal;

ventrals below middle of pectoral, insertion in advance of dorsal, extend-

ing halfway to vent. Width of isthmus equal fr'om border of (closed) pre-

maxillary to opposite hinder margin of pupil. Dorsal outline low,

regularly descending to near end of second dorsal. Greatest depth enters

5 times from end of muzzle to base of caudal. Lateral line disappears

between middle and end of caudal. First dorsal low, first ray f of second,

third, and fourth ; anal begins opposite fourth ray of second dorsal. Caudal
fin rather small, rays once divided. No trace of palatine teeth. Above
brown, below yellowish, everywhere densely j)unctulated with darker,

except between the vent and anterior to ventral fins ; dorsal, caudal, and
pectoral fins barred; anal yellowish; base of caudal and dorsal spots

*Dr. Bean records a fisli from York Factory, Hudson B.-iy, under the name Uranidea
ipilota. Cope, " D. IX, 18; A. 12; V. I, 4. One specimen nieasiiring 4 inches without tail,

which is wanting. Vomerine teeth onlj'." (Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 127.)

3030 -46
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blaikisli; large lateral round spots of the same color sometimes in 7

or fewer cross-bars. Length 3 inches. Several specimens from Grand

Rapids, on the Grand River, which ilows into Lake Michigan." (Cope.)

A little-known species apparently close to Cottus hdd'mgii. On the types

of this species we have the following notes : It has now no evident teeth

on the palatines and the ventral rays are I, 3.* The skin is smooth, and

the preopercnlar spine, although prominent and directed upward, is not

hooked. The spots on the body are less sharply detined than iu Cottus

ricei, with which Jordan & Gilbert first identified it. (Jordan, Cat.

Fish. N. A., 111.) {dTtiAcoTOi, spotted.)

Jlranidea spilota, Cope, I'roc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1865, 182, Grand River at Grand Rapids,

Mich.; JOEDAN & Gilbeet, Synopsis, 954, 1883.

2334. COTTUS LEIOPOJIUS, Gilbert & Evermann.

Head Si ; depth .54 . D. YII-17 ; A. 12 ; P. 13 ; V. I, 4. Eye 4* ; snout ^^ ;

iuterorbital width 7i. Least depth of caudal peduncle about equaling

length of snout; iuterorbital space very narrow, much less than diameter

of eye; mouth small, maxillary reaching vertical from middle of eye, a

wide- strip visil)le laterally in the closed mouth. Preopercnlar spines

entirely absent, the preopercnlar }nargin evenly rounded throughout,

without prominence, and without the least trace of a spine. Vomer with

a very narroAV l)and of teeth; palatines naked; skin wholly naked; lat-

eral line complete. Dorsal fins not joined unless at extreme base; fins all

low^, the pectorals liarely reaching front of anal under third ray of second

dorsal, its last ray under fourth from last ray of latter. Free portion of

caudal peduncle (behind last anal ray) 1| in head; portion behind base of

last dorsal ray 3 in head; neither dorsal nor anal reaching base of caudal

when depressed. Color in alcohol, head on sides rather finely vermicu-

lated with light and dark; plain whitish below; not coarsely spotted or

blotched as in Cphilonlps; dorsal bars indistinct; 2 narrow black lines

dowuAvard and backward from eye ; an evenly convex dark bar at base of

caudal ; dorsals, pectorals, and caudal faintly cross-barred. Length about

3i inches. Upper Little Wood River, Shoshone, Idaho. Closely related to

Cottus pJiUonips, but remarkably distinguished by the lack of preopercular

spines. (Gilbert & Evermann.) (A£?o?, smooth ; TC&jita, o-percle.)

Vottus leiopomus, Gilbeet & Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fisli Comm. 1894, 203, pi. 20, Upper
Little Wood River, Shoshone, Idaho. (Type, No. 45389, U. S. Nat. Mus.; Cotype,

No. 1151 L. S. Jr. Uuiv. Mus. Coll. H. H. Kinsey.)

2335. ( OTTUS PBIMEPS, Gilbert.

Head 3i to 3| in length ; depth 5 to 5*. D. VI or VII, 21 to 23. A. 16 to

18 ; V. I, 4 ; P. 15. A slender form with small, narrow head, which is nearly

qviadrate in cross section, the opercles and cheeks being subvertical, the

greatest width of head but k ov ^ moie than its depth at occiput. Mouth
small, oblique, the gape slightly curved, the maxillary reaching a vertical

crossing eye in front of pupil, 2* to 3 in head. Eye equaling snout, 4J in

lion at Philadelphia
perhaps an error iu our notes. The type can not now be found in the collec-

ila("
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head. Teeth small, uniform, in narrow bands in the jaws; vomer with a

narrow patch
;
palatines smooth. Eyes small, separated by a narrow, flat

interspace, as wide as pupil. Margin of preopercle evenly rounded, with-

out developed spine, a minute spinous point sometimes occupying the

position of the upper pveopercular spine; opercle without spine; tubes

and pores of head extraordinarily developed. A series of 6 very large

pores across cheek and on lower edge of preorbital; a large median pore

at symphysis, and a series of 7 occupying each ramus and extending onto

edge of preopercle; similar somewhat smaller pores form the supraorbital

series. Branchiostegals 6. Gill membranes broadly united to the isthmus,

without free fold; no pore behind last gill. Dorsal and anal fins very

long and low, the dorsal spines very slender, the notch shallow between

spinous and soft portions; pectorals reaching beyond front of anal; ven-

trals usually to vent. About f of our specimens have the back and sides

completely invested with minute close-set prickles, the head and belly

and a narrow area along base of anal naked; caudal peduncle also naked

in varying degree. In the remaining third (possibly males) the body is

smooth except for a postaxial band of prickles, and in 1 specimen these

are absent, leaving the l)ody entirely naked. Lateral line variously in-

complete, i'nterrupted at some point under posterior half of second dorsal.

Color light olive with darker markings, which may, on the head, take the

form of vermiculating lines ; 7 quadrate dark blotches along base of dorsal

fin, the first and third usually narrower than the others, an eighth on back

of caudal peduncle; very distinctly marked individuals show a series of

blotches along middle of sides, which may be connected with the dorsal

series by broad dusky bars; dorsal, caudal, and pectoral with faint l>ar8;

ventrals and anal unmarked. We subjoin table of fin rays in 12 speci-

mens:
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very nearly so, the preoperciilar spines small, and there is nsually no trace

of tt'cth on the palatines. Cold streams and springs of the United States

from New England and the Great Lakes to the Pacific Coast. {ovpav6<;,

sky; eldov, I looked; i. e. stargazer.)

a. Paliitiiies with teeth.

b. Dorsal VIII, 16; preopercle armed -with i spiues, the longest about 2 iu eye:

least depth of caudel peduncle 12 in length of body. bendirei, 2336.

66. Dorsal VI, 19; preopercle with a single short spine; least depth of caudal

peduncle 8J in length of body. greenei, 2337.

aa. Palatines toothless.

c. Anal rays 14 or 15; dorsal spines 7 or 8.

d. Preoi)ercular spine short, bluntish; lirst dorsal dark, with pale margin.

MAEGINATA, 2338.

dd. Pretfjiercular spine well developed, broad, rather sharp, curved upward.

TENUIS, 2339.

cc. Anal rays 12 or 11.

e. Preoporcular spine curved upward more or less abruptly.

/. Head large, about 3^ in length.

g. Mouth small, the maxillary bai-ely reaching past front of eye;

pectorals short, not reaching anal ; preopercular spine short,

hooked abruptly upward, body very robust.

FRANKLINI, 2340.

gg. Mouth larger, the maxillary reaching middle of eye; pectorals

usually reaching past front of anal; preopercular spine

stoutish, little hooked.

h. First dorsal nearly as high as second ; anal prickly.

KUMLIENII, 2341.

hh. First dorsal much lower than second; axil not jmckly,

so far as known
;
pectorals variable, usually long.

GRACILIS, 2342.

/. Head small, 4A in length. Formosa, 2343.

ee. Preopercular spiue sharp, nearly straight, directed backward rather

farther thau upward ; bead narrowed forward. hoyi, 2344.

2336. UBAMDEA BEXDIREI (15eau).

Branchiostcgals (i; D. VIII, 16; A. 12; V. I, 3; P. 15; C. 15. The length

of the type is 2.7 inches (69 mm.) to the base of the caudal. The greatest

height of the body at the origin of the dorsal equals its greatest width
over the base of the pectorals, and is contained nearly 4 times in its length

without caudal. The least height of the tail is jV of the length without

caudal. The length of the middle caudal rays is contained il times in

the length oi the body. Width of the mouth equals ^ the length of the

head. The maxillary extends a little behind the front margin of the eye.

The snout is as long as the eye. The distance between the eyes is less

than their diameter, and is contained 5 times in the length of the head;

the diameter of the eye 4 times. The length of the lower jaw equals i

the length of head. Preoperculum armed with 4 spines, the largest at

the angle, and is about i as long as the eye; the 3 anterior ones are very

small and hidden by the skin. The distance of the spinous dorsal from

the snout is ^ of the length of the body ; the length of the longest spine

of the first dorsal is about i of that of the head and about f of the longest

dorsal ray. The longest dorsal and anal rays are equal. The length of

the anal base almost equals the length of the head. The length of the
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second dorsal base is a little greater tbau the length of the head The

pectorals reach to the origin of the anal; ventrals do not reach to t^u3

vent. Vomerine and palatine teeth present. Skin smooth. Color nm-

form dark brown above, lighter on the throat and belly. (Bean.) Eastern

Or™on an.l northern Ll'aho, in the Columbia Basin. ('^ take pleasure m

dedtcating this species to Oapt. Charles E. Bendire, an excellent collectoi

and observer, Avho has contributed so much to the Museum. )

J>oiar.o.ouu. beu^rei, Bean, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mas. 1881. 27, Walla Walla, Washington.

(Type, No. 24196. Coll. C.ipt. Cbas. Bendire.)

Vranidea bendirei, J ordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 696, 1883.

2337. URAXIDEA GKEKXEI, Clilbert & Culver, new species.

Head 3i in length; depth 4^; eye 3i in head; snout 3f; i^te^o;^;*-^

width (bone only) 9; candal peduncle very deep, its lea.t <^^ -^^
head. Dorsal VI, 19 ; anal 12 ;

pectoral 14 or 15, ventral I 3. Head broad

with rounded profile, viewed from above, the snout and ^-^-^'-^^^^-^ '^^'^^

sl.ghtly convex, the occiput flat or slightly concave Mouth large hoii-

zoftal,the maxillary extending as far back as -f-^ f^^i ^^f
^^"^ '!

pupil 2^ in head. Vomer and palatines with broad bands of teeth. A

sin-ri; preopercular spine, rather short, directed somewhat obliquely

upward Lateral line incomplete, ending nuder fifteenth ray ot seconcl

dorsal; a small patch of prickles behiud the axil, and a few along base ot

second dorsal. Spinous dorsal high, its longest spine exceeding length

of snout, 2* in head; longest ray of second dorsal about 2 in head last

dorsal spine joined by membrane to base of first soft ray; last dorsal rays

reaching with their tips to base of caudal ;
pectorals reacluug to or beyond

verticalfrom first anal ray; pectoral rays all unbranched; -ntrals no

quite reaching vent. Olive brown above and on sides, light below
;
2 shor

dark bars nnder spinous dorsal, both, or the hinder one only, continued

upward to form a black blotch on the fin; a conspicuous dark bar under

anterior, and 1 under posterior third of second dorsal, with a shorter

fainter one midway between them; a vertical bar at base of caudal; area

below lateral line with a series of 6 or 7 vertically oblong dark bio ches,

more or less distinctly confluent at the upper limit to form a ^ayy streak

which is also joined by the darker markings of the back ;
a blackish stu-ak

It base of pectoral; second dorsal, caudal, and pectorals rather broacUy

cross-barred with dusky; ventrals and anal colorless Length o8 mm

This species is characterized by its short spinous d<.rsal and its very deep

caudal peduncle. Snake Eiver Basin, Idaho ;
only the type k-«--J^P;

locality, Thousand Springs, Snake River, Idaho, near mouth of Salmon Fall

River. Collected by C. H. Gilbert, C. W. Greene, and K. Otaki August 9,

1894 (''Named for Prof. Charles Wilson Greene, of Stanford University,

to whose energy was due much of the success of the expedition. )

2338. URAMDEA MAROIIVATA, Bean.

Branchiostegals 6 ; D. VII or VIII, 18 or 19 ; A. 14 or 1.5
;
VI 3

;

P. 13 or

14- C 14 or 1.5. Head broad, slightly depressed, its gieat.st length con-

tained a litth' more than 3 times in length of body without caudal (4
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times in total length) ; distance from tip of snout to eye equals length of

eye, which is 4 in head. Vomerine teeth present; none on the palatines.

Body stout anteriorly, moderately compressed posteriorly, its height at

origin of first dorsal equal to its width at the same place, and contained

4.1 times in length of hody without caudal; the least width of the caudal

peduncle less than 4 its height. The distance between the eyes equals |

of their long diameter. The maxilla extends to the vertical through the

end of the anterior third of the orbit. The preoijercnlnm has a short,

broad, rather blunt spine at its angle and a much smaller one on its lower

limb ; between these 2 the margin in some specimens is creuulated, some-

times forming an additional blunt spine. The preopercnlar spines are all

hidden under the slvin. The distance of the first dorsal from the snout is

contained 2:5 times in length of body without caudal; its longest spine ig

^ as long as the head; the length of its base is contained 5 times in length

of body without caudal, 6 times in total length; the length of the second

dorsal base is ^ of total length. The length of the anal base is ^ of length

witliout caudal. The length of the ventral is contained from 6 to 6+ times

in the total length. The length of the pectoral is J of length of body

without caudal. The colors have faded, but the ground color seems to be

plumbeous, Avith occasional blotches of darker; the fins are more or less

distinctly punctulated; the first dorsal is darker than the body and has

a distinct white margin. (Bean.) Eastern Oregon, in the Columbia River

basin. Well distinguished from related species by its long anal.

Gilbert & Evermaun have the following notes on this species:

Sis small specimens from Mill Creek at Walla Walla (the type locality

of marginaina) agree with Bean's description and differ from all other

western specimens of Cottus which we have seen, in having but 3 soft rays

in the ventral fins. So far as can be ascertained from our very immature
specimens, marginatus strongly resembles perplexus, with which it agrees

in fin rays, naked skin, the incomplete lateral line, and the absence of the

palatine teeth. Cottus perplexus has constantly 4 soft rays in the ventral

iins, and other differences may appear when compared with adult speci-

mens. In our sy)ecimen8 of marghtatus, the anus varies in position, being

sometimes nearer base of caudal fin than snout, sometimes nearer snout.

Twenty-two small specimens, collected by Bean & Woolman at Sand Point,

Idaho, are for the present referred to this species, though we are not cer-

tain that this identification is correct. The ventrals seem to be I, 3; but

the body is more or less covered with prickles, {marginatus, edged.)

Uranidea marginata, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 26, Walla Walla. (Coll. Capt.

Charles E. Bendire.)

Cottus marginatus, Gilbert & Evermann, Bull. U. S. Fish Coinm. 1804, 204.

2339. ITRAMDE.^ TENUIS, Evermann >t Meek.

Head 3*; depth 7; eye U in head; snout 4; Y. 1, 3. D. YI-I, 17; A. 15;

vomer with teeth; })alatines toothless. Head long, contracted fiom eyes

forward; snout rather long; body much compressed, A'ery slender, greatest

width of caudal iieduncle 24 in eye; least depth of same slightly greater
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thnn eye: preopercular spine well developed, broad, rather sharp, partly

covered by skin, curved upward; below this 2 other spines, the anterior

one blunt, the other sharp, directed toward lower base of pectoral; post-

temporal Ii.ine well developed. Body smooth, wholly without prickles or

s.ales ; lateral line complete except on caudal peduncle. Color dark above

and on upper f of sides, pale below ; dorsal fins barred with series of dark

dots or blotches; caudal similarly marked but rather darker; anal light

with a few dark blotches ;
pectorals same as caudal ;

ventra s plain
;

under

side of head profusely covered with small round black specks
;
muciferons

pores on head well developed. Klamath Lakes, Oregon. Besides the

specimen described above we have 2 others of the same slender style from

Pelican Bay, Upper Klamath Lake, and many others from the lake near

Klamath Falls, the majority of which are much smaller and less slender.

The slender ones are apparently entirely smooth; a ripe emale 3 inches

long has a few prickles on anterior part of body, while all the smaller ones

are pretty well covered with small prickles. (Evermann & Meek.) {Un,m,

slender.

)

2340. URAMDFA FRANKLINI (Agassiz).

Head 3*; depth 4^. D. VIII, 17; A. 12; Y. I, 3. Body rather short and

stout ; snout not very obtuse ; maxillary reaching about *" PUP^
j

^e ^ -

head, twice the interorbital space; preopercular spine hook-hke very

acute- paired fins rather short, the pectorals not reaching vent; first

dor linearly as high as second; dorsals contiguous; aual inserted under

fourth ray of second dorsal; caudal 6 m length; lateral line incomplete;

vent nearer base of caudal than tip of snout. Length 3 -<:^- Lake

Superior. (Girard.) Perhaps not distinct from Coitn. (jracUrs. (Named

for Sir John Franklin, the Arctic explorer.)

TJranidea franklmi, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 954, 1883.

2341. UBIMDEA KUMLIEMI, Hoy.

r» VT 17- A 12- P 14: V. I, 3. Body slender and elongated, its depth 6

times in le'ngih.
'

H;ad large and long, 3i in length of body, its width a

lUle more than , its length, its depth a little less ^ye large
3*^^^^^^^^^^^^

about equal to snout, more than twice interorbital space. Base of pecto

trcre'centic, the fin about as long as head;
^J^^ ^^-^^^^^'^^fJ/'j,

"

ened, reaching second or third dorsal ray, and lallmg
3-'\'^''\'l^^f'

fourth and fifth rays longest. Vent equidistant ^^-^^;l;^
and front of eye. Mouth pretty wide and oblique the

-^^-^^'^YeZ^^^r
to middle of eye ; lo.er jaw projecting. No palatine t-^- P-J^^/f
snine larae directed upward and backward, not strongly hooked

!<
irst

dorsal mther high, - the height of the second, the second spine longe t

;l:d fil:i;entous,^the 2 fins connected by a membrane. Caudal peduncle
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slender. Caudal fin narrow, more than f length of head. Second dorsal

and anal high. Lateral line disappearing under middle of second dorsal.

Color obliterated, traces of a black spot on spinous dorsal. Length of

specimen 3 inches. One of Dr. Hoy's types, in very bad condition, exam-

ined by us. It has grown soft in weak alcohol, and its remarkable slen-

derness of body is perhaps, in part at least, due to this fact. Lake

Michigan, in deep water. (Named for A. L. Kumlien, the ornithologist.)

Vranidca kumlienii, Hoy, Nelson, Bull. Ills. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. i, No. 1, 1876,41, Lake

Michigan (Coll. Dr. Hoy) ; Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1877, 64.

2342. URAMDE.4 GRACILIS (Heckel).

Head 3^; depth 5. D.VHI, 16; A. 12. Body rather slender, fusiform;

preopercular spine moderate, concealed. Mouth rather large, the maxil-

lary reaching to the pupil; pectorals reaching front of anal; ventrals

about to vent. Color olivaceous, mottled, upper edge of spinous dorsal

red in life. Streams of New England and New York, recorded from tribu-

taries of the Connecticut, Lake Champlain, Hudson, Delaware, and Sus-

quehanna; commim; probably a variable form, including several of Dr.

Girard's nominal species, as Dr. W. O. Ayres vigorously insisted in 184.5,

before the latter had been described. {(jracUis, slender.)

Cottus gracilis, Heckel, Ann. Wien Mus., u, 1839, 148, New York.

Cottnsyobio, Atres, Bost. Jour. Nat. Hist., V, 1845, 121.

Uranidea quiescens, De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 61, 1842, Lake Pleasant, Adiron-

dack region, New York.

Cottus viscosiis," Haldeman, Suppl. Mon3;r. Limnea, 3, 1840, Susquehanna River (Coll.

S. S. Haldeman) ; GiRARD, Monograph Cottoids, 51, 1851.

Oottus gobioides,j Girard, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. 1850, 41, and I. c, 55, Lamoille

River, Johnson, Vermont. (Coll. Kansom Colberth.)

Cottus boleoides, I Giraed, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. 1850, 41, and ^c, 56, Windsor, Ver-

mont (Coll. Ed. Cabot) ; Gunthee, Cat., u, 15G, 1860.

Cottus co2>ei, Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 15, no locality given, probably New
Jersey.

Coitus gracilis, Girard, Monograph Cottoids, 49, 1851

.

Vranidea gracilis, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 699.

JTranidea viscosa, Jordan «S: Gilbert, Synopsis, 698.

TJranidea gobioides, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 699.

Uranidea boleoides, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 699.

* Coitus viscosus is thus characterized :

Head 3* in length; depth4s. D. VI. 18: A.12; V. T, 3. Body rather stout: mncouspores
on head usually numerous. Mouth small; maxillary reaching middle of eye; preopercu-
lar spine acute, extremely sill irt, directed obliquplV upward; istlinius rather narrow;
flrstdorsal low, slightly conneetvd with Hecond ; ixMtorals slinrlei th.-iii lirud, reaching sec-
ond dorsiil. Color olivaciMius, varifg:iTed. tlic spinous dorsal ciliiid \villi orange in life;

fins mostly barred. E.astrrii I'eimsylvauia and ^larylaiid, in tributaries of the Schuylkill,
Sus(iueliaiina, and Potimiae rivers; not rare, entering caves.

t Oottus gobioides is tlius described;
Head 3J; depth 4|. 1). All, 17: A.12. Similar to Uranidea gracilis, bnt larger and

more robust, the mouth larut'v. reaching to beyond the line of the pupil, and the pectorals
short, not quite reaching ;iiiiil

;
iniMiixKularspine stout, curved suddenly upward. Length

4 inches. Tributaries of I.akr ( 'li;nii]il;iiu. (Girard.)

} Oottus boleoider is thus eliaractcri/ed :

Head3i; depth 5^. D. VIU 17; A. 11. Slender, snhfnsiform. Month Mther large,
the maxillary extendingto opposite the pupil : i)reoi)(>reiilar spine acute, directed obliquely
upwards; isthmus narrow. Fins larger tli;iii in any otlur sjjecies; ]>eetorals reaching
fourth ray of anal. Length 3^ inches. Connecticut Valley in Vermont. (Girard.)
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2343. URANIDEA FORMOSA (Girard).

Head ^\. D.VIII-16; A. 11; V.I, 3. Body slender and graceful; head

small, depi-essod above; eye moderate; preoperciilar spine short, stout,

acute, curved upward, a small spine below it; subopercular spine well

developed. Dorsals well separated; anal beginning under third ray of

soft dorsal; pectorals not reaching to posterior margin of spinous dorsal

;

ventrals not nearly to vent. Length 3^ inches. Deep water in Lake
Ontario. (Girard.) A doubtful species, known only from 1 mutilated

specimen, the head shorter than in Uranidea </racilis. {formosus, pretty.)

Cottus formosus, Girard, Monograph Cottoids, 58, 1850, Lake Ontario off Oswego, in

stomach of Lota maculosa. (Coll. S. F. B.aird.)

Uranidea formosa, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 955.

2344. URAXIDEA HOYI, Putnam.

D.VI, 15; A. 11; V.I, 3; C.12; the first dorsal low and small, f as long

as soft part, and connected to it by membrane. Fins all low. (Hoy.)

Body small, rather short and thick, the depth about 5^ in length. Head
3^ in length to base of caudal. Eyes large, high up, and close together,

about equal to snout, 3^ in head, 3 times the iuterorbital space. Head
rather narrow and contracted; the lower jaw narrowed and slightly pro-

jecting. No palatine teeth; maxillary reaching anterior border of eye,

or a little beyond. Preopercular spine prominent, sharp, very nearly

straight, directed backward, but not strongly upward, its form and direc-

tion peculiar in this genus. Below this is another sharp, prominent spine,

also nearly straight, directed partly downward; one or 2 minute con-

cealed spines still lower. Isthmus well developed. Pectoral fins long,

longer than head, reaching beginning of anal; ventral fins long, reach-

ing almost to vent. Vent midway between snout and base of caudal, in

the female farther back, owing to the distended abdomen. Ventral rays

I, 3 (on one side of each specimen apparently I, 4; perhaps a soft ray has

been split). Color nearly obliterated. Lower parts profusely punctate.

Length of specimens 2^ inches. Lake Michigan in deep water. Female
specimen taken 12 miles oft' Racine, Wisconsin, in 12 fathoms, .Jnne 4, 187.5,

by Dr. Hoy; the male oft" Milwaukee, .Jui.e 15. The specimens are now in

bad condition from rough handling. The female is distended with ripe

eggs, 80 that the width of the body is * the total length. This species

seems to be quite distinct from all those described by Girard. The pecul-

iar characters are the number and form of the preopercular spines, the

contracted mouth, the large eyes, the small size of the body, and the

length of the ventral fins. The characters first mentioned are the most
striking. (Named for Dr. Philo R. Hoy, of Racine.)

Uranidea hoyi (Putnam MS.) Nelson, Bull. Ills. Mus. Nat. Hist., "Vol. I, No. 1, 1876. 41,

Lake Michigan (Coll. Philo R. Hoy) ; Jordan, Man. Vert., 244, 1876; Jordan & Cope-
land, Bull. Bull'. Soc. Nat. Sci. 1876, 41 ; Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1877, 63 ; Jor-

dan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 700, 1883.
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731. MYOXOCEPHALUS (Steller) Tilesius.

(Great Sculpins.)

Myoxocephalus, Stellee MS. 1741.

Myoxoccphahis, Tilesius, Mem. Acad. Sci. Petersb., IV, 1811, 273 (stelleri).

Acanthocottus, Gieard, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., in, 1849, 185 (groenlandicug).

Gottus, Putnam, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., I, No. 1, 3, 1863 (seorjnuR).

Boreoeottus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1859, 166 (axillaris)

.

Body slender or robust, subfusiform, covered with thick skiu, in which
are sometimes embedded prickly plates; deciduous, granular, or stellate

tubercles also sometimes present, but no true scales. Head large. Mouth
terminal, large, the lower jaw always included, the uppermost the longer;

villiform teeth on the jaws and vomer, none on the palatines; suborbital

stay strong; preopercle with 2 strong straight sjiines above directed back-

ward, and 1 below directed downward and forward; opercle, nasal bones,

orbital rim, and shoulder girdle more or less armed; gill membranes form-

ing a fold across the rather narrow isthmus ; slit behind last gill small or

wanting, if present, reduced to a mere pore; vertebrae about 28. Bran-

chiostegals mostly 6. Dorsal fins 2, separate, the first short, its spines

rather slender; ventral rays I, 3; caudal fin moderate, fan-shaped; pec-

toral tin broad, its lower rays procurrent. Lateral line well developed, its

tubes sometimes provided with bony or cartilaginous plates, never chain-

like nor reduced to separated pores. Species numerous, in the seas of

northern regions; coarse fislies, little valued as food, (/^uo^o? the dor-

mouse; K£0aA?), head; the allusion not evident).

Acanthocottus {axavOa, spine ; kottos, Coitus) -.

a. Top of head covered with thin, smooth skin, having a very few warty prominences

or none, and not hiding the bony occipital ridges ; lateral line continuous, with

concealed cartilaginous plates; Atlantic species.

b. Lateral line with regularly arranged, small bony-keeled plates, most distinct

anteriorly; no stellate tubercles; a small cirrus above eye. D. VIII, 12;

A. 9. BUBALIS, 2345.

bb. Lateral line unarmed or with concealed cartilaginous plates or with prickles

which are not keeled or are not regularly arranged.

c. Anal tin very short, of 10 or 11 rays only ; dor.sal rays IX, 13 or 14 ; upper

preopercular spine short, sharp, nearly twice the length of the next;

third spine directed downward ; no slit behind last gill, jeneus, 2346.

cc. Anal fin of 12 to 14 rays.

d. Upper preopercular spine moderate, about as long as eye, and about

twice length of next spine.

c Last gill arch without slit or pore. D. X, 17; A. 12.

SCOEPIOIDES, 2347.

ee. Last gill arch with a small slit or pore behind it. D. X, 17;

A. 14.

/. Interorbital space narrow, If in eye in adult; spinous dor-

sal low, the longest spine 8 in body. scorpius. 2348.

Jf'. Interorbital space broader, as wide as eye; spinous dorsal

higher, the longest spine 6 to 7 in body.

GRCENLANDICUS, 2349.

dd. T'pper preopercular spine very long, longer than eye, reaching tip

lit opercular spine, 4 times length of the spine below it; a

sharp postocular spine, and a similar occipital spine; no slit

behind last gill. D. IX, 15; A. 14. octodecimspinosus, 2350.
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Myoxocephalus :

aa. Top of head covered with small warty prominences.
, ^. , ., v>, nf tor.

/ Supraocular spine with 2 or 3 diverging digitate ridges behind it
;

skm of top

of head thin, not concealing the bony occipital ridges ;
lateral line contin-

uous; upper preopercular spine long; no stellate plates on aides below

lateral line ; nasal spines sharp ;
no cirri on head.

;, Distance from supraorbital to occipital tubercle about equal to space

between supraorbital tubercles; anal rays usually 12; membrane of

maxillary more or less mottled. polyacanthocephalus, 23.-,1.

M Distance from supraorbital to occipital tubercle \\ times the distance

between supraorbital tubercles; head very long and flat; dorsals

well separated; anal rays usually U; adult with round rough plates

above; throat white; membrane of maxillary unspotted.
^^^^ ^_^^^

gg. Supraocular spine without digitate spines behind it; pr.-opercular spines

short.
• -J. 1 -1

i. Warts on top of head not ending in cirri ; nasal spines and occipital ridges

not wholly concealed in the thick skin.

j. Skin of Sides of back in adult covered with round stellate tubercles;

spines of preopercle short, more or less hidden in the skin.

Iz. Supraocular spine blunt, with a blunt tubercle behind it, the

cirri small or obsolete; crests moderate; soft dorsal very

Ions;, of 15 to 19 rays. verrucosus, 2353.

Vk. Supraocular spine small, blunt, without tubercle behind it;

supraocular and occipital spines each with a small flat cir-

rus; occipital crests very low; soft dorsal of 15 or 16 rays.

AXILLARIS, 2354.

jj Skin of back and sides perfectly smootli (except in very old indi-

viduals which may have hidden rough plates below the lateral

line).

I. Occipital crests very low, almost concealed by the thick warty

skin ; body robust, the depth 4 in length ;
membrane of

upper jaw with sharply defined black spots; throat always

spotted; suprascapular spine sharp; humeral spine obscure.

m. A pale bar at base of caudal and 1 behind anal.

STELLERI, 2355.

mm. No pale bar at base of caudal and none behind anah

MEDNIUS, 2356.

II. Occipital crests strong, the space between them concave, the

skin thin and with rather few warts; body rather slender,

the depth 4* in length.

n. Sides with round white spots. nivosus, 2357.

ii Warts on top of head numerous, each ending in a small cirrus; occipital

crests obsolete, hidden in the thick skin ; nasal spines also hidden in

the thick skin
;
preopercular spines small, almost concealed, the sec-

ond tubercle-like; spines on shoulder girdle obsolete; head broad,

mouth large ; skin entirely smooth, color very dark. nigee, 2358.

Subgenus ACANTHOCOTTUS, Girard.

2345. MYOXOCEPHALUS BUBALIS (Euphrasen).

(Father-lasher : Lucky Proach.)

Head2|; depth 3|. D. VIII, 12; A. 9; vertebra- 12+17. Head broad,

depressed, covered with soft skiu, in which are mauy mucous pores; max-

illary reaching past middle of orbit; upper preopercular spine straight,
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slightly longer than eye; opercular spine granulated at base; small cirri

above eye and elsewhere on head, usually 1 on end of maxillary; cra-

nial bones mostly covered by skin; lateral line with some bony plates,

which are most distinct anteriorly, these very much smaller than in

Enophri/s hison, but somewhat similar in structure; interocular space very
narrow, its ridges continuing backward, serrated, each ending in a sharp

sjiine; no trace of slit behind last gill; spinous dorsal low; anal small;

pectorals reaching front of anal; ventrals moderate. Colors variegated,

the dark markings sometimes red, corresponding to the hue of red alga'.

Coasts of northern Europe; abundant in rock pools; said to stray to

Greenland, but there is no sure evidence of its occurence in any Ameri-
can waters. Liitken refers the Greenland records to M. scorpiiis. (Eu.)

{fiovfiaXn, buffalo.

)

Oottus bubalis, Euphrasen, KonCt. Vet. Nya Abhaudl. 1786, 65, Taf. 3, fig. 2, 3, Sweden;
GiJNTHER, Cat., II, 164; Day, Fish. Gt. Brit. Ireland, 51, 1880; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synop.sis, 701; Bean, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 166.

Gottus maculaius, Fischer,* Jabrb. Wis.sensoh. Aiist., Hamburg, ii, 78, taf. 2, fig. 8,1885,

Barbados.

2346. MYOXOCEPHALUS .EXECS (Mitcbill).

(Grubby.)

Head 2f ; depth i. D. IX, 13 or U; A. 10 or 11; V. I, 3. Head rather

broad, covered Avith smooth thin skin; no cirri; a few very small warts
between occipital ridges; maxillary 2^ in head, reaching to just beyond
pupil ; supraocular and occipital ridges promiuent, each with a low, blunt-

ish spine; the region between the supraocular spines rather convex, the

space before and behind it concave; nasal spines moderate; upper pre-

opercular spine shorter than eye, nearly twice length of next spine, about
reaching middle of opercle. Lateral line complete ; each pore with a con-

cealed cartilaginous plate, scattered, concealed asperities on skin of sides;

* Concerning tbe identit;^ of Gottus maeulatus, Fischer, with AcanOiocottus huhalig, Dr.
Tarleti.n II. l?e;in baa the following pertinent remarks:
"In ii rciciit extract from the annals of the Scientific Association of Hamburg, Dr. J.

G. Fisclicr lius ilescribed and tigiu-ed a species of Gottus from Barbados. Tbe anomaly
of finding a species of this genus within the tropics induced me to examine the descrip-
tion very carefully, to ascertain, if possible, the source of Dr. Fischer's specimen. There
is no reasonable doubt that tbe type of his new species is the common Father-lasher of
Europe, and it is a source of wonder that the species should have been misinterpreted.
After a study of our examples of Gottus bubalis from Bergen and Christiania, inKtirway,
and Leeds, England, I have no hesitation in stating that they agree perfectly with the
description and figure of Gottus maeulatus. In some unknown way the loc:ility of Dr.
Fischer's specimen has been incorrectly given, and thus the deser'ilier of the ,sni>posed
new sjicricM lias licen ((iiiiiilitely misled. The diti'erential characters claimed by Dr.
Fisiliei fur Ciitfiis iiiiu-iiliit iig (biiKit sc-rvf at all to separate his species from G. bubalis.
Tbe arraiiLiciiiiiit and inmilier (jf Ihi' spines im tli(» preoperculum arc precisely the same
in our i'\iini|)l( s of Cittus hiiJ>atis as rr]ir<'scnlt(l in tlui figure of G. itiaculatris. The ven-
tral anil jicc i(iral are not longer in our siiccinnns tjiaii tin y an- niadi' to apiiear in the fig-

ure of till- allc;:c(l new species. Tlie notinn seems to liaNcgnf abi(>a<l amon.ntlie European
ichtliyolo;:isls tlijit North America is a <c.ni|iarati\ely lienij^liteil and iiarliarous country,
whose nai II ral histcn-y is stiil in its int'aiiey ; it is jiei'liaiis owing to this impression that
weare staitleil by iiilormatinii cdneernin;; tlie sii])]i(ise(l oecurrenee of GottvK within the
tropics, ami (.1 a s|ie. ies ol I •hitiirr/ilialiin in tlie I'oliimae River. (I'lntiicrpltuhif: ameri-
canun, Sainauc Ndin . Avcliix. Mus. C'). pi. 'J. lij;. 3 (lieail only). Potomac Kiver.) Our com-
mon little Gottus ri'in'i'n of .Miteliill lias alsulieen icileseiibed, from a New York specimen,
nnder thenaxne of Gnttiix ( AcKiitlidnittus) mirr/'X. (Cittiin {Acanfhocottus) anceps, iiau-
yage. Nouv. Archiv. Mus. Hist. Nat.. Paiis CJ), i, ISTS, ),. I4.'i, p\.l. tig. 13.) As r. general rule
it will be safe to intrust the novelties of fish distribution in our country to its resident
iebtbyoloKista."
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dorsal spines rather low, higher than the soft rays; pectorals reaching

anal; no trace of slit behind last gill. Grayish (dive, much variegated

with darker; no distinct paler spots; back and sides with broad, dark,

irregular bars; all the fins barred; mandible mottled; throat and belly

pale; membrane of maxillary unspotted. Length 6 to 8 inches. Coast of

southern New England and New York; our smallest species; common in

seaweeds near shore, but having a very narrow range, (anciis, brassy.)

Gottus ceneus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. aud Phil. Soc. N. Y., i, 1815, 381, New York ; Goode &
Bean, Bull. E.ssex Inst., xi, 13, 1879; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 702.

Gottus Scorpio, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. aud Phil. Soc, i, 1815, 381, New York.

Gottus mitchilli, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Pois.s., iv, 188, 1829, New York ; after

Coitus Scorpio, Mitchill; Gi'Nther, Cat. Fiab., ii, 164.

Gottus {Acanthocottus) anceps, Sauvage, Nouv. Archiv. Mus. Paris. (2), 1, 1878, 145, pi. 1,

tig. 13, New York.

Gottxis nigricans, Le Sueur, in Vaillant, Ball. Soc. Philom., serie 8, tome viii, No. 1, 1895.

12 ; no locality, with unpublished plate of Le Sueur, 1819.

2347. MYOXOCEPHALUS SCORPIOIDES (Fabricius).

(Arctic Sculpin.)

Head 3 ; depth U. D. IX or X, 17 ; A. 12 ; V. I, 3 ; lateral line 38. Body
stoutish, tail slender. Head moderate, not depressed; jaws short, the

maxillary reaching middle of the large eye; lower jaw included; top of

head concave between the 2 occipital ridges; these very low, with obtuse

tubercles instead of spines, these ending each in a small tentacle, which
is often obsolete; preopercular spines 3, short, the upper equal to eye;

the second about i as long, the lower directed downward; opercular

spine obscure; a short humeral and a short suprascapular spine; nasal

spines sharp; top of head with smooth skin. Skin nearly smooth, some-

times a few warts above lateral line. Isthmus narrow, the fold across

it very narrow; no trace of slit or pore behind last gill. Dorsal fins

slightly joined, the spines slender; pectorals reaching past front of

anal. Coloration, dark olive, finely mottled with paler; fins dusky, with
paler spots ; anal with 2 obli(|ue dark bars ; a pale blotch at base of caudal.

Arctic regions of America; Greenland and neighboring waters; common
about Disco Bay, from which locality we have numerous specimens,

received from Prof. D'Arcy \V. Thompson (Coll. Lohmann). {dnopTtio?,

scorpius; si'do?, likeness.)

Gottus scorpioides, Fabricius, Fauna Grcenl., 157, 1780. Greenland ; Bean, Bull. U. S.

Nat. Mus., XV, 122; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 702; Lutken, Aft. Vidensk. Med-
dels. Kjobenb., 12, 1876.

Gottus pachypus,* GOnther, Cat. Fish., ii, 161, 1860. Port Leopold. (Haslar Coll.)

* Gottus pachypus, Gunther, is thus described:
"p. IX, 16; A. 12 to 14. Two small spines above the snout, an abtuse one above each

orbit, and a pair of obtuse prominences on the occiput. The impression on the crown
becomes narrower posteriorly, and is nearly twice as long as hioad. Three preopercular
spines, 2 of which are at the angle; the upper is the longest, its length being equal to the
diameter of the eye, but leas than the width between the orbits. The height of the first
dorsal is somewhat more than the length of the maxillary bone: the ventral terminates at
a great distance from the vent, and the pectoral does ntSt reach to the anal. Skin above
the lateral line with .smooth warts. Brownish, spotted with darker (colors faded). Port
Leopold.

"Description of the specimen: The greatest height of the body, in front of the dorsal,
is 4f in the total length; its greatest width, behind the pectorals, 4 times. The tail tapers
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2348. MTOXOCEPHALUS SCORPIUS (Linnasus).

(European Sculpin; I^lke.)

Head 2^; depth 4:^. D. X, 1(5; A. 14. General cbai'acters of Myojco-

cephaltis tfiocnlandicus, from which it (lifters chiefly in the smaller size, the

narrower iiiterorbital space, which is f diameter of eye, and in the lower

spinous dorsal, the highest spines being about ^ the length to base of cau-

dal; -pare behind last gill usually very small, but evident. Dark olivace-

ous, mottled with paler ; fins dusky, with paler spots. Northern Europe
and Arctic regions, not common on our coasts; recorded by Ur. Liitken

from the Baltic, Finland, Spitzbergen, New Zembla, coasts of England,

and Northern Asia; recorded from Eastport, Maine. (Eu.) {duopTtioi,

scorpiou, the root of our word sculpin.)

Ulka. LiNN^us, Iter Scand., 325.

Gottus scorpius, LiNNiKUS, Sy.st. Nat., Ed. x, 265, 1758, after Iter Scand.; Gunthee, Cat.

Fishes, II, 159 ; Bean, Bull. U. S.Nat. Mus., xv, IIC; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

702; LiLLJiBORG, Sveriges och Norges Fiskar, 135, 1891.

2349. MYOXOCEPHALUS GRffiXLANDlCUS (Cuvier & Valenci

(Daddy Sculpin.)

Head 2i; depth U. U. X, 17; A. 14; V. I, 3; P. 18. Head large. Eye
large, equal to least Interorbital width (in specimens a foot long). Mouth
large, the lower jaw included; maxillary reaching posterior edge of orbit

2^ in head ; the supraorbital and occipital spines blunt, tubercle-like, with-

out cirrus; a small tubercular spine on front of occipital ridge; upper
preopercular spine short, only reaching the middle of opercular spine, its

length equaling eye, not twice that of the spine below it; opercular spine

much posteriorly, and its height, before the caudal, is 21 times in the total length. The
head is moderately broad and depressed, its length is 3| in the total. The cleft of the
mouth is moderate, the maxillary reaching to the vertical from the center of the eye; the
snout is not very obtuse, and the ujiper jaw slightly ovciliangs tlir lower; there is a pair
of small spines above the snout. Tlic .Miiace lictwcin the cyis is sli:;l]tly cuik ine, and its

width rather more thnn the horizontal ili;iiniti r ol the eyis: tli<Tc is aii obtuse jirotuber-
ance above the posterior angle of tin- orbit, from which a slight riilge proiccils to the
occipital protuberance; the latter is very little prominent, and furn is heel with snuill skinny
tentacle. The impression between these 2 pairs of protuberances is shallow . and ixcoines
narrower posteriorly, being nearly twice as long as broad. The prropcrculum is :irn)ed
with 3 spines, 2 of which are opjiosite the infraorbital, the third being situated at the
inferior extremity of the Ijone, ])ointing downward. The suboperculum has a singlespine
anteriorly, directed downward; throat without spines. The spinous dorsal begins at a
distance from the head which is rather less than the length of the impression of the
crown; it is not continuous with the soft. The fourth spine is the longest, its length
being somewhat h'ss tli:ni th:it of the maxilhiry bone, and a little less tluiu that of the
ninth ray. Thr cauibil has the posterior margin slightly convex, and its length is 6J in
the total. The an;il is fonneil by 12 rays, ami begins in the vertical from the tifth dorsal
ray, and terminates a little before the opposite tin; its height equals that of the spinous
dorsal. The pectoral is composed of 16 simple rays, and reaches to the vent, which is

situated nearly in the muldle of the total length. The root of the ventrals falls behind
that of the pectoral; they terminate at a great distance from the vent, and are composed
of 1 spine and 3 rays. The spine is enveloped in the same membrane with the first ray

;

the middle ray is the longest. Hat and compressed like the interior. The lateral line "is

continued to the caudal, and is composed of elongate Ijony tubes, 38 in number. This
specimen is nearly entirely smooth, exhibiting. ho\Mver,' some flat and smooth warts
above the lateral line ; itisafemale. The ynmio >|„, inn n iliU'ers from the adult one in
having 14 anal rays. The colors have some w I i:ii r:i(liil: i he ujiper parts are brown, with
some darker spots; the pectoral, dorsal, and < ;iuil;il liiis ;ii.jie;ii- to have been spotted, the
spots being arranged in bands; the lower i)art of the sides with several white spots."
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sli-xriv nasal spines sliarp; suprascapular spiue ratlier strong, shortish.

Sides of body above lateral line with a series of embedded prickly plates,

below which are numerous scattered spines and prickles. Dorsal and anal

tins hi-h; spinous and soft dorsals about eaual in height, their height

more than \ length of body ; ventrals long ;
pectorals about reaching vent.

T..u-k brown above, with broad darker bars; below yellowish, the belly m

tlie male with large pale spots ; back and top of head with grayish blotches

;

fins brown and yellow, all of them spotted and barred. Sexual dif-

ferences large, the males more brightly colored; the round white spots

strongly marked, the females with rough crests on the head. Length 25

inches New York to Greenland, common; one of the largest sculpms.

Here described from specimens from Cape Cod. Very close to Mijoxo-

ceuhalus scorplus, which it replaces on our coast and of which Dr. Lutken

regards it as a variety. Lilljiborg regards the 2 as identical, a view not

unlikely correct. According to Ensign H. G. Dresel, M. grocniandims

differs from M. scorpim (1) in its larger size
; (2) in the greater interorbital

width which in M. scorpius seldom exceeds f of the longest diameter of

the eye- and (3) in the higher spinous dorsal, the longest dorsal spine in

M grmilamUcns being contained 5 to 6 times in the total length of the

caudal base, while in M. scorpius it is contained as much as 7 to 8 timesm
the same length.

,, ,, , ,

Accordm"- to Fabricius this species is abundant "m all the bays and

inlets of Greenland, but prefers a stony coast clothed with seaweed. It

approaches the shore in spring and departs in winter. It is very voracious,

preyino- on everything that comes in its way, and pursuing incessantly

the smaller fish, not sparing the young of its own species, and devouring

Crustacea and worms. It is very active and bold, but does not come to the

surface unless it be led thither in pursuit of other fish. It spawns in

December and January, and deposits its red-colored roe on the seaweed.

It is easily taken with a bait, and constitutes the daily food ot the Green-

landers, who are very fond of it. They eat the roe raw."

Accordiuo- to Liitken, the Greenland Sculpin {(iranlandkus) is not sepa-

rated from scorpius bv any character trenchant or constant. In Greenland

it inhabits slight depths up to 12 fathoms ; the young in 40 to 100 iathoms.

There is -reat variati.m. especially in fin rays. In counting extreme cases

both forms have the following range : D. IX to XI, 14 to 19 ;
P. 15 to 19

;
A.

11 to 15 Normallv, however, the range is D. X, 16 or 17 ;
P. 17

;
A. 13 or 14.

Vertebra, usually 14-1-25:= 39, in a rare case 13-f23=.36. Pyloric ca^ca 8,

rarely 10 or 11.

Cottus scorpius, Fabricius, Fauna Gwnlaudica, 156, 1780, Greenland.

S":; , Jaa«ci^o.., CoviKK^ VALK.ciEN«KS, Hist. ^-at.Pois.

cius GtJNTHER, Cat. Fish.. II, 161, 1860 ; GooDE & Bean, Bull. Easex lust., xi, 13, 1879.

Cottus scorpius grmnlandicus, J.VTKK^,Ti&. Medd. Kjob.. 12, 1876; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 703 ; Dresel, Proc. TT. S. iN at. Mus. 1884, 252.

Cottus porosis, CuviER .t Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 498
,
1831, Baffins Bay.

(Coll. Gu6don and Ducrost.)

J.ca»t/wco<tMsm«co«M*, AYRES,Proc.Cal.Ac.Nat.Sci.l854 12.

Ananthocottus variabilis, Girard, Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., vi, 1850, 24b; D. H. Storer,

Hist. Fish. Mass., 26.
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AeanthocoUus ocellatus, H. R. Stoeeb, Boat. Journ. Nat. Hist.1850, 253 ; male.

Cotlus glacialis, RirHARDSoN, in Belcher, Last Arctic Yoyago H. M. S. Assistance, 1853,

App. 3, pi. 24, Northumberland Sound. (Coll. Sir Edward Belcher.)

2350. MYOXOtEPHALl S OCTODEIIMSPIXOSIS (Mitcliill).

(LONG-SPINED .SCULPl.N'.)

Head 2i ; depth 5^. D. IX, 15 ; A. 14 ; V.I, 3. Body very slender, taper-

ing backward to tlie long and slender caudal peduncle. Head long and

narrow ; mouth moderate, the lower jaw included ; maxillary not extending

past eye, 2J in head. Upper preopercular spine extremely long, longer

than in any other species of the genus, 3J in head ; longer than eye, extend-

ing to or beyond tip of opercular spine, its length more than 4 times that

of the short spine lielow it; third spine turned downward: nasal spines

strong; a strong spine at upper posterior margin of orbit directed upward

and backward; occipital ridges long, low, converging behind, each ending

in a similar spine, sharp and directed backward; a single sharp supra-

scapular spine; a sharp spine on shoulder girdle at tip of the sharp

opercular spine ; the usual downward-directed spines on preopercle and

sultoperele. Vertex nearly Hat, bounded by low ridges. No eirri on head

;

skin of head smooth. Eye very large, as long as snout, ii in head, mnch
wider than the concave interorbital space. Skin without rough tubercles

;

lateral line with a series of partly concealed cartilaginous plates. Dorsal

lins well separated; spinous dorsal higher than soft dorsal, the spines

strong, the longest nearly I head
;
pectorals reaching anal ; veutrals not

to vent ; no trace of slit behind last gill. Olivaceous, with 4 obscure trans-

verse dark bars, paler below; fins barred and mottled; jaws unspotted;

lower side of head plain white; belly white. Length about a foot. Atlan-

tic coast, from Labrador south to Virginia, common about Cape Cod; a

strongly marked species, easily known by its long spine and by the sharj)

spine at the occiput, there being 18, really 20, distinct spines about the

head. (oe/otZmm, eighteen; .tpinosvs, spined.)

Scorpius OTC(7imaJiMS, "WiLLUGHBY, Hist. Pise, App., 25, pi. 10, fig. 15 (nonbinoniial)

.

Gottitsoctodecimspinosus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N. Y., i, 1815, 380, New York
;

GiJNTHER, Cat., n, 163.

Gottus virginiamis, Storer, Kept. Fish. Mass., 18, 1838, coast of eastern Massachusetts
;

De Kay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 51, pi. 5, fig. 13, 1842; Jordan & Gh.bert, Synop-

sis, 701, 1883 ; GiRARD, Proc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist., ni, 187.

Acanthocottus virginianus, Stokek, Hist. Fish. Mass., 28, pi. 4, flg. 2, 18G7.

Subgenus MYOXOCEPHALUS.

2361. MYOXOCEPHALUS POLYAOAXTHOCEPHALUS, Pallas.

(Great Sculpin; Kaloo.)

Head 2i; depth 4^. D. IX or X, 13 to 16; A. 11 to 13. Body rather

elongate. Head long and narrow, somewhat compressed, concave between

the orbits, the orbital rim being elevated; lower jaw included; nasal

spines strong; a strong ridge above eye, with a blunt, comi^ressed spine

behind it; behind this a small digitate cluster of ridges ending in low
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spiucs; iK'hind these an irregular hrokcn ridge on each side of the vertex,

extending to the occiput; outside of this another ragged ridge; subor-

bital stay strong, striate ; njiper preopercular spine very long, straight,

simple, striate at base, longer than eye; a similar but shorter spine below
it, not \ as long, and the usual downward-directed spine at lower edge of

preopercle and subopercle; opercular spine moderate. Skin of top of

head thin, with small, smooth warts, not hiding the occipital ridges; no
cirri. Mouth rather large, the maxillary reaching beyond eye, \ length of

head ; skin of body with some scattered rough tubercles, usually nearly

smooth. Dorsals not very high; dorsal spines slender; pectorals reaching

anal; ventrals moderate, 1,3. A minute pore usually present behind last

gill, this sometimes wholly wanting. Lateral line complete. Dark olive

above, much variegated with darker and reddish; belly mostly whitish

;

sides and belly (in males) with numerous blackish reticulations surround-

ing large round white spots
;
jaws dusky, mottled with whitish ; membrane

joining maxillary to preorbital lilack, with round white spots in the adult,

more or less plain in the yoTing ; fins, all but the ventrals, mottled and
barred with blackish and yellowish. Length \\ to 2| feet. Alaska to

Kamchatka; abundant throughout IJering Sea, and southward along the

islands to Puget Sound ; one of the largest sculpins and everywhere familiar

to fishermen. Dr. Gilbert found it abundant about Unalaska and in Bris-

tol Bay. Mr. Scofield found it at Chignek Harbor, and we obtained it

about the Pribilof * and Commander Islands and at Petropaulski. {noX.vz,

many; axcrj'Oa-, spine; HE^aXi), head.)

Oottus polyacanthoce2)halus, Pallas, Zoogr. Ros80-Asiat.,ni, 133, 181], Aleutian Islands;
no definite locality; Gunther, Cat., n, 166; Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 704, 1883.

2352. MTOXOCEPHALUN JACK (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

D. VIII to X, 15 to 17; A. 13 to 15 (usually D. IX, 16; A. 14). This spe-

cies has a very slender body and an extremely wide, iiat head, the latter

strikingly triangular when viewed from above, on account of the regular
way in which it tapers toward the snoTit, The species is further distin-

guished by possessing but 9 dorsal spines and by the presence in the adult
of an irregular series of circular spinous plates above the lateral line, these

plates wanting in very young individuals. They begin to make their

appearance in specimens 6 inches long, and are invariably present in

larger specimens. In adults, the region below the lateral line contains
strong spinous prickles mostly concealed in the skin and directed back-
ward. Some of the anterior ones may be broader and may have more than
one point, but none is circular with a rosette of short spinous points, as

is the case with the dorsal series. Lower jaw included; top of head cov-
ered with small warts; scapular spine short and sharp; humeral spine
obscure ; upper preopercular spine very long, nearly as long as eye, low,
sharp, 3 times length of next spine, not quite reaching tip of opercular

* Several specimens from Unalaska, where the species is abundant, and 1 from Robben
Island, the latter perfectly typical in all respects and giving us the first Kamchat-
kan record for the species. In the Robben Island specimen, the pectoral rays are rough-
ened on their inner surface with horny tubercles, as is usual with .adult males of this
species. The fin rays are : D. X, 14 ; A. 12 ; P. 18.

3030 47
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spine. Occipital crests long, gently converging behind, suddenly diverging

near their posterior ends. Distance from STipraorbital to occipital tubercle

li times the distance between the 2 supraorbital tubercles (the 2 measure-

ments about equal in M. polyacaniliocepliahts) ; 2 or 3 low digitate ridges

behind supraocular spine; a sharp ethmoidal ridge extends backward

from level of small spines to above front of pupil ; mouth very large, the

maxillary extending to posterior border of eye; the pore always present

behind last gill arch; spinous dorsal low, the interval between dorsals

unusually long; fins moderate; pectoral barely reaching anal; ventrals

not to vent. Color olive grayish, mottled with darker, paler than in

related species ; back with 4 dark cross bands, made up of blackish spots

;

lower side of head and belly plain white; membrane of upper jaw

unspotted; fins, all except the ventrals, with oblique dark bars, fainter

than in most species. In the adult, the dark cross bands break up

into sharply defined black spots, with vermiculating blotches and lines

which closely cover the back. Length 12 to 18 inches. Bering Sea, in

shallow water; everywhere common on both coasts, extending into the

Arctic and south to the Amur Eiver and Uualaska. Our specimens from

Unalaska, Bristol Bay, Petropanlski, Robbcn Reef, Port Clarence, and

Grantley Harbor; one of the most characteristic fishes of Bering Sea.

{jaok, the vernacular name in Kamchatka.)

Cottvs jaoh* CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 172, 1829, Kamchatka (Coll.

Pallas; specimen in Mu8. Berl. called Cottus scorpius hy Vaia.as}
;
Gunther, Cat., n.

165, I860; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 705, 1883.

Myoxocephalvs jaok, Jordan & Gilbert, 1 Kept. Fur Seal Invest. 1898.

* Oo«M.s ?ao^- is thus described : "D VII,15: A. 14. M. Lichenstein has kindly confided

to us the individual which -served Pallas for the description of tlie great Cottus of Kam-
cli;itk:i, wliicli lie bclio.vfd the same si)ecii's as mii- scoriiliis. \Vc liave compared it care-

full,\ with <Mir in(li\i(iuals from Europe .-iihI \m- liini- IoimhI that it has, in fact, several

cliaiactc-rs, milalih, tliat the spines of it.s jutnprn 1.- aic siiiiilarly disposed and of the

sanio propoi lions, but its ditferences are many. lnsl( ad >>i' liilicn-les it has behind the

eye, behind the cranium, and on the temple, some li-lil t;raiiiilatii>n8. Along its back,

above the lateral line, is a row of scales quite unlike ilin>c oi ,s,-.,rj>iiis. They are round,

a little concave; their surface is rough, and their e(li;f siiiKuiiiilcd with small slender

iioiiiis, but above the lateral line there are some like tliose ol s,;,ij,ius. The first dorsal

is b.u( r shnrlc r, and I iiave been able to find but 7 rays. Pallas counted but 6. Its size

is niiH h "ic aier tliau tbat of the Sculpins in Europe. Tlu' indiviilual before us is 21

inelies Inui;. Pallas mentions them of 2 feet. He thus gives tlio coloration: Back red-

dish, witir'scattered brown spots, small, irregular, disajiiieaiini; by dej;ree8 below the

lateral line; bellv white; 5 brown, irregular transverse bands on the pectoral ; sjiinous

dorsal spotted with brown : soft dorsal with 4 vertical brow n bands, caudal witli 3; 3

bands on tlieanal. The lish is very active, in life. Pallas w .is told that it would live for

2 days out of water: e\ eu after bein;j; e\isrer.iled and brinL; in the smoke to dry, it would
wave forseveral hours. It is e.-illed ii\- the Kami-, h.id.ihs ,/</.-/, .

hy the Koriakes, iZarti;

by the Kouriles, ,Si,.si,ilkl and Kcisclni:! (
'). I he I; u,s -i.ni> ol Kanuduitka call it /tomsc/irt,

and the Lamutes, 2VU7c/ji. ((Javier ^V \aliniiennes.) '

tConcerningthesynonymy of this speeies. .Ionian A (iilbert observe: In a report on
theichthyologicalconcctionsof the.:l/;'-(On».s in Alaska (Kej.ort U. S. Commissioner of

Fish aud'Fisheries for 1893, p. 421), Dr. (iilheit writes as follows: "A. Immihs closely re-

sembles the deseription of .1 . jaok, with which it mav wc 11 be identical. We do not ven-

ture to make this ideiitilieatio'n, aaA.jaok is sanl to have but 7 dorsal spines, a number
we have not found in .1 Ini iniliii." On further consiileration we have decided that the 2

must be id(ntical. The tvpo of jaok ^Vi\s a large dried specimen, the same which had
served Pallas for his account of Cottus scorpius.' In such a dried specimen it would be

very difficult to enumerate correctly the h)w feeble spines, of which the first 2 are very

closely approximated, and the last 1 often minute and liidden in the membrane. Humilis
is abundant along the coast of Kamchatka and agrees with the account of jaok in having
the upper parts covered with small brown spots, the back with a series of round spinous

plates, and the sides below the lateralline with jiostcriotly din-ited spines; italso agrees

in reaching a very large size. In the descrii)tion of j</')A- the fin formula, except the

number of dorsal spines, is that most freijuently found in humilis. Specimens are before
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Coitus htimilis. Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 149, Chamisso Island, Bering

Straits (Coll. T. H. Bean) ; D. X, 16 ; A. 13 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 705, 1883.

Cottuspolyacanthocephalus, Kner, Sitzb. Akad. AViss. Wieu, LVill, 1868, 21, taf. 4, fig. 11,

Decastris Bay ; not of Pallas.

Cottus tceniopterus, Bean & Bean, Proc. tJ. S. Xat. Mus. 1896, 384; not of Knek.

2353. MIOXOCEPHALUS VERRUCOSUS (Bean).

D. X or XI, 15 to 19; A. 12 to 17 (usually D. X, 16; A. 13). Top of head
strongly verrucose, the preopercular spiue short; supraorbital aud occip-

ital filaments present. The adults have spinous plates along the sides,

extremely high vertical fins, and very large supraorbital and occipital

tubercles, from the summits of which the tubercles arise. Spinous plates

above the lateral line similar to those found in M. jaok, the anterior ones at

least being circular with a depressed center, and having the margin pro-

vided vrith a series of short, strong spines, sometimes interrupted for a

short distance anteriorly. Under the soft dorsal aud on the caudal pedun-
cle the plates are smaller aud less regular, being often reduced to very

small plates bearing 2 or 3 prickles directed backward from the margin.

Below the lateral line are plates similar to those above, but fewer. The
cephalic tubercles are undeveloped in the young, but become very conspic-

uous in half-grown and adults. One above posterior margin of orbit and
1 at hinder edge of occiput are the largest and bear short filaments. These

rise very abruptly without evident connection with ridges. Behind the

supraorbital tubercle is a smaller one, sometimes accompanied by 1 or 2 still

smaller elevations, recalling iu their arrangement the digitate postocular

ridges of M.jaolc n^(\. M.polyacantliocrpJiaJus. A smaller tubercle is pres-

ent also immediately in advance of the principal occipital one. Lower
jaw included. Preopercular spine short, the upper one not exceeding,

sometimes much less than, longitudinal diameter of orbit. A well-devel-

oped pore behind last gill. Dorsals very high, without appreciable inter-

space, the longest spine sometimes equaling length of snout and eye, 2^ in

head, equaling the longest rays of soft dorsal. The largest si)ecimen seen

by us is nearly uniform in the coloration of the upper parts, showing but

faint traces of the dark bars usually found in this group. In all other

specimens these are distinctly marked, though more irregular and less

sharply defined than in M. scUaris and M. j^ohjacanthocephalus. As usual,

there is a broad bar under spinous dorsal, 2 narrower ones under soft dor-

us from Petropaiilski and from Stations 3646 and 3648, off Eobben Island, in 18 and 20
fathom.s. All ol t luse liavc i In- supraocular and occipital crests higher and sharper than
in those from tlic castcin iimiidii of Bering Sea, and the preopercular spines are longer,
usually reacliiiit; in \cuii- cxainiilis to or beyond opercular margin. Theseare, however,
characters subject tu much variation within this group, in which it will always be unsafe
to recognize subspecies, unless based on very extensive collections. Our 21 specimens
show the following fin f'ormuhe

;
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sal, and a fourth on end of caudal peduncle
;
ground color unusually pale.

In a highly colored male the lower iiurt of sides is blackish, provided with

roundish, large, white spots, the margins of which are often made con-

spicuous by a series of minute black sjiecks; fins conspicuously barred.

In most specimens a broad band of the light giound color crosses occipital

region and extends backward and downward, including margin of pre-

opercle above the spines and the greater portion of opercle. Arctic Ocean

and Bering Sea; Unalaska and Bristol Bay; taken by the Alhai7-oss at

depths of 5 to 30 fathoms, and taken by Mr. Scofield at Kings Island,

Port Clarence, and Grantly Harbor; originally recorded from Plover Bay.

(Gilbert.) Here described from adult specimens 10 inches long, (ven-n-

CO8US, warty.)

Coitus verntcoms, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 152, Plover Bay, Siberia (Coll. T.

H. Bean); Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 707, 1883.

Acanthocottus vernicosvs, Gu.bert, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. (1893) 1896,421; Scofield, in

Jordan & Gilbert, Kept. Fur Seal Invest., 1898.

2354. MYOXOCEPHALUS AXILLARIS (Gill).

Head 2|; horizontal diameter of orbit 5 in bead and IV in snout; inter-

orbital space 6 in head; depth ii; maxillary reaching vertical with poste-

rior edge of eye, 2*^ in head; D. IX or X, 1.5 or 16; A. 11 or 12; pectoral 15

or 16; caudal with 9 branched rays; lateral line 40. Head wide and

depressed; mouth horizontal; lower jaw included; nasal spme well devel-

oped, but completely covered by the skin. Preopercle with a straight spine

at its ui>per angle almost covered with skin and equal in length to vertical

diameter of orbit; a second spine immediately below this, ccimpletely

covered by the skin and i as long as upper spine; at the lower angle of

the preopercle there is a tuberch- ; opercle with a strong horizontal spine

at its upper angle, completely embedded in the membrane and not reach-

ing edge of gill liap. At the lower angle of the opercle there is a small,

downward-directed spine, also com]dt^tely covered by skin; suprascajtular

spine well developed, but completely emliedded; humeral spine blunt and

covered; occipital ridges scarcely elevated, a slight pineal elevation; 4

broad, conspicuous tentacles corres])Oiiding to the po.sitions of the supra-

ocular and occljjital tubercles; orbital rims considerably elevated, having

a flat, depressed sjiace between them; top of the head covered with small,

wart-like elevations. Lateral line inconspicuous, without plates, its pores

distant and small; above the lateral line a row of osseous plates, smaller

and more closely placed beneath tlie second dorsal ; a similar scattered

row below the lateral line just beneath the second dorsal; longest ray of

first dorsal (the fourth or fifth) 2i times in head, first 6 rays about equal

in length; second dorsal higher and about the same shape as the first, the

longest ray lyo in head; caudal truncated, the corners about square; pec-

torals large and reaching to second ray of anal ; ventrals scarcely reaching

vent. Color above quite dark, strongly marked with black and white; a

saddle of black under the anterior f of first dorsal; 2 similar but smaller

saddle markings over the back below the second dorsal, 1 l)eneath the

anterior, the other beneath the posterior end; a black blotch on the side
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of the caudal peduncle, a characteristic marking in several of the mem-

Lers of this genus; ventral surface lighter; sides with large, ovate white

spots; 4 or 5 bright cream spots at edge of tlio black and hidden by the

pectorals; mandibles mostly black; lower lip with black mottlings; angle

of mouth light; tip of maxillaries black; a black blotch at isthmus just

back of membrane; first dorsal mostly black; a white blotch covering

lower \ of membranes between fourth and sixth spines; from the upper

anterior angle of this blotch the white extends across the fourth spine and

runs into the spot at the edge of the membrane and between the third

and fourth si^iues ; at the edge of the membrane and between each 2 spines

there is a white spot, very small between first and second, but increasing

in size posterioily and between the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth,

running together, leaving a tip of black at the end of the eighth spine;

second dorsal black with a few circular white spots, each spot with its

center on a fin ray and its edge reaching to middle of membrane ; these

spots inclined to run together; caudal mostly black, partially divided by

narrow interspace of white into 2 heavy vertical bands; anal colored

similar to the second dorsal; tips of rays and edge of membrane white;

ventrals with several black spots
;
pectorals black Avith oval white spots

on membranes, which join each other imperfectly across the rays to form

4 or 5 interrupted vertical bars of black; 2 white spots at base of rays.

(Scofield.) Arctic Ocean and Bering Sea; chiefly northward. The speci-

mens here described from Port Clarence, Chignik Bay, and Herendeen

Bay. Also known from. Bering Straits and tSt. Michaels. (aariHacis, per-

taining to the axil, or armpit.)

Boreocotfua"' axillaris, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1859, 166, Bering Straits.

Oottus axillaris, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 706, 1883.

Myoxocephalus axillaris, Scofield, Kept. Fur Seal Investigations, 1898.

2355. MYOXOCEPHALUS STELLERl, Tilesius.

D.IX (rarely VIII), 15 (rarely 16); A. 12 (11 to 13). Resembling in

shape M. polyacantliocephalus, the head less depressed and the snout deeper

than in M. jaok. Characteristic features are the thickened papillose

lips, the i)resence of a supraocular tentacle, and the peculiar coloratiim.

Skin naked or with a few scattered small plates in adult males, the inter-

orbital deeply concave, and the occipital and parietal ridges heavy and

more or less broken or rugose. Head 2f to 2j in length; depth 4; least

depth of caudal peduncle 1^ in snout; greatest width of head equaling

* This species is the type of the nominal genus Boreocottus. Gill, thus described by Gill

:

"Body subcylindrical, rapidly declining to the caudal fin. Skin mostly naked, or with
small and distinct tubercles above the lateral line. Latiral lim- diicnina; on the sides
throush small distant pores. Head large, depressed, and subrlioniliDidal; nasal spines
small; preopercle with 2 simple spines near the angle and "J tiiln-iclcs below; opercle
with a longitudinal rib terminating in a spine and with a round incinbraiiaceoiis mar-
gin; subopeiflc with a s]iine directed downward, rostcirbital loiiiiitudinal crests little

developed. Moutli nuxb-rate. Teeth villiforiii, ]ires(iit on each Jaw and on the front,

of the vomer, liramhidstegal membrane contiimons under the throat, but attached along
the middle of its length almost to its margin, and thus nearly restricting the branchial
apertures to their respective sides. Branchioategal rays 6. Dorsals separate, the first

low, highest at the middle. Ventrals small, moderately approximated and behind the pec-
torals, each with a spine and 3 soft rays."
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distance from tip of snout to base of preopercujar spine ; depth of bead

at occiput equaling \ its lengtb. Month large, the lowei- jaw included,

but less couspicuonsly overlapped than in M. j<(ok. the maxillary reaching

beyond the eye, 2i in bead. Lips very thick and deshy in adults, the

inner margin of eacb with a dense band of fine papilLe ; lower lip may also

bear externally a few papillaj or short filaments; a fleshy slip or filament

often present on upper posterior angle of maxilla. Nasal spines pungent,

rather short; preopercle with 2 diverging spines at angle and a third re-

mote one below directed downward and forward ; the upper spine varying

in length, but extending usually about halfway to tip of opercular spine;

opercle with a strong rib and spine; hiinieral and subopercular spines

strong; iuterorbital width 5^ to 6 in head, gently concave, its floor usu-

ally with traces of 2 low ridges; a definite supraorbital tentacle borne on

the anterior end of the occipital ridge, its basal tubercle never conspicu-

ous; slender occipital tentacle often present, especially in the young
but not infrequently absent; ridges on occiput strong, often iri-egular or

]3artly interrupted, their surface roughened with lengthwise lines or with

clusters of granules; occiput more deeply concave than in M. lyolyacantlio-

ceplialus; usually a cluster of short digitate ridges behind the eye; top

and sides of head with small, warty protuberances. A minute pore behind

last gill, to be detected with difficulty in the young. Dorsals with short

interspace or none, the membrane from last spine usually joining base of

first soft ray; spinous dorsal very high in adult males, the fifth spine

highest, i as long as head, longest soft ray 2i in head; pectorals reach-

ing front of anal, the ventrals not to vent; vertical fins much lower in the

youug. Skin smooth, without plates or spines in young 7 or 8 inches long

;

1 adult male of 14 inches with scattered small subcircular spinous plates,

all but a few of which are below the lateral line. In the young the max-
illary and mandibular membranes are whitish, very conspicuously marked
with irregular jet-black spots and blotches; branchiostegal and gular

membranes and the membrane behind the preopercle crossed with narrow
dark streaks; entire under side of head faintly dusky, mottled and macu-
lated with white "like a frog's belly;" iris with small black spots and
blotches; these colors fainter in our adult si)ecimen, where the under side

of head is nearly uniform whitish ; the maxillary membranes, however,

conspicuously black spotted ; body brownish, with 3 light-gray saddles,

the most conspicuous crossing the back of the caudal peduncle immedi-

ately behind the dorsal fin; the second below the dorsal notch, and the

third, often obscure or wanting, forming a V-shaped area on top of head,

the 2 arms div^erging from iuterorbital j.oace toward the base of opercular

spine; the dark areas often lighter centrally, and variously blotched and
mottled with brown or dusky ; dorsals very irregular in the marking ; anal

usually Avith 3 or 4 oblique dark bars; caudal usually with a basal trans-

lucent bar followed by varying alternatious of translucent and black;

ventrals showing 2 black cross bars; pectorals with no definite color pat-

tern on their outer face, but crossed on their inner face by a few irregular

black bars. Males show the usual round white spots on sides of abdomen.
It is well distinguished by the speckled throat and belly, aptly compared
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by Steller to the speckled color of a frog. Western shore of Bering Sea

an.l Okhotsk Sea; not recorded from Alaska or the Aleutian Islands.

This description from 11 specimens from Petropaulski and Bering Island

taken by the Alhatros,. This species is now recorded from Bering and

Me.lni islands, Petropaulski, and the mouth of the Amur River. It is

evidently abundant in western Bering Sea, but probably does not occur

among the Aleutian Islands or on the Alaskan coast. There seems to be

no doubt that this species is correctly identified with Mxjoxooei^haU^

stelleri, with which it agrees in fin rays and in the peculiar and charac-

teristic coloration. It agrees also with the description of Cottus decas-

trensis, from which the figure, however, diverges in several important

details It is hiohly improbable that Cottns mcrtensii and Cottus mar-

momtu's can ever be satisfactorily identified, as we have only very brief

accounts of them, based on colored drawings. (Named for Georg Wilhelm

Steller.)

Myoxocepnalus stelleri, T.lesius, Mem. Acad. Petersb., iv, 1811, 273 with plate not reterred

to intent, Petropaulski (Coll. G. W. Steller) ; Jokdan & Gilbert, Kept. Invest. Fur

Seal Islands, 1898.
, ,<„: « . < o « .. i i«

Cottus decastrens-ls, Knee, Denk. Kais. Akad. Wissen., xxiv, 1885, 2, taf. 2, figs. 1, la,

Decastris Bay, near mouth of the Amur.

? Cottus marmoratus.* Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., viii, 497,1831, Petro-

paulski ; on a drawing by Mertens. ,.,,„.,
CoL platycepkalu., Bean & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. M«s. 1896 240, 384

;
not of Pa--

Cottus niger, Bean & Bean, Proc. U. S- Nat. Mus. 1896, 240, 384 (in part
:
Nos. 33899, 33872,

33833, 33850, 33908, 33844, and 33879) ; not of Bean.

235G. MYOXOCEPHALUS MEDMUS, B. A. Bean, new species.

HeadSi; depth 4i; eye 4 in head. D. VIII, 17; A. 12; V. I, 3; P. 14;

C 14 Profile of head and body gradually ascending from tip of snout to

sixth dorsal spine, thence tapering to caudal peduncle ;
ventral line almost

straight, slightly tapering to caudal peduncle ; longest dorsal spine almost

as lono- as longest ray, 3 in head including flap. Month moderate, max-

illary reaching about to vertical through middle of eye. Pectorals large,

reachin- slightly beyond anal origin, the middle rays being | as long as

the head; ventrals moderately well developed, reaching anal; anal origin

under third ray of dorsal, ending under fourteenth ray of that fin. Gill

membranes united, forming a fold across the isthmus. Preocular spines

moderate; opercular spines but moderately developed ; 2 flattish tubular

:Ts''L'^TTTu^r''Zf^jLae esp^ce, observ6e dans ces Parages pax- les

natvfraUs'es te iVmLe Expedition, ne parait pas^on Pl'Vrf.fS\"mrvaut lef^l
que nous avons decrites. Ce petit chaboisseau a deux fo tea epiiies

:Ji^^f;'^^>^\"^'^/v,*;
Ueux autres pen alongees au bord rt" Pr/opero"!^; Zfonercule t.rrarons^in^ de
horizontal du meme os, et une assez torte k 1 angle de 1 opercuie.

|^f^
'''J',,""

f ^^ .j j^
la premiere dorsale sont assez robustes; le ""Vueme est le plus /^'^fl^^^^P^^t,^^
tete et le dos bruns, de grandes marbrures brunes «*

^^^^"^''X t^che brune qui part de la

sur le ventre. La premiere dorsale est jaune, avec line gi'^^^^e
^'^''iJ?

7'j°®' ^/-^e La

Nous ne connaissons aussi cette espfece que par un dessin lon^, ae quanc y

munique par M. de Mertens." (Valenciennes.)
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pores, 1 on each side of front of eye; numerous pores on head; 2 rows of
pores, 1 above and 1 below, the raised ridge running laterally on dorsal

half of body. General color dark reddish brown, mottled, barred, and
spotted with white; under parts whitish; a wide whitish bar from oper-

cles across nape; posterior part of interorbital space whitish; the dark
color on front of snout and under lower jaw relieved by bars and mottlings
of whitish; pectorals and ventrals barred; rays of caudal finely mottled;
several (5) small white spots on body immediately behind i)e(toral origin,

and several larger white blotches on lower posterior half of body. Bering
Sea. A single example, 2 inches long. It is allied to M, stellcri, from
which it difters greatly in form and coloration. (Type, No. 33863, U. S.

Nat. Mus. Collected at Medni (Copper) Island, Bering Sea, spring of 1883,

by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger.) (B. A. Beau.) {3Iedni, the Eussian name,
meaning Copper, of the island where the species was found.)

Myoxocephalus mednius, B. A. Bean MS., in Jordan & Gilbert, Kept. Fur Seal Investiga-

tions, 1898, Medni Island. (Type, No. 33863. Coll. L. Stejueger.)

2357. MYOXOCEPHALUS XITOSUS ^ (Herzenstein).

Head 2^ ; depth il. D. IX, 15 ; A. 13 ; P. 17 ; lateral line 33 to 35. Head
comparatively deep and compressed, with large mouth, narrow, deeply

concave interorbital space, and depressed concave occiput, which is

bounded by strong lateral crests; at the anterior end of these crests they

are each accompanied on the outer side by a short ridge, and on the inner

side by a still shorter ridge or a small tubercle. The occipital crests con-

verge strongly toward the nape; temporal ridges also strong; a short fila-

ment above posterior edge of orbit and 1 at posterior end of occipital

crest, each surmounting a very low tubercle. Upper preopercular spine

straight, directed toward opercular flap, scarcely reaching middle of oper-

cle, its length f diameter of orbit; the second spine is f length of upper,

directed downward and backward; the third points downward and for-

ward, the long interval between it and the second being smooth, without

spine or tubercle. The contiguous angles of sub- and iuter-oiDcrcles are

" Allied to M. nivosui is the following species from the Okhotsk Sea:
Myoxocephalus brandti (Steindachner).
Head2f; depth 5. D. IX, 13; A. 11; P. 17. Head narrowed forward, the lower jaw

included. Eye 6 in head, a little larger than snout; interorl)ital ^^p;^(e strongly concave,
IJ iu eye. A rather long tentacle above eye posteriorly: bcliiud this a ridge, low and
rather sharp, converging with its fellow, and Inclosing a (hj pressed quadrangular area;
no spine at its posterior end; nasal spines prominent; preoperele with 3 spines, the upper
shorter than eye, the second not h its length, the third short, blunt, and turned down-
ward ; opercular spine blunt, concealed ; suprascapula with a single long spine. Top of
head covered with small rounded warts. Lateral line with thin bony concealed plates, its

pores sending numerous siiiii)le branches ;ibove and below; below the lateral line 2 rows
of small cross plates, tube-like, aiipnreutly connected with the system of tubes of the lat-

eral line; no rounded bony plntes or scales. Longest dorsal spine 3 in head; pectoral
moderate, a little more than f, head; ventral 2J in head. Head bluish violet above; sides
of body reddish yellow; violet marblings on the lower lip and on the sides of the lower
.law, leaving the ground color to form'ocellated spots; fins violet with yellow spots, the
ventrals uniform yellowi.sh. Known from 1 specimen 13 incites long from the mouth of
the Amur Kiver. (Steindachner.) (Probably named for the natural history collector,
Brandt.)

Oottus hrandti. Steindachner, Ichth. Notizen,v, 6, Taf. 3, ligs.l, 2, 1867, mouth of the Amur
River. (Type, in Vienna Mus.)
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provided witli prominences -which are not spine-like ; opercle and supra-

scapnla each with a strong ridge ending in a spine ; no scapnlar spine.

Nasal spines small, not projecting; top of head, nape, and suborbital

ring with small warts, many of which contain openings of the niucous

canals; both pairs of nostrils with short, wide tubes. Jaws and vomer

with wide Ijands of cardiform teeth of equal size. A round pore, nearly as

large as nostril, immediately behind last gill; gill membranes with a

short free border mesially. Least interorbital width \ diameter of orbit,

which is i length of head to tip of opercular spine; greatest width of

head 1| in its length. Mouth large, the lower jaw included, the maxillary

reaching the vertical immediately behind the orbit, its length 2? in head.

Third, fourth, and tifth dorsal spines nearly equal, the fifth longest, equal

to length of snout and \ eye; a very sliort interspace between the 2 dor-

sals; second dorsal very high, the longest rays equaling length of snout

and eye; caudal gently rounded when spread, its length \ that of head

to end of opercular spine; ventrals reaching halfway to front of anal,

equaling height of second dorsal
;
pectorals scarcely to vent, the length

of the longest rays equaling distance from eye to tip of opercular spine;

vent midway between base of caudal and base of lower pectoral ray;

skin everywhere smooth. Coloration very dark on back and sides, white

below, with traces of blackish cross bars below the dorsal fins; along

jower part of sides a number of largo roundish white spots, which are

present also in a band along base of anal, becoming smaller posteri-

orly and toward middle of sides; sides of head and body, and especially

the dorsal, caudal, and pectoral fins with scattered small spots of pearly

white; spinous dorsal with large, roundish, transj)arent spots, the anal

margined with white and marked with scattered white spots of various

sizes and shapes ; the thickened pectoral rays largely white ; ventrals with

3 dusky cross bars; lower lip and mandible with white areas siirrounded

by dusky reticulations. Okhotsk Sea, the type from St. Olga Bay. Here

described from a large specimen 39 cm. long from Iturup Island, one of the

Kurils. (Coll. Alhaiross.) Our specimen agrees well with the descripticm

of the much smaller type (185 mm), apparently difteriug in the shorter

pectorals and more deeply concave interorljital space. The white spots

also show no tendency to run together to form streaks either along back

or on the bases of the fins, (niro^iis, snowy.)

Coitus nivosus, Hkrzenstein, Melanges Biologiques du Bull. Acad. Imp.*Sci. Petersb., xii,

113, 1890, St. Olga Bay.
Myoxocephalus nivosus, Jordan & Gilbert, Kept. Fur. Seal Invest., 1898.

2338. MYOXOCEPHALUS MGER (Bean).

(Black Sculpin.)

Head 2\. D. IX or X, 16; A. 11 or 12; V. I, 3; P. 16; B. 6. Nasal

spines blunt, covered with skin; no spines above orbits or on occiput; no

sharp spines on head except the 2 upper preopercular spines, which are

almost concealed ; the uppermost as long as eye, 6 in head, and equal to

snout or interorbital space; to^i of head with fine dermal granulaticms, the
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vertex with numerous slender tentacles; a soft tentacle of moderate

length above eye; jaws equal, the lower slightly included; maxillary

longer than fourth dorsal spine, 2 in head, reaching hinder margin of orbit.

Caudal and ventrals each i length of head; pectoral not reacliing vent;

skin smooth. A small .slit behind last gill. Color typically, iiluiost black;

sides mottled with lighter brown, sometimes with round white blotches

on belly and sides; pectoral plain or with white blotches. Specimens from

granitic rocks have sanded coloration corresponding to the hue of the sur-

roundings. Pribilof Islands; very abundant in the crevices of black lava

rocks of St. Paul and St. George. Also obtained in some abundance about

the Komandorski Islands, Medni and Bering.

This strongly marked species can be readily distinguished by its pecu-

liar coloi'ation, the greatly thickened naked skin which partially conceals

the short nasal and opecular sj)ines, and the numerous tentacles surmount-

ing the warty tubercles on crown and occiput. The fins may be uniformly

black with a narrow white tip to the soft rays, or may be more or less

variegated with white. On the soft dorsal, these marks are in the form of

white spots which may become confluent to form 1 or 2 streaks. In some

specimens, the caudal membranes are white in their middle portion the

rays remaining black. The under side of head and the maxillary mem-
branes are sometimes marked with large blackish spots with ill-detined

edges.

In addition to the minute pores which lie at intervals along the course

of the lateral line, the latter gives ofl:' pairs of lateral branches, each of

which opens in 3 or more small pores. The sides of the head aie also thickly

studded with pores. Owing to the thickened integument, the pectorals

and ventrals are more largely adnate to the body than in other species.

The fin rays are as follows, in 10 specimens

:

1
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732. MEGALOCOTTUS, Gill.

Megalocoltus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1861, 166 (platycephalus)

.

This genns includes large sculpins, with broad Hat heads, diifering from

Myoxocephalm chiefly in the sharply projecting lower jaw; the preopercle

has 3 spines, the upper short and straight, the lowermost turned down
ward; dentation as in Myoxoceplialus ; supiascapnla with 2 spinous projec-

tions; top of head warty; sides with rounded tubercles in the adult; lat-

eral line of separated pores; a large pore behind last gill. North Pacific.

{fxaya<;, great; uovroz, cottus.)

a. Interorbital space moderate, about equal to eye in adult; ventrals reaching anal

papilla. PLATYCEPHALUS, 2359.

aa. Interorbital space very broad, If diameter of eye in adult; ventrals not reaching

vent. LATICEPS, 2360.

2359. MEGALOCOTTDS PLATYCEPHALUS (Pallas).

Head 3. D. VIII, 13; A, 12; V. I, 3; P. 16 or 17; lateral line 40. Lower

jaw somewhat longer than upper; eye 5 in head, as long as snout; nasal

spines distinct; orbital rim moderately prominent; a low ridge behind it

toward the occiput, without spines or points. Top of head between these

ridges forming a quadrangular depression, as broad as the eye in front,

but narrower behind. Top of head covered with naked, warty skin.

Preopercle with 4 spines, the upper as long as eye, directed upward and

backward, the second much shorter, the others directed downward. Oper-

clo with a long forked ridge, ending in 2 short diverging spines; a spine

directed downward on subopercle; two sharp spines on scapular region,

the lower the longer and touching the first tube of the lateral line. Lat-

eral line complete, above, it numerous rounded bony plates armed with

spinules as in J/, laticeps; these in 2 rows anteriorly and 1 posteriorly ; a few

similar plates below lateral line. Fins all high, the soft dorsal especially

so. Color dark, with many dark shades and spots on throat and belly,

especially on gill membranes; sides and belly (in males) with irregular,

round white spots; first dorsal with round pale spots, the membranes

otherwise largely dusky ; soft dorsal with 3 or 4 dark ol)li(iue cross shades,

between which are rows of pale spots; anal with 4 dark oblique cross

shades; caudal with 3 narrower dark stripes; pectoral with 4; ventrals

dusky with pale spots. Okhotsk Sea and western part of Bering Sea.

This description (after Kner) from a single specimen, 7^ inches long, from

Decastris Bay, near the mouth of the Amur. The species is close to M.

laticeps, which has been recorded from Alaska as Cottus twniopterns, but the

2 species are dift'erent, and the type of M. platjieephaJus has the narrower

interorbital space of M. tmniopterm. So far as known M. laticeps is found

on the eastern shores of Bering Sea, and M. platycephalas on the western.

Dr. Hilgendorf has, at our request, reesamiued Pallas's type of platy-

cephalus, a specimen a foot long. He notes: Lower jaw projecting; fin

rays not easily counted, the skin being dried and varnished. D. YIII-14

;

A. 11. A sketch of the head shows the armature of M. laticeps, but the

eyes closer together, 1 diameter apart. There is a blunt tubercle behind
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eacli eye and 1 at the occiput ; the spine on the suprascapuhi is forked, and

the lower fork is twice the length of the other. The upper preopercular

spine is about \ longer than the second. {itXarVi, broad; HEqiaXi), head.)

Cotttis platyci'phalus* Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat., ni, 135, 1811, Kamchatka; after Stel-

LER ; CUVIEE &. VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 177, 1829.

Cottus tcenioptervt, Kner, Sitzber Ak. Wiss. Wien, Lvni, 1868, 18, Taf. 14, fig. 10, Decastris

Bay, near mouth of Amur River. (No. 5574, Mus. Wien.)

Megalocottus platijcephalns, GiLL. Proc. Ac. Nat, Sci. Pliila. 1861,166.

2300. MEGALOCOTTUS LATICEPS (Gilbert).

This species difters from M. platyccplialus (iwniopterus, as shown in Kner's

figure) in the following respects: The interorbital width is greater, If

times the diameter of the eye in laiiceps, equaling the eye iu plaiijceplialus.

Similarly the distance between the anterior ends of occipital ridges is If

times diameter of eye iu laUceps, equal to eye in platyceplialus. Conspicu-

ous supraorbital and occipital tubercles in laticeps, each surmounted by a

fleshy filament; in phiiyceplialus "crown and occiput are without promi-

nences or spines, covered only with naked warty skin." In laticeps the

preopercle has 2 diverging spines, a single downwardly directed spine

below them. In pJaiycephalus are 2 downwardly directed spines below the

angle. The ventrals are much shorter, not reaching vent when depressed,

while in phdyccphalua they reach the anal palilLe. The dorsals are also

much lower in laiiaps. The principal features of this species are the very

broad fiat head, short wide snout, projecting lower jaw, the 2 pairs of

cephalic tubercles provided with tubercles, the verrucose head, the very

short preopercular spines, the large pore behind the last gill, the presence

of circular spinous plates above the lateral line and prickles below it.

Head and anterior part of body broad, depressed, the depth of head, at

occiput. It in its greatest width, its length 2| in body. Body tapering to

a slender caudal peduncle, whose least height is equal to diameter of eye.

Depth of body 4 to 4| in length. Interorbital space very wide, shallowly

concave, its width 1^ times diameter of orbit, and 4 to 4^ in head. The low

supraocular ridge ends in a blunt tubercle above hinder margin of eye which

grows higher with age, depressed, bounded by 2 low ridges which con-

verge very strongly toward the nape, where they curve out again in low

rounded tubercles: the inclosed depressed area is twice as wide anteriorly

as it is at the narrowest posterior part. A strong temporal ridge, less dis-

* The following is the substance of Pallas's account of Cottus platycejihalus. D. VII-12

;

A. 11; CIO; P. 15; V. I, 3. Head large, much depre.ssed, as though crushed, as broad aa

body.' Tail slender; mouth large, lower jaw projecting; teeth on vomer, none on pala-

tines. Belly much inflated. Nostrils tubular. Eyes moderate, near together; vertex

Hat behind the eyes, with a ridge on each side, in front of which, near the orbit, is a

bony tubercle; behind at the nape, oblong tubercles, each ending in a short spine; pre-

opercle with 2 very strong, diverging spines above ; ()i)ercle with a concealed spine ; lateral

line with concealed, elongate plates ; between it and the dorsal some round very rough

warts, smaller ones below ;
pectorals large ; dorsal spines feeble. Olivaceous, much varie-

gated with greenish lines on sides of body below; spots large below the tail; dorsiils

translucent, varied with brown; caudal yellowish with faint bands; pectorals and anal

banded. Length 12 iiulus. Kamchatka. (Palla.s.) Tlie type iu the museum at Berlin

has no teeth on the p.Tlatims. Tlu- generic name J/ec/aZoco^MS was origin.ally b.ased on the

supposed presence of piilatiiie teeth, a fallacious character. The character of the project-

ing chin has, however, generic value. Pallas says: "In area lunata palatio medii et

utrinque lineari," which, if we translate it correctly, is not true.
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tinct in young specimens. Nasal spines very small Month wide trans-

verse, obliqne the maxillary reaching vertical from hmder edge of pnpil

2^ in kead ; mandible with its triangular tip protruding well beyond upper

jaw in adults, the jaws nearly equal in young; length ot snout equal to

interorbital width. Bauds of short cardiform teeth ou the jaws, arad a

bro!ad patch on vomer ; none ou palatines. A conspicuous pore behind last

!m Gill membranes almost wholly joined to the isthmus, the tree border

Scarcely noticeable, its width less than i diameter of the smal pupil. Lye

small, shorter than snout, 5i to 6^ in head. Preopercle with 2 short strong

pine; diverging backward, and a strong concealed po.nt below directed

downwar.l and forward ; upper preopercular spine about equal to eye, but

little longer than the lower and reaching I the distance from its base to

the tip of the opercular tlap ; opercle with a well-marked longitudinal rib

endino- in a sharp point ; scapular and subopercular spines present. Entire

top and sides of head, nape, and anterior dorsal region covered with small

de ma warts; supraorbital and occipital tubercles with short filaments

Spal above 'the lateral line with an irregular series or double series ot

lirge round spinous tubercles; a few scattered plates on sides below the

lateral line ; axil smooth ;
plates of lateral line concealed in skin. Spinous

dorsal low,its longest spine U in second dorsal and 3 in head. In some

snecimens a single line of small sharp tubercles, resembling spines, extends

elch side of the rays of the second dorsal. The 2 dorsals ai-e separated by

a narrow space; pectorals large, reaching front of anal the lower rays

much thickened; caudal rounded; ventrals reaching f distance to vent.

DorsalIX,14; anall3; pectorall8; ventral 1,3; lateral line 36 to 40. Color

dark oliv^ brown above, with faint traces of blackish bars; sules spotted

or marbeled with whitish ;
belly and lower parts generally white

;
a black-

ish blotch ou cheeks, 1 on opercle, and a third ou front of mandible; pec

toral rays dusky, the membrane whitish, the fins crossed by 3 or 4 wavy

black bars, which sometimes join, inclosing oblong or roundish white areas

;

sp nous dirsal not banded, the dusky and translucent -e- ™ously

arrauoed; soft dorsal with 5 oblique broad dusky bars; anal with 4 bars

sometimes uniting to inclose white spots; caudal similar to pec oral and

anal; brilliantly colored males are largely black on sides and below wxb

man; large, rounded, partially confluent pearly white spots. Length 6 to

11 inches (Gilbert.) East shore of Bering Sea ; known from 13 specimens

from the Nushagak Kiver, near its mouth; 1 from Hereudeeu Bay on he

northern side of the Alaskan Peninsula and from Port Clarence (Scofield ).

(ZatMS, broad; -ceps, head.)

Oo«u.*c.nio^t«r«.,BEAN,Proc.U.S.Nat.M.s.l881, 248; Be^, in Tukneks Nat. Hist.

^ MX. Scoflela observes ="We t-^ 4 specimens of this^^^^^^^^^^
^ey

differ from the types shshtly m coloratioi « ^^P^^^^^'^^^fiJ'.ute marking on the body;
the anterior portion of the second dorsal IS a darkey

posterior third;

tl>e caudal is black at the ^.^f^^^ud l^as an tindul^^^^^^^
,^^^ ^^|;^.^^^ ^, ,1

f;e^?o^::[thrahe'rhfrf:s;^^^^^^^
^^-^^-^ «^^^ ^^^^^-^ ^^^*

gill arch."
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733. ZESTICELUS, .loidau & Everman.

Zcsticelus, Jordan & Evekmann, Check-List Fishes, 443, 1896 (profundorum)

.

Deep-se;i scnlpins, closely allied to Porocoltus, Init with the skeleton

little developed, the head soft and spongy, filled with mucous channels,

the skin perfectly smooth, the lateral line reduced to a series of separate

open pores, the vertical fins few-rayed and weak. Preopercular spint^

slender, curved upward. Deep seas; 2 species known; probably degraded

from Porocottus, the soft skeleton and feeble structure being results of

deep-sea life. (C£(5r6;, soft-boiled, leelus, a son of the god of sleep.)

a. Dorsal rays VI or VII, 10 to 13 ; anal rays 8 to 11 ;
pectoral 20 ; upper preopercular

spine usually not reaching opercular margin. peofundorum, 2361.

2;$61. ZESTICELUS PROFUNDORUM (Gilbert).

Head 2|; depth 5. D. VI or VII, 10 to 13; A. 8 to 11; pectoral 20; ven-

tral I, 3; lateral line with 17 pores. From above the head appears

smooth and evenly rounded, without projecting spines or ridges. The

occipital depression is very shallow, the occipital ridges depressed, scarcely

noticeable, ending in depressed spines, which are made out with difflculty.

Nasal spines undeveloped, the nasal bone small, posteriorly pointed, but

not furnished with a projecting spine. Upper preopercular spine strongly

compressed, curved upward, not reaching opercular margin, its leugth

equaling diameter of eye; no spine at its base in front; below it 2

short, strong spines directed downward and backward, and 1 more slen-

der downward and forward; opercle with a longitudinal rib ending iu a

short spinous point; a short spine on angle of opercle, and 1 below it on

interopercle. Mucous canals everywhere greatly enlarged, giving a

spongy texture to the entire head; series of very conspicuous pores on the

preojiercle, the mandible, and below suborbital chain. Mouth broad,

oblique, the maxillary reaching middle of pupil, 2^ in head; mandible

slightly protruding. Minute teeth in upper jaw, anteriorly in 2 rather

distinct rows, laterally iu narrow bands; teeth on vomer, none on pala-

tines. Eye longer than snout, 3| to 4 in head. Interorbital width i di-

ameter of orbit. Gill membranes widely joined, with a wide free poste-

I'ior edge; no slit nor pore behind I'ast gill. Body smooth, without plates,

granulations, or filaments; no plates developed in connection with the

lateral line; pores of lateral line in a double series, the 2 closely approxi-

mated, those of the lower series much the larger; no evident tubercles by

which these communicate with the main canal. Longest rays of second

dorsal i length of head, twice the longest dorsal spine; pectoral reaching

front of anal or slightly beyond; ventrals short, not nearly reaching vent.

Upper parts very light brownish, the belly and sides below lateral line

dark brown; tins blackish; mouth and gill cavity dark. A deep-sea

form, characterized l)y the obsolescence of the occipital and nasal spines,

the absence of the accessory spine in advance of upper preopercular spine,

and in the more numerous rays of dorsal and anal fins. Length about 2
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inches. Bering Sea in deep water, 4 specimens known ; from off Unalaska

in 399 fathoms, and north of Bogoslof Island at Albatross Station 3634, in

664 fathoms, where a single specimen 58 mm. was obtained. This speci-

men closely resembles the type of Zesiicelus profundorum, but the spines

are somewhat stronger than in the latter and the lins shorter. In the

Bogoslof specimen the upper preopercular spine extends to margin of

opercle, and the occipital spines are more evident, terminating in short

strong ridges. D. VII, 10 ; A. 8 ; P. 20, The lower parts, up to and includ-

ing the lateral line, are blackish, the line separating them from the lighter

under parts very sharply defined. Fins all black. Otherwise essentially

as in the type of Z. profundo7-um, with which we now consider it identical.

The variation in the fin rays in this species is considerable, if the figures

given by Dr. Gilbert are correct. One of the cotypes, however, has P. 20,

not 17 or 18, as stated by Gilbert, The figure also shows 20 rays in the

pectoral. It also shows 11 rays in the anal, while our specimen has but 8,

(profundorum, of the depths.)

Acanthocottus profundorum, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 423, pi. 26, Bering
Sea north of Unalaska Island at Albatross Station 3329, in 399 fathoms.

Zesticelus profundorum, Jokdan & Gu-bebt, Eept. Fur Seal Investigations, 1898.

734. DASYCOTTUS, Bean.

Dasycottm, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 42 {setiger).

Head large, with large, bony tubercles and numerous filaments. Mouth
wide, jaws equal, or lower jaw slightly projecting. Teeth minute, in

villiform bands in jaws; vomerine teeth in 2 patches, separated by an

interspace; palate toothless, Preopercle with 2 spines at its angle and 2

rudimentary ones on each edge of its lower limb. Gills 3J, no slit behind
the last; gill rakers short, tubercular, in moderate number; gill mem-
branes free from isthmus; pseudobranchia^ present. Skin smooth, except

on nape and along dorsal base, where it bears a few small, bony tubercles.

Spinous dorsal well developed and separated from the soft dorsal by a

deep notch; pectorals moderately long, their rays procurrent below ; veu-

trals with a spine and 3 rays; caudal rounded. North Pacific, Very close

to Cottunculus, apparently differing in having cirri on the head and the

preopercular spines not hidden by skin, (da6vg, vroollj; Cottus.)

2362, DASTCOTTIS SETIGER, Bean.

Head 2; depth 3, D. IX, 15; A. 13; V. I, 3; lateral line (pores) 11 or 12.

Eye nearly equal to snout, | length of head. Maxillary expanded behind,

its length equaling that of snout and eye combined, extending to a little

behind middle of eye. Pectoral extending to above anal origin ; ventral

i as long as postorbital part of head; longest dorsal spine about equaling

eye in length ; spinous dorsal with 2 dusky bands extending down on the
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sides ; soft dorsal with 2 bauds ; a similar one at caudal base aud 3 narrow
biiuds on second half of caudal; pectoral indistinctly banded; head

speckled witli brown dots. (Bean.) North Pacific; the types from J /fta-

tross Station 2855, north latitude 57°, west longitude 153^^ 18', at a depth

of 69 fathoms, off Sitkalidak Island; our specimens from Puget Sound and
off Karluk. Concerning this speci<'8 Dr. Gilbert observes:

''Taken at Albatross Stations 3216, 3257, 3310, 3311, and 3334, located

north and south of the Alaskan Peninsula, and north of Unalaska Island,

in 50 to 85 fathoms. Tubercles on head definitely placed; 1 in front of

eye; 4 above orbit, the posterior 2 the largest; a pair on middle of sub-

orbital stay, with a smaller one above them; 1 on temporal region, and 1

on shoulder; by far the largest pair on occiput, where they are high,

compressed spines, directed vertically upward, as long as diameter of

pupil; nasal spines obsolete. Cirri are generally distributed over upper

part of head and body, the longer ones being specially numerous on max-

illary, under surface of mandible, aud on the ojjercle and preopercle; of

the larger ones, 2 often proceed from 1 base; a series of short filaments

along ujiper edge of pupil. Mucous pores large, those of the mandibular

and buccal series slit-like. In adults the dorsal bands break up into

series of spots aud become inconspicuous." {seta, bristle; gcro, I bear.)

Dasycottm setiger, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 42, oft' Sitkalidak Island, Alaska

(Type, No. 45370. Coll. Albatross) ; Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 810, pi.

83; Gilbert, Eept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 411.

735. COTTUNCULUS, Collett.

Cotttineulus, Collett, Norges Fiske, 20,1875 (inicrops).

Body tadpole-shaped, the head extremely large, the body tapering rap-

idly from the shoulders to the slender tail; mouth rather large, terminal,

oblique, the jaws about equal ; villiform teeth in the jaws ; a double patch

ouA'omer; no teeth on the palatines; no spines ou the head, the tuber-

cular surface of the skull covered by skin; skull thin, its bones not firm.

Gills 3^, no slit behind the last arch; gill membranes broadly joined to

the isthmus, their union extending to above the lower edge of the base of

the pectorals. Pseudobranchite very small; no cirri, scales, or prickles;

the skin thin and movable, smooth, or roughened with small warts.

Spinous dorsal little developed, the 2 fins usually continuous; spines very

slender, flexible, embedded in the skin
;
pectorals short, procurrent below

;

veutrals very short, well separated, their rays 1, 3; caudal rounded.

Deeper parts of the Atlantic. (A diminutive of Cottus.)

a. Anal rays 10. microps, 2363.

aa. Anal raya 13. thomsonii, 2364.

2363. COTTUXCULUS MICROPS, CoUett.

Head 2|; depth 3^. D. VI, 19; A. 10. Head very large, its length,

breadth, and depth nearly equal; the greatest depth at the nape; 4 bony

tubercles on top of head and some at the sides, all covered by the skin;
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lower jaw included; maxillary extending to below the middle of the eye,

which is equal to the .snout, and about 4i in head; suborbital stay and the

roughish edge of the preopercle both covered by smooth skin; chin and
preorbital with pores; skin everywhere thin, somewhat movable, its sur-

face roughened by small blunt warts; dorsal tin continuous, the feeble

spines lower than the soft rays; pectorals barely reaching anal; cau(hil

long. Color pale, with 3 broad, dusky cross bahds on body and fins, 1 on
head, 1 through spinous dorsal and pectoral, and 1 through second dorsal

and anal, besides a small band at base of caudal. Length 8 inches. Deej)

water off coasts of Norway and Rhode Island ; taken by the United States

Fish Commission in the expeditions of the Blake, Fish Hmvk, and Albatross.

Here described from specimens taken oif Rhode Island, {/.iiupoi, small;

ooip, eye.)

Cottunculus microps, Collett, Norges Fiske, 20, jil. 1, figs. 1-3, 1875, Hasvig, near Ham-
merfest, Norway, in 200 fathoms (Coll. Prof. G. P. Sars) ; Collett, Meddelelser cm
Norges-Fiske, 1875-78, 1879; Collett, Forb. Vid. Selsk., Christiania, 1880, 11 ; Collett,
Norsk. Nordh. Exped., 18, pi. 1, figs. 5, 6; Xyt. Mag. f. Naturvid., xvnr, 53, 1884; Strom,
Norsk. Vid. Selsk. Skrift. 1880, 75; Goodb, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 470; Goode &
Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool.,x, 212, 1883; Lilljeborg, Sverig. och. Norg. Fiske, 113;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsi.s, 688, 1883; Gunther, Challenger Report, xxn, 60, pi. 9,

fig. A, 1887 ; Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichth., 269, figs. 257 and 261, A, B, 1896.

2364. C0TTUXCULU8 THOMSONII (Giinther).

Head 2^; depth 3A to 4; eye 4^ in head; snout 4+ ; D. VI, 17; A. 13; P. 22;

V.I, 3; C. 10. Head and body smooth, scaleless, covered with a tough,
lax skin ; length of head nearly ^ extreme length of body, including cau-

dal, its greatest height i body without caudal
;
greatest width of head

twice length of maxillary ; distance of vent from insertion of anal equals
length of maxillary; eye close to dorsal profile; intermaxillary long and
slender, slightly more than 3 times in distance from tip of snout to inser-

tion of first dorsal, 3^ in head ; maxillary very slender, except in posterior

third, where it is considerably expanded; mandible very stout, posteriorly

widened, its length contained nearly 2| times m head. Teeth in broad,

villiform bands on intermaxillary and mandible; 2 short, separate, similar

bands on vomer; none on palatines. Head armed with bluut spines as in

C. microps. Distance of dorsal from tip of snout nearly e(i[ual to ^ total

length, caudal included; anal fin midway between tip of snout and end of
caudal; length of upper pectoral rays equal to that of postorbital portion

of head, its rays diminishing rapidly in size, the lowest being exceedingly

short; distauce of ventral from tip of snout \ of total length without
caudal; length of free portion of ventral equals eye. Color light brown,
the fins somewhat darker. Northern Atlantic, in deep water. Length 6

inches. Specimens obtained by the Blake from Station 306, in 41° 32' 50"

north latitude, 65'= 55' west longitude, etc. ; also by the Albatross from Sta-

tion 2181, in 39" 29' north latitude, 71° 46' west longitude, etc., and by the

Fish Haivk from Station 1029, in 39° 57' 6" north latitude, 69° 16' west
longitude, etc. (Named for Sir C. Wyville Thompson, Regius professor

of Natural History in the University of Edinburgh, first Director of the

3030 48
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Civilian Staff on board H. M. S. Challenger during tier magnificent scientific

explorations.) (Goode & Bean.) (Eu.)

Cottus thomsonii, Gunther, Proc.Koyal.Soc. Edinburgh, xi, 1882, 679, Challenger Station 4.

Cottunculus torvus, GoODE, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, 1880, 479, Gulf Stream, off Rhode

Island; GooDE & Bean, Bull. Mu8. Comp. ZooL, X, 212, 213, 1883; Joedan & Gilbebt,

Synopsis, 688, 1883.

Cottunculus thomsonii, Guntheb, Challenger Report, xxii, 61, pi. 9, flg. B, 1887.

736. MALACOCOTTUS, Bean.

Malacocottus, Bean, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 42 (zoiiunm).

Shape similar to that of Cottunculus. Body tapering rapidly to the

slender tail; head large; mouth terminal; jaws subequal; minute villi-

form toeth in broad bands on maxillary and mandible ; vomer and palate

toothless; preoperculum armed with short, stout, simple spines. Bones

of the skull thin. Gills 3A, no slit behind the last. Gill openings wide,

the membranes broadly attached to the isthmus. Gill rakers tubercular,

in moderate number. Spinous dorsal low, separated by a deep notch from

the soft dorsal. Pectorals procurrent in front; ventrals small; caudal

rounded; vent distant from the anal origin. Head and body naked. Lat-

eral line consisting of a series of large pores. North Pacific. (//aAaxo;,

soft; Coitus.)

2365. MAL.VCOCOTTUS ZOxNURUS, Bean.

Eye 3i; snout IH; depth equaling length of head without snout. D.

IX, 14; A. 11; \. 1, 3; lateral line (pores) about 14. Interorbital spaces

less than + length of eye. Maxillary extending to below middle of eye.

Pectoral reaching to a vertical through the anal origin or a little beyond;

ventral scarcely as long as eye; spinous dorsal low, its base i as long as

head, its longest spine f as long as eye ; origin of dorsal immediately

above upper angle of gill opening; least height of tail scarcely | length

of eye; four spines on preopercle, the largest less than * as long as

eye and with a supplementary spine at its base. A dark-brown saddle-

shaped band over the end of spinous dorsal and 2 on soft dorsal; a brown

band at base of tail and 3 on caudal; pectoral with several indistinct dark

bands intermingled with pale areas; tips of pectorals in their lower half

milky white. Length 4f inches. Coasts of Alaska, about the peninsula.

Concerning this species Dr. Gilbert observes:

Several specimens were taken north of TJnalaska Island and south of Unimak Island,

in 138 and 351 fathoms. Nasal spines obsolete; supraorbital rim low, slightly elevated

in front but not behind, the interorbital space wide, shallowly concave. Occiput with

2 blunt conical x)rotuberances iu lieu of ridges, and without spines; a slight occipital

depression
;
preopercular angle with 3 radiating spines of nearly equal length, a smaller

spme directed outward in advance of the middle one of the 3 ; below these a partially con-

cealed spine directed downward and forward. Opercular rib very strong, sharp anteriorly,

broadening behind and provided with 3 low ridges, not ending iu a definite spine; a spi-

nous point on subopercle and 1 on interopercle; none on shoulder. Anterior nasal tube

short, the posterior margin prolonged into a laciniate flap; head well provided with

slender cutaneous filaincuts, 3 on upper portion of eyeball, 4 in a transverse line behind
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occiput, a very long oue on opercular angle, and numerous shorter ones on opercle, jaws,

and along anterior portion of lateral line. Brancliiostegals 7. Body without plates or

prickles; the head, including upper part of eye, and the upper anterior part of body, with

sparsely distributed stellate granulations, visible only in large specimens. In our speci-

mens tlie brown bar at base of caudal is followed by a wide white bar, sometimes more or

less broken, the terminal half blackish, narrowly margined with white.

(?(6j'77, baud ; ot)pa, tail.)

Ualacocottu>< zonurus. Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 43, off Trinity Islands, Alaska, at

Albatross Station 2853, at 56= N., 154° W., in 159 fathoms (Type, No. 44643. Coll.

Alhatrosi); Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 411.

737. ARGYROCOTTUS, Herzeusteiu.

Argyrocottus, Herzenstein, Melanges Biol. Ac. Imp. Sci., xiii, 1892, 219, St. Petersburg.

Spinous dorsal short; ventrals extremely long, their tips extending

beyond front of anal fin; gill membranes scarcely united to the isthmus,

forming a broad fold across it, no slit behind the last gill; teeth ou the

vomer, none on the palatines; skin entirely naked, without scales or bony

plates
;
preopercles with 3 small spines. North Pacific, {dpyvpos, silver;

Cotttts.)

2366. ARGYROCOTTUS ZAXDERI, Herzensteiu.

Head 3i ; depth 4tl- C. VIII-15; A. 13; P. U; Y. 3; C. 18; lateral line

with 35 tubes. Eye 30 in length of head; interorbital space 1^ in eye; 2

well-developed crests at the vertex; maxillary reaching middle of eye;

lower jaw slightly projecting; 2 anal spines; 3 small spines on preopercle,

the upper half as long as the eye, turned upward, the others directed down-

ward; longest dorsal spine i length of head; pectoral reaching ninth ray

of soft dorsal; ventrals reaching to the next to the last ray of anal.

Color brownish, dark above, with numerous silvery spots bordered with

darker, a silvery stripe from below the eye to the base of the lower jaw;

another from eye to angle of preopercle ; a row^ of 6 large irregular spots

along middle of sides, many smaller ones below these; 2 smaller irreg-

ular spots behiud these; a bell-shaped spot with a point directed up-

ward ou the belly between the ventrals; the first dorsal with its upper

margin blackish, with milk-white spots dotted with black; a transparent

spot at base of fourth and sixth rays; a small transparent spot near base

of fourth ray; another behind sixth; about these spots the coloration is

darker; soft dorsal almost uniformly dark; anal colorless, its border dark,

with 2 or 3 dark spots on each ray; caudal uniformly dusky, the upper

and lower rays blackish, with clear spots; ventral with darker cross

streaks; pectorals Avith dark rings and streaks. Ventral in female prob-

ably much shorter than in male, the color less marked. Three specimens

of this beautifully marked Cottoid taken in Shana Bay, Iturup Island,

show the following characters: The branchiostegal membranes are widely

joined across the throat, narrowly united in front of the middle line of

isthmus, with a rather wide free margin behiud; lateral line without

plates; nasal spines small; 4 short spines on preopercular margin. These

specimens answer well to the detailed description of the type, but are
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tstill Tuore ornate, in that they possess along the back a number of broad

dark bars alternating with lighter bar«, the former confluent below, with

tbe ground color of the sides. In the largest specimen, 7 cm. long, the

ventral tins extend ouly to base of third anal ray. There are no tuber-

cles on the rays, and the membranes extend nearly to tips of the 2 outer

rays, and f length of the inner ray. The ventral spine is slender, nearly

as long as the inner ray, and is firmly adnate to outer ray. The smaller

specimens are, respectively, 4 cm. and 3.5 cm. long, the ventrals reaching

in one to front of anal, in the other to vent; fins are finely cross barred,

more variegated than iu the type. Known only from Saghalien Island, 1

specimen 92 mm. long (Herzeustein), and Iturup Island, where 3 specimens

were obtained by the Albatross iu 1896, our description from the latter.

(Named for its discoverer. Dr. Zander.)

Argyrocottus zanderi, Herzenstein, M61anges Biol. Ac. Imp. Sci., xni, 1892, 219, Korsa-

kow, Saghalien. (Type, No. 9679, Mua. St. Petersburg. Coll. Dr. Zander.)

738. POROCOTTUS, Gill.

Porocottns, GU.L, Proc. Ac. Xat. Sci. Pbila. 1859, 166 (quadrifiUs).

This genus contains small sculpins, distinguished from Mjioxocephahtshy

the presence of 4 spines on the opercle, the uppermost being curved or

hooked upward. Lower jaw included; 1 suprascapular spine; lateral

line modified, giving off pairs of diverging branches, with pores at their

ends. Cirri above eye and on nape. Northern Pacific; the species not

well kuown and possibly reducible to 1 or 2. (tTO/joc, pore; xdrzoi,

Coitus.)

a. Dorsal rays VIII, 13 or 14; anal rays 11 or 12.

h. Opercle with 3 ridges, the upper ending in a sharp spine; pores of lower jaw

small; flns low. sellakis, 2367.

hb. Opercular spines well developed ; tins high; pores well developed.

QUADEATUS, 2368.

66/). Opercle undescribed. polaris, 2369.

hbhb. Opercle without rib or spine. QUAurifilis, 2370.

aa. Dorsal rays VI, 16; anal rays 14; lower jaw with large pores; opercular spines

obsolete. tentaculatus, 2371.

•2367. POROCOTTUS SEliLAElS (Gilbert).

Head 2* to 3 in length ; depth 3|. D. YIII, 14 (13) ; A. 10 to 12 (usually

11) ; P. 16. Pairs of pores in lateral line 32 to 34. Branchiostegals 6.

Head cuboid, the anterior profile of snout subvertical, the greatest width

a trifle more than the depth at occiput. Cheeks subvertical. Interorbital

reo-ion elevated, the supraorbital rim furnished posteriorly with a low

tubercle which usually bears an inconspicuous cirrus. The interorbital

space is rather wide, transversly concave, its least width 2^ iu eye.

Occipital depression well marked, the ridges unbroken, straight, converg-

ing rapidly backward, the distance between their tips but f that between

their anterior ends. From the latter, 2 low ridges cimverge for a short dis-

tance onto the floor of occipital depression. The ridges do not terminate
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in spines, but bear small cirri simil.ar to those abovp eye. Like the latter,

they may be indistinct or wanting. Maxillary reaching vertical fmni

posterior margin of pnpil, 2' in head; eye 3j, slightly exceeding snout.

Nasal spines very strong. Two short spines diverge from angle of pre-

opercle, the upper one slightly curved, directed upward and backward,

\ the diameter of orbit, the lower directed straight backward, f the

length of the upper one. Below these a short spinous projection con-

cealed in the skin, and a longer spine directed downward and forward;

opercle with 3 lengthwise ridges, the uppermost ending in a detinite sharp

spine; snbopercular spine well developed; 1 also at posterior end of inter-

opercle, and 1 at shoulder. Gill membranes liroadly joined to isthmus,

with a wide free fold posteriorly; a few small prickly plates behind axil

of pectorals; skin otherwise smooth; occiput and nape thickly covered

with minute dermal papilhe, interspersed with very small mucous pores,

which are distributed also over the anterior part of the head; pores on

mandible and preojiercular margin small, not better developed than in

other species of Forocottus. Lateral line giving off pairs of short diverg-

ing branches, at the tips of which are the pores. Dorsals connected at

extreme base; soft dorsal terminating slightly behind the anal; fins all

low; ventrals reaching vent; pectorals to opposite third ray of anal.

Color in spirits: Uijper parts brownish, with 2 very conspicuous white

saddle-shaped bars extending downward and forward from back, the

first, about as wide as orbit, extending from below the dorsal notch in a

straight line toward hnver axil of pectorals, including above, the posterior

margin of spinous dorsal, and the extreme basal portion of first rays of

soft dorsal; the second bar including dorsally the terminal portion of soft

dorsal onto which it extends, and the anterior portion of caudal peduncle

;

like the anterior bar, it is variable in width, extending forward and down-

ward to below caudal peduncle; the ground color becoming intensified

along the margins of these light bars ; caudal with a light basal T>ar which

becomes widened and pure white in its lower half, adding I to the series

of conspicuous light markings; in some specimeus, these white bars are

tinged, with brownish, hence less conspicuous; under parts whitish; lips

and lower jaw with light and dark cross bars, which are often indistinct;

branchiostegal membranes sometimes with indistinct cross bars; the

darker interspaces below soft dorsal and on caudal peduncle usually

encircle the body below, but are sometimes (in males) broken on middle

of sides with spots and blotches of white (see figui-e in Nelson's report

cited below); axil of pectorals usiially with 2 round white spots, most

distinct in males; basal portion of anterior face of pectorals dusky or

black, in males with 2 round white spots; fin distally barred with light

and dark; caudal cross barred; anal and ventrals with faint cross bars,

or plain; dorsal blackish. Taken abundantly in Bristol Bay, Bering Sea,

and neighboring parts of the Arctic, in depths 5 to 17 fathoms. We ai-e

unable to follow Dr. Bean in identifying this fish with Forocottus quadri-

fiUs, Gill (Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1859, 166). The latter is described

as having a single hooked preopercular spine, an opercle without rib or

spine, and large pores on head and lower jaw. None of these applies to
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the present siiecies. P. quadrifilis is also said to have 5 branchiostegal

rays, hut this is possibly an error. It is also described as having a slender

superciliary ii lament, and 1 on each side of the nape. We do not find,

to offset these, any details in. the original description which agree strik-

ingly with our fish, even the color being inapplicable. (Gilbert.) (fiellaris,

saddled.)

Cotiug quadrifilis, Bean, in Nelson's Report Nat. Hi.st. Coll. in Alaska, 309, pi. 18, 1887;

not Porocottus quadrifilift, Gill.

Acanthocottus sellaris, Gilbert, Report F. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 419, Bristol Bay,

at Albatross Stations 3229, 3231, and others, in 5 to 17 fathoms.

230S, POROCOTTUS Qr.lDRATFS, B. A. Bean, new species.

Head 2:2; depth 3|; eye 3^ in head; mandible Zh; maxillary 3; inter-

orbital Avidth 2 in eye. D. VIII, 14; A. 12; V. I, 3; P. 16. Head rather

short and broad, quadrangular; profile from tij) of upper jaw ascending

and thence gently sloping upward to origin of dorsal, from which point

almost vertically to end of nasal spine, rounding over orbital ridge, the

body gradually tapering to the tail, the depth of the caudal peduncle being

contained about 3^ times in greatest depth of body. Gill membranes
united and forming a fold across the isthmus. Opercular spines well

developed, the lowermost on opercle and that ou preopercle being curved

downward and upward. Cranial ridges ending in spines of small size.

Numerous pores on head, those in front visible to the naked eye; tubular

pores on body, especially above anal base, where they appear to the naked

eye as raised white specks. Fins all well developed, large; length of first

dorsal base little more than I length of second ; anal fin origin under third

and fourth rays of second dorsal and ending opposite its last ray; length

of longest dorsal spine about J as long as longest ray, or equal to length

of longest anal ray; pectorals large and broad; ventrals reaching past

anal origin. Color reddish brown, relieved by much white; under parts

whitish; head above and below brown, flecked with white; lips pale; a

broad white half bar on body extending from end of spinous dorsal to

fourth ray of second dorsal, another extending from sixth to ninth ray,

and a third from last ray to near end of caudal peduncle, which it encir-

cles in connection with a dark bar, the lafter extending on the caudal fin

;

pectorals and caudal barred; ventrals with round black blotches forming

rows outhc rays. Bering Island; only the type known. (B. A. Beau.)

(Tyi)e, No. 33875, U. S. Nat. Mus., a single example 3 inches long, Bering

Island, 1883; collected by Dr. L. Stejneger.) {quadraius, four-angled.)

Porocottus quadratus, B. A. Bean MS.,iu Jordan & Gilbert, Rept. Fur Seal Investiga-

tions, 1898, Bering Island.

23«9. POROCOTTUS POLiRIS (Sabine).

This very imperfectly described species is no doubt allied to PorocoHns

scUaris and qi(adrifilis. It is thus characterized: D. ¥1,13; P. 15; Y. 5;

A.14; C. 14 (Sabine). D. VIII, 13; P. 15; V. 5; A. 15; C. 12 to 14 (Ross).

This species is compared by Captain Sal>iue to Coitus (/ohio. but that has
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the head almost unarmed. It agrees with Coitus {Enophrys) claviger in

the number of rays in the dorsal, but its ventrals are described as having?

more rays than usual in this genua. Capt. J. C. Ross informs us that it

seldom exceeds 2 inches in length, and that it is very abundant on the east

side of the peninsula of Boothia, affording a plentiful supplj^ of food to

the niiraerous waterfowl which breed there. "A species of Coftiis, similar

in habits to C. (/ohio, very adundant on the shores of north Georgia (lat.

75°), inhabiting tlic pools of water left by the tide, and the mouths of

small rivulets l)y which the snow on melting found its way to the sea;

the largest individual did not equal 2 inches in length; the head is more
compressed and not so much flattened as in the Cotius quadricornis, and is

armed with 2 strong spines placed before and between the eyes; the gill

covers are also armed with 4 strong spines; the i)ectoral tins are larger in

proportion than those of C. (johio, and the upper jaw rather exceeds the

lower; the lateral lines are furnished with a series of small tubercles

directed backward; color light, with clusters of minute dusky spots."

(Richardson; quoted from Sabine.) Not recognized by recent writers.

Liitken compares it with Icehis hieornis, but it must be different, and it

may be identical with Poroeoftiis ([uadrifiUs; it is at least a Porocottus.

{polaris, polar.)

Coitus polaris, Sabine, App. Parry's First Voyage, ccxill, north Georgia; J. C. Ross,

App. LHi; Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana, iii, 43, 1836; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 706.

2370. POROCOTTUS Ql ADRIFILIS, Gill.

This species is known only from Dr. Gill's account, as follows:

" D. YIIl, 13. The color is purple, irregularly spotted with black. There

IS a dark spot under the eye, and another on the maxillary. The dorsals,

caudal, and pectorals are irregularly variegated with black. On the pec-

torals there is a dark spot at the upper axilla, and another larger one

toward the middle of the base. There is a slender superciliary filameut

and 1 on each side of the nape. It is to the presence of these that the

specitic name is designed to draw attention. Specimens were obtained in

Bering Straits at the same time as Boreocottua axillaris, Gill.''

The genus Porocottus, Gill, is thus described:

"Body anteriorly subcylindrical, rapidly declining to the caudal. Skin

naked. Lateral line opening by pores in raised papilla^ under a cutaneous

keel. Head large aud depressed, subrhomboidal. Nasal spines small.

Preopercle with a single hooked spine. Opercle without a longitudinal

rib or spine. Large pores under the lower jaw and on various jjarts of

the head. Mouth moderate. Teeth on the jaws and front of the vomer.

Branchiostogal membrane continuous under the throat, but attached

along the middle to the throat, almost as far as the margin. Branchios-

tegal rays .5. Dorsals separate; the first low, the second oblong and

opposite the anal. Ventrals small, behind the pectorals, each with a

spine and 3 soft rays. The Porocotti have a strong resemblance to the

Boreocotfi, but are distinguished by the naked skin, hooked preopercular
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spine, the absence of a longitudinal rib on the opercle, numerous pores,

and the presence of only 5 branchiostegal rays. (Gill.
)

"

Not recognized by recent collectors, (quatuor, four; fihim, filament.)

PorocoUvs (juadrifilis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1859, 166, Bering Straits.

Cuttus ijuadrijilis, J ordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 708, 1883.

2371. POROtOTTUS TEXTACULATUS (Kner).

Head .31- D. VI-16 or 17 ; A. 14 or 1.5 ; V. I, 13, P. 14 or 15. Head small,

mouth small, the lower jaw included; eye large, 3 in head, longer than
snout; interorbital space channel-like, less than I diameter of eye; a

sharp spine before each eye, on which is a fringed tentacle; supraocular
ridge ending in a l)lunt, forked, Itony knob, on which is a small thread-

like tentacle; the quadrangular interspace between these two sets of

tentacles is excavated
;
preopercular spine long, curved upwards, | diam-

eter of eye; the second sijine much shorter and turned backward; 2

spines lower, turned downward; subopercle with a spine turned down-
ward; a similar one on opercle; maxillary reaching to middle of eye;

lower jaw with large pores. Dorsal fins low, the rays flexible, the two
close together; ventrals reaching vent; pectorals past beginning of anal.

Skin of l>ody AvhoUy naked; lateral lino complete, bending downward on
caudal peduncle. Color clear brown, darker al)ove, the head aljove with

a feAV large dark brown spots, which form obscure bands, 1 of these from

front of eye across upper lip, second broader from eye across subopercle;

lower jaw speckled; throat and breast plain yellowish; back with about

6 dark cross bands, those most anterior the 1)roadest; sides of body with

a network of brown streaks around pale spots; a large bright yellow spot

at base of caudal; fins all finely spotted with whitish and dotted with

dark, the caudal with 5 or 6 dark cross bands; pectorals faintly barred

(Kner.) A single specimen, 2 inches long, said to be from Singapore, which

is of course an error. It probably came from the Pacific coast of Asia,

perhaps from Yezo or Decastris Bay. As Kner has indicated, this species

has much in common with Forocottus quadrifilis, but the fin rays are more

numerous. It is, however, not impossible that the two are identical and

l)oth may be identical with F. sellaris and P. polar is. {tentaculatus, bear-

ing tentacles.)

Gotlxis tentaculahii, Kner, Sitzber. Akad. "Wias. Wien, Lvni, 1868, 22, taf. 5, fig. 12, Singa-

pore ; evidently an error. (No. 5591a Wien Mus.)

739. ONCOCOTTUS, Gill.

Oncocottus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 13 (quadricorniB)

.

This genus contains small sculpins allied to Mjioxocephahis, hwt with

4 preopercular spines, the uppermost being straight; a rather large slit

behind the last gill arch ; the lateral line chain-like in form. Mouth small,

the lower jaw included, the dentition as in Myoxocephalus. Isthmus
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narrow, the gill membranes forming a broad fold across it, males with
rough stellate tubercles and with the crest on top of head rough and
fonncd like the comb of a cock, thest* little developed iu the female.

Implies of head somewhat cavernous, but less so than iu Tru/lojjsis, from
which genus Oncocottus is scarcely distinct. Species circumpolar, probably

reducible to one. {oyKos, hook; Korroj, Coitus.)

a. Atlantic species; maxillary short; pectoj-al moderate ; caudal rounded.

QTADRICOENIS, 2372.

aa. Arctic American .species ; maxillary longer: pectoral longer; caudal truncate.

HEXACORNIS, 2373.

2372. OXrOCOTTUS (JlTADRICOEJflS (Linnreus).

l^ead SJ ; depth i
;
eye 4 in head. D. VIII or IX-14 ; A. 13 or 14 ; c.-eca 7

;

vertebra^ 40; lateral line 45. Body rather slender, the caudal peduncle

very slender. Head long, tapering forward ; movith large, the maxillary

reaching to below posterior margin of eye ; lower jaw included ; bones of

head below eye cavernous, as in TrigJopsis thompsoni, but less so; preoi^ercle

with 2 long, diverging spines, the upper and longer not quite reaching

opercular margin ; opercular and scapular spines quite short ; adult male
with a rugose spine, broader and exjianded at tip like a cock's comb above

each eye posteriorly, and a similar one on each side of occiput; these

spines smaller in the female and the young. Males with irregular series

of round, rough, wart-like scales above the lateral line, these wanting in

the female; lateral line chain-like, with small embedded plates; head
naked. First dorsal convex, of slender spines, well separated from

second, which is rather high, the longest ray 1J in head
;
pectorals reaching

anal; ventrals moderate; caudal rounded. A moderate slit behind last

gill. Color little variegated; olivaceous above; the fins faintly .spotted.

Arctic regions, south to the Baltic Sea, westward to eastern C4reenland.

If it is identical with O. hexacornis, its range extends westward to Siberia,

and its distribution is circumpolar. It is abundant in the eastern Baltic

and in Lakes Ladoga and Onega where it is dwarfish in size, without the

horns on front and nape;* north to the White Sea and Nova Zembla. It

is said to l)e rare in England and eastern Greenland; unknown in western

Greenland. Dr Liitken has compared specimens from eastern Greenland
with others from the Baltic and finds no difference except that the inter-

orbital space in European examples is more concave. 0. hexacornis is found
in the waters of Arctic America and may not lie different, (quatuor, four;

cornn, horn).

Gottus quadricornis, LINN.EDS, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 264, 1758, Baltic Sea; Gl'NTHER, Cat., il,

166, I860; LCtken, Vid. Med. Kjiib., 87, 1876; Day, Fish. Great Brit., 53, 1880; Jordan
& Gilbert, Synopsis, 705, 1883.

Oncocottus quadricornis. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 13.

^Acanthocottuslabradoricus,G\^AB.-D, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vi, 1850, 247 pi. 7. fig. 3., coast

of Labrador; female.

* These dwarf specimens may not be separable from Ti-iijloiuls. which genus is evidently
derived from the lacustrine degradation of Oncocottus.
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237S. OXCOCOTTUS HEXACOBNIS (Itioliardson).

D. VIII or IX, 14 or 15; A. 14 or 15; P. 17; V. I, 3; Br. 6. Head 31^ (to

end of opercular spme); eye 5; snout 3,^; iutcrorbital space Gi; maxillary

2. Body slender, tapering gradually from the rather narrow depressed

head t(^ a very slender caudal peduncle; mouth large and horizontal ; the

maxillary reaching past the orbit; lower jaw shorter than the upper but

not quite included within it. The spine on the head smooth and without

tubercles or warts. In place of the supraocular and occipital spines there

are 4 large bony elevations, each much resembling the comb of a cock,

their upper surfaces rough and scabrous. (In the young these 4 big bones

are very small or warty.) The occipital ridges scarcely elevated and

inclosing an oblong and slightly concave area narrowest posteriorly and

running into the concave interorbital space anteriorly; nasal spines well

developed and in the older hsh inclined to be club-shaped and scabrous;

upper angle of the superclavicle prolonged posteriorly into a strong spine,

its upper surface scabrous; just at the base and immediately in front of it

a much smaller spine or tubercle on the posterior end of the post-temporal

bone; a spine almost concealed in membrane just above base of j)ectoral;

preopercle with 4 spines, the upper equaling the orbit in length and extend-

ing upward and backward, in some curved slightly inward, covered with

membrane for about \ its length; the second spine immediately at the

base of the first and is ^ as long, straight, and extending outward and
backward; the third, found farther down, curved downward; the fourth,

at the lower angle of the preopercle, directed forward and downward and

sometimes entirely covered by membrane ; opercular spine rather strong, its

point raised from the membrane and not reaching end of opercular flap.

There is a slender sharp spine at the lower angle of the opercle, lateral

line running rather high and composed of elongated rectangular plates,

each with a concave depression at either end, thus making a row of ellip-

tical depressions along the lateral line; the plates not jiresent on the

posterior half of the caudal peduncle ; above the lateral line a row of rough

circular osseous plates, beginning on the nape and running to the base

of the caudal, gradually becoming smaller and nearer together; under

the second dorsal this row is double; below the lateral line and beneath

the second dorsal about 3 irregular rows of similar l)ut smaller plates.

Adult female.—First dorsal lower than in male, scarcely rounded poste-

riorly but sloping almost gradually toward the base of the second dorsal;

third and fourth spines longest and equal to length of snout ; second dor-

sal abovit twice as high as first and varying a great deal in shape, the

membrane scarcely incised, the first 3 or 4 rays with rough, prickly

edges; anal oblong and slightly rounded, the middle rays longer than

snout, the membrane between the rays not incised; pectoral scarcely

reaching front of second dorsal, first 2 or 3 rays rough on their outer edge,

the membrane not incised ; caudal not rounded but truncated with rather

sharp corners, 10 developed rays, 8 of them branched; ventrals reaching f

to the vent, the inner ray no longer than the middle one.

Adult male.—The first dorsal higher than in the female, the third and

fourth rays longest and ecjual in length to the distance from snout to

middle of eye, posterior end of fin more rounded ; second dorsal more than
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twice as high as tii'st, the membrane between the rays deeply incised, the

anterior rays projecting for nearly \ their length beyond the membrane,
the membrane following around the edge of the projecting rays, the rays

scabrous on their sides; anal oblong, but more angular than in female,

the longest ray reaching from snout to posterior edge of orbit; the mem-
brane between the lirst 4 rays quite deeply incised, outer edge of rays

scabrous ; veutrals reaching \ to vent, the inner ray longest.

Color.—In the young the color is gray above and white beneath, a darlv

gaddle marking over the back at the center of the first dorsal; another

similar marking under the anterior, and another under the posterior end
of the second dorsal; a dark spot the size of the eye on top of the caudal

peduncle and midway in its lengtli (the young may be distinguished at a

glance by this marking on top of the caudal peduncle) ; a V-shaped marking
at the base of the caudal with the angle of the V on the lateral line and
directed forward ; this niai'kiug in the older specimen extends forward into

the peduncle spot ; the caudal is marked by 2 vertical wavy bands on

its posterior half, the iirst one the wider, the last one at the tips of the

rays; tiiese bands are solid, extending across the rays and membrane; the

pectorals are dark at the base, the rest marked by 3 vertical black bars;

the first dorsal is slightly dusted with black, the second is slightly mot-

tled with black, but with no bars; the anal has 3 or 4 vertical dark bars.

Ill the adults the general appearance of the fish is very much darker,

almost black; the lower parts are light; the markings are not so distinct;

tile fins except the ventrals are all dark, and the markings on the pectorals,

caudal, and anal run together into solid black; the lower parts, especially

in the males, brilliantly colored with red. (Scofield.) Arctic waters of

America, from western Greenland to Bering Straits. This fish seems to

diff'er from. Oncocottus quadricornis from the Baltic Sea, having a longer

maxillary, longer pectorals, and a square-cut caudal fin. All these charac-

ters are of doubtful value, and the species may be the same as the European
0. quadricornis. We can find no good diftereuce between our specimen and

a small one from Arctic Bay, western Greenland (received from Prof.

D'Arey W. Thompson). The fish figured by Nelson as Cottus quadricornis

(Nelson, Natural History of Alaska) is probably the same as the one here

described, but according to the ^gure there are several difi'erences.

Scofield and Scale found this fish very abundant along the shores of Her-

chel Island. It was about the only fish to be found where the bottom was

muddy. A few young were taken at Point Barrow, and at Port Clarence,

both young and old ; 3 of the young were found in the river back of

Grantly Harbor. (f|, six; coruu, hovu.)

Cottus hexacornis* Eichakdson, Franklin's Journal, 1823, 726, mouth of Tree River near

Coppermine River (Coll. John Franklin)- Richardson, Fauna Bor.-Amer., ni, 44,

1836; GiJNTHERCat., ll, 166, 1860.

Acanthncoftus labradoricus, Girard, Bost. Journ. Nat. ffist. vi, 1850, '247, pi. 7, fig. 3,

Coast of Labrador.

Oncocottus hexacornis, Scofield, in Jordan A^, Gilbert, Kept. Fur Seal Invest., 1898.

* Cottus hexacornis, Eichardson, was thus originally described:
D. VII, 13; A. ; C. 12; P. 16: Br. 6. Head liirg'o and depressed. Eyes large. Six

club-shaped, or rather nail shaped, i)rocesses stand erect on tlie top of the head, their
summits llattish, minutely cancellated, and scabrous; the smallest pair stand between
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Oottut labradoricus* Gunthee, Cat., it, 163, 1860 ; Bean, rroc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iv, 1881, 128

;

Jordan & Gilbeet, Synopsis, 704, 1883.

the nares ; the largest over the posterior angles of the orhits, and the third, of inter-
mediate size, mi tlio orriput. The mouth is very capacious ; its margins are formed hy
the intermaxilljiii s him! lower .jaw; the maxillaries have an elongated wedge form, and
lie in a meniln anr li. Iiiml tlie intermaxillaries. Both jaws and vomer are set with bands
of 9 teeth, in vi lunis. Tipngno obtuse and smooth, as are tlu> palate and maxillaries.
The ]n-ciipt_Tiuliii]i is aniitd lii-m-atU with 3 strong, devaricati-d spines, the iiosterior one,
which measures i iiiili, Ix-iiii; flie luniicst. The gill covcis arc coiniinsril i.C several bones
coniiecteil liy iiii'uiliraiie, ami ainjed du tlie exterior edges with 4 or '< small, spinous teeth.
The bones which sujijioii ihe pectoial tins are also arini-d "w illi small s])iues, and have
sharp, rough edges. Tlie bramliiostegous membrane contains G slender, cylindi-ical,
curved rays. Tlie body is nnx h narrower than the head, and tapers to the insertion of the
caudal fin. The anus is situalcd midway betwepn the moutli and the caudal. The lateral
lino is rough, and I'uns ne.ir Ihe IkoK ; aliove it tliere is .a vow of small, orbicular, sca-
brous, l)ouv plates, the row bein- doiil,!, ,1 ,>|,i„,site 1.. 111.' ..rond dorsal. There are no
other i)ere<'idilde scales. 'Hi. jm, t,,ral llns ar.' siili..rl.i. iilar and e.mtain It! rays, none of
them branched: the uplier ray is s./abrons t hnini;lioul ; lli.- ..Ihers are .scabrous only
near tlu'ir middles. The ventrals, .soft and whitish, have :; rays, .d' which the tirst is the
strongesi, Iml mme of them are spinous. The flr.st dorsal . .'inim.'iic.s ]M.sterior to the
pectorals, and ti-ianinates opposite to the anus; it has 7 simph- r:i\ s ; tli.' s.'.-ond dorsal is

larger, and has 111 rays: its Commencement and termination conespond with those of the
anal, and nn.si of iis ia\ s are s. abrous: botli dorsals are rounded or arched. The anal fln
occu))ii s al t

;
oi till- sjia. . li.tu.i ii I lie anus and caudal, commencing near the former;

this lin lie. (inn s sli:;liil\ l.iw.i or 1. ss deep posteriorly. The caudal is cuneiform, and
has 12 ra.N s, most of tiiem lorke<l. In the form of the bony jiroccsses on the top of the
head this species approaches closely to C. qvadrii-,,, m't: .d' ih.- lUdtic; but it does not
appear from the descriptions I have consulted that tin m is a .listinct pair on the nasal
hones of the latter. There are also differences in the bum ol I he s|iines of the preopercu-
lum, those of O. hexacornis being rjnit<- simple, w hih- in the otln r they are truncated, or
divided at the point. In the C. quii<lrii;,niis. also, there is a thh Iv spine on the 8ui)ra-
scapular bone, which is likewise trun.af.-.l : w hile in ('. h('.r((coniis, that hone, the lunner-
als, and the gill covers are merely armed with small, spiimus teelh: and the rows of
scales on the body ai'O diiferent. It appears to me liN.ly thai tli.' ('. •ivii'liicuruU. Sabine
(Zool., App. to Captain Parry's First Voyage, p. ccviiii, may b.' r.ally tin- ('. If.niminis.
Capt. J. C. Ross, who considers it to be the same with th.' C .viiy/V'/Kif/ '.s ot I'aliri.ius, says
that tliough very abundant on the Greenland Coast it is nnire rare in Ihe higher latitudes,
but several were taken on both sides of the peninsula of Boothia. The natives prize it

highly as an article of food, preferring it to codfish or salmon. The Esquimaux of
Boothia call it Kaneeok, the same name which the Greenlanders give to C. Green-
landicus.

Color.—Of the upper aspect a clouded admixture of brocoli-brown and olive-green
tints; of the belly white. The fins are streaked with bluish black. Irides tinged with
red.
Size.—About 7 inches in total length.
Numerous specimens of this fish were caught in a net set in the mouth of a small river

near the Coppermine, and the above description is drawn up from notes written on the
spot. The subsequent calamities which befell that expedition having occasioned the loss

of all the specimens, no actual comparison has been made with other s]iecies ; but after an
inspection of the Cotti brought home by Captain Beechey, and an atientive perusal of the
Histoire des Poissons, I am satisfied that it diflers from all other described species in the
form of the horns or processes which arm the head, and in other particulars. From the
jiecnliar sliajie ..f these horns in our species it might bear the name of claviger still more
appr.i|iriately than the one so termed by M. valenciennen. The individuals that we
caught iclained life, long after they were drawn from the water, leaping vigorously o\'er

the sands, and whi'ii touched inflating the head. In this oiieratioii the branchiostegoiis
membrane is disti'iided, and the several pieces composing the gill i-overs are separated by
the cxtenshiii of the iiifer\ eiiing membranes. Our Canadian voyageurs were l)Oth aston-
ished and alarmed by these fisli, ami termed them ( 'ia])aiid8 de mer, probably from a kind
of croak they uttered when lirsl h.-imllcd. ( Uichardsou.)
In 18-19, having again visilc.l th. sano- region, Khharilson procured more specimens of

this form which he took h with him. ile saw then that he had misunderstood his
notes, and wroni;ly ascribed to V. hexacornis rostral horns of the same nature as the
characteristic horns of the head and nape, and that the form in question was no other
than ('. iiiKiil rii-i)i-nis, an opinion all must accept who, recalling this correction, will read
the old d.scription of Sir John. (Liitken.)

Specimens ui Oncocottus labradoricus, Girard, are thus described by Dr. Bean ;

Eye 5; snout nearly 5. D. X, 14; A. 14; V.I, 3; P. 17; C. 11 (developed). Two small
spines above the snout; a rough, irregular prominence above each orbit and 2 similar
ones on the occiput. The slioht depression on the crown becomes narrower posteriorly
where its width is about J the length of the space included between the supraorbital
and occipital prominences." Four preopercular spines. 2 of which are at the angle, the
uppermost and longest is f as long as the eye; the 2 lower spines are short and extend
downward and slightly forward. The length of the longest preopercular spine equals
the distance between the eyes measured on the bone. The maxillary is twice as long as
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740. TRIGLOPSIS, Girard.

Triglopsis, GiEABD, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., IV, 1851, 18 (thompsoni)

.

Ptyonotus, Gunther, Cat., ii, 175, 1860 (thompsoni; substitute for Triglopsis on account of

the p'rior and similar name, Triglops).

Body and liead sleDder. Skin naked; lateral line chain-like. Teeth on
vomer, none on the palatines. Eyes large, the interorbital area concave;

hones of lower part of head extensively cavernous; a. small but distinct

slit behind last gill
;
gill membranes almost free from the isthmus, forming

a broad fold across it
;
preopercular spines straight, simple, 4 in number^

the lower turned downward ; fins large. Fresh-water fishes, closely related

to Oncoeottus, from which they have doubtless become degraded through
fresh-water life. There is no tangiljle ditference in structure in any j)art

of the body. {zpiyXa, Trigla; oipig, appearance.)

2374. TRIGLOPSIS THOMPSOM, Girard.

Head 3; depth 6. D. YII, 18; A. 15; V. I, 3. Body elongate, very slen-

der. Head long, depressed above; snout long and pointed; eye quite

large, nearly as long as snout, much wider than interorbital space, 4 in

head
;
jaws subequal ; mouth large, the maxillary extending rather beyond

middle of eye; preoperclc with 4 sharp spines, the upper much shorter

than pupil; cavernous structure of skull highly developed; upper surface

of head smooth; gill membranes not broadly united, nearly free from

isthmus. Dorsal fins well separated; spinous dorsal short and low, its

height little more than length of snout; second dorsal very large, 3 times

height of first, its longest rays about as long as head; anal high, ^ as

high as second dorsal; pectoral long, reaching past front of anal; ven-

trals well developed ; lateral line chain-like, conspicuous; skin perfectly

smooth. Pale olivaceous, with darker blotches ; upper fins faintly banded.

Length 3 inches. Deep waters of the Great Lakes; not common; known
from Lake Michigan and Lake Ontario ; doubtless a relic of a former Arctic

marine fauna, and descended from a species of Oncoeottus. (Named for

Rev. Zadock Thompson, the accomplised author of the History ofVermont.

)

Triglopsis thompsoni, GmARD, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., iv, 1851, 19, off Oswego, Lake
Ontario (Coll. S. F. Baird) ; GiEAED, Monograph Cottoids, 65; Jobdan <fc Gilbert,

Synopsis, 709, 1883.

Triglopsis stimpsoni. Hoy, Trans. Wis. Ac. Sci. 1872, 98, Lake Michigan. (Coll. Dr. Wil-

liam Stimpson.)

Ptyonotus thompsonii, GOntheb, Cat., ii, 175,1860.

the eye, about J as long as the head to the end of the opercular spine, and extends about
to the vertical tlirough the hind margin of the eye. Teeth on the vomer, none on the
palatines. Dorsal spines slender ; the tirst twice as long as distance between eyes ; third
and longest | as long as maxillary and J a.s long as distance from tip of snout to end of
occipital prominences. Base of spinovis dorsal J total length without caudal; distance
between dorsals 2 in eye. Longest soft dorsal ray (ninth) about as long as middle cau-
dal rays, or J total length with caudal; pectorals reaching a little beyond origin of anal
(to second ray of anal) ; ventrals as long as postorbital part of head and not reaching
vent. Skin above the lateral line with a few spiny tubercles, none of them more than %
as long as eye. A .small slit beliind fourth gill. Coast of Labrador and Hudson Bay.
This description by Dr. Bean from specimens taken in 1880 near York Factory, Hudson
Bay, by Robert Bell, M. D. This nominal species is apparently the female of Oncoeottus
hexaconds.
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741. GYMNOCANTHUS, Swainson.

Oymnocanthus, Swainson, Class. Fisli., etc., 11, 271, 1839 {ventralis).

Phobetor, Kkoyer, Naturli. Tidschr., i, 2(33, 1844 (tricuspis).

Elaphocottus, Sauvage, Nouv. Arch. Mus. Paris (2), I, 1878, U2 (pistilliger)

.

General characters and appearance of Acanthocottiis, but with no teeth

on the vomer, the slit behind the last gill small or wanting ; upper pre-

opercular spine stout, armed with 2 or 3 antler-like processes ; fins all very

large, the veutrals notably so. Arctic Seas, {yi'i.ivoi, naked; czHavOa,

spine.)

a. Interorbital space not armed with bony granulations; males with a round white

spot on belly; last gill arch without .slit or pore.

b. Dorsal rays X, 14 or 1.5; anal 16; a cirrus behind eye in young; occipital ridge

with 3 bony prominences ; axial region in male with fringed filaments, white

at tip. PISTU.LIGER, 2375.

bb. Dorsal rays XII, 16; anal 18; no cirrus behind eye; occiput without bony
prominences; axial region without fringed filament.* in either sex.

TRICUSPIS, 2376.

aa. Interorbital region covered with bony granulations: males without white spots on

belly; dorsal rays XI, 16; anall9. galeatus, 2377.

•2375. (JYMXOCAXTHUS PISTILLIGER (PaUas).

Dr. Gilbert describes this species as follows:

"Compared with Gy7nnocaiithus ti-icuspis, G. pistiUiger has a difterent fin

formula, the spines and rays of dorsal and anal fins being fewer in number.
This is shown l)y the following table, based on an examination of 40

specimens

:
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into a compressed frond-like lamina, having the free edge more or less

laciniate or fringed. These expanded tips are bright white and very con-

spicuous. No trace of them is present in females, but they develop in

males at a very early age. These agree with the structures described by

Pallas, on which he based the name pistiUiger. They seem not to be

present in G. tricuspis. The upper preopercular spine is sharply bifurcate m
even our smallest specim.^ns (50 mm.), but in these no trace of a second

medial upwardly directed spine is present. The latter is evident m speci-

mens 70 mm. and more in length, and a small concealed prominence repre-

senting a third spine is exceptionally present. No trace of slit behind

last gill. The following measurements give the depth of body and length

of head in millimeters, as compared with total length, in 8 specimens:

Total
leugth.
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as to this, 17 are males, 28 females. Among specimens obtained at Petro-

jiaulski and at Albaiross Station 3646, off Kobben Island, in 18 fathom-,

no males are included. TLe females differ from those we have examined
from Bristol Bay in having the top of head more extensively plated, the

rough plates extending onto middle of iuterorbital space, or in 1 specimen

onto snout. The preorbital ridges are less regular and have lower tuber-

cles. The specimens indicate an approach therefore to 6r. galeatus. The
fin rays are as previously given. In 8 specimens they are as follows:
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concave, with rough plates ; supraorbital ridge ending in a blunt tubercle

;

interorbital area with smooth skin. Eyes A-ery large ; maxillary extend-

ing to pupil; upijer preopercular spine broad; much shorter than eye,

with about 3 points; skin mostly smooth; axil prickly, but withoiit

fringed filaments; inner edge of middle pectoral rays papillose (malt^).

Spinous dorsal very high and long, the longest spines in the male f lengtli

of head; second dorsal a little lower; anal very long, rather low; pec-

torals very broad, reaching past front of anal, the lower rays rapidly

shortened; ventrals extremely long, the rays long, exserted, reaching past

front of anal; anal papilla large. Dark brown above, with traces of

darker vertical bars; belly i)ale; males with the axillary region dusky,

with many large round white spots; first dorsal blackish, with pale

blotches; second dorsal with alternating oblique bands of white and

blackish ; anal and caudal nearly plain
;
pectorals and ventrals yellowish,

with black cross bars; mandible barred with black. Arctic seas, south

to Norway and Labrador; not very common on our coasts. Here described

from a specimen from Greenland. Dr. Giinther gives the following ana-

tomical details: "The liver is large, round, not divided into lobes, and
situated principally on the left side of the stomach. The stomach is very

spacious and curved; the jiylorus with 6 appendages; the intestines

appear to make 1 complete circumvolution. The ovaria are separated

from each other to their posterior extremity. The urine bladder is nar-

row, elongate, situated above the right-hand oA-arium. Skeleton : The
configuration of the skull is much more similar to C. gohio than to G. scor-

piiis or huhalis. The space between the orbits is very slightly concave,

very narrow, its width being nearly i the distance between the upper

posterior angles of the orbits. The crown is flat, without any longitudi-

nal or transverse ridges, but with A-ery slight impression in the middle.

The frontal bones, the preoperculum, the mandibula, and the infraorbitals

haA'e A'ery distinct muciferous channels; the turbinals are provided with

a minute spine. The uumlier of tlie caudal A^ertebra^ is increased, there

being 12 in the abdominal portion and 28 in the caudal." (Eu.) {tres,

three; ciispis, cusp.)

Cottus gobio, Fabeicius, Fauna Groenlandica, No. 15, 1780, Greenland.

Coitus tricuspis, Eeixhakdt, Vidensk. Selsk. Nat. Math. Afhandl., A-ii, 1838, 117, Green-

land ; GtJNTHEE, Cat., n, 168, 1860.

Cottus fabricii, Gikabd, Monograph. Cottoids, 59, 1851, Greenland ; after Cottus gobio, Fab-

EICIDS.

Cottus ventralis, Collect, Christiania Vid. Selsk. Forh. 1878, 151 ; not of Cuviee Sc Valen-

ciennes.

Acanthocottus patris* H. K. Stoeer, Bost. -Tour. Nat. Hist., vi, 1857, 250, Labrador.

(Coll. Dr. Horatio Robinson Storer.)

Phobetor tricuspis, Keoyer, Natur. Tidskr., I, 263, 1844.

Gymnocanthut pistilUger, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 709, 1883 ; not of Pallas.

* This southern form, named "patris" bj- Dr. H. R. Storer, for his distingui.<<hed father,
needs comparison with Oymnocanthus tricuspis.
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2377. fiYMNOCANTHlS (iALKATUS, Bean.

Head 3f (including caudal) ; depth 7+. 1). XI, 16; A. 19; V. I, 3. Body
elongate. A small tubercle above each eye; 4 pieopercular spines, the

longest about as long as eye, and with 2 or 3 processes. Space between

eyes deeply concave, completely covered with bony granulations, as are

the crown and neck; similar granulations on hinder margin of orbit, on

suborbital stay and on opercle. Skin of body naked. Pectorals, and in

males the ventrals also, reaching beyond vent; maxillary reaching to

below eye. Slit behind last gill not described. Olivaceous; back with 4

distinct brown spots, the longest nearly twice as long as eye, and extend-

ing a little below lateral line, there blending with a wavy lateral stripe;

dorsals and pectorals with interrupted black band; lower tins plain

Avhitish. Dr. Gilbert describes a single male specimen, 210 mm. long,

from Chernofski Harbor, Unalaska Island

:

The sexual peculiarities are less strongly marked than in much smaller males of G.

pistilliger. The ventrals extend but little beyond the front of the anal fln, and are

unmarked. The abdomen is also plain, without the round white spot characteristic of

male specimens of G. putilliger and G. tricus2ns. These marks are apjiarently absent also

in the type, as no mention is made of them. The spinous dorsal is not greatly elevated,

its longest spine being contained 2i times in the head. It is without distinctive mark-
ings, being colored like the soft dorsal, light yellowish, cross-banded with darker. Anal
papilla short, 5 mm. in length. Plates on head as in description, covering the inter-

orbital region, crown, occiput, and nape as far back as front of dorsal; present also on

upper part of opercle, and in a vertical streak immediately behind eye. A very promi-

nent tubercle over binder margin of eye, a constrictiou behind it. Occipital ridge broadly

rounded, without tubercles or conspicuous prominences of any kind, but with 3 smooth

areas corresponding in position with the tubercles of G. pistilliger, perhaps present as such

in the young. The anterior one is slightly elevated. Ko superciliary filaments Pre-

opercular spines massive, short, with a single fork at tip, no accessory spines developed.*

Axil with prickly scales, but without filaments. Dorsal XI, 16; anal 19. Lateral line 43.

Head 52 mm. long; depth 32 mm. The depth is there 6^ in the total length, not 7i as

described for the type.

Aleutian and Pribilof islands ; known from Unalaska and St. Paul, and

Point Barrow, {galcatus, helmeted.)

Gi/mnocanthns galeatus, Bean, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 153, Unalaska (Type, No. 28097.

Coll. Syhanus Bailey) ; Jordan Sz. Gilbert, Synopsis, 707, 1883; Gilbert, Rept. U. S.

rish Coium. 1893 (1890), 425.

742. LEIOCOTTUS, Girard.

Leiocottus, GiRARn, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1856, 133 (hirundo).
*

Body elongate, covered with thick, smooth skin. Head compressed, nar-

rowed above, not externally bony. Mouth small, horizontal, low; villi-

form teeth in both jaws and on the vomer, none on the palatines; upper

*Mr. Scofield has the following note on a small specimen (3J inches) collected at Point
Barrow, Alaska:
Fin formula: ? D. X, 15; A. 17; P. 18; V. 3. Head SJ or S^n, including caudal; eye 3^

to end of opercular spine; snout 4; maxillary 2J or past posterior edge of pupil; inter-

orbital 2 in length of orl^it, dejtth 5J; Lat. line 43 or 44. Fifth or sixth ray of pectoral
longest and reaching to third anal rav. Ventrals reaching j to vent. Mouth slightly
oblique. l"i(per lu-eojiercular spine with 3 sharp points on its upper side. No papillfe
or sharp points under pectorals.
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preopercular Bpine short, strong, with bifurcated tip; suborbital stay

narrow ffiU membranes partly free from the isthmus, over which they

form a broad fold; a slit behind fourth gill. First dorsal with its upper

mar-in somewhat S-shaped, the first 2 spines elongate, the middle ones of

ne-ir1v equal len-th, and the posterior ones rapidly shortened; ventrals 1,

3. Shore fishes of the Pacific. (AfZos, smooth; Korrog, Cottm,)

2378. LEIOCOTTUS HIRUNDO, Girard.

Head3+; depth 4^; eye large, U m I'ead. D.IX, 17; A. 15; V. I, 3

Body elongate, fusiform, the caudal peduncle slender; prohle ot snout

decurved; maxillary reaching front of orbit; 3 small cirri at the end of

each maxillary; preopercular margin with several similar cirri
;
opercle

and shoulder girdle without spines; upper preopercular spine as long as

Dunil Top of head smooth; supraorbital ridges little elevated; nasal

Bpines distant from tip of snout. Spinous dorsal elevated in front, the

first 2 rays much longer than the others, nearly f length of head; soft

dorsal and anal fins rather long; pectorals reaching past front of anal;

ventrals to vent. Olivaceous, shaded with light blue and reticulated with

brownish red, the latter color predominating on the head; sides with 4

broad, oblique, brownish-red bars, the first 3 running from dorsal forward

and downward, the fourth from caudal peduncle backward to base of

caudal- abdomen orange brown, with pale spots; caudal orange brown,

with yellow bars near the tip; fins with bars and spots of dark brownish

red- breast and ventrals whitish ; 3 dark blotches at base of pectorals;

spinous dorsal with oblique dark streaks ; a dark blotch on each eye above,

and a light streak forward and downward from eye. Length 10 inches.

reu; oreast anu vcui/xtiio ..i^i^......, <- -

spinous dorsal with oblique dark streaks ; a dark blotch on each eye above,

and a light streak forward and downward from eye. Length 10 inches.

Santa Barbara Islands, in shallow water; not rare, but extremely local.

{hirundo, swallow.)

Leiocouu. Mrundo, Gibard, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Phila. 1856, 133 San Miguel I^'-d "^ ^

Santa Barbara (Coll. Lieutenant Trowbridge); GiRAKD, U. b. Pac. E. h. burv., x,

Fisbea, 62, 1858.

Cottus hirundo, Gunthee, Cat., ii, 166, 1860.

Liocottus hirundo, Jokdan & Gilkekt, Synopsis, 712, 1883.

743. LEPTOCOTTUS, Girard.

Leptocottus, GIRARD, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 130 (annahis)

.

Bodv elongate, depressed, covered with perfectly smooth skin. Head

depressed, oblong, not very broad, without cirri; lower jaw included;

suborbital stay narrow ; teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Gi 1 mem-

branes rather narrowly joined to the isthmus, not forming a fold across

it; a slit behind fourth gill; preopercular spine strong, with 2 or 3 points

hooked upward. Dorsal fins separate ; the spinous dorsal short and sniall,

entire; ventrals I, 4. Shore fishes of the Pacific. {Xanroi, slender;

HorroS) Cottus.)
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2379. LEPTOCOTTUS ARMATUS, Girard.

(Smooth Cabezon.)

Head 3 in lenfrtli; depth 6. D. VII, 17; A. 17; V. I, 4. Head long and
depressed; mouth large, the maxillary reachiug beyond eye ; interorbital

space broad, scarcely concave; nasal spines concealed; top of head flat-

tish, covered with rugose skin ; upper preopercular spine with 3 or 4 spin-

ules hooked upward; suborbital stay slender, not reaching preopercle;

eye very small, less than interocular width, 7^ in head; lateral lino com-
plete; skin everywhere smooth; no prickles nor cirri. Dorsal spines very
slender and low

;
pectorals reaching or extending beyond vent; ventrals

halfway to vent. Grayish olive above, becoming abruptly white and
silvery below; sides creamy; pectoral fins creamy yellow, with 5 or 6

black cross bars; spinous dorsal dusky, with an ink-like blotch on tip of
last rays, and an oblique white band below; soft dorsal dusky with sev-

eral oblique white bauds; caudal banded; ventrals and anal plain.

Length 12 inches. Pacific Coast from Kadiak to San Diego ; everywhere
very common, the most abundant of the Cottoids of our west coast; liv-

ing near shore. It flattens the head and expands the preopercular spines
when disturbed, {armatus, armed.)

Leptoeottus armatus, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1854, 131, Cape Flattery, Fort Steil-

acoom, AVillapa Bay, Humboldt Bay, San Francisco, Monterey, San Pedro, Fort
Point, San Diego, Tomales Bay (Coll. Dr. Suckley, Dr. Cooper, Lieut. Trowbridge,
etc.) ; GiEARD, XJ. S. Pac. R. E. Surv., x, Fish., 60, 1858; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

714, 1883.

Oentridermichthyn armatus, GOnthek, Cat., ii, 171, 1860.

744. CLINOCOTTUS, Gill.

Clinocottus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1861, 166 (analis).

This genus differs from Oligocottiis in having the skin of the sides of

body mesially, covered more or less thickly with minute prickly scales

embedded in the skin ; anteriorly, forked cirri take the place of scales

;

mouth with lateral cleft
;
preopercular sjiine short, bifurcate. Small fishes

of the California rock pools. {Clinits; Cottiis.)

aSSO. CLIXOCOTTCS AXALIS (Girard).

Head Si; depth 4i. D. IX, 16 to 18; A. 13 or 14; V. I, 3; P. 15. Head
narrower anteriorly and rather pointed; mouth with lateral cleft, the
maxillary reaching beyond pupil ; band of palatine teeth short and nar-

row, often absent on one side or on both ; eye large, 5 in head, about twice

the width of the deeply grooved interorbital space ; nasal spines distant

from snout; preopercular spine short, bifurcate; cranium plane above;
upper part of body mesially covered with minute, embedded, nonimbri-

cated, pectinate scales ; anteriorly, small cirri, mostly bifid or tFifid, take

the place of the scales. Head, especially above, with very many similar

cirri; a fringe of cirri on edge of preopercle. Dorsal fins contiguous,

rather low
;
pectoral reaching past front of anal ; anal papilla very large.
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Olivaceous, sometimes very pale, sometimes nearly black, occasionally

flashed with reddish, much mottled, and with numerous small black and

white spots; about 5 irregular darker bars; a dark bar at base of caudal;

fins all spotted; cirri very numerous, mostly whitish, giving the fish a

woolly appearance in life. Length 3 to 7 inches. Coast of California;

abundant in rock pools from Monterey southward to Lower California,

farther south than any other of the California Cottidce. {analis, from the

large anal papilla.)

Oligoeottus analis, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sei. Phila. 1857, 201, Monterey (Coll. A. S.

Taylor. Type, No. 486, IT. S. Nat. Mus.) ; Girard, U. S. Pac. K. R. Surv., x, Fishes,

57, 1858; JORDAN & GILBERT, Synopsis, 718, 1883.

Oottus criniger, GiJNTHER, Cat., ll, 522, 1860, Monterey, California

Centridermichthys analis, Gunther, Cat., ii, 171, 1860.

Clinoeottus analis, Jordan &. EveriMann, Check-List Fi-shes Nortli and Middle America,

4U, 1896.

745. OLIGOCOTTUS, Girard.

Oligoeottus, Girard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1856, 133 (maculoms).

Body rather elongate, the skin smooth
;
preopercular spine slender and

sharp, simple or with a single antler-like process above; small tentacles

on head and anterior parts of body; gill memln-anes l)roadly united, free

from the isthmus ; slit behind fourth gill small or obsolete ; dorsal spines

slender, the fin short and not emarginate; anal papilla of male large;

ventrals I, 3. Small fishes of the North Pacific, inhabiting rock pools

between tide marks, the very smallest of the Cottidw. (oAiyoi, small;

Coitus. )

a. Preopercular spine bifid, having a process directed upward in addition to the pointed

spine: D. Till, 16; A. 12 to U.
6 First dorsal without ocellate spot ; head with many cirri; male with the anterior

rays of anal enlarged and detached. maculosus, 2381.

66. First dorsal with a black ocellus; cirri on head few; anal fin in males with the

anterior rays not especially enlarged or detached. borealis, 2382.

2381. OLIGOCOTTUS MACULOSUS, Girard.

(Johnny.)

Head 3; depth 4. D. VIII-16; A. 12 to 14. Head slender, narrowed

above, the snout rather pointed; maxillary reaching pupil; top of head

with several scattered cirri ; a few on sides of head; cirri on lateral line

anteriorly and on front of back, also along base of dorsals. No scales or

prickles anywhere; preopercular spine forked; front rays of anal enlarged

and detached in males; anal papilla large (in males); pectorals reaching

well beyond front of anal. Usual color, reddish brown, varying to gray,

intense green or crimson according to surroundings, the vivid colors devel-

ojied in the presence of similarly colored algte: fins all barred; belly

usually livid bluish or greenish ; lower side of head with white mottlings.

Length 2 to 3 inches. Pacific coast, from Cape Mendocino to Point Con-

cepcion, rather common ; one of the smallest of the marine Cottida', a bright-

colored inhabitant of rock pools, {macidosus, spotted.)
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Oligocottus maculosus, GmARn, Troc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1856, 153, Tomales Bay (Coll. E.

Samuels); San Francisco (Coll. Lient. Trowbridge); Fort Steilacoom (Coll. T)r. G.

Suckley); Girard, U. S. Pac. R. K. Surv., x, Fisb., 56, 1858; Jordan c>v; Gilbert, Syn-

opsis, 718, 1883.

Centridermichthys maculosut, Gunther, Cat., ll, 171, 1860.

2382. OLIGOCOTTUS BOREALIS, Jordan & Snyder.

Head 31 ; depth 4i; orl)it 4 in liead; suont 4; maxillary 24. D. VIII or

IX-16 or 17 ; A. 12 to 14 ; P. 14 ; highest dorsal spine 3 ; dorsal ray 2i
; cau-

dal ray li; first anal ray, male U, female 3; ventrals l^^-; caudal peduncle

3i; pectorals 3 in length. Body comj)ressed, elongate; hack somewhat
elevated, deepest helow middle of spinous dorsal. Head almost as wide as

long, tapering from hehind to the somewhat pointed snout; profile of

head rounded above, straight helow; mouth terminal, nearly horizontal;

maxillary extending to vertical through posterior part of pupil; lower

jaw included; jaws, vomer, and jialatines with villiform teeth; snout as

long as orhit; eye high in head; interorbital space narrower than widtli

of orbit, its concavity angular; opercle with a triangular tiap ; angle of

preopercle produced into a forked spine, which is covered with skin,

except on the sharp points; prongs of preopercular spine i as long as

orhit; nasal spines prominent; the long premaxillary processes forming a

sharp ridge between the latter; hranehiostegal membranes forming a fold

across the isthmus; gills 3i, the slit hehind the fourth arch much reduced;

pseudobranchiie present; gill rakers represented by a few protuberances

on the arch. Skin smooth; filaments on free end of maxillary, on infe-

rior edge of preopercle, and first dorsal to the bases of the pectoral fins;

also a row of filaments extending along the supraorbital crest, over the

hack of the head and along the lateral line for about i the length of the

body, the filaments usually paired, i. e., 2 grow from the same place;

anal jiapilla prominent; large mucous pores scattered about the top and

sides of head; pores of lateral line 36 to 40. Dorsal fins 2, separate; first

dorsal 4 in head and body, curving from distal end of first spine to posterior

part of base; spines rather feeble; second dorsal 2 in head and body, a

little higher than first, its middle rays longest ; anal fin about 3i in head

and body; in the male the first and second rays longest, the third, fourth,

and fifth each a little shorter than the preceding one, the last shortest ; in

the female the first ray is the shortest; caudal fin somewhat rouuded

;

pectoral rays below the sixth ventrally free from the connecting mem-
brane for a portion of their length; ventral fins reaching to vent, in some
specimens to anal. Color, usually reddish brown, varying to gray, in-

tense green or crimson, according to surroundings, the colors developed

in the presence of similarly colored algie; dorsals, pectorals, and caudal

barred; anal sometimes barred; irout of spinous dorsal with an ocellated

black spot. Pacific Coast, from Prince William Sound to Oregon ; the types

collected in tide pools at Neah Bay, Puget Sound, by Mr. E. C. Starks.

Others were collected at Neah Bay by Mr. Henry St. Clair, and still others in

Departure Bay, Vancouver Island, by Dr. C. H. Gilbert. This species is

closely related to Oligocottus maculosus, hut may be distinguished from the

latter by having fewer filaments on the head and body, an ocellated spot
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on front of first dorsal, and by having the rays of the anal fin in th<> male

all connected by membrane; the first ray of anal is much shorter and

weaker in O. horeaUs. (horealis, northern.)

Oligocottns barealis, Jordan & Snydeb, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. Series 2, vol. vi, 1896, 225, Neah

Bay. (Coll. E. C. Starts. Type, No. 3396. L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

746. OXYCOTTUS, Jordan & Evermann, new genus.

Oxycottus, Jordan & Evermann, new genus (acutieeps).

This genus is allied to Oligoeottus, differing in the absence of upward

process on the sharp, upwardly curved preopercular spine. No slit behind

last gill. (o|t;5, sharp ;
Coitus.)

a. Snout sharp ; anal rays 12 or 13.
AcrTiCEPS, 2383.

aa. Snout bluntish ; anal rays 10.
'^mbryum, 2384.

2383. OXYCOTTUS AOUTICEPS (Gilbert) .^

Head 3+ to 3| ; eye 4 in head ; snout 4. D. VII or VIII, 15 or 16
;
A. 12 or

• 13 Head slenderer and with sharper snout than in 0. maculosus. Inter-

orbital space slightly concave, its width + eye; maxillary region verti-

cal just in front of the pupil, 3 in head. Cardiform teeth on jaws, vomer,

and palatine bones. Preopercular spine slender, sharp, curved upward

and inward, neither notched nor forked. Preopercular margin unarmed

below it; nasal spines sharp; occiput without ridges or spines; opercle

thickened above, ending behind in a rounded lobe; without definite ridge

or spine. Branchiostegals 6 ; no evident pores behind last gill
;
gill mem-

branes broadly united, free from the isthmus. A cirrus at inner base of

nasal spines, 3 pairs evenly spaced on top of head, 1 above orbits, 1

posteriorly on occiput, and 1 midway between these 2; a cirrus at

ano-le of opercle; 1 above each pore on anterior portion of lateral hne;

sidles of body otherwise smooth, without further cirri and without axil-

lary and other prickles. Dorsal fin usually slightly joined at base; pec-

torals reaching to ox slightly beyond front of anal fin; ventrals short,

equaling length of snout and eye, extending halfway to front ot anal;

anus anterior in position, thus differing from 0. macdosus and C. anahs,

its distance from base of ventrals but i its distance from front ot anal

fin; pores of lateral line 33, each of the anterior IBusually accompanied by

a cirrus. Fin rays in 7 specimens are as follows

:
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lar spine; the interval between tliesesnbocular bars may be silvery white;

si)inou8 florsal often showing 2 dark bars, as in B. gloiicejjs; ventrals

plain; fins otherwise finely mottled or indistinctly barred; some or all of

these dark markings sometimes absent. Prince William Sound (Arthur

White Greeley) to Vancouver Island. Four 8i)ecimens, the largest 47 mm.
long, from tide pools at Unalaska, are the tyjies of the species. Three

additional specimens were taken in Departure Bay, Vancouver Island.

(Gilbert.) (acutus, sharp; -cejis, head.)

Oligocottiis aetiticeps, Gilbert, Kept. V. S. Fisli Comm. 1893 (1896), 432, Unalaska (Coll.

Alhalross).

28S4. OXYCOTTUS EMBRYUM (Jordan &Starks).

Head 4; dejjth 4^. D. IX, 15; A. 10; orbit 4 in head; snout 4; maxillary

2f ; highest dorsal spine 21 ; dorsal ray If; anal ray If; length of caudal

fin If; ventrals 1|; pectorals 2^ in body. Body elongate, compressed,

back slightly elevated, deepest under spinous dorsal; caudal peduncle

moderately slender. Skin without scales or prickles; head small, taper-

ing rapidly forward to the rather sharp snout as viewed from above
;
pro-

file of head straight below, acutely and evenly rounded above; mouth
terminal and horizontal; maxillary reaching to the vertical from the

middle of pupil; lower jaw included; teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines

in narrow villiform bands; process of premaxillary prominent, extending

slightly above nasal spines, giving the appearance of 3 spines above

snout; eye set high in head, the orbit as long as snout; preopercular

spine short, blunt, and triangular, entirely covered with the skin, edge of

preopercle below, entire; opercle ending in a short flap; top of head

with 2 rows of "mossy" cirri, running from the superior orliital margin,

curving over head and continuing on lateral line, they disappear on its

anterior third. Dorsal spine rather stout, the fin lower than soft dorsal,

rounded in outline; soft dorsal well separated from spinous, the front of

fin the highest; pectorals long, the eighth ray the longest, givdng the fin

a point behind which reaches to the base of about the seventh dorsal ray

;

the same rays below the eighth swollen and posteriorly free from the

membrane; anal about as high as soft dorsal, the rays somewhat swollen

and more or less free; ventrals long, reaching about to front of anal, their

insertion behind base of pectoral a distance equal to the snout and eye;

caudal fin slightly rounded. Color variable from light green to a rich

maroon; traces of 5 or 6 dark crossbars on back; lower parts dusky with
small light spots; belly white; a dark bar from eye to side of snout, 1

from eye to edge of preopercle behind end of maxillary, and another from

eye to below preopercular sjiine; lips black; lower rays of pectorals

crossed with black and Avhite bars which fade out above; ventrals light

with some dusky mottlings; dorsal dark above, light at base, no mark-
ings; anal with black and white bars running across the rays, caudal fin

mottled. In this species the preopercular spine is very short, sharp,

turned upward, and covered by skin. It has a more acute snout than B.

fllohiceps, mouth with a lateral cleft, body more compressed, and the pre-

maxillary process extending above nasal spines. Puget Sound to Mon-
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teiey, scarce; 2 specimens collected in the tide pools left in the sand on

a beach near Neah Bay, the largest 2| inches in length. A third specimen,

darker in color, obtained at Point Lobos, Carmelo Bay, near Monterey, by

Mr. John O. Snyder, {hv, in; fipvov, sea moss.)

Oligocottus embryum, Jordan «fc Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 808, pi. 82, Neah Bay,

W^ashington. (Type, No. 3128 L. S. Jr. Univ. Mua. Coll. E. C. Starks.)

747. BLENNICOTTUS, Gill.

Blennieottus, Gn,L, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila. 1861, 166 (globiceps)

.

This genus is very close to Ol'uiocoitns, dift'ering in the form of its pre-

opercular spine, which is short, blunt, and simple. Head short and blunt,

the cleft of the mouth largely or wholly anterior. Last gill slit obsolete.

North Pacific. {Blennius; Cottus.)

a. Head nearly globular, very blunt; the cleft of montb not extending on its side;

preopercular spine with a short point; ventrala IJ to l^in bead; D. IX, IC; A. 11.

6. Head with rather few cirri. globiceps, 2385.

bb. Head with very many cirri. var. brygsus, 2385o.

2385. BLEXMCOTTUS GLOBICEPS (Girard).

Head 3f ; depth 4^. D. IX, 16; A. 11; V. I, 3. Body little compressed;

head extremely short and blunt, narrowed above, nearly everywhere con-

vex. Mouth anterior, short and broad, almost without lateral cleft; lower

jaw shortest; maxillary reaching past front of the small eye; interorbital

space very narrow, grooved, about ^ width of eye; preopercular spine

with a single point turned upward ; top of head with 2 series of cirri ; none

on sides of head, except a few on upper part of opercle; a series of cirri

along anterior half of lateral line; skin without scales or prickles; pec-

torals reaching beyond front of anal. Dark olive, with obscure darker

cross bars ; hrst dorsal with 2 dark streaks above ; fins generally barred

with greenish, orange, or blue; cirri mostly black. Length 3 to 4 inches.

Pacific Coast, from Kadiak to San Diego ; the typical form from San Diego

northward to Oregon ; in rock pools, rather rare, more common southward.

{globus, globe; -ceps, head.)

Oligocottus globiceps, Girard, U. S. Pac. R. E. Surv., Fish., 58, 1858, South Farallones.

(Coll. Lieut. Trowbridge. Type, No. 300, U. S. Nat. Mua.) ; Jordan .Si, Gilbert, Synop-

sis, 718, 1883.

Centridermichthys globiceps, GiJNTHER, Cat., n, 171, 1860.

Blennieottus globiceps, Jordan & Stark, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 808.

Represented in Puget Sound and northward to Kadiak by

2385 ». BLENMCOTTUS GLOBICEPS BBYOSUS, Jordan & Starks.

Northern specimens are larger in size, 4 to 6 inches, with paler and more

variegated coloration and red markings ; the preopercular spine is stronger

and slightly hooked upward, and the opercle has many more cirri above

than in the southern form. These dift'erences are very slight and perhaps

unworthy of notice. (jSpvov, sea moss, from the cirrous head.)

Blennieottus globiceps bryosus, JORDAN & StARKS, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 808, Point Or-

chard, Seattle. (Coll. E.C. Starks.)
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748. HISTIOCOTTUS, Gill.

Peropui, Lay & Bennett, Beecliey's Voy., Zool., Fish., 59, 1839 (bilobus) ; name preoccupied.
HisHocottus, Gill, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1888, 573 (bilobus).

Thi.s geuus is very close to Blepsias, from which it differs iu the absence
of smooth areas on the body; the tins are lower, the dorsal not emargi-
nate, and the pectoral much larger, perhaps capable of being used for

flight. North Pacific, (idriov, sail; Cottus.)

23S6. HISTIOCOTTUS BILOBUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

D. IX, 21 ; A. 18 ; P. 16. Body shorter and deeper than in Blepsias cirrJto-

sns, with thicker caudal peduncle and heavier head, the bones less firm

;

snout short, obtuse, interorbital space very wide, concave, ^ wider than
the small eye; short occipital ridges present, besides several bluntish

tubercles. Mouth broad, oblique, the maxillary reaching pupil; teeth

small, distant; barbels as in cirrhosus. Head and body covered with
prickles, larger and blunter than in cirrhosus; no naked patches on body

;

fins less developed than in cirrhosus; first 5 or 6 spines of dorsal subequal,
the last 3 abru^itly shorter; pectorals longer and much lu'oader than in

cirrhosus, reaching seventh anal ray; caudal short, much shorter than
head. Olivaceous, pah^r lielow; dorsal region with 4 or 5 black bars,

reaching i the distance to the lateral line, and somewhat continued on the

fins; caudal with a black bar at base, otherwise plain; pectorals and anal

blotched with black. Coast of Alaska and Kamchatka, not very common

;

the specimen here described from Kadiak. {hilohtis, two-lobed.)

Blepsias bilobus, Cuvier &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 379, 1829, Kamchatka
(Coll. M. Collee, Brit. Mus.) ; GOnther, Cat., 11, 153, 1860; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop-

sis, 720, 1883.

Peropus bilobus, Bennett, Beechey's Voy., Zool., Fish., 59, 1839.

749. BLEP3IAS, Cuvier.

Blepsias, Cuvier, Rc^sne Animal, Ed. 2, 1829 (cirrhosus).

Head and body compressed; skin hispid with stiffish villiform prickles,

and with definitely naked areas ; snout and chin with several rather long

barbels; mouth small; teeth villiform, on jaws, vomer, and palatines;

preopercle with 2 short blunt spines; gill membranes free from the isth-

mus; gills 4, a slit behind the fourth; top of head with bony ridges; sub-

orbital stay narrow; first dorsal short, elevated iu front, emarginate, the

spines slender; second dorsal large; anal similar, lower; ventrals very

short, I, 3 ;
pectorals long. North Pacific. (An old name of some fish

;

from jiXiTto), look.)

2387. BLEPSIAS CIRRHOSUS (Pallas).

Head 3f ; depth 3f . D. V-III, 23 ; A. 20 ; P. 12 ; scales 50. Supraocular

ridges well developed; interorbital space concave, with 2 low ridges

extending backward from nasal spines, diverging toward occipital ridges;

the latter large, partly interrupted; suborbital stay conspicuous; tempo-
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ral ridge present; maxillary reaching to heyond middle of pupil ; snout

with 5 barbels, chin with 6, the longest about as long as the eye, which

is 3f in head; a small cirrus on each interorbital ridge; interorbital space

as wide as eye; sides with 3 or 4 pale, well-deliued, naked areas behind

pectorals, the 2 anterior much the largest; behind these a long naked

strip along the lateral line, colored like th(^ rest of the body ; iirst 4 spines

of dorsal elevated, | to f length of head ; the fifth much shortened ; mem-
brane deeply notched between the fifth spiue and the sixth, which is

longer than the one before it; ventrals as long as eye; pectorals reaching

much beyond front of anal; first rays of soft dorsal short; the others

gradually lengthened to near the last, the highest higher than the dorsal

spines; caudal louger than head. Dai'k olivaceous, sides of back with 4

to 6 vertically ol»loug black blotches edged with paler, not reaching

nearly to lateral line; belly and naked areas on sides whitish; black

bands radiating from eyes; fins dark, with large pale blotches and dark

spots; caudal with light and dark bars; ventrals plain; a small white

spot on front of spiuous dorsal. Adults from Unalaska show the follow-

ing color : Olive green of varying shades, the belly bright coppery yellow,

the cross blotches on back nearly black, with paler margins; naked

patches on sides white or brassy, those on tail colored like body, those on

head silvery ; first dorsal light olive, with 2 translucent patches ; second

dorsal mottled olive with dark spots and translucent patches; caudal

with 3 blackish and 4 translucent bands; anal yellowish olive with

numerous spots and translucent patches ; radiating blackish bands run-

ning out from eye; the upper barbels black, the lower oliv(>. Length 6

inches. Alaska to San Francisco, in shallow water; not rare northward;

common at Unalaska; known also fi-om Petropaulski and Iturup Island;

not often seen south of Puget Soiind. {cirrliosus, bearing cirri.)

Trachinus cirrhosus, Pallas, Zoogr. Ross.-Asiat., ui, 237, 1811, Avatcha Bay, Kamchatka
(Coll. Mcrk); Gulf of Penshin, Ochotsk Sea.

Blcpsias trilobus, Cuvier & Valencieknes, Hist. Nat. Poisa., iv, 375, 1829; same types.

Blejisias cirrhosus, GtJNTHER, Cat., u, 153, 1860; Steindachnek, Ichth. Beit., V, 128, 1876;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 719, 1883.

750. NAUTISCUS, Jordan & Evermann, new genus.

yautiscus, Jordan & Evermann, now genus (pribilovixm).

This genus is closely allied to Naiitichthys, having the same gill struc-

tures and dentition, but the first dorsal is only moderately elevated, its

height being less than depth of body. There are no cirri on the head,

and there is no marked depression at the occiput, the base of the dorsal

being little raised above the nape; preopercle with four obsolete spines;

skin rougher than in Nautichthys, the anal fin shorter. Bering Sea.

(a diminutive of vavry?, a ship, from the low first dorsal.)

2388. NAUTISCUS PRIBILOVIUS, Jordan & Gilbert, new species.

Differing from X. oculofasciatus in the shorter lower fins, the lower cra-

nial ridges, and the coloration. Head 3 to .3^; depth 3?. D. VIII. 23; A.

15; V.I, 3; P. 15; eye 3|^ in head ; maxillary 2*; lateral line with 39 spines.
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Sliape of head and body miicli as iu N. oculofasciatus; head short, the suout

rather sharp, the anterior profile steep; nasal spines prominent, a short

occular cirnis, mucli sinaUer than in jV^. oculofasciatus, shorter than pupil;

interobital space narrow, about i eye, deeply concave; a blunt triangular

ridge above each orbit, with a deep cross furrow behind it which deepens

to a pit at the vertex ; nuchal ridges lower than in N. oculofasciatus, each

with a coarse tubercle, lower and larger than in the other species. From
the nuchal depression, the base of first dorsal spines rises much less

abruptly. Preopercle with 4 blunt prominences, the upper often longer

and more spine-like. Month nearly horizontal, the lower jaw included;

a slender filament at end of maxillary; teeth small, a few on vomer and a

narrow band on palatines. Gill membranes broadly united to isthmus,

the gill opening extending a little below the lower edge of pectoral.

Skin covered with close-set villous prickles, among which large ones are

frequently seen arranged in rather definite longitudinal series, of which
there may be 2 or 3 parallel with the back, and 1 running near lower line

of tail. No smooth areas on sides. Lateral line conspicuous, the plates

with short spines directed backward. Dorsals separate, the first not

notched, comparatively low, the first spine highest, If in head in type; in

other specimens 1^ to 1^ in head ; soft dorsal and anal also low, none of the

rays reaching base of caudal when depressed; pectoral longer than head;

ventrals ] ^ to 2 in head. Color, dull light olivaceous, mottled with darker

;

3 or 4 dark bands below soft dorsal, 1 below spinous dorsal; a black band
through eyes and across cheeks, extending onto branchiostegal membranes

;

7 dusky spots along lateral line, a conspicuous pink blotch, rather larger

than pupil, between first and second blotch; first dorsal dusky; second

dorsal, anal, and pectoral dotted and checked; caudal with faint finely

checked cross lines which deepen to form a dark bar at its base and a

broader one toward its tip; ventrals pale; belly mottled. Bering Sea.

One specimen, 6 cm. long, from Albatross Station 3635, ofl^ St. George Island,

in 23 fathoms. Another specimen barely an inch long was dredged in 7

fathoms in the harbor of Unalaska. Very numerous specimens were

obtained by the Albatross iu 1890 in Bristol Bay and south of the Alaskan

Peninsula. It was at that time incorrectly identified by Dr. Gilbert with

jV. ocidofasciatus. In 5 specimens of those from Bristol Bay the dorsal con-

tains VIII or IX, 23 or 24 rays, the anal 16 or 17, the pectoral 15 or 16.

(pribiJoriiis, from the Pribilof Islands, named for their discoverer, Geras-

sim Pribilof, 1786.)

Nautiehthys oculofasciatus, Gilbert, flept. U. S. FisliComm. 1893 (1896), 434; notof Girard.

Xautichthys pribilovius, Jordan & Gilbert, Fishes Bering Sea, MS., 1898, off St. George
Island. (Type, No. 48237, U. S. Kat. Mus. Coll. Dr. Jordan.)

751. NAUTICHTHYS, Girard.

Nautiehthys, GiRARD, IT. S. Pac. R. E. Surv., x. Fishes, 74, 1858 {oculofasciatus).

Body rather elongate, compressed, but not elevated, the skin evenly cov-

ered with short, close-set, villiform prickles. Head short, strongly com-

pressed, the cheeks subvertical; orbital ring much elevated above, with
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several blunt protuberances behind ; nape much, depressed, with the base

of the dorsal fin rising abruptly above it; mouth small; teeth on jaws,

vomer, aud palatines
;
preopercle with small, bluntish spines above

;
gill

membranes broadly united to the isthmus ; a slit behind fourth gill ; bran-

chiostegal 6; first dorsal falcate, the spines very flexible, the anterior

much elevated, much longer than head, the posterior rapidly shortened;

second dorsal long and rather high ; anal fin similar to second dorsal, but
shorter and lower; pectorals moderate; ventrals I, 3, well developed,

nearly as long as head. Pacific Coast. Small fishes, of singular appear-

ance. {vavTT]<i, sailor; ix^v'i, fish; in allusion to the development of the

first dorsal fin.)

2389, >ACT1CHTHYS OCULOFASCIATUS (Girard).

Head 3i; depth 3|. D. IX, 28; A. 19; P. 14; V. I, 3; scales 44. Maxil-

lary reaching to opposite pupil; eye very large, longer than snout; nasal

spines conspicuous, curved; maxillary and edge of preopercle with minute
cirri; orbit with a branched cirrus, as long as pupil; the narrow inter-

orbital space deeply channeled ; supraocular ridge posteriorly with 3 blunt

tubercles ; 2 compressed tubercles on each side of first dorsal ; a deep pit

at nape, extendiug under origin of first dorsal; spiuous dorsal smooth;

rays of soft dorsal and caudal roughened with i>rickles; dorsal spines

nearly twice length of head; ventrals f length of head, a little shorter

than caudal
;
pectorals long. Grayish above ; sides with dark marblmgs

and obscure dusky bauds; a very conspicuous black band through eye and
across cheek; first dorsal blackish; other fins barred with light and dark;

ventrals plain. Length 6 inches. Pacific Coast, Kadiak to San Francisco,

chiefly northward ; not rare in Paget Sound ; a most singular-looking fish.

{oculu8, eye; fasciatus, banded.)

Blepsias ocrdofasciatus, Gikard, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1857, 202, Fort Steilacoom,

Washington. (Coll. Dr. Geo. Suckley. Type, No. 512, U.S. Nat. Mus.)

Nautichthys oculofasciatus, GiRAED, U. S. Pac. E. E. Surv., x, Fish., 74, 1858 ; Gunther, Cat.,

II, 157, 1860; Steindachner, Ichth. Beitr., v, 130, with plate; Jordan & Gilbert, Syn-

opsis, 727, 1883; Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 810.

752. ULCA, .Jordan & Evermann.

Ulca, Jordan & Evermann, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1896, 227 (marmoratus).

The genus is close to Hemitripterus, from which it differs in its shorter

first dorsal of about 14 spines, the first 4 of which are not differentiated,

the tin therefore^ not emarginate. Alaska. ( Ulke, the Danish-Norwegian
name for all Cottidw.)

2390. ULCA MARMORATA (Bean).

Head 2t; depth 3f. D. XIV, 12; A. 13; V. I, 3; lateral line (tubes) 44.

Eye about as long as snout and i as long as head. Pectorals reaching to

the vertical through the anal origin; ventral scarcely longer than eye.

Gill membrane free from isthmils. Maxillary reaching beyond end of eye.

First dorsal base as long as head Avithout snout, the first 4 si)incs less
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elevated and differentiated than in HemUripterus. Sides dark gray,

intermingled with whitish reticnlations. Type 2f inches long. North

Pacific and Bering Sea, in deep water. (Bean). Dr. Gilbert notes

also: "Several small specimens were secnred in Bering Sea. to the north

of Unalaska Island, depths 70 to 121 fathoms. They agree with the

types in having hut 14 dorsal spines, the first 4 of which are not notieeably

differentiated. The second dorsal contains 11 or 12 rays, and the anal tin

13. The last "2 rays of the anal fin are approximated at base, but do not

evidently constitute a divided ray." {marmoratus, marbled.)

HemUripterus marmoratus, Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 43, off Sitkalidak Island,

at Albatross Station 2855 in 6g fathoms; Gilbeet, Eept. U. S. Fish Comiii. 1893

(1896), 410.

f Cottvs villvsiis, Pallas, Zoo.i;r. Ross.-Asiat., in, 129, 1811, Cape of Kronok and mouth
of the Itscha ; after Stkllee; Cuviee & VALENCIENNES, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 196, 1829.

753. HEMITRIPTERUS, Cuvier.

(Sea Eavens.)

HemUripterus, CuviEE, K6gne. Anini.,Ed. 2, vol. 2, 164, 1829 (americanus).

Body moderately elongate, sealeless, Init the skin covered with prickles

and bony protuberances of various sizes and forms. Head large, with

numerous bony humps and ridges and fleshy slips above; orbital rim much
elevated, the interorbital spaee deeply concave; a depressed area at the

occiput, behind which are 2 blunt spines on each side. Mouth very wide;

jaws, vomer, and palatines with broad bands of teeth; no slit behind last

gill; gill membranes broadly united, free from isthmus; preopercle with

stout, blunt spines; suborbital stay very strong, forming a sharp ridge.

Spinous dorsal much longer than the soft part, of 16 to 18 spines, of which
the first 2 are the highest, and the fourth and fifth shorter than the suc-

ceeding ones, the fin thus deeply emarginate
;
pectoral fins very broad,

much proenrrent; ventrals I, 3. Large fishes of singular appearance, in-

habiting the North Atlantic and Pacific. Dr. Gill makes of them a dis-

tinct family on account of the great length of the spinous dorsal and the

peculiar development of the myodome. The genus is, however, related

to BUpsias and Nautichtliys, and the spinous dorsal is as loug in Jordania

as in HemUripterus, while the two genera stand as extremes in the Cottoid

group. {I'un— , half ; r/aeZj, three; Ttrepov fin.)

a. Doraal spine about 16; the upper surface of head moderately uneven.

AMERICANDS, 2391.

aa. Dorsal spines 18; top of head excessively uneven. cavifeons, 2392.

* Some unknown fish nliied t<i Vh-a inn niiorafa is < 'ntliis rillnxiis, Pallas. Size, form, and
dimensions oi Oncocotlus ijiKiihii-iinns. tlic s:iiii« intc-i inis. Imt with a disagreeable
smoke-like odor. Its skin is suit, Imi^f, >;u\i\ (.nlnr. il. . (i\ enW with villositics like a calf

s

tongue. On the lateral line these juitkles air stri)ii.L;ei' and r; cil' a line to a line in diame-
ter. Eight siift eutaneous flaps each 3 lines long, and bifid or trifid, at equal intervals on
the lower jaw :

belly wliite, hack varied and marked with brown. Cape of Kronok and
mouth of the river itscha. Known only from notes of Steller. (Pallas), (villosus, haivy.)
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2391. HEMITRIPTERUS AMERICANUS (Gmelin).

(Sea Raven.)

Head 2i; depth 3f. D. IV, XII-I, 12; A. 13; scales 40. Body villous,

tbe prickles enlarged and tnbercle-like along back and lateral line; nasal

spines strong; supraocular ridge much elevated, with dermal flaps and 2

blnnt spines; 3 pairs of fleshy slips on nasal bones, and 2 on supraocular

ridges; smaller cirri on maxillary, on preorbital, and several on lower

jaw; interocular space very deeply concave; 2 blunt occipital sjiines on

each side, outside ol' which are 2 or 3 others; opercle small, with a bony

ridge; preopercle with 2 blunt spines, below which are 1 or 2 others;

lower jaw slightly i^rojecting; maxillary reaching beyond eye, about ^

head
;
pectorals nearly reaching anal ; highest dorsal spine If in length

of head, as long as caudal ; ventrals reaching halfway to anal. Reddish

brown, marbled with darker brown, and much variegated; yellowish

below; fins variegated with light and dark. Length 8 inches. Atlantic

coast of America, chiefly northward, from New York to Labrador, not rare,

common at Woods Hole in Octol)er and November ; a most remarkable

looking fish.

Scorpcena a?n.mca?ia. Gmelin, Syst. Nat., 1220. 1788, after "Diable en crapand de Mer
d'Am6rique" of du Hamel de Monceau, Peche, in, 2, 93.

Cottus aeadian, Pennant, Arctic Zool., in, 371, Nova Scotia.

Cottus aeadian, "Walbaum, Artedi Pise, 392, 1792, Nova Scotia ; Newfoundland.

Oottus his2Jidus, Block & Schneider, Sy-st. Iclitli., 63, 1801, New York.

Cottus tripterygius, Bloch & Schneider, Syat. Iclith., 63, 1801, Nova Scotia ; after pen-

nant.

Hemitripterusamericamis, Cuvier&Yalenciej^nes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 268,1829; GuN-
THEE, Cat., II, 143, 1860 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 685, 1883.

Hemitriptertis acadianus, Storee, Hist. Fish. Mass., 35, 1867.

2392. HEMITBIPTKRUS OAVIFROXS, Lockington.

I). IV, XIV, 13; A. 14; P. 20; V. I, 3; scales 44. Very similar to Hcmi-

fripferus anu'vicanus, but with the upper surface of the head more uneven,

the concavity of the interocular area more marked, and the dorsal fin with

more spines. Head equaling depth, about 3^ in total length with caudal.

Length 16 inches. Coast of Alaska, not common; perhaps not distinct

from the preceding, (cavus, concave; frons, forehead.)

Hemitripterus cavifrons, Lockington, Proo. Ac. Nat. Sci. I'liila. 1880, 233, Kadiak Island,

Alaska. (Coll. W.J. Fisher.)

754. SYNCHIRUS, Bean.

Synckirus, Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Xll, 1889, 641 {gilli).

Body slender and moderately elongate, resembling that of TrUjlops;

covered with thin, tough skin. Lateral line armed with spiny tubercles.

Spiny scales in a series along the dorsal base. Head subconical, with

moderately pointed snout. Mouth small, very slightly oblique; the rami

of the mandible a little concave beneath. Premaxillaries protractile;
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jaws with slender, villiform teeth, in bands; teeth on vomer and pala-

tines. Pseudohranchife present. Gills 3+, no slit behind the last; gill

openings wide, extending above the median line, the membrane free from

the isthmus. Suborbital connected by a bony stay with the preopercle,

which bears a strong l>itid spine at its angle. Pectorals completely

united around the breast, the membranes free at the margin. Yentrals

distant from the gill opening, the pubic bones being remarkably long,

the fins diverging widely, and consisting of a rudimentary spine and 3

rays. Dorsal long, the spinous portion low, with slender spines, and the

soft portion twice as long as the spinous. Anal long. Caudal moderately

elongate, its middle rays somewhat produced. Genital papilla of male

received in a pit in front of anal. Pacific. {6vv, together; x^tp, hand.)

2393. STMHIRUS GILLI, Bean.

Head 3.^; depth 5A; Br. 6; D. VIII to IX, 19 to 21; A. 20; V. I, 3; P. 22.

Eye about as long as snt)nt, 4 in head. Maxillary extending to about

below middle of eye. The interorbital space not quite equal to length of

eye; a pair of strong nasal 8j)ine8
;
preopercle with a short and very sharp

bifid spine; lateral line with about 41 spiny tubercles, and most of the

specimens have a single series of spiny scales along the dorsal base;

pectorals nearly as long as the head, and extending to about below the

fourth ray of the soft dorsal ; ventrals nearly under the middle of the

pectorals, their length varying greatly ; in some specimens scarcely \ as

long as the head ; m others as long as postorbital part of head. In some

males the anal papilla is | as long as the ventral fin of the same individual.

This papilla can be received into a pit in front of the anal fin. Spinous

dorsal beginning over axil of pectoral, length of its base a little greater

than postorbital part of head; none of its spines much longer than eye;

distance of anal origin from head about 5 length of head. Eays of soft

dorsal and anal not much longer than dorsal spines. Caudal about f

as long as head, its middle rays somewhat the longest. Color in spirits

pale yellowish brown; the sides showing traces of several small, pale

blotches, and the caudal and pectoral with a few very small dark blotches,

those on the caudal forming interrupted bands ; across the back are faint

indications of about 5 pale cross bands. Length 2 inches. Barclay

Sound, British Columbia. (The species is dedicated to Dr. Theodore Gill,

in appreciation of his researches upon the mail-cheeked fishes.)

Synchirus gilU, Bean, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., xii, 1889, 642, Barclay Sound, British Co-

lumbia. (Type, No. 41820. Coll. Albatross.)

755. ASCELICHTHVS, Jordan & Gilbert.

Ascclichthys, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1880,264 (r/jodorwa).

Body plump, fusiform, tapering backward, covered with loose smooth

skin; head broad, depressed, its upper surface evenly and weakly convex;

a hooked preopercular spine; no nasal spines; a supraorbital cirrus; teeth

on jaws, vomer, and palatines; no slit behind fourth gill; gill membranes

broadly united, free from the isthmus; spinous dorsal low; the spines
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slender, almost concealed in the membrane
;
pectorals broad ; central fins

wanting. Small fishes of the rock pools of the North Pacific, (d-, priva-

tive; dxeXo?, leg; ix^iv<i, fish.)

2394. ASCELICHTHYS RHODORUS, Jordan & Gilbert.

Head 3 ; depth 5. D. IX, 19 ; A. 15 ; P. 16. Head low, rounded anteriorly

;

maxillary reaching to posterior border of eye. No scales, prickles, or bar-

bels anywhere, except a fringed cirrus over the eye; preopercle with a

short, simple, strongly hooked spine; spines directed downward and for-

ward on subopercle and interoperclc ; lateral line continuous. Dorsal fins

connected by membrane, the spines low, weak, nearly uniform; soft dor-

sal nearly twice as high as spinous ; pectorals about reaching vent. Dark
olivaceous, sometimes with saddle-like pale blotches; lips rosy; spinous

dorsal dusky, edged in life with bright crimson ; other fins dusky, edged
with paler, the pectoral slightly barred. Length VS inches. Pacific Coast,

Sitka to Cape Mendocino ; very abundant among rocks between tide marks
at Neah Bay, the only locality where numbers of sjieciniens have been
found, one of the most remarkable of the Cottidw. {podov, rose; opo?,

margin.)

Ascelichthys rhodorus, JOEDAN Sc GILBERT, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 264, Waadda Island,

Neah Bay, near Cape Flattery (Coll. Jordan & Gilbert); Jobdan &i. SxAEKS, Proc.

Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 811, pi. 84.

756. PSYCHROLUTES, Giinther.

(Spineless Sculpins.)

Psychrolutes, GirNTHEE, Cat., ui, 516, 18G1 (paradoxus).

Body tadpole-shajjed, tapering from the head to the very slender tail,

covered with very loose, naked, movable skin. Head large, depressed,

flattish above; snout obtuse, rounded; interocular space very broad, the

ocular ridges obsolete; mouth very large; mandible short, little cavern-

ous, its forms broadly U-shaped; maxillary entirely adnate to the skin of

the preorbital; jaws with bands of villiform teeth; no teeth on vomer or

palatines; no spines or cirri about the head; suborbital stay narrow.

Gill membranes united to the isthmus; gills 3^, no slit behind the fourth.

Branchiostegals 7. Fins connected; spinous dorsal of short, slender,

flexible spines entirely embedded in the skin and not visible withotit dis-

section as the spines do not rise above level of the muscles; soft dorsal

short, high, the rays close together, the total number 12 to 24 ; anal low,

of 9 rays; caudal separate; pectoral fins long, with a broad, procurrent

base. Ventrals I, 3, close together, distinct, the inner edge adnate to

the body. Small fishes, very closely allied to Cottunculus and Malacocotfns

on the one hand and to the Liparididw on the other, their eliaracters,

like those of the latter family, arising from degeneration of the Cotlidw.

The extension of the lax skin over the spinous dorsal and the bones of

the head afiord the only tangible diagnostic character of the subfamily
3030 50
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Psychroltiiina;. From the Liparidida;, their separate ventrals distinguish

them sufficiently. Small shore fishes of the North Pacific; only a single

species known. (ipvxpoXovrt^i, one who bathes in cold water.)

2390. PSTCHKOLLTES PARADOXUS, Giintlier.

Head 3|; depth 4A, equal to head without snout. D. IX, 15 to 17, only

12 rays seen Avithout dissection; A. 12 or 13; V. I, 3; hranchiostegals 7.

Head large, very broad, tapering suddenly to caudal peduncle. Eye 4^ in

head, a little shorter than snout, a little less than width of interorbital

sjjace. Maxillary extending to below middle of eye. Interocular space

flat, not concave; jaws equal, the lower ^"^-shaped, its arch not narrowed

behind. Pectoral reaching to slightly above origin of anal, 2| in body

;

ventrals very small, A length head. Vent about midway between ventral

and anal origin, tire second dorsal beginning nearly over tip of pectoral;

first dorsal entirely buried in the skin, its short, stifiish spines to be found

only by dissection. Color light chocolate Ijrown above, with minute spots

of dark; whitish below; a pale stripe from eye downward and forward,

between 2 dark ones; body with 3 very irregular dark cross bands,

the third extending on dorsal and anal, the first 2 largely confluent and

all very irregular in form; an oblique dark band on base of caudal, a

narrow dark l)and behind it; pectoral with 2 or 3 cross bands; all fins,

except the ventral, with traces of bands. Length 21 inches. A speci-

men, 50 ram long, taken by the Albatross off St. Paul Island, Bering Sea,

in 1896, shows the following characters : Head 2.f ; depth 3. D. IX, 15; A.

13; P. 19; eye 4 in head; width of mouth, from angle to angle, 1^; snout

31; interorbital 3^. Body short, broad, thick, tadpole shape, the texture

soft like that of a Liparid, especially about the head; the skin is limp

and smooth, covered with little soft dermal warts, that of head especially

lax, the cheeks tumid and translucent. No trace of sjiiues on head, the

bones all thin and weak; nostrils each in a short tube; mouth broad,

its cleft chiefly anterior, the jaws equal ; teeth very minute, none on vomer

or i)alatines; low^er jaw with 8 large ojien pores. Gill membranes

broadly united to the isthmus, the gill opening extending to slightly

below base of pectoral. Lateral line obsolete. Dorsals united, with a

slight notch between, the first buried in a ridge of skin so that its deli-

cate spines can not be counted from without; second dorsal low, similar

to anal, l)otli of them free from the caudal; lower pectoral rays pro-

gressively shortened, the l<mgest 1^ in head; ventrals moderate, I, 3,

reaching vent, 2^ in head; caudal rounded. Color creamy white, with

blackish cross bauds, irregular in form and broken by whitish patches;

5 black spots on lower jaw; top of head blackish; a narrow blotch at

shoulder; a wider one across first dorsal; a Itroad one on second dorsal

abruptly broadened on body, then narrowed, extending across anal; an

irregular bar at base of caudal ; a narrow bar and some spots and stre'aks

on the fin; pectoral with 2 curved bars, the inner concave, the outer

convex backward, the two inclosing a rounded pinkish or deep orange

area. Alaska to Puget Sound, ratht-r common in water of moderate depth

;

a remarkable little fish, evidently a degraded Cottoid. Here described
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from specimcus from Unalaska. This species is takeu abundantly in shal-

low water about Kadiak south of the Alaskan Peninsula, thence westward
through Uuimak Pass, along the northern shore of Unalaska Island to the

Kuril Ishmds, and the Pribilof Islands and in Bristol Bay. The depths

range from 38 to 121 fathoms. (7rapd5o|o5, unaccountable.)

riychrolutesparadoxus* GCnther, Cat., ni, 516, ISOl, Gulf of Georgia, Vancouver Island

(Coll. H. M.S. PZwwij'er); Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis, 687, 1883.

I'sychrolutes zebra, BEAN, Troc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 43, Aleutian Islands, between Unga
and Nagai Islands, at Albatross Station 2848, 55° 10' N., 160° 18' 'W., in no fathoms;
,1 OBDAN &, Stakks, Pioc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 811, pi. 85 ; Gilbekt, liupt. U. S. Fish Comm.
1893 (1890), 410.

757. GILBERTINA, Jordan & Starks.

Gilbertina, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 810 {siijolute.i).

This genus differs from I'sychrolutes chiefly in the long continuous dorsal

and anal, the former having 24 rays, the latter li. Anterior rays of spi-

nous dorsal not bound down by skin of the body, the first ai>parent ray
being nearly aliove gill ojiening. Skull extremely soft and cavernous, the

long oblique lower jaw especially so. (Named for Dr. Charles Henry Gil-

bert, "who has contributed more than anyone else to our knowledge of

the fishes of the North Pacific")

* The followinsj is the original description of Psychrolutfit pn rarhixns. Giinthoi'

:

" BranchioateKals 7 ; D.9; A. 9; C. 12; V. 2. Head large, not iinitr so hiuli :is broad, its
length being = of the total. The snout is obtuse, altliough consiili 1 ;i lil\ I..11 ^cr t lian the eye,
rounded, with the upper profile steeper than the lower. Tlie( lelt of t lie ii](imli is obliijiie.

of moderate widtli ^\ith tlie jaws e(|ual anteriorly; a narrow band of minute teeth in the
jaws; the iialatc- apjiears to lie smo.iili. The maxillary, which is widened at its posterior
extremity, extends to below the middle of the eye. The nostril is situated very near to
the extremity ot tlie snout, ami jirovided with a very short tentacle. The eye is imme-
diately below the upper profile; its diameter is about| of the length of the head, \ of that
of the snout, and nearly iof the width of the interorbital space. The infraorbital emits
a slender process across the cheek, which, however, does not reach to the preopercular
margin. None of the opercles are armed; the operculum alone is iiroiluced into n flexible
short i)osterior process; the gill opening commences above tli.it iiroccss and is not contin-
uous with tliat of the other side, the gill membranes being tittarlKil w tlic istlimiis. The
branehiostegals are exceedingly slender, 7 in number. The bcjilv is subcyliiidiiial ante-
riorly and comj)ressed posteriorly; its si-eatest depth, behind the licail. is ! of the total
length; the skm is perfectly sinootli and rat hi T loose. Tlie jiertofal is poinlid, tlu! upper
rays being the longest andextemlinu noarly to the dorsal ; tlio Aeiitials 1 al licr sliori, close
together, situated belowthe middle of the base of the ])eetoral, iiud eoiii|iosril of 2 rays,
the inner of which is bifid. Dorsal and anal fins opposite each other, situated fai- back-
ward on the tail, terminating at some distance from the caudal, and nearly entirely en-
veloped iu skin. Caudal slightly rounded, of moderate length. The veiit is situated
abovit midway between the root of the ventral and the origin of the anal. The upper
parts are brownish gray, minutely dotted with black, and with 2 very large deep brown
blotches of irregular size. The caudal and pectoral fins are dotted and spotted wllth black.

Lines.

Total length 21
Length of lioad 6
Heighth of the body 4

" This fish resembles in its general habit somewhat the genius Liparis. Gulf of
Georgia (Vancouver Island), voyage of H. M. S. Plumper."
Dr. Boulenger says, October 24, 1895: "I have examined the type of Psychrolutespara-

dcxii)!. 1 count l^ soft rays, the anterior embedded in the thick skin, so that l)i-. ( i iinther'a
statement is to bo accounted for. But there are no spines." Later Dr. Boiili iii;cf w 1 iles
us that he has < pared Dr. GLinther's type with the figure of P»yckrolutes .u-hj ,1 .~]\n\i]is]ifi

byJordau iV Staiks, and finds that it a'grees fully with the latter. There is, therulore,
little doubt that the species zebra is identical with paraduxus.
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2396. GlLBEBTlJfA SIGOLUTES, Jordan & Starks.

Head 3; depth 4. D. VIII, 18; A. 14; eye 4i in head; interorbital

2i; maxillary 2^; ventrals 2; pectorals 1; caudal 2\\ base of dorsal If

in length of body ; base of anal 3. Body rather slender, robust anteri-

orly, compressed posteriorly, the greatest breadth and depth at shoulders.

Head large, the nape slightly produced ; mouth large and broadly rounded,

oblique, the jaws about equal, maxillary extendiug to posterior margin

of eye, its end buried under the skin of the cheek ; eyes placed high, the

interorbital space very wide and slightly convex, its width about 1^ times

that of the eye; the posterior end of mandible very prominent, mandible

ri-shaped, its rami approaching each other posteriorly; bones of head

eavernous, largely made up of cartilage, the mandible especially so ; an-

terior end of preorbital forming a blunt spine over mouth; process of

l)remaxillary prominent; a couple of blunt projections behind each eye;

upper part of shoulder girdle projecting, forming a blunt spine on nape

above gill slit, a row of large pores around suborbital ring, and along

under part of mandilde no opercular spines. Head and body covered

with a very loose, naked, movaljle skin. Dorsal fin continuous, no notch

between spines and soft rays, the spines very slender, the tirst one inserted

ovei end of opercular flap; dorsal spines covered by skin, but even the

first visible Avith<mt dissection as they rise above the general integument

of bodj', the last leaching to base of caudal fin; anal lower than dorsal,

its origin midway between base of caudal liu and posterior margin of

eye, ending at about the same vertical that dorsal does, Ijut not reaching

so far; pectorals long and slender, reaching past front of anal and over

halfway between their bases and base of caudal fin, adnate to the

body for the anterior third or fourth of their length; ventrals long, not

quite reaching to vent, adnate to the body for \ their length; caudal

fin rounded. Color, light olivaceous; body and head with innumerable

dark points, giving the fish a dusky appearance; large dark blotch across

body at the posterior ends of dorsal and anal, a similar spot under pec-

toral ; head uniform dusky, lighter below ; belly white ; middle of pectoral

dark ; dorsals dark ; lower fins white. Puget .Sound ; known from a single

small specimen 1^ inches in length, {diyi), quiet; Xovvrjc,, bather.)

Oilbertina slgolutes* Jordan & Stabks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 811, pi. 86, Point Orchard,

near Seattle. (Type, No. 3129, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Edwiu C. Starks.)

Note.—Remotely allied to the Cottidce is the Old World family Platycephalidce, charac-

terized hy the greatly depressed head and body. Its principal genus is characterized as

follows

:

» PLATYCEPHALUS, Bloch & Schneider.

Plafycephalus, Block &. Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 58, 1801 (scaber).

Head broad, very depressed, more or less armed witli spines ; body depressed anteriorly,

subcylindrical posteriorly, covered with ctenoid scales. Lateral line present. Two dor-

sal fins, the lirst spine isolated from the others. Ventrals thoracic, but rather remote

irom the root of the pectorals; no pectoral appendag<;s. Jaws, vomer, and palatine bones

with bands of viUiform teeth. Air bladder none
;
pyloric appendages in moderate num-

bers. Polynesia and the Australian seas, through all the Indian seas to the eastern coast

of Africa. (Giinther.) Two species of this genus have been described from American

waters, in both cases apparently by error, as no American ichthyologist has found any

specimens of either. (TrAarus, broad; (ce^aA^, head.)

* Misprinted sigalutet in the orignal description.
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The following are tbe species in question

:

Plati/cephalus americanus, Sauvage, Nouv. Archiv. Mus., 148, pi. 14, fig. 3, 1878, Potomac
River.

This specimen, of course, never came from the Potomac Eiver. The following is the

substance of Sauvage's description : Head nearly 3J ; width of head nearly 2 in its lengtli.

No spines at end of snout; a strong spine before eye; rim of orbit armed with spines

directed backward, those in front smaller; ridges of vertex slightly prominent, with few
spines; cheek with 4 or 5 strong spines; edge of opercle soft; preopercle with 2 spines,

the upper a little the longer, about half space between it and eye; maxillary reaching mid-

dle of eye; snout2ineye; lateral line spiny throughout its whole length; second dorsal

spine shorter than third, as long as maxillary. Veutrals inserted far from anal; pectoral

a little shorter than snoiit and eye. Body reddish, deep red at caudal peduncle; second
dorsal and anal with 2 oblique bands of yellowish

;
pectoral with similar band.

Platycephalus angt'stu.s, Steindachner, Sitzgber. Akad. Wiss. Wien 1866, 213, taf. 1, fig. 4,

Surinam.
This specimen may not have come from Surinam. The following is the substance of

Steindachner's description: Head 31; breadth of head 11 in its length. D.I-VIII, 13;

A. 13; scales 108. Eye 7, somewhat greater than breadth of forehead. Caudal with 3

deep, blackish-brown, lengthwise stripes; body with small spots and some larger liglit-

brown spots; 3 brown cross bands on posterior half of body. Numerous little raised

ridges on preorbital rim, and a short spine; no tentacles: 2 spines on preopercle, the

lower J eye. Greatest height of first dorsal i of second or {'^ of head. Caudal rounded.

Family CLXXX. RHAMPHOCOTTID.E.

Body short, elevated. Hoad very large, its greatest depth greater than
that of the body ; skull with 2 strong bony ridges from above the front of

the eye, continuous with 2 large occipital ridges, leaving the int<^rorbital

space and middle line of the top of the head strongly concave; snout

slender, narrow, and abruptly protruding; mouth very narrow, D-shaped,

its gape longer than wide; teeth villiform, none on the vomer or pala-

tines; gill opening confined to the region above the base of the pectorals,

the memln-anes below completely united to the shoulder girdle and isth-

mus; apparently no slit behind last gill; a stout, straight, preopercular

spine; nasal spines present; no other spines on head. Slcin everywhere
on head and body firm, immovable, densely covered with stiff, bitid or

trifid spinous jirickles; spinous dorsal very small; pectoral with ])ro-

current base. North Pacific; a single species known; a sniiill shore fish.

The following account of the skeleton of Ilhamphocotius is given by Mr.

Starks : The posterior end of the prouiinent lidge, which runs backward
from the superior orbital rim on each side, is formed by the epiotic pro-

cess. It ends in the form of a hmg "occipital spine;" almost directly

under it is the short parotic process. The post-temporal is short, wide, and
fiat; its u})per end is attached to the inner side of the epiotic spine, and
for the whole length of its anterior edge, to the skull between the epiotic

and parotic processes. From its lower inner surface it sends a wide, thin

bone, which is firmly fastened to tin; base of the skull. It bears a back-
ward projecting spine on its loAver end, inside of which the supraclavicle

is attached. Actinosts large, wide and thin, without an opening between
them. Subopercle absent; preopercle large, sending a spine backward;
opercle triangular on its lower inner angle; the iuteropercle is developed
and strongly coossifiexl with it; it sends a slender process forward under
the preopercle; a projection downward from the posterior end of the

articular; suborbital wide, thin, and concavo-convex, its convex surface

outward. Skull without basal chamber; vertebne 10-|-14.
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758. RHAMPHOCOTTUS, Giinther.

Uhamphncottus. Giinther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., xiv, 1874, 370 (richardsoni)

.

Cbaracters of the genus included above. {pdjii<l)0(;, snout; Coitus.)

2307. RILUlPHOtOTTlS KI( IIARDSOM, (iiintber.

Head 2; depth 2. D. VII, 13; A. 6; P. 14; orbit 6 in head; maxillary

4; snout 3; highest dorsal spiue 61; dorsal raj" 4; anal ray 4; pectoral 2,';

;

ventral 2; caudal 3; vertebra' 10+ 14= 24. Body short, compressed, the

back elevated, its greatest depth jtist in front of spinous dorsal. Head
large, as long as rest of body; snout long and narrow; mouth U-shaped,

its gape longer than wide ; lips thick, their surface broken up into papilla'

;

maxillary reaching the nasal spine; lower Jaw included; teeth in villi-

form bands on jaws and vomer, none on palatines; eye placed high, its

diameter contained twice in the snout, 1^ in the interorbital; a branched

dermal flap, as long as pupil, at tip of snout; head with 2 large bony
ridges above, continuous with the orbital rim and ending in strong blunt

spines at occiput; head deeply concave between these ridges; nasal spine

sharp and recurved; a pair of strong spines over the eyes; a sharp spine

just above opercle, a blunt one on opercle beloAv Hap, and a long sharp one

at angle of preopercle, alow bony ridge leading to each of these spines; a

long sharp spine on clavicle just behind gill opening; a blunt bony knob
at posterior end of mandibles; gill openings extending upward from

upper pectoral ray, their length equal to snout. Entire head and body
covered -with multipointed spines, those on head much smaller than the

ones on sides, a few simple spines along cephalic ridges; the first dorsal

spine covered with spines, and each dorsal ray with a row on its side; a

few sjiines on the base of the pectoral and anal rays. Dorsal spines very

weak, fitting in a groove in back ; soft dorsal higher than spinous, the tips

of the rays reaching base of caudal fin; anal short, few-rayed, reaching

slightly beyond soft dorsal ; pectorals pointed, their lower r.ays entirely

free, reaching about to T)ase of third anal ray; veutrals reaching to ends

of pe(t(nal8, their origin l>ehind lower part of pectoral base a distance

equal to length of snout; caudal rounded behind. Body creamy yellow,

with conspicuous irregular dark stripes, edged with black, running

obli(|uely across the body; similar stripes radiating from eye in all

directions, 1 to end of snout, a triangul.ar 1 downward, 1 running

backward and downward to middle of preopercle, then turning upward
and running nearly to occipital spine, 2 or 3 short ones above, each of

these involving the membrane of eye ; 2 or 3 black-bordered dark spots

oil edge of ojiercle ; a light yellow streak surrounded by black across

caudal peduncle, behind which all is bright cherry red to the end of cau-

dal fin ; 2 similar spots on base of pectoral ; top of head crossed with wavy
black-edged dark liars; top of lower jaw black, a line of black spots ruu-

uiug along under parts of mandible; fins all bright red, each ray of dorsal

with a sharp black spot at its base, a few spots on dorsal spines; anal,

pectorals, and ventrals dark at base. Here described from a specimen 3
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inclies in length, collected in a rock pool on Channel Rocks, near Point

Orchard, Puget Sound, by Miss Adella M. Parker, of Seattle. North

Pacilic, from Sitka to Monterey; scarce, but not infrequent in Puget

Sound, at about 2 to 10 fathoms; a most singular fish. (Named for John
Richardson, naturalist and ex.plorer.) '

lihamphoeoUusriehardsoni, Gunther, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Xiv, 1874, 370, Fort Rupert,

Vancouver Island, British America; Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 252; Jordan
& Gilbert, Synopsis, 722, 1883 ; Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 813, pi. 87.

Family CLXXXI. AGONID^.*

(The Sea PoAciiKit.s.)

Body angular, commonly 8-angled, the caudal peduncle 6-angled, cov-

ered with 8 to 12 longitudinal rows of imbricated, radially striated plates,

the anterior edge of each plate overlying the posterior edge of the plate

next in front of it; plates spinous or not. Teeth small, even, in villiform

bands on jaws, and in most species on vomer and palatines, sometimes
wholly obsolete; gills 34, no slit behind the last; pseudobrauchiic large,

extending down the inner side of opercle; gill rakers small; gill mem-
branes united, free, or joined to iathums; ventral fins thoracic, narrow,

their rays I, 2; vent usually close behind ventrals; spinous dorsal large,

small, or absent; anal without sjiiues; caudal rounded, about 3 times as

long as wide at base, with 10 to 12 long rays; base of pectorals usually

broad, the lower rays sometimes produced; all rays of all fins simple;

brauchiostegal rays 6; myodome (tube of recti muscles) with membra-
naceous roof; basisjihenoid absent; post-temporal not bifurcate, continu-

ously articulated with epiotic and pterotic
;
pyloric c;ecafew, about 4 to 7;

vertebra' numerous, 35 to 50. Fishes of the colil seas, living among rocks

or kelp, most of them of small size and fantastic form, not valuable as

food. Genera 20 ; species about 40. The species are extremely varied, and
must be placed in very many genera, or else reduced to a single one in each
sub-family. The plates vary somewhat in number in all parts of the body
in most if not all of the species, although not to the same extent in all the

genera. Even the pattern on the breast, which is definite for the species

<)f all the genera except Tllppoccphalufi, varies in the difi'erent individuals

of the same species, so that it is probable that even where no variations

are indicated by the numbers given in the following descriptions they
would be found by comparing largo numbers of individuals. The plates

in the dorsal series vary from 1 to 3 in number in most species; they cor-

respond closely with the number of vertebra', there being usually 1 or 2

fewer of the former than of the latter. It seems probable that the vertebr:e

vary a little in number within the species, and the rings of plates cor-

respond in number with them at least throughout most of the length of

the body. There is no definite proof, though the balance of evidence

seems to indicate, that the superior lateral series of plates in Aspidopho-

roidcs, bearing the lateral line, corresponds with the median lateral series

* The account ot the Agonidat is contributed by Mr. Frank Cramer, a graduate student
in Lolaud Stanford Jr. University, some additions having been made by Jordan &
Evermann.
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of plates of Ago»i(s, etc. lu the following descriptions of species, when
the diameter of the eye is not specified, the longitudinal diameter is meant.

The rays of the fins arise regularly in the intervals l)etween the successive

pairs of plates alternating with them, and the membrane behind the last

spine of the first dorsal fin ends at variable distances from the base of the

spine; hence in giving the number of plates between the dorsals, the num-
ber between the last spine and the first ray is meant, unless otherwise

stated. "Length of body," as the standard of measurement, means the

leugth from tip of premaxillary to base of caudal, unless "total length"

is mentioned. The rostral spines, whether 1 or 2 pairs, belong to the nasal

bones, and are properly "nasal spines" in the species in which there is no

free terminal jjlate. The latter, with its spines, may be the freed anterior

part of the nasal bones. The hypural bone is included in the number of

vertebrie, and these were counted in nearly all cases in only 1 individual.

The young of several species have been described, some of them in detail,

and so far as known they all difier from the adults in the same way. The
spines and ridges are more prominent; the body is relatively shorter, its

anterior end abruptly broader, forming with the head a more or less defi-

nite rhombic figure; the tail is more compressed; the head is broader, the

snout more blunt, and the lower jaw relatively longer; the vent lies far-

ther back from the base of the ventral fins, and there are usually pairs of

small plates between them; the dorsal and ventral series of plates on the

tail, which are single in the adults of nearly all the species, are double in

the young, or at least have the double row of serrations. Nearly all the

species are found within the limits assigned to this work. The few not so

found are included, for completeness' sake, in footnotes. (F. C.)

a. Spinous dorsal present.

6. Gill membranes free from tlie isthmus.

Percidin^ :

c. Body compressed; lower jaw not projecting; plates of body spinous; first

dorsal at nape.

d. Body elongate; dorsals well separated.

e. Teeth on vomer; no occipital spines or barbel on snout.

Percis, 759.

ee. No teeth on vomer ; snout with a long barbel ; occipital spines present.

Agonomalus, 760.

dd. Body short and high; dorsals close together; vomer without teeth;

occipital spines present; lower rays of pectorals free.

Hypsagonus, 761.

BRArHYOPSIN.S;

:

cc. I'.ody more or less depressed; lower jaw projecting; plates of body spinous

or not; first dorsal behind nape.

/. Chin without terminal barbel.

g. Snout short (not produced in form of a tube)
;
plates of body spinous.

7i. Bones of snout short, not forming a tubular nose.

i. Vomer and palatines without teeth; breast simply prickly.

Stellehina, 762.

u. Vomer and palatines with some teeth; breast with large

plates. OccA, 763.

hh. Bones of snout produced into a long tube which bears the short

jaws at the end ; body rather robust, the plates with spines.

Brachyopsis, 764.
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ff. A long barbel at tip of cbin ; snout long (produced into form of a tube,

as in Syngnathidcn) ; body subterete, very slender, its plates not

spinous. Pallasina, 765.
AooNlN^:

hh. Gill membranes joined to istbmus, with or witbont a narrow free fold bebind.

j. Tip of snout without free median plate or spine; moutb inferior, lower jaw
sliort.

A-. Vomer without teeth.

I. Lower side of snout with no barbels; one pair of spines on tip of

snout. Leptagonus, 766.

II. Lower side of snout with barbels.

m. Gill membranes without barbels; a pair of complex barbels

under tip of snout; 1 pair horizontal and 1 pair recurved

spines at tip of snout. Lower jaw very weak; teeth feeble,

sometimes wanting ; 'plates of body mostly with spines.

PODOTHECUS, 767.

nun. Gill membranes with scattered barbels.

11. Plates of body without prominent spines ; no preocular

spines. Aqonus, 768.

nn. Plates of body largely spinous; a pair of preocular

spines. Stelgis, 769.

M-. Vomer and, often, palatines with teeth.

o. Dorsal fins rather long, the rays shortened behind, the last one

attached by membrane to the body ; no large life-like spine above

eye.

p. Plates on body largely spinous
;
gill membranes with cirri, 1

or more on each brancbiostegal; teeth on palatines ; lower

jaw short beneath the long snout.* Averruncus, 770.

pj>. Plates on body largely unarmed; no teeth on palatines; gill

membranes without cirri. Sareitor, 771.

00. Dorsal fins rather short, the rays scarcely shortened behind, the

last one not adnate by membrane behind ; a large knife-Uke spine

over each eye ; plates on body largely spinous ; no cirri on gill

membranes. Xystes, 772.

j). Tip of snout with a free terminal plate or spine; teeth on jaws, vomer, and

palatines.

q. Occiput without distinct pit; 2 pairs of occipital spines; dorsal and anal

well developed.

r. Lower jaw strongly projecting; lower pectoral rays not much pro-

duced; terminal rostral plate with 3 spines. Bathyagonus, 773.

rr. Lower jaw not projecting; lower rays of pectorals much produced

in adults; anal fin abort, of 6 or 8 rays. Xenochirus, 774.

qq. Occiput with a deep pit; occipital spines none, or reduced to mere
traces ; dorsal and anal very short.

s. Body slender, elongate; tail not compressed. Odontopyxis, 775-

ss. Body short and broad in front; tail compressed teeth.

BOTHRAGONUS, 776.

ASPIDOPHOROIDIN.E

:

aa. Spinous dorsal al)sent; body not compressed, its plates not spinous ; mouth small,

terminal; gill membranes free from the isthmus. Aspidophohoides, 777.

759. PERCIS,t Scopoli.

Percis, Scopoli, Int. Hist. Nat., 454, 1777 (japonicus).

Hippocephalus, Swainson, Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., ii, 272, 1839 {supereiliosxis).

* Jaws subequal in Agonopsis, a South American genus very close to Averruncus.
t Dr. Gill has called our attention to the identity of Fercis with B.i2)pocephalus.
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Body moderately elongate, compressed throughout; back elevated be-

hind nape; 2 rows of strong, curved spines along whole length of each
side (sjiines of the other series smaller) ; first dorsal fin beginning behind
nape; dorsals far apart; anal fin long. Vent fiir back from base of ven-

trals. Head narrow anteriorly, abruptly broader behind ; mouth terminal

;

median rostral plate none; nasals united in front of maxillary pedicles,

luterorbital space broad, the supraocular ridges very prominent, with
large, flat, triangular supraocular spine or shelf; no occipital sjiines.

Teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines. Gill membranes united, free

from isthmus. North Pacific. {Ttepxic,, a synonym of Ttepuif, perch.)

2808. PERCIS JAPONICUS (Pallas).

nead4i; Br. 6; D.VI,7; A. 8; P. 12; V. 3(1,2); C. 2-13-2. Body com-
pressed throughout, the shoulder girdles prominent; width of body at

base of pectorals a little more than greatest height and 5 in body length.

Immediately behind pectorals the width a little less than greatest height;

between dorsals and on peduncle it is nearly 2, and under second dorsal a

little more than 2 in the height at the same points. Abdomen moderately
swollen in front of vent. The back rises at an angle of IS'^ behind occi-

put, slopes downward under first dorsal, leaving a hump under its front

end, rises in front of second dorsal and slopes downward again under it

;

ventral (mtline nearly straight; vent between ^ and I distance from ven-

trals to anal. Breast and area between ventrals and vent almost com-
pletely occui)ied by nearly flat, radially striated plates, with slightly

raised centers and of variable size, with innumerable, excessively minute
plates scattered among them; vent surrounded by prickles. Plates of

ventrolateral series small, beginning as distinct rows of spinous plates

about opposite vent, with an imperfect row of smaller spinous plates be-

tween them and the vent on each side, and converging toward anal. They
pass along sides of anal, remain distinct to about the eighth pair of plates

behind anal, and unite in a single median plate with a double spine; from
this plate to caudal the rows are again distinct, the plates alternating

instead of standing opposite each other; the superior and inferior lateral

series begin as distinct rows of spinous plates about opposite middle of

first dorsal, diverge to about front of second dorsal, and converge toward
base of caudal; the plates elongated vertically, their spines, rising

abruptly from their centers, are strong, thick, blunt, curved; about 37

plates in inferior and 35 in superior longitudinal row; between them lies

Diasnosis : Body moderately slender, compressed, its width between tlie dorsals nearly
2 in di'|itli at same placf ; 2 rows of strong and 2 of weak sjiiiies aloiii; v.ah sidr (if hody.
and a. mrdiaii lateral idw of s]iiiK'les8 plates. Head 4!. I'r('0]ieri'nl;ir sjiiiic \:\V'j_r. aubor-
bital siiiiie tuliciciilai'. Sii]u-;i(icnlar ridge expanded into a tnangiilai slull' ])i(ijcrting
laterally tar licymid eye and i-ndiiig blnntly; nooeci|iital spines. I'.ack elr\ato(l bcliind
nape. First dorsal sl'iort, beuinning at nape. Plates in dorsal series 43 to 45; between
dorsals (frcini last spine to tirst ray) 14 ])airs (9 pairs between end of membrane of first

dorsal and tiist lay of second dorsal. Nasal spines sharp, far apart, at tip of snont. No
median rostral plate. Gill membranes united, free from isthmus. Teeth in broad bauds
on .jaws and on vomer; none on palatines. \'ent between J and J distance from ventral
to anal. Color (in spirits) "old ivory," with brown patches on sides, 1 under first dorsal,
1 between dorsals, 1 under second dorsal, 2 or 3 on peduncle, B. 6; 1 D. 6; 2 D. 7; A. 8:
P. 12; V.3(I-2); C. 2-13-2.
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the median lateral series, bearing the lateral line, with a nearly continu-

ous row of 38 or 39 spineless plates from head to caudal (a few of them
with small, blunt tubercles) dorsolateral series composed of small, indis-

tinct i)lates from occiput to beyond middle of first dorsal, where they

become larger and spinous
;
plates of sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth pairs

behind last ray of second dorsal closely approximated, but not forming

single median plates; from ninth pair to caudal the plates of the 2 rows

alternate as on ventral surface; plates in dorsal series 43 to 45. There are

almost complete series of small plates, alternating with the large ones,

1)etween the dorso and superior lateral series, between the superior and
median lateral, between the median and inferior lateral, and between the

inferior and ventro lateral series; this multiplication by intercalation of

small plates is evident all over the body. There are no large, but numer-
ous minute, plates in front of and on base of pectorals. Gill membranes
posteriorly and medially with several rather weak plates and many minute
plates and prickles, anteriorly and laterally with a few small plates;

underside of lower jaw with many imperfect plates or strong prickles;

weaker prickles along the branchiostegal rays. Head depressed through-

out, narrow to posterior border of orbits, behind which it widens rapidly.

Depth behind orbits 7,, and over opercles \, of width at same points; orbits

large, oval, 4^ in head, far forward ; interorbital space a little concave, very

broad; at anterior border of orbits wider than the orbit itself, 3^ in head;

at posterior border of orl)it 2J in head. Supraorbital ridges expanded
into a flat, triangular shelf projecting upward and outward over eye and
ending bluntly. Occipital ridges heavy, low, spineless, forming low domes
behind; space between them concave. Preorbital with about 2 ridges

radiating from the anteriorinferior border of orbit, each ending in a short,

broad, plate-like blunt spine; supraorbital with a broad, dome-like tuber-

cle; preopercle with a dorsoventrally compressed spine; below this 3 suc-

cessively smaller blunt spines; cheek below orbit and suborbital with 4

or T) fairly developed nnd many minute plates; nasal spines far apart, near

tip of snout sharp, nearly upright. A large membraneous nasal tube; a

short, llap-like barbel at tip of each maxillary; mucous pores of lower

jaw with flap-like borders. Mouth small, terminal; no median rostral

plate; maxillary reaching a little beyond front of orbit; angle of jaw
prominent, tubercular. Dorsals far apart (about 14 pairs of plates

between last spine and first ray ; 9 pairs from end of first dorsal mem-
brane to first ray), the first a short distance behind occiput, its spines

vei-y rough (like the rays of all the fins), with minute prickles or plates;

its leathery membrane alvso rough; spines 6, transversely broad at base,

the fourth longest, 2 in head ; base of second dorsal about 1;- in that of

first dorsal ; rays 7, the third longest, about \\ in head ; distance between
dorsals about equal to base of first dorsal; anal beginning about 3 plates

in front of second dorsal; rays 8, the fifth longest; the membrane notched,

the distal third of the 3 anterior rays exserted, with a narrow border ofmem-
brane; caudal rounded, its base about 2 in its length; pectorals close to

gill openings, 4i in length of body, their Itase about 3 in their length, rays

<a little exserted; ventrals (male) less than 2 in pectorals, the inner ray
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longer, 8 in body. Lateral line witli about 11 pores on the anterior and
about 9 on posterior part of body. Gill membranes united, free from
isthmus. Teeth on jaws and vomer; none on palatines. Color, pale

brownish or yellowish ("old ivory"); alight-brown cross bar across the

back in front of and under first dorsal, narrowing to upper end of base of

pectoral; another, of irregular outline, passing downward and forward to

posterior side of base of pectoral; a larger one, mostly below the superior

lateral series, behind first dorsal ; 1 under second dorsal, and 3 on peduncle,

the last just in front of base of caudal; dorsal fins dusky, with small

darker patches ; first dorsal with a pale oblique bar near its base; distal

half of caudal dark, its tip edged with lighter; posterior half of anal

dusky
;
pectorals marbled with yellowish and brown, the membrane of the

distal third dusky, with paler edge; ventrals pale; 4 or 5 brown spots on

nape; a curved band of brown connecting the posterior ends of the occip-

ital ridges, another between the latter and the temporal ridges, and a

streak extending backward from posterior border of orbit; brown areas

on opercle and preopercle. Length 14^ inches. North Pacific; Kuril

Islands (Steller), Gulf of Patience, Island of Saghalien (Tilesius), Okhotsk
Sea (Dr. Krause); not known from Japan. Here descril)ed from a speci-

men from Okhotsk Sea in Coll. Cal. Ac. Sci., the only one seen since the

time of Pallas and Tih'sins. (jcqwnicus, from .Japan, .Japonia, because,

according to Steller, it is more common toward the south, i. e., in Japan.)

Cottus japonicus, Pallas, Spicilegia Zoologia, vn, 30, pi. 5, figs. 1-3,1772, dry specimen,

Kuril Islands (Coll. G. W. Steller) ; Tilesius, Krusenstera's Reise um die Welt, iv,

pi. 87. 1813.

Agonus curilicus, Tilesius, M6m.Acad. St. Peters!)., iv, 1811, 416; afterPallas and Steller.
Agontis stegophthalmus, Tile&ius, Memoirs Soc. Naturalists, Moscow, ii, 219, 1809, Gulf

of Patience, Saghalien Island ; TiLESius, Mem. Acad. St. Petersb., iv, 1811, 427, pi. 12;

GiJNTHER, Cat., II, 214, 1860.

Aspidophofus Usiza, LACfipftDE, Hist. Nat. des Poiss., in, 1802; after Palla.'^.

Aspidophoriis siiperciUosus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 215, 1829, Kuril

Islands; after Pallas and Tilesius.

Pereisjaponicus, ScopoLi, Int. Hist. Nat., 454, 1777.

Agonusjaponicus, Block & Schneider, Systema Ichtliyologia, 105, 1801.

Phalangistesjaponicus, Pallas, Zoog. Rosso-Asiiit., ill, 112, 1811.

Hippocephalus superciliosu.t, SWAINSON, Nat. Hist. Fislies, etc., ii, 272, 1839.

Hippocephalus japonicus, Jordan <fc Gilbert, Synopsis, 723, 1883 ; Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac.

Sci. 1894, 194, with figure.

760. AGONOMALUS, Gnichenot.

Agonomalus, Guichenot, Mem. Soc. Sci. Nat. de Cherbourg, ix, 1866, 252, pi. 9 (probosci-

dalis).

Head and body strongly compressed, the latter entirely armed with

angular osseous plates. Teeth excessively small on both jaws, none on

vomer or palatines. Dorsal fins separate; a long, fleshy barbel on tiji

of snout; mouth small; a very high, broad, somewhat recurved spine or

bony projection above each orbit; occipital spines not prominent; origin

of first dorsal above nape, the profile from nape to fin very steep; pectoral

rays somewhat exserted
;
gill membranes probably united and free from

isthmus. Closely related to Hypsagoniis. {Agonus; 6/arAd5, level, even,

or flat; i. e., compressed.)
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2399. AGONOMALUS PROBOSCIDALIS (Valenciennes).

Height of body 5^^ iu total length; greatest width of abdomen f of

height. Br. 6; D. YIII, 6; A. 12; P. 11; V. 3 (I, 2); C. 2-11-2. Body
slender, compressed. Side of body throughout its length with 2 rows of

spinous plates, 1 above and 1 below lateral line, the plates oval, radially

striated, the spines high, curved, compressed upon middle of plates.

Behind pectoral girdle, between first jilates of superior and inferior

spinous series, a circular striated plate with a small spine; a small spine

upon a plate on the pectoral girdle al)ove insertion of pectoral fin. Sides

between lateral spinous series a little concave. The rounded, somewhat
prominent abdomen with small striated plates armed with low blunt

tubercles. Profile of body rising vertically behind nape and under first

spine of first dorsal, running iu a straight line to second dorsal, rising a

little under this fin, and descending gradually to caudal. Inferior profile

nearly rectilinear. Head small, compressed, with a thick long median
barbel at tip of snout; supraocular ridges high, passing down anterior

border of orbit; the supraocular spines large, fiat, thin; interorbital space

deeply concave, with a small longitudinal ridge; nasal spines preseut ; a

pair of occipital spines present; also a suprascapular tubercle; none on

opercle, but a large, oblong, compressed spine on preopercle and 1 on
suborbital; eye large, circular, 4 in head. The preorbital with ridges,

ending at its lower border in strong denticulations. Mouth small ; lower

jaw shorter than the upper; teeth excessively small; none on palatines.

Spines of first dorsal large, curved, and higher than the body beneath

them; second dorsal lower, its rays strong andcmved; anal very long;

caudal narrow and rounded; pectoral very large, its longest rays equal to

longest spines of first dorsal; rays simple and rough; ventrals small.

Lateral line indicated by a series of small longitudinal "traits" set ofi" on
naked space between the 2 longitudinal series of large spinous plates (after

Valenciennes). Guichenot says the total length is scarcely 6| inches

(111 cm.). His figure, which seems to be good, furuishes the following

facts: About 7 plates of the superior lateral series between the adjacent

rays of first and second dorsals, and aljout 2 between posterior edge of

membrane of first dorsal and first ray of second dorsal ; 10 plates from

last ray of second dorsal to base of caudal. A small but distinct tubercle

or spine posteriorly at base of supraocular spine. Occipital spine appar-

ently very close to elevated part of back, but distinct ; in front of its base

a small but distinct tubercle, as in Hypsmjonus qnadricoinis. Spines of

first dorsal all exserted, the first for about i of its length; all rays of

anal exserted, the anterior 3 or 4 for about f of their length; posterior

anal rays (except the last) longest; all rays of pectoral considerably

exserted (about i of their length) ; 27 spinous plates in the series above

lateral line, 30 in the series below lateral line. One specimen known,
taken in 1 of the coves of the Port of the Emperor Nicolas, Gulf of Tar-

tary (Nicolaevsk, mouth of Amur River, west of the Island of Saghalien).

(Guichenot.) {proboscidalis, bearing a proboscis; in allusion to the i>romi-

ueut barbel on snout.)
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Asyidoiihorus proboscidalis, Valenciennes, Comptes Eeudus tie I'Acad. des Sciences,

XLVll, 1040, 1858, Port of Emperor Nicolas (Nicolaevsk), Gulf of Tartary.

Agonumahis proboticidalis, (luiniKNOT, Mem. Soc. Sci. Kat. Clierbourg, 1865, 254, pi. 9

;

Sauvage, Nouv. Arch. Museum Hist. Nat., Paris (2), I, 1878, 157.

761. HYPSAGONUS, Gill.

Hypsagonus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. PLila. 1861, 259 (quadricornis).

Cheiragonus, Herzenstein, Bull. Acad. Imp. Sci. de St. Petersb., XIII, 1890 116, (gra-

diens= quadricornis)

.

Body compressed, elevated, depth greater tliaii lengtli of head, more

than i of body; head small, separated from first dorsal by a very deeii

nuchal depression; top of head very uneven, 1 pair of large supraocular

and 1 pair of large occipital spines, strong, blunt; mouth terminal, jaws

about eciual, a large barbel or none at tip of snout; teeth on jaws, none

on vomer or palatines; gill membranes united, free from isthmus; scales

or plates large, radially striated, with a central spine or tubercle; 2 rows

of strong and 2 of weaker spines along side of body; dorsal fin long,

high, beginniug immediately behind nape, the siiines strong, the first ser-

rated; pectorals short, procurrent, the lower 8 or 9 rays free; ventrals

small; vent nearly halfway between ventrals and anal, {vipi- high;

Agonus.)

2400. HIPSAGOMJS (JUADRICORXIS* (Cuvier & Valeuciennes).

Br. 6; D. IX to XI (rarely IX, usually X), 6 or 7; A. 9 or 10; P. 13 or 14;

V. 3 (I, 2); C. 13; vertebr;© /« (36). Pyloric cteca 5 (2 individuals).

Body strongly compressed throughout its length. Abdomen swollen

(much less in male than female) about n, of the depth, the latter 3 to 4'j

(usually about i) in the length; body much narrower under second dor-

sal, only about ^ of depth. Back rises almost periiendicularly behind the

nape, slopes downward to end of first dorsal, rises gently to base of sec-

ond dorsal, then sinks and rises again to base of caudal; A'entral outline

gently convex. Plates distriljuted in general as in the other Agonoids,

but with many deviations in detail. Interspaces membranaceous, studded

with a variable number of small plates; vent nearly haHway between

ventrals and anal, the memlnane between it and ventrals with scattered

plates; plates of ventrolateral series small, the spines short, blunt,

strongest from vent to anal; those of the inferior lateral series ehmgated
vertically, beginning behind middle of base of jjectorals, with long,

strong, curved spines, which rise abruptly from the center of the plates,

growing smaller posteriorly, minute at base of caudal, their number vary-

ing from 28 to 30. The series of the lateral line consists of 7 to 9 plates

* Diagnosis: Body short, much compressed throughout its whole length; its greatest
width 3 to 4f- in depth; 2 rows of strong and 2 of weaker spines along side of body; a
strong spine above base of pectoral; head 3^; preopercular spi„j present, large; 1 pair
large supraocular and 1 yaiv large occipital spines, strong and blunt. Body abi'uptly ele-

vated behind nape: tirst ihnsaj long, high, beginning immediately behind nape; 8 or 9

lower rays of pectoral li( r: jilniis in dorsal series about 33 to 35; between dorsals about
5; usually a single bnilic 1 ;ii ti|i of snout; no median rostral plate; gill membranes
broadly united, free from istliiniis; no teeth on vomer or palatines; vent nearly halfway
between ventrals and anal. Color, front half of body blackish violet (variable), hinder
half pale, yellowish, with 2 or 3 narrow dark bands; caudal with dark band distally.
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(sometimes varying on the 2 sides of the same animal), the first 2 (occa-

sionally the first 3) very large, supplying the lack of plates in the supe-

rior lateral series anteriorlj^ and sometimes apparently forming a part of

this series, their spines long, strong, and curved; remaining 5 or 6 plates

distributed at varying distances along side of body, small, but sometimes
provided with small spines ; the superior lateral series begins under about
the seventh spine of first dorsal and runs in a straiglit line to caudal, the

spines a little smaller than those of the inferior lateral series, and vary
from 25 to 27 in number (plus the 2 or 3 plates of the lateral line when
they appear to belong to this series). The dorsolateral series begins

behind occipital spine and follows outline of back close under dorsals, 33

to 35 pairs; plates small, with tubercles or blunt spines. Between the
dorsolateral series and tlie base of each dorsal fin is a supplementary
series of very small tuberculated plates or prickles; those under the

anterior fin sometimes become apparently continuous with the dorso-
lateral series, crowding the anterior jjlates of the latter downward ; about
5 pairs between dorsal fins. Behind pectoral, between the inferior lat-

eral series and the large anterior pore plates there are usually 2 or 3 plates,

of which 1 or 2 sometimes bear minute spines; 1 plate with a large, strong-

spine just above base of liectoral; none in front of the fin, which is close

to gill opening. No plates on branchiostegal membranes or lower jaw.
Head compressed, snout 34; nearly as wide as high across preopercle,

much narrower under orl)its. Orbits large, circular, high iip, 3 in head.
Interorbital space wide Ijehind, much narrower in front, concave ; supra-

orbital ridges high, shelving outward, over eye, ending in strong spines

directed outward, upward, and a little backward, in front of the base of

which there is a very small one, usually in the form of a tubercle of vari-

able size (most distinct in the young). Preorbital with 2 or 3 ridges radi-

ating from anterior inferior border of orbit, its edge scalloped; suborbital

with a strong, compressed spine projecting nearly at a right angle; i)re-

opercle with a strong, compressed, curved spine, and below it 2 or 3 flat-

tened smaller ones; nasal spines strong, curved, separate, somewhat
diverging; 1 or 2 or no plates on lower part of cheek; no median rostral

plate. Barbel at tip of snout, above prcmaxillaries, varying much in

length, frequently entirely absent. Mouth small, terminal; maxillary

reaching front of orbit. Teeth on jaws; none on vomer or palatines.

Angle of jaws prominent, tubercular. Gill membranes broadly united,

free from isthmus. First dorsal about 2^ times as long as second, high,

its spines strong, nearly upright, the first very, and some of the others

somewhat, granulated or beset with prickles; the anterior spines but little

exserted; membrane stretched. Second dorsal low, its rays stifl"; caudal
nearly truncate, its width at base about If in length ; anal long, begin-

ning under posterior end of first dorsal and ending opposite posterior end
of second dorsal ; 2 or 3 of the posterior rays (except the last) longest, all

the rays much, the anterior more than half, exserted; ventrals of female 8

or 9 in length of body ; in male longer, 6 to 7^ in body length. Abdom-
inal region much swollen in female. Lateral line, pores 15 to 19, in pairs,

except the first. Vent nearly halfway between ventrals and anal. Color
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blackish or grayish violet, paler below ; breast and belly iu front of vent

marbled with darker; anterior region to opposite posterior end of first

dorsal dark, the dark region limited l)y a still darker baud which runs up
on the fin; jiosterior part of body paler, witli narrow dark cross bands, 1

under the anterior and 1 under tlte posterior part of the second dorsal,

both passing down onto the anal; caudal peduncle darker, sometimes

with irregular patches more intensely dark ; caudal with a dark baud at

base, and another near distal end, the extreme tip white-edged ; rays of

anal with bUick spots near their tips; pectorals indefinitely cross-barred

by series of short black streaks ou rays; veutrals of both sexes with
aliout 2 narrow bars of black. A variable species, Avidely diftused. Length
2^ inches. North Pacific; Kamchatka, Bering Sea, and coasts of Alaska,

south to Bristol Bay and Pugct Sound. (Gilbert.) Here described from
specimens taken by Dr. Gilbert {Albatross Coll.) about the Aleutian

Islands. On these specimens Dr. Gilbert has the following notes

:

Taken north and south of the Aleutian Islands, in the shallow water; also at 1 sta-

tion in Bristol Bay, in depths from 34 to 50 fathoms. Our specimens agree perfectly with
the description of Hy^srtjrojiM.s- ((7/icira<7onM.s) ijradiens, Herzeustein (Bull. Acad. Imp. des

8ci. de St. Petersb., xui, 116, May 29, 1890), described from the Gulf of Avatcha in

Kamchatka. Dr. G. A. Boulenger,' of the British Museum, has kindly compared one
of our specimens with the type of Aspidophorus quadricornis, C. & V., and states that

they are undoubtedly identical. Body short, much compressed, the head also narrow and
compressed, especially above and iu front. Nasal spines short and strong, a slender

barbel, of varying length, in front of them on middle line of snout. Ocular region

abruptlj' rising above the short, slender snout, the eyes vertical, overarched by the supra-

orbital rim, which bears posteriorly a strong vertical spine. luterorbital space with a

deep median groove and without ridges, the occipital region depressed below the bottom

of the groove. No deep pit on occiput, the space being gently concave transversely,

bounded laterally by moderate ridges, which bear posteriorly a spine preceded by a lone

tubercle. A strong spine at lower inferior border of orbit; a strong spine at upper pre-

opercular angle and 3 smaller ones below it; a strong spine above the base of pectoral,

behind and above which ou sides are 2 strong spines nearly in line with the upper lateral

series of plates ; surface of opercles with a few short spinous processes, but witliout

detinite spine. Vomer and palatines toothless. Branchiostegal membranes broadly

Joined, forming a free fold across the isthmus. Mouth narrow, horizontal, terminal, the

lower jaw included. Maxillary reaching vortical slightly behind front of orbit, 3J iu

head. Eye large, 3 in head; snout 4; interorbital width over middle of orbit J head

behind snout. Nape rising very abruptly from occiput to front of dorsal, the outline

thence descending to near front of second dorsal when it again ascends. The points of

origin of the 2 dorsals are therefore prominent, the profile concave behind them. Body
deepest under first dorsal spine, 3J in length. Greatest width of body near ventral out-

line immediately behind ventral fin, 5J- in length. A series of small prickles along base
of spinous and anterior portion of soft dorsal, bearing 1 spinule to each ray. Plates

all concealed, the spines alone projecting; upper lateral series of plates very small, bear-

ing each a minute sjiinous point; this .series is narrowly separated from base of spinous
dorsal, and runs along base of soft dorsal, the 2 series uniting immediately behind the

latter, bearing each a pair of diverging spines; lateral series with very strong spines, the

largest being the anterior ones of the lower lateral series. The upper lateral series is

incomplete anteriorly, ending under the eighth dorsal spine. It is apparently completed
by 2 very strong spines, which belong, however, to the series of the lateral line. Ven-
tral series of spines small, running along immediate base of anal fin, the pairs uniting

behind the anal, the resulting plates bearing a pair of spines. As in the case of the dor-

sal series, this union is more or less irregular and incomplete, the corresponding plates

sometimes failing to unite, and then either maintaining their opposite position or alternat-
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ing. Lateral line with few widely spaced pairs of pores, those of each pair approximated
and horizontally instead of vertically placed. The interspaces bear iu the posterior part
of the body a minute prickle each ; in the case of the 2 or 3 anterior pairs, these become
verj- strong spines, nearly on a line with the incomplete upper lateral series of plates.

Anus anterior, nearly midway between base of ventrals and front of anal. First dorsal

spine vertically over upper axil of pectoral. The fln is rigidly spread iu alcoholic speci-

mens ; the third and fourth spines are longest and about equal length of snout and eye

;

interspace between dorsals equaling \ length of orbit; anal much longer than second
dorsal, its first ray under last dorsal spine, its last ray slightly in advance of the last ray
of soft dorsal; anal membranes deeply incised, especially anteriorly. Caiidal short,

rounded
;
pectoral of 2 distinct divisions, the upper portion consisting of 4 or 5 rays

joined by membrane ; the lower part of 8 entirely disconnected rays. These upper and
lower portions of the fin are used alternately in pushing the fish forward on the bottom,

the upper lobe being downward and forward for the purpose. In the aquarium, the fish

appears to walk, resting alternately on the upper and lower pectoral rays and on the front

rays of the anal ; the longest pectoral rays reach to or just beyond front of anal ; ventrals

short, not reaching vent in females, reaching to or slightly beyond vent in males. D. IX
to XI, 6 or 7 ; A. 9 or 10 ; P. 13 or 14 ; V. I, 2 ; C. 13. Vertebras 8 + 28. Lateral line 7 to 9.

Color; blackish or greyish violet, paler below; breast and belly in front of vent marbled
with darker; anterior part of sides, to opposite last dorsal spines dark, the darker region
limited by a still darker band which runs up on the fin

;
posterior part of body paler,

usually with 3 darker cross bars, the last of which often broadens out to occupy all of the

caudal peduncle; caudal with a dark bar at base and another at posterior margin, the

extreme edge white; the dark vertical bars continued onto the anal fln, the rays also

spotted with back near tips; ventrals with a black bar or spot at base; sometimes a
second on middle of fin; pectorals indefinitely cross-barred, largely pale on basal portion;

color varying greatly, the lighter areas on body and fins often with dusky marblings.

(Gilbert.) (quatuor, four; cornu, horn.)

Aspidophoriis quadricornis, Cdvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 221, 1829,

Kamchatka. (Coll. Dr. Coll6e. Type in British Museum.)
Hypsagonus(Oheiraijonus) gradiens, Herzenstein, Bull. Acad. Imp. des Sci. de St. Petersb.,

tome XIII, 116, May 29, 1890, Kamchatka, Sinus Awatska, Port Petropaulski.

Agomis quadricornis, Gunther, Cat., ii, 215, 1860.

Hypsagonus quadricorni.t, GiLL, Proc. Ac Nat. Sci. Phila., xiii, 1861, 167; Jordan & Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 722, 1883 ; Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 439.

762. STELLERINA, Cramer.

Stellerina, Cramer, in Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 447, 1896 (xyosternus)

.

Body moderately elongate, tapering uniformly from head to caudal,

8-liedral, subterete, a little depressed anteriorly, depth about 7, width

about 6 iu length ; head 4i, tapering but little forward; proiile of head
and snout in straight line with back. Plates in dorsal series about 35;

between occiput and first dorsal 6 or 7 pairs. Plates of body spinous

;

breast covered with radially striated prickles. Mouth very oblique, the

suout short, not tabular, lower jaw protruding, entering profile; teeth

small, in few rows on jaws, none on vomer or palatines. A barbel at tip

of each maxillary. No median rostral plate. Nasal spines small; no
supraocular or occipital spines. Gill membranes uuited, free from the

isthmus. Anal long. (Named for Georg Wilhelm Steller, naturalist and
explorer, the first to study the fishes of Bering Sea.)

3030 51
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2401. STELLEBIIVA XYOSTEBNA* (Jordan & Gilbert).

B.6; D.VIorVII-6; A. 8 or 9; P. 17 to 19; V. 3 (I, 2); C. 1, 11,1; lat-

eral line 36. Body slightly depressed in front, as high as wide under tirst

dorsal, 8-hedral, siibterete, the faces but little concave; tail strongly

depressed, hexagonal. The sharp, slightly curved spines present on all

the plates of each series, hut minute on the median, dorsal and ventral

plates of caudal peduncle; the superior lateral series beginning opposite

front of lirst dorsal, being reijlaced anteriorly by the series of the lateral

line. Unlike the species of Phalangistes (in which there are several),

only 1 pair of plates between last ray of second dorsal and first median

plate and 1 between last anal ray and first median plate. Breast, unlike

that of other species, without plates, but covered with innumerable

radially striated prickles; edge of breast in front of lower end of base

of pectoral with 3 to 5 plates. Branchiostegal membrane and under

side of mandible naked; membrane between the ventrolateral series

behind and around A'eut with minute scattered prickles; 2 or 3 spinous

plates in front of pectoral; the inferior lateral series, unlike that of O.

dodecaedron, running directly toward base of pectoral. Head tapering but

little forward, as high as wide, 4i in length. Orbits moderate, nearly cir-

cular, longer than snout, a little more than 3 in head; interorbital space

nearly flat, nearly 2 in orbit; supraorbital and occipital ridges but little

developed, spineless; temporal ridge moderate; a small suprascapular

spine. Cheeks vertical ; 2 minute spines at border of preorbital, 1 on sub-

orbital, 2 rather large and sometimes a third small one on preopercle; no

plates on lower part of cheek; nasal spines minute, converging behind the

niaxillary pedicles. Median rostral plate absent; mouth very oblique,

lower jaw protruding, entering profile; maxillary nearly reaching pupil,

enlarged at tip. Teeth few and small in few rows on jaws ; none on vomer

or palatines. One barbel at tip of each maxillary. Gill openings large,

membranes united, free from isthmus. Dorsals well separated ; anal long,

beginning under posterior end of first dorsal; caudal about 3 times as long

as wide; pectoral 4| in length of body, the base more than 3 in the

length, with 17 to 19 rays (19 rays in 1 pectoral of a small specimen, 18

in the other), rounded, the lower rays rapidly shortening; ventrals of

female 2 in pectorals, 1^ in male; tips of rays exserted. Color, light olive

brown, pale below; top of head and back with minute spots and sinuous

streaks of darker; lower jaw and lower edge of cheek silvery; pectorals

dark, wnth a broad pale patch below, near base, and a broad pale tip;

ventrals pale in both sexes (?); rays of dorsals dark; caudal dark; pos-

terior part of anal dark, as in B. dodecaedron. Length 6^ inches. Coast

of California and Oregon, rather rare, south to Monterey. Here described

from specimens from coast of Oregon, taken in 24 fathoms, (qvoo, to

scrape; drepvov, breast.)

* Diagnosis : Body moderately elongate, tapering uniformly from head to caudal, Shedral-
a little depresssd anteriorly, the depth at base of pectorals g of width, the latter 6 in

length: profile of head and' snout nearly in a straight line with back; head but little

tapering forward, 4| in body
;
plates in dorsal series 35 ; between occiput and first dorsal

6 or 7; between dorsals 4 to 6; from ventrals to anal about 10 pairs. One barbel at tip of
maxillary; gill membranes free; median rostral plate wanting; nasal spines small; no
supraootilar or occipital spines. Color light olive brown, pale below; mandible and
lower part of cheek silvery.
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Brachyopsis xyostemus, Joedan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., iii, July 2, 1880, 152,

Santa Cruz, California; (Coll. Dr. C. L. Anderaon) ; JoEDAN & Gilbert, Synopsis,

727, 1883 ; Jordan, Cat. Fishes jST. A., 113, 1885.

Agonvs (Brachyopsis) annce, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitriige, ix, 254 (17), pi. 6, figs. 1,1a,

aud lb, Sitzb. der K. Acad, der Wiss., LXXXll, July 15, 1880, San Francisco, California.

763. OCCA, Jordan »fc Evermaun, new geuus.

Occa, Jordan & Evermann, new genus (verrucosus).

This genus differs from JBrachyopsis in tlie short snout which i« not

tubular, and is formed as in Stellerina. From the latter geuus it is sepa-

rated by the large plates on the breast, aud by the presence of at least a

few teeth on the vomer aud palatines. North Pacific, (occa, a harrow.)

a. Anal rays 10 to 12 ;
plates of belly bluntly spinous ; ventrals pale, veekucosa, 2402.

aa. Anal rays 14 to 16; plates of belly nearly smooth; ventrals dark.

DODECAKDSON, 2403.

2402. OCCA VEURUCOSA* (Lockington).

Br. 6; D. VII to IX-7 or 8; A. 11 or 12 (10 or 11, Lockington) ; P. 14 or

15; V. 3 (I, 2); C. 1, 11, 1; vertebr* 13 + 24= 37 (37). Pyloric ca-ca 6 (1

individual) ; lateral line 36 or 37. Body and tail depressed throughout, the

former rounded octagonal, the faces little concave; caudal peduncle hex-

agonal, short, with about 7 median dorsal and 5 or 6 median ventral plates;

the sharp curved spines better developed than in 0. dodecaedron, present

on all ridges from head to caudal, except 2 or 3 plates of median ventral

series of peduncle; plates of median lateral (lateral line) series large and

bearing small spines from head to near posterior end of second dorsal; 4

or 5 pairs of plates between last ray of second dorsal and first median

plate, aud '> pairs between last anal ray and first median plate; about 18

fairly large and tuberculated plates on breast, some of them separated by

narrow intervals of membrane with numerous prickles. Branchiostegal

membrane naked posteriorly. Under side of mandible and anterolateral

parts of branchiostegal membrane with minute plates or prickles ; 3 or 4

lart»-e spinous plates in front of, and a number of small plates and prickles

on base of pectoral fin ; the ventrolateral series separated, from ventrals

nearly to anal, by membrane studded with 6 or 8 small striated plates

behind and a few around vent ; the latter a little farther than usual from

base of ventrals (as in 0. dodecaedron). Top of head, dorsal, and 2 adja-

cent faces of body granulated ; space behind pectoral as far back as its tip

naked. Head depressed, elongate, broad behind, its depth f of its width,

the latter about 6 in length of body. Orbits large, oval, the longitudinal

diameter longer than snout, 3^ in head. Interorbital space wide, nearly

equal to orbit, flat between supraocular ridges ; the latter spineless, turning

out almost at right angles, forming a thin saw-like transverse ridge along

* Diagnosis: Body moderately elongate, tapering, Shedral, depressed; depth about |

width, the latter 6'in length; head broad, much depressed, tapering by concave outlines

to a blunt snout, 4| in length of body. Plates in dorsal series 35 or 36 ;
between occiput

and first dorsal, 7; between dorsals, 4; from ventral to anal, 10 or 11 pairs. One barbel

at tip of each maxillary ; gill membranes united, free from isthmus, iledian rostral plate

wanting; nasal spines miniite; no supraocular or occipital spines. Olivaceous, banded

with darker; pectorals with 3 or 4 black areas.
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posterior border of orbit ; occipital ridges spineless, temporal ridge broken
into 2 or 3 tubercles, sometimes ending in a small suprascapular spine.

Cheeks nearly vertical, the suborbital ridge but sslightly developed; usu-

ally a spine at lower l)order of orbit, 3 or 4 small ones on inferior border

of preorbital, a moderate one on suborbital, a rather large one, and beneath
it, a smaller one on the preopercle ; 3 or 4 moderately developed plates, or as

many smaller ones with numerous minute plates or prickles, on cheek
below ridge;, nasal spines minute, converging behind maxillary pedicles;

median rostral plate absent. Mouth oblique, a little less so than in 0.

dodecaedron, the lower jaw protruding; maxillary reaches to opposite front

of pupil. Teeth present on jaws, few and small on vomer, few or none on
palatines. One barbel at tip of each maxillary. Dorsals long, moderately

separated; anal long, beginning under posterior end of first dorsal; pecto-

rals 4^ in length of body, their width at base 3 in their length, are rounded,

the lowermost rays ra])idly shortening ; ventrals of female a little less than
2 in pectorals, those of male much longer, reaching beyond front of anal,

longer than pectorals; the membrane broad. Caudal 3 times as long as

wide at base. Color dark grayish or brownish, pale below; the young
Avith distinct cross bars, a broad one in front of lirst dorsal, 1 under the

front end and 1 behind middle of first dorsal, 1 between dorsals, 1 under
second dorsal, and 2 on peduncle; bars indistinct in adults ; dorsals dusky,

faintly barred with darker, caudal dark ; anal dark on membrane, white-

edged (dark only on posterior end in young, as in 0. dodecaedron)
;
pecto-

rals washed with orange, 2 dark blotches near base, the terminal part

with 2 (sometimes confluent) or 1 large dark patch (these patches in the

young appearing as partially confluent bars, more like O. dodecaedron)
;

ventrals of female pale, of male bright orange yellow, with n large black

spot inside of first ray and 2 small ones at tiji. Length 8 inches. Coast

of California and Oregon, south to 8an Francisco, in 11 to 36 fathoms.

Here described from specimens from off the Oregon coast. {rerrucosKS,

warty.

)

Brachyopns verrucontis, Lockington, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., in, May 6, 1880, 60, Drakes
Bay, near San Francisco, California; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 720, 1883; Jor-

dan, Cat. Fislies N. A., 114, 1885.

Ayuitus (Brachyopnis) harkani, Steindachner, Iclith. 15eitrage, IX, 253 (16), \A. 5. Sitzb. der

k. Akad. der Wiss., Lxxxn, July 15, 1880, San Francisco, California.

2403. OCCA DODECAEDROX'^ (Tilesius).

Br. 6; D. IX or X,7 or 8; A. 14 to 16; P. 14 or 15; V. 3 (1,2); C. 1, 11, 1;

vertebrsB 13 + 26= 39. Pyloric c«ca 5 (1 individual). Lateral line with

37 or 38 pores. Body as far as middle of first dorsal depressed, becoming
gradually compressed behind. Caudal peduncle short, 5 to 7 dorsal and

* Diagnosis : Body moderately elongate, tapering nearly uniformly from head to caudal,
depressed, 8-hedral; peduncle 6-hedral, compressed i>(>steriorly; depth of hodj-| of width,
the latter at base of pectorals 6 in length. Head broad, much depressed, 4 J. Plates in
dorsal series 40; between occiput and lirst di)rs;il 8 oi- !); between dorsals 3 to 5; from
A'entrals to anal 13 to 15 pairs. One b;n l>il at tip of (•.uli iiiiixillary

; gill membranes free.

Median rostral plate wanting; na.-^al sjiim-s miinitv, usually absent; no supraocular or
occipital spines. Brownish olivaceous, with several iudi.stinct cross bars; dorsal fins

with 2 black bars.
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3 or 4 ventral median plates, compressed, hexagonal. Sliort blnnt spines

present on the dorsolateral series from a little in front of first dorsal to

middle of second dorsal, none on median dorsal plates of peduncle;

sharper spines on the superior lateral series from near head to near caudal;

the very low ridges of the inferior lateral and ventrolateral series hear a

few spines near middle of body
;

plates of the median lateral (lateral

line) series nearly as large as those of the .adjoining series, about a dozen

of the most anterior bearing small spines; 5 or 6 pairs of plates between
last ray of second dorsal and first median plate, and about 5 pairs between
last anal ray and first median plate ; a .strong sinuous ridge of plates from
lower end of base of pectoral to isthmus ; a small median ridge on breast,

of 2 small plates m front of bases of ventrals, followed anteriorly by a

median series of 3 or 4 larger single plates; between this and the edge
the breast is covered with small, thin, distinct plates with numerous small

tubercles interspersed; the branchiostegal membrane posteriorly and
medially and anterolaterally covered with small plates and prickles;

whole underside of mandible with small plates and some prickles or

tubercles; 4 or 5 large plates m front of, and a number of minute plates

or prickles on base of pectoral fin. Membrane behind and around vent

and between vent and ventrals with a variable number of small plates,

but mostly with numerous prickles or tubercles. Vent a little farther

removed from base of ventrals than usual in the Agonoids. An elongate

triangular .space behind pectoral, between the inferior and ventrolateral

series, naked. Top of head, median dorsal, and 2 adjacent faces of body
granulated. Head much depressed, broad behind, tapering, its. depth |
its width, the latter about 6 in length of body. Orbits small, nearly cir-

cular, the longitudinal diameter a little more than 4 in head; interorbital

space concave, wide, equal to snont, nearly equal to orbit; supraocular,

occipital, and temporal ridges low, spineless; cheeks nearly vertical, .sul)-

orbital ridge hardly developed, spineless; a large, heavy tubercle or

spine projecting from preopercle at an angle of 45° ; 1)elow this 1 or 2

fiat small ones; no plates on cheeks; mouth very oblique, maxillary

reaching front of pupil; teeth in bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines.

Dorsals long, their membranes sometimes continuous; anal very long,

beginning a little behind middle of first dorsal; pectorals a little more
than 4 in length of l>ody, their base 3i in their length, with 14 or 15

graduated rays (a few of the uppermost shorter); ventrals of female

about iV those of male ; the latter less than 2 in pectorals, about | of

head; caudal 3 times as long as wide at ba.se. Color brownish olivaceous,

pale below; a much-interrupted, indefinite dark band from angle of

mouth, under orbit, across preopercles, above pectorals, and along lateral

line; a few indi.stinct cross bars on back; dorsals with a broad dark band
along the edge and a parallel one across the middle, otherwise white;

caudal dusky; anal dusky near the posterior end; pectorals transversely

barred by about 6 series of black points or short streaks on rays ; ventrals

pale in female, the membrane black in male; head and lips with numer-
ous minute black spots and streaks. North Pacific, Kamchatka; south to

Bristol Bay, coast of Alaska, in 10 to 15 fathoms. (Gilbert.) Here
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described from specimeus from Bristol Bay. {doodsxdsdpoi, having 12

surfaces or sides.)

Ou these specimens Dr. Gilhert has the followiuc; notes:

" A few specimens taken in Bristol Bay in 41 to 14 fathoms. In males the

colors are much brighter tiaan in females, recalling 0. rernicosa. The
bars on dorsal lins are, in males, intense black and bright white, instead

of olive brown and whitish as in females; males show also a larger black

patch on last anal rays, and have the iuterradial membrane of ventral jet-

black; in none of our specimens docs the caudal tin show transverse lines

of brown points, as described by Cuvier; in both males and females the

caudal is dusky or black, the median rays lighter, the outer ones white.

D. IX or X, 7 or 8; A. 14 to 16." (SchdeHa, twelve; sdpa, surface, side.)

Agonus dodecal'dron, Tilesids, Mem. Acail. Petersb., iv, pi. 13, 1810, Kamchatka (Coll.W. T.

Tile.sius) ; GiJNTHEK, Cat., u, 214, 1860.

PhalangiMes loricatnn, Pallas. Zoog. Rosso- Asiat., ui, 114, taf. 19, 1811. Kamchatka.

Aspidophorus dodeca'edrus, Cuvier <.t Valenciennes, Hi.st. Nat. Poiss., iv, 209, 1829.

Brachyopsis dodeca'edrus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 723, 1883.

764. BRACHYOPSIS, Gill.

Brachyopsis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., xiii, 1861, 167, 259 (rostratus).

Siphayonus, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, v, 140, Sitzb. Acad. Wiss. Wien, LXXiv, July,

1876 {segaliensis)

.

Body moderately elongate, tapering nearly uniformly from head to cau-

dal ; depressed, 8-hedral (6-hedral on peduncle); depth about 8, width

about 6 in length ; head broad, dej)ressed, about 41 to 5 in standard length.

Snout long, almost tubular, bearing the short jaws at the end. Plates in

dorsal series about 35 to 40 or more; a barbel at tip of each maxillary

;

median rostral plate none; nasal spines minute oral)8ent; supraocular

and occipital spines none; gill meml)ranes united, free from isthmus; anal

lin long, with 12 or 13 rays, first dorsal usually long; mouth oblique,

lower jaw projecting; teeth iircsent on jaws, vomer, and palatines; at

least some of the plates on body spinous; plates on breast usually with

interspersed small prickles or tubercles, {ftpaxvi, short; utl)iz, face.)

a. Aual rays 13; dorsal spines 8; body fusiform, broad at tbc breast, tbe tail very

.slender. rostratus, 2404.

aa. Anal rays 12; body slender; eye behind middle <if Iiead; 2 spines on suborbital.

segaliensis, 2405.

2401. IJRilCHYOPSIS ROSTRATUS * (Tilesius).

Br. 6 ; D ,VIII, 8 ; A. 13 ; C. 10 ; P. 14 ; V, I, 2. Body more elongate than

in Agonus caiaphractus, the tail very slender, the body distinctly fusiform,

* Diagnosis. Lateral line 36. Body more fusiform tbnn in other speeies of tins genua,
very robust in front ot the middle.' linnrinL: to tlir slcmlci- l:n'l. Heail triangular and
pointed, as seen from above, the iixiutli i|niti- ii;nid\\ ; cw's siikiU, well forward; head
considerably depressed, snout witliouf s)iine; a shoil Hap at aiiylo of oioiitli: scales not
Tery routcli: uill ineiiibnines free from istlimus: vciitials (|uilc sliort

;
breast with a

median row of raised convex plates; arow of siniibir ])lales hoi-dt-ring edge of gill open-

ing, the tliree series tormiug aA-shaped ti?:ure, tlie iiileistires lilled witli very small

plates. This diagnosis from Bering Sea specimens obtained by Dr. I'.ean. (Jordan &
Gilbert.)
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widest between pectorals ; mouth short oblique, the maxillary not reaching

to below eye; profile straight, cranium flat above, the eyes prominent; no
spines on the orbit; preopercle with 3 spines on its vertical margin; 2

on the lower border of the large suborbital ; trunk 8-angled ; tail 6-;iugled.

Plates more numerous than in Ar/oniis, 40 on each upper range from nujie

to point of their union; numbers in the other rows in proportion; upper

series with their ridges rather sharp, lower with obtuse ridges; 2 series

of abdomen separated by dilatable skin; no barbels on gill membranes.
Pectorals longer and dorsals farther back than in 0. dodecaedion or Podothe-

cus aclpenserinus. Lower rays of pectoral larger than the others; anal

longer than second dorsal, beginning under middle of first dorsal; length

10 inches. (Tilesius, as quoted by Cuvier & Valenciennes.) The figure of

Tilesius shows a tubular compressed snout, with the short mouth at the

end and a very wide back, mesially concave. Specimens from Petropaul-

ski have the eye 2i in snout; mandible 2i in head; maxillary 4f; snout .3;

pectoral nearly as long as head; breast with large plates in 3 dividing

rows, with smaller ones between. Tail very slender, not spinous; body
chubby, the greatest width 2\, greatest depth 24 in head; head nearly 5

in body. Scales 44. Teeth minute. The species is intermediate in form

between Occa dodecaedroii and Pallaslna harhata. Several specimens from

Shaua Bay, Iturup Island, show the following characters: Dorsal face

wider than in either and deeply concave; snout elongate, depressed, its

width taken at middle of its length J greater than its depth at same point,

and ^ its length, measured from tip of lower jaw; lower jaw much longer

than upper, the symphysis entering upper profile of snout, vertically fur-

rowed at tip; maxillary not reaching orbit, 4 in head; preorbital elongate,

with a lengthwise ridge which divides anteriorly, the branches not ter-

minating in spines, the edge of preorbital entire; anterior nostril in a

short tube. Teeth all minute, present on jaws and vomer, often absent

on palatines, sometimes present in a small patch on extreme anterior end.

Suborbital stay without spine, forming a gibbous striated protuberance

on middle of cheek, between which and the horizontal edge of preopercle

is a series of three or four small plates; 2 strong diverging spines at

angle of ])reopercle; a shorter spine below them; orbital margins ele-

vated superiorly and posteriorly; interorbital space very narrow, grooved

and longitudinally striated, its width equalling ^ diameter of orbit, which

is 6 in head; no spines on top of head, the ridges low and rounded.

Head 4f to 4f in length; width of body 8^- to 8i ; length of caudal ped-

uncle 3J to 4. Body anteriorly hexagonal, the upi^er lateral ridge becom-

ing obselete immediately in front of spinous dorsal; lower lateral ridge

also becoming rounded and obsolescent anteriorly ; dorsal face widening

ra])idly from occiput to front of sjiinous dorsal where its width equals

snout; it gradually narrows posteriorly, the dorsal ridges becoming con-

fluent at a point much nearer base of caudal than end of second dorsal;

ventral ridges spineless, the lateral ridges with short spinous points, often

distinguishable with difficulty; dorsal series anteriorly with stronger

spines which rapidly diminish posteriorly; branchiostegal and gular

membranes without plates
;
plates on body without the minute prickles
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so cliaracteristic of Occa verrucosa and 0. dodccacdron; breast covered with

polygonal plates, a series elevated to form a median ridge, tlie marginal

plates also prominent; prepectoral area wide, with 4 prominent plates,

the upiiermost bearing a short spine posteriorly; in the dorsal series of

plates, 10 lie in advance of first dorsal, 11 between origins of first and
second dorsals, 9 or 10 along base of second dorsal, 6 to 9 between second

dorsal and the jjoint of continence of the dorsal series, and 5 to 7 between

the latter point and base of caudal; total nnml)er of plates in dorsal

series 43 to 45, in 6 specimens examined. Pectorals long and narrow, li in

head; dorsal with 8 (rarely 9) spines and 8 soft rays; anal with 13 (rarely

14) rays
;
pectoral with 14 rays. Color dnsky above, marked with small

black spots and lines; white below, growing dnsky posteriorly; candal

blackish; ventrals white ; anal white, with the last rays dusky; dorsals

and jiectorals with the rays finely dotted with black. North Pacific,

recorded from Saghalien, Gulf of Aniva, Petropaulski, and the Kuril

Islands, (ros/ra/xs, pertaining to the rostrnvi or snout; "not because it

has a beak, but because its head and snout are more contracted than in

the others.")

Agonus rostratus, TiLESlus, M6m. Acad. Petersb., iv, 1810, pi. 14, Saghalien, Gulf of

Aniva. (Coll. Tilesius.)

Phalangistes fusiformis, Pallas, Zoog. Eosso-Asiat., lil, IIG, 1811, Saghalien, Gulf of

Aniva; Kuril Islands. (Coll. Steller & Merk.)

Agomis rostratus, GiJNTHER, Cat., n, 214, 1860.

Aspido'jjhorus rostratus, Cuvier & Yalenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., IV, 212, 1829.

Brachi/opsis rostratus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 726, 1883; Jordan, Cat. Pisliea N.

A., 113, 1885.

2405. BUACHYOPSIS SEGALIEXSIS (Tilesius).

D.VII, 8; A. 12; C. 10; P. 14; V. I, 2. Form resembling Brachijopsis

rostratus, but the tail shorter ; body depressed ; eye behind middle of head

;

2 spines on suborbital, and some others about eyes ; dorsals contiguous

;

anal longer than second dorsal; pectorals large; no barbels under throat;

gill membranes and barbels at chin undescribed, probably as in Brachy-

ojisis rostratus. Yellowish brown; fins with black bands. Length 7

inches. Island of Saghalien. (Cuvier & Valenciennes.) Not seen by
recent writers. (Name from Saghalien.)

Syngnathus segaliensis, Tilesius, Mem. Soc. Imp. Nat. de Moscow, ii, 216, pi. 11, 1810, Bay of

Patience, Saghalien. (Coll.Krusenstern.)

Siphagonus segalienn.i, Steindachner, Iclitli. Beitrage, v, 140, and Sitzb. der k. Acad, der

Wiss., Lxxiv., 1876; Jordan &, Gilbert, Synopsis, 723, 1883.

Ago7ius Icevigatus, Tilesius. M6m. Acad. Petersb., iv, 436, 1810, Saghalien ; CuviEE & Va-
lenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 214, 1829.

Phalangistes Icevigatus, Pallas, Zoog. Kosso-Asiat., iii, 116, 1811.

765. PALLASINA,* Cramer.

Pallasina, CrAjMER, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 815 (barbata).

Form of Si/ngyiathus or Siphostoma; body slender, depressed; 4-hedral

anteriorly, 8-hedral under dorsals; 6-hedral on peduncle; snout produced

* The genus Siphagonus, Steindacbner, was expresslj' based on Agonus segaliensis. The
name can not be used for this group.
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in a tube; lower jaw projecting beyond upper, turned upward at tip, a

long barbel at the symphysis; teeth on jaws and vomer, a single row on

palatines
;
gill membranes free from isthmus, united ; both dorsals present

;

Tentrals very short; plates of body slightly keeled, without spines; verte-

brae about 45. (Named for Petrus 8imon Pallas, naturalist and explorer,

the accomplished author of Zoographia Rosso- Asiatica, 1811.)

n. Three plates in front of ventrals; barbel long. barbata, 2406.

aa. Two plates in front of ventrals; barbel short. aix, 2407.

2406. PALLASINA BAKBATA (Steindachner).

Br. 5; D. VI to IX, 7; A. 9 to 12; P. 12; V. 3 (1,2); C. 11; lateral line 45

or 46 ; vertebra 15 + 30= 45. Pyloric caica 6 (1 individual). Body slightly

depressed in front, depth at base of pectorals f or '\ of width, slender,

width about 11 in length. Ridges of the dorso and ventro lateral series

strong, the dorsal and lateral halves of the plates form a right angle; no

ridge on the inferior lateral row and the plates of the superior lateral row

absent anteriorly, so that the body is 4-hedral in front of first dorsal, with

dorsal and ventral faces flat or a little concave and the lateral convex.

Under first dorsal, the superior lateral series begins with keeled plates, the

ridge of the inferior lateral series becoming more prominent, so that under

the dorsals the body is 8-hedral; dorsal and ventral faces grooved, and

depth equaling length. Caudal peduncle strongly depressed, nearly

4-hedral (median dorsal and ventral ridges extremely low) ; 45 or 46 plates

in the dorsal series, 4 pairs between dorsals, 12 to 13 pairs from ventrals

to anal, 5 to 9 pairs between last ray of second dorsal and first median

ventral plate ; 3 or 4 large plates in a median longitudinal row on breast,

with about 1 row of 4 or 5 small ones between it and the series forming

the edge of breast; plates radially striated and a little elevated nt the

center; none between ventrals and vent. Membrane behind vent without

plates (or as many as 19, Steindachner's excellent figure). Brauchiostegal

membrane naked posteriorly, 2 or 3 plates anterolaterally. Narrow nude

surface of lower jaw with a series of several plates; 2 or 3 plates in front

of pectoral. Head very long and narrow, gently tapering, nearly as high

as wide. Orbits nearly circular, the longitudinal diameter about 5i in

head and 2 in snout. Interorbital space moderately concave, nearly 2 in

orbit. Supraocular ridges moderate, occipital ridges scarcely defined,

temporal ridges moderate, all spineless; no suborbital ridge; suborbital

bone spineless ; a sharp spine at posterior angle of preopercle and 2 smaller

flat ones below this ; a longitudinal series of 4 or 5 poorly developed plates

on lower part of cheek, between the long horizontal limb of preopercle

and orbit. Snout long, tubular, about 2\ in head. Frontal bones much

elongated forward, an additional l)ony plate in front of preorbital and over-

hanging the maxillary; several small plates in membranaceous interval

between preorbital and frontal in front of orbit. Posterior inferior

angle of maxillary produced backward, reaching a little more than half-

way to orbit. Median rostral plate absent. Lower jaw long, curved

upward in front, projecting beyond the upper and entering profile; mouth

oblique. Teeth in narrow bands on jaws and vomer, about 1 row on pal-
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atines (Steindaehner apparently saw none on palatines). A single bar-

bel of varial)le length (sometimes twice ag long as, sometimes less than

diameter of orbit) at tip of lower ,jaw. Gill membranes united behind,

free from istbmns. First dorsal with 12 pairs of plates between it and
the occiput; anal long, beginning under middle of first dorsal; caudal

about 3 times as long as wide at base; pectorals long, 51 to 54 in

body, width at their base about 4 in their length; veutrals about 3

in pectorals and 4 in head in female, 2 in pectorals and 2| in head
in male. Color reddisli or grayish brown with innumerable minute
black spots; ventral surface pale, from front of anal to caudal pro-

gressively darker with minute black spots; a dark liand extends along

the side of snout, across orbit and preopercle, and along the side of body,

dying out posteriorly; anterior dorsal dusky, darker behind; second dor-

sal indefinitely cross-banded with short streaks of darker on rays ; caudal

dusky
;
pectoral pale, indefinitely banded with short streaks of darker on

rays; veutrals pale in both sexes; anal pale. Vertebral column (of a

single specimen) with 15 abdominal and 30 caudal (including hypural)

vertebrjB. North Pacific, south to Japan and Oregon. The specimens

here described from Bristol Bay (Coll. J/ft«i/-oss) ; .Japan (Steindaehner);

Arctic Ocean near Bering Strait (W. .J. Fisher, Steindaehner) ; Bering Sea,

Bristol Bay* (Gilbert); (Tareinsky Bay (Barrett-Hamilton) ; Port Clar-

ence, Alaska (Scofield).t A variable species. Length of longest specimen

examined by us 5^ inches, {barhatus, provided with a barbel.)

Siphagonus barbafue, Steindachner, Iclith. Beitriige, v, 140, taf. 5, Sitzb. der k. Acad, der

Wiss., Lxxiv, July, 1876; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 725, 1883; Jordan, Cat., '113

2107. PALLASIXA AIX, Starts.

Head from tip of snout, 4 in body; depth 3i in head. D. VIT, 7; A. 11;

P. 11 ; eye 5^ in head. Mouth rather oblique, the lower jaw much project-

* Dr. Gilbert notes specimens from numerous stations in Bristol Bay in 4J to 70 fathoms.
The dark band on sides is often very stronnly marked; the barbel varies much in length.

D. VII to Till, 6 to 8; A. 9 to 12.

tMr. Scoiicid gives the following note on 6 specimens taken at Port Clarence, Alaska,
aver:ii;iiig al)oiit d inches in length. We lia\o compared tlieni with specimens of P. bar-

bata t'vnn I'.risiol llav, Ahiska, ^ind tind oiii- siiccimens liav(> a nuich longer barbel and
sliglitly longer pectorals. In all otlier iioints they appear to be the .same. The barbel is

^distaiice from tip of lower .jaw to e(l:;e ol uill membrane. The 2 dorsals vary in their

distance from each other. In 1 spei im. n the\ touch, in the others they varyin distance
the width of 1 or 2 plates. Following is tlie tin formula of the specimens. 'These speci-

mens show a sexual difierence. The leniales have shorter vcntrals and a lower smaller
first dorsal than the males. The first dorsal, too, is without color. The males have larger
ventral fins and a large darkly colored first dorsal

:

Dorsal.
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iu^; upper edge of maxillary slipping under preorliital for its whole

length, its posterior end midway between tip of snout and middle of eye;

vilUform teeth on jaws and vomer, none apparently on palatines; lower

jaw with a fleshv tip, scarcely produced iuto a l.arbel, scarcely as loug as

diameter of pupil; supraorbital rim prominent, making the interorl.ital

space deeply concave; width of the latter al>ont f eye; 2 ridges from the

inner edges of supraorbital rim run backward, and are continuous with

dorsal ridges of bJdy ; edge of preopercle with 3 spines, the middle one the

largest. Two large median plates in front of ventrals on breast, a row ot

plates along each lateral ridge of breast, a large plate on each side of the

union between first and second median plates, and behind them a row of

small plates irregular in size an<l position, sometimes continuous and inter-

posed between median and lateral plates, and sometimes allowing the

ed<-es of median and lateral plates to touch; 11 or 12 plates in front of

dorsal; spinous dorsal on 9 or 10 plates, counting to end of membrane

;

lateral line 43. Space between dorsal ridges strongly concave, the ridg.-s

coming together on caudal peduncle, but not uniting, continuing parallel

for a short distance and then becoming obsolete; upper lateral ridge end-

ing anteriorly on about the twelfth plate from head. Last rays of dorsal

and anal connected to the body by a membrane; space between dorsals

about equal to the width of a plate; front of anal midway between pos-

terior end of maxillary and base of caudal; pectoral reaching just past

front of spinous dorsal; vent distant an eye's diameter from base of ven-

trals; length of caudal equal to head behind anterior ridge of pupil.

Color blackish, with tine punctulations; belly white; a light streak run-

ning backward from eye to upper e.lge of gill opening; below this an area

scarcely so wide as eye, darker than the rest of body, its lower edge

sharply defined against the wliite under parts of head; chin black; dor-

sals and caudal dusky; pectorals light, the rays with many black spots

which do not involve the meml)rane; ventrals and anal white. This

species difl^ers from Fallasina harbata in having a much shorter barbel on

chin in having 2 median plates in front of ventrals in place of 3, and in

having the plates between the median and lateral plat(>s much smaller

and less regular in arrangement. In P. harhata these plates are about as

large as the median plates and always interposed between them and lat-

eral plates, the arrangement being constant. The abdominal ridges are

generally closer together in P. aix than in the northern species. Pnget

Sound to the Aleutian* Islands; taken with the seine in great abundance

in Pu.^et Sound, near Port Ludlow ; the largest nearly 5 inches in length,

the others about 3. (cxll, a goat, from the pointed beard, or az?, a darter,

from tlie slender form.)

Pallanna aix. Stakks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1806, 558, pi. 75, Puget Sound near Port Lud-

low, Washington. (Type, No. 5040, L. S. Jr. Univ. M»-s. Coll. E. C. ^tarks.)

*Two sniall speciiuens ^vere taken by Dr. Gilbert ^^ Chignik Bay, Ala^^^^^^

majority have 11. Fin formula: D. VII, 6; A. 10 ; 1 . li. U. v jj., o, .ci.. », j: .
i*
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766. LEPTAGONUS, Gill.

Leptagonus, Gill, Troc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., Xlii, 1861, 167, 259 (sjiinosisgimun^decagonus).

Body tapering, deprcssefl ; head about 5J ; depth 7^ to 9 ; width 6+ to 8

in total length. Plates in dorsal series 40 to 44 ; 5 to 6 pairs between occi-

put and first dorsal; both dorsals present; month inferior, snout much
projecting; teeth on both jaws, probably none on Tomer or palatines; 5

pairs of barbels about mouth ; none under tip of snout ; 1 pair of recurved
spines at tip of snout ; 1 pair of supraocular and I pair of occipital spines.

Gill membranes joined toisthmus. (Af^rrd?, slender; Agonus.)

2408. LEPTOOOXUS DEf'AGOXTIS* (Bloch & Scbneider).

Br. G; D. Y to VII, 5 to 8; A. 6 to 8; P. 14 to 16; Y. I, 2; C. 24. Body
distinctly more slender than in A. cataplivactus ; its greatest breadth, over

base of pectorals, altout dh to 8 times, and greatest height, at the third

pair of dorsal plates, about 11 to 9 in total length, hence but little de-

pressed. Yent nearer base of veutrals than in xl. caiajyhracius; about 2

pau's of plates from vent to ventrals (no plates medially between them),

and 9 pairs from vent to anal fin. Distance from tip of snout to vent about

4 in total length. Body anteriorly nearly oval, angular; abdominal
region relatively shorter and tail, relatively longer than in A. caiapliracius.

Body octagonal ; tail hexagonal, depressed, its ventral keel quiteprominent.

Ridges on plates of body and their backwardly directed spines more prom-
inent than in A. cafaphractus. Keels of the superior and inferior lateral

series especially sharp on tail; 5 or 6 pairs of plates from head to first

dorsal, and 10 to 13 pairs between ventrals and anal; from anterior end of

first dorsal to point of union of the dorsal pairs behind second dorsal

about 22 pairs, thonce to base of caudal 14 to 17 median plates. Head
about as broad as deep, the breadth about 1+ in its length ; head about 5^

or somewhat more in total length, much narrowed anteriorly. Snout pro-

jecting beyond premaxillaries, lower jaw included; a pair of short

upwardly and backwardly directed spines near tip of snout; a pair of

strong supraocular and 1 of occipital spines; interorbital space consid-

erably less than longitudinal diameter of orbit; preorbital not covering

upper jaw; suborbital without prominent spine; no barbels under tip of

snout; mouth somewhat larger than in A. cataphractus, maxillary nearly

reaching anterior edge of orbit; 5 pairs of barbels, 1 near and 2 at tip of

maxillary, 1 near angle of mouth, and 1 (bifurcate) out on side on lower

jaw; none on branchiostegal membrane. Orbits quite large, their longi-

tudinal diameter about 4 in head. Preopercle with 2 quite small spines,

1 at its posterior angle, the other below this, and 1 or 2 smaller ones below

these; opercle unarmed. Branchiostegal rays 6. Teeth fewer than in

* Diagnosis: Body tapering, octagonal anteriorly, hexagonal posteriorly, a little de-
pressed, its height 7i to 9, and its hreadth 6^ to 8 in total length. Head 5^ ; pectorals equal
to head. Plates in "dorsal series 44, sometimes 41-43; from occiput to first dorsal 5-6;

hetween ventrals and anal lU-13; between dorsals 6 or 7 ; 5 pairs of barbels, 3 on maxil-
lary, 1 near angle of month, and 1 (bifurcate) on lower jaw; 1 pair recurved spines near
tip of snout; 1 pair supraocular and 1 of occipital spines. Teeth on jaws. Gill mem-
branes joined toisthmus. Yellowish gray, with 2 or 3 cross bands, pale below. B. 6: 1

D. 5-7 ; 2 D. 5 to 8 ; A.. 6 to 8 ; P, 14 to 16 ; V. 3 (1-2) ; C. 2-9-11 -f- 2.
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A. cataphracins, present on jaws. First dorsal, with 6 or 7 plates between

it and occiput, with 5 to 7, usually 5 or 6, spines, its length considerably

more than its height; third and fourth rays longest; second dorsal distant

from first about i the length of either fin, with 5 to 8, usually 6 or 7, rays,

a little shorter but somewhat higher than first dorsal ; anal fin with nearly ^

its length in front of first ray of second dorsal and ending a little behind

the middle of the, latter is somewhat higher than this and with 6 to 8, usually

7, rays; pectoral fiu, about as long as head, with It to 16, usually 14 or

15, simple rays ; ventral fin short, a little more than i of pectoral, rays

3(1,2), the 2 soft rays of about equal length; caudal narrow and long,

about 8 in total length, with 9 long rays, and on each side 2 or 3 short

ones. Lateral line, pores 23 to 25 (Collett), 30 (Kroyer). Color yellowish

gray, with 2 or 3 large grayish brown patches forming indefinite cross

bands, first above base of iiectorals, second under posterior part of first

dorsal, and third under middle of second dorsal; between these smaller

indefinite patches and cloudings; fins, especially pectorals and caudal,

brownish black toward their tijjs; ventral surface grayish yellow; on

each side of head a quite broad black band from tip of snout across orbit

and preopercle. Males rarer than females (Collett), distinguished by hav-

ing outer soft ray of ventral fin about twice as long as inner, more than ^

of pectorals. Young (according to Steenstrup and Liitken) with a shorter

and thicker body, its breadth about 7 in total length, tail compressed.

Head broader and anteriorly blunter, with somewhat oblique mouth and
lower Jaw projecting beyond upper. Keels of plates strongly developed,

with sharp backwardly directed spines; longitudinal keels on upper

and under sid(* of tail distinctly double. Pectoral and ventral fins pro-

portionately longer. Vent lies farther back, between fifth or even eighth

pair of ventral plates. Arctic Ocean, south to Newfoundland and Nor-

way; recorded from northern coast of Norway, east and Avest of North
Cape, but not south of 70° N. lat., Spitzbergen and west of these islands,

between them and Beeren Island, and between this and Norway (Collett)

;

Faroe Islands and Iceland (Liitken); Greenland, spreading as far south

as Newfoundland with the cold ocean currents. Dr. Eeinhardt has

shown that the fish described as Cottns cataphracfiis from Greenland by
Fabricius belongs to this species, and that Bloch's statement that the type

of the species came from the East Indies is erroneous. It is a deep-water

species, found in 123 to 260 fathoms, at a temperature of -|- 1.6° C. to— 1.1°

C. (Nordhavs exj)edition); 50 to 120 fathoms, in the Varangerfiord. Here
described from papers of Collett and Liitken, and from small specimens

from Upernavik. (Eu.) (dsHa, ten; ycovia, angle.)

Cutlus cataphractus, Fabricius, Fauna Grcenl., 155, 1780, Greenland; not of Linn.^cs.

.icfonus di'cago7ius, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., i, 105, pi. 27, 1801, erroneously
recorded from the East Indies, the type came from Greenland; Gunther, Cat., ll,

215, I860; Collett, Korges Fiske, 40, 1875; Lutken, Forelob. Meddel. Xord. Ulketiske;

Vidensk. Meddel. fra den Naturbist. Foren. Kjiib., 381, 1876 ; Collett, Fiske fra Nord-
havs Expeditionens, Sommeren 1878, Christ. V]densk. Selsk. .s. Forh., No. 14, p. 28,

1878; Collett, Norske Nordhavs Expedition, 1876-1878, Zool. Fiske, 44, pi. 2, Jigs. 11-

12, 1880; Jordan, Proc. Ac. Nat. Scl. Pbila. 1883, 293; Lilljeboeg, Sveriges och
Norges Fiskar, Forsta Haftet, 193, 1883-84.
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A/qndophorus spinosissimus, Kroyer, Ichth. Bidrag» Naturhist. Tidskr., i, 250, 1844-45,

Greenland; Kboyer, Gaimard, Voyages en Scand., etc., Zool. Atlas, Poiss., pi. 5, figs.

2a^2d, 1845.

Aspidophorus malarmoides, Des Longchamps, Mem. Soc. Linn, de Normandie, tome ix, 167,

1853.

Aspidophorus decagonus, Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Toiss., iv, 223, 1829; J.

IlElNHARDT, Sr., Overs, over det. Konigl. Danske Vid. >Selsk. ,s. Forh., 53, 1830-1832;

Kroyer, Ichtb. Bidrag. Naturliiat. Tiddskr., i, 243, 1841-45; Kkoyer, Gaimard, Voy-

ages en Scand., Lapnonie, etc., Zool. Atlas, Poiss., pi. 5, figs. la-Id, 1845.

Agonvs spinoiissiimis, GiJNTHER, Cat., ll, 214, 1860.

Leptagonus spinogissimus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., xiii, 1801, 167.

Brachyopsis decagmms, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, Fishes N. A., 727, 1883.

767. PODOTHECUS, Gill.

Podothecm, Gill, Prpc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. xiii, 1861, 77, 259 (peristethus= acipenserimm).

Paragonus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. xiii, 1861, 167, 259 (acipenserinus)

.

Body tapering nearly nniformly from head to caudal, about as high as or

higher than wide anteriorly; depth al)out 6 to 8 inches in length; head

about 4, compressed; plates in dorsal series about 35 to 40, 4 or 5 pairs

between occiput and fir.st dorsal fin; gill membranes joined to isthmus,

without free fold ; no scattered barbels under lower jaw or on brauchioste-

gal membranes; 2 complex groups of barbels on under side of tip of snout,

another group at each angle of mouth; usually a few barbels at sides of

pores under lower jaw; tip of snout with usually 2 pairs of sharp slender

spines, the anterior directed f()r\Yard, the posterior outward and back-

ward. Mouth small, inferior, snout projecting far beyond it. Teeth on

both jaws few and weak, sometimes wanting on 1 or both jaws; none

on vomer and palatines
;
plates of body spinous ; 1 pair of supraocular

and 1 pair occipital spines; both dorsals present. This genus is very

close to Agonus, differing mainly in the spinous plates of the body. The

numerous species differ much among themselves. {7tov<;, foot; Oi^xf/,

box; from the groove for the leceptacle of the ventrals which appears

through the shrinking of the naked skin in preserved specimens.)

a. Plates on caudal peduncle all or nearly all armed each with a .spine.

h. Barbels below snout very numerous and large; angle of mouth with many bar-

bels. ACCIPITER, 2409.

c. Dorsal rays VIII-9; teeth well developed; fins all very high, the pectoral

emarginate in the adult, its longest rays 1| in head; ventral long; anal

rays 10.

cc. Dorsal rays XI-8 ; teeth present ; fins moderate; pectoral not emarginate

;

ventral short ; anal rays 9. hamlini, 2410.

66. Barbels comparatively few and slender.

d. Dorsal rays VIII-8; teeth in upper jaw almost obsolete; tins moderate;

pectoral not emarginate, IJ in head ; ventral very short ; anal rays 9.

GILBEKTI, 2411.

dd. Dorsal rays IX-6; fins small ; ventrals long; sides and top of head with

very large crests ; anal rays 6. thompsoni, 2412.

aa. Plates on caudal peduncle mostly not ending in spines ; fins rather low, the anal

rays 7 or 8.

e. Teeth well developed; barbels below snout aud at angle of mouth long and

numerous. acipenserinus, 2413.

ee. Teeth wanting in the adult; barbels rather small and sparse; body not

everywhere deeper than wide; the caudal peduncle very long, slender,

and depressed. veternus, 2414.
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2i09. PODOTHECUS ACOIPITER, Jordan & Starka.

Head 31 in length; depth U. 1). VIII, 9; A. 10; pectoral 15; lat-

eral plates 36; eye 4A in head; snout 2^ • second dorsal spine 1|; second

dorsal rayli^; third anal ray If; caudal If; upper ray of pectoral 1|;

ventrals 2\. Body elongate, not compressed; head triangular as viewed

from above; the mouth wide, entirely inferior, /^—o -s^iaped, the lower

jaw shutting behind the upper by a distance equal to ^ eye; maxillary

not reaching quite to anterior orbital rim; distance of anterior edge of

upper lip from tip of rostral spines a little more than \ eye; teeth in

upper jaw almost obsolete, villiform bauds of teeth in lower jaw, wide in

front, becomiug narrow at sides; vomer aud palatines toothless; a patch

of thick barbels below snout in front of mouth, the longest equal to ver-

tical diameter of eye, a similar jiatch at end of maxillary, about equal in

length to the shortest on snout; 2 short barbels on each side of lower lip

between symphysis and angle of mouth. A pair of short, sharp, rostral

spines, pointing directly forward ; at their base and much wider apart is

a pair of spines which point upward, backward, and slightly outward;
running backward from those are the ridges that bound the wide groove

in which the maxillai-y process fits; these approach each other behind

and end in sharp spines which point backward and upward, these spines

midway between middle of eye and the spines behind rostral spines; a

pair of large spines above posterior third of eye, and a pair of large ones

at occijiut, these continuous with the upper ridges; a curved bridge

running from superior orbital rim aud ending in a sniall spine just above
opercle; a small ridge on opercle

;
preoperele with a large spine; a couple

of spines below eye at lower edge of suborbitals ; running from them to

tip of snout a ridge along lower edge of preorbitals, somewhat irregu-

lar but without spines; interorbital space wide and deeply concave, a

pair of ridges on each side, converging forward ; supraorbital rim promi-

nent; anterior nostril ending in a short, wide, conical papilla, with a

small opening at the apex; no noticeable depression at occiput. Dorsal

riilges converging from the occiput to behind the soft dorsal, unitiug

on the second plate behind the base of last dorsal ray, continued as a

single ridge on about 8 plates where it becomes obsolete; the upper

lateral ridge follows the course of the lateral line to about the middle of

spinous dorsal, where it slants sharply upward and is continued to tail

above lateral line; lateral line midway between upper and lower lateral

ridges posteriorly; a single spine above base of pectoral indicating an

obsolete ridge between the lateral ridges, lower lateral ridge becoming

obsolete under pectoral on 2 or 3 plates behind its base; abdominal ridges

widest apart behind base of ventrals, uniting directly behind anal base

and running simply backward, becoming obsolete on caudal peduncle; all

the ridges with sharp, recurved spines, with the exception of abdominal

ridges behind part of anal; where the dorsal aud anal ridges disa^jpear

the caudal peduncle assumes a quadrangular shape, the corners being

framed by the spines of the lateral ridges; no row of spines around base

of caudal or ijectoral. Fins all high, origin of dorsal between the fourth

and lifth dorsal plates, the fin to base of last spine covering 6 plates, the
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membrane covering 2i more; the second and third spines the longest, a
membrane connecting the last spine to the body for its whole length,

when lin is depressed the ends of the last spines reach to the front of sec-

ond dorsal; the second dorsal to the end of last ray covers 8 plates, the
membrane covers 1 more; the second and third rays are the longest, the

last ray is connected to the body for about ^ of its length; base of

anal covering 8i plates, the rays very long and not differing much in

length, the last ray not connected to body by a membrane; the tin begins
in front of soft dorsal but is about coterminous with it, its rays when
depressed reaching past ends of soft dorsal, reaching 6 plates past base of
its last ray; pectorals barely reaching to tip of last dorsal spine, the fin

pointed above, lirst and second rays the longest, the lower rays produced
beyond the membrane, making a notch m posterior outline of fin ; origin

of ventrals directly below base of pectoral, their tips reaching 6 plates

beyond their base; caudal long and truncated; vent directly behind base
of ventrals. Color light brown above, white below; back with many
narrow brown bars placed at irregular distances apart ; head with many
blended brown spots, 1 under eye, 1 on front margin of eye, 1 or 2 on top

of head, 1 behind eye, 1 on preorbital, a similar spot on base of pectoral

rays; pectoral dusky; first dorsal with 3 rows of spots across the rays,

a very narrow brown border to fin, second dorsal with similar spots, not
arranged in rows; anal light above, uniform brown below; ventrals

white; caudal fin dark at base and 3 or 4 dark spots toward middle of

fin. Ochotsk Sea; one specimen collected at Robben Island by Captain
Blair. It is 8 inches in length, {accipittr, a hawk; in allusion to the

large fins.)

Podothecus accipiter, JORDAN & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 816, pi. 88, Robben Island.

(Coll. Capt. J. G. Blair. Type in L. S Jr. Univ. Mus.)

2410. PODOTHECUS HAHLIM, Jordan A: Gilbert, new species.

D. IX to XI-8; A. 9 or 10; P. 15. HeadSf in length; depth, not includ-

ing spines of dorsal plates, 8?
; width at base of pectorals 7f^ ; length of

caudal peduncle, from base of last anal ray, 2j ; snout long and slender,

depressed, jiroduced beyond the mouth for a distance equaling a little less

than ^ its length, the tip formed of 2 spines, the space between Avhich is

covered with membrane ; a pair of strong, nearly erect spines at their base,

between which are 2 or 3 very small spines on the median line; a second
pair of strong spines at posterior end of premaxillary fossa, the ridges

bounding which may bear 1 or more pairs of small prickles; preopercle

with a wide wing-like crest terminating in a bluntish spine; snout long

and slender, its lateral profile concave as seen from above or below; sub-

orbital crest with 3 very strong, backwardly hooked spines; interorbital

space very narroM^ deei)ly concave; fins all low; supraocular ridge strong

and much elevated, the interorbital space deeper and narrower than in any
other species of this group, its least width 1\- in orbit; postorbital spine

small ; ridges on sides of snout minutely serrate ; an irregular group of

small spines above and behind anterior nostril; lateral ridges of head
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with 3 pairs of very strong backwardly directed spines in line with the

greatly expanded preopercular ridge; the posterior portion of this ridge

produced into a compressed, bluntish process which overlai^s the sub-

opercle and reaches margin of gill oijeniug ; opercular aud temporal ridges

low and sharp. Teeth present on jaws in the young, becoming nearly or

quite obsolete in adults; in the type, 17 cm. long, a few weak teeth on
one side of upper jaw, but none elsewhere; vomer and palatines toothless.

A cluster of 14 barbels on each side of lower surface of snout in front of

mouth, and a cluster of 14 occupying end of maxillary and angle of

mouth; each side of lower lip with 2 barbels; gill membranes widely

joined to the isthmus, without distinct free fold posteriorly. Plates on
body with very strong spines, those of the dorsal series the largest, but

decreasing rapidly backward, becoming much smaller than the lateral

series under the second dorsal tin ; a median series of short sharp spines

still persists along entire back of tail after the confluence of the dorsal

series; the lateral series lower anteriorly, the upper row persisting to gill

opening, the lower row now becoming obsolete about 4 plates behind

axil; the abdominal series bear short sharp spines (longer in the young),

becoming obsolete along anterior portion of anal fin ; of the dorsal series,

4 are in front of the first dorsal, 10 (or 9i) along base of first dorsal, 1 (or

\\) between dorsals, 9 along base of second dorsal, 15 along back of tail,

the first of the latter being the plate in which the dorsal series first

becomes confluent; anterior portion of lateral line running along upper

lateral series, gradually descending to middle of sides where it runs on a

special row of plates which bear no spines; where the lateral line begins

to ascend, 3 of these become confluent with corresponding plates of the

upi^er lateral series ; in advance of these, .5 members of the series again

appear distiuct, considerably enlarged and bearing spines; 40 pores in the

lateral line; fins all comparatively short and low; pectorals reaching

twelfth iilate of Upper lateral series, the longest ray equaling length of

snout and \ eye; rays becoming rapidly shortened below, the lower 5 or 6

slightly thickened with exserted tips; veutrals very short, not exceeding

length of snout before mouth, not received into longitudinal groove. We
consider it verj^ doubtful whether such a groove exists in any of the other

species of this group. It has been described as existing in the types of

P. gilberti (Collett) and P. pcristethus, Gill. In both cases the type speci-

mens were in a poor state of preservation, and the groove was probably

due to a softening of that longitudinal strip of the abdominal wall, which
includes the anal opening, and extends backward from the base of the

ventral fins and is interposed between the firm outer series of ventral

plates. That such a softening had occurred in the type of Podoihecus

lyeristeilms is evident from Gill's statement that the ventrals had dropped

out. This view is rendered more probable from the lact that P.pc'riate-

thiis is apparently identical with the common P. acipenserinus which con-

tains no such groove. We have also examined 2 of the type of P. gilberti

without being able to satisfy ourselves of the existence of any special

groove. The dorsal fins are closely juxtaposed, the interspace including 1

or 1^ pairs of plates. The base of the last ray of second dorsal is midway
3030 52
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between base of caudal aud origin of spinous dorsal. Color dark or

brownish above, with irregular spots or dashes of darker, which do not

form definite cross bars; a black streak from eye to tip of snout passing

onto lower side of rostral spines ; a dark blotch on expanded limb preoper-

cle ; a black spot on base of middle pectoral rays, the fin very obscurely-

marked with dusky; dorsal spines and rays with linear dark markings, 1

or 2 black spots near tip of spinous dorsal anteriorly ; under parts includ-

ing fins, unmarked. Two specimens from Jlbalross Station 3653, off

Shana A^illage, Iturup Island, in 18 fathoms. A young individual from

Albatross Station 3646, off' Eobben Island, 18 fathoms, seems to belong to

the same species, but has the snout less produced and the dorsal VIII, 6;

anal 8. (We take great pleasure in naming this species in honor of Hon.

Charles Sumner Hamliu, late Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, under

whose auspices the fur seal investigations of 1896 and 1897 were carried

on by the United States Fur Seal Commission.

Fodothecus hamlini, Jordan &. Gilbert, Kept. Fur Seal Invest. 1896, 1897 MS., off

Shana Bay, Iturup Island, Kuril Group. (Type, 5662, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mua. Coll.

Albatross.)

2411. PODOTHECIS GILBERTI (Collett).

Head about 4; depth 71 or 8. D. VIII, 8; A. 9; P. 17; V. I, 2. Body

deeper than wide; octagonal to end of dorsal and anal fins, hexagonal on

tail. The curved spines of the dorsolateral, superior and inferior lateral

ridges strong and sharp as far as base of caudal. Ventral series of plates

spinous to origin of anal, uniting behind it to form a single series; dorsal

series uniting into 1 behind sscond dorsal; about 12 to 15 well developed,

radially striated plates without tubercles or spines on breast; a few

median plates between ventrolateral series behind vent. Head 4-hedral,

tapering, cheeks vertical, orbit large, high up, about equal to the concave

interorbital space. Supraocular and occipital ridges high, with crenulate

edges, the former ending in a sharp, the latter in a blunt, spine; suborbi-

tal and opercular bones radially striated; suborbital ridge low down on

cheek, thin, with crenulate edge and a small sharp spine at its posterior

end; preopercle with a high thin keel with serrated edge, ending in a

strong blunt spine; rostrum projecting far beyond premaxillaries, Avith

a pair of spines at tip directed forward, another pair, farther apart, curved

backward and outward. Maxillary reaching about to front of orbit;

lower jaw very short, broad, falling far short of upper. Teeth on lower

jaw weak, few and excessively weak on ui)per jaw, none on vomer or

palatines. A group of barbels under tip of snout, another at angle of

mouth (specimen with mouth in bad state). Dorsals separated by about

3 pairs of plates; anal begins a little in front of origin of second dorsal;

pectorals about 6 in l)ody, their base nearly 3 in their length; ventrals

(male?) about | as long as pectorals. Lateral line about 35. Color appar-

ently brownish or yellowish, with well-defined dark-brown spots on sides

of head, back, and sides; the spots largest along sides, some of them as

large as the osseous plates, smaller on back; apparently a dark band

from front of orbits to tip of snout ; dorsals Avith dark patches ; a dark
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spot on base of pectoral. Kamchatka. This account taken from 1 of the
type specimens presented * to the Leland Stanford Junior University
Museum by Dr. CoUett. (Named for Charles Henry Gilbert.)

* The following is TJr. Collott's desoript ion : First dorsal 8 ; .second dor.sal 8 or 9 ; anal 10
or 11 ;

pectoral 15 to 17 ; lateral line 38. The body is very elongated and compressed, rather
high in Jroiit, and tapering to the tail. Its height (from vcntrals to first dorsal scale)
equals the h-ngtli of the snout, and is contained iti Ihr lut.il h'ngth about 8 times. The
tailis((.iiipn-.ss(.(l,longand slender; its heigliteveiyw 1m r. i;r. iter than its breadth. The
head: Its IcngI li i.s containcci in full-grown spcciim iis t tmics, in younger ones about 3J
times in the total length (caudal included). Thus iu 4 spci iuiens of different sizes the
proportions are the following: Total length 18:j mm., head length 3-66 times; total length
2.">4 mm., head length :!-7:! times; total length 277 mm., head length 4-01 times: total
length 290 mm., head length 4-(l-.! times. Snout very long, 3 times longer (or more) than
theintiTiirliital sip:ice (lietween the bases of the supraocular spines). PosUrior i)iirt of
the he;id coiiiiiaratn i'l.\ smoui li, the interorbital space rather concave; n(i(|u;i<lraiigular
pit on thr (iccipiit \\\ fnmt of I Iji- dorsal scales. Eye comparatively large : the horizontal
diametir ;i litth' l;in:i-r lli:in tlic vertical. It is containea a little more than '1 tinirs in the
length of tlie snout, and rather more than 4 times in the lengtli of tin- liea.l. Cirri on
lower sidt! of snout (in front of the premaxillar\ ) and ai the anuli' c.l' tlic jawsj 'I'licir

length e.pKils Unit of the eve. Mouth entirely inferior ; distance fioni |ircnia\iil;nics to
tip of rostnl spines alniut .((ual to the length of the eye. I'.eth ia th«-.jaws, vomerim^ or
palatine teeth mine, .\iiiiature of the head mucli like tli;it of J.. act>/oi«erwi«.s-. The
rostral si.iiies 4, 1' luejei ting horizontally forward. _' il>eliiiid the first) curved backward.
A third jiair on the siiniit (much nearer the eye tlian the rost lal spines). Orbital ridge
with ii smule sjiine isupiaociilar, noprrocnlar)

, the ln\\erri(fue linelv serrated. Occipi-
tal ridges, o]ierculuiii, and ]ii-eiiiiereuliim as in .1 .,/,,/<, /,.sr(///i/.v. hilt th.' spines more
pointed and longer. Suborbital with a doitlde j-id-e at its lower m:iri;i]i, the upper ridge
with 2 distinct 8]jiues liehind, andatliird (soniei inies indisliiKl) atei|ual distance from
the eye and the tip of the snout. Head \\\{\\ ahoui isdistin.i spine , alin..;cther. Arma-
ture of body: Plates on the back and sides of t he sani. iniiiiher as m .1 . (oi7),„,v,cum.<f, but
the spines are longer and curved more hack\wird. and stuni- .'v ei \ w hen- Irom head to
caudal. Between the 2 dorsal keels and between tliu J lateial keels there aii! no traces of
another keel (as in A. vulsns). Breast with about 10 polygonal idates, 4 of which form a
series on each side and 2 a median series : bases ot pectorals and ventrals also surrounded
with plates. All the plates have a short spine in their center. Dorsal plates numbering—

From occiput to first dorsal (pair) . . 4
First dorsal extending over do 8
Between the dorsals do 3
Second dorsal extending over do 9+1
From second dorsal to caudal (single).. 15

The dorsal keel (coalescing with the keel on the other side at the fifteenth plate in front
of the caudal fip) is consequently composed of 38 or 39 plates ; the lower lateral keel
extending from lower base of the caudal to base of the tenth pectoral ray, contains 35
plates. Abdominal plates numbering

—

Plates.
From ventrals to anal (pair).. 11
The anal extending over do 10
From anal to caudal (single) . . 17

The abdominal keel (coalescing at the seventeenth plate in front of the caudal) is formed
by a series of 38 plates. Lateral line distinct; 38 pores. Fins: In the 10 specimens at
present preserved in the museum at Christiania, the fin rays are the following

;

1 D. 8 2 D. 8 A. 10 P. 17-17
8 9 10 M6
8 9 10 16-16
8 8 10 15-16
8 8 10 17-17
8 8 10 17-17
8 8 10 16-17

8(-fl) 8 11 16-17
8 8 10 15-16
8 9 10 17-17

First dorsal begins behind the fourth dorsal plate and has 8 rays (1 specimen has an
additional slender ray in the space between the 2 dorsals). Its height equals its distance
from the head. It extends over 8 scales; the first 2 rays in the space between the fourth
and fifth plate. The dorsal fins are separated by 3, sometimes by 4 plates. Second dorsal
has 8, sometimes 9, rays, and extends over 8 plates ; behind the last rays is 1 pair of plates

I All the specimens are in a bad state of preservation and most of the barbels are lost.
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Affonus gilberti, Collett, Proc. Zool. Soo. London 1894, 670, pi. 45, Kamchatka. (Coll.

Henry Lund. Types, Mus. Christiania; cotype, 2783, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

2412. PODOTHECCS THOMPSONI, Jordan & Gilbert, new species.

D. VIII or IX-6; A. 6; P. 16. Head rather broadly triangular, its great-

est width across preopercular ridges greater than distance from anterior

end of preopercular ridge to tip of snout. Lateral I'idge on head continu-

ous from tip of snout along suborbital bones to base of preopercular crest,

the lateral spines usual in this genus, being represented by triangular

processes borne on the ridge; preopercular ridge produced posteriorly

beyoud gill opening, but not .spine like; snout terminating anteriorly in

2 rounded proc-esses, each bearing on its upper surface a vertical crest, and

finely serrate along its margins; no terminal pair of strong spines as in

other species; under side of snout with an acute median spine directed

downward and backward; a pair of strong spines on upper side of snout

behind terminal nostral ridge; a pair of coalesced spines behind the nos-

tral groove; a semicircular series of spinelets below the eye; two small

tufts of filaments on under side of snout, one on middle of maxillary,

and one at its tip. A narrow baud of sharp teeth in each jaw; vomer

and palatines toothless. Gill membranes united to isthmus without evi-

dent free fold. Orbital rim much elevated; interorbital space narrow,

deeply concave, its width -j^n
diameter of orbit; occipital ridges strong,

elevated posteriorly, ending in a backwardly directed spine which is much
larger than those of the body plates; occijiital area narrow, deeply con-

cave, its central portion sunk somewhat below level of interorbital space,

from which it is separated by a shallow transverse groove; a similar

groove behind occipital spines; area between occipital and temporal

ridges also deeply concave ; a strong opercular ridge. All the plates with

strong spines, including those of the ventral series ; the weakest spines are

on the anterior plates of the lateral series; plates on breast with central

spine and radiating ridges ; dorsal series with fewer plates than in other

before the unpaired series begins. Anal has commonly 10 rays (in 1 specimen 11) ; its

height equals that of the .second dorsal, and is rather less than that of the first dorsal. It

commences between tlic cIcMiith and twelfth pairs of scales in the iilidoniiiial series.

Ventrals short in tlie Irni.ilrs. shorter than the vertical diameter of the eye: longer in the

male, equalling the 1. iiL;tl, cil the snout. Each has 1 slmrl spine ami ',<. articulated rays, 2

of which are divided at tlieir liase. They are received in a hnigitudiiial common groove

C J'odothecus"). I'ei loral lias 16 or 17, rarely 15 rays, some <if which are sometimes
branched in their ii|i|Mr liall, but not always. The first ray is sliort, about equal to J the
second ray; the loweimost i a vs a little thicker than the rest. Its form is a little emargi-
uate, the tilth lower ray being a trifle longer than the si.\th and seventh. The tip extends
to a distance from the' anal of 2 or 3 plates. Color: grayish brown, with dark spots and
shortish bands ; belly whitish. On the upper part of the head the spots form longitudinal
bands, 1 of these (siiigle) running down in the median line of front, between the eyes. A
second (and more distinct) band extends on each side of the snout from the tip to the
anterior margin of the eye, hence running under the orbital rim ; in some specimens it is

continued as a narrow ring round the eye, but commonly this is broken and indistinct.

On the opercles and the sides of the snout the spots are roundish and well marked. On
the body also the spots are roundish, barely oblong, their size (([ualling that of the pupil.

They are darkest and most distinct on the back, Iningscineiimes almo.st obliterated on the

sides. Thecolor of thefius is rather indistinct in tlie liadly pi-eserved specimens before

me. The pectorals have a dark oblong spot at their l)a.ses (from about sixth to eleventh
ray) ; the dorsals have 2 dark bars separated by whitish, and with the tip in first dorsal

also blackish (in second whitish). The caudal has a dark cross bar a little behind the
base, and a dark margin. The anal is apparently whitish to the margin in the female; in

the .single male specimen at least the outer half is blackish. Kamchatka (type speci-

mens in the Christiania Museum) . (Collett.)
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species ; 3 in front of spinoiis dorsal, 11 (or 12) along base of spinous dorsal,

2 (or 1) between dorsals, 6 at base of soft dorsal, 14 (or 13) unpaired

plates on back of caudal peduncle. The unpaired plates with the spine

notched at tip; all the plates marked with strong radiating ridges aTid

the surface of the spines minutely roughen ed. Color, light gray above,

white below; top and sides of head with black dots and dashes; back
crossed by six narrow black bars. Distinguished from all other species

of the genus by the great development of the lateral ridge and spines ou

head. This gives the head and especially the snout a much broader outline,

approaching in this respect Agonus cataphractus. The species is repre-

sented by several young specimens in rather poor condition, the type

being 53 mm. long. The outline and armature of the head are not, how-
ever, essentially difterent in young and adults of such species as are

known to us from specimens of different sizes. Off Shana Hay, Iturup

Island, Kuril Group. (This species is named in honor of Prof. D'Arcy

Wentworth Thompson, of the University at Dundee, the commissioner of

Great Britain in the fur seal investigations in Bering Sea in 1896 and
1897.)

Fodothecus tkompsoni, Jord.\n & Gilbert, Kept. Fur Seal Invest. 1896, 1897 MS., off

Shana Bay, Iturup Island, at Albatross Station 3653, in 18 fathoms. (Tyi)e, No.

5667, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. Albatross.)

2413. PODOTHECUS ACIPENSERIXUS * (Tileaiua).

(Common Alligator Fish.)

B. 6; ID. 8 to 10; 2D. 7 or 8; A. 7 or 8; P. 17 or 18; V. 3 (I, 2) ; C. 1-12-1;

vertebne 12
-f- 29= 41. Pyloric ca^ca 7 (2 individuals). Total length

reaches 10 inches. Body as deep as wide, ridges of dorso- and ventro-

lateral series strong, while those of the rest are but little developed, thus

giving body a sharply quadrangular form in front; dorsal and ventral

faces flat between ridges, the lateral convex. Behind middle of first dor-

sal the lateral ridges become more prominent and body more regularly

8-hedral ; tail 6-hedral, strongly depressed. The strong, curved, minutely

serrated spines of the dorsolateral series grow smaller from occiput back-

ward and disappear at beginning of second dorsal; superior lateral series

spinous from middle of first dorsal to middle of peduncle; inferior lateral

series spinous for a short distance from a little in front of to a little behind

anal; ventrolateral series keeled, not s])inous. Two pairs of plates

between last ray of second dorsal and first median plate, and 2 to 4 pairs

between last anal ray and first median plate. About 20 well-developed

* Diagnosis: Body tapering uniformly from bead to caudal, as high as wide anteriorly,
width at base of pcctnrnls 7 in Icnuth -."tail from front of second dorsal to caudal much
depressed; head 4: iiliitcs lu cldisal series 87 to 88; between occiput and first dorsal 4

pairs; between (l<)r.-i:ils 'J or :; iioin vcntrals to anal 10 to 11 j)airs. Gill memlirancs joined
to isthmu.s witlioiii told: noTi.ili on vomer or palatines. A pair of complex groups of
liaili'ls on under side of tip of snout, auotluT gr(iu|i at angle of mouth, and a pair of
doiihli liMi ImIs :it sides of lower .jaw. Snout with J luiiis of spines, 1 pair directed hori-

zoiiiiilly forward, tlie other curving baekwaicl and oiiiward. One pair supraocular and
1 pair 01 ii]iital spiues. Color grayish brown, yellowish below ; sides with narrow undu-
lating vertical blackish streaks.
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plates on breast. Bi-ancMostegal membranes and lower side of man-
dible everywhere naked; two or 3 moderate plates in front of pectoral

tin ; membrane between ventrolaterals, behind vent, with numerous

imperfectly developed plates; none between ventrals and vent. Head
4-hedral, taperinj? to a long snont, its width 6f in length of body, nearly

vertical; orbits high np, about 4^ in head. Supraocular ridges high, with

a very strong spine; occipital ridges long, rising gradually and ending in

a single strong si)ine; temporal ridges moderate, ending in a small,

suprascapular spine; suborbital, preopercle, and opercle radially striated;

suborbital ridge low down on cheek, shelf-like in front on jireorbital, with

2 small spines, a minute one on preorbital and a strong one on preopercle.

Opercle with a slight ridge, minute spine or none; interorbital space

concave, about ?>\ in head, flat between the supraorbital ridges, covered

with skin and with 2 minute ridges extending upward longitudinally

from near the mesethmoidal spines; rostrum projecting far beyond pre-

maxillaries, with a pair of spines directed horizontally forward, behind

these another pair, farther apart, curved backwnrd and outward. Snout

from premaxillaries to tip of spine equal to orbit ; maxillary reaching fron!^

of orbit; lower jaw very short, broad, falling far short of upper. Teeth

weak, few, excessively few and weak on upper jaw, none on vomer and

palatines. A pair of complex groups of barbels on under side of tip of

snout; another group at angle of mouth, apparently made up of 4 subor-

dinate groups—1 near tip and 2 at tip of maxillary, and 1 at angle of

mouth ; a pair of double barbels at sides of lower jaw. Dorsal fins close

together ; anal beginning a little in front of second dorsal
;
pectorals about

6 in body, their base 2^ in their length, nearly truncate. Ventrals of female

equal orbit, in male twice as long ; width of caudal at base 3 in the length.

Lateral line 37 to 39. Color grayish brown above, yellowish below, sides

with narrow undulating 1)rownish black vertical streaks in intervals

between plates; first dorsal with a broad band of darker along middle,

black edged; pectorals with a dark bar near base; several more or less

distinct cross bars of darker, formed by long dark streaks on rays; infe-

rior third of fin nearly uniformly dark; ventrals light in female, dark m
male; anal edged with black posteriorly; caudal olivaceous, tipped with

darker. Length 10 to 12 inches. Kamchatka to Puget Sound, in mode-

rate depths, everywhere the most abundant of the family. Very common
in Puget Sound. The specimens here described from the Aleutian Islands.

According to Dr. Gilbert, this is one of the most abundant species in

Alaska, occurring everywhere in shallow water around the Aleutian

Islands and in Bristol Bay. (aeipenscrinna, sturgeon-like; Acipenser, stur-

geon.)

Agonus acipenserinun, TiLESius,M^m. Acad. Petersb., iv, 422, pi. 11, fig. 163. 1811, Unalaska;

GuNTHER, Oiit. Fishes, II, 212, 1860 ; Jordan ."^ Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Kat. Mus. 1880, X',2.

Podnthecus periMethiis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Kat. Sci. Phila. xiii, 1861, 77, 259, Simeahmoo,

\Vashington Territory.

Phalangistes acipenscrinus, PALLAS, Zoog. Rosso-Asiat., ni, 110, pi. 1811.

Asjmlophonis acipensi-rinus, Cuvier it Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 207, 1829.

Podothcaix acipenserhius, Jordan &. Gilbert, .Synopsis, 730, 1883.

Paragomis acipenserimis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., xiii, 1861, 167.
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2414. PODOTHECUS YETERNUS,* Jordan & Starks.

Head 3| in length; depth 7^. D. IX, 8; A. 8; scales in lateral line

38 or 39; pectoral 15; orbit 4i in head; snont 2i; upper rays of pectoral

li; highest dorsal spine 2^; highest dorsal ray 2f; highest anal ray 2*;

candal 2+. Body elongate, about as wide as deep anteriorly, much wider

than deep posteriorly; mouth inferior, the lower jaw shutting far behind

the upper; teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines obsolete; a few short bar-

bels beneath suout in front of mouth aud at angle of mouth, their length

about equal to pupil, h.wer jaw very cavernous. A pair of short, blunt,

rostral spines pointing directly forward; at their base and wider apart is

a pair of sharp spines curving outward, backward, and upward; at the

posterior end of the rather wide rostral groove is a pair of small spines

pointing upward and backward; from their base a pair of diverging

ridges run through the iiiterorbital to above posterior margin of orbit

;

a strong spine over eye, and a longer one at occiput; a low, sharp ridge

on side of head, running from ocular spine and ending iu a low spine at

upper end of gill opening; a very low ridge on opercle not ending m a

spine; preopeicle with a strong spine with a wide keel-like base; a

hooked spine below eye on suborbital, from which a ridge runs along

lower edge of preorbital to end of snout, below posterior end of rostral

* Allied to Podothecus veternus is a Chinese species

:

PODOTHECUS STURIOIDES (Guichenot).

n TX 8 • A 10 • P 15 • V. 1, 2. Depth, at nape, 8 in total length. Body elongate, octag-

onal in' front, ranch attenuated, and becoming pentagonal behind; everywhere covered

with osseous radially striated, keeled plates which are higher than long; the keels with

deiVtic^ate ed<%8 ami terminating iu hackwardly directecfspines, forming 8 longitudinal

Ss Ton eacrsfde Breast inlrout of pectorals .and median line of belly armed with

tSr poWgonarphites with keels or tubercles, but without hackwardly directed .lunes.

Inout conical (not"^ divided at tip), forming a strong
.P™}f«*!»",

J% *'"?*''*
™^^^^^^^ the

somewhat resembling that of the sturgeon, armed at its tip with 2 pans ot spines, tne

nnSrdirectol forward (?) and the posterior upward and backward; the bony pieces of

wlifcrn is composed^^ edges denticulate, as are the sharp keels of the subor-

Ss .^strong backwiirdly directed spine (closely approximated nasal spines) on middle

of snout. Latlral line marked by an interrupted series of small tubulous and osseous

elevations and lies between the 2 adjacent lateral series of plates; commencing at height

Soulder^t describes a slightly convex curve and bends a little to run m a straight line

to base of caniT Mouth a kittle protractile, with fleshy lips, and situated tar behind tip

of snout, cleft as far back as front of eye. Lower .jaw with extremely l^^e^'elvety teeth

;

none on upper jaw nor on voraer or palatines. A group of long, iineciual, fle.shy filaments

or barbels at each an-le of upper jaw and under tip of snout; under each branch of ower

?Iw 2 others, which are excessively small. Eyes large, oval, on line with profile ;inter-

orbital space a little concave, equal to "transverse" (vertical ) diameter of orbit. A
pro ectini tubercle or spine oii posterior upper part of orbit, and

^Y^'hl^""r^TJltill
nosterior part of occiput. Dorsals separated by an interval equal *<> e/''

• *f •7,'^^X
hmger than posterior- their form elliptical their height nearly equal to that of body;

theTr ravs slender, flexible at tips, especially those of posterior t^n. Pectorals large,

nearly aflong as head : upper rays a little longer than those next below, decreasing grad-

ullly to tenth, whence they increase a little and again decrease by degrees to last
;
5 lower

ravs thickest, their tips a little exserted ; rays all simple (not ^ranclied) Anal .omienc^

in- under end of first dorsal, which it equals m length and height Origm '•' ^J^ais
un'der base of pectorals; they are small (tips broken in t^e ainsle indivuha^a) ap^^^^^^^

of 3 rays. Caudal long, its border rounded, about 8 in total length. <-oloi yel'owisu

brown paler below, with a very light black punctuation and more ''/• If» »«§
ot 'f same

brown spots on head and body; spots smaller on back than ^ se^bero; a spot of same

form and color on base of pectorals; pectoral fins unitorm y^^l'o^ •,'5,?'^s«l«,^/*!'.
'i™'«^°

upon rays; a dark border on spinous (dorsal); a dark, narrow band rom ant*nor bor-

dcr of eve to tip of snout. A single specimen, lOJ inches long. China, ((juiclienot.)

Guiciienot's figure gives 1 more ray in 'anterior dorsal than the de.scnption, and gives

the caudal fin as strongly concave (sturio, sturgeon ;
€i«os, likeness.)

Paragomis .iturioides, Guichenot, Nouvdles Archiv.iruseum,202,pl.xn,fig. 3, China.
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groove; on this ridge is a triangular spine pointing backward; between

this and the suborbital spine is an acute outward-pointiug spine not

much widened at its base; interorbital concave, its width equal to the

length of the eye, 2 in snout; stipraorbital rim prominent. Dorsal

ridge of body continuous with occipital and supraorbital spines, joining

its fellow of the opposite side posteriorly directly behind the second

dorsal, and continued simply on caudal jieduncle; the spines large and

strongly hooked back anteriorly, becoming nearly obsolete posteriorly,

only traceable on caudal peduncle by the center of each plate on the

median line being slightly produced; spines on lateral ridges with

stronger spines near middle of l)ody than anteriorly or posteriorly; 2 or 3

blunt spines above base of pectoral, indicating an obsolete ridge between

lateral ridges; lateral line at end of pectoral fin running along the upper

lateral ridge a short distance, and becoming obsolete anteriorly; spines

of abdominal ridge low and blunt, nearly obsolete posteriorly, the ridge

joining its fellow of the opposite side directly behind base of anal fin and
continuing as a single low ridge on caudal peduncle ; a small plate before

base of each ventral, a median row of 3 running forward to gill mem-
brane, 3 on each side of these, a row around base of pectorals. Origin of

dorsal behind the fourth dorsal plate, iucluding the membrane behind, it

covers 9 plates; 1 plate between dorsals, the second dorsal covers 8 plates,

behind which are 14 plates; the last ray of first and second dorsal and
anal connected to the body by a membrane; upper ray of pectoral the

longest, reaching to below the ninth or tenth spine of dorsal ridge, the

lower rays slightly produced beyond the membrane. Color in spirits,

reddish brown above, light below; narrow, irregular, transverse streaks

across back and sides, a longitudinal dark bar along each side of base of

both dorsals ; a dark streak forward from eye ; margin of spinous dorsal

blackish, soft dorsal with a small spot behind, a dark spot on pectoral

rays near their base, and some dark bars behind it across rays; anal and
ventrals colorless; caudal dusky. Sea of Ochotsk. A single specimen,

about 8 inches in length, collected by Captain Blair at Eobben Island.

This species is related to P. acipcnserinus and P. gWberti, diflferiug from

the former in having fewer and shorter barbels, teeth on jaws obsolete,

keel and preopercle larger, dorsal ridges without spines posteriorly, and
the spines on the preorbital ridge diil'erent in shape. From the latter in

having the body different in shape, not everywhere deeper than wide, but

the reverse posteriorly; anal much shorter and lower, no teeth on jaws,

and the spines on preorbital ridge better developed and different in shape.

(Jordan & Starks.) {veternus, an old man, veteran, in allusion to the want
of teeth.)

PodotJiecus veternuf, Sovd&m & Stakes, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 819, pi. 89, Robben Island.

(Coll. Capta^B Blair, 'x'ype presented by Alaska Commercial Company to L. S. Jr.

TTniv. Mu8., ISo. 4823-1

768. AGONUS, Bloch & Schneider.

Agonus. BtocH & Schneider, Syst. Ichtli., 104, 1801 (cataphractus).

Aspidophorvi, Lackpkde, Hi.^t. Nat. Poiss., ni, 221, 1802 {cataphractus).

Fhalangistes, Pallas, Zoog. Ilosso-Asiat.,iii, 1811, 113 (cataphractus).
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Closely allied to Podothecus. Body tapering, depressed anteriorly, its

depth 6 to 6^, its width ii to 4^ in its length. Head 3f to 4, depressed,

about as broad as long. Plates in dorsal series about 31 or 32; between

occiput and first dorsal 4 pairs. Plates of body keeled, without spines.

Mouth small, subiuferior, lower jaw included; teeth on jaws, none on

vomer or palatines. Gill membranes joined to isthmus, with a narrow

free fold behind. Numerous scattered barbels on chin, lower jaw, and

branchiostegal membrane; a single pair under tip of snout. Snout with

2 pairs of upwardly directed spines. Fins short. Northern Europe;

ranging to Iceland and Greenland, (a-, without; ycovia, joint, i.e.,

rigid.)

2415. AGOXCS I'ATAPHKACTUS, LinniEus.

(SEA-POACHEE; PoQGE.)

Br. 6; D. V or VI, 6to8; A. ,5 to 7; P. 15 to 17; V.3(I,2); C.2(3)-7-2(3).

Pyloric cajca .5 or 6 (Day). Greatest height, over base ofpectorals about 7i,

and greatest depth, over preopercles, about 5 in total length; greatest

height about 11 in greatest breadth. Vent lies at about } distance from

base of ventrals to aual, the distance between it and tip of snout 3^ in

total length. Body anteriorly depressed, appearing less so because of

prominence of dorsal ridges; posteriorly much narrowed, height about

equal to breadth ; anteriorly, from head to about end of first dorsal, hex-

agonal; caudal peduncle hexagonal, with dorsal and ventral keels; middle

of body octagonal. Plates of body keeled, 4 pairs between head and first

dorsal ; about 10 pairs from ventrals to anal ; 10 median plates on pedun-

cle; plates in dorsal series about 32. Dorsal and anal fins lie in broad,

shallow grooves. Vent between plates of third pair behind ventrals.

Head broad, short, its length about 4| in total length ; anteriorly much
narrowed, dorsally somewhat concave, ventrally flat. Occipital and tem-

poral ridges each with a blunt tubercle or spine. Interorbital space

concave, considerably more than longitudinal diameter of orbit. Nasal

bones large, fused together, covering the mesethmoid, and armed ante-

riorly with 2 pairs of upwardly directed strong spines. Under these, near

tip of snout, 1 pair of small barbels. Preorbital scalloped or tuberculated

at its free edge, covering maxillary. Suborbital armed with a strong,

pointed, outwardly and backwardly directly spine. Lower jaw included,

maxillary extending much behind the short premaxillary. Mouth rather

small, almost semicircular. Numerous barbels on chin, angles of mouth,

and gill membranes. Eyes small, their longitudinal diameter about 5 in

head, that of orbit considerably less than snout. Bones of top and sides

of head striated. Preopercle with a strong backwardly and upwardly
directed spine; the subtriangular opercle without spine. Branchioste-

gal rays 6, the membranes united and joined to isthmus, with a fold

behind (?). Teeth small on jaws; none on vomer or palatines. First

dorsal somewhat rounded, with 5 or 6, usually 5, spines; second dorsal

with 6 to 8, usually 8, soft rays, a little higher than first; (about 3 pairs

of plates between the adjacent rays of the 2 dorsals) ; anal begins a little
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behind beginning of second dorsal, and ends under the posterior end of

the latter, rays 5 to 7, usually 6 or 7; pectorals large, about as long as

head, broadly oval in form, with 15 to 17, usually 15, rays, of which the

lower are somewhat thicliened and have their tips exserted; ventrals

about i of pectorals, rays 3 (I, 2) ; caudal rounded, with 7 long rays, and on
each side 2 to 3 small ones. Scales with 37 to 40 pores. Color of back and
sides grayish brown; sometimes with olive-brown markings and some-

what marbled with darker; ventral surface pale; 3 or 4 blackish or

blackish-brown cross jiatches, of which 1 lies about midway on peduncle
and 1 at base of caudal; ventral side of tail pale, with grayish-brown
spots; dorsals, pectorals, and anal grayish, with blackish-brown patches

forming indefinite bands. Males are distinguished, according to Nilsson,

by a genital papilla and broader interorbital space, which equals 1^

diameter of eye. The young, about li inches or more, differ in many
respects from the adults. According to Steenstrup and Liitken they

have a less elongate body form, its breadth about 3f in total length;

snout less prominent; diameter of orbit about equal to snout; the 4 nasal

spines smaller than in adult, but the keels on head and the post-temporal

spines more prominent and sharper, as are also the keels and spines of the

plates of the body, especially those on anterior part of back and on tail.

Median dorsal keel of tail, which is single in the adult, is double almost

to base of caudal. Barbels on under side of head rudimentary. Ventrals

somewhat longer. Vent farther back, between the plates of fifth pair

behind base of ventrals. Sharper contrasts between the light and dark
colors. In young of about 17 mm. (about f inch) Collett found head
4 in total length. Between second dorsal and caudal fins mere traces of

the embryonic dorsal fin. Upper and lower jaws equal. Plates of body
Avith very sharp and high spines; supraorbital ridge with a high, sharp

spine; both the dorsal and ventral median keels of tail double. Only
anterior part of lateral line apparent. In a young one of 39 mm. (about

If inches) the upper jaw projected considerably beyond the lower, and
the double row of plates along dorsal face of tail was nearly fused into

one (after Liitken). Total length about 8 inches, the more usual length

being 6 inches. Northern Europe to western Greenland; * recorded from

Baltic Sea; southern, western, and northern coasts of Norway, as far as

Eussian Lapland; Arctic Ocean, White Sea (Pallas) ; Iceland and Faroe

Islands (Liitken); Great Britain; northern coast of France (Gervais and
Boulart). Found in 6 to 16 fathoms (except in winter), mostly on sandy

bottoms; till lately not known from American waters, it having been con-

founded with Lcptagonus dicagonus. (Eu.) {cataphractus, KardippaHTOi;,

mailed.)

Cottvs cirris plurimis, Artedi, Ichthyologia, Part IV, 87,1738.

Cottus cataphractiig, LiNN.EUS,Syst., Nat., Ed. x, 264, 1758; after Artedi ; Syst., Nat., Ed.

xn. Part I, 451, 1766; Fabee, Naturgesch. der Fische Islands, 117, 1829, Jutland;

Iceland.

Cottus brodamus, Bonnaterre, Encycl. Meth., 67, northern seas, after Olafssen, Ist. X, 589.

*The Museum of Stanford University has recently received 2 tine examples of this
species from Davis Straits, western tJreenlaud, through the kindness of Prof. D. W.
Thompson of the University of Dundee.
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Aspidojjhonin armah(S, LACfipfeDE, Hist. Nat. de.s Poi.S8., Ill, 222, 1802, Atlantic Ocean.

Catuphracltis schoneveldii, Fleming, British Animals, 216, 1828, Great Britain.

Aspidoj^honis europcens, C0VIEE & Y.\lenciennes, Hist. Nat. des. Poiss., iv, 201, 1829,

sandy shores of Northern Europe; Ekhardson, Fauna Boreali- Amer., in, 48, 1836.

Agonus cataphractug, Bloch & Schneider, Syst. Ichtli., i, 304, 1801 ; Gunther, Cat., ii, 211,

1800; Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Pliila., xiii, 1861,167; LCtken, Forelob. Meddel. Nord.

rikefiske, Vidensk. Meddel. Naturhist. Foren. Kjiil)., 381 (27), 1876; Collett, Norges

Fiske, 38, 1875; Malm, Giiteborgs och Boliuslans Fauna, 406, 1877; Day, Fishes of

Great Britain, 67, pi. 28, fig. 1, 1881 ; Lilljebobg, Fauna, Sverigea och Norges Fiskar,

1883-84.

Aspidophonis catap)hraettis, Kroyer, Danmarks Fiske, I, 143, 1838; Steensthup & LiJT-

KEN, Vidensk. Meddel. fra den. Naturhist. Foren. Kjiib. 1861, p. 277, 1862.

769. STELGIS, Cramer.

Stelgis, Cramer, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 821 (vulsus).

Body tapering, depressed throughout, its height about 8, its breadth

about 7 in its length ; head 4, depressed. Plates of body spinous, about

37 in dorsal series ; only about 8 median plates on peduncle ; 7 pairs between
occiput and first dorsal. Mouth inferior, snout projecting beyond pre-

maxillaries; teeth on jaws, none on vomer or palatines. Ouo pair of hori-

zontal and 1 pair of recui-ved spines at tip of vsnout. Scattered barbels or

cirri on maxillary, mandible, and branchiostegal membranes; a few on
under side of snoiit, or none. One pair preocular, 1 pair supraocular, and
2 (4) pairs occipital spines. A transverse pit at occiput. Branchiostegal

membranes joined to isthmus. {6vEXyi<^, or drXeyyi';, a scraper.)

2416. STELGIS VULSUS* (Jordan & Gilbert).

B. 6; D. IX, 7; A. 9; P. 14; V. 3 (1, 2). Body elongated, tapering rapidly

backward, depressed throughout, height -j of breadth, the latter about 7 in

length of body. All plates of body armed with spines except those in anterior

and posterior parts of th(^ ventrolateral series; spines strong and recuived.

Only about 8plates in median dorsal scries of tail, but the sj>ines of the ridge

continue, double. At base of tail on each side is a spine, between the lateral

ridges ; vent just behind middle of length of ventrals. Lateral line about

40. Ventral surface flat throughout. Head acutely triangular (seen from

above), depressed, depth about f of width, the latter about 5^ in length of

body; length of head about 4; profile irregularly sigmoid, depressed at front

ofeye8,thence nearly straight to tip ofrostral spines. Mouth V-shaped, infe-

rior ; maxillary reaching frout of pupil ; snout projecting anteriorly beyond

premaxillaries. Teeth in bands on jaws, none evident on vomer or pala-

tines. Maxillary, mandible, and branchiostegal region with small, scat-

tered cirri ; under side of snout with few barbels or none. Eye large, nearly

* Diagnosis: Body tapering, depressed throughout, height about f of breadth, the latter
Tin length of body. Body spinous; only about 8 mediun plates on jieduncle. Head 4;
plates in dorsal series about 37 (number between last ray of second dorsal and first

median plate not recorded ; all others 34) ; between occiput and first dorsal 7 ; between
membranes of dorsal 4. Gill membranes ioinod to istlimua. No teeth on vomer or pala-
tines. Scattered barbels on maxillaiy. inamlilile, :ind l)raii(hios1i'Kal iiiiniliraiiis; a few
on under side of snout, or uone. One )>:iii- i>r li(iriz<iutal and I pair >>{' rcniivfil sjiincs on
snout. One i)air preocular, 1 pair supraocular, and 2 (or 4 .') pairs of occipital spines.
Dark brown, with 7 to 9 cross bars; fins mostly dark.
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as long as snout, 3| in head, tlie orliital bones forming a ridge around it;

interorbital space concave, straight longitudinally, with a longitudinal

groove and 2 slight ridges. Spines on head highly developed ; 2 pairs rostral

spines, 1 pair directed horizontally forward and the other pair behind

these, recurved upward, backward, and outward; behind these a smaller

pair projecting upward (mesethmoid spines) ; orbital ridge serrated, with

a peculiar spine anteriorly and a supraocular spine posteriorly ; occipital

ridges with 2 pairs (or 4 pairs) of spines, space between them roughish,

somewhat concave, with traces of a median keel ; between these ridges,

at occiput, a conspicuous transverse ])it, broader than long, longer than

deep ; temporal ridges more prominent, each with 4 spines, last one very

strong; a median row of minute spines on back and top of head; subor-

bital ridge extending from front of preorbital across cheek, with 2 or 3

irregular series of spines and tubercles, and ending in a strong preoper-

cular spine; below this on preopercle 3 or 4 other bluntish spines; opercle

with ridge and 1 or more spines ; between 70 and 80 more or less developed

spinous processes on head. Branchiostegal rays 6 ( ?) ; membranes united.

Joined to isthmus. Plates between occiput and first dorsal 7; between

dorsals about 4 (number between the adjacent rays of the 2 fins not

recorded). Anal region beginning under end of first dorsal; pectorals

reaching eleventh plate, with minute spines at their base; ventrals short.

Color dark brown, with 7 to 9 darker cross bars, extending on fins; one

bar across caudal, 1 across posterior part of second dorsal and anal, 1

across posterior part of first dorsal and front of anal, and 1 across front

of first dorsal; pectorals black with whitish edging and a pale blotch

near base; other fins chiefly black, anal with whitish edge; ventral

surface pale. Total length of known individuals reaches 4,i,r inches.

(Jordan &. Gilbert.) Deep water off San Francisco, California; known
only from the original type, taken in a paiTanzella or sweep net, near Point

Reyes, 1880. {jiulms, beardless.)

Agonus vultiis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. V. S. Xat. Mus., lu, 1880, 330, Point Reyes, near

San Francisco. (Coll. Jordan & Gilbert.)

Podothecus vulsus Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 730, 1883 ; Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. A., 114,

1885.

Stelgis vulsus, Jordan & Stahks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 821, pi. 90.

Note.—Allied to Stelgis and Averritncus is the single Antarctic genus,

which may be thus defined

:

AGONOPSIS, Gill.

Agonopgis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., xiii, 1861, 1G7, 259 (chiloensis).

Body 8-hedral, peduncle 6-hedral ; head depressed, its length a little more than 4, its

width 5, and its depth in front of nape a little less than 7 in length of body. Jaws nearly

eqixal, teeth on jaws and vomer, and an imperfect row on palatines. Two pairs of spines

on snont, 1 pair preopercular, 1 i)air supraocular, and 2 pairs occipital spines ; a deep

transverse depression at nape. Plates in dorsal series about 37 ; 7 pairs between occiput

and first dorsal
;
plates of body with curved spines. Barbels under tip of snout, and

scattered on chin anil lower .jaw, and sparingly on branchiostegal membrane. Gill mem-

branes united, joined to isthmus. Antarctic. {Agonus ; 6i/;i5, appearance.)
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AGONOPSIS CHILOENSIS (Jonyns).

B. 6 ; 1 D. 8 ; 2 D. 7 ; A. 8 ; P. U ; V. 3 (1, 2) ; C. 2-11-2. Interorbital space concave, a little

lesa than iliameter of eye, with a pair of sharp minor longitudinal ridges terminating at a
ti-ansverse groove beliiud eyes. Snout does not project beyond month; larger margin of

suborbitfil witli an irregular ridge formed of bluntisli tubercles, the last terminating in a
minute backwardly directed spine. Limb of preopercle with 3 diverging smooth ridges

dilating at their extremities into 3 flattened blunt points; opercle with a smaller spine-

less ridge. Jaws about equal, the upper a little longer, with narrow bands of teeth;

teeth ou front of vomer and a short imperfect row on each palatine. Gill membranes not
notched, attached to isthmus; gill opening.s large. Barbels short, on chin, lower jaw, and
branchiostegal membrane (a pair also on under side of tip of snout in fig. 1, pi. 7}. Tem-
poral and occipital ridges present, formed of granulated tubercles (the occipital "tuber-
cles" very plainly in the form of 2 pairs of spines in the figure) ; between occipital ridges

a slightly raised longitudinal line ; a deep transverse depression at nape. Temporal
ridges end in a sharp point not prolonged into aspine. The ( ;iriiialfd plates moresharply
serrate than in A. catajthractns, the spines curved. (All th.- jilatrs spinous from head to

caudal in fig. 1, pi. 7.) Six slightly .serrated scales forming mi breast a somewhat trian-

gular patch, 2 single ones standing first, the 4 others in pairs. Second and third rays of

second dorsal largest ; anal under second dorsal
;
pectorals rounded, 5 in length; ventrals

scarely more than ^ of pectorals. Vent a little anterior to a line connecting the extrem-
ities of ventrals. Color in spirits, dusky gray above and on sides, paler below ; a
blackish transvei'se band under front of first dorsal, 1 under anterior and 1 under jjoste-

riorend of second dorsal, 1 in middle of peduncle, and a trace of a fifth behind this;

body mottled in places with blackish, and the fins, except ventrals, are of the same hue.
(Jenyns.) Coasts of Chile and Patagonia, (chiloensis, living at Chiloe, an island ofi'

Patagonia.)

Aspidorphorus chiloensis, Jeni'NS, Zool. Voyage of the Beagle, Fish., 30, pi. 7, figs. 1, la, lb,

1840, Chiloe, west coast of northern Patagonia (Coll. Darwin) ; Gay, Hist. Chil.

Zool., 11, 174.

Aspidophorus niger, Kroyek, Ichth. Bidrag. Naturhist. Tidsskr. i, 238, 1844, Valparaiso.
Agonus chiloensis, GOnther, Cat., ll,216, 1860. Valparaiso.

Agonopiis chiloensis. Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., xiii, 1861, 161.

Agonus niger, GtJNTHER, Cat., ii, 215, 1860.

770. AVERRUNCUS, Jordan & Starks.

Averruncus, Jordan &. Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 821. pi. 91 (emmelane).

This genus is very close to Stelgis, with which it agrees in the rough
armature, the presence of cirri ou the gill membranes, and in other

respects ; differing in the presence of teeth on vomer and palatines ; anal

fin very long, of 11 rays; lower rays of pectoral exserted. North Pacific.

{Averruncus, an averting demon, from the armed head.)

a. Snout rather long, the rostral spines protruding. emmelane, 2417.

aa. Snout shorter, the rostral spines scarcely protruding. steri^etus, 2418.

2417. AVERRUXOUS EMMELANE, Jordan & Starks.

Head from tips of rostral spines, 4 in length of body ; depth 71. D. VIII
or IX, 8; A. 11; P. 14; lateral line 35; orbit 4 iu head; suout, to tips of
rostral spines, 3^; maxillary 3|; interorbital 6J; pectoral 1|; second dor-

sal spine 2|; third dorsal ray 2^; longest anal ray 2f-; caudal fin 2. Body
elongate, subcylindrical, the caudal peduncle long and slender, very
slightly depressed, about 3 plates iu front of caudal fin it widens slightly
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and is compressed; belly somewhat i)rominent, breaking the otherwise

straight vertical outline from chiu to caudal fin ; dorsal outline straight

from occiput to caudal flu. Head, as viewed from above, almost regularly

triangular, the iiromiucnt i)reopercular spines and the snout forming the

angles, its dorsal prolile irreguliir, much broken by spines. jNIouth

inferior, broadly U-shaped, maxillary reaching just past the vertical from

front of orldt ; lips thick, covered with short, fine papilho ; upper jaw pro-

tractile; teeth small, in villiform bands on the jaws, vomer, aud palatines;

the distance from the anterior edge of premaxillary to cud of the ros-

tral spines is less than \ the length of snout; 2 cirri as long as pupil

under rostral spines, anterior lower edge of preorbitals with cirri, a

group of 3 cirri on end of maxillary, and a group of 4 or 5 on ])ostei-ior end

of mandilde, 1 on the middle of each branchiostegal ray, these forming a

line from isthmus to opercle, an area on chin from the mouth to the hyal

bones that is " woolly " with short cirri; 2 or 3 on lower edge of opercle

and interopercle. A pair of parallel rostral spines pointing forward, their

tips covered with skin ; Ijehind them is a deep oval pit, on the anterior

outer edge of which are a pair of spines that point upward aud outward

and are slightly hooked backward ; at the posterior end of the pit are 2

spines, smaller than those above and slightly curved Itackward; a group

of 4 short spines around anterior edge of eye and 1 large triangxilar spine

over posterior edge; the interorbital space is deeply concave, with a low,

sharp ridge on each side of the median line; preopercle very rough, with

irregular spines and tul)ercle8; middle of suborbital stay with a strong,

hooked spine; below the stay, on the naked area, are 2 or 3 plates with

spines on their centers; angle of preopercle with a large, sharp spine;

along the lower edge of preopercle are 3 or 4 Iduut spines; a ridge of 4

spines running back from each eye corresponding with the dorsal keels of

body; below this on each side is a ridge, somewhat irregular, but not

broken into spines, terminating in a spine that points lietween the dorsal

and upper lateral keel of body; a small ridge on upper edge of opercle

which does not end in a spine ; a few small spines around posterior edge of

opercle; a few minute spines along median line of top of head, the upper

part of the eye covered with niiuute jirickles. At the occiput is a deep

pit, broader and deeper than long, divided by a low ridge through its

middle. Body with 4 ridges on each side formed l)y the body plates, each

plate ending in a strong recurved spine, except those of the abdominal

ridge, which are smooth ; a row of minute spines along median dorsal line

from first dorsal to occiput; small spines following the lateral line; no

trace of keels or spines in front of ventrals. The abdominal ridges

widest apart on the belly, uniting on tenth plate in front of caudal

fin; dorsal ridges uniting on ninth scale in front of caudal fin,

but the spines continuing doulde to the tail; a row of sharp, small

spines around the base of the pectoral and caudal fins; dorsal spines

slender, the fins highest in front, the second spine the longest, its tip

reaching to the base of the next to the last spine, where fin is depressed

;

last ray adnate by membrane to the back; third dorsal ray the highest,

its tip reaching nearly to the last ray, where fin is depressed; the last ray
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18 very short and aduate to the body for the whole of its length. Lower
rays of pectoral tins prodnced, extending beyond the meml>rane, the

longest extending beyond the upper ray of the fin ; anal longer and lower

than soft dorsal, ending at the same corresponding place, last ray reach-

ing to the fifteenth plate before caudal fin; ventral differing in length in

the diflerent sexes; vent anterior, situated on the tenth plate in front of

anal. Color dai'k brown, belly white; sides crossed with irregular white

bars, giving the fish a mottled appearance ; snout black ; a black streak

along lower edge of preopercle; a Itlaok spot on iris above; dorsals light,

mottled with black; anal white, with dark mottlings, a dark bar across

the posterior rays, the tips of all the rays white; ventrals black, abruptly

white at tips; pectoral and caudal dark, with a white border, a light spot

in the center of fins and many white spots on the rays; a black spot at

base of pectoral. Paget Sound ; known from 2 specimens, collected with a

seine near Point Orchard, the largest 7 inches in length. (Jordan &
Starks); another since taken at Port Ludlow, {kv, in; /.leXdvrj, ink,

from the dark colors.)

Averrnncug einmelane, Jordan &. Staeks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 821, pi. xci, with

plate, Port Orchard, near Seattle. (Coll. E. C. Starka. Type, 3135, L. S. Jr. Univ.

Mus.)

2418. AVERRUXt'US STERLETUS, Gilbert, new species.

Head 4f in length; eye 3^^ in head, width at base of pectorals 7; depth

8J. D. VII, 8; A. 9; P. 12 on each side; 39 plates in dorsolateral series.

Very closely related to A. emmclanc, with which it agrees in coloration and
general appearance as well as in most details of structure. It differs in

the following resjiects: The snout is shorter, the rostral spines scarcely

protruding lieyond the piemaxillaries. No barbels on snout below rostral

spines, oi' on margin of preorbital, or at mandibular joint. Region between
rostral spine and front of premaxillaries wholly occupied by a triangular

movable plate, with rough granular surface; breast with 3 parallel series

of sharply keeled plates; no spine at posterior end of premaxillary fossa;

ventrals very long and slender, wholly white; spinous dorsal, anal, and
pectorals with fewer rays; rostral projection shorter than in A. cmmelane,

with 2 short forwardly directed spines, behind which is a pair more
widely separated directed downward and backward; supraocular ridge

elevated, not sharp, finely granular, with preocular and postocular spines

;

ridges and spines on head as in A. emmelanc, but none of the former

rough serrate. Eye large, longer than snout and more than twice tha
interorbital Avidth. Mouth little overpassed by the rostral spines, the

maxillary reaching slightly behind front of orbit, 3^ in head. Teeth
present on jaws, vomer, and palatine. Barbels fewer than in A. evimdanc;

3 present on maxillary, 2 of which are at its posterior end, the upper
much the longer; the third inserted more anteriorly behind the middle

of the maxillary; 8 shorter barbels are present on each mandilmlar
ramus, the posterior only near the joint; several short barbels on gular

region, and a cross series on each brauchiostegal membrane, usually 1

barbel for each ray. Plates on body as in A. emmclanc, all with sharp
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spines, which are present though small in the ventral series; middle of

lircast with 1 median and 2 lateral series of plates, all of which bear distinct

longitudinal keels ; the 2 lateral ridges on breast being the anterior contin-

uation of the ventral ridges of the trunk ; spinous dorsal beginning at the

seventh dorsal plate, the last dorsal spine articulating with the thirteenth

plate ; the first and last rays of the second dorsal articulate respectively

with the eighteenth and twenty-fourth plates ; the dorsal series unite at the

thirtieth plate, the median series of 9 plates thus formed bearing double or

bifid spines throughout ; the first and the last anal rays articulating respec-

tively with the sixteenth and twenty-third plates of ventral series (ex-

cluding the anterior 3 on breast) ; the ventral series coalescing immediately

opposite the union of the dorsal series ; the anus is opposite the inter-

space between the third and fourth plates ; ventral spines long and slen-

der, equaling length of snout and eye
;
pectorals equaling length of head

in advance of opercular joint; five lower pectoral rays with incised

membranes, the tips projecting. Color, similar to A. emmelane, the back

and sides with 7 or 8 narrow black cross bars, the posterior of which

extend faintly on the under surface ; the interspaces on back are some-

what dusky, with lighter vermiculating lines aud spots, a few of which

extend on the bars; the dorsals have a speckled appearance and are

darker when they lie above the black dorsal bars; head blackish above,

the head and body light or slightly dusky below ; ventrals white ; anal

white, with some black markings along the base of the rays
;
pectorals

with a wide black bar at base succeeded by a wide white bar ; then

follow a narrower black bar and a narrow terminal white bar ; caudal
• with a narrow basal bar of black, then a narrow white Itar followed by a

broad black bar and edged with white. Coast southern California, Coro-

nado Island. The type, a specimen i^ inches long, from Albatross Station

3662. {sterlctus, sturgeon ; a modern Latin word, probably derived from

Stitrio.) (Type in U. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. Albatross.)

Averruncus sterletus, Gilbeet MS., off Avalon, Coronado Island, in 47 fathoms.

771. SARRITOR, Cramer.

Sarritor, Crameb, in Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 448, 1896 (frenatus).

Body tapering uniformly to base of caudal ; head 4 to 4|, depth 6 to 8

in standard length. Plates on body nearly all without spines. Plates in

dorsal series 38 to 45, 5 to 6 pairs between occiput and first dorsal. No
large knife-like plate over eye. Both dorsal fins present, rather long, the

rays growing shorter behind the last adnate to back. Four to 6 pairs of

barbels about mouth, 1 pair under tip of snout. A pair of recurved spines

near tip of snout. One pair of supraocular and 1 or 2 pairs of occipital

spines. Teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines. Gill membranes
joined to isthmus, without free fold; no barbels on gill membranes.
Lower rays of pectorals with free exserted tips. Vertebra* 40 to 46. This

genus is very close both to Podotheciis and to Odontopyxis, differing from

the former in the presence of vomerine teeth, and from the latter in the

absence of a free median plate at the tip of the snout. Its relations to
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Averruncus are still closer, the chief difference being in the smooth jilates

of the body and in the absence of cirri on the gill membranes, (sarritor,

one that scrapes.)

a. Snout moderate, about 4 length of head ; ventrals dark in male. feenatus, 2419.

aa. Snout very long, produced in a flat, triangular piece exserted for a distance equal
to f orbit; ventrals pale. leptorhynxuus, 2420.

2419. SARRITOR FREXATUS, * Gilbert.

Head 4i to 4^. D. VI to VIII, 7 or 8 ; A. 6 or 7 ; P. 15 ; V. I. 2 ; C. 11, -with a
rudiment; lateral line 40. Body slightly depressed, tapering regnlarly
backward from occiput, the depth about | of the width at base of pec-
torals. The ridges are prominent, the dorsal and dorsolateral ridges pro-
vided with strong spines, the ventral and ventrolateral series with weak or
scarcelj^ discernible spines, all decreasing in size backward, becomino-
obsolete on caudal peduncle. Dorsal face deeply concave anteriorly, its

ridges coalescing, from 3 to 4 plates behind the dorsal fin; other faces
much less concave, the ventral ridges coalescing, 3 or 4 plates behind the
anal lin; plates in dorsal series 44 or 4.5; 5 or 6 pairs between occiput and
first dorsal, 9 or 10 under first dorsal, 2 or 3 between dorsals, 7 or 8 under
second dorsal, 17 or 18 behind dorsals; about 25 plates on breast, consist-

ing of a strong median series which bear a well-marked rounded ridge, a
strong lateral series at edge of breast also projecting, and a number of
small plates occupying the concave intermediate areas. In young speci-
loens the breast plates have central elevations, and bear each a back-
wardly directed spine; these disappearing in adults; a number of small
irregular plates in front of and on base of pectorals; membranaceous in-

tervals behind and around vent smaller than in Podothecus acipenserinus,
occupied by 8 or 9 irregularly arranged plates, not in pairs and not cor-
respouding to those of the ventral series between which they are inter-

calated; medial part of branchiostegal membrane and the gular region
covered with roundish plates, the whole forming a halberd-shaped patoh

;

lateral line running on a series of small plates occupying the middle of
the lateral face; anteriorly these entirely disappear, the lateral line
ascending and running on the upper lateral series ; about 5 large plates,
sometimes bearing spines, lie behind upper axil of pectorals, between this
ascending portion of the lateral line and the inferior lateral series or
plates ; head depressed, tapering rapidly to the snout ; depth of head at
occiput t its width at preopercular spine, the latter contained 6^ times in
length of body. Eye large, the orbit about eciualing length of snout be-
hind the serrated rostral ridge, 31 to 3f in head; snout somewhat vari-

* Diagnosis
:
Body tapering uniformly from occiput to caudal, a little more slender than

Podothecus acipensenmts, depth about J of width at base of pectorals, the latter 71 to 73
in length

;
head 4^. Plate.s in dorsal series 44 or 45 ; between occiput and first dorsal 5 or

6; between dorsals 6 or 7; from ventrals to anal 14 pairs. Six pairs of barbels, 1 on under
side of snout in front of premaxillaries, 1 near and 2 at tip of maxillarv, 1 at angle of
moutli, and 1 at side of lower jaw. A pair of perpendicular serrated plates at tip of

1 pair occipital spines. Teeth on jaws and vomer, none on palatines. Gill membranes
.loined to isthmus without free fold. Last ray of each dorsal .shortened and adnate to t\v
back. Light grayish with a few indefinite blotches and bars of darker on sides and back

,

pectorals with several narrow dark cross bands near base and broader ones toward tip.

3030 53
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able ill leugth, averaging \ head. Supraocular ridges strong, rugose,

ending in a sliort strong spine; an inner pair of ridges occupying floor

of interorbital groove, very broad and closely joined anteriorly; the

triangular space included between these latter ridges flat and opening

posteriorly onto the depressed occipital area; occipital ridges low,

rounded, ending in very strong spines which form the first of the dorsal

series; 2 or 3 small rounded projections may occur on anterior ridges of

the occipital spines ; top and sides of head more or less closely beset

with very fine prickles, which are most thickly clustered on occiput,

interorbital area, upper part of opercles, suborbital chain, and sides of

snout; a row of prickles on eyeball just above pupil; temporal ridge

uneven, sometimes interrupted with a long, strong posterior spine; a

strong spine, sometimes with an accessory tubercle on middle of cheek;

preorbital with 2 pairs of spiues placed vertically, the upper ones di-

rected outward and upward, the lower spiues directed downward and

backward; rostral ridges rough, usually terminating posteriorly in a

pair of spinous projections, which are located midwaj^ between tip of

snout and front of pupil; anteriorly, at tip of snout, these ridges expand

to form such a vertically projecting rounded spinous lobe, the posterior

spine of which is much the strongest, and points backward and outward.

In the very young the last-mentioned spiues alone are present on snout,

and are directed very obliquely backward; anteriorly ridges converge

from them to tip of snout, and are very minutely serrulate; these ridges

afterward increase in height and in strength of serrations, and become

the spinous lobes already described; two strong diverging spines at

angle of preopercle, and 2 rounded lobes below them. Three large plates

and a number of smaller ones occupy cheek below suborbital stay. Pos-

terior portion of mandible expanded into a rough projecting bony promi-

nence. Mouth horizontal, overpassed by the snout in adults for a distance

equaling i or less than \ diameter of orbit; snout not noticeably pro-

jecting in the very young. Maxillary reaching slightly beyond front

of orbit, equaling \ length of snout and eye. Teeth in broad bands in

jaws; a distinct patch on front of vomer, none on jialatines. Branchios-

tegal membranes broadly joined, with a very narrow free fold posteriorly,

or with none. Six pairs of barbels on under side of head ; 1 on under side

of snout in front of premaxillaries; 2 at end of maxillary; 1 near mid-

dle of maxillary; 1 on lower lip just below angle of mouth; 1 forked for

\ its length at middle of side of lower lip. In their distribution, rela-

tive lengths, and in the constantly bifid character of the last described,

they correspond exactly with the barbels of L. decagonus, but the latter

has apparently none on under side of snout. Interspace between dorsals

somewhat variable, f to | diameter of orbit. Anal beginning 2 plates in

advance of second dorsal
;
pectorals .5i in length of body, the lower rays

graduated, 4 to 6 of the lower ones tljickened, with exserted tips; ven-

tral fins nearly twice as long in males as in females, in the latter less than

diameter of orbit; caudal slender, 1| in head. Color light grayish or

brownish, pale below; a Iduish black stripe from ventral spiues to front

of orbit; suborbital, preopercle, and opercle with numerous dark spots;
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ii dark blotcli ou the side opposite middle of first dorsal ; a faint dark

bar under the anterior and a similar one under posterior part of second

dorsal; both dorsals with indefinite oblique dark bands; pectorals dark

except the lower proximal part, with narrow bars of black ; ventrals light

in female, dark in male; anal dark posteriorly; caudal dark, faintly

barred. Coast of Alaska ; known from Albatross Stations 3219, 3225, 3226,

3255, 3256, 3257, 3258, 3263, 3269, 3279, 3282, 3309, and 3330, located on both

sides of the Peninsula of Alaska and both north and south of the Aleutian

chain ; depth 16 to 350 fathoms. (Gilbert) ; also obtained at Provostniaya,

Kamchatka, {frenatiis, bridled.)

Odontopijxisfrenatua, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Coinm. 1893 (189fi), 435, pi. 30, fig. 3. Alaska

and Aleutian Islands, at Albatross Stations 3215, 3219, and others, in 16 to 351

fathoms.

2420. SARRITOK LEPTORHYXCHUS (Gilbert).

Head 4 in length; snout 2f in head in specimen 100 mm. long. Eye

3i, equaling length of maxillary ; iuterorbital with | eye. Branchiostegal

membranes broadly united, extensively free laterally, joined to isthmus

mesially to extreme posterior margin, or leaving a very narrow margin

free. Teeth present on jaws and on vomer, none on palatines. Dorsal

VI to A^III, 6 or 7; anal 6 or 7; pectoral 14; ventral I, 2; pectorals long,

reaching to or beyond middle of spinous dorsal, as long as snout and eye;

ventrals equaling length of snout. Very close to S. frenatus, with which

it agrees in arrangement of plates, spines ou head, and barbels; distin-

guishable at once by the elongate slender snout and differing in fhe

following numerous details: The body is somewhat broader and more

depressed, its greatest depth a little less than j its greatest width, which

occurs across preopercular spiues. The body narrows rapidly backward

to below spinous dorsal, as in young *S'. fnnatns of the same size. Com-
pared with S. frenatus of the same size, the plates on body are much less

spinous, the superior and inferior lateral and the ventral series in some

specimens bearing spines on a few of the anterior plates only, and the

spines of dorsal series are lower. Five plates before dorsal, 10 under

spinous dorsal, 2 between dorsals, 7 under second dorsal, and 16 on caudal

peduncle. The inferior lateral ridges rise anteriorly, greatly constricting

the lateral face under anterior part of spinous dorsal. It then descends

slightly and becomes almost or quite obsolete, the series of plates ending

behind the upper pectoral rays. In S. frenatus, the constriction of the

lateral face does not occur, the ridge is strongly marked anteriorly, and

ends below middle of jjcctoral base. In S. leptorliynchus we have, there-

fore, a much narrower interval between the anterior ends of the upper

and the lower lateral series. This interval is occupied by but 3 plates,

arranged in a series, decreasing in size backward. The upper preoper-

cular and the humeral si>ines are much larger than in S. frenatus, the

former greatly overpassing the second spine. The rostral spines are simi-

lar, but the terminal plat(^ roughened but not serrate, the posterior spine

not detached. Snout greatly produced into a narrow triangular piece

which overpasses the moutfi, for a distance equaling | diameter of orbit in

a siiecimen 100 mm. long. In specimens of 5. frenatus of this length the
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ends of the rostrum can barely be seen from below. A few i^rickles present

on upper side of rostrum, and the usual series above pupil. Minutely ser-

rated ridges on sides of snout, and 1 below eye. No prickles on top or

sides of head. Plates on branchiostegal membranes and on gular region

smaller and more numerous than in S. frenaius. Twenty plates on breast,

without spines, or the young with Aa^ry small ones. Color darker than in

S. frenatus, the under parts unmarked anteriorly, dotted posteriorly with

brown; upjier parts dark brown in spirits, with 6 or 7 more or less dis-

tinct black bands, which are margined narrowly with lighter; a black

streak forward from eye, and several black spots and blotches on sides

of head; caudal blackish; soft dorsal dusky, obscurely marked with

lighter; Bjjinous dorsal black, sharply blotched with pure white; ventrals

and lower pectoral rays white, the upper part of pectorals with obscure

bars of black. Coast of Alaska. A few specimens from Albatross Sta-

tions 3215, 3219, 3259, and 3267, north and south of the Alaskan Peninsula,

in 32 to 59 fathoms. (Gilbert.) (AcTrroj, slender; pvyxoc,, snout.)

Odontopyxis leptorhynchns, Gn.BERT, Kept. U. S. Fisli Comm. 1893 (1896), 437, Bering

Sea, north of Alaska Peninsula, at Albatross Station 3267, lat. 55'' 23' 30" N., long.

163° 29' W. (Type, No. 48727. Coll. Albatrotis.y

772. XYSTES, Jordan & Starks.

Xystcs, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 824 (axinophrys).

This genus is allied to Avennmcus, differing in its shorter vertical fins,

the rays of both dorsals being subequal, the last of each not much shortened

and not adnate by membrane to the skin of the back; the lower rays of

the pectoral progressively shortened; plates on body very rough, the

spines strong ; a strong knife-like spine above eye ; no barbels ; no pit at

the occiput. North Pacific. {zV(jr7/<;, one that scrapes.)

2421. XYSTES AXINOPHRYS, Jordan & Starks.

Head 3^ in length of body; depth 5. D. IX, 8; A. 10; pectoral 15;

lateral line 38; orbit 4 in head; snout to tip of rostral spines 3^; max-

illary 3^; interorbital 3^; pectoral 1^; highest dorsal spine 2i; highest

dorsal ray 2 ; highest anal ray 2f ; length of caudal fin l^. Body elongate,

subcylindrical, deepest and broadest at shoulders; belly prominent;

dorsal outline straight from first dorsal spine to caudal fin, curved up

anterioi-ly to occiput. Head very irregular, much broken by large si)ines;

mouth inferior, rather broad, maxillary reaching to the vertical from front

of orbit; lips thin, not broken up into papilhe; upper jaw protractile;

teeth small, in villiform bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines; the anterior

edge of piemaxillary directly under the base of rostral spines; a few very

small blunt papilhe behind chin, a barbel at end of maxillary, not I so

long as diameter of pupil. A pair of sharp rostral spines pointing

forward and upward; behind these a pair of curved spines pointing

upward, outward, and backward; between these and behind the rostral

spines an almost circular pit which is entirely occupied by the upper

end of the premaxillary process; interorbital wide and concave, a slight

median ridge, running from the rostral pit to a point above pupil, each
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side of which is an outwardly curved ridge ending in a minute spine;

over each eye is the largest spine on the head or body ; the large trian-

gular orbital spine, its base occupying nearly the whole space above
eye, sharp and strongly hooked back; on the anterior part of its base a

small, sharp, preorbital spine, pointing upward; a series of minute spines,

running medially along the top of the head and body, from a point

between the orbital spines to the first dorsal spine; on each side of these

are 2 large blunt spines with traces of a smaller one between them, con-

tinuous with the dorsal keels of body; farther down and continnous

with the upper lateral keel of body is a ridge broken up into 4 irregular

spines, larger than the body spines; 4 triangular spines on edge of

preopercle, the upper one the largest; a very irregular ridge running from
upper ])reopercular spine, under eye, to snout; a ridge on upper part of

opercle. Body with 4 ridges on each side, formed l)y the scales, each of

which cuds in a spine; traces of a ridge between lateral ridges, the spines

on abdominal ridges as sharp as those on rest of body ; a Y-shaped ridge

of spines in front of ventrals, the forks toward the ventrals and the

base ending at gill membrane; a raised area between ventral fins, run-

ning from their base to their tips, which is entirely covered with small

prickles, the anus in the posterior end of this; dorsal and abdominal
ridges coalescing with their fellows of the opposite side, but coming
together so graduallj^ that it is impossible to tell exactly where they

unite as the spines continue distinct to the caudal fin. Small spines

covering the outer part of the base of the pectoral ; a ring of spines around
caudal base; occiput abruptly higher than body, but scarcely forming a

pit as body is aljout level behind it. Spinoiis dorsal highest in front, the

second spine reaching to base of last spine when fin is depressed; the

dorsal rays subequal in length, the last not shortened and not adnate to

body, last ray reaching to the tenth plate before caudal fin
;
pectoral fin

posteriorly rounded in outline, the lower rays not produced, reaching to

second plate before anal fin ; ventrals small, reaching just past vent; anal

longer and lower than soft dorsal; dorsal and anal ending at the same
corresponding place; caudal fin rounded behind. Color in spirits, gray

with 7 or 8 dark cross bars; head uniform gray with the exception of a

dark spot at occiput; belly dusky; dorsals somewhat mottled; anal black

with a white spot near its middle; pectorals white with a large Idack

spot on base of rays; ventral black, abruptly white attij)s; caiidal black,

edged with white, Puget Sound. One specimen, \\ inches in length,

dredged at Port Orchard, near Seattle. (Jordan & Starks.) Another
since taken at Port Ludlow, {a^ivrj, an ax; o^pvi, eyebrow.)

Xystes axinophrys, JoBDAN & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 824, pi. 92, Port Orchard,

Admiralty Inlet. (CoU. E. C. Starks.)

773. BATHYAGONUS, Gilbert.

Bathyagonus, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., xni, 1890, 89 (nigrvpinnis).

Spinous dorsal developed ; lowerjaw the longer
;
plates of body spinous

;

gill membranes united to isthmus, not forming a fold across it; teeth well

developed on jaws, vomer, and palatines; pectorals not notched, the
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upper rays longest, the lower becominc; regularly shortened; liones of

liead thin and yielding, the system of mucous canals very strongly

developed. Deep-sea Agonoids. (/^orO-us, deep; ^^ojms.)

2422. BATHYAfiOXUS MORIPINMS/ Gilbert.

B. 6 ; 1 D. 6 to 8; 2 D. 6 or 7 ; A. 7 to 9 ; P. 15 or 16 ; Y. 3 (I, 2) ; C. 1-11-1 ; ver-

tebripll + 34:^ (45). Pyloric cieca 5 (1 individual). Body depressed

throughout, depth % of width, the latter O? in body length; sharply octag-

onal, tail strongly depressed hexagonal, its lateral faces very narrow.

The ridges compressed; the small sharp spines present on all the ridges

from head t<> caudal except on the median ventral series of peduncle and
the first few plates beliind the pectoral in the imperfect lateral series.

One to 3 pairs of plates between last ray of second dorsal and first median

plate, and 1 or 2 pairs between last anal ray and first median plate; 1 or 2

plates in front of and 4 or 5 small, sharply spinous plates on base of pec-

torals; about 22 plates, radially striate, elevated at the center, some of

the strongest minutely spinous, on breast in a median and 2 lateral rows
(the latter continuous with the ventrolateral series) and in the ridge-like

rows forming the; edges of breast; no plates medially on posterior part of

the branchiostegal membrane or laterally on the anterior part ; from 1 to 3

or 4 well-developed plates on front part of lower side of lower jaw; the

membranaceous interval behind vent, between the ventrolateral series,

occupied by about 5 to 9 plates, partly arranged in pairs; none between
ventrals and vent. Head 4| to 5 in body, much depressed, its greatest

depth * of its greatest width, the latter equaling width of body ; snout

broad, flat, shovel-like, nearly equal to long diameter of orbit; orbit

oblong-oval, its vertical diameter | of the longitudinal, the latter 3 or a

little less in head; interorbital space concave, about as in triacanlhus, but
broader, with a pair of minor longitudinal ridges, about 9 in head, about

2 in vertical diameter of orbit; the moderate supraocular ridges ending

in a sharp spine, the scarcely developed occipital ridges with 2 pairs, of

which the anterior is low and blunt; the well-developed temporal ridge

with 2 or 3 small spines and terminating in a larger suprascapular spine;

bridge across cheek close under orbit with about 1 spine on i)reorbital, 3

on suborbital, and ending in 1 on preopercle; 1 of about the same size

below the last on preopercle. Cheek below ridge? with 2 to 4 (usually 3)

spinous plates; nasal spines «mall, sharp, directed backward; movable
median rostral plate small, varying in size and shape (disappearing with
the prolongation of lower jaw), its lateral expansions usually free, as

spines; 3 small upright diverging spines (only 2 systematically placed in

1 specimen). Mouth ol)lique, lower jaw somewhat protruding, maxillary

scarcely reaching front of orbit. Teeth moderate, present on jaws, vomer,

and palatines. Two barbels, 1 large and the other small, at tip of maxil-

* Diagnosis: Body slender, taperiiii;- miifdnnly, depressed throiirrliout, its dei>tli }, of its

width at base of pe'ctorals, the latdi :V; in leniitli; head 4^ to 5 in length. Tlates in the
dorsal series 43 or 44 ; between oeciput and tiist dorsal 7 or 8; between dorsals (i, some-
times?; between ventrals and anal i:! to l.'i jiairs. Lower jaw inotnidiui;; L' barbels at
tip of each maxillary; median rostral ])late ])resent, with 3 small diverging spines; nasal
spines small, separate ; 1 pair supraocular a jid 2 pairs occipital spines. Gill membranes
.joined to isthmus. Under side dusky, lighter above; all the lias blue black.
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lary none on lower jaw, the mucous pores bordered by lobed flaps. Gill

membranes broadly united, joined t.. isthmus, without fre.- fold. Dorsal

fins well separated; anal beginning about 3 plates in front of beginniug

of second dorsal; pectorals 5§ in body, their base 3i in their length, with

1-, or 16 oraduated rays, the uppermost longest; ventrals of male nearly 3

in head.^about equal to long diameter of orbit, those of female f to % as

long as those of male ; caudal about 3 times as long as wide at base. Lat-

eral line with 43 or 44 pores; plates spineless, rather large. In a youOg

male 2 inches long the median rostral plate is absent, all the plates on

breast sharply ridged and spinous; vent near tip of ventrals, \ of the dis-

tance from A'tM.trals to anal, with 5 pairs of minute spinous plates between

ventrals and vent. Body not tapering uniformly; broader in front, nar-

rowin- abruptly near front of first dorsal; tail not so much depressed;

head 3i in body length. Color light above, blue black on under side of

head; breast and belly dusky; all the fins intensely blue black. Pacific;

known from the Aleutian Islands, Bering Sea, south to coast of Washing-

ton; abundant in 350 to 477 fathoms. Here described from Dr. Gilbert's

types. Dr. Gilbert observes:

In adult specimens the lower pectoral rays show .a tendency to elongate, as in XenocU-

rus but the fin is never distinctly notched. The k.vver.iaw always strongly protrudes,

and the genus difiers further in the very thin cranial bones and the inordmate develop-

ment of the raucous system. In addition to the specific characters mentioned m the

original description, we note that the eyeball does not exhibit the usual row of prickles

aulthat 2 barbels are usually present at end of maxillary, either black or white in color^

The majority of che specimens were obtained north of Unalaska Island, but it was alo

taken south of the Islands, and off the coast of Washington, at Albatross Stations 3210,

3316, 3324, 3325, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3337, and 3343 ;
depths 109 to 483 fathoms.

(niger, black; innna, fin.)

Bathyagonus rdgrwinnis, Gilbert, Proc.U. S.Nat. Mus. 1890, 89, Aleutian Islands and

coast of Washington. (Coll. Albatross.)

774. XENOCHIRUS, Gilbert.

Xenochiriis, Gilbert, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. xiii, 1890, 90 (triacanthus)

.

Spinous dorsal present. Jaws equal or the upper the longer. Plates of

body spinous. Gill membranes united to isthmus, the posterior edge

sometimes forming a very narrow free fold across throat. Tip of snout

with a movable median plate or spine. Teeth well developed on ,iaws,

vomer, and palatines. Pectorals divided by a deep notch into 2 portions,

the lower comp..sed of greatly thickened rays which are simple and tre-

quentlv longer than those of the upper lobe, these lengthened rays not

usually developed in the young. A series of small spines on eyeball above

pupil North Pacific. This genus is very close to Bathyagonus which

represents it in deeper water. Both are near Odonioprjxis, but the relation

to Averruncus and Sarritor is more remote, aevoi, strange
;
x^ip, l^and.

)

a. Rostral plate with 3 upright spines.
pentacanthus, 2423.

6. Breast with numerous plates.
at ascanus ''4'4

Breast smooth ;
plates of body rougher. ALASCAnus, -4-4.

aa. Rostral plate with 1 upright spine.
vtifrons '>425

c. Gill membrane with posterior free fold
triacv™ 4''6

cc. Gill membrane without posterior free fold. triacanthls,, .4.d.
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2423. XEXOCHIRUS PENTACAXTHUS,* Gilbert.

B. 6 ; 1 D. 5 to 7 ; 2 D. 5 to7 ; A. 6 to 8 ; P. 14 or 15 ; V. 3 (1, 2) ; C. 1-12-1 ; ver-

tt'brii? 12 + 28= (40). Pyloric cceca 5 (1 individual). Body 8-hedra],

slightly depressed; peduncle considerably depressed, hexagonal, the lat-

eral faces narrow. Spines of body small and sharji, projecting backward
nearly parallel with axis of body, decreasing gradually in size from head

to caudal in the dorsolateral and superior lateral series, poorly developed

on the inferior lateral series only from behind the pectoral to opposite

front of anal, entirely absent from the ventrolateral series. Plates on

breast, 2 pairs in front of ventrals, followed anteriorly by 3 median single

plates; on each side of these'a longitudinal row of 4 or 5 smaller plates,

continuous with the ventrolateral series; outside of these the plates form-

ing the edge of the breast. Branchiostegal memliraue posteriorly with 3

or more very weak plates medially, or none at all ; none on the mem-
branes laterally ; 2 or 3 fairly developed ones in front jiart of under side

of lower jaw; the membrane behind vent studded with several poorly

developed plates, none between ventrals and vent. Head as in X. latifrons,

l)ut more depressed and slender; snout not quite so short, blunt; greatest

depth of head f of its width, the latter 7 in length of body; orbits large,

oval, their longitudinal diameter 21 in head; a slightly curved row of 4

or 5 backwardly directed small spines on eyeball just above pupil; inter-

orbital space deeply concave, with minor ridges Aery narrow, about 3^ in

long diameter of eye, 9 in head ; a single pair of sui>raocular spines ; the

poorly developed occipital ridges with 2 pairs of spines, of which the

anterior is very low and blunt; temporal ridges moderate, terminating in

a blunt spine ; the interrupted ridge across cheek less prominent and shelf-

like than in A', latifrons, bearing 1 spine (sometimes 2) in front of anterior

inferior angle of orbit, 1 or 2 on suborbital, and a single broad flat spine

(sometimes preceded by a very small one) at posterior edge of preopercle;

cheek below ridge entering into ventral surface of head with a longitudinal

seriesof 3or 4 plates; nasal spines sharp, far apart; median rostral plate

small, movable, variable, its lateral expansions exposed as spines and with

3 (in 1 specimen 4) diverging spines directed upward and backward; not

projecting beyond premaxillaries; maxillary reaching very little beyond
front of orbit, entirely covered by preorbital. Jaws equal; teeth on jaws,

vomer, and palatines. Two barbels at tip of each maxillary; those on

under side of mandible inconstant; occasionally a very small pair near tip

of jaw, at the 2 ends of the terminal mucous pore; another at edge of next

mucoiTS pore nearly constant, but very variable, long, short, or only a small

pimple, single, double, or even a pair on each side; occasionally a very

small one at edge of third pore. Dorsal fins separated by a moderate

* Diagnosis : Body slightly depressed, its depth a little less than its width, tapering
moderately, and the tail tapering more gradually toward the caudal ; width of body at
base of pectorals 7 in length ; liead4J; plates in dorsal series 39; from occiput to first (lor-

sal 7 or 8, between dorsals 5 or 6, fi'om ventrals to anal 12 or Ki pairs; barbels 2 at tip of
maxillary, those on lower jaw inconstant, usually 2 pairs. Median rostral plate small,
nearly vertical, with 3 upright spines; nasal spines prominent, separated; 1 pair of supra-
ocular and 1 pair of occipital spines. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines ; gill membranes
joined to isthmus without free fold. Brownish olive above, pale below ; 4 or 5 dusky cross
bars on back.
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space ; first dorsal with 5 to 7, usually 6 spines ; anal begins 2 or 3 plates

in front of second dorsal; pectorals 6i in length of body, their base 3 in

their length, the lower 5 or 6 rays cxserted, separated from the upper by
a notch in the adult, the 2 or 3 uppermost of the exserted rays sometimes
longer than the longest upper rays ; ventrals of female a little less than

long diameter of orbit, | as long as in male ; caudal 3 times as long as wide
at base; lateral line 39 to 41; pore plates thin, weak, spineless. Color

olive brownish, pale below, with 5 faint cross bars, 1 beneath first dorsal,

1 between dorsals, 1 beneath posterior part of second dorsal running up on
fin, 2 on peduncle; these bars often indistinct or absent; a blackish blotch

in axil ; caudal black, narrowly edged with white ; dorsals dnsky, darker

toward tips, second dorsal narrowly white-edged; pectorals dusky; short,

black streaks on rays forming indefinite cross bars, those at base aggre-

gated into a blotch ; ventrals light in both sexes. Length 7 inches. Deep
waters of North Pacific, Bering Sea to San Diego, in 70 to 339 fathoms.

Here described from Dr. Gilbert's types, {navre, five; anavfja, spine.)

Xenochirvs pentacanthus, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 91, Bering Sea and off

San Diego. {Coll. Albatross.)

2424, XEXOCHIRUS ALASCAXUS, Gilbert.

Head 4i to 4^ in length; width of head equaling or slightly exceeding

length of snont and eye. Depth of body equaling length of snout and i

eye. Fin rays in 8 specimens as follows:
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canihus, but strouger and rougher; 3 or 4 stroug plates present on

gular membrane; a few weak ones or none on brancliiostegal membrane
mesially. Two barbels at tip of each maxillary, and a pair, often double,

on under side of mandible arising from the margin of the anterior pair of

mandibular pores. The symphyseal pore has its margin sometimes pro-

vided with very short barbel-like elevations. Space between dorsal ridges

very deeply concave in front of dorsal fins; the single ridge behind dorsal

fins provided with vei-y short, scarcely preceptible, double spines; lower

lateral series of plates continued forward to axil of pectorals, becoming

indistinct in X. pentacanlhus; ventral series anteriorly with lew short

spines or none, this series strongly spined in X. pentacanthus; i)lates on

breast arranged alike iu the 2 species, but in X. alascauus they nre more

finely striate, and bear neither spines nor raised centers, except in very

young examples. In X. pcnfacanthiLs the elevated centers may or may not

bear short spines. Seven plates before dorsal, 8 or 9 under spinous dorsal,

2 or 3 between dorsals, 7 or 8 under soft dorsal, 13 or 14 behind dorsals.

Distance from snout to nape equaling or slightly exceeding that from nape

to first dorsal. Front of anal under end of spinous dorsal or slightlj^

behind that point, more anteriorly placed than in X. pentacar> thus. Ven-

trals 2^ to 2^ in head. Lower pectoral rays produced, with incised mem-
branes as long as head behind rostral spines. Color lighter than in X.

pentacanthns, more or less finely speckled above, usually with 5 or 6 dusky

cross bars on back; a vseries of linear dark blotches below the lateral line;

head often finely speckled with brown, and showing traces of a brown
bar forward from eye to snout; dorsals, caudal, and upper half of pec-

toral light, finely speckled with brown, the caudal shaded with dusky;

ventrals and anal white. Most nearly related to X. penlacanlhus with

which it agrees in having a rostral plate bearing 3 spines and in the

absence of a free fold to branchiostegal membranes. It difi^"ers conspicu-

ously in the broader head, with its much heavier spines and ridges, in the

presence of deep j)ostocular and nuchal pits, in the smooth breast and

cheeks, in adults in the difterent coloration and fin rays, and in many
other difierent details. Aleutian Islands; taken rather abundantly in

the vicinity of Unimak Pass, both north and south of the islands, at

depths of .56 to 138 fathoms. (Gilbert.) Taken by us off Karluk. {alas-

caiius, pertaining to Alaska.)

XenocMrus alascanus, Gilbert, Eept. TJ. S. Fisb Comm. 1893 (1896), 438, Unimak Pass

Aleutian Islands. (Coll. Albatross.)

2425. XENOCHIKUS LATIFROXS,* Gilbert.

B. 6; ID. 6 or 7; 2 D. 7; A. 7 or 8; P. 14 or 15; V. 3 (1,2); C. 1-11-1;

vertebrae 12 -|- 29= (41). Body as deep as wide, 8-hedral; caudal pe-

* Diagnosis: Body slender, tapering uniformly from head to caudal; depth equaling
width, the latter at base of pectorals 8J in length ; head 4J. Plates in dorsal series 37 to

40; between occiput and first dorsiil 6, occasionally 7: hctwccn dursals 4 or 5; from ven-
trals to anal 13 or 14 pairs. One liir,i;c liarlicl at li]) i I iiia \illarv, 1 pair ncai' tip of lower
jaw, at edges of terminal iiiiicnus jiore, and 1 ;it vi\'j.r ol iirxl ii(ir<'. Mrdiaii mstral ])late

present, with a single npriglit spine. Nasal spines jironiineiit, separated; 1 pair supra-
ocular and 2 pairs occipital spines. Teeth in .iiiws, vomer, and palatines. Gill membranes
.joined to isthmus, with narrow free fold behind. Dusky olive, paler below; 5 or 6 indis-

tinct dark cross bars; spinous dorsal with black margin.
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duncle depressed, 6-hedral. The tbiu, sharp, curved spines present on
all the ridges; on the dorsolateral and superior lateral series, from
head to caudal; on the inferior lateral series, from opposite front end
of first dorsal to base of caudal; and on ventrolateral series, from base

of pectorals to a short distance in front of anal; 2 pairs of plates

between hist ray of second dorsal and first median j)late, and 2 pairs

between last anal ray and first median plate; aljout 23 oval, striated

plates with raised centers on breast; no plates on branchiostegal mem-
brane; 2 or 3 anteriorly on under side of mandible; a small plate or

none in front of pectorals. Membrane behind vent with 6 to 9 small

plates arranged in pairs, none between ventrals and vent. Head de-

pressed, its depth \ of width, th(^ latter (across preopercles) 7 in length of

body; snout short, blunt. Orbits large, oval, the vertical diameter f
of the longitudinal diameter, the latter 2i in head; 3 to 5 small, back-

wardly directed spines in a slightly curved line on eyeball just above
jjupil. Interorbital space very narrow, 7 in head, deeply concave, with

2 minute longitudinal ridges. Supraocular ridges with 1 spine, the

poorly developed occipital ridges with 2, of which the anterior is much
the smaller; the interrupted suborbital ridge close under orbit, well

developed, with 2 spines on suborbital and 1 on preopercle; no plates on
lower part of cheek, which enters ventral surface of head ; nasal spines

sharp, far apart; median rostral plate small, its lateral expansions em-
bedded in the skin, a single, small, median, curved, upright spine. Max-
illary reaching slightly beyond front of orbit; lower jaw a very little

included; well developed teeth in several rows on jaws, vomer, and
palatines. A single long barbel at tip of maxillary ; a small pair at ends

of the terminal mucous pore, near the tip of lower jaw, and another just

behind this at the edge of the next pore, the foi-mer sometimes, the latter

frequently, bifid or a pair on each side. Dorsals fairly separated; second

dorsal higher than first; anal beginning about 1 plate in front of second

dorsal; pectorals 6^ in length of body, their base nearly 3 in their length,

with 14 or 15 rays, the lower exserted, separated by a notch from the

upper rays in adult, the 3 or 4 uppermost of these as long as or longer than

the longest upper rays; ventrals of female a little less than long diameter

of orbit, f as long as thoseof male; caudal broad and short, its width at

base a little more than 2 in its length. Lateral line with 39 or 40 pores;

the plates small, spineless. Color, dusky olive, light below, the back
with 5 or 6 faint darker cross bars; axillary region blackish, soft dorsal

and caudal with the rays black; spinous dorsal with a conspicuous jet-

black margin; pectorals somewhat dusky above; ventrals pale in both

sexes. Total length reaches 7i inches. Deep waters of the North Pacific;

coast of Oregon to San Diego and outward; abundant in 50 to 204

fathoms. Here described from Dr. Gilbert's types, {lafus, -wide; froiis,

forehead.

)

Xcv.ochirus latifrons, Gn,BERT. I'roc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 92. off Coast of Oregon and
off San Diego. {CuM. Albatross.

)
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2436. XENOCHIRCS TBIACANTHUS,* Gilbert.

J3. 6; 1 D. 5 or 6; 2 D. 6 or 7; A.6; P. 13; V.3(I,2); C. 1-11-1. Body
depressed throughout its leugth, sharply octagonal, peduncle hexagonal

;

the sharp, delicate spines present on all the ridges from head to caudal,

except the first few plates ou the inferior lateral, and on the ventrolateral

from a short distance in front of anal to caudal; ouepair of plates between
last ray of second dorsal and first median jilate (the first 3 median plates

sometimes each with a pair of closely approximated spines) and 1 pair

between last anal ray and first median plate; about 25 radially striated

plates on breast, 5 or 6 small ones on posterior part of gill membranes in

front of breast, 1 on each side anteriorly, and 3 or 4 well-developed plates

on front part of under side of mandible; intervals between ventrolateral

behind vent with 12 to 15 small plates, mostly m pairs, none between
ventrals and vent. Head more depressed and elongate than in X. pentacan-

thus and latifrons, its depth i in width, the latter 8f in length of body

;

snout elongate triangular, nearly equal to long diameter of orbit. Orbits

oval, the vertical f of the longitudinal diameter, the latter 3 in head; a

slightly curved row of 3 to 5 spines on eyeball above pupil. Interorbital

space narrow, concave, without minor ridges, 9 in head. Supraocular

ridges ending in a sharp spine; occipital low, with 2 pairs of spines, of

which the anterior is low and blunt. Temporal moderate, ending in a

sharp suprascapular spine; suborbital ridge moderate, close under orbit,

with 1 spine on suborbital and ending in 1 atedgeof preopercle; below the

latter spine, another, broadly triangular; 3 or 4 well-deA^eloped spineless

plates on lower part of cheek, which enters into ventral surface of head;

nasal spines strong, sharp, far apart; median rostral plate small, movable,

slightly overhanging, preniaxillary (its lateral expansions as free spines)

bearing a single upright spine; lower jaw a little included, maxillary not

reaching orbit. Barbels probably varying much, for they differ markedly
on the 2 sides of the jaw in the single specimen examined. Dorsals well

separated; unal beginning about 1 plate behind the beginning of second

dorsal; pectorals 5| in length of body, their base? -^,j of their leugth, with

13 rays, the 4 lower exserted, separated from the rest by a notch, the 2

upper of these 4 longer than any of the other rays; ventrals of male 2i
in head (in female probably shorter); width of caudal at base 2^ in its

length. Color olivaceous, with traces of darker cross bars ou back, fins

light or somewhat dusky, rays dark ; ventrals pale in both sexes. Descrip-

tion taken from Dr. Gilbert's type. Total length reaches 7 inches. Coast

of California to coast of Oregon, in 47 to 204 fiithoms; a specimen also

taken off Point Reyes in 75 fathoms. (rp£?5, three; anavQa, e.pine.)

Xenochinis triacanihus, Gilbert, Proc.U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 91, coast ofCalifornia, at Alba-

tross Station 2893, in 145 fathoms; Jordan &. Starks, Proc. Gal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 827, pi. 93.

* Diagnosis : Body tapering uniformly from head to caudal, its depth | of width at base
of pectorals, the latter 8i in length; head 5 or a little less. Plates in dorsal series 39;
between oifiput and first tlorsal 7 ; between dorsals 5 ; between ventrals and anal 15 pairs.
Two barl)ils at tii> of each maxillary, 1 pair at edge of the terminal mucous pore on und^
side of iiiaiiil iblc, 1 at edge of next ])ore, and 1 at edge of third pore. Median rostral plate
with a shiuli' upright spine. Nasal spines prominent; 1 pair supraocular and 2 pairs
occipital .spines. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Gill membranes joined to isth-
mus, without free fold. Olivaceous, with traces of darker cross bars ; fins light, the rays
darker.
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775. ODONTOPYXIS, Lockiugtou.

OdontovyxiB, Lockinqton, Troc. U. S. Niit.Miis., 11, 1879, 328 {tris2)inosus).

Body very sleuder, depressed, taperiug uuiformly from head to caudal

;

head 3|- to ii, the width of body 6 to 7, depth 6 to 8 in k-ugth of body. A
deep pit behind occiput with a kmgitudinal ridge iuits bottom; plates in

dorsal series 35 to 40; both dorsal hus present; 4 (3) rays in first, 6 (7) in

second; teeth numerous on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Gill membranes

broadly joined to isthmus, without free fold; a single upright spine on

median rostral plate; supraocular spines small, sharp; 2 pairs of blunt

occipital spines or tubercles, {odovi, tooth; Ttv^ii, has..)

2427. ODONTOPYXIS TRISPIXOSUS,-^^ Lockington.

B. 6; 1 D. 4 (occasionally 3); 2 D. 6 (occasionally 7); A. 5 to 7; P. 14;

V. 3 (1,2); C. 1-11-1 (sometimes 1-10-1); pyloric cajca 5 to 7 (1 or 2 very

small; 3 individuals). Body octagonal, the faces a little concave; spines

small, sharp, present on the dorsolateral and superior lateral series nearly

from head to caudal ; a few very weak ones on inferior lateral ; none on ven-

trolateral series ; aboiit 3 long, sharp spines on each side of base of caudal

on the terminal plates. Two or 3 pairs of plates between last ray of second

dorsal and first median plate, and 1 or 2 pairs between last anal ray and

first median plate ; 18 to 20 quite large, radially striated plates on breast,

6 or 7 of varying size in front of, and several minute spinous ones on base

of pectorals ; 3 or 4 strong plates on median part of gill membranes pos-

teriorly, 1 to 3 on each side in front, 3 or 4 on under side of jaw, so that

the whole of under side of head is well armored; 1 or 2 plates between

ventrals and vent, the latter surrounded by small tubercles. Head some-

what depressed, its depth iV of i**^ width, the latter 7 in length of body

;

orbits nearly circular, the longitudinal diameter about 3| in head; a lew

minute spines on eyeball above pnpil; snout pointed, equal to orbit;

interorbital space concave, narrow, f of longitudinal diameter of eye

;

occipital and temporal ridges weak. A deep transverse pit behind occi-

l)ut, broader in front, its bottom divided longitudinally by the cranial

ridge above the foramen magnum ; suborbital ridge moderate, 1 spine on

preorbital, and a very blunt flat one at posterior edge of opercle; 1 or 2

blunt flat projections below the latter spine; opercle with a ridge and 3

to 7 or 8 minute spines or prickles along its posterior border. Cheek below

sul>orbital ridge entering into ventral surface of head, with 2 or 3 well-

developed plates; several small plates in a longitudinal series behind

orbit, above suborbital and preopercle, the highly movable median

rostral plate with a single upright spine, its lateral expansions free, in

* Diagnosis : Body tapering ixniformlv from head to caudal, depressed, its deptli about f

of its width (at base of pectorals), the' latter 7 in length of body. Head 4J
;
a deep pit

behind occiput, with a longitudinal ridge in its bottom. Plates in the dorsal series 35 to

37; between occiput and ttrst dorsal 6 (occasionally 7) pairs; between dorsals 5 (occasion-

ally 6); between ventrals and anal 12 or 13 pairs; teeth numerous on jaws, vomer, and
palatines. One small barbel at tip of maxillary; gill membranes broadly Joined to

isthmus, without tree told. Median rostral plate with a single upright spine; nasal

spines separated ; supraocular spines small, sharp ; 2 pairs of occipital in the form of low,

blunt tubercles. Color olivaceous, with 6 or 7 darker cross bars.
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form of small spines, slightly overhanging premaxiliaries. Jaws equal,

maxillary reaching front of orbit. Dorsals well separated ; anal beginning

about 1 pair of plates behind front of second dorsal
;
pectorals ?)\ to 5^ in

length of body, the base about .S in their length, with 14 rays, of which
the lower 5 to 7 are exserted, the depth of the notches in the membrane
variable, the 2 or 3 uppermost of these exserted lays nearly as long (some-

times as long) as the longest iipper rays; ventral fins of female about

twice the interorbital space, about f of the ventrals of male; width of

caudal at base 3 in the length. Lateral line 36. Color olivaceous, with 7

or 8 darker cross bars—1 in front of first dorsal, 1 under and extending

into middle of first dorsal, 1 under front, and 1 under hind end of second

dorsal, and 3 or 4 on caudal peduncle; a large bluish-black blotch on

preopercle and opercle ; first dorsal dark, the distal \ white ; second dorsal

with 2 minute indefinite cross bars of darker; caudal dark at base, a

broad dark band near its distal end, and the tip broadly white-edged;

pectorals light, indistinctly cross-barred by series of dark streaks on the

rays ; ventrals pale in both sexes. Length about 3 inches. Coast of Cali-

fornia, from Puget Sound to Santa Barbara; rather common in 11 to 57

fathoms. Here described from specimens taken oft' Point Eeyes, where it

is abundant. One specimen recorded by Lockington (loc. cit.) as having

come from Alaska. (^»ts, three; sjjinosMS, spined.)

Odonioinixis trispinous, LoCKlNGTON, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.. u, 1879, 328, San Francisco,

California (Coll. W. N. Lockington) ; Johdan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 729, 1883; Jordan,

Cat. Fishes N. A., 114, 1885.

776. BOTHRAGONUS, Gill.

Bothragoims, Gill MS., in Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 728, 1883 (swanii).

Head and front of back rhombic as seen from above; body strongly

compressed behind; length of head 3, width of head 2 J, depth <if body

about 4f in standard length. A deej) pit at nape, several processes

extending into it from its posterior edge. Mouth subinferior; posterior

edge of opercle serrated. Both dorsals and anal weak, with short rays

;

anal under second dorsal; first dorsal 3; second dorsal 5 ; anal 3; no spines

anywhere. Teeth on jaws and vomer (state of palatines not mentioned).

Gill membranes broadly united to isthmus. (/^06/joj, a pit; Agonus.)

2428. nOTHRAGONUS SWAJfll (Stehidachner).

B.5; D.III,5; A. 5; P. 12; Y. 3 (1,2); lateral line 32. Head Avidening

rapidly backward from the blunt snout, with 4 broad, low (occipital and

temporal) ridges, between which the surfaces are concave. Body narrow-

ing rapidly from head to beginning of first dorsal, from there to caudal

strongly compressed, A deep transverse oval pit on mid-dorsal surface

between occiput and nape; 3 delicate larger and several smaller proc-

esses extending into it from its posterior edge to about its middle.

Length of head 3, its greatest breadth (over opercles) about 2|; depth of

body under first dorsal about 4|, from the occipital pit to base of ventrals
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a little more than 3 in length of body. Interorbital spare slightly more

than i of head; snout 4; width of mouth about 3i, orl)it about 51 in head.

Snont rounded anteriorly, lougitudiually arched, rising kuob-like before

the flat forehead, and extending a little beyond mouth, the latter broader

at its angles than long, these a little in front of middle of eye. Teeth on

jaws and vomer in several series, very small, conical, blunt at tips;

plates on cheeks raised into tubercles; posteriorly the transversely flat-

tened forehead is separated by a slightly curved, very low ridge from the

occipital region; plates surrounding the occipital pit in part large and

polygonal ; last plate of head, above posterior end of opercle, extending

outward as a broad, low pyramid; small bony plates embedded in skin

on underside of head
;
preopercle spineless ; edge of opercle scalloped and

serrated. First dorsal beginning about middle of body ;
space between

dorsals equaling distance from center of eye to tip of snout; spines of first

dorsal but little shorter than rays of second dorsal ; both dorsals and anal

rounded; caudal about 2 in head, slightly rounded ; base of large pecto-

ral reaching to ventral surface, its longest ray 1| in head; ventrals some

distance behind pectorals, about 2 in the latter; distance between base

of ventrals and front of anal a little more than the head; anal pit some

distance T>ehind base of ventrals. Plates of lateral line flat, those of

remaining series considerably larger and elevated at their centers, forming

4 series of blunt processes or ridges; 14 pairs of plates between ventrals

and anal, 5 between hinder edge of occipital pit and fii^st dorsal (6 from

occiput to first dorsal); 7 between second dorsal and caudal; ventral

surface narrowing rapidly from head to anal and anteriorly convex, pos-

teriorly flat. A blackish-gray cross band surrounds the head, wreath-like,

its outlines indefinite in places, passing transversely across forehead

and from lower edge of orbit completely around edge of mouth; band

under first dorsal passing obliquely forward to near insertion of ventrals

;

the next baud falling between the dorsals, and the third under second

dorsal ; both are vertical
;
pectorals with a narrow dark cross bar at base

and a much broader marbled one occupying nearly the whole distal half

of fin ; ventrals with 3 or 4 bands of dark spots ; on both dorsals and anal

oblique cross bars of dark spots; caudal with numerous cross bars of dark

spots, which increase in intensity of color distally and flow together and

leave isolated spots of lighter; ground color of body light yellowish with

a tinge of brownish. Length of the single specimen 1 inch 11 lines;

found dead on the beach after a storm. (After Steindachner.) The fol-

lowing points may be added from the 4 excellent figures: The ventro-

lateral series lie entirely on ventral surface of body anteriorly and meet

in front of vent; 2 pairs of plates between ventrals and vent; a single

plate between bases of ventrals, 4 plates in pairs in front of theiu on

bieast, and these preceded by 2 single plates; 10 or 12 rather small plates

in about 3 rows in front of base of pectorals; several plates on lower

part of cheek and a longitudinal series of them behind orbit, above

suborbital and preopercle. Puget Sound; known from single speci-

men. This species has been erroneously referred to the genus ////yj.saf/o-

nns, because of its short compressed body and peculiar form of head.
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A very careful comparison of the description and the excellent figures

with Odontopi/xis trispinosus, Lockington, with which Steindachner was

probably uot acquainted, makes it evident that in spite of its aberraut

form, the Hypsagontis swanii is more closely related to it than to any

other known species. There is in reality no point of resemblance to

H. quadricornis except the shortness of the body aud the compressed

condition of its i^osterior part. In all of the following points, some of

which Steindachner mentioned as dift'erences between his species and H.

quadricornis, B. swanii agrees with 0. trispinosus : Both dorsals and anal

small; the distance of the first dorsal from nape and the distance between

dorsals (measured by the number of plates); th(^ deep pit at nape; posi-

tion of A^ent, with 1 or 2 pairs of plates between it aud the base of the

ventrals; 2 or 3 series of small plates between base of pectoral and gill

opening; small plates on gill membranes and lower jaw; the longitudinal

series of small plates behind orbit; the coloration, etc. The only known
specimen was less than 2 inches (50 mm. ) long and was doubtless a young

one. The most marked characters which distinguish B. swanii from

Odontopxjxis are the shortness of the body, the wideuess of the body in

front, aud the compression of the tail ; all are characters which distinguish

the young from the adult in all species of the family in which the young

h^ve been seen and described, except that here these characters seem

exaggerated. (Named for James G. Swan, of Port Townsend, Washing-

ton, a veteran observer and collector.)

Hypsaffonus sivanii, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitriige, v, 144, pi. 4, Sitzb. der Akad. Wiss.,

Lxxiv, July, 1876, Port Townsend. (CoU. James G. Swan. Typeiu Coll. Mus. Vienna.)

Bothragonus swanii, GrLL, in Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 728, 1883 ; Jordan, Cat. Fislies

N. A., 114, 1885.

777. ASPIDOPHOROIDES, Laccpode.

Asindophoroides, Lacepede, Hist. Kat. Poiss., iii, 228, 1802 (tranquebar=monopterygius).

Ganthirhynciis, SwAlNSON, Nat. Hist. Fishes, etc., n, 272, 1839 (monopterygius).

Anoplagonus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., xiii, 1861, 259 (inermis).

Tllcina, Cramer, in Jodhan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 449, 1896 (olnki).

Body and head more or less slender ; head 4 to 6, width .5 to 8 in length

of body ; 8 longitudinal rows of plates, the lateral line in the upper lateral

row ; about 40 plates in the dorsal series. Terminal rostral plate present,

unarmed; mouth terminal; teeth on jaw,s, vomer, and palatines. Supra-

ocular and occipital spines absent; plates of body more or less keeled,

without spines. First dorsal absent; second dorsal and anal small, oppo-

site each other, each with 4 to 7 rays. C4ill membranes united, narrowly

joined to isthmus anteriorly, free behind. (acjTr/j, shield ; dopeoo, to bear

;

sldoi, form.)

TJlcina {ulke, a sculpin, in Danish)

:

a. Body rather robust, the depth about 5 in length, the head 4 in length; plates in lat-

eral line usually less than 40.

b. Lateral line with 40 plates ; nasal spines well developed. olriki, 2429.

bb. Lateral line with 36 to 38 plates; nasal spines very small or obsolete.

GUNTHERI, 2430.
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aa. Body very slender, the depth about 8 in length, the head 5 to 6 ;
plates in lateral line

more than 40.

c. Nasal spines present; no median dorsal ro-w of plates behind occiput.

ASPIDOPHOROIDES

:

d. About 48 (or fewer) plates in dorsal series ; temporal ridge ending pos-
teriorly in a slight elevation. Atlantic coast.

MONOPTERTGItTS, 2431.

dd. 49 or 50 pairs of plates in dorsal series ; temporal ridge not ending pos-

teriorly in a slight ridge. Pacific coast. bartoni, 2432.

Anoplagonus (ai'OTrAos, unarmed; Agomis):

cc. Nasal spines absent ; a median dorsal row of small plates from occiput half-

way to dorsal. ixermis, 2433.

Subgenus ULCINA, Cramer.

2429. ASPIDOPHOROIDES OLRIKI, LiUken.

D. 6 or 7; A. 6 or 7; P. 13 or 14 ; Y. 3 (I, 2) ; C. 10 (Liitken). Form short

and thick compared with. A. monojytcrygius, depressed anteriorly, posteriorly-

narrower and somewhat angular. Nape and fore part of back concave

;

forehead strongly arched antero-posteriorly. Interorbital space concave,

supraorbital ridges high. Ventral surface flat. Greatest breadth, over
opercles, f of length of head, the latter 4i to 4A in total length, its greatest

height, at shoulder, f of length of head. One pair of nasal spines ; a single

barbel at angle of mouth (at tip of maxillary, as in other Aspidoplioroides,)

overlooked in the original description. Pectorals large, about as long as

head; other fins small; all rays simple ; anal under dorsal, about midway
between head and caudal; ventrals inserted a little behind base of pectorals.

Eyes large, their diameter ^ or a little less in length of head, longer than
snout. Mouth small, its angle in line with anterior edge of orbit. Vent
large, lying with its surrounding naked area al)out 2 pairs of plates dis-

tant from base of ventrals. Gill membranes united. Eight longitudinal

rows of plates on body, 6 on tail. In dorsal series 36 to 38, the posterior

12 or 13 on tail, median unpaired; in front of dorsal, 14 to 16 pairs. Supe-

rior lateral (lateral line) series 36 to 38; inferior lateral series 35 to 37; on
breast 12 to 14, paired and unpaired. Two unpaired plates between vent

and ventrals (from ventrals to anal about 12 pairs). Teeth on jaws,

vomer, and palatines. Fin rays, dorsal 6, anal 6, in 3 individuals, 5 in

each fin in the fourth individual (6 or 7 in each fin in the Greenland speci-

mens)
;
pectorals 13 to 15 (in 2 specimens, 14 in 1 fin and 15 in the other)

;

ventrals 3 (I, 2) ; caudal 10 or 11, the eleventh very short. Color more uni-

form dark gray on back than those previously described (a few very
indefinite dark cross bands) ; a large dark patch on preopercle and oper-

cle seems to be quite constant; the dark spots on pectorals and caudal

form cross bands when the fins are folded ; tips of dorsal, anal, and ven-

tral fins in general white, but the white patch is wanting in 1 specimen,

which is paler than the others, has a smaller head and shorter ventrals.

This is undoubtedly a female ; the others males. Holm's notes on the color

of the newly caught specimens say, ''Sides of back greenish, with brown
markings, otherwise whitish." Arctic Ocean; known from west coast of

Greenland, Davis Strait, at 32 fathoms ; our specimens from Godhavn, Kara
3030 54
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Sea, at 55 fathoms ; Barents Bay, Nova Zeinbla. (Eu.) The Dutch expedi-

tion took 15 specimens of this form in Barents Bay and probably confused

it with A. monopliriig'nis. Their hmgth Avas 40 to 75 nnn. Later, on tlie

Fylla expedition, Holm took 9 specimens in Davis Strait on the Avhitefish

banks north of Holsteuborg at a depth of 32 fathoms. Their length varied

from 62 to 86 mm. The dark color bands in these are more or less distinct,

at least among the smaller specimens. The ventrals varied a little in

length, those with the short ventrals apparently in a decided minority.

The small barbels were present in all of them. Rays of dorsal and anal

fins: D. 6; A. 6 (3 specimens) ; D. 6; A. 7 (1 sjiccimenj ; D.5; A. 6(1 exam-

ple); D. 6; A. 5 (1 example); D. 7; A. 6 (3 examples). That the white

patch on the dorsal (and anal and ventral) is invariably present on the

individuals with longer ventrals is undeniable. The assumption that

it is a sexual distinction of the male thus gains probability; this was

demonstrated in the specimens that were opened. Total length 63 to 69

mm. (4 individuals). (Liitken.)

Aspido2}horoides oiriH, Lutken, Forelob. Meddel. om Nord.Ulkeflske; Vidensk. Meddel.

Naturhist.Foren. Kjob.386 (with 3 figures), 1876, Greenland; Jordan, Cat. Fishes N.

A., 113,1885; LiJTKEN,* Kara-Havets Fishe, 6, pi. 15, figs. 1-3, 1886; specimena from

Kara Sea.

2430. ASPIDOPHOROIDES GUXTHERI, Bean.

D. 7; A. 7; V. I, 2; C. 10; P. 12. Body short, anteriorly very wide, some-

what depressed. Height of body 6, and its width 5 in its length; head

4J, its depth not more than -V of its width, the latter nearly 5 in length of

body; triangular, very short, wide posteriorly. A small barbel at tip of

each maxillary ; teeth in jaws, vomer, and palatines; nasal spines almost

invisible. Along sides of head iuferiorly 4 large mucous pores in oblong

depressions, the largest of which is nearly as long as snout. Eye 3 in

head, considerably more than width of interorbital space. Maxillary

not reaching beyond anterior border of orbit; mandible barely included
;

snout equaling interorbital space, the latter deeply concave. Greatest

width of head nearly 5 in length of body, and 2 from beginning of dorsal

to l>ase of caudal. Gill membranes narrowly attached to isthmus ante-

riorly, free posteriorly; gill opening wide. A deep groove along anterior

third of back. Pectorals 2i times as long as veiitrals and 4 in length of

* The following is the substance of Dr. Liitken's original account from specimens from
Greenland : Body short, thick, total length 72 to 75 nun. : head 4A in total lengtli (inchid-

ing caudal fin) ; Viiltli ot Ixuly (:it l):!,*!*- (4' iircKunls) a little Tiiore than 5 in total length;

angles of body not (ii^tim tl\ si ii-;itiil iiilcidrliital siiacc and hack concave; nasal spines

2; diameter of orbit :! in ht'ad, nearly iwi.c the vridtli of interorbital space or length of

snout; plates in dorsal t^eriew X< lo :il; in front of dorsal tin Utol7; superior lateral series

39; inferior lateral 37 ; ventrohiteral 36; in front of anal 12 or 13. First dorsal fin absent;

teeth present on vomer and palatines; only 8 longitudinal series of plates, the lateral line

on the superior lateral series; the ventrolateral series not forming th^ inferior angles of

the body, but confined to the ventral surface and meeting in a single plate between ven-

trals .and vent.
, ^ , ,

The above diagnosis, made in 1875 from the Greenland .specimens taken from the stomachs
of flounders, was not accompanied by a detailed description. The description was made
ten years later from specimens taken in the Kara Sea. The figures of the individuals

from Kara Sea differ from the figures of specimens from Greenland in several respects.

On the former the anterior part of the back just behind the nape is more elevated ; the

rostral spines are directed much more backward and seem mncli less prominent ; and there

is 1 less median plate on breast (this last difl'erence an individual one in other species).

The gill membranes are probably free, at least behind.
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body; ventrals as long as head without postorbital part; vent nearer
tips than bases of ventrals; beginning- of dorsal nearly midway of total
length ; anal under dorsal but a little shorter ; length of caudal 5+ or 6
in length of body; second dorsal ray longest, equal to postorbital part
of head; longest anal ray less than I of head. Lateral line 40. Plates on
breast about 14. Color dusky above, whitish below; a dark stripe on
snout, continued on opercle; a few indistinct dark blotches on side of
head; axillary region dusky; pectoral with 3 or 4 imperfect crossbars;
body with 3 indistinct dusky cross bars, the middle one extending on
middle of dorsal tin; tail with 2 dusky bars, 1 anteriorly, the other termi-
nal, with a dirty yellowish area between them; ventrals and anal pale.
Probably a young individual. Longest known individual, which served
as the type, was 70 mm. (about 2* inches). (Beau.) Coasts of northern
Alaska. (Named for Dr. Albert Giinther, keeper of the British Museum of

Natural History.)

Aspidophoroides giintheri* Bean, Proc. U.S.Nat. Mus. 1885,74, northern Alaska (Type,
No. 37032. Coll. Lieut. G. M. Stoney) ; Jobdan, Cat. Pishes N. A., 113, 1885.

2431. ASPIDOPHOROIDES MOXOPTERYGIUS t (Bloch)

(Sea Poacher.)

Br. 6; D.5 or 6; A. 5 or 6; P.9; V. 3 (I, 2); C. 10 or 11; Pyloric cajca

4 or 5 (2 individuals). Width of body at base of pectorals 8 in length;
dorsal face concave from occiput to dorsal; ventrolateral ridges fairly

prominent, but these series lie entirely on ventral side of body anteriorly

and converge to a single plate l)etweeu ventrals and veut. The ridge
of the iuferior lateral series, instead of disappearing anteriorly, is lower
down than usual, becomes jirominent anteriorly and runs to lower end
of base of pectorals, thus forming the inferior angle of body, which is

markedly 4-hedral in front. Plates in dorsal series 46 to 48; between
ventrals and anal 16 or 17 pairs; between last ray of dorsal and first me-
dian plate 1 to 3 pairs ; 2 or 3 pairs between last anal ray and first median
plate. A small plate between ventrals, a larger one between ventrals and
vent; a variable number (3 to 8) of small plates l)ehind and beside vent;
plates of breast radially striate, the two median ones larger than the rest;

a few small plates on hinder median part of gill membranes, and on narrow
under side of mandible ; 2 large plates with raised centers in front of and

* This .species agrees with the measurements of A. olriki, Liitken, and with the colora-
tion as far as it is possible to j udge ; it differs from A . olriki only in these recorded charac ters

:

The nasal spines are very small, the longest anal ray is shorter than in the ligures of
A. olriki, and tlie pectoral rays number 12, while they range from 13 to 15 in A. olriki.
But in none of these respects dots it ditt'er more from L'iitken's descriptions and figures of
A. olriki from Greenland and from Kara Sea, in some respects apparently less, than these
differ from each other. Each of the localities is abont | of the earth's circumference from
the other, and A. guntheri may be only a variety of olriki, whicli would then be a circiim-
polar species; if this view sliould ultimately prove untenable, Liitken's Kara Sea speci-
mens will have nearly as good a claim to specific distinction as the typeof ^.^«n</ierihas.

t Diagnosis: Body very slender, depressed in front, nearly 4-hedral anteriorly; depth f
of width, the latter 8 in length ; caudal peduncle very long, 'C-hedral subterete; head long,
tapering forward, 5f to 6 in length of body

;
plates in dorsal series about 48 ; between occi-

put and dorsal fin 19 to 21 ; from ventrals to anal 16 or 17 pairs ; first dorsal absent ; bar-
bels none; gill membranes free; median rostral plate small, unarmed. Nasal spines very
strong, diverging; no other spj-nea on head or hody. Color, brownish, obscurely banded
with dark.
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4 to 8 small spineless plates in 1 or 2 series on base of pectoral. Head long,

tapering, 5| to 6 in leugtli of body; orbits very large, nearly circular, the

longitudinal diameter longer than snout, 3i in head; interorbital space

wide, less than orbit, deeply concave; supraocular ridges high, bulging;

occipital ridges evident; temporal ridges low, terminating in an upwardly

directed blunt elevation; suborbital ridge close under orbit, low, spine-

less, 2 or 3 plates below it on the nearly vertical cheek; median rostral

plate small, immovable or slightly movable, spineless, overhanging pre-

masillary ; mouth small, terminal, lower jaw a little included; maxillary

reaching front of orbit, almost entirely covered by preorbital. Dorsal and

anal fin small, the latter under the former; caudal 3 times as long as wide

at base; pectorals 6 or less in body, their base about 5 in their length;

ventrals of female \ those of male, the latter 3 of pectorals. Lateral line

50. Color brownish, pale below, with indefinite cross bands of darker, 2

in front of, and 1 under dorsal, and 2 or 3 on caudal peduncle; rays of

dorsal and upper rays of pectoral brownish, interrupted by lighter, giving

an indefinite cross-banded ajipearance; caudal dark, ventrals in both

sexes and anal pale. Total length 6 inches. Greenland to Cape Cod;

common in rather deep water. This description based on specimens from

Massachusetts Bay. {i.i6voc, single, TtrEpvyiov, fin.)

Cottus monopterygius, Bloch, Iclithyologia, li, 156, pi. 178, flgs. 1, 2, 17«6, Tranquebar; an

error.

Cottus indicus, Bonnatebbe, Tableau Encycl. Meth., 68, pi. 87, fig. 367, 1788, India; after

Bloch.

Agpidophoroides tranquebar, Lacepede, Hist. Kat. Poiss., ni, 228, 1802 Tranquebar; after

Bloch.

Aspidophoroides grcenlandicus, Valenciennes, in Cua'IER, R6giie Anim., Ed.ii, Vol. 2, pi.

21, fig. 3, 1829, Greenland. •

Aspidojihoroides monopterygius, CuviEE & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., vi, 554,

pi. 169, 1830; Storer, Fishes of Mass., 22, pi. 1, fig. 1, 1807; De K.w, New York

Fauna: Fishes, 62, pi. 3, fig. 5, 1842; GOnther, Cat., ii, 216, I860; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 724, 1883.

Canthirhyncus monopterygius, Swainson, Nat. Hist, of Fishes, etc., ii, 272, 1839.

2432. ASPIDOPHOROIDES BARTOM, Gilbert.

Very close to Anpldophorohlcs vionoplerygiKS. From this species it differs

in the much lower ridges on body, which are slightly rounded rather than

sharply carinate, and leave the intervening faces shallowly concave,

instead of deeply so. The plates of the lower lateral ridge do not in the

young bear backwardly directed spinous points as they do in A. monop-

terygius. The keel in front of the ventral fin, prominent in A. monopierngms,

is here nearly or quite obsolete. The same is true of the keel below the

eye, and the occipital ridge. The plates in front of the pectorals also

protrude less, and in general the angles and iirouuncnces are less marked.

The space between the dorsal ridges is less, its greatest width being i

length of head liehind middle of eye in adults, and behind posterior

margin of eye in young. In A. monopterygius the same width equals \

head behind front of eye in adults, behind middle of eye in young. These

scarcely admit of quantitative statements, but are sufflciehtly evident

on comparing specimens from the Atlantic and the Pacific. Vertebrae
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11+ 39= 50. Genei'al proportions, fin rays and color are the same in the 2

species. Alentian Islands; taken very abnndantly both north, and sonth

of the Aleutian Islands and in Bristol Bay, at depths of 17 to 121 fathoms.

(Gilbert.) Also fonud aliout the Pribilof Islands. (Named for Mr. Bar-

ton A. Bean.)

Aspidophoroides bartoni, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fisli. Coium. 1893 (1896), 434, Aleutian

Islands ; Bristol Bay, Alaska. (Coll. Albatross.)

Subgenus ANOPLAGONUS, Gill.

2433. ASPIDOPHOROIUES INERMIS,* Giinther.

B. (5 ; ID. absent ; 2 D. 5 or 6 ; A. 4 or 5 ; P. 10 ; V. 3 (I, 2) ; C. 11 ; verte-

br£B 11+ 32= 43. Pyloric cjeca 4 (1 individual). Only 8 longitudinal

rows of plates, the lateral line in the upper lateral row. No spines any-

where on body; no ridges on the superior and inferior lateral series;

plates of the dorso- and ventrolateral series bent upon themselves at

right angles, forming the 4 prominent angles of the body ; the ventro-

lateral series do not therefore lie entirely on underside of body, as in A.

monoptery(jius, nor do they converge between ventrals and vent, but pass

forward to lower end of base of pectorals ; three pairs of plates between

last dorsal ray and first median plate, and 2 to 4 pairs between last anal

ray and first median plate; a median dorsal series of hexagonal plates

about as large as those of the lateral series, on widest part of back,

from occiput to about halfway to dorsal; these plates alternating, but

not regularly, with still smaller ones; an inconstant number of small

plates behind and around vent; 2 or 3 pairs l)etween ventrals and veut,

and a single small one between the bases of ventrals. Gill membrane

mbdially on its posterior pait and laterally on its anterior part and narrow

under surface of mandible between the rami strongly plated ; two or 3

large plates in front of and 7 to 10 small ones in 2 series on base of pec-

toral. Head depressed, its depth f of its greatest width; orbit small,

circular, loss than snout, 4^ in head; interorbital space narrow, 1? of

orbit, moderately concave; supraocular, occipital, temporal, and suborbi-

tal ridges very low; 4 or 5 plates on lower part of cheek; median rostral

plate small, vertical, movable, unarmed ; mouth small, the lower jaw
slightly projecting, maxillary scarcely reaching front of orbit, entirely

covered by preorbital ; teeth in bands on jaws, vomer, and palatines. Dor-

sal and anal fins small, the latter under the former, with usually 5 rays;

caudal rounded, its width at base 2i in its length
;
pectorals 7 in length

of body, their base 2i to 3 in their length, nearly truncate, with 10 rays,

the 3 lowermost a little exserted. Ventrals of female nearly twice as long

as orbit, fto f as long as those of male, the latter less than 2 in pectorals.

Lateral line 41. Color dark (nearly black) grayish or brownish and lighter

* Diagnosis: Body slender, much depressed anteriorly, 4-hedral, the dorsal face con-

cave, the ventral Hat. the lateral convex; caudal peduncle 6-hedral, subterete; depth of

body % in width, the latter 8 in length ; head long, tapering, 5i in length of body; plates

in dorsal series 42; from occiput to dorsal 19 to 21 : from ventrals to anal 17 pairs; a median
dorsal row of small plates from occiput to opposite tip of pectorals; tirst dorsal absent;
barbels none; gill membranes narrowly .joined to isthmus with moderate free fold behind;
median ro.stral plate small, unarmed; iiasal and all other spines ab.sent from head. Color
brownish black, with several alternating cross baxs of darker and lighter. Pectorals

with black patch at base and 1 near tip.
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gray, dusky below ; a black baud from mouth across orbit to pectoral and

alongside of body, much iuterrupted; dark markings deepest on sides

of body; a dark cross band halfway between occiput and dorsal, 1 in front

of dorsal, 1 under posterior half of dorsal (running up on latter), and about

2 on caudal peduncle; posterior half of dorsal dark, marbled; a marbled

patch at base of pectorals, another on their distal third; ventrals pale in

both sexes; anal Avith dark patches on or behind the rays, darker posteri-

orly; caudal black at its base and on its distal half, the 2 patches con-

nected by a black baud along middle of fin, leaving 2 light patches on the

dorsal and ventral thirds of the proximal half of the fin ; the bands of

color very much as in A. monopterygius, but better defined. Length 4

inches. Coast of Alaska, south to Vancouver Island; not abundant;

recorded from Vancouver Island (Giinther) ; eastern Aleutian Islands, 34

to 59 fathoms, and Bristol Bay. (Gilbert.) Here described from speci-

mens from the Aleutian Islands and Bristol Baj^. (inermis, unarmed.)

Aspidophoroides inermis, Gunthee, Cat., ii, 524, 1860, Vancouver Island ; LiJTKEN, Forelob.

Mecld. om Nord. TJlkefiske ; Vidensk. Meddel. Naturhist. Foren.Kjob., 385, 1876; Jor-

dan & Gilbert, Sj'nopsis, 725, 1883; Jordan, Cat. Fishes N. A., 113, 1885.

Anoplagonus inermis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., xiii, 1861, 167.

Family CLXXXII. GYCLOPTERIDiE.*

(The Lump Suckers.)

Body short and thick, more or less elevated, covered with a thick skin,

which is smooth, tubercular, or spinous ; head .short and thick ; suborbital

*Dr. Gill jlmsdffini'sllu'siiiirrrainily Ciich'iiteniidca , including the C^(/cZt)p<erirfoB and the
Liparlili'!" . tli, -ioii|i li. iim (M|ui\ aln'if lo tli:it niilcd by other writers ''Discoboli" :

"Aciiitlu'i'i' i-i'ii'^ " "I' "" 111'"' iiilViinrliital lioiir developed as a stay obliquely cross-

ing tluMhccl; and ciiiiiirciinL; with the preoiirrcnluiu, tlio niyodonie suppressed, the post
temporal bifurcate and normally connected with the cranium, the actinosts enlarged and
mostly connected with the inner ridge of the proscapula, the hypercoracoid being dis-

lodged upward and the hypercoracoid downward on a row with the 4 actinosts; ribs ses-

sile on the vertebral centra or haemapophyses
;
pharyngials reduced to the large

epipharyngeal (homologous with the third of typical Acanthoptergians), and ventrals
modified to form a suctorial disk supported by 6 immovable rays on each side converted
into osseous tissue and without articulations; typically suppressed. They appear to

have the branchial apparatus constructed on the same plan as in the CuttnUlea: 2 or 3

basibranchials ossified; hypobranchials of 3 pairs in line with the corresiioimiiiLi ( i lato-

branchials of fourth arch suppressed; ceratobranchials of all and epibrandiials (df all or

3) arches well developed; pharyuiiobraTichials reduced to 1 pair of compressed e]iipliaryn-

geals; hvpopharvn<;eals divergent ami rather compressed. There are 3* gills, that is

double b'ranchia'. on all the anhes exre])! thi' Inurth, which has a single row of filaments.

There is no fissure behind fho fourth aieh,- (( iill.)

Mr. Garman (Monograph of the Discoboli, 181)2, 19) has the following remarks on the

Cyclopteridce:
"Anteriorly the form of the lump fishes is stout, thick, and deep; behind the body

cavity, which occ\ipies the greater portion of the length, it rather abruptly becomes
weak and slender. The head is short and broad, sub(iuadrangular in transsection ; the
snout is short and blunt; the mouth is of moderate width, anterior, and opens slightly

upward; the teeth are small, subconical, and arranged in a band or cord; the eyes are of

medium size and have a lateral outlook. All of the members of the family have pseudo-
branchife, 3§ gills, branchiostegal rays, small gill openings, numerous pyloric ca^'ca,

and an elongate intestine. In their lower portions the broad, rounded pectorals extend
forward under the throat, along the sides of the disk. The vertical fins are not of large

extent; the caudal and the 2 dorsals are quite separate. The disk is comparatively large.

Early in life the skin is teiiihr and naked; later it grows tough and is covered with
roughened or spine-beaiiiig osst .his tubercles. Semicartilaginous describes the skeleton
with tolerable accur;ii\ t he siuull ;nnouut of bony matter lies in thin plates, often form-
ing cells and chambers similar to those to be noticed in the bones of Lophius. The third
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stay present, thin ;ind flattish; mouth small, terminal; jaws with bands

of slender, simple teeth; no teeth on vomer or palatines; gill openings

narrow, restricted to the sides, the membranes being broadly joined to the

isthmus and shoulder girdle ; brauchiostegals 6 ;
gills 3^; pseudobranchiaj

present; dorsal fins 2, the anterior part of flexible spines, which, in the

adult, are sometimes hidden hy a fleshy hump, in 1 subfamily entirely

wanting ; soft dorsal usually opposite the anal and similar to it ; caudal

flu rounded, free from the dorsal and anal ; ventrals thoracic, rudimentary,

forming the bony center of a sucking disk
;
pectorals short, placed low,

their bases broad and procurrent; pyloric cajca numerous; intestine elon-

gate; vertebrai 12+ 16, the skeleton feebly ossified. Genera 7; species 8;

inhabiting the northern seas of both hemispheres. By means of the ad-

hesive ventral disk these fishes are enabled to attach themselves very

firmly to rocks or other objects. They feed on Crustacea, worms, small

fishes, and plants. The young of Cyclopterus bear a close resemblance to

Liparis, an evidence of the common origin of the 2 groups, which is borne

out by the anatomj . (Discoboli; group Cydoptcrina, Gunthek, Cat., iii,

154 to 158.)

CyCLOPTERIN^ :

I. Spinous dorsal present, sometimes concealed in adult.

a. Barbels none; disk anterior, below the bead.

b. Skin armed with largo tubercles.

c. Larger tubercles on body in rows well separated ; spinous dorsal tin obsolete

with age. Cyclopterus, 778.

cc. Larger tubercles not in rows, crowded closely together ; spinous dorsal lin

usually not disappearing with age. Eumicroteemus, 779.

hb. Skin naked or with scattered, slender spines; no lateral line.

Lethotremus, 780.

aa. Barbels present about the mouth; disk below the abdomen; tubercles on sides

minute. CYCLOPTEROmES, 781.

Liparopsin^: *

II. Spinous dorsal wholly wanting.

e. Dorsal short, opposite anal, of 9 or 10 rays; skin wholly smooth, without bony
tubercles. Cyclopterichthys, 782.

ee. Dorsal long, beginning near middle of back; skin with bony tubercles.

LiPAEOPS, 783.

suborbital is thin and broadens as it extends back to the preopercle. The interopercle is

more blade-like than in the Liparididce. On 1 genus the pores around the mouth are
tabular and form barbels. In this important paper are valuable notes on the osteology
and embryology of the CijcUpteridce and Liparididce.

* The Liparopsinoe, regarded as a separate family (Liparopsidce) is thus defined by
Mr. Garmau:
"The deterioration of the first or spinous dorsal seen in the Lnmpfish, has apparently

proceeded so far in the Liparopsidce as to cause the disappearance of that fin. Plach of
the 2 genera in the family has but a single dorsal, the i)08terior. In one genus the flu is

short and situated near the caudal, in the other the fin begins near the middle of the
back and extends nearly to the origin of the caudal. The genera are further distin-
guished by dorsal tubercles in one case, and by a naked skin in tlio other. The shape is

somewhat like that of the Diodons, bulky, thick, broad, and longer forward, in the sec-
tion containing the visceral cavity, and short and greatly reduced in size behind it. The
head is short, oroad, and thick, the snout short and blunt, the mouth terminal, the teeth
subconical, the eyes lateral, the branchiostegal rays 6 in number, the gill openings
narrow, the gills 3J, the pseudobranchise small, all, with disk, pectorals, and caudal, as m
the Cycloptendce. Until recently this family has been knowu only from the North
Pacific. A short time ago a second species of Cyclopterichthys was named by Vaillant
from a sketch of a fish taken in the Straits of Magellan, which would extend the distri-
bution to the Antarctic regions." {Liparopsidce, Garman, Discoboli, 40, 1892.)
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778. CYCLOPTERUS (Artedi) Linuseus.

(LUMPFISIIES.)

Lumpus, Gesner, Hist. Anim., iv, 1284, 1588 (nonbinomial).

Cyclopterus, Artedi, Genera Pise, 62,1738 (nonbiiiouiial).

Cyclopterus, LiNN^ns, Syst. Nat., Ed. xi, 260, 1788 (lunipus).

'

Lumpus, McMuRTEiE, in Cuvier, Anim. Kingd., 1831 (vulgaris).

Body more or less compressed toward the back, somewhat triangular in

a transverse section at the first dorsal, covered with conical, rough, bony

tubercles ; head short, thick, subquadrangular in a cross section ; snout

blunt, rounded; mouth anterior, opening slightly upward; teeth simple,

small, arranged in a band; eye moderate, lateral; dorsals 2; caudal dis-

tinct; disk moderately large, anterior below the head; no barbels about

the mouth; first dorsal fin in the adult completely hidden by the skin,

the larger tubercles of the flauks, thongh in regular series, having a scat-

tered appearance. One species, reaching a considerable size, in the north

Atlantic. {xvHXoi, circle; Ttrepov, fin.)

2434. CYCLOPTERUS LUMPUS, Linnteus.

(LuMPFisH; Cock and Hen Paddle ; Lump Sucker.)

Head 5 in entire length ; depth 2 ; D. YI * to VIII, 11 ; A. 9 or 10 ; ventral

6; pectoral 20; caudal 12 to 14 ; brauchiostegals 6 ; vertebra? 11 -f 18= 29.

Body massive, compressed, subtriaugular in transverse section through

the middle, belly flattened, the portion behind the abdominal chamber

much compressed, and less than i the length of the body proper.

Head short, subquadrangular in transverse section, forehead broad,

flattened; nape high; snout short, broad, blunt; mouth wide, anterior,

opening with a slight upward direction, extending backward almost to

a vertical from the front margin of the eye. Eyes lateral, near the top

of the head, as long as the snout, i as long as the head and i as wide as

the interorbital space. Forehead broad, depressed, convex. Nostrils

small, the hinder smaller, near the eyes on interorbital space, the anterior

farther forward, halfway to the mouth, with a short tube. Gill opening

moderately wide, its lower third in front of the l>ase of the pectoral. Fins

with rounded margins, rough, with small tubercles. First dorsal distinct

on very young individuals, variable in shape, thick and fleshy, with weak

rays in older stages; second dorsal distinct, broad, rounded; caudal

broad, subtruncate or roimded posteriorly; anal moderate, opposite the

second dorsal, which it resembles in shape; pectorals broad, rounded,

fringed, not indented at the sides of the disk. Disk little longer than

wide, about the width of the head, or nearly f of the length of the latter.

Skin thickly sown with small, irregular subconical tubercles, the sides of

which are roughened with small, conical protuberances. On older indi-

viduals, larger, longitudinally compressed tubercles form a vertical series

from the nape over the first dorsal ; a series of 3 others stands at each side

*Tlie following formula is given for British specimens: Dorsal IV to VII, 10 or 11;

anal 9 or 10; pectoral 20 or 21 , ventral 6; caudal 10 or 11.
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of the space between the dorsals ; a row of larger ones extenils from the

supraorbital region along the flank to the upper part of the tail; a series,

starting a little above the pectoral, passes to the lower portion of the

tail ; and a third lateral series reaches along each line of the lower surface

from the side of the disk to the anal. The fleshy ridge enveloping the

first dorsal is subject to considerable variation; it usually continues for-

ward on the nape and becomes indefinite at the occiput. In alcohol the

colors are brownish or olive to grayish, the tubercles darker. In life the

tints vary from yellowish or greenish in the young to more or less brilliant

red in the males, or bluish to dark brown in females; spots, blotches,

cloudings, or other markings are not infrequent. The young often take

the color of their surroundings.

Mr. Dresel gives the following notes on a small example of this species,

31 mm. long, from Davis Straits

:

The spinous dorsal is comparatively high, and is not enveloped in thick skin as in the

adults. The abdominal tubercles are the most developed. The gill opening is as long as

the base of the anal tin, which is as long as the disk. D. IV, 10 ; A. 10. Only 1 specimen,

badly mutilated by the [Eskimo dogs, was seen at Godhavn. The color was bright olive

green, with the belly white. These fish are seldom caught in this harbor after May, dur-

ing which month they are very abundant.

North Atlantic, on rocky shores of both coasts; south to Cape Cod and

France; generally abundant, reaching a length of 20 inches or more, but

usually much smaller ; they are rarely used as food. According to Garman,

the Lumpfish spawns near shore in March or April, after which the female

retires to deep water, leaving the male to watch the eggs, which hatch

among seaweed and eelgrass. (En.) (lumpiis. from the English lump, the

fish having been called Lumpiis angloruvi by Gesner.)

Cyclopterus lumims, Linn.scs, Syst. Nat., Ed. XI, 1. 260, 1788, Baltic and North Sea
;
GIJN-

THEE, Cat., ni, 155, 1861 ; Dresel, Proc. U. S. Ilat. Mus. 1884,250; Jordan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 747, 1883 ; G.A.RMAN, Discoboli, 21, 1892, and of authors generaUy.

Cyclopterus minutui, Pallas, SpicUegia, Zool., vii, 12, 1769, Atlantic Ocean.

Cyclopterus pavonimts, Shaw, Nat. Misc., ix, pi. 310, 1797.

Cyclopterus pyramidatiis, Shaw, Gen'l Zool., v, 390, 1804.

Gobius minutus, MiJLLEH, Zool. Dan., iv, 38, 1808, Denmark.

Cyclopterus coeruleus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. N.T., i, 1815, 480, New York

Harbor.

Cyclopterus coronatus, ConCH, 'Sat. Hist. Cornwall, 47, 1823, Cornwall.

Lumpus vtdgans, McMuRTRiE, in CuviER, A.nim. Kingdom, 1831 ;
after Linn;eU8.

Lumpus anglorum, De Kay, N. T. Fauna : Fishes, iv, 305, 1842 ; after Linn.eus.

779. EUMICROTREMUS, Gill.

Eumicrotremtis, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 190 {spinosus).

Body and head covered with spines and tubercles, not arranged in regu-

lar rows ; first dorsal not hidden so early in life as in Cijclopteriis. Eyes

and disk larger than in Cycloptenis, the gill openings rather .smaller.

Dorsal rays VI or VII, 10 or 11. Size small. Northern seas. (eJ, very;

l.iiHp6<;, small; rpf]i.ia, aperture.)

a. Body rather elongate, the depth 2i in length : tubercles large. SPINOSUS, 2435.

aa. Body short and deep, the depth h length; tubercles smaller. orbis, 2436.
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2435. EUMICROTREMUS. SPIIVOSUS (Muller).

Head 2|; depth If, D. VI, 11; A. 10; P. 21; brauchiostegals 6. Body
exceediugly robust, abruptly compressed iiosteriorly ; the length of the

head less thau its height ; crown convex, orbit large, less than ^r of the

length of the head. Mouth moderate, reaching a vertical from the foward
margin of the orbit. Teeth small, simple, subconical, in a narrow baud.

On younger examples the anterior dorsal is quite distinct, and does not form

a continuous arch Avith the outline of the back in front of it, as in the Lump,
but aged specimens approach the latter more nearly in these respects.

Between the 2 dorsals the space is less than base of first. Caudal subtrun-

cate on its posterior margin, the angles rounded off; all the fins with

rounded margins. Each of the conical tubercles with which the skin is

covered is rough, with small projections on its sides and base; some of the

tubercles in diameter of base measuring nearly or quite as much as width
of orbit; the largest appearing in a group of 8 or 9 on the middle of the

flank, and in several series from the crown to the base of the second dorsal

;

one of the large ones standing at each side of the space between the dorsals

;

a couple of moderate-sized ones seen in front of the shoulder, those on the

entire caudal region smaller, as also those below the head and body. A
young example, about \\ inches in length, has a similar outline in trans-

verse section as wide as high, is abruptly compressed behind the abdomen,
and shows the first dorsal as free and distinct as the second; back some-

what arched under the base of the anterior; interorbital space slightly

concave, \ wider than the orbit, and \ narrower than the disk; disk

nearly \ wider than the orbit. Entire body covered with irregular-

sized spiny tubercles; on the sides of each tubercle the small spines

slender and bristle-like, and their development comparatively greater

than that obtaining among them on older examples. Later in life it is the

central portion or cone of the tubercle that develops, while the lateral

outgrowths remain small. On the young individuals the larger scales

occupy the spaces behind the pectorals, above the opercles, and at the

sides of the first dorsals. Dr. Giinther, 1880, figures some young specimens

an inch in length, some with tubercles, others without them, and shows
the fins to be angular early in life. The color is olivaceous to brownish,

very likely reddish in life, clouded with darker. From the material before

us, this species appears to l)e less compressed than either CiicJoptcrus lumjDis

or Eumicroircvms orhis. In a transverse section, in front of the first dor-

sal, it is nearly round, whereas in either of the others such a section is

considerably higher than wide. Compared with them in regard to length,

it may be described as elongate. How much of this difference in form is to

be credited to individual variation we can not at present determine. Bear-

ing in mind the variations seen in a lot of specimens of C. lumpns, it does

not seem at all impossible that E. s2)i)iosus and JE. orhis may have to be

united, as has been suggested by several authors, but unless other speci-

mens show closer approaches than these, they are certainly better kept

separate. (Garman.)

Mr. Dresel gives the following notes on a specimen, 90 mm. long, from

the stomach of a halibut in Davis Straits

;
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D. YII, 11; A. ca. 10. The bead anil body suborbicular; the body posteriorly is

abruptly compressed. The mouth is moderate, the jaws with narrow bands of villiform

teeth. The maxilla reaches to below the anterior margin of the eye, its length being

contained 2J times in that of the head. The gill opening is small, aa long as the diameter

of the eye, which is contained 3 times in the length of the head. The disk is about as

long as it is broad, | of the length of the head. The iuterorbital width is greater than \

the length of the head, and not quite twice the diameter of the eye. Length of head

contained 3 times, greatest height of body 2 times, in total length. The body is covered

with conical plates of various sizes, those of the pectoral region being the largest, about

as large as the eye. The plates are studded with small tubercles, and the larger ones

have the centers elevated and pointed. Color in spirits, light brown, with traces of

punctulations on the skin between the plates.

Nortli Atlantic and Arctic oceans, sonth to Maine and Denmark; the

specimens above described (by Mr. Garman) from Eastport, Maine. (Eu.)

(spinosus, spinous.)

Ctjclopterus spinosus, Muller, Prodr. Zool. Dan., ix, 1777, Denmark ; Fabricius, Fauna

Gra?nlaudica, 134, 1780; GOntheb, Cat., ni, 157, 1861; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis,

746, 1883.

Fyanncrotremus spinosus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1873, 190; Deesel, Proc. U. S.

Kat. Mus. 1884, 249 ; Gabman, Discoboli, 34, 1892.

Lumpus spinosus, Stoeee, Synopsis, 482, 1846.

2436. EUMICROTREMUS ORBIS (Giinther).

Head 2i; depth U. D. VII, 9; A. 10; caudal 10; branchiostegals 6.

Body compressed, thick, short, and high; head short, higher than wide,

flattened ; supraorbital angles prominent. In the specimen described, badly

shrunken by drying, the height of the head is contained in the distance

from the snout to the base of the caudal nearly twice. Eye large, about

3i times in the length of the head. Teeth numerous, small, subconical,

in pavement, 4 or 5 series. Anterior dorsal much as in a specimen of

C. Junqnis of 3 inches in length, the sides of the fin covered with spines

of moderate size, the spinous rays 7 in number. The upper outline of

this fin is much like that of the Lump, in being arched backward, or

crescentic. The 10 rays of the second dorsal are very distinct; the

mem])ranes are not so tuberculate as those of the first. Entire body and

head covered with spiny conical tubercles, the largest in a group of 7 or 8

on the flank 1)ehind the pectorals, another on the forehead, and those on

the supraocular ridge. A single large one stands at each side of the

space between the dorsals. Those on the flanks are in contact, and on an

example U inches in length there are several that exceed i inch in diame-

ter. The sides of the tubercles are roughened by multitudes of fine sharp

spines. Under chin and throat the tubercles are smaller, close together,

and very numerous. The origin of the first dorsal is above and a little in

front of the gill opening. The latter is above the base of the pectoral,

behind the eye; its width is hardly as great as that of the orbit. Profes-

sor Collett gives a good figure of C. spinosus; to compare the specimen

from which these notes are taken with it, the Pacific representative is

higher and more arched in front of and over the first dorsal, the depth of

the body is greater in proportion to the length, and the spines above the

lateral line, from the space between the dorsals to the back of the skull,

are a great deal smaller. These differences are such as may obtain on
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individuals, it is true, but until direct comparisons of series from the

Pacific are made with others from the Atlantic it is hardly worth the

while to throw C. ovhis in with C. ejnnosiia. The 2 species are very closely

allied, hut with our specimens it does not seem best to bring them together

as one. (Garman.) Northern Pacific, south to Vancouver Island; not

rare. The specimen al)ove described from St. George Island, Bering Sea.

The following notes are taken from a very large specimen, 5 inches long,

from the Aleutian Islands. (Coll. Alaska Comml. Co.)

:

Head 3; depth nearly 2; D. VII, 11; A. 10; caudal 10. Body orbicular,

cuboid anteriorly ; base of spinous dorsal and body behind vent abrujitly

compressed; teeth in narrow bands; gill openings on a level with eye,

slightly narrower than orbit. Spinous dorsal not hidden, covered with

rough tubercles, similar to those on body, but smaller; width of ventral

disk slightly less than its length, and somewhat less than length of head.

Body covered with irregular roundish conical jilates, varying much in

size, some of the larger with a central point, turned backward; all the

plates with small tubercles and slender flexible prickles; small plates

along bases of all the fins; a series of 6 large plates extending backward
from above eye to opposite the interval between dorsals; a series of 5 on

each side of middle of interocular space from snout to nape, these increas-

ing much in size posteriorly ; a series of 3 along opercular margin ; along

base of spinous dorsal, a series of 4, not connected with that of interor-

bital space ; a single large plate on each side of the interval between dor-

sals : 2 longitudinal series of 4 large plates each, beginning above base of

pectorals and behind gill slits, terminating under the space between

dorsals; the largest plate on body is immediately behind axil of pectoral;

a smaller one below it, and 2 others between it and origin of anal ; 2 series

of smaller plates l)elow eye; many small plates interposed between the

series of large ones ; very small plates on under side of head and middle of

tail; no plates between ventral disk and vent; none in axil of pectorals.

Color olivaceous, the skin between the plates thickly punctate.

"Three young examples, the largest 27 mm. long, were dredged south

of Sannak Islands and in Bristol Bay (depth 19 to 70 fathoms). Fin

rays in these vary as follows: D. VI or VII, 9 or 10; A. 8 to 10. Wo
agree with Garman in considering it advisable to distinguish the north

Pacific form from E. sphiosus, until adequate series can be compared."

(Gilbert.) {orhis, orb or sphere.)

Cyclopterus orhis, Gunther, Cat., ni, 158, 1861, Vancouver Island.

J5MTOtcro<emwsor6i«, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 454.; Gaeman, Disco.

boli, 36, 1892.

Cyclopterus spinosus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 746, 1883 ; not of Muller.

780. LETHOTREMUS, Gilbert.

Lethotremus, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896). 449 (muticus).

This genus differs from Eumicrotremns in the total absence of the bony

plates, and of lateral line or pores on sides of head and body. The skin is

either smooth or armed with scattered prickles. {Xyj^rj, forgetfulness

;

Tpfji-ia, apertures.)

a. Dorsal rays VII, 11 ; anal 10 ; skin perfectly smooth. MUTICUS, 2437.

aa. Dorsal rays V, 7 ; anal 6 ; skin prickly. ViNOLKNTns, 2438.
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2437. LETHOTREMUS MUTICUS, Gilbert.

D. VII, 11 ; A. 10; P. 23. Depth 2 to 2\ in leugth ; head 2\ to 2\. Eye
very large, 2^ to 1\ in head, equaling interorbital width. In Eumicro-

fremus orhis of equal size, the leugth of the slit slightly less than its

distance from upper base of pectorals. Diameter of ventral disk f

length of head, equal to AA'idth of mouth. No barbels or filaments.

Origin of spinous dorsal slightly iu advance of gill slit, distance

between dorsals equaling half diameter of eye; origin of anal under

that of second dorsal; no notch between ujiper and lower jiortions of

pectoral fin, the lower rays thickened but not lengthened, the length of

upper ray equaling that of snout and eye. Vent separated from disk by

slightly more than | its distance from front of anal. Color in spirits,

brownish above, white below, the upper parts finely freckled with small

black specks. Length about 1| inches. Aleutian Islands. This species

closely resembles in form, fin rays, and general appearance Eumicrotremus

orhis, but diliers, iu addition to the generic characters already stated, in

the much larger eye, the lower spinous dorsal, and the extreme reduction

of the posterior nasal tnl»e. In young examples of E. orhis, the posterior

nasal tube is much longer than the anterior, and equals \ the diameter of

eye. In L. muticus, both tubes are short, and the posterior is little

more than an elevated rim to the nasal opening. The naked specimens

from the Atlantic, reported on by Dr. Giinther under the name Cycloptrcmus

spinosus, are probably referable to Lethotrcinus. (Gilbert.) {muticus,

unarmed.)

Lethotremus muticus, Gilbert, Kept. TJ. S. Fisli Comm. 1893 (1896), 449, pi. 31, Unimak
Pass, Alaska, at Albatross Stations 3223 and 3258, in 56 and 70 fathoms.

24.38. LETHOTREMUS VIXOLENTUS, Jordan & Starts.

Head 2^ in length ; depth 2^. D. V, 7 ; A. 6 ; ey© 3 in head ; snout nearly

4; maxillary 2^; interorbit." 1 2^ ; ventral disk 1^ ; height of spinous dorsal

2^ ; length of pectoral 2|. Body short and thick, broadest at head, deepest

in front of first dorsal spine, abruptly compressed at vent; back some-

what elevated. Mouth terminal, oblique, the jaws about equal; snout

very blunt ; maxillary reaching slightly past the vertical from front ol' eye

;

teeth in narrow villiform bands; teeth on vomer (the si)ecimen is so small,

we can not be sure of the palatine teeth) ; eye large, set high in the head,

its diameter greater than the length of the snout; interorbital wide and

flat, the diameter contained 1^ times in the width; gill opening oblique,

about as wide as eye and on a level with eye ; disk i longer than broad,

its length about equal to distance from gill opening to anterior edge of

eye. Skin thick; head and body nearly naked, a few spines scattered

over it; spinous dorsal with 3 or 4 small spines, a minute simple spine in

front of eye and 2 or 3 above it; 4 multifid spines following the curve

of back, under spinous dorsal, and 1 under the front of second dorsal, 2

similar spines on each side of nape, just above opercles ; 2 on edge of oper-

cle and 3 on edge of preopercle ; an irregular row of 6 running from above

base of pectoral to front of anal fin, and a couple of small ones behind gill
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opeuing; body otherwise uaked. All the spines, with the exception

of those noted as simple, are long sharp spines in groups of from 3 to

6 with a common base, generally the length of each spine exceeding

length of the base. No lateral line. Spinous dorsal reaching to the first

ray of soft dorsal when fin is depressed, higher than soft dorsal; anal and

soft dorsal similar; caudal small, truncate or slightly rounded; pectorals

very short, reaching to the posterior edge of ventral disk. Color bright

wine red, slightly lighter below, without markings, sides dusted over

with very small dark points ; spinous dorsal dusky ; other fins colorless.

Colors disappear in alcohol. One specimen \ inch long, dredged in Puget

Sound. If the adult shows the same characters, it must become the type

of a distinct genus, (viiiolcnfus, wine-colored.)

Lethotremus vinolcntus, Jordan & Stabks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 827, pi. 94, Puget

Sound, near Seattle, Washington. (Type, No. 3131, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. E.

C. Starts.)

781. CYCLOPTEROIDES, Garman.

Gyclopteroides, G-aeman, Men. Discoboli, 37, 1892 (gyrinops).

Body short, thick, slightly depressed anteriorly, compressed posteriorly.

Head broad, short; snout short, obtuse; suborrlital produced to connect

with the preoperculum, widening backward. The bases of both dorsals are

thickly enveloped in skin and flesh. Ventrals united, forming a large

adhesive disk. Chin with tubular pores, or barbels. Teeth small, sub-

conical. Gill openings narrow; gill membranes united and attached to

the isthmus. Gills 34. Pseudobninchia' present. Six branchiostegal rays.

Intestine long. Like Ci/clopfcnis, to which it is closely allied, the species

of this genus appears to derive a jiortioii of their food from vegetation.

{Cyclo2)tenis; eldu<;, resemblance.)

2439. CYCLOPTEROIDES GYRINOPS, Garman.

Head 3 in total length; D. 8 or 9; A. 9; pectoral 24; caudal 10;

ciBca 10 or 11; branchiostegal 6. Body oblong, compressed toward the

dorsals, broad toward the belly, snbtriangular in transverse section,

abruptly compressed in the posterior portion between the second dorsal

and the anal, deep near the abdomen, and tapering rapidly to the caudal

lin. Belly flattened, f as wide as long. Head short, as long as high,

wider than long; interorbital space concave transversely and slightly so

longitudinally, steeply inclined on snout and sides; cheeks swidlen;

mouth anterior, somewhat oblique, little wider than interorbital space,

not reaching a vertical from front of eye; lower lip interrupted for a short

distance at the symphysis; chin with a series of 4 barbels on each side

formed by tubular prolongations of the pores similar to those of the

nostrils. Teeth very small, conical, slightly hooking backward, in 5 rows

at the symphysis, some of which are shorter and do not extend so far

toward the sides as the others. Nostrils small, tubular, the posterior

between the eyes, and the anterior halfway between the posterior and the

mouth. Eye moderate, lateral, as long as the snout, more than 4 in
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head, prominent above the outliue of the forehead. Gill opening very
small, covered by the spine-like angle of the opercle, at a distance above
the base of the pectoral equal to about twice its own width. Skin cov-
ered with mucus, with 4 series of very small, distant, 1- to 8-spined
tubercles on each side; 1 series on each side of the median Ime of the
forehead along the sides of the bases of the dorsals, another from each
orbital ridge backward on the flank parallel with the first, another
behind each eye, and the fourth at the lower edge of the gill oi)eniug;

below the last series the skin is quite bare. Ventral disk as long as the
head, as broad as long, or broader, nearly twice as far from the caudal us

from the mouth. Dorsal fins very thick at their bases, enveloped in loose
skin through which the rays may be distinguished, separated by an inter-

space, the first higher, originatiug above the gill opening; base of the
second higher in front, and the posterior rays more free from the thick
skin. (The extremities of the rays are all weak, and in most cases have
been carried away. That the caudal fin was pointed is indicated by the
strength of the median rays; in other words, the fin was longer in the
middle. ) Pectorals broad, rounded iu the upper part posteriorly, i-eaching

as far backward as the hinder edge of the disk; lower border but little

indented, if at all, with ends of rays prolonged as a short fringe. Color
brown, approaching a chocolate ; belly light ; a dark brown blotch between
the eyes, another from each eye through anterior nostril to mouth, 1 below
eye to throat, 1 or 2 back of eye on opercle, a larger one behind gill open-

ing, several small ones close along bases of dorsals, and an elongate baud
on the hinder part of flank and on base of caudal portion

;
peculiar marks

exist in a brown blotch, on each side of hinder part of abdomen, on
which is a bunch of 3 white spots like a clover leaf, in a white band,
reaching toward the flank at each side of hinder margin of disk, and in

a white spot at posterior ends of brauchiostegal rays. Total length a
little less than 2 inches. St. Paul Island, Alaska (Garman); the young
taken by us in the harbor of Unalaska. {yvpivoi, tadpole; ci'^, appear-
ance.)

Oycloptcroidesffyrinops, Gakman, Moq. Discoboli, in Memoirs Mus. Comp. Zool., Cambrirtge,

37, 1892, St. Paul Island, Alaska.

782. CYCLOPTERICHTHYS, Steindaehuer.

Cyclopterichthys, Steindachner, Ichth. Beitrage, x, 14, 1881 (glaher= ventricosus)

.

Body short and thick, rounded, covered with thick, smooth skin, desti-

tute of bony tubercles ; tail slender, comi^ressed, the body abruptly con-

tracted to its base; head broad, obtuse; mouth oblique, the lower jaw
prominent ; teeth rather small, simple, hooked, sharp, iu 2 rows anteriorly

;

pseudobranchicie large; gills 3^; suborbital connected by a bony stay with
the preopercle; gill openiug small, above the base of the pectoral, which
is broad and procurreut; ventral disk moderate, fringed. Dorsal short

and high, of soft rays only, opposite the short anal, both well separated
from the small caudal. {Ci/doptirus; ix^^vg, fish.)
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2440. CTCLOPTEBICHTHYS VENTRICOSUS (PaUas).

Head 2| ; depth 3^. D. 9 ; A. 7 (8 or 9 Pallas) ; P. 20 ; C. 11. Body stout,

thick, short, smooth, abruptly compressed behind the body cavity. Caudal

portion nearly * of the total lengtb. Head about \ of the length without

the caudal, broad, depressed but convex on the crown, blunt and broadly

rounded on the snout. Mouth wide, anterior, opening slightly upward,

its corner before the middle of the eye. Teeth small, simple, in 2 series

in front, and but 1 toward the sides. Pallas says of the dentition :
'' Max-

illarum margines ossei, denticulis minutis, curvulis, obtusiusculis, ionor-

dinatis et inicqualibus, passim geminatis asperi; quorum in superiore

maxilla interiores majores." Eye lateral, its diameter contained 7 times

in the length of the head. Gill slit 4 in head. Dorsal short, behind the

abdominal chamber, its upper extremity extending behind a vertical from

the base of the caudal, margin rounded; anal smaller than the dorsal and

opposed to it, though originating a trifle farther back ; caudal subtruncate,

rounded. Vent almost directly in the middle of the total length. Disk

subcircular, with a broad cutaneous margiu, \\ in head. Brownish, with

numerous scattered, small, rounded spots of darker; our specimens plain

blackish olive. Bering Sea; Sea of Okhotsk (Steindaclmer); our speci-

mens from St. Paul Island, Pribilof Group ; also found at Petropaulski

;

occasionally taken in abundance, (venh'icosus, large-bellied.)

Oyclopterus ventricosus, Pallas, Spicilegia, Zool., vn, 15, t. 2, 1769, Kamchatka.

Gyclopterichthys glaber, Steindachxer, Irlitli. Beitriige, x, 14, pi. 8, 1881, Sea of Okhotsk.

Cotylis ventricosus, Gunthee, Cat., ni, 498, 1861.

Gyclopterichthys ventricosus, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 745, 1883 ; Garman, Discoboli,

41, 1892.

783. LIPAROPS, Garman.

Liparops, Garman, Discoboli, in Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., 42, 1892 (stclleri).

A little-known genus, apparently closely allied to CiicJopierichfhys, but

distinguished by the elongate dorsal, the tubercles, and the dentition.

One species known. {Li^xtris; ooif}, appearance.)

2441. LIPAROPS STELLERI (Pallas).

Body oval, smooth, the chest in the middle, the depth 4 inches ; a single

series of osseous tubercles along the middle of the back to the origin of

the dorsal fin; lower jaw longest; teeth slender, blunt, unequal; eyes

small, high
;
gill opening reduced to a round foramen ; opercle large. Disk

between pectoral fins. Dorsal fin commencing on the middle of the back

and extending to near the base of caudal; anal ending opposite dorsal;

anal slender. Petropaulski, Kamchatka, where it is rare (Pallas); not

seen by any recent collector. (Named for Georg Wilhelm Steller, naturalist

and explorer.)

Cycloiiterug steller!, Pallas, Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat., ni, 73, 1811, Kamchatka, Harbor of

Peter-and-Paul; described from manuscripts of Steller.

Cotylis stclleri, Gunther, Cat., ni, 499, 1861.

Gyclopterichthys stelleri, Jordan &. Gilbert, Synopsis, 745, 1883.

Liparops stelleri, Garman, Discoboli, 42, 1892.
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Family CLXXXIII. LIPARIDID^.

(The Sea Snails.)

Body more or less elongate, tadpole-shaped, subcylindrical anteriorly,

compressed behind, the head depressed ; both head and body covered with

smooth, thin skin, which is very lax. Head broad, obtnse, the snout short,

wide, and blunt; third suborbital bone styliform behind, forming a bony

stay articulating with the preojjercle, as in Cottidor, month moderate,

anterior, terminal, the jaws equal, or the lower included; jaws with

bands of small teeth, which are simple or more or less tricuspid, usually

close set, forming a pavement; no teeth on vomer or palatines; premaxil-

laries ^jrotractile, little movable ; opercular bones unarmed ; interopercle

slender, ray-like, overlying the brauchiostegals; gill openings small, the

membranes joined to the broad isthmus and to the humeral arch below.

Branchiostegals 0. Gills 3i, no slit behind the last; pseudobranchia^

small or wanting; dorsal fin rather long, the spines feeble and flexible,

low, similar to the soft rays; anal long, similar to the soft dorsal; ventral

fins I, 5, the two completely united and forming the bony center of an oval

sucking disk, or else sometimes entirely wanting; pectoral fin very broad,

the base procurrent, extending forward under the throat, the outline

usually emarginate, some of the lower rays being produced; tail diphy-

cercal; caudal fin short, convex; vertebra numerous, 35 to .50; pyloric

cieca numerous; no air bladder; stomach siphonal, U-shaped, intestine

elongate. Genera 9; species about 40. Small, sluggish fishes, nearly all

of the Arctic seas, a few belonging to the Antarctic ; found adhering to

rocks at various depths. The group is evidently closely allied to the

Cottidce, and its origin must be sought in the ancestors of such types as

Psychvohitcs and CottancuUis, the Cyclopteridw representing a coordinate

phase of degradation.

The following additional characters are given by Mr. Garman

:

Skeleton with a somewhat larger proportion of osseous matter than that of the Cyclopter-

idce. As in that family, the skull is full on the back, as if truncate, and has no passage

for muscles extending forward between the mastoid and the occipitals. Third suborbital

very long, slender, and spine-like, posteriorly reaching toward the posterior margin of

the preoperculum. Upper limb of preoperculum expanded. Operculum much reduced,

its shape with some resemblance to that of a boot, the sole directed downward and the toe

backward. Suboperculum slender, like an inverted V with the limbs curved outward,

the anterior extending forward along the preoperculum, and the posterior reaching back

under the lower border of the operculum. Interoperculum long, styliform, reaching from

suboperculum to articular, frequently mistaken for one of the branchiostegal rays. Rea-

sons for separating this family from the Cyclopteridce and placing it farther from the

Cottidce exist in the continuous dorsal, the connection of dorsal and anal with the caudal,

the more complete transformation of the ventral rays, the more slender and spine-like

suborbital process, the exp.-inded upper limb of the preoperculum, the styliform inter-

operculum, the shorter olfactory nerves, and the more elongate brain. (Garman.)

Discoboli liparidina, Gunthee, Cat., ni, 158 to 165, 1861.

L1PARIDIN.E

:

a. Ventral disk present, large or small.

6. Ventral disk normal, composed of 13 lobes, a median one in front, and one cor-

responding to each of the fin rays, each lobe with a deciduous horny cover-

ing 01- papilla. Teeth close set in pavement-like bands, - tricuspid in the

3030 55
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young, some or all becoming angular or bluntly arrow-shaped in the adult:

caudal fin well developed, rather broad,

c. Doraal fin divided by a deep notch, which separates the slender spines from

the soft rays. ISTeolipabis, 784.

ec. Dorsal hu continuous, the spines not separated from the soft rays.

LiPAEiS, 785.

66. Ventral disk more or less reduced in size or degraded in structure, becoming

anterior iu position ; teeth simple or tricuspid only in the very young ; ver-

tebrae numerous.

d. Caudal well developed; teeth slender, curved, in cardiform bands, the

inner longer, depressible; ventral disk large; skeleton very soft.

Bathyphasma, 786

dd. Caudal fin slender, not distinct from other vertical fins ; teeth simple in

the adult; vertebrae numerous; dorsal rays 35 to 50; anal 33 to 46

Anterior nostrils usually without tubes; ventral disk very small

nearly under the eye ; the vent close behind it.

e. Pectoral fins with the lower lobe well developed; gill openings mod
erate or small, not greatly reduced. Caeeproctus, 787

ee. Pectoral fins not notched, the lower lobe obsolete, the rays progress-

ively shortened
;
gill openings reduced to a small pore.

Gyrinichthys,

AMITEIN^ :

aa. Ventral disk entirely wanting; no ventral fins; teeth mostly simple in the adult

vertebr;B and fin rays in large number.

/. Pseudobranchiib present; lower lobe of pectoral produced. Amitra, 789

/. Pseudobranchise wanting.

g. Tip of snout without barbel. Paralipaeis, 790

gg. Tip of snout with a pair of barbels ; snout projecting.

Khinolipaeis, 791

784. NEOLIPARIS, Stoindachner.

Neoliparis, Steindachnek, Ichth. Beitr., iii, 54, 1875 (nntcosus).

This genus difters from L'qmris iu having a deep notch in the dorsal fin

anteriorly, separatiug the spines from the soft rays. The species approach

more nearly to the Cottoid type, from which the Liparids are descended.

In general the vertebrix; are fewer, the tin rays fewer, the ventral disk

larger, and the vertical fins better separated than in the more degenerate

members of the family. The retention of the notch between the dorsals

fully justifies the recognition of Neolqjaris as a distinct genus, (veoi,

uflw; Liparis.)

a. Gill opening very narrow, almost entirely above base of pectoral, the lower edge not

below third pectoral ray.

6. Anterior nostrils with distinct tubes.

c. Dorsal spines iu the male greatly elevated, not connected by membranes

except at extreme base.

d. Dorsal rays about 25 ; anal 23 ; head small ; ventral disk small.

atlanticus, 2442.

dd. Dorsal rays 26; anal 23; head larger; ventral disk comparatively large.

RUTTEEI, 2443.

cc. Dorsal spines not especially elevated; dorsal rays 34 to 36; anal rays 25 to

28; lower jaw included; form rather elongate, the head depressed;

ventral disk 2i in head. Color pale, irregularly dotted with darker,

sometimes plain brownish. CALLYODON, 2444.
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66. Anterior nostrils with a raised rim, and without distinct tubes ; head short,

blunt, 4 in length; ventral disk very large, li in head; snout blunt; mouth
very short, its cleft almost entirely anterior, the maxillary scarcely reach-

ing eye ; dorsal rays 32 ; anal 26. Color plain rosy or brownish, not spotted.

MOCOSUS, 2445.

no. Gill opening rather large, its base opposite 4 or 5 upper rays of pectoral ; body deep
posteriorly; nostrils with raised rim, but without distinct tubes; ventral disk

moderate, 2^ to % in head; head about 3J in body, depre.ssed above; cleft of

mouth broader, partly lateral, nearly 3 in head. Color plain brownish or red-

dish.
e. Dorsal VI, 27 ; anal 21 to 23 ; pectoral 30 ; flesh firm, flor^, 2446.

ee. Dorsal VI, 34; anal 30; pectoral 35; flesh lax. oreeni, 2447.

eee. Dorsal VI, 28; anal 26; pectoral 36. fissueatus, 2448.

2442. XEOLIPARIS ATLAiVTICUS, Jordan & Evermann, new species.

Head 4f ; depth 4 to 4^. D. VI, 25; A. 23; P. 30. Eye 5 in head ; snout

3 ; ventral disk If to 2. Body widest at gill opening, compressed posteri-

orly; deepest below third dorsal sjiine ; head broader than deep, depressed

above the eyes; month narrow, its cleft transverse and extending to ante-

rior nostril ; lower jaw included ; teeth tricuspid, the middle cusps highest

;

gill openings very narrow, the lower border opposite iirst ray of pectoral;

anterior nostril tubular, the tube f of eye
;
posterior nostril with a low

flap; skin loose, lying in folds. Origin of dorsal not far behind pectoral,

its distance from tip of snout \ its distance to base of caudal. Dorsal

with a very shallow notch, the spines nearly continuous with the soft

rays; in the males much elevated, the tips thickened and membranes
deeply incised; the first or longest sjjine as long as head; the sixth or last

not quite ^ head; middle rays of soft dorsal 2 in head; dorsal and anal

joined to base of caudal; caudal nearly as long as head; pectoral almost

reaching anal, slightly longer than head; lower rays exserted, forming a

slight lobe. Color reddish brown, with small scattered light or bluish

dots over the body; fins darker, clouded with j)ale, the dorsal broadly

edged with darker. The specimen here described, 37215 U. S. Nat. Mus.,

is about 5 inches long, from Godbout, Quebec. Numerous other specimens

from Salem (20367) and Woods Hole, Massachusetts (40118), agree with this,

the females having the first dorsal much lower. It is generally common
along rocky shores from Newfoundland to Cape Cod. This species has been

repeatedly recorded under the name L\]^aris montagui, Donovan, but it is

not identical with the European species of that name. The published

figures of N, montagui show a deeper fish with larger head, and with the

sijinous dorsal very low, and scarcely distinct from the soft rays. Day's

figure looks remarkably unlike our fish. Unfortunately the European
speciraei^s of NeoUparis montagui in the National Museum are all too small

for satisfactory comparison. *

NeoUparis atlanticus, Jordan & Evermann, new species, Godbout, Quebec. (Type, No.

37215.)

Liparis montagui, CuvTEE, Efegne Anim. Ed. i, vol. 2, 227, 1817 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop-

sis, 743, 1883, in part ; Garman, Discoboli, 47, 1892, with plate, and of authors generally.

*Dr. Boulenger has kindly sent us the following note on Liparis montagui: I have
examined about a dozen of our British Liparis montagui. of all sizes up to 5 inches. Tlie
anterior dorsal looks very indistinct, has no detached iiortion, and none of its rays are
ever produced into filaments.
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Cyclopterus montacuti, Turton, British Fauna, 115, 1807 ; after Donovax.

Liparis gobius, CuviEE, Eegne Anim., 1,227, 1817; after Go&ms, Muller, Zool. Dan.,

IV, 16, 1806.

Cyclopterus liparoidet, Nilsson, Prodr. Icbth. Scand., 62.

Lepadogaster cornubiensis, Thompson, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lend. 1835, 81, Cornwall.

Liparis reticulata, Couch, Brit. Fish., ii, 195, 1863.

Liparis ekstrotui, Lutken, Vid. Medd. Nat. For. Kjiibenh. 1865, 221.

Liparis maeulatus, Malm, Forh. Skand. Naturf. 1865,412.

Liparis montagui, with varieties principalis, iiiaculatus, annulahis, striatus, irictus,

ubscurus, liparoides and ekstromi, Malm, Bohuslans Fauna, 103, 1877.

Prof. Robert CoUett (Christiania Vidensk. Selsk. Forh., 1879, 38) has assigned names

to the many color variations of Neoliparis inontagui as shown in Norway, as follows:

Yar. a. principalis, Collett, uniform colored; light red yellow with microscopic brownish

dots. The common form from Christiania, Stavanger, Flor., onear Bergen, Komags-

bjord in Fiumarkon. Liparis inontagui, Malm, Gotheborg og Bohuslans Fauna, 451,

1877.

Var. b. maculatus, Malm, dark grayish yellow, the whole body strewn with many rows

of small brown spots, smaller than the eye and sharply defined. Bukn and Bohuslan.

Liparis maculatus. Malm, Forh. Skand. Naturf., 9, 1803, 412.

Var. c. annulatus, Collett, reddish gray yellow, with large, irregular red-brown rings ofthe

same length and breadth ; on sides of head the rings becoming stripes ; Christiansand.

Var. d. striatus, Collett, color of c, the rings drawn out into lines ; the rings only seen in

front of first dorsal ; about 6 longitudinal red-brown stripes from gill opening to caudal.

Bergen. Liparis lineatus. Malm, Forh. Sk. Forh., 9, 1863, 412.

Var. e. pictus, Collett, as in striatus, but the lines very numerous, close set, irregularly

vermiculate, with much cross netting or partial rings. Bergen. Finmarken.

Var. f. obscurus, Collett, gray brown with many dark brown spots and specks on body and

fins ; irregular cross bands on caudal ; back almost uniform gray brown. Hardanger

Fjord.

Var. g. liparoides, Nilsson, uniform dark gray brown, the color given by innumerable dark

points ; trace of band at tip of caudal ;
paler below. Hardanger, Getjord in Finmarken

Tromso. Cyclopterus liparoides, Nilsson, Prodr. Ichth. Scand., 62, 1832.

Var. h. ekstromi, Malm, dark brown, sides strewn with grayish yellow small spots which

extend on vertical fins. Bohuslan. Liparis ekstromi, MaT.m, Fork. Sk., Naturf., 9,

1863, 412.

The.se are evidently mere color forms, expressing the range of variation. Similar color

forms may be seen in most of the bright-colored species, pulchellus, agassizii, alcuticus.

They are not in any proper sense subspecies, having no geographical bases or separate

lines of descent.

2443. XEOLIFIKIS BUTTERI, Gilbert & Snyder, new species.

Head 3f ; depth 4^. D. VI, 26; A. 23; P. 30; eye 5 in head; snout 2|;

voutral disk 1^. Body widest at gill opening, gradually tapering poste-

riorly, deepest below third dorsal spine; depth of caudal peduncle 4 in

head. Head broader than deep, its depth at occiput 6 in body. Mouth

narrow, its cleft almost wholly transverse, extending to vertical from

anterior nostril; lower jaw included; teeth tricuspid, the middle cusp

highest, arranged in 10 oblique series on each half of the upper and the

lower jaws. Gill opening very narrow, restricted to the area above base

of pectoral. Anterior nostrils tubular; posterior nostrils with a low rim,

the anterior part of which is elevated into a triangular flap. Skin loose,

lying in folds and wrinkles. Origin of dorsal at i the distance from tip

of snout to caudal ; rays of first dorsal (in the types which are apparently

all males) separate almost to base, each ray bordered with a thick mem-
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brane, the margin thus formed sometimes incised, producing short, rounded

lobes; first spine highest, its height contained 4j in body, the succeeding

spines gradually growing shorter, the sixth contained 11^ times in body.

Height of second dorsal near its middle, 3 in head; dorsal and anal

joined by membranes to base of caudal, the anal more broadly joined than

the dorsal, attached to basal fifth of lowest caudal ray; caudal rounded

posteriorly, its length 4* in body; origin of anal below first ray of sec-

ond dorsal; height of anal a little less than that of dorsal; pectoral

extending to a vertical crossing body halfway between anus and origin

of anal fin ; length of pectoral 5^^ in body, its upper part rounded posteri-

orly ; the fifth, sixth, and seventh rays from below elongated, with exserted

tips, forming a short lobe. Long diameter of ventral disk 6 in body.

Vent slightly nearer to margin of disk than to origin of anal fin. Color

bluish slate, lighter along middle of sides; belly and gill membranes
whitish

;
pectorals, anal, and posterior half of dorsal very narrowly edged

with white; rays of first dorsal indistinctly barred. In the following

table the measurements of 3 specimens are expressed in hundredths of the

length of the body

:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3,

Length, in luillimetera, to base of caudal fin

Length of head in body

Depth of body

Distance from snout to dorsal

Distance from snout to anal

Depth of caudal peduncle

Lengtli of snout

Diameter of eye

Width of month

Width of gill opening

Height of first dorsal ray

Height of dorsal fin near middle

Height of anal

Length of pectoral

Longitudinal diameter of disk

Length of caudal

Number of dorsal rays

Number of anal rays

Number of pectoral rays

Number of caudal rays

74

7

20

16

19

VI, 26

24

50

27

23

34

48

8

11

5

12

5

22

8

7

21

16

20

VI, 26

23

Keoliparis rutteri is closely related to the Atlantic species, Neoliparis

atlanticus. It difters from it in the longer head, and the comparatively

larger ventral disk. The 2 species differ from all other known species of

the genus in having the dorsal spines in the male greatly elevated and not

connected by membrane except at extreme base. From N. Jlora' and N.

grecni, N. rutteri difters also in having a much smaller gill opening and
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fewer dorsal rays ; and from N. mitcosus in having the pectoral more deeply

notched and the anterior nostrils with a tube. Kadiak Island, Alaska.

Known from numerous specimens, the longest 61 mm. in length. (Gilbert

& Snyder.) (Named for Cloudsley Kutter, now of the U.S. Fish Commis-
sion who collected in Kadiak in 1896.)

?leoKpans rutteri, Gilbert & Snyder, MS., Fishes of Kadiak, Ugah Bay, Kadiak Island.

(Coll. Cloudsley Eutter. Type, No. 5701, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mun.)

2444. XEOLIPARIS CALLYODO\ (Pallas).

Head 3i ; depth 4^. D. VII, 33 ; A. 26 ;
pectoral 31 ; caudal 14 to 16 ; eye

6^; snout 24; pectoral 1|; ventral disk 2^ ; caudal 2. Body moderately

elongate, compressed posteriorly ; depth of head If in its length, breadth

li; mouth rather large, the maxillary buried under the skin, reaching

slightly past anterior edge of eye; teeth small, tricuspid, in about 8

oblique rows; snout blunt and rounded; interorbital space wide and

slightly couvex; posterior nostril ending in a short wide tube, the

anterior much smaller; behind the posterior nostril, over anterior edge

of eye, is a mucous pore; length of gill opening twice the diameter of the

eye, its lower third in front of pectoral, extending down to the second or

third ray; vent about midway between posterior edge of ventral disk

front of anal; pectorals short and broad, with the usual notch below,

reaching slightly past vent; ventral disk a little longer than broad, its

distance from tip of lower jaw equaling its diameter; origin of dorsal

directly over vent, a shallow notch separating its spines from its rays;

front of anal much nearer snout than base of caudal, directly under dorsal

notch ; dorsal and anal scarcely joined to caudal ; caudal long and slender,

rounded behind. Among our specimens are 2 types of coloration ; the first

is uniform light olive brown on back, white below; fins all colorless; the

other is light brown on back and sides, everywhere spotted with blackish

spots irregular in size; lower parts light; pectoral with indistinct dark

cross markings; dorsal and anal mottled and spotted with blackish,

darker posteriorly; caudal very dark, black posteriorly; lips dusky.

Coasts of Alaska and Bering Sea, west to Kamchatka; generally common
on rocky shores ; recorded from St. Paul, Kamchatka, Plover Bay, Siberia,

Unalaska, and Kadiak ; oiir specimens from the 2 islands last named; the

description from Unalaska specimens collected by the Alhairoas, the

longest 5 inches long. This species is evidently the original Cucloptcrus

callyodo)) of Pallas, as is shown by the coloration, the small mouth, and

the reduced size of the gill openings. It difters from Xcoliparia mucosns in

the much sumller ventral disk, the presence of nasal papilhc, as well as

in proportions and coloration. (Ktt'AAos, beauty; odovg, tooth, from the

tricuspid teeth which Pallas had never before seen in a fish.)

Cyclopterus callyodon, Pallas,* Zoogr. Rosso-Asiat., ui, 75, 1811, Kamchatka and Aleutian

Islands.

*The following is the substance of the account given by Pallas: Dorsal 33: anal 24;

caudal 15; branchiostegal.s 6; dorsal and anal tins continued nearly to the base of the cau-

dal. Body oblong, compressed; the head depressed ; the snout much depressed, rounded;
lower Jaw" included. Teeth with 3 distinct lobes ; a slender bone from the eye to the pre-

operculum: gill openings reduced to lunate spiracles, on each side; ventral disk small
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Liparis callyodon, Gunthek, Cat., in, 162, 1861; Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat.Mus. 1881, 247, 271;

Jordan & Gilbert,* Synopsis, 743, 1883.

2445. XEOIilPARIS MUCOSUS (Ayres).

Head 4 in length; depth 4^. D. VI,26; A. 26; pectoral 29; caudal 12;

eye 7 in head; snout 3; ventral disk 1^; pectoral If; longest dorsal

ray 2; highest anal ray 2; caudal 1^. Body not greatly elongate, rather

robust, compressed posteriorly, holding its width well past middle of

body; head short and thick, broader than body, i longer than broad, its

length If times its de])th; mouth small, truncate, its cleft almost entirely

anterior, scarcely extending laterally; end of maxillary buried under the

skin, barely reaching to eye; nostrils not ending in tubes; lower jaw-

slightly the shorter; teeth sharp, tricuspid, the middle cusp mvich the

highest and longest, arranged in 9 oblique series in each jaw, becoming
more and more oblique toward the sides; iuterorbital space moderately

wide, about 3^ in head, a little convex
;
gill slit not extending below upper

edge of pectoral, its length about 1^ times eye and 3 in ventral disk. Pec-

toral broadly rounded when spread, its notch comparatively very shallow,

its tip reaching past vent but not to notch in dorsal; ventral disk large,

slightly longer than broad, its posterior margin almost midway between
its anterior and front of anal, its anterior margin i its length from
chin; dorsal with a shallow notch; origin of lin over posterior margin of

ventral disk, its longest rays in its posterior half; origin of anal a little

nearer snout than base of caudal, the last 4 or 5 rays rapidly shortened,

making the fin truncate behind ; dorsal and anal scarcely joined to caudal

;

caudal long and slender, rounded behind. Color olive brown, light below

;

indistinctly mottled ; dorsal and anal darker at their margins; pectorals

uniform dark brown ; caudal light, with indistinct cross lines; lips dark.

Coast of California. Here described from the only specimen known to

us, 5 inches in length, from near San Francisco. It is now in the collec-

tion of the California Academy of Sciences (No. 360). Collected by H. D.

Dunn, off San Francisco, {mucosus, slimy.)

Liparis rmicogus,\ Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., i, 1855, 24, San Francisco (Coll. W. 0. Ayres)

;

GuNTHER, Cat., Ill, 559, 1861 ; Steindachner, Iclitli. Beitr., iii, 54, 1875; Jordan & Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 744, 1883; description copied from Steindachner.

Liparis imicostis, Garman, Discoboli, 52, 1892, with plates, figures and description in part;

account of the gill openings apparently taken from Liparis fiorce.

Xeoliparis mucosus, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 832, pi. xcv.

2446. IVEOLIPARIS FLOB.E, Jordan & Starks.

Head 3f in length of body; depth at ventral disk 5i; depth under mid-

dle of soft dorsal 4*. D. VI, 27; A. 21 to 23; caudal 15; pectoral 30;

between the branchiostegals; dorsal commencing a little behind the gill opening. Yel-
lowish brown above; skin everywhere with brown dots; a silvery streak from the upper
jaw through tho eye and opercles. Kamchatka; common along the shores and about the
(Aleutian) Islands. (Pallas.) ^

* Described from a small specimen with injured flns lately reexamined by us, in the
collection of the Alaska Commercial Company, Tnalaska. (Coll. A. Greenebauni.)
tThe description of Ayres is not very full and iuii;ht apply almost equally well to

Liparis Jloral. The account of the head (4 in length) iind the eye (nearly 6 in head) point
rather to the present species as does also tlie (lescrijition of the lax skin. Steiudacliner's
account seems also to refer to the pre.seat species, although few of the really distinctive
characters are mentioned by him.
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eye 7 iu head; interorbital space 2f; maxillary 2J ;
pectoral If; ventral

disk 2\. Body moderately elongate, much compressed posteriorly, about

as wide as deep anteriorly, its greatest depth under middle of soft dorsal

where the back is elevated. Flesh very firm, the body retaining its form,

the skin loose but not flaccid. Head email, the nape not produced ; mouth
moderate, the maxillary extending to below the anterior margin of orbit;,

jaws subequal; teeth tricuspid, arranged in series which are nearly trans-

verse on middle of jaws, becoming more and more oblique toward the

sides, the outermost series nearly parallel with the sides of jaws; nostrils

ending in a short, wide tube; gill opening short, extending downward to

about the fifth pectoral ray, its length about \ iuterorbital space; oper-

cle ending in a flap, which extends over middle of gill opening; ventral

disk slightly longer than wide, its distance from tip of lower jaw 1^

times its length ; vent equidistant from posterior edge of ventral disk

and front of anal ; skin thick and not very loose. Origin of spinous dorsal

a little in front of the vertical from vent, its distance from snout 3 in

length of body; anterior part of dorsal separated by a notch; origin of

anal about equidistant from snout and base of caudal fin ; some of the

lower rays of pectoral produced forming a notch in the lower posterior

margin of fin, the fourth to the tenth of the upper rays the longest, form-

ing a rounded point behind, extending slightly past the vertical from snout

;

dorsal and anal scarcely connected with the caudal; caudal long and
slender, rounded behind. Color, a uniform dark olive green, under parts

white, a light streak medially along back from dorsal to occiput, a light

spot over opercle
;
pectoral light at base, dusky l)ehind ; other flns colored

like the T>ody ; lips white. The specimen described above, 4 inches long,

taken in rock pool on Waadda Island, Neah Bay. A second specimen,

about 5 inches long, is in the museum of the California Academy of Sci-

ences. It was collected off San Francisco by Mr. H. D. Dunn. In this

specimen, the dorsal rays are VI, 27 ; anal 25 ;
pectoral 30 ; caudal 15

;

teeth blunt. Flesh firm; form and color of the young example above

described. San Francisco to Puget Sound. (Named for Mrs. Flora Hartley

Greene, then assistant curator of the museum of Leland Stanford Jr. Uni-

versity. )

lAparis cyelopus, JoEDAN & Gilbert, Synopsis, 743, 1883 ; not Gunthee.
Neoliparis florce, Joedan & Staeks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 830, pi. 96, Waadda Island,

Neal. Bay. (Type, ISTo. 3133, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. Coll. E. C. Starks.)

2447. NEOLIPARIS GEEENI, Jordan & Starks.

Head 3i; depth 4; depth at disk 5. D. VI, 34; A. 30; pectoral 35;

caudal 15 ; eye small, al)out 10 in head ; snout 2| ; longest pectoral ray If

;

disk 2^; longest dorsal ray 2^; longest anal ray 2^;^; caudal If. Body
elongate, posteriorly compressed; profile undulate, over snout blunt and
rounded, depressed over eyes, well rounded from eyes over occipital region.

Skin thin and exceedingly loose nearly to the end of the dorsal and anal

rays. Jaws equal; maxillary extending to posterior margin of eye; teeth

small, nearly simple, depressible and blunt, slightly hooked back, arranged
in oblique series, those in the front running nearly straight in, but toward
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the sides of the jaw they grow more and more oblique till they are nearly
parallel with the jaw at the sides; superior pharyngeal teeth conical and
sharp, slightly longer than the teeth in the jaws, arranged in a single

round patch on each side; inferior pharyngeals separate, with small teeth.

(Teeth probably tricuspid in the young.) Posterior nostrils in a short,

wide tube; clieeks well rounded; gill rakers short and thick, no longer

on the outer side of the first arch than on the other arches, fourth

arch not free; gill slit short, its length contained about 3 times in head,
its lower edge extending in front of pectoral to about the third ray;

opercles with a blunt spine which is covered by the skin. Dorsals 2, con-
nected by a low membrane ; first dorsal about twice as high as anterior

part of second dorsal ; the first rays of pectorals inserted under eye and
in front of disk; the anterior rays short, graduated to the sixth ray,

which is about 4 times longer than the first, the next few rays again short
and gradually lengthening posteriorly

;
posterior rays \ longer than ante-

rior, fin 1)roadly rounded behind; ventral disk nearly round, its posterior

edge reaching the vertical from gill slit, its distance from tip of lower jaw
1\ times its length ; caudal truncate or slightly rounded ; vent under ends
of pectorals. Color, in alcohol, uniform brown, breast and lower parts of

head creamy, fins slightly darker. When fresh the sides were blotched

with pinkish. Esquimault Harbor, near Victoria, Vancouver Island;

known only from the type, 10 inches long. (Named for Mr. Ashdown H.
Green, of Victoria, president of the Natural History Society of that town.)

Neoliparis greeni, Jordan & Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1895, 829, pi. 96, Victoria, Van-
couver Island. (Type, No. 3010, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mua. Coll. AsMown H. Green.)

2448. JJEOLIPABIS FISSURATUS, Starks.

Head SJ in body ; depth 4^. D. VI, 28 ; A. 26 ; P. 36 ; C. 14 ; eye 7 in head

;

maxillary 2J,'; ventral disk 2|. Body moderately elongate, not produced

at nape; mouth rather large, the maxillary extending to below middle of

eye; jaws subeipial; teeth tricuspid, arranged in about 10 oblique series

in each jaw; nostrils ending in short, wide tubes; gill openings wider than

in any other known Xcollparis, commencing a distance above pectoral about

equal to the diameter of eye, ending about opposite the fourteenth ray ; ven-

tral disk a little longer than wide, its distance from chin equal to 11 its long-

est diameter, its posterior edge about the same distance from front of anal;

vent nearer anal than ventral disk, its distance from anal equal to h ven-

tral disk. Origin of spinous dorsal at the vertical from midway between
vent and ventral disk ; dorsal scarcely joined to caudal, anal very slightly

;

front of anal nearer chin than base of caudal by a distance equal to ven-

tral disk; pectoral rather short and wide, reaching to opposite front of

anal, the lower lobe very narrow and long, much longer than upper lobe,

but not reaching so far posteriorly on account of the oblique position of

the fin; tip of lower lobe reaching to vent; length of caudal 1* in head.

Color dusky, darker above, sides with fine punctulations; belly and under
parts of head, except chin, white; lips dusky; dorsals and anal darker

than body; pectoral dusky at base, the lower lobe dai'k; caudal crossed

with wavy dark lines. This si)ecies differs from the other species in this
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genns in having a wider gill opening, and. in various minor characters.

Length 2i inches. Puget sound; only the type known. (Starks.) {fis-

suratus, split.)

Neoliparis fissuratus, Starks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 189C, 560. (Type, No. 5044, L. S. Jr. TTuiv.

Mus. CoU. E. C. Starks.j

785. LIPARIS* (Artcdi) Scopoli.

(Sea Sxails.)

Liparis, Artedi, Genera, 117, 1738 (nonbinoinial).

Cyelogaster, Ghonow, Museum, 1763, 157 (nonbiuomial).

Idparig, Scopoli, Introd. Hist. Nat., 453, 1777 (liparin).

Liparis, Cuvier, Regne Anim. Ed. 1, 1817 {liparii; not Liparis, Ochsenheimer, 1810, a

genus of Lepidoptera)

.

Cyelogaster, Gronow, Cat. Fishes, Ed. Gray, 40, 1854 (Zipam; not of Macquart, 1854, a

genus of flies).

Actinochir, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1864, 193 {major).

Carelipans, Garman, Discoboli, 56, 1892 {agassizii).

Lyoliparis, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 451, 1896 {pulchellus)

.

Body rather elongate, covered with smooth skin, which is usually freely

movable; head short; flattened abovo ; mouth horizontal, the jaws equal

or the lower jaw included; teeth in several series, close set, always more

or less tricuspid, the adult with the outer cusps often worn or obliterated;

maxillary covered by skin of preorbitul region ; anterior nostrils tubular

or not ; ventral disk well developed on the breast, its front below or behind

the middle of the head, its surface with 13 lobes ; an anterior median lobe,

and 1 corresponding to each of the 6 rays in each fin ; each lobe with a

horny papilla covering, which is sometimes lost; vent well behind the

head, about midway between tiie sucking disk and anal fin; dorsal fin

continuous, undivided, its spines not diftoreutiated ; caudal well de-

veloped; dorsal fin free from caudal or joined; pectoral broad, procurrent

at base, emarginate and free at tips, some of the lower rays produced

;

vertical fins enveloped in the lax skin; vertebr;e 35 to 55. Northern seas

near the shores; the species less arctic in distribution and in general

inhabiting shallower water than is the case with Careproctus and Para-

liparis, a fact associated with the reduced number of vertebrse in Liparis.

The species are numerous, but in general well defined, their characters

varying with age. In most of the species color varieties occur, several

{pulchvllns, liparis, aleuticus, agassizii) having the body often marked

everywhere with concentric curved stripes or rings. {Xiitapoz, sleek-

skinned.)

Concerning the species of Liparis (including Neoliparis), Mr. Garman

observes

:

The fishes placed in this genua are mostly small; in general their outlines resemble

those of larval anurous batrachians. The anterior portion of the body, containing the

abdominal chamber, is usually short, broad, flattened beneath, and somewhat angular

* Enantiolipans,Yiiil\tiiit, is based on pallidut, an Antarctic species with the pectoral

very narrow and not emarginate; would seem to be distinct from Liparis.
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toward the dorsal fln, while the hinder part is elongate, much compressed, and tapering.

The more important of the distinguishing features may he summarized as follows : Head
short, broad, rounded; snout short, blunt; mouth anterior; lips distinct; teeth small,

numerous, in a cardiform band, ti-icuspid on intermaxillaries and dentary, simple on

pharyngeals; eyes lateral, small to medium; nostrils, 2 on each side, with short, project-

ing tubes; olfactory nerve short ; brain elongate
;
glossohyal rudimentary or absent; gills

3 double and 1 single; gill rakers witli denticles
; pseudobranoliiiE present; gill opening

small, above the pectoral; branchiostegal rays 6; branchial membranes not free; tubes

and pores of the lateral system forward of the gill aperture; dorsal and anal elongate,

more or less closely united with the caudal, with some anterior rays unsegmented
;
pec-

torals broad, procurrent under the throat; ventrals transformed into an adhesive disk,

situated below the gills between the pectorals ; skin thin, loosely attached, smooth, except-

ing a sexual oVitgrowth on males in breeding season; stomach siphonal; pyloric c;eca

numerous; intestine elongate ; urinary bladder large, simple; kidneys long, fused a por-

tion of their length; liver large, with partial divisions into lobes; gall bladder small,

rounded; skeleton not heavily ossified, less in deep-sea forms; upper limb of preopercn-

lum expanded backward; operculum small; subopereulum narrow; interoperculum elon-

gate, styliform : third suborbital produced backward, in a long, slender process, to the

hinder edge of the preoperculum.

The species of Liparis inhabit the colder waters of the north and of the south of both

Atlantic and Pacific, ranging to great depths. Among those frequenting the shores, if

not also the others, vegetation seems to form a portion of the food. The contents o: the

stomachs are miscellaneous lots of small marine animals (Crustacea, worms, mollusks,

small fishes, etc.), mixed with which are quantities of seaweeds. Some variation exists

in regard to feeding habits among the different species. The teeth of some show no

signs of wear from hard food, but in L. niucosus they are ground off and blunted, no doubt

by contact with the hard-shelled Crustacea and hard-scaled agonoid fishes, remains of

which are found in the stomachs. Very likely L. pulchellus turns his peculiar snout to

account by rooting in the mud or sand among the plants, or in turning over the pebbles.

Certain species are flitted for a life in beds of seaweed, others are probably more abundant
in rocky places.

LiPAEIS

:

a. VertebrtB in moderate number, about 39 ; dorsal rays about 35 ; anal rays 27 to 30.

6. Gill openings very narrow, entirely above base of pectoral
; pectoral rays from 34

to 37; head a little shorter than broad, and a little longer than deep; dorsal

and anal slightly joined to caudal; caudal n.irrow, its rays 12. lip.^ris, 2449.

bb. Gill openings broad, the lower part considerably below base of upper ray of

pectoral,

c. Pectoral rays 30 ; head low, flattish, J longer than broad, ^ broader than

deep; jaws subequal; dorsal free from caudal, which is slightly joined

to anal ; caudal narrow, of 12 rays. cyclopus, 2450.

cc. Pectoral rays 41 to 43 ; head short, not quite as wide as long ; caudal 15 to

20; the dorsal and anal slightly joined to its base. fucensis, 2451.

Caebliparis (/capa, head; Liparis):

aa. VertebriB about 46; dorsal rays 39 to 44; anal rays 33 to 3G; dorsal and anal largely

joined to caudal.

d. Pectoral rays 30 to 36.

e. Gill opening small, its lower edge not below first ray of pectoral ; nostrils

small, the tubes short or absent.

/. Posterior nostril scarcely tubular ; fins plain, not distinctly mottled or

barred; body robust; its color plain brownish or with dark spots,

jr. Dorsal rays 39 or 40 ; anal 33 ;
pectoral 30 to 34. tuxicatus, 2452.

gg. Dorsal rays 44 ; anal 35; pectoral 37. herschelinus, 2453.

ff. Posterior nostril tubular, fins more or less mottled or barred, body
moderately elongate ; lower rays of pectoral rather short, not J head,

not reaching beyond ventral disk: body mottled usually with con-

centric rings. AOASSizii, 2454.
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ee. Gill opening rather large, extending downward to about fourth ray of

pectoral; nostrils with short tubes; lower lobe of pectoral long, reach-

ing much beyond disk, nearly to vent; color brown, the body and fins

mottled and clouded. . dennyi, 2455.

dd. Pectoral rays 42 ;
gill opening large, its lower edge below upper part of pec-

toral; body robust, translucent, covered with round crimson spots.

CTCLOSTIGMA, 2456.

aaa. Vertebrje about 52 ; dorsal rays 45 to 48 ; anal rays 38 to 40 ;
pectoral rays 34 to 37

;

dorsal and anal largely joined to caudal
;
gill opening large, about ^ its length

before pectoral ; anterior nostril tubular.

Ltoliparis (Aiioj, to loosen ; Liparis)

:

h. Head broad, flattened above ; body rather elongate; skin usually with wavy
concentric longitudinal streaks, sometimes spotted. pulchellus, 2457.

&.CTINOCHIB (aKTi's, ray
; x^ 'p, hand ; from the broad pectoral)

:

hh. Head high, boldly rounded, with prominent nape; color olivaceous, clouded

and dotted, but without wavy streaks. major, 2458.

Subgenus LIPARIS (Artedi) Scopoli.

244i). LIPARIS LIPARIS MLinmeus).

(Sea Snail.)

Head Si; depth 3^; D. 33 to 35; A. 27 to 29; pectoral 34 to 37;

caudal 12 to 14; vert. 38 or 39; ca?ca 10 to 13; brauchiostegals 6. Body
moderately stout, somewhat high on the .shoulders, compressed behind the

body cavity in the caudal portion, which is deep and rather thick ante-

riorly, tapering rapidly. Body proper about i of the entire length to the

base of the tail. Length of the head little less than its width, a little

more than its depth. Snout short, broad, blunt, nearly 3i times in the head,

very convex in the internasal region. Mouth moderate, maxillary reach-

ing a vertical from the eye, lower jaw shorter. Teeth small, paved,

alternating in the different rows, tricuspid. Lower lip interrupted in the

middle, ^ or more of its length. The fold above the upper lip with 6 to 8

notches below the opening of the pores. A series of 6 pores on each side,

from the middle of the fold above the upper lip passes backward and

* Prof. Robert Collett (Christiania Vidensk. Selsk. Fijrh., 1879, No. 1, 42), defines the chief
color varieties of this species as seen in Xorway, as follows

:

Var. a. assimilig, Collett: uniform light reddish gray, the dots microscopic. Christiania,
Bukn, Sravanger, Lofoten; scarce.

Var. b. stellatus,M.a]m: uniform light gray brown, the fins with vertical dark cross
bands; dots larger. Christiania, Vadso, etc. Liparis stellatiis, Malm, Forh. Skand.
Nat.,9, 1863, 412.

Var. c. subfuscus, Collett: almost uniform ground color, with dark points: light red cross
hands on fins; body faintly marbled. Christiania, Farsund, Varaiiger.

Var. d. scorpioides, Collett: color pale, with large, irregular, dark spots. VaranMr.
Var. e. mixtut,Col\ett: spotted and striped; dark spots on fins; along sides and on fins

interrupted dark stripes: ring like lines on head. Lofoten.
Var. f. decoru.t, Collett: striped and spotted; fins spotted; notable stripes on sides.

Christiansund and Lofoten.
Var. g. scriptus, Collett: striped, the dark stripes larger and more conspicuous, the

streaks of ground color fainter. Bukn, Christiania.
Var. h. lineatun, Kriiyer : striped with 8 to 10 violet longitudinal .'strii)es, alternating with

pale streaks ot the ground color. Liparis lincatitu, Kriiyir, Nat. Tid.skr. 1847, 284.

Var. i. arctieus, Collett: uniform brown; grayish golden brown with many dark points,
which make the surface dark. Tromso, iSpitzbergen, Magdalene Bay, in Greenland.

Var. k. fuscu.i, Collett: uniform blackish brown, very dark. North Cape, Spitzbergen,
Greenland.

As noticed under Neoliparis montagid, these variations seem to have no taxonomic
value, being products of the immediate surroundings.
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curves up beliind the eye ; another series of 7 on each side passes from the
middle of the chin back and upward toward the upper edge of the gill

opening. Eye small, nearly as long as the snout, contained 4A times in

the length of the head, or loss than twice in the convex interorbital

space. Nasal tubules short; posterior smaller l)etweeu the eyes; anterior
farther forward, larger. A. large pore is situated a short distance in front
of the nostril toward the tip of the snout. Gill openings narrow, not as

wide as the eye, above the base of the pectoral. Nape and shoulders
high. Cheeks swollen. Skin smooth, thm, easily detached. Dorsal and
anal lins rising gradually, the rays attaining their greatest height in the
hinder third of the length, united with the caudal by membrane. The
separation of the 3 lins is less marked than in X inontagm, so much so

that it is difficult in some cases to determine whether certain rays belong
to the caudal. Dorsal notch shallow or absent, most noticeable in the
breeding season. First ray little farther back than the opercular angle,

or the hinder edge of the disk ; 5 or 6 of the anterior rays crooked and
twisted, and without apparent segmentation. Evidently these rays are

affected by a nuptial growth, which is not so patent above the skin, on
the ends of rays, as in other species. In the anal the tirst ray is about
opposite the seventh or eighth ray of the dorsal; the fin extends farther

back than the latter, reaching under nearly \ of the caudal. Caudal
slightly rounded posteriorly, the longest rays being ^ to f of length of

the head. Disk subcircular, \ as long as the head, equal the distance

from the chin, less than the distance to the anal. Vent nearly halfway
from disk to first anal ray, which latter is halfway between the snout and
the base of the caudal. The position varies in the sexes. The body cav-

ity is longer in the females, and the A'ent is farther back ; this api)lies to

all the species. Pectorals broad, deeply notched below the middle of the

hind border ; rays of the lower portiou extending beyond the membrane,
a couple of the longer sometimes reaching almost as far back as the vent.

A slight fold of the skin unites the fins in front of the disk. Olive to

brown, light to dark, puncficulate and clouded, blotched, banded, ver-

miculate, or longitudinally striped with darker and with lighter. In life

the tints vary from lilac to reddish or yellowish, with spaces on certain

individuals often nearly white, and every variety of coloration may be
taken in a single locality. This being the case, it is thought best to treat

the striping, freckling, banding, etc., merely as marks of individual vari-

ation, and not as characters indicating established varieties. On the

striped specimens the number of lines vary greatly, of the spotted ones

no two are alike, and the same is true of every other pattern. Most often

there are blotches on the posterior portions of the anal and the dorsal

;

frequently they take on the appearance of transverse bands, as is still

more often the case on the caudal. (Garman.) North Atlantic, on Itoth

shores; north to Spitzbergen, south to Connecticut and France; most
abundant in Northern Europe. Variable. '' The specimens in the museum
at Cambridge were secured from the Cheshire coast and other points in

Great Britain, from Ostend, and from various localities off the coast of
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Maine. A small specimen, with the
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locality 'Off Block Island, from a pecten/ tliat may be positively identi-

fied, bears peculiar markings: From the tip of tbe snout a wbite line

passes above the eye to meet its fellow of the opposite side at the begin-

ning of the dorsal, which is white; and a white si)ot as large as the orbit

extends downward and slightly backward from the eye. These marks

are very distinct, and they give the specimen (^uite a different appear-

ance from that of another of the same size and origin, uniform in colora-

tion." (CTarman.) (Eu.)

lAparis nostras, Willughbt, Hist. Pise, App., 17, 1686, based on a specimen taken Sep-

tember 15, 1685, by Dr. Johnson.

Liparu* Aetedi, Descr. Spec. Pise., 117, 1738, after Willughby.

Liparis cyclogaster, Gronow, Mvis., 157, 1768.

Cyclo%)terus liparis, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xn, i, 414, 1766, Northern Ocean ; after Aktedi

and Gbonow.
Gyclopterus lineatus, Lepechin, Nov. Comm. Petropol., xvill, 1774, 522, White Sea.

Liparis liparis, CuviER,Eegue Anim., Ed. I, vol. 2, 227, 1817; G.\rman, Discoboli, 57, 1892.

Gobius sniyrnensis, Bonnatebre, Encycl., Icht., 66, 1788 ;
after Lepechin.

Gyclopterus viusculvs, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 683, 1802, near Havre.

Liparis vulgaris, Fleming, Brit. Anna., 190, 1828; Gunther, Cat., in, 159; LtJTKEN,

Naturh. Foren. Yidensk. Meddels, 1860 and 1861, 243 ; Collett, Norges Fiake, 1875, 65

;

Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 742, 1883.

Liparis communis, Sabine, App. Parry's Voy., 1824.

Liparis harhatus, Ekstrom, Vet. Ak. Handl., 168, pi. 5, 1832 (D. 32, A. 32, C. 9, perhaps a

different species)

.

Liparis ophidoides, Swainson, Nat. Hi.st. Fishes, ii, 339, 1839.

Liparis lineatm muUistriatus, Lutken, Naturh. Foreu. Vids., 1861, pi. 7 (striped example).

Liparis stellatus. Malm., Fcirh. Skand., Naturh., 1865.

Liparis lineatus with variations, assimilis, stellatus, subfuscus, scorpioides mixtus, deco-

rus, scriptus, lineatus, arcticus, and/m«cm« Collett ;
Vid. Selsk.,F6rh., Christ. 1,41.

2450. UPAEIS CYCLOPUS, Giinther.

Head 4^^; deptb 41. D. 34; A. 29; pectoral 30; caudal 12. Body

much depressed and rather broad anteriorly, deep and much compressed

posteriorly; head i longer than broad and i broader than deep. Flesh

much more firm and the skin less lax than in most species of Liparis.

Opercles with a rather strong spine concealed by the skin ; mouth rather

large, terminal; jaws subequal; teeth small, tricusi)id, in broad bands;

eye small, 6 in head ; snout 3, tlattish and broad above ; interorbital space

4f in head; ventral disk oval, 2^ in head, its anterior edge + the length of

the eye behind postorbital margin; gill opening moderate, 3^^ in head,

extending downward to the third or fourth ray of pectoral. Dorsal fin

low, continuous, not joined to caudal, beginning slightly before anal, on

a vertical with vent ; vent midway between edge of ventral disk and front

of anal. Pectoral fin emarginate, the upper lobe IHn head, the lower 2,

the shortest intervening rays 3. Anal long and low, barely joined to cau-

dal. Caudal U in head. Color olivaceous, darker above; body and pec-

toral fin finely speckled with olive brown; fins dotted; bases of the fins

paler than their tips; belly white. Bering sea to Puget Sound, not com-

mon; our description from two specimens 4^ inches long, in excellent

* Garman gives detailed synonymy of this species in Discoboli, 57, 1892.
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condition, taken in Elliot Bay, near Seattle, received from the Yonng
Naturalists' Society. They are numbered 3126 in the register of the

Leland Stanford Jr. University Museum. This siiecies, not having been
previously recognized since its original descri]5tion, is recorded by Dr.

Gilbert from Unalaska, and 2 specimens from Bristol Bay, Alaska (Jlha-

iro88 Station 3230, depth 3^ fathoms). Garman places L. cyclopns in the

synonymy of L. calhjodon, but our specimens are undoubtedly distinct

from the species described by Garman under this name (Discoboli, ji. 54,

pi. 6, figs. 1-5), from a specimen said to originate from San Francisco.

Our Alaska specimens are much more slender, with Avide depressed head,

without nuchal elevation, with the dorsal fin beginning posteriorly

slightly in front of the vertical from the vent, and the disk separated from

the vent by a distance less than its own diameter. The mouth is also

much smaller, not at all oblique, its angle in advance of vertical from front

of eye. Not yet recorded from California. {kvhXo';, rounded; -jtovi, foot.)

Liparis cydojms* GOnther, Cat., ni, 162, 1861, Esquimault Harbor, Vancouver Island;

Jordan <fc Staeks, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 834, pi. 97.

2451. LIPAUIS FUCENSIS, Gilbert.

Head 3i- to Si ; depth 4 to 4.1 . D. V, 30 ; A. 28 or 29 ; C. 18 or 20 ; P. 38 to

39. Body moderately elongate, compressed ; head depressed, with gibbous

snout and occiput, separated by the depressed interorbital area, which
forms a shallow transverse groove. Snout not blunt, the mouth terminal,

nearly horizontal, with included mandible, the maxillary reaching to or

nearly to the vertical from front of pupil, 3 in head. Teeth all tricuspid.

Eye of moderate size, contained 5f in length of head, 1 to l\ times in bony
interorbital width, IJ times in snout. Posterior nostril Avithout tube, the

anterior with a short tube, less than diameter of pupil. Gill slit com-
paratively wide, its width- equaling length of snout and ^ eye, over-

lapped by a conspicuous triangular prolongation of the opercle. The slit

extends down to opposite the upper third of the pectoral fin. Disk circii-

lar, of rather small size, distant from tip of snout 1^ times its own diame-

ter, from vent 1^ times. Diameter of disk 2f times in head. Distance

from tip of snout to vent 1§ to If in distance from tail. Pectorals extend-

ing to a vertical midway between vent and front of anal. Lower rays

produced, forming a narrow distinct lobe. First 5 dorsal rays spinous,

unsegmented, shorter than the succeeding segmented rays, from which

* The following is the original description of Liparis cyclo]}us: Dorsal 32; anal 30;

caudal 12. Caudal fin entirely free from dorsal and anal; the latter commences in the
vertical from the seventh dorsal ray; pectoral margin with a notch, some of the lower
rays being produced; ventral disk ovate, its length being less than i of that of the
head. A tine specimen. Esquimault Harbor. Presented by Lord John Russell. This
species agrees in nearly every respect with Liparis vulgaris, from whic)) it difl'ers in the
following points besides those mentioned: The greatest depth of the body is nearly | of
the total, the length of the head nearly J. The skin is tougher and more firmly adherent
to the body. The head is flat above, tlie nape of the neck being scarcely prominent. The
nostril is a short tube, situated nearly midway between the eye and the upper lip. The
pectoral extends only to the vertical from the' anal papilla, and the dorsal (anal) fin com-
mences yet more backward. The teeth are small, with 3 lobes. Infraorbital extending to
the predperculum. The color is brownish olive, with darker spots, more conspicuous on
the fins than on the body; belly retlclisli. The length of the specimen deacribed is 45

lines. (Giiuther.)
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thoy are not separated by notcli. Dorsal and anal free from the candal,

the last rays beinsx rapidly shortened, giving a rounded contour to the

posterior portions of the 2 fins. Two styles of coloration are observed;

1 plain olive brown, with minute dark points, whitish below; the

other, with numerous lengthwise streaks of liglit olive and dark olivci

brown, which extends forward on top and sides of head; in both cases

the belly is whitish, and the fins dusky, mottled with darker, the mot-

tllngs forming indistinct cross bars on the caudal tin. Numerous speci-

mens dredged by the Albatross in the Straits of Fuca (August, 1891),

serve as the types of this species. It is probably the same as that

described by Garnian as Liparis caUiodon, his description being based od

specimens "said to have been taken near San Francisco." It is not evi-

dent from the text whether the same specimens served as basis for the

figures (pi. 6, figs. 1 to 5), concerning which we have no independent data.

This locality may be correct. The numerous types of Dr. Gilbert's exam-

ined by us are in a collection made by the Albatross, about Port Angeles

in the Straits of Juan de Fuca. It has not been yet recorded from Alaska.

Mr. Garmau identifies this species with the caUijodon of Pallas, but accord-

ing to Pallas his species had the gill opening reduced to a lunate spiracle

which is not the case in Liparis fucensis. (fuccnsis, from the Straits of

Juan de Fuca.)

Liparis calliodon, Garman, Discoboli, 54, 1892, locality unknown, thought to be San
Francisco ; not Cyclopterus callyodon of Pai.las.

ii^aris /Mcewsi.s, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fisli Comm. 1893 a896), 447, Port Angeles, Straits

of Juan de Fuca, at Albatross Station 3451, in 106 fathoms. (Type, No. 48600.)

245-2. LIPARIS TUMCATUS, Reinhardt.

D. 39; A. 33; P. 30; Y. 7; C. 14. Body elongate, subterete; belly promi-

nent. Head thick, obtuse, depressed behind, convex in front. Mouth
narrow; the jaws equal; jaws, suborldtal region, and gills with small,

white points. Eyes small, lateral; nostrils 4, tubulate. Gill opening

small, linear. Dorsal fin and anal united to caudal; caudal cuneate.

Skin lax, slippery. Color dusky, the flesh reddish, showing through the

skin. Length 1^ fingers. (Fabricius.) Coast of Greenland. This descrip-

tion differs from later ones in ascribing more rays to the caudal, and tubes

to the nostrils. According to Mr. Garman, the description of Liparis fa-

hricii, Kriiyer, refers to the same species. The following is its substance:

D. 13 -f 27= 40; A. 2 + 30 = 32; P. 34; C. 9; Vert. 46. Head 4 in length,

higher than broad, the snout elevated, truncate, lower jaw shorter; ante-

rior nostrils simple, the posterior with raised rim or with very short tube;

eye 3 in head ; teeth tricuspid ; ventral disk elliptical, 9 in length of body

;

dorsal and anal connate with caudal, which is 6 to 8 in total length. Ashy

above, shaded with bluish or orange, spotted with blackish, pale below.

Greenland (Kriiyer, description of Liparis fahricii). Liparis arctica, Gill,

is apparently the same as Lj. fabricii. The following is the substance of

the description: Head 4 in total length; depth 2|; dorsal 42; anal 34;

caudal 11 ;
pectoral .35. Forehead depressed, snout rather high and de-

curved; the eyes are just within the anterior half of the head; the inter-
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orbital is contained 3 times iu tlie head; tlie auteriov nostrils are simple,

the posterior tuhnlar ; the dorsal and anal are connate with the caudal,

the former united for about ^ of the length of the caudal, the latter |

;

caudal convex behind and forms \ of the length, the x'cctoral 5^; ventral

disk 10. Color uniform, rusty brown or chestnut, Avithout spots or bands.

Port Foulke, Greenland (Gill). We have seen no siiecimeus, and follow

authority in regarding Fabricins's count of the caudal rays as probably

an error. Garman uses the name tunicatus instead of minor, apparently

regarding the original use of the latter name as simply that of the abjec-

tive meaning smaller, not as part of the binominal nomenclature, (tuni-

catus, bearing a cloak.)

Cycloptenis liparts minor, Fabricius, Fauna Grcenlanclica, 135, 1780, Greenland ; D. 39; A.

33 ; P. 30 ; V. 2 ; C. 14 ; not binomial, minor being merely an adjective, meaning smaller.

Liparis tunicata, Reinhardt, Overs. Kong. Danske Yidensk. Selsk., vi, cxi, 1836, Green-

land; after Fabricius ; Garman, Discoboli, 65, 1892.

Liparis fabricii, Kroyer, Naturh. Tid8skr.,ii, 274, 1847, Greenland; D. XIII, 27; A.ii,30;

P. 34; C. 9; Vert. 46; (J-UNTHER, Gat., Ill, 161, 1861; GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila.

1864, 192.

Liparis arctica, GiLL, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. 1864, 191, Port Foulke.Greenland; Jordan &, Gil-

beet, Synopsis, 742, 1883.

2453. LIPABIS AGASSIZII, Putman.

Head 3*; depth 4. D. 39; A. 31; pectoral 34; caudal 12; eye 6 iu

head ; iuterorbital 2^ ; snout 2| ; ventral disk Ig
;
pectoral li ; caudal li.

Body elongate, compressed posteriorly, about as wide as deep anteriorly;

head as deep as broad, A longer ; mouth moderately large, the maxillary

reaching slightly past front of eye; lower jaw included; teeth small, tri-

cuspid, arranged iu 8 or 9 oblique rows, which gfow more oblique toward

the sides; snout broad and blunt, slightly overhanging the mouth ; nos-

trils ending in tubes, the anterior tube wider and longer than posterior;

nape high and prominent, scarcely produced; gill opening short, its lower

^ or i in front of the pectoral, extending downward to about the second

or third ray, its length a little greater than width of eye. Ventral disk

slightly longer than broad, its distance from end of lower jaw If its

length, its posterior margin scarcely midway between its anterior and

front of anal; vent nearer posterior margin of disk than front of anal;

pectoral broadly rounded behind, the notch made by the produced lower

rays shallow, end of fin reaching to the vertical from front of anal ; origin

of dorsal just over posterior edge of ventral disk, its distance from snout

about 3 in body, slightly joined to the caudal posteriorly; origin of anal

nearer to snout by a distance equal to length of snout posteriorly joined

to the caudal, the tips of the last rays reaching nearly to the middle of

caudal rays. Color olive brown, irregularly marked with dark brown

spots the size of pupil; belly white; top of head darker than body; dorsal

spotted like the body; spots on anal iu the form of indistinct bands; pec-

toral marked with interrupted irregular streaks; a wide dark band across

middle of caudal rays, 2 or 3 other narrow streaks across caudal. Here

described from a specimen collected by the Albatross at Station 3247, in

Bristol Bay, Alaska, in 17 fathoms. Its length is nearly 3 inches.

3030 56
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The following is Garman's descriptiou of a specimen which was 10 inches

ill length:

Head 4+ in total length; depth over 4. D. 41 (41 to 44). A. 33 (32

to 35); pectoral 38 (35 to 38); cavtdal 12; vertebne 46. Body elongate,

rather less inflated anteriorly than the other Liparids, greatly compressed

posteriorly. With the exception of the disk the appearance is very much
the same as that of the Cottoids. Total length 2f times the distance from
snont to vent. Head moderately broad, depressed anteriorly, slightly

convex in transverse section through the frontal region; snout broad,

blunt, rounded, convex, nearly 4 times the diameter of the eye, \ of the

length of the head. Mouth wide, maxilla extending behind a vertical

from the anterior border of the eye; upper lip complete, lower separated

for only about \ tlie distance from the angle of the mouth to the middle.

Teeth small, tricuspid, with slender, somewhat compressed bases, cusps

compressed to sharp edges, outer cusp turned outward so as to give an

inflated appearance at the top, arranged in about 72 rows, counting length-

wise on each jaw, or 10 rows transversely, from outer to inner. Pharyn-

geal teeth simple, in 2 bunches of 8 or 10 rows at the esophagus on the

roof of the mouth, and below these on the floor in 2 smaller elongate

groups. Nostrils small, tubes short or absent, posterior between the ante-

rior halves of the eyes, anterior in front of these about 1 diameter of the

orbit, and twice the same distance from each other. Eye small, less than

^ of head. Gills 3i. Gill opening a vertical slit, extending downward a

short distance on 1 or 2 rays only of the base of the pectoral (not so wide

as in L.piilchellus). Skin thin, loose. Backward from the vent the form

is much compressed, the thickness being nearly i of the height, and both

lateral and dorsal outlines taper regularly to the caudal. Dorsal, anal,

and caudal tins confluent, anal extending farther on the caudal, i. e.,

more than I the length of the latter; dorsal commencing above the gill

opening, at a distance from the snout that is contained in the total length

without the caudal 3 g times; anal beginning a trifle in advance of the

mid length, excluding the caudal; pectoral broad, not reaching the anal,

upper portion rounded, lower fringed, a shallow indentation between the

two portions; caudal subtruncate, rounded, with rays moie than I as

long as the head; ventral disk small, |^ longer than broad, situated its

length from the lips, occupying nearly | of the distance from the snout to

the first ray of the anal, or aboxit i of the total length. Color dark brown,

irregularly marked with whitish or grayish ; a series of 5 or 6 spots, each

as large as the eye, along the middle of the flank; below these, near the

lower edge, there are indications of 4 or 5 whitish blotches, resembling

transverse bands; dorsal, anal, and caudal with irregular cloudings and

blotches of darker and of lighter; base of pectoral with a couple of large

blotches of light grayish, balance of the fin freckled with light color;

head dark, somewhat reddened. Entire length 10 inches. (Garman.)

North Pacific; common south to Unalaska; the original types above de-

scribed Avere collected by Messrs. Pierce and Smith at Saghalien, Channel

of Tartary; our specimens collected by the Albatross in Bristol Bay. Dr.

Bean's types of Hparis (jihhus came from Plover Bay, Siberia; others are
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recorded from Uualaska, St. Paul Island, off Indian Point, Cape Chaplin,
Eastern Siberia, Petropaulski, and Bering Strait.

The following is the substance of the account of Liparis fjihbus which
Garman identifies, apparently correctly, with Liparis agasaizii :

Head 3i ; depth 3i. D. 42 ; A. 36 ; P. 85 ; C. 12. Body abruptly contracted
near the vent, covered with las skin; interorbital space shallow-concave,
the vertex and nape somewhat elevated; snout depressed; head as wide
as long, longer than deep; nostrils tubular, the tubes of anterior nostrils
longest ; eye small, 4 in head ; ventral disk nearly circular, 8 in length

;

vertical fins confluent; dorsal continuous; longest dorsal ray ^ as long
as head; pectorals reaching front of anal; caudal 6 in body. Head and
body very pale brown or gray, paler below; head and anterior parts some-
times with concentric brown rings, much as in Liparis pulchdlm; sides
plain or marked with brown stripes and rings; tail sometimes with dark
blotches; Aertical fins usually with dark bands. Bering Sea, Aleutian
Islands, and Siberia. (Named for Prof. Louis Agassiz).

Gyclopterus liparis, Bloch, Ausland. Fische, i, 48, 1785, in part, Pacific specimen.s.

Liparis agassizii, Putnam, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. 1874, 339, Saghalien, Channel of
Tartary (Coll. Pierce and Smith) ; G-arman, Discoboli, 62, pis. 1-3, 1892.

Liparis (jibhus, Bkan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 148, Unalaska, St. Paul Island, Indian
Point, Cape Chaplin, and Plover Bay, Siberia; JoKD.UJ & GILBERT, Synopsis,
741, 1883.

2454. LIPARIS HERSCHELIXIS, Scofleld.

Head 3i in body; depth 3f. D. 42; A. 33; pectoral 35; caudal 10;

eye 4i in head, and H in snout; interorbital sjiace 3 in head; maxillary 2
in head. Body tadpole-like; head rounded and very little compressed;
abdomen slightly distended; just back of the abdomen the body is sud-
denly compressed to a width equaling ^ its height, and from this point

the body gradually tapers to the caudal, its height and width keeping the

same proportions; the height of the base of the caudal equals the diame-
ter of the eye; the maxillary extends to posterior edge of eye, and its end
is concealed in the base of the skin of the head; upper jaw slightly longer

than lower; teeth tricuspid; interorbital space flat; nape slightly ele-

vated; gill openings small; the width of the slit equaling the interorbital

space; the lower edge of the slit even with the first pectoral ray; the

posterior nostrils end in very short, compressed tubules about ^ diameter
of eye in front of eye ; the anterior nostrils are simple and placed directly

in front of the posterior nostrils a distance equal to ^ diameter of eye.

The dorsal begins on a vertical line drawn from posterior edge of gill flap;

the anterior rays are short, gradually lengthening till middle of fin is

reached, where the rays equal 2i times the diameter of the eye, the last

rays scarcely shortened and not forming a notch at its junction with the

caudal; last rays encroaching on the caudal for \ of its length; anal same
shape as dorsal and of same height, its last rays encroaching on caudal for

i its length ; upper lobe of pectoral composed of 25 rays, the eleventh and
longest ray 1^ in head; length of twenty-fifth ray 4 in head, lower lobe

with 10 rays, of which the third from the last, or twenty-third, is the long-
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est, being contained in the head 2^^ times; membrane between each 2

of the last 4 rays incised; caudal slender, rounded behind, its length a

little more than twice in head. Diameter of venti'al disk 8 in body. Skin
very loose, attached only at opening and to ends of last rays of dorsal and
anal and to base of caudal. Color dark, covered with line jjunctulation;

belly and underside of head free from markings; last half of dorsal darker

than anterior half; anal mottled with black; caudal with 2 black vertical

bands, the tirst bony and just back of tips of last dorsal and anal rays ; the

second band slender and faint and at top of tin. Arctic Ocean; several

specimens were taken at Herschel Island. The longest specimen is 2\

Inches long. This species is nearest L. tunicatus from the coast of Greenland,

and appears to be intermediate between it and L, agassizii.

Liparis herschelinus, Scofield, Fishes of Herschel Island, in Jordan & Gilbert, Eept.

Fur Seal Invest., 1898, Herschel Island, Arctic Ocean. (Type, No. 5601, L. S. Jr.

Univ. Mus. Coll. N. B. Scofleld.)

2455. LIPABIS DENNTI, Jordan & Starks.

Head 3f in length of body; depth 4^. D. 39; A. 30; pectoral 36; caudal

12; eye 8 in head; maxillary 2y; snout 2|; gill opening 2f ; upper pec-

toral lobe i; lower lobe li; intervening rays 2|; ventral disk 2^; highest

dorsal rays 2f ; highest anal rays 2f ; caudal rays If. Body moderately

elongate, much compressed posteriorly, slightly so anteriorly; head mod-

erate, the cheeks and nape prominent. Mouth wide, with little lateral

cleft; maxillary extending to below the anterior margin of eye, its end

covered with the skin of the head; the lower jaw slightly the longer; the

teeth tricuspid, those on the inner part of jaw largest, arranged in about

14 series in each jaw; series nearly transverse on middle of jaw, becoming

more and more oblique toward the sides, where they are nearly parallel

with the sides of the jaws; iuterorbital wide, slightly concave; nostrils

ending in very short, wide tubes, the posterior over the anterior margin

of eye, tlie anterior iu front of it a distance equal to the diameter of eye;

ojjercle ending in a short, wide spine covered with skin; it is situated

slightly above the middle of gill opening; gill opening running from

about the eleventh pectoral ray to a level with the eye. Origin of dorsal

slightly behind base of pectoral, its distance from the snout 3i in length

of body, its anterior rays short, gradually lengthening posteriorly, the

rays from the anterior third to near the end about ecjual, the last ray

abruptly shortened, forming a slight notch where the fin joins the caudal;

posterior f of caudal free above ; anal similar to dorsal, about the same

height, its origin nearer snout than base of caudal, about under the base

of the tenth dorsal ray, posteriorly it is longer than the dorsal, joining

the caudal at about i its length; ventral disk nearly round, its distance

from tip of lower jaw 1^ in its diameter, 1 iu distance from vent, 2 from

first anal ray ; vent midway between front of anal and edge of disk ; upper

lobe of pectoral broadly rounded, reaching to f of the distance between

vent and front of anal; lower lobe long, reaching nearly to vent; caudal

long and slender, rounded behind. Skin very thin and loose on body and

head, covering the anterior i^arts of dorsal and anal, attached at about the
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middle of rays posteriorly, and covering the base of candal rays. Color

light hrown, lighter below, thickly covered with minnte brown points,

which form spots and mottliugs on sides ; upper part of head dark, lips

spotted with brown; dorsal and anal dark brown, slightly mottled with

lighter
;
pectoral light, with irregular brown spots and bars running across

it; caudal dark brown, mottled at base, 2 light bars crossing it toward its

end, leaving a narrow posterior margin of brown. North Pacific, south to

Puget Sound; numerous specimens in the Albatross collections from about

Unalaska. (Named for Mr. Charles L. Denny, of Seattle, in recognition of

his active and intelligent interest in the natural history of Washington.)

Liparis dennyi, Jordan & Stakes, Proc. Cal. Ac. Sci. 1895, 835, pi. 98, Admiralty Inlet,

Puget Sound. (Type, Ko. 3703, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mns. Coll. Young Naturalists' Society

of Seattle.)

2456. LIPARIS CYCLOSTIGMA, Gilbert.

Head 3f; depth 4i. D. 44; A. 34; P. 42; C. 14. A robust, compressed

species, -vith broad, gently convex head, the nape rather elevated,

comparatively wide gill oi)ening, a single continuous dorsal fin, the dorsal

and anal broadly joined to the caudal, and the coloration peculiar. Pro-

file gently and evenly declining from nape to end of premaxillary pro-

cesses, thence descending more steeply to tip of snout. luterorbital space

very wide, equaling length of snout aud i of eye, 2f in head. Distance

from tip of snout to front of exposed portion of eye, 2,''o in head. Mouth
terminal, broad aud transverse, with but little lateral cleft, the 2 jaws

equal, the lower not included. The maxillary is entirely bound down by

skin of head, reaching vertical from front of pui^il, the angle of mouth in

advance of eye. Bands of teeth extremely broad, the teeth very small,

all tricuspid, the outer ones minute, those toward inner margin of jaw
increasing in size. The anterior series in each jaw are nearly transverse,

the lateral series becoming successively more and more oblique, the

uppermost nearly parallel with the jaw; about 20 series in each side of

lower jaw, 30 on each side of upper jaw. The width of band in upper

jaw equals f diameter of exposed portion of eye, which is i length of

snout, f interorbital width. Nostrils without tube. Lower lip distinct

on lateral f or f of mandible. Gill opening wide, extending downward
to opposite base of fifteenth pectoral ray, the length of the slit 2f in head.

Upper jaw with a series of large pores; lower jaw short, with few pores.

Disk large, oblong, its longitudinal diameter 2^ in head, equaling its dis-

tance from anus and twice distance of latter from base of first anal ray.

Pyloric cajca 28. Pectoral very broad, inserted low, its upper margin on

a level with premaxillaries, much below the eye; the rays decrease but little

in length from the first to the twentieth, and form a very broad, evenly

rounded lobe. Below the twentieth the rays decrease gently and have

exerted tips, until the shortest ray equals f the long upper rays. There

follow 3 or 4 somewhat longer rays, the tips still further exserted, then 4

or 5 rays which decrease rapidly, the shortest anterior one equaling diam-

eter of eye; longest pectoral ray !{ in head; base of first dorsal ray

in a vertical passing through axil of pectoral ; longest dorsal ray Ij- in
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head, the last rays rapidly shortened so as to produce a notch at union

Avith the caudal, tho last ray less than | the longest, the membrane join-

ing at end of basal third of caudal; the anal liu is equal in height to the

dorsal, but the last rays are but little shortened, so that no notch exists

posteriorly. It forms a much broader union with the caudal, which it

joins at the end of its basal two-thirds; caudal broad, rounded, the outer

rays * the length of middle rays, which equal the length of head without

the snout. Body everywhere transparent, gelatinous in structure. Colors

in life, olivaceous above, overlaid with liglit grayish; belly and lower

side of head? light yellow ; body and fins with largo brownish-red or blood-

red spots and blotches, usually roundish, each having a darker margin

surrounded with a light ring. Length 360 mm. Bering Sea; type from

Bristol Bay, in 29i fathoms; a second specimen from St. Paul Island, and

a third still larger from Petropaulski ; a most beautifully colored species,

quite unlike the others. (Gilbert.) {uvuXoi;, round; 6Tiy/.ia, spot.)

Liparis cydosligma, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 446, Bristol Bay,

Alaska, at Albatross Station 3252, in 29J fathoms. (Type No. 48621.)

Subgenus LYOLIPARIS, Jordau & Evermann.

2457. LIPARIS PULCHELLUS, Ayres.

Head 4^ in length; depth 4^. D. 47 to 49: A. 40; pectoral 36; caudal

12; eyes 6 in head; interorbital space (iiesh, not bone) 2; snout 3; pec-

toral li; ventral disk 2|; caudal 1^. Body elongate, somewhat com-

pressed, tapering gradually to the caudal. The head is broader and longer

than high ; snout subtruncate, overhanging the mouth ; teeth small, tri-

cuspid, the median cusp longest, arranged in oblique rows as in the related

species ; upper lip complete, the lower interrupted on each side about mid-

way between middle of jaw and angle of mouth; interorbital space wide

and flat, posterior nostril ending in a short, wide tube, anterior smaller,

closer together, about midway between the posterior and end of snout;

gill opening moderate, wider than eye, its lower third in front of pectoral,

extending downward to the third or fourth ray; sliin thin and loose, as

in the other Liparids; vent nearer to anal than ventral disk. Dorsal and

anal confluent with the caudal, which seems to end in a point when not

spread; origin of dorsal just behind base of pectoral, its distance from

snout contained 4 times in the length of body, the anterior rays buried

under the skin ; origin of anal nearer snout than base of caudal fin
;
pec-

torals broadly rounded posteriorily, reaching to front of anal, the lower

rays smaller and produced, forming a notch in lower part of fin. Color

light olive brown, with numerous waving lines everywhere on head and

body, running longitudinally, sometimes running togetlier and forming

irregular markings; belly and lower parts of head white; dorsal and anal

dusky, with longitudinal stripes and mottlings ; caudal dark at tip
;
pec-

torals with irregular cross streaks. Others are light brownish with spots

of darker, not sliowing any trace of the longitudinal stripes; the head

variously marked with irregular vermiculations. Here described from

specimens from Point Reyes, California. The one from which the meas-
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uremeuts are taken is a little over 4 inches in length. Specimens vary
greatly in depth of body. Length 10 inches. Northern Pacilic, Alaska to

Monterey.* Common
; specimens are recorded from Puget Sound and from

Tongass, St. Paul, Kadiak, Unalaska, and other localities in Alaska.

The specimen from the northernmost locality examined by us is from
Bristol Bay in 16 fathoms (Coll. Albatross). The species is not rare about
San Francisco and Monterey, where the striped form is almost exclusively
found. (puIcheUus, pretty.)

Liijaris pulchellus, Ayres, Proc. Cal. Ac. Nat. Sci., l, 1855, 23, San Francisco; Gunthek,
Cat., HI, 164, 1861; Steindachner, Iclitli. Beitriige, in, 53, 1875; Jordan •& Gilbert,
Synopsis, 741, 1883; Garman, Discoboli, 67, pis. 4,5, and 8, 1892.

Cyclogaster pulchellus, Girard, Pac. R. R. Rept., x, Fishes, 132, 1858.

Subgenus ACTINOCHIR, Gill.

2458. LIPARIS MA.JOR (Gill).

Head 4 in length. D. 45 to 48; A. 38 to 40; P. 34 to 37; caudal 12 to 14;

vertebra} 52 (10-}-42); ca}ca26; branchiostegals 6. Body elongate, much
compressed and tapering posteriorly, rather thin behind the abdomen,
slender at the base of the caudal, broad and high between the pectorals.

Head high and broad, prominent at nape, length a little more than depth,

forehead depressed; snout broad, blunt, rounded, rather deep, as long-

as eye; mouth anterior, broad, maxillary subtending the eye, jaws about
eqnal; a broad interruption in lower lip in middle of chin; teeth small,

in pavement, tricu.spid in younger .specimens, simple in old. Some of

those from which this description is drawn show the 3 pronged teeth in

the outer rows, and an approach to the simple in the inner. A series of

5 or 6 pores on each side, just above upper lip, from snout to postor-

bital region; another of 6 or 7 pores from chin toward upper angle of gill

opening; posterior nostril reduced, pore-like, on interorbital space; ante-

rior in front of eye, tubular; between and a little in front of the tubes

a couple of large pores. Eye moderately large, in anterior half of head,

lateral, about equal to snout, once in interorbital space, 1^ times in disk,

and 3i in head; disk small, little longer than wide, IJ times as long as

eye, distant from mouth 1^ times the length, which is equal to ^ distance

to anal fin; vent about midway from disk to first ray of anal; gill open-

ing little wider than eye, ^ of its extent in front of base of pectoral ; 1

single and 3 double gills; pseudobranchia^, small; opercular spine rather

broad; skin thin, loose, easily carried away, that of the males in breeding

season roughened with small, spine-bearing papilhc ; dorsal and anal con-

tinuous with the caudal, the union occupying nearly I length of la.st,

anal extending a little farther back than dorsal. Caudal rays less than |

as loug as head, hinder margin of the fin slightly rouniled, narrow; pec-

torals broad and rounded in the upper portion, reaching anal fin; in the

lower portion fringed; several of the rays at sides of disk, much longer

than those immediately above them, form a notch in the margin, a fold

uniting the fins in front of disk; no apparent notch in dorsal; like the

* Our Monterey specimens have D. 48; A. 39; P. 36; C. 12. Head 5; depth 5.
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anal, it rises gradually, and attains its greatest extent in tlie jjosterior

third of its length. Professor Liitken gives the following as the formula

:

Dorsal 43 to 49; anal 3G to 40; ijectoral 32 to 38; caudal 9 to 11. The
sijecimens described here, and from which the numbers jilaccd at the
head of this description were taken, were furnished this Museum by him.
From his large series he finds a greater range of variation in all cases
except that of the caudal, where 12 to 14 rays appear on these examples.
Color olivaceous to dark brown, darkest about the head and body. On
close examination the .skin is seen to be thickly puncticulate with brown,
in cases forming cloudings, blotches, or transverse bands on the fins and
hinder parts of the body. In life there is no doubt of the presence of
tints of lilac, reddish, or yellowish. One of these specimens has 6 hands
of brownish on the dorsal, and 4 on the anal. Our largest is 5 inches in

length. (Garman.) Coasts of Greenland, east to the White Sea; not
seen by us; the description from a specimen in the Museum Comp. ZooL,
sent by Dr. Liitken. (Eu.) (ikfo/or, larger.)

Cyclopterus liparis major, Fabricius, Fauna Gronland., 136, 1780, Greenland; Walbaum,
Artedi Piscium, m, 489, 1792; after Fabricius ; not a binomial name, viajor hemg sim.-

ply an adjective.

Liparis Uinicata, Kroyee, Naturh. Tidsskr., I, 236, 1862 ; not of Eeinhardt.
Actinochir major, Gill, Proc. Ac. K'at. Sci. Phila. 1864, 193, Greenland.

_
Liparis fabricii, Lutken, Kara-Haves, Fiske, 146, 1887.

iipam major, Joedax & Gilbert, Synopsis, 741, 1883; Garman, Discoboli, 72, 1892.

786. BATHYPHASMA, Gilbert.

Bathiiphasma, Gilbert, Rept. IT. S. Fish Couim. 1893 (1896), 447 (ovigerum).

Teeth long, slender, simple, without basal cusps. Disk large, its sur-

face even, with evident lobes or horny jiapilla^ under posterior part of the

head; the anus not immediately behind it. Gill opening comparatively
wide. Caudal long, well develojied, not acuminate, containing 12 rays,

the dorsal and anal confluent with its basal |; pectoral broad and con-

tinuous, as in Liparis, the lower rays exserted. Suborbital process strong.

Vertebra} numerous. The typical species has much the shape and general
appearance of Liparis agassizii. The character of the simple teeth, which
this genus shares with Faraliparis and others, has been independently
acquired. (Gilbert.) Skeleton soft, little ossified. Deep-sea Liparids of

large size, the dentition unlike that of the other genera, and apparently
not acquired by the same line of descent as the simple teeth of Parali-

paris, which seems to be a degradation of the form seen in Liparis.

{/5aBvz, deep sea; (jtadi-ia, apparition.)

24,59. BATHYPHASMA OVIGERUM, Gilbert.

Head 3f ; depth 3f ; eye 7. Occipital region greatly elevated, the upper
profile of head strongly decurved above the orbits, a line from occiput to

end of premaxillary processes forming an angle of 4.5 degrees Avith axis

of body. In front of tips of premaxillary processes the snout descends
almost vertically. Posteriorly the body tapers uniformly and slowly, the

width of base of tail equaling 4^ diameter of eye. Mouth large, horizontal,
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not overpassed l>y the snout, the lower jaw slightly shorter than the upper,
not distiuctly included; maxillary reaching a vertical from posterior
edge of orbit, its length 2i in head, its width Ig in head; upper lip

complete, the fold of lower lip extending halfway from augle of moiith to
symphysis. Bands of teeth very wide in the front of each jaw, becoming
narrow laterally, where the series are few in number and nearly parallel
with the jaw; anteriorly the series grow more and more oblique, until

at front of jaw they are nearly transverse; teeth all simple and slender,

without cusps, directed very ol)liquely backward, and movable, implanted
so as to admit of still further depression; outer teeth in both jaws very
short, the inner ones growing gradually longer and becoming acicular,

16 series of teeth on each side of lower jaw, 22 series on each side of
upper jaw. Posterior nostril in a short wide tube. Eye large, the diame-
ter of its exposed portion 2| in total interorbital width. Cheek and
temporal region swollen, the suborbital stay running in a notable depres-

sion between the two. Gill slit wide, extending downward to opposite

upper pectoral rays, longer than snout, 2|in head. Mucous pores minute,

on sides of snout, mandible, and preopercle, none visible on top of head.

Disk large, nearly round, its center slightly in advance of gill slit, its

length 3J^ in head, distance from its posterior margin to vent equaling

% its own diameter. A small anal papilla. Pyloric ca?ca 19. Pectoral

with 34 rays, not notched, the lower rays regularly diminishing in length

to«the fifth or sixth before the last, the next 2 or 3 abruptly lengthened

and exserted ; longest ray of upper lobe equaling snout and eye ; longest

ray of lower lobe equaling snout and \ eye; dorsal fin beginning slightly

behind upper axil of pectorals and with 43 rays, the longest equaling dis-

tance from tip of snout to front of pupil; origin of anal fin with \ diame-

ter of eye in front of middle of body, with 34 rays; caudal ray long and
slender, with 12 rays, its basal f confluent with dorsal and anal, its length

equal to that of pectoral fin. Skin thin, not conspicuously lax. Head, body,

and fins Avhite, inconspicuously mottled Avith light brown. A single speci-

men, 315 mm. in total length, from Station 3342, oif Queen Charlotte Island,

British Columbia, depth 1,588 fathoms. The type is a male, with well-

developed testes, and contained in its mouth, when captured, a spherical

mass of eggs apparently of the same species. The eggs measured 44- mm.
in diameter, and were well along in their development, the embryos dis-

tinctly visible through the very tough egg membranes. The general form

of head and body can be made out, as well as the long continuous dorsal

and anal fins running backward into the tail. It seems not improbable

that the male fish protect the eggs in this manner until after hatching.

(D.43; A. 34; P. 34; C. 12.) (Gilbert.) {ox-mn, egg; (jero, I bear.)

Bathyphasma ovigenim, Gilbert, Rept, U. S. Fish Coiiim. 1893 (1896), 448, off Queen Char-

lotte Island, at Albatross Station 3342, in 1,588 fathoms. (Type, No. 48622.)

787. CAREPROCTUS, Kroyer.

Careproetut, KeOyer, Naturh. Tidsskr., i, 257, 1862 (reinhardi)

.

Oaremitra, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 452, 1896 (siniiis).

Allochir, Jordan &, Evermann, Check-List Fishes, 452, 1896 (melanuru*),

Allurus, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Pishes, 452, 1896 (ectenes).
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Body more or less elongate, semitransparent, covered with thin, lax

skin ; mouth terminal ; teeth simple in the adult, hooked ; ventral disk very

small, situated far forward, under front of eye, sometimes reduced to a

mere point; vent a little behind it, far in front of anal fin; pectoral fin

broad, notched, the lower lobe well developed. Vertebra} and fin rays

numerous ; nostrils with or without tube. Species of rather large size,

found in deep or cold waters. These form a transition from AcHnochir to

the Amitrincc, in which group the ventral disk is wholly lost.

Concerning Carejrroctus, Mr. Garman has the following remarks:

"This genus and Liparia are brought very close together by Carcproctus

Uparis major. The simple form of tooth in the one case and the tricuspid

form in the other were formerly considered sufficiently distinctive for sep-

arating these genera. Liitkeu, 1887, pointed out that the young of the

mentioned species has the tricuspid teeth of Liparis, and that with age it

acquires the simple teeth of Careproctus. It is possible that a similar

change takes place in the other species we have brought together in the

latter. Indeed, assuming derivation from species of Liparis of the shoal

waters, it is just what we should expect in all these Care^jroc/i ofthe deep sea.

"Besides the dentition, other features may be selected that in compari-

sons may serve to distinguish this genus from the preceding : The head

is higher at the back ; the body is deeper in front of the dorsal fin ; the

caudal region is longer, more slender and tapering; the vertebrtB are more

numerous; the dorsal and anal fins have more rays, and are completely

fused with the caudal; the disk is reduced in size; the suborbital process

is less developed, and apparently the intestine is shorter. Among these

differences there is none that may not be a consequence of the modifying

influences of great depths upon species of Liparia such as now exist along

the coasts." (Ka/jd, head; npGourd';, anus.)

Cakemitra ((capoi, head; ixLTpa, stomacher):

a. Body short and deep, with blunt head, the inferior month below the prominent snout

;

disk nearly as long as eye
;
pectoral rays 33. SIMUS, 2460.

aa. Body more or less elongate.

6. Body not excessively attenuate, its median depth much more than length of

eye.

Cabepeoctus :

c. Pectoral fin distinctly notched, its middle rays.shorter than upper or lower.

d. Lower pectoral rays extremely long, reaching front of anal; disk

moderate, about as large as eye. colletti, 2401.

dd. Lower pectoral rays not reaching anal.

e. Mouth horizontal or moderately oblique, not nearly vertical.

/. Disk nearly or quite as long as eye, not excessively reduced.

g. Disk about J longer than eye; anterior nostril with a

tube ;
gill slit reduced ; mouth oblique ; D. 53 ; P. 34.

PHASMA, 2462.

gg. Disk not larger than eye, which is about 4 in head

;

anterior nostril (so far as known) without tube.

A. Depth 4 in length ; mouth large ; D. 52 ; A. 47.

SPECTRUM, 2463.

hh. Depth 5i to 6.

i. Pectoral rays 32 ; D. 54 ; A. 45.

reinhardi, 2464.

M. Pectoral rays 38; D. about 48; A. about 48.

RANULA. 2465.
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//. Disk very mmute. ostentum, 2466.

e«. Mouth nearly vertical: body elongate. D.50; A.45; C.6; P. 30.

GELATINOSUS, 2467.

Allochir (aAAos, otlier
; x^'P. liand)

:

cc. Pectoral fin3 not notched, the middle rays not shorter than upper or

lower
;
gilliopenings reduced ; depth i\ in length. D. 58 ;

A. 50
;
P. 30.

MELAXURUS, 2468.

Allurus (aAAos, other ; oupa, tail)

:

hh. Body excessively elongate, its depth at the middle not more than diameter of

eye; disk smaUer than eye
;
gill openings reduced; snout shovel-shaped.

J) 5^_
ECTKNES, 2469.

Subgenus CAREMITRA, Jordan & Evermann.

2460, CAKEPROCTUS SIMCS, Gilbert.

A species witli a very heavy liead and body, au inferior transverse

mouth, overlapped by the thick, rounded snout. Appearance much that

of Ehi)ioliparis harbuUfer, but the anterior parts much heavier, nape more

elevated, snout shorter and blunter, without barbels, extending beyond

front of eyes for a distance (measured axially) equal to | diameter of orbit,

and projecting beyond mouth for i that distance. Mouth transverse, its

width nearly twice the distance from symphysis of lower jaw to angle of

mouth, the latter reaching a vertical midway between front of eye and

pupil. Teeth indistinctly tricuspid, in narrow bands, 11 or 12 series in

each half of lower jaw, 8 or 9 in the upper. Nostrils without tube. Eye

large, 3 in head, equaling snout, 1* in total interorbital width. Gill slit

moderate, f of it opposite upper pectoral rays, its width f diameter of eye.

Opercle prolonged into an acute lobe overlapping middle of slit. Disk

rather small, round, under posterior part of eye, its diameter § that of eye.

Vent immediately behind it, equidistant from front of anal and angle of

mouth. Pectorals inserted high, the upper edge on a level with the mid-

dle of eye, continuous, the median rays greatly shortened, the lower ones

again longer, with exserted free tips ; upper lobe extending beyond front

of anal, and equaling length of head behind snout, lower rays f length of

upper ones; P. 33; origin of dorsal fin just behind axil of pectorals, con-

tinuous posteriorly with the caudal fin, which is very narrow and not dis-

tinct; origin of anal, at end of first third of length. Whitish or bright

brown, dusky posteriorly on body and fins; mouth, gill cavity, and peri-

toneum white. One specimen, 3^ inches long, from Bering Sea north of

Unalaska Island. (Gilbert.) ( simMS, ^z//de, suubnosed.)

Careproctus shnus, Gu.BERT, Eept. TT. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 444, Bering Sea north of

Unalaska, at Albatross Station 3331, in 350 fathoms.

Subgenus CAREPROCTUS, Kroyer.

24fil. (MUEPROCTIIS COLLETTI, Gilbert.

Head 5, blunt and heavy, with subvertical cheeks and bluntly rounded

snout, the latter not projecting beyond the mouth; greatest depth (at

occiput) 6; eye equals length of snout, 3f in head, n in interorbital width
;

nape not elevated ; mouth terminal at lower side of snout, slightly oblique,
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its lateral cleft about | its width ; lower jaw shutting within the upper;

angle of mouth reaching a vertical midway between front of eye and
front of pupil; teeth lanceolate, acute, without trace of basal cusps; gill

opening a narrow slit, entirely above base of pectorals, its length f diame-

ter of eye; opercle produced posteriorly into a rounded lobe, which over-

laps the gill opening; disk oblong, of moderate size, placed under the

posterior jiart of head behind the eyes, forming, in alcoholic specimens, a

very deep cup-shaped depression with incurved edges; diameter of disk

about equaling that of eye; disk separated from A'ent by i its diameter;

upper pectoral lobe reaching origin of anal fin, the rays of lower lobe

elongate, extensively free, longer than upper lobe, and reaching to

or nearly to front of anal; intermediate rays not as short as in C.

reinha7-di, hardly forming a separate division of the fin, the rays being

gradually and uniformly shortened from above downward to origin of

lower lobe; pectoral rays 29; dorsal beginning immediately behind the

head ; distance from tip of snout to origin of anal 3f in length ; series of

conspicuous mucous pores on head, as in C. remlwrdi. Color in spirits,

dusky, the tip of snout, under side of head, opercles, abdomen, and pos-

terior ijortion of vertical fins black; inside of mouth and gill cavity

dusky; peritoneum black. Closely related to C. rcinhardi, from which it

differs principally in the elongation and exsertion of the lower pectoral

rays. These extend in all specimens to or nearly to the origin of the anal

fin, and are always free for the greater part of their length. Length 31

inches. North Pacific, south of the Alaskan Peninsula. ("Named in

honor of Prof. Eobert Collett, the distinguished author of the Fishes of

the Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition.'')

Careproctus colletti, Gilbert, Kept. IT. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 442, south of the Alaska
Peninsula, at Albatross Station 3338, in 625 fathoms. (Type, No. 48698.)

2462. CAREPROCTUS PHASMA, Gilbert.

Eye 4 in head, 2 in total interorbital width. D. 53 ; P. 34. Head broad

and flat above, subquadrate, with nearly vertical cheeks. Snout very

obtuse, broadly rounded, much Idunter than in C. spectrum, very slightly

overlapping the mouth; width of snout 1^ in length of head; mouth
very broad, somewhat oblique, reaching vertical slightly behind front of

eye, its width more than twice the amount of lateral cleft taken axially.

Teeth minute, acute, in a moderate band in each jaw, arranged in oblique

series within the band. Nostrils opening in a ^ort but conspicuous tube

(the tube absent and the pore smaller in C. spectrum). Mucous pores small.

Gill slit short, slightly less than diameter of orbit, its infericn- end attached

to base of upper pectoral ray, overlapped for almost its entire extent by
the broadly rounded opercular flap. Sucking disk comi^aratively large,

much larger than in C. spectrum, li times diameter of eye. Si in head,

very nearly round, the transverse diameter equaling or slightly exceeding

the longitudinal diameter. Vent immediately behind edge of sucking

disk ; anal papilla slender, i as long as diameter of eye. Pectoral fin very

broad, barely reaching front of anal, the lower rays equaling the upper,
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extensively free at tip ; lower lobe of pectoral containing 8 or 9 rays ; dorsal

beginning behind gill opening at a distance equaling diameter of eye.

Skin exceedingly soft, thick, and lax, in alcoholic specimens forming folds

on head and body and concealing the rays of the tins. Color uniform white
in spirits. Closely related- to CureproatuH s^teciriim, Bean, from the same
region, differing in the much larger sucking disk and the narrower gill

slit, the latter confined to area above base of pectorals, its anterior mar-
gin formed of the broadly and evenly rounded opercular lobe. Length
3^ inches. Bristol Bay, Alaska, in deep water, {^ddjuoc, a spectre.)

Gareproctus phasma, Gilbert, Kept. U.S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 443, Bristol Bay, Alaska,

at Albatross Stations 3254 and 3256, in 46 and 49 fathoms.

2463. CAREPROCTUS SPECTRUM, Bean.

Head 4; depth 4; eye 3. D. 52; A. 47; ventral disk small, f as long

as eye. Mouth large, the maxilla extending to about below the mid-

dle of eye. Pectoral reaching to above anal origin; dorsal beginning
over the axil of pectoral. Color along back of some examples light

brown, elsewhere uniformly pale. Length of type 3i% inches. Twenty-
six specimens were obtained, July 31, 1888, between Unga and Nagai
islands. (Bean.) Garman refers this species to the synonymy of Care-

proctus gelatinosus, which is probably not correct, {spectrum, spectre.)

Careproctui spectrum, BEAN, Proc. IT. S. 'SaX. Miis. 1890, 40, between Unga and Nagai
islands, 55° 10' N., 160° 18' W., at Albatross Station 2848, in no fathoms.

2464. CAREPROCTUS REIJfHARDI (Kroyer).

Head 4^; depth 5^; eye 5 to 6. D. 54; A. 45; C. 12; P. 32. Body semi-

transparent, covered with viscid skin. Head short and globular. Caudal
fin very slender, joined to the dorsal and anal; mouth nearly horizontal;

lower jaw scarcely iirojecting. Ventral disk little larger than eye. Pec-

toral deeply emarginate, nearly as long as head, reaching anal, the lower

rays exserted, appearing as a series of short twisted filaments. Distance

from ventral disk to A'ent not more than diameter of eye ; head with con-

spicuous mucous pores. Color pale reddish gray, unmarked. (Collett,)

Mr. Garman adds to this: Body translucent, jelly-like; skin lax, viscid;

teeth simple; ventral disk very small, situated far forward, almost hidden

by the anterior portions of the pectorals; vent near the disk, about mid-

way from snout to anal; tail long, slender, tapering to a point; caudal

continuous with dorsal and anal; fin rays soft, slender; pectorals semicir-

cular, below the head, beginning far in front and close together near the

symphysis of the lower jaw, first 8 or 10 rays projecting, larger median
portion with short ones, upper elongate; eyes comparatively large, more
than J as long as the head, Avhich latter is i to ^ of the total length. Only

1 pair of nostrils was detected, and they were not prolonged in tubes.

Color pale reddish gray, or whitish; no bands or marks. An Arctic, deep-

sea form, descending to 700 fathoms. Known from Greenland, Jan Mayen,
and Beeren Island. (Named for Professor J. Reinhardt, of the University of

Copenhagen, who wrote largely on the fauna of Greenland.)
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Liparis gelatinosus, Reinhaedt, Oversigt, etc., 1844, 77; not of Pallas.

Liparis (Careproetus) reinhanh, Kroyer, Naturh. Tid.skr., I, 252, 1862, Greenland.

Careproctus reiiihardi, Collett, Norske Nortl-Havs ExpeiL, 57, 1880; Jokdan & Gilbert,

Synopsis, 957, 1883 ; Garman, Discoboli , 78, 1892.

24G5. CAREPROCTUS RAXULA (Goode & Bean).

Head 4 ; depth 6. D, 48± ; A. 48^ ;
pectoral 15 + 12 or 13. Body thick,

subcylindrical anteriorly, rapidly tapering to the tail ; skin thick, lax.

Head swollen at the nape; width little greater than depth, twice that of

disk; length of disk 2^ iuterorbital width- Snont broad, about i as long

as head; mouth cleft not reaching a vertical from orbit; upper jaw the

longer; eye lateral, not interfering with upper profile, about i of head;

nostril near the eye ; from snout to first dorsal ray |, and from snout to

first anal ray about | of length of body ; origin of anal below eighth ray

of dorsal; disk slightly longer than its distance from the snout, or than

its width. Color uniform, whitish. Off Halifax Harbor, in 52 fathoms.

(Goodo and Bean.) Garman refers this species to the synonymy of Care-

procius rcinhardi, which may be correct, {ramda, tadpole, diminutive of

rana, frog.)

Liparis ranula, Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 46, Halifax ; Jordan & Gil-

bert, Synopsis, 742, 1883.

2466. CAREPR0CTU8 OSTENTUM, Gilbert.

The snout is longer and more pointed than iu Careproetus pliasma or Care-

prochis spectrum, its width little greater than its lengtb, 2J in head. Mouth

with very distinct lateral cleft, its width less than its length. Maxillary

reaching a vertical line crossing orbit behind pupil, l/'o in head; teeth

minute, in narrow bands, indistinctly tricuspid ; eye equaling length of

snout, li in total width of iuterorbital area. The true bony interorbital

width is much narrower than this. In the specimen examined the epi-

dermis of the head is largely lost, and the width of the gill slip can not

be determined. A short nostril tube. Fins as in C. spectrum and C.

pliasma. Skin loose, thinner than in C. pliasma. Color white or slightly

brownish, minutely pnnctulate with black. Differing from C. spectrum in

the minute size of the sticking disk, which is reduced to a mere rudiment

entirely concealed by the anterior (lower) lobes of the pectoral fins, about

one millimeter in diameter in a specimen 78 mm. long. Bering Sea, north

of Unalaska Island, in deep water, {ostentum, a spectre.)

Careproetus ostentum, Gilbert, Kept. TJ. S. Fisb Coram. 1893 (1896), 444, Bering Sea, north

of Unalaska Island, at Albatross Stations 3324 and 3331, in 109 and 350 fathoms.

(Type, No. 48619.)

2467. CAREPROITUS GELATINOSUS (Pallas).

D. more than 50; A. about 45; C. 6; ca'ca 48; vertebra; 64. Verti-

cal tins contiguous. Ventral disk small, supported by a bilamellated

cartilage, which descends from the throat. Body oblong, compressed,

thicker toward the head and thinner toward the tail, semitrausparent,
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exceedingly soft, like jelly. Head thick, somewhat depressed, flat on the

vertex, and convex between the orbits. Eyes directed upward ; nostrils

in middle between margin of mouth and orbit, with a small tubular

appendage; a series of pores along upper lip toward gill opening.

Lips thick; cleft of mouth directed upward, as in rranoscopus, but with
the lower jaw less prominent; jaws, palate, and pharynx rough with
teeth; 4 gills on each side; 7 brauchiostegals. Gill opening reduced to

a slit above base of pectorals. Pectorals large, very broad, commencing
at the throat, the inferior part of their bases being parallel, ascendiug
to the gill opening, composed of about 30 rays, the inferior very short

and not connected by a membrane. Dorsal and anal fins continuous with
the caudal, commencing a little behind middle of body, and composed of

feeble rays; jugular disk situated between the jjectorals in front of the

vent, very small, soft, supported by a bilamellated cartilage which
descends from the throat; vent between pectorals; caudal small, 6-rayed.

Eose-colored ; vertical fins violet
;
gill cavity black. Steller adds the fol-

lowing anatomical details: Ovarium orbicular, containing eggs of the

size of a pea. Liver large, divided into 4 lobes, of a whitish color
;
gall

bladder absent; spleen triangular, browu; stomach 3 times as wide as

the (esophagus ; 48 pyloric appendages, 2 inches long and as thick as the

wing feather of a pigeon, in a specimen 18 inches long; remainder of
intestinal tract about as long as. the fish; urine bladder the size of a
hazelnut; kidneys united into one cuneiform mass, commencing near the

gills and extending to anterior portion of ovarium; ureter single, verv
wide, flexous, becoming narrower before its insertion into the bladder.

The nervi opiici and olfactorii have one common ganglion, from which,
first, the former arise, emitting the latter from the angle formed by the

nerves and the ganglion. Skeleton very slightly osseous. Coast of Kam-
chatka. Specimens (1 of 18 inches long) were found by Steller in Peter

and Paul Harbor, Kamchatka. (Pallas.) The species has not been recog-

nized by recent writers. Not seen by us. (^eZa^/wosHS, jelly-like.)

Gyclopterus gelatinosus, Pallas, Spicilegia, vil, 19, 1769, Peter and Paul Harbor, Petro-

paulski Kamchatka. (Coll. Steller.)

Liparis gelatinosus, Gunther, Cat., in, 163, 1861.

Careproctus gelatinosus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 740, 1883; Gaeman, Discoboli, in

Memoir M. C. Z., No. 2, xiv, 76, 1892.

Subgenus ALLOCHIR, Jordan & Evermann.

246S. CAREPR01;TU8 MELANURUS, Gilbert.

Head U to 4| in length; depth 4J to 4+. D. about .58; A. 50; P. 30.

Head heavy, with vertical cheeks, short bluntly rounded snout, and
very broad, flat interorbita] space. Width of interorbital space slightly

more than ^ length of head. Mouth very broad, horizontal, with short

lateral cleft, the maxillary reaching to below middle of eye ; width of

mouth equaling length of snout and eye. Teeth short and strong, in nar-

row bands in both jaws; except at symphysis, the teeth of the bands are

arranged in regular series running from inner edge of jaw forward and
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sideward. Tongue and roof of moutli papillose and toothless. Gill

rakers tubercular. Nostrils single, in a very short wide tube, which is

nearer eye than cleft of mouth. Gill opening oblique, entirely above base

of pectorals, the length of slit equaling snout and \ eye. A series of

6 pores along under side of mandible and interopercle ; none on pre-

opercle; 3 above premaxillary, and 2 pairs on snout; no pores along

side of body. Sucking disk extremely small, little more than \ diam-

eter of orbit, its center and the middle of pupil equidistant from tip of

snout; disk separated from vent by a trifle less than its own diam-

eter. Pectorals forming a continuous lamella, following the margin of

gill ilap and lower jaw, the 2 fins becoming closely approximated in front

of sucking disk; fin not notched, the rays decreasing regularly forward,

8 to 10 of the anterior rays exserted and elongated, the anterior 4 or

5 becoming again shorter and thicker, and wholly free from the mem-

brane; pectorals scarcely reaching front of anal, f to i length of head;

dorsal beginning over gill slit, the distance from origin of anal to snout,

2\ in length; fins all enveloped in thin lax skin, so that it is impossible

to count rays accurately without dissection; posterior dorsal and anal

rays well overlapping base of caudal, their membranes joining middle

of caudal rays. Color light rose-red on body and fins, abdomen usually

dusky ; inner face of pectorals, caudal, posterior portions of dorsal and

anal, and inside of mouth and gill openings black; peritoneum silvery,

with more or less black specking, sometimes nearly black. Several

specimens, the longest about 6 inches long, from Albatross Stations 2840,

2891, 2892, 2925, and 3076, in depths from 178 to 339 fathoms off the coast

of California and Oregon. (Gilbert.) (/^f'Aas black; ovpd tail.)

Oareproctus vielamirus, Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus., 1891, 560, off coast of California

and Oregon, at Albatross Stations 2840, 2891, 2892, 2925, and 3076, in 178 to 339 fathoms.

(Type in TJ. S. Nat. Mus.)

Subgenus ALLURUS, Jordan & Evermann.

2469. CAREPROCTUS ECTENES, Gilbert.

Head 5^^ in total length, its depth |, and its width f its length. An ex-

tremely elongate form, depressed l)ut narrow anteriorly, the head as seen

from above appearing shovel-shaped, with truncate snout; nape not

elevated and the cheeks not gibbous ; width anteriorly everywhere ex-

ceeding depth ; mouth inferior and transverse, overlapped by the short,

depressed snout for a distance equaling diameter of pupil; width of

mouth nearly twice distance from symphysis of lower jaw to angle of

mouth, the latter reaching vertical from snout to front of pupil. Teeth

small, weakly tricuspid, in narrow bands, lower jaw containing 10 series

in each half, the upper 11. Eye large, 1^ in total interorbital wddth,

equaling length of snout, 3i in head. Nostrils with a very short tubular

rim. Mucous pores large ; texture of head and body firmer than in most

deep-sea Liparids. Gill opening reduced to a narrow slit entirely above

tlie pectorals, its width equaling i diameter of orbit. Opercle produced

into a narrow spinous process, forming, with its membranaceous flap, a
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quadrate projection over uiiddle slit. Disli small, uuder the oporcles and
I)osteiior part of cheeks, round in shape, slightly smaller than eye, its

diameter I length of head; vent separated from disk by about | diameter
of disk. Distance from vent to front of anal | its distance from tip of

snout. Body extremely slender, its depth at middle of total length equal-

ing diameter of eye, at base of caudal equaling | diameter of pupil. Dor-

sal beginning slightly behind axil of pectorals; distance from origin of

anal to tip of snout k its distance from base of caudal ; upper lobe of pec-

toral extending slightly past front of anal, the lower lobe to opposite the

vent; rays of lower lobe partly free; dorsal with about 51 rays, pectorals

with 29. Color nearly uniform dusky brownish, lighter on snout, belly,

and under side of head; mouth, gill cavity and peritoneum white.

Length 3 inches. Bering Sea north of Uualaska Island, in deep water.

{eKTSvrji, drawn out.)

Careproclus eetencs, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 442, Bering Sea north

of Unalaska Island, at Albatross Station 3331, in 350 fathoms.

788. GYRINICHTHYS, Gilbert.

Gyriniehthys, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 444 (minytremus).

Teeth simple, not tricuspid. Body attenuate posteriorly, as in Paralip-

aris, the tail scarcely distinct. Disk small, under the posterior part of

the head, the vent immediately behind it. Pectorals without anterior

lobe, the rays progressively shortened, none of them exserted or with free

tips. Gill openings reduced to a minute round pore, well above base of

pectorals. One species known. (xt^P'»'o?> tadpole; z'jOvj, fish.)

2470. GYRIXICHTHTS MINYTREMUS, Gilbert.

Body in the type greatly distended with eggs, the original shape difficult

to ascertain, tapering posteriorly into an extremely slender, compressed

tail. Head slender, not greatly depressed, the depth and width about

equal. Nuchal region not elevated, the profile rising but little behind the

snout, which is blunt, with almost vertical prolile. Mouth very small,

almost entirely transverse at end of snout, with but little lateral cleft, the

angle of mouth scarcely reaching Aertical from nostril; jaws even, the

snout very slightly protruding beyond premaxillaries. Teeth slender,

acicular, without cusps, the inner teeth longest; bands of teeth very

narrow, with but 5 or 6 oblique series in each half of each jaw; the

teeth directed backward, but scarcely depressible. Nostrils without

tube. Eye large, 14^ in total interorbital width, equaling length of

snout. Gill opening a small pore, scarcely larger than nostril, well sepa-

rated from upper margin of pectoral. Disk of moderate size, round, its

diameter equaling \ length of head; vent close behind disk, separated

from it by g its distance from front of anal fin. Pectoral small, its upper

edge on a level with lower margin of eye, the 2 fins converging under the

throat, the anterior rays progressively shortened, all included within

the membrane; dorsal without any detached anterior portion, beginning

well behind the head, at a distance from gill opening equaling I length of

3030 57
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head; like tlie anal, it is continuous with the A'ery narrow caudal iin,

there being no notch or evident separation between them; distance from

tip of snout to front of anal Ij in distance of latter from base of caudal;

dorsal with about 45 rays; caudal with a very narrow base, containing,

apparently, 14 rays, its length equaling that of snout and eye. Color light

brownish, everywhere dusted with minute black specks, which are largest

on back and tail; lining of mouth and gill cavity aud peritoneum white.

Eggs large, visible through the abdominal wall, about 3^ mm. in diameter.

Length 3 inches. Bering Sea, north of Unalaska Island, in 350 fathoms;

only the type known. (//zKpos, reduced; rp?/w a, aperture.)

<?i/mwcA<%s mi»2/«remws, Gilbert, Kept. U. S. Comm. 1893 (1896), 444, Bering Sea, north

of Unalaska Island, at Albatross Station 3331, in 350 fathoms. (Type, No. 48617.)

789. AMITRA, fioode.

Amitra, Goode, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 478 (liparina).

Monomitra, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1883, 109 (liparina) ; name changed on account of

the prior use of the name Amitrus.

Body elongate, attenuate backward, covered with lax, smooth, slimy

skin, which is separated from the body and fins by a tilmy mucous inter-

tissue. Head small, thick, convex between eyes; snout convex, protrud-

ing; mouth small, horizontal, the lower jaw included; teeth small; eyes

lateral
;
gill openings restricted to small slits above the base of the pecto-

rals, covered by the very small opercle; pseudobranchia3 present, very

small, no barbels; dorsal and anal fins many-rayed; dorsal continuous,

almost concealed by the sldu, the spines scarcely different from the soft

rays; anal similar to dorsal; both connected with the caudal, which is

pointed ; no trace of ventral fins or sucking disk; pectoral fin very broad,

procurrent, its lower rays inserted nearly under the eye, the fin emargi-

nate; vent well behind head. This genus is of very doubtful value, the

presence of pseudobranchiie alone separating it from Paraliparis.* (d,

without; jiiirpa, stomacher.)

2471. AMITRl LIPAKINA, Goode.

D. 67; A. 54; pectoral 23; caudal 6. Body elongate, compressed pos

teriorly, very thin at the tail, covered by a thick, lax, slimy skin.

Head small, thick, convex between the eyes, length 4^ times in width, -^0

*The following words of Professor Putuam, written before tlit discovery of Paychro-

hues and Liparididce without ventral disk, are of interest in this connection : "I should
put the family of G'biesocidm far away, at It-ast a suborder otf, from the Cyclopteridce and
Liparididce, which are far more tloselV iiiiitt'<l to tlie true Cottidtv, rHiire.-^eijted by Cotti s

and Hcmitripterus, than to either the (;i,l,ir>;,,niht' jirojier or to the Gobirs and Blennies.

In fact, 7>!>aj-)'.9 has lis close affinities, as shown by its skoJetou, with Coitus and Hemi-
trijitenif: a^ ^Yith Vt/cloplerux; aud we have in the three groups, represented l)y Coitus,

Lipiiiii:. ami Ci/rlopterus, well-marked families of thu same suborder. The only character

by whii h thi> < 'iidopteridce and Liparididce are closely united consists in the peculiar form-

ation (if thi- vintral disk by the union of the ventral fins; but as this structure is simply
brought about by the niddification of the rays in a njanner common to the several genera,
and not by any I'narkcd anatdiniral ditl'irence in the stiueture of the same tins in Cottvs,

I can only look upon it as a iicneiic character cimnnon to the known representatives of
both families of Cijclnjitn Id"' and LipuridUhc: and tlie discovery of a representative of

either family with ventral tins of the ordinary form would not necessitate the establish-

ment of a family for its reception, as in th.at ca.se we should simply consider the structure
as of generic value." (Putnam, Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. 1873, 337.)
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of the total length without caudal; snout convex, protruding; mouth
under the snout and far back from its tip ; eyes lateral, \ as wide as the

interorbital area ; nostrils in front of the eye. Operculum very small,

strap-shaped. Gills 3^. Pseudobranchiie present. Teeth vreak, paved.

Dorsal beginning over end of pectoral, the rays and outline, as of the

anal, hardly visible through the skin; anal beginning below eighth to

tenth dorsal rays; dorsal and anal rays closely connected with those of

caudal, which are larger and extend in a pencil-like point; ventrals

absent; pectoral broad, lower base almost below posterior margin of

orbit, lowest 6 rays prolonged. The jugular disk can not be found. Color

j'ellowish white, dusky toward the tail and blackish upon the anterior

part of the head; abdominal cavity showing black through the skin.

Length 5 inches. Atlantic Ocean, oft' Rhode Island, in 487 fathoms.

(Goode.) {Viimrina, like Lipa7-is.)

Amitra liparina, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas. 1880, 487, off Rhode Island (Type, No.
26184. Coll. Fish Hawk) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 739, 1883.

Monomitra liparina, Goode, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1883, 109.

Paraliparis liparinus, Gunther, Challenger, Report, xxii. Deep-sea Fishes, 68, 1887 ; Gar-
man, Discoboli, 52, 1892; Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 278, 1896.

790. PARALIPARIS, Collott.

Paraliparis, Collett, Vid. Selsk. Porh. Christiana, 14, 32, 1878 (hathyUi).

Hilge.ndorfia, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 280, 1896 {membranacea)

.

Amitrichthyt, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List, 453, 1896 (cephahis).

This genus differs from Careproctus chiefly in the total absence of the

ventral disk. Tbe teeth, so far as described, are simple, as in the older

individuals of Careproctus. Body long, slender in the caudal portion,

covered with a loose, thin skin. Vent remote from the anal. Pecto-

rals deeply notched or divided. Dorsal and anal long, and confluent

with the caudal. Vertebr* numerous. Gill rakers 3^. Pseudobrauchi*
entirely wanting. Deep-sea fishes of the Arctic. The species are all of

•very recent discovery. They vary considerably among themselves, and
are perhaps divisible into 2 or 3 genera. Among such degenerate forms,

the characters usually taken as generic lose their value, {itapd, near;

Liparls.)

a. Insertion of pectoral low, its upper .ray below the level of the eye.

Paraliparis :

6. Gill openings rather large, the gill slit extending downward to opposite middle
of pectoral ; head large, 5 in length ; depth 6. D. 00 ; A. 54 ; pectoral divided

to the base, its lobes wholly separate, its rays 24; lower jaw included.

HOLOJIELAS, 2472.

Amitrichthys (a, without; juiVpa, stomacher; ix^u?, fish.):

bb. Gill openings restricted to the region above pectorals.

c. Head very large, 4^ in length, its depth at occiput 4J in length, twice

depth of body at front of anal ; lower jaw projecting
;
pectoral rays 14,

the fln simply notched. cephalus, 2473.

cc. Head rather small, 5 to 6i in length.

d. Pectoral fin divided to the base, its lobes separate; lower jaw in-

cluded; head 5j in length; depth 4J. kosaceus, 2474,
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dd. Pectoral fla more or less deeply notched, not divided to base.

e. Lower jaw projecting. P. 16 ; D. 57 ; A. 43 ; head 5J in length

;

depth 5|. MENTO, 2475.

ee. Lower jaw included.

/. Pectoral rays 31; head 6J in length; depth 6. D. 65;

A. 55. COPEI, 2476.

ff. Pectoral rays 30; head 5 in length; depth 6^. D. 5fi;

A. 46. DACTYLOSUS, 2477.

HlLGENDOEFIA :
*

aa. Insertion of pectoral very high, its upper rays above pupil; lower jaw included;

pectoral fin notched; gill opening small; head 5; depth 5. I). 65; A. 60;

p. 25. ULOCHIK, 2478.

• Subgenus PARALIPARIS, CoUett.

2472. PARALIPARIS H0L031ELAS, Gilbert.

Head about 5; depth about 6; eye 3|. D. 58 to 61; A. 54. Head very

large and heavy, with very broadly rounded snout, and much swollen

occipital and nuchal regions, the highest point over upper opercular

angle, from which point the profile descends rapidly backward, though

much less so than in P. cephalus. Snout very blunt, evenly rounded, very

slightly projecting beyond the mouth, its width equaling leugth of snout

and eye, I leugth of head; eye f interorbital width; mouth large,

horizontal, quite at lower side of snout, entirely below the eye; max-

illary reaching a vertical slightly behind posterior margin of orbit, 1| in

head; teeth acute, arranged in oblique series in each jaw, forming a very

narrow band in mandible, a broader band in upper jaw; very large

mucous slits on head, 5 forming a series from tip of snout below eye and

across cheek, 6 along mandible and preopercle; gill slit wide, extending

from above opercular iiap nearly to middle of base of pectorals, its hmgth

2| in that of head ; opercle forming posteriorly a narrow angular flap,

projecting above base of pectorals; no pseudobranchiic ; vent below oper-

cular flap, or souu>what in advance of that point, nearer to base of pec-

torals anteriorly than to first anal ray; pectorals inserted very low, the

base of upper lobe vertical, the base of notch and lower lobe horizontal,"

the upper end of base below the level of the eye
;
pectorals with 2 wholly

distinct lobes, the interspace without free membranaceous margin, the skin

of abdomen directly continuous at this point with that of shoulder girdle.

On dissecting off the integument, however, the interspace between the

lobes is seen to be provided with 2 or 3 short, widely spaced rays, as in

all other species examined by us; upper lobe long, reaching beyond front

of anal, the rays close set, 18 in number, included in the membranes to

their tips; lower lobe consisting of 5 or 6 slender, almost filamentous

rays, the longest reaching front of anal, all of them free to the base,

without connecting membrane; anterior (lower) ends of shoulder girdle

approximate, the rays separated by a distance equaling i diameter of

pupil; dorsal beginning above base of pectorals. Color uniformly black,

including fins and lining of mouth and gill cavity. Closely allied to P.

* Named for Dr. Franz Hilgendorf, ichthyologist of the University of Berlin.
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ccphalus and P. menio, differing in its uniform coloration, its more inferi-

orly placed horizontal moutli, and the distinctly included lower jaw.
Length 4 inches. Bering Sea, north of Unalaska Island, in deep water;
only 2 specimens known. (Gilbert.) (0A05, entirely; //f'Aaj, black.)

Paraliparis holomelas, Gilbert, Eept. IT. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 441, Bering Sea, north
of Unalaska Island, at Albatross Stations 3308 and 3332, in 406 and 1,625 fathoms.
(Type, No. 48637.)

Subgenus AMITRICHTHYS, Jordan & Evermann.

2473. PARALIPARIS OEPHALUS,* Gilbert.

Head very large, high, and compressed, the upper profile descending in

a strong convex curve behind the occiput; body tapering posteriorly to a
very narrow thread-like tail. Sides of liead vertical or inclining inwards
below. Height of head twice height of body opposite origin of anal.

Interorlntal space transversely rounded, its width slightly less than
length of snout and eye. Eye of moderate size, 4 in head, without verti-

cal range. Mouth obli<]ue, the premaxillaries but little below lower
margin of eye; lower jaw longer than upper, the tip protruding; max-
illary reaching vertical from posterior margin of eye, slightly more than
length of head. Gill slits narrow, confined to a region above the base of

the pectorals; membrane connecting branchiostegal rays with shoulder
girdle very delicate and easily ruptured ; vent distant less than a diameter
of the orbit from this point, being below the front margin of the preo-

percle. Teeth in narrow bands in both jaws, the teeth of the bands
arranged in oblique series running outward and forward; palate tooth-

less. Head 4^ in length, greatest depth (at occiput) 4f. Pectoral small

with about 14 rays, the upper ones closest and forming a projecting lobe,

which extends backwards to beyond origin of anal, the .succeeding rays

shortened and wide set, and with the tips free from the membrane, the
fin somewhat mutilated, but apparently notched, not, however, to the

base, the median portion having wide-set rays; upper margin of pec-

torals on a level with tip of lower jaw; dorsal beginning slightly behind
head; first r,ay of anal under eighth of dorsal. Color light reddish, the
abdomen blue black; inside of mouth and gill opening white. In the
smallest specimens, 2 inches long, the color is dusky on head and body,
and on inside of mouth. Longest specimen 3^ inches. Tliis species dif-

fers from Paraliparis {Hilcjcndorfia) mcmhranaecns in the structure of the
pectoral fins and their much fewer rays, in the position of the vent (below
the posterior margin of the orbit in memhranaceus), the different outline of
head, and in the larger, more obli(iue month. In none of the specimens
of cephahis are there fin folds extending forward from front of dorsal and
anal, as described in nwvibranaceus. Alaska to California, in deep water;

*Dr. Gilbert later records several more or less mutilated specimens afterwards taken
north of Unalaska Island, and near Point Reyes, California, in depths of 351 and 455
fathoms. In this species the pectoral is inserted very low, its upper edge entirely below
the eye. The lower jaw shuts within the upper, but'the symphysis protrudes. The dis-
proportion in size of head and body is more exaggerated in" the yonng than in adults. In
very small examples the head is almost spherical, diminishing abruptly to the very
slendertail. No pseudobranchiae. (Gilbert.)
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several epecimeus ia 284 to 685 fathoms off the coast of California and

Oregon, and north of Unalaska. (K£0aA./^, head.)

Paraliparis cephalus, Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 561, off California and Oregon,

at Albatross Stations 2839, 2892, 3070, and 3071, in 284 to 685 fathoms.

2474. PARALIPARIS ROSACEUS, Gilbert.

Head small, 5|; depth 4|. D. 58; A. 53. Body slender, covered with

lax skin, which invests also the fins; month transverse, nearly liorizontal,

the maxillary scarcely vertical from front of pupil, equaling length of

snout, 3i in head; eye J interorbital width, 5 in head. Teeth in lower

jaw pointed, in a single close-set series, their even tips forming an almost

uniform cutting edge; teeth in upper jaw apparently paved, the jaw pre-

senting a smooth, rounded surface, on which the teeth are little evident,

but occasionally presenting sharp, projecting points; lower jaw included.

A series of conspicuous mucous pores on snout, mandible, and on preoper-

cle. Gill opening a narrow slit above base of pectorals. Pectoral fin

divided into 2 wholly distinct lobes not connected by intervening rays,

a space without rays present, equaling diameter of pupil; lower lobe of

4 rays, the longest f head, inserted under preopercular margin ; main por-

tion of the fin with about 15 rays and but slightly longer than tlie lower

lobe; dorsal beginning behind middle of pectorals, its distance from tip

of snout 4^ in length; distance of origin of anal from tip of snout equal-

ing i standard length; vent under base of upper pectoral rays, but wholly

behind base of lower lobe of pectorals, its distance from tip of snout

equaling length of head and eqtialing also its distance from origin of anal

;

no trace of ventral disk or fins. Color light rose-red, the fins and head

largely jet black; abdomen behind vent Idackish; peritoneum and lining

membranes of mouth and gill cavity jet-black. Length 5^ inches. Off

coast of Southern California, {rosaceus, rosy.)

Paraliparis 7-ogaceus, Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 93, off coast of California at

Albatross Station, 2919, 984 fathoms; Garman, Discoboli, 80, 1892.

2475. PARALIPARIS MENTO, Gilbert.

Head 5| in length without caudal, equaling the greatest depth. D.

57; A. 43; pectoral 16. Eye a trifle less than interorbital width, greater

than snout, 3 in head; mouth oblique, with lateral cleft, the maxillary

reaching slightly beyond the middle of the orbit, ^ as long as the head;

chin very prominent, the mandible with a wide, membranaceous border,

which forms anteriorly a broad free fold over anterior portion of base

of pectorals. Teeth in both jaws comparatively long and slender, not

tricuspid, arranged in bands, those in upper jaw at least in oblique rows

as usual in Liparids. Nostril with a single opening and without tube.

Gill opening but little wider than diameter of eye, confined to region

above base of pectorals. Pectorals inserted very low, their upper rays

below level of angle of mouth, the base almost horizontal, and the ante-

rior ends of shoulder girdle form prominent projections below tips of

mandibles, fin very deeply notched, the upper lobe extending slightly
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beyond origin of ana], the shortest middle ray about i that length ;
a few

of the lower rays elongate and partly free from the membrane, the longest

equaling the length of the upper lobe ; middle pectoral rays wide set, but

no rayless interval betATeen the lobes; pectorals converging to immedi-

diatefy behind symphysis of lower jaw, Avhere their bases meet; aual

opening vertically below middle of orbit ; dorsal beginning a trifle behind

the upper angle of gill opening, the aual origin under its eighth ray.

Skin loosely iuvesting the head and body. Light reddish, made dusky

by minute dark dots; abdomen blue black; mouth and gill cavity light

or dusky. Closely allied to Paraliparis (HUgendorfia) membranacens (Giin-

ther), but with very heavy lower jaw, which projects beyond the upper.

The premaxillaries are high, on the level of the lower rim of the orbit,

and the form is much more elongate. The pectorals are inserted much

lower, and the vent is farther forward. Length 3i inches. Off the coast

of Oregon in deep water. (Gilbert.) (mento, having a projecting chin.)

Paraliparis mento, Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 562, off Coast of Oregon at Alba-

tross Station 3071, in 685 fathoms.

2476. PAEALIPARIS COPEI, Goode & Bean.

Head 6i; depth about 6; snout 3+; eye 3L D. 60: A. 55; pectoral

17+3; caudal 10. Suont broad, obtuse; iuterorbital width equaling

length of posterior part of head ; nostril about midway between eye and

tip"of snout, iu a very short tube. Five large mucous pores on each

side of snout, 3 smaller ones on cheek under eye, and 6 on mandible

and edge of opercular bones. Teeth minute, villiform, and iu 2

series. Gill opening a very small slit, edged with black at upper angle of

pectoral. Origin of dorsal distant from snout 1^ times length of head;

tip of pectoral when extended about under second or third ray of dorsal;

anal origin under uiuth or tenth dorsal ray; length of middle candal

ray 10^ times in standard length; longest pectoral ray equaling i dis-

tance from snout to dorsal; longest ray of the isolated portion of the fin

equaling that of middle caudal ray ; distance of vent from tip of snout

nearly eqvial to length of head; vent a narrow slit placed horizontally,

directly under base of pectoral. Pyloric c»ca 4 to 6. Color, anterior half

of body very pale, whitish; posterior half very light brown; snout, chin,

and edge of gill opening and region about the vent black. This species

has nearly the same number of rays in the dorsal and anal as are recorded

for P. bathi/hius, but the pectoral has 17 rays in the upper portion and 3

in the lower. The jaws are shorter than in P. hathybhts; the form is more

elongate and the coloration is strikingly different, anterior half of the body

pale^ almost whitish, while the snout, chin, and anal origin are black.

Length about 8 inches. The eggs of an example a little smaller than the

type'have a diameter of about 3 mm. At the same time the ovaries con-

tain some eggs, which have not reached maturity, whose diameter is only

^mm. The'stomach is a stout subspherical receptacle, its greatest width

f of its length. Gulf Stream, in deep water. (Named for Prof. Edward

Drinker Cope.)
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Paraliparis ropei, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 279, fig. 253, 1896, Gulf Stream, at

Albatross Station 2232, in 39° 12' 17" N., 72° 9' 30" W., in 520 fathoms, (Type, No.

35637.)

2477. PARALIPARIS DACTTLOSUS, Gilbert.

Head 5; depth 6^. D. about 56; A. about 46. Shape of head much the

same as in F.nlochir, the suout broadly rounder, slightly, if at all, over-

lapping the horizontal mouth, and the cheeks vertical. Occiput and nape
not conspicuously swollen. Lower jaw included; maxillary reaching

vertical behind middle of pupil, 2§ in head. Eye large, 3 in head; Ijony

interorbital space 5; snout ii. Gill opening a narrow slit extending to

opposite third or fourth pectoral ray, its length equaliug diameter of

pupil. Teeth acute, in narrow bands in each jaw, each baud made up
of oblique rows. Opercle produced iuto a pointed lobe, which is sepa-

rated from upper pectoral ray by a distance equaliug diameter of pupil.

Dorsal beginning slightly behind upper base of pectorals; pectorals

inserted lower than in P. nlocMr, the upper ray on a level with or below
margin of pupil; as iu P. ulochir, the 2 lobes joined by a series of about

8 more -widely spaced rays, none of the rays is free; anterior ends of the

fius meeting under throat at a point vertically below the pupil; pec-

toral rays 30, of which about 10 constitute the lower lobe; upper X'ays

extending beyond front of anal, but the lower lobe apparently much
shorter. Vent anterior in position, its distance from pectoral syuiphysis

i its distance from front of anal. Each of the types has lost the epider-

mis. In this condition the head and body are light or slightly dusky,

except the eyes, opercles, gill membranes, and abdomen, which are black;

gill cavity and mouth black; probably black everywhere in life. Very
close to P. ulochir, but with the upper insertion of pectoral much lower,

opposite the lower margin of pupil, and the head and body much more
slender and elongate. Length about 3^ inches. Oif Santa Cruz, Cali-

fornia, in deep water, (daciylosus, docHrvXo?, fingered.)

Paraliparis dactylosus, Gilbert, Rapt. U. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 469, pi. 34, fig. 2, off

Santa Cruz, California, at Albatross Station 3112, in 296 fathoms.

Subgenus HILGENDORFIA,* Goode & Bean.

2478. PARALIPARIS IJLO(!HIR, Gilbert.

Head about 5 in length, equaling the depth. D. about 65; A. about 60.

Snout broad and short, very slightly projecting beyond the mouth, the

*The subgenus Hilgendorfia, Goode & Bean, is thus defined: " Liparids with large,
high, compressed head, whose bones are exceedingly thin, cavernous jaws, even in front.

Vertical fins represented by broad median folds, confluent at the posterior end of the body,
where the caudal is represented by 2 or 3 exceedingly fine, slender, terminal filaments.
Pectoral very large, broad based, with membranes fringed posteriorly and having several
of the lower rays free, though not forming a distinct jiortiou of the fin. No ventral disk.
Vent far advanced, opposite hind margin of orbit. Gill opening as in Arnitra. The type
described by Giinther is only 60 mm. in length, and he remarks concerning it that it is

uncertain whether it represents a form in which embryonic characters are persistent, or
merely an early stage of development. Its peculiarities seem sufiicient to warrant its

being'set apart for further study before it is merged with Paraliparis. It is named for
Dr. Franz Hilgendorf, of the Ivoyal Zoological Museum, Berlin." (Oceanic Ichthyology,
280, 1896.)
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distance from tip of suout to front of eye 4| in length of head. Eye large,

3 to 3i in head, nearly twice the bony interorbital width. Dittering

from other Pacific species in the high insertion of the pectorals and their

short horizontal limb, and from P. holomelas in having the fins not divided

into 2 separate lobes. In general appearance greatly resembling P. holo-

vielas, being also uniformly Itlack in color, having the same broadly

ronnded snout, horizontal mouth with included lower jaw, and prominent

occipital and nuchal region. The maxillary reaches vertical just behind

pupil and is contained 2^^ times in head. Teeth acute, in rather broad

bands in both jawe. Gill opening a narrow slit, restricted to area above

base of pectoral, not longer than diameter of pupil. Opercle forming a

short, pointed lobe posteriorly, which touches base of iipper pectoral ray.

The head is denuded of skin, so the nature of the mucous pores can not

be made out. Dorsal beginning above upper base of pectorals; pectoral

placed higher than in any other species kuowu, its base describing a

gentle, even curve, convex backward, horizontal for a very short distance

anteriorly, its upper end above level of pupil, and its lower anterior

end vertically below posterior margin of orbit ; upper and lower rays of

the fin fine and crowded, the middle third of the base being occupied by

4 or 5 more widely spaced rays; the fin with 2.5 rays, of which 9 belong to

the lower lobe ; upper lobe extending beyond origin of anal fin; none of

the rays free; lower anterior ends of pectorals closely approximated,

without perceptible interspace. Vent anterior in position, a distinct,

though short, anal papilla. Distance from vent to anterior end of pecto-

ral base i its distance from front of anal. Longest specimen 85 mm.
Uniformly black, including mouth and branchial cavity. Gulf of Cali-

fornia and Bering Sea north of Unalaska Island, in deep water. (oOAdj,

complete; ^ef'p, hand.)

Paraliparis ulocHr, Gilbert, Eept. U. S. Fish. Comm. 1893(1896), 441, Gulf of California, at

Albatross Station 3010, in 1,005 fathoms.

791. RHINOLIPARIS, Gilbert.

Bhinoliparu, Gilbert, Kept. U.S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 445 (barbuUfer).

Allied to raraliparis, from which it differs in the gently produced snout,

which much overlaps the mouth, and bears at its tip a pair of barbels.

No sucking disk. Vent anterior, between the pectoral fins; pectorals

deeply notched, continuous; gill openings narrow, mostly above the pec-

torals. Teeth acute, in a broad baud in each jaw, arranged in obli(iue

series within the baud. Deep sea. {piv, snout; Liparis.)

2479. BHIXOLIPARIS BARBULIFER, Gilbert.

Head 5f ; depth 7 ; eye nearly 3. Slender, compressed, the greatest depth

just in front of dorsal, the nuchal region not greatly swollen. Body
tapering into an extremely slender, almost filamentous, tail. Mouth small,

horizontal, inferior, overpassed by the broadly rounded, very soft snout

for a distance equaling diameter of pupil. At the tip of the snout,
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separated by a space \ as wide as pnpil, are 2 barbels directed forward,

each as long as the interspace. Maxillary reaching vertical from posterior

border of orbit, 2^ in head ; bony portion of interorbital width narrow, |
diameter of pnpil; gill slit narrow, beginning opposite npper pectoral

rays, | diameter of orbit; no pseadobranchi;e; opercle prolonged posteri-

orly into a narrow pointed flap ; round mucous pores along under side of

snout and suborbital, and on under side of mandible. Pectorals of 2 lobes,

the lower narrow, containing bnt 4 or 5 rays, the upper with about 15,

1 or 2 rays widely spaced connecting the 2, none of the rays free, the fin

inserted high, the upjier end of base on a level with upper edge of pupil;

below, the fins are not approximated as closely as usual, the lowermost rays

of the 2 flns separated by an interspace as wide as pnpil, inserted on a ver-

tical through middle of cheek ; dorsal originating slightly in front of

gill slit. Vent anterior in position, its distance from front of pectorals f its

distance from front of anal fin. In spirits, light gray, dusky along bases of

dorsal and anal fins and on the nape ; the black lining of abdominal cavity,

gill cavity, and mouth can be seen through the transparent integuments;

eye also black ; barbels transparent, hence very inconspicuous. Length
about 3i inches. Bering Sea, north of Unalaska Island, in deep water.

{barbula, a small barbel; fero, I bear.)

Rhinoliparis barbuli/er, Gilbert, Rept. IT. S. Fish Comm. 1893 (1896), 445, Bering Sea^

north of Unalaska Island, at Albatross Stations 3227, 3325, 3326, and others, in 225

to 576 fathoms.

Suborder CRANIOMI.

Scapular arch abnormal, the post-temporal forming an integral part of

the cranium and the postero-temporal crowded out of place by the side

of the proscapula above or at the edge of the post-temporal. In other

respects essentially as in the Loricati, from which the Craniomi are derived.

The suborbital stay characteristic of both groups, in the Craniomi is highly

developed, its. surface forming part of the bony armature of the head.

Fishes mostly of the warm seas, often singular in form, the head always

with a coat of mail, {updviov, skull; gj/^os, shoulder.)

a. Myodome* developed and cranial cavity open in front; prosethmoid and anteal nor-

mally connected by suture. Infraorbital chain with its anterior bones excluded

from the orbit and functional as rostrolateral, the series covering the cheeks, the
third a large buccal bono articulating with the anterior wall of the preopercu-

lum
;
post-temporal suturally connected with the opiotic and pterotic by inferior

processes, and with the upper surface forming an integral part of the cranium;

intermaxillaries with the ascending pedicles atrophied and connected with the

knob of the anteal by ligament. Postero-temporal contiguous to the pro.scapula;

ventral rays I, 5; the fins inserted wide apart; gill membranes free from the

isthmus.

b. Pectoral fin with its 3 lowermost rays detached as feelers; teeth present.

TRiGLin.E, CLXXxrr.

hh. Pectoral fln with its 2 lowermost rays detached as feelers; mouth toothless.

Pekistedud^, clxxxv.

* The skeletal characters here given are taken from Dr. Gill. ( Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1888,
567-592.)
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aa. Myodome undeveloped, the cranial cavity mostly closed in front by expansions from

the subtectals sutiirally connected with corresponding expansions of the pro-

otics and the parasphenoid
;
prosethmoid and anteal entirely disconnected, leav-

ing a capacious rostral chamber opening backward mesially into the interorbital

region. Infraorbital chain with its second and third bones crowded out of the

orbital margin by junction of the first and fourth, and leaving a wide interval

between the suborbitals and preoperculum ; the iirst very long and extending

backward, the second under the fourth, and the third developed as a small spe-

cial bone (pontinal) bridging the interval between the second suborbital and the

anteroinferior angle of the preoperculum; post-temporal suturally connected

with the posterior bones of the cranium, and with the upper surface forming a

large part of the roof of the head; intermaxillaries with well-developed ascend-

ing pedicles gliding into the cavity between the anteal and prosethmoid.

Postero-temporal distant from the proscapula, and manifest as an ossicle on the

edge of the post-temporal.

c. Pectoral fin divided to the base into 2 unequal parts; no free feelers; gill

membranes broadly joined to the isthmus; ventral rays I, 4, the fins con-

tiguous. CEPHALACANTHID^, CLXXXVl.

Family CLXXXIA\ TRIGLID^E.

(The Gurnards.)

Body elongate, usually more or less fusiform, covered with scales or

bony plates. Head externally bony, entirely cuirassed with rough, bony
plates, some of which are armed with spines; eyes high; mouth terminal

or subinferior; premaxillaries protractile; maxillary without supple-

mental bone, slipping under the preorl)ital; teeth very small, in bauds in

the jaws, and usually on vomer and palatines; gills 4, a large slit behind

the fourth
;
pseudobrauchi;? present

;
gill rakers various

;
gill membranes

free from the isthmus. Ventral fins thoracic, wide apart, separated by a

flat area, their rays I, 5. Si^inous dorsal present, short; soft dorsal simi-

lar to the anal, which is without spines; caudal narrow, few-rayed; pec-

toral large, with broad base, with 3 lower rays detached, forming feelers.

These free rays are used chiefly in search for food, turning over stones,

exploring shells, etc.* Air bladder present; pyloric cteca usually present,

few in number. Singular looking fishes, found in all warm seas. Geuera

5; species about 40, some of them in rather deep water, these red in color,

the others living about rocks. (Triglidw, pt., Giiuther, Cat., ii, 191-210.)

a. Palatines with teeth.

h. Dorsal spines low, the longest usually much shorter than head ; scales moderate,

50 to 80 pores. Prionotus, 792.

hb. One or 2 of the dorsal spines greatly elevated, about as long as body; scales

large, rough, the pores 40. Bellatoe, 793.

aa. Palatines toothless; scales small.

c. Lateral line without enlarged bony plates. Chelidonichthts, 794.

cc. Lateral line armed with a series of transverse bony plates. Teigla, 795

*See note by Albro D. Morrill, Joura. Morphology, xi, 1895, 177.
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792. PRIONOTUS,* Lac(?pede.

(Gurnards.)

Prionotus, LACfipftcE, Hist. Nat. Poias., in, 37, 1802 (evolans). .

Ornichtkys, SwAiNSON, Nat. Hist. Class'n Fishes, 11, 262, 1839 (punctatus).

Ohriolax, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1878, 374 {evolans}.

OwrwardM*, Jordan & Evermann, new subgenus (gymnostethus)

.

Merulinus, JORVAN &. Evermann, new subgenus (carolinus).

Body subfusiform
;
profile of head descending to the broad depressed

snout, wbicli is much longer than the small eye; eyes close together, high

np; surface of head entirely bony, the bones rough with ridges and

granulations; scales on head few ormme; preopercle with 1 or 2 sharp

spines at its angle; opercle with a sharp spine; nape with 2 strong

spines; a spine on shoulder girdle. Mouth rather broad ; bands of .small,

almost granular, teeth on jaws, vomer and palatines; gill membranes

nearly separate, free from isthmus
;
gill rakers rather long. Body covered

with small, rough scales, which are not keeled; lateral line continuous;

scales on breast very small. Dorsal fins distinct, the firsi of 8 to 10 rather

stout spines/ the third usually highest, but mostly shorter than head;

anal fin similar to soft dorsal; pectoral fin with the 3 lower anterior rays

thickened, entirely free from each other and from the fin; ventrals I, 5,

wide apart, with a flat space between them, the inner rays longest. Pylo-

ric cii'ca in moderate number; air blailder generally with lateral muscles

and divided into 2 lateral parts; vertebra 10 or 11+15. Species numer-

ous, all but 1 being American.! Representing in America the Old World

genus Trigla. Some of them in deep water. They are well defined and

easily recognized, but vary considerably with age, and are not easily

thrown into subordinate groups. Most of the characters in the following

analysis have been taken from adult individuals. Young examples in most

cases differ from the adults in the following respects, in addition to those

characters which usually distinguish young fishes: The spines on the»head

are sharper, more conspicuous, and more compressed in the young, and

some spines, especially those on the side of the head, disappear entirely

with age. The interorbital space is more concave in the young. The pec-

toral fins are also much shorter. The gill rakers are longer in the young,

and proportionately more slender, and some of the color markings—espe-

cially the darker cross shades—are more conspicuous, while the spots on

body and fins are loss so. {itpicov, saw; v5)vo<;, back; 3 free saw-like

spines being said to intervene between the two dorsals.)

a. Moutti comparatively small, the maxillary less than \ the length of the head, the man-

dible usually not extending backward as far as the vertical from the front of the

eye ; generally a more or less distinct cross groove on top of head behind eye ; black

spot on spinous dorsal usually more or less distinct.

GrRNARDUS (from Gurnard)

:

b. Snout distinctly birostrate, its tip deeply emarginate; anterior profile of head

strongly concave; pectoral fin very short, little if any longer than head; inter-

orbital space deeply concave.

*For a detailed account of the species of Prionotus see Jordan &- Hughes, Proc. TJ. S.

Nat. Mus. 1880, 327, et scq.

t The single species found otitside our limits is Pnonofws ja^jojucws, Bleeker.
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c. Preoperciilar spine with a smaller one at base in front.

d. Center of radiation of cheek with a strong spine, there being 4 spines in a right

line from rostral plate to preopercular spine; rostral projections very nar-

row ; body slender : scales small ; 3 dorsal spines granulate.

BIROSTRATCS, 2480.

dd. Center of radiation of cheek without spine; 1 or 2 spinules below preopercular

spine.

e. Breast and belly wholly naked; dorsal spines 10 or 11. gymnostethus, 2481.

ee. Breast and belly with .small scales ; dorsal spines 8 or 9. xenisma, 2482.

cc. Preopercular spine with no smaller one at base in front ; dorsal spines 10 ; pores 50

;

body with olive vermiculations and oblique brown bars. loxias, 2483.

Merulinus CMerula, a robin)

:

bh. Snout not distinctly birostrate, the anterior profile usually not strongly concave.

/. Pectoral fin long, reaching past front of anal.

g. Pectoral fin not reaching base of caudal
;
gill rakers moderate, 8 or 10 developed

:

snout not strongly emarginate ; no spine on cheek bone or edge of snout

;

dorsal spines 10.

h. Body not very slender, the depth 5 in length; head not very small, its

length 3 in body; groove across top of head behind eje, very con-

spicuous; interorbital area moderately concave, rather broad, about

equal to diameter of eye: bones of head comparatively smooth, the

preocular, postocular, occipital, and nuchal spines low, depressed;

temporal ridge conspicuous, without spines. Dorsal spines low, the

second 2| in head, the first moderately serrate ; base of soft dorsal

equal to distance from tip of snout to tip of humeral spine; caudal

fin lunate, its outer rays J to J longer than inner ; pectoral fin some-

what rounded, the longest ray about the fifth ; free rays of pectoral

expanded toward tip, with decurrent membrane ; scales rather large;

about 58 pores. Body and fins nearly plain, mottled with darker, but

witliout well-defined spots except the dorsal ocellus; back with 4

obscure cross blotches; 2 or 3 oblique pale streaks across spinous

dorsal. Gill membranes dusky. Young with head rougher, pectoral

fins shorter, dark spots on body more distinct. CAROLINUS, 2484.

Aft. Body very slender, the depth about 6 in length; groove across top of

head behind eye, conspicuous ; interorbital area narrow, deeply con-

cave, its width about j tlie diameter of the eye ; bones of head very

smooth, the striations very weak ; spines on top of liead (preocular,

supraocular, occipital, and nuchal) short and sharp, not depressed;

temporal ridge blunt, without spine.

i. Pectoral short, reaching little past front of anal, not J length of body.

Dorsal spines very high, the second \\ in head, tlie first moderately

serrate; soft dorsal high, its base about J longer than head; caudal

truncate; free rays of pectoral a little expanded at tip; 52 pores.

Body covered with roundish bronze spots of various sizes; smaller

bronze spots on the head ; both dorsals, caudal, and pectoral fins with

similar bronze spots, these especially numerous and distinct on soft

dorsal. sciTULUS, 2485.

ii. Pectoral longer, reaching past middle of anal, more than \ body ; pores

62 ; color rose-red, not spotted
;
pectorals dusky. roseus, 2486.

gg. Pectoral fins very long, reaching base of caudal, the rays graduated ; 50 pores in

the lateral line; gill rakers shortish, 1+6 in number; body rather stout, the

depth 4 in length; palatine teeth few, feeble; caudal subtruncate; second dor-

sal spine longest, J the length of head; first spine strongly serrated in front;

preopercular spine with a smaller one at its ba.se; head 1\ in length. D. X-12;

A. 11. Body «ith 4 faint cross bands; caudal with black tip and 2 paler cross

shades ; spinous dorsal with small dark spots besides the large one ; soft dorsal

plain; pectorals clouded. Alatcs. 2487.
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PrIONOTUS :

aa. Mouth comparatively large, the maxillary 2 to 2J in the length of head, the mandible

extending backward to opposite eye, or nearly so; usually no distinct cross

groove on top of head; free rays of pectoral tapering, not expanded at tip; black

blotch on spinous dorsal diffuse, not ocellated, involving the membranes of more

than two spines.

.j Preoi)ercular spine without a distinct smaller spine at its base in front.

k. Pectoral fins very long, reaching at least to beyond the second third of the soft

^orsal.

I. Scales rather small, about 75 pores in lateral line; head large, comparatively

smooth, the interorbital area narrow, concave, not j diameter of eye; orbital

rim low, scarcely serrate
;
preorbital serrulate; pectoral fin long, reaching

middle of anal ; coloration plain, slightly clouded; form rather slender; head

2J; depth 4*. D. X-12;A. 11. MILES, 2488.

II. Scales moderate, 50 to 55 pores in lateral line.

m. Head large, nearly plane above, the interorbital space scarcely concave, its

width equal to eye; snout very short, 2J in head; maxillary 2J in head,

reaching past front of orbit; bands of palatine teeth very narrow; bones

of head smoothish, little striate; gill rakers rather long, about 10 below

angle; first dorsal spine slightly rough in front, the third spine nearly A the

length of the head; caudal slightly concave; pectoral reaching ninth aual

ray, its outline rounded; scales about 55. Color pale olivaceous, back

and sides with a few dark spots; second dorsal with 3 rows of black spots

;

caudal with 3 rows of dark blotches; pectorals with round dark blotches.

D. X-12: A. 11. STEPHANOPHRYS, 2489.

mm. Head not plane above, the interorbital space more or less concave; dorsal

spines 10.

71. Supraorbital cirrus wanting.

0. Pectoral tins moderate, not reaching in adult beyond dorsal and anal.

p. Interorbital space moderately concave, its width nearly equal to eye;

orbital rim little elevated; preorbital with 15 to 20 fine serra^ the last

one directed backward ;
preopercular spine long. quiescens, 2490.

yp. Interorbital space very narrow, deeply concave, its width about f

length of eye; rim elevated and serrate; preorbital with about 20

small serrsB, blunt and even; head well armed; snout and jaws

white. ALBiROSTRis, 2491.

00. Pectorals very long, reaching in adult beyond base ofdorsal and anal; inter-

orbital space moderately concave, its width about J length of eye; no

cirrus above the eye ; distance from supraocular spine to nuchal scales

about equal to eye; supraocular and nuchal spines low: occipital

spines wanting; temporal ridge sharp, ending in a blunt spine; pre-

orbital projecting, strongly serrate; a blunt spine on each side of

snout, behind serrte of preorbital; a blunt spine behind this above

angle of mouth; no spine on cheekbone in adult; upper opercular

spine almost obsolete; bones of head rather strongly striate, but not

granulate; gill rakers short; mouth moderate; scales rather large;

about 52 pores. D. X-11 ; A. 10. First dorsal spine not much shorter

than second, which is 2 J in head; caudal very slightly concave; ven-

trals reaching a little past vent; head 3; depth 5. Color nearly plain

brownish, with darker clouds; no distinct spots anywhere on body or

fins; the pectorals marbled with paler. rubio, 2492.

nn. Supraorbital cirrus present, fringed. Interorbital space very deeply con-

cave, its width about J length of eye; a fringed cirrus above the eye;

distance from supraocular spine to nuchal scales about i the eye; occipi-

tal as well as nuchal spines distinct ; temporal ridge with a small spine

;

no spine on cheek bone; bones of the head with fine, sharply defined

strife, but no granulations; upper opercular spine well developed;
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scales moderate (about 50 pores). D. VIII-13; A. 11. First dorsal spine

"longest, 1§ in head; caudal subtruncate; pectorals nearly twice as long

as head, reaching nearly to last rays of dorsal ; ventrals about reaching

to vent; head 3 in length; depth 4 J. Color crimson red, nearly plain;

caudal with 2 dark cross shades. opheyas, 2493.

kk. Pectoral tins short, not reaching beyond middle of dorsal; head much smoother

than in any other species, the bones of the head faintly striate, with small

granulations; the cranial spines little developed; the supraocular, occipital,

and temporal spines wholly wanting, there being only 3 pairs of spines on the

head ; mouth large, the maxillary 2 in head. Gill rakers short and thick in

adult, slender in young, about 10 developed ; interorbital space concave, rather

broad, its width, in adult, rather more than length of eye; first dorsal spine

granulated; caudal slightly lunate
;
pectoral subtruncate, the second ray the

longest, as long as head in adult; scales large, 48 pores in the lateral line.

Head large, 2§ in length; depth 33. D. X-12; A. 11. Color crimson, with
darker clouds and small spots; both dorsals with dark cross streaks; head

and pectoral fins conspicuously reticulated with blackish (in adult) ; anal

plain, whitish ; free rays of pectoral unspotted. steaensi, 2494.

ij. Preopercular spine with a distinct smaller one at the base; gill rakers slender.

q. Cheek bone without distinct spine at the center of radiation; edge of

preorbital granular-serrate, without distinct sjiine, the serrse about

12 in number on each side; temporal ridges roughish but without

spines ; bones of the head with the strise coarsely granular; mouth
moderate, the maxillary about 2J in head; head not very broad, the

spines above, except the nuchal spines, not conspicuous
;
gill rakers

long and slender, 15 to 20 developed ; head 2J in length ; depth about
4. D. X-12; A. 11. Coloration brownish ; side with a very distinct

dusky bronze band below the lateral line and parallel with it, this

becoming broken posteriorly into a series of roundish dark spots;

some dark streaks and clouds below this stripe; fins with dark
clouds, the soft dorsal with 2 dark blot<'hes, which extend as bars

on the back : head with scattered dark spots ; dusky area below eye.

r. Pectoral with its rays each crossed by fine black bars, these especially

distinct«toward the base of the fin; free rays spotted; scales com-
paratively small, 10+1 + 23 in a vertical line from last dorsal spine

to vent; interorbital area broad and almost flat, its width a little

more than length of eye; first dorsal spine granulated; second
spine 2f in head

;
pectorals about \ the length of the body.

STEIGATUS, 2495.

rr. Pectoral fin with its rays all plain blackish; free rays plain dusky;
scales larger, 8+1+21 in a vertical line from last dorsal spine to

vent; interorbital space more deeply concave, its width in adult

not quite length of eye ; first dorsal spine nearly smooth ; second

spine 3 in head
;
pectorals a little more than \ of the body.

EVOLANS, 2496.

qq. Cheek bone with a spine (small in the adult, larger in the yoang) at

the center of radiation, this rarely obsolete in old examples,

s. Spines on bones of head moderate, not knife-like; preorbital with a

series of serrse and 1 or more bluntish spines.

t. First 3 dorsal spines little if at all serrate; pectorals reaching

past middle of anal, their length not quite \ the body
;
gill

rakers rather long and slender, about 10 developed; maxil-

lary 2f in head; a bluntish spine on edge of snout behind
the serrpe ; behind this, 1 or 2 smaller ones, at least in the

young; usually a small spine on cheekbone; a shallow groove
behind the eye evident; interorbital area rather narrow, con-

cave; preocular, supraocular, occipital and nuchal spines

rather prominent. Dorsal spines high, the third 2J in head;
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first spine not serrate; caudal truncate. Head 2^ in length;

depth 1%. D. X-12; A. 12. Pores about 50. Back obscurely-

spotted ; dorsal and caudal fins spotted with brown, the first

dorsal with a black blotch besides; the pectoral with obscure

dark spots, and margined with blue. pcjnctatus, 2497.

tt. First 3 dorsal spines more or less serrate
;
gill rakers rather long,

about 8 developed; maxillary about 2j in head; a groove

behind eye; interorbital space narrow, f eye; third dorsal

spine liigh, * head. D. X-12; A. 11. Pores 50. Color brown-
ish yellow ; spinous dorsal with a black blotch

; pectoral

with 2 longitudinal broad dark areas separated and sur-

rounded by paler. beanii, 2498.

«s. Spines on bones of head elevated, knife-like; head very large,

more than | length; temporal ridge with 2 bluntish spines;

bones of the head very sharply striate; young with 4 sharp,

knife-like spines on side of cheek and snout, in a line before

the preocular .spine, these nearly disappearing with age ; maxil-

lary about 2^ in head ; .sides without dark longitudinal stripe.

M. Pectoral fin moderate, about \ body in adult, 2J in young
; gill

rakers slender in the young, becoming shorter and thicker

with age, about 10 developed on lower part of arch; head
broad, the .spines on its upper surface very prominent, all

of them more or less compressed and knife like, especially

in the young. Second dorsal spine 1\ in head; head 2^;

depth 4J. D. X-12; A. 11. Body brownish, much mottled

with grayish and dusky, and with 3 or 4 obscure dark
cross bands; head and dorsal fins with many dark spots;

caudal with 2 dusky shades; free rays of pectoral spotted.

TEIBULDS, 2499.

MM. Pectoral fin short, about 3 in body; gill rakers long and slen-

der, 5 developed; scales small, 100; spines as in P. tribtdus,

but still larger and more knife-like, much larger than in

any other species; pectoral fins reaching third anal ray;

interorbital space broad, little concave, about as wide as

eye. Body brownish ; no black blotch on spinous dorsal

;

soft dorsal and caudal barred, pectoral with a broad black

band. hoebens, ZbW.

Subgenus GURNARDUS, Jordan & Evermann.

2480. PUIOXOTUS BIBOSTRATUS, Kichardson.

Head 3 ; depth 5. D. IX-12 ; A. 1, 10 ; C. 10. Body slender and elongate

;

width at nape between costal spines 5i in head; head long, profile before

eyes concave, the snout with a projecting lobe on each side, the lobe

longer and narrower than in any other species, its length | eye; a back-
ward projecting spine at base, besides nnmerous retrorse serne along its

sides; surfoce of bones very rough; mouth small; maxillary barely ^
head, not reaching front of eye; eye 4^ in head; interorbital space very
narrow, deeply concave, granular, striate, its length * eye, 7 in head;

orbital rim elevated, with a stout spine anteriorly, before which are 3 or 4

others forming a raised ridge; a stout spine above posterior part of orbit,

another behind orbit; still another on the occipital beyond ridge; 2 or 3

blunt spines behind eye; a stout spine on opercle which reaches slightly

beyond base of the still larger humeral spine ; a stout spine on preopercle
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with another strong spine at its base; another before it on radiation

center of cheek ; another on the preorbital, these 4 forming a straight

line with retrorsal projection and all of them hooked backward; no curve

across top of head ; membranaceous flap of opercle not scaly
;
gill rakers

unknown ; scales rather small, the number not to be counted, apparently
none on breast, the naked skin of breast forming an acute angle behind ; 7

rows of scales between occiput and dorsal; spinous dorsal rather low, its

first 3 spines serrate in front, the second the highest, \ head ; soft dorsal

with first row serrated, its length 2^ in head ; anal lower, its longest ray

2| in head ; caudal truncate, 1| in head
;
pectoral short, its middle rays

longest, reaching fifth ray of soft dorsal, 2| in body ; ventrals 1| in head

;

free rays tapering. If in head. Coloration not described; body and
fins in figure unmarked, except pectoral, which is blackish at tip. Gulf

of Fonseca; known from a single specimen 6.7 inches long. Here
described from Richardson's figure, which gives details not mentioned in

his description. Apparently a well-marked species with the spines of

Prionoius horrens, but with a small mouth and rostral beak dift'erent from

that of any other species, (birosiratus, two-beaked.)

Prionotus hirostralus, Richardson, Voyage of the Sulphur, Ichthyology, pt. 2, 81, April,

1845, Gulf of Fonseca, west Coast of Central America. (Coll. Edward Belcher.)

2481. PRIOXOTUS GTMXOSTETHUS, Gilbert.

Head2|^; depth 3^; eye 4 in head; snout 2 1\; interorbital width 10;

pectoral li; ventrals 1|; second dorsal spine 2. D. X or XI-10 or 11;

A. 11. Body heavy anteriorly, tapering rapidly to the slender tail.

Head large; strite fine, numerous, scarcely to be distinguished on top of

head, which is finely granular; snout long; profile concave, the orbital

region abruptly elevated; preorbital on each side projecting beyond the

mouth in a narrow lobe, which is usually sharply triangular, the 2

lobes strongly divergent; free edge of preorbital with a row of very fine

seme; anterior nostril with a long flap; mouth small, the maxillary |^

length of head, a naked area behind it. Eyes very prominent, the pre-

ocular ridge high, bearing 1 strong spine; interorbital space very nar-

row, concave, -^^ length of head; a deep transverse groove on top of head
behind eyes. Supraocular spine short and blunt; occipital and nuchal
spines flat, bluntish; temporal ridge with 2 spinous projections; oper-

cular, preopercular, and humeral spines, long and sharp; preopercular

spine with a very strong accessory .spine at base, from which a low ridge

extends forwards to middle of cheek, where it ends in a weak spine.

Gill rakers l-f-7, slender, of moderate length. Second dorsal spine the

highest, the first 2 spines minutely serrulated in front; pectorals very
short, * the length, reaching but little past front of anal; caudal slightly

lunate. Scales very small, none on breast or belly, the naked area ex-

tending upwards behind pectoral fiu to humeral spine, and naiTowing
backward to front of anal; region in front of spinous dorsal naked.
Color in spirits, brownish above, light below, the dorsal region and top

of head often with small dark spots; 1, or rarely 2, small black ocel-

3030 58
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lated spots between fourth and fifth dorsal spines; pectoral mostly dusky,

light at base below, and edged with white; a dusky blotch on outer por-

tion of lower caudal lobe. Gulf of California; several specimens taken

in shallow water. Length 3i inches. Closely related to Vrionotns xenisma,

differing conspicuously in the wholly naked breast and belly. (Gilbert.)

(;ki;/U^' 05, naked; 6vf]Boc., breast.)

Prionotns gymnostethus, GlLUEliT, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1891, 559, Gulf of California.

(Coll. Albatross.)

2482. PIUONOTUS XKXISMA, Jordan & BoUman.

Head 2i to 2| (3 to 3i in total) ; depth 3J to 3+ (4 to 4^) ; eye 4 in head.

D: VIII-11; A. 10; scales in a longitudinal series 60 to 70, about 43

oblique series between gill opening and tail; 35 to 40 pores in lateral

line. Body short and robust, little compressed, the width of the nape,

between occipital spines, 6 to 64 in head; head short and high; eyes

prominent; the profile angulated, concave before eye, convex above it;

snout short and broad, its breadth greater than its length, which is 2| in

head, its anterior margin deeply emarginate, the preorbital produced on

each side into a broad, triangular, spiniferous lobe, which is nearly equal

to \ diameter of eye. Surface of bones of head finely and densely granular

striate. Mouth small, maxillary 3 to 3^ in head, not reaching front of

eye. Band of palatine teeth rather broad. Interorbital space narrow,

deeply concave and granular striate, its least width 6 to 6A in head;

orbital rim elevated, its edges granular serrate; no distinct preorbital

spine, whole edge of preorbital finely serrulate ; a groove across top of head

behind the blnnt supraorbital spine. Occipital ridges present, the outer

granular and not spinous, the inner rather sharply elevated into a short

spine, the outer rather wide, extending to second dorsal spine ; temporal

region with an elevated roughish ridge, on which are 2 bluntish i)romi-

nences; preopercular spine large and strong, with a smaller one at its

base; opercular spine long and sharp ; humeral spine usually larger than

opercnlar; no spines on suborbital. Breast scaly; membranaceous flap of

opercles not scaly. Gill rakers short, slender, longer than interspaces,

and about equal to f of pupil ; naked skin of throat with numerous papilL-e

;

scales rather small, of about equal size on breast and belly, extending

beyond base of ])ectorals, anterior margin forming an obtuse angle; 3

or 4 rows of rudimentary scales between occiput and dorsal. Spinous

dorsal high, the first spine longest. If to If in head; anterior margin of

first 3 spines with numerous granuhe ; second spine slightly more than 2

in head, all the spines stout; longest ray of second dorsal shorter than

snout, 3^ in head; longest anal ray 3J in head; caudal slightly lunate.

If in head; pectorals quite short, reaching fifth ray of second dorsal, 3

in body; ventrals reaching anal, 1| in head. Three short granular inter-

spinal bones projecting through the skin between first and second

dorsal, the anterior less robust than others. Coloration in spirits, grayish

(probably red in life); dusky above and irregularly mottled ; a distinct

dark spot before base of caudal; dorsal dusky, with a large black, ocel-

iated spot between fourth and fifth spines; dorsal spines with a row of
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dark spots on their anterior margin; soft dorsal witli 3 rows of dark
spots; pectorals blackish, a few of the upper rays pale on the inner side;

ventrals and anal pale; caudal barred with dusky. Length 4 inches.

Pacific coast of Colombia. Very many specimens dredged at a depth of

33 fathoms. {^Evi6iJ-a, a surprise.)

Prionotus xenisma, Joedan & Bolljian, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 169, Pacific Ocean
off coast of Colombia, at Albatross Station 2795, 7° 57' N., 78° 55' 'W. (Type, No.
41151.)

2483. PRIOXOTCS LOXIAS, Jordan.

Head 2^ ; depth 3i. D. X-10 or 11; A. 10; scales about 50. Body stout;

head large, rough ; mouth moderate, maxillary not reachiug front of orbit,

2| ill head ; eye large, 3| to 4 in head ; snout 2^ in head ; opercular spine

strong, nearly as large as preopercular spine; humeral spine small, not

I as large as either of the others; iuterorbital area narrow, its ridge

evenly concave, its width 2| in eye; preopercular spine without smaller

one in front ; no spine at center of radiation of cheek
;
preorbital edge

prominent, finely denticulated; supraorbital ridge prominent, with a

bluntish spine before and behind; a trausAerse grooAe on head behind
eye; snout broad, slightly emarginate at tip, the rostral plates not much
projecting, their edges sharply and finely serrate, with 10 to 12 serrae;

occipital ridges a short distance behind supraorbital ones, ending in a

bluntish spine, as also the nuchal ridges. Teeth on jaws, vomer, and pal-

atines in bands; lower jaw included; base of mandil)le below front of

orl)it; bones of cheeks and opercles with strong stria', tlie rest of the

bones of the hea<l roughish. Gill rakers short, about 10 below the angle,

the anterior ones tubercle-like; breast closely scaled. Pectorals short,

3J to dl in the length of the body, scarcely longer than longest detached

ray, their tips reaching about third ray of anal fin, length 3i in the body;
ventrals long, their tips almost reachiug tips of pectorals, If in head;
first dorsal spine the longest, its length 1} in head, serrate in front; first

dorsal ray slightly serrulate at base, its length 3 in head; longest anal

ray 4 in head; caudal fin lunate, with pointed lobes. If in head. Color,

brownish above, grayish below ; head and anterior parts more or less dis-

tinctly vermiculated with dark olivaceous, these markings especially

distinct on bones of head; sides with 6 to 15 narrow brown oblique bands
extending downward and backward from the lateral line about halfway
to anal fin, these obsolete or less conspicuous on anterior portion of the

body; both dorsals mottled with olive; caudal with 3 broad blackish

bars which do not cross the upper and lower ray, the last bar broad and
very conspicuous; upper ray of caudal dark olive; no black spot at base

of caudal; anal and ventrals white; pectorals blackish, faintly barred

with darker and margined with white. Pacific coast of Central America.
Here described from many specimens, 3 to 6 inches long, from Albatross

Station 2805, where it occurs with Prionotus xenisma, but more abundantly
than the latter. It has not yet been seen elsewhere. This species resem-
bles Prionotus xeiiisma yerj closely. It is, however, a little more elongate,

with rather smaller scales, the snout longer, the caudal fin barred, the
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body more vermiculate and with oblique bars, and no distinct dark spot

at base of caudal. There is no trace of a second spine at the base of the

large preopercular spine, and the humeral spine is much smaller than the

opercular. Both have the snout somewhat l)irostrate, the forehead and

eyes very prominent, and the pectorals very short. The projection of the

lobes of the snout is, however, much less thau in Prionotus Urostratus,

with which species the present one was at first identified. (Ao^z'a?, Xo^o^,

oblique, from the cross bars.)

Prionotus birostratus, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 170; not of Richard-

son.

Prionotus loxias, Jordan, in Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1896, 452, at Albatross Station

2805, south of Panama, in 51* fathoms. (Type, No. 47580, U. S. Nat. Mus. ; cotype,

No. 165, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus.)

Subgenus MERULINUS, Jordan & Evermann.

2484. PRIOXOTUS CAEOLINUS (Linnajus).

(Common Gurnard; Ekd-winged Sea-Eobin.)

Head 3; depth 5. D. X-13; A. 12; scales 58. Body not very slender;

head moderate ; mouth comparatively small, the maxillary about 3 in head,

the mandible not reaching Acrtical from front of eye
;
groove across top of

head behind eye, very conspicuous ; interorbital area moderately concave,

rather broad, about equal to diameter of eye ; bones of head comparatively

smooth, the preocular, postocular, occipital and nuchal spines low,

depressed; temporal ridge conspicuous, without spines; 1 or 2 small

spinules on lower edge of preopercle, below the preopercular spine
;
preo-

percular spine with no smaller one at its base in front; pectoral fin short,

reaching little past front of anal, its length less than i the body
;
gill

rakers of moderate length, about 10 developed ; no spine on cheek bone

or on sides of snout. Dorsal spines low, the second 2^ in head, the

first moderately serrate ; base of soft dorsal equal to distance from tip of

snout to tip of humeral spine ; caudal fin lunate, its outer rays i to i longer

than inner; pectoral fin somewhat rounded, rather short, not reaching last

ray of anal and not more than i the length of the body; the longest ray

about the fifth; free rays of pectoral expanded toward tip, with decur-

rent membrane ; scales rather large, about 58 pores. Body and tins nearly

plain, mottled with darker, but without well-defined spots except the dor-

sal ocellus ; back with 4 obscure cross blotches ; 2 or 3 oblique pale streaks

across spinous dorsal
;
gill membranes dusky. Young with head rougher,

pectoral fins shorter, dark spots on body more distinct. Coast of Maine

to South Carolina, chiefly northward; very abundant on the coasts of

southern New England and New York, but rarely taken as far south as

Charleston. Our specimens are from Menemsha Bight, Marthas Vineyard.

{carolinus, from Carolina.)

Trigla Carolina, Linn^us. Mantissa, 176, 528, Carolina.

Trigla palmipes, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. New York 1814, 431, pi. 4, fig. 5,

New York Harbor.

Prionotus pilatus, Stoker, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 11, 1845, 77, Massachusetts Bay,

adult specimens; Stoker, Hist. Fish. Mass., 68, pi. 6, fig. 1, 1867; Goode & Bean,

Bull. Essex Inst., xi, 12, 1879.
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Prionotus carolinug, Cttvibr & Valenciennes, Hist. ^N'at. Poiss., iv, 90, 1829; Stoeee,

Eeport Fishes Mass., 14, 1839; De JIay, Xew Tork Fauna: Fishes, 46, pi. 5, fig. 15,

1842; Atees, Bost. Journ. Kat. Hist., IV, 1842, 258; Gunther, Cat., ii, 192, 1860; Gill

Cat. Fish. East Coast N. Am., 21, 1873; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus.

1878, 373 ; Bean, Proc. U. S. :N'at. Mus. 1880, 84 ; Goode & Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., xi,

12, 1879; Jordan & Hughes, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 333.

Prionotus palmipes, Storer, Hist. Fish. Mass., 66, pi. 5, fig. 1, 1867; JORDAN & Gilbert,

Proc.TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1883, 614; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 734, 1883; Goode, Nat.

Hist. Aquatic Animals, 255, pi. 71, 1884 ; Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 468,

248.5. PRIONOTUS SCITULUS, Jordan.

Head2fto3f; depth 5*^ to 6|. D.X-13; A. 12; scales rather small, about

60 ; 52 pores ; body much slenderer than in any other species ; head small,

low, rather pointed. Snout rather long, a little shorter than rest of head,

its width between angles of mouth about 2^ in head. Maxillary not reach-

ing front of eye, 2f in head. Sides of snout finely and evenly serrate;

mouth comparatively small, the maxillary less than f the length of the

head; groove across top of head behind eye, little conspicuous; interor-

bital area narrow, deeply concave, its width about | the diameter of the

eye ; bones of the head very smooth, the striations very weak ; spines on

top of head preocular, supraocular, occipital, aud nuchal) short and

sharp, not depressed; temporal ridge blunt, without spine; 1 or 2 small

spinules on lower edge of preopercle, below the preopercular spine; dor-

sal spines very high, the second 1| in head, the first moderately serrate;

soft dorsal high, its base about I longer than head; caudal truncate, its

third ray longest, the others, to the tenth, little shorter; free rays of pec-

toral a little expanded at tip; scales rather small. Bands of palatine

teeth narrow. Gill rakers long and slender. Pectoral in male 2| to 2f in

body, in female scarcely more than i length of body, reaching to base of

fifth or sixth dorsal ray. Coloration of female in life, dark olive above;

back and sides covered with numerous round spots of different sizes, and

not arranged in series, these spots bronze color in life, becoming brownish

after death; spinous dorsal dusky, with lighter streaks; a distinct black

spot on upper half of spinous dorsal, between the fourth and fifth spine,

this spot being ocellated below and behind; a second black blotch on

upper half of first spine and membrane, also ocellated behind; second

dorsal and caudal spotted and finally blotched with black; anal largely

black, with a pinkish border
;
pectorals blackish ; ventrals pale ; branchi-

ostegals pinkish. Male in life, light olive brown, with 4 saddle-like dark

blotches on back, 1 downward and forward from middle of spinous dorsal to

humeral spine ; a second from front of soft dorsal ; a third from end of dor-

sal downward and forward to below lateral line, thence continued forward

as a narrow horizontal streak; a fourth on caudal peduncle ; sides every-

where with reddi.sh brown spots, as in the female ; opercle reddish brown

;

branchiostegal membrane and i)alatine region largely jet-black; spinous

dorsal olive brown, with 2 irregular, lengthwise, translucent streaks and

an intense well-defined black spot on membraue above, between fourth

and fifth spines; second dorsal olive brown, vermiculated with whitish

translucent, and without round spots; caudal reddish brown, blackish
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toward tip, with a conspicuous, white, longitudinal streak on upper lobe;

anal blackish, with white base and margin; pectoral dark brown, irregu-

larly barred and blotched with greenish and light brown; free rays of

pectorals and inner face of ventrals dusky, tinged with orange. South

Atlantic coast of United States, Beaufort to St. Augustine; a very well-

marked siiecies, rather common within the region from which it is known.
Length 5 to 6 inches. (scUiilus, slender.)

Prionotus punctatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1S78, 373; Goode, Troc.

IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1879, 111 ; Goode vt Bean, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mu.s. 1879, 338; Jordan &
Gilbert, Synopsi.s, 734, 1883 ; not Tiigla jmnctata, Bloch.

Prionotus seititlus, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mua. 1882, 288, Beaufort (Coll. Jor-

dan, Brayton &, Gilbert) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 614 ; Jordan,

Cat. Fish. N. A., 114, 1885 ; Jordan & Hughes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 333.

24S6. PRIOXOTUS ROSKUS, Jordan & Evermann.

Head 3^ in length (4 with caudal); depth 6 (7i); eye moderate, 5,5 in

head. D. X-12; A. 12; scales (tran.sYerse series) 65 to 70; pores in lateral

line 60 to 65. Allied to Prionotus scitulits. Body quite slender, little com-

pressed, narrow<'d above, width of nape between occipital spines being

about ^ of head; head quite short and rather high; eyes prominent, so

that the anterior profile forms a sharp angle at front of eye, and is some-

what concave; snout rather narrow, 2,'- in head, its tip somewhat emargi-

nate; edges of snout finely serrulate and without spine; surface of bones

of head comparatively smooth, the small granulations arranged in distinct,

fine, radiating stria^. Mouth small, the maxillary 3f in head, the man-
dible not quite reaching front of orbit; baud of palatine teeth narrow.

Apparently a slight cirrus above eye, on one side, in typical example,

possibly a result of mutilation. Interorbital space narrow, deeply con-

cave, its least width TJ in head; orbital rim considerably elevated, both

in front and behind, its edge granular serrate; a shallow groove across

top of head behind orbital rim, which does not end in a distinct spine;

occipital ridges weak, the inner pair without spines, the outer with short

ones which reach somewhat beyond front of dorsal; temporal region with

an elevated roughish ridge, but without di.stiuct sjiine; jireopercle with a

single moderate spine, which has no smaller one at its base, either in frojit

or below; opercular spines small and sharp; humeral spine moderate; no

trace of spines on suborbital or preorl>it^l, the head being provided with

but 5 pairs of spines, including the humeral sjiine; membranaceous llap of

opercle scaly. Gill rakers short and thickish, about 8 developed, these

little longer than the interspaces, and not i length of pupil and nearly i

as broad as high. Scales small, those on breast much reduced in size,

about 12 between occiput and dorsal. Spinous dorsal high, the first spine

serrulate in front, shorter than the second, which is If in head. (Second

dorsal and anal mutilated.) Caudal slightly and unequally lunate, the

lower lobe the longer, 1^ in head; pectoral reaching nearly to last rays of

dorsal, a little more than I length of body; ventrals as long as head.

Coloration in spirits, grayish, unspotted, more dusky above ; dorsal dusky,
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with no very distinct markings ; caudal fiu yellowish, marked at base with
dusky, its tip black; pectorals mostly l)lack; lower fins pale. In life the

type was chiefly pinkish red, which color still persists on the inside of

opercles. Deep waters of Gulf of Mexico, known only from the '' spewings"
of Red Groupers, on the Snapper Banks off Tamjja Bay and Pensacola.

Length of type 6^ inches, {roseus, rose red.

)

Prionotus scituhis, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, L'88, mutilated specimen
from Pensacola ; not type.

Prionotus roseus, Jordan &. Evebmann, Proc. II. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 470, off Tampa Bay,
Florida. (Type, No. 37989 ; Coll. Cbas. H. Bollman.)

2487. PRIOXOTUS ALATITS, Goode & Bean.

Head2i; depth 4. D.X-12; A. 11; caudal 3-7 + 5-4; pectoral 13 + 3;

ventrals I, 5; lateral line about 100; tube-bearing scales about 50. Body
normal in form, rather robust ; its greatest width ^ its greatest length

without caudal; least height of tail contained 12 times, or nearly so, in

the standard body length, and 3 times in height of body. The num-
ber of rows of scales, counting diagonally around the body from origin of

anal, is 21 below and 7 above the lateral line. Width of head eqiial to its

height; upper limb of orbit encroaching upon the upper profile of head,

the center of the pupil equidistant from tip of snout and tip of the pro-

longed preopercular spine ; length of snout measured obliquely from ante-

rior margin of orbit equal to that of the postorbital portion of head to

end of opercular spine; a robust spine at lower angle of iireoperculum,

curving slightly upward, the length equal to that of first dorsal ray;

this spine serrated upon its outer edge, and with a small spine at its

base Avhich is also serrated; the tip of the spine extending to perpen-

dicular from center of the interspace between third and fourth dorsal

spines, while that of the humeral spine extends to the perpendicular

from the interspace between the fourth and fifth, and that of the oper-

cular to the perpendicular from the center of liase of third; a strong-

scapular spine extends back to the posterior edge of the second dorsal

spine. Length of upper jaw equal to i that of head. Palatine teeth

in shoi't feeble bands, hardly perceptible, even with a strong magni-

fying glass. Gill rakers 6, besides several rudimentary ones, 5 being

below the angle, and the longest equal in length to ^ diameter of eye.

First dorsal fin inserted above tip of upper opercular spine and at a dis-

tance from snout ec^ual to twice length of the fourth dorsal spine, height
of first dorsal spine, which is equal to that of the third and slightly less

than that of the second, equal to + length of head, its anterior margin
strongly serrated, while those of the second and third spines are less

markedly so; length of base of first dorsal equal to greatest height of

body; the distance between its insertion and that of second dorsal fin

equal to the length of the longest and superior detached pectoral ray;

second dorsal fin inserted in the perpendicular over the interspace between
the second and third anal rays, the length of its longest ray equaling twice

the least height of tail, and the length of its base equaling the greatest
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loDgth of the ventral rays, its first ray conspicuously serrated on its ante-

rior edge. The insertion of the anal fin is in the perpendicular below the

end of the first dorsal fin ; the leugtli of its longest rays is equal to \

that of the middle caudal rays ; caudal truncated, very slightly emargi-

nate; pectoral very peculiar in structure, its longest ray, the ninth, reach-

ing to base of the caudal rays and equal in length to 4 times that of the

fourth dorsal spine; the tenth ray a trifle shorter, extending nearly to

the end of the soft dorsal; the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth rays

graduated, decreasing in regular proportion, the thirteenth being loss

than \ as long as the tenth ; the eighth about midway between the tenth

and the eleventh; the first slightly longer than the twelfth, and those

intermediate between the first and the eighth are graduated in length, so

as to form a rounded outline for the anterior or upper j^ortion of the fin

;

the pectoral appendages slender, the third being slightly greater in length

than the thirteenth ray, being |- as long as the first, while the second is

intermediate between the other two; the ventral inserted directly under

the base of the pectoral appendages, its first spine about equal in length

to the preopercular spine from the base of the supplemental spines, its

longest, the third and fourth, exactly equal in length to the base of the

second dorsal. Color brownish above, with aljout 4 indistinct transverse

band-like blotches, 1 of which is on the base of the caudal, whitish beneath

;

vertical fins uniform, the tips of the caudal rays blackish, with 2 indis-

tinct cloud-like bands in advance of the terminal bands thus formed; a

black blotch, with Avhitish anterior margin on the membrane between the

fourth and fifth dorsal spines; a very inconspicuous blackish sjiot on

the membrane between the fifth and sixth ; otliers still less conspicuous

on the succeeding interspaces ; the pectoral blotched and clouded with
blackish brown and white. Off Charleston, South Carolina; 1 specimen

obtained in the same haul with Notosema dilectum. (Goodo & Bean.) It

is a very well-marked species, distinguished especially by its Aery long

pectoral fin. (a?a<M8, winged.)

Prionotus alatus, Goodk & Be,\n, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xix, 210, 1883, deep sea off

Charleston, South Carolina ; Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 114,1885; Jordan & Hughes,
Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 332; Goode & Bean, Ocean. Ichth., 467, 1896.

Subgenus PRIONOTUS.

2488. PRIOXOTUS MILES, Jenyns.

Head 2* ; depth 4i; eye 4^ in head. D. X-12; A. 10 or 11; scales about
78. Body elongate, rather slender. Head moderate, not very rough;

mouth moderate, maxillary scarcely reaching front of orbit, 2| in head

;

interorbital area concave, narrow, If in eye; no transverse postorbital

groove ; no spine on center of radiation of cheek, opercular spine rather

weak, less prominent than the humeral spine, preopercular spine slightly

larger than the humeral spine, no smaller one before it; all of the spines

simple
;
preorbital ridge serrulate, no conspicuous postorbital ridge ; tem-

poral ridges present, all of the bones of the head with radiating stri;p;

snout emarginate, about 10 i)rominent spiuules on each lobe, teeth on
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vomer in 2 patches, on jaws and palatines in bauds. Gill rakers rather

long, about 10 below the angle, 3 or 4 tubercles on anterior part of arch.

Pectoral fins long, reaching to middle of the anal fin ; first dorsal spine

weaker and shorter than the second, its length 2\ in the head, longest
dorsal spine 2^ in head; ventrals reaching front of anal, 1^ in the head;
first dorsal spine finely serrulate, other spines not serrated ; caudal emar-
ginate, 4^ in the length of the body. Color uniform brownish above,

distal f of spinous dorsal black; soft dorsal and caudal faintly barred;
ventrals and anal white

;
pectorals blackish with white margins. Gala-

pagos Islands ; not rare. Hero described from numerous fine specimens, 8

to 10 inches in length, from the Galapagos, {miles, a soldier.)

Prionotus miles, Jen^-ns, Zool. Beagle, Fishes, 29, pi. 6, 1842, Chatham Island, Galapagos
Archipelago (Coll. Charles Darwin) ; Guntheb, Cat., ii, 196, 1860.

2489. PRIOXOTUS STEPHANOPHRTS, Lockington.

Head 2f ; depth 4; eye li in snout. D, X-12 or 13; A. 11 or 12; P.

13+3; scales 55. Body rather stout; head large, compressed, broad, and
very nearly i)lane above, the interorbital region not concave ; no trans-

verse furrow behind orbits; orbital rim with a slightly raised, serrated

crest; snout very short, | length of head; mouth large, the broad maxil-

lary reaching beyond front of orbit ; bands of palatine teeth very narrow

;

gill rakers rather long and slender; head less rough than usual, the bones
little striate; occipital process not reaching first dorsal spine; preorbital

little projecting; preopercle with a strong smooth spine, reaching slightly

beyond membrane of opercle; opercle ending in 2 points, the lower a
long spine, the membrane connecting the 2 scaly ; scales thin, ciliate, not
closely imbricate ; first dorsal spine granulate in front

;
pectorals reaching

beyond middle of anal, about to base of ninth ray; free rays very slender,

the uppermost more than i length of fin; ventrals not reaching vent;

caudal slightly emarginate. I'ale olivaceous, abruptly white at level of

pectorals ; back and sides with a few scattered dark spots ; branchioste-

gals mostly safirou yellow ; spinous dorsal dusky, with diffuse dark blotches

most distinct between fourth, fifth, and sixth spines ; second dorsal spot-

ted; caudal with dark blotches; pectorals dark, with large, round, black

spots. Deep water oif San Francisco, Point Eeyes, Mouterey, and Lower
California; 4 specimens known. Here described from Mr. Lockington's

type, and from 2 others collected by the Albatross at Station 3041, coast

of Lower California. {dt£\f)avo?, crown; d(l>pvi, eyebrow.)

Prionotus stephanojjhrys, Lockington, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 529, Point Reyes, near
San Francisco; Jordan & GHubert, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 454; Jordan & Gil-

bert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1881, 62; Jordan &, Gilbert, Sjoiopsis, 736,1883; Jordan
& Hughes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 334.

2490. PRIOXOTUS QUIESCEXS, Jordan & Bolhnan.

Head 2i to 2| {^ to 3i with caudal) ; depth 4 to 4| (5 to 6) ; eye moder-

ate, 4^ to 5 in head. D. X-12; A. 11; scales, in lateral line, 50 to 55; in

a longitudinal series 60 to 70. Body rather slender, compressed, not much
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narrowed above, the width of the nape between the occipital spines 4 to

45 in head; head moderately elongate, not elevated; eyes not prominent,

the profile from snout to nape almost straight or slightly convex; snout

broa'l, of about equal length and breadth, 2} to 2j in head; anterior mar-

gin emarginate; preorbital little projecting, its edge with about 15 to 20

fine serne, the anterior strongest with the exception of the last one, which

is directed backward. Surface of bones of head smoother than usual in

this genus and with fine radiating granular strite, those on opercles,

cheeks, and top of head most strongly developed. Mouth rather largo,

maxillary 1\ in head, reaching slightly beyond anterior orbital rim. Band
of palatine teeth narrow. Orbital rim not especially elevated, its edges

granulated, especially anteriorly, preorbital and postorbital spines small

and blunt; iuterorbital not deeply concave, rather wide, its least width

4| to 5 in head; no groove across top of head behind orbital rim; occipital

ridges present, the inner very low, ending in a very small spine; outer

large, ending in a moderate spine, the pair diverging, their inner edges

serrulate, the spines extending to nearly opposite first dorsal spine; tem-

poral region with a slight elevated roughish ridge, but no spine; preoper-

cular spine long and sharp, its anterior edge somewhat serrulate, no

smaller spine below it and none on suborbital stay ; opercular and humeral

spines well developed, sharp ; no trace of spines on suborbital or preor-

bital. There are but 3 distinct spines on each side of the head, occipital,

opercular, and preopercular. ilembranaceous flap of opercle with a few

scales. f4ill rakers long and slender, about equal to I diameter of eye,

8 to 10 well developed. Scales quite small, those on breast (between veu-

trals) larger than those on belly or throat; scales extending beyond base

of pectorals to isthmus ; about 12 to 15 rows between occiput and front of

dorsal. Spinous dorsal rather low; first spine not strongly serrulate, f
length of second, which is 2\ in head; first raj" of second dorsal weakly
serrulate at base; longest ray shorter than snout and slightly less than 3

in head; longest anal ray 3i in head; caudal Innate, 1+ to If in head;

pectoral generally reaching last dorsal ray, a little more than \ body;

ventrals reaching vent, If to 1^ in head. Coloration in spirits, grayish,

unspotted, more dusky above ; spinous dorsal dusky, a distinct black spot

between fifth and sixth spines; soft dorsal with 3 rows of diffuse spots;

caudal dusky on the outer f and base
;
pectorals mostly black, with faint

pale cloudings ; ventrals and anal pale ; body largely red in life. Related

to Prionotns stcjyhanopJirys, Lockiugton, but the interorbital area concave;

the bones of head much striate and granulated, and the caudal differently

colored. It also liears some resemblance to the Atlantic species Prionotns

stearnsi. PacificOcean, the types taken ofli" the coast ofColombia; abundant
in various places in 7 to 60 fathoms; also found at Albatross Station 3039,

in the Gulf of California, {quiescens, resting quietly.)

Prionotus quiescens, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 166, off Pacific coast

of Colombia, at Albatross Stations 2800, 2801, 2802, and 2805. (Type, No. 41153, IJ. S.

Nat. Mus. CoW. Albatross.)
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2491. PBIONOTUS ALBIROSTRIS, Jordan & Bollman.

Head 3 in length (3f with caudal) ; depth 4i (5f ) ; eye rather large, 4^
in head. D. X-12; A. 11; pores along lateral line 50 to 55. Body moder-
ately elongate, little compressed, narrowed above, the width of the nape
between the occipital spines being 4| in head ; head rather short and high

;

eyes prominent, the anterior profile regularly concave, the eyes and fore-

head less prominent than in /'. ruhio. Snout broad, its breadth at angle
of mouth almost equal to its length, "Z\ in head, its anterior margin not
produced, but slightly emarginate; serrte short an<l even, bluntish, about
20 well developed; whole edge of preorbital with fine serrte. Anterior

nostril with a large flap. Surface of bones of head with strong radiating

stria^, those in front of eyes most broken up into granulations. Mouth
moderate, maxillary 2| in head, not reaching front of eye ; band of pala-

tine teeth rather broad. Interorbital space narrow, deeply concave,

smoother than rest of head, its least width 64^ in head; orbital rim ele-

vated, with coarse spine-like stria? in front, inner largest, forming the

preocular spine; upper margin with moderate, strong serra^ ending behind
in a large, supraocular spine; no groove across top of head behind orbital

rim; occipital ridges strong, the inner pair with a few asperities at base,

ending in a compressed spine, the outer with stronger seme at base and
extending to opposite first dorsal spine ; temporal ridge slightly crenulate,

with 2 blunt spines; preopercular spine without a smaller one at base, but
with a high sliavp ridge before it, serrulate at base, this ridge not ending
in a distinct spine; edge serrulate; suborbital stay with an elevated ser-

rulate ridge, but no spine; opercular spine small and blunt, smaller than

the strong humeral spine ; no spines on suborbital or preorbital ; membra-
naceous flap of opercle scaly. Gill rakers rather short, longer than inter-

spaces, the longest rather less than \ eye, 5 most strongly developed.

Scales small, those on belly smaller than those on breast, not extending

before a line drawn between base of pectorals and ventrals ; about 7 scales

between occiput and dorsal; spinous dorsal moderately high, the first

spine very strongly serrulate in front, shorter than second, which is \
head ; first ray of second dorsal serrulate at base, the longest ray very

slightly longer than snout; longest anal ray 3 in head; caudal subtrun-

cate, \\ in head
;
pectorals long, reaching to the last dorsal ray or even

farther in young specimens, l]'',; in body ; ventrals reaching third anal ray,

1:^ in head. Coloration in spirits, grayish, Tinspottod, darkest above, and
with darker cross shades; snout and jaws white; the tip of each jaw, a

bar across each jaw, and 1 behind angle of mouth, black; a black bar on
anterior and another on posterior part of interorbital, the latter extend-

ing across the cheek; first dorsal dusky, vaguely clouded with darker;

second irregularly spotted, its jiosterior half dusky ; caudal broadly black

at base and tip, its middle part yellowish; pectorals dark, with a slight

violet shade and traces of darker mottlings; middle of anal dusky;
ventrals dusky on upper surface. Pacific coast of tropical America;

taken at Albatross Station 3014, in Gulf of California ; also known from sev-

eral specimens, the largest 51 inches long, dredged at Albatross Station 2795,

at a depth of 33 fathoms. It approaches Prionoius quiescens in technical
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characters, but is very different in appearance; easily distinguished by
the form, armature, and coloration of the head, {alhis, white; rostrum,

snout.)

Prionotus albirostris, Jordan & Bollman, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1889, 168, Pacific Ocean off

the coast of Colombia, at Albatross Station 2795, 7° 57' N., 78° 55' W. (Type, Ko.

41162, D. S. Nat. Mus.)

2492, PRIOXOTUS RTJBIO, Jordan.

(EUBIO VOLADOR.)

Head 3; depth ."i. D. X-11; A. 10; scales about 57, pores 52. Body not

very slender; gill rakers very short, tubercle-like, 9 or 10 developed, little

if any longer than the interspaces; first dorsal spine nearly smooth;

mouth not very large, the maxillary 2A to 2f in head; interorbital space

moderately concave, its width about * length of eye ; no cirrus above the

eye; distance from supraocular spine to nuchal scales about equal to eye;

supraocular and nuchal spines low; occipital spines wanting; temporal

ridge sharp, ending in a blunt spine; preorbital projecting, strongly ser-

rate; a blunt spine on each side of snout, behind serrae of preorbital; a

blunt spine behiud this above angle of mouth ; uo spine on cheek bone in

adult; upper opercular spine almost obsolete; bones of head rather

strongly striate, but not granulate; scales rather large, about 52 pores;

first dorsal spine not much shorter than second, which is 2j^ in head

;

caudal very slightly concave; pectorals longer than in any other species

(except alattis), reaching entirely past bases of dorsal and anal, its tip

subtruncate, the longest ray about the ninth ; ventrals reaching a little

past vent. Color in life, dark olive, with rivulations of light green ; sides

shaded with pale salmon color; edge of pectoral light blue, ventrals red-

dish; upper fins marked with different shades of brown. From related

species, P. ruhio is well distinguished by its long pectorals, and by its

very short gill rakers, much shorter than in any other species, P. opliryas

coming nearest it in this respect. West Indies; not rare; our specimens

from Cuba and Jamaica, {rubio, robin, the Spanish name.)

Ruhio volador, Parea, Descr. Dif. Piezas de Hist. Nat., 1787, lam. 38, Havana.
Prionotus punctatus,FoEY , Synopsis, 304, 1868; Poey, Ennnmeratio, 41, 1875; Jordan Sl

Gilbert, Synopsis, 956; not Trigla punctata of Block.

Prionotus ruhio, Jordan, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 50, Havana (Coll. Jordan);

Jordan & Hughes, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 334.

2493. PRIONOTUS OPHRTAS, Jordan & Swain.

Head 3 in length (3| with caudal); depth 4A (5§); eye 4* in head. D.

VIII-13; A. 11; scales (transverse series) about 75; pores iu lateral line

about 50. Body rather slender, narrower anteriorly and more compressed

above than in other species, the width of the nape between the outer pair

of occipital spines being not quite i the length of the head; upper profile

of head peculiar, being nearly straight from above front of eye backward,

and steep and strongly concave from front of eye to tip of snout, the

snout, therefore, steeper, more depressed, and rather shorter than in related

specieSj its length being 2^ in head; snout not very broad, its front
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broadly rounded, its tip, as iisual, emarginate, its edge Avith fine serrse

directed backward, but no spines; surfaces of bones of the head covered

with fine, sharply defined striie, but with none of the small granulations

which are found in P. strigatus and other siiecies. Mouth rather wide,

the maxillary reaching nearly to front of eye, the mandible quite to front

of eye ; maxillary 2^ in head ; band of palatine teeth of moderate length,

as long as eye. Eye large, placed high; upper part of eye with a fleshy

cirrus rather enlarged toward the tip and fringed, this resembling the

cirri in Scorjxvna, its length about I that of the eye; interorbital area

very narrow and very deeply concave, its least width little more than \
the length of the head and not f the length of the eye ; depth of inter-

orbital area nearly i length of eye; bone forming anterior portion of

orbital rim very prominent, forming a strongly striated crest, each of the

striie ending in a i>rqjecting point or spinule; upper portion of orbital rim

prominent, even, ending behind the eye in a sharp backward-directed

spine, behind which is a short cross groove, which does not extend across

the top of the head; distance from the base of this spine to the scales on

nape very short, not more than i the length of the eye; both pairs of

occipital spines distinct, the outer and larger ones extending to opposite

front of dorsal; a small spine on temporal region in front of outer pair of

spines
;
preopercle with a single moderate spine at the end of a long ridge

;

no smaller spine at its base; opercle strongly striate, with 2 strong spines,

of which the upper one is liroportionately larger than usual; a single,

rather strong humeral spine; membranaceous flap of opercle scaly. Gill

rakers very short and thick, about 9 developed, these not \ longer than
the interspaces, and not I length of eye ; they are about ^ as broad as

high, thus having a form very difl'erent from that seen in P. evolans, P.

strigatus, P. trihulus, etc. Scales rather large, the scales on the back little

reduced in size, about 10 between occiput and dorsal lin (17 in P. stri-

gntua). Dorsal spines high and rather slender, the first rather the high-

est, its length \l in head, its anterior margin not granulated; soft dorsal

rather high, its longest ray 2 in head ; caudal 1^ in head ; longest anal ray

2^ in head; pectorals rather long, extending nearly to last rays of dorsal,

their length almost twice head; detached rays moderate, the uppermost

or longest 1^ in head ; ventrals I7; in head. Coloration largely faded in

the typical example; deep crimson in life; pale below; caudal with 2 dark
cross bands; pectorals dusky, the free rays with dusky spots; ventrals

pale, with some dusky bands ; head nearly plain, the cirri dark. A sec-

ond specimen, in verj^ bad condition, has since been obtained by us from

the same source. In this the undigested parts of the head and body are

of a deep crimson. Probably all the deep-water species of this genus will

be found to be red in life. Gulf of Mexico, in deep Avater; known «mly

from the Snapper Banks, near Pensacola. Described from the original

type, 7ir inches long, taken from the stomach of a Red Sna])per {Neomcvnis

aija), from the Pensacola Snapper Banks, by Mr. Silas Stearns. {o(/)pva^,

having projecting eyebrows.)

Prionotus ophryas, Jordan & Swain, Proc. TT. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 542, Snapper Banks off

Pensacola (Typo, No. 36944. Coll. Silas Stearns) ; Joedan, Cat. Fish. N. Am., 115, 1885

;

Jordan & Hughes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 334.
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2494. PRIOXOTUS STEAUiXSI, Jordan & Swain.

Adult example: Head 2f in length (3^ with caudal); depth 4i (5,1); eye

5^ in head. D. VIII or IX-12; A. 12; scales in transverse series about 50;

pores in lateral line about 52 ; length of specimen, 14i inches. Body rather

robust, formed much as in P. tribuliis; width of nape between occipital

spines not quite J length of head; head very large, broad, and unusually

smooth, the profile, except for the prominence of the orbital region, form-

ing a very gentle and somewhat regular arch ; snout very broad, truncate

at tip, its l)readth at tip Sj in head, its length 2i; edge of snout granular,

without spines. Surface of all bones of head very finely, evenly, and

regularly striated, the stri:e much finer than in P. tribulus, their granula-

tions all minute. Mouth wide, the maxillary reaching front of eye, its

length about 2^ in head. Band of palatine teeth well developed. Eye
large, placed high; no cirri; interorbital space about as in P. triiidus,

rather broad and moderately concave, wider than the eye, and about 5 in

head. Bone at anterior portion of orbital rim very prominent, serrulate,

its principal ridge ending in a stout, blunt spine; sujiraorbital rim little

prominent and without spine; no cross groove on top of head; a slight,

blnntish spine behind eye; no spines on temporal ridge; outer pair of

occipital spines short, strong, compressed, not quite reaching frout of dor-

sal; inner pair and their ridges obsolete; opercular and preopercular

spines short, the latter with no smaller oue at its base; upper opercular

spine very weak ; humeral spine moderate ; membranaceous flap of opercle

with about 5 rows of scales; no spine on cheek bone. Gill rakers short

and few, little longer than in P. ophryas, the longest about A interorbital

width, about ^ longer than the interspaces, and perhaps 5 times as high

as broad; about 9 gill rakers developed. Scales comparatively large,

those on the back little reduced in size, about 10 before dorsal tin ; 7 scales

in a vertical row from first ray of soft dorsal to lateral line. Dorsal fins

rather low and strong (the first injured), with its anterior margin no^

granulated; the third 2^ in head; soft dorsal moderate, its longest ray 3i

in head; caudal very slightly concave, its longest rays If in head. Pec-

toral fins rather short, reaching third ray of anal, 21 in body, their length

little more than length of head; detached rays tapering, a little more

than i head; ventrals about reaching vent, IJ in head. Color in alcohol,

nearly plain brownish olive, with dark shades at the bases of many of

the scales, giving a mottled appearance; head everywhere conspicuously

reticulate with blackish, in fine pattern
;
pectoral fin dusky, with a net-

work of fine black cross streaks; dorsals similarly marked, the spinous

dorsal with a diflfuse black blotch between the fourth and sixth spines;

caudal plain, slightly dusky ; anal and ventrals pale; pectoral filaments

nearly so. In the young the body is more slender, the snout less

broad, with a slightly emarginate tip, eye larger, 4| in head ; uo spine or

groove behind the eye; gill rakers more slender, about 13 in number.

Gulf of Mexico; in deep water. Known fnmi 2 specimens, both taken on

the Snapper Banks, ofi" Pensacola, by Mr. Silas Stearns. The original

type is a small specimen, not 4 inches long. The other is very large, about

13 inches long, larger than any other specimen of Pnonotus which we have
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ever seen. In spite of the remarkable differences in appearance of the

two specimens, there is little reason to doubt their specific identity, as

very similar differences distinguish the young and old of P. tribuhis. Ac-

cording to Mr. Stearns, the large specimen was in life of a bright crimson

red. Of all the species of the genus the present one has the spines of the

head least developed, its iipper surface being almost smooth. (Named for

the late Silas Stearns, of Pensacola, long a volunteer assistant to the U. S.

Fish Commission, and a most intelligent student of economic questions in

marine ichthyology.

)

Prionotus stearmi, Jordan & Swain, Proc. F. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 541, Pensacola, young
(Tyije, No. 36943. Coll. Silas Stearns) ; Jordan, Cat. Fish. N.Am., 115,1885; Jordan,
Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 228, adult; Jordan & Hughes, Proc.TJ. G. Nat. Mus. 1886,

335 ; GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 466, 1896.

2495. PRIONOTUS STRIGATUS (Cuvier & Valenciennes).

(Northern Striped Gurnard; Brown-winged Sea-Eobin.)

Head 2f ; depth about 4. D. X-12; A. 11 ; scales 50 to 60 pores. Body
rather robust; head moderately large; preopercular spine with a distinct

smaller one at the base. Caudal fin very slightly lunate
; pectoral fin sub-

truncate. Cheek bone without distinct spine at the ceuter of radiation;

edge of preorbital granular-serrate, without distinct spine, the serra> about

12 in number on each side; temporal ridges roughish, but with(mt spiues;

bones of the head with the striie coarsely granular; mouth moderate, the

maxillary about 2? in head; head not very broad, the spines on its upper
surface, except the nuchal spine, inconspicuous. Gill rakers longer and
slenderer than in other species, 15 to 20 developed. Coloration brownish;
side with a very distinct dusky bron/.e baud below the Literal line and
parallel with it, this becoming broken posteriorly into a series of roundish

dark spots ; some dark streaks and clouds below this stripe ; fins with dark
clouds, the soft dorsal with 2 dark blotches, which extend as bars on the

back; head with scattered dark spots; dusky area below eye; pectoral

with its rays each crossed by fine black bars, these especially distinct

toward the base of the fin; free rays sjiotted; interorbital area broad and
almost flat, its width a little more than length of eye; first dorsal spine

granulated; second spine 2f in head; pectorals about i the length of the
body. Atlantic coast of the Northern States, Cape Cod to Virginia; very

common in shallow water. The specimens here described from Marthas
Vineyard. It is extremely close to I'rionotus cvolans, of which it may be
a geographical variety. AVe have, however, as yet seen no intermediate

examples, which should be looked for off the coast of Virginia, {sirigatiis,

striped.

)

Trigla lineata, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. New York, i, 1814, 430, pi. 4, flg. 4; not

Trigla lineata, Bloch.

Trigla strigata, Cuvieb, Eegne Animal, Ed. ll, vol. 2,161, 1829, New York; after lineata,

Mitchill.

Prionotus linealus, De Eay, New York Fauna: Fishes, 45, pi. 4, fig. 12, 1842; Stoker,

Synopsis, 50, 1846; GUnthee, Cat., ii, 192, 1860.

Prionotus evolans var. lineatus, Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 736, 1883.
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Prionottis strigatus, Cuviee &. Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., 86, 1829; Stoker
Report Fish. Mass., 12, 1839; Ayhes, Boat. Journ. Nat. Hist., iv, 1842, 258; Jor-
dan & Gilbert, Syuop8i.s, 974, 1883, note; Jordan, Cat.Pish.N. Ani..ll5, 1885; Jordan
& Hughes, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 335.

Prionotns evolans, Goode & Bean, Bull. Essex Inst., xi, 12, 1879; Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat.
Mus. 1880, 84; Goode, Nat. Hist. Aquatic Animals, 255, pi. 71, 1884, and of writers

;

not Trigla evolans, LiNN.«;ns.

2496. PKIOXOTUS EVOLANS (Linuajus).

(Southern Striped Gurnard.)

Head 2f; depth 4f. D. X-12; A. 11; lateral line with 53 pores; soft

dorsal high, longest ray equaling longest spine, 2^ in head; caudal 3^ in

length. Body and head stouter than \u Prionotus strigatm ; edgeofpre-
orbital granular-serrate, without distinct spine, the serrie about 12 in

number on each side; mouth moderate; preopercular spine with a smaller

one at its base; scales larger than in rrionotits strigatiis, 8 -\-l-\- 21 in a

vertical line from last dorsal spine to vent; interorbital space more deeply

concave, its width in adult not quite length of eye; first dorsal spine

nearly smooth ; second spine 3 in head
;
pectorals a little more than | of

the body. Color in life, olive brown a<bove, becoming light olive on
sides, white below; back with 3 brown cross bars, the first under spinous

dorsal, the second under first third of second dorsal, the third under its

end, all of these bars extending downward and forward to lateral line,

the posterior forming a brown blotch on base of last dorsal rays; back
and sides with numerous small white spots, irregular in shape and size;

these often wanting ; a lateral line running in a naiTow brown streak;

distinct broad reddish-brown streak from humeral spine backward to

opposite end of anal; traces of a narrow streak above this; branchios-

tegal membrane yellowish above; a dark-brown streak from angle of

mouth to base of preopercular spine; oi:)ercle dusky brown without, deep
reddish brown within; caudal with a light-brown bar at base, then a

broad translucent bar, the terminal f orange yellow, narrowly margined
behind with white; spinous dorsal dusky, with a diffuse black blotch

between fourth and sixth rays above; soft dorsal translucent brownisli,

without streaks of any kind; anal wine color, translucent at base and
tip; vcntrals light reddish

;
pectorals glaucous green within, the lower rays

reddish, the upper white; the outer side dark greenish brown, unbarred,

with a very narrow blue margin behind. This form is in some respects

intermediate between rrionotus strigatus and P. tribulus. The color is

in most particulars like that of P. tribulus, but the white spots on back
and sides are much less numerous, or wholly wanting, and the brown bar
backward from humeral spine is present, as in P. strigatus, and the dorsal

fin is not barred ; the gill rakers are, as in P. strigatus, slender and fine, 18

to 20 developed on lower limb ; the spines on the head are not strong as in

P. tribulus, that above orbit behind not conspicuously raised above surface

of head. In 2 specimens from Beaufort, North Carolina, the pectorals

are much lengthened, reaching nearly to base of caudal, but this seems
to 1)0 here, as in P. tribulus, a very variable feature, as specimens from
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Charleston have the pectorals but i length of body. The description of

TrUjla erolans given by Linnseus is of very little value, but the redescrip-

tiou of the type given by Dr. Bean leaves little doubt that it is this

species. In this species the gill rakers are longer than in any other except

its analogue, P. strigatus. Here descriljed from specimens from Charleston

and Beaufort. South Atlantic coast of United States ; known only from

North and South Carolina, where it is locally abundant, (evolans, iiyiug

out.)

Trigla evolans, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., Ed. xn, 498, 1766, Carolina (Coll. Dr. Alex. Garden)

;

Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1885, 204 ; de.scription of Linn:tan type.

Prionotus sarritor, Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 615, Charleston ; Beau-

fort (Coll. Jordan & Gilbert) ; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 974, 1883 ; Jordan &
Swain, Proc. F. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 541.

Prionotus evolans, Gill, Cat. Fish. East Coast N. Am., 21, 1373; .Jordan & Gilbert, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus. 1878, 374; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 735, 1883; Jordan, Cat. Fish.

N. Am., 115, 1885 ; JORDAN, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 541 ; Jordan & Hughes, Proc.

U.S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 336.

2497. PRIONOTPS PUNCTATUS (Bloch).

Head 2*; depth 2f; eye 6 in head, D. X-12; A. 12; about 50 pores in

lateral line. Body stout; head large; preopercular spine with a smaller

one at its l)ase; pectorals reaching past middle of anal, their length not

quite i- the body; gill rakers rather long and slender, about 10 devel-

oped; maxillary 2^ iu head; a bluntish spine on edge of snout behind the

serra^; behind this 1 or 2 smaller ones, at least in the young; no spine on

cheek bone; groove behind the eye evident; interorbital area rather nar-

row, concave; preocular, sui^raocular, occipital and nuchal spines rather

prominent; dorsal spines high, the third 2^ in head; first spiue not ser-

rate; mouth large, maxillarj'^ 21 to 2| in head, and reaching nearly to the

eye; a small spine on center of radiation of cheek and 1 before it. Color

nearly plain; spinous dorsal with dark clouds and without black ocelli;

pectoral dark, with some round brown spots above; caudal dark barred;

a whitish area on back between dorsals. Our description is taken from 2

small specimens collected (probably at Tuxpan) on the east coast of Mex-

ico, by Mr. T. Salt ; from the specimens in the museum at Paris, the types

of Cuvier and Valenciennes, and from a specimen taken by the Alhatross

at Bahia. This si^ecies is certainly the Prionotus punctatus of Cuvier and
Valenciennes, but it may not be the species figured by Plumier, to which
Bloch has given the name of Trigla punctata. The figure of Plumier

shows a bright-red body, with many small spots of a darker red, while

red spots are scattered over all of the fins, except the spinous dorsal and
the ventrals. In general form and in the armature of the head, so far as

this is shown in the plate, Plumier's figure most resembles the present

species, but the red color suggests a possibility that some of the deep-

water species may have been intended. The present species corresponds

better to the figure than any other yet known. Block's figiue of Trigla

Carolina, which has been identified with P. punctatus, is almost certainly

P. tribulus. West Indies and coast of South America ; not known from

the coasts of the United States, (punctatus, spotted.)

3030 59
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Trigla punctata, Bloch, Ichtliyol., pi. 353, 1793, Martinique; on a drawing by Plumiee ;

CuviEE, Rfegne Animal, Ed. 2, vol. ii, 161, 1829.

Prionotvs ptmctatus, CwmR & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss.," iv, 93, 1829; Gunther,

Cat., II, 193, 1860 (in part) ; Jordan &. Hughes, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 332; Jordan,

Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 544 ; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1890, 328.

2498. PRI0>'0TITS BEAMI. Goode.

Head 3 ; depth nearly 4 ;
greatest width 4 ; eye nearly 4 in head or 2 in

snout. D. X-12; A.I, 10; P. 13+ 3; V.I, 5; snout 2 in head, equal to

mandible. Least height of tail nearly ^ length of head, and equal to short

diameter of eye; width of interorbital sjiace on the bone about i length

of snout; a furrow behind eyes which is interrupted on najje; snout pro-

duced into 2 short, obtuse, serrated poiuts. Hanked behind on each side by

a short but stout compressed spine; behind this on snout another short

spine; a short spine on cheek bone; anterior nostril in a tube which is

produced posteriorly into a flap; posterior nostril in a large, shorter tube;

preopercular spine, also, with a short spine at its base; preocnlar and

supraocular spines present; a pair of postoeular spines on each side, one

in front of the other; a pair of blunt spines on occiput and another on

nape; length of opercular spine, measured back to the edge of preopercle,

equal to length of postorbital part of head ; humeral spine well developed,

its length nearly equal to that of preocnlar; maxillary not reaching front

of eye, its length equal to postorbital part of head; mandible reaching

about to vertical front of eye, its length nearly i length of head. Teeth

in narrow, villiform bands in jaws and on vomer and palate; 8 developed

gill rakers on the anterior arch, the longest about i as long as eye; 5 rudi-

ments below and 2 above the developed rakers of the anterior arch, these

mere tubercles scarcely raised above the general surface. Distance of

dorsal from tip of snout a little greater than length of head; length of

base of spinous dorsal nearly 3 times length of eye; first spine serrate on

its anterior margin for the greater jjortiou of its height, nearly as long as

the second, its length S- length of head; third spine longest, its length i

length of head ; last 2 spines very small ; third spine also serrated along

its anterior margin for the greater portion of its height; a very slight

interspace between the 2 dorsals; length of first ray of soft dorsal equal

to that of second spine of dorsal ; length of last ray equal to i length of

spinous dorsal base; length of middle caudal rays 3 times length of eye;

caudal slightly emarginate; origin of anal immediately under origin of

soft dorsal; length of anal base 4 distance from anal to tip of snout, the

spine only about f as long as first ray, its length i length of maxilla;

length of longest anal ray i length of spinous dorsal base ; ventral extend-

ing to origin of anal, its length equal to anal base; pectoral Avhen

extended reaching to the line connecting the fifth ray of dorsal with sixth

ray of anal, this fin emarginate behind, its longest ray slightly longer than

* The types of Cuvier & Valenciennes in Paris seem to be the speoies usually called

Prionotits punctattii. There is also a specimen in the museum, labeled, apparently in

the handwriting of Valenciennes :
" Trigla punctata nobis, Bl.. 253. Tr. Carolina, BL, 252.

Prionotus evolaiis. Lacep. Jiubio volador, Parra, tab. 38, du Brisil. Qnoy et Gaimard, exp'n
Freycinet." This specimen, 0.25 m. long, in good condition, is of the same species as the

one described above. Longest dorsal spine 2J in head. Pores in lateral line 85 to 90.
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liead and more than twice length of longest dorsal spine, 7 rows of scales

between lateral line and origin of second dorsal, 19 rows between lateral

line and origin of anal, 50 pores in lateral line, and about 93 oblique rows
of scales can be counted ; scales on breast conspicuously smaller than the

rest. Color in alcohol,.light brownish yellow above, lighter below ; spin-

ous dorsal with a black blotch between the fourth and fifth spines, its

length about f that of eye ; the membrane connecting the spines of dorsal

with faint dusky shades in several places; membrane connecting the last

3 or 4 rays of second dorsal slightly dusky
;
pectoral with 2 broad dark

areas, separated and surrounded by lighter, the dark markings on the

pectorals not taking the form of bands, but having their greatest length

nearly parallel with the axis of the fish. Length 4A inches. Trinidad.

(Goode & Bean.) (Named for Dr. Tarleton H. Beau.)

Primiotus heanii. Goode, in GooDE & Bean, Oceanic IcTithyology, 468, pi. cxii, fig. 383,

1896, off Trinidad, in 73 fathoms. (Type, No. 39318. Coll. Albatross.)

2499. PRIOXOTUS TRIBULUS (Ciivier).

(Big-headed Gurnard.)

Head 2i ; depth 5 (3 to 4 in young). D. IX or X-12 or 13 ; A. 11 ; P. 13+3

;

scales 49 (tubes). Body robust; head shorter and broader, snout shorter,

and bones more strongly striate than in P. erolana; interorbital space

deeply concave ; occipital and supraorbital spines very strong and much
compressed; band of palatine teeth as long as eye; gill rakers shortish, 9

below angle; membranaceous edge of opercle scaly; ijreopercular spine

with a smaller one at its base, which is high and sharp ; cheek bone with a

spiue (small in the adult, larger in the young) at the center of radiation;

temporal ridge with 2 bluutish spines; bones of the head very sharply

striate; young with 4 sharp, knife-like spines on side of cheek and
snoiit, in a line before the preocular spine, these nearly disappearing with
age; maxillary about 2i in head; sides without dark longitudinal stripe.

Gill rakers slender in the young, becoming shorter and thicker with age,

about 10 developed on lower part of arch ; head broad, the spines on its

upper surface very prominent, all of them more or less compressed and
knife-like, especially in the young. Second dorsal spine 2| in head; pec-

torals moderate, 2 in body in the adult, 21 in the young. Coloration in

life, light olive green, the head and body everywhere reticulated with
dark olive green, in definite patterns, the dark lines on the head conspic-

uous, arranged in a series of curves and concentric circles; the dark
streaks on the body mostly undulating and ascending Ijackward ; a dif-

fuse band along side of bright orange; belly white; 2 faint diffuse dark

bands downward and forward from soft dorsal, the hindmost ascend-

ing on the fin; a fainter band on spinous dorsal; spinous dorsal reddish,

clouded with darker; a large dark blotch, not ocellated, between fifth and
sixth spines; second dorsal translucent reddish, with darker spots; anal

similar, paler, the spots almost obsolete ; caudal reddish, with 3 darker

bands; ventrals plain light reddish; pectorals light, clear green on the

front side, grayish behind; with about 5 somewhat irregular dark cross
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bands, the 3 median broadest and forked or Y-sliaped above ; upper edge

of pectoral pale; pectoral appendages reddish, barred with darker.

Young with soft dorsal, caudal, anal and ventral fins plain; spines pro-

portionally longer and fins shorter. South Atlantic coast, from Long
Island to Brazos Santiago; very common southward; our description

chiefly from Galveston specimens, verified on others from Peusacola,

Cedar Keys, Charleston, and Beaufort. A very abundant sjiecies, well dis-

tinguished from the others of the Atlantic by the greater development of

the spines of the head. The young have these spines much larger and

more compressed than the adult, and in the very young 3 or 4 strong

knife-like spines are developed on each side of the snout, as in P. horrens.

In very young examples the spine at the base of the preopercular spine is

much larger than the latter, (tribulns, scraping, from the thorny head.)

Trigla Carolina, Bloch, Ichthyologia, 352, 1793, Carolina; not of Linn^^us.

Trigla tribuhis, Cuvier, Rcgue Animal, Ed. 2, vol. 2, 161, 1829, America.

Prionotus tribulvs, CuviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 98, pi. 74, 1829, New
York; Carolina; De Kay, New York Fauna : Fishes, 48, 3842; GOnther, Cat., ii, 195,

I860; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. "U. S. Nat. Mus. 1878, 373 and 374; Goode, Proc.TJ. S.

N:it. Mas. 1879, 111; Goode & Bean, Proc. U. S. Nat.Mus. 1879, 128; Jordan & Gil-

bert, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus. 1882, 288 ; Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1882,

615; Jordan & Gilbert, Synopsis, 73r), 1883; Bean, Cat. Fishes, London Intern.

Exhihit., 49, 1883; Jordan & Swain, Proc. U. S, Nat. Mus. 1884, 233; Jordan, Cat.

Fish. N. A., 115, 1885; Jordan & Hughes, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1886, 366.

•2500, PRIOXOTIS HORBEXS, Richardson.

Head 2^; depth U; eye 5A in head. D. X-12; A. 10; scales about 100;

gill rakers rather long, about 5 developed. Body rather stout ; head large

;

interorbital area concave, 1^ times diameter of the eye ; bones of the head
with strong, radiating strije ; a preocular and 2 postocular spines ; occipi-

tal and temporal ridges not very prominent, each ending in a spine;

opercular and hiuneral spines simple; preopercular spine with a smaller

one at its base; nuchal spine present; suout emarginate, its lobes den-

tate, its length 2^ in head; cheek with spine at point of radiation of

striie; a similar spine about * distance to tip of snout; first dorsal spine

nearly as long as second, its edge nearly smooth ; the second the longest,

its length 2 in head; edge of first dorsal ray smooth; longest dorsal ray

2i in head ; longest anal ray 3;^ in head ; caudal fin emarginate. If in head

;

pectorals rather short, their tips reaching about third anal ray, 3 in length

of the body; ventrals not reaching anal by a distance equal to the diam-
eter of the eye, 3| in length of body. Color, uniform brownish above,

lighter below ; spinous dorsal dusky ; no distinct black blotch ; soft dorsal

and caudal fins irregularly barred; ventrals and anal white; pectoral

dusky on basal third, the rest of the fin lighter, with an interrupted broad

black transverse band across middle, a narrower one across the tip.

Pacific coast of tropical America; not rare in shallow water; known from

Mazatlan to the Gahipagos. The specimens here described from Mazatlan

and Alhaiross Station 3041, oft' Lower California. Young examples in the

British Museum are almost exactly like the young of P. irihulus, difter-

iug chiefly in the still larger proportionate size of the knife-like spines

on the head.
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The following notes on the types of Prionotus horrena were taken by ns

in London : Three young specimen, allied to P. tribulus, but the spines

still larger and move knife-like ; iirst spine on edge of snout broad and
serrate, 3 behind this progressively larger, then 2 large spines on preo-

percle, the jiosterior one the largest; 2 smaller ones on opercle, and 1

very large on the scapula ; 2 sharp ones over each eye ; 1 behind the eye

;

2 ou top of head and 2 on occiput. Mouth large, maxillary reaching front

of eye, 2^ in head; gill rakers long and slender, 5; scales small; pec-

torals short, 3 in body, reaching somewhat past second dorsal front;

pectorals and tip of caudal dusky; no groove behind the eye; belt of

palatine teeth narrow, (horrcns, bristling (creating horror), from the

large head spines.)

Prionotus horrens, Richardson, "Voy. Siilph., Iclith., 79, pi. 42, figs. 1-3, 1843, Gulf of Fon-

seca; GuNTHEE, Cat., u, 195, 1860.

793. BELLATOR, .Jordan & Evermann.

Bellator, JORDAN & E^•ERJIANN, Clieck-List Fishes, 488, 1896 (militaris).

This genus is closely allied to PrionoMs, differing chiefly in the great

development of the first and second dorsal spines, which are about as long

as body. Scales large and very rough. Snout short, abruptly descending.

West Indies, (lellator, warrior.)

a. Body robust; scales large, 40 tubes; snout -with serrated process. militaris, 2501.

aa. Body slender ; scales moderate, 60 tubes ; snout without processes, egretta, 2502.

2501. BELLATOR MILITARIS (Goode & Bean).

Head 3; depth 3^
; eye m, = interorbital width; snout 2-^^. D.X-11;

A. I, 9 ; P. 12 + 3 ; V. I, 5. Body short, stout, its greatest Avidth at base of

pectorals nearly i of length. Head short, snout abruptly descending and
with 2 rather long diverging spinous processes at its tip. Orbits much
elevated, spines large, and jaws small; distance measured obliquely from

tiji of rostral spine to edge of opercular flap 21 in length; nearly all of the

spices of head and exposed edges of preorbital, mandible, and opercles

minutely serrate ; the diverging spines upon snout themselves armed along

margin by numerous spinules; a strong spine ou preopercle, with a sec-

ondary spine at its base; the spine on preopercle as long as snout; a stout

spine on operculum, another in humeral region, another on nape extending

backward to base of fourth dorsal spine. Teeth in jaws, and on vomer
and palate, very small, in villiform bands. Length of maxillary a little

greater than that of eye; length of mandible a little less than that of

snout, reaching about to the vertical from front of eye; a furrow across

nape immediately behind eyes; 9 developed gill rakers on the anterior

arch, besides several rudiments ; all of the gill rakers very short. Pseudo-

branchije present. Branchiostegals 7. Distance of dorsal from tip of snout

2i in body ; first 2 dorsal spines much produced ; length of first almost

equal to standard length; length of second slightly greater than that of

first; the short spine about twice as long as mandible; when the dorsal
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spines are fully extended they reach nearly to tip of candal; anterior

margins of first 3 spines minutely serrated, the serrations being in several

rows; longest ray of soft dorsal about \ as long as head; length of middle

caudalrays equal to length of anal base ; caudal slightly emarginate ; length

of pectoral a little less than 2 in body; longest vseparate ray of pectoral

about \l times as long as shortest, its length equal to that of middle

caudal rays; length of ventral spine \ of length of longest ventral ray;

ventral when extended reaching to third ray of anal; longest anal ray

about \ as long as head; scales very rough, iji about 7 rows between

origin of second dorsal and lateral'line, and 19 rows below lateral line;

lateral line with about 40 tubes, the number of rows of scales counted

obliquely about 55. Color in life, rosy; head and pectoral speckled with

dark brown ; 6 or 7 small dark blotches on upper edge of pectoral. Some

specimens have the inner surface of pectoral dark on its lower half. In

1 specimen the dark blotches on pectoral are grouped into 4 half bands,

of which the middle 2 are very small. Oif Cape Catoche, Yucatan, Gulf of

Mexico. (Goode & Bean.) {militaris, like a soldier, from the high spines.)

Prionotus militaris, Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology, 464, pi. cxi, fig. 38D, and pi.

cxn, fig. 384, 1896, off Cape Catoche, Yucatan, in 25 fathoms. (Coll. Albatross.)

2502. BELLATOR EGRETTA (Goode & Bean).

Head2f; depth 4^; eye 3i in head; snout 2i; interorbital width 2 in

eye. D. XI-11 ; A. 1. 10; P. 12+3; V.I, 5; gill rakers .r+9; maxillary

nearly 3 ; mandible 2A ; scales 9-100-32, 60 tubes. Body rather slender,

tapering rapidly posteriorly; head moderately long; snout not descend-

ing so abruptly as in F. militaris, without projections in front. Spines

of head moderately strong, without subsidiary basal spines; opercular

and preopercular spines about equal in length, 2 in snout ; exposed edges

of bones of head minutely serrated, teeth at end of snout slightly

enlarged; humeral spine small; nuchal spines not well developed; 1 or 2

spines at front of supraorbital, and 2 or 3 at its posterior portion. Teeth

in villiform bauds on jaws, and on vomer and palatines, the vomerine

band very narrow. A slight groove across the nape immediately behind

eyes, continued downward by an interspace between the preopercle and

opercle. Distance from tip of snout to origin of dorsal equal to length of

head; base of spinous dorsal equal to length of head without snout; first

dorsal spine coarsely serrated for first sixth of its length, produced into a

filament extending beyond end of caudal, the spiue thus exceeding length

of fish ; second spine nearly as long as base of fin, the last 3 small ; severnl

succeeding spines also weakly serrated on their anterior margins ; first ray

of second dorsal serrated on anterior margin, the rays increasing in size

to the ninth which is nearly I length of head ; caudal somewhat emargi-

nate, length of middle rays a trifle longer than base of spinous dorsal;

origin of anal almost directly opposite that of second dorsal; length of

anal spine about f that of first ray, the rays increasing in length posteri-

orly, the ninth being 2 in base of second dorsal ; longest separate pectoral

ray as long as base of second dorsal, the shortest 2 in head; ventrals

reaching origin of anal. Color light brownish yellow on back, paler
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beneath; fins, except pectoral and ventral, pale; pectoral with 5 dark

bands, the third extending entirely across the fin. Known only from the

type taken off Barbados between 100 and 200 fathoms, (egrctta, an egret,

in allusion to the elongate dorsal ray, resembling the plume of an egret.)

rrtonotus egretta, Goode & Bean. Oceanic Iclith., 465, fig. 381, 1896, off Barbados, at Blake

Station 64. (Type in Mus. Cornp. Zool.)

794. CHELIDONICHTHYS, Kaup.

(Small-scaled Gurnards.)

Chelidonichthys; Kaup, Archiv f. Naturgeschichte 1873, 87 {hirundo).

This genus differs from Prionottis chiefly in the absence of palatine teeth.

The scales are much smaller, and the pectoral fins less developed ; a series

of bony, spinous plates extends along the base of the dorsal fin, a pair of

them to each ray, the fin thus running in a shallow groove; there are no

plates along the lateral line; caudal fin usually emarginate. Lateral line

usually forking at base of caudal, the branches running to tip of flu.

The numerous species abound on the coasts of Europe, Africa, and India;

ranging north to Japan. (^eAzScyy, swallow; ix^J'^i) fish.)

2503. (HELIDOXICHTHYS PICTIPONIS (Kaup).

The following description*- is taken from Dr. Kaup's original type,

kindly sent us from the museum in Hamburg by Dr. Georg Pflster,

Curator:

Head 3^^ (to tip of rostral lobe); depth 5^. D. IX-16; A. 15; pec-

toral 10-1-3 detached rays; scales about 68. Width of head If in its

length; width of nape between occipital spines 31 in length of head;

upper profile of snout straight. Snout long, a little more than twice in

head; emarginate at tip, the preorbitals extending beyond it on either

side; each preorbital with about 5 blunt spines. Mouth very wide, its

greatest width (measured inside) 2\ in head; maxillary reaching front of

orbit, 2f in head. Vomerine teeth jiresent in a small orescent-shaped

patch, villiform; no teeth on palatines; a wide band of well-developed

villiform teeth present on each jaw. Eye large, 4* in head. Interorbital

space deeply concave, If in eye. Depth of caudal peduncle 11 in eye.

Gill rakers 9, about 2| in eye. Bones of the head covered with radiating

stri;e which are comparatively fine, smooth and regular; preopercle with

2 spines at the angle, the upper much the larger; opercle ending in

2 spines; humeral spine long and strong; supraorbital rim anteriorly

with 2 spines; a bony groove extending the entire length of the dor-

sals, formed by 24 plates, each of which ends on the side in a spine; a

short, somewhat obscure transverse groove behind each eye, the two not

continued across the occiput. Scales small, cycloid, present on back,

* Dr. Pfister sends the following note under date of Jannary 2, 1896:
" Daa Kaup'sche Original-Stuck von Trigla pictipinnis war in unseren Katalogen nicht

enthalten ; erst diirch langere Studien im Archiv ergab sich, dass das Stiick, welches ich

Ihnen nunmehr iibersaiidt habe, thatsiichlich das Original-Stuck von Kaup ist; es stand
im Museum als Trigla hirundo, Barbados, Ug. Ehrhardt."
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sides, and belly; none on fins excepting on caudal, on whicli they extend

nearly to tip ; those in lateral line elongate, enlarged. Pelvic hone dia-

mond-sbai^ed, not scaled. If in head, its width twice in its length;

region of axil of ventrals and pectorals nated. Base of spinous dorsal 1^^

in head, third spine If in head, all the spines smooth ; base of soft dor-

sal \\ times as long as head, longest soft ray 2\ in head ; base of anal

slightly greater than head
;
pectoral reaching about to seventh anal ray,

24 in body ; tlie upper detached i)ectoral ray the longest, \\ in head, mid-

dle detached ray 1^ in upper, lower 1^ in middle; ventrals reaching

origin of anal, 1^ in head. Color (in spirits) : back and upper half of

sides reddish brown; lower portion of sides golden silvery; belly, anal,

base of pectorals, and base of ventrals white ; head light chocolate brown

;

dorsals, caudal, ventrals, and detached rays of pectoral translucent, the

membrane of pectorals satin -like and very dark brown, the rays white;

6 or 7 conspicuous, small white spots on the inside of pectoral on its lower

half. Type 13 inches long, in the museum at Hamburg, said to have been

sent from Barbados. This specimen agrees perfectly with descriptions of

Chelidonichthys kumu (Lesson & Garuot) from New Zealand. It probably

came from the South Seas, not from Barbados, and should not be admit-

ted in this work. Chelidonichthys sjnnosus McClelland, of which we have
specimens from Japan, although closely related, is a different species.

The following is the substance of Ur. Kaup's account

:

Pectoral reaching seventh or eighth anal ray; dorsal spines smooth,

reddish brown above, yellow on sides; belly white
;
pectoral colored on

the inner side as in Trigla peronii and in Trxgla kumu ("a large black

blotch and Avhite spots in variable number"). First dorsal uniformly

colored ; 4 black spots along median line of Itack, and 2 spots on side, par-

allel with the first 2 dorsal spots ; a black spot before the first dorsal spine

;

a similar spot below the hiuder half of the eye. One specimen a foot long

in the Hamburg Museum from Barbados. (Kaup.)

The subgenus Chelidonichthys to which it is referred is thus described:

Preorbital plate of the steeply truncate snout somewhat prominent,

with blunt teeth; si>ines of preopercle and opercle short; first dorsal

with slender spines, the anterior entirely smooth or somewhat rough;

first dorsal with 9 or 10; second with 1 spine and 16 soft rays; anal with

15 or 16 soft rays; scales very small; lateral line somewhat prominent,

without spines. The species reach a length of 8 inches to afoot or more.

{pictus, painted; pinna fin.)

Trigla pictipinnis, Kaup, Archiv flir Naturgeschiclite 1873, 87, Barbados ? (Coll. Elir-

Lardt. Type,Mus. Hamburg.)

795. TRIGLA (Artedi) Linnaeus.

(Mailed Gurnards.)

Tricjla (Artedi) Linn.5:us, Syat.Nat., Ed. x, 300, 1758 (cnculut).

This genus diflers from Chelidonichthys, with which it agrees in the ab-

sence of palatine teeth, in having the sides of the body armed with trans-

verse bony plates, crossing the lateral line. Species numerous; very
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abundant in the Mediterranean. {rpiyXa, Trigla, classical name of

Mullus harhatus, still used by the fishermen of the Adriatic, transferred to

this group by Artedi for no evident reason.)

2504. TRIGLA CUCULUS, Lmnseus.

(Red Gurnard.)

Head 3^; depth 5f. D. lX-17; A. 16; plates along lateral line 65; eye

5i in head; second dorsal spine 1^; pectoral 1-1^0; anal 11; caudal li.

Body not anywhere compressed; head everywhere covered with rough,

bony plates; mouth moderate, with bands of villiform teeth on jaws and

vomer ; maxillary scarcely reaching to front of eye ; snout truncate, with

2 or 3 spines on each side ; eyes placed high ; a couple of spines on supra-

orbital rim above anterior edge of eye; interorbital deeply concave; post-

temporal, with its upper surface rugose, ending as a spine behind ; a couple

of spines on opercle in front of the flap ; a spine on clavicle just above

pectoral fin ; a series of long, narrow plates along lateral line ; back and

sides covered with small scales, belly naked ; a ridge of about 26 spines

extending along base of dorsals, ending at posterior end of soft dorsal;

spinous dorsal triangular in outline, the second spine the longest, spines

rapidly decreasing in length behind it, second spine reaching to soft

dorsal when depressed; ijectoral long and narrow, reaching to front of

anal ; ventrals inserted a distance of ^ eye behind lower end of base of

pectoral, reaching nearly to tip of pectorals ; caudal long and emarginate.

Color rose-red on back, white below ; inner face of pectoral blackish, the

outer face slightly dusky; other fins dusky. Southern Europe; said by

Cuvier to have been ouce brought from New York by Milbert; a very

doubtful record. No recent collector has found any species of Trigla in

American waters. The specimen here described is from the Paris market.

{cuculus, cuckoo.)

Trigla tota rubens, Artedi, Genera Piscium, 45, 1738.

Triijla cuculus,* LmN^US, Syst. Nat., Ed. x, 301, 1758, Mediterranean, open sea ; after

Artedi.

Trigla pini, Bloch, Ichthyol., pi. 355, 1793; Gunther, Cat., ii, 199; Cuvier & Valen-

ciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iv, 26; De Kay, New York Fauna: Fislie-s, 43, pi. 70, 1842;

Day, Fisli. Gt. Brit., 58, 1880.

Family CLXXXV. PERISTEDIID^.

(The Deep-water Gurnards.)

Body elongate, fusiform, covered with bony plates, each of which is

armed with a strong spine ; head bony ; each preorbital produced into a

long, flat process, which projects more or less beyond the mouth; mouth

small, inferior, like that of a sturgeon; teeth nooe; lower jaw provided

with barbels; gill membranes separate, narrowly joined to the isthmus

* Polynemus tridigitatus, Mitchill, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc, I, 449, 1815, New York (no

description), referred by Dr. Giiuther to the synonymy of Trigla cuculus, is apparently
baaed on a recollection of some species of Frionolus. It is certainly not a Trigla.
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anteriorly; gill rakers slender. Dorsal fin continuous or divided. Pecto-

ral tin short, with the 2 lowermost rays detached. Ventrals I, 5, separated

by a broad, flat area. Air bladder simple. Pyloric ca?ca about 10. Color

generally red. Deep-sea flshes; 2 or 3 genera and about 13 species known,

bearing some resemblance to young sturgeons.

a. Barbels at angle of mouth in large tufts of fringes ; dorsal fins 2. Peristedion, 796.

aa. Barbels at angle of mouth minute, simple or nearly .so; dorsal tins 2.

VULSICULUS, 797.

796. PERISTEDION, Lacc^pede.

Peristedion, LACEPt:DE, Hist. Nat. Poiss., in, 368, 1802 (malarmat=cataphractum).

Peristethus, Kaup, Proc. Zool. See. Lond. 1859, 103 (eataphractus) ; amended spelling.

Barbels large, forming large fringed tufts at angles of mouth and on

lower jaw. Dorsal fins 2; characters otherwise included above. (Ttepi,

around; 6rr/6tov, diminutive of drrJQoi;, breast, the breast being mailed,)

a. Body rather robust, the depth 4i to 5 in length to base of caudal; head about 2J in

length ; barbels long.

6. Length of preorbital extension about 3J in snout; color uniform crimson.

MINIATUM, 2505.

bb. Length of preorbital extension 2 in snout; color red, with a black blotch near

tip of pectoral, and black on caudal. longispathum, 2506.

aa. Body slender, the depth 6 to 6i in length to base of caudal ; head 3 to 3J ; barbels

moderate; fins mottled or blotched.

c. Body very slender; preorbital process 2^ in snout; color yellowish: a pearly

lateral band; back dotted; fins mottled. gracile, 2507.

cc. Body much depressed; preorbital process 3 in anout; color red, mottled and

blotched. platycephalum, 2508.

2505. PEBISTEDIOX MIMATUM, Goode.

Head2A; depth .5. D.VII-18; A. 17; C. 16; P. 10+ 2; V.I, 5; plates 27 to

29. Armature of body essentially as in Pcrisfediou brevirostre;* spines of ab-

dominal plates very weak posteriorly; length of preorbital process 3^ in

distance from its extremity to front of orbit; interorbital space deeply

concave; protuberance on the forehead very slight; a pair of spines on

upper surface of snout behind base of preorbital processes; a larger pair

on preorbital processes ; ridge of preopercle ending in a depressed, short,

sharp-pointed spine; about 10 small tentacles on each side of lower jaw,

those near the symphysis smallest. Long tentacles at angle of mouth

fringed, extending to bases of pectorals. Length 12 inches. Gulf Stream,

in various localities, at a depth of about 150 fathoms. (Goode.) {miniatus,

scarlet.

)

Peristedion miniatiim, Goode, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus. 1880, 349, Gulf Stream, off Rhode

Island; Jordan & Gilbert, Synop8is,733, 1883; Goode & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology,

470, pi. cxm, figs. 385, 385A, B, 1896.

2506. PERISTEDION LONGISPATHUM, Goode & Bean.

D. VIII-19; A. 19. Body high anteriorly, its greatest height 4i in total

length; length of head without prolongations 2i in total length, with pro-

longations 2. Crown of head flat, separated from nuchal plate by a deep

^ See Giinther, Cat., 11, 218, 1860.
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furrow, which is convex forward. Interorbital space deeply concave, the

supraorbital margins being swollen, its width equaling long diameter of

orbit. No protuberance on forehead, which is much depressed, its outline

descending abruptly and rapidly in front of eyes; a ridge but no spine

beneath eye. Length of snout, including the 2iroorbital extension, more
than \ length of head

;
preorl)ital extension eciualing i length of snout ; the

processes flat, rounded anteriorly, and covered with minute granula-

tions; they diverge considerably, the distance of the tips apart being
nearly twice that at their bases; a ridge arises at base of preorbital

process and extends to angle of preoperculum, and its width at the

angle is contained twice in diameter of orbit; a narrow, inconspicuous,

and interrupted ridge below ; a ridge on operculum, ending in a sharp
spine at the angle, its length equal to diameter of eye. Jaws feeble, tooth-

less; lower jaw with 2 long, much fringed barbels and 14 shorter ones;

length of the long barbels twice diameter of the eye; maxillary not
reaching vertical through anterior margin of eye; diameter of eye 4

in length of head without its prolongations; greatest width of head
over preopercular ridge, 3 in total length. Dorsal origin directly in a line

with upper angle of gill opening; longest spine slightly longer than
width of interorbital space; anal origin under that of second dorsal;

caudal small, slightly emarginate, length of its middle rays 1^ times diam-
eter of eye; ventrals slightly in advance of pectorals, and extending far-

ther back, reaching slightly beyond vent and to vertical through seventh

row of scales; pectoral short, extending to vertical from fifth scale of the

lateral line, the longest detached ray to the sixth ; 29 rows of scales. Color
in life bright roseate; a black blotch near tip of pectoral; dorsal with
narrow dark margin ; tip of caudal black. The elongation of the preor-

bital extension is noticeable in the smallest examples. (Goode & Bean.)

West Indies, oft Cuba and Barbados, {longus, long; spaflta, sheath.)

Peristedium longispatha, Goode & Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xii, No. 5, 166, 1886, off

Santa Cruz, in 314 fathoms (Coll. Blake) ; off Barbados, 2og fathoms (Coll. Blake),

and at other stations in the Gulf of Mexico (Coll. Albatross) ; GoODE & Bean,
Oceanic Ichthyology, 472, pi. cxiv, fig. 386, 1896.

• 2.507. PERISTEDION GRACILE, Goode & Bean.

B. 7 or 8. D. VIII-20; A. 1, 18; P. 11 + 2; V. I, 5. Body very slender,

its greatest height nearly ^ of length. Length of head to tip of the pro-

longed rostral spine 48 mm. ; without the prolongations its length is 36

mm. or twice the greatest height of the body. Interorbital space deejjly

concave; interorbital width i length of snout, including rostral spine.

Forehead descending gently toward snout, the supraorbital crests very
little elevated. The rostral spine on each side continued backward by a

slight bony ridge ending in a blunt spine at the angle of preoperculum.
Opercular spine small, the length of operculum with the spine being about
equal to length of eye. Length of snout with preorbital extension a little

less than 4 in body; length of spine alone nearly equal to length of
mandible. Jaws feeble and toothless ; length of maxillary i length of
head; length of mandible | length of snout with preorbital extension;
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mandible with 2 groups of barbels, 1 on each side of its lower edge; length

of longest barbel equaling that of eye; barbels subdivided into several

fringes, the number of barbels on each side of the mandible may be

divided up into 8 or 9 clusters; mandible extending to vertical through

front of eye ; 26 gill rakers on hrst arch, the longest half as long as eye.

Longitudinal diameter of eye nearly equal to width of interorbital space;

greatest width of head over preorbital ridge \ length of snout includ-

ing the preorbital extension. Spinous dorsal originating directly above

end of the opercular flap; the first spine slightly the longest, its length

equaling length of snout and its projecting spine, also short diameter of

eye; longest ray of second dorsal nearly \ length of head; least height of

tail \ length of eye. Anal origin under second ray of soit dorsal, the fin

extending as far back as the dorsal, the length of its base being 4 times the

width of interorbital area, the rays about as long as those of second dorsal

;

length of middle caudal rays f length of eye, the fin being emarginate

;

ventral base under pectoral base, the fin reaching to vent, its length

twice that of eye; pectoral short, reaching to below eighth scute of the

lateral line, the longest detached ray reaching to below the ninth scute

of the lateral line, its length equaling \ length of head; 30 scutes in the

lateral line. Color (of alcoholic specimen) very light yellow, a broad pearly

band along the sides; back stippled with light brownish; pectorals with
dark mottlings. Gulf of Mexico. Known from 1 specimen, 5 inches long.

(Goode & Bean.) {gracilis, slender.)

Peristedion gracile, Goode & Bean, Ocean Ichthyology, 473, pi. cxiv, f5g. 387, 1896, Gulf of

Mexico, in 142 fathoms, 28° 28' 30" N., 85"^ 52' 30" W., at Albatross Station 249.

2.-)08. PERISTEDION PLATYCEPHALUJI. Goode & Bean.

D. VIII-17; A. 17. Body much depressed, its greatest height G^ in body
length, 6| in total. Length of head without prolongations, twice the

height of body, 3| in its length, with prolongations 2^ in body length.

Interorbital space deeply concave, the supraorbital margin being swollen,

its width equal to the long diameter of the eye. No protuberance on the

forehead, which is much depresssd, its outline descending abruptly and

rapidly in front of the eyes. A ridge below the eye, not armed; a small

vertical spine behind each nostril. Stout spines upon the operculum and
several upon the vertex. The length of the snout, with its extensions, is

i the length of the head, its processes about 3 in its own length. The
processes are flat, triangular, diverging slightly, the distance apart of

their tips 2 to 2.^ that at their bases. A ridge extending backward from

base of each process along the lower edge of the i^reoperculum, ending

behind in a sharp, flat spine; the greatest width of the expanded portion,

on the preoperculum, only J as wide as the eye; beneath this another

less conspicuous ridge with minutely serrated edge, which is double in

front and single behind, the 2 portions separated by a slight notch. Jaws
normal, the 2 tentacles much fringed, their length not much exceeding the

diameter of the eye; between them, and placed about equidistant from
each, are2 bunches of short tentacles, about 4 in each. Chin withnumer-
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ous short tentacles, some of tliem as long as the eye, arranged for the

most part in bunches of 4. Maxillary not reaching anterior margin of

orbit. Diameter of eye nearly 4 in greatest length of head, and exactly

i of total length of snout. Greatest width of head, over the preopercu-

lar ridges, nearly equal to its own length without the processes. Dorsal

origin over the upper angle of gill opening; longest spine equal to that

of postorbital ijortiou of head; anal origin about under origin of second

dorsal, a trifle farther back, and in the vertical through the space between
the seventh and eighth lateral scutes; the fin about as high as the dorsal;

caudal small, slightly emarginate, with tips slightly produced, length of

middle rays equal to that of dorsal; ventral origin in advance of the axil

of the i^ectorals, the fin extending slightly beyond vent, biit not quite to

origin of anal, its length about twice length of dorsal. Pectoral rather

long, extending to ninth scute of lateral lino and past vertical through
origin of anal; 29 rows of scutes. Color red; body and fins mottled and
blotched with darker. Known from 2 specimens taken off" Barbados, West
Indies, Type from Blake Station LX, in 123 fixthoms; the other from
288 fathoms. (Goode & Bean.) (TrActrvg, broad; He<l>a\Tf], head.)

Peristedion platyeei)haluin, Goode & Bean, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xii, No. 6, 167, 1886

off Barbados in 123 fathoms (Coll. the Blake) ; GooDE & Bean, Oceanic Ichthyology-,

474, pi. cxiv, fig. 388, A, B, 1896.

797. VULSICULUS, Jordan & Evermann.

Yulsiculus, Jordan & Evermann, Check-List Fishea, 489, 1896 (iinherhe).

This genus differs from Peristcdion chiefly in the reduction of the barbels

on the lower jaw and the angle of the mouth. These are minute and sim-

ple, or nearly so, and scarcely appreciable, (vulsus, plucked; hairless.)

2509. VULSICULUS IMBERBIS (Poey).

Body somewhat slender, its greatest height 4^ times in distance l)etweeu

tip of snout and base of caudal. Length of head without prolongations

2| in total length; with prolongations, 2. Crown of head flat; interor-

bital space concave, with a depressed groove in its middle, branching pos-

teriorly along the base of the supraorbital crests, its width somewhat
greater than the horizontal diameter of orbit. No protuberances on fore-

head or on the snout al)Ove, and no ridges or spines beneath eye. Length
of snout, including the preorbital extension, equal to length of head;
preorbital extension about | of length of snout. Preorbital processes

flat, unarmed, and somewhat divergent; a ridge arising at base of pre-

orbital process and extending to angle of preoperculum, where it termi-

nates in a blunt spine; a low ridge on operculum, ending in a rather

inconspicuous spine; another above and close to it, pointing upward.
Length of opercular ridge of spines nearly equal to horizontal diameter

of eye. Jaws feeble and apparently toothless; barbels on lower jaw so

inconspicuous as to be scarcely visible; maxillary extending almost to

vertical through anterior margin of eye ; diameter of eye 4 times in length
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of head without its prolongations. Dorsal origin directly in line with
upper angle of gill opening; the origin of anal under that of second dor-

sal; ventrals slightly in advance of pectorals, and not so far back, though
their tips reacli somewhat beyond vent; pectorals rather long; about 25

rows of scales. Gulf of Mexico. The type, about 2 inches long, is in the

Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, and has been examined
in the preparation of this description, but the example being unique

and small, we have not ventured to examine it so closely as would have
been practicable with more material. It is, however, apparently a well-

marked species, resembling in a general way P. longispathum. It was
obtained by Poey from the stomach of Polymixia noiilis, taken near Cuba
in deep water. (Goode & Beau). Near Cuba, in deep water, from
stomachs of Polymixia (Coll. Poey). A few specimens in bad condition

were taken by Jordan & Stearns from stomachs of Groupers and Snappers

on the Snapper Banks off Pensacola. In these specimens, which seem

to represent Poey's imherbis, the dorsal rays are about V-19, scutes 30;

each side of body with 4 rows of spinous plates, the ventral series with
hooked spines, {imberhis, beardless.

)

Peristedion imberhe, Poey, Mem. Hist. Nat. Cuba, u, 367, 389, 1861, Cuba; Poey, Eep.
Eisli. Nat. Cuba, n, 158, 1866; Jordan, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 1884, 38; Goode & Bean,
Oceanic Ichthyology, 472, 1896.

Peristedion microneinus, Poey, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. T., ix, 1870, 321, Cuba ; substitute

name on finding the existence of barbels.

Peristethus micronema, GtJNTHEK, Challenger Report, Deep Sea Fishes, xxii, 65, 1887.

Family CLXXXVI. CEPHALACANTHID.E.

(The Flying Gurnards.)

Body elongate, subquadraugular, tapering behind; head very blunt,

quadrangular, its surftice almost entirely bony; nasals, preorbitals, sub-

orbitals, and bones of toji of head united into a sliield; nuchal part of

shield on each side produced backward in a bony ridge, ending in a strong

spine, which reaches past front of dorsal ; interocular space deeply con-

cave; preorbitals forming a projecting roof above the jaws; preopercle

produced in a very long rough spine; cheeks and opercles with small

scales; operole smaller than eye; gill openings narrow, vertical, separated

by a A-ery broad, scaly isthmus
;
pseudol)ranchia^ large

;
gill rakers minute

;

mouth small, lower jaw included; jaws with granular teeth; no teeth on

vomer or palatines; scales bony, strongly keeled; 2 serrated, knife-like

appendages at base of tail ; first dorsal of 4 or 5 rather high flexible spines,

the first 1 or 2 spines nearly free from the others ; an immovable spine

between the dorsals ; anal and second dorsal short, of slender rays ; caudal

small, lunate; pectoral fins divided to the base into 2 parts, the anterior

portion about as long as the head, of about 6 rays, closely connected ; the

posterior and larger portion more than twice length of head, reaching

nearly to caudal in the adult (Dactyloptcrua) ; much shorter in the

young (Cephalacanthus); these rays very slender, simple, wide apart at

tijj ; ventral rays I, 4, the long fins pointed, their bases close together,
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tbe inner rays shortest ; air bladder with 2 lateral parts, each with a large

muscle
;
pyloric cseca numerous; vertebras 9 +*" 13= 22. Warm seas ; the

adult able to move in the air like the true flying-fish, but for shorter dis-

tances. One genera and 2 to 4 species.

798. CEPHALACANTHUS, Lacepede.

(Flving Gurnard.)

Gephalacanthus, Lac#.pede, Hist. Nat.Poiss., ni, 32;i, 1802 (npinarella) ;
young examples

of the East Indian species.

Dactylopterus, Lacepede, Hist. Ixat. Poiss., iii, 325, 1802 (pirapeda^volitans) ; adults of

the Aniericau species.

Gonocephalus, Gkonow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, 106, 1854 (maerocephalus^volitans).

Character of the genus included above. Two species known, the follow-

ing and the East Indian, Cephalaeanthus spinarella. {HEtbaXn), head;

axai'Ba, spine.)

2510. CEPHALACANTHUS YOLITAJfS (Linnaeus).

(Flying Robin ; Bat-fish ; Voladob; Murcielago.)

Head 4^; deptli 5^. D. II-IV, 8; A. 6; P. 28 -f 6. First 2 dorsal spines

free, slightly connected by membrane at base; preopercular spine reach-

ing beyond base of pectorals, not to end of occipital spine; pectorals

reaching nearly to base of caudal in adult, very much shorter in young;

in the young the spines of the head are much longer. Greenish olive and

brown above, of varying shades; below pale, marked irregularly with

dusky and bright brick red, varying to salmon yellow
;

pectoral fins

mottled with bright-blue streaks near the base and blue spots and bars

toward the tip; their under sides glaucous blue, edged with darker;

caudal fin with about 3 brownish-red bars ; coloration extremely variable.

Length 12 inches. Atlantic Ocean, on both coasts; very abundant on

South Atlantic and Gulf coasts; a handsome and singular fish. (Eu.)

(volitans, flying.)

Pirabebe, Makcgrave, Hist. Brasil., iv, 162, 1648, Brazil.

Milvtis cirratiis, Sloane, Hist. Jamaica, 11, 288, Jamaica.

Trigla digitis vicenis palmatis, Aetedx, Genera, 44, 1738, Mediterranean, etc.

Eirundo, Catesby, Kat. Hist. Carolina, n, tah. 8, Bahamas.

Trigla volitans, Linn.eus, Syst. Nat, Ed. x, l, 302, 1758 ; after Artedi ;
" Mari Mediterraneo

Oceanic, Pelago inter tropicos, in Asia ad Cap. b. Spei. Saepe agitata evolans ex

aqua."

Dactylopterus voUtang, CnviER & Valenciennes, Hist. Kat. Poiss., iv, 117, 1829; GOntheb,

Cat. Fishes, 11, 221, 1800 ; Lutken, Spolia Atlantica, 417, 1880.

Trigla tentabunda, "Walbauji, Artedi, Piscium, ill, 362, 1792; after Cataphractus, Klein,

Missus, which is after Catesbv, Fishes of Carolina, iv, 44, taf. 14, f. 1.

Trigla fasciata, Block & Schneider, Syst. Ichth., 16, tab. 3, f. 1,1801 • after Corys^ion.KLEiN,

Missus, IV, 45, taf. 14, f. 2, locality not stated.

Dactylopterus pirapeda, Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Poiss., iii, 326, 1802, Mediterranean and

almost all warm seas.

Polgnemiis scxradiatus, Mitchell, Traus. Lit. and Phil. Soc, l, 1815, pi. 4,1. 10, New York.

Callionymus pelagicus, Rafinesqde, Amer. Monthly Mag., Jan., 1818, 205, Atlantic Ocean.

Dactylopterus communis, Owen, Osteol. Cat., 1, 56, 1851.

Gonocephalus macrocephalus, Gronow, Cat. Fish., Ed. Gray, lOG, 1854, pelagic.

* The osteologieal characters of this family are given (after Gill) on page 2147.

END OF part II.
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